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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE APPROPRIATIONS
FOR FISCAL YEAR 1970

MONDAY, MHAY 5, 1969.

QUIET AIRCRAFT

PRIOR APPROVAL REPROGRAMING ACTIONS

WITNESSES

ARMY

BRIG. GEN. T. W. MELLEN, OFFICE, CHIEF RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT

COL. R. A. HISCOX, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF ARMY BUDGET,
OFFICE, COMPTROLLER OF THE ARMY

JERRY NOWAK, U.S. ARMY AVIATION MATERIEL COMMAND
RAYMOND HOGAN, U.S. ARMY AVIATION MATERIEL COMMAND

NAVY

REAR ADM. W. D. HOUSER, NAVAL OPERATIONS, OFFICE OF THE
CHIEF

MAJ. GEN. K. B. McCUTCHEON, NAVAL OPERATIONS, OFFICE OF THE
CHIEF

AIR FORCE

MAJ. GEN. W. G. MOORE, DIRECTOR, OPERATION REQUIREMENTS
AND DEVELOPMENT PLANS, DCS/RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT,
U.S. AIR FORCE

Mr. i fU.xox. The committee will come to order.
Gentlemen, we welcome you ill the committee room this morning.

QUIET AIRCRAFT PROGRA31

Before we begin the consideration of Procurement of Equipment
and Missiles, Army, for fiscal year 1970, the committee would like to
discuss with Army, Navy and Air Force witnesses certain fiscal year
1069 prior approval reprograming actions which involve the quiet air-
craft program, and specifically the YO-3A, a new surveillance aircraft.

As I understand, you have been forewarned that we will discuss
this matter at this time.

BACKGROUND OF QUIET AIRCIb\FT PROGRlAMt

Before proceeding, I would like to briefly review with you the
background of this program as previously finished to the committee
by various Department of Defense officials.

(1)
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Tle committee understahds that dei'eloplmeit of this aircraft was
be,._,i in about 1966 by tie Advanced Retearch lProjects Ag eg.cy
(AtPA.). The YO-3A'aircraft es sentially is a nodified Sehweizeir
sal1plane with a muflled engine -and other quieting features. Two
"quick fix" aircraft were successfully tested in South Vietnam in early
196S as a triservice effort.

In May of 1968, D.D.R. & E. designated the Army as executive agent
to procure all YO-3. aircraft for the three military departnellts.
Triservice configuration conferences were held in mid-1968 to agree
on one a1ireraft design. 'While all three services agreed generally on
the configurlation of the aircraft, there was no general agreement on
the sensor package. The Air Force therefore initiated design of a
sel)arate sensor package.

The Army initiated an R.D.T. & E. effort to develop the aircraft
l)awd upon the agreed triservice configuration.

The Air Force, some time in 1968, began pursuing another quiet air-
craft configuration, the Wren 460-QB, which is a modified commercial
Cessna. 182 aircraft. In November 1968, the Air Force advised the
Army it did not plan to exercise its previous procurement option of
28 YO-3A aircraft, primarily because the Air Force sensor package
was too large for the YO-3A.

As the situation stands now, the Army, Navy, and Ilarine Corps
have agreed on the YO-3A aircraft, and" its sensor package, and the
Air Force is planning to buy the Wren 460 aircraft, with a different
sensor package.

Have I summarized the situation, correctly, or would you challenge
any of these statements?

Vreneral MELLEN. Not as far as the Army, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. IAiioN. Is this correct with respect to the Navy's position?
Admiral HouSER. Yes, sir.
Mr. MAHON. The Air Force position?
General MooRE. For the Air Force, on the comment concerning we

are going to procure the Wren aircraft-the Air Force does not know
that it will be the Wren aircraft. We are going competitive to a number
of contractors, und which contractor will provide the aircraft will have
to -be decided by the competition.

ARMY PROCUREMENT PLANS

Mr. MA1rON. The Army proposes to buy 11 R.D.T. & E. models
of the YO-3A aircraft for testing in South Vietnam. The committee
has been advised that Lockheed has a cost-plus-incentive-fee contract,
the incentives being delivery schedule and quietness of the aircraft.
How much does the contractor stand to lose in failing to meet the
delivery schedule, and how much will he gain by exceeding the quiet-
ness incentive? 'Who can answer this?

General MHLLEr. I may have to get some help, Mr. Chairman.
He will not gain anything with respect to meeting the schedule,

nor are there any penalties with respect to the schedule. Ile has not
met the schedule to date, so the incentive for performance no longer
pertains.

If I may ask, if I can get a dollar amount for the acoustic perform-
ance, do you know?



Mr. NowmK. Tiue total dollar figure of the reward or incentive is
$5)9,00.

Mr. MAIHON. He loses nothing because of the failure to keep tile
schedule?

General MELLFx. That is correct, sir.

COST OF ARIMY )EVELOPMENT PROGIAM3

Mr. MAION. What was the original estimated cost of this develop-
ment, and how much was funded in fiscal year 1968 for the program?

General MELTEN. $3.4 million of fiscal year 1968 funds were used
for the YO-3A program. The original "dollar estimate was $10.2
million.

Mr. MAioN. How much has the. Army obligated thus far on the
development of these 11 aircraft?

General MELTN. $10.2 million.
Mr. MAON. Will the funds obligated thus far pay Lockheed for

its work to date as well as the work completed by Lockheed's sub-
contractors?

General MELEN. To date. it will, sir. However, I must state. that
in the last 3 days there are indications this will not pay for the total
R. & D. and testing of the 11 aircraft to include the sensor.

We do not know exactly what the additional costs will be. The
subcontractor, Electro Optics System, in Los Angeles, over the week-
end has informed the prime contractor, Lockheed. that additional
funds will be required to complete the sensor, and that additionally
they are proposing deviation to the specifications for the sensor pack-
age we have asked for.

At this time I do not know and the Army does not know what
these deviations are, whether we can accept them or how significant
they are.

FAILURE TO MEET CONTRACT SPECIFICATIONS

Mr. MAHoN. In what areas has the contractor failed to meet contract
specifications, and what portion of the cost overruns can be attributed
to contractor-design errors?

General MELLEN. He failed to meet specifications-may I use a slide,
sir?

Mr. MAION. Surely.
General MELLEN. ( Slide.) This compares the original specifications

with what we know the aircraft is today. The first column l)ertains to
the characteristics that we have asked for. Based on our knowledge of
the first aircraft and very preliminary testings that are now underway,
items in the current column are as we see it now.

The minus indicates where the contractor has not met our desired
specifications. The plus indicates where he has met or exceeded its
characteristics.

The principal one of significance is in the weight, which in turn has
an impact on the performance, duration, takeoffdistance.

Mr. MAION. It is difficult to read that chart. What does that
chart show to be the chief deficiencies?

General MEL EIN. The weight, sir.
Mr. MArION. What are the weight figures?



General MELTAE. He will be about 160-odd pounds over what we
desire at the present time.

Mr. MAMiON. Is tlat the one you regard as the most significant?
General M[ETALEN. Yes, sir; because that also impacts on endurance.

We desired hours. We know it will be less than - hours,
probably -- somewhere in that neighborhood.

It also impacts on the runway requirements for takeoff. The heavier
the aircraft, the longer the runway required. We asked for and
we know it will be more than that. How far more, we do not know.

Mr. LlPSCOMfB. Mr. Chairman, could we have that chart inserted in
our record?

Mr. M.iTOx. Insert the chart in the record.
General M xxJLFN. Very well, sir.
(The chart was provided to the committee -and is classified.)

QUIET AIRCRAFT COST OVERRUNS

Mr. M"NIo-X. How much of your cost overruns are attributed to the
airframe, to the sensor package, and to the Government-furnished avi-
onics package?

General MELLEN. I cannot give you specific in percentages or dol-
lars, sir.

The sensor is $2.2 million. There is $600,000 involved in the 11. & D..
the design work, which is attributable to the prime contractor of the
airframe.

Mr. .AIO-.\. This chart indicates your costs increased from $10.2 mil-
lion to $18.7 million.

General MELLEN. Yes, sir. There are some reasons for that. One, we
have provided for more deliberate testing and proving of the com-
ponents and the aircraft itself than originally intended.

We also had to provide for the training of the crews in the continen-
tal United States rather than Vietnam as originally planned. We did
not originally intend to have a technical data package at all. We found
it was necessal in order to support the evaluation in Vietnam.

In addition, these costs include the costs for the 6-months evaluation
in terms of logistic support.

Mr. MAITO.x. Why were these requirements changed? H1ow do you ex-
plain the modification? Whose determination was it?

General MELTLEN. It was the Army's choice to do this after the con-
tract and the development were underway. It was in response partly to
direct requests by the command in Vietnam, and it was partly from our
own judgment that in the case of the technical data package we would
have to accommodate this if we were to support the 11 aircraft during
evaluation.

In the case of the sensor itself, the initial design was not satisfactory.
It was too large. It would create too much of an air disturbance. It
had to be completely redesigned.

.Mr. M.\ox. W would the sensor package affect the Navy program,
also?

General METT.EN. The Navy intends to use the same sensor package,
sir.

fr. MA\roN. Sometimes you get the feeling it is hardly worthwhile
to listen to original estimates witli respect to the cost of military

m -



equipment, because our experience has demonstrated they are so unre-
liable and so untrustworthy. This table will appear in the record.

(The table follows:)

YO-3A PROBLEM AREAS

(Oollars in millions

Approved Required
Cost overruns funding funding

Nonrecurring development ....................................................... 4.408 5.000
Aircraft ........................................................................ 2.585 3.300
Logistics (6 months) .............................................................. 526 .500
Sensors ........................................................................ 2.700 4.900GFE ......................................................................................... .300
Training -----------------------------------------------------------------. 185Technia daa ................................................................................ 2. 000TechIa data---------------------------------------------------------------------- 200
Program slippage -----------------. . . . ..------------------------------------------------------- 1.500
Field modificatons ................. .. ........................................................ 500
Qualifications test contingencies .................................................................. 550

10.219 18.735
Unfunded fiscal year 1969 requirement .......................................................... 8. 516
OSO approved emergeny fiscal year 1969 funds .................................................. 2. 150
Fiscal vear 1969 P.D.1f & E. unfunded requirement ................................................ 6. 366

ACCURAC Y O' COST OVERRUN ESTI ATrES

Mr. LirqcoM.N,. Mr. Chairman, before we leave that chart, may I ask
a question?.

Is tltas cliar' completely outr of date now inasnuich .as within the
last 3 days yoi have been informed of a change in R.I).T. & E. funding
or requirements 

.-

General MELIJEN. It is not entirely out of date, sir. The funding: for
the sensor line is perhaps no longer accurate. What it would be,'I do
not know. The total would be diffe'rent. at the bottom, a!so.

For example, the Electro Optics System Corp. has quoted to Lock-
heed ft requirement for $1.2 million over and above anything reflected
here.

Mr. TiAstor.ri. This chart is only accurate up to what date?
General.. I ...- I would ay u") .until last Friday, sir. I am giving

yoi inforniat"Lot that we have received by conversation and bv tele-
i)hone. I visited the plant and looked at the aircraft on Thursday.
What the $1.2 million is for specifically, I do not know. Whether it is
acceptable in light of the deviations to the sensor packagee specifica-
'tions, I do not know, either.

.[r. IIsco.ti% When would you anticipate that you could correctly
in form the comm ittee what the sit-uation is?

General Mr.LLEN. I would hope within a 7- to 10-day period. By
the end of the week, I would say, Mr. Lipscomb.

Mr. LiPscoM.\B. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

REESPON.SBILITY OF CONTRACTOR FOR DESIGN ERRORS

M[r. \.ioN. Is it, possible for the Army to insist that the contractor
pay for his design errors?

General MmiLTEx. May I ask the contracting officer.
Mr. HOGAN. No, sir. 'this is a cost-plus-incentive-fee-type contract.

The design type of sensor package that he proposed was approved
by the Arm3. He did make it. Then in testing or use, it l)roved unsatis-
factory. So, in a sense, he made what we approved his making, and we
authorized him to go off and design something else.



OVEl W'Err (ONDNITlON OF AIRlRAi'

Mr. M 1oN. Army ollivials have pr('iou,1y advised tile coin inittee
the aircraft has exceeded or met the sjecitications except for gross
weight, takeoff distance, and rate of climb. What (10 you plan to (1o
about the ovOrweight condition of the airera ft?

General MIPrd.,Lx. There are several possibilities in that, regard, Mr.
Chairman. For example, as the 11 a ireraft nre being assembled, weight
savings are being incorporated. No. 5 md No. 6 are going to weigh less
than No. 3 and No. 4. There are mno(lificatious to tie canopy wili'll
would save a siztmlle amount in weight, .10-plis pounds. This *nuist h
weighed against, tie costs involved aRid the tilm involved to do it. It
m ty well be when tie Army tests the airertift at. the end of till montl,
the weight growth will niot be so detriniital that we have to embark
on t fix programs.

STATES ol, SEXSOR PAC.IA(E DEVEI.OPMENT

Mr. MAHOn-. What is the status of development of the sensor pack-
age which is contractor-furnished equipment? You may supply th]al
for the record.

(The information follows:)
First sensor delivery ,to Loclkheed was made on April 21, 10M9. The Item did

not pass acceptance testing; and, after functional and mounting tests, It will be
returned to the subcontractor, electro optical systems, for correction of dell-
clencles. Next sensor delivery will be May 21. All sensor deliveries are seldlfldlel
to be completed by August 15. Initial Government flight evaluations of the
YO"A sensor are scheduled to begin June 2, 1009.

Mr. MAuoN'V. Will this sensor package include a
General ,M1,rTvkE. On- of tle aircraft., Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MAJoI. The Navy has agreed to use the sensor package )eing

developed. Has the Navy contributed funds toward the development
of the sensor package?

Admiral Iounsm. No, sip. The Army his supplied t'he finis.
Mr. MAJiN. HIas the Navy or Air Fo'e contributed any R.D.'r. & E.

funds toward development f the aircraft?
Admiral ousni. No, sir.

NAVY JI1O,(UIEMENT

Mr. M mo. Why is it tirol, the Navy plans to reprogram money to
buy 12 of the exact same aircraft. NVitl lroXvurmelit fu(Is w'lilh
the Arimy is utilizing R.D.T. & E. funds to buy 11 ?

Admiral -Iorsmi. We were informed that this was it procurement
action and could not be handled with R.i).T. & E. funds. The Arny
was developing the airplane and we were procuring it. Therefore,
we would have to reprogram procurement funds and not R. & 1). funds
for this purpose, sir.

SERfVCEWII nIQUIIFMET..

,Mr. MAHION. What is tile total future Army and Navy requirement
for this ai reraft?

General MfJTFV. Right now, it stands nt, 11, sir. As part of tle
preliminary evaluation fhat you described in your earlier remarks,
one of the recommendations was thab the Army should determine wiat



tilet NvoPldvid(' appJlicationl or this llircraft might. le anld determine
]to%% man~ly it. wVould nee'd allot ill what vo)le it Nvould he utsed.

All 3L.NII oN'. ft, Inight. Ibe cLhanlged llatev', hut 1 I is t he figure nlow.
11hia t, aho t. t I ie N a vvy?

Admiral I tiu. 11he Same ic ting, sir. We (b) no kno of fittilm4.

,Ni1t. MAJLkI 0N. IVhIat1 1 al I the11 Air V FO e ?
General Moomii". Sir', oiut' inlitial provurpenit of thle Air Force air-

eral ft, is 08. That, is what wo haye requested inl our reprograuming action
which is oWell here, for' our consilt ion.

M\1r. AIlox,. I tow fliutI is that. f1"iure
Geneoril Moolut'. 1. think there is it good p05511)11 ity that, we will re-

(pure additional aimi-aft. We would hope when weo got to Contract
to haV0 1111 O1tioil ill, the con1tvilct to) IWrOVcne Mddit iOlial aircra ft. This
has.5 ltA, eeii devidedl.

UNIT'VS 10.A BYAillICIE

Mri. 'km.vI O. 11h11t. w~'ill b)e th it ota i 11t co(st of Oli i, airc-ra ff to the
Navv, anid how doc-s t his coiiplime with Iio tit' uit cost to t he Army ?
YoU111iiN Pa )litthat. ill te record.

Admniral lloisvm.n.All right~siv.
(''ho ill formlat-ion fol lows :)

11I1se(1 onl tilet latest. avalinhie Iliffmination from tit' prime,' contractor, dattid
April 20, 109. anid reilovting n vost finrewse liit t'e lisiiillrd Se'oi sy..iteilu,
the tiimot cost for the propost'i Navy Imy 44 12 at rtrat't would hev $1.12 million.
This cost h4 stiljett to iuodltkatlioi based on O'inuges ii the Army program.

I otal imilt cost of the Army aircraft, including noiirtenrri-g expenses, logis.
i('s, training of personnel, andu sen-ors, Is A,1 .703,000).

Mir. MAIION. How miaiiy of tho 1'.' Na'y craft would be for the
i, Ia vine Cor )s?.

Adnmil I ous'mt. Eight Sir.

AlItY lIMi'IOOIAMINN; ACTION 1'Y 601-02

Mr. "MmIo~x. AtccoVrling to Arm~y rep)rogr'aming act ion FY 69)-192.
$2..15i) milion wnas obitained fmil thie flsetl yeal. 196~9 Emt'ergencey funld,
lDefenmse, anld $"A.360 million iUwals ohtiiied iwimurily fr'omi ret'op'ey of
fiscal ivai 1 967 111( pior year ftids thint. ha'vJ heconme aiiiile
through41 deolAiga ti oils.

] low far~ w~ill thjis $85 llion) (ro toward( ('ollupletioll of thme 1'1
R.D.V. & 14.. aircraft, and their (lelA')yl~lit. and operation ill South-
east. Asi.

General ANIIIEN. T think I addressed that plelOllm earlier, Mr'.
(thntirimmi. I think it will basically complete the aircraft. The liob-
loll is With thlx e SCIsoI.

Mr. MAliGN. It was first thought this aircraft, would be
General AmEITaEN.

ARtMY RE31'l0IIIAINO ACTIONS FT 601I1 AND VV 60-88

M r. MAHION. Lot 111 drawl your attention to two previous Army re-
programing actions bearing o6 this matter. Army reprograming ac-
t'w0t FY 69-11 added $6.3 mill ion to an existing $'4O, OO0 new SilwVeil-



lance. aircraft program. This was for initiation of the YO-P3A program.
and it provided a revisedlprogram of $6.7 million.

Reprograming action FY 69-88 added million to this pro-
gram for the procurement of - R. & D. test bed aircraft for an
_inny - mission. This provided a revised lrogl'an ofmillion.

The reprograming action we have just been discussing would add
another $8.5 million.

In late March 1969, Army officials advised the committee that a total
of $18.7 million would be required to complete the entire YO-3A air-
craft program through fiscal years 1969, including 6 months' operation
in Southeast Asia.

It would appear, therefore, that the Army has used all but
million of the '  million reprogrammed for mission aircraft.
What has happened to the requirement, and are they also to be
YO-3A aircraft? How much has been obligated to date for the
mission aircraft?

REPROIL\MINO ACTION FY 69-88 FOR O'I'[EIM A114RIRChF',T

General MELLEN. - Its intent and purpose are to determine
how these aircraft should be configured andhow they should be em-
ployed. At the present time there is a variety, some five different air-
craft, . We would hope to reduce that number. We could com-
bine the type missions into one aircraft and, based on what we find out
from these R. & D. test beds, we would then develop and deter-
mine the program.

We have asked in 1969 for million of OSD emergency funds
to get this program started. In 1970, we have a need for mn.illioi.
This will be contained in the Army's appropriations request. This
would make a total of million for the aircraft R. & D.
program.

That includes procurement of the aircraft based on the competition
as well as the procurement and test and development of the elec-
tronic equipment to be tested.

Mr. MAITON. Have you used any of the - million for the
YO-A4A?

General MEL1,EN. No, sir.

NAVY REPROORAMING ACTION FY 69-5

Mr. M1AioN. Navy reprograming FY 69-5 added million to
the R. D. T. & E. aircraft and related equipment program for a
which is item No.-2 in the reprograming document whicl is before the
committee. Is this related to the quiet aircraft program? 'If so, how
much has been spent to date in this effort?

General MctrrcCl.woN. That money, Mr. Chairman, is for a - -

system to go in t squadron of our A-4 aircraft. Pending evaluation on
that, which is a year or so off, we mily be able to use part of that
system in a quiet airplane.

At this stage of the game, none of it is identified for the YO-3A.



NAVY RFPROGRAMING ACTION FY Csf-

Mr. MAINION. The Navy exhibit P-1 for fiscal 1970 indicates
that $6.1 million was funded iii fiscal year 1969 for 12 YO-3A
aircraft. This entry in the P-1 relates to Navy prior al)proval repro-
graning action FY 69-1, which was denied by this committee when it
was evstablished that $6.1 million would be insufficient for this pul-
pose because the amount was dependent, upon Air Force participation
in the program and, in addition, spares and repair parts were not
included.

What is now the status of this Navy reprograming?
Admiral lh)U5sr. Mi. Cha irman, o0r Navy rep'oro-ra inig is not

ready at this time. Ve still have a re uirement for tie quiet aircraft.
It. still st-ands. I 10wevcr, we are uncertain as to the price icreWases. As
we were preparing our1 reprograming documents for youri' consi deration
this morning. we were informed of an additional price iliwrease oP!,'
the $12.2 million whiel we thoItit it, would )e. This figure includes
spares.

We are watching this price increase clo.;ely. WYe are going back to
the contractor to see what can be done to reduce tflw cost. hopefully
to stop the escalation of the costs.

We do not have a reprograming document for you this morning.

All? FORCE QUIET Ai~CHA.\r

Mr. MAITON. The committee understands that since the fiscal year
1969 supplementil hearings, the Air Force sought competition tIroi
It Iumnbar of air,'raft companies oil its ()XAl quiet aircraft. program.
What was the result of this competition and where does the Air Force
stand at the moment, on its quiet aircraft pro-ram ?

General Moone. Sir weave l)repared the t)a.perwork necessary to
go out with ouir rvqe-sts for proposals to industry. However, before
we can send this relue.it out,, we must haye al)proval from Congress
for our reprograning action.

Tiis reprogramng action is iii your hands now for action, sir. As
soon as we get thatt, wve propose to go out with our request for pro-
posals.

Mr. MJioN. Do you have a approval from the authorizing committees
of the horse andd Seiate, or do you klnow ?

General 'Nloon. I believe we do have, iv, from Mr. Iivers' corn-
nIittee.

MOI)FICATION OF BUILPUP M1ISSIILL

* General McCumavEox. Mr. Chairnni, I would like to amplify my
previous remark just, a little further in regard to the money y'ou as1ed1
about in 1969 for the LDTS program. This specifically Is for the
element of the program that will modify the Bullpup missile to the
Bulldog, using a - system, but it is all within the overall program
elements related to the A-4.

M r. MAiON. Those of you who came this morning to appear in con-
nection with the quiet -aircraft program will be excused now, and we
will proceed with the Proctrement of equipment and missiles, Army,
hea rings.

Thank you, gentlemen.

.........................................~ .j.~4 -
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

PROCUREMENT OF EQUIPMENT AND MISSILES, ARMY

PROGRAM AND FINANCING (in thousands of dollars)

Budget plan (amounts for procurement actions
programed) Obligations

1968 actual 1969 estimate 1970 estimate 1968 actual 1969 estimate 1970 estimate

Program by activities:
Direct:

1. Aircraft ------------------------------------------------------------------- 976,951 647,100 714,100 880,111 626,000 655.400
2. Aircraft spares and repair parts -------------------------------------------- 304,778 195,400 227,400 287,937 177, 000 222,800
3. Missiles ------------------------------------------------------------------ 460,037 852.500 915,960 506,796 829.800 925,000
4. Missile spares and repair parts ------------------------------------- 32,700 55,400 56,700 41,376 40,000 56,600
5. Tracked combat vehicles --------------------------------------------------- 405,930 283,600 305,800 399,383 290.000 315,000
6. Weapons and other combat vehicles ----------------------------------------- 1 96,118 215,300 123.770 159,711 197,000 125.200
7. Tactical and support vehicles ------------------------------------- 402,365 363,850 384,102 438,453 335.000 382,100
8. Communications and electronics equipment ---------------------------------- 608,972 669,250 441,320 574,115 610, 000 419,400
9. Other support equipment -------------------------------------------------- 389,794 398,000 312,290 449,017 355,000 303,800

10. Ammunition --------------------------------------------------------------- 2,424,086 2,962,352 1,732,158 2,165,963 2.921,000 1,907.100
11. Production-base support ---------------------------------------- 279, 291 219,000 345,500 338,763 145,100 236,700

Total direct --------------------------------------------- 6,481,022 6,861,752 5,559,100 6,231,625 6,255.900 5,549,100

Reimbursable:
1. Aircraft ------------------------------------------------------------------- 25,269 50,000 80,000 16,680 40,000 70.000
2. Aircraft spares and repair parts --------------------------------------------- 10,097 13,000 13,000 10,000 13.400 10.100
3. Missiles ------------------------------------------------------------------ 41,408 125,000 60,000 72,730 115,000 60,000
4. Missile spares and repair parts --------------------------------------------- 19,900 6,600 4,900 19,000 6,600 4,900
5. Tracked combat vehicles ---------------------------------------- 66,488 25,000 50,000 65.230 25,000 45,000
6. Weapons and other combat vehicles ----------------------------------------- 25,846 25,000 30.000 26,309 25,000 30,000
7. Tactical and support vehicles ----------------------------------------------- 138,949 135.000 150,000 175,790 140,000 145,000
8. Communications and electronics equipment ---------------------------------- 50,881 55,000 65, 000 49,920 60, 000 45. 000
9. Other support equipment ---------------------------------------- 42,432 40,400 47,100 50,270 40,000 45, 000

10. Ammuniction --------------------------------------------------------------- 1,593,158 1,425,000 1,600,000 1,438,570 1,435,000 1,575,000

Total reimbursable ------------------------------------------------------- 2,014,428 1,900,000 2,100,000 1,924,580 1,900, 000 2,050,000

Total ------------------------------------------------------ ------------ 8,495,450 8,761,752 7,659,100 8,156,205 8,425,900 7,599.100

'YE I~8' I I



DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

PROCUREMENT OF EQUIPMENT AND MISSILES, ARMY--Continued

PROGRAM AND FINANCING (in thousands of dollars)

Budget plan (amounts for procurement actions
programed) Obligations

1968 actual 1969 estimate 1970 estimate 1968 actual 1969 estimate 1970 estimate

Financing:
Receipts and reimbursement from:

Federal funds -------------------------------------------------- -1,963,923 -1,750,000 -2,000,000 -1,844,460 -1,750,000 -2,000,000
Trust funds ------------------------------------------------------------------- -153,066 -250.000 -200,000 -92,880 -250,000 -200, 000
Non-Federal sources I ---------------------------------------------------------- -4,427 ------------------------------- -9,885 ------------------..............

Unobligated balance available, start of year:
For completion of prior year budget plans --------------------------------------------------------------------------- -1.934,514 -1,974,609 -2,110,461Available to finance new budget plans ------------------------------------------ -162, 074 -359,600 -90,000 -162, 074 -359,600 -90,000Repropaming from prior year budget plans-------------------------- --- 171,560 -200,-000 -250,-000

Unobligat d balance transferred from other accounts ------------------------------------------------- -543,752 -50,000 -46,601 -543,752 -50,000
Unobliguted balance available, end of year:

For completion of prior year budget plans ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1,974,609 2,110,461 1,920,461
Available to finance subsequent year budget plans ------------------------------- 359,600 90,000 ---------------- 359,600 90,000 ----------------

Budget authority:

Appropredn rom..............other.......................coun.................Transferred from other accounts ..................................................- _--

6,400,000 5,748,400

5,462,500 5,031,400 5,069,100
937,500 --------------------------------

Appropriation (adjusted) ------------------------------------------------------- 6,400,000
Proposed supplemental appropriation Southeast Asia ------------------------------------------------------

5,069,100 6,400,000 5,748,400 5,069,100

5,462,500 5,031,400 5,069,100
937.500 ..............................

5,031,400 5,069,100
717,000 ----------------

5,031,400 5,069,100 6,400,000
717,000 --------------------------------

Relation of obligations to outlays:
O b lig a t io n s in c u r r e d , n e t ........................................................................................ ....
Obligated balance, start of year --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- .----- -_--- _--
Obligated balance, end of year ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Outlays - -------------------------------- ---------------------------

6,208,980
4,175,989

-4,543,958

6,425,900
4,543,958

-4,869,858

5,399,100
4,869,858

-4,407,058

5,841,011 6,100,000 5,861,900

' Reimbursements from non-Federal sources are derived principally from cash sales to foreign governments (10 U.S.C. 2210).

lA



DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
OBJECT CLASSIFICATION (in thousands of dollars)

1968 actual 1969 estimate 1970 estimate

Direct obligations:
Personnel compensation:

Permanent positions ................ . 14.011

Other personnel compent.stion----------------------------------------------------- ---

Total personnel compensation
Personnel benefits: Civilian ----------------------------------------
Travel andtransportation of persons -- - ,-------------------------------------------------
T ra n sp o rtatio n o f th in g s ---------------------- --.- ------------------------ --------------------.. .......................
Rent, com m unications, and utilities ------------------------------------------------------------------ . .... ....
Printing and reproduction ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Otlierser-ces---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------- ----O t er services .. . .. . ."-. . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . .
S u p p lies a nd m ateria ls -------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------- .-- ..-- ------- -- -- --------- '-E q u ipp ee Lt ---- --- --- --. ------ ---------- -------- ------ -- --- --- ------- -- -- --- --- --- ------ ---- -- --- ----- ------ ----- ---- -- --- -

Lad 0dSrcurs-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Gran , Subsidies. and .................. ..

Total, direct obligations------------------------- -------------------------- -----------------

Reimbursable obligations:
Transportation of thingsOther serve s . . .. . .". .... ........ .......................
Supplies and m aterials . -_ .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . .

Total, reimbursable obligations ......

T ota bl-igations .................................................... _______________________________________ ,,J

..$V --------------------------------

14,571
1,134
5.543 .-------

120, 657 124.00 ......- 117,66i
892 880 880

8 8 8
714.628 694,000 673,000

3.797.328 4.054,972 3,218.772
1,531.594 1.617.000 1,506.400

45,320 35,000 33,000
44 40 40

6,231,625 6,525,900 5,549.100

38,432 38.000 41. 000
109.625 114,000 123,600

1,116,995 1,102,000 1,189.000
659,528 646,000 697,000

1,924,580 1.900.000 2 050,000

PERSONNEL SUMMARY

ToIta number of permanent positions -------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1,452
Ful-tme equivalent of other positions -------
Average number of all employeesAveap GS sarae ... .. .. .. ... .. . . .- ....... ........ . . . .. . . . . . . .1, 4 . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .

A-------------------------------------------------------- --------------------- ----------------- ----
Average0GS salary .....1.347-------------------A average sa ary of ungraded positions -------__------------------------------------------------------------------.----------1 9 --------------,6

. . . . ..----------------- --------------------------------------------------------- $7 9----------- ------------

--7,600- --------------------

O. Ji. ).LU'J [ a.7 , flN "7 ln.n



Mr. Mi.ON-. We shall now consider the Procurement of equipment
and missiles, Army (PEMA) budget request..

For fiscal year 1970, the Army is requesting t total of $5,069,100,000
for the PEMA account, plus authority to transfer $50 million from the
defense stock fund. The total direct budget plan for fiscal year 1970 is
estimated to be $5,559,100,000.

A total of $5,031,400,000 was appropriated for this purpose in fiscal
year 1969. There is a supplemental pending which would add another
$717 million for fiscal year 1969 and, if approved, the total amount of
new. budget obligational authority for the PEMA account in fiscal
year 1969 would be $5,748,400,000.

In addition, $510 million was to be transferred to the fiscal year 1969
PEMA account from the stock funds.

As we proceed in our consideration of the fiscal year 1970 PEMA
request, I think it best to keep in mind that about $325 million of the
direct fiscal year 1970 PE program is for modernization and i-
provement of the Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces, of which I be-
lieve, $157.1 million is for ammunition in support of the RVNAF
improvement program. Is that correct, General Miley?

General MmEY. That is the right amount, sir.
Mr. MAzHON. I just wanted to put the fiscal year 1970 PEMA re-

quest in a little better perspective.
General Miley, I believe you have a statement in support of the fiscal

year 1970 budget request for PEMA. You may proceed.

GENERAL STATEMENT

General MrLEY. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am
fajor General MNiley, Assistant Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics

for Programs and Budget.
It is my privilege to appear before this committee to present the

Army's fiscal year 1970 program for theprocurement of military equip-
ment and ammunition, budgeted under the appropriation title, "Pro-
curement of equipment and missiles, Army."

The Logistics Guidmce issued by the Secretary of Defense served
as the basis for funding of the fiscal year 1970 PEMA budget re-
quest. This guidance prescribes the methodology for computing the
inventory objectives and post D-day consumption requirements for
the approved Armed Forces. For the fiscal year 1970 budget the ap-
proved forces consisted of 27% division force equivalents.

With the PEMA funds requested for fiscal year 1970, we will be
able to support operations in Vietnam at the level contemplated when
we prepared the budget until fiscl year 1971 funds become available.
Our budget request will generally 'provide for replacement of normal
peacetime losses through the fiscal year 1970 funded delivery period.

Chart 1 in my statement places the fiscal year 1970 PEMKA request
of $5,559.1 million in perspective with other appropriation estimates
and with the overall direct Army budget plan of $24,966.7 million.
The PEMA portion, the third largest is %p proximately 22 percent of
the Army total. The next chart (Chart 2) breaks out the PEMA pro-
gram for fiscal year 1970 on a percenthge 'basis by budget activity.
it highlights the areas of heaviest anticipated investment. In fiscal
year 1970, as in fiscal year 1969, the two categories of ammunition and
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aircraf t includingg aircraft spares a11(1d relairl')aI1ts) account for hIalf
of the PEMA dollars. Missiles (including missile spares and repair
parts) represent 18 percent of the total.

Chart ,3 shows these amounts requested by budget activity in the
column headed fiscal year 1970. Included also is the estimated program
for fiscal year 1969 and the fiscal 1970 estimate for Southeast Asia.
Increases ]il fiscal year 1970 over fiscal year 1969 are required for the
following budget activities: Aircraft, aircraft spares and repair parts,
missiles, missile spares and repair p rts, tracked combat vehicles, tac-
tical and support vehicles and production base support. Decreases are
shown for the other activities.

In the interest of examining the Army's budget request under man-
ageable and meaningful headings, I have identified what might be
termed the big 10 expense categories in the budget and listed them
on the next Cart No. 4 in my statement. These ten (10) items total
just over 4.3 billion and just under 80 percent of the total budget
request of $5.6 billion. I propose to discuss each of these in some detail,
with a view to assisting the committee in analyzing the fundamental
structure of the PIEMA budget request.

The first and largest ofthe big 10 is ammunition, in the total
amount of $1.7 billion. Of this total we identify $1.6 billion for South-
east Asia of which $560 million is for the South Vietnamese forces
leaving $109.1 million for the remainder of the Army's requirement.
The total of $1.7 billion for fiscal year 1970 is significantly below the
$2,962 million for ammunition in the fiscal year 1969 budget and
implicitly forecasts a reduction in combat activity in Southeast Asia
during the delivery period of this budget.

Because of the dollars involved, we manage ammunition more in-
tensively than perhaps any other materiel category. We have estab-
lished, at the Army Staff level, a special assistant for ammunition
who receives monthly data on ammunition stocks and consumption ill
Southeast Asia.

Our experience for the first three (3) months of this year has sup-
ported, in part, our forecast of reduced activity, but we intend to watch
the situation very closely. r

The next of the Big 10 is Aircraft which totals $612 million. I point
out, here, that I am talking about the actual aircraft in the budget
request exclusive of other aircraft related costs such as modifications
and ground support equipment.

The next Chart No. 5 in my statement shows the aircraft by type
and quantity which are contained in our request. This chart also shows
the forecast losses and estimated asset position, for each aircraft, at
the end of the fiscal year 1969 and fiscal year 1970 delivery period in
relation to both the war time and post-war inventory objectives. (Chart
classified.)

The next largest item is Safeguard. We are carrying the latest
adjusted figure in our budget request for the antiballistic missile sys-
tem of $360.5 million. I understand that yoti have been thoroughly
briefed on Safeguard and, hence, I will not elaborate further, in my
statement.

Next to Safeguard in the big 10 comes the repair parts. Under this
heading I 'have included all the PEMIA-funded repair parts and re-
placement components relating to aircraft, missiles, vehicles both

82-845--69-pt. 3-2



tracked and wheeled, communications equipment, construction and
support items. PEIA-funded repair parts are distinguished from
stock fund parts primarily because they are recoverable and rebuild-
able at depot level. Because of this characteristic our requirements
are identifiable under two headings. The first is provisioning. This
is the requirement to provide an initial float of parts behind new major
items as they are added to the inventory. The swond is replenishment.
This is the requirement generated by losses to the system or washout
of items, when they cannot be rebuilt economically. Of the $323.3
million contained in our budget request $199.5 is for replenishment.
The largest single category of repair arts is for aircraft which totals
$201.3 of which, $65.1 is for provisioning and $136.2 is for replenish-
ment.

Next in order of dollar ranking comes the big four tactical vehicles.
These are the 1/4-ton, 1 -ton, 21/2-ton, and 5-ton trucks which are the
backbone of the Army's ground transport capability. The total for
these four vehicles is $3021 million which is approximately 80 percent
of our total request for tactical and support vehicles. I have provided
in my statement a Chart No. 6 (Chart classified) on which I have
placed our fiscal year 1970 request for these tactical vehicles in relation
to requirement and losses.

The next category in the big 10 listing is tracked combat vehicles.
Under this heading I have included the M60A1 tank family, the
M551 Sheridan vehicle, and the seven (7) tracked vehicle carriers
which are members of the M113 armored personnel carrier family.
The total for these items is $240.8 million which is just about 80
percent of the total in our budget request for tracked combat, vehicles.

I have provided in my statement a chart No. 7 (chart classified)
on which I have analyzed our procurement request for these tracked
combat vehicles in relation to requirements and forecasted losses. The
top section of the chart addresses the carrier family and shows that
our request contains a total of vehicles. This chart also shows
our forecast losses for the budget period, including transfers to the
RVNAF.

The lower half of chart No. 7 addresses the M551 Sheridan vehicle
and the MOA1 tank family. These data relate the quantities con-
tained in the budget request to our forecast losses and inventory objec-
tives both current and postwar.

The Sheridan is now deployed and fighting in Vietnam. Reports
indicate that it is performing well and we expect to deploy more for
troop use and maintenance float.

We are procuring M60A1 tanks and combat engineer vehicles, plus
the armored vehicle bridge, all of which have the same chassis. This
will keep our tank line going at the minimum sustaining rate. This
procurement of MOA1 tanks will increase our inventory of first line
tanks competitive with modern Soviet tanks.

The next item on the list in order of dollar magnitude is "Air-
defense missiles." Under this heading I have included in my state-
ment a chart. No. 8 (chart classified) which places our procurement
request for air defense missiles in relation to our inventory objectives
and losses. Our purpose in this case is to keep the production line
going at. a minimum sustaining rate and build up a modest inventory
for future years training consumption before shutting the line down.

A



My next category is antitanik missiles. Included are the Shillelagh
auid Tow for a total request of $206.5 million. The development and
procurement of these antitank missiles has been a high priority pro-
gram for the Army over the. past several years.

I have included in my statement a chart No. 9 (chart classified)
which places our request'in relation to assets and losses. The fiscal year
1970 procurement will be only the second buy of 'row.

Next on the big 10 list is modernization of ammunition base priced
at $184.1 million. The T.S. Amny manages a Government-owned
ammunition production base consisting of 25 Government-owned
contractor operated plants. These plants produce explosives and pro-
pellants,, the, metal components for ammunition items and perform
the explosive loading of metal components which have been produced
either in the Government-owned plants or by private contractors.

This large industrial base produces for tle Air Force and Navy as
well as the Army. Its acquisition cost was $1.8 billion and its current
replacement cost is estimated at. $4.8 billion. Most of the facilities were
constructed in World War II. The base was operated at near full
capacity during the Korean war. Between wars, the facilities were
almost completely shut down and minimal effort was applied to their
maintenance.

A detailed and exhaustive survey of the ammunition base was con-
ducted over a year ago. The findings of this survey may be sum-
marized in two sentences. First, most of the 1)roductilon facilities, by
virtue of their intensive use during the Korean war and the present
war coupled with minimum maintenance between the wars, are in
advanced stages of 'wear, are marginally safe to operate in certain
cases and are costly to maintain. Second, the production processes gen-
erily reflect World War 1I technology and the ammunition plants are
therefore inefficient and costly to operate by modern production
standards.

Based on these findings, the Army has developed a modern, safe,
efficient ammunition production base. The $184 million contained in
this budget request is the first increment of this program and contains
50 highest priority projects applicable to 19 of the 25 plants.
The last of the big 10 items is "Duel blade." The budget request

contains $129.5 million to provide a variety of activities.
Mr. Chairman, that completes my discussion of the item categories

which I have identified as the big 10. These item categories account
for $4,313.2 million of the total Army request of $5),559.1 million.
'he remaining $1,245.9 million is required to provide the many other

items such as rifles, machineguns, tactical radios and generators, engi-
neer equipment and modification kits which the. Army urgently
requires to prosecute the war in Vietnam and meet its other world-
vi de commitments. The fiscal year 1970 PEMA was constructed to
full meet requirements of our forces in Vietnam on the assumption
that the war will continue through the funded delivery period but
with due regard for austerity in meeting all other requirements.

That concludes my statement. I have brought with me today a group
of Army people who have participated in the preparation of this
budget request and we are prepared to answer questions which the
committee may have.



CHART 2

(IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS)

DIRECT BUDGET PLAN $24966.7'

O&MA
$7504.5

PEMA RDT&E MCA OTHER
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CHART 3

($ IN MILLIONS)

BUDGET ACTIVITY FY 1969 FY 1970 SEA - FY 1970

1. AIRCRAFT $647.1 $714.1 $650.9
2. AIRCRAFT SPARES & REPAIR PARTS 195.4 227.4 122.3
3. MISSILES 852.5 916.0 - w
4. MISSILE SPARES & REPAIR PARTS 55.4 56.7 10.0
5. TRACKED COMBAT VEHICLES 283.6 305.8 91.7
6. WEAPONS & OTHER COMBAT VEHICLES 215.3 123.8 37.8
7. TACTICAL & SUPPORT VEHICLES 363.9 384.1 206.0
8. COMMUNICATIONS & ELECTRONICS EQUIPMENT 669.2 441.3 184.7
9. OTHER SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 398.0 312.3 201.0

10. AMMUNITION 2962.4 1732.1 1623.0
11. PRODUCTION BASE SUPPORT 219.0 345.5 149.9

TOTAL $6861.8 $5559.1 $3277.3



CuART 4

FY 1970 PEMA BUDGET

BIG TEN
($ millions)

Ammunition 1732 1

Aircraft 612, 6

SAFEGUARD 360.5

Repair Parts 323.3

Big Four Tactical Vehicles 302.7

Tracked Combat Vehicles 2408
(Tank & Carrier Families and SHERIDAN)

Air Defense Missiles 221 1

Anti-tank Missiles 206.5

Modernization of Ammo Base 184.1

DUEL. BLADE 129.5

4311o2

All Other 1245,9

Total Budget 5559. 1

LACK OF I)ETAIIED KNOWLEDGE OF ESTIMATES

Mr. MINION. Thank you very much, General.
I get quite discouraged; I feel that when you and others as witnesses

appear in defense of a figure exceeding $5 billion in expenditures that
you do not know all the intimate details related to the money; the peo-
pIle above you do not know all of the details and the people below yoli
do not know.

I am not able to make sure in my own mind just how we could best,
explore these requirements and these costs. What would be your
comment?

General Miv. Sir, I have attempted this year in my statement and
charts attached thereto to block out areas that we might examine to-
gether in order that we would not get lost in the great maze of items
in what we call the shopping list. I tiink if the committee finds it use-



fill, this might be the way of analhzig Army budgets in tie future, to
identify the large cohesive areas that can be'examined in this faL4ion.
Thi, is my purpose in ily statement and attached charts today.

[r. MAIoN. What can we do to bring under closer rein and enable
us to have greater confidence in the validity of the figures presented to
the Congress by the Department of Defense? The figures are so ig and
the program so complex that it is impossible for General Miley or
really anybody else to have. i complete grasp of every detail and to
knowv with great assurance wmther or not the request is absolutely
valid in the overall and in intimate detail.

General Mmv.y. Sir, I fully appreciate that neither General Miley
nor anyone else can know all the intimate deals of the budget but I
always regard myv appearance before this committee and other com-
inittees in the spring of each year---and this is my third year-as the
culmination of t yearlong ellort. to acquaint myself witi every ps-
sible detail that Ican acquire in the 12 mouthls before my appoaraiies.
This is my full-time job.

Mr. .lmox. How many people do you work with?
General Mmrvx. I have in my i litdiate division oi the Arnv siali,

I would estimate, putting ly )u(lget together, somewhere in the• order
of 120 to 130 people, ililudhi1' cleric.-il help. But this is our full-time
job, to develop he budget, ana'lyz it, acIllailft ourslve's with the de-
tails anid, hopetlilly, assist youl. comuniitee Ial1d other committees in
understandig(hl ese details. Throughout the year we travel out. to
look at tihe lhr(lhare, d w e visit the p!lnts whe, re the llardwv'le is being)
l~uilt, -%mc go to the provingt grounds wlre tile items alro bing. tv-t.d,
We sit in on decisionmaking events related to our program ald regard
this as our full-time job to get. ready for t le hearing. lore your
comm ittee.

Mr. MA1uoN. Off the reCoIAd.
()iscussion off the record.)

TIAINSFEI, ,' OFFUNDS TO I'E'MA .\C'OUNrL'

Mr. MfAoix. General tiler, in fiscal year 1 i61) Vou wvol- to tI n-ms'e.r
S510 million to the I1'JAIA accoillit fromli tihe Army and defensee took
funds. Your program al tinancingr schedile shows that a total of
$5 13.8 million was actually transferred from other accounts. Where did
you get the additional $:3.8 million ?

General Minfruxx. TIlhe additional *33.8 million io i cafnlle f1'o1 tme nliEer-
gelmmy fu1d, Southeast Asia, Defense.

EXLNIT m.)IVE OF" iEMA FuN)s IN 1i-7(

Nr. MA1o.,. General MilY, would yon sllmit a tabulation relat-
ing tW the expel(liture of I',MA. fumos in fikeal year 1970. The fol-
lowing infforlt ion slould be included in the table:

(a) The amount of the fiscal year 1970 NOA. request to be expended
in fiscal year 0)70 by budget activity.
(b) I he amount. of the fiscal yeatr 1969 appropriation to be expelnded

il fiscal year 196!9 and fiscal year 190 by budget activity.
(o) The amount, available" for ex penc(lituire in tiseal vear 1970 from

al)propriations made prior to fiscal year 1b(69, by fiscal year and by
budget tictiv ity.
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(The information follows:)

Estimated fiscal year 1970 NOA request to be expended in fiscal year 1970

Erpendiores
Activities: (millions)

I. Aircraft .------------------------------------------------ $51.4
2. Aircraft spares and repair parts ---------------------------- 24. 2
3. Missiles ------------------------------------------------- 245. 1)
4. Missile spares and repair Imrts ----------------------------- 7. 1
5. Tracked comlmt vehicles ----------------------------------- 44. 6
6. Veaj)ons and other combat vehicles ------------------------ 12. 5
7. Tactical and support ,el iivls .------------------------------ 33. 1
8. CommunicatIons and electronics equip nit ------------------ - 52. 7
0. Other support equipment ---------------------------------- 65. 7

10. A inmunition --------------------------------------------- 903. 2
11. Production-base su)l)ort ---------------------------------- 21.4

Total, direct Army. ------------------------------------- 1,461.8

ESTIMATED FISCAL YEAR 1969 APPROPRIATION TO BE EXPENDED IN FISCAL YEARS 1969 AND 1970

[in millions of dollars)

Fiscalyear Fiscal geiir
Activities 96

1. Aircraft ................................................................... 52.1 428.6
2. Aircraft spares and repair parts ...................... ........................ 25.4 110.1
3. Missiles .................................................................... 172. 8 346.5
4. Missile spares and repair parts ................................................ 4. 7 29. 5
5. Tracked combat vehicles ..................................................... 46.0 130. 2
6. Weapons and other combat vehicles ............................................ 24.2 93.2
7. Tactical and support vehicles ........................... ..................... 56.6 181.0
8. Communications and electronics equipment..................................... 96.9 383. 8
9. Other support equipment ..................................................... 93.7 231.4

10. Ammunition ................................................................ 1,322.2 1,298.9
11. Production.base support ..................................................... 63. 1 92. 3

Total direct, Army ......................................................... 1,957.7 3,325.5

AVAILABLE FOR EXPENDITURE IN FISCAL YEAR 1970, FROM APPROPRIATIONS MADE PRIOR TO FISCAL YEAR 1969

[Dollars in millions

Estimate unexpended balance June 30, 1959-fiscal years

1962
and

Total 1968 1967 1966 1965 1964 1963 priorActivities

1. Aircraft ............................ $477.7 $329.7 $112.2 $24.3 $7.9 $3.6 ................
2. Aircraft spares and repair parts ....... 165.5 104. 2 45.2 11.2 4. 2 .7 ...............
3. Missiles ............................ 209.5 136.3 59.0 7.6 2.7 3.9 ................
4. Missile spares and repair parts ........ 23. 5 16. 1 6.3 1.1 ................................
5. Tracked combat vehicles ............. 217.7 119.6 91.5 2.8 1.7 1.1 $1.0 ........
6. Weapons and other combat vehicles .... 71.3 57.4 11.1 1.1 1.0 .7 ................
7. Tactical and support vehicles ......... 241.8 130.8 103.8 4.1 3.1 ........................
8. Communications and electronics equip.

ment ............................. 306.2 200.7 72.3 8.2 7.5 7.3 9.6 $0.6
IS Other support equipment ............. 216.0 121.8 65.3 8.5 9.9 7.4 2.5 .6

1 Ammunition ........................ 603.3 494.7 69.4 27.8 8.3 2.1 1.0
11. Production.base support .............. 203.4 128.3 53.0 12.2 4.4 3.1 1.6 .8

Total estimated unexpended balance
June30, 1969 ................... 2,735.9 1,839.6 689.1 108.9 50.7 29.9 15.7 2.0

FISCAL YEAR 1070 EXPEN6)TURES BY NOA YEAR

Mr. MATION. The foregoing tables indicate that you plan to expend
approximately $4.8 billion in fiscal 1970 from fiscal 1969 and fiscal
1970 NOA. fn addition, you had another $0.9 billion available for



expenditure in fiscal ve'ars 1969 and 1970 frumn fiscal year 19118 and
prior 'eanI-. Ilow Imuich do you plan to expend in fiscal year 1)70 from
the PEMA account.?

General ,Mirfiw. Is your question how nueh I plan to expend from
prior year appropriations in fiscal 1970?

Mhr. M,\ox. From all appropriations, fiscal 1970 and )io'ryears.
General 'MIrEY. I hmeve tei data for tie fiscal 1968 appropriations that

will be expended in 1969 and 1970, but I will have to provide for tie
record a rollup of all tie prior year expenditures for those . years.

.Mr. MAITON. Very good.
(The information follows :)

Procurement of equipment and missiles, Army -- Estimated expenditures in
Prog ani year: ~ fisc(d year 197;0In711014Program year: ~ ld ni~ol,*

Fiscal year 17.970 ----------------- ----------------------. $- , 4, 61. R
F iscal year 1969 --------------------------------------------- 3, 325. 5
Fiscal year 1968 -------------------------------------------- 816.7
Fiscal year 19067 -------------------------------------------- 150. S
Fiscal year 1966 -------------------------------------------- 66.8
Fiscal year 1965 --------------------------------------------- 16.8
Fiscal year 1964 -------------------------------------------- 13.0
Fiscal year 1963 ------------------------------------------- 9.0
Fiscal year 1962 and prior years ------------------------------ 1. 5

Total ------------------------------------------------- 5,861.9

UNOBLIGATED AND VNEXPENI)ED BALANCES

Mr. M"IArO. In its report on the fiscal year 1969 DOD appropriation
bill the committee stressed the fact thiat, the military departments
should more closely control and analyze unobligated and unexpended

alances remaining in various procurement accounts.
On February 17, 1969, GAO lul)lished a report on the "Application

of the Full Funding Concept and Analysis of the Unebligated and In-
expended Balances in Selected Approl;riations." GAO found approxi-
mately $52.5 million in unobligated and unexpended balances in excess
of Arnw needs i n those limited R.l).. & E. and )rocurement accolnlits
reviewed: specifically, $1.5 million R.D.T. & E. and $6.6 million
PEMA unexpended obligations, and $44.4 million in PEMA unobli-
gated balances. What additional control do you propose institut-
ing to recoup those unobligated and unexpended balances at Army
commands?

General MTUx . During the past 2 years we have instituted what we
considered to be a fairly intensive program to examine the fiscal rec-
ords at the field level with a. view to doing two things: first, to recover
for other uses any appropriated funds which are in effect lying dor-
mant at these. field stations for which no demonstrated use can be pro-
vided. The other purpose of this.progran has been to fully implement
at the field level the full funding concept, to be sure that when the
fiscal year closes that these field stations have committed on their books
the ftnds required under the full funding concept to execute the total
program.

1'o perform these intensified efforts in tie program we have made
use ofboth the Army Audit Agency, who have made field trips to most
of -the principal commands utilizing PEMA funds, examined their

. ..... ... ..-.....- -,... ,II-- - 1I4,*-,



books and records and reported back areas where ini their view there
were funds which could be recovered. In addition to the use of the
Army Audit Agency personnel, I have also sent teams from my office
and from AMC headquarters generally on a joint basis to do these two
thill"s.

I e think this 2-year l)rogram has been productive and we intend
to continue it in the future, intensifying it in those areas or for those
field commands where we think more attention should be paid.

Mr. MAHO.N. During the 2 years did your field teams identify un-
obligated and unexpended balances not previously reported by the
various commands?

General MILEY. They actually identified areas of both unobligated
and unexpended funds which we later withdrew from the field with
the help of Ileadquarters, Army Materiel Command.

Mr. 'MAIo,.. What ws the total in 1969 ?
General MILmY. I would ha ve to furnish that for the record.
Of course, in the case of fiscal 1969 we are still in the middle of the

program where things are Ning adjusted upward and downward.
Mr. Mnoi. Mtybe you couid provide fiscal 1968 and the amount

identified thus far in fiscal 1969.
(The information follows:)
AMC Headquarters has withdrawn $117.5 million of fiscal year 1968 and prior

year PEMA program from the (ommo(dlty comnluands during fiscal year 1969
based upon the findings of the Army Audit Agency, DA and AMC eidquarters
teams, and Items identified by the GAO. These funds will be required to nie't
recoupment targets to fully fund the fiscal year 19139 program. Since recoup-
nients are oltalned as reductions In l)rior year programs, none can be generated
from the current year program. Any reductions in the fiscal year 1969 program
during fiscal year 1909 are used to finance additional requirements for resources
during this year. Subsequent reductlon.s in the fisal year 1969 program will Ie
reflected as recoupments in fiscal year 1970 and later years.

ETIHORIS IN" CONTRH.CT 'BALANCE RECORDS

Mr.' Mir.-. GAO found that records of contract )alances main-
tained by finance and accounting offices, by contracting officers and
by contract administration officers are often not in agreement. Has
th~is been a l)rol)lem to your office in the last?

General MIfEY. This has been a problem, I think, to my office and
probably to tle Army for a considerable number of years. 'This has to
do with the obligatinlg actions that are in float between the time the
obligating action is accomplished in the procuremfent office and the
time that the finance office for the same command records it on the
books. At times in the past this float has been large and alarming,
but I feel that by virtue of closer controls, some of which I described
earlier, we have reduced this float to a manageable size. The float is not
uinanage able any more. It is fairly reasonable.

DEOBLIGATION OF FUNDS AFTER CLOSE O1' FISCAL YEAR

,Mr. MA-oN. During its study, GAO noted that the Aviation Sys-
tems Command had committed retroactively to June 80, 1968, about
$3 million of its 1965 program and about $19 million of its 1966-68
program, and on July 17-18, 1968, deconimitted these amounts.
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IRevords at the commlld in(fiCnted that. the ('ojmmiteine.t action was
taken following the veeoipt of instructions addressed to the Army
Mat(riel Command by Ileadquurters, Deartment of the. Army. The
instructions reportedly made clear that the slowing of unobligated
bal-aces as commnitted would help the Army obtain more of its fund
requirements in future udg,,t pwesentations. Similarly, GAO found
that about $93 million was committed by the Armv Arnmmnition Pro-
cureent and Supply Agency in the fatter part'of June 19;8. and
decommitted the following month.

General Miley, according to GAO, you issued those instructions to
the Army Materiel Command. Woul'l you please comment on this
situation ?

General Mirmyu . I am well aware of the letter you refer to. The
purpose of that. letter wa.s to cleat u) a misunderstanding that my
field teams and the other people whio had gone out to the field in this
2-year program that I discus (d earlier, a certain amount of confusion
concerning the full funding concept. I urged AMC and, hopefully.
through AMC to the field -1 urged them to examine carefully their
commitment actions to make sure that when tlev did initiate the
obligation of a, program or weal)on system that their books of record
would reflect the total commitments w hichi . in their view, would sup-
port the full funding coneept. I am not familiar with the two instanices
that, you discus: at. AVCOM and at 3II7CO1. I would have to ex-
amine them in detail. However, the purl'pose of the letter was exactly
clear, to make sure that we are following the full funding concept.

MI. MAiox. Could you provide for tme record, then, the results of
any inquirie.s at thost'two commands to determine how your istrue-
titns could have been mslnterl)reted?

General MNi,,,Y. I will do that.
(The information follows:)

IMPROPER OBLIGATION OF FUNDS BY AVCOM AND MNUCOM

An Inquiry to the Aviation Systems Command revealed that the data obtained
from procurement documents and provided to the fiscal office as the basis for
recording the commitments were in(,orre't. The commitmnents were, therefore.
Improperly made. When the mistake was discovered, the funds were decommitted.
In the case of the Army Ammunition Procurement and Supply Agency, the funds
were committed to comply with the Interpretation of Army regulations on com-
mitinent accounting included In the June 18, 1968, letter from the Deputy Chief
of Staff for Logistics (DCSLOG) to the Army Materiel command. However, the
accounting personnel at that office after reviewing the circumstances considered
that the interpretation In the letter conflicted with the Army regulations. Since
these persons are responsive to accounting regulations and are personally account-
able for their actions, they felt that they had to comply with their own under-
standing of the Army regulations. The funds were decommitted for that reason.

The basic problem Is interpretation of the language in the Army regulations
prescribing the principles of accounting for commitments. The difficulty primarily
concerns items such as aircraft and ammunition where more than one contract
i required for the components to supportt procurement of a single end Item. For
example. a finished complete round of ammunition consists of the basic shell,
explosives to fill It, a fuze to detonate it, and propellant to get It to the target.
Additionally, when all these "components" have been procured, they must be
brought together at a load, assembly, and pack facility -and assembled to provide
the completed round In a ready-to-use configuration. The two commands in ques-
tion have been Interpreting the regulation very restrictively and consequently
have been making commitments only after the receipt of appropriate ordering
documents on an individual component basis, separately received. In the interest
of mating timely commitments, the Office of DCSLOG letter in question was
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intended to clarify this situation by advising the field that commitments should
be made at one time to provide for all components necessary to produce a conm-
pleted end item. The pertinent regulation, however, can continue to be interpreted
in such a way as to deter the recording of commitments. A proposed change to
pertinent Army regulations along the lines of the DOSLOG letter has belen
drafted and is presently undergoing preliminary review. It Is hoped that this
change will cause commitments to be made at the earliest possible time In the
procurement cycle so as to officially reserve the entire amount of funds required
for the full funding of each item in its entirety.

Mr. MAIO.N. As you know, the practice of committing funds ill
advance of firm contract requirements is contrary to I)OD directives
and beclouds the true status of the program presented for review to
higher levels. I feel certain that appropriate steps will be taken to
prevent a recurrence of such a practice as we have just enlunerated.
I would appreciate your advising the commlittee what action you take
in this re ard..

GeneralM LEY. We are in the process now of redrafting the Army
regulation which pertains to the full funding concept and the Col-
mitment of funds in accordance with this concept. It is our intention
to have this redrafted Army regulation published. Then go to the
field with this Army regulation to conduct discussions and educa-
tional periods to make sure that it is fully understood.

PEMA UNOBIAGATED BALANCES

.r. MAHoN. General Miley, would you submit for the record a tabu-
lation relating to unobligated balances of PEMA funds including
the following information:

(a) The unobligated balances as of the last reporting date by budget.
activity and by fiscal year.

(b) The estimated unobligated balances at the end of fiscal years
1969 and 1970 by budget activity.

(Tile information requested follows:)

PEMA UNOBLIGATED BALANCES BY BUDGET ACTIVITY AND BY FISCAL YEAR AS OF FEB. 28 1969

11n millions of dollars]

Fiscal year-

1962 and
Activities Total 1969 1968 1967 1966 1965 1964 1963 prior

1. Aircraft ........................... 449.9 343.7 189.2 41.9 8.4 5.1 1.2 0.2 0.2
2. Aircraft spares and repair parts ....... 75.1 44.2 19.5 11.0 ...... .1 .3 .............
3. Missiles ............................ 300.9 268.9 20.1 5.9 .9 .4 3.4 .3 1.0
4. Missile spares and repair parts......... 42.7 34.8 7.0 .7 .2 ...........................
S. Tracked combat vehicles ......... 205.8 123.5 49.3 23.0 3.9 2.4 1.9 .7 1.1
6. Weapons and other combat vehicles .... 120.4 66.5 44.1 7.8 1.3 .5 .1 .1 ..........
7. Tacticlandsupportvehicles ......... 229.3 148.5 27.6 37.0 9.6 4.6 1.8 .2 ..........
8. Communications and electronics equip-

ment ............................. 676.9 485.3 130.8 38.8 10.6 5.5 3.9 1.8 .2
9. Other sppor, equipment ............. 273.6 200.0 45.8 13.6 5.3 1.6 4.2 3.1 ..........

10. Ammunition................. 1,431.3 914.8 425.8 61.9 27.6 ...... 1.0 .2 ..........
11. Production-base.:upport ............. 269.0 155.7 94.0 9.2 8.0 1.5 .4 .2 .... ...

Total ............................. 4,214.9 2,785.9 1,053.2 250.8 75.8 21.7 18.2 6.8 2.5



ESTIMATED UNOBLIGATED BALANCES AT THE END OF FISCAL YEARS 1963 AND 19701

[in millions of dollars]

Fiscal year-

Activities 1969 1970

1. Aircraft .................................................................... 265.9 299.6
2. Aircraft spares and repair parts ............................................... 46.4 46.0
3. Missiles .................................................................... 61.6 52.6
4. Missile spares and repair parts ............................................... 18. 3 15.4
5. Tracked combat vehicles ..................................................... 45.5 21. 3
6. Weapons aid other combat vehicles ............................................ 79. 7 68.3
7. Tactical and support vehicles ................................................. 93.3 85.3
8. Communications and electronics equipment ..................................... 283,8 270. 7
9. Otler support equipment ................................................... . 164.5 153. 0

10. Ammunition ................................................................ 550.2 275.2
11. Production-base support ...................................................... 148.7 230.5

Total, direct Army ......................................................... 1,762.9 1,522.9
Total, reimbursable ........................... ................ 347.7 397,6

Unobligated balance available, end of year, for completion of prior-year budget
plans .................................................................. 2,110.5 1,920. 5

I Based on revised budget submission dated Apr. 11, 1969.

Mr. "NAnoN. Submit a statement indicating the amounts obligated in
fiscal years 1968 and 1969 which were later deobligated, and the rea-
sons therefor.

(The information follows:)
(Million8)

Fiscal year 1968 ----------------------------------------------- $362. 1
Fiscal year 1969, Mar. 31, 1969 -------------------------------- 248. 1

Deobligations are attained on a continuing basis for reasons such as changes or
cancellation of requirements ; refinement of original cost estimates; modifications
and engineering changes to weapons systems following manufacturers' review of
drawings and specifications; provisions of incentive-type contracts or other legal
determinations; and from cost reductions disclosed upon final settlement of
contracts.

It should be realized that reasons similar to the above could also result In in-
creased obligation adjustments which offset the deobligations.

What have been the unobligated balances available at the end of
each of the past 5 fiscal years? What part of these funds have remained
unobligated due to delays and revisions in the program? The Air
Force justifications indicate that 52 percent of their unobligated bal-
ances are due to program delays and revisions. Do you have compar-
able figures?

(The information follows:)

PEMtA inobligated balance available, end of year, for completion of prior year
budget plans

Fiscal year: (Dollars in thousands})
1964 ---------------------------------------------- 1, 145,090
1965 ---------------------------------------------- 1, 047, 526
1966 ---------------------- ----------------------------- 1,102,666
1967 ---------------------------------------------- 1,934. 514
1968 ,--------------------------------------------------- 974, 609

Approximately 15 percent of the above program remaining unobligated at the
end of the fiscal year Is due to delays and revisions in the program.
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What has been the relationship between your unobligated balances
and the amounts recouped over the past 5 years? Have you been able
to recoup a relatively stable percentage of the unobligated balances?
How does the proposed fiscal 1970 recoupment compare with those
over the past 5 years as a percentage of the unobligated balance?

(The information follows:)

PROCUREMENT OF EQUIPMENT AND MISSILES, ARMY

[In thousands of dolJars)

Unobligated Percent
Fiscal year balance i Recoupments recouped

1964 ....................................................... 1,145,090 202, 773 17.7
1965 ....................................................... 1,047,526 93,582 8.9
1966 ....................................................... 1,102,666 103,059 9.3
1967 ....................................................... 1,934,514 22,255 1.1
1968 ....................................................... 1,974,609 171,560 817
1969 estimate ............................................... 2, 110,461 200,000 9. 5
1970 estimate ............................................... 1,920,461 250,000 13.0

3 Excludes amount available fo finance subsequent year budget plans.

Note: While over the past 5 years an average of percent of the unobligated balance available for execution has been
recouped, there have been substantial fluctuations. Target recoupments for fiscal year 1969 and fiscal year 1970 are ccn-
siderably higher than prior years.

RECOUP CENTS

Mr. MAHON. Will you submit a statement showing the amounts
recouped in fiscal years 1968 and 1969, to date, and the planned recoup-
ments in fiscal year 1970?

(The information follows:)
The amount recouped in fiscal year 1968 was $172 million. As of February 28,

1969, recoupments during flal year 1969 amounted to $169.6 million. The latest
information Indicates that the target of $200 million for fiscal year 1969 will be
realized. The recoupment target for fiscal year 1970 Is $250 Million.

FISCAL YEAR 1968 PROCUREM1ENT ACTIONS

Mr. MAHON. Based upon a review of DD forms 350, how many pro-
curement contracts were let by the Army in fiscal year 1968?

General MILEY. The Army does not maintain its records which
reflect procurement contracts but they do maintain records which
reflect procurement actions. Procurement actions are a combination of
initial contracts and modifications to those contracts. In fiscal 1968 the
Army executed 4,647,991 procurement actions.

LE'TER CONTRACTS

,Mr. MAHON. How many letter contract awards were awarded?
General MrnEy. The Army awarded 670 letter contracts for a value

of $2 billion.

SOLE-SOURCE FIXED-PRICE PROCUREMENT ACTIONS

Mr. MAHON. How many fixed-price contracts were awarded, sole
source, in number and value? You can submit this for the record.
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(The information follows:)
The dollar value of sole-source fixed-price procurement actions of $10,000 or

more is $3,946,976,000. As indicated In response to a previous question, the Depart-
inent of the Army maintains statistics centrally on the basis of provuremient
actions as opposed to Individual contracts.

OTHER FIXED-PRICEI PROCUIZEMNXT ACTIONS

Mr. ILoxN. How many fixed-price contracts were awarded other
than sole source, that is, multiple source, in number and in value?

(The information follows:)
The dollar value of other than sole-source fixed-price procurement actions of

$10,000 or more is $4,275,383,000. As Indicated previously, the Department of the
Army maintains statistics centrally on -the basis of procurement actions as opposed
to individual contracts.

COST-PLUS-FIXED-FEE PROCUREMENT ACTIONS

ir. MAION. I-low many of the contracts were cost-plus-fixed-fee
contracts, in number and in value?

(The information follows:)
There were 4,059 Department of the Army cost-plus-fixed-fee procurement ac-

tions of $10,000 or more at a value of $2,414,030,000.

COMPE'rITIVE PROCUREMENT ACTIONS

Mr. MAHON. Based upon data on procurement contracts of $10,000
or more, what has been the trend in the percentage of Army procure-
ment contracts which are competitive? Give the percentages for the
past 7 years.

(The information follows:)
The trend and percentages of all Army competitive procurement actions of

$10,000 or more for the past 7 years are:
Fiscal year 1962 -------------------------------------------- 43.
Fiscal year 1963 ------------------------------------------------ 43. '-
Fiscal year 1964 ------------------------------------------------- 47.4
Fiscal year 1965 -------------------------------------------- 48. 4
Fiscal year 1966 ------------------------------------------------- 39. 1
Fiscal year 1967 ------------------------------------------------- 33.9
Fiscal year 1968 ------------------------------------------------- 29. 8

Downward trend in latter years results from follow-on procurement of am-
munitIon and aircraft to support the war effort in Vietnam.

CONTRACT MODIFICATIONS

Mr. MArioN. How many contract modifications were let in fiscal
year 1968? What is the total value of these modifications?

(The information follows:)
The dollar value of contract modifications ($10,000 or more) executed by the

Department of the Army in fiscal year 1968 Is $5,175,919,000.
Available fiscal year 1968 statistical data do not identify the number of modi-

fication actions.

I I " , , . - ,
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AIRCRAFT PIROCUIEIEN'r

Mr. MAHON. Your aircraft. procurement program totals $612 mil-
lion, exclusive of other aircraft-related costs, such as modifications
and ground-support equipment. The total aircraft program of $714.1
million is an increase of $67 million over your fiscal year 1969
program.

AIRCRAFT LOSS RATES

Aside from the AH-56A Cheyenne helicopter you are requesting
funds for the procurement of almost 800 CH-47 Chinooks, UH-1H
Iroquois, and OII-6/OH-58 helicopters, as well as six CH-54 flying
cranes. How recent are the loss data the Army used in computing its
fiscal year 1970 aircraft procurement program?

General MiLEY. The program is based on the loss ratesfl-the budget
submission actually reflect loss data through October 1968.

Mr. MAnox. Are those October 1968 figures still valid?
General MIx,,'.Y. We maintain very close watch over aircraft losses,

and I would like to ask Colonel Thompson who is in the Aviation
Logistics Management Office on the Army staff to comment on thatquestion.

Colonel Tno.rsoN. These loss data are updated twice each year
and we keep very close tabs on them. For the current year, for instance,
using tho!e loss data that were used for the budget, we are losing
five less aircraft as of the end of April 30 than we had estimated.

Mr. MAnoN. Five less during what period? Per month?
Colonel THovPsoN. No; total. In otier words, for helicopters we

estimated that as of the 30th of April we would lose - when ac-
tually we have lost-- or five less, as of that date, for the entire
fiscal year 1969.

There have been some helicopters that have lost a few more or a
few less. I would say that the data as a whole is quite valid.

AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION RATES

Mr. MAIION. Will your aircraft production rates increase or de-
crease as compared to fiscal year 1969, and to what extent?

General MILry. I can take them one by one. In the case of the
Chinook, our production rate through the fiscal year 1969 buy will
be per month and in 1970 it will go per month. - .

Mr. MAHON. Then in the case of the Chinook, it is increasing?
General MILrY. It is increasing; yes, sir.
In the case of the UH-1 family, our fiscal 1969 rate ranges from a

high of to a low of and our fiscal 1970 rate will run at

UH-. per month. So it will be considerably lower in the case of the

In the case of the OH-GA, it. is scheduled to go out of production.
The new light observation helicopter, OH-58A, is coming into prodluc-
tion. It is probably more meaningful to compare these rates. Fiscal
1969, we plan to run the OH-58A at an average rate of- per
month and in fiscal 1970 the rate will be- per month.
In the case -of the crane, our rate in fiscal 1969 will be per

month, and in fiscal 1970, every other month. The OV-1 rate
in fiscal 1969 alternates, and in1970, per month.



AH-56A is beginning production and will run at a very low rate
through 1969, then builds up at the end of 1970. Our production under
the present plan will be at a peak rate of per month. In the
case of the U-21, they will all be delivered in 1 month, the 1970
delivery rate will ,be - per month. The buy is considerably larger.

In the case of the RU-21 we run the aircraft out at
The Cobra production runs out in April of 1970.

So generally, our production rates except for the Cheyenne and
Chinook are lower in 1970 than in 1969.

ADVANCE PROCUREMENT FUNDS

Mr. MAHON. You are not requesting advance procurement money
for the Chinook, the Iroquois, the LOH, the Flying Crane, or the OV-1.
Does this mean that no fiscal year 1971 procurement is anticipated
for any of these aircraft?

General Muay. No. We have made adjustments in our current pro-
duction schedules for these aircraft which eliminate the requirement
for long leadtime procurement. It does not reflect any decision not
to procure any aircraft in 1971.

Mr. MAHON. How are you able to buy these aircraft in fiscal 1970
without advance procurement funds having been made available last
year?

General MLEY. In 1969 we stretched out our procurement programs
on a one-time basis to eliminate this requirement for long leads. This
was accomplished by stretching out our delivery schedules. This means
we are current in 1970 with our long leadtime requirement.

CH-47 CHINOOK HELICOPTER

MIfr. MAHON. You are requesting $56.3 million for 36 additional CH-
47 Chinook helicopters. Are these to replace losses of the CH-47 or the
CH-37, or both?

General MILEY. I would assume, subject to verification by Colonel
Thompson, that we are addressing the washout of both aircraft. I
would like to ask him for verification of that.

Colonel THOMPSON. Yes, sir; They are primarily for replacement
of losses of the CH-47 in Vietnam. 'the CH-37 is not located in Viet-
nam. We have one CH-47 loss that we are expecting to replace which
would be other than Vietnam.

Mr. MAHON. Do you foresee any Chinook procurement in fiscal year
1971?

General Miixy. Our 5-year approved defense plan does not provide
for an additional procurement in fiscal 1971. However, this will be
entirely dependent, I would guess, on the continuation of the war
in Southeast Asia.

Mr. MAHON. What is the total approved inventory objective of the
CH-47 Chinook, and what will be our asset position for this helicopter
after the fiscal 1970 program ? I believe your -table includes both the
CH-47 and the CH--7 in one total. For purposes of this discussion, I
am interested in the Chinook only.

General MILmEY. Again, I will defer to Colonel Thompson, I believe
it is the Army's plan to washout the remaining CH-37's during the

82-845-9-pt. 8-3
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fiscal 1970 funded delivery period, leaving our standard fleet at the end
of fiscal 1970 procurement a pure Chinook fleet. Is that correct?

Colonel TiioMPsoN. That is the present plan. The CH-37 is an older
aircraft and is becoming more costly to maintain. To have a standard
fleet we plan to have a pure CH-47 fleet, if this becomes possible.

Mr. MAHON. So the asset position in the table refers primarily to
the Chinook?

Colonel TUOmPsoN. To the Chinook; yes, sir.

UII-111 IROQUOIS HELICOPTER

Mr. MAHON. You were funded a total of about UH-1H
Iroquois helicopters in fiscal 1968 and fiscal 1969. How many UH-1l1
Iroquois helicopters have been lost in Southeast Asia in the past year?

Colonel TTaoiPsow. The number lost in the last year, is that your
question?

Mr. MAHNI. Yes. You can provide the total for fiscal year 1968,
and then the losses thus far during 1969.

Colonel l'tiompsox. During fiscal year 1969, from July 1, 1968, until
April 30, 1969, - UH-1 helicopters have been lost.

In the entire fiscal 1968 period-are you seeking both combat and
operational losses?

Mr. MAHON. Primarily combat losses.
Colonel THoM-PsoN. There were combat losses of UH-1 in

Southeast Asia in fiscal 1968.
Mr. MAHON. Were there any other losses in Southeast Asia of that

aircraft?
Colonel THOMnPSOoN. Yes, sir. There were operational losses,

due to all other causes.

011-58A AND oH-6 A HELICOPTERS

Mr. AION. What is the total inventory objective for the OH-58A,
LOH helicopter?

General MILEY. We do not break out the inventory objectives as
between the OH-6A and OH-58A since we regard these as the same
helicopter, meeting the same requirement. Our current wartime objec-
tive for this light Observation helicopter is . Our postwar objec-
tive is

Mr. MAHON. Does the OH-6A provide suppressive fire as does the
OH-58A?

General MILEy. Both the OH-6A and OH-58A can be equipped
vith machineguns. This depends upon whether the mission is observa-

tion or scout. To the extent that they fire at the enemy on the ground
they provide some suppressive fire. I would suggest that the Cobra is
the aircraft to provide suppressive fire in thelanding zone.

Mr. MAHON. How many of the 600 LOH aircraft requested are the
OII-58A model equipped to provide suppressive fire?

General Mnry. All 600.
Mr. MAUomN. Is there a difference In the price between the OH-6A

and the OH-58AI
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General MILEY. There is a difference in price. In fiscal year 1969
where we procure them both we used as the program unit cost for the
OH-6A a number of $106,500. For the OH-58A the figure of $89,700.

Mr. MAHoN. What is the reason for the difference in price between
the two different helicopters?

General MILEY. The OI-58A price is the result of a, competitive
procurement betwee Bell and Hughes for a quantity of in excess of
2,000 aircraft. The price I gave you for the OH-6A was a noncom-
petitive procurement from Hughes. I suspect the difference is pri-
marily the effect of competition and the larger quantity.

AII-56A CHEYENNE HEICOPTER

Mr. MAION. I would like now to turn to the AH-56A Cheyenne
helicopter. In April .1968, Congress was told that-

The decision to begin production of the AH-56A in fiscal year 1969 before the
flight tests are completed involves a relatively small risk and allows us to take
advantage of the favorable price.

As things stand today, that decision involved more than a small
risk, did it not?

General MILEY. Apparently the Army's estimation of the risk in-
volved was somewhat optimistic, I would say.

Mr. MAHON. When was the contract for the Cheyenne awarded to
Lockheed?

General MILEY. The production contract for the Cheyenne was a
price option contained in the development contract of the R. & D.
contract, and the Army executed this price option on January 8, 1968.

Mr. MAHON. When was the R. & D. contract awarded?
General MILmy. I would have to ask General Klingenhagen, the

Army's system manager for the Cheyenne, to furnish, that.
General KLINGENHAGEN. March of 1966.
Mr. MAHON. How many prototypes were to be delivered under the

development portion of the contract?
General KLINGENUAGEN. Ten prototypes.
Mr. MAHON. Were all 10 delivered on time?
General KLINGENHAGEN. Yes; they were.
General MILRY. Could I get that question again? Were they all

delivered on time?
Mr. MAHO.' On time.
General KLINGENIIAGEN. They were on time; yes.

CiiEYENNn PRODUCTION OPTIONS

Mr. MAHoN. What were the production options in this contract and
when were they exercised? I believe you answered the latter part of
the statement.General MirimY. As I recall, subject to correction by General

Klingenhagen, we ihad options for 375, which is the quantity we
actually procured. We had an option for 500, an option for 1,000, and
an option for 1,500 helicopters.

Mr. MAHON. When was the first option to have been exercised
originally?
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General MLEY. The option and the prices related to the option were
effective up to March 31, 1967. However, the option language in the
contract provided for the execution of the options through December
31, 1967, subject to-and I am .quoting the language of the contract
loosely-"subject to equitable adjustment between the parties."

The equitable adjustment was to provide for whatever additional
costs were involved in the delay of exercising the option from March
31 through December 31. As I stated earlier in my testimony, we
actually exercised the option on the 8th of January -nd this extension
from the 31st of December to the 8th of January was based on mutual
agreement of the parties.

Mr. 'MAHON. And that was for 375 production models?
General Miuy. 375 aircraft.
Sir. MAHlON. What was the reason for the delay from March 1967

to January 1968, a little over 9 months, in exercising this option ?
'General Muxr. I think General Klingenhagen might address that.
General KLINoENHAOEN. It was not exercised earlier to minimize

the risks on this new development; delaying the option permitted more
testing and visibility prior to committing funds for production.

CHEYENNE OSILLATION PROBLEM

Mr. MAHON. When was the Army first aware of serious problems
being experienced during the Cheyenne development program?

General KLmNOENHAOEN. The accident-an incident in last August
of an aircraft on the ground while it was running tests. An unstable
oscillation set in and the rotor became uncontrollable and hit the fuse-
lage, is the first indication of a critical problem.

Since that time, of course, action was taken to try to correct that
particular oscillatory problem. However, another type of oscillation
occurred at 'higher speeds which became evident this past January
as a result of flight testing. The data began to appear. that we might
have a problem that becomes aggravated a higher speeds.

CHEYENNE TRANSMISSION PROBLEMS

Mr. MAHON. Weren't there other earlier problems such as problems
with the transmission? When did that first develop I

General KLINGIENHAOrN. The problem on the transmission, the qual-
ification of the transmission did occur earlier in 1968 when we had dif-
ficulty qualifying the transmission.

Mr. MAHON. hat was subsequent to this ?
General KLINOENHAOEN. No. We had experienced problems with the

transmission sometime prior to the August accident. However, this
did not appear to be a real critical problem, although it did delay the
test program. that is, we did not have sufficient transmissions to ex-

lore t flight testixi' ts quickly as we should have. However, the
transmissiom was qualified late last year. So that that has not held up
the test program f6r the past few months.

COS T BABIs FOtr Tit EXTENDED OPTION"

Mr. MAHoNt. When the Army did exercise the extended option, upon
what were the costs to be based
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General MiLEY. The final price of the contract was to be based on
the prices contained in the R. & D. contract, subject, as I said earlier,
to equitable adjustment for the effects of the delay. There were actually
target and ceilin prices quoted in the R. & D. contract for the various
options containel therein. With these targets and ceiling prices as a
base, the Army has been negotiating with the contractor to determine
the final price of the 375 aircraft.

Mr. MAO11N. What was the initial target and ceiling price for 375
helicopters if the option had been exercised on March 31, 1967?

General Mii,.'Y. As I recall, and again General Klingenhagen will
correct me if I am wrong , the original target price for the 375 air-
frames was $333 million, with a 10 percent on top of that to develop the
ceiling price. So in essence the target price was $333 million for the
375 airframes, and $365 million-is that correct?

General KLINOGENIAOEN. $363 million.
General MILEY. $363 million as the ceiling price for these aircraft-

airframes.
CURRENT CHEYENNE PROGRAMS ESTIMATE

Mr. MON . What is the Army's current program estimate for 375
Cheyennes? I realize you are still in negotiation, but what is your
current estimate?

General MILEY. We are still in negotiation. Of course, I must point
out that the numbers I have been using refer to the airframe alone, ex-
clusive of Government-furnished equipment and other support costs.
So addressing that number again, with negotiations going on, about all
I can furnish you are limits of the final negotiated target price. I would
guess-and again I will let General Klingenhagen correct ne on this if
I am wrong-that the lower end of this spectrum might run in the
neighborhood of $100 million and the upper end in the neighborhood
of $200 million. Is that correct?

General KLINOENTIAGEN. That is about right.
General MirrY. I am talking about target prices. The ceiling, of

course, is always 10 percent above the target.
Mr. MAIoIr. Let us review that one again.
I think you said that under the original option the initial target

price was $333 million, and the original ceiling price was $363 million.
General Mmry. Yes. Added to that $333 million, I am giving you

the lower and upper limits of the increment above that.
Mr. MAHON. So that we are talking now about $433 million as a tar-

get price?
General M LEY. That is right.
General IKUNGENHAVEN. That is right.
General MmIEY. Again, these are subject to final negotiations between

the parties.
CHYI-Y NE COST ESCALATION

Mr. MAIION. What was the original estimated weapon cost for the
Cheyenne, including engine, GFE, technical data, testing and other
items, and how does this compare with the current Cheyenne weapon
system cost?

General M ur-. During the presentation of last year's PEMA budg-
et, Army witnesses testified to the overall program unit cost for the
aircraft, including GFE and other support costs over the entire pro-
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curement time frame and for the 375 aircraft. We estimated at that
time the program unit cost to be in the neighborhood of $2.3 million
each.

Our present estimates, again conditioned by the successful termina-
tion of the negotiations, are probably in the range--again, General
Klingenhagen will have to help me-of $2.6 million to $3 million per
copy; that is as good as I can furnish this morning.

STATUS OF CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS

Mr. MAHON. How long has the Army been attempting to negotiate
the definitization of the letter contract for the 375 production models
and what is the present status of these negotiations?

General Mamy. The contractor's adjusted price quotation was fur-
nished to the Army, and I am guessing again, in October of last year.

General KLINGENHAGEN. Yes.
General MmEy. Since October the two parties have been negotiating

intensively. We have had various estimated dates for the completion
of negotiations, and the most recent was April 15. However, as the
committee may be aware, on the 10th of April the Army issued what
is known as a cure notice to the contractor. A cure notice is a con-
tractual document which is issued to a contractor when, in the opinion
of the Army, the contractor is not making reasonable progress on his
contract and the contractor is required to respond to the cure notice,
outlining his program to cure himself.

The issuance of this cure notice essentially suspended contract ne-
gotiations and will suspend them, I imagine until the contractor's
response to the cure notice is received by the Irmy, evaluated by the
Army, and the Army determines what action it will take on the con-
tractor's response to the cure notice.

Mr. MAiON. Could you give to the committee generally an idea of
why these negotiations have been taking so long, up until the cure
notice incidentI

General MILEY. Negotiations have taken a considerable 'period of
time, although from October until April is not an unusually long time
for a complicated weapon system like this. Involved in the negotiation
were many determinations to be made by both parties as to the economic
effects of the delay in executing the production option for a period of
9 months; such things as the escalation of the costs in the areas of ma-
terial and labor as well as the impact of the delay on the contractor's
learning curve. The development contract and the production contract
were so structured that the continuity between the development and
production phases would be a smooth ow from one into the other. This
9-month delay imposed on the contractor a requirement to essentially
slow down his effort and start it up again. In the jargon of the trade,
lie lost to some extent his learning curve. So these factors of economic
escalation, combined with what was the true effect of the loss of learn-
ing, have led to very difficult and complicated negotiations.

CURE NOTICE OF APRIL o, 1069

Mr. MAHOx. General Miley, would you submit for the record a copy
of the cure notice the Army providid.Lockheed under date of April

10, 1969
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General MImLY. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMYt
U.S. ARMY AvIATION SYSTEMS COMMAND,

St. Louis, Mo., April 10, 1969.
Subject: Cure notice-contract DAAJO1-68-C-1749(H).
LOoKHEED-CALIFORNIA CO.,
LOCKHEED AIRcRAFT CORP.,
Burbank, Calif.:

1. You are notified that the Government considers your failure to make
satisfactory progress toward the production and timely delivery of aircraft which
will meet contractual requirements a condition that Is endangering performance
of the AH-56A production contract DAAJ01-68-C-1749(H) in accordance with
its terms. Specifically, it has become apparent that aircraft to be produced and
delivered pursuant to the AH-56A production contract DAAJ01-68-C-1749(H)
will not meet one or more of the following requirements of "System Description
for the Advanced Aerial Fire Support System, System Description No. SS0001,"
dated January 21, 1966, as amended, and "Major Component Development De-
scription No. CP001,"' dated January 21, 1966, as amended (these requirements
are found in the phase II development contract DAAEH1-66-C-3667(H) and have
been incorporated into the AH-56A production contract DAAJO1-68-C-1749(H)
by reference) :

(a) S50001, paragraph 3.1.1.1., "Performance characteristics, operational,"
subparagraph f.

(b) CP0001, paragraph 3.1.1.1.2, "Performance requirements."
() CP0001, paragraph 3.1.1.1.1, "Flight (mission) performance," and

SS0001, paragraph 3.1.1.2, "Missions," subparagraphs a, b, c, and f. (In connec-
tion with subparagraphs a, b, and c, the Government recognizes a decrease In
expendable ammunition load of 263 lbs. due to substitution of 263 lbs. of special
equipment (12.7 mm. armor) for 263 lbs. of ammunition.)

(d) CP0001, paragraph 3.1.1.1.3, "Maneuverability characteristics," and its
subparagraphs (3.1.1.1.3.1 and 3.1.1.1.3.2).

(e) OP0001, paragraph 3.1.1.1.4, "Stability and control," and Its subparagraphs
(3.1.1.1.4.2 and 3.1.1.1.4.3).

(f) CP0001, paragraph 3.1.1.1.5, ",Structural capabilities," and its subpara-
graphs a, c, and e.

(g) S0001, paragraph 3.6.1.2, "Weight" and CP0001, paragraph 8.1.1.1.7,
"Weight and balance." (It Is recognized that the weight empty requirement of
the former paragraph (8.6.1.2) is subject to an upward adjustment of 118 pounds
attributable to the Government. Ninety-three pounds, 8 pounds of which repre-
sent Government furnished materiel weight variation, have previously been
recognized by modification of the contract. The remaining 25 pounds, are being
recognized by ECP No. 4, which has been agreed to but not executed. The con-
tractor's response hereto will be evaluated against a weight empty requirement
of 11,766 pounds. Additionally, the Government will recognize the provable and
direct consequences to other -performance requirements of the contract that re-
sult from the additional 118 pounds).

(h) CP0001, paragraph 8.1.1.2.1.2, "Emergency landing."
(i) CP0001, paragraph 3.1.2.8, "Noise and vibration."

,(j) S50001, paragraph 8.1.2.5, "Transportability," subparagraph a. It is rec-
ognized that by letters dated February 6, 1969, and March 21, 1969, you submitted
to Lt. Gen. William B. Bunker, chief negotiator for the Government, two lists
of proposed revisions to specifications. These proposed revisions have not been
accepted by the Government; accordingly, the specifications referred to above
are not considered to reflect such revisions, except to the degree explicitly stated
in subparagraph g. In the event that It is later determined that the Government
can accept any or all of the proposed revisions to specifications, your prospective
and actual performance will be evaluated in the light of revisions accepted by
the Government.

2. Your failure to make satisfactory progress toward the production and de-
livery of aircraft which will meet contractual requirements, a condition endanger-
Ing performance of the AH-56A production contract DAAJO1-68-O-1749(H) in
accordance with its terms, is apparently the result of your failure to find and
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effect solutions to one or more of the following technical problems known to the
Government:

(a) Critical 0.5P unstable rotor oscillations occurring in the aircraft opera-
tional flight envelope.

(b) 1P and 2P rotor instabilities at certain rotor mast bending moments and
rotor r.p.m., that have been experienced in autorotational landings.

(o) Inadequate directional control during hover and sideward flight.
(d) Excessive lift-roll and pitch-roll coupling during maneuvering flight.
(e) Excessive swashplate cyclic travel permitting main rotor-tail boom Inter-

ference during ground operations and autorotational landings.
(f) Cumulative effects of contractor design changes resulting in weight growth

and an ensuing degradation in performance, maneuver capability and structural
integrity.

(g) Deficient level flight speed due to high vehicle drag.
(A) Failure to quality the power train as a complete system.
() Failure to provide a main rotor blade design with satisfactory tracking and

interchangeability characteristics.
(j) 4P and 8P vibration levels above specification requirements.
(k) Excessive lateral stick migration with increasing forward speed.
8. You are hereby notified that you have 15 days after receipt of this notice

to satisfactorily demonstrate In writing your ability to cure your failure to make
satisfactory progress toward -the production and timely delivery of aircraft which
will meet contractual requirements. Such demonstration should include your
specific plans to effect timely cures for the known technical problems referred to
in the previous paragraph, accompanied by sufficient documentation to enable the
Government to evaluate the efficacy of such plans. Along with your technical
plans, you are requested to provide detailed information concerning the respon-
sibilities and qualifications of key managerial and engineering personnel who will
execute any such plans. Unless you provide the required demonstration in writing
of your ability to cure your failure to make satisfactory progress within the 15-
day period, the Government may terminate contract DAAJOI148-0-1749(H) for
default under the contract clause entitled "Default (June 1964)," which clause
is incorporated into the preliminary contractual instrument by reference.

4. In any written response you may make concerning your ability to cure your
failure to make satisfactory progress, you may present any facts bearing on the
question as to whether your failure to make progress arose out of causes beyond
your control and withottt fault or negligence on your part. Your failure to pre-
sent any such facts within this 15 day period may be considered as an admission
that none exist. Your attention Is invited to the respective rights of the parties
under the above cited default clause and the liabilities that may be invoked In

-the event a decision is made to terminate for default of the contractor.
JoszPH A. MUP.RAY.

AContraoting Officer.Approved: WLIM~3 T~KR
WrLwXAZ B. BUNKER,

Lfeutenant General, U.8. Army.
(Thief, Government Negotiator.

Mrr. MAHON. Would you also provide a copy of Lockheed's answer
to the cure notice?

General MILEY. I will do that, sir. I would like to point out that
in the case of the Lockheed response received a few days ago by the
Army, it is a very bulky document, full of very complicated technical
language. It is now in the hands of a large group of people, being
evaluated. AS I say, I Will furmish it to the committee quite willingly,
but I advise them that it is a very complicated document, and suggest
that maybe you would want to wait until the Army Materiel Command
and the Army staff have had a chance to evaluate what it really says.
If the committee wants it, we certainly can furnish it.

r. MAHON Then it is too early to tell the committee generally what
Lockheed's answer is and what the Army proposes to doI



General MILEY. It is too early for the witnesses present here today
to tell you that. The evaluation is going on with a considerable number
of legal people, procurement people, and helicopter experts, who are
looking at it in depth. As I say, it is a very bulky document, full of
complicated formulas and data. I could not tell you, and I don't think
General Klingenhagen is prepared to tell you, what it really means
or what it says in response to the Army's cure notice.

Mr. MAHON. Does the contractor say anything in his cover letter to
that document, summarizing what steps he intends to take to overcome
the difficulties experienced with the helicopter?

General MIEy. I am not familiar with the cover letter. Are you?
General KLINGENHAGEN. I have not seen a cover letter submitted on

it; however, there is, of course, a summary document.
Mr. MAHON. Then, as soon as the Army has evaluated the contrac-

tor's response to the cure notice and made its decision on the matter,
provide that to the committee, please?

General KLINGENHAGEN. Yes, sir.
General MLEY. Be happy to; yes, sir.

TRW CONTRACT FOR INTEGRATED TECHNICAL DATA SYSTEM

Mr. MAHON. In October 1965 the Army entered into a contract with
TRW Systems, Inc., to develop and operate an integrated technical
data system "to provide an in-house data management capability for
achieving faster problem solution visibility and for aiding and expe-
diting decisionmakin.g." This contract is administered bv the Chey-
enne project manager's office, and a total of over $13 million will have
been spent on this contract through fiscal year 1969 directly related to
the Cheyenne. Of what assistance has this contract effort been to the
Army in problem solution and in expediting decisionmaking with re-
spect to the many problems experienced with the Cheyenne?

General MNlry. I wonder if I can get General Klingenh'agen to take
that one.

General KLINGENHAOEN. Yes, sir.
This contract was let to really come up with a tool for the project

manager to use in tracking the milestones of the development and the
production as well as track the costs of both contractors who are pro-
viding the Government-furnished equipment as well as the prime con-
tractor in this case, Lockheed.

The Cheyenne was selected as the project to test the system 9nd it
was planned that when the system is fully developed it would be used
in the acquisition of other types of expensive projects.

'One of the principal things that it does, as an example, is to track the
delivery of Government-furnished items from the contractors to insure
that these items are provided in a timely fashion to the prime con-
tractor. Since this contract is a fixed-price contract with Lockheed, it is
most important that Lockheed does not secure any claims for deficient,
or Government-furnished equipment not delivered on schedule. This
has assisted greatly to insure that we flag at an early date when it ap-pears that we might be slipping in the delivery of Government-fur-
nished equipment. We feel that we have avoided a lot of possible claims
on the part of Lockheed because of late delivery.
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. There are many other things that it provides. As an example, it does
have a modern, up-to-date computer which is the repository for all
types of data. You asked the question about the delay in the contract
negotiations. However, by the use of this repository we are able to
extract information very rapidly to assist the Government in present-
ing its case in the negotiation. Whereas, if we had not had this reposi-
tory the Government would have probably taken a lot more time in
order to establish its case.

I can go into additional detail if you desire.

SERVICES PROVIDED UNDER TRW CONTRACT

Mr. MAHON. 'Does the TRW provide any engineering services along
with this contract?

General KLINOENIAGEN. They do analyze the technical dnta that
is reported to the system. They do have technical people that are
capable of analyzing the problems that are reported so that they could,
and have the capability of, flagging if there is any technical deficiency
that we should be aware of.

General MmLEY. I would suspect that their engineering know-how
relates to the statistical techniques. I am not aware--and you can
correct me if I am wrong-that TRW is providing any helicopter
know-how. In other words, when a series of numbers starts to run
into a danger area they provide the statistical know-how to flag the
fact that this series of numbers indicates a situation that the project
manager should look at; but I am not aware that TRW is providing
any aircraft or helicopter expertise to the program.

General KLINGENHAOEN. This is correct. As an example, if the Gov-
ernment furnished specifications for a Government furnished piece
of equipment is reported not to meet its specifications so that it might
h've an impact on the Government meeting the terms of the contract
with Lockheed, they are able to observe this and bring this to the
attention of the project manager. But most of the information would
be statistical, such as: Are the number of hours from last month on
test vehicles on schedule? Are we on schedule? They would be able to
statistically observe the trends as to whether we are slipping, whether
the schedule is slipping in its milestones in terms of whether we are
flying the number of hours on schedule, and so forth. So that from
that standpoint they would provide technical assistance.

MAN-I1uHS SPXNT UNDER TRW CONTRACT

Mr. MAHON. How many man-hours has the contractor spent under
this contract since its inception ? Do you have the information avail-
able?

General KIIOENIIAOE. I'm afraid I will have to provide that.
(The information follows:)

A total 9f 578,081 man-hours have been spent under this contract since its
inception.

Mr. DAvIS. Might I interrupt, Mr. Chairman?
Mr. MAHoN. Mr. Davis.



BACKGROUND OF TRW SYSTEMS, INC.

Mr. DAVis. What kind of an organization is TRW Systems? What
are their general cal)abilities? Are they an organization used by the
Army for purposes other than this particular contract we are talking
about?

General 'Mr4Fx. TRW is a large corporation that, has been in the
weapons system business for some time. They are participating right
now in the develo meant, if we finally go to contract, of a cannon for
our new Scout vehicle. So they have a weapons system background.
In the case of this 'particular contract, as I understand it, we are
making use of their managerial competence to design this data, storage
and retrieval system, not necessarily related to hardware but related
to the statistical techniques and the use of computers and data files.

I have had two or three briefings on this contract. Think of all the
numbers that are involved in the beginning of the R. & D. contract
through today on the Cheyenne, not only involving Lockheed's effort
but the Government-furnished equipment peoples' effort, numbers
that relate to financing, numbers that relate to equipment perform-
ance. They are able to respond to Government personnel on questions
like: How many dollars did we spend on product improvement of the
engine in the period 1967 to 1968? This would mean if we did not
have this data storage retrieval system, a long, arduous job of going
back over documents would be necessarT . They have collected such
data, and I use that purely as a hypothetical example-collated it,
identified it under various tabs so that we could go into the data
bank and say "I want unbers on engine horsepower, I want numbers
on costs of engines," and the data will come out, the total data relat-
ing to that particular subject. So really it is an attempt by the Gov-
ernment to develop outside of the contractors with whom they are
dealing a collection of easily accessible management data to assist the
Government in managing this very complex program.

Mr. DAVIS. Is this an independent agency with which the Army
entered into a contract relating to this particular project or is it
servicewide? Where is it located? Who are we dealing with here and
for what purpose and what kind of a contract do we have?

General Mm1Y. We are dealing with an independent agency in thatthe TRW organization is independent of the contractor, completely

independent of the prime contractor and the subcontractors and the
Government-furnished equipment contractors. So that to that extent
it is an arm of the Government. As I understand it, and this began in
the R. & D. stage-and I am not entirely familiar with the begin-
ning-it was to be a pilot for other kinds of systems which could be
applied to other large weapons systems. In other words, we would
learn from the TRW contract what to do to provide ourselves with
this management bank of information and retrieval system for use
in other large complex weapons system developments and procure-
ments. So to that extent it was a pilot project using AAFSS-which
happened to come along in the right timeframe--to develop this
technique for the Army.

Mr. 'DAviS. The Army is its only Government contractor for this
type of thing at the present time?
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General Mity. I am not sure of that, sir. I would have to find that
out.

Mr. DAVIS. At the present time they are performing, what shall we
call it, a watchdog function only with respect to Lockheed?

General MiLEY. I understand the TRW contract has been used for
some other Army hardware programs but I am not familiar with them
right at this moment.

TRW SYSTEMS CONTRACT COMPLETED

Mr. DAVIS. Is this an ongoing annual contract that the Army has
with them ? What is the nature of the agreement?

General MLEY. This is the last year of funding of the TRW pro-
gram. Fiscal 1969 is the end of the program. They have now developed
the data bank, the retrieval system. We now know how to use it. It is in
being. We know how to use this technique for other systems.

Mr. DAVIS. So that henceforth it is contemplated that the operation
of the system would be in-house, so to speak?

General Mirzy. That is my understanding; yes, sir.
Mr. DAVIS. Thank you.

P2 s NEL ADMINISTERING TRW SYSTEMS CONTRACT

Mr. MAHON. General Klingcnhagen, how many Army people have
been involved in working with and administering this contract, both
military and civilian personnel I Do you have that available?
. General KLINOENHAOEN. The actual contracting personnel that are
involved in their management of the program?

Mr. MAuoN. All military and civilian personnel involved in man-
aging this contract and working with TRW in this area.

General KNGB.NHAGEN. I will have 'to get that information as to
who they have been working with. I know we have a contracting officer
involved in it. They provide certain information to everyone that is
involved in the management of the program. So they do 'have an inter-
face.

Mr. MNIHo*. You may supply that answer for the record.
(The information follows:)

There are approximately 10 military and civilian personnel who are involved In
*rking with and administering the TRW contract, each on a part-time basis.
Over the course of a year, approximately 17 civilian man-months and 12 military
man-mnthe an attributable to this contract.

Mr. MAHON, The committee will recess until 2 o'clock.

ASTIRNOON SESSION

Ur. MUAHOx. We will resume the hearing.

oesMIBL1 TENSION OF TRW SYSTEMS CONTRACT

Before our adjournment this morning we were discussing the AH-
56A Ch"yenne helicopter aid especially the TRW systems contract.
General Miley, I believe you indicated this the last year for theTRW
contract. Is that right f
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General MILEY. I have a feeling that it may not be the last year. I
checked during the noon break and I find there is still some more work
to be done under the contract to enable transfer to the Army in fiscal
year 1970.

EFFORT REQUIRED TO TARE ONVER CONTRACT

Mr. MAHoN. How many man-years of effort by Army military and
civilian personnel will be involved in the work now done by TRW
under the contract?

General KLINGENHAOEN. When the contract is transferred over in-
house I have an estimate of the number of spaces required to take over
most of the features of the system; 73 people is the estimate that will
be required by AVSCOM to take over most of the system.

Mr. MAHON. Do you have an idea of the estimated annual cost in the
terms of personnel, and 0. & M. involved I

General KLINGEINHTAOEN. I understand the requirement is about $1,-
500,000 in fiscal 1970 as it was planned to take over from the contractor.
Now, in later years it may increase, depending upon the workload. I
am speaking of only the workload as far as Cheyenne is concerned, but
obviously as the system was designed to support other projects, as other
projects use the same system more manpower would be required.

VALUE OF TRW ASSISTANCE

Mr. MAHON. General Klingenhagen, do you believe that this assist-
ance by TRW has been worth the expenditure of over $13 million?

General KLImOENHAOEN. Since most of the money was really for
the purpose of designing a system that has application for other major
systems with a high degree of costs, I think it is still to be determined.
I have not studied in detail as to what the payoff would be, but as far
as the 'Cheyenne is concerned that portion that was applicable to the
Cheyenne I feel is worth the expnditure of funds that-have been put
into it. As I indicated, primarily% from the standpoint of safeguarding
the Government's exposure on the Lockheed portion of the contract to
assure that claims are kept at a minimum, particularly in the delivery
of Government-furnished equipment. I see another big payoff in terms
of the system permitting us to better determine what our spare parts
requirements will be in the future. In the past, we have had to more or
less buy parts on the basis of experience that we derive from aircraft.
This system does afford us a better prediction so that we can insure
that we do not buy extra parts. As you know, in the early phases of
a complicated program you may have parts that become obsolete as
a result of buying too many parts. I think this could well pay for
itself in minimizing the number of parts that we procure.

FUNDS FOR CHEYENNE MODIFICATION AND IMPROVEMENT

Mr. MAHON. With respect to the Cheyenne itself, why are you
requesting $1 million for AH-56A Cheyenne modification, retrofit,
and $3 million for component improvement in 1970 when you have
not received the first production model of this helicopter?
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Army's participation in the product improvement of the T-64 engine,
the Army is participating I think on the basis of about one-third with
the Air Force and the Navy in approving reliability and maintain-
ability of the T-64 engine which is Government furnished. None of
this goes to the prime contractor, Lockheed. I believe this is normal
practice on engines. This engine has been in our system for several
years. Thiis is to try to get the time between overhauls up, which of
course will mean that there is a savings in the long run.

Now, on the other item of retrofit, this is also I believe Government-
furnished equipment. The ARO-98 (a high frequency radio for voice
communication) is a breakout of $240,000, and the APX-72 (an air-
borne coded transponder) is $7,650. So this is Government-furnished
equipment which requires changes. The balance of funds requested is
$7,52;350 for night vision equipment.

Mr. MAHON. Why was that? Wasn't that programed originally for
this weapon system?

General KLINoENHAOEN. I will have to ask Colonel Beasley to
answer that.

Colonel BEASLEY. The APX-72, the design on this item did not come
along in the same time sequence. We could not get it in in time. It is
a matter of leadtime. Here we foresaw the first 15 birds being manu-
factured prior to the availability of the equipment.

Mr. ,MAHON. Then this $1 million will be for the first 15 aircraft?
General MTlFXy. The first 15 aircraft; yes, sir.
Colonel BFASLEY. Yes, sir.

CHEYENNE NOT A TOTAL PACKAGE CONTRACT

1Mr. M iAHO. The Cheyenne contract has been referred to in the past
by certain OSD officials as a total package contract. Recently the
committee had its, investigative staff look into all total p ackage pro-
.curement contracts in DOD, and the Army indicated the Cheyenne
contract did hot meet this criteria. When and how was this contract
changed or modified thereby removing it from the total package pro-
curement category of contracts ?

General 'MIEY. The original contract for the Cheyenne was -a fixed-
price research and development contract. It contained productioll op-
tions that I discussed this morning. As such, when we started out the
,Cheyenne procurement we weren't using the total package procurement
contract because there was no assurance at the time of the R. & D.
contract that we would follow on into production. However, tech-
nically as soon as we exercised the production option on January ,
1968, the contract in effect closely resembles a total package 'procure-
ment. In otheV. words, the same contractor is providing tle develolp-
ment services as' well as the production services. So even though it
did not start out, as a total package procurement, by virtue of the fact
that we executed the production option with the same contractor, the
contract gets to look very much like a total package procurement.

Mr. MAHON. Then this should have ben identified as a total package
procurement contract because this'study by our investigative staff was
within the last month.
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General M.LEY. Well, we are really dealing with semantics. It did
not start out to be a total package, but events overtook it and it became
a total package procurement.

FISCAL YEAR 1970 CHEYENNE REPAIR PARTS AND SPARES REQUEST

Nr. MAHON. How much is in ground support avionics, -repair parts
and support materiel, and-avionics armament spares in support of the
Cheyenne for fiscal year 1970?

General MILEY. In the 1970 program we have $55.3 million for repair
parts and support materiel, and $10.4 million for avionics and arma-
ment spares, nothing for the other two.

POSSIBILITY OF DELAYING CHEYENNE PROCUREMENT

'Mr. MAHON. In view of the fact the AH-56A Cheyenne program is
in trouble, do you not think it prudent to delay your proposed fiscal
1970 procurement of this helicopter?

General MIIEY. The form of this contract is really a one-time pro-
curement. In other words, when we moved out and exercised the option
on January 8, 1968, the Army in effect bought 375 helicopters. It has
a financhg plan that goes with it and it is the financing plan that we
address with the annual fiscal year appropriations. For example, the
financing plan essentially financed 15 last year; this year it proposes
to finance 121-that is in the coming year. So to the extent we disturb
the contract by not financing the contract, we essentially terminate the
contract and would then be subject to termination &r convenience
of the Government and all the termination costs that would relate
thereto. So this is different from a multiyear procurement where we
buy so many items per year with a cancellation cost, if we do not pick
up the succeeding year s quantity; in this case it is a total buy of 375
aircraft with an annual financing plan. Again I say if the Government
as a result of its actions with the cure notice or for any other reason
elects not to follow the financing plan, unilaterally, we then are in the
situation of termination for convenience of the Government with all
the accruing termination costs that would flow therefrom.

STATUS OF CHEYENNE PRODUCTION

Mr. MAHON. Pending the resolution of the cure notice, has produc-
tion stopped on the 15 helicopters at the present time?

General MILEY. No; production is continuing. There would be no
reason for the contractor to stop producing because we .snt him a cure
notice. In fact, the purpose of the cure notice is to get him to go faster
and meet his original production schedule. That is the thrust of the
cure notice. "We, the Government, don't think you are making progress
to meet your production schedule. Please come back and tell us what
you are going 1 o do about this."

Mr. MAHON. Aren't there mechanical problems involved with the
helicopter? I .

General MILEY. Yes, there are mechanical problems involved.
Mr. MAnox. That would require retrofit or modification of those in

production later on, would it not?
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.General imury. Yes it would. However, to the extent that the con.
tractor has mechanical problems associated with the things General
Klingenhagen is talking about, rotor and rotor control system, pre.
sumably, if he is a wise contractor, he is not making a lot of rotors or
rotor control systems until he gets the fixes whi 4 are necessary for
those. Now, on the rest of the airplane Which is not in trouble he can
fabricate and assemble those parts.
. Mr. M ioN. Is the contractor proceeding with the production of the

375 helicopters at the present time ?
General-M p.y. He is proceeding, but again, as I say, the cure notice

is evidence that we are not satisfied that he is making sufficient prog.
ress. His contract called for the delivery of the firstproduction aircraft.
in September, Now, we took a look at his progress back in early April
and decided that he wasn't making sufficient progress. Therefore, we
issued him a notice.

Mr. MAHON. What is the status of the production of the 15 helico
ters planned for fiscal 19691 Are they on schedule or has that slippedv

SGeneral MILEY. That, is the one I itm talking about. The first one of
the 15 was due off the line in September. None of them are off the line
to-dite. The first was due in September.'But looking at his production
schedules and his milestones on the items he has been making to date,
we decided that he was not going fast enough. He is not delinquent be.
cause he has not missed any production deliveries as yet. He would not
be delinquent until September, when he failed to deliver that first
aircraft.

Mr. MAHOt. But he is behind on his schedule?
General MILEYr. In our view, the Government's view, he is behind

on his Schedule.

REQUIREMENT FOR ADVANCE PROCURMENT FUNDS

Mr. MARON. If it becomes necessary to delay or stretch out your
AH-56A Cheyenne production program, the $60,800 000 advance
procurement funds requested for fiscal year 1970 wouid not be re-
quired; is that right?

General MILIFY. I could not answer that until we decide what the
stretchout is going to involve. In other words, right now we are wait-
ing. We have, as 7 said this morning, the response of the contractor
aid the Government must now determine if it is going to accept
whatever he'h-as offered to do. Once we accept that, or some version
of it, we then can sit down and decide what is his production schedule,
how much, advance procurement will he nee for 1971'ifwe continue.
This is theI sort of thing tbat we will hav4 to determniie in the next
3 or 4 weeks. '

Mr. MAww. Mr. Andrews, do you hitv6 any questions on, the
Cheyenne "
"" Mr.AxNRi w. Off the record ,

(Piscussl 9ff the record,) -

RZJ.ATON8HW F flX BUDO0T TO 0OUT7'rEAST li

M'. ANDPEWS. .General you at :e tog for': $0559,100,000 for
for PEMA for 1070; is t ehat orrect ,

General XMi. Y ir. .
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Mr. ANDRWS. Of that amount, you have earmarked, so to speak,
$3,77,300,000 for Southeast Asia?

General Murzy. $3.3 billion is approximately the number; yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Is this budget predicated on the assumption that the

war in Vietnam will last through fizal year 1970?
General MUny. The assumption we used is that the war -would

continue through the end of the " ig..devyperiod of the 1970
budget;. yes, sir.

Mr. ANDREWS. So that itAig1ased on the assumptioii'that the war
will be with us through tlie entire fiscal year 19701

General MILEY. Yes ir; and for the d tiver~y period of the@quip-
ment contained in t budget., 

,,quip

5??CYQ AMMu ON , SU

Mr. ANDREWS. I am loo~ing..at9 item!%re, anjiu ition. Yo\
request a total of $1,732,100,000 f iiunit'n, ?f which $1,623
million will be or Southeast Asia. you having tiay pro lem with, I
supplying eno hi ammunition ?c! e-ave a dequit supply? 1

General Mi . We h~ve lahd qt s fteive big pro-
duiction base th t has be going ow for 'es part of 2 years. I)
think our ammu ition situ tion is l in hah (./ - . .  /

SOVTHEA~Tf IOF~I%5

Mr. ANDPEWS. r aircraft you ar,.requestng $4,1.Q0,e of whj6h
$650,900,000 will b for Southest .Asia. W l:I that g.e you en9tigh
aircraft to replace al sour lossesin.Southeat Asia /

General Miriy. We .bCed our budget on 16ss rates availableto us as
of last October, at the timi.iwe put the budget together. In tis morn-
ing's testimony we showed 'th our aircraft losses thp)r(gh the first
three quarters 'of this fiscal yearar'-wijhin five helic6ters of what we
had estimated; Now, if the rate continueiaft-tMe rate which we experi-
enced for the first 9 months of this fiscal year, we will be in pretty
good condition.

Mr. ANDREWS. Is your loss rate of choppers increasing,'leveling off,.
or decreasing I

General MmrL . It varies by type. The UH-1 losses have been a little
higher than we estimated. The Chinook losses are a little bit higher..
The light observation helicopter has'been a little over. But overall we
are within five of the rate we used to put the budget together. So far, so,
good, you might say.

Mr. ANDREWS. Then your loss rates have been about what you had
predicted last October ?.

'General Mxry. That is correct; through the end of March.

A DEQUAGfY OiF 1910 hUDOG7T

Mr. ANDREWS. Are you satisfied with this budget for Southeast Asia?,
General Mum-. Based on the assumption that we used, that the war-

will continue at the rates that we visualized last October and if the.
helicopter attrition rate continues in hand, we will be all right..

32-845-69-pt. 3-4
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Mr. ANDREWS. Are you satisfied that the request made by the Viet-
nam commanders will be met with this budget? Will our people ini
Southeast Asia be given all they need to prosecute the war in whatever
way they are directed to do so by the present administration?

General Muzy. There is no question that their requests will be
honored even to the sacrifice of the rest of the Army, but, as I said,
depending on the progress of the war and nothing unusual happening,
I think we will have no difficulty meeting their requirements.

Mr. APDREWS. Thank you. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MAHON. Mr. Minshall.

CHEYENNE CURE NOTICE

Mr. MINSALL. Did you outline your cure notice in this morning's
hearings? Basically, was it outlined as is shown in the Aerospace
Daily of April 15, 1969?

General MILLY. I think their extract was verbatim, if I remember
correctly. Now, we are going to furnish that notice.

Mr. MiNSHALL. You ought to digest it. If you get into all this
minuscule detail, nobody is going to read it.

General MILEY. It is not a very big document. As I say, we are going
to furnish it.

M r. MINSIIALL. You are going to put the whole thing in the record?
General MILEY. Yes.
Mr. MINSHALL. I noticed in the Aerospace Daily of April 15 that

your cure notice came out on April 10. Is that right?
General MILEY. Yes, sir.

LOCKHEED RESPONSE TO CURE NOTICE

3fr. MINSUALL. On April 15 Lockheed said that they expected to
make a satisfactory reply within 15 days. Now, that period has expired.
Have they met that date ?

General MILEY. They asked for a 3-day extension and then met it.
In other words, it was due back on the 25th. They asked for an
extension to the 28th. It was furnished to the Government on the 28th.
It is now being reviewed by the Government.

Mr. MINSHALL. Now, it is being evaluated by the Army?
General MILEY. Yes.
Mr. MINSHALL. This is the report you said you were going to have

an answer to within 2 to 3 weeks?
General Muzy. We finally settled on June 1, I thought.
Mr. MINSHALL. All right. I will give you a couple of days.
We have been throu h this exercise in other programs, with the

Navy on the F-111, with the Air Force on the BOMARC, and all the
rest, and it is also the same, always "Mafiana".

I hope this isn't another one of those because on the 1st of June-
I am going to circle that on my calendar--and then I will see what
you have got.

GeneraflMnL.Y. All right sir.
Mr. MINSHALL. That is all I have. Thank you.
Mr. RHODES. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.

f



GOVERNMENT LIABILITY IN EVENT OF CHEYENNE CONTRACT STRETCHIOUT

Mr. MAHloN. If the Army decides to delay or stretch out Cheyenne
production until the contractor is able to correct certain deficiencies
in the aircraft, would this have the effect of changing the contract,
making the Government liable for any costs attendant thereto?

General MILEY. I think to the extent that we renegotiate any of the
terms of the contract we certainly should take a hard position that
he is not meeting his contractual terms. The general practice is when
you give a contractor a stretched out delivery schedule the Govern-
ment is entitled to consideration. In most cases we collect some con-
sideration for giving him an easier schedule. So I think this would
be our going-in position with this contractor.

U-21A UTILITY AIRCRAFT

Mr. MAHON. With respect to the U-21A, you are requesting $22.5
million for 72 U-21A utility aircraft and your projected losses in
fiscal year 1970 total only . What is the urgency cf the require-
ment for 72 of these aircraft?

General 'MILEY. This is an aircraft that we have been short of for
a considerable amount of time. It is a very useful aircraft to transport
high priority cargo or people over distances that are more efficiently
travelled by air than on the ground. Now, the U-21, because it is fixed
wing, low maintenance aircraft, is considerably more economical -to
operate than a helicopter for the same kind of mission. So our proposal
here is to acquire 72 and fill up the Army's units around the world
with these effective, efficient, economical fixed-wing aircraft and get
around the use of helicopters, for one thing, in their stead.

M r. MAION. How many do we have in the Army inventory at the
present time ?

General MILEY. With the 1969 buy and assuming that our loss rates
were approximately correct, we would end up with an asset position
of

Mr. MmJx. Does this include the aircraft under contract and not
yet delivered? i

General MILEY. It includes the quantity in 1969; yes sir.
Mr. MAION. Itow many U-21A have'been sent to Southeast Asia

and how many have you lost in that area?
General MnxEY. As of January 1, 1969, we had U-21's in

Southeast Asia. In fiscal 1968 we lost a total of

AIRCRAFT LOSSES IN VIETNAM

Mr. MAHON. General, in previous hearings we have been given in-
formation as to the total number of aircraft ost in Vietnam ns a result,
of enemy action or otherwise. Have you presented that testimony here
today?

General MILEY. Yes, we have.
Mr. MAHON. And did you break it down with respect to the helicop-

ters and fixed-wing aircraft?
General MiLEY. Yes, sir; we broke it down that way and also opera-

tional versus combat.
Mr. M.\noN. Off the record.

1. . _ , _'__ I I - '' 1- - -' :- . ",' . . - - , ":' ' "_-, i4r , . ', - , -4 ' "', t r- - I
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(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. mAHONi. I wish you would supply for the record-and a repre-

sentative of the Department of Defense is present in the room to be
of assistance-the all inclusive figures for the Department of Defense.

General MILE!, For the same period of time?
Mr. MAHON. Yes, sir.
General MILEY. Yes, sir.
(The information provided to the committee is classified.)

VULrNERABILITY OF HELICOPTERS

Mr. ANDREWS. Tell us, if you can how most of your choppers are
lost in combat. What kind ground fire is used to destroy them?

General MILEY. Now, I have lots of flyers around me here, but I
suspect it is mostly from small arms fire.

Colonel THoMPSON. Yes, sir. About half of our helicopters are lost
due to small arms ground fire.

Mr. ANDREWS. You mean by that, a rifle?
Colonel THOMPSON. Yes, sir; rifle, machinegun.
.Mr. ANDREWS. Pistol?
Colonel TioMPsoN. Not a pistol; no, sir.
Mr. ANmws. A shotgun?
Colonel THOMPSON. Shotgun? No.
Mr. ANDREWS. I thought I had read somewhere that one had been

shot down by a shotgun.
Colonel TompsoN. We have heard that there have been such allega-

tions. However, there is no evidence of any helicopters being shot down
by shotguns.

Mr. ANDREWS. They are very vulnerable, though, are they not?
Colonel THomPsoN. No, sir.
'Mr. ANDREWS. That is, when they come in low?
Colonel THOMPSON. Actually, our helicopters in Vietnam have

proven to be extremely invulnerable, according to our statistics. For
example, if you relate it to the number of sorties flown, the total sorties
flown by helicopters in Vietnam from January 1, 1962, through March
31, there was one helicopter lost to ground fire in 25,168 sorties. An-
other statistic that might, be of interest: Of these helicopters that are
hit, only about - percent are actually lost. Of those that are
actually shot down, about 60 percent average are recovered, repaired,
and returned to service.

So the helicopter differs from the fixed wing in that if the engine
is hit or some other vital part, it still has the capability of autorotating
to the ground without further damage. As I say, well over half of
those that are shot down are recovered and repaired and returned to
service. So based upon these figures, the helicopter is really quite
invulnerable.

Mr. AwNIEws. Except when it is hit in the proper 'place.
Colonel THoMPSON. Yes, sir; like any vehicle or aircraft, if it is hit

in an extremely vital spot and there is nowhere to land, in trees, some-
thing of that sort, the helicopter is really no more or less vulnerable
than any other aircraft.



VULNERABILITY OF FIXED-WING AIRCRAFT

Mr. ANDREWS. What about your fixed-wing planes? Have you lost
any of them to small arms fire?

Colonel THoMPsoN. We have lost a few. I do not have a separate
breakout on fixed-wing aircraft with me. However, there are very few
because our fixed-wing planes we normally fly at an altitude where
we have relatively few helicopters. We have relatively few fixed wings
with respect to helicopters, besides. So there are relatively few flxe .
wing aircraft lost to ground fire.

FIRE-RESISTANT FUEL SYSTEM FOR HELICOPTER

Mr. ANDREWS. What do you do, if anything, to protect your fuel
tanks which I presume is the most vulnerable part of the chopper?

Colonel TihompsoN. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. If you hit the fuel tank it could cause an explosion

and then that chopper has had it; is that right?
Colonel THOMPSON. Yes, sir.
MIr. ANDREWS. Have you done anything to try to insulate or protect

the tank against gunfire?
Colonel THOMPSON. Yes, sir. We have quite an extensive program in

the UH-1 and the Cobra, which are our most numerous aircraft. We
have money in this budget to provide for a fire-resistant fuel system
which includes not only the tank, but also all the fixtures and the
plumbing that carry the fuel to and from the tank and the engine.
These rupture upon hard contact with the ground and causes the gas to
spill out, fumes to accumulate and oftentimes a fire will result. We feel
that if these modifications we have in this budget are approved and we
install this new system we have just developed it will improve the
resistance to postorash fires in the UH-1's by 72 percent.

Mr. ANDREWS. Have you installed that system in any of the planes
used in combat in South Vietnam?

Colonel THOMPSON. No, sir. The system has just now become avail-
able, and we have just finished development.

Mr. ANDREWS. When do you propose to install this fire-resistant fuel
system in choppers that are now in VietnanI

Colonel THOMPSON. We will start retrofitting the aircraft, as we can
according to the schedule and the availability of the new parts and
equipment that will be manufactured and install them in production
line aircraft as we can.

ARMOR FOR HELICOPTERS

Mr. AXNPDWS. What have you done about putting armor on the
chop ers?

Colonel THOMPSON. Quite a bit of work has been done in the past
on the armor. For instance, probably the most vulnerable part on the
helicopter is the pilot. His entire seat and the covering around him
is armor protected against small arms fire and fragmentation shells.
He also has a ballistic helmet. He wears armor protective vests, all of
which protects the pilot. There is some armor protection around some
of the vital parts which have been determined to be the most frequent
cause of loss.
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Mr. ANDREWS. What experience have you had with that armor? I
assume you have had your choppers in Vietnam equipped with this
armor.

Colonel Tno sot,. Yes, sir; all the UH-1's.
Mr. ANDREWS. What is the experience to date? Has that cut down

on your loss rate?
Colonel THOMPSON. We feel it has cut down, sir. Over the years this

loss rate per sortie that I quoted you has continued to improve. During
the first years of the war the loss rate was twice what it is now. I would
say per sortie, we have improved considerably.

Mr. ANDRvs. What size shell will that armor protect against?
Colonel THOMPSON. Just small arms fire, sir, rifles and machineguns.
fr. ANDRFAVS. Then what is your next most serious threat fronm the

ground to your choppers? Maehineguns?
Colonel THotPsox. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWs. You do not consider that small arms fire, do you ?
Colonel TOM, PSON. Yes, sir. If it is a caliber the same as a iifle-for

instance, .30 caliber is considered small arms. Now, .50 caliber is a little
bit beyond the small arms category.

Mr. ANDREWs'. Will your armor on the chopper protect it from a
.50 caliber machinegun shell ?

Colonel TiioMPson. No, sir. The .50 caliber-type shell would require
so much additional weight on the chopper that We feel it is not war-
ranted and our threat over there from this type of weapon is not that
great.

Mr. Awnnrtws. Is it true to say, then. that since 1962, when you first
started using choppers over there, through to the present you have
greatly increased the safety of your choppers and the pilots who man
them?

Colonel TnoMPson. No doubt about that, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. And in the future, very shortly I hope, you will

be able to install in those choppers in Vietnam certain fuel safety
features that will cut down on gas explosions when they are hit by
small arms fire?

Colonel Tinompsow. Absolutely; yes, that is correct.
Mr. ANDRFIWS. Thank you.

CIEYENNE SAFETY FEATMES

Mr. MAHON. I assume that this fire resistant fuel system is being
installed in the Cheyenne?

General KLINOENITAGEN. Yes, sir. That is one point that I wanted
to make, in addition. In addition to the improved fuel system to
eliminate fires, we are increasing the armor protection against .50-
caliber ammunition as compared with the .30-caliber protection that
we now have in Vietnam. In addition to that, we did a lot of design
to reduce the vulnerable areas.

The vulnerable area on the Cheyenne, although it is considerably
larger than the Cobra, which is the present gunship in Vietnam. is
reduced by 50 percent. We feel we: are making great improvements
in improving the survivability of the helicopter.

Mr. ADRFAs. What are you doing to the bllv of those Cheyenne
choppers? Are you putting armor on the underside of them?
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General KLINGENIAGEN. Yes, sir. IVe have armor protecting all of
the vital parts. For instance, the transmission which is one of your
most vulnerable areas, we have .50-caliber protection for that area
as well as we have protection for the pilot and the copilot from .50-
caliber ammunition.

WEIGHT PROBLEMS CAUSED BY ARMOR

Mr. ANDREWS. Have you run into a weight problem, General, since
you have added that armor?

General KLINGENHAGEN. We do have a weight problem with the
Cheyenne. One of the reasons we have issued the cure notice is be-
cause the contractor has increased the weight by 5 percent.

Mr. A-NDREWS. Is that due to the armor?
General KLINGENIIAOEN. The armor has contributed to it., sir.
Mr. AxDnEws. Is there a point where you can add so much armor

as to interfere with the maneuverability or the speed of the chopper?
General KLINCENITAGEN. Yes, sir. The weight, will reduce tle speed

of the Cheyenne from 220 to 212 lots.
Mr. ANDREWS. I would think that you could sacrifice that, relatively

small speed for the additional safety.
General KLiGr, ENIIAGEN. Yes2 sir. In making this estimate we are

eva luttting this area and certainly, although the. weight increase is
not completely attributable to the armor protection, I would have to
agree with _you. I would think we would wtut the .50-caliber l)1tec-
tion. To go much beyond .50-caliber protection, increases the weight
considerably.

Mr. AND6.wS. You can't hope to achieve any more protection than
that?

General KTINGEIrAGFN. No, sir; not within the pres:,nt state of the
art.

USE OF MISSILES AGAINST 11ELICOPTErlS

.Mr. ANDREWS. Do you know whether any of your choppers have
been hit by SAM missiles?

General KTiNOENHAGEN. Not in South Vietnam. I don't know
whether the Air Force, in going in with their Jolly Green Giants into
North Vietnam, have encountered any missiles, but I don't know.

,Mr. ANDuREWS. For the record, what do you mean by "Jolly Green
Giant"?

General KLNGEN IAOE. These are the. rescue ships that go in to pick
up the downed crews. The Army does not go into North Vietnam.

Mr. ANDREWS. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
.Mr. RITODFS. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question?
Mr. MAHON. Mr. Rhodes.

ENE31Y TECHlNIQU3E FOR -ATTACKING AIIICR,\

Mr. Ruonhs. General, do you have any report as to the technique
that the North Vietnamese and Vietcong use in attacking aircraft.?
Is it controlled fire or is it a lire-at-will situation? How are they
trained in other words? It seems to me they have been amazingly
successful, from the statistics which we have now. We have tried for
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years to teach American troops to bring down aircraft wvith small
arms fire. I don't recall that we were ever wildly successful at it. Maybe
they have some sort of a technique we ought to know something about.

General KLINOENHAGEI'. In my 21/2 years over there, from 1963 to
1965--and, of course, tactics may have changed since,-they have used
all types of ruses, of course, in disciplining their people to wait until
the helicopters are actually on the ground, hovering, discharging their
troops. As an example, they will withhold fire until they get in there,
hovering, discharging troops, and then they lot loose. There is no
question they have done an awful lot to teach their people the tech-
niques, to take the maximum advantage of catching us, particularly
in the crucial area of hovering, discharging troops. They are getting
more sophisticated with their weapons, getting good lead lights, optical
sights -that are relatively simple and lightweiglt, but rather accurate.
In teaching them how to properly lead a helicopter and get relatively
good accuracy, they are successful. We might learn something about
optical sights if we ever get into the business of having to shoot at
the enemy's helicopters, no question about that.

Mr. RHoDEs. Has any missile fire been directed at helicopters?
General KIYIGENNHAGEN. During my time frame, I have not heard of

any while I was there.
Colonel THoMpsox. Sir. there is no evidence of any missile fire at

any helicopters in South Vietnam.
Mr. RHODES. They do not have a Redeye-type of missile
Colonel THOMPSON. No, sir.
General KLIN OaE1AOEN. Not that we are aware of.
Mfr. MINSHALL. 'Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MAHON. Mr. Minshall.

EFFECT OF INCREASED CHEYENNE ARMOR

-Mr. M-1IXSHA5LL. You are talking about a weight problem, increasing
the armorplate protection against .50-caliber weapons vis-a-vis .30-
caliber weapon. What are you talking about in terms of weight, cost
differential and so forth?

General kLIJGENHAOEN. The aircraft originally was guaranteed
by the contractor at a certain empty weight, about 11,000 pounds.
Included in this guarantee was a protection against .50 caliber for
the crews and the vulnerable area. This was part of the contract, as
well as the contract also requiring him to meet certain performance
specifications, such as 220 kiots-speed, also to be able to hover on a
hot day out of ground effects and carry a certain load.

As I indicated, the contractor in trying to resolve some of his tech-
nical problems, such as you have heard here of the rotor instability
problem and the flight characteristics, as an example he had to add a
larger wing, twice the wing area, in order to get a better flying helicop-
ter at higher speeds. This caused additional weight. The weight has
increase[ approximately 500 pounds.

Mr. MINSHALL. How much of that, though, -is caused by the armor;
that is my question? I

General KLINoENHAoEN. Actually, the armor did not contribute to
the aircraft becoming overweight. The contractor was scheduled to put
a certain amount of armor into it. I was trying to indicate in the case

. P
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of the armor that it does add weight to the aircraft and to go from .30-
caliber protection to .50-caliber protection, we have 263 pounds of
armor in there, as an example.

Mr. MINSHALL. More?
General KLINGENHAGE-N. No; total.
Mr. MINSIALL. Total weight?
General KLINOENIIAOEN. Yes.
Mr. MINSHALL. What is required for .30-caliber?
General KLINGENHAGEN. With .30 caliber, probably you could get

by with one-third of that, so I would say 75 pounds if you only re-
quired .30-caliber protection.

Mr. MINSHALL. You have to beef it up considerably, then, to get
protection against a .50 caliber?

General KLINGENHAOEN. That is right, sir.
Mr. MINSHALL. There was considerable publicity about a week ago

in the public press about some choppers that were lost over in Cam-
bodia. Was that all because of small arms fire?

General KLINGENHAGEN. Did we get a report on those losses? I heard
about it over the weekend, but I just read it in the press.

Colonel THOMPSON. I do not have any information.
Mr. MINSHUAL. All right. Thank you.

RU-21 AIRCRAFT

Mr. MAHON. You are requesting $7.5 million for seven RU-21 air-
craft. This is a reconnaissance version of the U-21. The P-1 book does
not indicate any previous procurement of RU-21 aircraft for the last
3 fiscal years. Were the U-21 aircraft funded last year converted to the
RU-21 configuration? And was Congress fully advlised of this?

General MiLEY. Yes, sir; they were.
Mr. MAHON. Was this the plan? During our budget hearings last

year was this indicated?
General MITEY. I am not, sure. I would have to go back and research

the record at the time of the budget hearings, but certainly some time
before the end of the fiscal year the black boxes that go into these
surveillance aircraft became available and we modified the aircraft to
accept the black boxes and converted the U-21's into RU-21's. I am
not sure whether or not I used that information during the budget
hearings. I would have to go back and check.

Mr. MATION. Was this done through a reprograming action?
General MmLY. Yes, sir; it was.

COST OF U-21 VERSUS THE RU-21

Mr. MATiON. The unit price of the RU-21 is three times the price
of the U-21, $1,071,400 as compared with $312,500. Sensors are carried
by the RU-21. Are the cost of these sensors included in the price of
the RU-21 aircraft?

General MILEY. The price of the sensors is included in the total
price of the aircraft. I am looking now for a list of the sensors. It
is a pretty classified piece of equipment. I could find out and furnish
it to you.

Mi. MAHON;. All right.
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(The information provided to the committee is classified.)
Mr. MAHiON. Were the sensors developed specifically for this

aircraft?
General MILEY. Yes.

USE OF RU-21 IN SOUTHEAST ASIA

Ir. 'NAHON. Has the RU-21 been sent to Southeast Asia yet and
if so have they been successful in combat operations?

General MILEY. The first of the new RU-21's have not arrived over
there yet, but the kind of equipment we are talking about and the
mission, the surveillance mission, has been performed, using older
aircraft with jury-rig kits put into them and the mission has been
successful. We think with this new specially designed aircraft we will
really do a good job.

Mr. MAHON. Do you plan to convert any of the 72 U-21A's requested
in 1970 to the RU-21 configuration?

General fHmEY. No, sir. Our plan is to leave them alone as U-21's.

MODIFICATION OF U-21A AIRCRAFT

Mr. MAHON. You are requesting $2.5 million for modification of the
U-21A aircraft. What modifications are proposed ?

General MILEY. The modification kits, the first one I see, is some
electronic thermal deicing system kits which we ure buying for
aircraft. Overhead cockpit escape hatch kit, for - aircraft, the
cost of that is $823,000. We are updating the avionics system on
prior-produced aircraft for a cost of $2.8 million. There are some other
smaller ones. The next large one-I am sorry, I gave you $2.8 million.
That is a unit cost of $2,868.

Mr. MAHON. Put the remainder into the record, if you will.
(The information follows:)

U-21 MODIFICATION/RETROFIT, FISCAL YEAR 1970 BUDGET, LINE ITEM 20

Aircraft
Modification quantity Cost

Airframe:
1. Electrothermal deicing systems ............................................ . $44,000
2. Overhead cockpit escape hatch ....................................... .- 18,000
3. Avionics systems update ..............................................- 350, 000

Engine:
4. Oil sight gage ............................................................- 75,000
5. Compressor wash ring ....................................................- 50,000
6. Particle se rator ........................................................ - 250,000

Avionics: 7. TACAN navigation system ............................................ - 1,754,000

Total .................................................................... - 2,541,000

COMPONENT IMPROVEMENT FOR THE IU-21A

Mr. MAHOw. Under "Component improvement," you are requesting
$500,000 for the U-21A. What component improvements are required

General MILEY. That is a component improvement program of the
U-21, T-74 engine. Essentially, all our component improvement pro-
grams relate to the engine in a particular aircraft. The purpose is
generally the same, to increase thelife of the engine and extend the
time between removals from the aircraft.
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AH-1G HUEYCOBRA HELICOPTERS

Mr. MAHO N. With respect to the AH-1G Hueycobra helicopter, you
have not requested funds for the procurement of the AH-1G Huey-
cobra helicopter since fiscal 1968. How many AH-1G's are in the Army
inventory and how many are in South Vietnam I

General MILEY. Our total inventory at the present time, as of Feb-
rua.ry 28, was , and of that total- were in Vietnam.

Mr. MAiHoN. What is our combat loss experience for this helicopter
this past year?

General MILEY. Since the aircraft was introduced into the theater in
August 1967, which was early in fiscal 1968, we have had a total of

losses, - combat and - operational.
Mr. MAHON. Does that include up through February?
General MILY. Through April 30,1969.
Mr. MAHON. How many AH 1G's are under contract at the present

time?
General MILEY. We have aircraft under contract for fiscal

1968 funding.

. EFFECT OF CHEYENNE DELAY ON HtUEYCOBRA REQUIREMENTS

Mr. MAHON. What effect will probable delays in the availability of
the AH-56A Cheyenne helicopter, the replacement for the Hueycobra,
have on your Hueycobra requirements for South Vietnam?

General MuIY. That is one of the aspects of our difficulties with
Cheyenne that we are studying in great detail at the present time. We
4id have a quantity of - Cobras in the 1969 budget, original
budget submission of the Army. We gave these up in favor of the
,Cheyenne. In fact, that was part of the Cheyenne tradeoff.

The Army's answer to this question will be largely determined by
the amount of delay we are talking about.

Mr. MAHON. When will the last of the Hueycobras now under con-
tract be delivered?

General MILEY. As I recall, it is April 1970.
Mlr. MAHoN. Do your Hueycobra inventory assets include those being

repaired, overhauled, and modified ?
General MILEY. We count all our assets as long as they have not

been washed out of the inventory; yes, sir.
Mr. MA.\1O. What do you plan to do if production of the Cheyenne

is delayed for an extended period of time or if it becomes necessary
to terminate the contract for nonperformance? I believe you answered
part, of that question earlier.

General MILEY. I think our first reaction would be if the thbng looks
really in bad shape and looks as though it is going to be a long time
before we get any Cheyenne, to give serious thought to adding on a
quanity of Cobras to keel) the Cobra line going, as I said, whih will
go down in April. So very shortly, about the first of the fiscal year,
we have to make a decision as to whether to buy some more Cobras
to keep the line going.
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MODIFICATION OF I1UEYCOBRAS IN PRODUCTION

Mr. MAHON. In the fiscal year 1969 supplemental the Army requested
funds for modification and retrofit of the AH-1G. Will these modi-
fications be made to those Ilueycobras now in production?

General MILEY. To the extent we can catch the Hueycobras in pro-
duction the same modification will be made. Our estimate is we can
catch the last 38 on the line and apply them at the factory. The re-
mainder will have to be applied in the field.

EFFECT OF CANCELING CIIEYENNE PRODUCTION

'MN r. ANDREWS. If you had to terminate, for some reason, the Chey-
enne program how much of it could you salvage?

General MILEY. How many aircraft?
Mr. ANDREWS. How much of the R. & D., and all the rest of the

costs?
General MIrLEY. Of course, the R. & D. contract delivered 10 pilot

aircraft. We lost one in a crash so we have nine pilot aircraft of the
new sophisticated weapons platform. How many we would salvage
out of the production contract is difficult to determine.

Mr. ANDR.WS. I don't mean how many planes. Hlow much of the
money you planned to spend could be recovered percent agewise? Have
you bought any of the long leadtime items?

General MILEY. Yes, sir; we have bought long leadtime items. It is
questionable that we can recover much of the money that has already
been obligated and, in fact, it probably would cost us more money
than has been obligated, to terminate and get out of the contract.

Mr. ANDREWS. You might be able to get another contractor to finish
out the contract. That is my question.

General MILEY. This occurred to us.
Mr. ANDREWS. How much can you save of what you have spent,

if you went to another contractor? Put something in the record, unless
you want to keep it out until you get through the negotiations with

Lckheed.
General MILEY. It is sort of a tough question to answer.
Mr. ANDREWS. It would not be a total loss?
General MILEY. No, sir. I think we could salvage something.
Mr. ANDREWS. All right.

M-\[ODIFICATION OF AIRCIRAYr

Mr. MAHoN. You are requesting over $66 million for aircraft
modification.

CH-47 CHINOOK HELICOPTER

What modifications are proposed to the CH-47 Chinook helicopter
for which you are requesting $15.9 million?

General MmY. Colonel Thompson is our modification expert.
I would like to have him talk about that.

Colonel THOMPSON. On the CH-47 Chinook there are a number of
modifications in our continuing improvement program. Some of the
major items are: $2.7 million pertaining to the conversion of the L-7B
engine to the L-TC. That gives us more horsepower, and this is a, buy-
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out to convert all of the engines of the CH-47A and B to the more
powerful engines. $1.6 million is required to improve the cargo hook
which will increase the capacity by 4,000 pounds and gives the pilot
a read-out as to exactly what weight he has hanging underneath
him which enables him 'to fly better. We have $4.5 million required for
the L-11 engine which is a buy-out to equip all our CH-47C models
with an improved L-11 engine which brings them up to their full
0 model capacity. There were a number of CH-47's that came cff
the line which we could not equip with that engine. This now goes
back and equips them with this engine.

Mr. MAHON. Put the remainder of that information into the record.
(The information follows:)

CH-47 MODIFICATION/RETROFIT, FISCAL YEAR 1970 BUDGET LINE ITEM 17

Aircraft
Modification quantity Uost

AIRFRAME
1. Emergency exit lights ........................................................ $168,000
2. Reinforce aft pylon .......................................................... --- 272,000
3 Replace cargo hook .......................................................... ----- ,609,000
4. Reroute auxiliary power unit fuel line .......................................... --- 6000
5. Add dust cover to engine quadrant ............................................ 65000
6. Integral ref ueling system .................................................... .------- ,103,000
7. Modify parking brake assembly .............................................. 63,000
8. Modify upper boost actuator support ....................................... 000----M d u6 7 0 0 0
9. RVN modification at New Cumberland Army Depot .............................. ----- 20,000

10. Modify self-tuning vibration absorber controls ................................... - 56,000
11. Stiffen hinged fairing aft pylon ............................................... --- 218,000
12. Modify tunnel covers ...... .......................................... . - 402,000
13. Provide added drains for fuselage ............................................ . - 152,000
14. Modify fuel access panels .................................................. -- 16,000
15. Strengthen stringer at station 120 .............................................. - 24,000
16. Install new stability augmentation system extensible link feedback transducer ...... 291000
17. Revise AN/APX-72 computer wiring ........................................... --- 88,000
18. Provide switch In N3 emergency control system .................................. - 63,000
19. Incorporate hermetically sealed battery and emergency relays ..................... - 50,000
20. Retrofit AN/APX-72 wiring harness ........................................... .- 97,000
21. Modify synchronizing shaft lord mount ......................................... 131,000
22. Install cruise guide indicating system ......................................... .- 473,000
23. Install static discharge system on rotor blades ..................................- 65
24. Increase strength of CH-47A lag damper rod ends ............................... - 250000
25. Replace droop stops .........................................................- 22,000
26. Increase diameter of upper pivoting actuator bolt ..............- 73.000
27. Eliminate utility hydraulic system accumulator bleedolf .......... ............. - 30,000
28. Replace upper control system bearing ......................................... . - 30,000
29. Replace lower control system bearing .......................................... - 276,000
30. Modify component armor to facilitate access .................................... - 110,0o0
31. Install additional pilot and copilot protection.... ......................... 34,000
32. Install critical component armor ............................................... -308,000
33. Install M-41 suppressive fire system .......................................... - 7,000
34. Replace Internal components of T-62 auxiliary power unit (APU) ................. - 248,000
35. Replace APU control system ................................................. .- 250,000
36. Modify ground support equipment to CH-47C requirements ...................... .- 350,000

ENGINE
37. T-55 L-7C modification ..................................................... .- 2,723,000
38. Install T-55-L-11 engines on Initial CH-47C aircraft ....................... .. - 4,533,000

AVIONICS
39. Install AN/APX-72 .......................................................... . - 319,000
40. Install AN/ARC-114 .......................................................... - 567,000

Total .................................................................... - 15, 889, 000

UH-1 IROQUOIS HELICOPTER

Mr. MIAnON. You are requesting $23.6 million for modification of
the UH-1 Iroquois helicopter. What modifications are planned?

Colonel THOMPSON. The UH-1, approximately $8.6 million is re-
quired to install this fire-resistant fuel system, which. we talked about
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earlier, to reduce the probability of post-accident fires. The $2.4 mil-
lion is required for avionics kits to standardize our fleet worldwide.
So that when they are shifted from one theater to the other they can
communicate adequately in any theater to which they might be sent.
It also gives us better reliability, maintainability and longer life on
the avionics.

We have $4.2 million required for the conversion kits to change
the T-53-L-11 engine to the T-53-L-11D engine thereby increasing
time between inspections from 300 to 600 hours and increase the time
between overhaul from 1,200 to 1,800 hours.

Mr. MAHON. Put the remainder of the information into the record.
(The information follows:)

UH-l MODIFICATION/RETROFIT, FISCAL YEAR 1970 BUDGET LINE ITEM 19

Aircraft
Modification quantity Cost

Airframe:
1. Install particle separator filter screen ...................................... $427,000
2. Install crashworthy fuel system ............................................ - 8427, 000
3. Update avionics configuration................................ -- 2,381, 000
4. Install special project avionics equipment---------------------------- 600,000
5. Convert UH-1Dl to UH-1H .............................................--- 300,000

Engine:
6. Modify T-53 L-1I to L-lID ............................................... -- 4,200,000
7. Modify T-53 L-IIA to L-lID .............................................. ---- 100, 000
8. Modify T-53 L-13 to L-13A ............................................... 1, 005, 000

Avionics:
9. Install AN/APX-72 ....................................................... 2,104, 000

10. Install AN/APX-72 test set .............................................. -- 803,000
11. Install AN/ARC-114 ...................................................... 3,042,000

Total ................................................................. -- 23,551,000

Mr. MAHON. Will this work be done at the contractor's plant or will
it be done in the field?

Colonel THoi:PSON. Most of these conversions that we are talking
about here will be done at the time the helicopter comes in for depot
overhaul. For instance, the fire-resistant fuel systems will be installed
at the time they are coming for depot overhaul, as will the conver-
sion of the 13H-1DIs to the Hconfiguration.

Mr. MAHO. Under what kind of a contract will these modifications
be performed ? What type of contract do you use?

Colonel THOMPSON. Refer to the LTH-1 because they are the largest
number. On that, about 50 percent is done in-house in our facilities at
Corpus Christi, Tex. They will be done by our in-house facility there
and the other 50 percent are split up between a Bell overhaul facility
at Amarillo, Tex. and a Lockheed overhaul facility at Lake Charles,
La. They would be doing some of this. This is a normal depot overhaul
contract.

Mr. MAHON. Will you buy these modification kits from Bell? Does
Bell manufacture them or do they buy them?

Colonel THOrPSO. The fire-resistant fuel system was developed by
Bell but all the components of it are made by subcontractors and
would be delivered from the subcontractors.

AVERAGE NUMBER OF HELICOPTERS RETURNED TO "U.S. FOR OVERHAUL

Mr. MAHON. Based on the total helicopter fleet in Vietnam, what is
the average number being returned to the United States for overhaul ?
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General MILEY. Out of our total fleet as of December 31 of
helicopters in-country, a reasonably good average is aircraft
per month are being returned to the United States for overhaul.

AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION BASE SUPPORT

Mr. MAHON. Would you provide for the record a listing of the items
making up the requirement for $2.7 million for aircaft Production
Base Support?

(The information requested appears at page 1157.)

AIRCRAYr SPARES AND REPAIR PARTS

Mr. MAHON. You are requesting $227.4 million for aircraft spares
and repair parts, an increase of $32 million over your fiscal 1969 pro-
gram. How much of your $227.4 million request for aircraft spares and
repair parts is for -provisioning which is to provide an initial float of
parts behind new major items as they are added to the inventory ? The
only new major aircraft you propose to introduce into the inventory
is the AH-56Ak Cheyenne Helicopter.

General MmEY. I would like to break your number out and actually
address the repair parts and support material of $201.3 million because
that line truly reflects spare parts. The $26.1 million avionics and
armaments spares are not repair parts, they are extra guns, extra
avionics items.

Of the total of the $201.3 million, $136.2 million is for replenish-
ment and $65.1 million for initial spares.

Mr. MAHON. Can you provide for the record a list of aircraft in-
volved in this regard, please?

General Mimx. Of the initial spares ?
Mr. MAHON. Spares and repair parts.
General MiLLY. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

The aircraft systems and the replenishment dollars estimated to be expended,
in support of them in fiscal year 1970 are as follows:

Millions Milliois

OH-13 ---------------- $0.2 AH-IG ------------------------ $5.9
OH-23 ----------------------- 2.0 OH-6 ------------------------- 3.9 .

CH-34----------------------- 3.3 OH-54 ----------------------- 6.6
CH1-37 ------------------------ . 1 T-63 Engine -------------------. 4
CH-47 ----------------------- 25.5 T-53 Engine ------------------ 43.0
0-1 -------------------------- .2 OV-1 ------------------------- 2.8
OV-1 ------------------------ 1.8 T-55 -------------------------- 18.3
U-1 --------------------------- .8 SK5 -------------------------- .2
U-6 ---------------------------. 5
U8/9 ------------------------- .3 Total ----------------- 149.2
U-21 ------------------------- .2 -13. 0
Tools and Ground Handling ---- 1.0
OH-58 ----------------------- 1.4 Total ------------------ 136.
UH-1 ------------------------ 24.8

'Of this amount $13,000,000 is customer program leaving $136,200,000 for the direct
Army program.

Detail replenishment, line item data for estimates for funding requirements
in support of individual aircraft systems is not readily available. The estimates
are furnished based on summarization of the stock position of all aircrlIft repair
parts and a percentage breakout of the total dollars being requested.

, - .t 4 A"
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The aircraft systems, the principal items to be provisioned for them in fiscal
year 1970 with the associated costs are as follows:

MU//one
RU-21: T-74 engine ---------- $0. 4
AII-1G: Engineering change--

proposal items --------------- .5

U-21A ---------------------- 1.3

Engine ------------------ 1. 1
Miscellaneous --------------. 2

All- --------------------- 55.3

Engine................
Main rotor blade--------
Tran.smission
Main rotor hub ....
Fuel control............
4 Servo actuators........
Hub and gear box .........
Tall rotor spindle assembly--
Avionics...............

15.0
9.0

10.0
3.0
1.2
1.3
.3
.2

1.9

AH-50--Contlnued Mildion
Weapons ---------------- $0. 9
Auxiliary power wilt.-------. 1
Miscellaneous ------------ 12. 4

LOU ----------------------- 7.0

Engine T-63 -------------- 3. 4
Tail rotor drive shaft -------. I
Main rotor transmission -.. 1.7
Main rotor hub ------------. 6
Main rotor blade --------- .5
M
M
T
Al

T

ain rotor mast ------------. 1
ain rotor clutch ----------. 3
tll rotor transmission------. 4
ain rotor swash plate. ____..2
tigine drive shaft .------- .2
all rotor drive shaft ------. 1

Total ----------------- 65. 1

31r. MAHON. Generally speaking, what is the reason for the increase
in this budget activity this year?

General MIx1 Y. The largest single reason, I would say, is the re-
quirement for the Cheyenme spares. In the initial spares line of $65.1
million, $55.3 million are for Cheyenne initial spares.

COMPETITIVE PROCUREMENT 'OR SPV,%E PARHTS

Mr. fAixON. Last year the conunittee report on the fiscal 1969 De-
partment of Defense appropriation bill criticized the military depart-
ments on the lack of competition in the procurement of replenishment
spare parts. The Army was singled out as being far below the Navy
and Air Force in the competitive procurement of aeronautical spare
parts. What progress have you made in this respect during fiscal
year 1969?

General M=tY. I will have to furnish that for the record.
(The information follows:)

ACTIONS INTIATED TO ImPROVE COMPETITIVE PROCUREMENT

Actions initiated to improve competitive procurement In fiscal year 1969 were:
(a) AAVSCOM established control points to monitor the procurement of

aircraft spares from sources other than the prime contractor;
(b) Action has been taken to coordinate engineering technical data and

procurement which facilitates competitive procurement;
(o) AAVSCOM has prepared and placed on file 725 new procurement

packages that permit full competitive procurement; and
(4) Internal procedures have been reviewed and reissued to effect comi-

pliance with the Army regulation that established a program to obtain
contractor assistance in the development of competitive procurement.

Despite these efforts, competitive procurement decreased from 7.7 percent in
fiscal year 1968 to 4.8 percent in fiscal year 1969. Even though AAVSCOM has
complied with OSD screening procedures in the development of competitive
packages, the majority of new procurements under this procedure have not yet
materialized. The majority of procurement dollars spent have gone for complex
components for which there is only one source capable of delivering in the time



available. The demand for components such as helicopter rotor blades, trans-
missIons, gear boxes, and other aircraft repair parts become so critical due to
battle damage and wearout that time and money constraints do not allow for the
development of new source.

It is anticipated that the procedure touched on here, and the decreasing criti-
cality of aircraft parts will allow Increased competitive procurement during
fiscal year 1070.

UNDERESTIMATE OF ROCKET LAUNCHER WEAROUT RATES

Mr. MAHION. The committee received "Army Reprograming Action
FY 69-19" to increase by $6 million the fiscal year 1969 buy of two
tyl)es of 2.75-inch rocket launchers for Army helicopters because
actual combat, experience indicated a wearout factor of one tube for
every 30 rounds fired. Did this involve procuring and deploying large
quantities of weapons before they are fully developed or was tinfs
designed to be a throwaway-type itemi.

General M1ir~y. Actually, this was a case of underestimating the
wearout rate of these tubes. The item, was fully developed but we
found out that our estimated combat rate of 60 rounds per tube in
actual experience turned out to be more like 30 rounds per tube. We
found, for example, that we fired more of the 17-pound warheads, a
larger one than the 10-pound warhead. We fired more of the 17-pound
tIfian we anticipated. We found that we had combat losses, such as,
butletholes through the tubes, at a higher rate. So it was not a ques-
tion of an underdeveloped item, it was a question of us not estimating
properly on thi combat attrition.

M r. MAHON. Couldn't this wearout rate have been determined
through engineering and service tests of this rocket launcher?

General MTAEY. I suppose we could have gotten some more infor-
mation, but to really achieve the combat environment we have found
over a time in Southeast Asia that we have to actually get field experi-
ence to know what we are really doing.

Mr. MAHON. How much have we spent through fiscal 1969 in the
procurement of XM-158A1 and XM-159C rocket launchers?

General MILEY. I will have to furnish that for the record.
(The information follows:)

Contracts have been awarded to date amounting to $2.1 million for the XM-
15SA1 and $3.6 million for the XM-1590 rocket launchers.

Mr. MAHON. Would you also provide how much is in the 1970 budget
for these items and in what quantities?

General MILEY. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

A sum of $1.180 million Is requested for the XM-158 launchers. There is no
request for XM-159 launchers in the fiscal year 19M0 budget.

Mr. ANDRE Ws. Mr. Lipscomb, do you have any questions?
Mr. Ln'scouB. Not at thispoint, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. AN-REws. 'Mr. Minsha l
Mr. MINStALL. I have no questions.
Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. RhodesI

32-845-69-pt. 3- 5
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* .,LNBEASI IN AIRCIAFr PROCUREMENT COST

Mr. RiiODF,,S, General, 'how are the projected prices for aircraft this
year coml)ared with last. year? Are you showing an abnormal increase
beca hie of increasing costs?

General M3i°ix. There are two factors which impinge on our pricing.
One is the escalation in our economy. Then, as I testified this morning,
in many cases our production rates are lower. Even though we have
an established production line, you have fewer aircraft to share the
overhead of the l)lant.. This is particularly true in the case of the UH-1
where we ne coming down to i - per month rate. So the prices
generally have gone up for those two reasons.Mr, RlODES. Why is the production rate lower? Is this by design,
or is it a stretchout?

General Miriy. No. Our procurement program is generally addressed
to meeting losses. It is essentially a loss budget except in the case of
the Cheyenne and the U-21 where we are actually increasing our
inventory.

Mr. RHODES. So your production lines are not really operating at the
optimum level in many instances?

General MILEY. When we reduce them to the rates of 1970 we will
start to get down to more expensive rates, no doubt about it.

Mr. RIiODES. That is all, Mr. Chairman.

TRAINER AIRCRAFT

Mr. MINSHALL. What is the situation with regard to tra *er aircraft?
How much money is in this budget, if any?

General MILEY. We have no money in this budget for trainer
aircraft.

Mr. MINSUALL. Iow many training aircraft do you have in your
inventory? Are they off-the-shelf aircraft?

General MILEY. Generally, they are off-the-shelf items with modifica-
tions to make them a little more airworthy. I think our safety stand-
ards are u little higher in the service than commercially, but in the
case of helicopter trainers we will have with the end of our 1969 pro-
curement 1,060 trainers, and in the case of fixed-wing aircraft, 311.
i Mr., MtNsHA'LL. That is sufficient to take care of your needs at the
present time, your present training program?

General Mir y. At the present time it is taking care of us quite well.
Mr. MINSHALL. What kind of off-the-shelf items are you procuring

for fixed-wing aircraft?
General Mixy. We actually have bought in the past, a T-41 and

T-42. Now what are they, Colonel Thompson ?
Colonel 'HomPSoN, The T-41 is a small single-engine Cessna air-

craft primarily used for proficiency training for aviators. The T-42
is a primary instrument trainer, twin-engine Beech aircraft that is
used to qualify individuals in fixed-wing instrument qualification.

Mr. MINSIALL. Are these all used for training and not used for any
side trips of any kind?

General MILEY. I have never had a ride in a T-41 or T-42, but that is
only a very small sample.

.,N" QA -. VA" It, ;,... ', , I", A
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Mr. MINSITALL. You keep a good accurate log oil tlese ? Tley are
not being used as flying club items ?

General MAW. Y. I am not aware of it. I tlink we make good use of
them in the training base.

Mr. MINSALL. I think you have flying clubs at your bases, if these
fellows are so disposed, do you not?

General AfILFY. I am not a flyer. Do we have any flying clubs?
Colonel TiOMtPSON. It is normal practice to have flying clubs oil tile

base. In fact, we provide parking space. Primarily, "theyv are aircraft
purchased by the flying club, or if they have become excess to solle
military service there is some arrangement that they can be used by
them. Htowe%,er, primarily they are purchased by the flying clubs anil
the cost of operation is maintained by ti club, at no cost to tie
Government.

Mr. MINSATJJ. But your present inventory of all trainer aircraft,
choppers, fixed wing, is adequate and you lhave no plans for a future
buy?

general Ml[mn, . We had no requirement as we put the 1970 budget
together, so I am sure that if we had a requirement I would lave heard
about it.

Mr. MINSITALL. Thank you.

MIssILEs

Mr. MWAoN. The total request for missiles is $916 million. We will
defer at this time consideration of the Army request for the Safe-
guard ABMI system because the committee plans to conduct separate
hearings on this subject at a later date.

RIEDEYE MISSILE

With respect to other missile, requirements, why are we continuing
to buy large quantities of the Redeye missile?

General [nFmY. Sir, this year's budget, as in the case of last year's
budget, contains - Redeye missiles which operates the produc-
tion line at the manufacturer's plant at a montl. This must
be referred to as the minimum sustaining rate for this line. Our pur-
pose in this case is to keep the line going to build up a small inventory
of Redeye missiles for training consumption before we shut. the line
down.

Our present plan for the last procurement is fiscal , but this
is not a large quantity. This is really the minimum sustaining rate.

Mr. MAHON. Are we producing thei at that rate for training
purposes?

General MuiYY. No. We are using them at approximately a rate
of about - a year so the additional s- this buildup in
inventory so that when we cut off we will have 4 or 5 years of con-
sumption ahead of us.

Mr. MAJioN. Are these missiles deployed in Vietnam?
General MiLFL.Y. They are not.
Mr. MAHON. What is the reliability of this weapon as well as its

accuracy against various targets?
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General MILEY. General LeVan is our air defense expert on the
Army staff.

General LEVAN. The verified reliability for missile verification tests
is . As far as the hit ]probability, our firi at both the Marine
range and the Army training range, we have een getting between

- hits. We call a hit anything that comes within - of a
little target that we tow. This does not include gunner acquisition
problems.

Mr. LrPscoMB. May I ask some questions on the Redeye?
Mr. MAHON. Yes.

SDiscussion off the record.)
eneral MILKY. We would like to keep the line going and build

a training backlog without shutting it down.
Mr. L.PSCOMB. In other words, you are buying Redeye missiles at the

present time just to keep the line open?
General MIry. To keep the line open and to build an inventory for

future training. We know we cannot keep this line going forever. I am
sure that in the R. & D. community there is a follow-on item to this one.
'The question is how soon will this then be available for procurement?
I don t know. Do you know?

General LEVAN. Yes. What we are doing is, as General Miley indi-
cated, building up a backlog so that when we stop the line we have
-enough missiles in our inventory to cover our known losses until a
follow-on system might become available in the

(Discussion off the record.)

REDEYE INVENTOfRY REQUIRE=XTS

Mr. Lipscoms. Have you changed your requirements or projected

inentory in any way since the begining of the program on theIledoee

General Muzy. We have what we call our Army acquisition objec-
tive. This is a finite number of missiles that we would like to have in
our inventory at any given time to fight a war. What we are trying to
do here is to protect that inventory until the new item comes along. So
we will build up a few thousand for training consumption requirement
missiles and then shut the line down and wait for the new item to come
along. Now, if the new item is delayed over time, we will start to get
short.

Mr. Lm coim. Who determined this minimum sstaining rate I
General MEY. This was determined essentially by the Missile

Command. We asked them what was the minimum rate we could op-
erate that line and their answer last year when we put the 1969
budget together was per year, or per month.

Mr. LPscomB. If the rate of procurement were lowered would this
postpone the date the line would shut down?

General Mm y. Well, the decision to shut down the line must be con-
ditioned by many other factors, but if the rate were lowered it would
have two effects.: One, it would increase the unit cost of the missile. In
fact, it is my impression, having been out there about a year -ago,
that at - a month you are awfully close to a job shop operation.
It is just barely a production line at per month. So I think the
price would significantly increase. Also, it would do, as you suggest,
delay the time until we had our training consumption inventory.

W I . . .1 1 11 - - 1. . I -fl-- - V " I I



Mr. LiPscoxB. What is now the planned shutdown date?
General MiiLY. The last year we have it in the 5-year defense plan

I believe is that is th e approved Defense Department plan.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. 'LrPsco B. The fact is, it should not be scattered any place; isn't

that correct?
General LOVAN. That has been the Army position, Mr. Lipscomb.

Our tactical deployments of Redeye are well secure.
Mr. RHODES. Would you yield at that point?
Mr. LIPSCOMIB. Yes.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. RhoDES. If you do not buy enough to keep the line going can

the contractor sell Rledeye to a foreign country?
General MIii:Y. I do not think in this kind of item that he could sell

to a foreign country.
General LEVAN. NO; he is controlled.
Mr. MINxS1IALL. You say your tactical dispositions of Redeye missiles

are well protected. Where are these distributed? You can go off the
record if you wish.

(Discussion off the record.)

ENEMY ANTI-AIRClIAFT 3IISS1LES

Mr. Lisco-xm Has there been any indication that the enemy at any
location has or May be about to use heat-seeking anti-air missiles such
as the Redeve ?

General MiLEY. I am not aware of it. Maybe General LeVan knows
more about it than I do.

General LEVAN. To my knowledge, we have seen no evidence of any
weapon system such as this in Vietnam. The intelligence community
believes, however, that the Soviets are capable of developing such a
weapon system if they choose. But as of the time, we have no evidence
of it.

Mr. LipscUWM. In a recent story about 17 U.S. helicopters being shot
down in 1 week, April 30, 1969, oe helicopter pilot said that the reason
for the success of the North Vietnamese was that it is just that they are
getting more sophisticated equipment. Have you any idea what moro
sophisticated equipment he is talking about?

General LIEVAN. I do not, sir, but it was not IR seeker missiles, air
defense seeker missiles. I am sure I would have heard about it had it
been air defense missiles.

(Discussion off the record.)

COST OF IREDEYE MISSILE PROGRAM

Mr. MINSHALL. How much in dollars have we put into the entire
Redeye program and how does this break out as to the unit cost for
one Redeye missile?

General MILEY. I will have to assemble that information and put it
in the record.

Mr. MINSHALL. Will you, please.
General MILEY. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

-J



The PIEMA investment through the fiscal year 19069 buy Is $148.1 million. Aver-
age milt cost is - based on procurement of - missiles through fiscal
year 1969.

.fr. MINSHIALL. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)

SALE OF MILITARY WEAPONS TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES

I Mr. MAHloN. What is the custom in foreign countries buying our
equipment? Do they necessarily go through the Army if it is an Army-
type weapon?

General MILEY. It varies, Mr. Chairman. In the case of some
countries, they like to use our procurement mechanism and come
through what we call a country-to-country deal. They deposit the
money with us, we go out and let a contract, use our inspection services
and deliver. In other cases there is a direct exchange between a foreign
government and the private contractor, but the private contractor,
when he makes a private deal like this, must come to the State De-
partmnent and get an export license which is reviewed by the Depart-
ment of Defense.

Mr. MAIIo. Will you prepare a memorandum for the committee and
see that we get it in the next few days, explaining all of this operation.

Mr. MINSH.ALL. The entire operation?
IMr. MAHON. The whole operation, from beginning to end, and the

procedures to be followed, as you were explaining.
General IILEY. Yes, sir.

CHAPARRAL MISSILE

Mr. MAHON. What is the status of the Chaparral missile? Last year
we discussed problems the contractor was having with the guidance
packages.

General MILEY. As far as I know, we have two contractors-actually,
the Navy has two contracts going with Raytheon and General Elec-
tric. As far as I can determine, Raytheon is right on schedule, is having
no trouble. General Electric has had trouble in the past. We think they
are coming out of it. Even though they are slightly behind schedule
I think the get-well date is in the foreseeable future. Do you want to
add to that?

General LEV,\N. No. I think that is generally correct. I think we
are meeting our delivery schedules. We still have some residual
problems.

Mr. MAION. You have had no additional problems?
General LEVAN. None. It has been going quite well.
Mr. MAHON. Were you able to procure the expanded number of

missiles in fiscal year 1969, including the large buy of ground
equipment?

General MILEY. I am not sure I understand the question completely,
but the fact that we did have two producers going gave us the capacity
to expand our production of the missile.

Mr. MAION. How do you arrive at a total cost of $99.5 million for
of these missiles?

General MILEY. There is quite a detailed breakout that I huve here.
Mr. MAHON. Supply it for the record, please.
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(The information follows:)

COST BREAKOUT, FY 1970 CHAPARRAL PROGRAM

Item Quantity Unit cost Amount

Chaparral missile ................................................. $40, 500, 000
Fire units ........... ............................................. 33, 300, 000
Forward area alerting radar (FAAR) ................................. 13, 500.000
Rapid alerting and identification display (RAID) ....................... 3,300,000
Training, test, and maintenance equipment ........................... - 8,900, 000

Total ...................................................... 99, 50, 00

COST OF CHAP3AR'RAL FIRE UNIT

Mr. MAn1ON. Why should the Chaparral fire unit, cost each ?
It seems a rather high price. Is tlis a very complex 1iece of equipment ?

General MILlEv. I would like to have General LeVaan discuss this,
if he will.

General LEVAN. Yes; it is a relatively complex piece of equip-
ient. First of all, it has to be sealed in. It is a cockpit, in effect.

I[t is similar to the cockpit on the delivery aircraft. It has to be sealed
in, it has to have air pumped into it, it must have means of cooling
the -missiles, revvillg up the gyros; it must have the means of telling
tle gumners when the IR seeker is locked on and when the aircraft
target is in a l)erformance envelope. So it is not a simple piece of
equipment.

Mr. MAox. How does the cost of this Chaparral fire unit compare
with the cost of Sidewinder fire unit in an aircraft ,

General MILEY. We have asked the Navy to compare these two
things. Of course, the Navy responds by saying that their airplane is
the equivalent of our fire unit. The airplane supplies the power and
the heating and the coolin, and they refused to-they could not
break out for us an equivalent package to compare to our fire unit.
Their simple answer was "Our aircraft is a fire unit."

Mr. MAION. That is a little oversimplified.
General MIL.Y. I think it is, but, that is about the best I can do

with the Navy on fairly short notice.

VAIDITY OF INITIAL COST E',STIMAvTES

Mr. MAiiox. But it does seem that this cost is exorbitant. Of course,
when you started out estimating it, it was probably set at about
$99.000. The way cost escalations have come about has been just
about unbelievable. The Defense Department asks for certain weap-
ons systems and the estimated cost is relatively low compared to
the final cost. Once the program is off and going, then we are re-
quested to supply additional funds. There seemingly is very little reli-
ability to be attributed to DOD original cost estimates.

General MILEY. When we started this program out, when I first came
in contact several years ago, the sto:cy was that they were going to take
three off-the-shelf items, the Sidewinder missile, the old M-55 quad-50
pedestal mount and the 113 carrier chassis, put them together and
come up with a very inexpensive antiaircraft missile.

V



Mr. MAHON. That, unfortunately perhaps, sounds like the same old
story.

We get that in many instances. It is not surprising that confidence
is sagging in the testimony of Defense witnesses, both civilian and uni-
formed witnesses. You are all good people, but if we had had to stake
our lives on the estimates we have been given in the pastI have serious
doubts as to whether or not we would be here now.

General MILEY. Sir, even at the time, as an old antiaircraft gunner I
wondered about the utility of the M-55 pedestal mounts since I used
these back in New Guinea in 1945. As it turned out, my feeling was
pretty right.

1970 REQUIREMENT FOR CHAPARRAL SYSTEM COMPONENTS

Mr. MAHON. You propose to buy in fiscal year 1970 a total of
fire unit,- forward area alerting radar, and - rapid alert-
ing and identification display units. How many of these items do we
have on hand and on order?

General MILEY. On hand, fire units; undelivered prior years,
missile trainer, on hand, 130; undelivered prior year, 87.

Forward alert, forward air alerting radar, we on hand. We
have-- from prior year programs and with respect to the RAID
system again - on hand; on order in prior years.

Mr. 1AHON. What is the requirement for the fiscal yeaF1970 buy of
these units ? Why do we need these additional items?

General MEY. The requirement for the Chaparral system compon-
ents and the Chaparral system in total is in keeping with the activation
schedule of the Chaparral/Vulcan battalions that the Army is in the
process of training and activating. This will exactly match the activa-
tion schedule of the battalions.

Mr. MAHON. Are these items contracted for separately or obtained
through the Chaparral prime contractor?

General MILEY. The RAID and FAAR are contracted for separately.
The Chaparral missile is contracted through the Nav-y. Ground equip-
ment is contracted directly by the Army with its producer.

1970 REQUIREMENT FOR VULCAN AND CHAPARRAL CHASSIS

Mr. MAHON. You were funded Vulcan chassis and
Chaparral chassis in fiscal year 1969 at a total cost of $17.2 million.
In fiscal year 1970 you are requesting funds for an additional
Vulcan and Chaparral chassis at a total cost of $9 million.
These chassis are still type classified limited production, as are the
Vulcan gun and the Chaparral missile. Are you duplicating the
experience you had with the Sheridan and M-60AIE1 and E2 tanks?

General MILEY. I certainly hope we are not duplicating that experi-
ence. I think we forecast type classification this fiscal year for both
units. Of course, I might say that the chassis for these two items is
considerably simpler than the M60A1E2 tank. We plan standard A
for the Vulcan chassis in the second quarter, fiscal 1970, and fourth
quarter 1971 for the Chaparral carrier.

VULCAN/CHAPARRAL PRODUCTION 'PROBLEMS

Mr. MAHON. What are the problems with the Vulcan/Chaparral
weapons system and where do they stand as far as engineering and
service tests are concerned? I



General LEVAN. There are no major problems with the Chaparral
weapon system at this time. In the case of the Vulcan the residual
technical problem we have is that we are not achieving the desired
slow rate for the gun turret. This will degrade our capability some-
what on close-in courses right at the crossing or midpoint. We do not
think it will be significant.

Mr. MAIoN. Have deliveries of the carrier for the Vulcan gun and
Chaparral missile met the schedule provided to the committee last
year?

General Mxr,Y. As far as I know, we have had no trouble with the
cha, sis deliveries. I can verify that for the record. FMC makes both
chassis and I an not aware of any problem.

Mr. LPsco.ern. Are the production problems for Chaparral all
cleaned up now?

General MITLEY. As far as I can gather from the procurement people,
although GE is still a little behind our original hopes for their 1re-
duction, the production problems have been solved and the Rayethon
production schedule has been good for some time. So I am not aware
of any significant production problem.

SLIPPAGES IN TiE CHAPARRAL SYSTE3I

Mr. MAHON. From ti information which we have-and it is a little
inconclusive at this point-the indication is that there have been slip-
pages in this weapon system. I would like for the record to be abso-
lutelv clear on this problem.

General MILEY. I am not aware of any current production slippages
due to technical problems.

Mr. fMA1n,N. I did not say what they might be due to, but will you
please doublecheck that and report to us tomorrow when you come
back?

General MILEY. Yes, sir, I will.
Mr. MAiwoN. And possible slippages in development, if it is not in

production. You distinguish between the two.
General LFVAN. We had earlier problems in the producibility of

the, Chaparral and that did slip us somewhat. We are -ctivating the
Vulcan batteries ahead of the Chaparral batteries and marrying them
up. I was talking about technical problems falling out of the service
test, for example. I have been quite pleased that we have not encoun-
tered any new ones outside of these producibility problems we had
some time ago.

Mr. MAIToN. I-low about the slow rate problem with the Vulcan gun
turret, will that cause a slippage in the schedule?

General LEVAN. No. ,in fact.
General MILEY. I may have a clue to this question. I have an answer

here that my expert on production furnished to me a week ago. My
que.4tion was: Have we slowed down the deliveries on the carriers for
the Vulcan gui and Chaparral because of production problems?

His answer is: No: the production schedules furnished the com-
mittee last year have been adjusted to reflect. % reduction in procure-
ment due to a decrease in the number, authorization of weapons for a
battalion from . Carrier deliveries are meeting the revised pro-
duction schedule.
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This reminds me now that back at budget time last fall a decision
was made to reduce the number of fire units per battalion from
So we then adjusted our delivery schedules downward so that the
ael- al deliveries meet the acti 't t ion schedules.

Mr'.MATHON. So they are different than that furnished the con-
mittee last, year ?

General MilrEY. Yes: because of the difference in the mix of the
fire units.

COST OF CIIAPAIIRAL/VTICAN" PROoRA.[

Mr. MA.IO.X. From fiscal year 1966 through the first half of fiscal
1969 the Army experienced cost overruns in its Chaparral/Vulcan
R.D.T. & E. program totaling $26.5 million. Thes cost overruns were
caused by changes in scope, expansion of the test program, and con-
tractual cost overruns. What effect, if any, has this had in your
Chaparral/Vulcan procurement program?

General MILEY. I know of no slippage that we have experienced as
a result of this.

Mr. MAI1.-. Has it increased the cost of the weapon system at all,
the production models?

General MILEY. I do not have the actual analysis of it.
Mr. MAHON. Would you provide a tabulation for the record show-

ing how much the Arny has committed or plans to commit to this
program through fiscal year 1970, by fiscal year and appropriation
account?

(The information follows:)

PEMA FUNDS COMMITTED OR TO BE COMMITTED TO THE CHAPARRAL/VULCAN PROGRAM

Vulcan
Chaparral Gun

Ground Carrier Gun (SP) Carrier (towed)
Missile: equipment: XM730: XM 63: XM741: XM167:
P4200 P4200 P4440 P4440 P4440 P4410

Fiscalyer1 .9 ........................ 14.2 12.4 10.9 10.3 21.7 0

1967 .......................... 22.5 43.7 13.1 35.4 22.9 8.7
1968 ........................... 2.0 6.0 0 19.9 23.5 17.0
1969 ........................... 33.0 62.8 10.8 24.6 6.4 21.4
1970' ......................... 40.5 59.0 7.3 8.1 1.7 0

I Value shown for these years were predicted on unit cost of the M548. Cost of modification to XM730 configuration are
Included in the Chaparral ground equipment line.

I Value shown for these years were predicted on unit cost of the MI13AI. Costs of modification to XM741 configuratiort
are Included in the Vulcan gun line.

a President's budget.

IMPROVED HAWK SURFACE-TO-AIR MISSILE SYSTEM

Mr. MAT ON. What is the latest information on the status of the im-
proved Hawk SAT system?

General MIEY. We had hoped to place our first procurement con-
tract for the improved Hawk system this spring. As of the reading I
took just before these hearings began, we are testing the improved
Hawk system. We have had some difficulties, but the feeling of the
procuring agency is one of optimism that we still will be able to place
our first production contract in the near future. General LeVan is closer
to the testing program on this. I would like to have him respond.



General L V i. 'lte, temperate zone eii,; peering service tests started
in December of 1968 and will be completed in October of 16)9 so they
are just underway. Our develolimemnta ly t. & 1). firings, we have
beeni getting about P--- pllcemt tCLes-es. We know another
percent we have identified as engineering cause of failure. This is quite
good for the early stage of a program for a niew missile.

Mr. MLiio-x. Ae you satisfied with the results of the tests to date,
particularly from a reliability standpoint ?

General "IE,. I would like to see better results, of course, but I
think the results are good for this stage of the program.

Mr. M. xiox. Have we backed off in our specifications in any way in
order Io lace these weapons into production ?

General LEXVAN. Not. to my knowledge.
Mr.., 1mox. 1You1d you 'provide for the record, please. how you

arrive at the total of $98.7 million for - Hawk missiles?
General M iEY. Yes, sir.
('lle information follows:)

Tho following cost breakout is furnished for the fiscal year 1970 improved
Hawk program.

[Dollars in millions]

Fiscal year 1970

Item Quantity Amount

Improved missile ............................................................... $52.6
Improved warhead .............................................................. 2.0
Ground support equipment modification retrofit ..................................... --- 32.8
Information coordination central (ICC) ............................................ ------ 8.4
Theatre readiness monitoring equipment (TRM E) ................................... - 2.9

Total .................................................................... 98.7

Mr. MAIo-x. Also for the record how many information- coordina-
tion central systems and theater readiness monitoring equipment items
do we have on hand and ()n order ?

(The information furnished to the committee is classified.)

COSTLINESS OF 131PROVED IAWK SYSTEM

Mr. MAHoN. Why are these items of equipment so expensive?
General LEVAN. The information coordination central is really a

computer that we are adding to the basic Hawk battery to automate it.
As with all computers, it is relatively expensive.

The theater readiness monitoring facility is a central maintenance
facility that has sophisticated test gear, among other things. With the
improved Hawk we have the certified round, where we do no checking
out at the battery; instead, we bring part of the missiles back to the
theater readiness monitoring facility and check them on a sample
basis annually. We bring the wooden rounds or certified rounds back
and test them in this facility.

M r. MAuox. Do we buy these two items through the prime contrac-
tor or direct, from the subcontractor?

General Mu4Ey. Through the prime.
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Mr. ITfON . Do we have complete data packages on them in order
to permit us later to compete these, or why shouldn't we buy these
direct? V

General Mmry. It has been our experience with these sophisticated
and complicated missile systems that we are never really able to buy
the whole system competitively but the Missile Command, as soon as
the technical data becomes available, in almost every case that I can
think of, engages in a breakout program and breaks out pieces of the
system to buy competitively. I am sure their plan is to do the same for
this system.

SHILLELAGH MISSILE

Mr. MAHON. How is the second source proceeding in the building
of the production rate of the Shillelagh missile?

General MmEy. Martin Marietta is it-- per month and has been
at that rate since January and will stay at that rate until when
their contract ends.

Mr. MAuoN. Why have you maintained such a large yearly pro-
curement of this missile? You are asking for funds to purchase

more in fiscal year 1970.
General MILEY. Our plan for Shillelagh is to buy the missiles to a

total authorized inventory level of . In the case of 1969, 1970
and 1971, this represents a multiyear contract which was the result
of a very intense competition between our two sources. This competi-
tion resulted in a savings of $5.2 million in fiscal year 1970 over the
noncompetitive price paid in fiscal year 1968. Through 1970 we will
buy the Shillelagh requirements for the Sheridan, and in-- the
remaining is associated with the E-2 tank. So by the end of

we will have our total inventory objective for the two
Shillelagh firingsystems in our inventory.

Mr. MAHroyN. These missiles are not being used in Vietnam. How
many arb we using for training purposes per year?

General Mmrr. During fiscal 1970 procurement production program
we will consume a total of missiles of both the training and
tactical type.

PLANNING RESEARCH CONTRACT CONCERNING SHILLELAGH

Mr. MAHON. A recent news article indicated that Planning Research
Corp. has been awarded a follow-ou contract to perform a 1-year
supplemental reliability and dlity assurance study on the Shillelagh
antitank missile. Does this indicate you are still having problems with
the reliability of this weapon and, if so, why do, we insist or. buying
them in such large quantifies W Why'don't we wait until such problems
are resolved f
.'General Mmi~r. The PRO contract is a contract which has been
placeby the Missile Comnirand and they utilized the services of this
contractor to pollect ll the firing data and performance data world-
wide oh. the Shillelagh missile, to analyze this data and develop it for
management purposes down at Huntsville to keep a continuing check
on th0 performance'of the missile in th field, ttialnlng sit's, by tactical
unit. It does not -Jiicate that, we ate having quality assurance

V -



problems or reliability problems. It is just to develop the data bank
and the continuing surveillance of this program as the missiles are
used in the field.

RELIABILITY OF SHILLELAGH MISSILE SYSTEM

Mr. M1IoN. What is the reliability of this missile itself and the over-
all system? Has it met cotrnc 6t specifications in that regard?

General MILEY. It j8-reaching an approximately hardware
reliability. I think,61r target in the early days ofthis program was
---. S o it is 15retty close to meeting our earliest expectations.

Mr. MAn .,oH4ow about the accur, cy or kill.rate?
General Azhiy. I do not liae it. I can furnish it for the record.

It seems to Me we are.in the neighborhood of - of firs rounds
hit at a rangq,; but I can verify those numbers.

(The information follows:).,:".
The hit !robabllity of a ShIlelqgqtiniss1le at - -, /eters bas been coi~flrned

to be) . .SSF[I ( TONY A[f[SS LI SYSTEM,

Mr. A, nOx. Itow farNAas the TOi 'missile system program
slipped aid what is he reas~i for this t

General MILRY. !X~ctualjy,tie §lippag'e, in this Trogram was a
deferral fi m 1968 tq 1969 at bu1.geteim .,1

Mr. M,%H N. What "vas the reasonifoqr the dferral ?"
General At Ln. We deferred'this l rogran beyiuse we needed the

funds for higher priorityY'South Vietnam w.ar requirem ehts.
Mr. MAHON What is tli'status of your efforts to g~t a second

source for TOW production.
General MILy. W have already acquired a soc6nd source. The

Chrysler Corp. is our setoul source. I I
Air. MAI ON. Why do yo-iwaLt.aproiiV' almost TOW

missiles when it is not type classified as a standard A item?
General MILE-. We intend to type classify this missile standard A

in October 1970 and, as far as I know, we are having no technical
problems with the missile at this time. It seems' to be performing
very well.

Mr. MAuoz. Under the contract. will you be able to discontinue or
stretch out production of the TOW without penalty tq the Govern-
ment in the event it does not pass production acceptance tests and
the in-process review, a review that is scheduled in the near future?

General MLRi. If the missile fails to meet its specification, in the
case of this missile we have an Unusual feature in the contract Which
is kiown as "fly before yoi buy." In other words, we take a lot of
the missiles from the contractor and test them. If they meet the per-
formance specifications we pay. for them, If not, we return th lot to
the contractor. At. is expense, he must modify the missiles or correct

the missiles and ilen re4bmit them for 4 "fly before you buy" test.
lr. o General, we will continue the hearing at 10 a.m.

tomorrow,



TUESDAY, MAY 6, 1969.
Mr. MA1oN. The comniiittee vill come to order.
Mr. EVAN S. When we aJourneil yesterday, we were discussing the

missile procurement request of the Department of the Army.

PERSHING MISSILE SYSTEM

During hearings last year, Army officials testified that fiscal yetlr
1969 funds would complete the Pershing program. In fiscal year 1969
the Army funded $57.8 million for Pershing XMGM-31A, and $5.9
million for Pershing modifications.

In fiscal year 190 the Army is requesting another $4.5 million for
Pershing XMGM-31A and $13.5 million for Pershing modifications.

1hat is the status of the Pershing program and why are these addi-
tional funds required this year?

General MILEY. The Pershing program to procure improved wheeled
vehicle mounted equipment (Pla) is on schedule - . The require-
ment for additional funds in fiscal 1970 is divided into two categories,
$4.5 million associated with the ground support equipment and $13.5
million for systems modifications. Of the $4.5 million there is $3.( mil-
lion for essential engineering support, quality assurance and docu-
mentation associated with the final 3 months deliveries of fiscal year
1969 funded production and $0.9 million for one additional test status
for guided missile system components for use by a general support
ordnance unit. This latter requirement developed after the fiscal year
1969 program was submitted. The requirement for $13.5 million is for
modifications resulting from testing and field deployment of the Pla
system.

This is an estimate of the amount of modification and fixing based
upon our experience in other missiles systems deployed over the years.

Mr. EvAzns. What problems were experienced during the testing?
General MILEY. The 1-A problems have been nominal, primarily

in the area of component reliability where we had to change comnpo-
nents because they failed in test; put in a harder or longer life piece
of equipment; no significant problems.

Mr. EvANs. What is the amount of cost overruns, or cost increases
experienced with the Pershing XMGM-31A to date?

General MiLY. I will have to furnish that for the record. I don't
have that with me.

(The information follows:)
To date Pershing has not experienced any cost overruns. There have been addi-

tional costs associated with shifting the Pershing missile system into the quick
reaction alert (QRA) role in Europe which required new and additional equip-
ment. The QRA role for Pershing has cost us $148.3 million.

Mr. EvANs. How much has been appropriated over the years for
modification of the Pershing missile system?

General MLmrY The cost of the Pershing before modifications was
$679,400,000, including $57.8 million in 1969. The appropriation for
modifications over the years through 1969 has been $36.1 million and
the amount actually obligated has been $32.3 million which includes
a forecasted $5.9 million for fiscal year 1969. The difference, $3.8 inil-
lion, was reprogramed to other programs.
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PRODUCTION BASE SUI'PIORT, OTHER MISSILES

Mr. EVANs, Provide for the record a breakdown of the line items for
"Production base support, other nilisiles," for which you are request-
ing $18.5 million in fiscal year 1970.

(The information requested appears at p. 1158.)

MISSILE SPARES AND REPAIR PARTS

Mr. EVANS. You are requesting $56.7 million for missile spares and
repair parts, a slight increase over your fiscal year 1969 program. Gen-
erally to what areas do you attribute the increase for this budget
activity?

General MILEY. The total dollar breakdown, $14.7 for replenishment
and $38 million for initial spares, and the two largest components of
the initial spares, or the provisioning, as we call it, is $10 million for
the Chaparral system which is currently being deployed and the imi-
proved Hawk system which we talked about yesterday and for which
wo forecast a contract this spring.

Mr. EVANS. Provide for the record a breakdown of the $52.7 mil-
lion for repairs parts for "All other missiles," line item 95, page I of
your P-1.

General MILEY. I will furnish that breakdown.
(The information follows:)

Missiles, spares and repair parts fiscal y-ear 1970 program includes $14.7 million
replenishment; $38 million initial spares.

Initial spares support is programed for the following end items:
Thmuands

Air defense fire distribution ---------------------------------------- $263
CHAPARRAL -------------------------------------------- 10, 064
HAWK improved ------------------------------------------ 10, 515
Land combat support system -------------------------------------- 3,125
NIKE-HEROULES improved --------------------------------- 1, 064
PERSHING ----------------------------------------------------- 110
REDEYE ------------------------------------------------------- 161
SERGEANT ---------------------------------------------------- 450
SHILLELAGH ------------------------------------------------- 5,262
TOW (p6BGM-71A, OXTM-71A) --------------------------------- 7, 000

Total ---------------------------------------------- 38, 014
Missiles, spares and repair parts fiscal year 1970 program includes $14.7

million replenishment.
Milione

PERSHING ------------------------ ---------------------------- $2.3
SERGEANT -----------------------------------------------------. 8
CHAPARRAL ---------- ------------------------------------ 1.4
NIKE-HERCULES improved ----------------------------------- 2.2
HAWK improved -------------------------------------------- .1
REDEYE --------------------------------------------------. 2
Air defense coordination system ----------------------------------- .2
SHILLELAGH ---------------------------------------------- 1.3
Calibration equipment ------------------------------------------. 2

Total ------------------------------------------------ 14. 7

Detail replenishment line item data for estimates for funding requirements in
support of individual missile systems is not readily available. The estimates are
furnished based on summarization of the stock position of all missile repair parts
and a percentage breakout of the total dollars being requested.

15 J 4",



SAFEGUARD ABM SYSTEM

Mr. ANDREWS. What about the Safeguard ABM system?
General Mmiiy. There is money in this program for the ABM sys-

tem. I gave the figure in my opening statement, $360.5 million total.
Mr. AND EwS.We will have a special hearing on ABM, but I was

a little disturbed this morning that we missed the initial cost estimate
by a billion and a half dollars.

The earl morning news said they had not figured-
General MILEY. Apparently they had not included the nuclear war-

heads in the estimate.
Mr. ANDREWs. That was $1.5 billion.

TRACKED COxBAT VEHICLES

Mr. MkAUON. We shall now discuss tracked combat vehicles. I believe
Mr. Slack would like to ask some questions at this point on the M-113
armored personnel carrier.

-113 ARMORED PERSONNEL CARRIER

Mr. SLACK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. General Miley, the original
M-113 armored personnel carrier was equipped with a Chrysler gaso-
line engine and an Allison transmission. Several thousand of these
vehicles were built for the U.S. Governmca!. between 1060 and 1965.
The U.S. 7th Army in Europe and many other Army and Reserve
units are equipped with these vehicles. Approximately every 5,000
miles these vehicles undergo a major rebuild which involves replace-
ment of the engines, transmissions, tracks, and other com ponents with
new or rebuilt units. Due to the age of these vehicles probably
will reach the rebuild stage in fiscal year 1970. Since 1965, the Army
has been buying M-113-A1 armored personnel carriers which are
equipped with General Motors diesel engines and Allison transmis-
sions to match the diesel engine.

How many M-113 armored personnel carriers is the Army plan-
ning to rebuild during fiscal year 1970?

General MnEY. I will have to furnish that for the record, sir.
(The information follows:)

Number of M-118's (armored personnel carriers) Army plans to rebuild dur-
ing fiscal year 1970.
M-118 ---------------------------------------------------------- 663
M-113-A1 ------------------------------------------------------ 1, 115

Total (Army worldwide) ----------------------------------- 1,778

Mr. SLACK. What is the cost per vehicle for these rebuilds?
General MjuY. I will have to furnish that.
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(The information follows:)

COST FOR REBUILD OF M-113'S (ARMORED PERSONNEL CARRIERS)

Unit cost

M-113AI M--113"

CONUS ...................................................... $10,410 $10,689
USARPAC ...................................................... 7,276 6,559
USAREUR ...................................................................... () 3,943

'Not available.

Note: The variances in unit costs is due to the difference in labor and transportation costs in the 3 areas involved as
well as nearness of operating forces to the overhaul depots.

CONVERSION OF 31113 TO 3111 3A1 CONFIGURATION

Mr. SLACK. The Army at present has a contract for the design of a
kit which would allow the M113 armored personnel carriers to be re-
built into the Mll3A1 configuration. This design could be completed
in the next 2 months. The Army has made an economic study which
shows that it would be slightly cheaper in the long run to rebuild the
M113 vehicles into the Mll3A1 configuration. In addition to the small
cost saving, a great deal of advantage would be gained by having the

more up-to-date vehicles in service, which has, among other advan-
tages, a greater radius of operation, and it is much safer in case of fire
because the gasoline is replaced by diesel fuel.

The Mll3A1 has greater power at, low speeds. Since no Army re-
build stations in the-United States or foreign countries has ever con-
verted an M113 into an Al, it would be best for the original part of
this program to be done at the factory where the vehicles are manu-
factured.

Would it not be more advisable to update these vehicles at the same
time they are being rebuilt by returning them to the original manufac-
turer and having them rebuilt to Mll3A1 diesel configuration?

General Mn.Y. The Army agrees with your conclusion that it would
be better to have a completely diesel fleet in the M113 family. We
asked the Army Materiel Command several months ago to make a cost-
effectiveness study of the conversion. The study was received last
month and is currently being evaluated.

We will have to make a decision as to whether we will convert the
vehicles or wear them out in their present gasoline configuration.

Mr. EVANS. Where did the report come from upon which this last
question was based ?

General MuLy. The information has been gathered at a subordinate
level in the Army Materiel Command, and was forwarded to the Army
Staff with the recommendation of the commanding general of the
Army Xateriel Command.

82-841-69-pt. 8-
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GAO REVIEW OF TIE ARMY TANK PROGRAM

Mr. EVANS. The total request for tracked combat vehicles is $305.8
million, which is $22.2 million more than your fiscal year 1969
program.

The General Accounting Office recently completed a review of the
M551 Sheridan weapon system the X135 conduct-of-fire trainer for
the Sheridan, and the NO0A11/E2 tank program. The Sheridan,
which will replace the M41 light tank series and the M56 airborne
assault weapon, is currently estimated to cost, through fiscal year 1972,
about $1.3 billion, of which some $200 million is for research anl
development. The GAO review disclosed that the Army authorized
for production and purchased large quantities of the above tanks and
trainers despite lkown uncorrected deficiencies and the lack of accept-
able conventional ammunition. According to GAO, the foregoing
Army actions resulted in the following:

(a) A total of the - of the-- Sheridan weapon systems
produced thus far are stored in depots and at the production site.

(b) The third year (fiscal year 1968) buy was only reduced from
- -to units.
(o) Approximately $44 million worth of MO0A1E1 tank turrets

have been placed in storage and the MO0A1E1 retrofit program has
been canceled.

(d) This action also caused a cancellation of the retrofit program
for the M48 tank, which was to receive the turrets and 105-millimeter
guns removed from the M6O0A1 tanks.

(e) The fiscal year 1967 procurement (first buy) of 300 MO0A1E2
tanks are being stored at the tank plant.
W(1) The fiscal year 1968 program for additional M60A1E2

anks was canceled.
Current program costs of the MO0A1E2 tank system, including only

quantities delivered and those authorized for procurement to date are
estimated at about $250 million.

A total of 194 XM35 conduct-of-fire trainers for the Sheridan
weapon were procured at a cost of approximately $7.4 million, and
they will require modification at a cost of $5,000 each before they can
be issued for training use.

I would like to go into this matter in greater detail in order to ob-
tain explanations from Army officials to these allegations.

M551 SHERIDAN WEAPON SYSIT

The M551 Sheridan weapon system development initiated in 1959,
was originally scheduled for type classification in january 1963, and
for availability to the troops in early 1964. General, why was the
Sheridan type classified standard A for mass production in May 1966
when it was known that acceptable conventional ammunition had not
been developed for the weapon, rendering it unsuitable for its in-
tended operational use

Generally MIiY. At the time that the Sheridan was type classified
standard A, it had completed one of the most, extensive development
programs that the Army has ever applied to one of its vehicles.



The vehicle itself was performing in good shape. The Shillelagh svs-
tom was working; it was well along and completely acceptab, and
the Army, although it recognized at that time that it had some prob-
lems with the combustible conventional ammunition, believed that the
correction of the difficulties was well in hand and could be accom-
plished by the time the vehicles were fielded. Consequently, in 1966
the Army awarded a multiyear contract to Allison Division and ini-
tiated production of the vehicles.

In 1967, as a result of additional testing of the combustible cased
ammunition, test results disclosed we were experiencing an actual
condition of flaming residue in the breech of the gun after firing a
combustible cartridge case.

The Army took immediate action in several directions.
First of all, it determined that one of the problems was the absorp-

tion by the combustible case of moisture which led to or accentuated
the flaming residue situation. In this connection, the Army took ac-
tion to improve the chemical composition of the case and to strengthen
the quality assurance program to insure that the quality of the case
met the specifications. In addition, a neoprene bag was provided
which encloses the combustible round while it is in the rack in the
vehicle. As a matter of fact, the neoprene bag is supplied at the time
of manufacture and travels with the ammunition throughout.

After testing this improved ammunition, and the neoprene bag so-
lution, the Army took one more step to insure itself that flaming resi-
due would not remain in the breech after firing, and developed the
bore scavenger system. This system sends a blast of compressed air
through the tube immediately after firing before the breech is opened.

Subequent to these actions, the Army proceeded to test in great (le-
tail the combination of the improved cartridge case, the neoprene bag,
and the bore scavenger system and made a determination that the
safety and reliability of the round was acceptable. In 1968, the Chief
of Stafr made the decision to field the vehicle, and as a matter of fact
in January of this year the first overseas deployment to Vietnam oc-
Vured. Over 60 vehicles are now in that country and have been fighting
the enemy for the past 3 or 4 months with great success. We plan
to deploy a total of vehicles between now and the end of the
year.

CONTINUED PROBLEMS WITIh COMBUSTIBLE A3MM1UNITION

Mr. EVANS. Is it not true, however, that the bore scavenger system
11nd the neoprene bag for the ammunition are merely interim 'fixes?
Thie Army still hasn't developed a safe round for this gull, have they?

General MILEY. The round in the neoprene bag and with the bore
scavenger are safe according to the standards established by the user.
The Army is continuing to explore a second generation combustible
cartridge case. There is evidence now that with improved case com-
position we will have an even safer round.

In addition, the Army is exploring other materials for this case.
These show some promise, but the Army is satisfied now that it has
fielded a useful, satisfactory, dependable safe system which provides
to its troops in the field a capability which they have never had before.
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TYPE CLASSIFICATION BASED ON BUDGETARY CONSIDERATIONS

Mr. EVANS. Then, General Miley, according to the GAO report, on
March 15, 1966, the Army Test and Evaluation Command reported
that the XMI-409-E1 and XM-411 combustible cartridge ammunition
were unsuitable for Army use. On March 28, 1966, the Deputy Coin-
manding General, Army Materiel Command (AMC), disapproved a
recommendation to type classify the M-60-A1E1/E2 tanks as limited
production because of insufficient affirmative testing on the vehicle
and experience with the same conventional ammunition.

Seven days later, however, on April 4, 1966, the Deputy Com-
manding General, AMC, informed the Army Staff that it was the posi-
tion of AMC that the status of the Sheridan conventional ammunition
should not be allowed to delay standard A classification of the Sheri-
dan weapon and the Shillelagh missile, and "that delay of standard A
type classification of the Sheridan weapon and Shillelagh missile
would have both adverse political and budgetary impacts." In addi-
tion, a statement from the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for
Logistics indicated "that to continue type classification as limited pro-
duction on the Sheridan would cause an unfavorable position going
into apportionment in May 1966.

Further, that this position would reflect a lack of confidence in the
system which could generate reexamination by the Bureau of the
Budget and the Department of Defense, and could influence them to
cut the quantity of the second year buy." Are we to understand that
budaetary considerations are a major factor in making decisions to
authorize type classification of weapons for mass production even
though they have not been sufficiently developed and tested? This ap-
pears to subvert the system and purpose of the type classification pro-
cedure.

General M ILEY. One of the problems we face in programing major
weapons systems is the leadtime involved. At the time that the dopu-
ment you described was being prepared and the discussions were be-
ing conducted, the Army Materiel Command's technical people were
confident that the resolution of the combustible cartridge case was in
hand; that we could achieve a solution to this problem.

We then were confronted with the leadtime situation which involves
the time from the approval of a budget or an apportionment request
to the production and final fielding of the first vehicle. The people
who work in the programing and budgeting system must satisfy them-
selves at the time that a budget or apportionment decision is made
that there ig reasonable assurance that the system can be produced. It
was in this framework at the time of the fiscal year 1967 apportion-
ment that the Army staff made the decision, based on the best expert
opinion they had, that the solution to the combustible cartridge case
was in hand, proceeded to support type classification and to include
the continued procurement of the Sheridan vehicle in the apportion-
ment request.

POnITENAL OF OOMBUSTXILE CARTRDGES

fr. SiRES. Does the Army feel it would be justified in proceeding in
the area of combustible cartridge cases? In other words General, how
do you expect to make use of the decision on combustible casesI
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General ARLEY. The Army has looked at combustible cartridge cases
for many years. In fact, the development of the combustible cartridge
case we are talking about here was originated in Picatinny in 1958. I
was aware wlhen I was ill Frankford Arsenal ill the early fifties that
we were giving serious consideration to combustible cases in the small
arms and we still have studies going on in the small arms area and
small cannon area.

Mr•. SIKES. The word "study" doesn't tell us very much. Do you
think it is going to be practical to expand the use of combustible cases
as far as small arms are concerned in the foreseeable future?

General MILEY. I have reason to believe that in the forthcoming
design evaluations of the cannon for our Scout vehicle and our
ariored fighting infantry vehicle, some of the contenders may submit
combustible cartridge case design.

Interest has been high ill this and we may extend it even to small
arms. I can't give you any feel for ultimate success. but I know we
are seriously looking at it and we have studies going on in it.

Mr. Sul'S. We will be getting away from one of the time honored
customs of the service of policing the area and picking up the brass.

General MILEY. That is one of the payoffs.

NO PLAN FOR EXPANDED USE OF COMBUSTIBLE CARTRIDGES

Mr. SIKES. Would you say that for the immediate future, in the
next 2 or 3 years, that you have no plans to expand the use of
combustible cases beyond that where it is being used.

General MILEY. I know of no firm plans, Mr. Sikes, but I certainly
can look into it and see if there is something more than that.

Mr. SIKES. I know this has been under consideration for a long,
long time. It has progressed slowly. The same is true in supporting
weapons. In supporting weapons there isn't the compulsion for get-
ting rid of weight and casings that you have in a mass military
activity. It hasn't taken hold to any appreciable extent. Studies have
not been equally productive apparently, but it is an interesting field.
If there is anything else to add, you might do it for the record.

(The information follows:)

EXPANDING USE OF COMBUSTIBLE CARTRIDGE CASE FOR SMALL ARMS AMMUNITION

Adaption of combustible cartridge case for small arms ammunition is in the
early stages of research and development; however, it will not be advanced
sufficiently to procure in the next 3 years.

STANDARD A FOR SHERIDAN BUT LP FOR M60AIE2

Mfr. EVANS. General Miley, going back to your answer on type
classification of the Sheridan weapons system, wvhy would the Army
Materiel Command, within a period of 7 days. disapprove recommen-
dation of type classification for the M60A1E2 tank because of experi-
ence with conventional ammunition and at the same time recommend
standard A for the Sheridan weapons system?

General fhiLy. The two vehicles were in considerably different
situations. The Sheridan vehicle had been in production for a consid-
erable number of months and automotively, and as far as the Shille-
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lagh missile system was concerned, the vehicle was performing in ac-
cordance with expectations. We had difficulties with the combustible
case ammunition which I indicated earlier we thought we had in hand.

In the case of the tank, however, the M60AIE2 tank represented
significant modifications of the older M60A1 tank. A principal modi-
fication or improvement had to do with the stabilization system. The
stabilization system is a system which provides to the tanker the abil-
ity to fire on the move. The gun and sights remain stabilized on the
target no matter what maneuvers the tank itself may go through.

Because of the earlier difficulties with ammunition, the stabilization
system and other features, the n(,,w tank had not been tested to the
extent that the Army Materiel Command thought it should be tested
to qualify for type classification.

The vehicles were in two different conditions. One was a proven
vehicle, was in production, had gone through its automotive tests and
its missile tests, whereas the tank was still at an enrlier stage of test-
ing and had not done as much testing because of the ammunition
problem. We went LP on the tank and standard A on the Sheridan.

DECISION NOT TO DELAY SHERIDAN PRODUCTION

Mr. EvANs. As late as August 1967, the Armor Agency and the
Combat Developments Command concurred in the conclusion that
combustible case ammunition might never be acceptable in the current
tank environment. When problems with the ammunition continued
to persist, why wasn't production of the Sheridan canceled until the
problems were completely solved?

General Mm Y. Again, as I stated earlier, at the time that decisions
were made to continue to procure and produce the Sheridan, the solu-
tions to the ammunition problem seemed close at hand. The improved
chemical composition of the case itself, the improved quality of an
assurance program at the manufacturer's plant, the introduction of
the neoprene bagging, and, finally, the bore scavenger system, all
seemed to hold promise. These were carefully reviewed at the high-
est levels of the Army Staff, and the decision was made to continue
to Produce the Sheridan.

Mr. EVANS. The highest levels of the Army Staff apparently ignored
the conclusions of the Armor Agency and the Combat Developments
Command in making that decision .

General MILEY. I don't think the word "ignored" is quite the proper
term. Actually they were considered at the time the successive deci-
sions were made. The Armor Agency and the CDC recommendations
were fully explored. Representatives of those agencies were present
at the time the decisions were made, and all sides were heard and a
final decision was made by the Vice Chief of Staff, as I remember, to

continue with the program.

RETROFI1TTNO WITH SCAVENGER SYSTEM

Mr. EvANs. How many of these Sheridans have been produced that
are going to have to be taken back to the factory or retrofitted with
the bore scavenger system. and what costs are in this budget for such
retrofitting as may have to be done?



Major AMEEL. We have produced to dale approximately
vehicles with the closed breech scavenger system. We have got assets
of approximately vehicles. Some of these vehicles have a dif-
ferent type of scavenger on it than the one you have discussed here.
This is called an open breech scavenger. We have about of
those vehicles issued to troops so that they can train with them. There
is a difference between the two scavenger systems. The one that we
prefer, the closed breech scavenger system is the one we are deploying
around the world today, and it is more efficient.

Mr. EVANS. While you have been developing the closed breech
scavenger system, how many Sheridans have been produced that are
now going to have to be taken back and retrofitted with this particular
system?

Major AMiEEL. We have about - vehicles stored in depots that
still have to be retrofitted from the open breech scavenger system to
the closed breech scavenger system.

Mr. EVANS. How much of that is being programed for fiscal year
1970?

General MILEY. There is no money in 1970 for that retrofit. We have
money in the 1970 program to apply the scavenger to the
vehicles in production.

COST OF RETROFITTING SIIERIDANS IN STORAGE

Mr. EVANS. Do you have any cost estimates of what it is going to
take to retrofit?

General MILEY. The average cost of the retrofit program is
a vehicle. Those funds are included in the 1968 and 1969 programs.

Mr. EVANS. You have none planned for fiscal year 1970?
General MILEY. That will take care of all the prior-produced

vehicles.
Mr. EvAxs. What was the quantity of money again?
General IMuEY. per vehicle.
Mr. EVANS. For how many vehicles?
Major AiMEEL. About vehicles in depots.
Mr. EVAN. Does this include the costs of bringing vehicles back

or will this be done in the field?
Major AMEEL. Some of these vehicles are at Anniston Depot, Letter-

kenny Depot, and the plant facility in Cleveland, Ohio.
GeneralMILEY. They are at the location where the modification will

be accomplished.
Mr. EVANS. How long have they been in storage?
Major AMEEL. The average time is about 14 months.
Mr. EvANs. That would be the longest period of time they have been

in storage?
Major AMEEL. Yes, sir, and we will have completed the retrofit pro-

gram for overseas deployment in December of this year.

USE OF SHERIDANS WITHOUT IfPROVED AMM31UNITIO.

Mr. EVANs. The Army ultimately cut back the third year buy of
Sheridans from units with the total number of Sheridans
to be delivered under the contract remaining the same, as production



was stretched out into fiscal year 1970. What are you going to do with
the Sheridans if you are unable to develop safe and completely accept-
able combustible ease ammunition? By that I mean being able to do
away with the interim fix, utilizing the bagging situations and the
bore scavenger system.

General MILEY. We believe the system, as presently fielded with the
bag, and the scavenger, is an acceItable and effective system. We will
continue to explore a second generation cartridge case and it may be
that we can do away with the baggie and the scavenger but if we
don't-and we will effect some improvements in the case, I am sure-
even if we have to continue to live with the neoprene bag and the
scavenger system, we feel that the vehicle, as presently fielded in Viet-
nam, is giving us a capability that we never had before.

Mr. SIRES. You are using the combustible case in Vietnam?
General MILEY. That is right.
Mir. S1ES. It is satisfactory?
General MirIEY. That is right. So we feel we have added a new capa-

bility to the Army, even with the bag and the scavenger.

INVENTORY OF COMBUSTIBLE CARTRIDGE AWMIUNITION

Mr. EVANS. The XM-409 and XIM1-411 ammunition rounds were
originally type classified limited production in December 1964 and
this type classification has been extended three times, resulting in the
authorized production of more than - rounds at a cost of $90
million. What is the present inventory of this ammunition?

Major AMEEL. I am sorry, I don't have that data with me.
Mr. EVANS. Supply it for the record.
(The information furnished the committee is classified.)Mir. EVANS. You canceled the request for an additional

rounds of the XM-409-E1 ammunition in fiscal year 1970 at a pro-
posed cost of $24.5 million.

General MILEY. Apparently a reexamination of our requirement
for our deployment resulted in a reduction in the requirement to pro-
duce this ammunition with fiscal 1970 funds.

Mr. EVANS. Why are you now requesting $9 million in 1970 when no
procurement quantity is indicated?

General MILEY. We can get that on the record for you this afternoon.

URGENCY OF REQUIREMENT FOR SHERIDAN

M r. EVANS. General, getting back to the Sheridan, you estimate the
unit cost for refitting at - I also believe you statedyou have about

- vehicles to be retrofitted?
General MxIEY. Yes.
Mr. EvANs. This would be then a total of roughly $2,400,000 to

retrofit these vehicles?
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General Maxy. Yes.
Mr. EVAiiS. Could this sum have been saved had there been a delay

in production, until you had the ammunition fix you wanted and the
closed breech scavenger system you needed? What was the hurry
here to get the vehicles out that are now going to have to be retrofitted
at a cost of per vehicle?

General MLEY. We have always faced the armor threat in Europe
and with the introduction into the Soviet Pact Armor Force of the
T-62 tank with its 115-millimeter gun and the fact that we faced in
Europe .

The two weapons systems we are talking about today, the Sheridan
vehicle, with its Shiilelagh missile, and the M60-A1-E2 tank also
firing the Shillelagh, represented the two systems we intended to field

Mr. EVANS. Have any been deployed to Europe for this purpose.
Major A-MEEL. We deployed - vehicles in ,Jamuary.
We sent vehicles last month for a total of " in Europe.

COMPARABLE SOVIET WEAPONS

Mr. SIKES. What equivalent weapons do the Communists have,
presumably the Soviets first, and then any of the satellite countries?
Something comparable to this one?

General MLEY.
Mr. SIKs. None have been identified as yet.
General MILEY.

Mr. SIKES. - . Is that what you said?
General MILEY. -. We have had the Shillelagh in the inventory

for 2 or 3 years now, .

SUPERIORITY OF WARSAW PACT TANK FORCE

Mr. MINSHALL. As of today, General, how would you stand up
against the Russians in the conventional tank battle with the equip-
inent we have in Europe?

General MILEY. We think our M-60-A1 tank, which is our tank
in Europe, is qualitatively superior to the Russian tank.

Mr. MINSHALL. Armorwise and weaponrywise?
General MILEY. Armor and gunwise we feel it is qualitatively su-

perior;
Mr. STKES How about numbers?
General MILEY. The numbers are against us.
Mr. MINSRALL. That is what I am asking you. How are you going

to stand up in a conventional tank battle if one started tomorrow?
How would you fare?

General MILEY. I think on a tank basis we would win the tank
battles.

Mr. MINSHALL. That is not the point. Who is going to win.
Mr. Smc. What are the comparative numbers?
General Mm;EY. Comparing NATO versus the pact countries, the

tank fleets are estimated in the case of the Warsaw Pact and
approximately - in the case of NATO. There is about a
superiority.



Mr. SIKEs. Is that the most modern tank the Russians have in the
field?

General MiLEY.
Major Aurpm,. We expect they will have by 1970.
Mr. Sncv:s. Are you speaking of this tank as the tank which is still

somewhat inferior to our best tank?
General Mray. - ,
Mr. Siicv:s. I am getting a little ahead of the subject but we have to

go to another meeting very soon. What do we know about the develop-
inent of an advanced or more modern Russian tank? Do you have
any information on it?

iGeneral MILEY.

31AIN BATTLE TANK

Mr. SiT,:s. When at the present t ime do we anticipate that, the urnain
battle tank joint venture with Germany is going to 1)roduce a tank
that is ol)erable and in the field or have we given u) on that one?

General Mii&.-i. No, sir. The latest forecast, that I have seen in the
production plan calls for a production contract in the time
frame with deliveries in -

Mr. MtNSALL4.I wouldn't bet on that, and don't hold your breath,
either.

General A MLEY. We used to call it M T-70. We still do.
Mr. ANiIws. What is the delay, General? Why the delay?
General MILY, I have a feeling that the principal delay has been

caused by the tremendous complications arising out of a joint venture.
I listened to briefings by the American project manager, General
Luezak, and he and hiIs people have to spend a lot of their lime negotia-
ig with the Germans on various aspects of the development and the

production planning
Mr. SiKFS. Why don'tt you let them go ahead and develop the tank?

Then we can adapt it. We adapt everything anybody else builds any-
way that looksgood. %

General MILEY. A goal of this program is to have a standard tank
for the Germans and the United States and eventually all of NATO.

Mr. Stuu:s. We will get into that more in detail.
General MiLEY. We have difficulties with the tank. We finally had

to give up on the American engine we thought would give us 1,500
horsepower. rhe early pilots will use the German engine. The auto-
matic loader, which gives us a three-man crew, is a technical problem
area.

Mr. MI OsuALT. We are going more into the MBT-70 in R. & D.
General MILEY. That is right.
Mr. MINSHAIJL. I look forward to it.
Mr. Linsco-rn. General, you said something about a date

on the MBT-70. What do you know about it? What happened in

Gene ral MI LEY. The latest document which lays out the program and
which is updated periodically is now forecasting the award of the
production contract in - with hardware deliveries in
We go through another tage of pilot fabrication, pilot testing, fol-
lowed by the initiation of mass production.
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Mr. L,scoMn. And when do you project the first tanks to go into
operational units?

General Mx1mv. they would be in the hands of the opera-
t ioa1 units.

Mr. Lvs('oMoi. Is a review now going on in regard to these dates?
Geeral M u4,. A review has ust. 7een colnf)leled and we have

established th(lates I just, gave you. There will 1) ant her review inl
1)eceiber. The program is reviewed very intensively at all levels of
the 1)efeluse 1)elmrlllent.

Mr. Liisco-in. Are there any indications now tlIat .s a resllt -of tle
latest review, which is going on, that the dates that, ou l have givell
tle eolillil tee wvill he further postponed ?

General Mitax-. I believe the review that you refer to has been corn-
)leted and the dates that I have. given you are the ones that are estab-
ished as a result of that review. Is that right?

Colonel Boos,. Yes.
Mr. liiscwmi. Regardless of what review we are talking about,

are there indilltions now that these dates will be Iostpone(l further
and efforts will be made to draw up a more realistic schedule?

General Miia.n. I am not aware of any further slippltre. I I)li('ve
that tle sclditle tlt I have just talked ai)out is cons ideie.d to hit
realistic schedule.

VANCE[IATION or 3ETAI, (AIt'iINII)OI CASE'

Mr. EVANS. With resI)ect to the Sheridan and the (conventional am-
nmition therefor, why did the Army terminle in October [968 tlte
backup ldovelolment of a metal cartridge case for tie 1ti2-milliimeer
convenlitolmal antimunit ion for the Sheridan weapon?

General MfirLv. The Army Materiel Conmand did some studies on
the backup metal case but, after looking at. the development time in-
volved and the considerable number of dollars involved and the ftict
that, the metal Cartridge Case would introduce new l)roblenls into ihe
vehiele-notably ve would need a new gun tube and mount--taking
all the factors into consideration the decision was made to terninato
that )acku) program.

NEEl) Vlt FUITHER AM.U XITION DE\EA0PMENT

MI. T.sqco:%rn. Does the Army feel it has completely solved all tile
problems involved with the 152-millinmeter gun system used on the
Sheridan and M6OA1E2 tank, or have you just employed interim
fixes ?

General MmuPy. We feel that the fixes we have applied to the coin-
bustible cartridge case have made the Sheridan a useful fighting
vehicle and will also do so for the M6OAIE2. As I said earlier, we
will continue to explore a second generation combustible cartridge
case but we feel the vehicle now, with its l)resewt. combustible car-
tridge case and its neoprene bag and its scavenger, is a fully effective
fighting system.

Mr. EAV*A. Are Army users convinced that conventional ammuni-
tion for the Sheridan is fully developed, tested, and completely safe
for operation in that weapon system ?
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. General MLzy. The user wants us to continue to explore improve-
ments in the cartridge case, but the reports that we have back from
Vietnam, where the combustible cartridge case is being used-as a
matter of fact, a missile is not deployed at all; all they use is a com-
bustible cartridge case-seems to indicate the user is satisfied with
the performance of the weapon.

OPEN BREECH SCAVENGER

Mr. EvANs. Initial deployment to Southeast Asia of Sheridan
weapon systems with closed breech scavengers for the 152-millimeter
gun was scheduled for January 1969. What was your experience with
the open breech scavenger and what was the cost, of its development ?

General MILEY. I am not familiar with the cost of developig the
open breech scavenger. It did scavenge the gun but, not in the man-
ner that we wanted. We terminated that program for the closed
breech scavenger after a few vehicles had the open breech scavenger
mounted on them. I will have to furnish for the record the cost of
developing the open breech scavenger.

Mr. EvANs. Please do so.
(The information follows:)

Because the development of the open breech scavenger system was undertaken
as part of a much larger effort to develop the total weapons system, it is not p.s-
sible to identify developmental costs peculiar to the scavenger system alone. A
description of the scavenger, however, should provide some appreciation of the
effort required.

The open breech -scavenger employed conimercially-available cylinders of ear-
bon dioxide connected to orifices adjacent to the breech. The system was acti-
vated as the breech opened and directed a blast of carbon dioxide Into the breech.
No modifications to the gun/launcher were necessary. Cylinders of carbon di-
oxide were replaced when exhausted. The system was simple, parts were readily
available, and only a minor developmental effort was involved. When testing re-
vealed unsatisfactory results, the "open breech" approach was discarded in favor
of a more complex higher performance "closed breech" system.

SHERIDAN OPERATING RESTRICTIONS

Mr. EVANs. The GAO report pointed out that the restrictions placed
on the use of the XM409 and XM411 ammunition seriously limit its
potential effectiveness for use in combat and could represent a serious
safety hazard.

Do you believe we may have deployed these Sheridans to an oper-
ational theater prematurely I

General MiEY. No, sir. We feel the so-called restrictions which the.
vehicle has been deployed with are by and large merely standard oper-
ating procedures. The vehicle, as-deployed, and even with the operat-
ing procedures which we are talking about, is fully effective and does
not burden or limit the user in the field.

W Ar. EVANS. Could the General tell us what he considers the most
serious restriction?

General M y.Let me ask Major Ameel.
Major AMjEL. AS far as we kiow, there are no major operational

.rtr~ioins ,with the vehicle in Vietn. , There are safety limitations
WNY ei !e, some of which are common with every one of the
combat vehicles that we use. Ther rdeence .with this vehicle

t



in the way the ammunition is handled. A neoprene bag and a nylon
ballistic bag are placed over the ammunition. We have no operational
limitations imposed upon this vehicle as we have deployed it in South-
east Asia.

Mr. EvANs. Is the same thing true in regard to those that have been
deployed to Europe?

Major Amixr. That is correct, sir.
The bags that we use for the combustible round are the major dif-

ferences we have in using this ammunition as opposed to conventional
ammunition in other tanks. We have accepted this. It causes no prob-
lem and our reports from Vietnam have been most encouraging. I
talked to them last night and they confirmed this.

Mr. LPscoii. Major, it is confusing, when we have all read of the
Sheridan's 25 pages of operating restrictions, and then you tell us
you have no operating restrictions in Vietnam.

General MiLrY. There are differences in operating limitations versus
standard operating procedures and safety practices. In other words,
the user of the vehicle can employ it in any way he sees fit. He can
attack the enemy, he can fire at the enemy, he can go cross country at
high speeds; he can do all the things the vehicle was intended to do
when we first thought of it years ago. There are certain safety instruc-
tions that go along with the vehicle. It does have a combustible cart-
ridge case and for that we provide these two covers. They fit over the
case while it is in the rack. The gunner pulls the nylon ballistic bag
off the top. As he inserts it into the breech, he strips off the neoprene
bag. Now, he doesn't like that. The people who work in these tanks
are not used to this because this is new. A combustible cartridge case
will burn, and also absorb moisture if it is left uncovered in a-humid
environment.

But the advantages of the combustible cartridge case, lighter ammu-
nition and no brass case, in our view more than outweigh the problem
of taking off the bags.

PAMFM or RESTROTIONS ON RMNG RTE

Mr. MrsR81Aa. How much does this slow down the firing of the gun?
General MuxY. Let us ask Major Ameel.
Major Ax . We can fire this gun at about - rounds a minute.

It is the scavenger we have in the vehicle which has two compressed
air bottles which affects the rate of fire. In using the air out of these
bottles as we fire, we can, before we expend our complete basic load
of ammunition, run out of air in these bottles. We can fire rapidly
about - rounds before we are out of air. There are - rounds
in the vehicle as the basic load. For this reason our firing rate is slowed
down to about rounds a minute so that we don't expend all of
the air before we fire our basic load. However, when we get into an
operational situation where we are firing the gun that fast, we are in
deep trouble, tactically.

Mr. MWtUSHjm. In combat doesn't that frequently happen, that you
would fire more than rounds a minute ?

Major AEEIL. We have fired for short bursts at a rate of u to
rounds a minute from one vehicle. This was accomplished by

a vehicle in the 4th Cavalry. It can be done for a shcrt period but
.we can't fire the - that way.
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DESIGN FIRING RATE

Mr. MINSHALL. How much does this slow down the firing rate as
against what this gun and tank were designed originally to fire, and
these safety restrictions that you speak of, how much did that hinder
the operation and slow down the combat operation of this tank?

General MILEY. If he has fired at a rate as high as - rounds
in a minute, that is about as fast as you can fire a tank gun. So this com-
bination of bags hasn't materially slowed down his rate. One thing
that the combustible cartridge case gives him is the fact that he doesn t
have to police up his firing compartment with the metal case. This
has always been a great chore to the tanker, to keep these metal car-
tridge cases out from under his feet and get them over the side of
the tank.

Mr. MINSHALL. You say you have fired as high as rounds
a minute, but because of restrictions you are only recommending, so
to speak, - of these rounds a minute because of the compressed
air supply and other things?

General M y. It is a balance between the compressed air supply
and your total basic load.

Mr. MINSIALL. You wouldn't have this problem if you hadn't
had the trouble with the combustible ammunition, the scavenger,
and all that, would you I That is the point.

General Mmzy. You could discharge your basic load faster, I agree.
Mr. MINSHALL. What is your basic load?
General MmEY. rounds. Once you have exhausted your

basic load, you are not very useful on the battlefield. You have lost
your main armament. You have to go back and get more ammunition.

Mr. MINSHALL. Or have it brought up to you?
General.MU.EY. You have to open up your vehicle somewhere and

get more ammunition.
Mr. MINSHALL. But these are the main restrictions on the tank, then,

in VietnamI
General MmIY. I think this is the one that you would label the main

restriction.
OTHER WAmE'rir RE SETIONS"

MI SHALL. What are some of the other safety restrictions?
Major AMEL. One restriction that we see in this report is that you

caji't',ire the main gun with the driver's hatch open. You should have
*the diver's .hP.tei closed. Sir, I am a tanker and this is a common
procedure on any i tank. You should keep' the hatch closed, but yet,
as the Congressman pointed out, this is one of the items that is in
this 25 pages of safety restrictions.

,Mr. MINSHAITL Why was that put. in? ., .,.
Major A Frv v. It ics a common thing. that you must, o so tat when

the gun is fired the driver doesn't get this flash in his face. You can burn
yourself. This happens on any tank. The driver sits up in the front
of the' vehicle, Th6 gun is just above his head and. in front of his face.
The blast from that mun going off could burn him, so we tell him to

- keep the driver's hatch closed.
General MiLur. Isn't it true we close the hatch in all our armored

Major A .ir.. Yes, sir.



SAFETY RESTRICTIONS PECULIAR TO SHERIDAN

General NitEy. This is included in the list, but it is not peculiar
to the Sheridan.

Mr. MJ 8s IUr 4 . What is peculiar to the Sheridan?
General MirFwy. The baggies.
Mr. MI.NSI,\i,. What else, tl1ough? That is what I am trying to get

at.
Major A.%iEEL. For instance, when you are in the water, you can't

fire with the water barrier up, when you are swimming. But t his is the
only vehicle we have at this time-we don't like to use the word
"tank," but let's call it one for this purpose-that gets ipi the water
and swims. You don't fire the main gun while this vehicle is swim-
ming. To answer your question, this is one particular instance of a
Sheridan-peculiar safety restriction.

Mr. MIINSIALL,. Vou'ld you list the rest of them for the record,
please? What is peculiar to the Sheridan?

General MILEY. We will.
(The information appeNrs on page 94.)
Mr. MINSHALL. Was this gun designed to fire in the water?
Major AMEEL. No, sir.
Mr. MINSHALL. Why would it be listed as a restriction?
Major AMEEL. If fired accidentally, you would ti your vehicle.
General MILEY. When you examine the list whichI will furnish for

the record, you will realize as you read through them that most of
them are cautionary notes. For example, there is one that I read the
other day where it says "clean up any spilled oil inside the vehicle."
I think I cleaned up spilled oil in a 21/2-ton truck. I would not want
spilled oil on the floor of my vehicle. There are a series of good things
to do with the Sheridan and some notes that relate to the baggies, and
to the scavenger system. These are peculiar to the Sheridan. The swim-
ming capability the Sheridan has, which no other similar vehicle
has, makes for a peculiar-

Mr. MINSHALL. I am not talking about the routine housekeeping
chores that you have to do in any kind of combat vehicle. I am talking
about design limitations that have caused these so-called safety lim-
itations.

General MILFY. That is what I am trying to point out. Most of this
large document has to do with routine things:

Hull access plugs and bilge pumps should :be checked to be sure they are
properly secured and be sure the bilge pumps function properly.

Mr. MINSHALL. That is a routine check, isn't it ? That wouldn't be
peculiar because of the design. I mean that would be the normal oper-
ating checklist?

General MILEY. Here is another one: "Frequent checks for spilled
fuels should be made to prevent "fires."

Mr. MiNSHALL. You still are not getting to the thrust of my ques-
tion.

General MILEY. I know what the thrust is, sir, and I will extract
from this collection of notes the things that are peculiar to the Sheri-
dan in its design and furnish those for the record.

Mr. EvANs. Could we have the whole list? You are speaking of the
enclosure to the letter signed by Major General Isenour.

-1 - I r
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General MILEY. Yes.
Mr. EVANS. Have the whole list put in.
(The information follows:)

Pertinent portions of a letter, Headquarters USATECOM, dated November 17,
1968, subject: Suitability for Conditional Release to Troops of Sheridan Weapon
System, M51, are extracted below, followed by copies of enclosures 2 and 3 to
the same letter.

5. (U) Safety.-Safety problems and precautions, which are at enclosure 2,
are provided to emphasize significant safety considerations and to supplement
manuals. Troop units receiving the M551 should be provided this information.

0. (U) Performamne limitatfone for troop information--Performance lirmita-
tions and other information that should be known by troop units are at enclosure
3. This Information should be disseminated to troop units receiving the M551.

* * * * , S

8. (0) USATECOM position-
(a) HQ, USATECOM concurs in conditional release of the M051 for issue to

troops subject to the following conditions:
(1) The troop units receiving the MC51 be informed of safety and performance

information contained in enclosures 2 and 3.
(2) M551's released to troop units be equipped with the following:
() Closed breech scavenger.
(b) , Recoil system with latest modifications.
(o) Improved grenade launcher racks.
(4) Nine-ply nylon protective bags for all stowed ammunition.
(e) Improved escape hatch cover.
(8) Appropriate firing tables be provided prior to actual combat usage.
(4) All 152 millimeter ammunition will be issued with neoprene moisture

barrier bags installed .

SAFS ry

(U) AUTOMOTIVE (U)

1. Hull access plugs and bilge pumps should be carefully checked before
swimming operations to assure that hull plugs are properly secured and to
determine that the bilge pumps all function properly.

2. With standard track, the M551 is difficult to control on snow and ice.
8. Due to a problem with fuel tank leaks, frequent checks for spilled fuel

should be made to prevent fires.
SAMr

(U) sRILLELAOU (U)

1. The following safety problems pertain only to M551's not equipped with the
closed breech scavenger system:

(a) OaDio mono t¢e.--Due to a high concentration of carbon monoxide in
the crew compartment that results from missile firing, it is recommended that
crew members not be exposed to more than four missile firings per day. The turret
blower must be on during missile firing to remove the toxic gases.

(b) Flareback.--Flarebacks have occurred from missile firing. To reduce the
baistrd from fiarebacks, all conventional ammunition stowed in the vehicle must
have protective nylon and neoprene bags installed. The bags of a round which is
to be fired following a missile firing should not be removed until it is evident
that a fareback did not occur. I

t. The driver's hatch should be closed for all, missile fBrings. All crew members
should be within the confines of the vehicle for live warhead firing to prevent
possible fragment spray from early ground Impacth.

8. Shillelagh missile should not be #red over friendly troops in training due
to the hard from early ground Impactm.
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4. Care must be exercised in handling, transportation, and loading missiles to
prevent daniage to nose cones. Warhead missiles with dented nose cones should
not be fired.

5. Because of possible eye damage, personnel must not look directly Into the
transmitter when the door is open and the system is operating.

6. In operation of the missile test set rocket motor activations have occurred;
therefore, the safety procedure specified in the test set manual must be rigidly
followed.

SAFrY

5U) 215 MIILIMIEER AMMUNITION (U)

1. The cartridge ease of all 152 millimeter ammunition is highly flammable.
Extreme caution imust be exercised to keel) this ammunition away from Ignition
sources, such as open flames, cigarettes, electric arcs, and smoldering residue.

2. Very small pieces of smoldering residue left from firing conventional am-
nunition can Ignite the case of a subsequently loaded round. By protecting the
cartridge from moisture and contaminants, the frequency of occurrence of
smoldering residue Is low. The purpose of the neoprene bag is to provide this
type protection; therefore, the bag should be left on the ammunition until Im-
mediately prior to firing.

3. The nylon bag provides protection against most ignition sources and de-
creases the vulnerability of the case to fragments from penetrating projectiles.
The nylon bag must be retained on the ammunition while stowed in the M551
and removed just prior to loading.

4. For all firing with M551's equipped with the open breech scavenger,
thorough inspection of the rear part of the tube, especially around the forcing
cone, amd the breech cavity must be conducted. Smoldering residue, no matter
how small, must be removed from the weapon before the next round is loaded.

5. The closed breech scavenger system ias been developed to remove smolder-
Ing residue for the 152 millimeter gun/launcher. However, when M551's are
equipped with the closed breech scavenger, these precautions should be followed:

(a) When maximum firing rate Is not required.-Performi a thorough inspec-
tion of the rear part of the tube especially around the forcing cone and the
breech cavity. Smoldering residue, no matter how small, must be removed before
the next round is loaded.

(b) Wien near maximum firing rate is rcquired.-InslIXct the rear JAIrt of the
tube onily. If smoldering residue Is observed, it should be removed and the breech
cavity also iispMetcd and cleared of smoldering residue prior to loading the next
round.

(e) When maxitnum firing rate Is essentltl.-Inspectlon for residue is not
required.

6. 152 millimeter cartrIdges of all types should not be fired at ammunition
temperatures exceeding +125" F..

7. 152 millimeter annunition is safe to transport and store within temper-
atures from -65 F. to +145* F.

8. Extra care should be exercised in handling of 152 millllimeter to avoid rup-
turing of the case and spilling propellant.

9. Cartridges which have been damaged In handling should not be fired. This
includes creased or split cartridge cases, dented projectiles, and loose nose caps.

10. The driver's hatch must be closed during all main guit firings to prevent In-
jury from the muzzle blast.

11. Turret blower should be on for all firings to remove toxic fumes.
12. Strict adherance to safety and general precautions outlined in TM 9-1300-

203 and in technical bulletins for 152 millimeter ammunition is required.

SAFETY

(U) GUN/LAUNCHxR (S, Ong) (U)

1. Gun tube, breech chamber, and coupling for the M81H1 gun/launcher have
safe life limits of 600 rounds. (M81f1 gun/launcher has shallow keyway tube
and is modified for the closed breech scavenger application.)

2. The gun tube for the M81 gun/launcher which has the deep keyway tube has
a safe life limit of 200 rounds. The breech chamber and coupling have 00 round
safe life limits.

32-845-6 -t. 3-7



3. The check valve assembly IIn the closed breech scavenger system must be
replaced at 100 to 120 round intervals. Used check valves, when thoroughly
cleaned and inspected by qualified maintenance personnel, can be reused to a
total life of 1,100 rounds.

4. Obturator seal must be checked frequently to assure that It is securely in
place. Continued firing without the seal results In gas leakage, tube erosion, mnt
an unsafe weapon.

5. Occasionally the detent pin assembly fails to properly secure the round in
the gun chamber resulting in possible Jamming of the breech mechanism during
the closing cycle. Frequent inspection and cleaning of the detent assembly will
minimize this malfunction.

SAFETY

(U) LAUNCHER AND GRENADES, SMOKE: HC AND WP, XM176 (U)

1. Since the launch vehicle is within the range of fragments from the M34,
WP grenade, the crew should be within the confines of the M551 during firing.

2. Launchers cracked during handling should not be used as these may result
In short ranges.

3. Grenades can be damaged by attacking projectiles and shell fragments and
result in white phosphorous leaking onto the hull.

SAFETY

(U) AIR FIILTER UNIT, MRA3 (U)

The air filter unit, M8A3, should not be used to supply air to masks when
vehicle interior temperature is below 50 F., due to possible injury to the user's
lungs.

PERFORMANCE. LIMITATIONS FOR TROOP INFORMATION

(U) AUTOMOTIVE (U)

1. During operation under extremely dusty conditions, the air cleaner may
clog within 1 hour reducing engine performance. Air cleaners should be fre-
quently checked and replaced as necessary.

2. The noise from the engine turbocharger, and the "roster tail" of exhaust
smoke which occurs during vehicle acceleration are M551 signatures that allow
identification.

3. Speed of Sheridan in still water is approximately 3.8 miles/hour; ma-
neuverability and control are good. In moving water where the water speed
approaches vehicle maximum speed (3.8 m.p.h.), maneuverability and control are
substantially affected.

4. The main gun, coaxial machinegun, and grenade launchers should not be
fired with the swimming barrier erected.

5. The numerous turret electrical components impose a heavy electrical load on
the batteries of Sheridan. In addition, hot air from the engine compartment
flows around the batteries resulting in a more rapid loss of battery water than
is normal for most vehicles. For this reason, battery fluid level should be fre-
quently checked.

6. When operating in jungle or heavy underbrush, vegetation will clog air in-
take grilles and the radiator, requiring frequent cleaning to avoid overheating.

PERFORMANiE LIMITATIONS Fos TRooP INFORMATION

(0) NIGHT FIOTING (U)

1. [Security information deleted.]
2. (U) Tracers from .50 caliber and main gun firing temporarily saturate the

gunner's periscope, XM44, resulting in the loss of vision.
3. (U) Frequent failures of the gunner's periscope, XM44, can be expected.

Ther0fore, a high stockage level of spares is recommended.
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I'ElFORMAN F. LIMITAl'IONS FOR TH00'1-s i Ol4.\ I\IIN

(C') ,'11lI.i.I1I.AGI[ (U)

4, 5. [Security information deleted.]
G. (U) The missile must not be fired whenl tile hlimuili vehicle is in Iltilotio.
7. 17) here is no emergency tiring device for miissile hiring. Tile eulerge1Wy

tiring device for 152-nlllimeter coIventlotial Vanimunitionl should not he u.ei in
attempting to tire a missile.

PERFORMANCE LIMITATIONS FOR TRooP INFORMATION

(U) 152-MILIIMETER AMMUNITION (IT)

I. The combustible cartridge ca. e is ilghly 1111111 hlllbhi, easily (iuiii"ged 111d
ruptured, and sensitive to moisture, oil. mil other colttatniimltnts. FxtremIL lriw
must be taken In tile handling llmd luse of this type :1lllIllitiOn.

2. At first indication of moisture absorption or other contaminants of the corn-
lustible cartridge case, the cartridges with cases so affected should be turned in.

3. If smoldering residue is observed It the 15'.-m illilleter wealwn, the following
actions are reeomnniended:

(a) Recheck the closed breech scavnger system for proper functioning.
(b) Examine basic load of ammunition for moisture absorption (softness) or

other containaitioii of time emimbiistible cartridge Vase. Soft or vl( ltMillat l4,

rounds should be turned l in.
(c) inspe'ct carefully the breech area for smoldering residue on subsequent

rounds. Should smoldering residue again occur, the basic load should be turned
in for further detailed inspection.

4. The best estimate of emergency zero for the M119 telescope Is +5 mils
elevation and +2 mils deflection.

5. Sensing at ranges less tlan 1.000 meters is difficult due to firing shock,
vehicle displacemtiut, and smoke obscuratlion. Assistance fromn companion vehicle
or other sources is recommended.

6. The cartridge, T--T, X.M4-111-',3 is not ballstically matched with the
cartridge, IIEAT-MP-T, XM40UE5 and, tlhrefore, should not be used to zero
the weapon for firing the XM-109E5 ammunition.

7. Recommended bag removal and firing procedure:
Step 1: Remove the ballistic cover from the round while it is in the rack:

position the round on the loading tray; and visually Inspect the gun tube for
hazardous residue.

Step 2: Grasp the lip of the black neoprene barrier bag in left hand and, with
the right against tile hase of the cartridge, simultaneously remove the barrier
bag and chamber the round.

Step 3: (When other than maximum firing rate is used.) Inspect the breech
cavity for hazardous residue prior to closing. (When time permits, the danger
of Ignition of a subsequently loaded round from smoldering residue will be
significantly reduced by visual inspection of the breech cavity.)

Step 4: Close the breech, provided no burning or smoldering residue exists,
activate the ready-to-fire switch and, if ready light Is on, announce "UP."

PjwoRMANOE LIMITATIONS FOR TROOP INFORMATION

(U) GUN/LAUNCHER, RECOIL, CR558, OBS (U)

1. Starting with full bottles of compressed air and with air compressor on,
there is suffielent compressed air for 22 rounds wlhen firing at the maximum rate.

2. Clean detent assembly at 200-round intervals.
3. Remove and clean the obturator seal at the conclusion of each day's firing.

PRFzOaMANoC LIMrrATIONS FOR TsooP INFORMATION

(U) MAINTENANCE, DIURABUIY, REI-ABILITY (U)

The M551 has basic hardware differences from previous turrets (such as
Shillelagh guidance and control components and an electrical turret control
system) which requires skills peculiar to this turret.. Supplemental technical
assistance may be required.
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PERFORMANCE LIMITATIONS FOR TROOP INFORMATION

(U) CONDUCT OF FIRE TRAINER (U)

1. Training with the conduct of fire trainer (COFT) is not in Itself completely
sufficient for Shillelagh gunner training; that is, following training with the
COFT. actual missiles should be fired at both stationary and moving targets.

2. For current configuration of the trainer, frequent maintenance will be
required. Redundancy of spare parts and technical maintenance assistance are
recommended.

SHERIDAN DESIGNED FOR USE IN EUROPE

Mr. MINSITALL. How about your general comments about how the
tank has performed in South Vietnam?

General MILEY. Major Ameel is in almost daily contact with thesePeople.

Mr. MNSIIALL. There has been so much criticism in the public press
and news media that it might be well to get your thoughts on it now.

Basically this tank was originally designed for the Europoan
theater if I am correct, wasn't it?

Major AMEEL. That is correct, sir. Basically the vehicle, the Sheri-
dan, was designed to provide reconnaissance units; a vehicle opti-
mized for use in the European theater.

Now, we use the Sheridan as an assault or close support weapon
for the cavalry platoon. -.

The Sheridan fits in as the vehicle that keeps these scouts alive
while they are out roaming well in advance of this platoon.

The Sheridans provide direct fire support and long-range anti-
tank protection, which established the requirement for the Shillelagh
missile. If we can keep our scouts alive longer, we will get the recon-
naissance mission done.

USE OF THE SHERMIAN IN VIETNAM

When we went to Vietnam with this vehicle, we found that the
Sheridan hadn't come along yet. It wasn't ready to go, so we deployed
to Vietnam cavalry units without the Sheridan. In some cases we
substituted Ml13's for the - Sheridans that would have normally
gone into each one of these platoons. In other cases, we went ahead and
deployed the squadron with the M-48 tank, which has been used in
lieu of the Sheridan.

The vehicle was later assigned to Vietnam, over 60 vehicles, as Gen-
eral Miley pointed out, went in January.

We assigned them to the 25th Infantry Division and to the First,
Squadron of the 11th Cavalry Regnment. When they went into the
latter they replaced M113's that had been modified to do the role of
the Sleridan. When they went into the 25th Infantry Division, they
replaced M-48 tanks.

These two units have been conducting this evaluation since the 8th
of February. As a result of my conversation with them last night
and we have killed 600 V's that have been credited to these Sheridan-
equipped units. We have erOe crewman was killed as a result
of the vehicle hitting a mine. The hull cracked, a fire started and the

man was burned and died about 8 days later.

1. 1
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The vehicle that hit a mine yesterday morning struck an 80-pound
mine. . All four crewmen got out of the vehicle and today
we think the Sheridan is the best vehicle for reconnaissance units the
Army ever had. These four crewmen believe that.

We put belly armor on the Sheridan and this has been a tremendous
success in keeping our soldiers alive. We have - . There is not
just very much we can do to defend against the RPG because it will
cut 'through an M-48 tank just as well as it, will cut through aSheridan.

TANKIER'S OPINION OF SHERIDAN

To answer your question, Mr. Minshall, what the soldiers are say-
ing to us in Vietnam now is, that they are treniendbusly impressed
with the Sheridan. They are extremely happy that they. have got it
and it has proven to be one of the best. casualty-producing weapons
that we have got in Vietnam, both by day and certainly the best one
we have by far at night, as a ground weapon. We have a capability
in night fighting that we have never had before.

Mi. MINSHALL. I presume that is the reflection of the tankers over
there who are running the tank. Do you share that view then?

Major AMEEL. Soldiers like me, sir, who use that. thing and have
to get out in it, are tremendously impressed with it. Other people,
frequently, who are observers

CRMCISH OF SHERIDAN

Mr. MINSiiAJLT. Are you familiar with the criticism in the press?
How do you answer such criticism?

Major AM[ .EL. The criticism in the press, sir, greatly derives from
investigations that have been held here in Washington and I don't
think thirey can be attributable-

Mr. MINSHALT. What can you say about those investigations?
You have a chance to acquaint yourself with them. What can you
say?

M major AWEEL. I think the investigations that were conducted, sir,
here in Washington, served a purpose. I-ad those investigations been
conducted a year and a half ago, we would not have been able to
defend the Sheridan and say that what we have today is a good
vehicle. We could not have said it a year and a half ago. because we
had problems a year and a half ago, that we didn't know how to get
at. But the Army, through a great deal of concentrated effort, has
come up with a good solution that the operator can live with and be
proud of the weapon system.

SHERIDANS IN VIETNAM NOT EQU-IPPED WITH SHILLELAGH

Mr. EVANS. I believe earlier, General Miley, we established the fact
that over 60 vehicles had been deployed to South Vietnam in January?

General MILEY. Yes, sir.
Mr. EvA-Ns. And none are deployed with the Shillelagh missiles?
General MTLEY. We did not deploy the Shillelagh missile to

Vietnam.
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PROJECTED SIHERIDAN LOSSES

Mr. EVANS. According to your statement, you expect to lose
of these vehicles during fiscal year 1970, is that correct?

General MIraY. That is during fiscal year 1970 funded delivery pe-
riod. This is an estimate. We will have to adjust that estimate as we
get experience.

Mr. Lipscozin. How do you expect to lose them?
General MILEY. Primarily the losses 0
Mr. MINSHALL. I must have misunderstood. How many Sheridans

have been deployed to South Vietnam?
General Mui Y. A total of 60 are there now.
Major AMEEL. We have sent over an additional - vehicles. We

have in the country.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. All told you have deployed
Major AMIEF.TI. Yes, sir, 54 will be used by troops.
Mr. Lipsco3im. How long have they ben deployed in South Viet-

nam?
Major AmEEL. The first vehicles started to arrive the 14th of Janu-

ary, sir, and they were all closed in on the 7th of February. That is
the first increment of 60 vehicles. Since mid-February we have de-
ployed an additional vehicles, to

Sir. LIPSCOMtB. You have -
Major AMEEL. We have what I would call
Mr. LiPscoMB. What does that mean?
Major AXTEL. To me it means that I
General Mmuy. They are -.
Mr. LPscoiB. I understood the major to say earlier that you had

vehicles.
Major AmrzF,. Yes, sir.
Mr. LxmcomB. But now you say you have a
Major AmmL. Yes, sir. I mentioned we
General Xz. That last forecast that you mentioned is based on

the losses we anticipate through June 1971. The end of fiscal 1971,
which is the end of the 1970 funded delivery period, and we base our
computations on percent of the T.O. & E. vehicles, the actual
operational vehicles per month. And we expect to have a population
in-country at the end of this year. December 1969, of about
vehicles.

Mr. EVANS. In South Vietnam?
Mr. Lnscom. All U.S. Army ?
General Muzy. That is right. You see, this vehicle will replace some

of the tanks and M113's used by the cavalry and reconnaissance ele-
ments in the-- squadrons of cavalry that are there now.

Mr. Lscoom. How many were damaged in this period that you

Major Ax ur.. .

PLANNED DEPLOYMENT OF SHERIDAN

Mr. LIPSCOMB. You p lan to deploy by end of fiscal year -?
General MILEY. By the end of this calendar year our plans calls for

total, Mr. Lipscomb, T.O. & E., and then thee'e will be a main-
tenance float and a pipeline on top of that. The T.O. & E. require-
ment is
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Mr. LIPSCOMB. By what day?
General MILEY. By the end of December.
Mr. LiPscoiB. What are you going to return in place of this?
General MILEY. We Will replace the M-113 ca rriers.
Mr. LiPscom,1B. How many of those ?
General MIrEY. This will be on a one for one basis, and the tanks.

Do you have the exact mix-
Mr. LiPSCOM-1. All on a one to one basis?
General MILEY. tanks and the remainder would be

M113's.
Mr. LiPscOmB. What is the significance of this statement that was

made in March? It says:
Several hundred other Sherldans are stored in the U.S. while Army researchers

figure out what modifications might make them available for normal deployment.

Are all these going to have the 25 pages of operating restric-
tions corrected no matter how minor or major?

General MILEY. Again, the operating restrictions with the vehicle
tell you what to do and what not to do when you use the vehicle. The
statement you quote there apparently was made before we finally
decided to proceed with the scavenger system and the two bags.

Mr. Lipscoirn. This was March 26, 1969.
General MILEY. Of the vehicles we have stored at Cleveland and

depots enough will have been modified with the scavenger system to
support deployment planned for later this year. We have other de-
ployment plans to Europe and to Korea.

DEPLOYMENT OF SHERIDAN TO EUROPE AND KOREA

Major AMEEr. In Korea we have vehicles. The
there will be an additional - giving us a total of . In

- we will deploy an additional - vehicles modified as the
general pointed out, giving us a total inventory of vehicles.

Mr. EVANS. In that same time frame how many do you plan to
deploy to Europe?

Major AM,%F.EL. Up to - or up to the end of the year ?
Mr. EVANS. December of this year?
Major AMEEL. We will have-our total deployments to Europe

will be - T.O. & E. vehicles. We won't complete that until -.
That means that we will deploy approximately - vehicles by
the end of this year. That is just T.O. & E. and you will have to add
to that-

SHERIDANS IN STORAGE

Mr. LipscomiB. According to this same statement, it says that Lt.
Gen. William Bunker, Deputy U.S. Army Material Command says:

It is embarrassing to have yards full of these things which we can't deliver.

This is March 26, 1969. How many did you have in the yard?
General MILEY. We have about vehicles stored or in transit

today. These are the ones that will be retrofitted and issued
The vehicles coming off the line now have the scavenger system on
them and are fully deployable.

Mr. EVANS. Then we would have to correct the former estimate I
made for the cost of retrofitting. I initially thought we were talking
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about - vehicles. For vehicles the total cost of retrofitting
will be about $4.5 million. Would that be correct?

General MILEY. Yes, sir. In that number, sir, are vehicles
in storage awaiting retrofit of the closed breech scavenger system. Ad-
ditionally some- vehicles presently equipped with o)en breech
scavenger systems that are in troop test or training units must be
converted.

REPLACEMIENT OF 31-1131S AND 31-48'S WlTr SIIERIDANS

Mr. EvANs. General Miley, you indicated you were going to replace
how many M-113's and M-48's in South Vietnam with Sheridans?

General MIuuy. M-113's and tanks.
Mr. EVANS. Why do we have a requirement for an additional 645

M-113 armored personnel carrier - in the 1970 budget?
General MTLY. The M-113 carriers in the fiscal year 1970 budget

are all for the ARVN as part of the modernization program.

SIIERIDAN FAILURE TO MfEET SPECIFICATIONS

Mr. EVANs. The Sheridan is designated the M-551 armored recon-
naissance airborne assault vehicle. Is it not still unsuitable as a recon-
naissance vehicle, particularly when its engine noise can be heard 3
miles away, the "rooster tail" from the exhaust system can be seen
even farther away, and as of November 1968 the 'M-551 in its present
configuration hadnot been airdrop tested?

General MILEY. The vehicle has a diesel engine which is noisy and
produces smoke. However, it is performing in the reconnaissance role
in South Vietnam today. It is finding the enemy.

WV e will try to improve it and reduce the noise level and eliminate
the smoking, but all I can say is, it is doing the job today.

Mr. EvANs. That is, it is either finding the enemy or the enemy is
finding it.

Could you provide for the record a table indicating the original
specifications for the Sheridan weapons systems, and how these speci-
fications were or were not met?

General MiLEY. I will do that.
(The information follows:)

SHERIDAN PERFORMANCE

Number of
specific

General area requirements Met Waived Approved waivers

Configuration ................... 4 3 1 Width.
Automotive --------------------- 17 15 2 Water speed; extreme quietness.
Armament ..................... 17 14 3 Rate of Ire; internal replacement of optics;

significant improvement In gun tube life.Protection------------------------8 8 0
Durability and reliability ......... 6 5 1 Original reliability requirements rewritten.
Transportability ..............- 5 5 0Associated equipment ........ 12 12 0
Miscellaneous .................. 3 2 1 Gun tube change time.

Total .................... 72 64 8

Note: This chart represents achievement in specific areas of military characteristic requirements and list of waivers
officially authorized by the Army. The user approved all waivers.
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USE OF SHERIDAN FOR CONVOY ESCORT

Mr. EVA'Ns. During fiscal year 1969 supplemental hearings, General
Miley, you discussed the need for commando armored cars for convoy
escort duty in order to save the wear of the tracked M-113 armored
personnel carriers used for this purpose. Why are we now using these
expensive Sheridans for convoy escort in South Vietnam, especially
when they can be heard 3 miles away?

General MILEY. I am not aware of th ,ir use as a convoy vehicle.
Mr. Ev,\xs. According to newspaper reports, a number of them were

destroyed while on convoy escort duty.
Major A-MEEL. Frequently we will use the largest vehicle we have to

move a convoy. We have used tanks for this role and we have used
M-113's for it. If the unit that's -in the area happens to be equipped
with Sheridans and it is the heaviest armored unit that you have there,
that unit will be assigned the mission to move'critical supply columns
and the Sheridan has been used for this, but this is discouraged; it is
preferred not to be used for this purpose because it is more suitable
to take it out across country than to run it up and down roads. We do
recognize there have been occasions when it has been used to move
convoys, but this is kept to the minimum wherever possible.

Mr. Ev,\s. Could you provide for the record the number of in-
stances Sheridans were used for this purpose?

Major A.MEL. Yes, sir; we can.
General M1EY. I suppose it would be the decision of the local com-

mander depending on the tactical situation. I can't imagine anyone
in the rear area using Sheridans for a convoy vehicle. We woulduse
commando cars, but I can well imagine up in the forward area where
the heavy concentration of the enely is, this vehicle W'vould be used
for convoying a collection of trucks into a dangerous aren.

'We will furnish information for the record.
(The information follows:)

Out of 454 missions conducted between January 27 and April 27, 1969, 72
or 15.9 percent were road clearing operations.

PROCUREMENT OF ADDITIONAL SHERIDANS

Mr. EVANS. Why are you proposing to buy additional
Sheridans in fiscal year 1970 wheu at the present time we have so
many in storage?

General MILEY. We will get some of them out of storage by December
and the vehicles we are procuring with the 1970 funds will not start
to be delivered until July 1970. We will continue to ill our inventory
for reconnaissance vehicles with the new production.

Mr. EV ANS. Would it be economically sound to delay further produc-
tion of these vehicles until the problems with the conventional amnmuni-
tion have been solved, or new ammunition developedI

General MJLJY. We feel we have solved the problem to the degree
necessary to field the vehicle. The vehicle is a successful vehicle andis performing in the intended role.

Mr. EvANqS. If you come up with safe ammunition in the future that
they are working on now, wouldn't it require an expensive retrofit pro-
grani to accommodate the new ammunition?

-_ _ -. t -, . ' , " Ak
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General MILEY. If we come up with safer ammunition, we just use
it in place of ammunition we have now.

Mr. EVANS. Would you provide for the record, please, a breakdown
showing how you arrive at the cost of $72.8 million for the
Sheridans? Does this cost include complete units with all necessary
armament and equipment?

General Miuy. That is the complete unit cost included there. I will
furnish for the record a detailed breakdown.

(The information follows:)

FISCAL YEAR 1970 UNIT COST ANALYSIS-ARMORED RECONNAISSANCE AIRBORNE ASSAULT VEHICLE, M551
(GENERAL SHERIDAN)

Estimated
Estimated program cost

quantity cost (in millions
Major Component cost of dollars)

Vehicle Production .............................................................. - $30. 132
Engineering ................................................................... . -- 3.996
Government furnished equipment (GFE):

Engine ....................................................- 1.512
Transmission .............................................................. . - 3. 276
Gun con r ............................................................... . 6.696Fire control......................................................... - 4. 500
Guidance and control (G. & C.) sets ........................................... - 18.482
On equipment materiel (OEM)................................................. .540

Forward area contact support sets (FACSS) ...................................... .535
All otherI ................................................................... - 3.132
Average unit price a ............................................................. . ..............

Total .................................................................................. 72. 801

I B out of requirement.
' Includes quality assurance, documentation, PEMA, financed acceptance testing, and care, and preservation performed

at depot.
1a Because of Impact of prior year procurements and some components being purchased on other than a 1-per-vehicle
basis, average unit prices cannot be determined by adding unit costs shown.

REQUIREMENT FOR M-O0 MEDIUM TANKS

Mr. MINSHALL. General, you have already started replacing these
Sheridans on a 1-for-1 basis I assume, over in South Vietnam What
is the necessity then, or what did you do about the reprograming
where you hada shortage of combatworthy medium tank assets over
there and you had to have a reprograming action in the amount of
$26.6 million I According to the reprograming document: "This action
reprogramod $31.1 million for Army fiscal year 1969 tank program
in order to improve operational readiness, provide for essential modi-
fications, and assure continuity with planned follow-on procurement."

General Mnzy. In the case of our tank fleet, we are procuring M60A1
vehicles to improve our position worldwide. The replacement of the
M-113, or the tank, with the Shoridan, does not affect our inventory
position for medium tanks. The tank we are replacing in South Viet-
nam, is the 90-millimeter gun tank, and we are continuing to improve
our asset position with the M60A1, 105-millimeter tank for the world-wide reqirement.Mr. Mih SHALt, Listen to this, the document goes on to state, "This

increase provides-- M60A1 tanks within the minimum sustain-
ing rate of - per year for common chassis, M60 series track ve-
hcles. The remaining 243 chassis will be used for M60A1E2 produc-
tion. All of the common chassis track vehicle production is applied

," ,
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to tank production because of the shortage of combatworthy medium
tank assets."

Now, that is worldwide.
General MILEY. Thut is worldwide, sir. Our original 1969 program

contained a quantity of 300 M60A1E2 tanks. At the time we sub-
mitted this reprograming action, we made the decision not to buy any
more M60A1E2 tanks but to make use of the 243 turrets we bought
with 1966 funds. We changed our program by this reprograming action
to buy only 243 of the M60A1E2 tanks and - M60A1 tanks. But
the M60A1 tanks are additional inventory assets against our world-
wide requirement. Our total tank AAO is of which at the present
we have approximately - 105-millimeter tanks. The others are
substitute assets we are trying to replace with firstline tanks, the
M60A1.

Mr. LrPscOMB. The testimony this morning, doesn't seem to present
a very clear picture of our tank situation as it is today.

SHERIDAN NOT A TANK

General MILEY. I think one of our problems this morning is that we
have been talking bout the Sheridan vehicle as a tank. The Sheridan
vehicle is not a tank. It is not a vehicle that can stand up and slug it
out nor does it have the staying power to fight tank to tank. The Sheri-
dan vehicle was designed to outfit our reconnaissance elements.

Mr. LiPsCOMB. How are you using them in Vietnam ? Are you using
them as a reconnaissance vehicle?

General MILEY. Yes, sir, in the two cavalry squadrons in Vietnam.
The total requirement of the Army for reconnaissance vehicles is ap-
proximately

In addition and separately we have a worldwide army requirement
for approximately medium tanks, of which at the present time
we have about 105-millimeter first line tanks. The imainder
of our tank fleet are M-48 series tanks that have a 90-millimeter gun.
So what we have done over the years is keep the tank line going at

chassis a month while slowly building toward the inventory
position we would like to achieve. So I am afraid-and I am sure it
is my fault-we have confused the two vehicles as tanks, but the only
tanks we are talking about there are the M60 tanks, to replace the
substitute M48 tanks that we now have on hand, which were produced
around the Korean wartime.

APPROVED OBJECTIVE FOR TANK INVENTORY

Mr. LIrsco.NB. I refer you to the figure on your chart No. 7, for
tracked combat vehicles, and in the column "Approved objective Cur1l-
rent." Is this the total number authorized by T.O. & E. which woih(,
therefore, now be in the hands of troops assigned to the 27 and two-
thirds Army division force equivalents?

General MILEY. You see the current approved objective. Is
that the number you are talking about, sir?

Mr. LIPScOMB.: Yes.
General MITLEy. That represents the T.O. & E. requirement of the

27 and two-thirds divisions plus maintenance float, plus the combat
consumption reserve that we try to buy in peacetime to have on hand
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on M-day. Those are the three factors that make up the AAO, as we
call it, authorized acquisition objective.

Now, at the present time, as you will see, through the fiscal year
1969 funded delivery period, we will have a total of - tanks-

Mr. Liscom. You are talking to just one. I am talking to your
whole inventory.

General MILEY. I am talking about the medium tank
Mr. IAPscom What was that figure you just gave?
General MxLY. Through the 1969 procurement period, we will

have - medium tanks in the inventory. With our 1970 buy, at
the end of the 1970 funded delivery period, we will have - against
a requirement of . But, as I pointed out earlier only about

- of those tank assets will be the M60 version with the 105-milli-
meter gun or better. The remainder will be these other tanks you see
on the left of the chart, the M48A1, the M48A2C, and the M48A3.

Our purpose is to keep a tank line going at an economical rate of
chassis a month and build toward that inventory of

That is the tank program in a nutshell.
Mr. LIrsCOmB. Do these figures include all the tanks that are in

storage yards or being retrofitted or having the bugs taken out ofthem W
General MILEY. The only tanks in that category that you find-and

they are included in the asset figures-are the- - M60A1E2 tanks
procured in 1967, and the turrets that we procured in 1966. Those
asset are included in the asset figure.

Now, those numbers have nothing to do with the Sheridan which
is a reconnaissance vehicle and the numbers for that vehicle are im-
mediately above it on the chart. We show a total requirement of ,
and assets through 1969 of - . We are trying to fill two distinctly
different inventory objectives.

XM35 ComucT-F-FuE TRAINER

Mr. EVANS. I would like to turn to the XM35 conduct-of-fire trainers.

TYPE CLASSIFICATION PRIOR TO ENGINEERING TEST

The XM35 conduct-of-fire trainers for the Shillelagh missile was
first type classified limited production in October 1965, about 3 months
before it was subjected to engineering tests, and a production contract
for 67 units at a cost of about $3.2 million was awarded in February
1966. Why was this done I

GeneralMILEY. We proceeded on the procurement of these trainers
because we tried to match their availability with the Sheridan vehicle.

This trainer, as you probably know, simulates the firing of a Shil-
lelagh missile without firing the missile and since the missile at that
time cost something on the order of $8,000 apiece-we have now
brought the price down-it is very economical to simulate the missile
flight with these electronic devices.
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PIROCUREMENT WHILE UNSUITABLE FOR ARMY USE)

Mr. EVANS. The Army Test and E%'aluation ('oimand in November
1966, reported that based on testing to date, the. trainer did not meet
required durability and reliability characteristics, did iiot meet re-
quired maintainabliy characteristics, and in its present state of devel-
opment was unsuitable for Army use. In late November 1966, the
Sheridan project manager terminated the check test because of tech-
nical difficulties which required extensive troubleshooting and repairs.

Nevertheless, 6 days later, the project manager requested extension
of the limited production type classification to cover procurement of
127 additional trainers at a cost of approximately $4 million. Why
have a Test and Evaluation Command if its test findings and recom-
mendations are ignored I

General MILEY. The Test and Evaluation Command tests our equip-
ment and finds out what is wrong with it. Then we move out to correct
it. In this case, we did develop the corrections for the initial procure-
ment of the trainers and these trainers, to the extent they were de-
ployed with the troops, were recalled. The modifications have been
aplied and they are back in the hands of troops again.
Now, -as far as the second contract goes, the performance of it was

stopped until the fixes were applied to the first procurement, after
which the contractor was allowedto proceed with the procurement of
a second batch of 127.

Mr. EVANS. When was that established?
General MILEY. In December 1967 the contractor agreed to hold up

production until the Government was satisfied it had an acceptable
trainer. None of the second batch was scheduled for delivery until the
fixes were applied to the first quantity and checked out and deployed
to the field.

PRODUCTION BASED ON POSSIBLE LOSS OF FUNDS

Mr. EVANS. According to a GAO report, it was indicated that the
Sheridan project manager in January 1967 stated that. failure to
approve the limited po-duction 'action authorizing the additional 127
trainers would probably cause the Army staff to reprogram the funds
resulting in a loss of fiscal year 1967 program quantities. The approval
was received, and a letter contract was awarded on January 25, 1967
for the additional 127 trainers and related items at a cost of about
$4.2 million.
The armor and engineering board tests, completed in Mlarch '1967,

showed that the trainer was unacceptable from a durability and
reliability standpoint, and in April 1967 the armor school concluded
that procurement of the trainer should be stopped. Also, a joint armor
community position was forwarded in April 1967 stating that the
XM-35 trainer was completely unacceptable, production -should be
halted, and the basis of issue of those on hand should be limited
-to training Centers and schools. Here 'again we have 'budgetary con-
sideritions affecting a decision to procure in significant quantities
equipment not yet acceptable for operational use.
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Why, in light of the above facts reported in March and April IN)'
was the contact definitized on June 30, 1967, and the additional
quantity procured?

General Mum'y. We had the leadtime problem facing us. We felt we
could make the fixes on the first, batch procured, and apply them to the
second quantity without interrupting our production program. As a
matter of fact, this is what happened. We did get the modifications ap-
l)lied to the second batch and they should be completely acceptable to
the troops.

HEQtIRE, MENT OF FURTHER MODIFICATION

Mr. EVANS. Then the 127 trainers will not have to be modified in
any way?

General MILEY. I wouldn't want to answer that categorically. We
seem to modify our equipment when we find we can improve its per-
formance.

Mr. EVANS. I mean on the basis of the tests that. have been conducted
so far.

General MiLty. The modifications that we applied for the first batch
will be applied to the second batch. I can answer it that way.

Mr. EVANS. Then the 127 will have to be modified?
General Mn, y. As were the original ones.
Mr. EVANS. Are they modified on the production line as they are

produced?
General MrvY. They are being applied on the production line. The

actual technical data package has been modified.

COST OF MODIFYNG TRAINERS

Mr. EVANS. What is the total estimated cost to modify and retest
these trainers to correct the deficiencies before they are suitable for
crew training, and where will the funds be obtained to accomplish this
modification?

General NrmnY. The cost of modifying.the first 17 is now estimated at
ap roximately $262,000 or roughly $3,900 apiece.FJ Will haveto furnish for thie record where the funds for the second

modification are included.
Mr. EVANS. For the 127?
General MumY. That is right.
(The information follows:)

Modification of the 127 XM-35 trainers is being accomplished with fiscal year
i97 PIMA funds appropriated for this item.

MODrFIOATIOX TO MEET -IEVISED SPECIFICATIONS

Mr. EvNs, What portion of this cost will be borne by the contrac-
tort

General Mxtpy. The Government will bear the cost of this modifica-
tion because tlh. contractor delivered hardware in accordance with the
terms of the contract.

Mr. EVAs. How about the 1271

.k ~
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Geiienral MIrY. The 127 will also he produced ill aecorfllice with
an Army specification package.

Mr. Ev\,N.S What you are saying then is that you didn't produce
the right specification initially and this was an Army mistake instead
of it, being a contractor mistake? Originally, it appeared as though
these trainers did not live up to the specifications the Army initially
set forth for this vehicle, according to the GAO report.

Now it would appear, since we are going to have to bear the cost,
that our specifications weren't good enough in the first instance. Is
this a correct conclusion ?

General Aft, h . We developed a set of specifications and drawings
:Unl fitrnshied then to the contractor audhe built the 67 trainers ill
l('ordanev with those specifications. We aceepted them , l)t them out

for test, issued them to troops and subsequently determined that their
reliability and niaintainal)ilitv did not meet our requirenents. Wo
changed our specifications and drawings and issued a modification to
the contractor. We will pay the contractor to modify the hardware to
meet our new specifications and drawings so you might say our origi-

ll specifications were incorrect.

Mr. EVANS. Are you sufficiently familiar with the specifications and
problems involved' to be able to say whether or not we should have
foreseen those deficibneies when the original specifications were writ-
ten and reviewed? That is a considerable modification cost per unit.

General Mfrix. In hindsight undoubtedly we should have tested the
device longer than we did, bit we did go into the production phase in
order, as T said earlier, to have the trainers when the Sheridans were
delivered. We possibly didn't do enough to determine all the maintain-
ability and reliahility problems that we encountered later on.

NlEI) FOR MORE 'IESTINGo PRIOR TO PR'IODUCTION

1fr. 16tow-s. Tn hindsight, General, would you say somebody should
have reaflizel something like the bore scavenger would 1)e needed be-
fore we built several hundred Sheridan tanks? I mean a modification
of this is sort of beyond belief to me. I don't know how you can develop
a weapon and ammunition and get. the weapon and ammunition mar-
ried to a tank -ind suddenly realize that the whole concept doesn't
work, which is exactly what. happened.

General MxrxEY. I think in answer to your original question, that
hindsight, the great , teacher that it is, might well have dictated a dif-
ferent course of action.

Mr. R1lonrs. Would you also go so far as to say that a little more
foresight, or maybe a little more testing or a, little better appraisal of
the results of te;ting would have indicated prior to the time that, the
tanks were built that some such modification was needed'?

General MiTEy. At the time the several decisions were made in con-
nection with the Sheridan program and the trainer program, I think
it is f air to say that great attention was given to the facts at hand. I
think the element that led us to do what we did was optimism based
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on engineerwing advit and te&.iiical judgmet, that tllg4 would go
btftet' thlan t'hy reallV did.

Mr. llows". A la1A of te(\silg?
General Miima. We did a considerable amount of testing. I think it

is all 0%Uationi of tile test ni14lts luld thil optiilisml tait wo Could
clean up what the test, results showed. W11e did an awful lot of testing
in this program. When we looked at the test results we said, "We can
fix that," and it. turned out. it took us longer to fix that than we origi-nially estimated.

Mr. RixoDs. As a matter of fact,, we never did fix it until you put.
the scavenger system in.

General Miyar. That was tie final solution.
Mr. Ritozm. The original concept doesn't work, of getting an artil-

lery shell with a case which completely destroys itself. Thfat didn't
woik, did it?

General MuLv. It completely destroys itself, but leaves a residue that
we didn't anticipate, anffinally we had to go to the scavenger system.

NEED TO LEARN FROM TIlE PAST EXPERIENCES

Mr. EVANS. May inquiry be made further on the same subject : We
have had similar experiences with separate systems now, going back
I don't know how many years. The Sheridan, the Shillelagh, th6 M-16
rifle, and item after item. Wouldn't you think that a better test and
evaluation system could be undertaken for these various purchases you
make and more attention given to the criticisms that arise out of a test
and evaluation, because that happens time after time I

I am not speaking just of a follow-on development. I am talking
about the usefulness of the original item that's purchased. It seems to
me that this is happening in weapons system after weapons system.

General MmI.Y. Think our test and evaluation systems do what. they
are supposed to do. They do test equipment and disclose the problems,
if any, with the equipment. I think our attitude is that unless we press
forward with some risk-taking, we will continue to have an Army
that is equipped with obsolete, equipment I think we have to comi-
tinually press the state of the art because we low that. our enemies
in tlhe world re pressing the state of the ar't.

Mr. EVANS. I would concur with that, but it would seem also that
within our capability, and within the same state of mind of getting the
best equipment in the field as fast as we can, to originally produce and
place in the field better equipment, better weapons, without having to
reprogram without having to refit or retrofit. Just simply to make
the original product work like it is supposed to work.

If you go from those items we are talking about now, to other items
not in your field, such as the C-SA, et cetera, et cetera, the cost alarms
me.

CONTINUAL UNDERESTIMATINO OF COSTS

General MmrEy. As far as the cost of these things goes, I think we
again allow optimism to enter into our forecasting. I think we con-
tinually-not continually, but in many cases underestimate the real
dtinmate price of the new systems we are trying to field.
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Mr. EVANS. Why 1 We' have the engineering ability. We have had
the tests. We have an idea of what has to be done to bring it up to
standard. Why, time after time, does our optimism lead us into this
Same pitfall?

General IAhlv. One factor that affects the cost, of these items is, as
soon as we introduce any delay, as soon as we run into technical prob-
lems and have to do something over again, or slow down sonieth ig,
we imlnediately are confronted with the continual escalation of cost
in the industries that we deal with.

If the thing goes off on time and on schedule, generally our cost
estimates stand Ulj) pretty well, but as soon as we start to introduce
any kind of slippage, we are hitting that 4- to b)-percent escalation in
labor and iateIials that our economy has.

Mr. EwvNs. Do you get slil)pages when you have to keel) Sheridans
ii 4torago and retrofit theili with new devices

General Mhra.iv Yes, sir.
Mr. Ev, Ns. You will require--- per unit. to do tlat. Not only

from a business point of view, but from a practical point, of view-
you can see what is developing in the country today in terms of the
public mind and military spending, and it is catching on fire.

Now, if this happens time after time and the public sees what has
happened time after time, you are going to get, or you are beginning
to get, an anti-Republic. I catch it, e'ery time 1 go h1ome.

That is just a gratuity thrown in.
11hat is the total requirement for the X11-35 trainer?
General MAfi.iY. 194.
Mr. EVANS. Wte stand adjourned until '2 o'clock.

AFTFhBNOON SESSION

Mr. SiUES. The subcommittee will conie to order.

CANCELLATION OF 1970 ShIFRIDAN AMINUNITION BUY

I believe you were prepared to answer a question this morning on
a $9 million item for ammunition.

General MILEY. When the Army's budget was originally submitted
to the Congress in January, we showed against line iten 5153 a quantity
of - ounds at $24.5 million. In the revised budget, which was
submitted to the Congress, we zeroed out the quantity. This is based
on the deferred employment of the M60A1E2 tank. We kept $9 million
in the line to provide for long leadtime components to keel) the shell
line going until we start again and for engineering and quality
assurance. This investment woulc be an offset against a future pro-
curement of the same rounds.

Mr. SiKES. What would be the effect if this $9 million were not
appropriated?

General M .ixy. This means the shell manufacturer's line would
cease production and we would have to start them up again in some
future year.

32-845--69--pt. 3-8
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Mr. SiKEs. How did you arrive at $9 million for this purpose?
General MIL Y. This is the minimum rate to keep any continuity on

the line.
COST OF SHERIDAN WEAPONS SYSTEM

Mr. SiKES. Provide for the record the original estimated cost for
development of Sheridan weapons system including modification and
retrofit, providing also the original estimated production cost of the
Sheridan, compared with what it is estimated to be today.

General fMILEY. Yes, sir; I will.
(The information follows:)

[In millions]
1. Original estimated cost for development of Sheridan weapons system

(including fire control and gun launcher, but not including missile
and conventional 152-millimeter ammunition) ----------------- $30. 9

2. Original (1963) estimated average production cost of the Sheridan
vehicle based on a total projected buy of - and a total pro-
gram cost of $506.9 million ------------------------------

3. Current (1969) estimated average production cost of the Sheridan
vehicle based on a total projected buy through fiscal year 1971 of

and a total program cost of $459.2 million. This does not
include cost of a laser rangefinder which will be supplied in the

future for selected vehicles -----------------------------
4. As can be seen from the above, the 1969 estimated average production

cost of a Sheridan vehicle is approximately 9.7 percent above the
original (1963) estimate ..............................

Mr. SIKFS. Are there questions at this point?
If not, we will turn to the application of the Shillelagh to the M-60

tank.
ADOPTION OF SHILLELAGH TO THE 31-60 TANK

The GAO report indicated that in 1964 the Army applied the
Shillelagh weapons subsystem to the M-60 tank, although this sub-
system was a new concept still under development and had not been
proven in its initial application on the Sheridan weapons system.
Furthermore, the Army approved limited production-type classi-
fication in May 1966,.awarded production contracts for these tanks
when serious deficiencies were known to exist in the conventional am-
munition and sufficient testing had not been performed on the overall
tank system to adequately evaluate their suitability for operational
use. There are a number 'of rather serious allegations. I would like
your comment on them.

General MNIzzy. The initial program to mount the Shillelagh mis-
sile system on the M-60 tank was conceived of as a modification pro-
gram. We called this the MN-60A1E1 tank. This program consisted
of a procurement of 243 turreted assemblies, including the Shillelagh
weapons system and the stabilization system, to be mounted on prior-
produced M-60 chassis.
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The development program had gone through the initial stages and
in the Army s expert view the program was essentially a low-risk
program. We were going to use the chassis of a proven tank. The
Shillelagh missile system itself by 1966, when we contracted for
this program, was in good shape and the combustible cartridge case
problem had not surfaced to the extent it did later in the Sheridan
program.

REQUIREMENT FOiR A SHILLELAGH FIRING TANK

Mr. SIXES. What was the compulsion for going ahead at this stage?
General MNIEY.
Mr. SI RES. Have subsequent developments proved the validity of

your action?
General MILEY. As the Shillelagh-firing tank program now stands,

we feel we have solved the problems relating to the combustible ammu-
nition round, and now only have to solve the stabilization problem.
Late last year when the ammunition problem was solved, the ammu-
nition was released for useful testing. Due to deficiencies that devel-
oped in the stabilization system of the tank, it seemed prudent to us
to slow down the program and get to work on the analysis of this
system. The analysis, is now underway by several agencies. The con-
tractor involved is Chrysler, who has been our tank tuilder for many
years. Various agencies within the Army Materiel Command are
conducting systems studies on the system and we hope by July or
early August to have an idea of what is wrong with the stabilization
system.

I might add the stabilization system, when in proper adjustment, is,
in the view of the tanker, what he has been wanting for many years.

ACTUAL TANK PRODUCTION VERSUS PLANNED

Mr. SI ES. What have been the gains and what have been the losses
of following the procedure which you have outlined?

General Mny. Actually there were several influences exerted upon
our tank program during the time frame 1966 to 1970. If you go back
in time to fiscal 1966, we contemplated at that time to produce by
1970 a total of -. M60AIE2 Shillelagh-firing tanks. In addition,
we should have modified 243 of the old M48A1 tanks by putting on
top of their chassis the 243 M60Al turrets from the M60A1E1 pro-
gram. This would have given us an additional - new or improved
tanks in the inventory.

Actually, as a result of slowing down the M60A1E1/E2 program,
we did two things. We were able to limit our investment in the pro-
gram and also provide funds for the modification of M48A1 tanks
to the M48A3 version that is now used in South Vietnam. Summariz-
ing the total scoresheet, and going back to my earlier statement,
Shillelagh-firing tanks plus 243 of the M48A4's would have produced
a total of - tanks. We actually have produced 300 M60A1E2's
which are now awaiting the fix on the stabilization system.
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We also are producing M6OAI's of which are for the
U.S. Army. The remainder were sold to a foreign country. If I include
the foreign sale and the - M48A3s in the production assets we
actually delivered tanks, whereas our intention was to produce-tanks.

Mr. SIKES. If you had to do it, over again, would you do it the sameway ?

general Mu4EY. No, sir; I wouldn't quite do it the same way.
Mr. SiKJ:s. What, would you do differently?
General MIff v. I think if we could have surfaced the stabilization

problem earlier-and again there are many "ifs" involved-if the
ammunition situation had enabled us to surface the troubles with tlle
stabilization system I doubt if we would have proceeded with our
initial procurement of the 300 M-60A1E2 tanks. I think we woll(i
have delayed those for another year at least.

Mr. SI.ES. How much more is that going to cost?
General MILEY. Sir, until we get the results from out studies, we

won't know the fixes.

PRODUCTION IN SPITE OF KNOWN DEFICIENCES

Mr. Siius. I have been critical of the Army in a number of instances
for delaying too long the completion of testing and the availability of
new weapons. I think you are right to take the chance if you think you
are on sound ground, in order to get the new weapon in inventory more
quickly . Even if it costs a little more money, I think you are right.

There have been too many instances when we took too long to test
new equipment.

In January 1966 a letter contract was awarded for 243 M-60A lEI
compact tank turrets to retrofit existing M-60 tanks to permit their
use of the Shillelagh weapon subsystem. Because of various problems,
the letter contact was not definitized until December 1967 at a total
contract price of about $44 million. A later decision to apply the
Shillelagh to a ,new M-60 chassis was designated as the M-60A1EC.
In April 1966, the commanding general of the Continental Army
Command stated he fully agreed with the Armour Center analysis
of the current status of the M-60A1E1/E2 program and recommended
that because of the long list of major deficiencies, the tanks be pro-
duced only in service test quantities and not be produced for field use
or deployed until they satisfactorily passed their engineering and ser-
vice tests. He also stated that current planning to aply modficatin

after production was of questionable validity as experience had shown
that programs of major modifications after production were costly
and for the most p art an unsatisfactory method of alleviating design
deficiencies for fighting equipment.

The Combat Developments Command that same month recom-
mended the M--60AIE1/E program should continue on]y from a
purely research and development standpoint, and the safest course of
action was to agree with the developer and not classify the tanks'
limited production until sufficient tes.t data were accumulated. In light
of the above recommendations, why did the Army in May 196a

. 1 ". e , , -* Z I,,, '- .. ' , I' " -:- t t
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approve limited production type classification for the M-60A1E1/E2
tanks and procurement of 243 turrets for the M-6OA1E1 program with
fiscal year 1966 funds, and 300 new M-60A1E2 tanks with scalel year
1967 funds?

Do you want to break that out in some detail for the record?
General MILEY. I think it would be useful if I may.
(The information follows:)

This approval was based on four factors In addition to the threat which was
previously discussed:

(1) The mobility system was that of the M-40 tank which had 6 successful
years of troop use.

(2) The main armament was the Shillelagh missile system which was being
recommended for type classification standard A at that time.

(3) The conventional ammunition had undergone extensive tests In the
Sheridan development program. It was being procured under limited production
type classification. Subject to completion of confirmatory tests, this ammunition
was to be recommended for type classification standard A in first quarter fiscal
year 1967.

(4) Fire control and turret interface tests had indicated no problems that
could not be solved prior to the scheduled type classification standard A date,
March 1967.

CONTRACT DEFINITIZATION IN SPITE OF KNOWN DEFICIENCIES

Mr. SIKES. In October 1966, the Army Test and Evaluation Com-
niand reported that none of its recommended requirements for the
M[-60A1EI/E2 program had been met, and the Command considered
the engineering and service tests about 10 percent complete. In addi-
tion, the foregoing problems with the 152-millimeter conventional
ammunition remained unsolved, and ,as late as March 1967, the Combat
Developments Comnaid reported there were no known solutions to the
tank stabilization system problems, and the M-60 rejectt manager was
looking at other tank stabilization systems.

N hy then was the letter contract of Septemlber 1966 definitized in
June 196' for 300 M-60A1E2 tanks, pus related items, at an estimated
cost of $95 million ?

General MILEY. Sir, by August 1967, as a result of the pieces of
evidence that you have read from the various Army Commands, the
Army sta ff took n hard look a.t the M-60A1IEI Problem and the
M-6(OA1E2 program and made recommendations to the Chief of Staff
and the following actions took place.

First. of all, in the case of the M-60A1E1 retrofit prograln, we
directed the people at, Anniston Depot who were taking the turrets
off the M-60 chassis in anticipation of mounting the new turret, to
cease that program and run the tanks through rebuild, whicL they
were down there for, and put them back in the Army inventory.

We made the decision to complete deliveries on a contract, then 15
months old on the turret assemblies and store them at Detroit Arsenal
until we could get a fix on the rest of the turret system.

We then took a look at the M-60AIE2 contract which was 13 months
old and decided that termination at that time would be very costly
to the Government and we allowed that program to continue and also
stored those tanks.
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The drivilug iiitlieiwev was I hat if' we timit liwled wit 11 1 he M. 60)A I ElI
ret roft a)o1tn, we woildl be ill effect, until weo got our' probfvlms
licked, I!rduc9 1iIg out' iu11116)y o(4 isaie "NI- 6 tatS4 i teii
restored to the tank iiiventmuw -213 NI -60 tanks.

AS 11 result. o)f thitt, wo t'evajt urud smut,11 funds and prooveded to
4aplly those funids to tilie 18A3 bils for which we r-eceived
ani urgent requirement froim Sout heast Asila. 'We illso tertulinlat d I he
program fort he M6OA 1 tank wichl would halve taketi the turIrets fromt
thw .M(10's 111d put, t heim of) the M4SA I chassis. Th'lis also revoulped
fiuuid's whichl assisted tile financeing of thlt M148A3 progratn.

Looking forward ito isvnl i ,8, we itui1de i. decisionl to eliminate
or mot to procure the MIOAIE2 titks inl thtt program but, ilsteald
to iprocuro - M6OAI tanks and til addi iional qu~antity of
M.18A:; ' fot' the Southeast Asia wvar.

So, ill 01'Me, tk hillh of 11)(17 waIS at time11 Of dec'iSiOn where1- thle Army1
decided that, ill View of tile technlical (liffivulties, with the Shillelaigh
firing taink, to slow down I he t tunk, limit, invest ment and take it look
ait, thle fixes that Ave would halve to applIy to tile vehicles.

iLKITERf i'ONTIIA(T l', II 11M A I AND lb M (I 1 ' TA NKS(

.Mr. Smtvs. Why was at letter contract awarded inl Aljgust. 1917 for
M-60Al tanks w~ithu 105-nun gun and no iIUni C cipzllility,

mnd - MOOA1E2 tanks, plus related items?
General Mmpmy I will sup pply that for the record.
(The information follows:)

Tite review of the tank programin ltenRifted lil August 107, andii continued
through the fail. With thte extent tbf thte risks assovlateul with the I6AIM2 be-
comiing more apparent. tlie letter order 4'ontract awarded on August 18, 19067,
liile(I the~ (overinieiit's obligatioli for MIIOAIFE2 lievuliar parts to) $'2 million
until ih'ceniber 1, 1067. This mialitttiwi tile option of continuing till program
on schedule, it the lixes proved acceptnble. As It turned out, the Army ehome lit
November 1067, to teratinate the fimeal. year 18 programs for tile NIAMAIE12
tank and thle N M37 turret trainer due to technival ilihlulties with the thulk. Thep
programs for the MOO0A1 taink, NM60 armored vehicle bridge launcher, and M728
i'omlbut engineer vehicle were continued.

C'AN C EiL ATI ON' OF~ II AS~IS PI'Olbi'CTlN BUT1 NO 4)1' 'iUKI.1 PRODlIUCTION

Mi'. Si IF*. Whly waIS. the fiscall yearb 1,1966 M(30A I E 1 ret rofit pro(graII1
fot' miouniting~ turrets onI existinlg*M60 chalssis ('an('4'led ill()c Ohet' I117

bu.pioduetioii of MUOA 1 El tank turirets permitted t() ei'ot ililep resuil-
ing In Ithe storage of tihout $44 million wvorth of uui'ret s

General Mixy By October of 1967, nearly all 4b4 thel nliate-ils for
the -2-3 MOO0A I Rl t inr'ts had lbeeul ploued TIotall cancvellaltionl () the
pirogaim dlid not, seemt to ibe -it pldu(eit l(im ioul s-itie we wouldI( not lkia'e
b~eeni able to recover inuchl of thle funlds alr-eadyI 4)bligated. Tlhe lilterii-1
tive whichl we ;Plee'tedl htil seveiild 114Iv%11ta&iles. It reduced ll.11 ii) vest-
11e1t. pending Solution of pl'obklenls. It tlbm avoided at loss tI t(-e iveii-
torn, for fil extenled period, of the '2.13 N116 thinks solchiled fm- i' -
tt'ofit. Finally, it provi(ld for eventually ltil izat iim) 1of the materials 0-l
ready prioeui'cd. These consider ions led us to thet decision b N1w Wl'l
wo terminalted the MOQA 1 F4t retrofit f)r-4)glralll Wit pei'mtitted tOW VoMII
1)letioll of thle turr-lets for' future utsv, ill at MoOA I Ell tmiik pnogrIl.1I.
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I 1170 I'VNiS PAMl 3161A I 2 IIHMllA31

M r. Sim...";. Whyi are voln n'le(I't i g $3,.8 mnill ion ill tilt- icanl year
19,70 requlest for th liMGIOA I l2 t ik wliino q t iitits aret lit'ing
bolniiiUt Wit Ii I Iisk fils?

(Gielvl M1 ituv. Tlhiest' filntis will be 11pplied 1ti lt" alulvsis zuutd vIt-
grilitt'ii g pI )grIl ii III ttl~ wittever Inoti titt itots wv will ha ve to

t )1~ ivtl4' E2 tainIIk:
it.Silivs. Que-St louus (m I flet appliion 1(11, tlt, Shtillelagh (() I 11e

Ant. SlIcurs. Ih canc tellat ion) of ft,'MMA I E1 ret rotit proagI11 in also
ealisedtice 'n lat ion of t he relrofit, pr-ograim for te MIIS ttank which
wais to roveive thet turrets antd 105-ulililiett'i gtiis remloNved fromt tho
M60A I E! t banks. What impact has t Iiis ati on haud oil ofu', overtill
tank jprograitt ?

(ieu''a Nl,.v.If we' 1111( (')liletkAt tli&'1160A1 El reiPolit )-Flllq
We. NVOuld havep genvrated 243 tiu'uets Nith I0~. millim~eter gulls. fle'S
tui'rets would hee the ones removed from M'6tlitans mid replaveti by
tile new compact turret with the .152 illimeter gun/launncher. Ill
order to make use of the excellent. calpablities of tilel 0." millimet er
guns involved, it wals decided to improve 243 of the 1)0 millimeter guni
tanks (M48A1I model) ill our contingency and t training assets by re-
rlacing their t urrets, with thle MmO turret's. rhims, thle lproga i w ould
Ihnve reconfliured 2413 MU6O tanks and 12401 M48Al tanks into 2.)
IMOMA tanks and( 2-13 AM8A4 tank"S. Cancerllajt(in of thep pro~gramii
memat that the tanik assets involved remained stable.

10170 141NI)5 FOR BIC4 8A3 MOD IFICATION

Mr. Sncm.s. What use will be made of thle $1 .11 million requt'ested inl
fiscal v~iear 1970 for iiodiflt'atioi of our ciurr'ent inventory~ of M48A3
tamikst Is this it reinstittifon of the1 retrohit programs which,41 wis Call-
etiletdI?

Goneral NIILEy. Tholise are a fewv fairly modern niodifieat ions to the
existing fleet of tanks with lessons leai'netl in thle field.

A new ire extinlguisher, more rugged headlights antd fielders, m-
pro)ved .st0e,1ri nid shifting, hydridk' brakes, relocate etI fiuel 1lintes,
andl it mlore reflible wviring lalyout. 'i'hiis is only for a1 few hun11dred
tanks--.

NI r. 8Su rA.A Any quest-ions?

ME;THOD 01' FUNDING M~ODI1FICATI1ONS

Mr. Siiu.m.s. Are there any funds inl tlin fiscal ye011. 19)70 "Armly oil
ertioll 1111( 1iaiinteliIalco' budget, for' dep)ot titauntfelialnet to t'over fin
iiiodtieaitioui of the Sheridan weapons Sy'Ste&'i the X11135 conlduct.-of-
lire0 traint'r, or flie MCIMrA l t and MU~E akIf So, provide for
flip record it b~reakdownl of t hese 0. #.L M. funds by item.

N._t _' , , * , 11-141e-._1 11 11-1 14 M '0
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General i[IL:Y. Any modifications to the Sleridan system will be
PEMA funded.

Mr. Siiurs. Does that apply to the XM35 conduct-of-fire trainer?
General MX, Y. Yes, sir.
Mr. Siicus. And the MOA1Et and E2 tanks?
General Mna-.ld. They will all be PEMA.

PtODUCTION BASE SUPPORT

Mr. SIxES. Will you provide for the record a breakdown by line
item and )UrpOSe tie $33.4 million requested for "lProductiou base
support"?

General N[mpY. I will do that, sir.
(Tle information follows:)

The production base support (PBS) program for fiscal year 1970 containss
--- million for advanced production engineering (APE) on the MBT-70. It
also has -- million in facilities projects for the Detroit arsenal tank plant
and the Cleveland army tank-automotive plant to support production of M60
series vehicles. M109 SP Howitzer, and M551 Sheridan. The remaining
million principally provides for advanced production engineering (APE) on
the very high output (VHO) engine family, which will be used In future combat
and tactical vehicles.

REPROnrAM1,INO Ac'rioN, FIScAr I AR 69-15

FUNDS FOR ADDITIONL M0A I TANKS

Mr. SIKES. The fiscal year 1967 procurement, the first, buy, of 300
MOOA1E2 tanks are being retained at the tank plant until conven-
tional ammunition becomes available and other problems are solved.
In November 1967, the Army canceled the fiscal year 1968 program for
the additional M60A1E2 tanks. Why did the Army, in Novem-
ber 1968 expedite through Congress prior approval reprograming ac-
tion fiscal year 69-11) to add a production quantity of - M60A1
tanks to the fiscal year 1969 progrun? Was this because your M6OAIE2
progr-am for fiscal year 1968 was canceled?

General MrrEY. Expedited action was requested of the Congress in
order to avoid the possibility of increased costs and schedule delays on
the M60A1 tank and the laser rangefinder. The cancellation of the
fiscal year 19(18 M60AIE2 program was not related to this reprogram-
ing action.

LMW,'ER CONTACT

Mr. SiiES. When was the letter contract covering the buy requested
in this reprograming action signed by the contractor and by the Gov-
ernment?

General MTLEY. Based on previous congressional approval, a letter
order contract for the fiscal year 1969 buy of the M60A1E2 tank was
signed on September 23, 1968. The reprograming action, however, did
not include the M60A1E2 tank. It, instead requested congressional ap-
proval for M6OA1 tanks and laser rangefinders. The option in the let-
ter order contract for the M60A1 tanks was exercised by the Govern-

A
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ment on December 13, 1968. The contract modification for the laser
rangefinders was issued by the Government on December 13, 19068, and
signed by Hughes on December 31, 1968.

Mr. SIKES. Then the contractor signed the letter contract before the
reprograming action was submitted to the Congress?

General MIZEY. The letter order contract signed on September 23,
1968, did not commit the Government to buy the M6OA1 tanks nor
the laser rangefinders covered by the reprogrnming action.

NEED TO EXIEI)ITE REIPOGR.AMINO ACTION

Mr. SiUrs. If a letter contract, was signed by the contractor in Sep-
tember 1968, precise program realinement and the pricing thereof was
available prior to the signing of the letter contract. Why did it take
so long to forward the reprograming to the committee anl then ex-
pedite its consideration through the Congress because the Army only
lad t few days to exercise an option?

General MILEY. Using the estimated M60A1 costs in the option as a
base, total program cost estimates for the M60A1 were completed, )r o-
gram (lecrea.s e,; were finalized, aind tie relirograilling act ionl was pre-
pared for 6tafliig ad approval on October 4, 19. It received fieal ap-
p oval in the Army on October 29, and was forwarded for approval
of the Secretary of Defense 'and the Congress. The amount of time
needed to 1)rocess this action was largely a function of the careful
reviews required at each level in )A and 0SD which occurred during
the period of peak workload in the development of the fiscal year 1970
budget. Consideration of the reprograming action was expedited
through Congress to avoid the possibility of increased costs and schied-
ule delays.

EXTENSION OF OPTION

Mr. SIKES. If the option was to be exercised by October 31, 1968,
and the reprogramin g was not submitted to Congress until November
13, 1968, how was the Army able to take advantage of the option
when the Army did not sign* the letter contract exercising the option
until December 13, 1968?

General MuAwij. The Arimy was able to extend the (late for exercis-
ing the option through daily contacts with Chrysler Corp. The con-
tractor on three separate occ-asions signed modificatioiis extending the
deadline by 2 weeks.

REQUIREI1ENT FOR ADDITIONAL M60A1 TANKS

Mr. Sii(Fms. What is the requirement for an additional M 0A1
tanks in the fiecal year 1970 budget at a total cost of $67.5 million?

General MILEY-. At the end of the fiscal year 1969 funded delivery
period, the Army's total of acceptable mediuin tank assets will be short
of the current authorized acquisition objective by a quantity of over

*. The - tanks rej)resent, an annual increment of the total
procurement to olfset this shoitage. rhe tank req uirement is being fillel
on an incremental basis in order to keep in being an expandable pro-
duction base for mobilization purposes.

'A ., , "f, "I; " - , ", ' " ' 1, 1 , .W, - __ -
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MINIMUM SUSTAINING RATE

Mr. SIKEs. Why is it necessary to buy - M-60 chassis to keep
the tank production line going 'at the minimum sustaining rate" as
your statement indicates? Why not 100 such chassis, or 50? WVhat is
t;he rationale for - as a minimum sustaining rate?

General MILEY. Our cost studies have shown a sharp increase in the
unit price of tank-type vehicles when the production rate drops below

-- per month. To illustrate: A study of the M-60A1 tank was
done by USAWECOM in 1968. Results indicated that total unit costs
could be expected to increase by about 4 percent if the production rate
were reduced from - per month. If the production rate were
further reduced to - per month; however, the study projected an
additional unit price increase of about 16 percent.

1970 REQUIREMENT FOR RETROFIT KITS

Mr. SIKES. What is the requirement for retrofit kits for the
M-60/M-60A1 tanks in the fiscal year 1970 budget at a cost of $6.5
million?

General MILEY. These retrofit kits are required in order to improve
effectiveness of the current inventory of M-60 and M-60A1 tanks and
to extend their useful life. The kit includes a new ballistic computer, a
waterproof accelerator control box, and an emergency firing mecha-
nism. These features have been incorporated in all U.S. M-60A1 tanks
produced since June 1968, and it is planned to apply retrofit kits to the
total inventory of M-60 and M-60A1 tanks.

LASER RANGEFINDER FOR M-60A1E2 TANK

Mr. SIKES. Why was there an urgency to procure laser range-
finders for the M-60A1E2 tanks bought in fiscal year 1967 and stored
because there is no operational 152-millimeter combustible ammuni-
tion and there are still unsolved problems with the turret stabilization
system in the M-60A1E2?

General MILEY. At the time of the reprograming action and after
it, we had in the fiscal year 1969 progTam, a quantity of
M-60A1E2 tanks and had had in the fiscal year 1967 program
of these tanks. The laser rangefinder was the deployment-limiting item
for these tanks and at the time we put the budget together and as late
as the time of the reprograming action, the full scope of our troubles
with the stabilization system hadn't been developed so at the time that
we submitted this reprograming action we intended to procure the
laser rangefinder for the tanks that were in the program.

Mr. SIKES. Do you still have a requirement for the laser range-
finders?

General MILEry. When we deploy the M-60A1E2 tank, when we get
our stabilization problem licked, we will have a laser rangefinder on it.

In the short term, we are now examining the practicability of apply-
ing the lager rangefinders in this program to the Sheridans going to
Europe. There is a requirement for, laser rangeflnders on the Sheri-
dans going to Europe.
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Mr. SIKES. Do you anticipate a situation where we will find that we
have some laser rangefinders surplus and on the market?

General MILEY. No, sir, we will not.

COST OF LASER RANOEFINDER

Mr. ANDREWS. What is the unit cost of that rangefinder?
General MILEY. I show , sir. That is the first buy, which in-

chides the start-up cost. I am sorry. It is
Mr. ANDREWS. Isn't that rather high?
General MILEY. It is pretty complicated piece of equipment and it

is a small quantity.
Mr. ANDREWS. How many do you have in the budget for 1969 and in

the budget for 1970?
General MILEY. We bought for $4.5 million in fiscal year

1969 and this year it is - for $3.8 million.
Mr. ANDREWS. The unit price hasn't come down?
General MILEY. It is just about the same, as I understand it. It is

the first time out and down to about - now.
VALUE OF LASER RANGEFINDER

Mr. SIKES. What is the contribution of the laser rangefinder that
it gives that kind of value to the service?

General MILEY. Our M-60A1 tanks with their large turret had an
optical rangefinder. It was the original concept of this tank, with the
Shillelagh, that a rangefinder would not be required. However, our
European commander has insisted that in order to lay his conventional
round on the target out to reasonable ranges he does need a range-
finder. The top of the turret on the M-60A1E2 tank, which was re-
duced to provide less frontal space to the enemy, won't accommodate
an optical rangefinder, so we are having to go to a black box laser to
provide the ranging capability.

Mr. SIKES. What would be the comparative cost of the conventional
type rangefinder?

General MiLEY. The optical rangefinder?
Mr. SIKES. Yes.
General MILEY. About - sir.
Mr. SIKES. There is nothing in between?
General MILEY. There is no way of putting a 2-meter rangefinder

on the turret. We have to go to the laser. I am not a real expert on
laser, but I believe it has a capability in bad weather that the optical
wouldn't have.

TYPE OF PROCUREMENT

Mr. ANDREWS. Is this sole-source procurement?
General MILEY. Yes, it is, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. What company?
General MILEY. Hughes Aircraft.
Mf r. ANDREWS. Does anyone else compete?
General MILEY. There were several others who competed but the

Hughes version was selected over ime other.. I understand American
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Optical was in it and the Technical Research Group, a division of
Control Data Corp. There were two or three candidate lasers
considered.

Mr. ANUIIEws. The Army is the only customer?
General Mmra.. I know of no other service using lasers, but some

of the aircraft people may be getting into lasers. Hughes is selling
prototype rangefiders to the Belgians.

DURABII 1 rTY OF LASER RANOEFINDERS

Mr. SIKE. It would be interesting to know how vulnerable they
are. Are they substantial or durable?

General MIFLY. I beg your l)ardonl
Mr. SIKES. It would be interesting to know how substantial or

durable they are. Are they relatively foolproof and durable?
General Mxrty. It is a fairly rugged system and the principle is a

fairly simple one. The trouble we have had with lasers is the uncer-
tainty as to the safety hazard to our own troops out in front. The
Surgeon General has resolved some of the questions enabling us to
go ahead on the laser.

,i[fr. SYKES. Why are you buying an additional at $3.8 million
when you have fairly substantial quantities stored?

General MImJ-. The prior procured quantity in the 1969 budget,
plus the quantity we have in this budget, were exactly the number
we needed for the M0A1E2 tanks and the turret
trainers.

11101 COST OF FIRST BUY

Mr. SncES. The funds reprog rained for laser rangefinders
amounted to $4.5 million which averages about - per unit. In
the fiscal year 1970 budget, you are requesting $3.8 million for an
additional laser rangefinders at a unit. cost of . Does
this mean that the reprograming for hiser rangefinders was
overfunded by almost $300,000?

General MmiEY. There was an item in the first procurement of $3.2
million for special tooling which doesn't appear in the second buy. I
am sorry. per unit for the earlier buy, which does not appear in
the present buy.

Mr. SIKF.S. 'The laser rangefinder is now classified only for limited
production. You are buying them for operational use on the M60A1E'2
tank and they haven't complete engineering and service tests. How do
you know they are going to work?

General M~E. We have enough experience to know we can move
ahead with the LP-tvpe classification which is reserved for a high pri-
ority item that, hasn't complete its full testing. We are using the LP
category here for what it was intended to be used for.

LASER RANGEFINDER FOR SF|IUDAN

Mr. EvANs. Are these going to be bought and stored without the sta-
bilization problems being overcome V
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General Mur4E. We are now taking a look at the possibility of apply-
ing these to the Sheridan vehicle. he coinnanlder in Europe has told
us he vill accept the Sheridan only with a laser rangefinder. So our
plan now, if all the pieces fit together, or with minor modification, is
to sell these lasers to the Sheridan program so we wouldn't have to buy
lasers for the Sheridan.

COST OF ItVN,, IODEHNIZATION ItOGIIA.M

Mr. *IKS. Now, I would like to have provided for the record a
tabulation showing the mounting cost being provided under the nmod-
ernization and improvement program for South Vietnam forces in the
1969 basic budget and the 1969 supplemental, and in the fiscal 1970
budget.

(he in formation follows:)

REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM ARMED FORCES MODERNIZATION-FISCAL YEAR 1969

[Dollars In millions]

Activity Basic Supplemental Total Fiscal? 970o

5. Tracked combat vehicles .............................................................. $40.3
6. Weapons and other combat vehicles ......................... . $ 2 6 $2.6 5.2
7. Tactical and support vehicles .....................$3.7 92.7 96.4 84.8
8, Communications and electronic equipment ........... 7 17.3 24. U 16.1
9. Other support equipment ......................... 15.7 53.0 68.7 21.3

10. Ammunition .................................... 32.3 80.8 113.1 157.1

Total ........................................ 58.4 246. 4 304.8 324.8

WEAPONS AND OTHER COMBAT VEHICLES

Mr. SIKES. For fiscal year 1970 you are requesting $123.8 million for
"Weapons and other combat vehicles." The fiscal 1969 program for
this budget activity was $215.3 million.

X31700 COM3MANDO A1RM1ORED CAR

Mr. SIXES. Under the XM1706 command armored car, you testified
last year there is no firm requirement by Army forces for the com-
mando armored car, and it was type classified LP in 1967 to permit
its purchase for South Vietnamese forces. Fiscal year 1968, when

I were funded, was to have completed the purchase, however,
you were funded - more in fiscal year 1969 and requested an
additional - in the fiscal year 1969 Southeast Asia supplemental.
In the latter request, - were to have been for U.S. Army per-
sonnel. It still has a type classification of limited production. Why
are they now being purchased in quantities for U.S. ForcesI

General MTL Y. The only requirement that we have recognized for
U.S. Forces to date in the requirements that we are meeting in the
1969 supplemental is for the forces in Southeast Asia,, where the MP
battalions providing road l)atrol and convoy duty have decided this
would be a very useful vehicle.

"" " " I " '- '. ' . " ." '-, z' " r 4[A " "A "It 6. %_ 11 q
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The item has not been standardized for use outside of Southeast
Asia and you might call this a one-time requirement only. The Army
is going to continue the study of the use of armored cars in the future,
but for the present time we have no standard armored car for issue
to U.S. Forces.

ADVANTAGES OF WHEELED VEHICLE

Mr. SIKES. Will it fill a specific need better in Southeast Asia than
any other available vehicle?

General MILEY. Yes, sir; we find this wheeled vehicle with its low
maintenance is much more useful than the M-113-type carriers we
were using before we bought these vehicles.

Mr. LIPscoMB. Why?
General MiLEY. The wheeled vehicle traditionally and actually is a

lower maintenance vehicle. You can run a wheeled vehicle 20 or 30
thousand miles without major overhaul whereas the M-113 carrier, as
we heard this morning, after 4 or 5 thousand miles requires a.depot
overhaul; new tracks, new torsion bars, new engine, new transmission.

You get more miles out of a wheeled vehicle than you get out of a
track vehicle with pretty much the same convoy escort service.

Mr. LiPSCOMB.How do you know that?
General MILEY. The ARVN have had them for 2 or 3 years. We

borrowed them to test them out.
Mr. LuPsco~m. Borrowed them from where?
.General Mmrsi-. Ftrom the South Vietnamese Forces. WVe got them

first in 1966 for the South Vietnamese people.
Mr. SIKEs. You are requesting $1.7 million in fiscal 1970 for

additional armored cars. Are these for South Vietnamese?
General MILEY. Yes.

3-60 MACTTINEGUNI

Mr. SIKEs. You are requesting $6.6 million for the procurement of
-- M-60 machineguns, 7.62 millimeter. This is a significant in-

crease over the-- funded in fiscal year 1969. The committee has
been advised that only- of the fiscal year 1970 quantity will go to
South Vietnamese Forces. Why is there a requirement for this large
number?

General MILEY. I have to check that. Just a moment, sir.

USE OF THE .223 ROUND

Mr. Sins. Is the Army still giving consideration to the family of
weapons using the .223 round?

General MuY. The Army at the present time, as you know, has
the M-16 rifle in Southeast Asia and the 7.62 millimeter machingun to
go with it. We don't like the situation too well. It would be very nice
to have the same round for both the rifle and the machineguns. in the
Army studies that are going on now for the infantry weapons of
the future this is a primary consideration, but at the present time we
have no piano to develop a machinegun using the .223 bullet.

Mr. SrKa. Does the Army think the 5.56-223 is going to be the
logical weapon for the immediate future and looking ahead 3 or 4 or
5 years, for troops deployed elsewhere besides Southeast Asia?

t
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General M xIEY. The Army Chief of Staff has reached the conclu-
sion and made a recommendation that we convert to what we call
the one-rifle army. That for the foreseeable future, the next 2 or 3
or 4 or 5 years, we would convert to the M-16, the 5.56 millimeter rifle,
as the standard rifle.

ADVANTAGES OF THE 5.56 ROUND

Mr. SIKES. Does the Army like this small but high velocity round,
or bullet, better than the larger 7.62 millimeter or comparable bullet
used by the Communist forces?

General MILEY. The Army's experience with the smaller round in
Vietnam has been one of great enthusiasm.

Mr. SIKES. As long as you keep it clean ?
General MILEY. I think we have finally solved that problem, sir.

Our failure rates have gone down sharply. Out to 300 meters, as far
as we can determine by test, the accuracy is equal to the 7.62 millimeter
weapon. The light weight of the bullet, the light weight of the rifle
is a very attractive thing. Out at longer ranges there are still people
who contend that we need the heavier bullet.

Mr. SIKES. Not many people get hit beyond 300 meters, at least
not on purpose.

General MILEY. That is right. Taking all the evidence into con-
sideration, the Chief of Staff has arrived at his recommendation that
we convert to this.

Mr. SIKES. With the large bullet there is a high deflection problem
in wooded areas.

General MmEY. The thing that impressed me looking at test re-
sults, is that the bullet is at the margin of stability and it produces
wound effects that are pretty deadly. Have the numbers on that M-60
machinegun.

1970 REQUIREMENT FOR 3-60 MfACIIINEGUN"

Fiscal 1970 program provides for the following projected losses
through fiscal 1970 funded delivery period: U.S. forces in Southeast
Asia, . ARVN modification modernization, . Peacetime
losses, the rest of the Army, - and a washout, peacetime
for a total of - losses to the inventory and the remaining quan-
titv is to improve our asset position.

We will still be short of our inventory objective about
rifles at the end of the funded delivery period.

Mr. SIKrs. You mean machineguns?
General MmEY. Yes.
Mr. SIKES. You are simply trying to catch up on inventory where

you haven't been able to do so before because of budget limitations?
General MILEY. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. General, doesn't the enemy use the same bullet for

machineguns in South Vietnam ?
General MILEY. I am not sure. The AK47 is a 7.62-millimeter bullet

and I am not really familiar with their machinegin calibers. I have
the feeling they are the same caliber, but I am not sure of that.

1 - 1 1 -'. -*, -" I - ~ 1;1, A , .
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MODIFICATION OF TIE E-1 6 RIFLE

MI. MINSITALL. General, what did they do with the M-16 in the way
of modification aside from instructions just to keep it, extra clean?

General MijjY. The two principal modifications to the M-16 that
the Army has applied is an improved buffer, and to chrome the
chainhber.

Mr. MlNSHALL. Does that solve the problem?
General MILEY. As I said earlier, the so-called failure rates show -

tremendous downward trend as far as I can ascertain, and we stay
very close to the M-16. It is fully satisfactory now.

Sir. SIKEs. It won't take the kind of handling that an M-1 or an
M-i4 would. It is well to have this impressed on the troops.

General MuiY. We have had an intensive program to make sure
each man has the cleaning equipment he needs and uses it properly.

31-10 FAILURE RATE

Mr. M'IsI11u 4 L. The failure rate has gone down from what to what ?
General Mifmy. I have the last 6 months spread and in the Novem-

ber time frame our malfunction was .033 rounds per 1,000 rounds,
down to .006.

Mr. MINSHALL,. That is quite an improvement then.
General MILRn. If you average the past. 5 months and put it all to-

gether, it is two malfunctions per million rounds of amino fired. This
is a decided improvement over the early days.

PLAN TO EQUIP ENTIRE AR31Y WITH 3-16

Mr. MINSHALL. You also said as you looked 4 or 5 years ahead it
was your plan to equip 100 percent of the Army with NI-16's.

General MILEY. Y es.
Mr. MINSALL. How niany M-16's do you have in the inventory now

and how many (1o you anticipate it will require to make it 100 percent.
General MILEY. As of March 15, we had in the U.S. Army

M-16 rifles and our total inventory objective is just about inil-
lion for the postwar baseline force.

Mr. MI-N-sIAL. How many in this budget?
General MILEY. In this budget we have 599,552.
Mr. MINSHALL. What do you anticipate for next year? Iow is that

going to be spread out, in other words?
General M ,LFY. We would like to buy this rifle with two producers

going at a combined rate of something on the order of 600,000 rifles
a year. Spread it out for 2 or 3 years in the future; we would like to
keep two producers going if we could.

1r. MINSI\ALL. Are there two producers now?
General MitEY. Three of them: Colt, General Motors, and Iarring-

ton & Richardson.
Mr. MINSIALL. When will you cut back on one of those?,
General Mnxy. We do not have complete approval on the procure-

ment plan but we want to go out with a 1970 procurement on a multi-
year basis and take the two low bidders and close down the third man.
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HISPANO-SUIZA VERSUS TRW 25-MILLIMETER GUN

IIr. MINSIIALL. I have one other question about guns. I see you are
still using the 1-ispano-Suiza on the M-114. What ever happened to
that, gun that TRW was developing, the 25 millimeter?

General MIr4 EY. The TRW gun is still with us. They are still develop-
ing it and the Army ho)es within the next few years to procure its
new scout vehicle which will mount a cannon in that caliber and I am
quite sure that TRW's weapon will be one of the No. 1 contenders.

Mr. MINSHALL. One of their original contentions in designing the
gun was that the Hispano-Suiza didn't have enough power to it to
penetrate the known armor of the Russian tanks and other weapon
carriers.

General MILEY. I know when we selected the Hispano-Suiza it was
the gun that was here; it was in production and could defeat the
Russian personnel carrier. We know that the TRW gun can defeat
the Russian armored personnel carrier.

Mr. MINSIALL. But how about the Hispano-Suiza?
General MILEY. That is what I was talking about. I am sorry. When

we selected the Hispano-Suiza, we determined that it could defeat
the Russian armored personnel carrier. That was the target that we
were seeking to attack on the battlefield.

Mr. MINSrA LL. Why would you go to the TRW gun if the Hispano-
Suiza was doing the job?

General MrL x. We are going out competitively to select-
Mr. M.NSrrAL. But you are going for a bigger caliber weapon too.
General MIrEY. Well the QMR will contain the specifications of

the new Scout vehicle. The QMR will have a range of calibers to
defeat a certain target and we will solicit proposals in gun design-
ing, from the gun designers, including TRW.

Mr. MINSHALTL. But you would rather have the larger caliber weap-
on, everything else being equal, wouldn't you?

General Mf'Mr.Y. The larger caliber weapon, of course, puts more
weight into the vehicle. It means a heavier mount-

Mr. MINSITALL. That wasn't my question. Wouldn't, you rather have
the larger caliber weapon, everything else considered?

General MiLr.y. We want an agile, speedy Scout vehicle and weight
defeats your agility and speed.

Mr. MINSrALL. Then would you rather have the Hispano-Suiza?
General MiLrY. No, sir.
Mr. MINSITALL. What do you want to say then?
General MTLEY. We are going out and select the weapon that per-

forms best, that gives us the best configuration of the vehicle. It is a
tradeoff between weight and striking power.

WEIGHT OP IIISPANO-SUIZA VERSUS 25-MILLIMETER, GUN

Mr. MINSITAL. Would you actually pick up that much weight
though?

General MArrr. Yes; I think you would.
Mr. MINSHtIL. What are we talking about?

32-845-69-pt. 3-9
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General MmIsY. The bullet multiplication factor is pretty terrific.
It is like the difference betwen the 5.56-millimeter and the 7.62-nilli-
meter bullet.

Mr. MINSHALL. What do you mean by "multiplication factor"?
General Mil"Y. For example, the U.S. soldier, when he carries the

M-16 rifle-
Mr. MINSHALL. I understand that, but I am talking about this 25-

millimeter gun versus the Hispano-Suiza 20-millimeter.
General MILEY. All I am saying is when you multiply a weight in-

crement, by a large quantity of bullets, your overall payload weight
increase mounts very quickl y.

Mr. MINSHALL. You can use BB guns and you would have nothing.
General MmiY. I don't think it would defeat the target we are at-

tacking, sir.
Mr. MINSHALL. I was just wondering how much weight the TRW

gun would add vis-a-vis the Hispano-Suiza. If you haven't got the
answer now, if you can supply it for the record, I will appreciate it.

(The information follows.)

[In pounds]

Hispano-Suiza
TRW 25 mm. 20 mm.

Weight of un ................................................................. 161
Weight of 400 rounds (basic load of M-114) ....................................... 444 276

Total ................................................................... 624 437

DECISION TO BUY THE HISPANO-SUIZA

General MILEY. The weight didn't enter into the Hispano-Suiza de-
cision.

Mr. MINSHALL. What did enter into it?
General MILEY. The fact that the gun was here. It was available.
Mr. MI1SHALL. And a lot of ammunition I understand was avail-

able? :.-General MILEY. The ammunition was in production too. So, in order

to meet the urgent requirement of a commander in Europe, the His-
pano-Suiza gun was here and with us. We made a one-time buy for the
M-114 command and reconnaissance vehicles and now we are looking
forward to a new Scout vehicle and we will go out and solicit compe-
tition for the design of the gun.

Mr. MINSHALL. Did you ever hear of having an oversupply of the
20-millimeter amunition that they wanted to use up, and that is why
they were trying to push this Aispano-Suiza for the M-114.

General MILmy. I never heard that, sir; no, sir.
31r. MINSHALL. Thank you.

3160 TUAGHI1NMUN

Mr. SYKEs. When was the M60 machinegun placed in inventory?
General MILEY. It was type classified Standard A in the third quar-

ter of fiscal 1957.
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Mr. SniES. Has it performed satisfactorily in Vietnam?
General MILEY. Yes, sir. It has been a very fine gun.
Mr. SIKES. Its loss rate was no greater than its predecessors?
General MIY. I never heard of it having an unusual loss rate.

81 MM MORTAR

Mr. SiKEs. What is the status of the type of classification of the
81-millimeter mortar?

General M iEY. The M29E1, which is a modified version of the old
4.2-inch mortar-the new tube is the principal change--will be type
classified in May 1969. The L16A1, which is the light weight one we
developed with Canada, will be type classified in the same month, May
1969.

M16 RIFLE

Mr. SIKES. You are requesting $81.5 million for the procurement of
599,552 M16 rifles. A total of 1.4 million M16 rifles were funded in
fiscal year 1968 and 1969. How many M16 rifles have been delivered
and how many more are under contract ?

General M n Y. We have had delivered to date through April 30,
1,217,888 rifles. I can give you the breakdown by manufacturer if it is
of interest to you.

Mr. Sntrs.Provide it for the record and also tell us how many more
are under contract.

General MILEY. We have 1,040,770 rifles under contract to be de-
livered.

(The information follows:)

M-16 rifle M-16 rifle
delivery under

Apr. 30, 1969 contract

Colts. ........... ...................................................... 1,196,495 582,163
GMC ................................................................... 15, 276 224,724
H. & R ................................................................. 6,117 233,883

Total ............................................................ 1, 217, 888 1,040; 770

INVENTORY OF M1-16 RIFLES

Mr. SIXES. What is the current inventory of M-16 rifles in the U.S.
Army?

General MILEY.
Mr. Sixs. Is the Southeast Vietnamese Army-how many there?
General AILEY. - as of April 30,1969.
Mr. SirEs. How many do you propose to procure entirely?
General MILEY. Based on the one rifle decision I talked about earlier,

our inventory objective for the one rifle army would be in the neigh-
borhood of - million rifles.

Mr. SI~zs. What will be done with the M-14 which is now in inven-
tory?

General MILEY. The M-14, of course, we would keep it while we were
phasing-in the M-16, and I SUl)po% we would put it away in some kind
of war reserve unless we could sell it to some foreign country.
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UNIT COSTS FOR 1-10 RIFLE

Mr. SIKE. What is the unit cost we will be paying each of the con-
tractors for the M161

General MILEY. The General Motors price for the 2-year procure-
ment of 240,000 rifles is $170.29, and that is broken down into $130.77
for the rifle production unit cost, $38.87 for start-up costs and 65 cents
per rifle for gages.

Harrington and Richardson, the unit price, $140.42. That breaks
down into $122.04 for the unit production cost, $17.61 for start-up
costs and 77 cents for gages.

The 1968 price to Colt was $109.47 and we are now negotiating with
Colt for the 1968 and 1969 buy with a selling price of about $125.

Mr. SIRES. Why is there such a diff rence in the contract prices now
in effect?

General MiLEY. The difference between the Colt price and the two
new producer prices primarily relates to the startup costs and the ac-
quisition of the gaming equipment. Insofar as the difference between
the Harrington ana Richardson cost, and General Motors cost, there
were two elements that I have developed in my analysis. One is the
rather significant labor rate differential between'Worcester, Mass., and
Ypsilanti, Mich. Something almost on the order of 50 percent higher
in Ypsilanti. In addition, the startup costs show a variation because
in the case of H. & R. they only had to convert an M-14 rifle line to an
M-16 line, whereas General Motors had to set up a completely new
rifle line.

M-1 0 PRODUCTION 31EETING SCHEDULE

Mr. SIKES. How well are the new manufacturers doing?
General MILEY. The new manufacturers are both producing-
Mr. SIKRES Is there slippage?
General MILE;Y. No; General Motors is ahead of the contract sched-

ule. H. & R. is just about on the contract schedule and actually, as of
April 30 we have shipped and have in country 11,000 of the new
producers' rifles.

Mr. SIwEs. Are they already in use in the field?
General MILEY. They are in the hands of troops. They have been

delivered to the using units.
Mr. Sixss. Have they been as satisfactory in use as those previously

delivered.?
General MILEY. We have had no specific reports. They started arriv-

ing over there shortly after the 1st of April. They were given exten-
sive tests at Aberdeen-all three rifles competing against each other,
and we really wrung these out but to deliver an item in country 1 year
after contract is about as good as we have ever done.

31-16 PROCUREMENT PLANS FOR 1970

Mr. SixEs. You state there be more than one contract for the M-16
procurement requested in the current budget?

General MILEY. Our procurement 'plan for 1970 still hasn't been com-
pletely approved. It is to solicit proposals from the three producers
with a view to awarding two contracts-to continue two in production,
hopefully on a multiyear basis. f
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Mr. SIKES. Are you going to try to get these contracts more in line
with the current lowest cost?

General Mrrxr. These will be head-to-head competition. There will
be no subsidy to anybody. They will have to be the low bidder to get
the first portion and the second low bidder to get the remaining share.

SAVINGS TirOUGH COM PETITIVE PROCUREMENT

Mr. LiPSCOMB. General, would you clarify the huge reduction in
regard to this? On page 10 of the supporting data it shows fiscal year
1969, 754,232 rifles at $129.2 million.

Fiscal year 1970, estimated, 599,552, at $81.5 million. Can you clar-
ify what accounts for the reduction?

General Mkiir. Do you mean in cost?
Mr. LIPSCOMB. Yes.
General MILEY. That relates to the mix of prices that I gave you

before where the 2-year contract, which is 1968 and 1969, with General
Motors for 240,000 rifles, and H. & R. for 240,000 rifles, the price for
General Motors is $170. The H. & R. price is $140. Now, what I would
have to do for you is to break out of the 1969 program how many rifles
went to each producer and extend them by the unit price. But the
reason for the reduction is the reduction that we anticipate from com-
petitive procurement in 1970. We are estimating a program unit cost
of $136.

Mr. LiPsco-M. How realistic is this?
General MILEY. I think we will make it. We are negotiating with

Colt now for $125. The two people, the two new people will have to
compete with Colt next year to get any share of the procurement.

Mr. LIpscouB. You had to pay extra money for going into this busi-
ness? You gave some kind of bonus?

General MILF.Y. We bought the rights and drawings from Colt. They
invented the rifle.

Mr. LiscoM B. Is that in the cost of fiscal 1969?
General Miriy. That was a one-time cost. I believe we funded that in

1967 or 1968. I believe it was $4.5 million for the rights and drawings.
A one-time payment to Colt for which they delivered the reproduction
rioyhts to the rifle and a complete set of manufacturing drawings.

%fr. LIPscomB. Would you, for the record, account for the huge
reduction ?

General MirY. I will give you a complete unit price analysis for the
1969 versus 1970 reduction.

(The information follows:)

Fiscal years 1969 and 1970 M16 rifle cost analysis

Fiscal year 1969:1 llifon
Colt's 407,152 at $136 equa -------------------------------- $55. 4
GMC 173,540 at $245 equals -------------------------------- 42. 5
Harrington & Richardson 173,540 at $180 equals ----------------- 31. 3

Total --------------------------------------- 2 129. 2
Fiscal year 1970: a 599,552 at $136 equals ------------------------- 81. 5

1 Fcal year 1969 combined total, 784,232.
2 Line item 142.

(NomE: The above testimony deals with the 1968 and 1969 program,
whereas the insert deals with a complete unit price analysis for the
1969 vs. 1970 program.)
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COMPARABILITY OF X-1 0 RIFLES

Mr. ANDREWS. You have three rifles, all M-16s, made by three
different companies?

General MimLE. That is right.
Mr. AxNDuws. Do thev have their name on them?
General MitxY. I haven't checked on that. Usually they do put their

symbol on them.
We have taken parts and scrambled them and made rifles out of the

separate parts and fired them on the range. There was no discernible
difference in performance.

CoM.Pn'.\IES CONSIDERED) AS ossmixL *x-16 CONTRACTORS

'Mr. SiKFS. How many companies were interested in competing for
these contracts at the tine you selected General Motors and H. & R.?

General MILEY. We originally had four people in the competition.
Not in the price competition, 6ut in an evaluation competition. The
other two companies were, Maremont, which is a new name for Saco
Lowell, and Cadillac Gage. From that group of four we selected what
we considered to be the two most likely candidates, those judged to
be the best in terms of getting started and that was GM andl H. & R.

Mr. Sixis. Were you looking at cost or capability ?
General MiLEY. At the time final decision was made, it was strictly

on the basis of capability, to produce a quality rifle in the shortest
possible time.

REPAIR PARTS AND SUPPORT 31ATERIAL

Mr. SIxEs. Provide a breakdown of the items making up the $16.6
million for "Repair parts and support material."

General MirTzY. I will be glad to.
(The information follows:)

The $16.6 million for "ActivIty 6, weapons and other combat vehicles," Is
distributed by purpose as follows:

Millions

Replenishment spares ---------------------------------------- $15. 7
Provisioning -------------------------------------------------. 9

Total ------------------------------------------------ 16.6
The end item for which Initial spares are to be procured with the $0.9 million

fiscal year 1970 provIsion funds is the gun, antiaircraft artillery, towed, 20 milli-
meter, SM-167.

(Additional information appears at page 1160.)

PORTABLE FLAMETHROWERS

Mr. ANDREWS. I notice on line 145 a portable flamethrower.
General Mm". We bought - in 1969.
Mr. ANDRWS. No request for 1970?
General Mmy. We have none in 1970.
Mr. ANDYMws. What does that indicate ? That you have enough on

hand?
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General Miui'. We have reached our requirement for this type.
However, we are requesting about -- XM-191 portable multishot
flame weapons in our ammunition budget. This is an improved version
that provides greater range and accuracy.

Mr. ANDREWs. What success have you had with these flamethrowersI
General Mii y. A flamethrower is a very useful device when we are

fighting in the bunkers 'in Southeast Asia. I have only heard good
reports of it. It is a very useful weapon.

Mr. ANDREWS. You think you have enough on hand?
General MmEY. The XM-191 procurement will satisfy our initial

requirement in SEA. We are currently developing our worldwide re-
quirement for the fiscal year 1971 budget.

Sir, I would like to correct my earlier statement. We also have
I flame service units in the line which rolls up the items under

$500,000. - . It is shown at line 148. The total cost is under $500,-
000 and we roll them together into a single line.

Mr. ANDREWS. And you have- I
General MIr,EY. We are tacking flame service units onto last

year's procurement to meet our requirements.
Mr. ANDREWS. Have you met all the requirements for Southeast

Asia?
General MILEY. We have met all those Southeast Asia requirements.

TACTICAL AND SUPPORT VEHICLES

M [r. AND.ws. The fiscal year 1970 budget program for "Tactical and
support vehicles" is $384.1 million, which is $20.2 million more than
the fiscal year 1969 program. As you have indicated in your statement,
approximately 80 percent of this fiscal year 1970 budget activity, or
$302.7 million, is for four truck models.

QUARTER-TON TRUCK

Mr. ANDREWS. A total of - A-ton trucks were funded in fiscal
years 1968 and 1969. You are requesting $51.6 million in fiscal year 1970
lor the procurement of -- additional one-quarter ton trucks.
About - of those requested in fiscal year 1970 are for South Viet-
namese forces. Your statement indicates that for fiscal year 1970 you
predict your losses of one-quarter ton trucks at - . This seems
rather high. Do the predicted losses for fiscal year 1970 include combat
losses, washouts, and losses to the Amy inventory as a result of trans-
ferring some of these assets to free world forces ?

General MrLEY. Of the total requested in the budget of
of them will be transferred to the ARVN forces. The remain-

ing quantity represents approximately the losses that we forecast we
wil experience through the funded delivery period, broken down by
combat losses in Southeast Asia, and peacetime losses and washouts
in the rest of the Army.

Hr. Lipsco:rm. General Miley, does your answer include losses to the
Army inventory through transfers?
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General MILEY. are losses to the Army inventory from trans-
fer to the ARVN Air Forces. Of the total - that we have in the
budget request, are for the modernization program of the
ARVN Air Forces. In addition, a small quantity of are for the
other free world forces in Southeast Asia.

ESTIMATED LOSSES IN 1070

Mr. LPscoMB. Your 1970 losses are predicted for one-quarter ton
trucks at- for fiscal year 1970, is that right?

General Mujy. Yes, through the fiscal year 1970 funded delivery
period.

Mr. LIrscomB. Would you break those down as to how you estimated
those losses?

General MILEY. The U.S. losses, -. That is U.S. losses in South-
east Asia, .

Mr. SIRES. Total for what period
General MILEY. For the funded delivery period. From the beginning

of the fiscal year to the end of the funded delivery period.
Now, the RVNAF transfer, losses through transfer to the AR rN

Forces are . Free world military forces, peacetime losses
to the Army outside of Vietnam, worldwide U.S. Army losses,
We have in sales, for a total of

L)SS HISTORY IN VIETNAM

Mr. IPscomB. Now, what has been your loss history in Vietnam on
one-quarter ton trucks over the past 3 years?

General MLmy. The actual losses of the quarter ton truck in South-
east Asia were, during fiscal year 1967, which is a 12-month period,
we lost - U.S. Forces only.

In fiscal year 1968, which is a 12-month period, -. We estimate
for fiscal year 1969, which isn't complete yet, and won't be completed
until June 30, that our losses will reach just about .

Mr. -psCOMB. If the level of fighting hasn't changed and your in-
ventory is predicted upon the requirement that was laid on you last
year in formulating the budget, why are you estimating - losses
for fiscal year 1970?

General MiLEy. Sir, it is for the fiscal year funded delivery period
and I don't have the document here, but I have a feeling that 2 or 8
months longer than the fiscal year are involved.

Mr. LnscoMn. You can't lose them that f;L. And your highest loss
rate is that estimated for the current fiscal year, I"M9.

General Mrixy. In the 12-month period we ectiniato yes,sir.
Mr. Lvrsoom. Now you are estimating for wh-,tever period it is

and you have never gone that high and the level of fighting is
estimated to be lower.

General MWfi. The level of fighting doesn't seem to affect our tac-
tical vehicles. They are used up just by running up and down the road.
We are receiving, we think, very accurate loss data from the South-
east Asia theater and this is our best projection.
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As I pointed out, our computations are self-correcting because each
time we start a new budget or a new apportionment request, we pick
out an actual asset report of a particular time and if we have estimated
losses too high, the assets on hand will be higher and therefore our
procurement will be lower. So, in addition to paying attention to loss
reporting, we correct it each 6 months with an actual asset on hand.

Mr. SIKES. For the record, give us the actual combat losses for the
1/4-ton truck by U.S. Army forces in Vietnam during fiscal years 1967,
1968 and 1969.

(The information follows:)
U. S. Army Forces actual losses in Vietnam follow:

Fiscal year 1967 ------------------------------------
Fiscal year 1968 ------------------------------------
Fiscal year 1969 (through Apr. 30, 1969) -------------------

Because of the nature of the conflict in Vietnam and the difficulty in determining
the exact circumstance of each loss, records maintained centrally on losses in
the combat zone do not differentiate between losses due to enemy action, accident,
or other causes.

MANUFACTURERS OF QUARTER-TON TRUCKS

M r. SIKE. It appears there is a relatively high unit cost for the
quarter-ton truck. Is that in keeping with the general advance in
prices, or are there other reasons?

General MIH.rY. WVell, the quarter-toii truck is subject to the increase
inprices of the general economy, but the price of this truck, of course,
reflects peculiar military characteristics.

Mr. Sirus. In view of the numbers that you are buying, could they
be - each? That is a lot of money for a jeep.

General MITXY. This vehicle is procured competitively and gener-
ally on multiyear contracts, so we should be taking advantage of close
pricing by the manufacturers.

Mr. SIKES. How many competing manufactures were there when
the last contract was awarded?

General MiTJY. As I recall, there were three, but I would prefer' to
furnish that for the record, sir, if I could. I think it was Ford, Mont-
gomery Pipe & Tube, and Kaiser, but let me furnish that for the
record.

Mr. SIxEs. And the amounts that were bid.
General Mitxy. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

There were three contractors who bid on the last contract. They were: Ford,
Kaiser Jeep, and Montgomery Pipe & Tube Co. The amounts were:

fin millionsI

Montgomery
Ford Kaiser Pipe & Tube I

uantity ........................................................ .

rice ............................................................ $102.2 $103.7 $41.5

I Submitted a bid for a single-year contract only.
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RVNAF MODERNIZATION

Mr. SIKEs. According to Army officials, the gross requirement of
one-quarter-ton truck for phase I of the plan for modernization and
improvement of the South Vietnamese Army is- . In calculat-
ing this total, the Army included - for U.S. advisers,
for maintenance float, - for 5 years' attrition, - for mod-
ernization of older equipment, and - for pipeline. Could you
explain what some of these breakouts mean ?

General MiLEY. The maintenance float is the quantity of vehicles
we keep in our general and direct support units.

Mr. STXES. What is "float"?
General Mnry. A float of vehicles we keep in general support and

direct support maintenance so when a vehicle comes in from a field,
he can get

Mr. SIKEs. Explain it for the record.
(The information follows:)

Maintenance float is defined as follows:
A quantity of end items or components of equipment which Is authorized for

stockage at supporting installations or activities to be used for replacement of
the unserviceable items of equipment in the hands of troops when immediate
repair of that unserviceable equipment cannot be accomplished by the field main-
tenance activity.

VEHICLES FOR SOUTH VIETNAMESE ARMY

Mr. SIKES. When you exclude the calculations for maintenance
float, years' attrition modernization, maintenance float, pipeline,
and IT.S. advisers, the basic authorization based on operating fleets
above provides a ratio of one-quarter-ton truck for every South Viet-
namese Army soldier. This appears rather high when you consider
other personnel are operating or riding in such vehicles as armored
cars, armored personnel carriers, and various other types of trucks
and mobile equipment, does it not? I

General MVILEY. Sir, we are furnishing vehicles to the Vietnamese
forces in accordance with the tables of equipment that. are reviewed
by MACV and we compute the total requirement against those au-
thorized tables of equipment.

I have a feeling they are probably a little leaner than we are, but
I would like to develop that ratio for the U.S. forces.

Mr. Simms. Would you be prepared to say that the South Vietnamese
have the second largest number of vehicles of any army in the world?

General MILEY. I wouldn't be prepared to say that, sir.
Mr. Srnu." It would be a good guess though, wouldn't it?
General MILEY. It sounds as though they have plenty of vehicles, sir.
Here is a number we can conjure with. The Southeast Asia inventory

for tie U.S. forces as of January 1, 1969, was - quarter tons,
and if I remember our authorized troop strength out there, it is

-. It is one to every - people.
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COMBAT LOSSES OF OTHER TRUCKS

Mr. SIKEs. There is a request for $251.8 million for 1-ton
trucks, -- 11 4-ton trucks, - 21/2-ton trucks, and 5-ton
trucks. Would you provide for the record a tabulation showing actual
combat losses of these vehicles by U.S. Army troops for fiscal years
1967, 1968, and 1969?

General MILEY. I will provide that.
(The information follows:)

COMBAT LOSSES FOR U.S. ARMY TROOPS I

Fiscal years-

Vehicle 1967 1968 11969

3/I tn .................................................
21;j ton .................................................... --5 ton ......................................... ...

I As noted previously, all losses in Vielnam are considered to be combat losses.
I Estimated.

The - 1-ton trucks are not used by U.S. Army troops. These trucks are
needed to meet RVNAF modernization and FWMAF requirements. This vehicle
is used in approximately the same role as 9/4 to lA-ton truck by U.S. forces.

REPLACEMENT OF SUBSTITUTE ASSETS

Mr. SIKEs. How many of these vehicles requested for U.S. forces
are to replace so-called substitute assets? First tell us what "substitute
assets" are.

General M1ILEY. In the case of the three-quarter-ton and ton and a
quarter truck, the substitute asset is the A137, the old M37 Chrysler
vehicle. In fiscal 1967 we had total losses of which 87 were of
the substitute vehicle.

Substitute losses in fiscal 1968 were and in fiscal 1969 we
forecast

In the case of the two and a half-ton trucks, the substitute assets
are the gasoline version of the vehicle. In 1967 we placed -- ; in
1968 anh in 1969 we estimate - . The 5-ton truck, the replacement
of the older vehicle, in 1967, in 1968 and we estimate

in 1969.

CONTRACt FOR TWO AND ONE-HALF TON TRUCKS

Mr. Simzs. You testified last year that in February 1968 the Army
awarded a single-year contract for the two and a half-ton truck to
provide earlier deliveries and shorter leadtime. In 1969 the Army pro-
posed to go out on a multiyear (2-year) contract. Did you do so?

Generaf-fiiy. We did go out on a single-year contract in 1968 and
our present plan is to go multiyear in 1969.

Let me correct that. Our 1969 program was awarded by an option
on the 1968 program. We plan in 1970 to consider a multiyear buy.
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Mr. SiKs. Why did you not go out on a multiyear in 1969. You had
a substantial buy which apparently would have created considerable
competition.

General Mn Y. In 1968 the project manager for tactical vehicles
came into Washington with the idea of buying an improved two and
a half-ton truck. This involved a cab-over-engine design, disc brakes,
and some other modifications to it. We turned him down on the basis
that this was no time to introduce a new vehicle, with a war going on.
So we went out on a single year procurement in 1968 and then again
in order to avoid a break in production, we picked up the option on
the 1968 competitive contract.

Mr. SI ES. Did you check to see if it was costing the Government
money for you to do that? Could you have done better with
competition?

General MILEY. Again by awarding the option, we were able to
avoid any possibility of a break in production and get earlier deliveries
and the 2l/2-ton truck has been a critical item throughout the wartime
period. Since we had a competitive base for the option, we thought that
was the prudent thing to do.

Mr. SIKFS. You haven't answered my question. Do you not feel
you could have bought them at less cost by going competitive?

General MILEY. For the small quantity involved, I don't think we
would have saved any considerable amount of money by going
competitive.

Ar. SiKEs. Would you call trucks a substantial buy?
General MILEY. We procure this vehicle, something in the range

of vehicles a month and this was a fairly small order for the
big truck producers we deal with.

Mr. SIxEs. There was a buy for -
General Mitxy. I have -. In 1969 we had a buy of . We

requested an additional trucks in the fiscal year 1969 supple-
mental making the total fiscal year 1969 buy - 21/-ton trucks.

Mr. SIXES. What is the unit cost under this optional buy?
General MILrY. I don't have the 1969 price with me. I would like

to furnish it for the record if I might.
Mr. SiKuS. All right.
(The information follows:)

The unit price of the quantity added to this contract by option was $6,378,
the same as that in the basic contract which was awarded competitively in 1968.
When the cost of the engine and other Government-furnished equipment, taxes,
and in-house costs are added, the unit cost is $9,976.

eRo McmD TRUCK LOSSES

Mr. LiPSoOMB. I am sorry. I had to go answer the roll.
General MIrEY. Could I go back to the discussion we were having,

Mr. Lipscomb I
Mr. Lwscoxr. Yes.
1Geheral MumEI". The funded delivery period for the 1970 program is

19 months. So we had to take whatever loss rate we had and extend
it over 19 months as opposed to 12 months, or some shorter time.
The numbers I was giving you were for fiscal years, 12 months, and
this is a 19-month deal.
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Mr. TJinSCOMB. Can you talk about the same frame of figrreq?
General MILEY. Since we compute asset positions at the end of a

funded delivery period, we calculate losses until the end of the last
procured item incoming into the inventory. It is just a method we use
in calculating end positions in inventory.

Mr. LiPscomrn. I understand that it is just a method. However, I
think we ought to know a little more about this so we can better jus-
tify what is proposed for a person who doesn't look at this closely
or work with it, that this year, fiscal year 1970, there is a request before
this committee for trucks of four different kinds.

General MILEY. Of that total there are going to the South
Vietnamese forces. So the net Army requirement is trucks,
and our inventory objective against which we are buying is
trucks. So we are talking about something less than 10 percent of
our total inventory objective.

CLASSIFICATION OF TRUCKS FOR SOUTH VIETNAMESE

Mr. LIPsCOMB. Can I, on the floor of the House, give the number of
trucks that we are giving to the South Vietnamese?

General MILeY. I would imagine you could say something like a
third of them. A third of them are going to the'South Vietnamese
forces. That might be a perfectly acceptable statement.

ESTIMATED DATE FOR C031PL E EQUIPPING OF SOUTH VIETNAMESE

Mr. ANDIEWS. It is an open secret that we are trying to supply and
equip the South Vietnamese Army just as fast as we can. You have
already told us how many M-16's and how many choppers have been
given to them. I would like to ask you this question since you are an
expert in this field: Our announced purpose is to "Vietnamize," I
believe that is the word, the war. In other words, put them in a posi-
tion to take over the fighting.

How long will it take to get them equipped to the extent that they
can take over? Can you give me an educated guess about the number
of months or years it will take to get that mission accomplished?

General MILy. Sit-, if I may, I would like to defer to General Bol-
ton who we are going to bring over tomorrow afternoon to talk about
ARVNAF modernization. We read in the paper about the possibility
that by the end of the year we will be able to reduce our force over
there if the Vietnamese are equipped and modernized.

Mr. ANDIIEWS. Let's say there is a 100-percent goal in mind. Could
you tell me now what percentage of that goal we have reached?

General MimY. One of the problems I have when I listen to the
discussions of the modernization program is that a basic assumption,
as I understand it runs to the effect that when we modernize the Viet-
namese Army and get them fully equipped and trained, they will be
then in a position to handle the V0 an the inherent assumption in
that is that the North Vietnamese withdraw and we withdraw. This
would be the end product of our efforts on modernization, but I always
come away from those briefings wondering if we can arrange the
withdrawal of the North Vietnamese.

Mr. ANDREws. I have that same question and always have had.
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EXCESSIVE SECURITY CLA SIICATION

Mr. LPSCOMB. General, I want to read a statement and then ask
some questions on it. This is from page 7 of your statement. You say:
"Our procurement request is for a total of - trucks and, hence,
as the assets columns indicate, we will - . Also it should be noted
that our ending assets position for all four of these trucks will
be -

Now, in that statement the following words are classified:
Can you tell me what is so confidential and classified in those words,

and why shouldn't they be put on the record?
General Mmnay. Sir, I honestly can't tell you. We look to our intel-

ligence people to classify our statements and what I will do when I
get back to the Pentagon is to go to work and see if I can't develop
what numbers you can use on the floor. I am not an expert in the in-
telligence area.

NEED TO INFORM THE PUBLIC

Mr. LirPscom. Can you see anything so wrong with letting the
American people know that we are going

Do you think that this information violates our security?
General Muzy. I suppose it should give some minor aid and cora-

fort to the enemy - .
Mr. LIPSCOMB. Do you think reading those words might make some

people believe that we should adequately finance our military so that
we could or they could support an Army at the level that is necessary.

General Mmmy. It was my hope in putting my statement together
for presentation to your committee to convey that impression, that we
are not being extravagant; that we are living close to the belt-

Mr. LIPscoMB. You don't have to convince this committee too much
because we live with this matter, but all through your statement you
raise points and questions of this same nature and in each case through-
out your statement it is classified. There are statements I could fnd
if I had time to look for them, but they are always classified. We can't
put out this information even though the information indicates why
we are supporting such an enormous defense budget.. General &ty. It was my hope in writing it this way that even if
you couldn't use the numbers for reasons of security, you could satisfy

ourself and your audience that we are not being extravagant with the
budget; that we are buying prudently; - ; that we are not buying

too many vehicles during the war that we won't have a need for after
the war. This is my hope in putting my statement together this way.

Mr. Lwmcom. Here is another one in regard to the Chapparal and
the.Hawk. These are the classified words again; - .

Here is another one affecting the tracked combat vehicles:
General MmIEY. One thing that I have sensed in the past 3 years of

wor ki~n in the budget area, there is an apprehension on the part of
many people, on the part of the Congress, on the part of the public
and on the part offriends of mine' that we will buy a lot of equipment
in the excitement and urgency oi a war that will be sitting around
unused after the war is over. So I have tried to demonstrate here that
our procurement programs are orderly, that we are reaching postwar
inventoWy objectives in an orderly fashion and not overbuyiiig. That
was my intention in developing these data for you.
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ORDERLY PROCUREMENT TO MEET POSTWAR OBJECTIVES

Mr. LipsconB. That is a different twist.
What you are saying to me is that you
General MImEY. That was not my intention.
In the case of aircraft, if you will remember that analysis, by and

large we will be, at the end of this funded delivery period
In the case of tactical vehicles, we will be . We do not want

to get to a state where we stop buying for 2 or 3 years and have great
blocks of our inventory become obsolete and worn out.

So it is not a question of trying to frighten anyone; it is a question
of demonstrating that we are trying to do a businesslike job in de-
veloping these budgets.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR LOGISTICS GUIDANCE

Mr. LTPSCOM1B. Who is responsible for this logistics guidance?
General MILEY. Logistics guidance is prepared in the Office, Secre-

tary of Defense.
Mr. LiPsco~m. That is a big office. Who is responsible for it ?
General MILEY. It has inputs from both the systems analysis part

of the staff and the Installations and Logistics Staff.
Mr. Lipscom'B. And who is responsible for the logistics guidance that

is contained in your presentation?
General MiLEY. The logistics guidance I referred to in the opening

paragraph of my statement described what logistics guidance does for
us that we get from OSD. It prescribes how we compute the inventory
objectives for each item.

Mr. LwscO1%B. Was the logistics guidance changed at any time from
your original presentation and request?

General MILEY. During fiscal year 1970.
Mr. LiPsooMiB. On your fiscal 1970 program?
General MILEY. No, sir; we received logistics guidance about the

middle of last summer before we started putting the budget together.
There have been no changes.

But here again there are two parts to budget making in the Defense
Department that are not always recognized.First is logistics guidance
which comes down, as I say, 2 or 3 months before the budget prepara-
tion, and this prescribes the approved force and how we should com-
pute requirements for the D-day inventory objectives. Then, in addi-
tion to that we get other guidance known as budget guidance, which
prescribes the level of budgeting that we will develop for the final
budget submission.

Now, in addition, we apply constraints of our own internally in
the Army. One of these just mentioned. We like to buy vehicles
every year so we can keep our fleet reasonably modern. We have bought
the M-113 carrier family below our final objective for several years
in order to keep the line hot. We are satisfied with buying tanks at

chassis a year to keep the tank line hot. So the final budget
that you see is a combination of many influences, pieces of gIdance,
and constraints that are applied both above and internally in the
Army.
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RElDUCTIONS TO PV,3MA 1BTIXE1T

Mr. LipscomB. What was your original request for procurement of
equipment and missiles, Army?

General ui1i'. Our initial submission to Congress?
Mr. LIPsCoMB. No, to the Office, Secretary of Defense.
Mr. ANDEws. Take care of the Army first, then OSD.
General Miry. Our original request to the Office, Secretary of

Defense, was priced at $8,227.8 million.
Mr. LwsPo31 How much did the Secretary reduce that?
General Mmny. He reduced it successively down to what we have

today. The original submission that we made in January, I believe,
was priced out at $6,333 million.

Mr. LiPscoMn. I am not talking about the 'budget in front of us today
because that has been changed again.

General MILEY. I am trying to track back here to the January
submission.

Mr. AxDREWS. What was the original figure?
General MiLEY. $8,227.8 million. Then when it came over to Congress

in January-
Mr. TAPSCOMlB. Pardon me. The original request to the Secretary of

Defense was $8,227.8 million. Then what did lhe reduce that to?
General MILEY. Our original submission to OSD was $9,227 mil-

lion. When he submitted it to the Congress in January it was $6,333
million.

Mr. IALscoNtB. There was an action in between, General, which
you know very well, whereby he reduced your budget and then yon
reclamaed.

General MILEY. He reduced our budget by what we call PBD-pro-
gram budget decision, by $1,935.3 million. We successfully reclamaed
of that cut $40.5 million, bringing us back to the $6,333 million that
came to Congress in January.

OD REDUOTONS TO PEMA BUDGET

Mr. Tapscomn. For the record, you can insert the reductions which
were made by the former Secretary of Defense, but could you tell us
some of the important items that were deleted from your budget?

General Mm xy. I can give it to you as a first cut by budget activity
and then I can go into individual items, whichever way you would
like it.

For example, the first reduction I see is a reduction of $278.6 million
in aircraft and $59.4 million for aircrafts spares and repair parts.

The next largest one I see is in communications and electronics
equipment. Now, I can go from there. I can give you dollars on those
and o from there into line items

Mr. LiPSco~m. You can insert these in the record if you will.
(The information follows:)

OSD reduotiom to PEf A budget
Aircraft and spares. ---------------------------------- 338.0
Missiles and spares ---------------- ------------------ 165.6
Tracked combat vehicles ------------- -54.7
Weapons and other combat vehicles_ .....------ --------- 17. 5
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OSD rcdietlion s to PEI.l budget-Con.
Tactical and support vehicles -39. 1
Con)inunleations and electronic equilpme t -- 206. 7
Other support equipment .... -01. 4
Ammunition --957. 3
Production base support ----------------------------------------- 54. 5

Total ------------------------------------------------- 1,894.8
The aircraft program was reduced primarily on revised attrition rates, and

deferment of some modifications. The spares were reduced in relationship with
the aircraft program.

The missile program reflected a Sentinel program reduction for advanced
procurement of long leadtime items, a reduction in the Chaparral program,
and a deferral of the first year procurement of the Dragon missile. Advanced
production engineering for the AN/TSQ-73 air defense control and coordination
system was also deleted. Missile spares were also subjtvted to a similar reduction.

The tracked combat vehicle program experienced reductions in the VULCAN
antiaircraft guns and carriers. The retrofit program for the M60/ooA1 tank was
also reduced significantly.

The XMI67 towed Vulcan and the Goer high mobility vehicles were deleted,
and the commercial vehicle program was reduced.

In communications and electronics, funds were eliminated for the combat serv-
ice support system. There were also reductions In the Starcom program, the
area communications equipment, and tactical communications equipment.

The other support equipment program faced reductions in truck-mounted water
purification sets, welding machines, semitrailer refrigerators, 10,000-pound fork-
lift trucks and 1.5-kilowatt generators. The procurement of the M17A1 protective
mask was reduced and other chemical warfare items were deleted.

The reduction in the ammunition program essentially resulted from fore-
casted lower SIA consumption rates, and the modernization program In produc-
tion base support was spread out slightly.

VALUE OF LOGISTICS GUIDANCE

Mr. LIPSCOMB. When do you get this logistics guidance? At what
point? You were reduced roughly $2 billion in the Army procurement
request. So somewhere along the line you had some logistics guidance
At what point does this come?

General MILEY. The logistics guidance came down last. year, as I
recall, in June or July.

Mr. Lirsco.m. So you built your original budget of over $8 'billion
upon the logistical guidance the Secretary gave you at that time.

General MILEY. That is right.
Mr. LwPscom. Well then, what does the guidance accomplish?
General MILEY. Well, logistics guidance describes the force and

how to compute the requirements. In other words, it gives you an in-
ventory objective for each line item in your budget. For example, by
using logistics guidance and the approved force, we can compute the
AAO, the inventory objective for tracks. Now, that is a quantity, and
we can look at the quantity we have on hand but then in the case of
tanks, as I said earlier, in the case of the 1M113 carriers, we make an-
other Army decision not to buy out the total requirement in 1 year, but
to keep a tank line going &nd improve our asset position." We can
make the same decision on the M118 family. In the case of vehicles we
like to buy enough to turn the fleet over. In fact, that is our plan over
the next five years, to turn the fleet over so that every year we buy--in
the case of the jeep, one-eighth of the baseline fleet.

32-845-69-pt. 3- 10
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UMR 07 LOGISTICS GUIDANCE

Mr. LwrscoMn. You had logistics guidance in, June and you built on
that- logistics guidance P a 8 .. 2 1i ion uldget--.that was what tht,
Army fWt was the need, with guidance. With that $8.2 billion budget
did you -build to current wartime inventory objectives, your postwar
and baseline objectivesI

General MiLr . In the case of airplanes, we built to the postwar
objective. On the principle that when the war is over and the tem-
porary forces in Vietnam come home, the aircraft they have can then
go to the Reserves and the other Army forces around the world. So
that stands out by itself. We bought, in the case of aircraft, to the
baseline force.

In the case of missiles, we are buying in accordance with approved
programs. We had an approved program to reach our objective in the
case of Shillelagh and TOW and we are buying in accordance with
tlat approved plan.

In the case of Hawk, we are starting out in 1969 to buy the Hawk
over a 2-year program, so each budget activity has, its 'own unique
characteristic. But the logistics guidance established the end goal,
the objective we should reach by whatever plan we elect to choose.

LOGSTICS GUIDANCE SETS END GOAL

Mr. LvrscoMn. You have many of these goals then?
General Mmny. Yes, sir.
In the case of the tactical radios, for example we have been buying

the new items, the AN/VRC-12 and the AN/PR--5 above the total
inventory objectives in order to equip the Active Army with the new
sets and finally phase out through the Reserve elements of the older
gets.

Mr. LIrscoMn. Does the logistics guidance you receive go to each
and every item and/or category I

General MULsY. No, sir.-It is only gross guidance on the force and
the methodology for computing the inventory objective. For example,
it will tell us that in the European package we have 10 division force
equivalents. For that 10 division force equivalents we are authorized
to compute in. our inventory objective -. That is a finite number.

Inlthe case of the rest,of the force, we buy - . This is the sort
of thing that comes down in the logistics guidance, the methodology
of computing the inventory objective on D-day.

Mr. ANDREWS. You have had that same formula for years, haven't
you, General ?

General Mu.t'y. Yes, sir. It hasn't changed much.

LOGISTICS GUIDANCE VERSUS BUDGET PLAN

Mr. LipscoM&a Then how is it that the Army came up with a pro-
curement bttdget request .Which was almost $2 billion higher than that
whicl DOD initially wanted to give you I Was it as , result of policy
decisions not to come up to the logistics guidance?

General MLPr, No; it represented,, our Judgnjent of how fast we
should go under' the umbrella of logistics guidance. There is no dis-
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agreement oil logi~t ics guidance between us and OSD. When. we com-
pute the inventory objective for tanks, they ean do the same thing with
their own slide rules and we come up with the same number.

Now the question is, how fast sli we buy tho-e tanks? Now, in the
ca~e of tanks, there has never been much disagreement that keeping
the tanic line open at-- chassis a year is a good plan.

In the ease of other items, the Army will attempt, to buy faster.
When we reach OSD, their decision may be otherwise. But the logis-
tics guidance is not disputed as to ultimate objective, and I think we
in the Army recognize a single service cannot have all the money in
the hudget..

Mr. Lipsco~rn. The comt(ttTe'f'iz"ti4at too.
General MiLxy. S6..wf"come back, after welthve gone through our

entire review proin and our reduction prograni,'ack to the Chief
of Staff and sat' y him that the bitdget is enough todQ his job.

Mr. Ln, i~m. What would e wreak withi our hiking oilie com-
ittee thLis rfeel youkt s buyng em aln

trucks fo" South Vietiniii ao ge,tlat evoiybd y iII SonllI Viet-
nani wil 1 be on wheels and y t ruceYeqtie istoo large, nd we
stretch qut the buy. Would ctl e be any pio~lem the 'e?GenerIl MzWil!,, it 4f1is tli, t the approved plan for mdern-
izing thb forces in Vin i1 eitlior4) short or we will hmI'e to
make up the plan ut of o\ own hid9 ,

Mr. Li'sooit. I e woulm go a ead 7jv~tlxt iodernizati6n pro-
gram so \e can V etnaniize t wang btt (ust cut-d9wn on Mle U.S.

Ary .

GeneralM1LEY. That is why I prvided!you tl'tiable iiny state-
ment, to demonstrate thpat what wN4,are a king' for is aaresonable
quantity, tha n tre nbt.-pyerbuyinig, that We are still below ourob e ti e . ,........ /

Mr. Lirsoom%.*On trucks you received everything u wanted from
OSD. 1-11,

General Mitr~y. Yes,'ir in the big four t-i W. We were cut a quan-
tity of of the GOER 'hiel..-

EFFECT OF CONOGRE88IONAL HEDUoMION IN VEHICLE REQUEST

Mr. Liwsoomn. But you claim it would be extremely serious if the
Congress decided that there shouldn't be so intiny trucks purchased to
be sent to U.S. forces in South Vietnam?

General MxLEY. In the case of the tactical vehicles what we have
done is develop with OSD a 5-year plan for each of die Big Four, in
which each ear, if we get total approval and funding, we would buy
a segment of our fleet each year. For example, in. the case of the quar-
ter-ton trucks, the estimated useful economical life of the jeep is 8
Years. What we propose todo over the next 5 years is to buy one-eighth
of the base line Torce-within reason-so that by the end of the -- ear
period we would he at the' base line force with a reasonable mix in
the age of our trucks.'
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NEED TO MODERNIZE EUROPEAN FLEET

One of our problems today is that our European fleet which was
shipped overseas during the crises in Europe is now pretty old, and we
would like to modernize the fleet in Europe by washout of the old two
and a half ton and five ton trucks. So if the Congress decided to reduce
our procurement of vehicles, the older vehicles that are uneconomical
to keep in the fleet-some of them are 16, 17, and 18 years old-we
would have to keep them around for another year and fix them and
keel? them running. This would be the impact of reduction in tactical
vehicles.

Mr. SIKS. You don't have many 16-year-old vehicles in the fleet.
General MILEY. Sir; if you will look at my table, we have in the

case of the quarter ton, - vehicles procured prior to 1955. We
call them C. & T. Contingency and training assets.

In the case of two and a half ton trucks, even assuming the wash-
out during the funded delivery period, we will have vehicles
procured before 1954. So we really have some old vehicles in our
fleet.

Mr. Lipscorm. Are you including Reserve or National Guard forces?
General MILEY. Yes, sir, the whole force. The 27% division force.
Mr. ,i scoin. Where do you think those old vehicles are?
General MiiLEY. Most of them are in the hands of the Reserves, those

two categories.
Now, another requirement that we have to finance out of our budget

or out of our assets is the . Wre have a considerable number
of trucks sitting in

Mr. LIPscoJNI. What is the relationship of inventory objective to
authorized acquisition objective?

General MIIEY. It is the same term.
Mr. LIPscoMB. The figures you gave on the original request, and

then the deletion by the Secretary and the reclama, they don't come
out, so you will have to check those. It doesn't add out. I mean for the
record, straighten it out.

General MTrEY. Yes, sir. I will check it.
Mr. LipscomB. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

XM700 1i-TON TRUCK

Mr. SIKES. You are requesting $4.5 million in fiscal year 1970 for the
XM705 truck. What truck or trucks in the Army inventory will this
vehicle replace ?

General MumEy. The XM705 11/4 -ton truck will replace the M37
series 3-ton truck and M715 series 11/4-ton truck.

Mr. SIKES. When was the contract definition conducted for XM705
truck and what was the cost?

General MiLEY. Contract definition was conducted during the period
September 27 1967, and February 12, 1968, at a cost of $856,680.

Mr. SIKm. Why was General Motors in your opinion the only firm
interested in submitting a contract definition proposal?

General MTLEY. I believe that General Motors was interested because
they had available a staff that could undertake the contract definition
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task and they had enough confidence in their technical capabilities to
accept the risks associated with a guaranteed performance contract.
Some of the reasons cited by firms that elected not to respond included:

a. The risks involved with a fixed price/guaranteed performance
contract outweigh potential gains.

b. Nonavailability of the specialized personnel required to accom-
plish the system analysis and trade-off studies required by contract
definition and total package procurement.

c. The XM705 program conflicted in timing with another program
one contractor was interested in.

d. Lack of interest in producing a type of vehicle like the XM705.
Mr. SIK~s. What type of multiyear contract was awarded to Gen-

eral Motors including the date, the cost, the total vehicles involved,
and options.

General MImEY. A fixed price incentive structure contract was
awarded to General Motors on December 27, 1968, for - trucks

cargo and - ambulances, and includes a 50-percent option.
This contract provides for a target price of $112,666,000 and a ceiling
of $127,075,000. It also provides for a sharing incentive ratio of 90/10
whereby 90 percent of any savings realized below target price accrue
to the Government and 10 percent accrue to the contractor. If the
target price is exceeded the Govermnent pays 90 percent of the addi-
tionial cost and the contractor pays 10 percent. The contractor pays 100
l)ercent of any additional costs above the ceiling price.

Mr. SIKES. What type of engine will the XM-705 have and will this
be Government-furnished equipment to General Motors?

General MILEY. Current plans call for the XM-705 to have a 'Chevro-
let 307 cubic inch, 140 net brake horsepower gasoline engine. This
engine is owned by General IMotoir and will not be Government-
furnished equipment.

Mr. SIKES. How will this engine provide 100 percent improvement
over current Army truck engines?

General MILEY. The mean time to failure removal for the new engine
will be twice that of the current engines. During contract definition,
the contractor was provided a base vehicle test report from which he
concluded that the current truck engine achieved 47,200 mean miles
before failure. In formulating the XM-705 final reliability design
goals, the contractor established the engine design goal at 94,600 mean
miles before failure. The contractor has guaranteed achievement of
reliability goals.

Mr. SinS. What will be the mean time for replacement for this newengie IGeneral MILEY. The design goal of the contractor is 94,600 miles.

This will be verified during the contractor compliance test.
Mr. SIKEs. What performance, reliability, and maintainability im-

provements will the XM-705 truck have over our current truck fleet?
General MiLzy. I will have to provide that for the record.
(The information follows:)

A comparison of these factors is shown In the following table:
(a) Performance characteri8tic.-
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XM7051 M715 M37

(i) Engine ......................... Chevrolet 8-307. Kaiser Jee 6-230 ....... Chrysler T-245.
Maximum horsepower ........ 200 at 4,600 revolutions 132.5 at 4,600 revolu- 94 at 3,400 revolutions

per minute. tions per minute. per minute.
Net brake horsepower ........ 140 at 4,000 revolutions 116 at 4 000 revolutions 79 at 3,400 revolutions

per minute. per minute. per minute.
(2) Speed (miles per hour) on 3-H 41............ .............. 0.

percent slope with towed load
in 4th gear.

(3) Cruising range (miles) ........... 300 .................... 225 .................... 122.
(4) Weight distribution (perent):

Front .............. 44...............36............. 42.
Rear .............. 56...............64............. 58.

(5) Ground pressure (maximum)...... 12.8 .................. 16.1 ....... ...... 12.75,
6 Ground clearance under axles 11.8 ............. 10 .................... 10.75.0ipches). .

(7) Ano-e (degrs) f-. P /p gacn: -Wth winch .......... 61 ............. 33 ..................... 38.
Without winch ........... 61 ............. 45 ............. 44.

Departure .................. 45 ............. 25 .............. 32.

1 As stated by contractor.

(b) Maintainab~lty.-The XM705 contractor guarantees a maintenance sup-
port index (MSI) of 0.100, which allows only 159 maintenance man-hours per
vehicle during 30,000 miles of operation. Previous experience indicates the MSI
of the M87 truck to be approximately 0.200 and for the M715 truck the MSI varied
between test series and averaged 0.168 overall during confirmatory testing.

(c) Reliabffty.-The mean time between failure for the current 1 . ton truck
has been calculated to be 5,900 miles. The goal to be achieved for the XMT05 is
7,880 miles between failure, which will be an improvement of approximately
84 percent.

Mr. SIKES. At what point in time does the contract call for delivery
of a technical data package which will be suitable for competitive
follow-on procurement?

General MxzY. A competitive technical data package is to be
delivered on or before May 15, 1972.

Mr. SiJFs. Was fiscal year 1968 the first funding for the X11T05?
General MILEY. There was no PEMA funding ?or the XM705 in

fiscal year 1968. IR.D.T. & E. funds were available in the following
amounts:

Million
Fiscal year 196 --------------------------------------- $1.094
Fiscal year 1067 ---------------------------------------- 2. 174
Fiscal year 1968 ----------------------------------------. 683

Total ------------------------------------------- 3.051

These funds were for concept formulation, contract definition, sup-
port in-house engineering, and funding part of the development con-
tract effort.

Mr. SxEvs. If the first production year will be funded on January 1,
1970, how were fiscal year 1968 funds used?

General Miizy. No PEMA funds were used in fiscal year 196S for
the XM-705 vehicle. The $26.1 million in the fisc-al year 196S IPEMA
program was used for the purchase of 6,000 M-715 trucks.

Mr. Sxv.s. For what purpose will the $4.5 million requested in fiscal
year 1910 be used?

General M11LEY. The $4.5 million requested in fiscal year 1970 'will
be used for the procurement of XM-T05 trucks. This quantity
represents the first year of a 4-year multiyear contract for a total of

of these trucks.
Mr. Siums. Thank you very much, gentlemen. The committee will

resume its hearings at 10 o'clock in the morning.
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WEDNESDAY, MAY. 7, 1969.
Mr. SiKes. The committee will come to order.
This morning we will resume our discussions on the subject of "Tac-

tical and Support Vehicles."

TUCK ENGINES

Last year the Army witnesses testified that the LDS-465-1A is a
supercharged version of the LD-465 multifuel engine used successfully
in the two and a half-ton trucks. However, this LDS-465-1A multi-
fuel engine used in the 5-ton truck had not proven satisfactory and
the engine was further modified to the LDS-465-1B. What was the
result of your evaluation of the modified engine LDS-465-1B with
commercial diesel engines to determine the optimum power source
for the 5-ton truck for fiscal year 1969 and subsequent years?

General MnA y. The Army Materiel Command made an exhaustive
study of engines to get a new engine for the 5-ton fleet and included
in the candidate engines was the TbS-465-1B.

We also engaged a research firm as well as our people in Detroit
and sought the advice of the principal truck fleet operators. The re-
sults of this entire evaluation led the Army Materiel Command to se.
lect four commercial diesels and exclude from the solicitation for new
engines the LDS-465-1B.

ARMY INVESTMENT IN LD-405 ENGINES

M[r. SIKs. How much money has the Army invested in the multi-
fuel LD-465 engine family in the nature of R.D.T. & E.. tooling, pro-
duetional rights to data, operation of two hot mobilization bases,
and so forth?

Give us the total at this point and then a breakdown for the record.
General Mft.vy. A total of $9.7 million and I will provide the break-

down.
(The information follows:)

Millions
R.D.T. & H ----------------------------------------------------- $1.7
Facilities investment (capital equipment) ----------------------------- 7.4
Special tooling ---------------------------------------------------- 0. 6

Total ------------------------------------------------- 9.7
The Army still owns the capital equipment, and the balance of the costs

amortized over the 150,283 multifuel engines produced results in an Investment
cost of about $15 per engine.

BOOZ-ALLEN CONTRACT FOR ENGINE STUDY

Mr. Ln'SCoMB. What was the research firm that you retained?
General MILEY. It was Booz-Allen.
Mr. LwrscoMB. Whut kind of arrangement was this?
General NuLrEY. We asked Booz-Allen to develop a mathematical

model into which we had the various performance-cost-power data
fed to evaluate from the various candidate engines or select from the
various candidate engines the one that most nearly met our require-
ments. It was essentially a statistical evaluation job that was done
for us.
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Mr. Lnrsco-.n. What would a research project such as that cost?
General 1MILEY. I haven't the figures, sir. I don't think it was very

expensive. It didn't take very long.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. Do you call on Booz-Allen to do this type of work

often ?
General MirEy. I can't put my finger on another job like this that

was done for us, but I can find out for you.
Mr. LnWoB. What is their expertise in engines?
General Mity. Their expertise in engines-as remember the brief-

ings on the results of their study, they had on their staff two or three
fairly competent engine people. We looked to them more for statistical
techniques, than for engine know-how. Then we went to the leading
truck feet operators for the real world evaluation of engines to con-
firm our statistical selection.

Mr. LPcoBMB. For the record, could you put in your instructions
to Booz-Allen for what 1 ou desired, and the cost?

General MuiY. Yes; will.
'Mr. LnscoMB And the speification of the research.
(The information follows:)

The guidance directed than an analysis of alternative power sources for the
M39 truck be undertaken to determine the most cost-effective engine for this
truck series for future procurements. The direction indicated that engine candi-
dates include commercial diesel engines, the product improved LDS-465--1B,
and the relatively new lightweight high speed diesel engine. In addition, the ex-
perience of commercial trucking firms with various candidate engines was to be
reviewed and that their methods and criteria of selecting engines were to be
investigated.

The advisability of initiating a retrofit program for the existing M39 multi-
fuel fleet was also to be based on the cost effectiveness evaluation for future
procurements and the derated LDS-465-1A field data. The objective of the initial
effort was to identify the class or classes of engines that were most appropriate
for use in the M39 truck based on a cost-effectiveness evaluation of all candi-
date engines. The second effort, was directed at determining the economic feas-
Ibility and desirability of retrofitting multifuel engine M39 trucks in the field
with the engine selected for future procurement. The study with Booz-Allen
cost $98,800.

MU['TIFUE1, ENGINES

Mr. SuKES. What Army vehicles now use multifuel engines?
General Mii.LY. The two and a half-ton truck, and we have a small

quantity of what we call the M656 5-ton truck.
Mr. SIRES. What is the experience of other countries in the use of

multifuel engines? Are they being used by other nations?
General MILpY. I ani not familiar with any other army using multi-

fuel engines although the multifuel engine we are using in the two and
a half-ton truck goes hack to u Gernman design. Whether or not the
German Army is using multifuel engines, I don't know.

Mr. Sijas. Will all two and a half-ton Army trucks for which fiscal
1970 funds ame requested have multifuel engines?

General MmE. Yes; they will.
,Mr. SIKEs. Do you propose to go further into the use of the multifuel

engines, or is this use going to be eventually discontinued?
General MfiLaY. I think over the long haul we will go bak to the

straight diesel engine.
Mr. Sixzs. Apparently the multifuel hasnt lived up to its early

promise, isthat the situantonI
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General MI.dEY. On the few occasions where we have had to make
use of the inultifuel capability in the trucks in Vietnam, they have
lerformed in accordance with our expectations. The simple fact is we
have no shortage of diesel fuel sC) we have operated them primarily
as diesel trucks.

COST O1' 3I.ITIFUE VEISlS SINGLE FiIEL ENGINES

Mr. SIKES. What is the cos( diffeence between multifuel and single
fuel engine.-;? I realize that is a rather broad question but give us some-
thing that would enable us to have a, feel for this.

General Mm-.Y. A two and a half-ton truk gasoline engine costs
in the neighborhood of $1,200 apiece. The multifuel is $2,300.

Mr. SiEs. A straight diesel costs how much?
General Mh1 EY. -I don't have a straight, diesel for the two and a half.

but I have one for the 5-ton, which is $3,071.
Mr. SIKES. Do you have a cost comparison for the different engine

types of these 5-ton trucks?
General MILEiY. Multifuel is $2,657 and the diesel is $3,071.

NO REQUI RE3MENT FOR 'M1ULTIFUEL ENGINES IN SOUTHEAST ASIA

Mr. SiiEs. I-as the situation in Southeast Asia really substantiated
the usefulness of multifuel engines or have you simply relied pri-
marily on one type of fuel there?

General MxitEY. We have had plenty of diesel fuel and on the few
occasions where we used the multifuef with gasoline it (lid do what it
was designed to do and got the truck home.

Mr. SIKFs. There was no requirement for niultifuel engines really?
General MiuxY. That is right.
Mr. SiKEs. Do you foresee in the future a situation where a multi-

fuel engine would be particularly useful or do you think that the fuel-
availability picture, wherever we might operate. would render the
diesel fuel engine as satisfactory?

General Mii'Y. We think the diesel capacity is adequate for any
future military operations and, in addition, tie diesel engine itself f
has a wide tolerance for fuels and can burn a wide range of fuels
almost to gasoline.

MULTIFUEL ENGINES FOR TWO AND A IIALF-TOX TRUCKS

Mr. Si.xs. Why do you continue to buy the multifuel engine for
the two and a half-ton truck?

General Mrx-. The multifuel engines we use in the two and a half-
ton truck belong to the Army. We tuy it competitively. We have two
sources for it. On a life cycle cost basis it is cheaper tlan the gasoline
engine. It performs essentially as a good diesel engine. Since we own
all the rights to it and buy competitively-

Mr. SIRES. If you went strictly for diesel fuel you would be just
as well off, wouldn't you, or maybe better?

General Mxixx. For diesel engines?
Mr. SxRs. Yes.
General MILmrY. We don't own the rights to any straight diesel

engines. This would be a sole-source procurement of a diesel engine.
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Mr. Siku. Do you think that you are doing better than you.would if
you went into the diesel engine procurement ?

General MmE. As I say, for the near term we are satisfied with the
engine. We own the engine and buy it competitively.

COST OF 31ULTIFUPL VWRSUS CONVENTIONAL ENGINES

Mr. SIKES. That isn't the question. Are you buying the multifuel
engne cheaper in fiscal 1970 than you could buy the diesel engine?

General MLY. We haven't testedthe market for a diesel engine in
the 21/2-ton truck.

Mr. SIKES. A straight gasoline engine for the 21/2-ton truck.
General MRIry. We want a diesel engine in the 2l/2-ton truck.
Mr. SIKES. It would appear you would have checked the market to

see what was available and what, the price would be. What is the total
amount of this purchase?

General Mnxy. I don't have a breakout of the engine itself.
Mr. SIKES. Explore that and tell us what you can for the record

about the comparative cost of the different types of engines for the
fiscal 1970 program and if there are sufficient savings the committee
would expect you to look into the possibility for the procurement of the
cheaper-type engine if it would do the job.

General MiLEY. I might add, sir, in addition to the actual engine
cost, per se, we have a fleet with an engine, with the spare parts behind
it. I certainly will do this cost evaluation, but these are factors that will
have to be considered.

(The information follows:)

C031PARATIVE COST OF DIFFERENT ENGINES

Comparative costs of the different types of engines for the 2 -ton truck are
shown below. The cost shown for the 2 -ton diesel engine is an estimate bayed on
the prices of commercial diesel engines in the horsepower range required for the
2%-ton vehicle because the Army has not procured a diesel engine in the past for
this vehicle.

Horsepower Unit cost

tW 465:
Multifuel, 2*ton truck ...................................................... 140 $2,315
Gasoline, 2*ton truck ...................................................... 145 1,198
Diesel, 2Wton truck ........................................................ 140 12,600

I Estimated.

The Army has conducted life cycle cost studies on gasoline and multifuel
engines for the 2%-ton truck. These studies show that although the initial In-
vestment cost of the multifuel engine Is greater than the gasoline engine, better
fuel economy and reduced maintenance requirements on a life cycle basis re-
sult in a lower overall cost for the multifuel.

The Army owns all rights to the multifuel engine and procures them com-
petitively on a recurring basis. Our mechanics are trained in maintaining this
engine and a supply of repair parts Is In existence worldwide.

GOER VEHIICLES

Mr. SIxs. Turning to the GOER vehicles, what is the status of
these vqhicles?
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General Mnxy. The three models of the GOER vehicle have essen-
tially completed their development. We have tested them in Europe.
We are satisfied that we are ready to procure them. Ve now are in
the process of developing a study to support the cost effectiveness of
this vehicle in a mixed freet of high-performance vehicles.

Mr. SIXEs. Is testing and evaluation still in progress?
General MILpY. Testing is essentially complete, sir. The study that

I referred to will develop, we hope, the requirement for the GO ER
vehicle.

COM3fERCIAL VEHICLES

Mr. SIKES. With regard to automobile sedans, the Army was funded
about 5.000 light automobile sedans in the last 2 fiscal years. For fiscal
1970 you are requesting $6.2 million for approximately 4,100 addi-
tional sedans. What is the reason for this increased requirement?

General MILEY. The increased requirement in sedans arises out of
the extended use of the sedans in place of tactical vehicles in Europe
and Southeast Asia. We find it is much more economical where we
can replace a jeep with a sedan. The initial price is lower and the
maintenance costs are lower.

In the case of the buses, we are replacing trucks with buses for
transporting troops between air terminals and replacement centers.

Mr. SIKES. I notice that you are showing authorized acquisition for
station wagons as having increased as against last year. Does the same
reasoning apply here?

General 3MiLEY. In the case of station wagons, our objective is the
same.

In the case of the buses we are replacing 551 foreign-made leased
buses. This accounts for the increased program in fiscal year 1970.

COMPARATIVE COST OF COMMERCIAL SEDANS VERSUS QUARTER-TON

TRUCKS

Mr. SIKES. I would like to have comparative costs on the purchase
and operation of sedans with the cost of tactical vehicles, for the
record.

General 'MILEY. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

COSTS OF COMMERCIAL SEDANS VERSUS ),-TON TACTICAL TRUCKS

Operation and
maintenance

Prokram cost, cost per mile Average life
fiscal year fiscalyear expectancy Miles

Vehicle 1969 1968 ( years) per year

Sedan ............................................. $1,500 $D.0753 6 12,000
)1-ton tactical truck ................................. 3,395 .1038 8 11,196

Sedan operation and maintenance costs are based on worldwide usage; '4-ton
tactical truck costs are based on a sampling of - vehicles In use in South-
east Asia during fiscal year 198 (last full year for which data has been
reported).

The 'A-ton tactical truck has several sophisticated features which have a
significant impact on the use and initial cost of the vehicle. These features
Include a four-speed transmission, four-wheel drive transfer case, 24.vplt elec-
trical system, and a waterproofed engine.

-L ' - - , 5A'1 I.-, " -!" A"r ,, , -- , tl_ -!'P4 -, .. ' : '- - 41tjA: "S' _ 0 - "': .
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The sedans are designed for passenger carrying use on Improved roads, while
the 14-ton tactical truck is designed to transport command and reconnaissance
personnel, light cargo, communication equipment, weapons and special kits in
both on-road and off-road missions.

PASSEMORFR fUSES

Mr. SirFS. You are listing a requirement for 784 passenger buses,
none of which are scheduled for delivery to South Vietnamese forces.
Isn't, this un increase?

General "MuzY. I don't quite understand the question.
Mr. SIKES. Are you buying more passenger buses now than you

bought last year?
General MuILY. Yes, we are buying 575 in fiscal year 1969 and 784

in fiscal year 1970. The fiscal year 1969 'buy will replace 233 foreign
leased buses and 342 worn out buses. The fiscal year 1970 buy will
replace 551 foreign-leased buses and 233 worn-out buses.

I Mr. SIxrE. With the fiscal year 1970 buy, are you increasing your
inventory on buses?

General MILEY. Yes, the increase is based on the replacement of
these foreign-made buses.

Mr. SIKiFs. Now, I don't follow you. If you are replacing foreign-
made buses, the number should be the same. Are you increasing the
number of buses in your inventory?

General Muary. "Our inventory objectives count the foreign-made
buses even though they were leased.

Mr. Siits. Are you still leasing buses now?
General MILvY. We will not be leasing any more. buses after the

1970 procurement is delivered. We will retire233 in 1969 and 551 in
fiscal 1970.

Mr. SIKEs. Wy do you count the leased buses as assets on hand for
replacement purposes?

General MNix. I don't believe we would count them. as Army-owned
assets but we do take credit for them in meeting our inventory objec-
tive. Since we are terminating the leases, we must buy replacements
for a like quantity.

Mr. SIKFS. I want your authorized acquisition objective for each
type of bus in fiscal 1968 and that for the present and that contem-
llated for fiscal 1970 for the record.

(The information follows:)

BUS AUTHORIZED ACQUISITION OBJECTIVES

Fiscal year-

Type 1968 1969 1970

passen t ................................................ 3,559 13, 990 13,990

p-ssen-r ..................................................... 2,166 2,166 2,166

Total ...................................................... 5,725 16,156 16,156

Slmoein I web it suppeet of ARVN modernizatlon and improvemeat.

REPAIR PARTS AN!) SUPPORT 3[ATERIEJ

Mr. Sirxi Under "Repair parts and support materiel," provide a
breakdown for the record showing the $19.3 million request for "Re-
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pair parts and support niateriel." Show how the funds will be used.
(The information follows:)

The $19.3 million for activity 7 "Tactical and support vehicles" is distributed
by purpose as follows:

teplenishnent spares --------------------------------------------- $7. 3
Provisioning ---------------------------------------------------- 12. 0

Total ----------------------------------------------------- 19.3
Examples of End Items for which Initial spares are to be procured with the $12

million fiscal year 1970 provisoning funds are as follows:
Fisoal year 19 o

Item amount
Truck-i -ton utillty-3M-561, M-705, M-715, M-37, XLM-705 ---------- $2. 173
Truck-5-ton A111--6 by 6 and 8 by 8 ------------------------------- 8. 916
Truck tractor-8 by 8 IIET-70, 22 16-ton XM-746 --------------------- 0. 281

Total --------------------------------------------------- 11. 370

COMMUNICATIONS AND ELECTRONICS EQUIPMENT

MJr. SIKES. Under "Communications and Electronics Equipment,"
the fiscal 1970 program totals $441.3 million, which is $227.9 million
less than your fisca l year 1969 program. This is a welcome decrease.
What does it mean?

General MAhixy. We have reductions in the category of STARCOM1
COM[SEC, Army Security Agency, special projects, tactical communi-
cations, night -ision, and miscellaneous. Some are a one-time decrease.

Mr. SIKFs. Spell it out for the record, if you will. Is this a one-time
decrease, or is it anticipated you are striking a new level?

(The information follows:)
This appears to be a one-time decrease as the level of funding in prior years

indicate. Detailed Information is inadequate at this time to forecast the funds
required in fiscal year 1971. A comparison between fiscal year 1969 and fiscal
year 1970 shows:

[In millions of dollars]

Fiscal year-

Category 1969 1970 Difference

STARCOM and rated items ....................................... 82.4 58 2 -24.2
COMSEC ......................................................... 17.4 15.1 -2.3
Army SecurityAt e fty .............................................- - -
Consolidated intelligence program .................................. 2.1 3.9 1.8
ADPE ............................................................ 12.0 14.S 2.1
Social Projects ............................. ..................... 70.7 51.2 -19.5
El rnc warfare .................................................- -

Tactical communications and electronics ............................. 325. 1 206. 1 -119.0
Night vision ...................................................... 49.9 25.3 -24.6
Miscellaneous ................................................... 64.9 44.6 -20.3

Totals .................................................... 669.2 441.3 -227.9

TAC'TIC.1 COMM3UNICATIONS AND I:EC.cIoNIcs

Mr. LiPsco m. General, on page 19 of your "shopping list" under
"Tactical Communications and Electronics," what is the explanation
for no funding request in fiscal year 1970 for any of the 24 line items
listed in that particular classifications This appears to be where you
get your reduction. It is on pages 19 and 20.

General AbLY. The items on pages 19 and 20 that have. blanks in
the fiscal 1970 column indicate no planned procurement because pre-
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sumably We have reached whatever inventory objective we wanted
to with prior year procurement.

Mr. Lurscoms. There must be a good and specific reason. On "Tacti-
cal Commumication and Electronics," starting at line item Nco. 338,
all through page 20, through line item 360-A, there are no procure-
ments anticipated. What is the reason for all of these being blanked
outV

General MIlmrY. We are required, when we put the shopping list
together to show if we had any procurement in the 2 prior years to
show that item.

Now, this indicates that from line item 338 down to 360-A we plan
no procurement of those items in 1970 because we have on hand what
we think we need.

Mr. SxKEs. So at any time during fiscal year 1970 we can expect
there will be no procurement in this particular area ?

General MiLEY. Unless some emergency requirement showed up that
we have to reprogram and buy. As far as our plans go, at budget tinie
we did not need any of these items.

CX11230 CABLE ASSEMBLY

Mr. SIKEs. Could you tell us about line item 354 which is the
CX11230 cable assembly twin coaxial one-quarter mile, formerly in
one-half mile lengths?

General MILEY. I have sent someone out to get our asset position on
these cables.

Mr. LWScomB. You have been requesting this item at a quantity of
over 15,000.

General MILEY. 15,000 each of the cable assemblies with end
connectors.

-r. tPsCo.OB. That is for each year and all of a sudden you stop
buying the cable assemblies.

General MmEY. I will supply that in a few moments, sir.

SKIP-YEAR-M LTIYEAR CONTRACTS

Mr. LIPscomB. You had a purchase of some quantity of radiation
survey meters. Does that mean we are completely supplied?

General Muzy. I would have to verify that, sir. Upon occasion the
people at the electronics command who buy this kind of equipment
for us buy it under what they call a skip-year-multiyear contract.
In other words, they place a contract that starts a, multiyear procure-
ment in the first fiscal year and then, because of extend6d production
leadtime, skip the next fiscal year. The second year buy of the multi-
year contract is made with funds from the third fiscal year. Upon
occasion we run into that on the electronics equipment. The page we
are looking at is a fair statement of our intentions not to buy any
of these things in fiscal year 1970. &

Mr. LipscomBs. It is hard to comprehend from the way this is set
up how you could get. through fiscal year 1970 by not procuring any
of the tactical communications and electronic equipment we have
discussed.
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PROCUEMENTS NOT PLANNED FORI 197

General MiLuY. This is just the last page of tactical communica-
tions and electronics. We have many other items like the high density
radios.

Back on page 18 you will see the AN/VRC-12 radio; we propose
to buy - . That is a high-density vehicular-mounted radio. There
are many other items on that same page.

Line itm 281 is the beginning of tactical communications and elec-
tronics. The grouping at the end on pages 19 and 20 is put ill that
arrangement because there is no planned buy. We put them at the
end of our shopping list. The tactical communications and electronics
equipment we propose to buy start at line item 281 and you can see
there is quite an array. For example in the case of the AN/PRC-25/
PRC-77, we propose to buy - . 1ihis is a standard man-pack radio
used at the battalion and company level.

That last grouping we are talkhig about is peculiarly arranged at
the end because there is no planned procurement for those itens for
fiscal year 1970.

Here is some information about these items. On line item 338, which
is a simulator transponder we have bought up that quantity in prior
years because it is phased for use with associated operational equip-
ment. The next item, 339, we have bought it out, which means we have
bought out not only the AAO, but a reasonable peacetime consumption
fGr the next 2 or 3 years.

Ln the case of line item 340, we have bought to the AAO.
On Item 354, that is a skip year procurement.
Colonel Bnooxs. That is right.
General MILEY. On line item 355, we have bought up to the AAO.
Mr. LIPScOMB. Line item 354 is the one I inquired about. What was

that explanation?
General MiLEY. This is a "skip year procurement."

Cx-11280 CABLE ASSEMBLY

Mr. LIPSCOMB. Put in the record a little of the history of the CX-
11230 cable assembly, what you have purchased, what you have on
hand, how it is used, and the future requirements.

General Mnxy. I will put the story together for you in the record.
(The information follows:)

The CX-11230 cable assembly is a lightweight twin coaxial cable used to inter-
connect tactical multichannel communications equipment.

Initial procurement of this Item was made in fiscal year 1968, with a second
buy in fiscal year 1969. We intend to continue production by exercising an option
on the fiscal year 1969 buy. This option can be funded with fiscal year 1971 funds.
Therefore, the item was not included in the fiscal year 1970 budget request.

Total assets are - against total requirements of . The fiscal year
1971 buy will enable us to achieve the AAO.

AUTOMATIC DIGITAL NETWORK (AUTODIN)

Mr. SiiEs. Going to Autodin, you were funded $24 million in
fiscal years 1968 and 1969, and there is now a request of $6.4 million
required for Autodin in fiscal year 190.
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General MILEY. Could I have Colonel Fritz discuss this for you?
Mr. Srx:s. Yes.
Colonel FRITZ. The $6.4 million requested in fiscal year 1970 is for

the continued conversion of the automatic digital network. It is in-
tended to satisfy our most urgent requirements for digital communi-
cations through the Defense Communications System. These funds
provide for the procurement of digital subscriber terminals and a cer-
tain amount of spare l)arts for the digital subscriber terminal equip-
ment. This is required to l)rocess message traffic as well as data cards.

We need tools and test equipment for our system overseas.
Mr. SIxRs. Will this complete the requirements for the immediate

future, or 2 or 3 years?
Colonel Frrrz. No, sir; this will not complete the purchase of Gov-

ernment-owned terminal equipment. Through this procurement we
will wove of these devices out of a total Army requirement, as
we see it, through the next 5 years of -. We are planning at the
present time to procure only approximately - of these a year
because we have found that it is economical to procure rather than
lease, as we are doing now.

Mr. SIRES. What is the life of one of the transportable Autodin ter-
minals?

Colonel FRITZ. We have no experience with these terminals but we
anticipate the life of these terminals will be far beyond the 41/2 years
which is approximately the economical procurement as opposed to
lease.

Mr. SiKFs. How many will you have purchased through fiscal year
1969?

Colonel FRITZ. Our assets through fiscal year 1969 will be for
the Army.

Mr. SInv.%. How many will you buy with fiscal 1970 funds?
Colonel FRITZ. With'fiscal 1970 funds, we intend to buy

more terminals.

CONSOLIDATION OF COMM1lUNICATION CENTERS

Mr. SIpEs. Have you implemented OSD-direeted instructions to
consolidate communications centers at Army activities?

Colonel FRITZ. Yes, sir; the Army has implemented this directive.
To date under this program we have consolidated 17 message center-
communications center combinations. We are at the. present time study-
ing just over 100 additional possible installations where this could be
an effective economy.

Mr. SKFJS. Could it be said that you are buying high-speed termi-
nals to permit various Army communication centers to interface with
the Autodin switches before the OSD-directed instructions have been
complied with?

Colonel FRITZ. The consolidation of the message centers and coin-
munications centers, as we know them, will have little effect on the
Army's present requirement for these high-specd terminals. We are
leasing many terminals.

Mr. SiREs. Colonel. the question is directed toward the consolidation
of communications centers themselves at Army activities where you
have more than one communications center at an Army activity. It

d , .
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is our understanding OSD directed the Department to effect such a
consolidation. This is apart from the message center-communications
center consolidations.

Colonel FIlUTZ. I believe this is the program called the local digital
message switch )program. The initials are LD.MX. We are not mi-
jplenienting any of those at the present time because each one requires
OSI) approval on a "location by location" basis. We are consolidating
communications centers, however, without waiting for the filnal LDMX
programin.

The terminals we are buying here are not the same as the printers
that would be used in the LDMX type of consolidation.
Mr. SiKiEs. So you haven't purchased any high-speed terminals in

1969 and you will not in 19 70, is that correct?
Colonel FxTrz. We have purchased high-speed terminals, yes, sir.
Mr. SIKES. In fiscal 1969?
Colonel F11ITZ. Yes, sir; but these are not necessarily for these con-

solidations in the LDMX program.
Mr. SimEs. Would you provide for the record how many high-speed

terminals you )rocured in, fiscal 1969 and where they wvill be located?
Colonel Furz. Yes, sir.
(The information furnished the committee is classified.)

AUTOrMATIC VOICE NETWORK (AUTOVON)

Mr. Snl:s. Under Autovon, you were funded $4.3 million in fiscal
1968 and 1969. Why do you require another $2.1 million in fiscal 1970?

Colonel FaITZ. T lie funds requested in fiscal 1970 are for continued
procurement of auxiliary equipment and to provide funds for the con-
tractual, engineering, and installation of our previously procured
equipment.

Mr. SiES. Will this complete the requirement.?
Colonel FJiTZ. No, sir. lWe anticipate that if we get the funds re-

quested for 11)70, and again in 1971 at approximately the same level of
effort, we will have ali" of the essential conversions that we need to
be compatible with the Autovon switches.

3IOILE/TrIIA*sPrI:T\Ll:S

Mr. SIxEs. For Mobile/Transportables in fiscal 1969 you were funded
$7.5 million. You are requesting another $3.4 million for this purpose
in fiscal 1970. What are you buying under this category?

Colonel Fwrm'z. In this category these fwmds are required in fiscal
970 to provide the secure voice for these stations, to provide Autovon

compatible switchboards. lWe are going to provide a high-speed secure
data terminal capability and miscellaneous qualitative improvements
of these stations. By Dep artmnent of Defense direction, the Army is
budgeting, procuring andt assembling the three stations, one. for each
of the three military departments.

31OBILE AUTOVON COMPATIBLE SWITCHBOARDS

Mr. Sim. Colonel, how are you able to utilize high-speed secure
data terminals with a mobile Autovon switch, Autovon being analog?

32--S45--69-pt. 3--11
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Colonel FRITZ. We have both capabilities in the stations.
Mr. SI ES. Where are they located?
Colonel FRITZ. There are contingency-type stations that will only

be deployed upon direction of the Joint Chiefs of Staff in areas of the
world where we do not now have any long-distance capability.

Mr. SINES. Have any of the Autovon switches themselves been coin-
verted to accept data transmission?

Colonel FRITZ. Autovon will not accept data, nor will the Autodin
accept the analog. We are building into these stations not an Autovon
switch, but we are buying a switch which must be able to work with
the Autovon system, telephone; in addition to that, we are buying
message and data-type terminals which use additional modes to oper-
ate on other channels of these long-range systems.

Mr. SIKEs. You just answered that you are buying Autovon com-
patible switchboards and high-speed secure data terminals. This isn't
for the Autovon mobile/transportbles?

Colonel FRITZ. These are for the contingency-type stations.
Mr. SIRES. Are the three mobile Autovon stations leased or

purchased?
Colonel FRITZ. The three switchboards we are buying with this are

not Autovon boards, but they will work with the Autovon system.
They will all be purchased.

LOCATION OF MOBILE STATION

Mr. SIKEs. Where will they be located?
Colonel FRITZ. I can't say where these will be located at the present

time because one station will belong to the Army, one to the Navy, and
one to the Air Force.

General MiLEY. These are emergency items to be supplied overseas
to meet contingencies of the services. The Army is the Agency to put
them all together. The Army will put them in place easily reachable
by air.

Mr. SIKEs. Will it be Southeast Asia, Europe, or has that not been
determined?

Colonel FRITZ.
General MILEY. To have a package ready to deploy overseas to meet

a contingency operation, sir. They are all assembled in advance, ready
to be airfiftd to a new wartime location.

Mr. LIPSCOMB. You are buying these to be stocked for a future con-
tingency of some nature?

Colonel FRrrz. Yes.
General MILEY. One package for each service.
Mr. LiPscomm. This particular transportable station ties in with

your present communications system?
Colonel FRITZ. Yes, sir; it will be completely compatible.

AVAILABILITY OF EQUIPMENT

-Mr. LIPSCOMB. What is the availability of these three that you are
buying, or want to buy?

Colonel FRITZ. All of the equipment is now, shall I say "commer-
cially available?"
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General MILEY. Do you mean when will they all be ready to go?
Mr. LiPSCo0I.. You could make the purchase next fiscal year, 1970,

and they would be immediately delivered?
General MILEY. What is the target date to be ready to go?
Colonel FRITZ. We would have to go to contract and delivery would

not be immediate. There would be several months.
General MILEY. Do you have any end date when they will be ready?
Colonel FRITZ. I don't have the end date that they must be ready.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. Do you have any of these now or is this a new item?
Colonel FRITZ. We have no assemblies of this type at the present

time.
LIFE OF EQUIPMENT PRIOR TO OBSOLESENCE

Mr. LIPSCOMB. What assurance can you give the committee that they
will be usable 5 years from now, or 10 years from now?

Colonel FRITZ. We are at the present time using the various com-
ponents, but not in this form of assembling.

Mr. Lipsco~m. With the rapid change in our communications ca-
pability, as demonstrated by the way that you have changed your
requests over the last few years, won't these be obsolete 5 years from
now?

!Colonel FRITZ. No, sir. We don't anticipate these will be obsolete.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. Why do you say that?
Colonel FRITz. We intend to buy the latest high-frequency-type

transmitters available and receivers available and the tropospheric
scatter links, we are intending to buy the latest standard items.

Mr. LIPSCOMB. You are saying that it is not possible that if these
are stored for future use in case of a conflict these will be up to date
and usable and will tie into your system. They won't be obsolete in
5 years?

Colonel FRITZ. That is right.
General MILEY. We will exercise these systems.
'Colonel FRITZ. We will have to man them and exercise them.
Mr. SIKES. Is this susceptible to modernization?
Colonel FRITZ. No, sir; this is something we do not now have.
Mr. 'SIKES. Over 5 years can you replace components?
'Colonel FRITZ. Yes. Any components.

INTERFACE WITH PROJECT MALLARD

Mr. LIscoxB. How would this interface with Project Mallard ?
Colonel FRITZ. We are talking here about strategic-type communica-

tions. The Mallard program is directed toward the tactical area.
Mr. LIpSCOMB. Do you mean there is no compatibility between them?
Colonel FRITZ. Project Mallard is the tactical program. The stations

we have here are for the strategic, long haul.
Mr. LIPscOMB. There is no connection between the tactical and the

strategic?
Colonel FRITZ. They do work with each other.
General MILEY. Can the two systems talk to each other?
Colonel FRITZ. It is technically possible. However
Mr. LiPSCOMB. You see no need of that?
Colonel FRITZ. There is seldom any need for this though they will

be compatible.
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Mr. Lirsco=B. There is no need for them to talk between this system
and Mallard?

Colonel FiTrz. There may be a need, depending on the type of
fighting we get into.

Colonel COLE. The Mallard system will be compatible with the De-
fense Communications System. They will be able to interface. These
equipment here are used to extend the Defense Communications Sys-
ten to a point where it does not now exist in the world and we do it
by several means. Ie can do it by a high-frequency transportable, or
where the distance is not too great you can do it with a tropospheric
scatter transportable. They are buying these to meet any contingency
that may occur at the direction of the JCS.

Mr. LDrsco.mi. In parts of the world where you have no capability
now '

Colonel Corr. That is right.
Mr. Lirsco,.n. What are these sections of the world?
Colonel COLE. There are many of them, sir.
Mr. Lwisco-. N. The Mideast, Western Europe?
Colonel CoL o. F.o. example, we have a station in Asmara in northern

Africa. Any other part of Africa where we would have to communi-
cate that would be the nearest point to get back into the Defense Coln-
munications System so we would use a. transportable piece of equip-
ment to do this by flying it into this point where the emergency exists
and working back into the Defense Communications System and then
they have the whole system available to them worldwide. As you
know, the Defense Communications System is supported by the three
services. Some is installed and operated by the Navy, others by the
Air Force and the Army.

That is the l)urpose of the Navy .and the. Air Force and the Arm
having the capability, each of them, to do this.

II'QU TIREMENFT IFOR TRLANSPORTABLE CAPABILITY Y

Mr. Lil',wo.imi. You said there are nmanv such areas of the world.
Colonel Cotar. We would have to provide a, large chart that would

show the nodal points in the whole DCS for me to answer that. question,
,but there are many, many points in the world where we don't have an
immediate entry into the defense communications system. If we have
a transportable capability we can get ill.

I can cite a typical example. The Lebanon situation. 'When that
broke out, there was no way for us to communicate back into the de-
fense communications system and by the time they got equipment out
of ]Fort Gordon and flew it over there the crisis was over with. That
was the incident that was the genesis for us to start developing this
capability.

Another examl)e was during the Cuban crisis. The President had
trouble talking to the South American Ambassadors in those countries.
We had no way of communicating from the defense sysem into those
countries, so some transportables were procured for this purpose.

iEQUII.:3nf:XT F1'OR MOBIL)II ST.I'IONS

Mr. Lx1'sco31B. Do you plan to procure three mobile stations in 1970
fiscal year? What is your total program?
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Colonel ('0 ni0r0 . [The total program as outlined by the Department of
Defense at. this time is for just three of the.-e stations.

Colonel Gor,i. We have another capability in the Armnv. We have ,t
unit called the 11th Signal Group which is out, at Fort Iluachlu,.a. Ihis
unit has quite a. number of transportal]e-ltype equipnents, both high
frequency and tropospheric scatter eluil)n-ents. This unit can be de-
lloved to establish communications in an emergency 'aiy place in the
wold. Our total capability is not wrapped up in these three which are
in this budget. This was a directed JCS action to get this capability,
one in each of the services.

Mr. MINSjmITL. Did I understand you correctly; you said the reason
for having this capability in the budget was tle Lebanon crisis?

Colonel C0ri,. No. I said that was the genesis for the transportables
requirement, to have them on hand to be rapidly available.

Mr. MINsSHLr,. Why has it been so long in coining? When was theLebanon situation ?

Colonel COLE. That was in 1957 or 1958.
Colonel FiTrz. 1958.
Mr. MINSIT.L. We are 11 years late, then.
Colonel 'CoiE. As I mentioned, we have the 11th Signal Group which

was activated 'bac-k in 1963. This unit has been in being since that
time.

Mr. MINSILtL. Why wasn't something done about this sooner? Why

Colonel CouE. I would have to investigate the backLground behind the
JCS action to answer that question.

Mr. MI.SI.AL,. What number of personnel is required to operate
one of these units?

Colonel Coi4E. About three or four people.
Mr. MSINSIAtL. How muich equipment is there in it? You say it is

transportable? To what degree?
Colonel COLE. It is in an S-o80 shelter?
Mr. MINSHALL. What is an S-280 shelter?
Colonel CoLE. S-280 shelter will fit on the back of a 2 ,"-ton truck.

Some of then also have what they call goats or wheels that they jack
up under them. and they can move them, roll them on or off an air-
craft. They will fit in our cargo aircraft, the C-124, C-130'., C-141, and
all the airplanes.

Mr. MICSHALL. How does this equipment differ, then, from what you
have at Fort Huachucal?

'Colonel CoLE. I do not know specifically.
Colonel FRITZ. I think what Colonel Cole is talking about is the

low-powered units. They run up to 10 kilowatts. Some of the sections
we lhve used in the past, that is, and this was not enough].

The three stations which the Department, of Defense has directed us
to )rocure for the three military departments will have a cal)ability of
at least 40-kilowatt output.

Mr. MIxsIIALt. 'liha lk Von.

MALLARD INTEIRFACE WITIi DCS

Mr. Li scoirn. Is it. possible that the Auto(*in and Autov-on of the
DCS will require sonie interface equipment to be compatible with the
Mallard system?
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Colonel CoLE. The Mallard project will be compatible with the de-
fense comnmnications system. They are going to design it that way.
Since Mallard does not exst today, the technical engineering design
of this system is undergoing study right now. It will 'be capable of
interfaciig with the DCS system without a whole flock of black boxes
as interface devices. They are going to design it that way.

Mr. Lirsco.i. What you are saying is that it will interface?
Colonel COLE. What I am saying is that when we complete the de-

sign of the Mallard system it will be designed so that it will interface
with the defense communications system. They have 'a liaison estab-
lished between DCA (Defense Communications Agency) and the
Mallard project.

Mr. Lxrsco.n%. It would be reasonable to assume that these mobile
stations will require interfacing equipment?

Colonel COLE. I don't think so, because what we are talking about
are mobile stations that will provide the transmission path between
two nodal points as well as terminal devices.

The compatibility between a telephone or an input device on one
end and a telephone or .an output device on the distance end does not
involve the transmission system you are talking over, or if you are
using a data machine. The thing is that these transportable equip-
ments that are in the program here now will have a capability of trans-
mitting voice or data depending upon what kind of a multiplexing
device is put on the end of the transmission system.

Mr. LIPSCOMB. Thank you.

EUROPEAN WIDEBAND COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

Mr. SnKES. On the European wideband communications system, dur-
ing the hearings last year the committee was advised that, accord-
ing to the latest plan approved by OSD, the funds requested in fiscal
1969 were all that would be required to bring the European Com-
mand's communications system up to the same capability it had be-
fore the move from France. Now you are asking for an additional
$2.2 million in fiscal 1970. Why is this?

Colonel FnITZ. The requested funds are not intended for the same
purpose as we had last year.

Mr. SIKES. What are they intended for?
Colonel FRITZ. The statement in the 1969 hearings refers to the com-

pletion of the relocation of the U.S. communications from
France which was actually completed using the funds available
through 1969. The $2.2 million requested here for the European wide-
band communications system are actually not related to this move
from France. This is something that would have been done perhaps in
an earlier year if we had not had the requirement to move from
France.

Mr. SIXES. What specifically does this $2.2 million accomplish.
Colonel FRITZ. It will accomplish certain objectives of the Depart-

ment of Defense transmission improvement program. It will increase
channel capacity on - links in Europe and we will install

Mr. SIKES. The P-i, line item 225, shows European wideband com-
munications system, formerly Freloc. That indicated to the committee
it was the same thing. You say that it is not.
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Colonel FRITZ. Sir, that was an unfortunate error. In order to con-
tinue our line, identification in Starcom one of our analyss used that
parenthetical designation for our own purposes.

KOREAN WIDEBAND COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

M'r. SiREs. All right. Now with respect to the Korean wideband
communications system, there is a request for an initial $15 million in
fiscal 1970. What is the need?

Colonel FRITZ. This is for the Korean wideband communications
system which serves U.S. forces, the United Nations Command, and
certain other U.S. Government agencies in Korea. The present system
is rather old, having been installed in 1961. Other radio and telephone
links have been installed and engineered separately, primarily using
tactical type equipment. This system does not provide either the needed
channel capacity nor the quality of circuits necessary for the com-
mander of our forces in Korea or for other commanders in the area.

Mr. SInEs. Will this complete the request for the requirement?
Colonel FRITZ. No, sir. This is only the initial requirement, which

is to make the main line system compatible with our autovon and
autodin to improve certain links and tails which go out to major
tactical units.

Mr. SiES. What additional costs do you foresee in the future with
respect to the upgrading of the communications equipment in Korea?

Colonel FRITZ. The total requirement as we estimate it at the present
time, is in the neighborhood of $52 million. However, at this time we
are only requesting $15 million to do those items considered most ur-
gent by the commander in the field.

DEFENSE SPECrAL SECURITY COM3UNICA7IONS SYSTEM

Mr. SIRES. Under defense special security communications system,
there was provided - in fiscal year 1968 and 1969. There is a re-
quest now before the committee for for this purpose. What is
to be done with these funds?

General MILEY. These funds are required to upgrade termi-
nals of the defense special security communications system, to meet
operational requirements and also to install a new terminal at
and to procure a joint mobile relay center.

Mr. SixEs. Does this complete the requirement?
General MmIy. Sir, I will have to furnish that for the record.
(The information follows:)

The defense special security communications system is a triservice network,
consolidating the SPINTCOM and ORITICOM networks. - of the -

terminals on this system will be upgraded through the fiscal year 1970 program.
The balance of the system Is scheduled to be upgraded with fiscal year 1971
funds. The program for fiscal year 1972 and future years is limited to normal
equipment replacements.

[r. SIRES. Are any of these funds to be used for the lease or pur-
chase of automatic switches? Provide that for the record also.

General MILEY. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

There are no funds for lease of switches in the PBMA budget.
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There are - in the defense special security communications system pro-
gram In fiscal year 1969 and prior years for the procurement of one automatic
digital switch. Procurement of additional switches to complete the automation
of the system will depend upon the results of test of the switch currently on
procurement.

FLEXSCOP

Mr. SiXEs. I see an item entitled FLEXSCOP. What is -that?
General MILEY. FLEXSCOP is an acronym for flexible printer

equipment for use in military intelligence activitit,s. It is procurel
by NASA and details about the equipment will have to be furnished
on a classified basis.

Mr. .1INSIALL. How much is that for, Mr. Chairman? What is the
price of that?

Mr. SiXEs.
Is that the total cost?
General Mir.iEy. is in the budget. They are -- eacli.
Mr. NIXNSIALL. How many are there?
General MILEY. - in the budget request.
Mr. MINSHALL. What does this thing do? Do you know?
Colonel Corn'. I have some information on it.
General Mmi.Y. It is a highly specialized piece of equipitient and I

have not been exposed to it..
Colonel COLE. This system is a
Mr. MINSHIAL,. Off the record.
(D)iscussion off th, record.)
Mr. Siitkts. If you can provide a nonclassified version to give nddi-

tional information for the record, I suggest that you do so.
General MAvy. We will do that.
(The information furnished the committee is classified.)

AUTOMATIC D.VA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT

Mr. Siims. Under the heading of automatic data processing equip-
ment there is a request for $7.6 million in fiscal year 1970, a significant
increase over the amount required in the last 2 fiscal years. What is tle
purpose of this request?

General M1ILEY. This request will purchase ADP equipment alread'von lease b~ the Army. It essentially consists of equilmuect at three l I-
tions, Letterkenny Army Depot in Chambersburg, Pa., the major item
data agency at Chambersburg, Pa., and some equipment at the auto-
matedlogistics management system at St. Louis, Mo. There are two
pieces of ADP equipment at St. Louis and one each at the other places.

Mr. SiKEs. Mr. Murphy.
Mr. MAunrpuy. General Miley, what was the annual lease cost for

these pieces of equipment and how long have we had them?
General Wm r. Could I call on Mr. Aruston who is the expert in

this field to respond?
Mr. ARsro,. The MIDA equipment was installed in December of

last year. The equipment for St. Louis, ALMSA, was delivered in .Tuly
of 167, and the e-uipment, for Letterkenny, the LSSC, as we call it,
Logistics System Support Center, will 1) delivered. It is under lease,
it has been ordered but it has not been delivered yet because that con-
tract was just negotiated. The exact rental per piece I will furnish for
the record.
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(Tie information follows:)
The annual lease cost for the computers to be procured with the $7.6 million

included in li ne No. 269:
Army Logistic. MNiiiigemnt Supply Agency, St. Louis, Mo $1, 150, 000
Lo 'gistics System Sulport Center, Letterkenny Army Depot, Chain-

iersburg, 'a ------------------------------------------- 535, 000
Major Item I)ata Agency, Chambersburg, Pa --------------------- 67, 000

Total ----------------------------------------------- 372, 000

TACTICAL FIRE DIRECTION SYSTEM'A

fr. Siirq . ITuder tactical fire direction system, there is an initial
request, of $6.5 million. Will you describe this system ?

General MfiLY. The tactical fire direction system is an integrated
online computer system which applies automatic (lata processing to
field artillery operations. This system will provide an automated ca-
pability to the field artillery commander at all levels from the bat-
talion "up to the division, to collect target information, to assemble
ballistic information, to grind in the weather and read out at, the bat-
terv. battalion, and division artillery level the data required to control
the" fires of all the field artillery resources immediately available to
the division commander. This item in the budget this year is $6.5 mil-
lion for long leadtime items for the system.

Mr. SiREs. What will we buy with the $6.5 million, specifically?
General MIrfrx. Shelters, air conditioners, power units, contractor-

furnished components consisting of integrated circuits, cathode ray
tube and die castings.

Mr. SIKES. What is the estimated cost of the tactical fire direction
system for an artillery battalion?

General MILEY. I will have to furnish that for the record.
M r. S1IES. Does anyone know
General MiY. I don't have any artillery men here with me this

morning.
(The information requested follows:)

The estimated cost of the Tactical Fire Direction System for an artillery bat-
tallon is

M [r. SiR's. Do you have an estimate for the total cost of the system ?
General M[IiEY. Las year we had $2.4 million in the program, this

year $6.5 million, in 1971, - in 1972, and in 1973.
Mr. SiES. Apparently it is a very expensive system which we want

you to have if it is required, but wiat is the basis for the assumption
that, this large expenditure is justifiable? It seems that you are in the
very preliminary stages now of an expensive system.

General MrEv. T his sst-ei m has 1)een calefulily tested out in Concept
ald it will bring to tie aitillevymen the ability to bring fire on a target
oi orders of mmanitu(le faster tlan he cold (1o before. In addition,
(.alclllations he used to (to with a. slide rule and time firing table will

)e done for him. It, will provide to fhe forward observer. weltler on
the ground or in tie air, a metlod of transmitting data processing-
tye,) messages which are quickly transmitted into the computer and
turn out, the firing data very q miekly. So we think this will provide a
t remliendous increase, in capability to the auxiliary units in ti Arnmv.
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Mr. SIKES. All that you have said is desirable, except the price. The
price still seems very high for a sighting device.

General MILEY. It is a combination of a data collection system with
a data computation system which we think will greatly improve the
effectiveness of our fire. The effect on the enemy, we think, will be
increased tremendously.

DUEL BLADE

Mr. SIKES. Under Duel Blade you indicated in your statement that
the budget request contains $129.5 million. What has -been the total
Army investment in this program?

General MILEY. I can give you the total for all appropriations or
for PEMA only.

Mr. SIKES. All appropriations.
General MILEY. All appropriations through fiscal 1970,
Mr. SIKES. Again, this is a very costly item. Has it been worth the

cost?
General MILEY. Sir, I have Colonel Simmons with me who can talk

to you about the
Mr. SIKES. All right, Colonel.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. SIKES. Are the field commanders asking for
Colonel SlmnoNs. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIKEs. That, is a pretty good indication it is of some value to

them.
Colonel Si.MoN-s. I was in Vietnam during '1966-67 and we did not

have - at the time. I was there in October and November on 45
days' TDY, October and November of this past year, and I talked to
ground commanders -. They were very enthusiasic and wanted
more. in-country was comparatively young and we were not
providing

(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. LIPsocB. Mr. Chairman.
,Mr. Siius. Yes.
Mir. LIPSCOMB. General, this . prograin is an outgrowth of the
--. Program of a few years ago; is that correct?
General MILEY. That was part of it, sir. The first
Mr. LIPscoMB. But this is an outgrowth of the -?
General MILEY. The first experience was in that system; yes, sir.
Mr. LIPsco-n. Now, according to -what you have told us, the total

investment of the Army in this program is
General MILEY. Including fiscal 1970.
fr. LIPscor&B. Including fiscal 1970?

General MILEY. Yes sir.
Mr. LIPscomB. And that amount includes all R.D.T. & E. and

procurement?
General MILF.Y. The Army's share of the program. It is a tri-service

program.
Mr. LIPSCOYMB. With the help of the Comptroller's Office, could we

put all in ono spot in our hearings the total cost of the inv-estment
in this program?

General 'fILE!Y. Of all three services?
Mr. LIPSCOMB. Yes.
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General MILEY. I could get these numbers, sir, and put them in
the record; yes, sir.

(The total budgetary funds identified with all activities of the pro-
gram was provided to the committee, but it is classified.)

Mr. Lirsconm. Also, as it pertains to the Army and all three services,
what portion of this project has been ?

General MILEY. Sir, I cannot respond to that. I will have to do some
research for you on that, too, sir.

Mr. LiPSCOMB. This would include the. Army's portion, and then,
through the help of the Comptroller's Office, all the services.

General MILEY. Yes, sir.
(The information furnished to the committee is classified.)
Mr. LxpscomB. I am correct, am I not, that the concept of the

program included more than just the program as originally
conceived?

General MILEY. The program included -, as I remem-
ber.

Mr. LIPSCOMB. And the - program was intended to be
there -?

General MILEY. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIpscOMB. In the statement that you gave, on page 12. you say

the -
General MILEY. Sir, you have my draft statement, which I modi-

fied in my final version. I think the-
Colonel SmnmioNs. It would be interpreted as no longer usable; yes,

sir.
General MiLEY. What is no longer usable?
Colonel SIMlo.s. ie asked: Does that mean if the is no

longer usable? 'We can check that., but that was the intent.
Mr. LipscomB. General, did you say that you modified that sentence

in your final statement?
general MILEY. My printed copy that was furnished to the com-

mittee deleted that information.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. Why is that?
General MILEY. The - operation -- does not relate di-

rectly to the - equipment that is the primary part of the Army's
budget. So, I felt I was misleading the committee to talk about the

when, in effect, the Army portion is directed toward the
Mr. LiPscOMIB. I don't understand.
General Mirify. The data is still valid, sir; the data is still

valid, but in terms of the kind of equipment that is included in the
Army portion of thc overall program and in my budget-

Mr. LiPsco3n. You mean, some other branch of the service should
take credit for the per week because of operations?

General MILEY. Let's get Colonel Simmons back here.
Colonel SimoNs. That is the operation - system. Those would

have been that would have been -
Mr. LUPSCOMB. Again, could some other service that is participating

in this - program can take credit for - per week. Is this a
valid statement?

Colonel SiMmNs. I can check that for the record, sir. I do not have
the-
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Mr. LTPsco.sm. Where did the statistics come from?
General MiLEY. That is a valid statement but it related to the -

portion of that tri-service program and did not relate directly to the
hardware that is in the Army budget. The Army budget hardware
is almost exclusively related to the - portion of this overall pro-
gram So I felt, rather than use , I took it out of my
statement and related it more to 'the side of the operation.

Mr. LIrsco3IB. My point of inquiry now is toward a different di-
rection, but it is of concern to me how these statistics got into your
statement. Why would you impress the committee with this accom-
plishment and capability if it does not apply to the Army?

General MIIAEY. Sir, I took it out of my statement.
Mr. Lirscorn. We cannot work on everything overnight. I have

been using the statement marked "Secret," which was received by me
May 1.

General MiLY. I hope it was stamped "Draft."
Mr. Ij1.scOMB. Well, it is not stamped "Draft."
General 'MILEY. It should have been stamped "Draft."
Mr. LIPSCO1MB. The statement, indicates an excellent capability. Evi-

dently, it means that the services, at the very minimum, are
It is an amazing claim.

General MiTY. Sir, I assembled the experts that deal with this
program -and we sorted it out, and I realized that the original data
that I had used in my draft statement related to the whereas
the Army's portion of this program is for . So rather than take
credit for an Air Force performance I changed my statement to relate
it more to the part of the operation.

Mr. Liisco.%ni. Would you say that
General MHILEY. - ; yes, sir.
Mr. LJiscovfB. So the
General MILE.Y. ; yes, sir.
.[r. Lipsco.Nni. But it is a valid figure?
General MILEY. It was furnished to me as operational data from the

field; yes, sir.
MIr. Lipsco-.Nn. And you do not at this point consider the as

part of -, or whatever the project is called?
General'M.mY. Itis part of the
Mr. LIpsco.n. At what rate are trucks arriving in North Vietnam

from all sources, Soviet and Eastern European countries? Do you
know?

General "MILr.Y. I have no data on that. Do you have 'any?
Colonel Sn .0qs. I have not, sir.
Mr. Livsco. n. You do not know?
General M.%x1rY. No, sir. I have no intelligence on that.
Mr. LiPscoMnB. - is it possible for the Army to find out?
General MVLEY. I could go to our intelligence people and find out

what estimates are available. I will do so, sir, and furnish it for the
record.
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Mr. Lisco.Nm. All right. Provide the numbers, and where the trucks
are coming irom; the Soviet Union, Rumania, et cetera, if that
can be estimated, such as , et cetera.

General MiFiY. Number of trucks arriving in North Vietnam. source
and type?

Mr. LIpscOMB. Yes. In other words, I am trying to determine how
f st they

General MNLEY. Let me get into this whole area with the intelligence
people.

(The information furnished to the committee is classified.)
(Discussion off the record.)
-Mr. LiPsco3M. Also another question in the same area. Inasmuch

as this is handled as a triservice effort, this may not be your area of
responsibility either, but according to news reports as late as this
morning our aircraft losses along Cambodia, Laos, the 'lo Chi Minh
Trail, have been extremely high in recent weeks because of increased
capability of enemy antiaircraft in the area. What is the problem
here? . Yet, the report comes out today of increased antiaircraft
em)lacements and increased antiaircraft kill of U.S. planes.

General NfILEY. Sir, let me explore that point also with our intel-
ligence people and see if I can furnish a reasonable answer.

Mr. LiPscoMB. I 'am not taking issue with the This com-
mittee has followed this very carefully. What I am taking issue with
is the capability and the further need of additional expenditures.
Let's find out where we are going.

General MILEY. Yes, sir.
(The information furnished the committee is classified.)
Mr. LiPsCOMB. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MINSHALL. Mr. Chairman. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)

DEFENSE CO1MMUNICATIONS PLANNING GROUP (DCPG)

Mr. SIKEs. The Secretary of Defensej in his budget revision, has
reduced the fiscal 1969 PEMA program for DCPG by . Just
what does it mean?

General MILEY. The reduction of -- in fiscal 1969 included
as a single largest item approximately . There is no in
the 1970 program. The cause of the reduction in 1969 was that for
the types we were buying, we had either reached our require-
mnent or they were no longer needed.

Mr. SIKES. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. SIKES. Mr. Minshall.

UNA31ACE

Mr. MIN.SIALL. Going back, if I may, to page 16, item 267, what is a
unamace?

General MILEY. These funds are required for the procurement of
PEMA items required in support of a consolidated intelligence pro-
gram. The fiscal 1970 program consists of - for items of total
dollar value of less than $500,000 on which there are no military



PROCUREMENT OF AIRCRAFT AND MISSILES, NAVY-FISCAL YEAR 1970 EXPENDITURE ESTIMATES BY PROGRAM YEAR AND BUDGET ACTIVITY

[In thousands of dollars]

Totalfiscal year

Fiscal ear Fiscal Year Fscal year Fiscal 1 ear Fiscal year FiscaIlyear FIsc year Fiscalyar Fiscal year Fiscal year 1970
e f962 16 967 11969 1970 expendi-

Actlft,number, and title program program program program program program program program program program tures

1. CnwbAt acr-af.. . . ..------------------------ $1,300 $1,800 $3,600 $3,400 $17,500 $40, 000 $99, 870 $432, 88 $744,573 $95, 759 $1, 440,688
ta ft------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 7,775 3,349 11,124

3 Trainerarcraft ------------------------------------- - ---------------------------------- 9,432 18831 39,706 3,08 71.055
4. Other aircraft. ------------------------------------------------------------------ 3,242 1,100 ------------ 2,442 6,74

.Modification O.arcraft ---------------------------------------------- 1,000 8,000 17,000 45,19 111,666 151,550 64,872 399,282
6. Aircraft spaces and repar pars - . . .. . . .. . ...----------------------------------------- 500 2,000 9,000 18,784 134,961 205,028 97,752 468,025
7. Aircraft support equipmentand facilities- ........--------------- ---------- - 500 2,000 , 00 29,722 20,106 44,983 23,289 134,600

8 . Ball-sti- - - - ----.. . 26 1,362 13,258 211,574 193,178 419,372
9. Other missiles. .-------------------------------- 000 14,453 72,027 129805 53,075 278,260

10. Modification of missiles.....................--------------------- I -------------------------------- 1,000 1,692 5,767 10, 538 4,846 23,843
11. Missile spares and repair parts ---------------------------------------------- 1 500 3,365 14,029 3,911 9,936 31,741
12. Missile support equipen and facilities----------------------------------------------- 1,500 5,384 2,300 8591 3,751 21,526

TotW for procurement of aircraft and missile,
Navy ......-------------------------- 1,500 2, 000 4, 000 6,000 30,000 90,000 232,500 826,931 1,558,034 555,335 3,306,300
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RECOVERY OF FUNDS FROM PRIOR YEARS (RECOUPMENTS)

Mir. ANDREWS. Now we will discuss recoupments.
In fiscal year 1968 you had a recoupment objective of $168.8 million

and in fiscal year 1969 the goal was $100 million. How successful have
you been in the recoupment of these prior years' funds?

Admiral CONNOLLY. Admiral Walker w il answer that.
Mr. ANDRE Ws. Admiral Walker.
Admiral WALKER. Yes, sir. The fiscal year 1968 recoupment obj ec-

tive for the PAMN was $168.8 million. This objective was achieved
by the recoupment of $124 million from the fiscal 1967 program and
prior year programs. In orderto 'satisfy the $44.8 million remaining
objective it was n'ecsstiry to reduce fiscal"1968 programs by that
amount. The fiscal i969 recoupment objective for PAMN is $100
million. We hay6 already recovered $39.9 million and have plans to
achieve the b ance by the 30th 9 f June. This balance, is expected to
be obtained/by recoupment'9f $2.5 millioif rom fiscal year 1965 and
prior NAYAI Rprogri~rs, decommitment)of $26.1 milliqn of fiscal
1966 NAVAIR proams a'd recovery of $7.5 millionfrom the

fiscal 1907 prograii. The rei ning-ltl a ce io to be recovered from
progranjs managed by the / dnancd,\Syste'Xs ('ommand and the
Strategic Systems Project ce.

In kpepin with the cA essional intet of utilizing fun is most
efLectively, fav*i Sytm nirnmnd. hastirpoeed e. 30-month limita-
tion oiA the obligatiofl- f, P'AMN fuhds' Thus; funds may ,not be
obligated after tlie 30-month cutoff ;Wi&IZht specific item approval by
top maragementL .

Mr. ANDREWS. \NOW<" that 39,ewilionffigure that you mentioned,
is that i\ connectibn-with the Sparrow pTgram? i /

Admire. GADDIS. It is justa- a'ppenstace tha the tw numbers
come out the same. about,4he sm / m

Mr. ANDiMws. We a&a.not talkixz about'he samelrogram.
Admiral W txER. No, sir; w-are not. /
Xdmiral GAD)k. No, sir. /
Mr. ANDRwS. Now, this recoupment program' is certainly a wel-

come one. The ultim ate-objective is to s money. Who sets th6
objective aiiount? m

Admiral 'GkDD1S. The Secretary of Defense makes an assessment of
recoupment objective as he sees 'the developing performance in each
of the procurement appropriations.

Mr. A*DREWS. So the DOD tells the Navy What to recoup?
Admiralf'lADDIS. Yes. This is subject to reclama by the service. We

have reclaxliaed in some insta nces. In some instances that reclama
has been approved and ir some instances it has been turned down
but we come then to a joint judgment as to the propel r upment

rIt sereii6s hike irh 196'8 aiid again in 1'070' ou arehaving to scrainble all o'ygr the lot to meet y6ur recoupm'nt objective,
yet you have not beeAi urt anY b It.

' Adnm! Q~piis. t~i~ T~ d0ninat~on of 1Orgent needs in Vietnamo
and th, r0itftira 6honbiy ike itcoii ments a kt mo6 -difficult
than'iniai bf{A!ced p'i6 m W 6ieo yu6i an earmark all of your

8284--9--pt. 8.---o8
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Mr. ANDREWS. Now, when the Secretary of Defense gives you a
directive for a recoupment objective, does he point out where you
should recoup or does he leave it up to the Navy?

Admiral GADDIS. He assigns this by appropriation and it is the
Navy's choice and responsibility as to where it shall be taken.

Mr. ANDREWS. When do you reclamna? Do you reclania about the
objective amount?

Admiral GADDIS. The total amount and the justification by which
the amount was arrived at, sir.

Mr. ANDREWS. You have not been hurt any, have you?
Admiral GADDIS. In this appropriation, not significantly.
Mr. ANDREWS. Nothing you could put your finger on?
Admiral GADDIS. No, sir. In other appropriations possibly more

than this one.
Mr. ANDREWS. What is your recoupment objective for fiscal year

1970?
Admiral GADDIS. $75 million, sir, in this appropriation.
Mr. ANDREWS. The recoupment objectives are coming down.
Admiral GADDIS. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. In 1968, $168.8 million; 1969, $100 million; 1970,

$75 million.
Admiral GADDIS. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. In its report on the fiscal year 1969 DOD appro-

priation bill the committee stressed the fact that the military depart-
ments should more closely. control and analyze unobligated and
unexpended balances remaining in various procurement accounts.

EXCESS BALANCES OF FUNDS ON HAND

On February 17, 1969, the GAO published a report on the "Appli-
cation of the Full Funding Concept and Analysis of the Unoblig ated
and Unexpended Balances in Selected Appropriations." They found
$1.2 million in unexpended obligations and $2 million in unobligated
balances in excess to Navy needs in the very limited number of
programs reviewed. What program do you have to recoup these
excess balances in a timely fashion?

Admiral WALKER. We are following a comprehensive program to
maximize the recovery of excess balances. We have imposed, as I
mentioned, a 30-month time limit on the authority to obligate pro-
curement funds and we place continuing emphasis on the closing out
of prior year contracts. We also conduct an annual analysis of unliq-
uidated obligations on existing contracts and we perform program
reviews to determine the best balance between program requirements
and resources.

The 30-month time limit on obligational authority was originally
introduced in May 1967. Today, fiscal 1967 and prior procurement
funds may not be obligated except for cost adjustments without the
specific approval of the Naval Air Systems Command Deputy Com-
mander for Plans and Programs and Comptroller.

Under our contract closeout program we have closed out 546 prior
year contracts and recovered $4.5 million since July of last year.

Within the command we have established a weekly reporting pro-
cedure to report continuing progress in our contract closeout effort.
Unliquidated obligations under the procurement and research and
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development appropriations receive an intensive scrutiny each yeair.
This year a two-step review is being conducted. Phase 1, completed in
February, covered contracts having outstanding bahmces of $300,000
or more. This review encoml)assed more than 1,600 documents.
Phase 2 involved a review of an additional 1,200 documents having
more than $10,000 unliquidated. As of April 30, 1969, approximately
$16 million have been recovered. In our annual program reviews we
examine the financial and technical status of our programs to deter-
mine what changes have occurred in program requirements and what
programs have funds which are excess to their original purpose and
may be applied to other program requirements or the recoupment
objective.

htr. A.-)RE WS. tlave you0 diius.ed that with the General Account-
lag Office since its report of February 1969?

Admiral WALKER. This has been discussedd with the General Ac-
counting Office but we have not had an opportunity to review their
report with them.

Admiral GADDIS. I would like to add, Mr. Chairman, that this
procedure for time limitation on obligations which was instituted
first within the Air Systems Command under Admiral Walker has
now been adopted for all rocurement approl)riations and R.D.T. & 14.
by the Secretary of the Navy, the CNO and the commandant. So that
such a limitation p)roce(lure is effective as of January 1 this year for all
procurement app.-opriations of the Navy.

NEED FOR CONTRACTOR APPROVAL OF DEOBLIGATION

Mr. ANDREWS. The GAO cited a case involving the Naval Air
Systems Command wherein a plant representative in April 1968
identified and reported $24.6 million of unexpended balances in excess
to his needs which could be recouped. As of January 1969 only about
$850,000 of the amount reported had been deobligated. Why does it
take so long to recover these excess balances?

Captain BURTON. Sir, I am Captain Burton of the Naval Air
Systems Command.

The reason it takes so long is it requires a bilateral agreement on
the part of the contractor and the person who wrote-who accepted
the contract. Many times litigation is involved in the entire process,
and many times renegotiation is involved. Each contract is being
looked at in detail to do just exactly as the committee and the GAO
suggests, which is to recover every available dollar.

,Mr. ANDREWS. Are you moving, Captain, at full speed ahead to
comply with the requests made by the General Accounting Office?

Captain BURTON. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. In this particular area?
Captain BURTON. Yes, sir.

RECOUPMENT IN NAVAL AIR SYSTEMS COMMAND

Mr. ANDRuWS. When do you think you will recoup the balance of
the $24.6 million?

Captain BURTON. I will provide that specific answer for the record,
if I may.

(The information follows:)
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The $24.6 million mentioned above has been recouped by the Naval Air
Systems Command.

It should be noted that the $24.6 million represented a commitment on the part
of the Government, not an obligation.

On May 2, 1967, the authority to obligate these and other PAMN funds
appropriated prior to fiscal year 1965 was withdrawn. The $24.6 million was
included in this withdrawal of authority to obligate. These outstanding commit-
ments were then eliminated from the Naval Air Systems Command's accounting
records and the funds resulting were applied to the fiscal year 1967 PAMN
recoupment objective.

In order to remove expired commitments from contracts, various naval plant
representative offices, including the one at Bethpage, N.Y., have been delegated
authority to execute and Issue supplemental agreements with contractors in
order to make current contracts reflect the actual availability of funds.

Mr. ANDREWS. Is there any dispute as to the amount the GAO
said could be recouped?

Captain BURTON. We have not seen their report. It has not been
available to the Air Systems Command or the Navy. It was merely
available to your committee, sir.

Mr. ANDREWS. What policies do you intend to institute to speed
up this procedure? You may have told us. Do you have anything to
add to that?

Admiral WALKER. I have nothing to add, Mr. Chairman. The
four or five procedures that I outlined in my previous statement do
apply to this question and indicate steps that we are taking.

Mr. ANDREWS. A matter of concern to the GAO during its study
was the number of times discrepancies were found in balances main-
tained by finance and accounting offices at the procurement centers
and by administrative contracting offices and the considerable time
devoted by the respective offices to reconciling these differences. Has
this been a particular problem to you in determining amounts available
for recoupment?

EFFECTIVENESS OF ACCOUNTING PROCEDURES

Captain BURTON. It has been a considerable problem because in
effect we have an overburdened accounting system, multilevel,
throughout the entire breadth of this very widely dispersed establish-
ment that we supervise. It has been an automation problem as well
as a personnel problem. In fact, they are so short of personnel in the
Nav l Material Command Support Activity that they have had to
borrow people from us to help straighten out and reconcile records
in the detail that is necessary to give us the reports that we need in
the depth and time vve need them.

Mr., ANDBRWS. Did I understand you to say that you had not
received a copy of the GAO report dated February 17, 1969?

Captain BURTON. That is correct, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Our clerk informs me he has just given you a copy.
Captain BURTON. We thank him very mach.
Mr. ANDREWS., I would suggest that you take it and do a little

homework on it.
-Captain BURTON. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. Mr. Chairman.
Mr, ANDREWS. Mr. Lipscomb.
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Mr. LIPSCOMB. Captain, do I understand you to say that there were
discrepancies in your balances and you have a hard time with this
because, No. 1, you have a poor accounting system; No. 2, you lack
personnel?

Captain BURTON. Perhaps the words "extremely complicated"
should be substituted for "poor," referring to the quality of the system.
There are many thousands of contracts and many hundreds of activi-
ties throughout the geographical limits of the United States involved
and they not only cut through appropriation lines but service lines.
That is, Air Force business, Army business, and Navy business. It is an
extremely complicated item to track contracts and obligations.

Mr. LiPscoMB. Are they just your procurement centers and your
administrative contracting offices that have the poor accounting
system?

Captain BURTON. It varies by organization, Mr. Lipscomb.
Mr. LIpscomB. What about the accuracy of other figures and facts?
Captain BURTON. When I say an overburdened accounting system,

lest I have the wrong impression; the validity of the ultimate product
can be verified, but it is a time-consuming and laborious process.

Mr. LiPSCOMn. What is being done? Are you ul)dating 111(1 improving
the accounting system? Did you request and receive additional per-
sonnel for 1970, and if so, has your request been turned down?

Captain BURTON. Throughout the Naval Establishment there has
been a continuous attempt to iml)rove the numbers and talents of
personnel involved in recordkecping.

ACCOUNTING AT CONTRACT CLOSEOUT

Admiral GADDIS. 1 think the )rincipal point here is that we are
speaking essentially of deobligation of contracts where deliveries have
essentially been completed. It is to the benefit of the contractor,
obviously, to keep the contract open. It is to the benefit of the Govern-
mnent to close it. It is our duty to adjudicate a final settlement.

These solutions involve considerable contract negotiations and a
large amount of I)ersonnel effort. Conversely, it is not the kind of
effort that is associated with getting on with the current business at
hand. It is the kind of thing that in a small organization is done in
spare time, as you know, sir.

Therefore, the accounting in this area is sometimes deferred if you
are short of people. Many organizations are short of accounting and
contracting personnel, and this is why Captain Burton speaks to the
people shortage having a particular effect in this area.

Mr. LipscOMB. Allegations have occurred in the press recently with
regard to military procurement and contracting. To those who do not
understand the system, your statement that discrepancies are there
because of complicated and technical accounting systems and lack of
employees is shocking. Could this be why there is trouble and so much
criticism?

Admiral GADDIS. It possibly could contribute, sir. We are moving
to try to correct these kinds of discrepancies, as Admiral Walker
noted in his remarks, and also throughout the Navy, sir.

Admiral WALKER. If I may repeat one point that I made, and
amplify it a little bit, in terms of contract closeouts, I have designated
a -roup of people who now work full time on this one program.
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As I mentioned, we have closed out 546 prior year contracts and
recovered $4.5 million in the last 9 months. This represents a great
increase in the number of contract closeouts and indicates there is
special emphasis in this area. There are these other steps that are
being taken which will be of some assistance.

Mr. LIPSCOMB. Even though you have not seen the GAO report,
you are aware of the problem and evidently are taking what action
you can, with the resources you have, to correct it.

Admiral WALKER. That is right.
Admiral CONNOLLY. I would like to add, I think I am right that

with respect to this whole subject, the Naval Air Systems Command
is not in trouble. I have not seen the GAO report, but we are not
aware of any contract where we have lost good control of the outflow
of money and what we get for it.

In spite of the Comptroller's difficulties, wa are in pretty good
shape. That is what I am trying to say.
Captain BURTON. You will not find any serious cost overruns in

the Navy's programs.
Admiral CONNOLLY. You won't even come close to anything like

it, I hoe.
Mr LIPSCOMB. I hope so, too, Admiral, because somebody is sure

looking for them.
Admiral CONNOLLY. We have been looking at ourselves in this

respect. I have asked Admiral Walker several times in the last several
months to be sure where we stand.

You might tell Mr. Lipscomb what you have found.
Admiral WALKER. We have a system of checks and balances iti

the Air Systems Command which satisfies me. I am particular
interested in this. I have been only 2% months in this position,
although I have been in the Air Systems Command for 2 years.

This system of checks and balances, I am satisfied, will provide me
with sufficient warning and advance notice of any impending overrun.
Wherever it appears that there is a likelihood of an overrun, we make
early adjustraents which may include the modification of a program
in order to be sure that such an event does not occur.

Of course, we also have continuing and penetrating monitoring
through our project managers of all of our contracts and contractors.
I am satisfied that we have good control.

I would like to say, sir, that in the past 8 years, fiscal years 1961-
68, for a total program value of $24 billion-plus, we have 2.4 percent-
unobligated as of the 1st of April. Of $24 billion, we have less than
$600 million unobligated.

About 10 percent of this total program value of $24 billion is
presently unexpended. That is for the last 8 years.

Mr. LIPSCOMB. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

UNOBLIGATED BALANCES

Mr. ANDREWS. Will you submit for the record a tabulation show-
ing, for all Navy procurement appropriation accounts, (a) the un-
obligated balances as of the last reporting date, by budget activity
and by fiscal year, and (b) the estimated unobligated balances at
the end of fiscal years 1969 and 1970, by budget activity?

Admiral CONNOLLY. Yes, Sir.

. J
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(The information follows; data for other appropriations was not
supplied at this point:)

PROCUREMENT OF AIRCRAFT AND MISSILES, NAVY ANALYSIS OF UNOBLIGATED BALANCES, END OF FISCAL YEAR
1969 AND FISCAL YEAR 1970, BY BUDGET ACTIVITY

[In thousands of dollars)

Budget activity Fisca 196 Fiscal19

1. Combat aircraft ............................................................. 581,368 427,043
2. Airlift aircraft ............................................................... 5,239 14,339
3. Trainer aircraft .............................................................. 44,157 49 082
4. Other aircraft ............................................................... 3,485 1,260
5. Modification of aircraft ....................................................... 141,167 99 092
6. Aircraft spares and repair parts ............................................... 72,328 94, 253
7. Aircraft support equipment and facilities ............................. . 48, 172 48, 772
8. Ballistic missiles ............................................ 81,093 106, 118
9. Other missiles ............................................................... 93,690 106,540

10. Modification of missiles ...................................................... 15, 479 19,404
11. Missile spares and repair parts ................................................ 20, 478 31,153
12. Other support equipment and facilities ......................................... 12, 440 12 840
Reimbursable program ........................................................... 83, 418 95,418
' Total .................................................................... 1,202,514 1,105,314

PROCUREMENT OF AIRCRAFT AND MISSILES, NAVY

SUMMARY OF UNOBLIGATED BALANCES AS OF MARCH 31, 1969

in thousands of dollars)

Fiscal year

Activity number and title 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969

1. Combat aircraft ............. 1,000 2,175 2,757 3,294 5,628 13,932 66,936 162,194 613,268
2. Airlift aircraft ................................................................................ 7 ,995
3. Trainer aircraft ...................................................... 2, 994 5,922 16,532 45,988
4. Other aircraft ....................................... 26 16 1,849 7,298 610 ..........
5. Modification of aircraft ....... 490 540 ........ 343 3,423 1,326 29,466 42,540 187,540
6. Aircraft spares and repair

parts ..................... 200 145 ........................ 1,042 8,390 18,706 124,258
7. Aircraft support equipment

and facilities .............................. 15 ........ 4,375 365 2,268 8,129 39,892
8. Ballistic missiles .................................................... 3,032 3,547 12,466 46,072
9. Other missiles ............... 35 155 112 21 ........ 6,724 13,542 37,165 172,782

10. Modification of missiles .............................. 6 ........ 80 1,128 2,723 7,048
12. Missile spare and repair

parts ............................................. 2 165 1,528 3,128 11,088 11,329
12. Missile support equipment

and facilities ...................................... 39 ........ 1,573---------5,467 13,738
Reimbursable program ........... 342 378 365 2,750 1,237 1,141 26,684 27:,506 37,832

Total PAMN .............. 2,067 3,393 3,249 6,481 14,844 35,586 168,309 345,126 1,307,742

CONTRACT AWARDS, 1968

Mr. ANDREWS. Based upon the DD forms 350 for all Navy procure-
ments, how many contracts were awarded in fiscal year 1968, and what
was the value of these contracts?

Admiral WALKER. In fiscal year 1968, the Naval Air Systems Com-
mand awarded 212 contracts of a value of $1,166 billion. The Naval
Ordnance Systems Command awarded 26 contracts valued at $91.3
million. The Strategic Systems Program Office awarded 40 contracts
at a total value of $49.4 million.

The overall total is 278 contracts valued at $1,306.7 million.
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TYPES OF CONTRACTS

Mir. ANDREWS. How many letter contracts were awarded in fiscal
year 1968, and what was the total value of these letter contracts?

Admiral WALKER. For the Naval Air Systems Command, 65 letter
contracts totaling $505.4 million. For the Naval Ordnance Systems
Command, four letter contracts, $25.7 million. For the Strategic Sys-
tems Program Office, one letter contract, $8.1 million.

A total of 70 contracts, $539.2 million.
Mr. ANDREWS. How many fixed-price contracts were awarded sole-

source in fiscal year 1968, in number and value, and how does this
compare with the number and value of fixed-price contracts awarded
as a result of competition?

Admiral WALKER. Fixed-price, sole-source contracts: Naval Air
Systems Command, 82 contracts, $546.6 million. Naval Ordnance
Systems Command, 4 contracts, $14 million. The Strategic Systems
Program Office, 2 contracts at $0.9 million.

A total of 88 contracts at a total cost of $561.5 million.
I believe you asked, sir, for a comparison of these fixed-price

contracts with competitive.
Mr. ANDREWS. Sole-source and competitive. You may submit that

for the record, Admiral.
Admiral WALKER. All right, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. If you have it there, you may answer it now.
Admiral WALKER. Fourteen in the Naval Air Systems Command,

competitive, $61.4 million. Naval Ordnance Systems Command, six
at $41.5 million. None for Strategic Systems Project Office: For a
total of 20 at $102.9 million. This compares with 88 sole-source.

Mr. ANDREWS. There were four times as many sole-source as
competitive.

Admiral WALKER. A little over four times.
Mr. ANDREWS. How many cost-plus-fixed-fee contracts were

awarded in fiscal year 1968, in number and value?
Admiral WALKER. NavAir, 51; $51.6 million. NavOrd, six; $3.6

million. Strategic Systems Program Office, eight at $20.2 million.
Total, 65 at $76.4 million.

COMPETITIVE PROCUREMENT TREND

N'Ir. ANDREWS. Based on procurement contracts of $10,000 or more
in value, what has been the trend in the percentage of awards on a
competitive basis for the past 7 fiscal years? You may supply that for
the record.

Admiral WALKER. I have that here.
(The information follows:)
The overall trend has been toward more competitive procurement. However,

fiscal year 1967 and fiscal year 1968 Naval Air Systems Command experience is
an exception to the trend due to the pressure of the Vietnam war. The figures for
the first 8 months of fiscal year 1969 show a marked increase, over fiscal year
1968, and I fully expect to the trend to continue for the foreseeable future. The
percentage of total "Procurement of aircraft and missiles, Navy" dollars con-
tracted competitively for Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR) and Naval
Ordnance Systems Command (NAVORD) is as follows:
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11 n percent]

Fiscal year Navair Navord

1962 ........................................................................... 8.0 7.0
1963 ........................................................................... 6.0 7.7
1964 ........................................................................... 9.2 11.6
1965 ........................................................................... 12.1 15.4
1966 ........................................................................... 14.7 26.5
1967 ........................................................................... 7.0 29.0
1968 ........................................................................... 9.3 30.5
1969 (through February) ......................................................... 11.3 34.5

Note: Comparable figures for the Strategic Systems Project Office are not separable by appropriation.

Mr. ANDREWS. How many contract modifications were awarded in
fiscal year 1968, and the total value of these modifications?

Admiral WALKER. NavAir, 1,490 modifications for $992.5 million.
NavOrd, 267, $69.6 million. Strategic systems, 160 for $99.1 million.
A total of 1,917 modifications at $1,161.2 million.

COMBAT AIRCRAFT

Mr. ANDREWS. Your combat aircraft program for fiscal year 1970
totals $1,350,100,000. This is $152.2 million less than the fiscal year
1969 program for this budget activity.

Admiral Connolly, your statement indicates that as of the first of
April, the Navy and Marine Corps were operating 7,147 combat

- and support aircraft, and an additional 1,355 were in the logistic pipe-
line. Does this pipeline include new aircraft under contract and in
production?

Admiral CONNOLLY. No, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Would you explain that?
Admiral CONNQLLY. We do not count the airplanes until they have

actually been delivered to the Navy.
Mr. ANDREWS. Until they have actually gone into your inventory?
Admiral CONNOLLY. That is right.
Mr. ANDREWS. On duty?
Admiral CONNOLLY. Yes, sir.

COMBAT AIRCRAFT IN COMBAT UNITS

Mr. LiPscoM1B. Admiral, of the 7,147 aircraft total in inventory,
how many were assigned to combat units?

You may put that in the record, if you like.
Admiral CONNOLLY. I do not have it at my fingertips.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. Last year it was 3,752.
(The information follows:)
Of the 7,147 aircraft in the inventory on April 1, 1969, 3,885 were assigned to

combat units.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. The statement you gave is different in figures for

combat and support aircraft than the figures we were given earlier.
What did you give as the total active inventory of combat and support
aircraft in the pipeline?
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Admiral CONNOLLY. The inventory figures that you had earlier
were in the advanced copy of my statement and were based on Jan-
uary 1, 1969. Based on the 1st of April, the Navy and Marine Corps
were operating 7,141 combat and support aircraft; 1,355 were in
pipeline. A grand total of 8,502. That was on the first of April.

Mr. ANDREWS. Those figures are different from those that I asked
you about. Those in the logistic pipeline had gone into your inventory?

Admiral CONNOLLY. We usually figure on the 1st of January, and
I think these are the figures you had, Mr. Andrews. We tried to be
up to date as of April 1. That is the difference.

Mr. ANDREWS. You are ahead of the committee.
Admiral CONNOLLY. No, sir; never.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. According to your present statement, Admiral, the

total active inventory, combat, support, and pipeline, was 8,502 on
April 1.

Admiral CONNOLLY. Yes, sir.

DECREASE IN NAVY ACTIVE AIRCRAFT INVENTORY

Mr. LIPSCOMB. A year ago, it was 8,603, according to the record.
That is a decrease in your inventory in the past year.

Admiral CONNOLLY. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. What was the cause for the decrease in numbers of

aircraft in the Navy's active inventory?
Admiral CONNOLLY. For the last several years, we have been per-

mitted to buy aircraft to meet combat attrition. Airplanes are lost
one other way. We lose them operationally, and some of them, a very
few, reach the end of their service life and are transferred out of
the active combat inventory.

The answer to the question, 8,600 to 8,500, I am certain is due to
the fact that we did not buy enough airplanes to cover our losses.

Mr. LIPSCOMB. For the record, could you put in the total naval
losses from all causes, both combat and other losses?

Admiral CONNOLLY. Combat and operational. Yes, sir.
(The information requested is classified and has been supplied the

committee.)
Mr. LIPSCOMB. The Navy plan is not for a reduction in inventory,

is it?
Admiral CONNOLY. Absolutely not. We were very concerned about

this. If the committee wants us to take a moment or two, I can show
you the status of our inventory in a hurry.

Mr. ANDREWS. I think it would be helpful to have it in the record
at this point.

Admiral CONNOLLY. This is the history for the last 20 years in
straight attack aircraft.

Mr. ANDREWS. Explain this chart so it will show in the record. We
will not have the chart in the record.

Admiral CONNOLLY. Between 1950 and 1961 or so, we filled out our
inventory of attack airplanes. This should not be too misleading,
because we started to buy a lot of A-l's and A-4's. They took the
place of fighters that we had used in World War II and in the period
from 1945 to 1950.

What you see in the attack category is A-4's, A-I's, and A-3's.
We continued to buy the attack category in A-6's and A-7's and
A-4's.
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The attack category is going downhill. That little bump in 1970
reflects the supplemental that you gentlemen gave us in 1968 when
we got more au'planes and they were delivered in 1970.

The downward slope of that curve is what resulted from 1969 and
1970 buys projected. We have not been buying many airplanes.

Mr. ANDREWS. Read the figures for us so the record will show what
we are talking about.

Admiral CONNOLLY. In about 1960, we had 2,200 attack airplanes,
and now we are down to about 1,500.

Can we show what has happened to us agewise?
Mr. MAHON. Yes, and when the record comes down, you can expand

on this.
AGE OF AIRCRAFT

Admiral CONNOLLY. (Slide.) This chart shows what has happened
in the age of our straight attack airplanes. This is the average age
between 1957 and 1971 or 1972. This is based on this year's authoriza-
tion anticipated, because we get that in calendar year 1971. The
average age of our airplanes has doubled.

Mr. ANDREWS. Read a few of the figures for the record.
Admiral CONNOLLY. The average age of our straight attack inven-

tory in 1957 was 3% years. In 1966 it rose to 6 years. In 1972, it is
projected to be about 7.2 years.

Mr. ANDREWS. What is the expected age limit of your attack planes
that we are talking about here?

Admiral CONNOLLY. We have chosen service lives, selected on the
basis of wing life and other fatigue factors, not to mention their ability
to do the job as airplanes. I will give it to you exactly. It averages
about - years for fighters and about years for attack
airplanes, and most other categories are greater than that. As a rule
of thumb, you can say - years of service life for fighters.

Mr. ANDREWS. You are about to reach the end of the road.
Mr. MINSHALL. What is the oldest?
Admiral CONNOLLY. Some of our airplanes are 25 years old, older

than the pilots flying them.
Mr. MINSHALL. What are they?
Admiral CONNOLLY. They are tankers, C-54's, C-47's.
Mr. ANDREWS. No attack planes are that old?
Admiral CONNOLLY. We have some A-i's out there that are two-

thirds as old as the fellows flying them. And the EF-10B is almost as
old as General McCutcheon.

Mr. ANDREWS. He is a young fellow.
Admiral CONNOLLY. I am not exaggerating. We have some real

old ones.
Show the fighter slide.
That is what is happening to fighters.
Mr. ANDREWS. Read some of those figures into the record.
Admiral CONNOLLY. In 1957, the average fighter was 4 years old.

We bought a lot of fighters. We shifted over to jets. Congress gave us
a lot, of money to get out of props and get into the jets. By 1960,
we had an average age of about 3 years, which was good. We have
gone to the F-8's. We are hanging onto the F-4B's. Now, by 1972,
our fighters will be 7.2 years of age, average.
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Mr. MINSHALL. How old are your administrative aircraft? From
what to what?

Admiral CONNOLLY. Our C-117's average 26 years old.
Mr. MINSHALL. What do you use those for?
Admiral CONNOLLY. To carry personnel around. The Reserves are

flying them.
Our C-130's, one of our really modern airplanes, are 8 years old.

Our C-121's, Connies, are 16 years old. The C-118 VIP airl)lanes,
for the CNO and the Secretary, and which others ride from time to
time, are 18 years old.

Mr. ANDREWS. How many of those old F-6A's do you have aboard
now? I used to see them when I was in the Navy.

Admiral CONNOLLY. I think they are still there, Mr. Andrews.
Mr. MINSHALL. What jet aircraft do you have for administrative

use?
Admiral CONNOLLY. Two years ego we were able to get the Systems

Analysis boys to let us lease four T-39's for rapid response support
between Japan and Southeast Asia. We started with four but Ave got
three. We still have them going, and they are paying off like the
dickens. We have four, maybe, this year.

That is it.
ANTISUBMARINE AIRCRAFT

Mr. MINSHALL. How about your antisubmarine fleet? They are
fairly new, are they not?

Admiral CONNOLLY. On our P-3's, we are doing pretty well. TheS-2 has a service life of . We have that are within the

service life, but they are right up to it.
We give the P-2, the Neptune, a service life of - :years of serv-

ice life. We have -- those that are over service life. We have
that are within that time.

We do not have any overage P-3's yet. The P-3 we give a service
life of years. We have of them, all within that service
life.

TRAINER AIRCRAFT

Mr. MINSHALL. How about your trainer aircraft?
Admiral CONNOLLY. Oh, boy.
Mr. MINSHALL. Oh, boy-what?
Admiral CONNOLLY. The TF-9J we give a service life of

years. We have - of them that are over that, and that are
within 3 years of that life. That's it.

Mr. ANDREWS. You are telling us your whole fleet is overage.
Mr. MINSHALL. What is the status of your trainer aircraft?
Admiral CONNOLLY. I gave you the TF-9. They are almost up to the

end of their service life. The T-28's are not in here. They are getting
very old, too. But the T-2C's are nowhere near service life. We are
all right on them.

Mr. MINSHALL. What are they?
Admiral CONNOLLY. The Buckeye that we are asking for this year,

the twin jet. We are using T-28C's and their average life is 13.1
years old; the T-28B is 13.9 years oid.

Mr. MINSHALL. What are you using for primary trainers?
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Admiral CONNOLLY. We have some new small airplanes that we
use with the Air Force. They are nowhere near the end of the line on
service life. The T-28 is )rimary. The primary jet is the T-2B.

Mr. MINSIIALL. What is your primary system aircraft?
Admiral CONNOLLY. The T-28.

UTILITY AND TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT

Mr1'. NINSHIALL. I do not know what your designation is for them,
but how many twin Beeches do you have?

Admiral CONNOLLY. They are called C-45's in conjunction with the
Air Force. In 1969, our UC-45's will be 24.5 years of age, and our
C-45J's will be 25.2 years of age.

Mr. ' IINSHALL. How many of those do you have? You may supply
it for the record later.

Admiral CONNOLLY. I will do that, sir.
(The information follows:)

The C-45 (all series) inventory as of 1 March 1969 was 106 aircraft.

Admiral CONNOLLY. We have been trying to retire them from
the inventory. We have really been trying to do something about this.

Mr. MINSHALL. What wil you go to instead of using the C-45's?
Admiral CONNOLLY. We have a plan, and it is a good one, which

consists of having a central scheduling office in Norfolk for everything
east of the Mississippi, and a central scheduling office in Alameda for
everything west of the Mississippi. We plan to use T-39-type airplanes
to meet everybody's needs for this kind of direct, rapid support, travel
airplanes.

We can make a big payoff. We can pay for all the airplanes we want
to get in about 5 or 6 years. We will retire all these old props. They
require a lot of maintenance, a lot of people. We have to work on
them. They take forever to do the job.

Mr. MINSHALL. What does this total up to in dollars?
Admiral CONNOLLY. Our program this year is to get hold of nine

T-39's with $14 million.
Mr. MINSHALL. You are talking about 5 years ahead, though.
Admiral CONNOLLY. I am talking about-
Mr. MINSHALL. I know what is in this budget. I wonder, as you

look down the road, what you are talking about.
Admiral CONNOLLY. I have this.
Mr. MINSHALL. Put it in the record. I think we should have it.
(The information follows:)
Navy fleet tactical support squadrons are currently operating:

C-118's.
C-130's.

--- C-131's.
CT-39E's.
Total.

Navy locally controlled transport aircraft force consists of:
C-117/C-47's.
C-54's.
C-131's.
C-121J's.
Total.

We propose to combine all these airlift assets into our existing fleet tactical
support transport squadrons which are coordinated and scheduled by four Naval
Air Logistics Control Offices (Western Pacific, east coast United States, west
coast United States, and Europe).
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To improve efficiency and reduce cost we propose introduction of jet transports
and phase out of the old aircraft with a procurement program which would span a
4-year period. In the 1975 period, the plan would have the following transports in
the force: C-i118.

C-130.
C-131.
Med Jet (Boeing 727 type).
CT-39E.
C-8.
Intermediate jet (Gulfstream If type).
Total.

The existing transports would be replaced by - modern transports.
Economics and savings indicated in the new force would amortize procurement in
less than 10 years.

Carrier on-board delivery (COD) aircraft and Marine transports have not been
included in the above totals.

LIGHT JET TRANSPORTS T-89 TYPE

Mr. ANDREWS. Admiral, in the subcommittee hearings for the fiscal
1969 supplemental appropriation, consideration was given to the pro-
curement of four TC-39C aircraft which the Navy proposed to lease
in fiscal 1969. Is there a requirement for additional aircraft of this
type? Please comment on the value of these small aircraft to your
operation, and also what the additional need is which you mentioned.

Admiral CONNOLLY. We did a series of studies with the systems
analysis people in the last 2 or 3 years in this area. This led to their
allowing us to make application to lease these airplanes in order to
show that we could get really high utilization in value from them.

Mr. ANDREWS. Describe the plane for us, briefly.
Admiral CONNOLLY. So far we have done all our demonstrating

with these three T-39's that we have gotten out West.
(Slide.) There is the airplane, sir. It is North American's Sabre-

liner.
Mr. ANDREWS. Is that twin-engine?
Admiral CONNOLLY. Yes, sir. I have an answer here which is more

efficient.
Mr. MINSHALL. What do those cost you per copy?
Admiral CONNOLLY. We can get nine for $14 million. That is not

flyaway. That is complete with support. A little over a million dollars
apiece.

Mr. ANDREWS. Proceed.
Admiral CONNOLLY. Yes.
Additional light turbine jet transports are needed to implement the

Navy's response airlift concept. These aircraft would be assigned to
fleet tactical support transport squadrons, and would provide timely
and responsive air transportation for key personnel and small amounts
of hi h-riority cargo. Key personnel include technical representatives,
accident investigators, briefing teams, aircraft structural repair and
analysis teams, and so forth.

In addition to the four aircraft which we would like to obtain-
Mr. ANDREWS. Are the four by lease?
Admiral CONNOLLY. We sought them by lease, yes, sir. It is our

understanding that the other body does not consider lease to be
profitable.,.- t o b dce

Mr. ANDREWS. Proceed.'
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Admiral CONNOLLY. In addition to the four aircraft which we would
like to obtain through 1969 supplemental funding, we also had hopes
to obtain five more in the fiscal year 1970 budget. This would allow
us to begin rapid response airlift throughout the Navy.

The total Navy and Marine requirement for aircraft of this type
is estimated at operational aircraft. These jets would be
centrally located and scheduled, and would replace older propeller-
driven C-47, C-117, and 0-154 aircraft which are presently assigned
and operated by individual air stations. This permits a tradeoff of
about 2) propeller aircraft for one jet, thus.providing increased effi-
ciency at lower overall airlift cost.

Mr. MINSHALL. What is the Navy configuration on one of these?
Admiral CONNOLLY. Just seats.
Mr. MINSHALL. How many?
Admiral CONNOLLY. It is not plush. The T-39's are to ferry pilots,

primarily, to reduce the combat aircraft pipeline. The faster we get
the ferry pilots across to pick up the planes and move them, the less
of them are in pipeline. Then the five are the stretched version.

The combined bill for the four that we want to get now, and the
five later, is $11.554 million, and the initial spares are $2.1 million.
So, the whole bill is $13.654 million. They carry eight passengers.

SAVINGS RESULTING FROM PROCUREMENT OF VT-39

Mr. ANDREWS. If the Congress provided funding for additional
VT-39's in fiscal 1970, would you be able to reduce your fiscal 1970
funding as a result of the aircraft which you propose to retire? You
may comment on that for the record, and supply whatever savings
you will achieve.

Admiral CONNOLLY. All right, sir. I will do that.
(The information follows:)

It had been previously pro osed to retire 12 C-1 17/C-47 aircraft for five CT-39E
aircraft in fiscal year 1970. The total annual operating cost of the 12 C-117/C-47
aircraft is, approximately $5 million while the total annual operating costs of the
five CT-39E aircraft is less than $2.5 million. It is not possible to recover the
difference in these total operating costs the first year because of the significant
amount of money tied up in airframe rework, engine overhaul, and aviation
spares. However, it has been determined that approximately $1 million could be
reduced from fiscal year 1970 funding as a result of this "tradeoff." After the first
year this savings would exceed $2.5 million per year and would produce total 10-
year systems savings in excess of $16.4 million.

In fiscal year 1968, the first year we leased the three CT-39E to replace five
C-54 aircraft, we saved over $500,000. This fiscal year we have saved over $1
million and by the end of next year we expect the savings of operating these three
aircraft to amortize the original procurement cost. In addition to saving money
our existing rapid response airlift system is many times more effective than the
previous operation of five locally controlled C-54's.

Mr. LIPSCOMB. Just for clarification, inasmuch as this plane has
come up, in the program book for "Procurement," on page 3, for fiscal
year 1969, line 33, is shown three of these VT-39E's at $2.8 million.

as that in your procurement program for fiscal year 1969? _
Admiral CONNOLLY. Yes, sir. They are , the ones we leased the year

before. By proving that they were worth it, we were allowed to buy
those. -

Mr. LIPSCOMB. When did you get authorization? Was it in last
year's bill?
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Admiral GADDIS. It was in last year's budget.
Mr. LIPscoMB. It was authorized?
Admiral GADDIS. Yes, sir.
Admiral CONNOPLY. In 1968 we leased them. In 1969, we were

allowed to put them in our budget. They were authorized and
appropriated.

Mr. LIPSCOMB. You have none in fiscal year 1970?
Admiral CONNOLLY. We had to go through the leasing routine again.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. Did you make a request and it was cut out?
Admiral CONNOLLY. It carried all the way through the Navy. It

went downstairs in the Navy budget. It was removed only at the very
last in late December.

AIRCRAFT UNDER CONTRACT AND IN PRODUCTION

Mr. ANDREWS. How many aircraft are under contract and in pro-
duction through fiscal year 1969? You may supply that for the record.

Admiral CONNOLLY. I think the answer to that would be 440,
wouldn't it?

Mr. ANDREWS. 440?
Admiral CONNOLLY. That is what was authorized in this year's

budget.
Admiral GADDIS. No; this is all aircraft ordered but undelivered.

:So it could be from prior years.
Mr. ANDURWs. Supply if for the record.
Admiral GADDIS. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
As of April 30, 1969, there were 1,088 aircraft under contract and in production

.utilizing fiscal year 1969 and prior year funds.

RA-5C VIGILANTE AIRCRAFT

Mr. ANDREWs. Last year we discussed the fact that the Navy
entered into a multiyear, fixed-price contract for the RA-5C Vigilante
reconnaissance aircraft, and that the company assured the Secretary
.of the Navy the price of the aircraft would remain the same for the
-full buy,.,

In fiscal year 1969, the Navy was provided a total of $118.5 million
for the procurement of aircraft, which is about - million
per aircraft, including advance procurement money.

In fiscal year 1970, you are requesting $60.6 million for 10 additional
aircraft, which i4 a little more than $6 million per aircraft excluding
.advafice procurement money. Why has the cost of this aircraft nowincreased? 1 . ..., , , ' -, 1

Admiral CONNOLLY. The major portion of the unit cost increase
,of million over the. fiscal year 1969 cost of,  - million,
that is, - , . million to million, in fiscal year 1970 results
rom, amortizing $10 million of special support equipment for the

U.S.S. Nimitz over ....... aircraft. When we get a new ship and we
,put spociaJ support equipment in that ship; the airplane pays the
prie of buying the special support equipment for that ship.

pSo, it costs $10 ilon for the special support equipment to go in
Athe' Nimitz.



Mr. ANDREWS. Are you telling us the aircraft itself did not cost
any more than originally?

Admiral CONNOLLY. That accounts for million of the
I million.

Another part of the increase reflects the million procurement
cost of six units of modular reconnaissance equipment, also amortized
over aircraft. So, there was another purchase of equipment
that was a charge to the airplanes.

The remainder of the increase results from the incorporation of an
all-weather carrier landing system. This is an increase in the price of
the airplane. And an air traffic control IFF which we had to put in for
safety. This equipment, again, is spread over the production
aircraft.

Mr. ANDREWS. Then is it correct to say, Admiral Connolly, that the
contractor lived up to the assurance given the Secretary of the Navy
that the price of the aircraft would remain the same for the total buy?

Admiral CONNOLLY. Yes, sir; it is fair to say that. As a matter of
fact, the price of the airframe actually decreased. He will not charge
as much for the airframe as last year. There is a little gain on the learn-
ing curve. That is all that amounts to.

MIr. ANDREWS. What is the unit cost and flyaway cost of the RA-5C
aircraft for fiscal years 1965, 1968, and 1969, and the estimated cost for
fiscal year 1970?

You may supply that for the record.
Admiral CONNOLLY. All right, sir.
(The information follows:)

There was no procurement of RA-5C's in fiscal year 1965. The following unit
cost information is provided for fiscal years 1968, 1969, and 1970:

i

[Dollar amounts in thousands

Quantity Unit Total
Fiscal year procured flyaway flyaway

1968.... ...................................... - -576
1969 .......................................... - -1,792
1970................ ............................ 10 6,044 60,440

Mr. ANDREWS. 'As of January 1969, a total of 43 RA-SC aircraft
piocured, in fiscal year 1965 and prior years had beendelivered to the
Navy. An additional 12 were funded iu fiscal year 1968, ----- more
were funded in fiscal year 1969, and funds for another 10 are in the
fiscal year 1970 budget.

There are no advance procurement funds in the fiscal year 1970
budget. D6es this mean that this is the last buy of this aircraft?

Admiral CONNOLLY. Mr. Andrews, it could mean that. We have
not yet decided how we are going to carry through until we get
another reconnaissance aircraft. That is the reason we have no
lend-time money ahead beyond the 10 in this budget.

We have had this RA-SC a long time now. We are looking at it
now. We think a reconnaissance version of the would be'a
very good thing to wnrk on. It is very likely that we will develop a
reconpai sance version of the to replace the RA-5C.
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If we do not buy any more RA-SC's and we have to wait a while
before there is an depending on our attrition and operational
losses, we can go continually with the RA-5C or, if we should have
to do something, we have the RF-4 which could be used as an interim
airplane, and it is a good one.

So, our situation with respect to the RA-5C, I do not consider to
be very serious. A

A-6A INTRUDER AIRCRAFT

Mr. ANDREWS. Now we shall talk about the A-6 Intruder aircraft.
In the last 2 fiscal years, the Navy has been funded A-6A

Intruder aircraft. In fiscal year 1970, you are requesting $62.5 million
for 12 additional aircraft.

Are these 12 ,to replace combat losses in Vietnam?
Admiral CONNOLLY'. We wil: not lose A-6's in Vietnam

unless the war heats up a lot and we have bad luck.
Mr. ANDREWS. Put something in the record about your aircraft

losses in Vietnam is the last 12 months.
Admiral CONNOLLY. All right, sir.
(The information requested is classified and was supplied to the

Committee.)
Mr. AN'DREWS. Since that time you have not carried out any missions

over North Vietnam.
Admiral CONNOLLY. I would like to straighten that out so the

committee clearly understands it.
We continue to fly monitoring reconnaissance flights over North

Vietnam. The reconnaissance airplanes are accompanied by fighters.
They are given adequate protection. So, occasionally they get shot at.

Mr. MINSHALL. What are they shot at by?
Admiral CONNOLLY. Mostly by triple A; but there have been some

SAM's. I will amplify that for the record.
(The material supplied is classified.)
Mr. ANDREWS. What is your information about the antiaircraft

capability of North Vietnam as of today? A man who seems to be
knowledgeable told me recently that within the last 12 months there
had been a terrific buildup of antiaircraft capability in North Vietnam,
and that it was very heavily fortified, especially around the cities.

Adrmiral CONNOLLY. That is right. That is what'we think. We
think they are among the best antiaircraft gunners in the world.
They' have had plenty of experience.

Mr. MINSALL. 'TPhese'aircraft were shot at at what altitude?
Admiral CONNOLLY. We have been using the RA-50 in ordei to

g& 'tie kifid of pictures vwe want, feet Or below, down as
1ow as feet.,
'Mr. ANDRVWS. Have you lost any from antiaircraft?
Adibira CoNNOLIY- I have just been handed a note., Are you

talking about A- 6?
Mr. ANDREWS. Aih kina of aircraft.
AdmirtaIC-DNOLLY. I have bean talking RA-5C.
We hve lost A-6's in the last 12 months.
,Mr. Mwsn*Li; -.Sincethe bbmbing halt?.
Mr. ANtnhEW. That is what 'he is talking about,' the last 12 iibnths.
Admiral CONNOLLY. since the bombing halt.
Mr. MINSHALL. Where have they been lost?
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(Off the record.)
Mr. IINSHALL. Have you lost any over North Vietnam?
Admiral CONNOLLY. We have lost one RA-5C over North Vietnam,

and had another badly damaged.
Mr. iMINSHALL. Or the DMZ?
Admiral CONNOLLY. No, sir.
Have you lost any over the DMZ?
General MCCUTCHEON. No.
Mr. ANDREWS. What is the total Navy inventory of A-6A's as well

as the number currently under contract? You may supply that for
the record.

Admiral CONNOLLY. I have it, sir.
(The information is classified and has been provided to the com-

mittee.)
PUBLICATIONS IN SUPPORT OF A-6A AIRCRAFT

Mr. ANDREWS. Last year you l)rogralned $3,769,000 for the pro-
curement of publications in support of the A-6A aircraft. How much
was actually required for this purpose?

Admiral WALKER. $4.4 million is currently programed for publica-
tions in fiscal 1969. The additional $300,000 was required to fund these
testing and troublesiting m-inuals.

Mr. ANDREWS. Ho\ much are you requesting in fiscal year 1970 for
A-6A publications?

Admiral WALKER. The fiscal 1970 requirement for A-6A iblica-
tions is $2 million. This is required for the following: Updating )ubli-
cations to the fiscal 1970 aircraft configuration, and providing revised
and new publications for changes which were approved in fiscal 1970;
revise existing airframe, accessory and suI)port equipment publica-
tions in conformance With fleet and repair activity recommendations
for new and better methods of repair and maintenance procedures.

We are also required to change naval aviation training and operating
l)rocedures standardization program manuals.

Mr. ANDREWS. Where do you get your publications manuals?
Admiral WALKER. Where do we get the publications----
Mr. ANDREWS. And manuals.
Admiral WALKER. We get them principally from the manufacturers

of the' airplane, because they ;are by far the best qualified activities
to provide them for us.

Mr. ANDREWS. It sounds like a lot of money for publications coming
from the manufacturer of the plane.

Admiral WALKER. The publications are quite expensive, sir, whenyou consider that a great deal of technical.knowlege has to go into
the preparation.

Mr. ANDREVS. Do you have to have a separate set for each separate
plane?

Admiral WALKER, No, sir. This is true for some of the publications
but not most of them, It depends on the number of activities and
ites which are required to support the aircraft.

Mr. ANDREWS .And it goes in'the cockpit?
Admiral WALKER. No. These publications include manuals which:

are used by the maintenance personnel, by the pilots, by the ordnance
personnel, the avioncs personnel, the loading crews.

Mr. ANDREWS. You may elaborate on that in the record.
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(The information follows:)
The A-6A presents a typical example of the quantity and type of publications

required to support a modern aircraft. Proper A-6A operational and maintenance
support requires a total of 956 technical manuals, checklists, and test tapes of
which 537 are applicable solely to the A-GA aircraft. These manuals total 149,337
pages of technical information and are broken down as follows:

Number of Numberof
manuals pages

Aircraft operations manuals covering flight and tactical data .......................... 4 1,700
Aircraft maintenance manuals covering structure, landing gear, hydraulics, pneumatics,

electrical equipment, avionics, armament, etc ..................................... 58 25,968
Illustrated parts breakdowns identifying peculiar and standard replacement parts-....... 23 6,700
Component repair manuals covering electronics, armament, Instruments and electro-

mechanical equipment ......... .. 190 10,268
Ground support and test equipment operation and repair manuals ..................... 123 34,788
Operational and test tapes and associated checklists ................................. 139 30,163

Total applicable to A--6A only ............................. 537 109,587
Manuals common with other aircraft models, such as engine and other Government-

furnished equipment manuals .................................................. 419 39,750

Grand total ............................................................... 956 149,337

Admiral WALKER. I would like to mention one thing which may
bear on this, sir.

If you take as an example the A-6A which we have been talkIng
about, the total number of manuals which are produced and apply
only to this model aircraft is 956 separate publications, which include
150,000 pages for one model of airplane.

Mr. ANDREWS. You almost have to have a library for each airplane.
Admiral WALKER. You do have to have that, sir. Of course, there

is a lot of money involved, and some of the pages that go into these
manuals may total as much as $100 a page for intricate circuit diagrams
or hydraulic system drawings.

If you take the entire amount of money that is put out for publica-
tions and divide it by the number of pages in the publications, you
find that the average cost per page is less than 1 cent a page.

Mr. ANDREWS. Y ou go from $100 a page to 1 cent a page?
Admiral WALKER. Some of them are very cheap, but somc of them

are expensive, and they must be so because of the fact that it is very
important that your detailed avionics drawings,. for instance, be
absolutely correct.

Mr. ANDREWS. It is, most important. I was just questioning the
need for so many manuals when they are all the same and all dealing
with the same plane, why, you have to -have such a wide distribution.

Admiral WALKER. There is not a 'tremendously wide distribution,
sir. It is the variety of different kinds of publications.

COMPETITIVE PROCUREMENT OF PUBLICATIONS

Mr. ANDREWS. LUst year we discussed the' fact that the Navy
breaks out publications for competitive procurement whenever pos-
sible, Have you increased competition in publication procurement for
all, aircraft?
.A.dmiral WALKE3R. Sir, the trend to competitive procurement wasmitiated in fiscal 1966 and ha been expanded to the present time.
It is the, pey, within kavAir andthe ob ee buy competitively
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as many technical publications and publication services as is practical
while still obtaining a technically sound publication in the required
time frame.

Mr. ANDREWS. Are you trying to get competition?
Admiral WALKER. Yes, sir; we are moving in that direction.
Mr. ANDREWS. I wish you would put something in the record

about what success you have had and how much, if any, money
you have saved because of your efforts.

Admiral WALKER. We will do that. The trend is in that direction,
and I will provide the details for the record.

(The information follows:)
The Navy policy and objective is to buy competitively as many technical

publications and publication services as practical while still obtaining a tech-
nically sound publication in the required time. When it has been determined
that complete technical publications cannot be procured competitively, the ele-
ments of the work, such as preparation, printing, etc., are evaluated to determine
possible areas of competition.

The emphasis on competitive procurement, which was initiated in fiscal year
1966, has been continued. Examples of our programs for increased competitive
procurement are:

(a) The policy that all presswork, which represents approximately 18
percent of the cost of technical publications, must be procured through
competitive Government Printing Office contracts. This action was initiated
in fiscal year 1966, expanded in fiscal year 1967, and became standard pro-
cedure during fiscal year 1968.

(b) A test program has been established at the Naval Air Technical
Services Facility to procure two sets of publications, which cover electronic
test equipment, directly from subcontractors rather than the A-6A prime
contractor. This program will be evaluated and expanded if deemed practical.

(c) Another program to develop competition involved assigning tasks to
publication contractors rather than prime contractors when feasible. Costs
are lower because basic hourly rates for publications contractors average
less than prime contractor rates. However, these contracts are used only
when a complete data package is available or the time element is not critical.

The following is indicative of the trend toward using publications contractors
rather than prime contractors.

Number of
Fiscal year tasks Amount

1967 ................................................................. 7 $232,000
1968 .............................................................. 54 67,00001969 ...................................................................... 40 '670, 000

The decrease in fiscal year 1969 results from the critical need to update the
publications for one of our first-line aircraft which caused a substantial portion of
the technical publications funds to be directed to a single airframe manufacturer.
Wc expect to reverse this trend in fiscal year 1970 when the emphasis on expanding
this type of contracting will be continued. For example, a new system for in-house
evaluation of changes to technical publications for out-of-production equipment is
being initiated. It is expected that this system will result in an increase in the
number of changes to be prepared by publication contractors rather than by
prime equipment contractors.

Mr. MINSHALL. The question is always asked: I would like to
know what you asked for on your shopping list in the way of aircraft,
what you did not get, and what your priorities would be if you we,'e to
pick up some of those things you did not get.

Admiral CONNOLLY. Yes, sir. I have it. I will be ready.
NMr. MINSHALL. You probably have that already.
Admiral CONNOLTY. Yes sir; it is all set.
Mr. MINSHALIL. Thank you.
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(The information follows:)
The following is a comparison of fiscal year 1970 aircraft procurement con.

tained in the present budget and that which the Navy requested in its budget
submission to the Secretary of Defense on September 30, 1968:

PROCUREMENT, AIRCRAFT AND MISSILES, NAVY

(Dollars in millions

Navy submit Present budget Difference

Items Number Dollars Number Dollars Number Dollars

Combat A/C (B.A. 1) ................

A-4M ..........................
RA-5C .........................
A-6A ..........................
EA-6B .........................
KA-6D .........................
A-7E ..........................
AV-6B (HARRIER) ..............
F-4J ...........................
F-14A .........................
CH-46E ........................
CH-53A ........................
A-IJ .........................
UH-IL/N .......................
P-3C ----------------........
Adv procurement..........

Airlift A/C (B.A. 2) .................. 27

C-2A ..........................
CT-39E ........................
C-130E ........................
C-140 (tpe)............
C-4/C-9 (type)..: .........
Adv procurement ...........................

Trainer A/C (B.A.3) .................

T-2C ... ..... .................
TA-4J ........................

Adv procurement ...........................

763 2,678 327 1,350 -436 -1,328

117 49 69 -29
78 10 61 -2

206 12 62 -36
262 12 180 -7
62 20 58 1-4

357 27 100 -116
12 42 +12

"3i5" 34 146 -66
280 6 225 ............
187 60 109 -48
218 -- _-_---------------- -96

24 ..................... -- 30
44 62 34 -5

260 23 198 -9
248 ............ 66 --- _------

88 8 37 -19 -51

8 37 ............
................. . ...... -6
................. ...... 6
........................ -5

----------------. - 2
----.--.---.-.....-..--.-..------...

225 218 104 110 -121

24 16 -17 -10
75 87 -53 -60

........................ -45 -19
........................ -6 -15

54 ........................
S........... 3 ............ 4

Other A/C (B.A.4) ................... 32 105 1 9 -31 -96

EC-130Q .......................
UH-3D .........................
P-3 (magnet) ................... 1
Adv procuremen! ...........................

6 -48
-25 -45

9.......................
.................................... -3

Aircraft mod (B.A.5) .............................

Aircraft spares (B.A.6) ......... .........
A/C supt EQ and FAC (B.A.7)...............

Total A/C programs ...........

665 ............

930 .......
125 .......

326 ............ -339
568.............-362

... 568 ............ -362
..... 99 ............ -26

440 2,499 -607 -2,310

'The Office of the Secretary of Defense transferred funds to aircraft modification (B.A.5) to convert - A-6A's
to KA-GD's,

The following list shows the priority Navy would assign if it were permitted to
procure some of the items in its September submit which were disapproved in the
resentt budget:

ORDER OF PRIORITY

(The information is classified and was supplied to the committee.)
Mr. ANDREWS. We will adjourn until 10 o'clock tomorrow.

-48
-17

-144
-82
1 -4

-257
+42

-189
-55
-78

-218
-24
-10
-62

-182

-2
-7

-20
-12
-7
-3

-108

1,047 4,109
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FRIDAY, MAY 9, 1969.

SKEPTICISM WITH RESPECT TO MILITARY

Mr. MAHON. Before we start into the further discussion of procure-
ment of aircraft and missiles for the Navy, I would like to have you
)hilosophize a bit about the low estate of the Department of Defense,
including the Navy, which apparently exists at this time.

We are all familiar with the ebb and flow of public opinion. At times
the administration, the President, is on top of the heal) and well
received with a high rating; at times Congress is on top of the heap,
applauded by the columnists and the media; at times the military are
on top of the heap and receive the plaudits of the people generally.
This is a condition which has always existed and will continue, in my
opinion, to exist. I think at this time there is a special feeling of
frustration and skepticism on the part of the Congress and on the part
of the country with respect to the military

Now, it is fashionable these days to blame everything, including
problems on college campuses, on the war in Vietnam. No doubt,
the war in Vietnam does have an impact on the people-and should
have, but I think we just cannot blame everything on the state of
mind which is, to some extent, generated by the war.

Admiral Connolly, are you aware or do you agree that there is an
unusual amount of skepticism at this time in regard to the policies
and procedures, the programs, and the competence of the military?

Admiral CONNOLLY. Yes, sir; very much so.
Mr. MAHON. Now, Meinbers of Congress tend to say-and they

have said this for 20 to 25 years-that if you could just find all the
waste in the Pentagon-in Defense-you could save huge sums
running into the billions.

Whenever there is a desire to reduce expenditures the tendency is to
say: "Take it out of the hides of the military." To borrow a wordfrom
Dan Flood: "Those jokers just spend money like there was no limit."
It is said: "Well, think of all the waste that they have generated. They
start a program and then they stop it. They start programs before
they count the costs and before they are sure that the programs will
be effective." Now, at times, such as on the Skybolt, for example, the
administration comes along and cancels a program, and upsets a foreign
country such as England. There are policies involved here for which
the uniformed military people have very little responsibility, I would
say.

I do not remember the exact figure, but I think in the last 15 years
the Defense Department has canceled out about $8 billion worth of
programs. About half a billion dollars went down the drain quite a
number of years ago on a great big Navy plane. What was that? I am
not talking about the F-111B.

AdmiralCONNOLLY. The P6M.
XMr. MkION. Yes; it was a big plane. This is just one of many pro-

grams in Defense that has gone down the drain.
So I would like you to tell us what your answer is, in a philosophical

and a general way, not speaking so much of the Navy, but of Defense
generally; what is your answer to those who feel so skeptical about the
management policies of the Defense Department?
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Admiral CONNOLLY. Well, we give an awful lot of thought to it,
Mr. Chairman, among ourselves, and I think you know we really are
aghast at the cost of things. We are just startled by them because we
are essentially men who do not deal in big sums of money and do not
have big salaries. We talk in millions all day long and go home and
balance our checkbooks down to the penny.

There are several reasons that we have gotten in the shape we are in.
We have been maintaining a very large military force now for over 20
years, with tremendous commitments. There has been a steady increase
in the cost of everything. Our pay, the food that you buy, the gasoline
and the oil, spare parts, everything has cost more. The weapons
systems have become more sophisticated because of the conditions
that they are being designed to cope with. We have entered upon a
number of programs that were fairly large and it was very difficult to
know in advance how expensive they would become. But the main
reason that I think we have gotten in the shape we are in is that there
has been a tremendous erosion of authority and responsibility.

I feel this way because when I look around and ask: "Where did we
do well?" and "Where did we do badly?" I find that we did very well
where the authority and the responsibility were clearly placed in one
man or one group, subject to checks; but lie really was the boss.
Admiral Raborn, assisted by Adm. Levering Smith, did a fantastic job
of putting Polaris together in 5 years. The responsibility was clearly
his, as was the authority. He was briefed, he was trusted, and lie
produced. He put together the biggest technical team that had ever
been put together in my knowledge, probably just as big a technical
team as was put together for the atomic weapon.

Where we have gotten into trouble, it seems to me, is where the
fellows that were carrying out the job did not make the decisions.
The F-Ill is just a perfect-example o this. There were too many cooks
managing the broth.

Mr. MAHON. Now, I would like to agree that the F-111B was aflop but that is only a. frament of this whole picture.
Admiral CONNOLLY. That is right, sir.
Mr. MAHON. The plane, the P6M; the waste in that case was not

brought about by lack of concentrated responsibility, I would think.
Admiral CONriOxLLY. No, sir. That was an ambitious program. It

is my'belief that although the airplane had certain technicaldifficulties,
its principal problem we.s that its mission evaporated. The technical
problems could'have been overcome, in time. Its role, however, as a
sea based strategic deterrent force was taken over by the fast moving
and successful Polaris program. I am not the most informed person
on it however because I was not around..

Mr. MAHON. N'; I realize that. Then another program was the
3-T's. '1i do not know that the lack of unified authority played an
important role in the problems with the 3-T's which was, for a time,
an inglorious flop, very expensive. Congress was very much ' misled
as to wthat. this weapon system would do. For a long time it would not

-wQrk. Now. how do we explain that? We explained theF-IiIB but
,let's moe t ,, other systemS.'Let's explain these other thigs. What

probablY is -wrbng? Is there anythifig wrong? Is this inevitable?
Admiral 0 OLL,. Well, my view of the period from about 1948

to around 1960 was 6 period in which, conceptually avionics systems



were seen to be able to do great things, in such systems as the 3-T's
but the realization of them was a whole lot harder than men had
realized.

In aviation, Mr. Chairman, we bought a lot of black boxes in the
form of radars, scanning equipment, communication gear, and fire
control gear. We put them in our airplanes, we flew them around and
unfortunately we did not have very much success with them for a
long time because knowledge about avionics systems was not wide-
spread enough. We in the Navy, our mechanics and our officers
just did not really know how to work with this gear, how to fix it.
So we did use bad judgment, we did buy equipment that we were not yet
ready to employ, not in its entirety, although there were always fine
exceptions proving that we could do well. But we have gotten past
that stage.

Lest I give the wrong impression Mr. Chairman, the period of the
1950's was not characterized by a rash of failures. Nuclear propulsion
came in strong and successfully. A whole family of nuclear weapons
from fractional kiloton to multimegaton yields was developed and
introduced into our inventory. Propellor airplanes gave way to jets.
In 1956 a U.S. Navy developed Crusader fighter became the first
operational aircraft to attain 1,000 miles per hour in level flight. I
might add also that we are still flying the Crusader in combat opera-
tioms in Vietnam, 14 years after it first flew. The Sidewinder missile
also was developed and introduced and became the first guided missile
to shoot down an airplane in combat when used by the Chinese
Nationalist Air Force in the late fifties.

I do not like to live too much, Mr. Chairman, by the successes and
failures of the past. I think the Navy-and I am talking to my own
particular area a little bit more than perhaps you want me to-I
think we have done pretty well in naval aviation in two areas: we
have advanced many new things in the form of weapons, and aircraft,
as well as support for these aircraft and weapons, and still stayed
pretty well on the line. It was not by accident that practically every
weapon in the free world arsenal came out of the Naval Air Systems
Command, OP-05, and the Naval Weapons Center at China Lake.
It is not by accident that the F-4 is the best fighter going today. We
have developed good contractors in industry who understand about
building good systems.

Mr. MAHON. There are, of course, examples of outstanding success
such as the F-4, but of course the press and the critics do not con-
centrate on those. It is the 3-T's or something else that they concentrate
on. How do we rationalize the 3-T's?

Admiral CONNOLLY. The mistake we made there, Mr. Chairman,
is this-and to me it may be a bad one, but it is an understandable
one-we built and converted a lot of ships, based on being missile
ships, up to 75. Admiral Arleigh Burke was a tremendous proponent
of getting good new, modern ships following World War II and during
his 6 years as CNO. These ships were all built with the idea that
they were going to carry Terrier, Tartar, or Talos. So they settled
in on a design, a launcher, a fire control system, radars, and so
on. Then when these components proved to be not good enough to
do the job we already had made a hell of a commitment in these
ships, most of the money we came up here and asked you for over a
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period of years was to straighten out and fix, while going along and
doing. It is my impression that we now are, with respect to tile
3-T's, far ahead of what anybody hoped we would be when they
started the program. The 3-T's are far better today; as a matter
of fact, Tales is prett spectacular.

Mr. MAHON. Off thile record.
(Discussion off the record.)

REBUILDING OF CONFIDENCE IN DEFENSE PROCUREMENT JUDGMENT

Mr. MAHON. Admiral Connolly, I would like to bring up anothe,'
facet of this overall situation. By the time a weapon is comileted it
seems to be obsolescent and all manner of lew electronic imlrove-
ments are needed. You hardly get. it built, before you start rebuilding
it. People are saying as to the ABMR -and I support going along with11
the ABAM certainly until we see what can be worked out with the
Soviet Union toward some sort of accommodation on this issue---but
they say the ABM would be out of date before it AN-as produced and
installed, and probably would not work anyway.

This is the sort of feeling with respect to a lot of our weapons pro-
grams. How are you going to build greater confidence on the part of
the Congress, in the judgment of the Defense peol)1e, in matters of
l)rocurement?

Take the C-5A and all the controversy which has been surfaced
in the press. There is just so much of this'that Members of the Con-
gress and of the American community, in my opinion, are very low
in their esteem for those who run these programs. What can you do
about it? What can the Navy do about it? What can the Defense
Department do about it? What can Congress do about it?

Admiral CONNOLLY. One of the principal causes of obsolescent
equipment being in our inventory is delay in introduction into tie
combat units. Sometimes delay is'a result of development or produe-
tion difficulties greater than those anticipated. Nevertheless, a prime
source of delay is the repetitive requirement for study and restudy of a
program before approval is granted. As you know, Mr. Chairman
combat arms are most effective when they are more advanced or have
reater capabilities than those the opposition has or is expected to

have. An example of what I'm talking about is in electronic warfare.
Because of repeated delays in getting approval for the EA6B, we have
had to continually modernize and up-date an obsolescent bomber,
the A-3, for this role.

As to the charges that most defense weapons programs are poorly
run or unsuccessful, my answer to you would be let's examine the tot-il
picture. Let's not keep beating the same old dog" to death, the ones
that were wrong, If necessary, a better analysis than I am giving this
morning could be given for the three T's program or the P6M prob-
lem, but if you put down the successes alongside the failures you will
see that we have had many successes, We have built a fleet of the
finest nuclear submarines that anybody could hope for and it works.
Our tests of Polaris have worked, worked brilliantly. The very con-
tractors that were taking a licking in some of these areas from the
presg, the very contractors that have been picked on for being bad
examples of theimilitary/industrial complex were the contractors, who

, . I
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contributed greatly to the successes; for instance-Lockheed. Lockheed
Swas the prime contractor for Polaris. Their engineers put the Polaris
program together from all karts of this country's skill, the scientific
coinmnity, university work-, laboratory work, and engineering, and
did a brilliant job of expanding at the same time. Now, North meri-
can Rockwell has been taking a licking on the Mk. 2 avionics for the
F-111 but. I would like to point out that North American Rockwell
also was the prime contractor that put Apollo around the moon last
Christmas Eve when we were all pretty thrilled about its success.

The A-7 went from contract to combat in the record time of 44
months, thanks to Ling-Temco-Vought. We in the Navy have intro-
duced more new aircraft, more new weapons in the last 3V2 years
than at any period in the Navy's history, including World War II or
Korea or any other. time; not only more but also good ones.

We have done some outstanding work. We have suffered also and
I get real unhappy about this point: We put in a request for mney
to do a program. It goes down to the OSD on the third floor in our
process of getting our'ludget together and invariably Systems Analysis
savs one of two things: Either you can have that number or units of
airplanes or whatever, but you do not need that much monev; or
you cannot have that number of airplanes or units and then they
reduce the money still further.

So we get a kind of Hobson's choice. We know in our hearts and
we believe we are right, the requirement is there for this e(uil)ment.
So we take the choice and do the best. we can with it. But what happens
is we start. out in a shortfall position.

Now, iii aviation we are a little bit better off because if we start
running out of money, we know we haven't enough money to cover it,
and you have seen this, we buy fewer airplanes. It is awfully hard,
however, to buy part of a ship. ONce you start a ship and it. turns out
you do not have enough money, you camot say "I will take three-
quarters of a ship."

Mr. MAHON. rhe overruns in ships have been fantastic at, times.
Admiral CONNOLLY. Yes, sir.
Mr. MAii-ON. That is one of the reasons for the breakdown in

confidence.
Admiral CONNOLLY. Well here again, the picture isn't as black as it

has been painted. While we all are upset now about deficits in ship
construction funds several years ago we had consistent surl)luses relat-
ing to ship construction. As a result, money was transferred out, of the
SCN appropriation to avoid these surpluses. This happened about 5
years ago, at the same time the inflatiomary trend started to gallop.
These two things have combined to form a iarge part of the ship con-
struction funding deficits now so prominent.
The other thing is-and, Mr. Chairman, I will not keel) going o-

but I want to remind the Congress that a combination of military
men, Congressmen, and the executive branch who were really the
citizen/military combination turned to and in slightly more than 3
years defeated enemies in Africa, the Mediterranean, Ittaly, Europe,
supported the Soviets, the ]British, helped other Allies, 'went across
the Pacific, saved Australia, New Zealand, went back into the Philip-
pines and defeated the Japanese. This really took slightly over 3
years because from December 7, 1941, we did not make our first return
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effort until the spring of 1942. The Navy made its first real bid in
the Battle of the Coral Sea in May-3 years later the war was over
in Europe and 3 months later it was all over. Our military arms were
totally victorious, we all turned to.

The military people, not only did the planning, they also did the
procurement, together with many great people from the business
world that came and helped them. But since World War II we have
had a succession of experts-managerial experts, people who knew
more about everything than we did and in almost every area-I
hesitate to say this, but I have no example that I can turn to and say,
"Well, this really did work better. The commander of the Naval Air
System Command really was able to get a better airplane out or a
better weapon out." No, we have gotten our military products from
our good contractors, from our good Navy laboratories. Sure, we've
gotten other things such as AD P, and software, and the country has
gone great on communications and computers, real-time displays,
et cetera. We have adapted all these management tools. But you do
not need these great tools of management if good fundamental con-
cepts and hardware systems designs are not there to manage.

Mr. MAHON. Well, Admiral, you talked about the heroic and
successful efforts of our country in war. We all take pride in this.
Victory with minimum loss of life, not economy, was the proper
objective. Yet, therein to some extent lies part of our problem because
these millions of fellows who were in this war, are now and have been
for many years citizens in civilian life vie with each other to tell tales
of examples of fantastic waste. That is one of the problems you have.
They say "Oh, I was there. It was horrible." Don't you see? They
say "waste, waste, waste, bad management." Of course, we were
successful, but these people are not now upholding the military
management. Do you get my point?

Admiral CONNOLLY. Yes, sir; and I hear that, too. But I also hear
an awful lot of men in public life and in private life who have gone on
and done well, coming and saying how well we do things, how much
confidence they have in us. Many men have 'some up to me this last
year to say "Admiral, you and the Navy stay steady. Hold your
steady ground. Do not lose your confidence. You are one of the stable
forces in our country. You are one of the strong organizations whose
patriotism, whose dedication, and whose competence are needed."
Now, we are not Fancy Dans. We do not outslick people. We are not
our own best witnesses. We do not have public relations agents. We
take our licking, and we take a pretty bad licking over things like
Pueblo. A lot of these things are hard to take. But what happens? We
have the finest crop of young officers I think our country could ever
turn to, proven in the Vietnam war.

Mr. MAHON. But if they are going to be low rated by the public
they are not going to stay with the Navy and with the other military
services.

Admiral CONNOLLY. There are not very many of us that are weakenough to give in to that. We think the public is going to turn-around.
But you cannot invoke arms like we have done in Vietnam and lose
more than 34,000 or 35,000 young men and bave people in this country
like it.

I do not like it.
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As a final point, Mr. Chairman, although you essentially dismissed
the Vietnam war from discussion after acknowledging it as a cause of
the current dissatisfaction with the military, I would caution about
underestimating it. I have been in the Navy for 40 years, 36 as a
commissioned officer. I have seen failures such as the large dirigibles,
the Akron and Macon, taken in stride as an expected price of progress
into new systems. Now it seems that any item that doesn't succeed
brilliantly must be charged to the ignorance or malfeasance of the
military. I submit that much of this attitude of intolerance and lack
of support is a direct result of the Vietnam war. The lack of success
in the war is charged directly to the military even though the war has
been managed, directed, and controlled by persons out of uniform. I
believe it is a matter of record that the military leaders wanted to
discard the gradual approach and pursue a more vigorous course.
Now I'm not here today to render a judgment as to how differently
the course of the war would have been had the advice of the military
been followed, although I have my opinion. My point here is a restate-
ment of my earlier point about responsibility and authority; the
military are held responsible for the disappointing results in Vietnam
even though they did not have the authority to run the wax as they
saw best. These disappointments over Vietnam have been translated
into a general drop in confidence in the military by the Congress and
the public.

Mr. MAHON. There is a representative here from the Defense
Department, Mr. Douglas Sinclair. Mr. Sinclair, I wish you would
take this exchange and give it to the Secretary of Defense and say that
when he and some of the other people from the services are before us
that we may discuss these kinds of issues. I would like to have an
objective presentation of the good side and the bad side of this whole
picture. The publicity principally goes to the bad side, as we all know.

I see other people with stars on their shoulders here. Would you make
any further comment, any of you? I would be glad to hear it I think
the committee would.

Admiral Walker, you are sitting there beside Admiral Connolly.
Admiral WALKER. Mr. Chairman, I have two or three points I

.would like to make. I think they are principally in emphasis of the
remarks that Admiral Connolly made. First, I would say that, having
personally been in thA Manhattan District, the atom bomb program,
during World War II, and having been personally in the Polaris pro-
gram at the beginning with Admiral Raborn, I certainly agree with
Admiral Connolly on the fact that in programs where you give
authority and responsibility to an individual or one action officer----

Mr. MAHON. I would like to interrupt at this point to point out
that General Schriever, heading up the ICBM program in the Air
Force, and Admiral Raborn with the Polaris program in the Navy,
are exceptions and not the rule. One of the problems has been that
about the time something goes sour they transfer the officer away
from his job and he is not held responsible for the overrun that takes
place or the flop that results from the failure of his program.

So the Polans is not typical at all, as I see it. Now proceed.
Admiral WALKER. No, sir; I do not speak of it as a typical program

but one which has been successful because of the unique organiza-
tion and emphasis.
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Mr. MAHON'. Yes, I agree this is right.
Admiral WALK1T . Yes, sir.
Another point that I wouhl make is, as Admiral Connolly mentioned,

we have introduced more systems recently than has been the case
hi:tlie' pat,'but I would add to that the fact ' that we have fewer in
.process thtn'l think we should. This is, of course, the result of finan-
cial restrictions that are placed on us, but there are other countries
'which may have as many as four or five tiyies the number of aircraft
programs under development as we do and w6 are therefore at some.
what of a disadvantage in our development programs.

'The idea that you mentioned, sir, about the fact that was is waste-
ful, I feel that in combat operations the principal requirement is that
we be prepared to react. This will promote equipment and support
provisions which would certainly not bring the concurrence of the
economists or the efficiency experts, but it is a fact of life that I think
"has to be recognized, that in wartime there is no way to be as efficient
as one would like to be.

Mr. Y IIoN. Of course, the winning of the war and the saving of
human lives is the chief objective, certainly. You speak of the marines.
We have heard some of the details this week of the loss of the DaNang
ammunition depot. We do not even know, I think, why it blew up),
whether it was through enemy action or what, and yet we lost, more
than $50 million worth of ammunition in one fell swoop.I mentioned this to some of my frietfds who do not work in defense
and they thought this was incredible. What about that, General?

General' McCuTMIEON. Well, I think the fire that eventually (Vo
into that ammunition dump outside DaNang started in a civilian
trash burning place some distance away and it got out of hand, and
once *t got into tie ammo dump it became a pretty big thing.

Mr MmtoN. It looks like that is a lot of ammunition to be stored
in one place, to where if a little of it went up, all of it would go up.That is what the average guy would say.

General MCUTCHEON. I am, frankly, surprised it, has not hap-
pened long before this, for other reasons. T was in Vietnam the first
yehr of the war. The one thing that I worried about more than any-
thing else was when somebody might shoot a round into the ammo
dump on DaNang Air Base. With all of the rockets that have been
fired into DaNang and various other bases around there, they have
nssed the amino dumps, by and large. Wly, I do not know, because
they are pretty good-sized targets. he military, on the other hand,
have.spread out the dumps and the ammo as much as they can, but
of course the more you spread them out the harder the job is to
defend them from infiltration attacks, and so forth. So, like most
problems, you have to compromise at some point.

Mr. MAHON., Do youi have any comment on the general philo-
sophicall discussion which we have been having here?IGeneral'McCuTcHEoN. Well, there are two points that I would
like to add. One bears on Admiral Connolly's observation of the
delegation of authority and responsibility. It seems that it is just
part of btlfrway of life and times nowadays because of the speedui.) in
commitincations and news- media reporting and everything, that
there -has been a tendency, for decisionmaking to be forced uphill
rather than being decentralized and placed at the level that really
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has all the facts to make the decision. Though some decisions go
further on up, partial decisions are made without having all the facts,
and so forth.

The second point, is that the military, per se, is not a freewheeling
estublishlent, as you know. There are civilian constraints placed on
it. I don't know of any organization that has more constraints, rules,
regulations; and other restrictions on it. It is pretty hard for an
officer these days running an outfit. to really get into deep troublebecause lie is inspected so many times by auditors, inspe.tors, and
others. The GAO is constantly going around, our own inspectors are
going around, and various special investigative bodies. Sometimes
these things grow and grow like cancer, and several years do go by
before a l)roblem is really recognized as being perhapss larger thal they
thought, but there are many p)eoj)le involved in such a mistake, not
just a few.

Mr. MAHON. Admiral Gaddis?
Admiral GADDIS. Mr. Chairman, I would like to reflect a little

bit, on the background to what I have heard my cohorts speak of
here, sir. Essentially, my comment is this. It is an inherent require-
ment in the military to so i)li and so develop your forces as to be
able to win any conflict to which you are committed. That is our
task. It therefore is absolutely essential that the weapons that we
develop be designed to be superior to ,what we expect to encounter in
the time framne that we are preparing for. This inherently forces us to
press the state of the art in weapons development.

Mr. MAHON. Right. You have )resented an excellent loint.
Admiral GADDIS. Now, in the essentially technological revolution

that has taken place since World War I-it was kicked off by all
the developments that resulted therefrom. I am talking about radar,
about jets, about ADP, if you will, computer control of weapons
systems, all are quite sophisticated. They have forced us, in pressing
the state of the art, utilizing these tools which we must use if we are
to be successful in weapons systems, to be on the verge of success or
failure in many, many programs-not all. The farmer would say
sometimes you win a few and sometimes you lose a few. I would
support Admiral Connolly, when you win it is accepted and when
you lose you are criticized.I would also add that habitually and by policy we do not talk
back. We go back and correct it if we can, and I feel we have in the
three T's, for instance; or we take our knocks and go on to the next
one as we did with the P6M.

. This is complicated by these other factors of control. The more
dollars that are committed to one weapon system the more control
everyone in the chain of command wants to have over it. This is
human and necessary. But sometimes it is also overly restrictive. I
saw the result of a presentation yesterday-you were talking about.
shipbuilding-that had the estimates developed by the pricing ex-
perts for each one of the ships involved in the cost overrun problem
in SCN been accepted, we would not have a cost overrun today. This
is the slicing a bit here and slicing a bit there and forcing youi to do
with 10 people what you know it takes 100 people to do that leads to
program shortfalls-and we recognize it.
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Mr. MARON. Well, we have well over-I do not have the figure-well
over a million civilians in, the Defense Department.

Admiral GADDIS. 1,215,000.
Mr MAHON. We have about 3,500,000 in uniform. It looks like

it is not a matter Of not having enough people; is it?
Admiral GAnDIS. I am talking about the people qualified to do"a

specific job. I am talking about such things as, in Admiral Walker's
business, who and how, many are assigned to supervise the develop.
ment of a complicated avionics system that cost $5 million a copy
for an airplane that is Worth $3 million or $4 million without it. He
-has to have good, professionally qualified people in these specialized
areas. They are hard to come by.
- Mr. M.AioN. I asked Mr. Andrews to run the committee again
today, a job which he always does well. He is very much interested
and has worked long and faithfully in the vineyard. I did feel that
with this group here, headed up by Admiral Connolly who is always
quite forthright and articulate, that it would be a good time to mention
this kind of thing which troubles me and so many others so much.
It is a source of Feat distress to those of us who work in this field.Mr. Andrews, that is all I have to say other than to say that at thispoint in the record I would be glad to have any additional views in
connection with this problem that Defense officials might wish to
present. I do not know if anybody else has any questions along this
general philosophical topic but if they do they may proceed.

VIETNAM WAR POLICY

Mr. ANDRiEWS. I have enjoyed this colloquy between you and the
Navy and the Marine witnesses. I agree that the military is in a state
of disrepute' today because of the waste pointed up in the press, com-
mitted by the military. Every man has his own idea about what is
responsible for the criticism of the Defense Department. My thought, is
this: That the reason we are having to focus on what we have been
talking about is that we are spending a tremendous amount of money
to carry on a war that we were not permitted to win.

Admiral CONN7OLLY. Your words, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ANDREWS. Now, I sat here with a thrill when you described our

accomplishments in World War Ii, and I think it was wonderful. We
at that time were fighting great armies, great countries that had air
power, sea power, and manpower, and yet we won in 4 years. Here for
the last 9 years we have been fighting a little country that does not
have a productive capability, no Navy, little or no Air Force, and we
are spending about $30 billion a year and have not won in those 9
years. And, according to the statement made by the Secretary of
State within the last 2 months before a Senate committee, we have no
objective of winning a military victory in South Vietnam. Now, if
that isn't enough to make the American people rise up in holy wrath
ainst those responsible for that condition, I don't know my A, B,

s. Do you realize that this war is the longest in the history of this
country?

Admiral CONNOLLY. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. I made a speech on the floor of the House last June

on the anniversary of the commencement of the war and reviewed
the fact that this war at that time was already longer than the Revo-
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lutionary War, the War Between the States, World War I, World
War II, and the Korean war. I stated that, in my opinion, had George
Washington and his successors run the Revolutionary War like this
one is being run we would still be under British command. It burns
me up. The only analogy that I can draw in my mind on the present
conditions is that of an expert football player on the field. He can do
everything right but he knows full well that the referee is not going to
let him cross the goal line. I do not care how many sophisticated
weapons you put (town in South Vietnam, if the policy of this Gov-
ernment does not change you will be there .40 years from now and
you still will not win. That is what, as Admiral Gaddis said, you are
supposed to do--to win a war. That is the reason the American people
are getting burned up.

Now, Mr. Lipscomb, you get it off your chest.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. 1 think my views are well known.
Mr. ANDREWS. State them.
Mr. LTPSCOMS. Mr.: Chairman, I think this kind of colloquy

with people of the knowledge, dedication and experience of Admiral
Connolly and the others on both sides of the table who have talked
on this is extremely helpful. In the period of time I have been privileged
to serve in Congress I have never been so disturbed and concerned
about the situation that faces the security and welfare of our country
today-the unjust, unreasonable, and perhaps unthoughtful attacks
on the policies of our Government and on the military in particular,and the dedicated job that the military have done.

It is my intent in the months to come to try to help the chairman
and others to find meaningful answers. I think that it is important
that we put on the record what our feelings are and also what the
facts are, because the facts will disprove, in my opinion, many of
the allegations. being made today. Some of the things that are talked
about are of course significant and important, but they are not the
whole story,

I am als o greatly concerned with the attack upon the Congress
itself and witti the allegation-I take it as an allegation-that this
committee, which I consider a great committee headed by George
Mahon, has not done'the job necessary to maintain an adequate and
efficient military force posture with which to defend our country. At,
the same time, I think there are some things that have been done by
and in the Department of Defense in recent years that have been very
detrimental to the operations of our Military Establishment, things
that we have discussed or alluded to today. So'if we can only be a part
of correcting the record, setting the record straight, and also instru-
mental in correcting some of the things that we know can be corrected
in these next few months, I think we will be doing a required job for
the country.

Just one more point. The statement was made that the military
develops their systems and goals to conform with the historical poli-
cies in our country, that is, to prepare ourselves to win any conflict.
And then to go out and win. I think that in the military manuals there
are instructions to not only senior officers bit to new officers and to all
military personnel that they serve the country primarily to be able to
defeat 'the enemy-to win the conflict and bring about peace.

82-845--69-pt. 8- 20
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Now in recent years, the past 8 years particularly in the Vietnam
conflict, this policy has not been permitted to be carried out because
it has been said we are in a situation that is a "different" kind of a
war, and some have designated it as a political war or something else,
but the point is the military has not been able to perform in a way
that confrm with our country '8 history and tradition.

I want to concur with the chaiman and Mr. Andrews that we are
concerned and that we must do something to straighten things out.

Admiral CONNOLLY. I would like to, if I may, just try to end it on
a note that I use every day. I ask myself: "What are you doing?
Why are you doing it? Is it worth doing? Are you doing well at it?
Should it be done?"

We can take a pretty sanguine view of things because, as has been
pointed out, we have deterred the big war for over 25 years. We have
not had that nuclear holocaust; nuclear weapons have not been used.
American boys have fought and dug and crawled and taken on people
whose way of fighting, and way of life, are so foreign to them; they
have given up sitting in front of the TV or driving down to the corner
and having a Coke with their girl and have gone over there and
fought bravely and well. There is no lack of guts in our young men.
We have an officer corps combat trained and proven, capable of
providing leadership for many years. Also we have taken counsel of
all the changes that have taken place and have tried to manage
our affairs better.

In OP-05 I probably have been hard-headed running things through
my agent here Rear Adyn. Tom Walker and before him, through
Bob Townsend, on a direct wire with rather tight reins. I try hard to
keep myself informed on all changes in our important programs and
am prepared to fight any attempts to cut back money or forces. I think
this is the right way to do. In meetings Mr. Packard frequently says:
"I want to see your program manager." He then will say to him:
"Have you got the authority to do what you have to do?" That is
what he said to Capt. Mike Ames, my F-14 program manager, when
he, got the F-14 briefing. Mike does have the authority to do what
he has to do to manage his program properly and he is going to continue
to have that authority as long as he performs and I canprotect him.
I have the impression that Dr. Foster and his D.D.R. & E. people are
not going to interfere with the F-14 program. But the systems analysis
people in OSD short-sheet us all the time; that is, they constantly
interfere by trying to cut back on our programs.

We spend three quarters of our time-and I hate to take the com-
mittee's time to listen to this-but we spend about three quarters of
our time trying to fight this off. We have got to decide in this country
what objectives we have in the world, what commitments we are
going to stand behind and how much military strength we need and
will support. We in the military believe that we know a lot better
-than systems analyses what forces and equipments are required to
meet commitments. We can cut forces if, we cut commitments. As
Admiral Gaddis says, as a nation, we can cut forces only if we cut
commitments. As Admiral Gaddis says, as long as the United States
has worldwide commitments and we, .might have to fight, the country
expects us to win, as we did in World War II. So we keep coming to
you gentlemen saying: "This is what we require to meet our country's
commitments."
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Now, one factor thut has made things look a little worse than they
really are is this--throughout this whole period of Vietnam as we
introduced our weapons and aircraft or radars and electronic warfare
gear, in many cases we found that they had shortcomings or that the
enemy had made advances in his wea ons which required correction
or modification to our systems to work better in actual combat use.
Had we takeL these new weapons to it strictly peacetime usage we
would not have wanted to make production changes so quickly. We
wouldn't be here saying: "We got to change this, or modify that."
But neither would we have provided important improvements in
combat capabilities to our fighting forces. This is why we have been
making so many requests for modification money, why we have come
in for more thrust for our engines, better radar, a better computer or
more accurate weapons. I have a chart here showing you improved
cal)abilities in the A7E. It shows that we really are getting fine results
from our improvement efforts. We believe ve may now have the day
visual attack system we have been shooting for; that is, great visual
bombing accuracy. It does not come easily. Anyone who thinks that
you can sit down and write out weapons systems specifications and
post a check with them and deliver them to some manufacturer and
say: "Now give me that," and that it is going to come back to you and
you are going to put it in your airplane and go out and fire it and it
-will meet the specifications is badly deluded. It takes a lot of hardwo rk.

Mr. MAt-O.x. Mr. Lipscomb, on that particular point, may I
iterru| t?

NI r. I APSCOMIB. Yes, Mr. Chairman.

COMPLIANCE WITH DECISIONS OF SUPERIORS

,\Ir. NIAHON. You talk about the people, principally in the Penta-
-gon, the Secretary of Defense and tie Secretary of thle Navy, as well as
the Bureau of the Budget, who shave the funds you request. Well,
after a decision has been made that you have been provided only a
certain amount of funds, do you pay very much attention to it or do
you say, "Well, we set out to do so-and-so and we are going to do it
and we are not going to be too much concerned that we do not have
enough funds; we are going to incur overruns because we are not going
to be controlled by those wvho seek to reduce our program"?

In other words, do you cut the cloth, or the program, to fit the funds
that have been inade available to you, or do you just go onl your way
with your original objective, despite the cuts that have been made,
knowing that you do not have the necessary funds, knowing that you
will incur big overruns, and so forth?

Admiral CONNOLLY. Overruns occur for two reasons, sir. One of
them is when the contractor agrees to do the job for a given price
and later he comes in with an overrun, saying he cannot do it for the
price lie thought he could, that he is way over, and he is losing money.

oi are acquainted with these but they are not the majority. The
other kind of an overrun, occurs when we get less money at the time
the budget is finalized than is required to buy the item authorized.
For example, if the budget decision says to buy 100 F-4's and it
allows onlyr so much money, an amount reduced so that we know we
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are not going to be able to get 100 F-4's for that amount of money, so
we take fewer airplanes in that particular period of time.

Mr. ANDREWS. You do not sacrifice quality?
Admiral CONNOLLY. No, sir.
Go ahead, Admiral.
Admiral WALKER. Mr. Chairman, if I could just add a word or two

of specifics in connection with overruns. We accept a program and we
accept the amount of money that is assigned to it. Then it becomes the
responsibility of the project manager. He recognizes this as his sole
responsibility, to prosecute the program within the funds that are
allowed. Now, in order to do that we have frequent program reviews
which involve, in the case of the Naval Air Systems Command, myself
and the project manager for all of the projects that -we have. Then we
have periodic unobligated balance reviews to determine again what
control we have. Then we have decommitment reviews in which we
will decommit money in order that it will not be used for improper
purposes. We have weekly reviews in which we determine the progress
of the program and if we see a potential for an, overrun we submit a
report through channels to the Chief -of Naval Materiel. Then we have
weekly contract closeout reviews. We will close out contracts so they
cannot be used to continue spending money. Then finally, we have our
internal Navy audits in selected management areas. So I think that the
thrust of my response is simply to say that we recognize monetary
limitations and have mechanisms by which we can control all of our
programs.

Mr. MAHON. Excuse me, Mr. Li pscomb.
Mr. LiPSCOMB. Mr. Chairman, I was finished.
Mr. MINSHALL. I sat here and listened to the discussion with great

interest, Admiral and Mr. Chairman. There is no doubt in my mind
nor in the minds of all of us in this room that there is definitely an
organized attempt to destroy the credibility, at least the influence, of
the military in this country under the misguided impression that to
do so will serve the cause of peace.

No one is for peace any more than all of us in this room. We would
like to see the war in Vietnam over tomorrow; I am sure of that.

Admiral CONNOLLY. Yes, sir.
Mr. MINSHALL. Now, I have been in the Congress for 15 years.

It has been my pleasure to serve on this subcommittee for 11 of those
years and I know of no committee in the Congress that performs its
duties more diligently, more faithfully, and with more care than does
the Defense Appropriations Subcommittee of the House of Repre-
sentatives. P

Admiral CONNOLLY. We know that.
Mr. MINSHALL. We spend more time, more hours in careful testi-

mony with the Navy, the Army, Air Force, and Marines than any
other committee, combined coinmittees on the entire Hill. I could
not help hearing Mr. Andrews' remarks about the not winning of the
war. It refreshed my memory about some testimony that we have
had here in this very room.

Yes, George, we could win this war tomorrow by force, but I think-
and I am sure we have passed the point of no return because the
American public opinion would not stand for it.

Mr. ANDREWS. Would not stand for what?
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Mr. MINSHALL. The use of force over there to win this war.
Mr. ANDREWS. I think it is time for us to get out.
Mr. MINSHALL. It might be just that.
Mr. ANDREWS. That is my personal opinion.
Mr. MINSHIALL. We sat right here and right where Admiral Con-

nolly is sitting right now there was a fellow by the name of McNamara;
it was about 3 or 4 years ago. I said, Mr.- McNainara, that I am not
worried about the morale of our military, I am worried about the
morale in this country. Now, that is just what has come to pass.
"Mr. McNamara," I said, "the whole thing boils down to this: We
have not won that war in Vietnam because you are not taking the
advice of our military."

Well, the explosion that happened right after that is off the record,
but I am sure Mr. Mahon remembers it. But those are my feelings.
As the father of three teenage boys, no one is more concerned with the
cause of peace than am I. There has been a Minshall in every war
this country has ever fought. I served 63 months in World War II
after going in for a year's training under the then President Roosevelt.
I am proud of my service. I am proud of my family's service. If my
sons have to go they will go gladly. But I know that President Nixon
and the guy that sat right in this seat where I sit now, Defense
Secretary Melvin Laird, they have uppermost in their minds one
thing: getting this war over with in Vietnam as quickly as they
possibly can by some honorable means. I am sure that that will come
to pass.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ANDREWS. Anybody else?
Admiral CONNOLLY. Great.

EA-6B AIRCRAFT

Mr. ANDREWS. Now we will take up your program for the EA-6B
aircraft. In fiscal year 1968 the Navy was funded EA-6B
electronic warfare aircraft. In fiscal year 1969, however, OSD per-
mitted the Navy to request only advance procurement funds for a
1970 fiscal year buy because of problems with the avionics and elec-
tronics package for this aircraft. Have these problems been completely
solved, Admiral Connolly?

Admiral CONNOLLY. Yes, sir. The only problem earlier in develop-
ment was to get all the- that we wanted. We now have it. We
have achieved more than

Mr. ANDREWS. Why are you now requesting $180.6 million for
12 more of these aircraft when they have not been approved for service
use?

Admiral CONNOLLY. We asked for initially and cut it back
to 12 because these are production airplanes that we believe are ready
to go and we need them badly in the fleet to replace the airplanes
that I talked about yesterday, the EF-10 and EA-IF and EKA-3's.
We are not concerned that they will not pass their Board of Inspec-
tion survey test; in fact, that is what I tried to say in my other answer.

Mr. ANDREWS. What is the status of your testing program?
Admiral CONNOLLY. We have met all the tests. Dr. Foster is

especially pleased with this program.
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The testing and development program is proceeding on schedule,
with all financial and technical milestones continuing to be met.
Two R. & D. and one preproduction airplane are in the flight test
phase. The first Navy preliminary evaluation has been completed with
no major discrepancies. D.D.R. & E, the Navy and Grumman estab-
lished certain test objectives that were to be met before production
approval would be given. These objectives included the demonstration
and flight of the hardware. They were met or bettered by March of
1969. We have run flight tests against 1. The results have been
excellent. The tests fully support the commitment of the EA-6B to
production.

Mr. ANDREWS. How far, if any, has this program slipped to date?
Admiral CONNOLLY. I would not like to say that it slipped at all

because I do not think I could justify a statement that it slipped. We
had the EA-6B's in last year's budget, 1969. They were re-
moved in December of 1968 by the Secretary of Defense. So we let i
year go by in which we did not build those -, but that we con-
tinued with our R. & D. effort and I think we are going to be fine
with these airplanes. So I do not think we really have slipped.

Mr. ANDREWS. Have you experienced any other problems with this
aircraft?

Admiral CONNOLLY. No problems other than the one I mentioned.
Mr. ANDREWS. In other words, it has done all you expected?
Admiral CONNOLLY. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. What is the production and deployment schedule?
Admiral WALKER. Mr. Chairman, in connection with the produc-

tion schedule for the fiscal 1970 buy we have 12 airplanes; these will
be delivered at the rate of per month.

Mr. ANDREWS. Beginning when?
Admiral WALKER. In
In the year before that, we do not deliver any EA-6B's. There are

only EA-6B's in the program prior to the fiscal 1970 buy, and
we receive those during calendar year 1969 and 1970.

Mr. ANDREWS. Have you received any so far?
Admiral WATKER. We actually deliver our first EA-6B in June of

this year.
Mr. 'ANDREWS. Do you plan to deploy that in South Vietnan?
Admiral CONNOLLY.- We are going to deploy . The first
- we are going to deploy in -- . We are flying these ---

R. & D. airplanes that we got in 1968.
I do not want to take the time of the committee, but I do have

slides which show how the - woks.
Mr. ANDREWs. We would like to see them, Admiral.
Admiral CONNOLLY. This is an EA-6B flying over Cape Cod, and

I will show you before and after.
'(Slide.) All those spots in the upper left side are aircraft, mainly

commercial aircraft, flying in the Boston, New York, Hartford, Prov-
idence area. This is the scope of a radar sight on the ground at Cape
Cod. Those white spots near the strobe are clouds, weather. You can
see that radar site is looking at a lot of aircraft.

The EA-6B will come in and - . This is one example.
Mr.' ANDREWS. You are requesting $4.2 million in advance pro-

curement funds. How many do you propose to buy in fiscal year 197 1?
Admiral WALKER. & EA-6B in fiscal 197i, sir.
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KA-6D AERIAL TANKER

Mr. ANDREWS. Now we will discuss the KA-6D aerial tanker. You
are requesting $57.6 million for the first production buy of 20 KA-6D
intruder aerial tankers. How many aerial tan kers does the Navy have
iii its aircraft fleet now?

Admiral CONNOLLY. I call give you the precise numbers. I would
like to give you that for the record. We do not have one single tanker
that was built as a tactical tanker. This will be the first one that. we
have built from the ground up as a tactical tanker.

(The information requested is classified and was supplied to the
committee.)

Mr. ANDREWS. What brought about this requirement for KA-6D
tankers? You touched on that briefly.

Admiral CONNOLLY. We have known that we needed tankers for a
great many years. It has really been emphasized in the Vietnam war.
We need them when an aircraft is struck in the target area and has
leaking tanks. There is a tanker waiting for it as it comes off tile target
to get it back to the ship.

If the fighters get in a scrap and want to stay longer in order to
finish the fight, then they know they will have a tanker waiting for
them as they come out of the combat area.

Then any straggler that for any reason is short of fuel, the tanker is
there.

It also extends the distance for them, which is very valuable to us.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do we have an insufficient number of tankers at thi.

tine to accomplish the mission that you just described, Admiral?
Admiral CONNOLLY. We have these tankers which, as I told you,

are adapted from other l)urposes. We have a KA-3 and an EKA-3.
The EKA-3 doubles in brass as an electronic warfare plane and talker.
Theie plaes are fast approaching the end of their useful service lives.
Their accident rate in the fleet is higher than we would like, caused
by material failures. They should have been replaced already.

Previous requests of the Navy for a follow-on tanker have not beei
approved. We have been approved for the.20 thif year.

Ir. ANDREWS. How many current tankers will these 20 aircraft
replace?

Admiral CONNOLLY. On a 1-for-1 basis. We will drop 20 of the old
tankers with these 20.

Mr. ANDREWS. What will your total t anker fleet be with the pro-
curemnent of these 20 plus the other A-6A's you will modify
as tankers?

I believe you said you would have to supply that for the record.
Admiral CONNOLI.Y. Yes, sir.
(The information requested is classified and was supplied to the

committee.)
Mr. ANDREWS. How many (1o you propose to buy in fiscal year 1971

with the $4.8 million advance procurement funding request in fiscal
year 1970?

Admiral CONNOLLY. , sir.

A-7E CORSAIR II AIRCRAFT

Mr. ANDREWS. Now we will discuss the A-7E Corsair II aircraft.
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In the past 2 fiscal years, the Navy was funded the procurement
of a total of A-7E Corsair II aircraft at a total cost of $808
million. In fiscal year 1970 you are requesting $99.6 million for the
procurement of 27 additional A-7E aircraft to replace older light
attack aircraft. What aircraft do you plan to replace with the A-7E?

Admiral CONNOLLY. We are replacing the A-4's with the A-7's,
the A-7E this year.

Mr. ANDREWS. They will be replaced plane for plane?
Admiral CONNOLLY. Yes, sir, plane for plane.
Mr. ANDREWS. Last year the committee was informed that the

A-7E would replace the A-4 Skyhawk aircraft. Why are you re-
questing $68.6 million in fiscal year 1970 for the procurement of
more A-4 aircraft if they are to be replaced by A-7's?

Admiral CONNOLLY. The request for A-4M's this year is for the
Marine Corps, who are not getting the A-7E at this time. They may
come into the program later, but there are no plans for the Marine
Corps to come into the A-7E program. These A-4's are strictly for
the Marine Corps.

Mr. ANDREVWS. When was the last procurement of A-4 aircraft?
Admiral CONNOLLY. 1967, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Have there been any slippages in the A-7E pro-

gram to cause you to reinstitute your buy of A-4's?
I think you answered that by saying the new A-4's were for the

Marines.
Admiral CONNOLLY. You asked me if there were any slippages in

the A-7E's, did you not?
Mr. ANDREWS. Yes.
Admiral CONNOLLY. Deliveries from the contractor have not built

up as rapidly as is required in the contract schedule. The contractor
has indicated that he is having a learning curve problem which is
being corrected, but there are as yet no serious impacts on fleet
introduction, training or deployment. We think he will catch up.

Mr. ANDREWS. Have any problems developed with respect to the
A-7E aircraft, its avionics, or its weapons delivery system?

Admiral CONNOLLY. No, sir, there have been no problems other
than small problems connected with the development of the new
system.

I want to be quite candid here, though. The contractor has had some
trouble in - and getting the workers to do it correctly. He has
had some quality control or learning curve problems. That is the delay
that I referred to earlier. But it is not serious enough to worry about.
We are on top of it and we are going to solve it.

Mr. ANDREWS. How many A-7E aircraft have been deployed to
Southeast Asia?

Admiral CONNOLLY. None so far, they are just starting to be
delivered about now.
.Mr. ANDREWS. Are you satisfied with the performance down there

with the A-7E?
Admiral CONNOLLY. We have not had any A-7E's deployed yet.

The A's and B's have been deployed. Because they did not
higher thrust engine. We have a superior bombing system, of which
we are extremely proud, and if the committee would like to take a
quick look, I will show them why we are proud of the A-7E.
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Mr. ANDREWS. All right.
Admiral CONNOLLY. (Slide.) These are the results of tests. The

Air Force and Navy are both getting these. The Air Force version is
the D, and ours is the E.

What is being shown here, the weapons are released at- . We
have never had anything like this.

We have our fingers crossed. We have a lot o,' tests like this, not
just a few. It is the most impressive thing I ha ve seen in all of my
time in aviation.

Mr. ANDREWS. According to that chart, the farthest from the
target is- feet, the nearest was - feet.

Admiral CONNOLLY. Right.
Mr. ANDREWS. From a plane flying at - knots and at

feet altitude. You said there never has been anything like it?
Admiral CONNOLLY. That is true.
Mr. ANDREWS. To what do you attribute that? The new avionics

system?
Admiral CONNOLLY. This is an avionics success story. We have

a
This variance in miss distance is more an expression of the aero-

dynamic characteristics of the bomb than it is of the computer be-
cause, of course, there are going to be some deviations in the aero-
dynamic characteristics of the bomb.

Mr. ANDREWS. Does this system have an all-weather capability?
Admiral CONNOLLY.
Mr. ANDREWS. They have to -
Admiral CONNOLLY. The pilot has to . But most of our work

is done in
We also, of course, have the A-6 as our night and all-weather plane.
Mr. ANDREWS. When was the letter contract for the original buy

of A-7 aircraft awarded, and when was the letter contract definitized?
Admiral CONNOLLY. I am sorry, we do not have that; however, I

will be happy to provide it for the record.
Mr. ANDREWS. Supply it for the record.
(The information follows:)
The original contract for the development and procurement of the A-7 was

a firm fixed price contract and was awarded March 19, 1964. This was not a letter
contract.

Mr. ANDREWS. How many more do you plan to buy in fiscal year
1971 with the $4.4 million in advance procurement funds being re-
quested in fiscal year 1970?

Admiral CONNOLLY. , sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Why are you proposing to buy more A-7E's in

fiscal 1970, in addition to the - already funded, when it has not
been approved for service use yet?

Admiral CONNOLLY. Sir, we are confident that we will pass service
use inspection. This is not enough of a change for there to be any
doubt about it. The avionics system that I have just explained iscoming along nicely.Mr. ANDREWS. What is it about the A -7E that causes you to still
carry it in the "B" category?

Admiral CONNOLLY. It has not finished Board of Inspection survey
trials. It goes into Board of Inspection survey trials this month. It is in
the "B" category until it finishes the trials.
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Mr. ANDREWS. You think it will work out. well?
Admiral CONNOLLY. We have every confidence.
Mr. LipSCO,MB. Admiral, could you see that the committee receives

the report on the results of the survey trials?
Admiral CONNOLLY. Yes, sir, the results of the trial.
Mr. LIPscoMB. This could prove quite i serious )roblem, and it

bears a lot on our procurement )ractices if we continue buying great
quantities or appropriating for great quantities of items that are in
the "B" classification which means they are not ready and approved
for service use. This could well be one of the things that causes trouble.

Admiral CONNOLLY. I recognize that.
Lr. N1INSHALL. Admiral, could you tell'its in layman's language

just how this bombing system that you were describing a minute ago
works? What is the basis of it? How does it work? Can you do that in
layman's language?

Admiral CONNOLLY. It will be layman's language for me, because I
am not a detailed expert on it.

I do know as [ was saying earlier, that the pilot comes along and is
to hit a bridge. He sees the bridge. He is at

Mr. MINSHALL. If he is off target, if he is off course, I should say,
will the

Admiral CONNOLLY.
Captain Gallagher is here. This is the A-7E project manager, Mr.

Minshall.
Captain GALLAGHER. If he is off target, the pilot, first acquires the

target through his
Mr. MINSHALL. What figures the into it?
Captain GALLAGHER. (Off the record.)
Mr. MINSHALL. Does that take into consideration the altitude of

the aircraft?
Captain GALLAGHER. Yes, sir.
Mr. MINSHALL. I am talking about a variance of 1800.
Captain GALLAGHER. The system will
Admiral CONNOLLY. Which it did not know about.
Mr. MINSHALL. Thank you.
Mr. ANDREWS. How is the bomb released?
Captain GALLAGHER. sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. The pilot
Captain GALLAGHER.
Admiral GADDIS. And on the
Captain GALLAGHER. With the
Another thing in this system is a
Admiral CONNOLLY. To get an appreciation of what this means,

-you realize in an A-4 at you can expect when you start
cutting the .. It is really a wonderful improvement.

If we realize this in active service, we are a leg up on bombing that,
we have never had.

Mr. ANDREW3. What is your requirement and justification for the
Navy to have and maintain four different attack aircraft--the A-4,
the A-6, the A-7, and the A-3-the first three of which you plan to
procure in fiscal year 1970?

Admiral CONNOLLY. Of the types you mentioned, the A-7 is, as
I have said before, replacing the A-4. The A-3 is old and is no longer
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used as an attack aircraft. We are using it in tanker roles and in elec-
tronic warfare, but not in attach. We have only a few A-3's left. The
A-6's are all-weather attack, whereas the smaller and not as expensive
A-7 is to be used as the bread-and-butter, visual, day attack.

dr. AN REWS. So, in t short time you will have only tle A-7and A-6?

Admiral CIONNOL L Y. That is right.

A-7 AIRCRAFT ENGINE PROGRAMS
Mr. ANDREWS. This )ast year the committee had its investigative

staff review the tactical aircraft engine programs of the military de-
)artients, and I would like to discuss certain matters brought to
ight during the course of that study.

Admiral Connolly, 2 years ago you testified the Navy was evalu-
ating the Air Force TF-'41 engine for the A-7 aircraft to determine
whether it would be better for your A-7 aircraft. Last year you
testified the Navy evaluation had not been completed.

SELECTION OF TF-41 ENGINE

Wheni was this evaluation completed, and what was the result?
Admiral CONNOLLY. The decision to go to the TF-41 in the A-7E

was in fact made for us by the Secretary of Defense. We had studied
an uprated version of the TF-30, called the TF-30-P-18. This engine
would have had certain commonality with the TF-30-P-8 which was
desirable.

Going to the TF-41 caused us to change the tail section, but it gave
us commonality with the Air Force which was desirable. So, when the
decision was rendered for the TF-41, it was certainly acceptable to us.

So far the TF-41 is performing very well, and we are very happy
about it. We hope that it continues to perform well.

Mr. ANDREWS. Why did it take over 2 years to complete this evalua-
tion when the Navy had known since October 1966 that the TF-30-P-8
engine did not provide the needed thrust for the A-7 aircraft?

Admiral CONNOLLY. The development of the Navy version of the
TF-41 was based on a minor modification of the engine being devel-
oped by Allison for the Air Force A-7D. 'he Air Force engine was not
scheduled to qualify until October 1968. Since the Navy program was
dependentt on resources used and the progress made in the Air Force
program, Allison could not start on the development and qualification
of the Navy version before February of 1968.

The final decision to release funds to re-engine the A-7 was made by
SecNav in April 1968, and the Navy entered into contract with Allison
in July 1968.

It was delayed only 21/2 months.
Mr. ANDREWS. Why was the Propulsion Division of the Naval Air

Systems Command not consulted in the original selection of the
TF-30 engine for the A-7 aircraft?

Admiral WALKER. It is my understanding that the Propulsion
Division was consulted.
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I would like to ask Captain Gallagher, the project manager of the
A-7, he is very much interested in the TF-41 engine-to confirm this.

Mr. ANDREWS, Captain, w ill you explain it for us?
Captain GALLAGHER. I do not have the answer to that question.
Mr. ANDREWS. Put something iii the record about it.
Admiral WALKER. It is my opinion, Mr. Chairman, that we were

consulted.
Mr. ANDREWS. You may supply for the record the true facts.
(The information follows:)
The Propulsion Division of the Naval Air Systems Command was consulted

concerning the practicability of removing the afterburner from the TF30-P-1
(F-111) engine in order to provide a non-afterburning turbofan engine for use
in the A-7 aircraft. However the Propulsion Division was not involved in the
decision to limit the engine consideration to one engine, the TF30-P-6, in the A-7
airplane design competition.

Mr. ANDREWS. What factors dictate when this division will be
consulted and when it will not be consulted in selecting engines for
tactical-type aircraft?

Admiral CONNOLLY. I think the answer to that is that they wiNll
always be consulted. I do not think there is any doubt about it from
now on. If they were not consulted this time, it is a tremendous
exception of which I am unaware.

SELECTION OF SUPERSONIC ENGINE FOR SUBSONIC AIRCRAFT

Mr. ANDREWS. Why was a supersonic afterburning engine selected
for the A-7, a subsonic aircraft?

Admiral CONNOLLY. The answer is that in the latter part of 1963,
the Navy completed the study of a new light attack aircraft which
turned out to be the A-7. This study concluded that on a cost-
effectiveness basis, the optimum general-jurpose aircraft would be
derived from a modified existing airframe with a turbofan engine.

It further cited that the only military turbofan under development
at that time wits the TF-30, which would be a suitable engine if
a nonafterburning version were used. The TF-30 engine had been
under development for other programs, namely, for the F-111. When
the A-7 was designed, the only fan engine available for it was the
TF-30. We wanted the turbofan to get better range, better fuel
specifics.

Mr. AINDREWS. What alternatives were available, if any, and why
were they rejected?

Admiral CONNOLLY. It seems to me the J-52 was the only
alternative.

'Captain GALLAGHER. There was no other turbofan engine available
at that time. The JT8T had started development, that's a modified
J-52 engine, but it would have necessitated a 30 percent "growth"
of the aircraft to use it rather than the TF-30.

Mr. ANDUEWS. The question, Captain, is why would you want to
put this type engine in a subsonic aircraft?

Captain GALLAGHER. Sir, the "specifics" on the fan engine are so
good, that, to obtain the range and endurance in the A-7, this par-
ticular type of engine was required to accomplish the A-7 mission.

Mr. ANDREWS. And you are perfectly satisfied with the engine?
Captain GALLAGHER. Yes, sir.
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Admiral WALKER. Mr. Chairman, the ierm "specifics" may not be
a familiar one to you. This means the fal engine has a lower fuel
consumption and, therefore, permits greater range of altitudes, longer
range and more endurance.

CONVERSION FROM TF-30 TO TF-41 ENGINE COSTS

Mr. ANDREWS. What is the total estimated cost to the Government
in terms of termination costs, airframe modification costs, logistics
costs, and any other costs resulting from the change from the TF-30
to the TF-41 for the Navy A-7 aircraft?

Admiral WALKER. In connection with engine termination costs,
the Government had agreed to pay up to $2 million based on the
termination of 90 engines, that is, the number of 129 was reduced to 39.
The final cost will be somewhat less, and still remains to be negotiated
with Pratt & Whitney Engine Co.

In connection ith airframe modifications and associated costs, for
installation of the TF-41 engine in the fiscal year 1968 A-7E aircraft
numbered through that is, aircraft, the direct
cost is $3.494 million, or per aircraft.

Budgetary estimates for associated costs such as ground and flight
tests, mockup, training, publications, spares and special support
equipment, are $8.91 million.

The direct cost estimate for fiscal year 1969 A-7E's, that is, num-
bers through is $1.549 million, or .. per aircraft.

The problem is basically one of replacing the existing aft section of
the aircraft with a modified A-7D tail. Bulkheads and mounts are
different. The engine starter is different. Electronic gear must be
installed in the new aft section, and other minor interface items change.

In connection with special -sap1)ort eq uilment costs, there are no
significant cost differences in the special support equipment for the
TV'-30 or the TF-41. The total price for each during the time period
1967 through 1972 would be approximately the same; namely, $8.225
million.

Mr. ANDREWS. Is over 2 years considered a reasonable time to fulfill
an urgent need for increased thrust in the engine for the A-7 aircraft?

Adiniral CONNOLLY. The answer to that, of course, is "No." That is
how long it took.

Mr. ANDREWS. What is the current projected date for introduction
of TF-41 engines into the A-7 aircraft? What models will receive the
TF-41 engine?

Admira WALKER. The TF-41 engine will go in all A-7E's after
No. . The first will get the TF-30-P-400, as will all
the A-7B's.

Mr. ANDREWS. Let us take one with a TF-30 engine and one with
the TF-41 engine. Which would be considered the better plane?

Admiral CONNOLLY. The TF-41.
Mr. ANDREWS. hi view of the fact that the TF-41 engine is being

used also by the Air Force, does that mean you get a cheaper unit
price?

Admiral CONNOLLY. That was 6ni of the reasons for doing this,
that it should work Out that way.

Mr. ANDItEWSI \,ish you would put figures in the record showing
the cost of the TF-30 engine and the cost of the TF-41.
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Admiral CONNOLLY. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
At the'time the decision was made to use the TF-41-A-2 engine in the A-7

aircraft engine costs were as follows: (In tkouuanda of dol'ara)

TF-41-A-2 ------------------------------------------------------- $400
TF-30-P-18 ------------------------------------------------------ 414

TF-30-P-400 CONVERSION KIT

Mr. ANDREWS. The TF-30-P-400 kit arrangement will not pro-
vide the - pounds of thrust required for the A-7. 'o what de-
gree is combat effectiveness hampered by this deficiency in thrust?

Admiral CONNOLLY. We have experience to demonstrate the need
for increased thrust in the A-7 in order to be able to -

Because of economic considerations, CNO requested the Naval Air
Systems Command to investigate an improved and uprated engine
for the A-7B. The TF-30-P-8 engine was considered feasible, and in
September 1968 funds were reprogramed to proceed with the develop-
ment. The uprated engine was designated the TF-30-P-400, and later
redesignated the TF-30-P-408.. The kit to convert the TF30-P-8 engine into the TF30-P-408 is
estimated at $56,000 per kit. The kit will be installed during overhaul
at a minimal increased overhaul cost.

With respect to aircraft modification, the engine is still tnder
development, and it will not be known for several weeks whether a
new tailpipe will be required. The following data do presume a tailpipe
change. Direct costs for installation of the P-406 engine are $1.274
million.

Associated costs, such as publications, special support equipment,,
and retrofit of special support equipment, are $0.206 million, for a
total of $1.48 million, or per aircraft.

It is planned that A-7B's and A-7E's will receive
this uprated engine.

The installation required for the tailpipe change and engine pressure
ratio indicator change and turbine inlet indicator change and flight
testing will cost $250,000.

Did &ou ask me. why not wait for the TF4 1?
Mr. ANDREWS. I think it would be helpful if you would put on the

screen a picture of these planes we are talking about as we discuss
t h e m , .. ! I , *

Admiral WALKER. Of course, in this case, Mr. Chairman, we are
talking about a A-7, and the picture essentially shows the configura-
tion of both the A-7E and B.

Mr. ANDREWS. It is generally the same plane?
Admiral' Wm&rKn. As far as the exterior, appearance is concerned.
Mr. ANDREWS. To what degree will supply and maintenance con.

siderations, caused by having two different engines, TF30 and TF4 1,
in the A-7 aircraft, limit the Navy's. deployment and utilization
flexibility for. these aircraft?,

Admiral CoNNoL LY. We will have to stock parts for both engines,.
And'it will complicate it. We cannot deny that.

Mr.'ANDREWS. If you had it to do allover again, Admiral, Would
y~niusd jst one engine instead of the two that you will have?
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Admiral CONNOLLY. At the time we started the A-7, we cou!d not
get more thrust. There wasn't any engine available to give it to us.
This is an evolution that we have done in many other airplanes.

In the case of the J52, we have been increasing the thrust.
We do have these logistic problems to contend with. They do not

cost any more. They just require more care.

COSTS RESULTING FROM LATE ENGINE DELIVERIES

Nfr. ANDREWS. Does the Navy plan to recoup from the engine
contractor the additional costs claimed by the airframe contractor
for installing engines away from the plant because of late engine-
deliveries?

Admiral CONNOLLY. Can you help on that, Captain Gallagher?
Captain GALLAGHER. We are in the process of negotiating this.

matter now, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do you plan to recoup or try to recoup money from

the engine manufacturer?
Captain GALLAGHER. I do not have that answer available at

present.
Mr. ANDREVS. Explain it in the record.
Captain GALLAGHER. I will, sir.
(The information follows:)

The Navy is now negotiating with the engine contractor. The goal of these
negotiations is to determine the extent of the liability the company must bear
because of late delivery of engines to the airframe contractor. The 4 avy intends
to enforce its rights under the engine contract.

COSTS AND NUMBERS OF VARIOUSLY ENGINED A-7 AIRCRAFT

Mr. ANDRtEWS. How much wl have been spent byihe Navy since
March 1963 in modifying the rF30 family of engines for the A-7
aircraft, including the TF30-P-400 kit?

If you do not have that, you may supply it for the record.
Admiral CONNOLLY. For the TF30-P-6, the qualification of this

engine was accomplished under fixed-price contract for $4.823 million.
The qualification of the TF30-P-8 was accomplished under fixed-.
price contract for $18.750 million. The qualification of the TF30-P-408
is being accomplished under fixed-price contract for $4.9 million.

Mr. ANDREWS. The Navy version of the TF-41 engine is scheduled
to be qualified in July 1969. Why was it considered necessary to spend
over $22 million for --- - TF30-P-400 engine kits in the interim
when they will not provide the- )ound hlmust required? "

Admiral CONNOLLY. First of all, I think the TF41 is going either to.
hit pounds or come very close to it; maybe even more thaii

pounds. So, we think we will be all right on that one.
(Off the record.)
Mr. ANDREWS. The captain looks like'he can answer that question.
Captain GALLAGHER; The P-400 engine will be used in the A-7B's

which have the TF3O-P-8 engine now. The P-400 is an upgrading of
the P-8. We get an increase of percent in thrust in the P-400
over the P-8 engine at sea level, and . 'percent at altitudes.
between 20,000 aiid 30,000 feet. This ii why the P-8 is being converted
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to the P-400 engine. It will improve the performance of the A-7B as
well as give favorable performance to the first 67 A-7E's.

Mr. ANDREWS. Will that still give you the - pounds thrust?
Captain GALLAGHER. No, sir, it will not. The P-400 engine will

give pounds of thrust.
Admiral WALKER. The answer, sir, is that it will give the increased

performance in the airplane which are not scheduled to get the TF41.
Mr. ANDREWS. I think the question here is, if we are to have the

TF41 qualified in July of 1969, why are we spending this much money
to buy P-400 kits when it still will not provide the -pounds of
thrust the Navy decided it needed in this aircraft in October 1966?
Why waste the money here? Why not wait for the TF41 engine?
That is the question.

Admiral CONNOLLY. The requirement for the higher thrust was
established by the CNO and for the A-7B, in other words the TF30-
P-8, the retrofit. The TF41 engine in the A-7B aircraft would be
very expensive because of the high cost of airframe modification and
because some replaced TF30 engines which would become
surplus.

One of the constraints established for the TF30-P-408 was that
the engine would be interchangeable with the P-8 and that there
would be no airflow changes which would result in no new duct
problems and would lead to no new airframe changes.

The development of the TF30-P-408 was considered to be a rela-
tively low-risk program, and the best and most economical way to
give considerable increased thrust, percent, for the A-7B.

I would like to say that the A-7B does not weigh as much as the
A-7E, so while the pound thrust in the A-7B is still not
quite as good as the -plus in the A-7E, it does not miss it by
too much, and it will be a much better airplane than it would have
been without it..

Mr. ANDRErWS. There is no question it will be better, but will it
not still restrict its use when you need -. pounds of thrust?

Admiral CONNOLY. We. would still like the higher thrust, but for
the reason.i cited, that is that we will not have to make the change
in the tail and we Will not have to do anything in the airflow, it seemed
to us to be abetter solution to uprate the TF30 than to go all the way
with retrofitting TF41's.

Mr ANDREWS, In other words, it is not exactly what you want,
but it is all you can get.

Admiral GADDIS. May I add, the cost of the complete back-fit
program. to put the TF41 in these prior aircraft would add up to an
estimated $129 million. That is a fact.

Mr. LIPSCOMB, Admiral, what does that last commentmean?
Admiral GADDis. The original question cited the cost of the modi-

fication kit as $22 million.
Mr. LIPsCoB,. For kits.'
Admiral GADDIS. Yes, sir. The alternative, if you planned. to achieve

pounds of thrust in these older aircraft, would be to backfit
the TF41 'engine.

Mr. LIPacoMB. In the A-7B's. ,
Admiral GADDIS. Yes, sir, and the! first - - A-7E's. This would

cost, for the modification program, an estimated $129 million.
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Mfr. LIPSCOMI. How many A-7B's are there?
Admiral CONNALLY.

Mr. LIPSCOMB. That is the total inventory?
Captain GALLAGHER. Of A-7B's, yes, sir.
Admiral GADDIS. Plus of the A-7E's. That makes about

installations.
Mr'. LIPSCOMB. Why do you need kits?
Captain GALLAGHER. I would like to correct the number. There

are rTF30-P-8 engines in the inventory. There will be
kits, this will equip the installed engines plus spares.

Admiral CONNOLLY. 196 A-7A's and B's plus 67 A-7E aircraft,
and spares.

Mr. LTPSCO-1B. Why do you need them in the A-7E's? I thought we
were getting the TF41's.

Captain (ALLAGHER. The A-7E's get the TF41's other than the
first - A-7E's which get TF30's.

Admiral WALKER. It is a matter of when the engines become
available, sir. We will have had A-7E's with the TF30 engines
already in them by the time we receive the first TF41.

Mr. LIPSCOMB. Why would it not be better to have stretched this
out on the A-7E and saved the retrofit at a later time? You will have
to retrofit your early A-7E's, too.

Admiral WALKER. Our plans do not call for the retrofit of the TF-41
in the first - aircraft because of the complications of the in-
stallation.

Mr. LIPSCOMB. You are going to have all kinds of different supply
and logistics problems in the A-7 program, then. You will have when
you get through, three different engines, and you will deploy these all
over, I imagine. So, you will have logistics problems that will be greatly
complicated.

Admiral CONNOLLY. Maybe this would help.
Mr. LiPSCOMB. Is that not correct?
Admiral CONNOLLY. You are right.
Mr. LipscomB. If the urgency is not such that everything is going

to fall apart, why not slow it down a little bit and do it right and get
the thrust you need and get your supply?

When the admiral answered $129 million, if we had done a different
kind of retrofit in this, you are not even including in that figure the
cost of the retrofit. That is just the cost of the kit. It is an expensive
project. You are getting three engines and a supply problem that
wil be hard to live with, particularly in an emergency situation.

Admiral WALKER. We are trying to obtain this pounds
thrust engine into our A-7 inventory As soon as possible. The schedule
now permits us to get it first into No. - A-7E.

In the meantime, we need whatever improvement Ave can obtain in
the first A-7E's. This is the reason we are installing the
TF-30P-408 in the A-7B's and in the first A-7E's.

So, the requirement for increased thrust is the essentially guiding
factor.

Mr. LIPSCOMB. Why would it not be better to stretch this out?
The A-7E is heavier than the A-7B. A lot of problems could be solved
if you did not move so fast.

You are going to get the planes.- It is just a matter of time. -

32-845--09--pt. 8- 21
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Admiral CONNOLLY. You do understand if we go TF41 in the A-
7B, we have to put an enlarged tail on it, which is a big expense item.

Mr. LIPSCOMB. Now we are talking about the A-7E.
Admiral CONNOLLY. We have - A-7E's that will be delivered

by December. So, we will have of them that are either already
manufactured or so far along in production that it would be terrible
to change them.

Of the A-7A's we built, we have about remaining.
These Will go to Reserves and training. They will go to the RAG.
They Will go to R. & D. jobs.

Of the A-7B's, we will not retrofit more than. about -
of them. Our plans call for the building of - A-7E's and - if
the Air Force buys the A-7D. So, we will have more thai - per-
cent or percent of our air planes in the TF41's.

We thought we were doing the right thing by not spending the
money to modify the tails of what amounts to about - airplanes.

Mr. LIpScOMB. One further question. What will the A-7E's be used
for when they have a lesser thrust?

Admiral CONNOLLY. We will go right ahead and use them with the
pounds of thrust. They will not be as good as if they had
but they will still be a very superior plane with this weapons

delivery system that we described earlier. The pilots like this airplane.
Admiral WALKER. The difference in thrust would probably generally

be compensated for by
Mr. LiPSCOMB. As the Admiral knows, it is at least my feeling that

whenever you start changing engines around and putting engines in
planes that the airframe was not designed for, you always get in
trouble. The Admiral does not agree with me on that.

Admiral CONNOLLY. I agree with you. I wish we were not in the
pickle we are in. We apparently did not do exactly the right thing,
but we thought we were.

Mr. LIPSCOMB. I was thinking of the F-14. You have an engine
change in that one coming along.

Admiral CONNOLLY. Also, you know, it costs a lot of money to
change a program and slow it down. The contractor's overhead is
tied on. The price of each airplane rises.

I did not bring out earlier that one of the causes of the rise in price
of military equipment has been the diddling with the programs,
cutting them up, cutting them back. They go up and down. Each time
you go up, you pay; each time you come down, you pay.

Mr. LIPScoMB. Maybe the contractors will have to learn to cooper-
ate a little more when they bump into a problem that affects the
capability of the weapons system.

Admired CONNOLLY. One of the reasons that you are seeing the
A-4M up here as a request by the Marines is that that airplane
started out with pounds of thrust with the J65, and it had
successively three models of J52's that went - and now the last
version of the J52 will be . pounds thrust. We think this is
real economical and sensible development and improvement, a lot
cheaper than getting new engines and changing the airplane sig-
nificantly. That is almost a - percent improvement in thrust
over the years.

Mr. LmPscoMp. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. ANDREWS. In February 1969, the Navy awarded a $211.5
million contract to LTV for A-7E aircraft production. What fiscal
year buy is this?

Admiral WALKER. The fiscal year 1969 buy, sir? This buy was
for A-7E's for the Navy.

Mr. ANDREWS. The question is this, Admiral Walker: In February
1969, the Navy awarded a $211.5 million contract to LTr for A-7E
aircraft production. What fiscal year buy is this?

Admiral WALKER. That is the fiscal year 1969 buy.
Mr. ANDREWS. Would it not have been prudent to stretch out the

production schedule of A-7's until the resolution of the TF30/TF41
evaluation and, after the decision was made, to meet the delivery
schedule of the TF41 engine, rather than go through an expensive
retrofit program later on?

Admiral CONNOLLY. Of course, we are not going to retrofit. We plan
not to retrofit, Mr. Chairman.

Admiral WALKER. The first A-7E's that will have the
TF30 are a part of the 1968 buy. They are being delivered now. All
A-7E's which will have the TF41 will be 1969 buy and subsequent.

Mr. ANDREWS. You can straighten that out in the record.
Admiral CONNOLLY. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

It would not have been prudent to stretch the production schedule of the A-7's
to meet the delivery schedule of the TF-41. Two factors bear on this conclusion.
First we will not have to go through an expensive retrofit program. The first 67
A-7E's are being delivered with TF30-P-8 engines. At overhaul, these engines
will be provided with a kit uprating them to TF30-P-408 configuration. The cost
of the kit is $56,000, while installation costs are minimal. Second, stretching the
the production schedule would have resulted in increased costs to both Navy and
Air Force A-7 programs. We cannot accurately estimate these costs but they
would probably be in excess of the TF30-P-408 engine kits.

Mr. ANDREWS. Gentlemen, the committee will adjourn until 10
o'clock Monday.

Monday, May 12, 1969.
Mr. SIREs. We will resume the hearings on the Procurement of

Aircraft and Missiles, Navy.

AV-6B HAMMER V/STOL AmcRA'

Turning to the AV-6B Harrier V/STOL Aircraft, there is a re-
quest for $42.3 million for the initial procurement of 12 of these air-
craft. They are not yet service-approved. Is the proposed buy of these
aircraft for test and evaluation, or will they be deployed to South-
east Asia or elsewhere in an operational capacity?

Admiral CONNOLLY. Mr. Chairman, General McCutcheon is our
real expert on Harrier, if he may answer this one.

PROCUREMENT OF 12 HARRIERS

General McCUTCHEON. Mr. Sikes, it is the intent of the Marine
Corps to take the first 12 Harriers and put them in a Fleet Marine
Force squadron in lieu of F-4's. At some point in time, roughly a year
from then, a detachment of that squadron will be deployable. Where
depends on the circumstances at the time.
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Mr. SIKEs. What aircraft in the Marine Corps inventory will the
Harrier replace?

General McCurCIIEO.N. At the present time we are giving up 17
F-4's from the budget under consideration, to procure the 12. If we
are allowed to procure additional airplanes, we intend each program-
ing and budgeting cycle to look at our force structure at that time to
determine what would be replaced.

The intent is that they will go into FMF squadrons in lieu of exist-
ing aircraft that we have there now.

Mr. SIKES. Is this a good trade off?
General McCTCiEoN. We believe that it is, sir.
Mr. SIKES. With what other aircraft in the Navy inventory can the

characteristics of the Harrier best compare?
General McCUTcI1oN. Our study indicates it is closest to the A-4.

We have a chart that we can show which shows, for representative
missions, how it compares with the A-4, F-4, A7, and a couple of
others.

However, this aircraft provides one characteristic that no other
existing aircraft has, and that is the capability of a vertical takeoff
as well as STOL, short takeoff and landing.

DOMESTIC V/STOL DEVELOPMENT

Mr. SIKES. We have been trying to develop V/STOL aircraft for
years in this country, and a numl)er of companies have built proto-
types. Are none of them adequate for the purpose?

General MdCVUTCtEON. No, sir. The only V/STOL operational plale
in the Free World today is the Harrier, and the only other operational
V/STOL aircraft that I know of is the Russian Freehand. In some
respects it copied some of Harrier's features, and it does not seem to be
quite as far along as Harrier is.

'Mr. SIKFS. If there has been , need for this type of aircraft, how is it
that there has not been a development within the United States?

General McCvTCrEOrN. Over the last 10 years, the United States has
spent considerable time, effort, and money in trying to develop various
techniques for V/STOL aircraft. They also participated in this par-
ticular development with the British.

Ten years ago they put some money, I understand up to aboutI million, inifo the Pegasus engine development program under
the mutual defense weaons aro ectmnyitt

Subsequently, -the n hed States put additional money into the
Kestral progr A, wliic was the predecessor prototype of Harrier.

So, fromthis point of view, although Harrier is a. British airplane,
the United States definitely had investment interest in it.

Mr. Sixm. For the r'eord, describe the range, payload, armament,
and other characteristics of the Hfarrier.,

(The information follows:)
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PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HARRIER

The lTarrier aircraft proposed for the Marine Corps is currently designated
the AV-61-. It is to be powered by a PEGASUS 11 engine of - pound thrust.
It will have improved performance over the version currently being iintrodur.ed
into the RAF. A sunmary of characteristics of the AV-OB is as follows:

Empty weight (w/pilot) __
Maximum takeoff weight ...........
Maximum weapons load (current clearance)
Maximum weapons load (development potential) -------------
Internal fuel
Design weapons load ------------------ --
External fuel combat tanks (2)
Ferry tanks (2) ___
Maximum level speed ___
Maximum diving speed
Design limit acceleration .....................
Maximum ferry range (unrefueled)
Thrust-to-weight ratio range (installed thrust)
Maximum VTO weight, tropical day
Combat radius, - foot takeoff run -__
Ground run at design takeoff weight .......

(lb. tropical day)
The Harrier compares favorably with U.S. attack aircraft in terms of (on-

ventional ordnance delivery capabilities, range, payload and time on station, even
when takeoff distance or runway requirements are dismissed as a criterion. When
takeoff distance limitations are placed on comparative high performance aircraft,
the superiority of the Harrier becomes very apparent. Compared to the AH-56
Cheyenne, the Harrier provides vastly superior speed.and altitude envelopes
which results in improved survivability in high threat environments and superior
capability for performance on Interdiction missions which are required of Marine
attack aircraft TAB A Is a summary of comparative characteristics and perform-
ance of some current and proposed close support aircraft.

The comparison in TAB (A) is based upon the close air support capabilities of
the aircraft shown. For the F-4J, CAS is a secondary mission, since the airplane
is primarily an all-weather fighter aircraft. . In this context the following
comparison is of interest: . The alternate capability of the Harrier to per-
formi an air defense mission further enhances its flexibility of employment and
emphasizes its comparative desirability for the Marine mission. Along with the
requirement for performance of interdiction missions and operating in severe
hostile environments, it strongly supports the Marine Corps mission which favors
Harrier rather than lower performance vehicles, such as the AH56.

(Staff note: Additional classified information was provided for the
committee's use.)

FAILURE TO DEVELOP DOMESTICALLY

Mr. SIKES. In what respects do the aircraft in this general area
which have been developed in the United States fail to meet the re-

uirements that you expect to acquire in the Harrier? In other words,
find it hard to understand, when we have been putting money into

this concept for 20-odd years to my own knowledge, that we come up
with nothing that is usable and we have to go overseas to buy the air-
craft. Whose fault is that?

General MCCUTCHEON. I do not think it is anybody's fault, Mr.
Sikes. I think in this country the particular techniques that were used
and investigated to get the V/STOL did not pan out as well as the vec-
tored thrust principle that is used in the Harrier's engine. We had 12
or 15 different developments in this country, including tilt wings tilt
engines, fanjets, and so forth. Of these, I guess the fanjet shows about
as much promise as any.

Mr. SIKES. Did we try to develop in too broad an area? Did we
scatter our shot too much? In what way did we fail to accomplish
what was desired?
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I still have not had an answer as to why all this developmental effort
in the United States was unproductive and we had to go overseas to
buy an aircraft.

General MCCUTCHO.N. This is a new area. When we started into it,
nobody knew exactly what the final outcome would produce, so they
had more or less to shoot across a broad spectrum and try all those
approaches that appeared technically feasible.

The fact that this one surpassed all the others accounts for the suc-
cessful accomplishment of the Harrier.

MANUFACTURE OF HARRIER IN TIE UNITED STATES

Mr. SrKES. Are there any proposals to have this aircraft manufac-
tured in the United States under a licensing agreement?

General MCCUTCHEON. Hawker Siddeley intends to have a licensee
in this country. The Navy and the Marine Corps support this. This
would follow a pattern in the same way that Allison is the licensee now
of Rolls Royce for the TF41. In some respects, Hawker Siddeley is a
licensee to McDonnell for the F-4 program in Britain. The vice presi-
dent of Hawker Siddeley is currently in the United States. They have
conducted discussions with quite a few U.S. aerospace contractors. At
the present time they have more or less narrowed it down to about five.
I would suspect within 2 or 3 months they will probably make their
final determination.

EFFECT ON BALANCE OF PAYME.N'TS

Mr. SIKES. IS there a quid rro quo in this? In other words, are we
selling something to the British in return for their purchase, to com-
pensate for this trade?

General McCUTrCHEOx. At the present time there is about $50 million
left in the foreign exchange balance-of-payments problem which the
United States requires to offset against. That is almost what is in the
budget for this number of Harriers.

Mr. SiKrs. Is that the real reason they are in here?
General McCuTcnox. No, sir, it has nothing to do with it. We knew

the question. would come Up on offshore procurement and balance of
payments, so we wanted to check and find out how much of a creditthere was standing.If we went furter with the Harrier, of course, the credit would go

on the other side of the books and obligate the British to buy over here.
Quite a few people believe this could be the step that - and would
give the British what they have been waiting for to come over here
and place purchase orders for other military equipment.

Mr. SrKES. Have they placed any orders over here in recent months?
General McCurCHEON. I cannot say about recent months, but of

course, as you know, they are in the F-4 program.
Mr. SixcS. For the record, tell us how much the United States has

contributed toward the development of the Harrier.
(The information follows:)

The total U.S. investment toward development of the HARRIER aircraft is
approximately - million.

1, 0
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U.S. AIRCRAFT SIMILAR TO HARRIER

Mr. SIXEs. What is the nearest aircraft with capabilities such as the
Harrier which has been developed in the United States?

General MCCUTCHEON. If you concentrate on the VTOL, there is
none, but the closest would be the Ryan fanjet development.

Mr. SIKEs. Why could it not have been given the incentive neces-
sary to place it in the same favorable light the Harrier now enjoys,
if that type is what we want V

General MCCUTCHEON. It probably could have if it had received
more emphasis in the past. Still, with proper emphasis, it could still
be an airplane in the future. The point is that right now they do not
have the aircraft flying.

Mr. SIKES. Over what period of time could a satisfactory aircraft
be developed by an American firm?

General McCuTcHEoN. It is estimated it would take at least 5 years,
probably seven.

Mr. SIRES. Does the Marine Corps propose to use Harriers off
carriers?General MCCUTCHEON. As a part of our mission, as a part of naval
aviation, we do go aboard carriers, and if the occasion demands it, we
will, yes, sir.

FUTURE REQUIREMENTS FOR HARRIER

Mr. SIREs. What future requirements do you foresee for the
Harrier?

General MCCUTCHEON. Over and above the 12?
Mr. SIKES. Yes.
General MCCUTCHEON. We would like to get squadrons worth

of Harriers in the Fleet Marine Force aviation, plus a proportionate
share of the training group.

Mr. SIKEs. What do you foresee for the next fiscal year after this,
one?

General McCuTcIIEOx. At the present time, the number we are
planning on is -.

Mr. SIKES. Do you anticipate that at that time you will phase into
an American purchase for license and manufacture in the United
States?

General McCurcHEON. I think the question of when, if ever, this
arp lane will be built in the United State would depend on Hawker
Siddeley's total orders, not only from the United States, but from
other interested foreign governments.

From my discussions with members of industry, the number would
have to get over to afford them any chance to break even. There
are four or five other countries that are interested in the Harrier.

Mr. SIKES. Do you expect to buy of these in the next few
years?

General MCCUTCTIEON. We would hope to be able to; yes, sir. Our
total program now is

Mr. SIKES. Questions on the Harrier?
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COST OF HARRIER

Mr. Lipscomxn. how firm is the price, and how is the price arrive(dat?
General McC.Tvijiot. I have Colonel Harper, here, who is the pr'o-

gram mant1ger in the Naval Air System Command. He* has conducted
several discussions with the British. I think he is in a much more fav-
orable position to answer that question, if he will:

Colonel HAAMR. The flyaWay portion of the aircraft price as pro-
vided to us by Hawker Siddeley was presented is a ceiling price ora
maximihm price. At the same time we are planning to buy this aircraft,
we are plannin government-to-government agreement. We are'hav-
ing the Ministry of Technology review the price again at this time.
However, they have assured us from their preliminary examination
that these numbers should be considered the maximum again.

Because of the conservative approach that we" felt w-AA essential in
this case, the dollars we have asked for represent these maximum fig-
ures. We are hopeful that by the time we reach the point where we
can accept a letter" of offer from the Ministry of Technology, the
amount will be somewhat lower. We do rot wish to take any risk at
this time until w~e have asked for what we feel will be the maximum
number.

MODIFICATIONS TO HAMURER

Mr. LIPscomB. Is this price and ix this plane up to U.S. needs? Are
you going to require a change m the plane in any way to meet your
needs? g t p in a m y

Colonel HARPER. Our initial approach was to buy the aircraft off
the shelf. To examine "the point you are raishg, a Navy preliminary
evaluation ,(NPE) was conduoted in January of this year that re-
viewed the qualifications of the aircraft, and this flight.test program
did point up a number of' things that might be improved to make the
aircraft more useful for the Navy and the Marine Corps.

Al, weeks ago a group of engineers fiom tie Naval Air Systems
Command went to England and reviewed the aircraft in depth from
the technical' stand' oint, and again pointed out a number of minor
items that we would like to see corrected.
In our discussions With the Minitry ot Technology, in literally

every instance they planned to make these corrections to Satisfy their
own requirements.

As you perhaps know they are still in the process of introducing
this .aircraft into the RAF. The first squadron went operational
April 1.

As a result, the aircraft has some minor things that will require
correcting.-This 'Will be accomplish ed' over tli next 18 months with
a minimum impact on us.

Perhaps a reference or two would be hlpful. We require a FM/
VH-F radio 'forair-to-ground coimunicatlon. They have one under-
wy, but it wil.nqt be available until ,-. W9 will !rave to make

deeohion as to'whether or not we will be abletb aiord to wait for it.Our,.peodTle were not too happy ,Nith the Stvap-i: procedurs onthe
Martin-Baker seats. This does not detract fron'thMesdlness of" tie

it' ~ ~~~~~ ts'hs osfii ,c r
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seat once the pilot is strapped in, but our folks felt it took a bit too
lon to strap In. It was perhaps equal to or better than anything that
we ielle.

It is this kind of problem, sir. There are no major requirements for
change that we are aware of or contemplating at this time.

UNIT COST OF HARRIER

Mfr. LiPscoItB. Is the $3.5 million unit cost and the total cost for the
budget year of $42.3 million the off-the-shelf, flyaway cost?

Colonel HARPER. Yes, fit ttlie i'e Mi i gure, plus it includes
necessarily some fnnjfrfor special support equiprpent.

Admiral CowN NoI \. I would like to insert at thi 'loint that I get a
$2.78 unit fly away cost. .

Mr. 'LIsco-.NA. I am king it froS the Chart here.
Admiral C*N,ONLoLY. T'Ie unlt cosincludes support,.
General 'MCCUTCUHEg ,'"ti$3. mil lion' ithe overall pr6)Zrain unit

cost for th6 aircrafti"It is $2.7 million Jly'away ard support
Admiri WAIE1I,$,Mayj ta 1e'l estion. Theunit flyafay cost

for the airplane is $2.775 mill i, Fr 12 j rplnies, that comes to $33.3
million. Then support costs /ist, b adde vf;ich total $9 ffilItn for
the 12 a reraft, byinging thettotal here tot$42.3 mil ion, to which is
added ii vestmeni spires n4,,sp ie ,partsl whch. ai count foil $15.3
million, o give us total of,$57.6ihilli6 , 11

Mr. LAPscorim. All the sare part'and ,itl the other equipn ent inthe planeare of British nni'cture mnd djigu ?...
Colonel HARPER. Wlm'ost enltrelyjOrf inem, TAOAN, is bS Hoff-

man. Ther is an estimate that perhaps $4 ,000 wo h of material in
the n-ircrat ,is U.S. made atthis tim'. We re i1 identif ing what
these items bgnging.to TACAN are.

\tX.S. FUNW~ INVESTED IN HARRIER

Mr. LnscomB. Thw-qestion was asked for tJerecord, how much
U. S. fuids had been put intQ-1he developj~ntLof this aircraft. Do you
have that information available ih0"W1-

Admiral CONNOLLY. My figures are, in summary, approximately
million of mutual defense weapons program funds, and

million of service R. & D. funds were provided to this airplane. We
have a breakdown of this which we wil-[supply for the record.
(The information follows:)

The total U.S. investment toward development of the Harrier aircraft is ap-
proximately - million. Of 'this amount approximately - million In
mutual weapon program funds were allocated through military assistance group
auspices during the initial phases of the development of the basie engine concept
(951--56). The remaining - million was Invested after the P-1127 air-
cr ft caine Into being ,and the tr-service program was established (1962-05).
Te Army was assigned prim' cognizance with the Nvy and the Air Force as-
SOating. The U.S. Army's share was - . The U.S. Navy's share was
and the Air Force share was-,
• Mr. LWPSOMB. Are'we getting any of this back in this purchase?

Colonel HARPF.R. Sir,' the Miistry'of Ted'ology 'have i normal 5-
percent fee, that they levy ,against all products developed by the
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British Government and sold abroad, as an effort to pay themselves
back for the development, costs. The fee is not too dissimilar froiu
what we also charge. They recognize that we have an investment iii
this aircraft, and have agreed to negotiate a lesser fee, in recognitimi
of our previous investment. This negotiation has started. The repre-
sentatives will meet again to continue it the 28th of this month.

Our initial position has been to ask them to waiv, the 5 percent they
normally charge, as a result of our previous investment. The exact
number'will be agreed upon, but I do not know it at this time.

U.S. PURCHASE FROM BRITAIN

Mr. Lxscomna. I have two observations. Maybe you can comment
on them, if you desire.

It appears to me that on transactions of this sort, the United States
always gets the short end of the deal.

Second, it is almost inconceivable, in my mind, that it, is necessary
for the United States, with its great technological ability in maim.
featuring and development, to find it necessary to go to Great Britain
to get a plane such as the Harrier. I just cannot understand this, and
I just cannot in good conscience support this particular purchase frol
this side of the table.

Admiral CONNOLLY. T do not want always to be saying things that
are contrary to your impression. I certainly cannot comment on the
first part of your statement. You know far better than I about that.
Yet, it is not without good precedent that where the British have
concentrated and worked hard, they have come up, with things that
we have not.
. After all, Pratt & Whitney would not be developing the turbojet

and turbofan today, if they' had not had a license from the Rolls
Royce in the beginning and learned to build it.

General Motors, as big as it is and great as it is, and with its Allison
Division going for so many years, in order to get back in the jet
engine business had to become a licensee for the TF41 and other Rolls
Royce engines.

I know you are aware that the British in their own way came u)
up with the steam catapult, the angled deck, and the mirror landing
system. While we were so busy moving our carriers around the ocean,
into the Mediterranean and out Wt, they, without funds and striv-
ing and struggling, did come up with these concepts, as they have
with some other things. They have concentrated on this type airplane.

ADVANTAGES OF HARMRER

I approached this whole thing as a complete agnostic. When
McCutcheon came ovr and said they wanted this, T thought lie had
lost his mind, As we got into it and conducted the NPE, one of the
test. pilots, who -had fighter experience in Vietnam, came back mnd
said, "I will take on any fighter out there today with the Harrier
and I know I will beat him." In fact, one gentleman who may be in
the audience, said he would give anybody tail position and he would
take the Harrier and get around and get on him.
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It is aerodynamically a very good airplane. It has fine stability and
control. As General McCutcheon has suggested, it is a successful
V/STOL airplane and, more importantly, it is a good STOL airplane.

We do not know much about the use of this airplane, and this is why
the purchase is 12, and not 20. It took a long time to decide whether
it should be six or nine or 12 or 15. It does hurt a little to realize that
these people have come up with something which we couldn't but we
would spend millions of dollars and inch time oing back to Ryan or
anybody else to do it now. It seems tA) me it would be a. great waste. We
have put so much into Britain. We have helped them for a long time,
as you well know. This is something that they have.

It does seem to me that that island over tiere would be a liability
to us if they do not stand on their own two feet. This and the engines
are the only things I know of that they have come up with in a long
time.

11.S. INVESI'MENT IN V/sTOrL 1ROGRA[

Mr. ANDREWS. We have spent a lot of money on this and we have
not gotten anything yet.

Admiral CONNOIJY. Every one of ours crashed.
Mr. LiWscoMn. We have spent money not only in our country but in

France and West Germany on this same type aircraft.
Admiral CONNOLLY. .As I uhl(lerSt'and the game, this airplane sur-

vived all the others. This is what we got out of all the money that we
have placed in this concept. It apparently is awfully good.

Mr. ANDTEWS. Do they have any flying now?
Admiral CONNOmIY. Yes. They were in this transatlantic race. I

believe they won the subsonic race.
Mr. Am;iFws, If you got. this money, when would you get the 12?
General MCCUTCJEON. The first delivery would be in--
I would like to continue in answer to your question, Mr. Lipscomb,

if I may.
The !United States has spent money in developing 17 different, kinds

of V/STOL airplanes, six of which are still flying, mainly the one
model. Eleven are defunct. During this time, the United States also
participated with the British under the mutual defense weal)OnS
project and put in this - million Awhich was mentioned previ-
ously. This was prima rily for the development of an engine. The
engine that was developed was the Rolls Royce Pegasus, which is a
fan jet and uses the vectored thrust principle.

Subsequent to that, the United States participated with Britain and
Germany in the 1127 Kestrel development. These were the PrototyPes
of the Harrier. Here I think the total United States commitment was
about million.

In return for this, 9 airplanes were built. The United States got 3.
In addition, they purchased the 3 that the Germans were given as
their contrilution. So we got 6 Kestrel airplanes here. There is one
still flying at NASA Langley, and there is one at Edwards Air Force
Base. Of the others, one crashed and the remaining 3 were used for
spare parts to keep the others flying which were still being used il
research.
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IIARRIER CAPABILITY

The Harrier that we have now, then, represents the results of 10
years of real, honest-to-goodness development effor.. It is an opera-
tional airplane. The RAF has one squadron now. They are going to
have a couple more. Harrier did anticipatee in this last trans-Atlaiticrace, as Admiral Connolly pointed out, flying both London to New
York and New York to London. It won the subsonic time coming west,
and was beaten by 30 seconds going east by a. "V" bomber. It was only
half an hour behind the F-4 time, and went supersonic in several
bursts.

It is the only airplane in the world, other than the Russian Free-
hand, which has this V/STOL capability. It will give us a lot of
flexibility and versatility, that we do not now have in any airplane
in the inventory or on the boards. It will increase our reaction time for
close air support. It will give us the capability to disperse and cut
down the concentration of airplanes on airfields.

As you know, we have lost quite a few this way to rocket and mortar
attack.

It would permit us to operate closer to the front line troops.
So for our mission, we feel that it offers something that we cannot

look forward to getting anyplace in the next several years.

ADVANTAGE OF BUYING HARRIER

I would like to add to the record, if I might, from the vice president
of Ryan, who is probably the closest competitor on this thing, the
letter that he wrote to Admiral Walker on January 29. It says as
follows:

After going over the British Harrier proposal, I reverse my opinion and think
a buy of them could be the best way to get V/STOL rolling In America. We or
another manufacturer could build a better airplane, but development costs would
be between $300 million and $400 million. Most of that would be to design a good
I)hter system and not because of the "V" characteristics. If you can get these for
$50 million or $60 million, we should go ahead to prove or disprove V/STOL
instead of just talking about it.

Mr. Aimws. Is it correct to say you have a desperate need for this
type of plane, and that this is the only source of procurement from
which you can purchase it?

General McCuTC EoN. Certainly the latter part of the statement is
correct. I would hesitate to say that it is absolutely desperate.

Mr. ANDnmEWS. But you could use it. You have a need for it.
General McCuTrnEox. Yes, sir, we have a bona fide operational

rx uirement for the airplane.
Admiral CONNOLLY. I would like to add one thought, which you

probably already have. The way to go, if we go this way, would be to
get one of these prime American builders to become the licensee and
take this and in accordance with how our experience with the Marine
Corps develops, how much it contributes, how much better it turns out
to be, let them step in that point in time and go ahead with it and
produce better V/STOLs thereby.

I think ive would be far ahead moneywise and timewise.
Mr. ANDREWS. Any other questions I
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Mr. LWsco.MB. What is the capacity of the Hawker Siddeley Co.
now to produce these planes?

Colonel HARPER. They have tooling for - a month. The expect
to reach a rate of a month in June of this year to fulIll their
own requirements. That is slightly over aircraft at this time.

HARRIER DEMONSTRATION

General MCCUTCHEON. One more point on this airplane. Harrier will
be in this area this week, and there will be a demonstration at Andrews
Air Force Base on Friday for the Congress. The members of this com-
mittee have been invited. This will include both a briefing on the status
of the plane and a flight demonstration.

'Mr. LIPSC(O3IB. What is it doing here?
General MCCUTCHE)ON. It was coining down after participating in

this transatlantic race so people in this area could get. better acquainted
with it firsthand. Most people have not seen it. It has been flying here-
tofore only in England.

Mr. LiPSCor. What investment do we have in that transatlantic
race, and what investment do we have in bringing the plane here for
demonstration purposes?

General McCU rCHEON. We have no investment in the race or the
demonstration.

Mr. LipscomB. Who is footing the bill for its visit. to Andrews?
General MCCUTCHEON. I cannot answer that question.
Admiral WALK ER. It would be the RAF.
General McCurcnEo0. It is an RAF airplane.
Colonel HARPER. The United Kingdom Ministry of Technology is

footing the bill, sir.
Mr. LIscoMB. They are paying for all the quartering and subsis-

tence and everything .
Colonel HARPER. Yes, Sir, There is a maintenance crew with them.
Mr. LipscoMB. Why are they doing that?
Colonel HARPER. They are interested in selling the aircraft, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. That is a good answer.
Admiral CONNOLLY. We provided services at Floyd Bennett in the

way of parking space, but they paid for the fuel and took care of all
their own maintenance costs and all that. We did not do anythling ex-
cept be a courteous sister service to the Royal Navy and the oyal Air
Force.

Mr. LiescomiB. What is the corporate structure of Hawker Siddeley
Aviation Co.? Are they subsidized by the Brijtish Government, or are
they an independent operation ?

Colonel HARPF. Sir, I, am confident, it is an independent operation,
but to be absolutely sure, perhaps I had better provide the answer for
the record.

(The information follows:)
Hawker-Siddeley is an independent, unsubsidized corporation.

Mr. LIPSCOMB. That is all I have, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ANxDIws, Mr. Rhodes.
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IIARRIER ARMAMEN'rS

Mr. RHODES. What armament will this plane have?
General M0CUTCHItBO. At the present time, it has the capability

of carrying bombs and rockets, and it has two 80mm Aden guns in-
ternal. During the NPE which was conducted, we took a ook at
what problems we might expect to have in adapting U.S. ordnance
to it, and we will take a further look in the future.

The main armament which we would like to put aboard is the
bombs, rockets, and guns, and there is no problem. It is built to
NATO standards.

Mr. RHODES. You get the bird without the armament aboard?
General McCuTcHEoNq. The guns, of course, Would come with it,

and so would the racks. We would provide the ordnance to hang on.
Mr. RHODES. That would be done at the factory before flyaway?
General McCuTcim N. Some of this would be done in the current

trials that are going on within the RAF now.
Mr. RHODES. I am talking about when you get to the manufacturing

stage, do you get an airplane with the weapons system, or do you have
to get the airp lane and then put the armament aboard.V

General MCmuTCHEOw. No, sir, it will come equipped with guns,
bomb racks, and the internal wiring. The bombs or the rockets to be
hung on the airplane would be provided by us, just as they would be
for any aircraft.

Mr. RHODES. I understand that, of course. I was a little disturbed
by your previous statement that you were going to conduct some tests
to see whether or not our armament can be adapted to this plane. Do
you not think it would be well to do that before you make the contract?

General McCUTCHEON. Yes, sir, that will be done. I was thinking
about some -of the more sophisticated weapons such as Shrike, and so
forth. We would add to the airplane the proviion for carrying
which the RAF.does not,have.

Mr. ANDREWS. Would you put tie piture of 'the Harrier 'back on
the screen for us, lease.,

Mr. RHoDEs. What kind of missiles-do you expectto put aboard
thisplane?,: What air-to-air missiles? ,t. .

, General -,McO CiHoNr. The' 6nly air-t4oair would be the
Mr. boDES, WhAr airfo-grbuid missiles?

* General MCCUrCHE6N. Air-to-ground would be the various bombs,
rockets, and the internal 80-millimeter guns. We would also determine
the!fehsibility,'f dropping napalm, CBU, perhaps Walleve,. Shrike,
,Rndso forth.., .

" ADVANTAGE'OE O CARRIER OVEi -4

Mr. R.HODES. With all this armament aboard, this is such a fine air-
superiority weapon that people out there would rather. have it than
the F-4, as theadmiral mentioned .

General McCuTCFON. Rather thaii ans vwer the question, let melhave
Colonel Miller, who flew the afr'af..

Mr. RHoDEs. Maybe the admiral had ii ttiiansWer. }T made the
statement.
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Admiral CONNOLLY. I had better get on that.
The "Marines want this primarily as an air-to-ground aircraft, but

it has a very fine fighter performance. I was trying to stress the
maneuverability and controllability and visibility in its performance
as a subsonic fighter. I have been told by Colonel Miller, although
actually it, was a naval officer who works for me who is the real enthu-
siast for the airplane. He is just back from having had a fighter out-
fit in Vietnam.

Mr. RHODEs. I was just intrigued by the idea that it could do so
well as a subsonic fighter, I do not know why we are buying F-14's
and F-4J's.

Admiral CONNOLLY. I want to stress that air-to-air combat fre-
quently takes place at low altitudes, subsonically, as it has in conflict
in Vietnam. However, that is not enough. If you want to break off
or if you want to catch a man, you need much more performance. We
think you definitely need a supersonic fighter.

The Marines want to buy this as an air-to-ground vehicle.
General MCCLuTc,IIEON. There are two points that make this a good

airplane for fighter purposes at low altitude-its maneuverability and
its high thrust-weight ratio. There is no other airplane flying now
that can touch it on the latter count.

In all V/STOL development, one of the penalties that has been
paid in many of the developments has been the fact that you had to
put in a weight penalty to get the aircraft off the ground or to permit
it to land. With this engine and this vectored thrust principle you can
use this technique not only for the vertical takeoff and landing, but
also for the maneuvering in the air, so you are not paying a weight
penalty just for a small percentage of the flight time.

VECTORED THRUST PRINCIPLE

Mr. RHODES. Because some of the people who read this record may
not know what a vectored thrust principle is, would you put something
in the record at this point to explain that?

General MCCUTCHEON. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

Vectored thrust is a mechanization of turbojet engine exhaust nozzles whichprovides the capability to direct the engine thrist to desired angles relative to
the airframe. Angles which may be selected range from directing th thrust rear-
ward, in which case the vectored thrust aircraft!operates the same as any other
Jet aircraft, to directing the thrust to some angle forward of vertically downward
in which case a measure of reverse thrust is provided, When the, eligtne nozzles
are directed vertically downward, thrust is provided in the same direction as lift
6n the airplane Wing, and If the magnitude of the thrust Is equal to or greater
than the weight of the aircraft, it will be capable of taking off and landing verti-
cally. Vectored thrust angles between rearward and vertically downwalrd are
usable for "short takeoffs." In this case the vertical component of the thrust
assists the airplane wing In ifting the weight ot the alreraft, and the rearward
component powers the aircraft as In conventional jet flight,

ADVANTAGES OF HAiRIER OVER HELICOPTERS

Mr. RHODES. What are the advantages that this plane has over
helicopters I .;..
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General McCuTcHmoN. The main advantage this aircraft has over
the helicopter is in its ordnance-carrying capability, its speed, and
its range. No gunshi pp flying now can compete with it in either range,
payload, or speed.

The nearest thing coming down the road that would be a competitor
with it would be the AH-56 Cheyenne. Although it might lift a heavier
payload, it is greatly inferior to Harrier in speed, and would not have
the same legs and be capable of intercontinental ferrying in order to
get to the combat zone.

Mr. RHODES. What about the vulnerability of this aircraft to ground-
fire as compared to helicopters now in service?

General MCCUTCHEON. We do not think it -is any more vulnerable
than any other airplane that is flying, due to its maneuverability and
its small size compared to the A-4 and certainly its speed over the
helicopter. These would make it, I should think, less vulnerable.

Wehave a special study being run now by the Naval Air Develop-
ment Center at Johnsville on this specific point.

COST OF HARRIER

Mr. RHODES. Does the $3.5 million unit cost include all the armament
and every other feature of cost that we would ordinarily take into ac-
count, such as research and development, prorated? Break down
the $3.5 million unit cost for us, will you?

General 'McCYCHEON. Do you want it now?
Mr. RHoDES. If you have it now, I think it would be well to have it.
Admiral WAL R. I have that.
In calculating the flyaway cost, which is a portion of the unit cost,

airframe accounts for $1.1 million per airplane.
Changes for the airframe, $64,000.
Engines themselves are $984,000.
Electronics, $470 000
Arhiament itself, which then indicates the armament is included in

the flyavay cost, $9,000 per airplane.
Mr. RHoDS. $9,000?
Admiral WALKR. That is right, sir.
Mr. RHODES. You do not mean $9,000, surely.
Admiral WAt nK. $0,000. These are the components of the airplane

which permit you to hang the bombs which we have ourselves, such
things as the bomb racks, the gun installation, but not the ordnanceits e If , .
1 InStruments, $47,000.

General equipment, $121,000, which includes the gun pads and
external fuel tanks.

Ordnance, $1,600.
The nUmbers I have given you total $2.175 million, which is the unitflyaway cost. This, multiplied by 12, gives $88.8 million, which is the

flyaway cost for the 12 aircraft.
Then in the area of support, special support equipment, which in-

cludes airframe, engine and avionics, totals $6.3 million.t',' r i s $I mil oni " '" ;: , : , 1 ', ' . : •. , , 1 . f, , - ,;
Publications, $700,000.
Factory training, $500,000.
Contractor technical services, $400,000.
These support items total $9 million for all 12 aircraft.
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In addition to that investment spares and spare parts cost, $15.3
million. That $15.3 million is additive to the flyaway and the support,
to give you a total of $57.6 million for the entire 12-aircraft program.

Admiral GADDIS. The $3.5 million unit cost does not include the
spare parts, which are budgeted elsewhere in this item appropriation.

Admiral WALmER. I can clarify that. The $2.775 is the unit flyaway
cost. Then the $9 million of support costs divided by 12 adds $750,000
per airplane to bring the total unit cost to $3.5 million per airplane.
That, multiplied by 12, is then added to the investment spares for the
grand total of $57.6 million.

Mr. :RHODES. If you get 12 aircraft for $57.6 million, I suppose you
could say that your unit cost is $5 million-plus, could you not, de-
pending on the way you want to figure it?

Admiral WALKER. Yes, except if you bought more than 12, the unit
flyaway cost would decrease and in addition there would not be a
comparable increase in support cost or investment spares. These sup-
port costs would be spread over a larger number of units.

General McCuTciIEox. Specifically, if you went to the full
that $5 million would drop to around $3.5 million.

Mr. RHODFS. Admiral, you testified as to the amount the United
States contributed to the development of the Harrier.

Do you have any figures to indicate the total cost of development
of the Harrier so we can arrive at some fraction as to our partic-
ipationI

Colonel HARPER. No, sir. However, I asked the Ministry of Tech-
nology how much they have invested in the Harrier program since
we dropped out, since the end of the triparty exercise, and they said
just a little in excess of - million. This is the only figure that
Have with respect to the program.

MAATIX-nAkPR S'EAT

Mr. RHODES. I believe somebody mentioned that there is some pos-
sible dissatisfaction with the Martin-Baker seat in this plane. Did
somebody mention that?

Colonel EARPER. Yes, sir. The Martin-Baker seat is an excellent
seat. However, the strapping procedure they put onto this latest
version took a bit too long to get in, as far as our pilots were con-
cerned. There is a trade-off. Once you get into their seat and are
strapped in, you are much better ofl inverted than you are in our
own seats, and the chances of back injury are less, at the price of a
few additional straps to attach.Martin-Baker indicated this could be changed. They could put our
kind of strapping arrangement on the seat if we desired it. This is
an example of a possible change, not mandatory.

Mr. RHODES. Who are the principal American seat manufacturers?
Does anybody know ?

Colonel IARPER. McDonnell Douglas manufactures many for the
TJ.S, Navy, including the A-7 and the A-4.

Mi. RHODES.' There used to be tt company in Arizona, that wanted
to manufacture some seats. In fact, they had one the Navy, thought
Wavp ettygbod.

'General M6CiTrrcHEoN. Stanley used to be in the seat business.
Admiral CONNOLLY. He had one that pulled you out with a para-

chifte.hIstead of being shot oi t, you Were pulled out.
32-845 --89-pt. "-2
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Mr. R-hoDEs. The one I was talking about was the conventional
shoot-out.

General McCtrciEoN. The Martin-Baker seat is in all the F-4's and
it is made in England.

Admiral WALKER. I would like to mdd something here in connection
with Stlanley. I am inclined to think this may be the company you are
thinking about, sir.

Mr. RMODES. I think they merged with somebody, and I do not know
what the name is at the present time.

Admiral WALKER. They have been involved in proposals for the
ejection aspects of several of the newer model aircraft, including the
F-ll1 and our F-14. Initially, one of the 5 proposers did have the
Stanley ejection system as part of its proposals. So, this company is
still active in this area.

F-4J PHANTOM II AiRCRAFT

Mr. ANDE VWS. Admiral, in fiscal year 1969 the Navy was funded
F-4J Phantom II fighter aircraft at a cost of $221.8 million.

You are applying $25.8 million of advance procurement money toward
this buy. However, you were funded only $17.2 million in fiscal year
1968 in advance procurement money.

ADVANCE PROCUREMENT FUNDS

Where did you obtain the remaining $8.6 million?
Admiral WALIKER. The remainder of the advance procurement funds,

$8.6 million, was budgeted in fiscal ear 1967. In fiscal 1967, advance
procurement funds were budgeted or fiscal year 1968 program, and
the F-4J program in 1968 was canceled. So, these 1967 funds were
available then to finance a portion of the 1969 program.

OP.RATONAL X;OSSEs

Mr. ANDREWS. You have indicated that the fiscal year 1970 request
for, F-4J's will provide: ieplacements for openational losses, How re-
cent is the combat loss data upon which this request was based? Tell
us something about your loss record.,

Admiral CONOLLY. The fiscal year 1970 budget is based on combat
sortie and loss rate experience from 1 November 1968 to 11 December
1968., This is the period of the first 41 days after the cessation of the
bombing 6f North Vietnam.
,The attrition rate during that, period was - F-4 aircraft per

1,000 sorties. The most ;recent combat loss rate based on the period -1
November 1968 to 30 April 1969 is the same.- aircraft per 1,000
combat sorties.: ...Nr. ADnVS. How many F-4J's have we lost in the0pat 6 months

when compared to the previous 6 months? fo 1
Admiral CoNNroLLY. In the 6 months' period from i November 1968

to .0 April 1969, the Navy and Marine F-4 losses were -. (>nm-
bat losses were .

During the previous 6 months' period, 1 May 1*68 to 31, october
1968, Navy.,ond Marine F-4 losses were . Combat losses.were

The request for 8. aircraft will, not replace :our projected total
losses. As a consequence, ouier t for!cew decrease in numbers.
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FUTURE PROCUREMENT OF F-4J IS

Mr. ANDREWS. You are requesting $11.2 million in advance procure-
ment funds in fiscal year 1970 for the F-4J. How many do you pro-
pose to buy in fiscal year 1971?

Admiral CONNOLLY. I sir.
'Mr. ANDREWS. How long will we be buying F-4's before the F-14A

becomes a reality
Admiral CONNOLLY. The fiscal year is our planned last buy

for the F-4 under current plans. The total approved in our 5-year
defense plan for fiscal year 1971 to 1973 is . The Navy's pro-
curement objective for that period is

F-43 COST OVERRUNS

Mr. ANDREWS. You experienced cost overruns of $30.6 million in
fiscal year 1966 and $4 million during the first half of fiscal year 1969
on the F-4J aircraft. What were the reasons for these cost overruns?

Admiral CONNOLLY. The fiscal year 1966 increase reflects a nego-
tiated price increase of $14.4 million and increased support costs
owing to the combined effect of price increases and augmented
requirements.

The fiscal year 1969 increase reflects similar combined effects of
price increase and augmented requirements.

A breakdown of the $30.6 million total increase follows:
The final negotiated price increase was $14 million.
Special support equipment for the AWG-10, $935,000.
Portable vans for intermediate level repair at overseas bases for

avionics, $5.85 million.
Improved trainer to provide increased cockpit procedure and

ASW25 data link training facility, s1 million.
A total of $30.68 million.
Mr. ANDIEws. You say $14 million was for increased costs?
Admiral CONNOLLY. Yes, sir; negotiated price increase.
Mr. ANDREWS, What period of time doos that $14 million figure

represent?
Admiral CONNOLLY. I do not believe we know that.
Mr. ANDREws. Put something in 66i record sbout it.
Admiral CONNOLLY. We will- get it, sir.
(The information follows:)

The $14.4 million increased cost of the fiscal year 1966 F-4J airframe is that
which has occurred since the fiscal year 1966 supplemental appropriation for
Southeast Asia was approved by the Congress in April 1966. The magnitude of
this increase first became known in the stimmer ot 1966 when we were negotiating
firm airframe prices with the prime contractor. At this time, the- Navy submitted
a reprograming action reflecting this increase, which was approved by the Secre-
tary of Defense on September 24, 196.

There lave been "no cost Increases since that time; In fact, the program, which
has a valuefof approximately $400 million, has had cost decrease& of $8.8 mil-
lion. Since the program is virtually completed, no further cost adjustments are
anticipated,

The reason lat.our budget estimated were at variance with jictual costs is
related to the costs necessary to accelerate the F-4 prductloh: line to "imnure
adequate fighter aircraft for Navy and Marine Air Forces In Southeast Asia.

In this Instance, the costs of the production line acceleration were not aic-
curately predictable.
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VALIDITY OF PROJECTED F-4J COSTS

Mr. ANDRBWS. How confident are you about your cost estimates for
the fiscal year 1970 program buy?

Admiral CONNOLLY. We are confident. We do not have any reason
to believe they are going to get away from us.

Do you have anything further to add?
Admiral WALKF.k Only that our history now is such that at this

point in time we have confidence in our present prices. The cost in-
creases we were just discussing were for earlier years. We are now set-
tled down and have full confidence in these prices.

Mr. ANDREWS. What provision, if any, has been made for substan-
tial increases in the cost of labor and material in this program?

Admiral WALKER. We do carry an escalation factor in all our pro-
grams which takes into account anticipated increased costs in labor
and materials.

Mr. AwDniws. Percentagewise, what would you say has been the
yearly increase in cost of aircraft purchased by the Navy?

Admiral CONNOLLY. Four percent a year.
Mr. ANDREWS. You haie taken that into account in connection with

these figures you have given us?
Admiral CONNOLLY. I am not being as definitive 'about this as I

would like to be. It seems to me we have a contract-T know we do
with Grumman on the F-14, and I think we have on McDonnell-ftlnt
goes for a fixed period of time, and if there are any cost overruns, they
get it.

After 3 or 4 years of this arrangement, then the next 3 years are ne-
gotiable based on what happens to the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Mr. ANDIEws. Did you have a fixed price contract when you had
a $14 million increase?

Captain HARVEY. The fiscal year 1969 contract is a fixed price in-
centive contract, the one we would plan for 1970 being u fixed price-
incentive as well. That means you have a target price with a ceiling
swing.

Mr. Amzmws. Which would take into consideration the increased
cost of material and labor.

Captain HARVEY. Yes sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. So-calied escalation?
Captain iARvEY. Or decreased costs of labor and material if we

are fortunate enough to have those.
Mr. ANwRws. You have not had one of those in a long time.
Captain iARv~y. Yes, sir, we have them on a general basis but

not on this Specific program. We have them sometimes through cost
decreases due to extra efficiency. There we might have a saving. At
a fixed price-iTidetive contract type it is designed to share increases
or decreases and atgs n..

Mr. Ax-DR=ws. Was this $14 million above the ceilin or cost?
Captain H vRymi. I do not have the statistics for tle 1966 program,

ir, iut I think it would be froth the targd. On h. fixed price-incentive
contract you talk about price increases or decreases from the targets.

Mr. AwD1WB Put more information in the record as best you can.
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(Information requested follows :)
The $14.4 million F-4J airframe cost Increase does not specifically relate to

target or ceiling costs but to the amount this program actually cost compared
to the amount estimated in our budget submissions. This program cost $14.4
million more than we had budgeted.

With reference to the target and ceiling cost of this program, the $14.4
million total increase includes a $3.5 million increase over the target.

IIARRIER AS TRADE-OFF FOR F-4J

M r. LIPSCOMB. In the January 1969 procurement program justifica-
tion book for fiscal year 70 on page 2, it showed that the program for
F-4J was 51.

In the revision in April 1969 it was reduced from 51 to 34.
Also in that same justification book it shows that there were no

Harriers proposed in January but in the revision the number 12 came
into being.

What is the relationship, if any, of this revision and why was it
revised?

Admiral CONNOLJY. I believe we are talking FY-70.
Mr. LiPscoMn. Yes.
Admiral CONNOLLY. The 51 came about in this way. We originally

asked for a larger number. OSD came back to us with the revised ex-
pected losses and cut us back to 51.

These were to be shared by the Marincos and the Navy. The Marines'
share of that 51 would turn out to be about airplanes and
about to go to the Navy.

In order to get this Harrier the Commandant of the Marine Corps
came forward in November or December and asked the Secretary of
the Navy for support in procurement of Harriers without running up
the fiscal year 1970 budget.

The offering was to compensate for Harriers with F-4's as the trade.
They looked over what they could trade and they felt they could trade
these if it was all right with the authorities in the Department of De-
fense and with the Members of the Congress.

Then to price out and pay for the 12 as we have been going through
here, $57 million, that is how the 17 came off.

Admiral GADDIS. The change you speak of was that this proposal
for Harrier as a trade-off in the regular President's budget, as you say
in the January submision, came so late in the budget review season
that Mr. Clifford and Mr. Nitze. deferred decision at that time.

When we had the budget review under Mr. Laird and Mr. Packard
the question of Harrier was reopened and was accepted as an equal-
cost tradeoff in the budget amendment which was delivered in April
to the Congress.

Mr. ANDRE ws. You traded off 17 F-4J's for 12 Harriers?
Mr. LiPsco.tn. 17 or 18.
Admiral GADDIS. That is right, 17, sir.
Mr. ANDREws. That is the wish of the Navy and the Marine Corps?
Admiral GADDIS. Yes. It is a dollar tradeoff, $57.6 million.
Mr. Lipscoiwn. Does the Navy intend to try to recoup next year the

17 F-4J's and put them back in your program?
General McCurCHEOx. The Marine Corps' intent is to put Harrier

in in lieu of the F-4's.
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OSD ACTION ON CARRIER

Mr. LiPscomB. Wasthe Harrier request in the original Marine Corps
submission to the Office, Secretary of Defense?

Admiral GADDIS. It was not in the Secretary of the Navy's submis-
sion. The question had not come up at that time, sir. That was sub-
mitted on October 1,1968.'

Mr. LrPscomB. And at that time the request was turned.down by the
then Secretary of Defense?

Admiral GADDIS. The request had not been made as of the Secre-
tary of the Navy's budget submission on October 1.

The Commandant's request was made to the Secretaty of the Navy
in late November and was forwarded to the Secretary of Defense in
December, sir.

Mr. LTWSCOMB. They took no action?
Admiral GADDIS. That is correct. They deferred action on the basis

of the time being so short until they had to close up the budget that
they really couldn't do it with confidence at that time.

General McCuTIcJEoN. I believe they viewed it would be subject to
a reprograming action on the 1970 budget later. The Marine Corps
reopened it when the opportunity came along in January and Febru-
ary in order that we could get started on the program sooner and so
that the Oongress could be apprised of our intention at an earlier date.

Admiral CONNOLLY. The Secretary of the Navy did go down with
the 12 and we did do a lot of discussing on whether to wait for 1971.
The argument against it is that there are always so many reasons to
wait.

What happened was that in the fall the Marines had done enough
work, done enough flying of the airplane, the airplane had suddenly
become much more attractive to the Marine Corps than they had real-
ized before, and the whole program came about in just the way I am
describing it upon the initiation of the young combat fliers who flew it.

Mr. Lip'scomn. If the Marine Corps had gone ahead with the 17
F-4J's as originally programed, when would they have come into your
inventory?

Admiral CONNOLLY. W%7e get the airplanes in the calendar year fol-
lowing the fiscal year. When the fiscal year 1970 authorization and
appropriation comes, we start receiving the planes as a rule of thumb
in the calendar year following, bet ween' January and December
of 1971.

Mr. LIPscoMB. So there is a lag between the receipt of the Harrier
and what would have been the receipt of the F-4J's I ,

Admiral GADDIS. They will be received in essentially the same time-
frame.

Mr. Lirscom3, I though you said the Harrier would begin being de-
livered in

General MeCwrCIIEON. I corrected that to sir.

F-4J UNIT COST

Mr. Ltrscoma. The fact that the Marine Corps reduced its request
by 17 raised the fiscal year '197ounit cost 'f the F-J4 by approxim~fiely
$540,000 per plane I,
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Admiral WALKEJI. Flyaway costs under the 34-aircraft program

ae million. Under the 51-aircraft program they were
million.

Mr. Lirsco.mB. That is not what is shown on page 2, Admiral, of the
justifications book.

Admiral WALKi; wr am afraid we 4r i:wolved again in this differ-
ence between lyrvway unit cost and total p rai unit cost which
rresen t s'PMr.L 'oMB. The book uei--theqlumn "unit co

Admiynl VALKER. ,i. tht connectipn, then, sir, 'our figures are
correct ' I . \ C/

Mr.!IPscoMB,/Wly oes, a reductionn of'lplanes inc ase the fiscal
year 1970 unit 4ost by so e $40,W00 per plane I

Afl uiral W ,. .W1 pdrnissigmn, sif, I would iighlight the
the hreas which are th r -i ignifiniZ There are 16 di erent items

r. Liscomn. Give- up)pofgoo 1al now anid )ut the restin lie record."-. "-S."-',

he info ationif lows:) i t.))
THE F YA 1 7 4 T DS INiwciASi BY ITEM

A\ .. Aircraft 34.ircraftIteo' . /.J \ ,, program , rogram Difference

Airframes . . ......... $1,939,045/$,196,699 +$257,654
Airframe changes .......... .......... 76,16k 87,868 +11,705
Engines ............ ........................................... 4 4, 414,000 ......
En lne accessories ........... ............................ 24 215 24,699 . +44
eItronh s ........ : ............. ....................... 18, 846 774,537 +55,691

Other equipment .............. ,,................................... " 85, 578 87, 285 +1,-707
Support costs 785,290 997, 264 +211,974

Total ...................................................... 4,043,133 4,582,352 , +539,186

Admiral CoNNoLLY. In the area of electronics in the F-4J, for ex-
ample, where the 51 aircraft buy has for electronics $719,000 per air-
plane, in the 34 buy this number is $774,000,

Mr. LiPscoMtB Why would tlt increase?
Admiral WALKiE. I would have to say here that this increase results

from the lower production rate of the sophisticated AN/AWG-10
Fire Control Systems installed in the aircraft. This lower production
rate results in fixed overhead costs being spread over fewer produc-
tion units, thus increasing the unit cost.

Admiral GADDIS. The principal area is that support costs which are
part of the unit cost in addition to flyaway are related to the program
year more than they are related to the number of aircraft you buy.
Therefore, if you have $20 million of support costs spread over fewer
airplanes the unit cost increase due to support costs is higher per
aircraft.

Additionally, the various manufacturers have a relatively fixed over-
head in terms of tooling, assembly, engineering and administrative
personnel and Other Items that are essentially unchanged at any pro-
fuction level below a certain rate and must therefore be prorated
against the quantity of aircraf to be procured. As the quantity of air-
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craft to be procured decreases a higher percentage of the unit cost is
related to this fixed overhead.

Admiral WxaiErn. The area under question is not in connection with
support only. I think it boils down, Mr. Lipscomb, to the fact that
as you buy fewer airl)lanes it costs you more per airlane.

Another example would be the aif rame itself. 't h uit cost for air-
f rame alone for 51 is 1.9 per airplane and for 34 it is 2.2.

Admiral CONNOLLY. in summary you are way ahead of us. You cut,
tie buy and they spread their overhead ;and their taxes and their
profits to stockholders. As Admiral Gaddis said, you have certain
fixed support costs there so that by the way the accounting goes it has
to be tied to each airplane.

PURCHASE OF F-4J S BY, FOREIGN COUNTRIES

Mr. RHIODEs. How many other countries are buying F-4J's?
Admiral CONNOLLY. I think the Israelis are trying to buy.
Admiral WALKER. . We can give you the exact number for

the record.
Mr. RHIODEs. I wish you would give the exact number of planes be-

in bought and the approximate dates of delivery.
iThe information follows:)

The F-4 is currently being bought by the United Kingdom, Iran, Israel, and
the Federal German Republic. The following chart shows the quantity being pro-
cured and the delivery dates by country:

Quantity (Calendar
beinj year) delivery

Country procured period

United Kingdom ................................................................ --
I ran ...........................................................................
Israel ..........................................................................
Germany ....................................................................... -

Mr. SiR, s. Are you telling us that because of the change in the pro-
grami as amended in April that the plant making the F-41's-I assume
R. is the St. Louis plant-will curtail its activities?

Admiral Cn.xor, y. I will say that I don't know the answer to this
question. I will have to find out.

Mr. RHODES. I will have to know before I accept your version of
this unit, cost increase.

MrP. Lirsco-Mn. I agree. I also will have to know.

INCREASE IN UNIT COST

Mr. RHosS. I do not go along with this "J. C. Penney" argument
that the more overalls you buy the less expensive they are always. This
may be true but if your change in program is causing McDonnell-
Douglas to shut downi its line or change its capacity for operation then
maybe you have a point, but I certainly would li'ke to see something
more than we have had here today.

Admiral CONNOLLY. It seems McDonnell had a strike during this
period and negotiated some wage increases. I don't know how that
affected the contract.

. I
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Mr. RHODES. I don't, either. The point you are making is that you
are buying fewer and therefore you have to pay more. This would be
true if it made a change in the total output of the factory.

Admiral CONNOLLY. I don't like to be on the side of arguing on the
side that it is logical. I don't understand the details of it, either.

Mr. RiIoDs. If you will, supply something more persuasive for the
record than anything you have now.

Admiral CONNOLLY. We will dig it out, sir.
(The information follows:)

INCREASE IN P'4J UNIT COST

The following discusses the unit cost increases in the proposed fiscal year 1070
V-4J procurement which was reduced from 51 to 34 aircraft in the amended bud-
get. This unit cost increase is estimated at $539,000. The areas of increase and an
explanation follow:

Airframe (unit cost increase of $270,000) : Approximately $200,000 Is attribut-
able to lower production at the prime contractor's facility. The delivery rate for
F-4 aircraft will be - aircraft per month lower with the 34-alrcraft program
than with 51 aircraft. Since only - aircraft per month (all services, includ-
ing foreign military sales) are being produced in the delivery period, this de-
crease of - per month is significant in relation to total production.. The con-
tractor's fixed costs, such as sustaining engineering, plant maintevance over-
head, and testing, will be spread over fewer production units, thus raisingg the
cost of each unit. For example, the cost of sustaining engineering ($8 million)
remains constant with 51 or 34 aircraft.

In addition, our estimates include significant nonrecurring costs for two Im-
provements we plan to make to F-4J's in fiscal year 1970. These nonrecurring
costs add approximately $70,000 to the unit cost of each aircraft when prorated
against 34 instead of 51 aircraft. One of these improvements is a new environ-
mental control system ($5.1 million) necessary to provide proper cooling of both
the crew and complex electronic airborne equipment. The other improvement is
a new aircraft wiring system ($1.3 million) designed to carry more current bit
at the same time reduce appreciably the weight and volume of wiring.

Electronics (unit cost increase of $57,000) : This unit cost increase in related
to the AN/AWG-10 airborne missile control system. This sophisticated equip-
ment is government furnished. The contractor's nonrecurring costs, estimated at
$8 million, will remain constant although procurement is reduced from 51 to 34
units. These nonrecurring costs are estimated at $6 million for sustaining engi-
neering, $1 million for facility maintenance and upkeeps, and $1 for testing and
calibration.

Support equipment (unit cost increase of $212,000) : Generally, support equip-
ment costs are related to outfitting of aircraft operating sites and not the air-
craft procurement quantity. In planning for 51 aircraft, we included $40.1 million
for support or $785,000 per aircraft. For 34 aircraft, $33.9 million, or $997,000 per
aircraft, is required.

The $33.) million will be utilized as follows: (1) for special support equill-
ment, $11.4 million is necessary for two new sites (NAS Atsugi and NAS Cubi
Point), an increased number of operating aircraft at NAS Key West, and for
AIMS and all-weather carrier landing systems equipment for which support
equipment h as not been previously procured. (One site outfitting. MCAS Cherry
Point, was deleted when the program was revised from 51 to 34 aircraft.) (2)
The sum of $11.7 million is required for trainers and training, primarily for
weapon system trainers at NAS Miramar and Key West to insure that F-4 crews
train with equipment configured consistent with operating aircraft. (One trainer,
for NAS Ocpant, was deleted when the program was rev1-sed from 51 to 34 air-
craft.) (3) The sum of $1.1 million is required for publications uldating to reflect
the latest aircraft configuration. (4) The sum of $0.7 million is requested for
contractor engineering technical services which includes 323 engineers at 25 F-4
operating sites. (This amount was estimated at $10.2 million in our original
submission.)
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FUTURE PRODUCTION REQUIREMENTS

Mr. LPSCOMB. Did you have a tentative contract in existence for
51 aircraft, for fiscal year 1970?

Admiral WALKER. No, sir.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. Did this change in any way affect the overall antici-

pated buy of F-4AJ' which would have made a difference in the price?
Captain BrRToN. Yes, sir. It definitely does. The production would

be about - per month less.
Admiral WALKER. It would be closer to - per month less, sir.
Mr. ANnm-:ws. Will the line close after you get through these 34?
Admiral VALKER. No, sir. We have a additional buys for 1971, 1972,

and 1973 in the program of, - and - aircraft respectively.
Mr. ANDREWS. It seems to me that is all the more reason they should

not increase the cost. If the line were going to close it might make a
difference.

Admiral CONNOJJJY. It will not close.
Mr. ANDRFEWS. Any other questions?
(No response.)

F-111B/PoFoNIx WEAPONS SYSTEM

Mr. ANDRIEWS. Now we will take up the F-111B Phoenix weapons
system.

At the request of this committee the General Accounting Office sub-
mitted a report in March of 1969 on the costs and benefits of the
F-111B Phoenix weapons system.

According to this report, as of September 30, 1968, the Navy had
recorded obligations of $304.7 million for the R.D.T. & E. and pro-
curement of the F-111B aircraft.

This total does not include early development funding of 'the F-111
provided by the Air Force. Final program costs have not been
negotiated.

F-111B TOTAL PROGRAM COSTS

Do you have an estimate of what total program costs might be?
Admiral WALKER. The estimated Navy total cost to date for the

F-111B is $335.4 million divided amongst R.D.T. & E. and PAMN.
The R.D.T. & E. total is $187.4 million and the PAMN $148 million.

However, these costs include the development and procurement of
items which are planned to be utilized in other Navy ongoing pro-
grmis such as the F-14, the F-30P12 engines, Phoenix missile fire
control system, and other avionics.

If 'tie costs for the development and procurement of 'these items are
subtracted out the net cost to the Navy for the F-111B program is
estimated to be $115 million.

BENEFITS OF F-1IIB PROGRAM

Mr. ANDI1EWS. What have we benefited from the moneys spent in the
F-111B progTam ? You mentioned a few of them there.

Admiral WALKER. I think probably our principal benefit as far as
the ongoing F-14 program is concerned is the TF-30 engine and the
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Phoenix missile system which was originally developed for the purpose
of use in the F-111B.

This program now gives us a stage in the development of the Phoe-
nix system which is well beyond that which we would have had if we
hiad started with the F-14.

NAVY LOST MOST OF F-111B PROGRAM

Mr. ANDREWS. Getting back to the net loss, you feel that is the loss
that will be sustained? but of the $335.4 million you salvaged $220.4
million in the Phoenix system, with the efigines and the F-14, and
came out of it with a net loss of $115 million.

Admiral CONNOLLY. That is right. The man who has been living
with this steadily for the last 3 years is winding up the Navy's end of
the F-ill. lie is here and these are his figures. Ile has rationalized
them with respect to the utilization we have gotten out of the F-111's
for the Phoenix testing, the engines we purchased which can be used
as spares for support, and as figured out it comes out to $115 million
which were lost costs by the Navy.

NAVY USE OF F-111B AIRCRAFT

Mr. ANDREWS. I-low many planes did you actually receive,
Captain?

Captain SCAMBOS. We have received five R and D airplanes and two
production airplanes over the total contract.

Mr. ANDREWS. Total of seven ?
Captain SCAMBOS. Yes, sir; that is correct.
Mr. ANDREWS. What do you plan to do with those seven aircraft?

First, how many have you lost ?
Captain SCAMBOS. We have lost two.
M r. Aw-Rnws. You still have five?
Captain SCAMBOS. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANtREws. What do you plan to do with them?
Captain SCAMBOS. Number one, which was the first prototype--if

you recall we had a weight problem with the F-ill-this airplane
represented that model which did not have weight corrections in it.
That has been used previously for early flight test development of the
F-111B.

It has since been shipped to the Naval Air Propulsion Center at
Lakehurst, N.J., so that we can test the barricade characteristics of
swept-wing aircraft.

You know, sir, that abroad the carrier if for some reason an airplane
cannot use its normal arresting procedure we have emergency arrest-
ing procedures which we call barricade. The barricade essentially
straps around the leading edge of the wing and stops the airplane in
that manner.

We are using the airplane to test that.
Following that we will use the airplane for gunfire tests, indicating

gunfire vulnerability characteristics of the airplane, to give us some
knowledge for future aircraft.

Number 2 we used on Phoenix flight testing. We lost this airplane
last year as you recall.
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Number 3 is currently supporting Phoenix development flight test-
ing at Hughes Aircraft Corp.

Number 4 we lost at Grumman, if you recall, April of 1967.
Number 5 we have fully utilized in flight tests and have now given

it to NASA which is putting it into their Ames full-scale wind tunnel
to develop further fundamental aerodynamics of swept-wing per-
formance aircraft.

As the production aircraft, we have two-No. 6, which is the first
we have bought on the production contract but we felt, and the Con-
gress agreed, that these aircraft, too, should continue in the support of
the research and development of this program. We have done some
flight tests on No. 6. It has given us some testing information on the
TF30-P12 engine installation; and No. 7 is currently at Hughes Air-
craft having a Phoenix fire control system put into lt to help further
flight test development of the Phoenix weapons system because of the
loss of No. 2 aircraft.

CALCLATON OF LOSS

Mr. ANDREWS. When you estimate that your net loss is $115 million,
you take into consideration the seven aircraft that you got, five of
which you still have ?

Captain SCAMBOS. Yes, sir.
However, let me explain my rationale. I have assumed for the calcu-

lations General Dynamics in the R. and D. has received $62.7 million.
I have said in my rationalization that we will count only two of the

five airplanes as being useful to the Phoenix flight test program which
supports the F-14.

I completely wrote off every other R. & R. airplane at no value, on
the assumption that we would have gotten all the information on
swept-wing technology, turbofan engine characteristics, and the flight
control system, all from the Air Force program had the Navy not par-
ticipated at all. I have written off 60 percent of the $62.7 million as
lost.

CANCELtATION OP PROGM A

Mr. AanWS. When did the Navy officially disassociate itself from
the B program I

Captain SCAMBOS. The Government notified the contractor to ter-
minate Work on the F-111B on the 10th of July 1968.

Two days prior to that the Secretary of the Navy asked the Secretary
of the Air Force, who was the executive agent on this program, to
issue a stop work order to that effect.

Mr. A wDi ws. Was that after you received delivery of No. 7?
Captain ScAMWros. No, sir; it was not. No. 7 was approximately 90

percent complete and it seemed economic to us to take delivery in that
there was a clear utilization for that airplane to put a Phoenix fire
control system in it.

Mr. A"mREws. What did the Navy pay for No. 7?
Captain SCAMBOS. That problem has not been precisely determined

at this point. Let me explain why.
There was some work which the Navy wanted continued a fter July

10, 1968. Completion of No. 7 is one item. Therefore the Navy is ne-
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gotiating a follow-on contract with General Dynamics which will sup-
port the development of the F-14A. We have not completed negotia-
tions on the contract. When that contract is signed I will be able to
tell you what the cost of aircraft No. 7 is.
br. ANDREWS. I wish you would put whatever information you can

about it in the record.
Captain ScAMuBos. Yes, sir; I would be reluctant even to give you

an estimate at this point for fear it might compromise our negotiating
position with the company.

(Information requested follows:)
The current unit cost of F-111B No. 7 cannot be estimated at this time since

the cancellation costs and the new contract for work continued after the stop
work order, part of which is completion of F-111B No. 7, have not been negotiated.
Prior to the July 10, 1968, stop work order, the unit cost of this aircraft was
estimated to be $18.4 million.

ADJUSTMENTS TO THE $115 MILLION IN LOSS COSTS

Mr. ANDREWS. Is the Navy protesting the failure of the contractor
to meet specifications of the IF-11B ?

Captain SCAMBOS. Yes, sir. On the 14th of December the Government
and Ithe contractor signed a settlement 'agreement 'and that settlement
agreement includes our estimate of approximately $23 million in
penalties to the contractor based on target costs and target profits and
approximately $16 million in actual costs and actual profits.

Mr. ANDREWS. Do you have any hope of cutting this $115 million
net cost to the Navy by actions which might be taken against the
contractor?

Captain SCAMBOS. That $115 million figure has been figured after
the actions we have taken and contemplate taking with the contractor,
sir.

However, the-
Mr. ANDREWS. Then this $115 million figure could be more or less?
Captain SCAMBOS. The $115 million figure, sir, is an estimate after

applications of judgment values on my prt as to what should be in-
cluded and what is not included.

Let me say that the $115 million figure includes work in process
peculiar to the F-111B which the Air Force may utilize after some
rework costs. I did not even consider that as reducing our loss costs,
but I wanted to take a very conservative approach as to what is the
maximum the Navy would lose in such a program.

The $115 million is the maximum figure.
Mr. AwDtiws. So it could be reduce
Captain ScAMMos. Yes, sir it could.
Mr. ANDPmWS. We will ask you again next year. You should have

more figures available.
Captain SCAMBOS. Yes, sir; I hope so.

AVIONICS SYSTEM

Mr. RHODES. Captain, in coming to your $115 million total, are you
assuming that the Mark 2 avionics system is completely usable and 100
percent effective ?
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Captain SOAMBos. It has absolutely no relation to the F-111B, sir.
That is only in the F-111A, D, and FB which are Air Force versions.

Mr. RHODES. Do you have an avionics system comparable to that?
Captain SCAMBOS. I would say comparable but not directed to the

same mission.
Mr. RHODES. How did you handle that in your account? Did you

assume that it was an asset of the Navy which would continue?
Captain SCAMBOS. Yes, sir. I subtracted only from the Phoenix

R. & D. some $4.3 million which was spent prior to the termination
where we asked Hughes Aircraft to reconfigure the Phoenix fire-
control system to fit the carrier suitability changes which we had or-
dered prior to the termination.

Admiral CO Nwm. When the Congress indicated it would not fi-
nance the F-ill in fiscal year 1969 that was the beginning of Captain
Scambos' particulars and the program manager started to clamp down
on anything he possibly could going into F-lllB. This young man
has done a very fine job for the Navy and the country in this program
and others, Mr. Lipscomb.,

REOOUPMENT OF PROCUREMENT FUNDS

Mr. ANDRWS. The fiscal year 1969 appropriation action by Congress
required that a total of $115.5 million of unobligated procurement
funds, appropriated in prior years for the F-111B, be applied to Navy
fiscal year 1969 procurement requirements, making possible an offset-
ting reduction in congressional authorization.

According to GAO, $61.7 million of this amount had not been re-
couped as of December 16,1968.

Has all this money been now recouped? If not, what is the delay ?
Oaptain SCAmBOS. To date we have recouped $109.4 million in the

PAMN account. We estimate that there will ,be an 'additional $18 mil-
'lion which we will receive from the 'Department of the Air Force for
F-1I1B common parts which we have transferred to them for utiliza-
tion on the ongoing F-i11 series.

Another part yet to be recouped in PAMN is six and a half million
dollars' worth of penalty which the contractor agreed to pay under this
December 14 settlement agreement. He would pay ihat by July 1 of
1970.

Finally I estimate that the Navy will recover an additional $17
million from the contractor when we have audited his costs and have
taken account of the fact that in accordance with the settlement agree-
ment he will receive no profit forall work.done on the F-11IB prior
to July 10, the date of the stop-work order,

If these parts are added it is my estimate within the estimating
accuracy that we will fulfill the $151.5 million 'PAMN recoupmentobjective. •;r. A~cnems. So you do anticipate recouping all of the $151.5 mil-

lion in one way or another I'
Captain Smcxnos. Yes, sir, but it will probably take 12 to 18 months

from now. .
Mr. ANkbRsw, JUly of 1970?
Captain SCAMBOs. I say the end of fiscal 1971.

. I
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RECOUPMENT OF R.D.T. & E. FUNDS

Mr. AxNiEws. GAO also advised that $28 million of unexpenled
R.D.T. & E. funds for the F-111B could also be recouped, but that
only $8.8 million of that amount had been recouped as of December
16 1968.

What is the reason for the delay in recovering the remaining $19.2
millionI

Captain ScAmBos. We have recouped $8.8 million as reported. We
estimate that from ,:20 to $25 million additional R.D.T. & E. funds
arepossible.

A DREwS. $20 to $25 million
Captain SCAmpOs. Yes, sir. I think the GAO report probably is the

result of an earlier estimate. I would like to make a short statement
here, and that is to remind the committee that the current PAMN
and R. & D. recoupment objectives laid on the Navy were based on
Navy estimates provided in April of 1968 when there existed a num-
ber of major uncertainties about the future of this program. For ex-
ample, the mode of termination was unkaown at that time. It would
make a great deal of difference whether the termination was for con-
venience or default so far as costs recouped are concerned.

Therefore, at the time I placed a strong caveat on the estimates to
the effect that they involved possible inaccuracies of as much as 20
percent, plus or minus.

Secondly, the detailed design of the F-14 was not known, and there-
fore precise utilization of avionics and components under develop-
ment under the F-111B program could not accurately be determined
at that time.

It was considered prudent, however, to plan on continued develop-
ment of most of those components which could be utilized on the F-14
to minimize termination and restart costs.

Cost of continuing such a program was estimated at $55 million.
We told Congress and they agreed that was probably the prudent

way to go.
Now that the termination has been implemented the F-14 detailed

design formulated and some informal Navy audits of contract costs
made, the Navy F-111B R.D.T. & E. recoupment can be more ac-
curately estimated as a total between $29 and $34 million.

Mr. ANDREws. Do you hope to recoup all of the $28 million men-
tioned by the GAO in the R.D.T. & E. area?

Captain SCAMBOS. Yes, sir; our recoupment estimate at this point is
$29 to $34 million.

Mr. ANDREWS. We will ask you next year again about these figures.
Captain SCAMBOS. Yes, sir.

PHOENIX MISSILE SYSTEM

Mr. ANDREWS. The GAO report discloses that as of September 30,
1968, the Navy has recorded obligations of $496.1 million for the
Phoenix missile system. Current cost estimates reportedly are -.

million for the R.D.T. & E. and-- million for procurement.
Are these your best estimates today for the Phoenix missile system?
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Commander FFETHERSTON. In the Phoenix R.D.T. & E. program ele-
ment we are estimating $412.7 million to complete the development
of the Phoenix system in parallel with the schedule which now pertains
to the F-14A aircraft. This includes planned funding through fiscal
year 1974.

The fiscal year 1970 increment of that planned funding is $17.5
million.

Mr. ANDREWS. What does the procurement estimate include?
Commander FETniERSTON. That is the Phoenix R. and D. only. The

Phoenix missile procurement estimate shows no fiscal year 1970 buy
contemplated. We have had fiscal year 1968 and 1969 funds appropri-
ated for missile procurement.

Fiscal year 1971 will be the first missile PAMN" which is planned
Mr. ANDREws. The GAO report stated that there was-- million

for procurement as of September 30, 1968. What does that procure-
ment estimate include?

Commander FTnn~ms'rox. I am not familiar with the figure, sir. 1
will have to look at it and perhaps provide information for the record.

Mr. AnDr.Ews. What about the. R.D.T. & E.?
Admiral CoNNoLY. May we have that, question again?
Mr. AwDREws. The GAO report of September 30, 1968, states that

the current cost estimate reportedly is million for R.D.T. & E.
and million for procurement.

The question is what does the procurement include ?
Admiral CONNOLY. I have different figures. For example, I have

the figure that the total R.D.T. & E. would be $372 million.
Mr. ANprnms. As against the million of the GAO .'
Admiral CONNOLLY. And I have the fignire of total PAMN of 42.1.
As the commander says, we have no 1970 buy of Phoenix because

we are taking advantage of the fact that the F-I 4 will be later than
planned.

Mr., ANDRmws. You are not planning at this time to procure Phoeplix
in 1970?

Admiral CONNOTJTY. That is right.
Mr. ANDRiWS. How much. procurement money have you obtained

at this time? ' '
Commander, FETIEiSTON. We obtained 30.5, sir, in fiscal year 1968

and 55.9 in 1969.
,Mr. AiNDRws. That is $86.4 million.
Commander FETTIRSTON. Yes, sir.

FUTURE PROCUREM1ENTS OF PHOENIX MISSILES

Mr. ANDnRws. Do you have any estimate of future procurement?
Commander FETHERSTON. Yes, sir. That is 1)robably what GAO is

referring to. The number of missiles has changed.

Mr. ANDREWS. Let us get the record clear, then. As of today you
have received $86.4 million for procureient of the Phoenix mis-
sile system.

You do have further requirements 'for, procurement requests, of
course.
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Admiral CONNOLLY. The 5-year defense plan calls for
Phoenix in fiscal year 1971. However, our request will be, if it stands
UP., . This is for 1971.

Mr. ANDREWS. Do you have a dollar value on that?
Admiral CONNOLLX.
Mr. ANDREWS. That will be in addition to the $86.4 million?
Admiral CO.N.NOLL. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS.
Admiral CON00LLY. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Off the record.
discussionn held off the record.)

GAO REPORT ON PHOENIX MISSILE

Mr. ANDREWS. Let me read from page 19 of the GAO report to the
Conittee on Appr'opriations dated March 14, 1969, dealing with
costs and benefits of the F-111B aircraft and costs of the P oenix
missile.

"The Navy had originally estimated in 1962 that the total cost for
the Phoenix missile system would amount to approximately --
million. As indicated by recent Navy development plans costs
expected to be incurred have increased to about million.

"The initial cost estimates for R.D.T. & E. and procurement were
million and million respectively. Current estimates are
million and million respectivley."

Those are the figures we are talking about.
IHave you seen this report, Admiral Connolly?
Admiral CoNOLLY. I have not seen it )ersonally.
Mr. ANDREWS. I wish you woull comment on it in the record.
Admiral COxNOLLY. I will. We have material which does address

itself to this and perhaps our totals are the same.
Mr. ANDREWS. I have read the paragraph from the General

Accounting Office report. Take it and see what you can tell us for the
record.

Admiral WmrAit. As soon as we obtain this report we will certainly
study it carefully.

(Information requested follows:)

GAO REPORT ON PHOENIX MISSILE

The "* * * recent Navy development plan * * *" referred to in the March
14, 1969, GAO report was Phoenix technical development plan (WIo-0S)
dated April 1, 1968. This report is updated annually. The April 1, 1968, report
was for Phoenix missile system development keyed to F-111B requirements.
With termination of the F-111B in July 1968, the Phoenix development has been
redirected to the F-14A. The total R.D.T. & E., N. estimate Is now . The
estimated $6.5 million increase over the figure contained in April 1968 technical
dev elopment plan appears in fiscal year 1971 and subsequent years since Phoenix
fleet introduction was delayed - years when it went from the F-111B to
the F-14A schedule. Additional development funding has been Included for
supporting activity at the contractor's plant and at Point Mugu. Correspond-
ingly, the procurement figure in the March 1969 GAO report was for the pro-
curement of missiles. The tentative program objectives for fiscal year
1971 call for - production missiles for - as the total program.

*12-845-60-6pt. 3-23
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COST OF PHOENIX LAUNCHER

Mr. ANDREWS. Do the above costs include the design of a new Phoe.
nix launcher for the F-14A aircraft I What will these costs be?

Captain AMEs. The above costs do not include the costs of the
launcher since that is included in the F-14A development costs.

Mr. ANDRE wS. And are part of the aircraft?
Captain AE s. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREws. Do you have any idea what those costs will be?
Captain AmFS. No, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. See if you can put something in the record on that.
(Information requested follows:)

The best estimate for the development of the Phoenix launcher is and
the development of the Sparrow launcher is . These costs are included in
the R. & D. contract signed by Grumman for the development of the F-14.

F-111B FOLLOW-ON CONTRACT

Mr. ANDREWS. The committee noted that recently the Navy began
negotiating with General Dynamics for follow-on effort required for
the F-111B program approximating $50 million in cost. Will you
describe generally the nature and scope of this proposed contract,?

Captain ScA^rnos. We are presently in the process of negotiating
this contract. The contract includes essentially the completion of air-
craft No. 7 as I described previously, the support of aircrafts No.
7, No. 6, and No. 3 while they are flying in support of the Phoenix
(leNolopment system, the spares and supporting equipment for the
flying of these aircraft, and finally the continuing of the development
of avionics and components which were originally started under the
F-111B program where it seemed prudent to continue those develop-
ments in light of the fact, that they could be used on the F-14.

May I say that the figure that the contractor originally proposed
was $48 million. He has since brought that figure down to $40 mil-
lion. We anticipate at the completion of the negotiation the figure
will be somewhat less than that.

Mr. ANDREWS. So it is $40 million rather than the $50 million I
asked you about?

Captain SCAMBOS. Yes, sir. That is why I raised the point.
Mr. ANDREWS. Where will you obtain the funds for this effort?
Captain SCA3MIos. Those funds come from fiscal 1968 and prior

year F-111B R.D.T. & E. funds.
Mr. ANDREWS. Had you foreseen this requirement or was this some-

thing which recently developed? a
Captain SCAMBOS. No, sir. We foresaw this requirement, discussed

it with the staff of this committee in April 1968, and it addresses part
of that $55 million which is in the fiscal 1969 appropriation report.

Mr. ANDREWS. Mr Lipscomb, questions on the F-111B program?
Mr. LIPSCOMB. I have no questions.
Mr. RHODES. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.

F-14A AnICRAr

Mr. ANDREWS. You are requesting in fiscal year 1970 $224.6 million
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for six F-14A aircraft and advance l)rocurement funds for the fiscal
1971 program in the amount of $14.1 million.

Is this in accordance with the cost schedule presented to the com-
inittee during a briefing on the F-14 earlier this year?

Admiral CONNOLLY. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Are those figures correct?
Admiral CONNOLLY. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. We will place in the record, at this point, the briefing

given the committee on January 29.

WEDNESDAYj #JANUARY 29, 1969.

BRIEFING ON F-14A AIRCRAFT

WITNESSES

VICE ADM. T. F. CONNOLLY, USN, DEPUTY CHIEF OF NAVAL
OPERATIONS (AIR)

REAR ADM. R. L. TOWNSEND, USN, COMMANDER, NAVAL AIR
SYSTEMS COMMAND

REAR ADM. W. D. GADDIS, USN, OFFICE OF THE NAVY COMP-
TROLLER, DIRECTOR OF BUDGET AND REPORTS

CAPT. L. E. AMES, USN, OFFICE PROJECT MANAGER, NAVAL AIR
SYSTEMS COMMAND

CAPT. L. S. LAMOREAUX, USN, OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF NAVAL
OPERATIONS, AVIATION PLANS AND REQUIREMENTS DIVISION

COMDR. D. B. MILLER, USN, OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF NAVAL
OPERATIONS, AVIATION PROGRAMS DIVISION

G. A. SPANGENBERG, EVALUATION DIVISION, NAVAL AIR SYSTEMS
COMMAND

HON. X. S. FOSTER, JR., DIRECTOR OF DEFENSE RESEARCH AND
ENGINEERING

HON. R. C. MOOT, ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE (COMP-
TROLLER)

Mr. MAHON. I wish to welcome our friends from the Defense De-
partment to this meeting this afternoon.

The Committee on Appropriations has not been officially organized
for the session. We have been elected to membership on the committee
by the House of Representatives, but we have not organized the coin-
mittee as yet. We plan to do that tomorrow following the election of
a couple of new members to the committee by the House today.

We asked you to appear for the purpose of discussing with us the
VFX aircraft program of the Navy. This is a program in which we
have been quite interested, and very significant things have been
developing in regard to it, as you know.

In the Defense bill for fiscal year 1969, certain appropriations were
made for this program following its authorization by the Congress.

How would you like to proceed, Admiral Connolly, to present this
matter? We are going to be more in the position of members of the
Committee on Appropriations listening to a briefing, rather than
having a formal hearing by the Subcommittee on Defense, because
we technically do not at this time have a Subcommittee on Defense
Appropriations for this Congress.

Admiral CoNNoLLY. I think we understand the situation, Mr.
Chairman.
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What we had planned to do was to present to you a summary in
chart form presented by the program manager for the aircraft, the
features we expect to 'have in the airplane as compared to other
airplanes, Soviet and United States, to show our schedule, to show the
schedule of events by which we arrived at this point in time and this
place, to give the financial picture connected with the airplane, to ex-
plain any questions in connection with either the schedule or the finan-
cial plan, and to make clear that we have arrived here by due process in
the Navy Department, in the Office of the Secretary of Defense.

INTRODUCTION OF WITNESSES

I have two supporting witnesses here today, two of my bosses-he
Honorable John Foster, Director of Defense Research and Engineer-
ing, and the Honorable Bob Moot, the Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Comptroller).

The chief p)resenter, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen., is Captain Mike
Ames, who has been the program manager for the VFX, now the F-14,
sitting hero on my left. Mike has been an F-4 squadron commander in
the fleet. He did his graduate work at Cal Tech in aeronautical engi-
neering. He has been working in the Naval Air Systems Command
for the last 2 or 3 years, first on the F-111B and then on VFX and the
F-14.

On his left is Captain Lamoreaux, who also is a fighter pilot of long
and successful performance.

Behind is Mr. George Spangenberg, who has been with the Bureau
of Weapons and now is with the Naval Air Systems Command for a
good number of years, and is recognized across the country as ab-
solutely the foremost expert in evaluating proposals presented by in-
dustry and in the selection of the best, entry that is proposed.

Admiral Townsend, on my right, is Commander of the Naval Air
Systems Command; and Admiral Gaddis, from NavComp, is on his
right.

Without further ado, Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask Captain
Ames to commence the presentation.

Mr. M1AHO.N. All right, Captain, will you proceed. You will give
some background of this?

BACKGROUND OF F-I 4

Ca tainn AMES. Yes sir.
(Side) Mr. Chairman, the F-14 began in October 1967 when Gruim-

man Aircraft submitted an unsolicited proposal. The following month,
CNO directed initiation of a Navy fighter study to investigate the pro-
posal and to analyze it in depth. Due to the publicity that was obtained
in the press and on television for this proposal, four other contractors.
asked if they also could submit proposals for evaluation by the Naval
Air Systems Command.

The Naval Air Systems Command took all five proposals and coin-
bined them into a composite airplane and gave it the generic name
VFX. This composite aircraft represented what Naval Air Syst-emns
Command thought could be built on time and within the cost by any
competent airframe contractor.
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The fighter study reported out on the 1st of April, 1968, and their
analysis was that the VFX and finally the F-14 was in fact worthy of
pursuit. An RFP, a request for proposal, was prepared for release to
industry and delivered to the Secretary of the Navy on the 25th of
April. We had hoped to get the RFP to industry by the 1st of May.
t (Slide.) OSD took the RFP under evaluation, anl we actually issued

it to industry on the 21st of June last year. By the 17th of July, slightly
less than 1 month later, we were on contract, for the proposals with
the live competing aircraft manufacturers. These included Grumman,
Convair, McDonnell, North American, and LTV.

The proposals were submitted on time, on the 1st of October; be-
tween October 1, and December 15, these proposals were evaluated by
the Naval Air Systems Command.

TWO CONTRACTORS SELECTED

On December 15, the selection authority, Admiral Gallatin, an-
nounced the three contractors to be eliminated, keeping in the running
Grumman and McDonnell.

Modifications or cleaning up of the two proposals then took place
and were resubmitted on January 5. The winner was selected on Janu-
ary 12. The winner was announced to Congress on the 14th and pub-
licly announced later that same day. This would start the 15-day
grace period hopefully ending today, January 29, rather than the
January 30 shown here. At that point in time we wanted to go on con-
tract for the engineering development which would result in first
flight 2 years later, or January 1971.

(Slid.) This shows in more detail some of the events that took place
starting from October 1, to today, or hopefully today, for contract
award, January 29. The evaluation took place, from October 1 to
December 10, at which time a preliminary report was given to the
chairman of the Source Selection Advisory Council, Admiral Town-
send. The report to the full Source Selection Advisory Council was
given on December 14. The next day the Advisory Council reported
to the Source Selection Authority. The following day CNO and the
Secretary of the Navy were briefed. The following day D.D.R. & E.
was briefed, and we announced the two finalists.

During this period of time, through January 5, the contractors con-
tinued to refine their design. The final bid package was received on
January 5, and although this shows a short evaluation time, the eval-
uation continued as the modifications to the design were received.

Also during this period of time, specification negotiations were car-
ried on with both contractors, so at the end of this time we had nego-
tiated detailed specifications with both Grumman and McDonnell. We
also continued contract negotiations, so on January 10 both contrac-
tors, McDonnell and Grumman, signed a contract.

GRUMMA[.N SELECTEl) TO lBUI LD F-i 4

On January 11 we again reported to the Source Selection Advisory
Council, the following late to the Source Selection Authority, the fol-
lowing (late to the CNO, Secretary of Navy and members of the Office
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of Secretary of Defense. On January 14, the selection of Grinimnan
was announced, both to Congress and the press, leading to contract
award.

(Slide.) As you know, Grumman was selected as the winner.

DESCRIPTION OF AIRCRAFT

This happens to be a picture of the full-scale mockup which is
located at Bethpage. These are actual seats installed in the aircraft,
and every detail of the model is complete. As a matter of fact, just to
show that the aircraft is capable of accepting both the P-12 and the
advanced technology engine, the mockup has the P-12 on one side
and the advanced technology engine on the other side.

(Slide.) This is a front view of the model, showing one of the out-
standing features, and that is the inlet duct system. As a matter of
fact, you can stand in front of the airplane and see the compressor
faces of both engines. There is nothing on this aircraft to obstruct the
flow of air into these engin-es. It is a straight through shot from the
front right out the tailpipe, both from the side and from the top, which
I will show a little bit later.

(Slide.) Another thing 'is the excellent visibility on the aircraft.
There is a one-piece canopy. Both the missile control officer and the
pilot have unrestricted visibility, down, up, and sideways, and excel-
lent visibility over the no.e for carrier landing. It is designed as a car-
rier aircraft.

(Slide.) This is an artist's conception. You see the Sparrow's
carried underneath the. fuselage. and that is the configuration shown
in the model on the table. Again, you can see the two-dimensional
ducts. At this point you can see some --. They improve the super-
sonic maneuverability of the aircraft.

(Slide.) This is a. view in the full loaded condition showing the
PHOENIX. On the underside, under the nacelles of the engines, are

- gallon fuel tanks and Side WIPDER missiles. This would be
the ennfitni'ation iiormally used for the Fleet defense role.

(Slide.) This view shows the loading for the conventional weapons.

(Slide.) ,Tu, to review the (onfigurations that we will be talkin,-
abnut. thp F-14,. which will be thp first one to fl, 2 years from this
point iii time. in January 1971, will be, euipped witl a P-12 enine
avid flie AWVG-9 fire control system. The F-14P,, which will follow the
F-14A, and should be. operationsil in late 1973. will include the ad-
vIncepl teehnolo.,,v engine currently under joint development with tie,
Air Force ,-nd the same NAWTT-9, PIJOETx weapon fire control sys-
tem as the F-14A. The AWG-9, of course, has the capability of "

TIhe F-14C ,'rsion, whiel iq actually paced by the _. It will
hve tle !ame advanced technology engine as the B version.

lPiIASEOUT OF F-4 AIRCRAFT

(Slide.) As you recall, the original concept was that the F-4.J's
would be phased out 1)y the F-111B and the VFAX. which was a coin-
plemientary aircraft to the F-111B. Half of the F-4's were phased
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out by all of the F-111's. As all of the VFAX were phased in, the
remaining F-4's would be phased out in-.

'he current prograln shows the F-A's being phased out in essen-
tially the same manner bv . The F-111B and the VFAX are
boti rel)laced by the F-14 series shown on the previous slide, the
F-14A, the F-14B, and the F-14C, all with the same airframe.

(Slide.) These are some of the milestones for the F-14A and the
F-14B programs. Contract in January 1969 will result in first flight
in January 1971, BIS trials in - of 1972, to the training squad-
ron in -- 1972, and the first operation squadron deployed in

--- -1973.
F-14B PROGRAM

The F-14B program is actually an engineering change proposal that
is dovetailed right into the A program. Right now we expect to give
a go-ahead for an ECP in early - and in late - by virtue
of having the airframe available, we will be able to fly this 'aircraft
with the P-12 engine on one side and the advanced technology engine
in the other, even before the advanced technology engille IS cleared
for flight in both sides of the aircarft. This will give us an early look
at the engine, and we will be able to correct any discrepancies that
may occur.

The first flight of the F-14B using the engine in both sides of the
aircraft will be about with NPE late in and BIS in
the - training squadron in and deployable in the Fleet
ill-

This is accomplished only by virtue of having the F-14A program
precede it.

(Slide.) A more detailed look at what we are planning to do with
the aircraft and how the A and B programs phase together is shown
here. This is 1971, 1972, and 1973. The current plan calls for the de-
livery of aircraft per month starting in January 1971. That
is and so on. For the first months we deliver
aircraft a month. The reason for this delivery rate is to give us a
viable flight test program starting with the speed, buildup, fighting
qualities, structural, evaluation of the AWG-9, et cetera. This can be
done at this rate by virtue of having the P-12 engine developed. If
we had started with the new engine, obviously we could not conduct
the testing at the same rate, because it would be paced more or less in
fits and starts with the powerplant development.
The green portion in the flight test program depicts how the F-14B

phases into the A program. In late 1971, No. airplane will in-
stall the advanced technology engine for a short period of time for
a quick look. In March 1972, No. - F-14A, will be used for the
initial evaluation of advanced technology engines.

In the meantime, of course, all of the flight testing on the F-14A
continues which has to do with the avionics, carrier suitability, weap-
ons, the basic structure of the aircraft itself, since there is no difference
between the A and the B in the structure of the aircraft.

This, as I pointed out earlier, results in fleet-deployed F-14A's
in 1973 and, if all goes well with the advanced technology
engine, 1413 following in .
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REQUIREMENT FOR F--14A S

Mr. MAHOX. How many of the F-14A's do you expect to niiaiill-
facture, and is the development of the F-14A merely incidental to liew
F-14B which you really want?

Captain Aur's. No, sit'. W17e expect to manufacture F-H.'s,
and we would take the F-14A even if there were no F-1413 because
the F--14A, as I will point out later, fulfills everything that wve had
started out to fulfill. I will get to that just a littl, bit later.

Mr. MAiiON. All right.
Captain AMiES. We would take the F-14A even if there were not an

an F-14B, sir. It just so happens by virtue of having the san ahi-
frame, we are able to get to the F-14B much faster than we would if
we were trv'in&' to marl'y a branduew enlrine development to a. brand-
new airframe ' liopiig they would both ai'rive at the same point in time
successfully.

REQUIREMENT FOR F-I 4119S

Mr. MA fox. What is the general thought as to how niny copies
of the F-14B would probably be required? I realize this figure, may
not be readily available at this time.

Captain AMrES. The thing pacing the follow-on aircraft, the F-14C,
is the -. As it is funded, so goes the program oi the F-14C. Right
now. if we were funded this year and next year for the - then it
would be available in - 'So, it is a sort of continuing program. The
performance of the F-14B and C would essentially 1)e the same, he-
cause they have the same airframe and the same engine The only
difference would be the difference in weight of the

MP. MAiox. Admiral Connolly, will you want hundreds of F-14B
orC?

Admiral CONNOLLY. Mr. Chairman, I thought that was the answer
you were reaching for. We would like to go pretty much by what has
happened in the F-1. The Marines and the Navy together have received
about F-4's over a period of time. Of course, there have been
a lot of replacements. IW e have had losses in Southeast Asia. We feel
that in this program, if it is successful-and of course we believe it
will be-wo will buy this airplane over the next - years.

Mr. MAuION. So, it might run up to planes or more?
A(lmiral COoX0r1Lx. I would think - Planes is a fair guess fr

it, sir.
NAVY OBJECTIVES IN BUILDING P-1 4

Captain AmES. (Slide.) In answer to your previous question. tihe
F-14A objectives were to build a better airplane than the F-111B as
an interceptor, and at the same time build a. better fighter than the
F-4J and provide follow-on F-14 series aircraft, that were superior to
all known or predicted threats. We feel that we have accomplisled
this objective.

(Slide) This is a rather busy slide, but it is neces sary if you are to
compare the various performance parameters between thl. aircra ft
that we are discussing.

The F-14A is the first column. As we said. we wanted to build in
the A, a better airplane than either the F-4,1 or the F-111B. If we
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look at the F-14A and we go down through here and find how it
compares with the F-4J, we find in all cases that the F-14A is superior
to the F-4J. It is superior in miaximuni velocity. It has superior ac-
celeration. It has a higher buffet margin, which is indicative of its
cal)bility to maneuver. It has a higher supersonic ceiling. Its radius
is significantly longer than the F-4J. This is with internal fuel only
on the F-14, and this is with external fuel on the F-IJ.

As far as carrier suitability, the catapult wind over the deck in
he --- Sparrow eonfigura'tion is knots less with the F-14

than with the F-4J, drolping from plus - to a ininus
knots. The halding winld over the deck with -- pounds of fuel
ol store ts r I lie 1'--1 IA is otlv\" knots, as cOml)ared to
knots for the F-4.1. This is directly related to aircraft accidents. The
A-( has somewhere around 25,000 landins now without an accident.

One of the reasons tlht the A-6 is accident-free is that it has ex-
cellent, visibility, and it has a slow landing speed.

The spot factor for the F-14 is 1.67, as compared to 1.7 for the
F-4J. That means that the F-14 is a smaller airplane aboard ship than
the F-4.J. As you probably recall, spot, factor is related to an A-4E
as 1, andl olher aircraft ar-e compared in spotting factor to the A-4E.
Tie t -111B s almost twice the size of the A-4E.
The single-engine rate of climb is -- for the F-14, as com-

I)ared to -- for the F-4. The approach speed, knots for the
F-14, as compared to - knots for the F-4J. Under weight empty,
of course, the F-14B, even though it spots in a smaller area, is a heavier
airplane by virtue of the fact that it not only can carry the Sparrow's
and the gui, but, it. can also do the job of the F-111B in carrying .
l'heonix and staying on station for fleet air defense at the same time.
It can do this job and that job, both. As you can see, in the
Phoenix configuration, we have reduced the weight by son1e
pounds over ile same configuration as the F-111B, and still we are
superior in performance, significantly in acceleration, buffet and sup-
ersonic ceiling. 'he time on station is for the F-111BI, as comn-
pared to with the F-14A. The spotting factor, of course, drops
from 1.98 on the F-111B down to 1.67 on the F-14.

Other things like single-engine rate of climb, which was a serious
l)rolleIn with the F-111B, - feet per minute here as compared
to - for the F-14A.

All in all, the F-14A has done exactly what we were hoping it would
do, and that is be able to replace both the F-4 and the F-111, doing
a better job than either one of them.

CONTRACT GUARANTEES

Mr. MAIION. You continue to say the F-14A has done this and that.
For clarification, what do you mean by "it has done this"? We do not
have the F-14A and it has not accomplished these things. I assume
this is your estimate.

Captain AiEs. These are the contract guarantees. You are correct,
we have not flown it yet. These are the contract guarantees, and these
are guarantee. that tihe Naval Air Systenis Command feels, in just
al)out, all resl)ects, can I)e fulfilled )y this aircraft, in their analysis.
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Mr. MAHON. The contractor guarantees on the F-111B did not
materialize.

Captain AmEs. That is correct, but Naval Air Systems Command
also did not think they would materialize. The same people who were
saying the F-111B could probably not reach that goal are the ones
who are saying that this one can.

Mr. ANDREWS. Do you have all those specifications written into the
contract, and if any are not met you can reject the plane?

Captain AmES. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Are you prepared to do that, Admiral Connolly ?.
Admiral CONNOLLY,' Yes, sir.
Mr. AN~imEws. You will not take the first one unless it meets all those

specifications? Wh
Admiral CONNOLTY. We certainly will not. They have to (o this or

go close to it or it does not mean a thing.
Mr. ANDREWS. Close to it would be like a Mother Hubbard that. cov-

ers everything and touches nothing.
Admiral CONNOLLY. If they miss the top speed by - or miss the

supersonic ceiling by feet, there is no use getting mad about
that. If they significantly miss anything there-

Mr. A-NDIEws. They know what you want. and they say they can
deliver?

Admiral Co. NrOLY. That is right. All five of them did very well in
these areas. There wasn't a poor design from any one of the 'five.

Mr. ANDrws. I just do not want another TFX weight problem to
hit us in the face.

Admiral CoNN o LY. We do not want it, either.
Captain AMps. Obviously, if we take the same airframe as the F-14
and replace the P-12 engines with the advanced technology engines,
which haxe increased thrust and less weight, you will have a better
airplane in the F-14B when compared to the F--4JT and the F-111B.
As I said before, by virtue of dovetailing these programs. as soon as
that engine is available we can utilize it. We do not have to hope that
the airframe will arrive at the right point in time. We have an out-
standing airplane in the F-14A, and it will be still better in the F-14B.

Admiral CoNNoLLY. We will have.
Captain AmES. Yes. We will have.

F-l1111 CONTRACT GUARANTEES

Mr. Lwscorn. Just. for clarification, may I ask for something on the
last chart. On the F-111B figures shown on the chart, are those the
contract guarantees or is that tie F-111B as it turned out before you
canceled it?

Captain A~ms. That, is the way it turned out, the Naval Air Systems
Command estimates of the F-11B as it was finally configured.

Mr. Lrwscomn. Were there contract guarantees written in the con-
tract for the F-111B originally?

Captain AMES. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIpSCOMB. They were not met.
Captain A.TEs. No, sir.
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Mr. LiPscom. Were you assured or did the Navy assure us at that
time that the contract guarantees for the F-111B would be met?

Mr. SPANGENBRo. I am sure that the Navy did not assure you the
guarantees would be met. The F-111 was never capable of meeting
the guarantees.

NAVY CONFIDENT GUAIAN'IES WIIL BE MET

Mr. LIPSCOM3B. We are starting on a new program here, and yet
there are assurances before the committee at this moment that the
contract guarantees can be met on the F-14A. How can you be so
sure now on the F-14A when there was such a problem with the
F-111B? What has changed that makes your guarantees more perfect ?

Mr. SPANGENBEIRO. These guarantees are based on the. knowledge
of the F-111, among other things. The estimates are done by the same
people. The F-111 numbers that are shown here are the F-111 num-
bers from the production airplane. That airplane also had not flown.
This does not exist in that configuration.

Mr. ANDREWS. You asked something about the Navy guarantee.
The Navy is not guaranteeing anything. These are contractor guaran-
tees.

Mr. LiPSCO31B. The Navy's report, just gave us a guarantee. V
Mr. ANDREws. It is not a Navy guarantee, is it?
Admiral CONNOLLY. The answer I would like to give is this: In

the other planes, these same people Mr. Spangenberg has been refer-
ring to, the F-4. the A-7, the A-6, --nd the F-8, to mention just that
many, we did come very close to the expected performance figures,
very close. We exceeded them in most cases. We hope we will exceed
th1 e. -We did not have a hand on the F-111 B. We did not have a
controlling role to play in that airplane.

Mr. LTwscom. The reason I ask these questions is that I hope, what-
ever we get into here, turns out to be an aircraft we can use and be
confident of. For years we had guarantees of one sort, or another that
we would have a good plane in the F-111B. This committee kept vot-
ing money for the F-111B on somebody's assurance. Now we are get-
ting into'a plane that, is not much different on the record. There isn't
a heck of a lot of difference. I-low do we assure ourselves that we are
not going to come up in 5 years with something that does not meet the
guarantees? Is there any way to do this?

Admiral Tow.xvsX.ND. Let me talk a minute as the Air Systems Comn-
mad, if I may. Of course, there is always a certain amount of risk in
any research and development program. This is one of the lowest risk
programs that, we have embarked on.

To reassure you, if I can, at least to this extent, we have had five
of the finest aircraft companies in this country working on this air-
plane. They have all come in on the original go-aroundand guaran-
teed that they could meet performance characteristics within this
range, not, exactly these, because this is the airplane we have now
chosen. All of themn were acceptable.

We then evaluated that with all of the expertise we had at our com-
mand in the Air Systems Command. About 400 people spent months
working on this. plis the fact that we asked NASA and other activities
to help us in this. All of them agreed that this was a good, low-risk
approach.
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We then picked the two best ones and sent them back and said, "Re-
fine your proposals, both costwise and technically, and come back." We
then reevaluated them and again asked for assistance, and all the ex-
pertise we have been able to put on this have agreed these can be met
in this time frame at this cost as a low-risk development.

That is about the best I know how we could do it, sir. We are pre-
pared to stand up and say this airplane is capable of being built in this
time and for this amount of money. We did not say that about that
other airplane.

NAVY SUPPORT FOR F-1 l11

Mr. MAHON. The Secretary of the Navy, I think-I am not sure;
we can check the record-and the Chief of Naval Operations, I think,
assured the Congress that the F-111B would meet at least the min-
imum requirements. I think our hearings are replete with that type of
testimony. Nobody ever said that everybody in the Navy thought that
this F-111B would work, but it is unthinkable to me that Congress
would have appropriated repeatedly large sums of money for the
F-111B when being told by the Navy that it would not operate suc-
cessfully. I think it might be well to check some of these hearings
on this.

Mr. S1KES. Mr. Chairman, I remember very clearly it was awfully
hard to get an unkind word about this plane from a Navy witness.

Mr. ANDREWS. They kept telling us the contractor said lie would
meet the specifications, which he did not do.

Mr. MmAHON:
The Moving Finger writes; and having writ,

Moves on: nor all thy Piety nor Wit
Shall lure it back to cancel half a line,

Nor all thy Tears wash out a Word of it.
The testimony speaks for itself.

RECOVERY FROM1 F-il11 CONTRACTOR

Mr. SIKES. What is the history of the effort, if any, to recover fro-i
the contractor for the failure to meet these guarnatees? Is anything
being done about that on the F-111B ?

Captain AMIEs. As I recall, none of his incentives were met, and ie
was assessed the amount that was stated in the contract for not meeting
his performance guarantees. However, this did not amount to a great
deal of money.

Mr. MATON. I think we need a good and fancy answer, which I
am sure, Captain, you would not be able to give in view of your com-
mitment to other things. Somebody in the Department of Defense
could give that. I do not imagine you could do it, right off the top of
your head, could you, Admiral Connolly or Admiral Townsend?

Admiral CONNOLLY. My only answer would be that I came to my
current job 2 years and 3 months ago. At that point in time, the Naval
Air Systems Command was not providing technical support for the
F-111B. As Mr. Spangenberg told us a few minutes ago, in the early
stages the team that is now asking you to believe that these figures
that Captain Ames is showing you are good, professional figures, pre-
dicted that the F-111B would run into difficulty and would run into
shortfalls of performance. That was a long time ago, and before my
time on the watch.

-~ 'I -
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MV. SIKES. We are talking about recovery from the contractor for
failure to meet, guarantees. I want to know if there is any hereafter
when a contractor does not do what be says he is going to do. Can
we get that information?

Admiral GADDIS. We would have to provide that information for
the record, sir. It is a matter of actual fact that termination proceed-
irigs are underway to close out the Navy part of the F-111 program,
recognizing that this is a part of an Air Force-managed program and
not a separate, distinct contract.

Mr. SIKES. Can we have specific information on penalties, if any,
that are being assessed against the coni;ractor for failure to meet his
guarantees? Presumably we will have to pay him a very large sum
for cancelling the contract on him.

Admiral TOWNSEND. Sir, are you talking about the F-111B?
Mr. SIRES. The F-1lB.
Admiral TOW.NSEND. You see, we did not have that contract. That,

was out of our hands.
Captain Aiurms. That is an Air Force-administered contract through

the Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. We can attempt to get it from
them.
.Mr. Sinis. I would like to know what we will pay them for cancel-

ing the contract, and what they will be required to pay the Govern-
meut or what the Government is going to attempt to obtain for failure
to meet their guarantees.

Admiral CoNNOLx. Mr. Sikes, with respect to the F-111B, we will
provide it, for you as to the status it is in now. It has been moving
along , and there is an officer in the Navy who works full time on
that job, and I will get the latest information and provide it.

Mr. SIKES. Thank you.
(The information follows:)

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT W[TII GENERAL DYNAMICS

On December 14, 1968, the Government and the General Dynamics Corp.
signed a settlement agreement for the cancellation of the F-111B program with
the following penalty provision imposed on the contractor:

1. No profit will be allowed on any F-1111 work performed prior to 10 July
1968 (date of stop work order) ; this Includes all work under both the develop-
mnent and production contracts.

2. The contractor will have million disallowed from his costs. This
amount represents 50 percent of the F-1I1B work-in.process not deemed usable
in other F-Ill programs.

The net financial effect of these provisions of the settlement agreement Is a
penalty of - million, based on estimated profit and estimated actual cost of
approximately million for the F-111B program. (The penalty would
amount to - million if It were based on the target profit of - million
and target cost of million.)

For comparison, the penalty provisions incorporated In the original develop-
ment contract, as related to Navy items, are listed below. (These have been
waived by the December 14, 1968, settlement agreement.)

PENAL T'Y
ITEM millions)

Navy No. 8 delivery ------------------------------------- $0. 875
Navy empty weight -------------------------------------- 1. 750
Navy approach speed ------------------------------------ 1.312
Navy time to accelerate ------------------------------------. 438
Navy combat ceiling -----------------------------------------. 438
Navy single engine rate of climb ---------------------------------. 437

Total Incentive penalties for Navy items --------------------- 5. 250
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Over and above the actual dollar penalties for work performed, the contractor
is further penalized by the loss of F-111B work he would have had. With the
cancellation of the F-111B program it is estimated that General Dynamics has
1o4 - million dollars worth of future business with an associated loss of
S- future profit.

PERSONNEL, INVOLVED 12N V-11111 I)ECISI(NS

Mr. IMAiOX. I wish u would supply att this point ill tile recod the
names of the peol)le re)reseniting the Ser'vices ini the decisions which
were nialde with regard to the F-IIB. I ain sire ill working on those
programs, while the Air Force may have had( the prime contract aUl(l
did have, there were Navy people associated with these. progranls.
There is no doubt about that.

Admiral CONNOLLY. Yes, sir.
Mr. MAHox. There were a considerable minimber. All right, suply

that for the record.
Admiral Co.xoNrr. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

For the final phase of the F-111 source selection conducted by the Air Force,
the Navy was represented as follows:

SYSTEMS SOURCE SELECTION BOARD

R. Adm. F. L. Ashworth-Voting member.
Capt. T. Washington-Alternate.
Mr. G. A. Spangenberg-Menmber.
Capt. E. L. Feightner-Alternate.
Capt. J. H. larrobino-3Member.
Cdr. A. R. Seller-Alternate.
R. Adm. J. E. Dodson-Member.
Capt. R. F. Kane-Alternate.
U.S. Air Force tnember8
MaJ. Gen. R. G. Ruegg-Board chairman.
MaJ. Gen. T. A. Bennett-AFLC member.
Brig. Gen. A. T. Culbertson-AFSC member.
Maj. Gen. J. 11. Moore-TAC member.
Cfhies of Staff tevel
Adm. George Anderson-ONO.
Gen. Curtis Lel Iay-CofS USAF.

All the Board representatives recommended that the Boeing design be selected
for the award.

The ultimate selection of General Dynamics for the contract was contrary to
the recommendations of all Board personnel.

SIMILARITY BETWEEN F-111B AND THE F-14

Oaptain ATNIES. In regard to Mr. Lipscomb's statement that there
wasn't any difference between the F-111B and the F-14, actually-

Mr. MaiioN. I do not think Mr. Lipscomb said there was not any
difference between the two. I would not put words in his mouth. I do
not believe he said that. He said something about a similarity.

Captain AmEs. It uses the same engines and the same avionics. 1low-
ever, that is where the similarity between the two aircraft ends, both
in looks and performance. I will not belabor this point because I am
sure you are all aware of this. Maybe I will.

Tl e F-14 emphasizes the Navy fighter mission rather than the low-
altitude dash mission. It eliminated the bomb bay which was in the
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F-111B, which was of no use to the Navy; this complicated the struc-
tire. It optimizes the F-14 for low-cruise drag instead of low-level
sipersonic dash. It added improved materials and structure by virtue
of being designed specifically for Navy use. It has ejection seats versus
capsule, which reduced the weight of the aircraft. It has a tandem
crew vice side-by-side seating. This reduces the frontal area, the drag
and also improves the visibility for the fighter capability.

All of the above changes reduce weight, drag, and fuel required
in the F--14.

F-1 4 EJECTION SEAT.

[r. MA\io-.. How much reduction in weight and drag did you get
in the area of the ejection seat as a substitute for the escape capsule?

Admiral Cox.NoLiy. A little bit, less than a thousand pounds.
Captain A.-mEs. (Slide.) This is an estimate made early in the VFX

evaluation, of what weight variations resulted from the various
changes. The ejection seat was about 930 pounds as an estimate.

Mr. .win,. Did this change from the ejection capsule to the ejec-
tion seat increas-i or decrease the safety from the standpoint of 'the
pilot?

Captain AmES. If you eject at extremely high speeds, it decreases
the safety. However, Navy history has shown that the added weight
of the ejection capsule versus the altitude and airspeed at which elec-
tion takes place, (lid not warrant carrying that added weight around
in the aircraft permanently.

The side-by-side versus tandem
Mr. MAION. Did the Navy require this ejection capsule?
Captain A.IEs. In the F-111B ?
Mr. M.Ano.. Yes.
Captain AMS,.. I am not sure.
Admiral Coxxomr~. I believe you are right, MNr. Chairman. I be-

lieve the Navy did ask for the capsule.
Mr. Mix6x. Why doesn't the Navy require an ejection capsule

in the F-14B?
Admiral CONNOLLY. It is a major development job to do it for

tandem seating. It has not yet been done by anybody. There are def-
inite advantages in the capsule. This is no question about it. You have
shirtsleeve environment. If you land in the water, you are contained,
not encumbered with a great deal of clothing and equipment. The
parachute is not hanging on your back. There are advantages. I am
sure that is the way we are going to go as time goes on. But, as Cap-
tain Ames has said, we have spent a lot of money on tandem seating.
The ejection seats are reliable. They have been used successfully.
People have not been obliged to jump out at high altitudes where
they are. not at their best environment.

"fMr. 1mo',°. Mr. Spangenberg, you were about to say something.
Mr. SPANTGENBERO. Yes, sir. The ejection capsule was a trade-off item

in the early days of the TFX program. There were Navy people who
were ,pushing the idea of the side-by-side capsule. There were also
safety engineers within the Air Force pushing for it. Eventually, it
was decided, in the fourth round of the TFX, that it would be a re-
quirement and was specified for the TFX. The side-by-side arrange-
ment lends itself to a capsule. The tandem arrangement does not lend
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itself to a capsule because you then have to take into account the fact
that you may not have that second man in there, and balance for it.
The engineering task is much more difficult with tandem seating than
with side-by-side seating..

Captain A ES. The weight and balance of the capsule are very criti-
cal. As a matter of fact, with the F-111B we got into the l)roblem of
having to balance the capsule in order to maintain the proper weight
and balance in the capsule for ejection. Once it is free it is a free-flying
body and has to fly like an airplane. As a matter of fact, we were right
up against the stops on the size of the rocket motor, and we were on the
verge of having to develop a new rocket motor for the capsule. So, it is i
really a very touchy, technical problem to get olle that will work. hv-
ever, the F-111B capsule, as you know, has been very successful.

Air. MATION. Proceed.
Captain AMEs. It has been used several times.
Admiral CoNxo.Lx. With the side-by-side capsule in the fighter, the

pilot is on one side and has no visibility on the other side, and it is no
good.

COMPARISON OF F-14 TO F-4J

Captain A,.mES. (Slide.) These are some of the diagramis. Tlese are
somewhat difficult to follow, but they are quite important in showing
the sustained g capability of various aircraft. Sustained g capability
means the capability to sustain a turn at a given g level. If you can
pull more g's than someone else at the same altitude and airspeed, yoll
can turn inside of him. If you turn inside of him, you have the'ad-
vantage in maneuvering one aircraft against another.

This is the envelope of the F-4.. This outer line is the 1-g
envelope. That means the ability of the airplane to fly straight and
level at a given altitude and airspeed at. 1-g. Down at sea level, the
slowest possible speed is about -- knots. As you look at any
(iven mach number here--at mach - it is capable of flying to

feet. At mach is capable of flying to -- feet. Out
hero it shows the maximum speed at any oiven altitude. So. if you
look, say, at. 20,000 feet and go all the way' to the end of this line, it
has a capability of moach . It gives tle entire envelope. As you
pull more gs, you drop down in spee and altitude. This is the 2,-g line
and the 5-g line.

This is tNe overlay of the F-14A over the F-4J. The black line is
the F-4A, and the purple line is the F-4J at 5-g's. The area shown in
yellow is the area that has proven to be the most. significant for aerial
combat during the last year few years, between mnach - and macih

__ and from the deck to -- feet. This does not mean that it
cannot occur out of this area, but during the Vietnam war about 90
or 9.5 percent of all air combat has been conducted in this zone.

In this zone you can see, for instance, at - mach the F-4J
would be capable of pulling 5-g's up to about- feet, or the F-14
nearly up to feet., which means it has a significant sustained g
capability over the F-4J.

In. level flight, or 1-g level, it overlaps the entire F-4J envelope.
At any given altitude or mach at 20,000 feet, for instance, the F-4
is capable of -- mach number; the F-14,
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This shows that the F-14 basically is a better fighter than the
-4J, and this will show again on later charts of roll rate and accelera-

Ain.

(Slide.) Overlaying the F-14B over the F-4J shows what you
would expect, that the A is better and the B is even better than that.
So, there is absolutely no comparison between the F-4J and the F-14B.

(Slide.) Aircraft turn capability is shown here. If you pull more
grs, you can turn faster. In other words, the time to turn 18) degrees
is a measure of how many sustained g's you can pull. This shows the
F-111, the F-4, the F-14A, and the F-14B. For any give mach num-
ber, for instance Mach the F-14B would be able to turn 180
-legrees in - seconds; the F-14A in about - seconds; and
Jie F-4 in about -- seconds; with the F-111 somewhere in excess.

(Slide.) Other things that are important in fighter performance in-
2lude roll performance. This is the degree of bank that can be obtained
in one second versus mach numbers. So, if you take any given moach
number, for instance at Mach - the F-8 ill 1 second is capable of
rolling degrees. The F-lll can roll approximately de-
grees; the F-1 about - -degrees; the F-14A or B, about
degrees. The F-14A and B are the same because it is the same air-
frame. The difference in thrust of the engine has nothing to do with
the roll rate.

(Slide.) Acceleration time is another thing that is important in en-
gaging or disengaging the enemy. It is also indicative of excess thrust,
the difference between the drag and thrust available in the airplane.
You also use that excess thrust in order to sustain. a turn at. a given
number of Ws.

This slide shows that at any time after you begin to accelerate from
.7 mach-for instances, ---- minutes after stare of acceleration flroll I
.7 mach, the F-111B would be barely supersonic at about -. The
F-4J would be supersonic at about - the F-14A at about
and the F-14B at roach -

(Slide.) Other things that are important in a fighter include wing
loading. If you took just the basic wing of the aircraft and disregarded
the fact that the F-14 has built into its basic design, your
wing-loading would show for the F-4J; for the F-14A;
and - for the F-14B. Wing loading means the ntuler of l)ounds
per square foot, of wing. You increase the number of pounds per square
foot of wing either by increasing the weight of the airplane or decreas-
ing the size of the wing. The larger the wing for a given niumnber of
pounds of the aircraft, the better maneuvering aircraft you have.

for the F--4.J. The differences here are the differences, for Ill-
stance, the lighter advanced technology enlginles installed ill I e
F-14B.

ANTICIPATEI) TIfREATS

(Slide.) Looking at some of the threats that we anticipate, we lave
the Fishbed F; . This is the latest, version of tile Mig-21

It is a single-)ilot, single-engine plae.

The Flagon-A, which is expected to be oPeratioJal in 19T77). is t
siiigle-pilot, two-engine aircraft.

32-$451-69-pt. 3--24
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The Foxbat, which should be operational about again s a
single-pilot, two-engine aircraft.

Mr. SIKF.S. Will you tell us about the fire control system on the air-
craft we are planning to build? You may have done so, but I missed it
if you did.

Captain AMrEs. No, sir. Later I go into the AIVG-9 and its capability
and ranges.

MJr. SiKES: All right.
Captain A.NfES. (Slide.) This is u sketch of the Foxbat which you

may -have seen before. There is a great deal of similarity, particularly
in ihe front view and the side view of the Foxbat, with the F-14. Notice
the straight-through engine inlet duct similaT to those on the F-14;
again the twin tails and the straight-through path for the -air through
the engines in the Foxbat.

Mr. SirES. Are the wings adjustable?
Captain AMES. No, sii they are fixed wings. This is very similar ill

its design concept to the 'F-12. It is a high-iltitude, high-speed inter-
ceptor. It is not a tactical fighter. Once it gets down out of high alti-
tude and high airspeed regime,

COMPARISON OF THE F-14 WITH THE FOXBAT

Mr. LrPSCOMB. What makes the Foxbat different in its ability from
the F-14?

Captain AMES. The basic design concept.
Mr. LrpscoBm. But the Foxbat and the F-14 appear to the un-

trained eye to be almost identical. W, rhat is the difference?
Captain AMES. This is the point I was going to make. Except for

the external view, the similarity ends, because the F-14 was not built
as a single-purpose, high-altitude, high-speed airplane only. It was
built. to do that particular job, but 'also to he a low-altitude fighter-to-
fighter air superiority type aircraft.

Mr. LIPSCOMB. What are you pointing at now?
Captain AMEs. I was just pointing in general.
(Slide.) This is the F-14. I was pointing out the similarity in the

front.
Mr. LnpscomB. I thought you said it was built. You mean it was

designed.
Captain AmEs. Was designed. Excuse me. I keep getting ahead in

the program.
. Mr. MAHON. You have worked on this program so long, you have
assumed it has already been completed.

Mr. RHODES. Which airplane was designed to be the general-pur-
pose air superiority type?

Captain ANiEs. The F-14. The Foxbat is a high ultitude, high-speed
type of aircraft. I will show it in a moment.

Mr. RHODFS. With no general-purpose capability I
Captain AMEs. No, sir.

F--l11B A*'D F-14 AS -MULTIPURPOSE AIRCAF'I'

Mr. MAHox. admiral Connolly, wasn't one of the mistakes made
with the F-4111B-and I think many of us feel the F-111B was a mis-
take--wasn't one mistake that an attempt was made to design a multi-
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purpose aircraft, and that led to trouble, and didn't the Navy take the
position that this multipurpose aircraft approach was not too good?

Admiral CONNOLLY. Your summary of it hits right at the heart of
the question, Mr. Chairman.

The difference between the F-111 as a multipurpose airplane and
the F-14 is this: We designed the F-14 to be an air superiority fighter.
a fighter which, as Captain Ames has been saying, will be able to
maneuver with the best that we know that anybody will have in the
air superiority flight regim.-We are taking from that configuration
and those capabilities or' Characteristics what we get in the air-to-
ground one. We are nt compromising that one whit. We arejust tal-
m what we get. .,' ' "I .

It turns out wlien you build the kind of avionics this country has
spent a lot of moiey on, as you well know, we ate now getting around
in avionics to where we can do what -we werefor a long time reaching
for. This goes' two ways. When you build your air superiority fighter-,
when you build the body of the machine, the powerplant, the visibility
and the mailuverability, and yi iut'.he avlinios system, radar, and

computer in, it, computers are veri versatile with high capacity, radars
are capableof detecting at long Lange; offsetting defensive ECMby
the target, they are capable ofpicking up targets that are below you
and above vou, and they are lbo capabli3 of' -etecting targets on the
ground in different modes of the radar circuitry, whih is a matter of
adjustment. .

e n you 1ave all this without giving up o~n your mir super ority
performance, thent ry chi (10 the ,- '.It will not, be'out of t.l)e pic-

ture, but it has a missile on it that is capable of traveling - / miles,
and fa radar capable of seeing A- miles. The missile is a vety, high-
performance missile, with" capiiailitV to deal with the , or that
ou bring into view on the radar in another aspect, say-going away

but not yt far enoughN away to be out of shot, you are capable of
shooting at it.

If you take those Phoenix missiles off andpifit Sparrows on, as over
in Vietnam today, we expect this F-14 will be able to perform with
anything that anybody else has even thought about. If you want to
take the missiles off, if you want to send it in to strengthen the attack,
we have the air-to-ground capability.

With respect to the F-111, Mr. Chairman, it was built by the Air
Force as a very high-speed, low-altitude penetrator. In order to go
mach on the deck, it took a lot of strength, strength in the engine,
strength in the wing, strength in the structure, strength in the canopy.
That was all weight. You try to take that body and adjust it to go to
altitude and stay a long time, which was the mission of the F-111Bi to
be a fleet defense airplane at miles flying protection, and you
carry all that weight with you, thise are missions that were really not
compatible and you could not draw the best of two possible worlds
with that configuration.

The Air Force gave up some things to the Navy that perhaps they
would not have wanted to. Actually, we had to put more wing on the
FP-lIB in order to have longer endurance. These were missions that
were not compatible, but in the F-14 I would like to say again we
have only drawn those missions and the only ones we have to do, and
they are compatible with the airplane as I have described it.
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V-i 14 MATrCH FOR SOUIE 3 FOX BAT

Mr MJIN.I would like to aiSk Dri. 1POStill what11 VOU' Con uncut11 is
withI regardc to t11e 1uestiOfl which w'e have. beenl disecussing4".

.~. j4 osmti. Air. Ciiiirum, 1 believe dint, (lie Navy's F-H. nimlti-
pill-pose aircraf t, as N1 refer to it, is acictl I ly it iat A f1or t he Sov iet

Foxitt the tollowiii grounds:
Firt11'l exoXJ)0'leiClilts been that ill aii-to-ii comibait, tlleie Ine

Cw( plhises. Onie is (1hO iiiitiild ('0111avig or f1 irst pass, an th(le Secondu is
Nvhlen the aireaft set 11 down'i int(o it dogliglit

Ill the iit-il eggeu pluiseI .1 ie li' I lhe 14.1, with the AWG. 1)
Pioviuix system) will ha1ve all edge over anything wve knlow inl 011
Soviet. force. 0

Oncepthie light, gels to hv a1 11ard ulmler i aIt e, i heui, as Adiind i
Connolly lilts iiill a (, t lieiI is just no copa'oiuj ui'5 bt Iet l t'i htl, 1w r-l
Iiiiieveriiig andi thle Sp eed ('Iia1 ,act ei'ist ic's ol t le 14 -14 a I id t I ie
Foxhit-

Mr. lliois'. What is the c'eiling of tile F4t Willi thet llioewilix :lis-
siIi flboaI'di ?

(Cap1tain A-m 1*4. Th'e (ceilin g wvith Ii--- P-- oei ix
Mr'. R i 01)1*. T i'villviiibe' fromu tile chi 1. it was -. I dono

know whether that is right or niot cihg lli iiiec i t:man
Capt inn Aml.'S. Thisis k; (he cnltimct' .. Ti ris.ciiqv ei

-it reduced eniepower. What. itwud bv a I 1,1I 111 u' uiuii
11,011l(d Iluive top chIeck and see. This is newtiii1atlie cris ci i i-at loi '
power. ItI is ---- -- coiniI)Urt-AI to

Adindi'i (?oxNolix. W~e canl give it lo yol) f'o r l ou i rid. hlit I
t hinlk it is, arlound~

Adiraiiil LovNS I.1alv e'You will eea chart show lugl tle aph-
ity of the~ 1Ploenlix iluk"Sile up1 t o ighivra alt it lide.

"-1 .1 VE 11s FoXiIATi

'Mr. IRuiows. .sslinin that the-- -- ilht itude of theit F'-IH is
feet, W~illithle Phoenix I1IOO I'l. lThe FoxIba s are c('o11 ig ill atl- -

I hlere till ?),biio it ~oi i i .it n~ 'io

That dispaiit~y inl altl ide ? ril
Admir'al 'IOWVNSENI). No.
Captinl AMES. .1 haVe theP Slide sho1mvinug 'ptecilical ly what you have

just asked if voln would like to see it, now.
Mr. Iiuw:.If the chaii'na-n a i'es, it Wouldl be finle.
Captain A-u i.S. 'This shows (li'e F-I14 Iookdown capability from

-feet. This bilue port ion is thle ilreal through w~hiedt yoll van talke
tin aircraft lindii attack of 5i square let 01's, thle Size of lfie foxla. If'
thle F-14 wereP only ait ---- feet, it van taike 1111det amitck ttir'ciaf 11i
to -feet, 11 ad(iis is lissumuiing tt ilt F-14 actnally' is SsnicS1.
jilst sittill~ thiee ait 0.9.

If thle 1b-14 is accelea'at lug to sujpe1'onic :sped--
Admirl 'low'NsuN.% Show the m~iI0h chart, too0, Showing tile cal)-

Qbi lity of the rada i.
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F" 14 is at -.- -- feel sit H'Vsoiiica 1lk. h ii (.11 (ak hi' iiitl a If c i till% v--
tlintg 11l) to - I---- feandti()III to m~ iles.1 ~It I its a iitv
411 favi . It, vani Sweep) I Ili.' wile t'4alti use the IPloviiix svsteml ill this

Mr. R iiomws. 11f youl are ait ~-- -feet you would inunllediltely tic-
(etoiI if volI cU 11 I eight tbi oil hno r'4 iV -, but if Ioxha is- comling4
ill ,it. and--- 21( theQ Phl(IiX misses--it, is not Sli)posedl to hill. Suppose5t
it tlies--yoliav111e It prett y tt)tih ighit- oti lt lllt111(l5, tlo, yolI ljot, vif il
Ite Fl;:14, m in lg il'fonl 111erior Itfit'lldQ
('apt am Al r.
I r' Ihere wve'e, ono targvt comin jg il tt high alt i de aid high speed,

I Slispect. voil would ire mlore than ono missile to ensure you had 11

If v oil fired th tiall andt they all iiiisset'el tn-
NMi. IhlloI)E. Y4)i ha vi' 1 t'iik o)11, 'lThat is wli YOmi \vislt .\.()I had

Ai( ee'1011 'UWSNC I psitle 111t11 tll'd.~l'

111'. AIN5I IAT. YOuU YVt'1 ll1- ti lt-it1illO but VOll said out. to
miiiles.

C apta in Aml-'s. 1 ~Ig t I u h -sI litt h le o~tlit tr tromt sI iglitly o)veri
- --- o theF'oxht illIi tisa UQII ii is. hiiglh s)e(-11igli alt it lie woulld

lit It 11 iid I his are-a shouv i right t 1 ie' it'
Also this is 1ISS1itining t I litie Y--14 is at --- feet.
Adil-1 CONNOL.' I . Fostv'- remilined me tlint, the Voxhat. is it lot.

like the F-12. It. is built to get, up1 there at, high altitlde.-
TFim I Ili Ivialsoi imIpola ilit --look :1t that yellowm line up1 thivreat.-- -

fet'd. You are going reval fast. uhe minuteo you come (lowi) wherev thle
a1ir is thit'ker antid henavit'i. and youl have \Mour ligih eight. sI rwue
ymu have to slow down.

We think we have a t tt'i'r ttipi'onise of thle performance of t he
a, ~ dne ti iiis- i e cuuld n I.t 1a ato a iall iti tihe a irptl ie or all

illt lie) mlissile.
Ca Airii A-mi~s. Wle (',lil look at, t liet' evelope onl t lie F'oxhat. I showed

youi thie F-Il A.' Now look at the 14-4111.

1114F OF 'IET MISSILE

Mr'. SlIti.s. Does Ihit' target have to hi ---- miles aw-ay if lhe is
ait high alt itude before yout can engage him with your missile ?

(Citpta-Iin iA s No, S ir.
M~r. SlimsS. TIhat is whallt t.he, charIt. Shows.
('a1ptiamAiuus ltoll hajVe a1 I inie tof Ilitl l-olleill with airt'a ft

t raveling ait, very high speeds. Youi have to lie able to dettct. him far
out, etiough withl at long-ranlge radar, assess antid tire.

11r lhe is traveling ait '111ach 1111- ad youl are traveling ait
alii 1111d-- ani oul are closing Onl each other atu~ a. on'ibintd rate of

Nfach --- inl or~dvI' tt) tire tile missile and let. it get. there, You have
to have it tert aii periotd of (Impu ot her wise you will be too close
t o h im t o fire.

Mr.SI~pw~ \.)Itarebot ging( ill the te iiettion e
What Ma isi ll? 1 1 1 Ot'V~tfl''htI _sit
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Captain -XNmES. I would have to break out the envelope showillr tllalt.
Mr. MiNSSILL. He has a, capability, does he Hot?
Captain A-[,Ns. Yes, sir.
.MIr. MISILT,. He could
Captain AV.NEs. Yes, if he were going in the wrong direction. Of

course, if he is going in the wrong direction and not coming toward
what he is trying to attack it is not serious.

If you are trying to protect an area and you are here and he is
coining in here, then you fire on him, if he is out here going the other
way it makes no difference where he is going.

In other words, if you are trying to protect an area, you are con-
cerned about those going in and not out.

Mr. RHODES. When you are loitering don't, you have to circle? You
cannot just loiter going in the same direction all the time?

Captain AMS. No, sir. You would take a station in an area such
as this.

Mr. RHODES. If he cones in at. the wrong time, he could be coming
in in the same direction you are going.

Captain AMEs. We would have-- out there, also.
Mr. MI.xSU.LL. 1-c Will ku1w your ('apal)bility and colnsequently will

have tactics to avoid this. He might try to do just that.
Captain AmEs. He might, or he should. If I were a Russian that

is what I would do, try to figure out the weak spots and exploit them,
just as we do.

Admiral CoNOLLY. I think the Foxbat will be a foe worthy of our
steel, but I don't concede that because he is a high altitude-high speed
level flight machine, that ie owns all the blue chips for the reasons
I have given. I think we managed to get, a good airplane and an excel-
lent missile sJ'stem.

Captain AMIEs. Two airplanes don't. chase each other at. mach
If you are behind an aircraft and he is at mach and you are
at you have a slow-closing rate. But meanwhile you are travel-
ing over the earth at a rapid rate. You are running out of fuel and
you cannot get, back. The tactic of chasing somebody at high altitude
and high-air speed is not often used when defending an area where
the high-speed attack is coming in, you are going out, to meet him.
In that case you have the -advantage in the Phoenix system
Mr. MAITON. Proceed.
Certain AmEs. This is the Foxhat in green showing the 5g line on

the Foxbat and the 5g line on the F-14B.
We feel we have adequately covered this area with the Phoenix

missile system.

COMPA\RISO" OF-r-14 WITH OTER SOVIET AIRCRAFr

The other aircraft, the Flagon-A. is more of a fighter variety than
the Foxbat. The 5g line on the F-14 going along here and a 5g line on
the Flagon in this area.

The F-14 in this area can pull 5g's whereas the Flagon would be
pulling .

This same type of pattern carries over with the Fishbed-F, with the
5g line shown here and the 5g line on the F-14 shown here. The same
occurs at the 8g for the Fishbed-F and the F-14.
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We are showing the F-14 as an air superiority figliter alld ill the
al'(, of normal air-to-air coinbat it exceeds aiiy of tiW lnowii Pedicte.l
threat of the Soviet Union.

Mri1. SIFs. Are you using your figures or lRussian figures?
Captain A3IEs. We are using prinmarily lhe l)efense Iint'lligeuve

Agency figures.
Admiral CoN NoiLA. Our figures.
Mr. Siu Is. What degree of reliability can you give to theni e Is it

a guess or (to they have specific informat ion "
Captain AMES.
Admiral Co,% oLLY.

SEARICH CHANGE

Captain A.tEs. I believe this tends to answer the question you liad
earlier. This is the search volume shown for the AWG-9. AWG-10,
and the APQ-72. This is at fire-control system in tie F-4B and this
is a search volume shown here. going out to miles. 'liel dark
red search volume is the AWG-10 in the F-4J. The lighter 1)ink ara
going out to miles and out to miles is the AWG-9 which
will be installed in the F-14A.

Mr. MAHON. The AWG-9 has not vet been built'?
Captain AMES. Yes, sir; the A'WG-9 is flying in the F-111B. It

is what we have been using to fire some of the first Phoenix
missiles.

It will be reconfigured into a fore-and-aft configuration for the
F-14.

Mr. MAHON. It really does not exist in the configuration in which
it will fly in the F-14?

Captain AMEs. No, sir.
This is a recap of what was shown in the previous slide. The APQ

has a mile nautical search range with a percent proba-
bility of detection. Using the APQ-72, the F-4B was capable of firing
the AIM-7E for - miles.

The AWG-10, which is in the F-4J, has a search range of -
miles on a 5 square meter target and the capability 6f firing the
AIM-TE at miles, the AIM-7F up to miles and the
AIM-7F out to miles.

The AWG-9 which will be installed in the F-14A has a search out
to miles and by virtue of the higher power in the radar itself
it can fire these same missiles to longer ranges. What was fired to

miles in the F-4 version now can be fired out to miles
in the F-14.

The AIM-7F/CW version is miles versus
miles. The AIM-7F is miles instead of - miles.

The Phoenix, the AIM-54A, can fire to miles in single target
track and miles in the multishot track-while-scan. The AWG-9
as you probably know is capable of tracking targets simul-
taneously. It can display at one time and then we -an take
under attack targets simultaneously with the Phoenix
missiles.
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This is a depiction of the capability of Ilie AWVG-9 and the Phoenix
missile system against small targets such as air-to-surface missiles
and surface-to-surface missiles. Some of the larger surface-to-surface
missiles are about half the size of a fighter airplane, ) square meters
as compared to a 5 square meter fighter target.

Some of the very small air-to-surface or even some of the surface-
to-surface missiles are down to meter, about the size
of a fighter.

If we look at. the lookdown ca)al)ility of the F-14. feet
firing down to a target at - feet, it can take the square
meter missiles under attack out to miles, or if you look at the
very small target., a .square meter, about the size of a
fighter plane, it can take this size under attack out to - miles in
single target. track.

If you fise the AWG-9 in the multishot mode it the range
down to about miles for a small target and about - miles
for the larger missile target.

This is looking down from feet. You have the same capability
looking up. If you look up at a target at - feet flying at mach
-- you find the same situation; that with a larger air-to-surface or
surface-to-surface missile you can take it out to attack at
miles or for the small one, single target track, out to- miles.

We have an excellent capability of taking under attack air-to-sur-
face and surface-to-surface missiles.

These two pictures depict the difference between the current tech-
nology engines and the advance technology engines. These two en-
gines put out the same amount of thrust, pounds.

The smaller size is obtained by higher, compressor loadings, allow-
ing fewer compressor stages and higher temperatures in the turbine.

MATCHING OF NEW ENGINE TO AIRFRAIME

Mr. Lipsco:iBs. I am bothered with regard to the airframe. You
will match up the P-12 engine and the F-14A.

Then you will have a new engine for the F-14B but the same
airframe.

Over the years I remember that it never has been very successful
matching up an engine with an airplane if they are not done together.

How do you do it in this case?
Captain AmEs. This was the original design concept. In past years

the airplane was never designed specifically for another engine. This
airplane was specifically designed both for the P-12 and the advance
technology engine.

With the exception of dropping the lip to increase the capture area
for the larger engine the rest of the aircraft was made completely com-
patible from the beginning.

Any airplane could have done this if they had known what the fol-
low-on engine was to be at the time they designed the airplane.

Mr. LiPSCOMB. You know what the guarantee is or the contract guar-
antee is on the new performance engine?

Captain AmES. Yes, sir.
Mr. LypscomB. But you never have tested it nor flown it. You are
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doing it on paper. IIow do you match up an engine with an existillgai )laiie? ,iaptaii AiE. The inlet has a capture area which has to take on a

given weight flow of air. You can determine what this is. Tits sizes
the engine.

Ihe TF-30--P1'2 is sized for pounds. Advanced technology
will be - pounds per second weight flow. You have to increase
the capture area.

The amount you need to increase the capture area can be calculated.
There is no secret as to how to increase the -size of the hole in the front
of the airplane to allow more air to come through. This is no problem.

The diffuser section behind the ramp area is not a critical area. In
other words, it has an adequate throat area built into the airplane for
the larger engine already.

The reason we got into a problem, and I hate to go back to the
F-1I1B, is that the throat area was too small.

This plane right now is 1,080 square inches. It. has adequate throat
area, built into it from the beginning.

When you go past the diffuser you get to the compressor face. The
eompresor face of the new engine will be further aft. There is a
longer passage of air. This eases the design problem.

The diameter of the engine is not a l)roblem because the advance
technology engine is being tailored to fit into this airframe specifically.

You run into troubles only when you design an airframe and then
try and put an engine in that wasn't anticipated.

Admiral TOWNSEND. We have put new engines in. We did it, with
the F-4. We did it in the A4. We changed it in the A3D and a inum-
ber of the other planes as we got newer engines.

Mr. LipscomB. Have you changed them to the magnitude you are
changing this?

Admiral TOw,,SNF.D. Not. as much again in thrust because we have
not had this kind of breakthrough for sonmi time but we have in-
creased thrust considerably.

Mr. ilxsco,%m . It seems you are changing the size and weight.
Admiral Towxs -a. Air" flow is nearly the same and the speed is

the same. The engine is a better engine.
Mr. Li sco-mi. Basically no change?
Mr. SPANo ,it.Ro. Basically no change.

CIIANGIE IN AIRFIIAME

Mr. LiPscomn. You are changing the airframe?
Captain Ams. We will increase the capture area by dropping the

lower lip.
Mr. Liscomi. You said you would use the same airframe. You

now say there will be a change in the airframe.
Captain A.rs. A change to the design of the lip. It will drop

soie
Admiral TowN,,sNE D A very minor change in the airframe.
Cap~tain Am.s. The entire aircraft change. including all the flight

tests, is million dollars. This is the magnitude of going from
one series airplane to another.
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Obviosly .you vould have to change the mounts oil the engine le-cause tihe engine is longer in one case. If the engine mounts are here

and tou put in a shorter engine then you would have to move them.
'lhis is designed in the airplane from tie beginning rather than trying
to design it, in later. The whole concept of the F-14 is to look ahead
and design one airframe to do the job. We feel we have been successful.

Have you seen the mockup at Grumman at all?
Some of these questions are difficult to answer with words only, as

yo call see.
Mr. IIsco~rn. T thought the contract was just let.
Capta ill Ak-MES. On the engine?
Mr. jIP.qco.t. I thought they were just designated.
Captain A.u1.s. They were,'but they have had a niockup for quite

some time.
Mr. TPsCo-rn. Did the other four competitors make mockups?
Captain A.rES. LTV and Grumnman made full-scale mockups.

McDonnell made partial mockups, not a full plane. Convair made
partial mockups.

F- 4 DESIGNED TO ACCEPT NEW ENGINE

Admiral TOWNSFND. Our request for proposal which went out re-
quired the contractors to take this engine into consideration and de-
sian the plane so it would be able to take this. There has been a lot
of testing and wind tumel testing done on this already.

Mr. LiPsco'M. Naturally if you gave instructions to design it that
way they would. At the same time'we have had at least from those I
know plans where the airframe is designed and you have tried to put
another engine in and it didn't work out.

Admiral TOWNSEND. The design of this plane lends itself better to
this because we have an engine. The F-14A will have an engine. We
will fly. this until the next engine is ready and then we will put one
engine in one side and give it a test before we go to the second engine.

When we say planes, those are the engines that are to be
ready. If that doesn't make it we can stop there. We are not limited
by the number. When we say -that is our best estimate at the
moment of when this engine will be ready.

Mr. Lnsco-M. Then you are saying if the engine and airframe do
not match up to your guarantees you will keep producing the F-14A.

Admiral TowNsEND. There is no question but what the engine will
be there. It is a fast schedule on the engine. This is the same engine
which is, the common core for the Air Force. This is a common
development.

Captain AmEs. This is not like marrying them together wit], prob-
lems. We don't, know of any problems. They have been on contract
since Auigust. So far they are on schedule. If they do run into prob-
lems we will continue to put P-12 engines in until such time as they
wAvork out the problems.

When the F-14A's go through the PAR cycle at least the operational
planeq will be retrofitted. This was all taken into consideration. It
was all included in the basic concept.
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We think we have a well-thought-out plan on how to get there
and we have plugged up most of the loopholes and provided for
contingencies.

Admiral TOWNSEND. This is the best opportunity we have had in
imany years to have an orderly program and move from one modifica-
tion into the next for a plane that will be with us for many years.
'Tlhis is because we have a new technology engine available. " We can
get into a high-performance airplane in a much shorter time than
('(l inarily.

It would be a high-risk development if we were developing both
thle engine and the plane and perhaps the avionics simultaneously.

Mr". SPAN(GENBEIRG. I cannot recall one where we had trouble with
ai airframe.

Mr. LIrScoMB. I can remember one with McDonnell about 10 years
aro.

M. S1.ExIEu;i The F-3. This was basically not the airframe-
engine compatibility problem, bit rather that the engine was no good.

Mr. LpscoMB. They never got the engine to work in the airframe.
Air. S tNNWn. We didn't get the engine to work In any ai frame.
Mr. Lwnscorn. It is a rather risky operation, is it not, to build an

airframe and try to match an engine to that frame?
Mr. SPANOENBEBO. It can be and it, eannnot be. We have not had any

significant. problem in any of the airplanes we have started. We hadl
engine problems with ti 1-40 and that whole series of planes had
lproblems until they got either the J-71 or the ,.-57.

However, the A-4 had no problems. We went from a J-65 initially
to the J-52. This ended up and now we have something on the order
of a percent. thrust increase.

W1e had a similar situation to this there where the hole would fit
the next larger sized engine that got. developed.

PROCEED S.OWLY AND GET A BE'I'ER AIRCRAFT

Mr. LirSCo. rn. I want to see the Navy get a good plane, but I am
not taking this move lightly. I feel we have been a little burned on
so11 of the aircraft.

I am1 willing personally to take the risk of going slower and being
surer its to what we have.

You may feel you have something, )ut, we are just starting on this
and we have to ask questions that may seem antagonistic.

Admiral CoNNoJov. Not at, all.
Mr. Tisco-.Nn. As an individual I want to be sure we are getting

an aircraft where we do not, have a lot of l)rol)lems and that the engine
matches with the airframe and that we are providing adequate safety
for the pilots by doing away with the seat ejection. There are some
questions on this program which should he answered.

This is all on paper. You are doing it with a slide rule. Let us be
sll re.

Admiral TowNSEND. We may have given you a wrong impression.
We consider this at this point a'rather low-risk program.

The eventual airplane will be the F-14C in ---. That undoubted-
ly will be the fine,;f, airplane which will exist in that time frame in all
of our opinions. However, this plane has been given more attention
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and looked at by more experts and been worked on and evaluated by
more experts than any other plane we have ever started.

We start out with a rather low-risk item. 'hat is, we have an engine
that is flying now. That engine is ready to go.

We have an avionics system which we will be able to go into produw-
tion on this spring. The risk here is the airframe. This airframe is well
within the state of the art by any good airframe manufacturer's stand-
ards.

We end up with that airplane as the F-1 4A.
Then having that plane, we fly it and test and we are able to go

with that airplane until a. new engine comes along which we can put
right in that same plane with very little change.

Then we have the F-14B and the F--14B is an outstanding fighter.
The F-14C is just an improvement over the avionics system to give

it more maintainability and more reliability and there is no real
urgency to it, so we are going step by step in the way I think you mean
us to g- Each step is a pretty low-risk step.

As far as these various items of safety of the pilots and all the
other things, these have been very carefully evaluated by each of our
groups of experts in all areas-in the safety area, avionics, propulsion,
and so on. They all agree this is the best way to go.

Certainly we don't want anything that is not safe for our pilots. We
just don't think that in an airplane of this speed and this performance
and this capability we are quite ready to take the risk to go to that
tvpe of ejection. We know the other will work and that is why we
decided on it. This is carefully thought out.

In each area it has been the same wav.
Mr. SIKES. Ts this ,an aircraft that will be capable of durability and

improvement in its day as the F-4 has been in its day and is now?
Admiral TowNsEN.-D: I don't think there is one of us who is not

lhoroi.ohlily convinced that this is the F-4 of the future or better.
Fuitherimore another thing is this: This plane has a fire control

and a missile system in it that is right now far ahead of anything we
know of in this country or elsewhere.

CO3131TEE LEARY OF GLOWVING REPORTS

Mr. MI,'NSIrAL L. Admiral, I have sat on this subcommittee for 10
years now and I am also on the transportation subcommittee that.
considered an airplane called the SST. We liad all kinds of glowing
renorts on that plane. Here we have had blowing reports about various
missile systems, specifically about certain aircraft, the B-70 and the
TFX, the F-111, and so on. We get a little nervous and we want to be
sure we are right.

I wont, sav anybody has intentionally misled us but we have gone
down the primrose path at the taxpayers' expense on many of these
proaramns and that is why we are looldnf at this very carefully.

Admiral CONNVIOLLT. No arfrument about that.
Mr. MINSTYALL. Admiral Connolly said something about a great

bird which he was sold on. I hope your credibility on this is a little
better.

Admiral CONNOTLL. Will you please yield on that?
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Well, I won't try to will that one.
Mr. MINSI.\,L. You lave the researcli and de\'elolnlelt man here,

)i. Foster, for wlom I Ihave high regard.
doctor , you have been (uliet. What do you think of this thing we

hIave on pa)er?

(X)M'M.t.ENTS BIY 1). POSTER ON TilE F--1.

Dr. FOSTER. Sir, I can quite understand the Navy's enthusiasm for
this. I think they have worked extremely hard to try to understand
the threat and appreciate the situation that is likely to exist in the
future. They have done their very best with the present technological
techniques to design an aircraft that will meet the threat.

I mst at the same time say that we should be cautious; because
I think despite the best efforts of the professionals in the Navy and
the contractors we will have difficulties. We may have some problems
in the repackaging of the AIVG-9 avionics system. However, although
troublesome, I don't expect these difficulties to l)e major. Also I have
some concern that the new engines, as desired by the Navy, represent
a significant advance in engine technology. While we will iave proven
the feasibility of these engines in a demonstrator program, I feel
sure there will be engine-related )roblems which could well delay the
introduction of the F-14B version.

I believe we should proceedd with the 13-1.2 version of the TF-30
engine. However, as a pledge against slippage in the advanced teci-
nology engine program, I feel it would be wise to l)rovide also-at
least. for tie next few months-the option to use the A-.32 version
of the TF-30 in all F-14A's.

I think that the Navy Air Systems Command's conservatism is
well taken. The Navy estimates are not as glowing as those of the
contractors. The estimates have been degraded by the Navv because
they don't believe the performance is likely to be quite as )high.

With regard to the engines, I think it. is very important to under-
stand that the Navy itself realized it had. a major problem. Thevy had
a P-12 engine, and, because of the urgency of meeting the threat, they
wanted to take advantage of that. engine and the Phoenix/AWG-9
missile system. Nevertheless, in order to be able to take advantage of
the major improvements that are being made in engines, they had to
have all airframe design that would permit a radical change in engines.

I believe there is general consensus that they were quite successful
in that objective.

That aircraft that you see does permit radical changes in the engine
installation. Thus while I have some concern about meeting the sched-
ule indicated, I have concurred in the Navy's overall approach in the
F-14 program.

Mr. ANDREWS. Dr. Foster, were you ever enthusiastic about the
F-111B?

Dr. FOSTErR. Sir, when I came to Washington-
Mr. AxRE-ws. I was here from the time it was conceived until the

time we were told it was dying or dead. I have yet to see a Navy man
who had any enthusiasm for the F-111B. It is an open secret here
that, the F-111B was forced on the Navy and they were made to take
it. and they objected every time they had an opportunity.
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Did you ever get real enthusiastic about the Navy version of the
F-111B?

Dr. FOSTER. Sir, I don't recall any wild enthusiasm. I do 'recall a
very determined effort on our part to see if we could not possibly de-
velop an airplane that would be satisfactory for the Navy mission.

Mr. ANDREWS. To overcome the shortcomings and make the con-
tractor live up to the specifications?

Dr. FOSTER. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Which the Navy required before the first one was

ever put together.
Dr. FOSTER. Yes, sir. It was my plan to make every effort possible

to fly it, find out what was wrong, fix it and fly it, uiitil we had and
aircraft that would perform the mission the Navy wanted it to
perform.

Mr. ANDREWS. But it never could be done.

SPEED OF THE F-14

Mr. SIKES. Apparently this projected aircraft will be limited be-
cause of material, and so on, to a seed of about Mach . Is that
correct ?

Dr. Fosm.
Admiral CoxCNOLiY. We will be able to go higher than that but that

is this plane right now,
Mr. SiKms. You are building tomorrow's aircraft. Will you build

enough of tomorrow into the aircraft? Will it be too slow 10 years
from nowto bean effective aircraft?

What do you think, Dr. Foster?
Dr. FOSTER. I do not believe that, for the Navy's purpose, the dif-

ference in Math - and Mach - warrants additional costs.
Mr. SIKEs. You are saying that you do not think additional speed

will be that important 10 years from now?
Dr. FOSTER. That is what I believe.
Mr. ST HES. Is that the Navy's attitude?
Admiral CoNNoxY. We agree completely with what Dr. Foster is

saying. Maybe Dr. Foster does not know this and perhaps he does, but
it is possible, and not expensive, either, to allow this plane to develop
jnst as we developed the F-4. We are not flying the same F-4 today
that we had 10 years ago. We improved its speed and we have im-
rnroved its altitude and weapon-carrying capability and acceleration.
We exTct to be able to grow this plane in the sa-me way. One of the
ways we can grow will be in the speed range if it is necessary.

It costs a lot of money to build a Mach - fighter. We don't
have any experience of air battles at - feet between two con-
testing fighters. In Korea some of the fights started at -. More
often than not they ended up at - and some at the deck. The win-
ner was the one who could do it below and not'above.

I don't know what mission the Foxbat will perform at feet,
what mission of meaning. -

If we wanted to lighten up our plane and put the advanced
technology engine in it and show a high speed run with it we could
do that, too.

. a
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ABILITY TO CHANGE ENGINES

One point, Mr. Lipscomb. We have completely changed the engine
in the A-7 from a TF-30 to a TF-41 from Pratt & Whitney to an Al-
lison. We did that, in the last few months. We are delighted with the
performance of the TF-41. It is a completely different engine.

Mr. LIPSCOM. Different size and weight?
Admiral CONNOLLY. And different thrust.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. The design is still approximately the same?
Admiral CONNOLLY. Yes.
Mr. LIPScOMB. This is a real technical step forward to be able to

change an engine like this.
Captain A.MES. There was a great deal of concern about this par-

ticular point and as the development of the aircraft proceeded that
concern disappeared. OSD had a great (leal of concern about doing
this.

Dr. Foster expressed this a year ago, in fact. I think that most of
those people who were concerned, after they saw how it would be done,
have all agreed now it is no problem.

The engine manufacturer says it is no problem, the airplane manu-
facturer says it is not, Naval Air Systems Command says it is not. It
is actually in the mock-up there.

There is no known reason why it will not work 100 percent satis-
factorily. The engine fits the airplane. The air flow has been compen-
sated for in the capture area of the inlet.

CONSIDERATION OF INTERFACE PROBLEMS

Admiral Tow.NsE.ND. One thing to the business of the threat.
As you can imagine, selecting a contractor for this job was difficult

because we had five good companies working on it. Oie of the reasons
that the company which won did win was because of the completeness
and the thoroughness. We were really amazed at how thoroughly they
had gone into these so-called interface problems. Many times when you
run into trouble on an airplane in putting it together, it is in integrat-
ing the avionics into the airframe, or putting a weapons system on a
plane, getting a separation, putting engine into the plane, and in going
into this in depth, we found that Grumman had gone into great detail
with each of these major subcontractors-with Hughes in the AWG-9,
Raytheon with the Sparrow, and so on. It left us with a great feeling
of confidence.

Mr. LIPSCOMB. They had a lot of reason to do it with care. They had
been working with the F-111B long enough to know.

Admiral TowNsEND. Still in the areas where they had not been
working, such as the Sparrow with Raytheon, they went into those in-
terfaces with the same thoroughness.

NAVY OVERCONFIDENT ON F-14

Mr. MAHON. We are approaching the time when we will have to
conclude for the afternoon. I think it is obvious to witnesses that the
Committee on Appropriations takes this question of the wisdom of
proceeding with this aircraft very seriously.
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During the past 15 years the Department of 1)efense has canceled
development programs prior to completionn after spending about $8.6
billion.

When these programs were originated, in many cases the committee
%as told with great confidence that success would be achieved witlh
various projects, and I now speak very generally.

One of the reasons we are so concerned alout this )roject is that
perhaps as much as billion is involved. We do not, therefore,
want to see a big mistake made.

We believe in this committee that you will have a great deal of
trouble with this new aircraft. We believe you are putting your best
foot forward, that you are very optimistic and very enthusiastic and
very sincere about tfis aircraft. This is understandable.

1'owever, we know from experience, and there have been no ex-
ce p tions, that, when a new aircraft is constructed it. has all manner of
bugs and problems and it seems for a time. that it will not work at all.

It (ould be that if the F-IlB had been pursued to inclusion in Ili.,

fleet it could have been made into something reasonably acceptable. I
have some (lol)t about that but we never will know what could tinallv
and ultimately have been done with the F-111B. However, I think
this should be gone into.

We are talking about this billion package. There will be
trouble and we know it. We want you to understand that we do know
it. "We are just proceeding with a feeling of caution because so much is
involved.

If you read last Sunday's newspapers you read a very scathing in-
dictment of the Defense Department. It was claimed the Department
was very inept in securing dependable weapons systems, and so forth.
I am not going to go into that. I am sure this article was somewhat
misleading but there is some element of truth in it.

COMMITTEE NOTIFIED PRIOR TO AWARD OF CONTRACT

In providing funds for the VFX program in the Appropriations
Act of 1969 the members of the conference committee and the con-
ference report requested that the Appropriations Committee be noti-
fied of the cost and design characteristics of the aircraft elected 15
days before the airframe development contract was signed.

On the 14th of this month such notification was received from the
Secretary.

Secretary Ignatius, at my request, extended the 15-day period by
4 or 5 days so that the committee might have a better opportunity
to evaluate the proposal. This grew out of problems involving the in-
vestigative staff and the unavailability at a certain given time of cer-
tain information.

ADDITIONAL QtESTIONS ON r'-14

We called you here today to find out in some detail just what you
propose to give the Nation for this - billion.

We have a series of very'penetrating questions other than those
which already have been asked. I do not know what your full response
to these questions will be. We want them to be responded to with
nmeticillofs care. t

(The additional questions and answers follow:)
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DUAL VISION AIRCRAFT

Mr. MAHONt. The Navy, for the most part, in objecting to the devel-
opment of the F-111B, held that it was a mistake to try to develop one
aircraft for several missions. The F-14 proposal would combine the
Navy requirement for a fleet air defense aircraft carrying the Phoenix
missile system with an air superiority dogfighter aircraft carrying the
Sparrow missile system. Has anything been lost in each of these mis-
sions through the design of a multipurpose aircraftI

Admiral Towsi&ND. The F-111 was designed to satisfy both the pri-
mary Air Force attack mission requiring supersonic performance at
low altitude, and the primary Navy fleet air defense high altitude,
loiter mission. These missions imposed fundamentally opposing design
requirements on the airframe and propulsion system. Since the Air
Force requirements dictated the design, the resulting Navy perform-
ance was compromised. Philosophically, the F-111 was asked to satisfy
two primary missions with equal design emphasis and therefore con-
flict ensued.

The Navy F-14, however, is being designed and with emphasis on
the primary air superiority mission, with little compromise because
of the mission requirements. This air superiority mission requires dog-
fighter performance superior to the threat to be realized at a radius
of miles from the carrier, a distance compatible with 'he Navy
attack aircraft to be escorted.

The fallout capability resulting from this air superiority mission
emp basis with "proper" sizing also enables the fleet air defense mission
to b accomplished. This is achieved by utilizing external fuel tanks
and adding the Phoenix missiles to the fighter fuselage with readily
removable adaptors or pallets. Thus, both Navy mission requirements
are met without adversely affecting the design for the primary air
superiority mission and with no resulting conflict in design emphasis
and overall mission priorities.

Mr. MAHON. Is the F-14 the best performing air superiority fighter
aircraft that the state of the art will permit the development of at
this time?

Admiral TOWNSEND. The achievement of long-term air superiority
requires the proper combination of system performance in order to
provide tactical options to meet the changing environment. The bal-
ance achieved-in the F-14 between performance, system integration,
and two men provides adequate performance plus long-range standoff
missile caabiity. A two man crew allows tactical flexibility in a vari-
able EC environment. The F-14A utilizes the TF80-P-12 engine, the
most advanced engine that has been developed to date. The AWG-9 is
the most advanced and versatile fire control system being developed in
the free -world, and to our knowledge in the Communist world as well.
Minimum weight is achieved due to the structural arrangement and
the use of state of the art materials, The F-14B and F-14C will main-
tain long~term air superiority capability through easily achievable
evolutiqnary changes. Wile pure airplane performance might be in-
creased by sacrificing carrier suitability, strength or other features, we
are convinced that the F-14 is the best performing air superiority
fighter thut can be developed at this time to meet our overall require.
ments..

82-845--69--pt. 8-25
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Mr. MAHOX. Is the F-14 the best performing fleet air defense " ir-
craft that the state of the art will permit the development of at this
time?

Admiral ToW-sEND. The F-14 represents the best performing fleet
air defense aircraft that can be designed to operate in the carrier en-
vironment. The carrier environment includes not only its flying and
deck handling qualities but its utility in the overall defensive/offensive
picture. Although the fleet air defense configuration of - Phoenix
missiles is technically defined as an "overload" condition, what this
really means is that the g. capability of the aircraft at combat gross
weight is reduced only from - g. to about - g. This reduc-
tion is insignificant, particularly as operational tactics with a
Phoenix load do not call for high g. maneuvers. The design philosophy
of the F-14 family of aircraft provides for evolutionary growth for
both the air superiority mission and the fleet air defense mission. The
F-14B and F-14C willrepresent important advances in terms of car-
rier compatibility, loiter time, nid 'time to accelerate.

The F-14 with external fuel and Phoenix will be able to loi-
ter on a CAP station at - miles from the carrier for over

Studies show that the AWG-9/Phoenix system is highly effective
for the fleet air defense task, and over as effective as current
single shot Sparrow systems.

ln summary sir, I would say definitely yes, the F-14 is the best fleet
air defense aircraft that the state of the art will permit development
of at this time.

Mr. MAHON. To what extent are the proposed F-14 performance
specifications lower than those originally setout for the F-111B?
Range, loiter time, ceiling, et cetera?

Mr. SPANGENBER0I. The F-14 performance specifications are lower
than those originally specified f6r the F-11B in only two cases. The
combat ceiling now specified is - feet vice - feet originally
asked for in the F-111B. The specified. loiter time on CAP station
with - Phoenix missiles has been reduced from hours-
without a combat allowance--to - hours-with a combat allow-
ance. In both cases the F-14 performance figures are higher than those
actually achieved by the F-111B. All other F-14 performance speci-
fications are equal to or higher than those originally laid down for the
F-111B.

Mr. MAHoN. To what extent did the use of the Phoenix missile sys-
tem dictate the design and cost of the F-14I

Mr. SPAG&ENBEiRO. The AWG-9 missile control system is an integral
part of the F-14 design and has obviously influenced the size, weight
and cost of the design. If the question is intended to solicit a compar-
ison between two airplanes, one with anAWG-9 system, and one with
some less capable system, the following may be of help. Studies have
shown, that by careful design tailoring, the gross weight increase has
been held to about 1 percent and the'cot increase to about 10 percent
over an airplane incorporating a di ital version of the AWG-10 fire
control system. The vast difference m capability between the two sys-
tems overshadows such differences. n, - : wo :sys

Mr. MAHON. Certain Navy officials have advised that the Phoenix
missile system, with itst multitrack capability, involves too great a
workload for the pilot and requires a missile control officer. A ccord-
ing to Air Force officials, a second man would add 5,000 pounds and
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$500,000 to each of its proposed F-15 aircraft. Would the second man
be required if the Phoenix system is not used?

Admiral CON.-OLLY. In 1954 the Navy reached a tentative conclu-
sion that a two-man. crew was required to accomplish the all-weather
fighter mission when it established the requirements for the XF4H-1,
now known as the F-4. In 1955, a competitive situation was developed
by initiating the single place, Sparrow equipped, F8U-3 project. A
choice between these two high successful airplane developments was
forced on the Navy in 1958. With the choice of the two-seat F-A the
era of Navy single seat fighter development ended.

Then, as now, a weight and cost penalty was associated with the
requirement for two men. These disadvantages were more than offset
by the much greater capability of the two-man airplane, particularly
under adverse conditions. Today, electronic warfare developments
have made the tactical environment much more demanding, re-
emphasizing the necessity for a two-man crew even if there were no
Phoenix system and only the Sparrow were carried. Experience in
SEA has confirmed that the help provided by the second man with
his additional sensors is invaluable in the combat maneuvering
environment.

Mr. MAHON. I am told that pilots who have flown in combat in
Southeast Asia have stated that the U.S. needed a light, uncompli-
cated, highly maneuverable fighter aircraft. Is the F-14 this kind of
aircraft?

Admiral CONXOLLY. The F-14 is that kind of aircraft to the extent
that it will be highly maneuverable and, while it will have a sophisti-
cated weapons control system, it will also have a high degree of re-
liability, flexibility and versatility that we have never achieved be-
fore in our aircraft. As to being light, I think that you would have to
compare weight to power available. The key to a good fighter is to
have a balanced, well-proportioned aircraft with a good thrust to
weight ratio to provide high speed, good range, outstanding accelera-
tion and the aerodynamic characteristics to insure the best possible
maneUverability. These attributes are essential to beat the enemy. Re-
gardless of the weight of the aircraft. if it is not in balance it will
never be a great fighter. Therefore, Y think the lightweight versus
heavyweight fighter is somewhat irrelevant. When the F--4U, Corsair
was developed, we did not decide to build a heavier fighter. Rather, we
said, let's build to meet the needs of a possible war in the Pacificand let's build for high performance. The result was a fighter heavier

than had ever been seen before'-anywhere. It had a longer service life
than any other fighter with the possible exception of oui" present-
day F-4 whose day is far from over:. The F-SF, on the other hand,
wa;, developed to outduel tl Japanese Zero. Even though it was a
pilot's dream, it had little potential and short service life. This I want
to emphasize again: We are designing the F-14 to meet the threat-
to the best degree that we have the vision to see or anticipate. Aircraft
size is not relevant to performance.

F-i 4 CO.3PARED WITH SOVIET AIRCRAFT

Mr. MAHoN. Data have been supplied which indicates that most new
Soviet fighter aircraft (Flogger A, Flogger -B Foxbat, and Faithless)
have than that proposed for the F-14A. Why would it be pro.
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posed to develop a new fighter aircraft which does not exceed
that of existitng Soviet fighter aircraft?.

Admiral CON OLLY. It is, of course, impossible to design any one
fighter which excels in each of its characteristics over all other fighters.
The U-2 was a prime example of designing a special purpose machine.
Its ceiling, far in excess of any other aircraft at the time it was put
into service, allowed it to survive until a counter air-to-air weapon
was developed by the Soviets.

In a similar manner, the F-14 will use its Phoenix and Sparrow
missiles to handle those threats which, by virtue of specialized design,
may be able to fly beyond its own envelope. -. The F-14 now rep-
resents an optimum balance between weight, cost, performance, andcapability.Mr. ufiow. How can we gain air superiority unless we design air-

craft which not only exceed the performance characteristics of pres-
ently known Soviet aircraft, but which are designed to exceed new
aircraft which the Soviets will probably develop in the next 5 years?

Admiral CoNNoLLY. Our experience, backed up by many studies andanalyses, shows that the effectiveness of an air superiority fighter is
determined by vehicle performance parameters - energy for maneu-
verability (P's), wing loading, visibility, roll rate, radius, combat ceil-
ing, time to accelerate, and so forth - and by the effectiveness of the
air-to-air weapons carried. We believe that the F-14A represents the
optimum balance between vehicle performance weapons, and many
other parameters - such as vulnerability, flexibility of weapon mix,
interaction with combat support environment, and so forth - that
determine the overall effectiveness of a fighter within the weighted
value of various mission profiles. In the F-14B and F-14C we will
have a combat thrust to weight ratio greater than - which will
give these airplanes much higher air-to-air combat performance than
any present or projected Soviet fighters.

We plan, of course, to introduce the F-14B at the very earliest
possibletime.

It is important to realize that an air superiority fighter aircraft
cannot be simply described or compared on the basis of any single
performance parameter. A high performance fighter should be judged
as a- "balanced" weapon system and the overemphasis of any single
parameter can lead.to many erroneous conclusions of relative merit.For example; maximizing thrust to weight leads to a rocket-like
solution, maximizing low wing-loading leads to a glider, maximizing
visibility leads to slow observation platform and maximizing max
speed and altitude leads to interceptor like performance. A compari-
son and evaluation of tactical fighter capability is at best extremely
complex and requires insight and experience in the balancing of total
weapon ystem parameters. We feel this "balancing" has been done in
at thorough. manner- in terms of 'realistic technological forecasts for
engins avionics, aerodynamic design, materials, and structures. Of
particular importance, in the design philosophy ' of the F-14, has
been the emphasis on systematic growth in performance of an evolu-
tionary family of aircraft to meet the estimated changes in the threat
through the early 1980's.

Mr. M'now. There has been much discussion of the new MIG-23,
or Foxbat. ,This aircraft is believed to have a speed of mach
and, an , eihing. .... oTh Foxbat - which, with its high
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altitude, give it a capability. Is the Navy satisfied to build a
new fighter aircraft with - the Foxbat?

Admiral CONNOLLY. The F-14 series, by virtue of its well rounded
performance and its greatly superior weapon system, is expected to be
superior to Foxbat (in terms of kill capabilities) over the entire range
of conditions, - . If Foxbat operates at mach - and
feet, its weapon system will be markedly by the F-14's AWG-
9 Phoenix system.

COMPARISON WITH U.S. AIRCRAFT

Mr. MATION. Compare the performance characteristics proposed for
the Air Force's FX aircraft with those of the F-14.

Admiral CONNOLLY. The differences in the characteristics between
the Navy's F-14 and the Air Force's F-15 are based upon the needs of
the two services. In order to understand adequately the significance of
these differences in specific system characteristics it is necessary to
understand the differences in the needs against which the two systems
are being designed. These needs or requirements of each service are
best described in the approved DCP's for the two aircraft. The DOP's
also carry the rationale upon which the Department of Defense has
approved each program. It is our understanaIing that the F-X DCP
No. 19 approves the Air Force's aircraft and DCP No. 60 was the basis
for the current approval for the Navy program. Attached are copies
of the DCP's for the committee's use and understanding of the needs
and characteristics of both the Air Force's approved F-15 (FX) and
the Navy's approved F-14 (VFX-1) programs. These are outlined on
page 8 of the DCP No. 60 and on table 4 of DCP No. 19.

(Staff note: The documents referred to above were submitted to the
committee, but they are classified.)

Mr. AiHON. Your charts indicate that the F-14 will replace the
F-AJ at a cost of probably - billion. The maximum speed of the
F-4J is . That of the F-14 A and B is . The supersonic
ceiling of the F-4J is feet, the F-14A is feet, and the
F-14B - feet. Do improvements of this seemingly small range
justify an investment of - billion?

Admiral TowNSEND.-. The Navy believes that the F-14 is a "balanced
fighter", with planned growth, that is far superior to the F-4J in
countering the enemy threat. There are many fighter parameters in
addition to speed and combat ceiling which must be considered such
as visibility from the cockpit, winds required to operate, maneuver-
ability, et cetera. For example, the roll rate of the F-14 at supersonic
speeds is - that of the F-4J. The F-4J can sustain a - - " "
maneuver up to altitudes of - feet while the F-14B can sustain

at - feet.
Cockpit visibility for both the pilot and CMO in the F-14 aircraft

is much superior to the F-4J. In carrier suitability, the F-14 requires
about - kts. less wind to operate than the F-4J with comparable
loading conditions. This improvement will reduce carrier accidents
and impose lower restrictions on the carrier maneuvers for launch-
ing and retrieving aircraft. The mach speed of the F-14 repre-
sents a knot speed advantage over the F-4J at mach .. The
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greater maximum speed of the F-14 also reflects improved accelera-
tion and rate of climb over the F-4J. The range of theF-14 is marked-
ly superior to the F-4J, providing either greater operational radius
or greater combat time at the same radius. On internal fuel the F-li
has a combat escort radius of - n.m. while the F-4J has a radius
of only - n.m.

When the overall advantages of the F-14 are considered, including
improved combat performance, longer range, better carrier suitability,
vastly improved weapon system, and growth capability, the invest-
ment is considered well worthwhile. lWith today's technology, we
know of no way to build a better fighter than the F-14 which will meet
Navy requirements and defeat the enemy threat in future years.

ADVANCE TECHNOLOGY ENGINE

Mr. MAHoN. The F-14B, with the advanced technology engine, is
predicted to have much better performance than the F-14A. How
confident are you that the advanced technology engine can be de-
veloped on schedule and with the characteristics proposed?

Admiral TowNSEND. We have a high degree of confidence that the
advanced technology engine can be developed on schedule to the per-
formance levels specified if continuously and fully funded. Both Gen-
eral Electric and Pratt and Whitney are experienced companies who
have demonstrated competence over an extended period of time.

Both companies have completed extensive demonstrator programs
which have successfully completed tests at technology levels consist-
ent with that to be utilized in the advanced technology engines. For
example, Pratt and Whitney has successfully run combustors and tur-
bines more than - hours over 0 F. They have also demon-
strated the thrust-to-weight ratio specified for the advanced tech-
nology engine under the Air Force lift cruise engine program. General
Electric Co. has run successfully at 0 F. under the AMSA
engine program and at 0 F. on combustor and turbine tests.
General Electric demonstrated a thrust-to-weight ratio within 3% of
that specified for the advanced technology engine under the Air Force
lift cruise program.) The schedule for the engine is based on extensive historical data
from past engine developments. For example the average engine has
taken 60 months from initial design to military qualification tests
without preceding demonstrator programs. It is considered that the
Navy advanced technology program is consistent with this past his-
tory when the preceding demonstrator programs are taken into ac-
count. In the event that some unforseen technical problems are
encountered which cause a slip in the advanced technology engine the

F-14A production would continue until the advanced engine became
available. The flexibility of the F-14 design allows retrofit of the
advanced engine into the F-14A fis a relatively simple matter.
T Mr. MATroTq. hI it within the state-of-the-art to successfully cool
turbines when turbine inlet temperatures reach the - degrees
contemplated in the advanced technology engine ?

Captain Am .Yes, sir; Pratt and Whitney has successfully run
combustors and tufrbinea more thtii - hours over 0 F.
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General Electric Co. has run successfully at ° F. under the
AMSA engine program and at ° F. on combustor and turbine
tests. Actually, the metal temperature of the cooled turbhie in ad-
vanced engines for the F-14 is less than that in some uncooled turbines
flying in both military and commercial aircraft today.

Mr. MAHON. Is the proposed thrust-to-weight ritio within reason-
able limits of the state-of-the-art.

Captain AMES. Yes sir: Pratt and Whitney has successfully demon-
strated the thrust-to-weight ratio specified for the advanced te7chnologv
engine and General Electric demonstrated within 3 percent of ti'e
value specified for the advanced technology engine under the Air
Force lift cruise program. .

Mr. MAHON. If the advanced technology engine fails or slips sig-
nificantly, what will be the effect on the F-14 program?

Captain AMES. In the event that some unforeseen technical problems
are encountered which cause a slip in the advanced technology engine
the F-14A production would continue until the advanced engine be-
came available. The flexibility of the F-14 design allows retrofit of the
advanced engine in the F-14A as a relatively simple matter if required.

Mr. MAHON. What is the proposed cost of development of the ad-
vanced technology engine?

Captain AisEs. The estimated cost, of the development program
which will result in engines qualified for both services in $363 million.
($181.5 million Navy and $181.5 million Air Force.)

Hr. MAHON. How confident can we be in your estimate that the
engine will cost approximately each?

Admiral TowNSEND. The approximate average unit produc-
tion cost is based on the current design of the engine, plant loading,
and expected learning curve effects offset by a 4 percent per year in-
flationary trend.

Mr..MAHON. In testing the F-111B, the Navy found that the TF-30
family of engines were "unresponsive," that the thrust response is too
slow for carrier operations. Why do you now want this engine in the
F-14A?

Captain AMES. Aircraft handling characteristics during carrier op.
erations depend on both engine thrust response and the vehicle mass.

Early versions of the TF-30 family were slow to accelerate and,
when combined with the heavy F-111B, produced an "unresponsive"
aircraft.

Acceleration time, for the TF-30 to go from low thrust to high
thrust, has been reduced by- for the P-12/F-14A version. This
improved thrust response, particularly when installed in a 4 ton lighter
landing aircraft will yield a responsive F-14A aircraft. It is of in-
terest to note that another model of a TF-30 engine, installed in the
A-7, has had no thrust response problems and is operating success-
fully in the service environment,

Mr. MAHo.Q. Since both the Navy and Air Force need a new air
superiority aircraft why caii the ir. Force wait for the advanced
technology engine while the Navy cannot t

Admiral CoNNOLLY. In actuality neither the Air Force nor the
Navy can afford to wait. The Air Force is moving as fast as possible
with the development of the FX weapon system which requires a
new engine and AMCS development as well as a new airframe. With
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a philosophy of improvement by evolution, the Navy will use the exist-,
ing AWG-9 and TF--0 engine to attain a replacement for the F-111B
to provide a major improvement in fleet and force air defense. The
minimum-ch.ange-installation advanced engine, the then thoroughly
tested avionics system, and the new airframe are confidently expected
to provide a highly improved air superiority capability against Soviet
tactical air capabilities from the mid-1970's through the early 1980
time period.

CREW ESCAPE CAPSULE

Mr. MAHoN. In the F-111B program, the Navy, according to our in-
formation, insisted that crew survivability be enhanced by incorpo-
rating an escape ejection capsule in the aircraft even though the cap
sule added considerable weight. The ejection capsule is said to
successful. No such capsule is planned for the F-14. Why did the
Navy change this requirement?

Admiral Co;NoLLY. First, let me say that an escape capsule is desir-
able not only for enhancing crew survivability but from crew habita-
bility as well. In the formative stages of every new manned weapon
system, the tradeoffs between weight and complexity versus increased
survivability are always carefully considered in light of the mission
requrements.

In the F-111 case, the original joint Air Force and Navy require-
ments in 1961 permitted either ejection seats, encapsulated seats, nose
capsules or encapsulated pods. Of the six designs submitted, three had
side by side seating, with one of these (McDonnell-Douglas) having
a capsule. In the second round (May 1961), General Dynamics incorpo-
rated an escape capsule while Boeing proposed ejection seats with a
capsule as an alternate. For the fifial round, the requirement was
changed to require a capsule development as part of each contrmor's
basic proposal. Eventually, McDonnell-Douglas, the original proposer,
became the capsule subcontractor for General Dynamics. During the
early negotiations, there were proponents in both services for each of
the various means of escape. The Air Force had encapsulated seat ex-
perience with the B-58, and capsule experience with the B-70, while
the Navy-had nose capsule experience with the D-558, as well as a pod
development with Douglas for the F4D-1. Lv

For the F-14, the required tandem seating greatly magnifies the
problem of installing a capsule. The longer length and mass distribu-
tion lead to greater stability problems upon ejection. The total weight
penalty is much higher than for a side by side arrangement. The time
required to develop a tandem capsule would require a schedule slip.

The Navy is as interested in aircrew survivebility as anyone. I have
before me tfhe figures for Navy ejections for calendar year 1967. There
was only one ejection above 30,000 ft. and one ejection above 500 knots
airspeed. The total number of ejections was 197, 171 were successful.
State-of-the-art ejection seats gi e up a capability to successfully.
egress at zero. xispeed and. zero altitude. A very high percentage of
escapes fr6m aircraft in troubleare under controlled conditions and
well within safe.envepopes of ejection seats. The percentage of suc-

wsuM ejcti0nis is rismg every year and now approaches 00 percent.
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CONTRACT AWARD

Mr. MAHON. We have been told that the "unsolicited proposal" of
the Grumman Aircraft Corp. of October 1967 was the basis for
the Navy fighter study parameters for the VFX, that the fighter
study concluded that the VFX should be pursued, and that the Grum-
inan data was also the basis for the informal guidelines issued to the
five competing contractors in November 1967. To what extent did
the Navy's use of this Grumman data give Grumman an advantage in
the competition?

Admiral TOWNSEND. The use of Grumman data in helping to for-
mulate the guidelines in November of 1967 gave no advantage to
Grumman in the actual competition that began in June 1968. The fact
that a realistic and consistent set of design parameters was provided
to the other competitors allowed them to concentrate their efforts on
a point design without duplicating the extensive parametric work
normally required.

Mr. MAHON. Was the Grumman proposal really "unsolicited" or
was it requested by the Navy, formally or informally?

Admiral TOWNSEND. The Grumman "proposal" was truly unso-
licited, although VFAX study work which preceded it was strongly
influenced by the Navy. It will be recalled that the five contractors
were all involved for at least 2 years in VFAX study efforts working
toward a solution of the overall Navy fighter requirements.

Mr. MAHON. Did the Navy, after receiving the Grumman proposal,
ask three more airframe contractors to submit "unsolicited pro-
posals" in accordance with guidelines supplied to them by the Navy?

Admiral TOWNSEND. The contractors were not asked to submit "un-
solicited" proposals, but all were made aware of the situation, that
an attractive fighter solution appeared possible that a competition
would probably result, and we would welcome their participation in
providing sound technical data to the Navy Fighter Study Group.

fr. M. oN. Data submitted indicates that the McDonnell version
of the F-14 was lighter in weight, carried more fuel internally, had
more rapid acceleration from Mach to Mach and re-
quired less wind over deck for landing than the proposed Grumman
plane. The maximum speed at feet was only Mach less.
The unit cost of the McDonnell aircraft was less. If this in-
formation is correct, why was the Grumman aircraft chosen
.r-Admiral TOWNSEND. The McDonnell proposal for the IF-14 was at-
tractive, but the Grumman design was better. In the air superiority
role, the Grumman F-14 had superior speed, climb, acceleration, and
maneuverability. Over all, the choice between the final two contrac-
tors was clear, based on the substantial technical and operational supe-
riority of the Grumman design, its lesser development risk and
greater growth potential, having given due consideration to the cost
proposals.

It should be noted that the referenced. cost difference is com-
puted using ceiling price options Based on engineering development
cost and estimated- option target prices, the total program cost should
be about the same or both McDonnell and Grumman. The ceiling
prices will be'subject to review and downward negotiation atthe time
of exercise of each option.
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Mr. MAfHoN. The "spot factor" or room required by an aircraft on
deck is important to the Navy since carrier space is quite limited, ac-
cording to your testimony. The "spot factor" has been given as one
criteria, in which the Grumman aircraft, is preferred to the McDonnell
aircraft. How can the Grumman spot factor be better when the Grum-
man plane is . feet in length as compared to - feet,
inches for the McDonnell plane, a 2 foot, 7 inch difference, and the
Grumman plane's wing is feet, inches as compared with
-.. a five foot difference. The overall size of the McDonnell plane

appears to be smaller.
Mr. SPANGENBERG. The spotting factor comparison between the two

designs showed a small ad-vantage for Grumnan of 1.67 versus 1.70
(no tail folding utilized on either design). The dimensions noted in the
question are for the airplanes in their "wings extended" condition
rather than the "wings swept" condition used for spotting compari-
sons. In determining these figures, the maximum number of airplanes
carried on a CVA-59 class carrier is determined using three-dimen-
sional models on a model carrier. The slight advantage for Grumman
is considered valid.

Mr. MAHoN. How did the time given the five original competitors
and the two final competitors in contract definition compare with time
permitted competitors in other recent aircraft programsT

Mr. SPANGENBRG. The contractors had over 3 months from official
issuance of the RFP on June 21 to proposal submission on October 1.
This is a reasonable period and is actually longer than was given on
the competitions from which the following evolved: A-7, OV- 10, TH-
57, CH-53 CH-46, X-22, UH-1E, and t e F-111B. These are all the
programs for Navy airplanes since 1960,

Mr. MAnow. Our information indicates that although the request
for proposal was provided the five aircraft contractors on June 21,
1968, the "specific operational requirements" for the F-14 which docu-
mented the requirements for, and the performance parameters of the
F-14 was not issued by the Navy until September 25, 1968.

(a) How could the five aircraft contractors be expected to pre-
pare a proposal without the "Specific operational requirements"
proposed for the aircraft?

(b) Were the "Specific operational requirements" ever fur-
nished to all five contractors ?
(c) If the five contractors did not receive the "Specific opera-

tional requirements," then it would appear that the contractors
other than Grumman were designing against the Grumman un-
solicited proposal of October 1967.It that correct?

Mr. .SPANoENBERo. A contractor does not require a specific opera-
tional requirement (SOR) in order to prepare a design proposal, the
requirements for which are completely defined in the RFP. Normally,
the Navy does not furnish SOR's to its contractors, and did not in ths
case. The specificatimns, contaminmg the technical requirements for the
design, were, made available to all bidders on April 29, 1968. These
detailed requirements, completely stpeeded the original guidelines
derived fr6m the Odtber 19"6,G rumman study. All conitractors, in-

lUdmng Grumxn, were on aii equal footing with 't new design base.
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Mr. MiboN. Did the very short time periods reportedly given the
competitors aid Grumman substantially since much of their work had
already been done by October 1967, and the other companies had to
start work in June of 1968? If contract definition had. been extended
6 months, could the Navy have probably obtained a better aircraft I

Mr. SPANGENBERG. The time given the competitors was not consid-
ered short, either in absolute terms or in comparison to previous prac-
tice. Some of the contractors involved did invest a greater effort than
others in the period between December 1967 and June 1968. The Navy
has no evidence or reason to believe that a better fighter would have
resulted from a 6-month longer CD effort, although certain of the
designs might have been more nearly competitive with the winner.

Mr. MAHON. We are told that the McDonnell aircraft would have
been - percent titanium by weight. The Grumman aircraft would
have only percent titanium. Even though titanium is about
five times as expensive as aluminum, the unit cost of the McDonnell
plans was less. Titanium has many advantages over aluminum.
It has a higher strength-to-weight ratio; a higher limit of fatigue
failure: a higher corrosion resistance rate; and a weight advantage.
Why don't you prefer a plane made of better material st a lower cost?

Mr. SPANGENBERO. The Navy fully appreciates the merits of titani-
um in aircraft construction and this was carefully considered in the
Navy evaluation of the competitive proposals. The Navy does not actu-
ally specify the amounts of materials to be used in any airplane de-
sign. The choice is made primarily by the contractor after detail trade-
off studies of weight, producibility, and cost. Titanium will be used in
those applications where the study results show it to be most advan-
tageous. Overall, the technical and operational superiority of the
Grumman proposal made it the clear choice.

Mr. MAHON. Does the proposed contract provide for cancellation in
the event of nonavailability of funds? What termination costs are
provided V _

Admiral TOWNSEND. The proposed contract for aircraft is to
be funded with R.D.T. & t. funds. This con-tract -provides for the
amortization of certain tooling and test equipment costs over the first
42 aircraft.

In the event of nonavailability of production funds, the total price
of the first - aircraft is increased - .

At no time, however, is the Government's termination liability
greater than the total amount which will have been appropriated and
obligated at the time of termination.

PHOENIX MISSILE SYSTEM

Mr. MAHoN. The Phoenix missile system has been under develop-
ment, I believe, since 1962 and, according to the latest schedule, it wilU
not be introduced into the fleet until 1973, some 11 years later. I am
told that while there have been - successful test firings out of

attempts against a simulated ' it has yet to be tested
against a simulated or actual-- . 7

Hughes officials advised our staff they have not been directed to
test the system against r targets with a - the target charac-
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teristics of -. In fact, the Navy had directed Hughes to under-
take a study with the objective of determining, among other ob-
jectives, the performance of the Phoenix against . While this
stud _is not yet complete, an interim report provided our staff indi-catel 4

Mr. MAHON. What confidence do you have at this time for a success-
ful development of the Phoenix missile against the - or even

Admiral CONNOLLY. The Phoenix missile stem has now com-
pleted, with unprecedented success, upproximately - of an
orderly, planned, development flight-test program which we expect
to eomplhte during -. The missile system design has been op-
timizecto meet the Navy operational requirement for a fleet defense
weapon system. . Missile firings against target drones sinulat-
ing supersonic aircraft Wre planned later this year. Tests of the mis-
sile system in captive flight tests have been successfully conducted
against manned supersonic aircraft during the past 2 years.

Missile firings against actual supersonic aircraft have not been
included in the contractor's development flight-test program only
because of the high cost of such target aircraft. . Simi-
larly, the missile launch range, which is determined by the range prod-
uct of the airborne radar transmitter and missile receiver, is similarly
a function of the target size.

Among other improvements being made in the Phoenix missile con-
trol system, to be used in the F-14A, is an -

The Navy is confident that the Phoenix missile system wil be suc-
cessful againstsupersonic aircraft nd cruise -and air'launched missiles.

Mr. MlAnoN. The record shows that there have been delays in the
Phoenix program as well as cost overruns. Will you discuss generally
the nature of the problems encountered thus far?

Captain A-ans. Early in the Phoenix program, problems were en-
countered tha, caused cost overruns in the development of the rocket
motor and in the airborne missile control system computer. The rocket
motor developed by Rocketdyne experienced "bum through" of the
motor easing which delayed pr-flight rating tests by 9 months. Al-
though this problem was siolved, a competitive development was under-
taken as a backup. The alternate motor by Aerojet is now available
and -has resulted in t competitive environment with attendant advan-
tage to the Government.

The other problem, more difficult and costly, came from the compu-
ter developed by Litton. Although the original desig- called for a
computer weighing -- early developmental units could not be
made to functi. on properly and Were heavier and larger than specified.
A competition was held and an alternate computer manufactured by
Control Data Corporation was selected for use in the Phoenix weapon
control System. The' new computer weighed less than lbs., was
much stnallei, and cost less than that projected for the original.

-The capacity of the new computer is responsible for the ability to
hicorporte the Sparrow, Sidewinder, and'gun as well as tle Phoix,
in the -14A aircraft. ', g a e

The additional funds required by these eirly difficulties produced astretchoutin t' ep program. This stretchut, in addition to the engi-
fie4ring associated wih the successful alternate developments, is the
primary cause of cost overrun experienced.
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We now have a firm financial plan and schedule for completion of
the development program.

Mr. MAHON. Hughes officials advised our staff that they do not be-
lieve the presently proposed schedule could be improved and that, in
fact the schedule would require uncompromised support to be met.
In tile event that further unanticipated delays preclude timely inte-
gration of the Phoenix with the F-14, what effect would there be on
the overall F-14 program?

Captain A-.ms. A slip in the Phoenix schedule could delay the F-14
program if the problems were of a serious nature. Moderate slippage
could be asorJQd by reorientation of the flight test program leading
to board of inspection and survey trials. To reduce the probability
of delays, provisions have been made to insure timely completion of
the program as follows:

(a) Backup equipments are available in the computer, antenna
gimbal, and power supply areas in the event of difficulty with these
components.

(6r) Provisions have been made to expedite the qualification of the
Phoenix system by careful monitoring and parallel efforts in the en-
vironmental test program.

(o) Proven design techniques are used and changes are minimized
to hold down schedule risk.

Seven F-14A configured developmental models of the AWG-9 sys-
tem will be delivered for test and evaluation 1 year ahead of the pilot
line production models to be installed in the first F-14A's. This se-
quence of events should allow time for required changes without caus-
ing a program delay.

Mr. MAHoN. With the problems and delays encountered in the
Phoenix program, can you be confident of a successful interface be-
tween the Sparrow III and the AN/AWG-9 missile control system?

Captain Ady.s. The Sparrow missile interface, using-- has been
accomplished in two major weapon systems; the Aero 1A and the
AWG-10 now in fleet use in the F-4B and F-4J aircraft. As a result,
basic design considerations such as providing Sparrow guidance sig-
nals through the weapon system have been solved and can be followed
in the AWVG-9 Phoenix system. Furthermore, there are improvements
being designed for the AWG-9 to further exploit Sparrow missile
capabilities such as adding - of the launch envelopes. Progress
to date indicates that such improvements can be incorporated without
delaying the schedule or increasing the development risk.

Mr.M AHON. Will you provide us with the total cost to date, as well
as the anticipated costs, for developing the Phoenix f

Captain A.%iEs. The total cost throu*h fiscal year 1968 for developing
the Phoenix missile system is $844 million. The anticipated costs for
fiscal year 1969-73 are as follows:

Mr. MAHON. What have the cost overruns been to date in the Phoe-
nix development program I

Captain Amrs. The estimated cost overrun'to date is 113 million. As
described in answering an earlier question, the cost overrun is mainly
the result of early development difficulties with the computer and the
rocket motor and consequent st'etchout of the development program.
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All overruns have been funded to date. Because of the firm financial
plan, and schedule, we do not anticipate any further overruns.

Mr. MAHoN. If it appears that the Phoenix system be successful,
why hasn't the Air Force proposed its use in air defense of the con-
tinental United States?

Dr. FosTm. The Air Force considered the F-111B configuration of
the Phei ix system for the F-106X air defense interceptor. That con-
figuration was rejected because weight, power, and space requirements
were excessive for the F-106X.

The Phoenix was not considered for the F-12B since the ASG-18/
AIM-47 system had already been developed and operationally tested
in the YF-12A.

Although the Air Force has not included the present Phoenix sys-
tem as a fire control/missile system option for an interceptor, the Air
Force -has proposed that Phoenix system technology be considered in
any new air defense system for the Conus. The proposed plan for the
F-12B interceptor specifically states that any improvements made in
the AF ASG-18/AIM-47 and Phoenix (AWG-9/AIM-54) develop-
ment programs will be considered in the synthesis of the final weapon
system for that aircraft.

The F-106X improved interceptor study also includes considera-
tion of components of the Phoenix AWG-9/AIM-54 and ASG-18/
AIM-47 development programs.

Mr. MAHON. How much weight will the proposed modification of the
Phoenix control system to include control of Sparrow and the gun
add to the system?

Captain Axns. During the reconfiguration of the AWG-9 for the F-
14A a weight reduction of about - was realized. This reduction
was attained, even with the addition of the Sparrow, Sidewinder, and
gun capabilities, by better packaging of components, microminiatur-
ization, and recently developed improvements in the transmitter and
other major elements. Control of Sparrow effects pounds in
the new weight of the Phoenix system.

STATEMENT OF MR. M00T ON THE F-14

Mr. MArroN. Mr. Moot, you in your capacity as the representative
of the Department of Defense might be able to make a comment in
regard to this program.

This is a new program. We have a new administration, a new Sec-
retary of Defense. It would be unrealistic and improper to expect the
new administration and the new Secretary of Defense to come up with
suggested major amendments to the budget at this time.

%at probably will be the course of action, not the result, with
respect to the F-i4 ?

Mr. Moyr. Mr. Chairmant the normal sequence of action from now
on would be as follows: This contract would be awarded for the air-
frame for $60 million. Tho R.D.T. & E. work would continue., There
is no legal liability for additional work beyond this amount, beyond
$180 million including the contract definition for fiscal year 1969.

'We would then come up with our regular procurement hearings,
and at that time, the new administration would have looked
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at this program and would have an answer in terms of the ongoing
program insofar as the committee is concerned for procurement.

In terms of the research and development I am sure you appreciate
better than I do that Mr. Laird's research expert is with us today,
and he is the man who has looked in depth at this particular aircraft,
so while Mr. Laird and Mr. Packard have not looked at it in its current
configuration in depth, they will; they are however, at this time rely-
ing on Dr. Foster.

Mr. MAHON. So what you are saying is that the new administration
will have a look at this program before it gets very far along?

Mr. MooT. Yes, sir, it is on the list for the current review.
Mr. ANDREWS. The total amount of liability incurred so far is $130

million V I refer to the contract being signed.
Captain AMES. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDItEWS. There will be no financial obligation on the part of

the Government beyond $130 million?
Captain AMEs. No, sir; $40 million will be on the airframe contract.
Mr. ANDREWS. Did he not say $60 million?
Captain AmES. It is $40 million foi this year. The remaining amount

of $130 million is for contract definition, avionics, engine, et cetera;
$40 million is associated with the contract with Grumman for this
fiscal year.

Mr. A NDREWVS. How much of the $130 mllion has been appropriated
to date?

Captain AMES. We have had it all appropriated but it has been de-
ferred; $60 million was deferred by your committee.

Mr. ANDIREWS. Will there be a request in the 1970 budget for addi-
tional money over and above $130 million?

Captain AIEs. $450 million including $175 million in R. & D. and
$275 million in production money.

Admiral CONNOLLY. That is what the new administration will be
looking at.

Mr. MAHON. I do not know what the attitude of the Committee on
Appropriations will be. My present attitude with respect to this mat-
ter is, that we probably should express to you our concern about the
matter, but we probably should not take any formal action with re-
spect to this matter. We cannot let you get into this gigantic program
without expressing our concern over many of the uncertainties which
appear on the horizon.

Mr. MAHON. We thank you very much for your cooperation and
assistance, gentlemen.

CONTINUATION- OF HEARINGS OF MAY 12, 1969

Mr. AxDmwws. When was the letter contract for the F-4A awarded
and when will it be definitized. ?

Captain AMES. That contract was awarded to Grumman on Febru-
ary 3, 1969, and this was a definitized contract at that time.
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F- I 4A RD.T. & E.

Mr. Axnimmws. How much are you requesting in fiscal year 1970 for
F-14A R.D.T, & E. and how does this compare with the fiscal 1969
R.D.T. & . funds?

Captain AxEs. We requested in the budget $175 million of
R.D.T. & E. and in 1969 we had $130 million.

Mr. AN Ixlws. Up $45 million?
Captain A,.s. Yes, sir, up $45 million.
Mr. AzDnREws. How many prototype aircraft will be delivered from

fiscal year 1969 and fiscal year 1970 i.D.T. & E. funds ?
Captain Amrts. Six, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. What is the total number of prototype aircraft to be

delivered under the R.D.T. & E. program?
Captain Aus. Six.

F-14A PRODU ION AIRCRAFT

Mr. ANDREWS. You are requesting PAMN funds for six production
models of this aircraft in 1970, when at the same time you have not
received delivery of a prototype aircraft for testing. Are we not
moving too fast on the F-14A, particularly from the standpoint of
funding production aircraft this early in the program?

Captain AMEs. We do not feel we are moving too fast, sir. We have
a considerable amount of testing underway both from the static and
fatigue tests model, wind tunnel tests, andso on. We feel quite con-
fident that by the time we go on contract for the production models
we will have most of the major problems worked out and we should
proceed on that schedule.

If we bought only R. & D. aircraft and completely tested those
before we went on contract due to the lona leadtime of going into pro-
duction we would have a gap in production of some 18 to 24 months,
which would not be an efficient or economical way of doing this.

, Mr. ANitipws. Is this an area whereyou are getting a few dividends
from your experience with the F-111B U

Capt#In Aims. 1 es, sir; there sre certain areas, particularly in the
swing wing technology which was quite successful on the F-hi.

We have information on the avionics which is normally a high risk
item.
!,We, have the TF-80P12 which is essentially developed and flying
currently in numbers 6 and 7 F-111B's, so the only areas we are going
in completely from spratch is on the airframe itself.

Mr. AxNrIEws. While this-e a farkcry from a "fly before buy"
approach, why not slow down production until the R D.T. & E. por-
tion of the program is father downstream
• #ti 4Ixfq. 1To two.najor reasons axe delay in delivery andSig imb&iut.l increase costs caused by upping btween R. & D. and

produce Abn, yffd ird Cd.mo. . , yo" r. A ¢ ~s Am~~lCdnnI.ly, tbe- leey u siwln you were
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iere before discussing the F-14A that there is no doubt in your mind
but that you will get what you want.

If all goes well and if funding is on time when would you expect
to have 1 -14A aircraft delivered to the Navy for useI

Admiral CoNNoLLY. April of 1973, sir.

F-14A COSTS

Mr. ANDREWS. Have your cost estimates for this aircraft changed
in any. way after the committee was 'briefed or since you prepared
the estimates which are before us at this time?

Admiral CONNOLijY. No, sir.
M'. ANDIREWS. In what areas have these estimates changed and what

are thA new costs for eachI
Admiral CONNOLTY. No changes.
Mr. ANDREWS. Has the basic unit cost of the airframe changed?
Admiral CoNNor,LY. No change, sir.
Mr. ANPEws. What known changes will be made to the airframe

to cause an increase in cost?
Admiral CONNOLLY. S.me answer, no changes.
Mr. ANDRnWS. Why did you fail to include an amount for airframe

changes in your previous estimate?
Admiral CONNOLLY. We encountered changes as we went down the

line. We intend to make provision out of the existing funding.
Captain Ars. There are no known changes other than the incor-

poration of the advanced technology engine which was always in the
original concept of the F-14.

Mr. ANDRFWS. Why did you fail to include an amount for airframe
changes in your previous estimate ?

Captain AMF.s. Airframe changes are included in the estimates for
the flyaway costs.

Mr. ANDREWS. You do anticipate changes but you do not know today
what they will be. Is that right ?

Captain AmfEs. Yes, sir.
Admiral CONNOLLY. We have made certain provisions for those

changes we know about. There are no other changes we now contem-
plate. We have not gone far enough to encounter changes.

CHANGES IN COST ESTIMATE

Mr. A"mrniws. Why has the estimated cost of avionics special sup-
port equipment increased'more than 100 percent since your previous
estimate?

Admiral CONNOLjY. It has not happened.
Mr. AxDRzws. You say there has not been a 100-percent increase

since the previous estimate. Is that right ?
Captain AXEs. That is right. I am trying to determine what you are

using as -a base line.
Iki April of. 1968 we gave an estimate of costs. I am not sure what

the previous estimate is that you are referring to.

32-45-69-pt. 3-20
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Mr. ANDREWS. Now the question is why has the estimated cost of
avionics special support equipment increased more than 100 percent
since your previous estimate?

Mr. Lipscomb has a question on this.
Mr. LipSCOMB. These questions will apply to the other answers

which you have given as to no change in regard to airframe and other
items.

Our records show that for avionics the official submission was $12
million. The latest Navy program estimates on avionics is $26,655,000.

Captain AMES. The original submission added up to $275 million.
Actually when we originally submitted the budget it was for $338
million for fiscal 1970. This was a fully funded and viable program.

We were then told we had to get it down to a $275 million maximum.
We went back and reevaluated all the line items in an attempt to

buy those items we had to have, procure long lead items, and we came
up with a new breakout in order to get it within the confines of $275
million.

The current estimate of what we need in the various divisions of P-1
and advanced procurement and spare parts is $248 million in P-1
costs, $353,000 in advanced procurement, and $26 million in invest-
ment spares and spare parts.

It was necessary to reorient, the line items to get the most efficient
use out of the austere funding profile which was forced upon us.

There was not an increase in the cost of various avionics. It was th3
amount of equipment that we decided we should buy at this particular
point and time.

Admiral CONNOLLY. That again is special support equipment where
the change took place and not in the airplane avionics or electronics.

Captain Axm. That is the amount of special support equipment to
support the avionics, including the AWG-9 system.
Ican give you a complete breakdown of the 26.6 and what we are

buying with that specififeally. I do not happen to have it with me.
(The information follows:)
The funds will be used to procure spares as follows:

Type of spares: Milion
AWG-9 spares and repair parts ----------------------------- $12.4
Engine spares (12 spare engines) ------------------------- 9.0
Other spares and repair parts ---------------------------- 5.0

Total ----------------------------------------- 26.4
Mr. MAHoN. The committee shall stand in recess until 2 o'clock.

MrTIMOON 5S8810,

Mr. Munny'. Admiral Connolly before we recessed this morning we
were discussing cost estimates of the F-14A aircraft.

CHANOES IN F-1 4A COST ESTIMATES

The committee has, information indicating that within the total
estimate of $275 million, there have been changes since the official sub-
mission by the Navy.

For example, the cost of the airframe was a total of $111,717,820,
and the latest Navy program estimate is $116,749,998.

Admiral GADDIS. Yes, sir.
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Mr. MURPHY. There were no funds for airframe changes, and now
there is a total of $8,800,200 for this.

Within support costs, the original was $12 million, and it is now
$26.665 million for avionics and special support equipment.

For publications, it was $2.351 million. It is now $6.994 million.
There was nothing for training parts originally, and it is now

$2.315 million for this item.
Factory training was $1 million. It is now $1.408 million.
Repair and repairables was $648,980. It is $832,800 now.
For advance procurement for the next year, it was $14.4 million. It

is $353,000 now.
Investment spares was $36 million, and it is now $14 million.
These were the items we were discussing before we left to determine

whether these have in fact changed since the committee was originally
briefed on the F-14.

Admiral CONNOLLY. I would like to ask the program manager. As
you already know, the total has not changed. These are changes within
the $275 million.

Captain AMES. Without going back to May of 1968-I will first go
back to May of 1968-at that time we had a priceout which was the
one used for the Navy fighter study. It was in calendar year 1968 dol-
lars, and it was backup for the fighter study.

The budget submission that I prepared on the 12th of August 1968,
was based on the May 1968 priceout escalated to fiscal 1970 dollars.

At that time, the original program cost in 1968 dollars, calendar
year, was $270.3 million.

Escalated to fiscal 1970 dollars, this came out to be $292.4 million.
In addition, we added investment spares and advance procurement,

so on the 12th of August there was a submission of $865.1 million.
There were some changes made within NavAir which changed this

amount by reducing the advance procurement, and came up with a
total investment cost of $341.6 million.

On the 30th of September, NavCompt rephased SSE spares across
the board for all aircraft. This then reduced the total program in-
vestment cost to $337.9 million, and this was our submission which
we sent forward to OSD.

OSD then reduced total program costs from $337.9 million to $275
million, and asked us to adjust our program accordingly to get it
within those constraints.

This was extremely austere funding. It was a bare bones approach.
Every line item had to be in the right place or we could not continue
the program without slippage.

Someone, and I am not sure who, arbitrarily took $36 million of
that $275 million and assigned it to investment spares and spare parts.

This was in excess of what we could assign for that particular line
item without slipping the program.

They told us to take the remaining amount of mo .ey and divide
it into the remaining line items in order to come Up with a program
based on $275 million. It was impossible to come up with a program
without slippage.-

That is why it showed up zero for spare parts, which was unrealistic,
and one of the items that'dropped down from the previous program
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was avionics SSE, which was previously discussed. That changed
from $37 million down to $12 million.

This would not buy adequate avionics SSE.
The program that you are currently looking at, also for $275 mil-

lion, was different from the one which was originally submitted for
the same amount. Line items such as airframes, avionics SSE, other
items as trainers, publications-they changed, as you just pointed out.

In order to come up with a reasonable program, a viable program
with which we couldlive and still stay within $275 million, we had
to take the amount of money available und put it into the P-1 gross
costs, advance procurement, and the investment spares and spare parts
in a specific way. -

The way we want to distribute the $275 million is $248.3 million
in P-1 costs; $353 000 in advance procurement; $26.4 million in in-
vestment spares and spare parts.

To answer the question of why there were differences between the
original submission of $275 million and the current submission total.
ing $275 million, as I previously stated, the original submisson was
an unrealstio program which was brought about by assigning too
much money to investment spares and spare parts.

F-14A E&VESTMIT COST

Mr. ANziwws. Where is the $275 million on the chart ? You keel)
talking about it, but I do not see it here.

Captain A s. $275 million is the total investment cost. It is the
$224 million which is P-1, plus advance procurement and spare parts,
which is not shown there.

Admiral GADis. Added to that $224 million would be $14.4 million
in the advance procurement live item, and $36 million in the spare
parts line item, which would make the cost come up to $275 million
total.

Mr. Srms. In what budget are those additional itemsI
Admiral GADDis. In the PAMN program, but in separate P-1 line

items.
Mr. A-DtEws. Why did you not put them all in one place 9 It costs

$275 millibni.
. Captain A~xw. Yes, including advance procurement and investment
spares and spare parts.

Mr. A wmi ws. Is that for 6;Vlanes I
Captain Axi Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Would that $275 million make the unit cost runhigher thayi $WA. millibni :

• Captain Amss., Yes) sir. All the other programs are on the same
basis ybu taw before -They show prograii gross costs less advance
procurement and investment spares and, spare parts. All the slides are
'6tesinebais.; F*,

Mt A~m s s. T do not' think, yoiu answered my question. If you
figute your mqu et at $275 ,million rather than $24.6 million, will
that make the unit cost run higher than shown thereon that chart,
at $87.4 billion V
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Captain AmEs. Yes, sir. I did not make that slide, but I am quite
sure that is based on the $224 million divided by 6.

Admiral GADDIS. That is correct.
Admiral CONNOLTY. The other thing I want to be sure I understand

is that this is a reallocation of effort an5 not a rise in each of these areas.
Captain AMES. That is right. There is no difference in the costs we

are quoting now, except for minor fluctuations, than there was in May
of 1968. There has been no substantial increase in cost of anything.

PROVISION FOR COST ESCALATION

Mr. ANDREWS. That is another thing I cannot understand, with a
4-percent inflationary, built-in cost.

Mr. Srgjs. How did you do it?
Captain AMES. How did we do it?
Mr. SrtEs. Yes.
Captain AMu. How did we maintain costs the same as they were?

We estimated the costs and stated in May of 1968 those were calendar
year 1968 dollars.

Our total program which was presented since that time included
escalation of 4 percent per year in PAMN. That was included and
taken into account.

Mr. Sixis. You have had no construction costs or change orders yet?
Maybe that has something to do with it.

Admiral CONNOLLY. That is right.
Captain AmEs. We have taken into account a certain amount for

changes every year in our program.
When we submitted the total program, we included changes, un-

known changes, in that program.
Mr. ANDPEws. Will escalations continue for the next year as they

have for the last few years, and would it be proper to say we can add
4 percent to this cost?

Captain Ais. That is included in there for fiscal 1970. We feel the
money shown there-

Mr. ANDREWS. Fiscal 1971?
Captain AMES. We have already included it in the program for fiscal

1971 at 4 percent above 1970.
Mr. ANDREws. You have the 4 percent cranked into the figure for the

life of the contract?
Captain A-!ES. All the way through 1978 or 1976.
Admiral CONNOLLY. These are 4 percent higher than the 1969 costs.
Mr. SIKES. Mr. Murphy?

ADVANCED PROCUREMENT FUNDS

Mr. MURPHY. The official Navy submission for advance procure-
ment for next year was $14.4 million.

According to this document, however, the lastest Navy program
estimate for advanced procurement is only $353,000 for next year.

What is the correct figure?
Captain AmEg. $353,000 is the correct figul.e.
Mr. MiaPHY. Why is $14.4 million being requested in P-I?
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Captain AMFs. As I say, we agreed to try and get our program into
$275 million. Someone other than the program office arbitrarily broke
out $36 million and assigned it to spares and spare parts, and $14
million was assigned to advance procurement.
I As soon as I found out about it, I pointed out that that was the
wrong breakout in order'to maintain a schedule based on $275 million.
, The breakout that I am requesting now is the one that we would like
to see in the budget.

(Off the record.)
Captain AM.ENs. In response to Mr. Lipscomb's question, the $12 mil-

1ion was an effort to get the total program into an unrealistic boundary.
The $22 million, which is in our current priceout, is the realistic
amount of money. It does not constitute an increase in cost of SSE.

There has been substantially no increase in cost in the SSE for the
past year.

Mr. Munpity. As I understand it, then, you do not need $14.4 mil-
lion for advance procurement money, but you need it to fill out the
rest of this changed program within the $275 million total.

Captain AMES. That is right. We need $248.3 million in the gross
P-1 costs. We need $353,000 in advance procurement, and we need
$26.4 million in investment spares and spare parts.

COMPARISON OF F-14A WITI F- I 1B

Mr. Sxrs. From the standpoint of configuration, what are the pri-
mary differences between this plans and the F-111BI

Captain Amu. Some of the major differences are that it has a tan-
dem cockpit rather than side-by-side seating.

It has no bomb bay such as in the F-111B.
It has twin vertical tails rather than a single tail.
The engine arrangement places the engines well out in the fuselage

allowing a straight-through shot for the engine airflow.
It has trimmers on the forward edge of the wings for improved

supersonic maneuverability, and in the 6 Phoenix configuration it is
approximately 14,000 pounds lighter.

Mr. Smzs. These changes were recommended by the Navy during
the lifetime of the F-11IBI Did you seek to get this built into the
F-111B I I

Captain AMrsS. No, sir. It was not practical. It would have taken a
complete redesign of the aircraft.

Mr. SrxEs. Why has the basic unit cost of the airframe changed?
Captain AMEs. The basic unit cost from the sheet you have before

you I It did not change.
The $116.7 million represents a ceiling price of $80 million for the

airframe plus $86 million of tooling.

AIRFRAME CHANGES

Mr. SmFs. What known changes will be made to the airframe?
Captain AmEs. The one primary change we envision right now is

the incorporation of the advanced technology engine. There may be
some minor changes to the inlet area to increase the capture area of
the inlet.
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Mr. SiKu. Will this be a considerable item from the standpoint
of costV

Captain AMES. No, sir. Originally in the contract which was signed,
there was a clause stating that incorporation of the advanced
technology engine, including all associated flight tests, would be $14.6
million. We expect that the incorporation of the larger advanced
technology engine will be substantially the same price.

Mr. SiXEs. Have these changes now been included in the cost esti-
mates before us?

Captain AMES. No, sir. That $14.6 million is not in the cost estimate
of the F-14A. It is included in the F-14 B and C R. & D. line item,
which is a separate line item in the budget.

Mr. SIKES. There is a very substantial increase in the cost of publi-
cations. Staff studies indicate 200 percent or more. Is that true?

Captain AMES. No, sir. That goes back to the same problem we had
of trying to put the program into an unrealistic boundary which was
created by assigning too much money to investment spares and spare
parts. That allotted only $2.3 million or $2.4 million for publications,
which was inadequate.

We have now increased that to $4.3 million.
Mr. SIKES. Will there be a penalty involved in terms of increased

costs or program delays if the TF30-P-100 is later selected for the
F-14AI

Captain AMES. Yes, sir.
Admiral CoNwoJY. With the P-1O0, the decision has been made that

it will not go into the airplane. That whole line of thinking has dis-
appeared. It was decidedby Mr. Packard and Mr. Laird not to put
it in.

Mr. SIKES. For completion of the record, at what point in time would
the options to use the P-100 in the F-14A become unacceptable from
a cost and/or schedule standpoint?

Admiral CONNOLLY. In our judgment, it became unacceptable the
minute we calculated the costs and the effects and the delays and
everything connected with it. The Navy did not think that was a goodidea at all-

Mr. SiREs. You think that is behind us, that problem ?
Admiral CONNOLLY. I am sure it is, sir.

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY ENOINE

Mr. SIKES. Will the Navy decision to increase the thrust of its ver-
sion of the advanced technology engine to about pounds create
a departure from the common core approach in this engine develop-
ment program?

Captain AMES. No, sir; it will not affect it. We will stick to the com-
mon core and use the high-thrust end of the range, and the Air Force
is planning on using the lower thrust end of it. It remains to be seen
how that comes out.

Mr. SixEs. Has appropriate consideration been given to the relative
merits of the increased thrust as opposed to the possible loss of com-
monality with the Air Force version of the advanced technology
engine?
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Admiral CONNOLLY. We think the answer to that is yes. Both the
Air Force and the Nay will get two fine engines, and we will save
money by sticking to this common cast generator, and we will save
money on test time, save money on fabrication. I think it is a good
idea.

Mr. SnKEs. Why two engines
Admiral CoNqoLLY. We admit right from the start and we believe

right from the start that our experience with 2-place airplanes and 2-
place fighters and our desire to have at least - nautical miles of
radius in order to escort our attack airplanes to the beach, in order
to defend the fleet as far away from the fleet as makes reasonable sense,
we believe that building an airplane around this kind of a situation is
a very smart way for us to go. So, if you build a bigger airplane, you
need more thrust in order to hold everything else in balance, and we
believe we have done that. We will have good performance, excellent
performance all around.

We could not do it on the small engine of the Air Force.
Mr., SIKEs. Is their requirement such that they do not need as much

engine as you needI
Admiral CONNOLLY. I do not want to sound like I know all about the

Air Force business, because I do not, but they are building the air-
plane for one pilot and they are building it to go about - nautical
miles, whereas we are building for two and . This is really the
basic difference.

Mr. SIRES. If the P-100 were used in all F-14 series aircraft, would
it provide sufficient performance to obviate or substantially reduce
the need for the advanced technology engine in the F-14 program
from an economy standpoint?

Admiral CONOLLY. We looked at that very carefully, Mr. Sikes.
The cost of the P-100 engine, its development, involveda large sum
of money. It is an engine which is not at the beginning of its growth
and development. It is almost pounds heavier than the ad-
vanced technology engine, and it would come out with a thrust of
about - pounds per engine lower than the advanced technology
engine of our choice. We just thought it was a very poor idea to go
ahead with it.

Mr. SIxEs. Will the P-12 engine be modified in any way for the
F-14 A aircraft?

Admiral CONNOLLY. Only with respect to the nozzle suited to the
F-14. We will not modify the engine; no, sir.

Mr. SmrEs. What guarantees has the Navy obtained from the air-
frame and/or engine contractor that the engines in the F-14 pro-
gram can be changed from the longer, heavier TF-30 engine to the
shorter and lighter advanced technology with minimal matching prob-
lems and without incurring an unacceptable aircraft weight penalty?

Admiral CONOrLLY. From the very start of the idea of the F-14,
this was most carefully studied. It was partof the proposal from the
contractors who showed us exactly how they put the advanced tech-
nology engine in.

In ' fact, the thockup at Grumman showed'the P-12 on one side and
the advanced technology engine on the other.
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We do not anticipate any trouble. We know that in all new things
you can get into trouble, but we see no trouble that gives us cause for
concern at this point in time.

AWG-9 FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM

Mr. SIKES. Is the AWG-9 fire control system for the Phoenix mis-
sile behind schedule?

Admiral CONNOLLY. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIKES, How far behind schedule?
Admiral CONNOLLY. I have a prepared answer here.
Mr. SiuEs. It has been updated from your same answer last year?
Admiral CONNOLLY. It is behind the schedule we selected for the

F-ill, but not behind schedule for the F-14.
e took advantage of the longer period of time. We did not buy

any Phoenix missiles in this years program, either.
I have a much longer answer.
Mr. SIKES. Submit it for the record.
(The information follows:)

AN/AWG-9 FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM

The AN/AWG-9 reconfiguration program has paralleled the F-14 contract defi-
nition and engineering development efforts and is on schedule. Phase 1 of the
AWG-9 reconfiguration effort consisted of defining the required engineering
changes and provided a data package for the F-14 aircraft contractor competi-
tion. This phase was completed in August, 1968, on schedule. Phase 2 included the
completion of the initial design and met its December, 1968 milestone of passing
a successful Government design review. The contractor is now in phase 3 which
comprises the balance of the r configuration effort including the delivery and
testing of reconfigured AN/AWG-9's. Progress to date on phase 8 has been on
schedule. The milestone for submission of specifications In May has been met.
Future significant milestones are as follows:

a. System deliveries of - reconfigured AN/AWG-9's during
b. Complete drawing release: -
o. Conduct roofhouse evaluation of first system: -

d. Conduct unit level environmental tests of system 2:
e. Complete installation and begin flight tests of system No. 8 in TA-3B

in
f. Install system No. 4 at systems integration laboratory, Naval missile center

by
g. Conduct system level environmental tests on system No. 5 from
h. Conduct reliability tests on system No. 7 from
i. Allocate system No. 6 for parallel ground support equipment modification in

time frame AN/AWG-9 reconfiguration.

Mr. SIKES. What is the status of the adoption of this fire control
system to the F-14A?

Admiral CO-NNOLLY. The Hughes Aircraft Co. is engineering the
change from a side-by-side seating, as it was originally designed, to a
tandem seating.

In addition, we are making the AWG-9 capable of controlling Spar-
row, Sidewinder, and a gun, which it was not designed to do for the
F-111. We have that, and are just changing it to fit a narrower for-
ward section.

Mr. SinEs. Have there been any problems that were unanticipated
on the adaptation of the Phoenix system to the new aircraftV

Admiral CONNOLLY. None to my knowledge.
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Captain AMES. No problem in the reconfiguration of the AWG-9 to
the F-14.

Mr. SKFS. There has been no additional slippage?
Captain Am1mS. No sir.
Mr. SIKES. Have there been unanticipated problems in connection

with the adaptation of the Sidewinder and the Sparrow III missile
and the gun with the AWG-9 fire control system?

Captain Axzs. The only problem now is an incompatibility of the
AIM-TF Pulse Doppler missile with the AWG-9 which will take
some flight modifications to the AIM-7-F. Other than that, there are
no problems.

Admiral WALKER. The problem is one which exists within the mis.
sile rather than within the aircraft.

Mr. ANxDn.ws. What is the additional estimated cost for modifying
the AWG-9 to t he F-14A I

Admiral CONNOLy. $129 million, sir.

MXISIM AND AVIONICS INTEGRATION FACILITY

Mr. ANDRWS. Does the Navy or Hughes propose to construct test
sites or special test facilities for the AWG-9 Phoenix missile system?

Admiral CONNOLLY. The answer to that sir is no. There is an inte-
gration facility, an integration laboratory being established in order
to compatibly combine the F-14 avionics system and missile system.

Mr. ANmPiws. How much will that cost ?
Admiral CONNOLLY. I am not sure there is any cost connected with

it.
Captain Arms. We do not have a cost on the facility. There is some

money planned to support this integration laboratory.
Mr. ANwriPxws. How much and where can it be found?
Captain Amns. $4 million total in R. & D., Phoenix R. & D. money,

of which $1.6 million is in fiscal 1970.

PF-14A CONTRAOYT

Mr. ANDRmws. Is the development of the F-14 still in accordance
with the schedule presented to the committee, or has there been any
slippage?

YAdmiral CONNOLLY. There is no slippage, Mr. Chairman. I had a
conversation with the president of the company and the project man-
ager of the company on Friday night, assuring me that all work
scheduled is going on schedule and is not behind, nor are there any
cost overruns and so far, no problem they cannot solve.

Mr. ANDREws. Are yon still confident ot your cot estimates, or do
you now foresee possible cost overruns?Admiral CONNOLLY. We have a contract with Grumman which runs
through 1973 where, if they run over in costs, it is on their backs as
far , cost increases are concerned.

Mr. AwDim ws. You have that 4 percent inflationary increase cranked
into the basic contract?

Admiral CONNOLLY. Each year this rises by 4 percent.
I would like to add one thing. With the history of the way things

have been going, it is such that you have to be careful when you say
nothing will happen. We do not see anything else that will happen.
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Mr. ANDREWS. Suppose costs level off next year? Would the Navy
get the advantage of that deescalated cost?

Admiral Co NOLLY. Yes, sir.
Ifr. ANmDEWs. Do not the changes in estimates we just discussed

earlier forebode cost overruns sometime in the future?
Admiral CONNOLLY. That is the point I wanted to make. Those are

reallocations of effort. I realize that you are reaching for this sort,
of a conclusion, but it is my understanding that it is entirely a re-
allocation of effort, and doe(s not connote that these things are already
rising and we are taking it, away from something else to pay for it.

Mr. ANDREWS. You have cranked into your contract 4 percent for
inflation. Suppose inflation for one of these contract years will be 10
percent. Who would pick up the check for that extra 6 percent of
inflation?

Admiral CONNOLL Y. It is my understanding the contractor is hooked
for that through 197:A. The contractor in this case-we have a fixed
contract with Grumman and fixed contract with Pratt & Whitney,
and we will pin Hughes down this summer.

Mr. ANDREWS. In other words, they have been pinned down to a
4-percent increase for inflationary influences.

Admiral CONNOLLY. That is my understanding.
captain n A:IEs.. They are pinned down to a ceiling price.
Mr. ANDREWS. Of 4 percent?
Captain AmEs. That ceiling price was based essentially on a 4-

percent inflationary rise.
Mfr. ANDREWS. ff the inflationary rise were 10 percent, 6 percent

more than you figured on, who would pay the 6 percent? Would the
Navy have to come lip to 10?

Captain Arms. Nb, sir. The contractor would pay it up through
fiscal 1 973.

Mr. ANDREWS. All right.
Captain A~iEs. In the last three lots, there is an adjustment for

unusual inflation or deflation. For the first three lots for fiscal 1973, no
inatter whether the economy goes up 10 percent or more, he pays the
difference.

Mr. RHODES. Suppose it does not go up 4 percent? What happens ?
Captain AiIEs. Captain Harvey can explain that.
Captain HARVEY. We call this a fixed-price incentive contract, where

Aroli put a contract aid the ceiling for the first 3 years is at 125 percent
by lots.

You have a first lot, and then you have some seven other lots which
are the production lots. When you exercise an option for them, it is
done each year.

The way it is planned is that if it goes above the target, we and the
company share in the loss. If it goes below the target, we and the
conmany share in the savings..

Mfr. IliO~ps. So if the inflationary cost, as the gentleman from
Alabama mentioned, is higher than 4 percent, there is a loss, and the
company shares in the loss with the Navy ?

Captain H nvEy. Yes, sir. " '
Mr. RHODES. And, conversely, i there is a savings, it is shared?
Captain HAnREY. Up to the ceiling. Above the ceiling, they pay

all of the loss.
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Admiral WALKER. I wanted to emphasize that.
Mr. RHIODES. I am thoroughly confused.
Captain HARVEY. The ceiling is at 125 percent of the target price.
Mr. RHODES. How do you arrive at the target price?
Captain HARvEY. Based on cost estimates.
Mr. RHODES. In the cost estimate do you have an increment for

inflation?
Captain HARVEY. Yes, sir.
Mr. RHODES. You take 125 percent of that. That is your ceiling. So,

if the inflation is above 4 percent but does not go above the ceiling,
then the Navy pays for the inflation. Is that right?

Captain HARvEY. A share of it, sir. You have a 70-30-percent share.
Mr. RHODES. Then if the cost does go above the ceiling, then the con-

tractor is stuck for that?
Captain Huvny. He pays 100 percent of it.
Mr. RHODES. If the price goes below the target-
Captain HARVEY. He shares and we share. We get 70 percent of the

savings and he gets 80 percent.
Mr. RHODES. Down to the target, you pay
Captain HARVEY. He gets his full profit on the target. That is an

incentive to keep the price low, sir.
Mr. RHODES. I am sure it works out just fine.
Mr. SIrES. How many F-14's will be funded in fiscal year 1971?
Admiral CONNOLLY. Our plan is for- .

COMPARISON OF F-14A WITH THE F-15

Mr. SIXES. Can you compare for the committee the F-14A with the
proposed Air Force F-15 aircraft from the standpoint of a superiority
air-to-air fighter aircraft?

Admiral CONNOLLY. The F-15 is not yet defined, as the Air Force
has not received proposals from the competing contractors. However,
with respect to some of the requirements that were set forth in the
F-15 request for proposals, the F-14 generally meets or exceeds the
values at lower altitudes and slightly under the F-15 requirements at
the higher altitudes.

The F-14 exceeds the F-15 mission radius. The F-14 is carrier-
suitable, whereas the F-15 is not.

Further, the F-14 has a long-range multishot missile. This should
rove to be very valuable in air superiority tactics, whereas the F-15
as another kind of radar missile control system.
The rosin thing, Mr. Sikes, is that the F-15 will not be built to be

arrested or catapulted or come aboard at as low a speed as the F-14.
In all probability, it will not have a swing wing.

SEPARATE FIGHTER AIRCRAFT FOR NAVY AND AIM FORCE

Mr. SIKES. Prices have gone right through the ceiling, and we
shudder when we think of the final costs of these new systems, though
we recognize we must have them.

Is it necessary that we fund two separate superiority fighter air-
craft, one for the Navy and one for the Air Force?

. I
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I know that our experience with the TFX was unfortunate, but is
there still a possibility that one aircraft could be developed which
would meet the requirements of both services?

Admiral CoNNoLY. Well, Mr. Sikes, I believe that it is possible to
build an airplane that will meet the Marine requirements and the Air
Force requirements and the Navy requirements. I believe this as a
man who has been in the business a long while.

However, in order to do this, the land-based airplane would have
to accept certain weight penalties and certain increases in cost con-
nected with being carrier suitable, capable of being arrested, capable
of being catapulted. We cannot possibly do without an airplane.

Our mission conceptions are different. We visualize that it is more
important to be able to go far and fight the battle further away. The
Air Force, I think for just as good reasons of its own, believes that
they can do what they have to do with an airplane which does not have
the same radius or they can use their tanker concept for longer range.

NAME FOR THE F-14A

Mr. SnKEs. Every aircraft should have a name. This is still the
F-14A. What will we call this one, the Connolly Charger?

How about the Mahon miracle?
Admiral CONNOLLY. Modesty prevents my calling it the Tomcat,

but that is what was propose or i, and we were almost ready to
sign seal, and deliver the name. Actually it came from Tom Moorer.

We got pretty enthusiastic about it. The Tomcat is a remarkable
fellow. He is not just a nice gentleman, but he keeps the neighborhood
in order and he protects the denizens and citizens of his area. He is
a good night fighter. He always makes it home. He always comes home
if he is without a leg, ear or something. He always makes it back.

Then, of course, when the fighting is over, he has a pretty good idea
of how to relax.

Mr. SixEs. Questions on the Tomcat?

1970 PROCUREMENT OF F-14A

.Mr. LiPsoomB. Admiral, at this point I am not quite clear as to why
it is necessary that we go into a procurement of six procurement air-
craft in fiscal year 1970.

Admiral CONNOLLY. In order to answer just such a question for our
bosses and for the Secretary of Defense and John Foster & Co., we
had a study of all the combinations at which you could buy the air-
plane to get the program started, to carry it, develop it, and finally
build up to the production rate of - a month, which is the maxi-
mum one we are thinking about.

It turned out that getting started the first year, having the first
flight in January of 1971, buy in 'a month-you know, we will
buy - a month, if we get tie funds to do it for - months.
We have a test program. which has been carefully put together, and
we have a chart to show it, if we should be called upon to d o it.

This arrangement for our logic has met every one of the many,
many quetsions which have faced us along the way. It makes progress
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at a good rate but not too fast. It allows you to do all the tests in sta-
bility and control, engine performance, weapon release, avionics per-
formance, carrier suitability, and do it in an orderly fashion before
you ever start building up your rate of production and get to the
board of inspections survey trials and are satisfied you have no prob.
lems which would give you a big backfit and a lot of correction.

Also, the longer you take to build an airplane, the more you con.
tribute to the obsolescence of the concept and the capability.

It has been so long since we built a new figher in this country. That
is my other answer to the F-15. It seems we should be building two
fighters in this country at this time.

That is all I have on that, sir.

QUESTIONABLE NEED TO BEGIN PRODUCTION

Mr. LxscomB. We have almost completed going through the ex-
perience of the F-111B. Some of the testimony today on this F-14
is similar to what we heard about going ahead with production
models on the F-111B.

If this committee had gone ahead as per the requests of Department
of Defense on production of the F-111B we would have gotten much
deeper into that program than we did.

It just seems prudent to slow down a little bit on production models
and use R.D.T. & E. aircraft to the maximum before going into
production, particularly in fiscal year 1970. _

Nothing Ihave heard yet about the testing and engine retrofit or
anything else says we have to go ahead with that production this year.

We recognize the need for the plane and we are supporting it. How-
ever, let's not get burned.

Admiral CONNOLLY. These six airplanes this year are all R.D.T. & E.
airplanes.

Mr Lresooinm I am not talking about the R.D.T. & E. You have six
here for procurement, production aircraft. You have six R.DT. & E.
and six production aircraft.

Admiral CONNOLLY. Mr. Lipscomb--
Mr. LUPscoMB. R.D.T. & E. aircraft I am not quarreling with.
Admiral CoNNoLLY. We are going to use the first 15 or 18 airplanes

all in the R.D.T. & . purposes. However, these will be reverted back
to service-type airplanes.

The, only reason you see production money is that the impact of a
large program like this on the R.D.T. & E. budget is such that it has a
tendency to squeeze out all other things that the Navy-and it would
be trii in the other servies--wish to do in the R.D.T. & E. area.

We used to buy our airplanes entirely out of PAMN money, right
from the beginning, the first plane. This is just the use of the'PAMAN
,ppropriation rather than the RD.T. & . appropriation because
this has such a swilWing-up effect on R.D.T. & E.

POSSIBTsTJY OF DELAYING PRODUCTION

Mr: Lriscoma.: What would happen to the program if you did not
have these six production models for fiscal year 1970?

I have heard some reference to the fact it would set you back a year.

#
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Admiral CONNOLLY. Maybe the program manager would be better
at this than I, sir.

Captain AMEs. As Admiral Connolly mentioned, these six produc-
tion airplanes will be used temporarily to supplement the first six R. &
D. aircraft, and they will be used in an integrated flight test program
of 12 aircraft.

If we eliminated six of those, these tests would then have to be done
in series with the first aircraft. In other words, you would run a certain
number of tests on No. 1 airplane, and then you would have to recon-
figure it for some other type of test and put it into series, which would
extend the program out another 2 years, so you would actually have
a 2-year-or-better slip in the program if you eliminated these six.

Mr. LiPs8CMB. What would happen if you requested eight R.D.T. &
E. aircraft instead of just six?

Captain AmEs. You would extend the program out, but you would
not slip it quite as much.

Mr. LrescoxB. Is it not a fact that by putting these into the pro-
duction category you are doing something with your production line?

Captain AMES. No, sir. If we built 12 R. & D. planes at the rate of
I a month it would be no different, so far as production lines

are concerned, than if we built six R. & D. planes and six production
airplanes, still all at the rate of a month.

The first 18 aircraft are delivered at the rate of a month,
and whether you procure them with production money or R. & D.
money has no effect on the way they are produced at the plant.

DOD REDUCTION TO NAVY REQUEST

Mr. LirsconB. What did the Navy recommend to the Department
of Defense in this program?

Captain AMES. They recommended the program you see here, six
R. & D. and six production planes.

Mr. LIPscoxB. But that was not in the amount of money.
Captain AmES. No, sir.
Mr. LImscom. You got cut.
Captain AMEs. We recommended a total of $310 million in R. & D.,

and $838 million in PAMN for fiscal 1970.
They told us to put our program within the bounds of $275 million

in PAMin, and $175 million in R. & D., for a reduction of some $200
million in this fiscal year.

Admiral GADDIS. The point that is significant, Mr. Lipscomb, is the
fact that it requires the - -a-month production of the aircraft
utilized in the research program to complete that research program
in sufficient time to achieve fleet introduction of the first aircraft
squadron in April of 1973. That is our target.

That is tied to the threat and the need for the new aircraft during
the early 1970's.

This could be done with 12 R. & D. aircraft, but it is possible for
the last six of these aircraft in the R. & D. test series to be so configured
that they can be fully operational fleet aircraft and, therefore, eligible
for funding in the procurement appropriation.

As a, matter of actual fact, the acceptance of the last 6 of the re-
search series reduced our fit of total program buy by 6 aircraft at the
end of the line.
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PROCUREMENT OF 0 AIRCRAFT

Mr. Lirscome. I may have missed a point, but when do you start
delivery of the R. D. T. & E. aircraft?

Admiral GADDIS. January of 1971.
Captain AXEs. And a month thereafter for the first

months. The first 6 will be R. & D., and from there on they will be pro-
duction aircraft procured with production funds after the first 6.

The first 12 will actually go into the R. & D. program.
Mr. LIrscom. What makes it so important that you get 6 in pro-

curement at this time?
Captain AMEs. It is a 12-plane R. & D. program. If we got only 6,

we could not conduct the R. & D. program that culminates in fleet op-
erational capability in April of 1973.

Mr. LTPSCOMB..Why do you have to fully fund all 12 in this budget?
Why not fund 6 in this and 6 next year?
. Captain AWEs. They would not be delivered. There would be a gap
in production.

You, see, there is an 18-months leadtime required, so that the fiscal
year procurement is actually delivered in the following calendar year.

Therefore if we procure in fiscal 1970, they are delivered in calendar
year 1971. If we did not procure them until next year, we would have
6 aircraft, a gap in production, and then pick up production at some
later date.

This is very costly, besides delaying the flight test program.

TEST AND EVALUATION PROGOM

Mr. RHODES. What is the advantage to calling the other 6 aircraft
"production aircraft"? It would be a lot easier for us all to understand
if you just called all 12 of them R. & D. As the Captain says, they will
be used in R. & D. anyway. What is the gimmick? I do not understand
it.

Admiral CONNOLLY. They are really test and evaluation. They are
the last half of the R. & D.

There is no real research and development going on with these
planes. They will be tested and evaluated. You buy them at - a
month. If you buy 6, then you have 6 months where there are no planes
coming to you, so you have to wait until the next period.

Mr. RHODES. Are you doing this for accuracy of expression so that
the words are more effective of the actual use of the plane?

Admiral CoNoLLY. Each one of these has a specified test purpose
to fulfill. It is already designed for it, the first 12 plus the next 6. The
first 18planes will all be en aged in tests at the contractor's plant,
tests at Patuxent, or tactical development in the VX squadrons. Every
one of them has a precise function.

When they finish these precise functions, we will try to get all of
them back into the fleet because airplanes cost so much now, we just
cannot let them be in R. D. T. & E0

Mr. RHODEs. Including the first 6 R. & D. planes?
Admiral CoxOmL-. The probability is that the first 6 will stay in

IL & D.,- but even there we might be able to convert two of them at
least into training,
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We have to ret past, the point where we keep large numbers of air-
planes in R. & B. They are too expensive.

Mr. RHODES. I could not agree more.
Captain AmEs. This procurement is in accordance with existing in-

stru actions as to what aircraft will be procured with what funds. Air-
craft that will be temporarily used in the test program and then con-
verted, and have the intention of being operational aircraft will be
procured with production funds, and this is what we are doing.

The intent is to use the six production aircraft in the R. & D. tem-
porarily, and then return them to an operational status.

Therefore, in accordance with existing instructions, they should be
procured with PAMN funds.

Admiral GADDIS. We make a point because there is a DOD instruc-
tion which requires operational capability and ultimate operational
status of items procured in procurement appropriations, and we have
certified this to the Secretary of Defense, that these will be opera-
tionally capable.

SPARE PARTS REQUIREMENT IN EVENTOF PRODUCTION CANCELLATION

Mr. Li, sco'r. If by any chance you did not get the production air-
craft, would it make any difference in your spare parts procurement
for fiscal year 1970?

Captain Aims. Our funding in the first 2 fiscal years of R. & D.,
fiscal 1969 and 1970, has been so austere we have not been able to pro-
cure spares and spare parts for the R. & D. airplanes during those
first, 2 years.

We are going to procure spares and spare parts in fiscal 1971 to
support those aircraft.

'Vou see, we have been cut down each fiscal year to the absolute
minimum. Because of this, the spares and spare parts have been
affected.

Mr. Lirsco.%xw. You are buying R.D.T. & E. spare parts i the
PAM N budget for spare parts?

Captain AM.Eis. No sir. We buy spares and parts for the-
Mr. Lipscomrn. If b any chance the production aircraft were not

put in the program this year, would it make any difference in your
fiscal year 1970 spare parts procurement?

Captain AirEs. Yes, sir; in R. & D. spares.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. For the record, would you put that amount of

money in, reduction in the spare parts request?
Captain AMES. You mean if there were zero production aircraft,

how would it affect the spare parts line?
Mir. LIPscoMn. Suppose by some chance it was felt that these air-

craft, were all R.D.. 3 E. aircraft and should go into the R.D.T. & E.
budget. Would it mnke a difference in the spare parts procurement in
any way, either in PEMA or R.D.T. & E. budget

Captain AmFS. The PAMN spares would be reduced to zero -md
the 1R. & D. budget would assume the co t. Since PAMN spares are
under-funded by about $10 million anyhow, because of the constr.in ts
placed on our fiscal 1970 procurement, it would not reduce the
procurement requirements.

32-S45--69-pt. 8-27
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TOTAL PIHOORAU FOR F-14A

M1[r. ADR.WS. Admiral, you told us before, but I would like to hnive
it in the record here--what is the total program that you are think-
ing about for the F-14A, total number and total money involved'?

SuppIy the information for the record, if you do not have itavailable.
Admiral CONNOLLY. The number we expect to buy over the course

of the airplane ?
Mr. AxNiFJws. Length of the contract and total number you plan

to purchase, and the total dollar value.
Admiral CONNOLLY. Through fiscal year 1975, if Navy procurement

objectives are approved and funded, we expect to buy -- . The
total price woul4 be-- billion. The currently approved 5-year
defense program through fiscal year 1974 totals aircraft for a
price of - billion.

Mr. SIRES. How much is the unit cost?
Admiral CONNOLLY. Take - and run it into - billion, and

it works out to be about million each.
M[r. ADRnWS. That is down from the estimated cost-
Admiral CONNOLTY. That is not flyaway, but program costs. That

includes support, technical support and all the rest of it.
Mr. ANDREWS. That is down irom the estimated cost of $37.5

million.
Admiral CONNOLLY. Yes, sir. The first two F-4s cost $63 million

apiece. It was not until we got the first 500 that the price got down
below ihout $8 million.

Mr. Anrvnuws. And you could expect to get the follow-on planes
cheaper than the million?

Admiral CONNOLLY. After the learning curve, it will get down, but
never below $5 million. I think we have seen our last $5 million-

Mr. ANDRE.ws. You said million a moment ago.
Admiral CoNWorLLY. If you keep on coming down the learning curve,

it gets only so far.
These are flyaway prices, which do not include the special support

and technical support.
If we buy 46, which is in our present contract, the price is $8.1

million.
Mr. SIRES. Questions, Mr. Rhodes ?
Mr. RHODES. No questions.
Admiral WALiKrR. There is one point I want to ask the F-14 project

manager to mention briefly in connection with this program.
Captain A3ES. I happened to think if we do not pick up the option

for lot No. 2, which is thie first six production aircraft, the whole con-
tract is terminated as far as the firm ceiling prices for all years, plus
it moves all of the tooling costs into the R. & D. contract and increases
the R. & D. contract by $55 million. These are quite important side
effects.

Mr. SIrES. The contract is based on a total of 12 aircraft and not six?
Captain Ams. Option for all follow-on production lots depends

upon picking up the option for lot § which is the first 6, production
aircraft, plus the fact that that lot 2 includes the tooling costs for both
R. & D. and production aircraft which would then be moved into the
R. & D. contract and increase it by $55 million.
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This is what allowed us to get firm ceiling prices for 6 years by going
with this option program.

Mr. R]iiODES. Does that not merely mean that you charge to money
for 1R. & D. now and recoup it later insofar as the charges against
production are concerned? Money has to be charged against some-
thing, anyway. It will not cost the Government $55 million more for
the total program than it would otherwise cost if you did not go into
production.

Captain AMES. If we did not pick up the option for the lot 2 pro-
duction airplanes all the terms and conditions of the contract whiich
affect the follow-on buy, 463 planes, are then void and you start off
with new negotiations.

Mr. RHoDEs. Which may or may not be as advantageous as your
present contract?

Captain AMEs. It would be in a noncompetitive environment so it
undoubtedly would be less advantageous.

The other thing is that if you decided not to pick up any further
production options the cost of the tooling that is now in the produc-
tion contract which covers both R. & D. and production airplanes
would be shifted to the R. & D. contract.

Mr. RHoDEs. On the other hand if you had the 6 planes and for some
reason or other the plane was a turkey, then you would not be stuck
with the cost of 12 aircraft.

Captain A-.Nms. That is true. This is a success-oriented project.
Mr. RHorws. So was the F-11 B.
Captain A3ES. Yes, sir.
Admiral CoNNqoLY. So was the A-7 and the F-4.
(O7er ",q note: See pages 445456 for a further discussion of tie con-

tract terns for procitrement of the F-14A aimi-raftt.)

CH-461E/F SEA KNIOIT ItrlcorrEn

Mr. SIXES. Last year we had a lengthy discussion concerning the
number of problems which had played the CH-46 helicopter, prob-
lems which resulted in a rash of serious accidents, and we discussed
your efforts to correct the situation.

Will you tell us how you progressed on this problem?

PROBLEM MS WITT SEA KNIGHT

Admiral WraEr. Last year's problems with the C11-46 Sea Knight
were in two major areas.

One problem was related to the structural strength of the aircraft
and the other problem was rotor blade failure.

The structural problems were discovered in Vietnam operations and
were partially corrected by a phase 1 modification consisting of
strengthening the aft pylon and ramp structure.

This modification was designed and accomplished in the shortest
time possible because the CH-46 was essentially grounded in Vietnam
awaiting its completion.

The phase 2 portion of the program, based on flight tests and
more detailed analysis, provides improved transmission mount, in.
creased landing strength, and related st-rtural suDmorts.
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Kit deliveries started in December of 1068 for installation in tie
Naval Air-Rework Facilities and will be completed in mid-1970.

There were, 8352 aircraft planned for the retrofit program and as of
May 6 this year 61 have been completed.

Installation and production aircraft started in .January of 1969.
The fiscal 1970 budget includes relatively low recurring costs for

production and $1.4 million for contractor team exort to support kit

installation.
The structural problem appears to be solved and operational use of

the helicopters indicates they are standing up well under combat
conditions at. this time.

Mr. SIKu.s. Has the Army had the same kind of problem with their
companion chopper?

General Me CurcumoN. Some kinds of problems but not the same
kind. Their helicopter was designed a little different from the 46.

Mr. SIKES. Have all the problems in connection with this helicopter
been solved?

Admiral WALKER. I feel that the problems have either been solved
or that this two-phase program will accomplish the solution.

Mr. SixEs. Have any new problems developed?
Admiral WALK=. No, sir.

SEA KNIGHT MODIFICATION PROGRAM

Mr. SiKE. As of January 1, 1969, you had CH-46F heli-
copters yet to be delivered and in fiscal year 1970 you are requesting
$109.5 million to buy 60 more, the E model.

Are we ready to buy more of this type of aircraft when you are
asking for $6.6 million to modify par of your CH-46 fleet after receiv-
in $20.6 million for this purpose in fiscal 1969?

Admiral WAKER. I feel we are, sir. The ones we are considering for
order have the fix incorporated prior to delivery.

Mr. Sms. How many will be modified with the $6.6 million?
Admiral WALKER. In 1969 68 aircraft. In 1970 it will be 280 modified.
Mr. Sm . Will that complete the modifications?
Admiral WAIxR The fiscal year 1970 funding will complete the

structural modification program.

SEA KNIGHT MODIFICATIONS

Mr. SIKFS. For the record tell us the nature of these modifications.
(Informat ion requested follows:)

The modifications on the CH-40 were in two major areas. One problem was
related to the structural strength of the aircraft and the other problem was
blade failure.

The structural problems were discovered In Vietnam operations and were
pnrtthlly corrected by a pbase I modification consisting of strengthening the
aft pylon and ramp structure. This modification was designed and accom-
plislied in the shortest time possible because the CH-46 was essentially grounded
it Vietnam awaiting its completion.

The phase II portion of the program, based on flight tests and a more de-
tailed analysis, provides. improved transmission mount, increased landing
streugth, and related structural supports. Kit deliveries started in December
1968 for installation in the rework facilities and will be completed in mid-1070.
There are 352 aircraft planned for the retrofit program and as of May 6, 1969,
61 have been completed. Installation in production aircraft started In January

. 4
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1969 (fiscal year 1968 procurement). The fiscal year 1970 budget includes rela-
tively low recurring costs for production, incorporation, and $1.4 million for
cont reactor team. effort to support kit installation.

The structural problems appear to be solved and operational use of the hell-
copters indicates they are standing up well under combat conditions.

The other major Iroblem area was concerned with blade failures. These
failures were due to manufacturing defects and the failure of quality assurance
procedures to detect them. Additionally, combat damage caused blade failures
which could not be detected prior to ultimate failure in flight. Improved In-
spection methods at the manufacturer's plant and at rework facilities and in-
spections in the field similar to the method used on CH-47 Chinook were under-
taken. These methods, procedures, and equipments have not adequately solved
the problem and the contractors' performance has not been completely satis-
factory in arriving at required solutions. For over 2 years, a built-in blade in-
spection method has been under technical study by the contractor which would
give an indication to the ground/flight crew prior -o takeoff of a crack caused by
fatigue, battle dainge, or other causes. The contractor's work in this blade
inspection method continues and is the presently planned solution to the problem

PROCUREMENT OF E MODEL

MUr. SIKES. Why do you propose to go to the E model in fiscal 1970?
Have you not beei buying F models heretoforeI

General McCuTcEoN. The model we had been buying has been the
46-1). These were equipped with the T-5810 engine and it had none
of the other equipment.

We came up with the designation CI-46E when we decided to put
the Dash-16 engine and the SCNS into the airplane.

The engine slipped, so then we came up with the designation F as-
signed to the aircraft. It would still have the Dash-10 engine but have
the SCNS put in.

Now with the Dash-16 engine available and the SCNS we will go
back a step to the E.

Mr. SnKis. How many of the E model will you buy in the fiscal
1971 programI

General MCCtrrCHEON. We cannot tell right now. The number in the
1970 budget was an attrition buy to replace losses in Southeast Asia
and elsewhere.

If the same policy continued that number would be based on the
attrition which takes place between now and this time next year.

Admiral CONNOLLY. is the answer.
Mr. SIKIs. Questions on the Sea Knight?
Mr. AN.-DREWS. To what Army chopper is this comparable?
General MCCuTcHEoN. It lies between their TH11-1H and CI-47. It

is not as capable as the Chinook as far as payload but more capable
than the UII-1H.

CH-53A/D SEA STALLION HELICOPTER

Mr. Sim:s. Turning to the CH-53A/D Sea Stallion helicopter, you
had a request which was eliminated in fiscal 1970 for 24 additional
CH-53 helicopters. How was it determined that these were not actually
required.

General MC(Y'rcmeoN. The original estimate was again based on
attrition. The attrition is reviewed monthly. .

It turned out we did not lose as many as had originally been forecast
so the twenty-four were not required this year.
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AH-16 HUEYCOBRA HELICOPTER

Mr. SIRES. The Navy has over UH-1 Iroquois helicopters in
its inventory. Has the Navy experienced any reduction in directional
control in this aircraft which can be considered an unsafe condition?

General MOCTUToHoN. No, sir. The aircraft is not considered unsafe.
Mr. SixEs. Has the Navy modified or does the Navy propose

to modify any of these helicopters by moving the tail rotor from the
left side of the tail pylon to the right side?

General McCuTcHEoN. The Navy has not and does not plan to move
the tail rotor on any helicopter in the current inventory.

Mr. SIKES. The reason I asked these questions is because the Army
proposes to so modify IAH-16 at a cost of $1.6 million to cor-
rect an unsafe condition caused by the tail pylon in its present con-
figuration blocking the flow of air to the tail rotor. The Navy has over

AH-16 and AH-1J Hueycobra helicopters on order. Will the
tail rotor be on the right side of these aircraft?

If not, does this mean these AH-1J Hueycobras will have to be modi-
fied at a later date instead of having this unsafe condition corrected
during production at a considerable savings?

General MCCUTCHEON. The Navy has - AH-1J and
AH-1G aircraft on order. The AH-1J's will have the tail rotor on the
right side of the helicopter since the twin engine configuration requires
aditional directional control. Conversely, the - AH-1G's will
have the tail rotor on the left side since this was an off-the-shelf buy
from the Army. No consideration, at this time, is being given to chang-
ing the tail rotor on the AH-1G.

XMANE REQURMEMNT FOR HUEYCOBRAS

Mr. Sims. Last year you testified concerning an urgent need for
AH-16 Hueycobras for the Marines in Vietnam.When this need could
not be fulfilled by the Army, the Navy made an abortive attempt to
buy an OV-12 aircraft to satisfy that requirement t.

We all are aware of the demise of the OV-12 proposal
Now in fiscal year 1970 you are not requesting funds for Huey-

cobras. What has happened between last year and now to change your
mind on the HueycobraI

Admiral CoNouLr. The Secretary of Defense directed that the
Army provide us with additional helicopters for our Riverine forces
and together with the OV-10's we borrowed from the Marine Corps
we have a force of helicopters which is meeting the requirements for
the Riverine warfare operation.

Although we are sustaining some losses we are not requesting heli-
copters for that need until we have more attrition and see that we do
need more.

TRANSFER OF ARMY HUYCOBRAS TO THE MARINES

Mr. SIREs. How many did you borrow from the Army ?
Admiral CoNNoIY. We really started light borrowing. We got

- - to begin with.
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Then in two successive borrowings we acquired another . I be-
lieve, so that is - plus - which is-- aircraft altogether.

I am not quite sure about the second borrowing.
MIr. SIRES. Were these made available after you had attempted pro-

curement of the OV-12?
Admiral CONNOLLY. Yes.
Mr. SIKES. Is this the reason you do not require the OV-12?
Admiral CONNOLLY. Yes, sir.
Mr. Sums. So you have borrowed aircraft but you have not made

plans to pay back at this time. Is that correct?
Admiral CONNOLLY. That is right, sir. This information states that

a total of UH-1's have been borrowed from the Army. That is
what I thought it was.

Mr. Sirxs. As I recall it, at the time you came here for reprogram-
ing you had been told that the Army had none to spare. Is that correct?

Admiral CONNOLLY. We couldn't get a helicopter from anybody,
from the Army, Marine Corps, or industry. That was the whole reason
we started casting about to do the job.

Mr. SIREs. And the Army was directed to make them available?
Admiral CONNOLLY. Yes, sir; they were directed to do so.
Mr. SIrKES. It seems to me that this offered a rather useful opportuni-

ty to see what that type of plane would do in Riverine warfare, the
OV-12. Do you still feel that was the case or did you have some mis-
givings about substituting that plane for helicopters?

Admiral CONNOLLY. We always wanted the 1lelo first because of its
ability to hover over the spot and keep it under surveillance. However,
the need was great. Desire to help those people was strong. At that
time the OV-12 looked good and I have not changed my mind about
that.

Mr. SIKEs. Questions on the Hueycobra?
(No response.) UH4N IROQUOIS HELICOPTER

Mr. SIRES. Turning now to the UH-1N Iroquois Helicopter.
The Nav has changed its proposal for 40 UH-1L helicopters to

62 TTH-1N helicopters.
What brought about that change?
Admiral CONNOLLY. of these are being requested for the

Marines for light transport duty to replace the UH-1 attrition.
The other are to be employed by the Navy in combat support

roles and nonaviation ships.
Twin powerplant configuration will result in an increased mission

reliability, payload and flight safety, and the present greater growth
potential than the single engine predecessor.

Mr. SiKEs. The 1-N helicopter is an original buy which has not
been approved for service use. Is that correct?

Admiral CONNOLLY. It will be approved for service use in
Mr. SIrEs. Meantime you are buying 62 of them. Is that realistic?
Admiral CONNOLJY. It is an improved Huey and we have gotten a

Jot of good service from Huey's.
Mr. SIKES. You anticipate no problems in so far as approval for

service use is concerned?
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Admiral CONNOLLY. We think this is a good risk.
Mr. SiREs. Are they armed?
Admiral CoNoLLY. General McCutcheon?
General McCvTCHFoz. In the UH-1N we will put door guns in it

such as we have on the present ones.
The U.S. Air Force is getting some and also the RCAF.
Mr. SIxRS. All with door guns?
General McCUTcHEON. Yes, sir. The Navy's will not be armed.Mr. SixEs. Is the Navy considering the use of the OH-6A Gayuse

helicopter as a new light airborne multiple package system called
LAMPS to be based aboard destroyers for ASW use?

Admiral CONNOLLY. We are looking at a suitable helicopter for this
multiple-purpose helicopter for our surface ships. I am not familiar
with the Cayuse as being a prime candidate.

Admiral GADOIS. In the search and development program a num-
ber of helicopter platforms are being considered but none has been
decided on as yet. The program is in very early stage.

Admiral WALK. No model of helicopter is exempt from partici-
pation and consideration in terms of competition for eventual aircraft.

Mr. SIxES. Quesions on the Iroquois?
Mr. A"miuws. Does the Army have this chopper?
General McCuTC moN. Not the twin engine one.
Mr. ANDREWs. They have one named Iroquois.
General McCuTcrmoN. But a single engine. It is the same family but

there are several different model numbers.
Mr. A~nrrFws. Made by the same company?
General McCurcOaiHo. All made by Bell.

P-3C Owow AIRCRA r

A-NMW AVIONCS SYSTEM

Mr. SrXEs. The committee has noted in recent press articles that the
Navy may be experiencing problems with the A-NEW avionics system
for the P-BC Orion aircraft. Tell us about the problems.

Admiral CONNOLLY. This has not slipped from the schedule pro-
mulgated 2 years ago when the communications system were added to
the master configuration list.

Fleet introduction was and still is planned for September of this
year. : I

Initial deliveries of production P-BC's for the prefleet introduc-
tion training program has been set for May of 1969.To date all significant milestones have been met ahead of schedule.
The first production aircraft delivery is scheduled for May 12 of 1969
and will 1e made on May 9 which means it was May.

This aircraft has com leted flight test acceptance by the Navy.
All equipment is on board with the exception of DIFAR. this

equipment manufactured by Magnovox is the only equipment missing
from the aircraft of significant importance. The initial equipment
should be delivered in August of 1969 and will be immediately in-
corporated in the fleet introduction training program.

The fleet introduction is planned to commence on schedule with
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or without DIFAR. A minimum of I months will be required for
each fleet squadron to learn how to operate and maintain this prior
to any attempt at operational deployment.

DIFAR production milestones are already met and are such as to
preclude any real probability that DIFAR equipment will not be
available at the time of initial operation and deployment.

Mr. Sius. Have you any slippage?
Admiral CONNOLLY. Not at this time.
Mr. SIKES. Has the Navy decided to reduce the specifications for

the A-NEW avionics system in order to qualify the P-3C aircraft?
Admiral CONNOLIY. No; nor is reduction planned. In fact in certain

areas, to insure equipment compatability, specifications have been
made more rigorous. Hardware and software integration of the A-
NEW system has been uniform and enjoying outstanding success.

Mr. ANDREWS. You have P-3C Orion aircraft on order and
only one had been delivered as of January 1, 1969. Will these all have
the A-NEW avionics package?

Admiral WALKER. Yes, sir; all P-3C's will have the A-NEW pack-
age installed when delivered.

Mr. ANDnEws. I-low many do you expect to get?
Admiral WALKIER P'3C's are included in the 5-year defense

program.
SKr. ANDREWS. You have received delivery of only one?
Admiral WALKER. Yes, sir; one has been delivered and we pick up

delivery at the rate of per month starting this month.
rf. A uDEWS. It, will take about years to complete the

contract?
Admiral WArLcER. That is not quite correct, sir. There is a separate

contract for each year's program. Deliveries of the planned program
will continue through

Mr. A"Ru~ws. How much does the plane cost? It says mil-
lion on the chart.

Admiral CONNOLLY. That is close.
Admiral WALKER. Gross program unit cost in fiscal year 1970 is

million.
ORION RETROFIT

Mr. MupnY. Admiral, I think you just stated that the on
order, - still undelivered, will have the A-NEW avionics pack-
age. Will these be put on the production line or will you later have to
retrofit and modify these aircraft ?

Admiral WALKER. A-NEW will be installed on the production line.
However, I believe there will be some small number that will be

actually delivered for training purposes to the replacement squadron
without some equipment but they will be retrofitted within a matter
of very few months.

Mr. MuRPIIY. At what additional cost ?
Admiral WALKER. No additional cost. The airplane can be flown to

the factory and the equipment installed in a matter of hours.
All the brackets and wiring will be in the aircraft so it is just a

matter of sliding the equipment in when this retrofit is accomplished.
Delay is caused by equipment being behind schedule.
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ORION ADVANCED PROCUREMENT

Mr. RHODF.S. What is the advanced procurement for the P-3? You
had $23.6 million in this budget for advanced procurement.

Admiral WAILKER. Breakdown of the $23.6 million for advan4ed
procurement for the P-3C shows $2.2 million for engine, $2.1 million
for accessories, $18.6 million for electronics, $0.4 for armament, and
$0.3 for instruments.

Mr. RHODES. Is electronics the A-NEW system?
Admiral WALKER. Principally, yes. All but about $5 million is for

electronics.
Mr. RHODES. Am I correct from the picture you put on the screen

this looks for all the world like an Electra?
Admiral WALKER. It is a military version of a Lockheed Electra.
Mr. RHODES. You really do not need a lot of money for advanced

procurement when you buy an off-the-shelf model like this except for
the more sophisticated electronic equipment.

Admiral WALKER. Yes, sir. About four-fifths of the advanced pro-
curement money is electronics.

Mr. RHODES. What is there about the engine that caused you to
spend $2.2 million?

Admiral GADDIS. The leadtime. Engines have the same production
leadtime as the aircraft and must be installed in the aircraft 1 month
before the aircraft is completed. Therefore, sufficient engines must be
procured in advance to provide engines for the first month's worth of
aircraft in that fiscal year's buy. I-n this case $2.2 million worth.

Mr. SIKES. How many of these aircraft do you propose for the fiscal
1971 program?

Admiral WALKER.
Mr. SIKES. In 1970 you are asking for funds for 23 of these aircraft

at a cost of $198.5 million.
If you are experiencing serious problems with this aircraft would

it not be advisable to stretch out this procurement and delay the
proposed fiscal 1970 buy?

Admiral WAumm. We are not experiencing any problems with the
P-30 program, Mr. Chairman, so we see no reason at all to consider
a stretchout.

In fact, this is probably a good program from that point of view.
Mr. SrIXS. Questions on the P-I3C
(No response.) ARLIFT AnAFT

0-2A GREYHOUND AMCRAFT

Mr. Sums. On airlift aircraft, C-2A Greyhound, how many of
these does the Navy have in its inventory?

Admiral CoNN oLLY. in the P'acific and in the Medi-
terranean.

Mr. Snres. You propose to buy eight in fiscal 1970 at a cost of
$36.8 million. Where will they be based?

Admiral CONOLLY. _ planned to augment the - in the
Mediterranean and - for the continental United States to cover
Western Hemisphere contingencies and training requirements. These
aircraft will not be kept on board carriers at this particular time.
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Mr. Siws. What is the companion aircraft in the Air Force in-
ventory for this one?

Admiral CONOLLY. It would have to be one of their medium-sized
transports. I don't think the Air Force has a medium-sized transport.

As you know, this is carrier-suitable.
Mr. SIRFS. You last procured this aircraft in fiscal 1965. There

have been many improvements in aircraft since that time. Is it realistic
to again purchase this type of aircraft?

Admiral CONNOLLY. Yes, sir; because it is so much better.
We were not allowed by OSD to buy 0-2s in the years since 1965.

We wanted to.
We have the C-1 which is much smaller and less capable and much

slower. It was not until this year we were able to get 0-2's back on
the purchasing list.

We do not have another airplane which can do anywhere near as
well as the C-2.

The C-2 is a good plane, carries a good load, has good speed and
good range.

We think we can build a better such plane and we plan that one of
the versions of the S-8 will be a carrier-on-board- delivery aircraft
but we have not gotten that far with our work yet.

COST OF C--2A

Mr. LIPSCOMB. Where did the unit cost for this C-2A Greyhound
come from, $4.6 million?

Admiral CONNoLLY. That is program cost including publications,
technical assistance, program support costs, and so on. It is largely
product of a small buy.

Mr. LTrSCO31B. What did we pay for them back in the last purchase
in 1965?

Admiral WALKEM. The gross program unit cost in 1965 was $3.8
million.

In 1966 is was $3.6 million.
In 1970 it is $4.6 million.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. If I understand correctly, the last buy on this ran

$3.6 million as the unit cost?
Admiral WALRER. That is right.
Admiral CoxNoLLY. And went to $4.6 on this buy.
Mr. LiPSCOMB. A $1 million increase in unit cost.
Mr. SIXES. Did you have to set up a new production line?
Admiral CONNOLLY. Yes.
Mr. SIRES. What will be delivery dates?
Admiral CoNNOLLY. Starting in
Admiral WALKER. The first delivery in

PEQUI EMENT FOR C-2A

Mr. LIPSCOMB. What brings about the requirement now of thisC-2AI
Admiral CoNNOLLY. We have been working with the first COD for

a long time. Those airplanes have been getting older and older. Their
replacement has been planned for a long time. It has taken us this
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long since the last five and until this year to convince tlhe Systems and
Analysis people that we have a legitimate reason for this.'

Why do these planes pay offI It is because expensive items like
engines do not have to be purchased in as large numbers and stowed
aboard ship. We are supplying engines to meet the needs of the engine
changes for the air wing aboard our carriers. We could not put engines
on the C-1.

Admiral GAnDIs. T would note we reduced our pipeline requirements
for aircraft, engines in support of the carriers by $7.5 million in this
budget on the basis of getting this additional eal)ability to have carrier
on board delivery of engines with the G-2. That is a reduction in our
fiscal 1970 buy.

'Mr. LTPPrOMn. WVhen do you expect to get these in the inventory?
Admiral Gnirniis. We will'have thoim in .The 1970 production

engines also would have been delivered as n replacement to inven-
tory in

HMr. Tviernstn. There never has been n line on this airera ft. $4.6 mil-
lion unit cost seems very expensive and that does not involve all the
other costs.

Admiral CONNOTLLYT. Flyaway cost is $4.3 million.
Mr. Lipscommn. Spare Iarts atr not, in the $4.6 million.
Admiral ONNOTaLY. That is the only thing not in it.
Mr. LipsooMo. $4.6 million is still $1 million more than the last

buy and it seems expensive.
Admiral CoNNOrLrr. Had we bought them when we wanted to in the

earlier years we would have maintained the production schedule and
taken some advantage in the learning curve. We would have bought
them in years, when they were not as expensive and we would not'be
here wvith a $4.6 million request.

All our experience and all the studies of cost effect iveness showed
that. if you have good, fast, capable logistics support you save money.

TaATNER AincnArr

Mr. ST.4, Your fiscal year 1970 program for trainer aircraft is
$110.2 million. This is $26.8 million more than last year's program.
The fiscal year 1970 request will provide 104 trainer aircraft for the
Naval Air Training Command and the Naval Test Pilot School.

T1-20 BUCKE~YE AMhCIAPT

Mr. Stirs. Tn the last 2 fiscal years the Navy has been funded a
total of $55.9 million for - T- TOBuckeye Aircraft. In fiscal year
1970, you are requesting.$16 million for 24 more of these basic trainers.
How many r--2C's are in your Inventory and under ceontrat?

Admiral CoNxottv. The current inventory of T-2A/B/C aircraft
is aircraft.. This includes 12 of the T-2C aircraft that
are under contract.

Mr. Sxt Is. Is the attrition of these basic trainers that high to justify
continued procurement of these aircraft at this rate ?

AdiiralCoxo0YLY. Attrition due'to ac dents is not, that high, but
the TL2A's currently used in the training command are at the end of
their service life *and must be retired.

. 0
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Mr. Siytrs. What was the reason for the $600,000 cost overrun in
fiscal year 1969 on the T-2B aircraftI

Admiral WALKER. It is a result of unanticipated increased labor and
material costs experienced by the airframe manufacturer. This in-
crease was due to the settlement of aerospace labor/manngement wage
contracts at. amounts higher than originally projected coupled with
increased overhead rates due to decreased workload.

TA-4J SKY1IAWK AIRCRAI '1

Mr. SxxF.s. You were funded TA-4J Skyhawk advanced
trainers in fiscal year 1969 and you are requesting $86.9 million in fiscal
year 1970 for 75 more. Why do you need this many in fiscal year 19701

Admiral CONzoLY. The TF-9J, which is now t!le Navy's advanced
jet trainer, is approaching the end of its safe service life. The TA-4J
is the approved replacement. To support the planned annual training
rate of 1,065 jet pilots, an inventory of-- aircraft is required for
the undergraduate pilot training command. The planned annual uti-
lization of TA-4J aircraft is 650 hours.

T-SA TA14ON AUORAtrr

Mr. SIFKS. You are requesting $4.4 million in fiscal year 1970 for
the procuenieint of five T-38A Talon jet trainers. Is this your first buy
of t~lis aircraft?

Admiral CON NOLLY. Tlhse five planes, Mm'. Sike, are for the test
pilot school at Patuxent. Tho U.S. Naval Test Schooi provides several
aircraft types in support of its task of training fleet pilots and naval
flight officers to conduct aircraft trials and tests.

The T-38 aircraft will fill a requirement for five instrumented, two-
place supersonic aircraft with low procurement charges low logistics
support, maintenance effort, and operating charges.

Collateral tasks for these planes will b to act as chase aircraft
during tests of service fighters and attack planes.

Mr. SIES..Finish that res onse for the record.
(Information requested folows:)
Other collateral tasks of the T-8A Include jet transition and the Indoetrina.

tion of engineering personnel.
This will be the first procurement of this aircraft by the Navy.

Mr. SixFs. This i the same as the T-38 and the F-5 which has been
in production for a number of years for the allied forces. Is that
right?

dmiral CON OLLY. Yes. We are buying it because it is the lowest
cost plane we could get suitable for these purposes.

Mr. S zirs. What type aircraft has the Navy test pilot school been
using heretofore?

Admiral CoNNOLLY. The older service types, the F-6, the T-1.
Mr. SiKFs. For the record tell us why you are changing to the T-38

type aircraft.

Admiral CON'xoTy. Yes, sir.
(Information requested follows:)

We are changing to the T-88 typo aircraft for two principal reasons; one is
for increased effecti'eness and the other is for economy of operations. The
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aircraft now In use, with the exception of the F-O, are low performers which
are not very effective in training today's test pilots. These pilots should be
oriented toward the high speeds and performance of the upcoming aircraft tht
they will be testing.

All of the aircraft, and in particular the F-O, are expensive to maintain and
operate and they are becoming more so each year, This is primarily due to their
age and lack of spare parts. In most cases these parts are no longer mnnufactured.

Mr. SIKEs. Do you propose to combine this procuirenient with the
Air Force program or will the Navy deal directly with the
mamn ifacturerI

Admiral CONNOLTY. With the Air Force.
Mr. SIKES. I pIV-811mo this Will not fill the Navy's requirements?
Admiral CONNOLLJY. Yes, sir.
Mr. STInS. QuestionsI
(No response.)

OTHERa AIRCR,'

P-3 MAGNET ATIICIA'r

Mr. SiKF.8. You are requesting $8.6 million for a special mission
version of the P-3 aircraft to enable the Navy to improve its capabilit
to collect and evaluate oceanographic data. What is it that this aircraft
will be able to do that a ship or submarine cannot do equally as well?

Admiral CoNNojx. The ningnetic survey aircraft have a unique
capability, and are called on to operate over land as well ns over the
sea in response to military requirnments. The over-watter mileage cov-
ered by the aircraft annuMlly, would require at least there ships operat-
ing full time. These ships would iave to be large enough to remain at
sea for extended periods and withstand very rough sea conditions.
Their investment and operating costs would far exceed that of the
aircraft. Further, instrumentation for standard ships does not exist
for the underway collection of the vector magnetic field values col-
lected by the aircraft. Only the total earth's field value could be ob-
tained, and while such ship data is used to meet certain requirements,
it does not fulfill our needs.

Mr. SmRs. Is this the total future requirement for this type of
aircraft

Admiral CONNOLLY. Yes, the Navy has no plans at present to pro-
cure additional aircraft for Project Magnet. However, 'we do plan to
request aircraft for the related oceanographic mission.

Mr. 'Sixrs. What has the Navy been using to meet this requirementI
Admiral CoNN o,Y. The P-3 magnet (RP-3C) replaces the two

aircraft now assigned to magnetic surveys. An NC-54R will be phased
out upon the RP-30 delivery in -. The second magnetic survey
aircraft, an NC-121K, will'be transferred out of the program the
following year

MonmoATlox or AIRCRAFT

Mr. STRES. Your aircraft modification program for fiscal 1970 is
$825.9 million, or $75.4 million less than your fiscal year 1969 program.

INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSTEM

In flscil 1970 you are requesting modification funds to provide an
instrument landing system for the A-4's, RA--C.'s, A/EA-6A's,
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A-7A/B's, F-4's, and F/RF-S's. Why are these aircmft now being
provided with this CApability?

What is the magic about tlis particular time?
Admirl CoNNoLr'r. We have been working on this to my knowl-

edge for almost 10 years. We have it in a state now where the fleet
believes in it, pilots believe in it and where it can be trusted and
expected to bring down airplanes that are in trouble or in bad weather,
und safely and automatically bring thmn aboard ship.

We are very proud of this achievement.
Mr. SicEs. You should be. This is a monumental achievement, is it

not .'
Admiral CONNOLY. It really is.
Mr. SIRES. You are just now in position to utilize the results of

your efforts?
Admiral CONNOiLY. We did the initial work with the F-4. We

shifted to the A-7 and now are picking up this other plane. It is an
incremental affair and we will continue at a price we hope we can
manage each year until we get them all.

Mr. Sixrs. How many a year would be required to get them till, that
is all those you propose to retrofit?

(Information follows:)
The following Is the installation schedule for retrofit of automatic control and

landing systems equipment and instrument landing systems equipment:

Aircraft installation schedule for retrofit of automatic control and landing systemts
(ACLS) equipment (A N/ASV-25, one-way data link)

Number of
Fiscal year: aircraft

1970 --------------------------------------------------- 125
1971 ------------------------------------------------ 308
1972 --------------------------------------------------- 20010731974 ......................................

Aircraft installation schedule for retrofit of inafeument landing system equipment
(A N/A RA.-68, 8PN-41 receiver/decoder)

Number of
Fiscal year: aircraft

1070 ---------------------------------------- 745
1971- ............--------------------------- 1,297
1972 ------------------------------------------- 492
1073 ................................ .....
1974 .............................................

M r. SIRxe. Is this needed for the A-4's as well as tei other aircraft ?
Admiral CoNNoLoY. We think it is because we know we will have the

A-4's for quite a long time but not all A-4's or all F-8's will get these.
We will put them in the latest models only.

Mr. SiREs. What is the total cost of this modification by aircraft
types?
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Admiral CONNOLrY. The total cost in fiscal year 1970 is $18 million
broken down as shown on this chart:

Number of Total cost in
Aircraft type aircraft thousands

Instrument landing system:
A-4----------.......-..._. - ..----------- ----- 7------ 81 $1,013
RA-5C .......................................... 45 562
A-7 ....................................- .................................. 204 2,800
F- ................................................. ......... .. 3 0 ,250
F-8-------------------------------------------2.......... 229 1,375

Automatic carrier landing system (1-way data link):
RA-SC --------------------------------------------------------------------- 4 i 915
A-6 ----------------------------------------------------------. -----.. .... 74 4,514
F-4 ......... ........................... ... .. .. ..... 36 2.592

Mfr. SIKm. Do any of the planned new procurements, for w'ich.
fiscal year 1970 funds are beig requested, include the installation of
instrument landing systems during t heir production?

Admiral CoNNzoiY. I am sure we are doing it in the A-7s and
F-4's.

Fifteen 4-J aircraft have been eq nipped.
Four fiscal year 1969 aircraft will be configured with this equipment

as will all fiscal year 1970 aircraft.
Mfr. Sixm. Questions on modifications?
(No response.)

A-4 SKYJIAWK AIRCRAFT MODIFICATION

Mr. S11c's. You have a request for $18 million for
the A-4 aircraft. How many of these aircraft by
modified?

(Trhe requested information follows:)

modification of
model will be

The following table portrays each major modification, Its cost, and the number
of A-4 aircraft to receive the modification this year.

Number' Total cost
aircraft (In thousands)

Description of modification

Replace avionics package with improved equipment .......... -.........--- $4 200
---- suppression shields ...- - .. .. . . ... ........................ -1:I,737

ire suppression provisions for A-AC/EiF aircraft ................................. ------- ,3
ANfAP ;-25 radar warner ... . . . . ................................... 933
Instrument landing system and monitor for automatic carrier Ilnding Including AJB-3
Mod ............... ............................ - 1013

IFF MK Xsystems (AIMS)...: 2969
Incorporation of imp roved sea t/man separation system to provide positive seprtiion of

pilot from seat after ejection. ...... . ........... - 1,886
Provisions for Installation of strike camera .......................................- 623
Dual launh adapters to provide - -. .....................................- 101
izuorporation of - - to increase weapons delivery effectiveness ...... 1............ ,903
ANJAPN-154 radar beacon Including aircraft provisions - 666
improvements to AJB-3A attitude Indicating gyro. including uJrc(aft provisions......... - 684

Total A-4 ........................... ........................... 18.045

Mr. SHxA. how long do we plan to: modify this aircraft from cost-
effectivenes stand ointV

Admiral O.' NOJY. The only A-4's we are buying this year are for
th Motrin s.1 will have to admit that the modfications are very good
and will give the plane a lease on life. The A-4 seems to have a very-
long useful service life.
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Mr. Sim.s. When do you anticipate it will 1 replaced l)y the A-7?
Admiral CoNNorLY. We are in process of doing this ini the Navy

now. We are not buying any A-4's for the Navy.
Mr. SIKis. Are the modifications planned for the A-4 being incor-

porated into the new A-4 production aircraft?
Admiral CONNOLLY. Yes, sir.
Mr. SiKES. Are funds for this purpose included in the $68.6 million

for procurelment of 49 of these aircraft.?
Admiral WALKE R. Yes, sir.
Mr. SiYES. Do you have the amount at your fingertips?
If not provide it for the record.
(Information requested follows:)

Fiscal year 1970 altcraft modification items are provided for in fiscal year 1070
A-4M production aircraft at an estimated unit cost of $75,000.

A-4 MODIFICATION COST OVERIfUNS

Mr. SYKvs. During the period fiscal year 1966 through the first half
of fiscal year 1969 you have experienced cost overruns in making A-4
modifications amounting to $26.7 million.

Generally, what has been the problem in modifications to the A-4?
Admiral WALKER. $25.7 million in A-4 modification program cost

increases were reported to the Senate Armed Services Committee. This
is an aggregate total of fiscal years 1966 through 1969 and provides
primarily for increased operational capabilities rather than cost over-
runs.

A biakdown of the years 1966 through 1969 follows:
In fiscal year 1966 we have $9.2 million involved. This increase is the

result of three reprograming actions providing for a net increase of$6.7 million and miscellaneous adjustments totaling $2.5 million.

The major increase was for financing electronic countermeasure
provisions and equipment for A-4 aircraft deploying to Southeast
Asia.

This is the program called Shoe Horn, sir.
MNr. SIKEs. Questions on the A-4?
Admiral WALKER. I have more information which I will supply for

the record.
(Information referred to follows:)

The following details the fiscal year 1067 through fiscal year 1909 portion of
the A-4 moilcat ion increase of $26.7 million.

Fieal year 1967 ($-2.9 million).-Tio $2.9 million decrease Is the result tof
several Ilunor vost a( program (1le4reases.

FI.,cal yea#* ID68 ($+10.0 millWon).-The $10,0 million Increase is primarily
attributable to )I) 1-|15 fiv'al year 1968-120 (revild) whieh 'provldes. three A-4
ino(fileatilom for $10.4 million to enhano e operational effTetivenes. in South'ast
Asia. Thels modifications were for electronic countermtmsures equijment (two
Items) and uprated engines. This Increase has been offset by a $-0.4 million de-
crease as the'result of minor program changes.

iscal year 1960 ($+9.4 million).--The $9.4 million Increase reflects DD 1415
fiscal year 1900--36 foi $10.1 million, providing for incorporation of three modi-
fleatlon. to increar e Southeast Asia effectiveness and a safety of flight modifica-
tion. This intrease has been offset by $--0.7 milUon in minor programadjust IenIts.

32-845-69-pt. 8----28
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RA-5O VIGILANTE AIRCRAFT MODIFICATION

.fr. SIKES. You are requesting $8.3 million for modification of the
RA-5C aircraft, including $3.2 million for air intake duct enlarge-
ment to increase engine thrust. Why is this modification necessaryI

Admiral CONZOLLY. This modification provides a widened inlet
duct to obtain optimized engine performance and wing root fillets to
substantially improve the low speed flying qualities of the RA-5C air-
craft. The new intake and fillet will be the same as are incorporated on
new production aircraft, thereby giving all RA-5C aircraft the same
handling characteristics. The change will be incorporated during PAR
by removing sections of the present inlet duct and installing prefab-
ricated new production ducts and fillets.

Mr. SxKEs. How many RA-5C aircraft are currently in the Navy
inventory and how many of these will be modified?

Admiral CONNOLLY. As of April 1, 1969 - RA-50's were in
the Navy's active aircraft inventory. In fiscal year 1970, six categories
of modification will be accomplished in RA-SC aircraft. The number
of aircraft to be modified varies by category from as follows:

Number of
aircraft Total cost

Instrument landing system (ILS) and monitor for automatic carrier landing (second
Increment) ................................................................. - $562

One-way data link to provide an all-weather carrier landing capability (final increment).. - 915
1FF MK-X stem (AIMS) (second Increment) ............... ................... .. - 1,129
Simplified IS-69A panoramic stabilization system Installation (first Increment) ........ . - 760
Aircraft provisions to modify air intake and addition of wing root fillets (first Increment). - 3,160
Modifications to comera and flasher system to provide improved night photographic
1 capability (first increment) ..................................................... ----- 777

Mr. Si~m. Will the aircraft procured in fiscal year 1968 and fiscal
year 1969 be so modified ? If so, where are the funds to accomplish this
work?

Admiral CONN OLLY. The fiscal year 1970 procurement aircraft will
be delivered with these six modifications installed. The remaining air-
craft will be modified with fiscal year 1971 funds.

Mr. Swms. Will the funds requeited in fiscal year 1970 for 10 RA-SC
aircraft permit the incorporation of these modifications during their
production?

Admiral CoNNoLLY. Yes, sir.

A-OA/EA-OA AIRCRAFT MODIFICATION

Mr. SiKEs. One of the largest single requests for aircraft modifica-
tion is $25.8 million for the A-fA and the EA-6A aircraft. We have
been modifying this aircraft at a rather high rate-$50.9 million in
fiscal year 1969 and $65.4 million in fiscal year 1968.

I would like to have an explanation of the reasons for this.
Admiral WAu&In. I have a detailed breakdown of the A-6 modifica-

tion program.
Mr. Srus. Provide it in detail for the record.
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(Information requested follows:)

A-61EA-6 MODIFICATIONS FOR FISCAL YEAR 1968, 1969, AND 1970

Number of Tota cost
Modification aircraft (thousands)

Fiscal year 1968 ANIAPR-25 radar warning receiver .................................
Aircraft provisions for AN/APR-25
Aircraft provisions for 1-way data link to provide an all-weather carrier landing

capablity - -----------
Aircraft provisions for Installation of AN/ALQ-100 ..............
Improve reliability and bombing accuracy of avionics systems to an acceptable level

for combat operation (3d increment) ........................................
Convert A-6A to EA-6A (refinancing) ..........................................
Reliability improvement program (installation only) ............................
AN/APR-27 radar warning receiver (final increment) ...........................
AN/ALQ-89 ECM pod ........................................................
AN/ALQ-51 ECM set modification to AN/ALQ-51A ...............................

AN/ALE-29A chaff dispenser .....................................................
Aircraft provisions for AN/ALE-29A ...............................................
Install APR-25 ..................................................................
Project TRIM ...................................................................
Provide standard arm delivery capability (mod I) ...................................
AN/ALQ-76 ECM package for EA-6A .............................................
Installation of armor plate kits (labor only) ........................................
Aircraft provisions for AN/ALQ 51 mod Including installation .........................

Fiscal year 1968 subtotal A-6 ...............................................

Fiscal year 1969 Zero/zero escape system (Ist increment) ............................
Approach power compensator for control of air speed for affecting a safe carrier landing

st Increment) ...........................................
1F MK X system (AIMS) (1st Increment)............ ................
One-way data link to provide an all-weather carrier landing capability (3d increment)...
AL-89 ECM pod ............----.............................................
AN/APR-25 radar warning receiver ................................................
AN/ARC-105 SSB HF communications .............................................
Backup flight control system .....................................................
Project TRM ...................................................................
Aircraft provisions for electronic emitter location system (EELS) ....................
Forward area control beacon ....................................................
Reliability improvement program ..................................................
AN/ALQ-100 capacitor destruct ...................................................
Provide standard arm delivery capability (phase I1, mod i) ...........................

-- $1,074
-- 3,480

-- 2,015
-- 2,335

-- 1,725
-- 3,736
-- 17,200

- 483
-- 1,200

-1,069

-- 392
-- 1,000
-- 80
-- 6,000

21,976
1,474

-113

-- 122

-- 65,474

- 2,409

-- 274
- 1,348
- 4,490
- 4,247
- 1,070
- 474
- 923
- 21,151
- 900

- 110
- 7,000
- 202
- 6,300

Fiscal year 1969 subtotal A-6 ............................................................. 50,898

Fiscal year 1970 Zero/zero escape system (final Increment) .............
Approach power compensator for control of air speed for effecting a safe carrier landing

(final Increment) ...........................................................
One-way data link to provide an all-weather carrier landing capability (4th Increment)...
IFF MK X system (AlMS) (2d Increment) CADOC mod ................................
ALO-89 ECM pod ...............................................................
Modificationof AL-76transmitters ...............................................
Incorporation of airborne video tape ...............................................
Provisions for Incorporation of strike camera bomb damage assessment ................
Increased gros weight capability .................................................
Convert A-A to KA-A ..........................................................

Fiscal year 1970 subtotal A-6 ...............................................

- 1,397

- 260
- 4,514

- 2,100
- 1,326

9,500
2,404

- 572
- 701

3,000
-- 25, 774

NUMBER OF AIRCRAFT MODIFIED

Mr. SIXES. How many aircraft have been involved in the modifica-
tionsl

Admiral CONNOLLY. In fiscal year 1968, 18 categories of modifica-
tions were performed. The number of aircraft modified varied from

. Fourteen individual modifications are being erformed with
fiscal year 1969 funds; the number being modified varies from.
aircraft. Funds requested in fiscal year 1970 will accomplish 10 indi-
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vidual groups of modifications; the number varies from - air-
craft. Fiscal year 1970 details are as indicated on this chart:

Number of
Modification aircraft Total cost

Zero/zero escape system (final Increment) ........................................ -- $1, 397
Approach power compensator for control of air speed for effecting a safe carrier landing

(final Increment) ............................................... - 260
One-way data link to prov;,I 3 an all-weather carrier la nd;ing capability (fourth Increment) - 4,514
IFF MK X system (AIMS) (second Increment) CADC Mod ............................ - 2,100
AL - EC Pod ...............................................................- 1,326
Modification of ALQ-76 transmitters ............................................... - 9, 500
Incorporation of airborne video tape recorder ....................................... - 2,404
Provisions for incorporation of strike camera bomb damage assessment ............... - 572
Increased gross weight capacity ...............................................- 701
Convert A-CA to KAEA .......................................................... - 3,000

Total (Increment means modification commenced In prior years) ............................. 25,774

Mr. SIKFs. Give us some comparison of the cost of the aircraft be-
fore and after modification.

Admiral CONo;TTAY. The cost of the A-6A bas increased by approxi-
mately $106,000 per aircraft as a result of modification. Th"s is due to
the installation of new and modified systems Other increased
costs result primarily from a decrease quantity.

Programs such as TRIM, Standard ARM, and the reliability imi-
provement program (RIP) do not contribute to a production cost
increase as they are applicable to only a limited number of aircraft
and are not installed as a production item.

Mr. SxKES. Questions on the A-6A and EA-6A?
(No response.)
Mr. SIxES. We shall reconvene at 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.

TUESDAY, MAY 13, 1969.
Mr. MAHOX. We welcome you gentlemen before the committee again

today. We hope we will be able to conclude the hearing and you can
fet back to your offices where you can devote your full time to your
uties there.

MODIFICATION OF AnRCRAr

F-4 SERIES AIRCRAFT MODIFICATIONS

Mr. MA 0o1. In the last 2 fiscal years, we have funded a total of
$126.4 million for modifications to --4 series aircraft. In fiscal year
1970, you are requesting an additional $35.7 million for this purpose.
How much has -en spent in modifications to the F-4 aircraft since
they entered the fleet ?

Admiral CONNOLLY. A total of $282.5 million has been programed
for F-4 modifications from fiscal year 1964 through fiscal year 1970.

Mr. MARHOz. Would you describe briefly the modifications made to
these aircraft in the past 2 fiscal years I

Admiral CorNxoLY. $28.8 million of the fiscal year 1968 program

. I
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pro%'ided for follow-on program of various Electronic Countermeas-
ures capability; $17.4 million for all-weather carrier landing for 163
aircraft: $8.7 million for follow-on increment of MK X andMiK XII
AIMS equipment; $8 million for installation of drooped ailerons and
structural beefup in 179 aircraft; and $3.7 million for four miscel-
laneous modification programs.

$26.9 million of the fiscal year 1969 program provided for various
electronic countermeasure changes; $8.1 million for follow-on incre-
ment of all-weather carrier landing system for 91 aircraft; $8.1 mil-
lion for MK X and MK XII AIMS equipment; $3.5 million for final
increment of installation of drooped ailerons and structural beefup;
$5.1 million for first increment of improvement to AWG-10 radar;
$2 million for modification to intercommunications system, and $6.1
million for miscellaneous safety improvements.

F-8 AIRCRAF-r MODIFICATIONS

iMr. MAHON. Recently the Navy awarded a contract in the amount of
$28.2 million for certain modifications to 150 F-SB/C aircraft. Our
last delivery of F-SEs was in October 1964. Would you briefly describe
the modifications to be made under this contract?

Admiral Co .oLmY. The modifications to be incorporated in the 150
F-SB/C aircraft include the following:

(a) Provisions for the carrying and dropping of conentional ord-
nance from the wings.

(b) Installation of an integral starter, improved lighting (internal
and external) and new electrical wiring.

(e) Extended service life will be attained by providing an improved
wing structure, improved landing gear and fuselage strengthening.

The program commenced in fiscal year 1967 and is to be funded over
a 4 year period. The projected total cost is estimated at $70.2 million.

Xfr. 3L.HoN. We have spent $148 million in the last 2 fiscal years for
modifications to this aircraft and this year you :are requesting an addi-
tional $21.9 million. Why has it been necessary to make such extensive
modifications to this aircraft?

Have most of these been safety flight modifications, or what is the
problem with the F-8 just generally, and supply the details for the
record.

Admiral WALKER. Modifications in the F-8 for fiscal 1970 are a
continuation of prior year programs directed toward f urther improve-
ment in the reliability and combat capability of this time-proven
fighter. The modifications include such things as ACLS-that is, auto-
matic carrier landing system provisions in the 130 aircraft; improve
the TACAN, which is a navigation system in 118 aircraft, and im-
proved radar in 160 aircraft. I have details which amplify on all of
those which I can supply for the record.
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(The information follows:)
Fiscal year 1970 F--8 modifications are outlined In ,the following tables:

Number of Total cost (in
aircraft thousands)

IFF MK X system (AIMS) (fourth Increment) .......................................- $2,674
Instrument landing system (ILS) and monitor for automatic carrier landing (second

increment) ........... ............................................. . 1, 375
Replace AN SQ-17 CNI with Improved equipment (second Increment) ................- 3,617
Aircraft provisions for APR-30 radar warner for F.H (final Increment) ..............- 420
Incorporation of additional generator power for ALQ-100 Instillation (first increment) - 1518
2-inch standby attitude Indicator (final Increment) ............................. - 1,792
Aircraft provisions for APR-30 Including Installation In RF-8G .................... - 1,726
Installation of backup flight control system (labor only).......................... - 872
AN/ARN-52 TACAN Including aircraft provisions .............................. - 1,423
Incorporation of wing mounted camera pod, Inciuding aircraft provisions .............. - 216
Incorporation of radar altitude line eliminator to permit effective utilization of boresight

acquisition and track (BAT) mode of radar................................. - 2,264
Incorporatio n of a polarZed radar hood for use with A PQ-83 a nd APQ-1224 radars -.. 444

norpration of airo rfue prob emrec exes to poi d for... reuein.wehydraulic system falls................... 
-74irortio of unit hrizonta tai (T sinalt theapoac power. copnao749

Convrsion ofF-BA to OF-F.................... 200
Improvements to APQ-838 radar ...................................... - 420
Material costs migrating from APA to NSA for F-8 and RF modifications.............. - 920
I ncorporation of emergency fuel call pressurization system (prototype) ...... ........ - 300

-21,87%

M r. MAHRON.Whiat is the future useful life of this aircraftI
Admiral CONNZOLLY. With the renewed wins. we -are going to be

able to get, through the fiscal year 197.5 period, in the active fleet; they
will stay with us as long as we have Hancocks. The are the fighters
for the Hanooc yp carrier. After that, they wil l ave further life
in the Reserve. It is very difficult to say whe~n we would run out of
them, but I would say we would have F-8's around for another 8 to
10 years, sir.

Mr. AHmON. What is the alternative to making these modifications,
thisyerin the F-8?

Adial CONNOLLY. We really don't have a very good aternative.
All of our programino' is based on using the F-8's through the period
I have been talking About and nothing else in its stead. Although~ the
F-14 could go on the Hancock class carrier, we won't have them, the
Hancock carriers, long enough to make that a good way to go.

The F-8, as modified, is still a good day fighter.
Mr. Sxi~s. Where is it in useI
Admiral CONNALLY. We have F-8's, on all of 'our Hancock-class

carriers of which we now have five in operation.

OV-1 OA MODIFIATINS

Mr. SIKEs. Turning to the OV-1OA, here is an aircraft upon which
you first received delivery in fiscal year 1968. Now, 2 years later, you
propose to begin modification at a cost of $14 million. What is there
that should require modifications so quicklyI

Admiral CONN0ALLY. Although the aircraft generally meets perform-
ance specifications, it is presently operating in a

Mr. Sxxm. Do we have the viewgraphs ofthe aircraf we are talking
about?

Admiral CoNNOLLY. We do not have those.
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The existing operating limit of do not restrict the opera-
tional capability of the aircraft. The aircraft exceeded the following
guaranteed performance parameters, taking off over a 50-foot obstacle,
similar landing, and so forth.

The aircraft did not meet maximum level flight air speed by one and
a half knots in ferry range by four and a half nautical miles.

What we want to do with the $14 million is this: A sum of $1.4 is
requested for aircraft modification in 1970. In this regard there is a
typographical error in the justification book which indicates $14
million for OV-10 modifications. It is $1.4 million.

Mr. SIRES. What do you propose to do?
Admiral CONNOLLY. Funding for two modifications is requested.

One, cockpit air conditioning in 54 aircraft for $1.2 million, and a
VHF radio homing capability in 92 aircraft for $152,000.

Mr. SIKES. Why was this not done at the time the aircraft were
manufactured?

Admiral CONNOLLY. I guess we would have to answer that they
found it so hot out there in Vietnam and they didn't think it was go-
ing to be, that the pilots really are miserable and uncomfortable in the
cockpit. It is a lot hotter than they realized. It has a greenhouse effect
for one thing. It acts like a greenhouse.

Mr. SIKEs. This is not an unreasonble modification. It is surprising,
though, that no one foresaw that it was going to be hot in Vietnam.

You discussed a flight safety factor a moment ago. How do you
propose to overcome that situation?

Admiral CONNOLLY. I believe that the problem-do you
want to comment on that?

Admiral WALKER. The safety problem arises from the of the
aircraft and this is a subject of extensive investigation by the con-
tractor and the Navy. We have agreed on a detailed flight _ test
program with a highly instrumented test airplane. We hope this will
lead to a solution to the - problem in the near future.

Mr. SIRES. Will this require additional modification oil all aircraft?
Admiral WALKER. It will require a kit modification; yes, sir; which

will have to be backfitted into all OV-10A's.
Mr. SIKES. Do you have an idea of the cost per unit?
Admiral WALiER. No, sir. I will supply that.
(The information follows:)

As a result of the - problem, the contractor has been formally cited by
the Navy for a defect. It is the Government's position that all costs associated
with determining the cause of this defect, that is airplane - and the air-
craft modifications required to alleviate this problem are to be borne by the con-
tractor. This has been done because the aircraft specifications require the
contractor to demonstrate the OV-10A at - knots maximum speed at a
structural load of . Thus far the contractor has not been able to safely
demonstrate -this performance requirement. The Navy has restricted the aircraft
to - knots at - until the cause of the - is determined and a satis-
factory modification installed in the aircraft at the contractor's expense.

Mr. SIKES. Has this affected the usefulness of the aircraft?
Admiral WALKER. It has resulted in a permitted for the

aircraft at maximum speeds.
Mr. SI ES. Other than this problem, are you completely satisfied

with the OV-10AI
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Admiral McCurCuEO-. . We did know ill advance that this
airplane was -. Eventually we would like to get a - engine
in it.

Mr. SIKES. That sounds as though you still have quite a ways to go
in order to get a fully satisfactory aircraft.

Admiral MCCUTCIEON. This would make it better. We are satisfied
but it can be improved. As in any airplane, there is a growth potential.

Mr. SIKFs. Were the original specifications reduced and the original
missions changed in order to accommodate deficiencies that you now
have noted in the aircraft?

Admiral CONNOLLY. I believe the answer to that is "No," sir.
Admiral WALKER. There is a restriction in the permitted

but these do not restrict the operational capability of the aircraft.

MISSION CHANGES FOR OV-10 AIRCRAFT

Mr. MAHON. The committee has received information recently to the
effect that the current planned mission of this aircraft with associated
performance specifications is quite different than the mission and as-
sociated performance specifications of the developmental OV-10A. The
essential differences relate to the original mission of light helicopter
escort reconnaissance aircraft versus the current mission of forward
air control aircraft requiring greater takeoff rates and so forth.

It would appear from this that the specification had been changed
and also the mission of this aircraft, apparently, as a result of deficien-
cies noted during its development. Is this essentially correct?

Mr. SIKEs. Would that jibe with the statement given to me a few
minutes ago?

AdmirM CON NoIALY. Namely, that it is satisfactory?
Mr. SiKEs. Yes.
Admiral CONNOLLY. I think so, Mr. Sikes, for this reason: Quite a

few of these airplanes were conceived, designed and the airplanes built
before, we got out there. What has actually been happening to us-I
think I said to the committee before--as we take our airplanes out to
the test laboratories, we find certain things we should have thought of
were not present or were not adequate. In ordinary peacetime, we prob-
ably wouldn't be in seeking the changes that we are seeking.

Mr. SIxRs. This is not an unusual situation, is it, for new equipment?
Admiral CONNOLLY. I don't think so. As you well know, we con-

stantly try to make our product work better and do a better job.
Mr. S=&ES. Why is this aircraft unacceptable as a reconnaissance

flight helicopter escort aircraftI
generall MCCUTCHEON. It is not unacceptable for those roles. We are

using it as a visual reconnaissance aircraft 'and as a helicopter escort.
There is on deficiency, however, that makes it far from being the

best. airplane for that role and that is that it is noisy.
MNr. Sizs. What, will be done ,to correct these problems and how

much will it cost? Provide for the record that information.
(The information follows:)

There are no plans to initiate noise reduction modifications of the OV-10A
aircraft. As is the case with all turbine engines, the engines of this aircraft do
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not lend themselves to effective nioke abatement. Because of the relative ineffec-
tiveness of such an effort, no modification costs are available.

The OV-10A is acceptable in the visual reconnaissance role under mosL battle-
field conditions; however, it Is extremely desirable to detect and observe the
enemy without his being aware of the detection and observation. Experience In
SeASIA proves that such a capability is particularly necessary at night.

Mr. SiREs. Do you have future requirements for additional aircraft?
General McCTcIIEON. At this point in time we have none. We had

a buy, I believe it was 2 years ago, of 114 and this was to take care of
our UE and pipeline in advance of attrition, so at this stage we have no
requirements for additionals.

Mr. SrIKES. Have you bought all you intended to buyI
General" McCuTcHEoN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIKES. Questions on the OV-10AI

P-3A/B ORION AIRCRA P

Mr. SIxEs. On the P-3A/B Orion, in fiscal year 1968, we funded $2
million for modification of this aircraft. Last year a total of $43.9
million was funded for this purpose. For fiscal year 1970 you are ask-
ing for an additional $46.5 million. What are you doing to this air-
craft?

Admiral WALKEn. Mr. Chairman, I have two pages of justification
for the modifications.

Mr. SIRES. Provide it for the record.
(The information follows:)

The fiscal year 1968 program of $2 million covered $900,000 for final incre-
ment of auxiliary power units to permit operation from remote areas; $900,000
for second increment of EP-A conversion (electronic warfare configuration);
and $200,000 for AIMS (identification) equipment.

$34.6 million of the $48.8 million for fiscal year 1969 covers the cost of the
first increment of installing - Jezebel sonobuoy system analyzer (Difar)
in 72 aircraft; $3.4 million for final increment of EP-SA conversion; $2.6 million
for first increment for modification to Increase gross weight capability; $2.6
million for first increment of a crash position-inflight recorder; and $600,000 for
radar modification..

The fiscal year 1970 estimate requests $41.7 million for second increment of
aircraft for Difar; $600,000 for second increment of radar modific-ation;

$15 million for w(eond Increment of increase in gross weight capability; $800,000
for second increment of crash position-Inflight recorder and $1.9 million for five
minor safety-of-flight and ASW improvements.

In general, the fiscal year 1970 program for P-3 is a continuation of programs
initiated in fiscal year 1969. Details are outlined in the following chart:

P-3 MODIFICATIONS

Number of Ttal cost
aircraft (in thousands)

Fiscal year 1969:
41-67 - Jezebel sonobuoy system analyzer ................................. - $34,627
33-68 ANIAPS-80A (V) radar Improvement program for Improved reliability and

maintainability ...................................................... 620
74-67 Big look kits EP-3A ...................................................- 1 200
74-67 SSE for EP-3A conversion .............................................. - 2, 200
45-48 increased gross weight capability (first increment) ........................ -- 2,607
35-68 Crash position, inflight recorder (first Increment) ..........................- 2,629

Total ........................... ................... ................ 43,883
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P-3 MODIFICATIONS--Continued

Number of Total cost
Modification aircraft (in thousands)

Fiscal year 1970:
Crashosition, Inflight recorder (second Increment)......................- $803
RO-308/SSQ-6 recorder, Including aircraft provisions for use with AN-SSQ-36

bathythermograph transmitter set (first Increment) ............................- 245
Modification of AN/APN-70 LORAN A to AN/APN-70B LORAN C ..................- 748
Modification of P8-20N automatic flight control system air data sensor (first incre-
ment .................................................................... - 224

- Jezebel sonobouy system analyzer (second Increment) ................- 41,652
AN/APS-80A (VT radar improvement program for improved reliability and mai-

tainability (inaI increment) ....... ........ ........................... - 634
Increased gross weight capability (second Increment) ........................... .- 1,446
Modification of PB-20N automatic flight control system vertical gyrp ..............- 336
Aircraft provisions for Installation of flight station side windshrield defogging (first

increment) .............................................................. .- 362

Total .................................................................................. 46,450

Mr. SiKis. Tell me briefly what is the problem.
Admiral CONNOLLY. The principal item is to install a Difar sono-

buoy system analyzer.
The second increment was accomplished in the prior year and this

is the second increment. It is the biggest item that cost - per
airplane and for - airplanes the total cost is $41,652 000. This
makes the :P-3/C completely compatible with the work we have done
in the development of Difar sonobuoy.

Mr. SIKs. Provide the rest of it for the record.
(The information follows:)

Difar has no problems that are visible yet except for being 4 months late to
P-30 requirements. This lateness was primarily the result of a late procurement.
Contract award was to have been made In January 1968 but was held up to April
1968 due to concern for - has been an additional cause of schedule delay,
however, the Improved version will be well worth this delay. Basic sensor per-
formance of the Dfar developmental models has been excellent.

Mr. SIKEs. For the record tell us how many will be modified with
fiscal 1969 funds; how many will be modified with fiscal 1970 money
out of what total in your inventory.

Are all cof these modifications absolutely necessary?
Admiral CoxxoLLY. In our judgment they are very necessary.
The answer to your first question is - in 1969 will receive this

Difar sonobuoy analyzer and there are other thing that will go in 92
airplanes, but they are small. There will be a radar improvement in
92 which is a $6,000 improvement. There is a crash position in flight re-
corder going in 94 airplanes that will cost $27,000, but the principal
one is thi3 Difar sonobuoy system analyzer at $481,000 and that will
go in -- airplanes with the 1970 money. This is out of a total
of -

Mr. Siius. How can you measure the essentiality of these modifica-
tions? In other words, what is it the plane can do after modification
that it can't do now?

Admiril CONNOLLY. If I can answer that with respect to the Difar
system anlalyzer, it makes the airplane capable of deciding where the
submarine is, it shortens sthe time, locates it, makes it clear that there
is a submarine, und makes it possible for much quicker attack. It is a
big improvement in our ability to dotet and localize submarines.
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Mr. ANDREWS. Admiral, at what depth and from what distance can
that be achieved?

Admiral CONNOLLY. Difar is a sonobuoy. It is affected by
such things as the thermal layer which affects all ASW sensors to one
degree or another, but -roughly speakhig-and I am sure I am right
about it--4he submarines operating down to about - feet, depend-
ing on the thermal layer, are subject to detection by Difar and from
a practical, operational point of view, submarines use that area from
the surface down to about- - feet for tactical purposes.

Mr. SiEs. 'Does this new equipment solve the problem of detection
formerly posed by whales and other objects?

Admiral CONNOLLY. I think it will eliminate false targets-probably
not completely, but 'a greater-to a very great degree, sir.

Mr. SIxEs. How is this accomplished?
Admiral CONNOLLY. . It is my opinion that a whale would

have a pretty tough time giving the return that a submarine would.

OTHER AIRCRAF 310DIFICATIONS

Mr. SIRES. On Ithe "various aircraft", will you provide for the rec-
ord a tabulation showing how the $74.2 million funded in the last two
fiscal years was used and how you propose to use the $56.3 million
in fiscal year 1970 for aircraft modification.

(The information follows:)
Aircraft Modification, Various for fiscal year 1968, '1969, and 1970:

[In thousands of dollars]

Number of
Modification aircraft Unit cost Total cost

Fiscal year 1968:
UHF radio modifications (2d Increment) ..........................---- 4, 782
AN/ALQ-100 ECM set ............................-............. 17,123
AN/ALQ-100 ECM set (provides for refinancing of prior year pro-

grams) .................................................. ------ --- 15,213
Project speedboat ............................................. 67
R 2000 engine for C-47M ....................................... 76
AN/APN-158 radar for C-131 ................................... 22
10-520 engine for 0-I- ........................................ 105

Total ...................................................... -- - 37,388

Fiscal' ear 1969:
UN'F radio modifications (3d increment) .......................... -- - ,600
AN/ALQ-100 ECM set ...........................................- 33,300
Modify AN/APR-27 to provide S-band correlation ................. ---- - 900
Helo decoy pods .............................................. - 1,000

Total ...................................................... ---- 36,800

Fiscal'year 1970:
AN/ALQ-100 ECM set .........................................- 18,000
Helo decoy pods .............................................. -- -2,500
Modification of ALQ-100 for Improved system performance and re-

liability (Ist Increment) ..................................... 7,200
Standardize ALQ-55 ECMsets .................................. 1,560
Update ALQ-55 ECM sets ......................................- 3,935
VHF and L-band paste-on Jammers ..............................- 4,00
bModification of ALQ-41 ECM sets ............................... ---- - 5,688
Side saddle recorder ..........................................- 1,100
AN/AL8 X bond DECM -................................ 8,000ModifyN/APR-27 to provld~e S-band correlation ................. 2,20ANA d ~ndcrelton------ ----- -- 2,250
Redesign of J52-P-8A engine burner cans to provide smoke abate.

ment capability for A-41A-6 aircraft ...........................- 2,040

Fiscal year 1970 subtotal, various .............................- 56,273
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AIRCRA r SPARES AND REPAIR PARTS

Mr. SxIxRs. In the aircraft spares and repair parts, your fiscal year
1970 request for $568.5 million, this is approximately $195 million
more than the fiscal year 1969 program. What is the primary reason
for this increase ? Are we using up spares and repair parts in Vietnam
or did we underbuy previously? What did happen?Admiral CoNOyLY. Perhaps I could lead off and Admiral Walker
could pick it up.

Mr. Sikes, it is our opinion, which doesn't make us very happy, that
in spite of all the spare parts money we have received over the years
and particularly during the Vietnam period, we have been short of the
required spares every year. Now we have, and I regret to say it, we
have a poorer NORS-not operationally ready on account of sup.
plies-record than the Air Force.

We get a lot of pressure from our fleet commanders, our field units;
why can't we be as good as the Air Force? The answer that we believe
is correct mainly is that we just don't have the spare parts that we
should have.

Mr. Sixns. Does this come back to the situation where, if you buy
what you think you need, you have some left over and then you get
criticized because you bought too many?

Admiral CON.NOLLY. That is certainly part of it, Mr. Sikes. Maybe
the Navy hasn't put-

Mr. Sixs. You are between the devil and the deep blue sea then,
aren't you?

Admiral CONNOLLY. Yes, sir.
31r. SIKFS. Is this a recurring problem, one that you have encoun-

tered over a period of years?
Admiral CoN.zoLLY. Yes, sir.
Mr. Snus. Or is it aggravated because of Vietnam?
Admiral CO-.'-OLLTY. Well, Vietnam has had an awful lot to do with

it. We put in OP-O5 a program sponsored for aircraft and air, raft
spares; we put in for essentially about twice as much money in spares
and we end up getting APO because when we come down to the
crunch in December to push that budget down in size, it is really easy
to lop off a couple hundred million worth of spare parts. That is very
easy. Like it is real easy to lop off 50 airplanes. We have sulscribed to
this, we know it has to be done and we are not fighting the problem hut
this is what happens in spare parts and it is chronic. I can't make a
strong enough plea because there is not much use in buying multi-
million-dollar equipment and then not being able to keep it flying when
you need it.

DErIVERIS OF AMICRAFT SPARES

Mr. StILES. Is the present request more realistic from that stand-
point than prior requests?

Admiral CONNOLLY. If we get what is in this spare parts budget this
time, we will be better off than we have been in any prior year.

Mr. SI ES. How soon will this additional inventory be reflected?
Admiral CONNOLLY. I have a real expert on spares here.
Mr. SixEs. How long will it take to get these additions of spares

which you are buying?
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Captain CuosBy. Spares would start to deliver 9 months after the
beginning of the fiscalyear and would be completed in about 15 months
foi the longer leadtime items. We will start to show some improve-
inent in the 1969 months.

AIRCRAFT SPARE PARTS INVENTORY

M.Nr. SKnS. How does the fiscal 1969 inventory of these items com-
pare with that of each fiscal year since 1965? Supply that for the
record.

(The information follows:)
Aircraft pare parts ending inventory fiscal year 1965 through fiscal year 1969

(Dollars In millions)
Fiscal year 1965 ------------------------------------------ $2, 971
Fiscal yea 1966 ------------------------------------------- 2, 951
Fiscal year 1967 ------------------------------------------- 3, 158
Fiscal year 1968 ------------------------------------------- 338
Fiscal year 1969 ------------------------------------------- 8,181

LFVE OF WAR RESERVE MATERIEL

Mr. SIKEs. What are the levels of war reserve materiel now as com-
pared with last year?

Admiral WALKER. The level of war reserve materiel for beginning
fiscal 1969 is $96.1 million as compared to $87.5 million previously.

The increase is primarily due to allocation of spares to war reserve
which had been previously classified as long supply. This was the re-
sult of a comprehensive program review in fiscal year 1968.

COMPETITIVE PROCUREMENT OF AIRCRAFT SPARE PARTS

fr. SIxEs. Last year the committee report on fiscal year 1969 DOD
appropriation bill criticized the military departments on the lack of
competition in the procurement of replinishment spare parts, partic-
ularly in the aeronautical spare parts area. Has the Navy made prog-
ress on this during fiscal year 1969?

Admiral WALxER. Yes, sir; there has been significant progress.
Mr. SIKES. Provide a more extensive answer for the record.
(The information follows:)

In fiscal year 1968, competitive procurements for aircraft replenishment type
spares were 16.2 parent of total procurements as eom~imred to 22.A perent in
fiscal year 1067. This reduction in the competitive procurement percentage is at-
tributable primarily to the change In ASPR reporting criteria in fiscal year 1968.
Formerly all procurements under $2,500 were reported as competitive: under the
new criteria, all procurements under $250 are reported as sole source and pro.
curements between $250 and $2,500 are reported as competitive or noncompetitive
in accordance with the actual procurement method used.

In fiscal year 1969, Navy (ASO) has experienced about a 4.8 percent drop in
competitive procurement awards through April 1909 for aircraft replenishment
type spares, that is, from 16.2 percent In 1968 to 11.4 percent. An analysis of in-
fluencing factors is as follows:

(a) During fiscal years 1968 and 1969, ASO has transferred 59,000 items to
DSA which normally would have resulted In competitive type procurement.

(b) In fiscal year 1966, ASO retained about 63 percent of items provisioned
whereas today ASO retains only about 34 percent of Items provisioned. As a re-
sult, the Items that are assigned to other agencies, such as DSA, tend to be sub.
ject to competitive procurement; whereas the items remaining at ASO tend to
include a greater proportion subject to noncompetitive procurement.
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(o) The tightness of funding and thit priority on SEA requirements hatvo
resulted in the necessity to go frequently noucompetitive to meet deployment
deadlines.

(d) The relative percentage of investment funds as compared to replenishment
funds was higher in fiscal year 1969 than in fiscal year 1968. Investment funds
(or initial requirements) will normally be direct prime manufacturers and ren-
dors. This means less opportunity for competitive procurenients.

(e) In the past years a great many of initial buys went to prime contractors
and were normally awarded under Navair end item contracts. These types of
noncompetitive procurements were therefore credited to Navair statistics. As a
result of more emphasis on first tier breakout from prime to vendor, the larger
amount of funds are being awarded direct to vendors under ASO contracts. Al-
though a significant savings are realized, these actions are a penalty upon the
ASO competitive procurement statistics because of the change in base.

Mr. SiK.Es. Are there questions on aircraft spares and repair parts?

INVESTMENT SPARES FOR F-111B AIRCRAFT

Mr. SIRES. Turning to the F-111B, you had $37.7 million requested
in fiscal year 1969 for investment spares. What happened to that
appropriation?

Admiral WAlzm. The money was not appropriated, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SIxES. Was it denied by Congress?
Admiral WALKmR. Yes, sir.

INVESTMENT SPARES FMR SELECTED AIRCRAFT

Mr. SIRE. In fiscal year 1970 the Navy is requesting an increase of
$68.2 million for investment spares in support of the initial procure-
ment of the KA-6, F-14A, UTH-1N, T-88, and AV-6B. Provide a
tabulation for the record showing the amount of each aircraft
mentioned.

(The information follows:)

Fiscal year 1970 aircraft inveslient spares requirement for selected models

Thouands
KA-6 --------------------------------------------------- 6 728
F-14A -------------------------------------------------- 35,995
Ut1-IN ---------------------------------------------------- 5, 150
T-38 -------------------- -------------------------------- 1,146
AV-6B -------------------------------------------------- 15, 300

INVESTMENT SPARES FOR 1'-14A AIRCRAFT

Mr. SIxys. Now, the F-14A aircraft, have your estimates for invest.
ment spares for the F-14A increased or decreased since your presen-
tation to this committee earlier this year? Or are you standing by your
origi fal estimate

Admiral WALUzn. It decreased by approximately $10 million.
Mr. SmEs. Does that mean the fiscal year 1970 request for F-14A in-

vestment spares is overstated
AdmiralWALxR. I think that is the correct answer, sir. This was
portion of the adjustment within the total F-14A program which

was discussed yesterday.
Mr. S1 s. What is the reason for this decrease in investment spares

estimate for this aircraft ?
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Admiral CONNOLLY. The way I understood our answer yesterday,
we reallocated the effort to be made on the F-14 with fiscal year 1970
money and investment spares was reduced. We don't mean to infer
by this that the cost of spares went down, or that we think we are going
to need less spares, or that the cost of something else went up. We just
adjusted the scope of effort within the $450 million.

Mr. SIRES. Questions at this point?
Mr. LIPSCOMB. Yes.

CONTRACT TERMS FOR F-14 AIRCRAFT

Yesterday Admiral, when we were discussing the F-14A and there
was some discussion about what would happen if we didn't go ahead
with the six production models, I think it was testified that this would
have the effect of terminating the contract and that we would be placed
in an unfavorable negotiating position with a sole-source contract.
Why is that?

Admiral CONNOLLY. Mr. Lipscomb, I think there was a misunder-
standing of what was in your mind and what was in our mind.

The contract doesn't have to change, mi my opinion. It doesn't have
to change at all. If you feel, in the wisdom of this committee that a
larger portion of that money should be R.D.T. & E that will not ne-
gate the contract and it will not change anything. *e will be able to
go right ahead with our work as we have it laid out. I think I explained
that we divided it up between R.D.T. & E. and PAMN so as not to
have the R.D.T. & E. which is the smaller appropriation for all the
things it has to cover in the Navy, and we were running into some op-
!osiii from the standpoint of our airplane, the F-14, and the new

S3 swallowing up a lage part of R.D.T. & E. We used to bu air-

planes entirely out of PAMN and didn't buy in R.D.T. & E. at al1.
This was a judgment laid on us by the Comptroller essentially, and

the office of the Secretary of Defense.
We are studying it now as a result of yield. I talked to Mr. Bowsher,

our Assistant Secretary of the Navy; he has already talked to Dr.
Frosch and Mr. Moot and if it worked better to have more in
R.D.T. & E. and less in PAMN, there are certain things we feel must
be put in PAMN but the majority of it could -be in R.D.T. & E. and it
would not affect the contract.

Mr. RHODES. That is completely contrary to the testimony given by
the project officer yesterday. You will remember, Admiral, that in re-
sponse to my question you said that if we did not pick up the option
on the 6 aircraft to be bought under PAMN, that the contract would
be vitiated, would have to be renegotiated and probably could not be
renegotiated at the same level as the present contract.

Now, what are the facts ?

NAVY CONTRACT TERMS COMMIT CONGRESS IN ADVANCE OF CONSIDERATION

Admiral CONNOLi-.r. The facts are--I would like to say I am not a
contracting expert. What I am telling you this morning is based on
what I was able to determine after yesterday's discussion last night
and this morning. But what I am trying to say is the contract with
Grunian doesn't say "You will get so many dollars out of the
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I.D.T. & F. part of the Government and you will get so manv dollars
out of PAMN." The contract says, "Yol will produce so many air-
planes" and this 6 in lot 2 that Captain Ames is talking about is
part of that contract. It would null and void the contract and we
would have to renegotiate if we didn't exercise the option on that lot
of 6-that now appears to be supported and paid for by PAMN.
That is all I am saying.

Mr. RHODES. All you are saying is you still have to buy 12 airplanes
or the contract is null and void.

Admiral CONNOLLY. Essentially that is right; however, to be oom-
pletely accurate I must point out that the contract permits us a 50
percent flexibility factor in exercising our options after lot 1. Thus,
although six is the base quantity in the second lot, the contract is still
effective even though we should' decide on a number between three and
nine for that lot. This would mean that fthe fiscal year 1970 R. & D./
PAMN buy together could total between nine and 15 without vitiating
the contract. The total 12 (six R. & D. land six PAMNIN) is the planned
contract figure based on la careful Navy and OSD analysis of the re-
quirements and milestones necessary to'maintain a balanced program.
Itmust be realized in discussing this subject 'that ony number less
than 12 would cause proportionate delay in development and fleet in-
troduction. It. would increase the extended lag already experienced by
the Navy in achieving an advanced fighter to meet the needs of the
country in the near future.

Mr. lRoDiFs. It doesn't matter whether you buy it under R.D.T. & E.
or PAMN.

Admiral CONNOLLY. ThWt is what X tried to say.
Mr. RHODES. Then I don't think you have said very much.
Mr. iTPsCOmB. There is no change.
Mr. RHrns. There is no change.
Admiral Co oLrY. That is right because all 12 of the airplanes are

going to be used for the advancement of the program for the tests and
evaluations that. huve to be done.

Mr. Lrpscom. What difference is it then if we just go ahead with
the six R.D.T. & E. aircraft in fiscal year 1970 and then go later with
the additional six? Why does that make the contract null and void?

Admiral CoNNoLLY. It does just what the captain says, that knocked
out the contract.

Mr. Ln'scomn. How did you get into such an intolerable position?
How can von commit the Congress to getting 12 aircraft in fiscal
years 1970?

Admiral COXNOLLY. We think we need to buy 12 aircraft in 1970.
We believe the program will be cheaper doing it this way than to buy
six in 1970 and wait until 1971 to buy six more.

Mr. IAPSCOMB. But Admiral, the testimony might show that the six
will be sufficient for your R.D.T. &,E. program in 1970.

Admiral CoNwoLLY. No, sir it is not. You will have to wait, for one
of those six airplanes to do another task that the seventh, eighth, ninth,
and 10th airplane will pick up as soon as it is built.?

Mr.. LiPscOn. Admiral, you, don't yet even know what engine you
are going to put in those aircraft.

Admiral CoNNoLT. They are going to put the TF-30P12 engine in
the first - airplanes.
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Mr. LIPsCo-B. In the first, but eventually you have retrofits coming
along, you have to determine whether the engine will work or the
airframe will take it.

How do you get into this position that says we have to go ahead
with a 12-plane procurement in fiscal year 1970? It is the Congress
that authorizes and appropriates the funds.

Admiral CONNOLLY. This matter was raised by each of the people
for whom we work in the Navy, the Secretary of the Navy, by people
in Defense. It has been reviewed by people in Defense. We h ave con-
ducted studies to show that the way we have laid the program out is
the lowest cost. The least-risk program is to build the airplane, build
a half dozen perhaps and dontt do another thing until you fly these
airplanes to the point where you are sure that you have worked out
everything. But in the meantime you have created tooling, you have
people capable of producing.

These are not handmade. You have to build the jigs, you have to
build the tooling, you have to get all the vendors in line; you have to
get them geared up.

Mr. LIPSCOMB. We heard the same story in the case of the last one,
Admiral. This isn't anything new to us. That is exactly why we kept
cutting down the procurement aircraft on the F-111B. Exactly. So
we wouldn't buy their tooling; so we wouldn't get the line hot.

Admiral COwNOLLY. I hate to say it, but we did not build the
F-111B. We built the F-8, we built the F-4, we built the P-3, we built
the A - -7. We built the A-4. We built Sidewinder and Sparrow and
Shrike. Standard Arm. These are our things. We didn't build that
F-'I1B and we are not going to take credit for it.

Mr. ANDREWS. You mean blame for it.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. The blame for it.
It was the Secretary of Navy who was on the Hill all the time trying

to get this committee to go ahead with the procurement funds so we
have heard the same story.

EXERCISE OF CONGRESSIONAL CONTROL OF PURSE

Now, when I speak of an intolerable position, I'd like to call to your
attention here that Congress has close control over expenditures as
far as the military is concerned, and I can't point out a better example
than this at the moment. When somebody contracts for 12 planes
before the appropriation even comes before Congress, this is serious.

We are fully knowledgeable of that first six but why do -we have to
get six production models? We are told if we don't we cancel the con-
tract and go into an unfavorable position; it just doesn't add up.

Admiral GADDIS. The question of the contract, Mr. Lipscomb, the
only actual commitment of the service to date is for the 1969 portion of
the contract dollar. The point we are speaking to is an option on the
contract. This is the option for lot 2 out of PAMN funds in 1970 and
obviously this is not a commitment until the option is picked up. How-
ever, if that option is not picked up, it is true the follow-on balance of
the contract is null and void.

Mr. LIPSCOMB. If the option is not picked up I
Admiral GADDIS. Yes, sir; but we have not committed the Congress

to spend fiscal 1970 money as of this date; no, sir.
82-846-69-pt. 8-29
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FAILURE TO APPROPRIATE TO NAVY CONTRACT AUTOMATICALLY ESCAf4 ATES
COST AND/OR DELAYS DELIVERY OF NEW WEAPON

Admiral CONNOLLY. No money gets spent that isn't authorized forthe purpose.Mr. SiKES. I think that is very important information. It could have

been easy to understand the other way. I think it is very important
that the matter be fully clarified.

What are you trying to do, buy back some of the time that was lost
because of the mistake involved in the other aircraft, the F-111B?
Isn't that what you are trying to do?

Admiral GADDIS. That is a part of the consideration, yes.
Mr. SIKEs. Isn't that a very serious matter? You have lost a number

of years and you are desperately anxious to recoup some of those
years? Isn't it as simple as that?

Admiral CONNOLLY. It is that plus the fact that we did a thorough
job on finding out how best to proceed with a new airplane. We sub-
jected this to the utmost scrutiny, studies were made of it from one end
to the other and the program we have laid out is a carefully laid out
program.

This isn't that high a risk program. The engines are available
Mr. SIKES. How much will you save if you buy 12 rather than six in

the first buy?
Admiral CONNOLLY. The program manager said yesterday 18 months

to 2 years.
fr. SIXES. You have already lost how much time, depending on the

F-111B? Three years, four years, in the development of new aircraft
or the availability of the new aircraft?

Admiral CONN.OLLY. The F-4 was started in 1954. The design in
1954. The first one was built and delivered to the fleet in 1961. We are
now in 1969 and the F-111 was supposed to come along in about 1965
and we don't have it and we won't get a new airplane now until 1973
,)Io we won't have had a new airplane in 15 years, a new fighter.

Admiral GADDIS. At the time of the F-111B cancellation, sir, the
fleet introduction date was scheduled for the spring of 1972. The earli-
est fleet introduction we can achieve with a balanced program in the
F-14 is April 1973. That is the program which Admiral Connolly is
speaking to at this time.

Mr. MINsrlALL. Admiral, I have listened with much interest to this
colloquy between you and my colleagues this morning. One thing that
concerns me is that you say the F- 14A is a great program and you
will need 12 planes to go through with the test and evaluation part, of
it, but you also mention the F-ill. It was my hope we wouldn't have
to get into it, but you responded to a query from me 1 or 2 years ago,
and said the F-111B was a great bird, that you had flown it; it was
going to fit into the inventory.

Admiral CONNOrLY. Vell, Mr. Minshall, you will have to judge me
on what I said and I will stand on it, but f want to correct your im-
pression. I said that-

Mr. MINSXALL. Admiral, if you wish I will go back and get the
testimony verbatim that you gave this committee 1 or 2 years ago,
whenever you first came on board in the F-111B program. I specif-
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ically remember asking you the question about the F-111B, and in
short you said it was a great bird.

It was only a few short months after that that the whole program
was canceled.

Admiral CONNOLLY. There is only one thing you can say about that
airplane and I said it, and that is it has good low; speed flying qualities.
It could fly around the field at a very low speed and this was possessed
to a degree we had never had before in a swept wing, high performance
fighter.

Now, we have it in other airplanes too.
When I went around the field up there at Peconic and made a series

of simulated deck landings, going at 115 knots and touching down at
105, this was a remarkable thing to be able to do and it was a feature
of the swing wing.

Mr. MINSIIALL. I am just trying to refresh my memory.
Mr. SiKEs. I think it wou d be useful to have the exact statement

that Admiral Connolly made at that time.
Mr. Clerk, will you make it available for the record?
(The document follows:)

The following testimony is reprinted from Departmnt of
Defense Appropriations for 1968; Hearngs, Part 4, Procure.
nent, pages 229-234, held before the Subcommittee on Depart-
ment of Defense, Committee on Appropriations, U.S. House of
Representatives.

TUESDAY, APRIL 18, 1967.

PROBfLEMS IN CONNECTION WITH WEIGHT OF F-111n AIRCRAXr

Mr. ANDItEws. What about the weight problem of the F-111B,
Admiral Connolly?

Admiral CON'NOLLY. The weight problem of the F-111B was ad-
dressed by the Superweight Improvement Program, and there have
not been any appreciable accretions in weight that I know about since
then. In the life of an airplane there is always something added which
increases the weight, but the weight has not gone up by any appre-
ciable amount that I know of.

Mr. ANDtEWS. Does the anticipated weight of the delivered F-111B
satisfy the Navy requirements ?

Admiral CONNOLLY. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. No deck problems ?
Admiral CONNOLLY. Not to do with weight, no. A8 a matter of fact,

I think this F-111B i going to land on that carrier like a lady. If there
i.s anything great about the airplane, it has fine low-speed performance.
I have never seen an airplane come around the pattern as easily and
slowl y a8 this F-111B.

Mr. ANDREWS. You say you flew one last Friday?
Admiral CONNOLLY. Yes.
Mr. ANDREWS. And you liked it?
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Admiral CONNOLLY. It is a very easy plane to fly. Its low-speed
qualities, I want to point out. are really outstanding. There is no ques-
tion about it. There is a lot of work t do on the airplane. There are
configuration changes to make 'the visibility for the pilot better. These
changes have been approved and will be incorporated in some of the
preproduction aircraft and all of the production aircraft. When we

et the engine stall situation squared away that Admiral Sweeney has
been talking about, there should be no major problems.

Mr. ANDREWS. If things go well, when do you expect to have them
on the carrier decks?

Admiral CoNNorY. According to current estimates, fleet introduc-
tion should occur in late-- .

You have to look at this airplane for what it really is. It is a carrier
and deliverer of a very advanced air-to-air missile, the PHOENIX,
the like of which does" not exist, to my knowledge, any place else in
the world.

On the PHOENIX missile and the missile control system and the
radar and everything connected with it, we have our fingers crossed,
because the test and development program is better, to my knowledge,
than anything has ever been. I am not trying to say the F-111 engine
situation does not need to be squared away, because it does, but I come
back to something I did not think I would believe some months ago-
that this airplane is a very fine airplane to fly. It is not a fighter in the
usual sense. It is a missile-shooter.

Mr. AwDR1ws. A bomber.
Admiral CONNOLLY. The one I am talking about is the F-111B.

We are not through testing. We may encounter other things. I feel
a whole lot better about this airplane now than I did when I ap-
proached taking on this job.

Mr. ANDREWS. That is the most complimentary statement about that
plane which has been made before this committee.

(Discussion off the record.)

Mr. ANDREWS. No further questions.
Mr. SIXES. Mr. Minshall.
Mr. MINSHALL. Admiral, witnesses have come before this commit-

tee for a number of years testifying about the TFX. I must say, as
Mr. Andrews has said you are the first expert witness--and we have
had many of them in the Navy from Admiral Michaelis on down or
on up, w1fichever you will-who has made the unqualified statement
about the F-111B that you have. What has changed your mind as
you said recently about the F-111B? What has happened?

The visibility in the bird still isn't any good. It still weighs much
more than the original specifications called for. What changed your
mindI

PROPOSED ROLE OF P-111D AIRCRAI'r

Admiral CONNOLLY. I think, Mr. Minshall, I got over the idea of
thinking about it as a fighter.

Mr. MINSHALL. Wasn tit originally designed for a fighter?
Admiral CoxNoLLY. Not for our purposes.

. 0
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Mr. MINSHALL. Partially it was.
Admiral CONNOLLY. Would you answer that for him?
Admiral Sw"EN-EPY. The Air Force design is, of course, an attack

airplane, higl peed, low level, supersonic, as compared to the A-6.
It is really an attack airplane. It is a big airplane. Our design is an
interceptor rather than a fighter that dogfights.

Mr. MIN SIALL. I want to make clear r am not an expert about this
type of airplane or any other type of airplane; but I am just. amazed,
Admiral, after all the other witnesses we have had up here throughout
the years, that you come up with these glowing statements about the
F-111B.

I have talked to many others privately and have gotten their
opinion; I think they are experts in the Navy as much as you are, and
they think this aircraft is a dog.

Admiral CoNNorary. I am not going to argue my degree of expertise.
I am telling you the gospel truth as to exactly how I feel about it. I
have flown a lot of other airplanes.

Mr. MINSITAL. What changed your mind so recently? You were
of the other opinion as of when?

Admiral CONNOLLY. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)

HANDLING QUALITIES OF F-111B AIRCRAFT

Admiral CONNOLLY. What I said was in connection with its low
speed, handling qualities, high lift, the fact that it has a very low stall
speed at very high weight with six PHOENIX missiles hanging on it,
which surprised me. You can always learn something new.

fr. MINSIRALL. I still haven't gotten an answer to my question. I
want to know what has changed his mind about this bird so drastically.

You have laid great claim as to what a wonderful slow flyer it is,
what high lift it has, but you hae not gone into the deficiencies.

Admiral CONNOLLY. You are saying that I had an adverse opinion
about the airplane at a time when I didn't have much of an opinion
because all I had heard was other people and I didn't really know very
much about the airplane. When I found I was being ordered to my
current position from the one I had before, I arranged with Admiral
Sweeney to fly the F-llA down at Fort Worth.

There I realized that this airplane was pretty easy to fly. If I can
fly it, it must be pretty easy. But it was tle Air Force version. So I
made it my business to go up to Peconic at the first chance I could
without hurting the program too much and I was very happy to see
what I have described to you.

Mr. MINSAL. When did you first get into this program and first
take such an interest in the F-111B?

Admiral CONNOLLY. The minute I found out I was going to be the
Deputy Chief of Naval Operations for Air.

Mr. MINSUTALL. What date?
Admiral CON. OLLY. About October, sir.
Mr. MINSIIALL. I presume you talked to Admiral Michaelis and the

other Navy experts who preceded you?
Admiral CoN.N oLY. I talk to Admiral Michaelis all the time.
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Mr. MINSITALL. What is his opinion of this bird today, do you know;
because he testified before this committee only a year ago that he
thought us far as the Navy version was concerned it was a very ques-
tionable aircraft,? I quote him exactly. He said questionable aircraft.
Did he ever tell you that or did you ever read the records of this com-
mittee?

DEVELOPMENTAiL PROBLEM S OF F-1 IlB AIRCRAFT

Admiral CONNOLLY. Not in this respect; no, sir.
Mr. MINSHALL. That is what lie told this committee. This is what

amazes me about your statement today. You come up here with glowing
reports about what a wonderful slow fighter this bird is. How about its
loiter ceiling, its combat ceiling, and single-engine rate of climb?
How about these other factors? It does not meet the design specifica-
tions in many important respects.

You say it is a wonderful bird. You can take a Piper Cub up and
have good ride in it.

Admiral CONNOLLTY. If I can get you to agree that what I have said
about its being outstanding in my opinion relates to a low-speed
handling, flying, landing airplane. That is what I said was outstand-
ing about it. I can talk about those other things, too-the single-engine
rate of climb and its ceiling. I can talk about the engine stalling and
I can talk about its maximum speed and all these things because I have
done those, too.

INCREASED WEIGHT OF F- 1 11B AIRCIAFT

Mr. MINSTIALL. Let's talk about them now. That is what we are here
for. Let's start with the weight. You mentioned that you had cut down
the weight. What was the original specification for the take-off gross
weight of this airplane?

Admiral SWEENEY. The original specification take-off weight was
pounds.

Mr. M1INSHALL. What was it as of March 9, 1965? The reasn I ask
is that is when we had the last real testimony about this airplane.

Admiral SWEENEY. It is very close to pounds with additional
fuel over the other one.

Mr. MINsALL. That is as of today. It gradually has been going up.
The admiral tells us they have been taking it down. It has gone up to

pounds now, a substantial increase.
Am I correct in that?
Admiral SWEENEY. That is a projected weight, sir.
Mr. MINSHALL. Then it is going up, Admiral. You tell us today that

it's going down.
Admiral CONNOLLY. We only took 3,000 pounds out of it in the

weight empty configuration no fuel.
Mr. MINSHALL. You can't fly an airplane empty. You know that

better than I do. Actually the gross take-off weight has gone up then,
has it not?

Admiral CONNOLLY. Certainly.
Mr. MINSHALL. Then you just told this committee about 5 minutes

ago that they had taken 3,000 pounds off of it. I think that is very
misleading.

Admiral. CONNOLLY. I will say it again. We got 3,000 pounds of
structural weight out of the airplane.

I - i -
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Mr. MINSHALL. Just for the record, the initial specifications for this
aircraft, take-off gross weight, which is all that counts, was
pounds, and as of April 18 it is now pounds. Then the weight
has gone up considerably, hasn't it?

Admiral CONNOLLY. Yes, sir.
Admiral SwEENEY. These are pounds more of fuel, sir, in

this version.
Mr. MINSTALL. Also they have lengthened this bird in size as well,

about percent.
Admiral SwEENEY.
Mr. 'MINSHALL. It comes out to about percent.
Admiral SWEENEY. About 3 percent.

OTHER DEVELOPMENTAL PROBLEMS OF F-111B AIRCRAFT

.Mr. MINSHALL. My point is this, Admiral. You talk about the slow
flying characteristics of this bird, which is all well and good coming
in over the deck, but the combat ceiling of this plane which was orig-
inally - feet, by the last report I had had gone down to
feet. What is it today, do you know?

Admiral SWEENEY. It is about that.
Admiral CONNOLLY. I think that is just about right.
Mr. MINSUALL. How about the single-engine rate of climb?
Admiral CONNOLLY. The single-engine rate of climb without using

afterburner at a representative weight is very low.. No pilot in his
right mind is going to use nonafterburner single engines. He is going
to use afterburner. With afterburner it is pretty good.

MNr. MINSHALL. With afterburner you burn a lot of fuel?
Admiral CONNoLLY. That is right. If you get down to single engine

and you put your wheels and flaps down coining aboard, you are
really in bad shape if you don't have enough fuel left to flip that
engine.

Mr. INlsSHALL. This bird was originally designed to do certain
things.

Admiral CONNOLLY. Yes, sir.
Mr. MSINSALL. What of those things does :t not do that it was

originally designed to do? Would you go through those?
Admiral CONOLLY. I am not trying to dodge your question, but

there are things that I haven't done. I didn't go to the service ceiling.
The airplane I flew-

Mr. MINSIIALL. You said you came on in October and made a serious
studv of this.

Almiral CON.NOLLY. That was the F-111, still with the Y engines
in it, not truly representative of the airplane that the Air Force is
going to fly as an attack airplane. The airplane I flew at Peconic on
Friday does not yet have the canopy changes, the windshield changes
in it. It had not been demonstrated by the contractor yet, past
Mach number. It had not been flown with the wing swept past
degrees, which they are going on to do with this No. 5.

Mr. MINSHALL. Then there are a lot of things about this bird that
have not been checked out, is that correct?

Admiral CoNNOLLY. This particular airplane.
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Mr. MINSHALL. Let's stick to this. There are a lot of things about
the F-l11B that have not been proven or checked out. Is that a cor-
rect statement?

Admiral CONNOLLY. That is right.
Mr. MINSHALL. You have just listed some of them.
Admiral CONNOLLY. Yes, sir.
Mr. MINSHALL. But you ask in this budget for 20 aircraft, F-1 lB,

of a bird that has not been checked out yet?
Admiral CoNNoLLY. Of course, Mr. Minshall, I am up here de-

fending the President's budget.
MV. MINSHALL. You should be defending the Navy and the tax-

payers as well, Admiral.
Admiral CONNOLLY. I am, sir. I am, indeed. The taxpayers have

spent a lot of money on the F-111.
Mr. MiNSHALL. They sure have.
Admiral CONNoLLY. If from this we can get a good, usable airplane

for -fleet defense, this is making th,3 best of the money that has been
expended.

Mr. MINSHALL. There is one big word in the statement you just
made, and that is "if."

REsUMrPTION OF FISCAL YEAR 1970 BUDGET HEARtIN, S

F-14A AIRCRAFT

Mr. SixFs. Are there further questions?
M|ir. ANDREWS. Admiral, as I understand it, in order to go forward

with this program, you need 12 planes?
Admiral CONNOLLY. We believe we need 12 pl anes. This is our careful

evaluation of the need.
Mr. A'NDREWS. And the question of 12 planes against six makes the

unit cost cheaper for the 12 planes?
Admiral CONNOLLY. Sure.
Mr. ANDRFWS. And the only thing before us is which fund will pay

for the 12 planes; PAM N 6, R. & D. 6.
Admiral CONNOLLY. Yes, sir. We will do whatever this committee

wanted done.
Mr. ANDRWS. It is a matter of bookkeeping after all. It is the tax-

payers' money.
Aetmiral CONNOLLY. I 1dhought it might be more understandable if

the 12 planes were in an R.D.T. & E. category rather than , produc-
tion category That was the basis of my coming forward with the sug-
gestion Jhat I did.

Mr. LIPscmB. If they are under production, is my understanding
correct that $55 million goes into tooling?

Admiral CoNNoLLY. That is true.
AMr. LPscomB. If those aircraft are all under R.D.T. & E. are you

still intending to put $55 million into production?
Admiral CONNOLLY. For tooling. We don't know how to make an

airplane if we don't make tooling, sir.
Mr. LiPsconB. I am speaking of getting the production line ready.
Admiral CONNOLLY. That is right., but we have a lot of milestones n

this program which-

'-I A.J - I - I
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Mr. LipscOMB. I think that the Navy ought to make this record ex-
tremely clear on that particular point because it is not my understand-
ing that when you are doing R.D.T. & E. work that you are building
the production line for the manufacturer. Until that plane goes into
production, you get advance production going, but not to this extent,
on an R.D.T. & E. program.
I don't know why you think you have any assurance that the Con-

gress is going to go ahead with a major procurement in the F-14. Wre
may want to. We may need it, but what assurance do we have now?
This is the whole argument of the day and it just so happens the
F-14A is the aircraft we are talking about.

The Congress must continue to take a look to see that they fly before
we buy.

PnODUCTION GUARANTEES ON F-14

Admiral CONNOLLY. We have a whole series of milestones in this
program that we are going to watch and the minute any one of them is
over, we are perfectly.. capable of stopping the proceedings. We are not
committed to building a bunch of airplanes coming down the line that
we can't stop.

Mr. LiPsco.%i. The thing that concerns me the most in this is that
you have plans to change the engine and you don't even have the en-
gine for the airframe right now that you intend to finally use.

You say this doesn't concern you?
Admiral CON NOLLY. This is no different from buying a new airplane

in which you have a new engine---now, the F-15 is going to come along
here and they are going to have a new airframe and a new engine and
both are going to be in the same airplane.

Mr. LipscoMB. This budget contains many modifications. This justi-
fication has them. We just. got through talking about some modifica-
tions. You are bound to have them but this committee told you at the
outset on the F-14A, we are going to watch it like a hawk and I cer-
tainly encourage the committee to continue to do this. And I know how
badly you need a plane.

Mr. SIKES. Provide for the record a listing of the guarantees that
you are writing into this program to insure that this won't be wasted
money and fruitless effort.

Admiral CONNOLLY. Yes, sir.
(The requested information follows:)

There are a number of guarantees set forth in the Grumman aircraft contract
which will eliminate the possibility of wasting money. Generally, these guarantees
are in the areas of cost and performance. The airframe contract contains per-
formance guarantees which the contractor is required to meet. The most sig-
nificant ones are:

1. Weight empty 6. Mach number
2. Acceleration 7. Supersonic combat ceiling
3. Specific range 8. Maneuvering capability
4. Approach speed 9. Rate of climb
5. Maintainability 10. Fuel flow

The first five elements listed above are considered to be the most important
and. as such, are included in the performance incentive arrangement in the
R. & D. contract. In the cost area, the R. & D. contract includes a target price,
a ceiling amount, and a sharing by Government and contractor of the costs be-
tween target and ceiling. In no event is the Government liable for more than the
ceiling amounts. In addition, there is a sharing of cost savings below target.
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Further, the contract includes maximum prices for the production aircraft, if
such aircraft are ordered, which are negotiable downward only. At no time does
the Government's maximum termination liability exceed the amount of funds
obligated.

In regard to performance, the contract Incorporates a detailed performance.
specification, a requirement for contractor demonetration of performance
achieved, the technical data requirements and for a management and reporting
system which provides continuing performance, cost, and schedule information.
All of these are the minimum requirements which must be met within the price
ceilings established.

With respect to the question concerning the fruitfulness of the effort, it should
be noted that, generally speaking, the major risk inherent In an aircraft develop-
ment is the concurrent development of a new engine, a new avionics system, and
the airframe. This is not the case in the F-14 program because we have in
existence today a proven TF-30 engine and a developed avionics system (AN/
AWG-9). The use of these known components greatly increases the probability of
success in this development by reducing integration risks.

AIRCRAFr ENGINES

Mr. SIKEs. Turning to aircraft engines, a February 1969 GAO
draft report on spare aircraft engine requirements estimated that the
fiscal year 1969 planned procurements of new aircraft engines could
have been reduced by about $35 million by eliminating duplicate re-
quirement computations for similar or identical contingencies.

Specifically, GAO found that the Navy and the Air Force, in com-
puting requirements for spare aircraft engines, included both a safety
factor and a depot stock factor which essentially provided for the same
tyr~e of contingencies.

Furthermore, studies have not been performed to determine the
necessity for or the validity of these factors used in the requirement
computations.

Have you had an opportunity to study this criticism?
Admiral CONNOLLY. Yes, sir. We have a position paper on it.
Mr. SIRES. What are your comments?
Admiral CONNoTTJY. Neither the Navy nor OSD agrees with the

GAO that duplicate quantities of spare engines were included in the
requirements computation, nor that the $35 million reduction in fiscal
year 1969 procurement could be realized by eliminating the stated
'duplication.

The Navy/OSD cannot support the conclusion of GAO that. the
depot stock level factor and the base safety level factor are duplicative
and. accordingly, produce excess spare-engine stocks.

The Navv/OSD position is that the GAO has assumed that the base
safety level factor provides protection for the complete base repair
cycle and the complete depot overhaul cycle including order shipment
assembly time. This is not the case.

Notwithstanding, the above OSD/Navy position, we do plan to fully
explore the possible advantages of converting the depot-stock level
now fixed at 15 days to a variable type of safety level based on the
_tatistical-probability technique. Providing a decision is made in this
regard, the Navy would probably assign an 85 to 90 percent confidence
level in the quantity of spare engines in the depot pipeline. The net.
effect of engine requirement reductions through adoption of 85 to 90
percent competence left in the depot repair cycle has only been par-
tially evaluated.
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Our estimate is that there would be no substantial difference in
spare-engine requirements because of the complexity of spare-engine
computations and because of the fast, helpful exchanges of views on
this subject by our respective staffs, further discussion of details on
this subject are planned.

SPARE-AIRCRAFT ENGINES, FISCAL YEAR 1970 PROGRAM

M r. SIKES. How much is in the fiscal year 1970 budget for spare-
aircraft engines?

Admiral GADDIS. A total of $60.171 million for 258 engines.
Mr. SIKES. Supply for the record the designation number and cost

of each engine as well as the aircraft and model for which the engine
is being procured.

(The information follows:)

Number of Total (in
Aircraft Engine engines thousands)

A-4M ----------------------------------------------------------- J52-P-408 $4. 250
A-6A ------------------------------------------------------------ J52-P-8A 2. 736
EA-68 ----------------------------------------------------------- J52-P-8A 2.280
KA-6D ----------------------------------------------------------- J52-P-8A 2.280
TA-4i ----------------------------------------------------------- J52-P-8A 6.250
A-7E ............................................................ TF41-A2 15.180
RA-5C ----------------------------------------------------------- J79-GE-10 1.975
F---- ----------------------------------------- J79-GE-10 4.938
UH-IN ----------------------------------------------------------- T400-CP400 - 1.571
CH-46 ----------------------------------------------------------- T58-GE-16 5. 031
T-2C ............................................................ J85-GE-4 - 1.029
P-3C ------------------------------------------------------------ T56-A-14 - 1. 763
C-2A ------------------------------------------------------------ T56-A-8 0
F-14A ........................................................... TF30-P-412 - 6.780
CH-53 ........................................................... T64-GE-12 4.108

Total .................................................................... 258 60.171

Mr. 'SxiKs. Of the total requirement for fiscal year 1970, how many
are to meet safety-level factor and how many to fulfill a depot-stock
factor?

Provide that for the record.
(The information follows:)
Of the total spare-engine requilrement for fiscal year 1970, 28 engines are to

meet the safety-level factor and 22 engines are to satisfy the depot-stock factor.
fr. SIKES. For the record tell us the cost of the engines to be pur-

chased to satisfy the safety-level factor and to satisfy the depot-stock
factor.

(The information follows:)
The cost of the engines to be purchased to satisfy the safety-level factor Is

$5.604 million. The cost for the depot-stock factor is $4.049 million.

AIRCRAFT SPARE EN'GINE INVENTORY

MAr. SiKES. How many spare aircraft engines are now in Navy in-
ventory and what is their approximate value? You can provide that
for the record 'and compare these figures with the similar figures for
the last 5 fiscal years.
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(The information follows:)
The current Navy inventory and the associated value for the spare aircraft

engines with a comparison of similar figures for the last 4 fiscal years, 1965-68
are as follows. (Fiscal year 1964 figures are not available.)

AIRCRAFT SPARE ENGINE INVENTORY AND DOLLAR VALUE FOR FISCAL YEARS 1965-69

[Dollar amounts in millions)

June 30, June 30, June 30, June 30, May l
1965, 1966, 1967, 1968, 1969,

fiscal year fiscal year fiscal year fiscal ear fiscal yrear
1965 19(6 ?968

Ennes ....................... 9 022 7,331 6,872 6,646 6 216
ar value ...................... $65. 0 $497.0 $539.0 $549.0 $54.0

M[r. SIKES Any questions on aircraft engines?

AIRCRAi-r SUPPORT EQUIP.,NT N,\,%D FACILITIES

Mr. SiREs. There is a request in this category for $99.1 million for
fiscal year 1970. This is $3.6 million less than your fiscal year 1969
program.

INTEGRATED HELICOPTER AVIONICS SYSTEM

The production contract for the integrated helicopter avionics sys-
tem for the CH-46 and CH-53 helicopter called for the technical data
package to have been delivered in the fourth quarter of fiscal year
1968. Was this data package delivered on time, or has there been a
slippage?

Admiral CoNNqoLiY. There was a slippage in production deliveries
of SCNS (navigation portion of IHAS) occasioned by technical prob-
lems experienced during the first article tests. The contractor bas now
essentially completed the tests with approval expected by 30 May 1969.
The data package (comprising drawings and specifications) will then
become available early in the second quarter of fiscal year 1970.

A1IRCRAFTV ENGINE COMPONENTS IMPROVEMENT

Mr. SIKES. Admiral Connolly, your statement indicates that $43.9
million of the above request is for COmponent improvement. How much
of this amount is for continuing engineering effort necessary to im-
prove and uprate aircraft engines?

Admiral CONNOLLY. None. All of the $43.9 million requested for
component improvement in fiscal year 1970 is for product support.
Product support is effort directed toward improvement of the engine
within the limits of the engine model specification. These improve-
ments include the correction of installation and operational problems
and the improvement of durability, reliability, maintainability, serv-
iceability, and producibinity.

Mr. SIKEs. What engines will be included in your fiscal year 1970
component improvement program I
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(The requested information follows:)
iDollars In millions) Fiscal

Engine model: 197O
T53-1-11 13 .....................................................................................
T56-A-8/10/14[16 ............................................................................
T58-GE-8/1016 ..............................................................................
T63 (Commercial version) ......................................................................
T64-GE-6/12/16 ...............................................................................
T76-G-10 12 ...................................................................................
T400-CP-400 ....................................................................................
J34-WE-34/36/48 ................................................................................. ..
J48-P-8 ......................................................................................
J52-P-6/8 ...................................................................................
J57-P.-4/61 0 6/20/22 ............................................................................
J65-W-16/180 ...............................................................................
J79-GE-8/10 ..................................................................................
TF3D-P-6/I 2 ...................................................................
TF41-A-2 .......................................................................11820,13350 ....................................................................................- - --
Starters .......................................................................................
Propellers ........................................................................................
Electrical power systems ..........................................................................

Total ......................................................................................... 43.900

ENGINES FOR TACTICAL TYPE AIRCRAFT

Mr. SIKES. I would like to return to our investigative staff report on
engines for tactical type aircraft. One of the nany interesting things
learned from this study was the fact that for years funds for further
engine development, upgrading engines, and component improvement
have been obscured in production engine prices. Does this not amount
to the use of procurement funds for essentially research an.~d develop-
inent effort?

Admiral CONXOJLLY. Research and development as used in the Navy
involves the design, development, test, and evaluation of a completely
new end item such as an engine. Component improvement is limited to
the redesign, development, test, and evaluation of specific components,
assemblies, sub assemblies, or individual parts of an existing engine
type for the purpose of eliminating problems that have been encoun-
tered or improving the assembly, component or individual part.

Mr. SicEs. Are there any statutory or regulatory prohibitions cir-
cumvented by this practice?

Admiral CONNOLLY. The fiscal year 1970 component improvement
program includes funds only for product support. Budgeting for
product support costs in the procurement appropriation is consistent
with Department of Defense Instruction Number 7220.5, Janus.ai'y 24,
1968, entitled "Research and Development Program/Budget Costs-
Definitions."

PRODUCT IMPROVEMENT VERSUS NEW DEVELOPMENT

Mr. Siiins. The committee understands that the Navy designates
engineering effort designed to improve performances within the engine
specification as "product support," and effort designed to exceed the
specifications as "product improvement." Both types of effort are
funded in the production engine contract using procurement; money.
Is not product support nothing more than providing a contractor
additional funds to complete a development to contract specifLications?
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Admiral CONNOLLY. Te Navy does segregate component improve-
ment into "product support" and "product improvement" as stated
in the question. In the cases of Allison and General Electric engines,
the procurements are made through the Air Force and are partially
included in the production contract. In the case of Pratt & Whitney,
both "product support" and "product improvement" are now procured
on separate contracts and are not included in the production contract.
Prior to January 1, 1968, the costs of all of the "product support" effort
and a part of the "product improvement" effort were included in pro-
duction engine and spare parts prices and thus funded in the produc-
tion contract using procurement money. Even though this work is now
procured under separate contract, it is still funded with procurement
money.

Product support does not provide funds to complete a development
to contract specifications. Product support provides funds to improve
an engine beyond the minimum requirements of the development con-
tract, but within the performance specified in the engine model
specification.

Mr. SIuEs. Should not product improvement be an R.D.T. & E.
effort, funded from R.D.T. & E. funds?

Admiral CoNorLoY. Funds for engine product improvement are
properly included in the PAMN appropriation because the effort is
directed toward improvement of the performance of an existing en-
gine. R.D.T. & E. funds are used for the development of a new engine
through qualification of the existing model.

Mr. SIRES. Does not such product improvement effort inhibit com-
petition for the development of a -better engine?

Admiral CONNOLLY. Competition in major and expensive items of
military equipment takes place at the initiation of development. It is
not economically sound to introduce further competition each time a
new model of an existing aircraft or engine type is developed. Insofar
as aircraft, engines are concerned, the engine which is selected initially
for use in a particular aircraft generally Temains in that aircraft
throughout its life. The only time consideration given to changing
engine types in an existing aircraft is when there is some compelling
reason dictating such a change and when another suitable engine type
is available.

For the reasons given, therefore, it is considered that this program
provides an means for exploiting the potential of existing engines to the
maximum extent practical. From a practical standpoint, the compo-
nent improvement program does not eliminate competition.

Mr. SIKEs. According to the staff study, the component improvement
funding trend for the Navy and the Air Force for the period 1957
through 1969, indicates that $1.3 billion had been funded directly and
abom, $1.4 billion had been funded indirectly for this purpose. Inas-
much as the $1.4 billion funded indirectly had been included in produc-
tion engine prices, it would appear that production engine prices were
inflated by that amount over the 13-year period. Do you not consider
these indirect efforts of sufficient importance to have warranted com-
petition with other projects in the R.D.T. & E., and procurement
appropriations?

Admiral CON OLLY. In the case of Navy procurements of Na- y and
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Air Force development and component improvement from Pratt and
Whitney for the period 1957 through 1907, the total indirect funding
has been about $527 million. To that degree, it may be stated that pro-
duction engine and spare parts costs have beeit inflated over that 11-
year period. This $527 million, which was used to cover a portion of
development and product improvement costs, was matched by an
amount three times as large on direct contract, and thus, the projects
did compete with other projects in the R.D.T. & E. and procurement
appropriations.

This portion of the $527 million which was used to cover product
support costs did not compete with other projects in the procurement
appropriations in a strict sense; however, the product support work
was a necessaly ancillary to the successful operational use of the pro-
duction h~ardware so including such ancillary eosts in the production
hardware prices appears to be one step closer tA) indicating total costs
of that hardware.

There have been no indirect costs for development, product improve-
ment or product support in production prices at Pratt & Whitney since
January 1, 1968. All such military work is procured under direct con-
tracts since that date.

III summary, it is considered that all such indirectly funded effort
competed to the degree desirable and practicable with other projects
in the R.D.T. & E. and procurement appropriations. To assure such
competition and to provide increased visibility, however, the indirect
funding practice has been discontinued by the Navy at Pratt & Whit-
ney beginning January 1, 1968.

Mr. SIKE3. Does this practice not. obscure from Congress the ex-
penditure of funds for such nonproduction eigi -ieering effort in pro-
duction engine prices?

Admiral CONNOLLY. The information on indirect funding for com-
ponent improvement is provided to the Office of the Secretary of De-
fense and the Bureau of the Budget as budget justification material.

In the case of 'Pratt & Whitney, the practice was discontinued as of
January 1, 1968, as a part of the overall chun;e in cofttracting prac-
tices. This change, to improve visibility, has resulted in an increase in
coA to the 'Government for such engineering 'and development effort.
The increase in cost for the engineering and development effort is
largely or totally offset by a corresponding decrease in the prices of
produ tion engines and spare parts.

rERPETtUATION OF EXISTING MA1MRET

Mr. SIREs. Does the component improvement of existing engines
perpetuate existing military engine markets and in some cases tend to
eliminate new military engine markets? For example, -the Pratt &
Whitney J52 engine after component improvement replaced the Curtis
Wright J65 engine.

Admiral CONNOLLY. It is true that component improvement tends
to perpetuate existing military engine markets, because it provides a
means of exploiting any given engine type to the maximum extent
feasible. This is attractive from a practical and economic point of view
for the reasons discussed hereafter.
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Historically, aircraft tend to improve in capability and grow in
weight during their operational life. As a result, modest improvements
in engine performance become necessary. Such improvements in engine
performance are generally obtained through product improvement of
the existing engine type for the following major reasons:

a. Improvement of the existing engine type is less costly than the
development of a new engine; generally in the order of one-tenth to
one-third of the cost of a new engine depending on the magnitude of
the improvement desired.

b. Improvement of the existing engine type -requires considerably
less time than development of a new engine. Most product improve-
ment tasks require from 1 to 2 years while a new engine development
requires 4 to 5 years.

c. Associated airframe changes are generally appreciably less costly
and time consuming when using an improved model of the existing
engine type than when a new engine is used.

d. Logistic support costs are usually much lower when using an
improved model of the existing engine than would be the case if new
engines were used.

This does not mean that other engines are not considered each time
product improvement requirements are generated; however, for the
reasons given, such consideration generally is limited to engines
already in existence or under development for other planned uses.

In the example cited in the question, the new J52-P-6 which had
been developed for use in the A-6 replaced the older J65 which had
been used in earlier models of the A-4 aircraft. The major reasons
leading to this change in engine type were the higher rating and better
overall performance characteristics inherent in the newer J52 and the
impracticability of improving the J65 further to make it competitive
with the J52 insofar as performance was concerned.

Mr. SrKFS. Is it not equitable for engine manufacturers to share in
the costs of such improvements which perpetuate engine sales to the
military and, in some cases, contributes to the development of com-
mercialversions?

Admiral CONNOLL-Y. The Department of Defense policy relative to
cost sharing in research and development procurements is covered in
ASPR 4-110. In substance it is the policy to use cost sharing only
when there is a high probability that the contractor will receive sub-
stantial present or future commercial benefits. It is considered logical
to follow the same policy insofar as continuing engineering costs are
concerned. In consonance with this policy, it has been the practice of
the Navy to seek cost sharing of aircraft engine development and
continuing engineering costs in those cases where the engine has cur-
rent or potential future commercial application.

COST SHARING ON TF-30 ENGINE

Mr. SIKEs. Up until 1968, it was Navy policy to obtain contractor
cost sharing of its R.D.T. & E. engine development programs, includ-
ing product improvement and product support. In reviewing the ap-
proved military program with Pratt & Whitney for 1966 and 1967,
our investigative staff noted that there was no cost sharing of the
product support program for the TF-30 engines totaling $66.3 million
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nor in development costs of the TF-30-P-12 engine, the total program
in which was $44.1 million for those 2 years. Why were these costs
not shared by the contractor in accordance with the Navy practice?

Admiral 'CoN.NOLLY. It has been and is the Navy policy to obtain con-
tracor cost sharing of its engine development, product improvement
and product support programs in consonance with the Department of
Defense policy as stated in ASPR 4-110. In substance, it, is the policy
to use cost sharing only when there is a high probability that the con-
tractor will receive substantial present or future commercial benefit. In
the case of Navy contracts with Pratt & Whitney, it is the practice to
obtain cost sharing of development and continuing engineering costs
in those cases where ithe engine has current or potential future com-
mercial use.

In the case of TF-30 engine product support during calendar years
1966 and 1967 as well as the TF-30-P-12 development, the TF-30 has
no current commercial use nor is it considered to have potential for
future commercial use. For this reason, cost sharing was not obtained.

It is noted that the $44,149,X.3 in the 1966 and 1967 approved mili-
tary program at Pratt & Whitney reflects repetition in 1967 of $129,-
500,000 shown on the 1966 program. In addition the final phase of this
program in 1968 cost $5,719,155 for a total cost of $37,368 458

Mr. SIKEs. According t a Navy official, the degree of share or the
exclusion from share of specific engine models in particular years, has
been determined between the Propulsion Division of the Naval Air
Systems Command and Pratt & Whitney. The bases for the specific
sharing arrangements, however, had not been documented in writing to
either the contracting office within the Naval Air Systems Command
nor to higher levels within the Navy. In the stated absence of docu-
menting specific sharing arrangements, has Navy management had an
awareness of the reasons for decisions in this complex area when grant-
ing approval of the arrangements?

Admiral CONNOLLY. As stated in the response to the previous ques-
tion, cost sharing is based upon the present or future commercial bene-
fits as prescribed in ASPR 4-110. The Propulsion Division of the
Naval Air Systems Command is responsible for making the determina-
tion concerning whether or not each engine type offers present or fu-
ture commercial benefits. The amount of cost sharing in those cases
where cost sharing is in order is a matter of negotiation by the Con-
tracts Group of the Naval Air Systems Command based on the facts
concerning each particular engine.

While written documentation to higher levels within the Navy dis-
cussing specific cost sharing arrangements for each engine type prior
to January 1, 1968, may not be available, the basis for the cost-sharing
practices had been discussed at levels as high as the Assistant Secre-
tary of the Navy and the Assistant Secretary of Defense (installations
and logistics).

Since January 1, 1968, all aspects including cost sharing of each con-
tract covering development, product improvement or product support
must receive official approval by the Chief of Naval Material in the
form of a business clearance.

Mr. SIKEs. What has changed since 1968 to influence the decision
that component improvement of engines with military application
should not be cost shared by the contractor?

32-845-69-pt. 8-80
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Admiral CONNOLTLY. There has been no change in component im-
provement cost sharing practices of the Navy at Pratt & Whitney since
1968. Cost sharing has been employed on all engines which have current
or potential future commercial application both prior to and subse-
quent to the change in contracting practices which became effective on
January 1, 1968.

Mr. SIuEx.R What supports the Navy opinion that value received for
product support and product improvement of engines is commensurate
with the cost?

Admiral COxNOiLY. Information concerning the relative value of
product improvement is contained in the response to the question
concerning whether or not, component improvement tends to perpetu-
ate existing military engine markets and eliminate competition. With
respect, to product support, it is the practice of the Navy to release
aircraft engines to production on completion of a 150-hour endurance
test and certain other prescribed component and environmental tests.
At 'this stage, the engine does not represent a fully and completely
developed piece of hardware but rather an article which has been
developed and demonstrated to the degree that it is considered reason-
able to release it to production and operational use. This is done with
full knowledge that development refinement must be carried out on
a continuing basis since it is only through production and operational
use that installation, operational, durability, reliability, maintainabil-
ity and producibility problems beyond those detected during develop-
ment on a test stand can be discovered. It is possible, of course, to
extend the engine development cycle so that some of the problems
could be discovered and corrected prior to production release, how-
ever, many problems and particularly those related to the installation
effects, operational usage effects and production methods and practices
would still remain for-correction after production is underway. Fur-
ther, such action would delay the realization of the performance and
other advantages of the new engine. It is concluded, therefore, that the
current practice, which is a compromise aimed at attaining early
availability of a reasonably satisfactory engine, is sound from tle
standpoint of both operational capability and economics.

Obviously, current Navy practice alsois based on an adequate prod-
uct support, rrog am for the engine to permit the rapid and effective
correction of engine problems as they are disclosed. Particularly in
the case of safety of flight problems, failure to correct the problem
means grounding of the aircraft. An example of -this type of problem
is the catapult steam ingestion problem encountered with the A-7
aircraft. This unforeseen problem threatened the entire aircraft pro-
gram until a solution was developed under -the engine product support
program. Two more examples of the benefits gained from product
support are shown by the extensions in allowed time between overhaul
for the TF30-P-6 and TF30-P-8 engines.

TF30-P-6 TF30-P-8
Date Tf;ours Date floiir.4
October 195 ------------------- 150 October 1967 ------------------- 150
December 196 ----------------- 300 September 1968 ---------------- 300
October 1.967 ------------------- 450 December 1968 ----------------- 450
August 1968 ------------------- 00
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The attainment of the extensions in allowable operating time be
tween overhauls results in substantial savings since less engines are
required in the inventory and overhaul and spare parts costs are re-
duced. One other example of the benefits of product support is the
smoke abatement program on all combat engines. Smokeless burners
developed under product support will greatly reduce engine exhaust
smoke and thus combat losses.

Mr. SIKES. The Navy opinion that value received is commensurate
with the cost is inconsistent with the statement made in an Air Force
document to the effect that what, it cost to fix a specific problem area
on the J58 engine "is truly an unanswerable question."

Admiral CoXNOLLY. We do not think that our opinion is inconsistent
with the Air Force statement. The Navy has never stated, nor did we
intend to imply, that the cost of fixing a specific problem area could
be measured against identifiable dollar benefits. We do feel, however,
that the value received from the overall component improvement pro-
grain is consistent with the expenditures in that program.

Our belief is based on several factors. One pertinent factor is the
Navy practice of releasing aircraft engines to production upon com-
l)letion of a 150-hour endurance test. This practice represents a
compromise between funding further test stand development versus
gaining production and operational experience. Production and opera-
tional experience results in expenditures of product support dollars-
which is fully anticipated. On the other hand, further testing of the
engine, in a nonoperational environment, would dictate increased fund-
ing. for testing as well as expending product support funds once the
engine becomes operational.

Another factor of importance is that more than 95 percent of the
funds expended for product support are to remedy problems reported
by the fleet. Thus we are spending money to correct actual operational
problems; we are not just doing blue sky" engineering -hich may or
may not improve engines.

Insofar as measuring costs of specific improvements against benefits,
this is extremely difficult. Although we have attempted to improve our
accounting producers in this area and the estimated cost of each
improvement is weighed against the potential benefits before engineer-
ing is begun, specific cost information is not now available. Considering
the benefits of, for example, a safety of flight improvement, aircraft
and possibly lives will be saved. In extending the time between over-
haul of P n engine, among the benefits would be decreased procurement
of spare engines, decreased procurement of spare parts, decreased
costs at a rework facility, decreased transportation costs, and increased
aircraft flying time. In solving a problem such as catapult steam inges-
tion encountered with the A-7, the benefits were that a serious problem
which threatened the entire A-7 program was averted.

Mr. SIKES. In arriving at the Navy opinion, were costs segregated
for the resolution of the following problems with the TF-30 engine:
Increase in tolerance of the TF-30-P-/ 3 engine to accommodate the
severe inlet distortion in F-111 aircraft; improvement in allowable
operating time between overhaul for all engines; uprating and rede-
sign of TF-30-P-1A to TF-30-P-12?
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Admiral CONNOLLY. Costs were not segregated for work involved
with increasingthe tolerance of the TF-30-P-/ engine to accom-
modate the severe inlet distortion in the F-ill aircraft nor for im-
provement in allowable operating time between overhaul for all en-

ines. Costs for redesign and improvement of the TF-30--P-1A to the
F-30-P-12 were segregated since this work was covered by a separate

product improvement contract. All such costs were considered in ar-
riving at the Navy opinion.

CONTRACTOR INDEPENDENT RESEARCIT OR CONTRIBUTING ENGINEERING

Mr. SIKES. The committee understands that contributing engineer-
ing is effort aimed at advancing the overall state of the art and in-
cludes basic and applied research on advanced materials, fuels and
lubricantM, components, and the propulsion system. It is funded indi-
rectly with procurement funds within production engine prices. Prior
-to 1968, both the Navy and Air Force utilized contributing engineer-
ing, n lieu of independent research and development because it per-
mitted tighter controls to be exercised by the government.

Navy officials advised our investigative staff that contributing el-
gineering programs in the engine prices with Pratt & Whitney ranged
from $7.5 to $10 million annually from 1958 through 1967.

Tn lieu of contributing engineering the Navy negotiated with Pratt
& Whitney in 1968 an independent research and development agree-
ment which will permit allocation of up to $30 million to military
engine production. This is three times as great as that provided in any
year from 1958 through 1967 under the more tightly-controlled con-
tributing engineering program.

What influenced the Navy to enter into an independent research and
development agreement with Pratt & Whitney ? Was it because the
Navy expected that component improvement dollars would decrease?

Admiral CONNOLLY. The allowance of the costs of a contractor's in-
dependent research and development program as an indirect cost in
government supply and research contracts with commercial organiza-
tions is a policy of the Department of Defense as stated in ASPR
15-205.35. There is no such policy relating to contributing engineering
programs. The sole reason for eliminating the contributing engineer-
ing program at Pratt & Whitney and substituting an independent re-
search and development program in lieu thereof was to provide the
same treatment to Pratt & Whitney as given to suppliers of other
types of military equipment. The decision was not influenced in any
way by the expectation that component improvement dollars would
decrease. As a matter of fact the elimination of the practice of indi-
rectly funding a portion of the component improvement program at
Pratt & Whitney as a part of the same overall change in contracting
practices created the need for substantially more component improve-
fhbnt funds to place in direct contracts covering that portion of the
effort that had previously been funded indirectly. -

Mr. Sros. Why does the Navy favor l.R.&D. wheiithe Air Force
believes the Navy agreement with Pratt & Whitney will increase cost to
the Air Force $11 million in the first year U.

Admiral COxNOLLY. The Navy prefers to treat aircraft engine con-
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tractors in a manner similar to the treatment given the suppliers of all
other types of equipment. The possibility that granting equivalent
treatment may result in increased cost to the government does not ap-
pear to be a sound reason for failure to -kfford equal treatment to all
contractors. Our belief is that, until such time as an annual report of
contractor costs for calendar year 1968 is available, it is not possible to
determine the effect of any of the changes on cost to the Government or
to the military service.

Mr. SiiiS. The Air Force prefers the tighter control of data rights
and of engineering effort offered by the traditional method of includ-
ing contributing engineering in, engine prices. Rights in data are not
normally acquired under iep dent research arid'development. flow
does the Navy plan to obtain data rights under the new agreement?

Admiral CONNOLLN'ythe policy of the Department of Defense rela-
tive to rights in technical and other data is described in ASPR-9-
202.2. In view o.'the facts that: (1) the Navy limited contributing
engineering effort to work of'a basic or applied research nature and
(2) that any technical data developed under:the contributing Ongi-
neerhig program did not :result diictly-frop perfor xaice of experi-
mental, developmental or reseair h. :work which was% specified as an
element of performance, in a Gov ftrne'nt cont ac the Navy did Iot
acquire unh cited right. in datiiproduced under the pontributing
engineering program.' Siyics~th4 saiejfacts apply to data emanating
from the independent 'resear and develbP nieft program, the resdlt
will be the sa ne. ,. -.

In view oftle Department; ofDefens po,. 9 ,it4.ppears that te
Government i not entit ed tO unliniited rit iii data developed ufder
a contributing ,engineering or indepe-hdent research and,developnment
program. . when ke costs of such .effort are included in prIces as amitem
of indirect cost. ' ,

AICRFTA~1U&TIIJAL Fp#CIL1TiE&"

Mr. SiKEs. Turning to "Aircraft industrial facilities,' your state-
ment, Admiral, indicates this year's request of $16.9Airillion for this
area does not include any brick and mortar facifitiii of direct cost to
the Government. Does it include any money for design of production
facilities.

Admiral WALKER. No, sir; it does not. I would like to suggest,
Admiral Connolly, that Mr. Lewis is here.

Admiral CoNrOLY. Mr. Lewis is our expert in this area, Mr. Sikes.
ir. S IKFs. Mr. Lewis, will you answer the question?

Mr. LEWIS. This does not include any funds for design of new
facilities.

LFASE1IOLD IMPROVEMENTS AT GOVERNMENT-OWNED PLANTS

Mr. SiREs. Are there any funds in this request for brick and mortar
facilities which are of indirect cost to the Navy?

Mr. Lvwis. No sir; not in this line item.
SMr. SIKES. And wh&r would they be other than in this line item ?
Mr. Ltwis. Mr. Chairman, if a contractor elects to build or construct

facilities on Government property or on his own property, an appro-
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l)riate allowance is made against depreciation and a writeoff is made
against supply contracts representing the business that lie does.

To that extent, there will be some charges in the sul)ply contracts
under the appropriation which buys our aircraft, engines and so forti.

Mr. SiK:s. Can you provide for the record specifics to be sure wihat
you are talking about?

Mr. LEwis. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

Over the past several years contractors have been authorized to construict
facilities as leasehold improvement with contractor funding at Government.
owned contractor-operated plants. The costs of these items are Cal)itali',d nid
may be amortized as an allowable charge against Government procurement aid
I.D.T. & E. contracts in the same manner as facilities provided by contractors
on private property. It is estimated that approximately $2 million may be charged
as allowable writeoffs during fiscal year 1970 as a result of previously al)prov(d
construction of this type.

PRIVATE CONTRACTOR INVESTMENT IN PLANT EQUIPMENT

Mr. Siius. In its report, on fiscal year 1967 DOD appropriations time
committee discussed at length the industrial plant equipment inventory
of DOD.

It was stressed at that, time that the military. departments coldl
effect signiificant savings in this area by encouraging private contrac-
tors to invest their funds in plant equipment modernization. Wliat
studies have you made in approaching the overall problem discussed
last year concerning this area ?

Mr. LE.WTS. Mr. Chairman, as we stated earlier, there are no fnuls
earmarked for new facilities either brick and mortar or machine tools
in keeping with the desire of Congress and the Department of Defense
to requirethe contractor to furnish all such equipment.

Mr. SIKES. Has there been a ny response on the part of the contractors
to indicate their willingness to'participate more in this area than tley
have heretofore.

Mr. LEwis. Yes, sir; I would say we have had responses.
Mr. Sliis. Can you provide examples for the record?
Mr. LEwIS. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

The following is a representative list of contractors who have provided their
own facilities or have indicated a willingnem to do so. These examples are in
addition to construction and improvements provided by contractor funding at
Government-owned contractor-operated plants as discussed elsewhere in this
testimony:

HUGHES AIRCRAFT, TUCSON, ARIZ.

The contractor, bidding on the Phoenix missile program in 19067, requested Gov-
ernment facilities support in the amount of $1.8 million. By the Navy taking a
firm stand, the contractor agreed to provide all necessary facilities without direct
Government funding.

GENERAL ELECTRIC, WEST LYNN, MASS.

The contractor, in 1969, requested Government facilities support in the amount
of $600,000 supporting production of the T-58-16 helicopter engine. When advised
that, as a policy, Government facilities support would not be extended, General
Electric Co. agreed to provide the necessary facilities.
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UNITED AIRCRAFT CORP., EAST HAIR'FORD, CONN.

The contractor, since 16, reportedly has Invested in excess of $83 million in
facilities expansion, a portion of which was for support of military aircraft en-
giue- production contracts. This was after several requests for Navy facilities
funding, all of which wvere disapproved.

GRUMMAN AEROSPACE ENGINEERING CORP., BErHPAGE, N.Y.

The contractor, since 1906, reportedly has invested $42.2 million in production
equipment acquisitions for expansion of plant capacity supporting military
aircraft production.

NORTii AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP., COLUMBUS, OHIO

The contractor, since 1966, reportedly has invested $6.5 million In numerically
controlled machine tools modernizing the plant's capability and replacing Gov-
erimnent-owed tools.

CONTINENTAL AVIATION AND ENGINEERING CORP,, TOLEDO, 01110

The contractor, bidding on the J69-T-6 turbojet engine program In 1968. re-
quested Governient.'s facilities support in the amount of $220,000 for installation
in the contractor-oe)rated Air Force-owned plant No. 65, Neosho, Mo. When ad-
vised that Government facilities support was against Defense )olicy, the con-
tractor withdrew the facilities proposal.

In addition to encouraging contractors to provide all new facilities, each con-
tractor holding Naval Air Systems Command sponsored facilities has been con-
tacted with regard to replacement of such facilities with privately procured
items; releasing the facilities, and/or purchase of facilities within the restric-
tions of current sale policies. These contacts have resulted in a decline in facili-
ties holdings. Currently several sale proposals are pending completion which will
further reduce the amount of Goverument-owned facilities In use by contractors.

Mr. SiKES. In March 1969, GAO completed a review of acquisition
of industrial real property at five Government-owned, contractor-
operated plants.

This review disclosed that since 1966 major new industrial facilities
have 'been completed or are under construction at Navy weailns in-
dustrial research plants at the Bethpage and Ctlverton, '.Y., locations
valued at $4.3 million and $1.1 million, respectively.

LIST OF LEASE1101D IM3PROVE3ME.NTS AT GOVEIN31ENT PLANTS

The contractor operating these Government plants provided the
funds for this construction and is recovering ,the cost by means of over-
head charges to prx)curement and R.D.T. & E. contracts. These facili-
ties were considered improvements to Government-owned property,
and the construction of these facilities were not previously disclosed
to 'the Congress in budget requests. Another $1.7 million worth of fa-
cilities were acquired in a similar fashion by the Navy at its industrial
reserve ordnance 'plant at Pittsfield, Mass., through rearrangelnelt and
improvement projects. How many other facilities have been funded
indirectly for the Navy in this manner over 'the past 10 years?

Will you answer 'that, MIr. Lewis?
Mr. LEwis. We have approved construction by contractors on Gov-

ernment-owned property to the extent of $25 million in the past 10
years in this same manner.

Mr. SIKES. Provide a listing for the record.
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(The information follows:) 4

The following is a listing of leasehold improvements indirectly funded by
contractors for the Naval Air Systems Command at Government-owned,
contractor-operated plants:
Authorized in 1960:

Grumman naval weapons industrial reserve property,
(NWIRP) Bethpage, N.Y., radar test penthouse ----------- $35, 000

Grumman, NWIRP, Calverton, N.Y., rocket motor test facility
(no leasehold improvements authorized in 1961) ------------- 20, 000

Authorized in 1962:
Grumman, NWIRP, Calverton, N.Y., addition of mezzanine

in plant 6 ------------------------------------------- 75, 000
Raytheon, NWIRP, Bedford, Mass., construction of AMRAD

test facility ------------------------------------------ 59, 000
Authorized in 1963:

Grumman, NWIRP, Bethpage, N.Y., construction of autoclave
at plant 3 ------------------------------------------- 25, 000

Raytheon, NWIRP, Bedford, Mass., installation of heating and
airconditioning as part of alteration and addition to flight
test facility ------------------------------------------ 91, 000

Grimtman, NWIRP, Calverton, N.Y.:
Installation of explosive forming facility ----------------- 36, 000
Construction of addition to hangar 4, plant 4 ------------ 35, 000

Authorized in 1964:
Grumman, NWIRP, Bethpage, N.Y.:

Addition to chemical milling building ------------------- 35, 000
Parking lot at Navy garage ---------------------------- 50, 000
Modification plant 5 hangar to clean room --------------- 900, 000
Honeycomb area, plant 3 ----------------------------- 108, 000
Addition to plant 5, lunar explority module final assembly

area ----------------------------------------- 1,300, 000
Grumman, NWIRP, Calverton, N.Y., addition and nodifica-

tion to rocket engine and weapons firing facility ------------ 9, 800
LTV, NWIRP, Dallas, Tex., propulsion system flow test lab. -- 775, 000

Authorized in 1965:
Grumman, NWIRP, Bethpage, N.Y.:

Construct air lock, plant 5 ---------------------------- 39, 500
Flow coat addition, plant 3 --------------------------- 400, 000

LTV, NWIRP, Dallas, Tex., alterations and addition to low
speed wind tunnel ------------------------------------ 325, 000

Authorized in 1966:
Grumman, NWIRP, Bethpage, N.Y.:

Construct autoclave enclosure, plant 3 ------------------ 42, 000
Addition to plant 3, flow coat ------------------------- 854,200
Improve receiving area in warehouse N ------------------ 12, 400
Addition to plant 3, press heat treat facility ------------- 1, 143, 000

Grumman, NWIRP, Calverton, N.Y.:
High pressure airconditioning system, hangars 2 and 3,

plant 7 ------------------------------------------- 192, 000
Conversion of garage adjacent to hangar 1, plant 7, to

avionics engineering center -------------------------- 85, 000
LTV, NWIRP, Dallas, Tex., office building ----------------- 1, 950, 000

Authorized in 1967:
Grumman, NWIRP, Bethpage, N.Y., install freight elevator,

plant 5 --------------------------------------------- 28, 00
LTV, NWIRP, Dallas, Tex.:

Addition to building 110, expansion of fuel calibration
operation --------------------------------------- 130, 500

Addition to building 105, paint strip building ------------- 146, 950
8 runup line shelters ----------------------------- 132, 000
Expand employee parking lot ------------------------- 130, 730
Machine shop and special projects manufacturing building. 3, 700, 000
Addition to building 128, high pressure test and acoustic

lab------------------------------------------- 520, 871
Additional ramp area and support stations --------------- 894, 000
Warehouse --------------------------------------- 496, 000

'1 ,, ...
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Authorized in 1968:
Mcl)onnell-Douglas, NWIIRP, St. Louis, Mo.:

Waste lines from Navy building to tie into McDonnell
industrial waste disposal system ----------------------

6 25,000 KVA current limiting reactors ------------------
Grumman, NWI RP, Calverton, N.Y.:

Addition to hangar storage building including improvements
to existing building-

3d floor to addition to hangar 3, plant 7 -----------------
Raytheon, NWIRP, Bedford, Mass., Radome antenna for

radio freq uency circuits antenna range on components lab_-.
LTV, NWIRP, Dallas, Tex.:

W arehouse --------------------------------------------
Production hangar_ ..................................
Paint preparation building -----------------------------
O ffi ce building ---------------------------------------
Tool fabrication building .............................
A vionics buildings ------------------------------------
P arking lot ------------------------------------------

Grumman, NWIIRP, Calverton, N.Y.:
Dual fuel evaluation ramp ............................
Amno storage magazines-.

$46, 144
31, 000

122, 000

235, 000

58, 000

761,
259,
282,
080,
900,
200,
140,

040
390
000
000
000
000
000

200, 000
50, 000

Total leasehold improvements ------------------------- 25, 140, 525

(CLERW'S INOTE: Data was not provided for fiscal year 1969.)

1970 LEASEHOLD 131PIOVE31ENT PROGRAM

Mr. SiEs. Is this a continuing program, or are you planning to do
this in the fiscal 1970 program?

Mr. Linvis. This is a continuing program, Mr. Sikes, and it refers.
back to your earlier question concerning the Government's ability to
get contractors to provide all their own facilities. There will be s ome
in 1970; yes, sir.

Mr. SIKES. At this point identify those for the record.
Mr. LEWIs. Yes, sir. These are tentative at this point, as you appre-

ciate.
Mr. SIKES. Yes.
(The information follows:)

The following is a list of tentative leasehold improvements contractors plan to
fund at Government-owned contractor-operated plants during fiscal year 1970:
Ling-Temco-Vought, Dallas, Tex.:

Hot form and processing building ..----------------------- $2, 400, 000
Building 99 addition -------------------------------------- 210,x000
Engine test cell ------------------------------------------ 300, 000
Maintenance building --------------------------------- 1, 70rw, 000
Hover test facility --------------------------------------- 40, 000
Water pollution controls ---------------------------------- 250, 000
Sewage plant expansion --------------------------------- 425, 000
Parking lot and ramps ---------------------------------- 600, 000
Upgrade utility systems ------------------------------- 2, 258, 000
Additional water storage capacity ------------------------- 290, 000

Total ------------------------------------------- 8, 473, 000
Grumman Aerospace Engineering Corp., Bethpage, N.Y.:

Construct boron fabricating facility ------------------------ 350, 000
Rehabilitate data acquisition structure ---------------------- 10, 000

T otal 360----------------------------000---------------360, 000
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Grumman Aerospace Engineering Corp., Bethpage N.Y., Engine test
house -------------------------------------------- $130,000

Total --------------------------------------------- 130, 000
McDonnell-Douglas, St. Louis, Mo.:

Expansion inetrology lab -------------------------------- 178, 500
Expansion tool grinding room ----------------------------- 34 000

Total -------------------------------------------- 212 500

Total, fiscal year 1970 ----------------------------------- 9, 175, 500

NAVY POLICY ON FUNDING OF INDUSTRIAL FACILITIES

Mr. SIKES. Under military construction authorization acts, congres-
sional review and approval is necessary for each construction project
exceeding $25,o0 in cost, except urgently needed projects costing not
more than $200,000. Should not Congress have the benefit of review
and approval of construction projects funded, either directly or indi-
rectly, with procurement of R.D.T. & E. funds?
This was a policy matter. Do you want to answer it?
Mr. LEwis. I do not feel that I should answer the policy question,

that is whether you should do it or not.
We certainly can provide the information to you, sir. There is an

important element of timing here.
The contractor is willing, or is in a position to put up his facilities in

a timely manner. If we have to anticipate 2 or 3 years or at least 1 year
in advance it would be impossible in many cases to do so accurately,
because much of this construction results from the awarding of a con-
tract as in the case of the F-14, for example. We could not have told
you last year even what contractor was going to get this major pro-
gram, much less what facilities he would be willing toprovide with his
own funds on our property or his own property. The timing is the
thing that concerns us, sir, in having to come to you for a prior ap-
proval. We certainly have no objection to reporting to you on a month-
by-month basis on what is going on and this would not impede our
program.

Mr. SiNEs. Very good. Thank you.
Admiral Connolly, for the record, tell us what is the Navy policy

with respect, to funding of industrial facilities through a contractor
operating a Navy-owned plant?

Admiral CON NOLLY. Yes, sir. I will be happy to provide that for the
record.

(The information follows:)
It Is the general policy of the Navy that contractors provide their own facilities.

Exceptions are approved for direct Government financing only when it can be
clearly shown that a cost saving to the Government will result. Government
financing might also be approved if the contractor is unable to finance the project
or there is no commercial use for the facility, and/or there is an urgent require-
ment for timely delivery of military end items.

Mr. SIKES. What action -has the Navy taken to assure that budget
submissions to the Congress contain full disclosures of construction
projects regardless of the manner in which they are funded?

Admiral CoNNOLLY. I will be happy to provide that for the record.
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(The information follows:)
All construction projects planned for placement on Government-owned land are

described in Navy budgets, either for Me.on (military construction, Navy) appro-
priation, when Government installations are involved, or for procurement appro-
priations, such as PAMN (procurement of aircraft and missiles, Navy) when
construction is required at a Government-owned, contractor-operated facility. The
line item in the PAMN budget called new production facilities covers the pur-
chase of both new construction and new equipment. No funds for aircraft new
production facilities were requested nor funded by Naval Air Systems Command
for fiscal year 1969; also no funds for aircraft new production facilities are being
requested for fiscal year 1970.

As has been previously stated, those facilities funded by contractors at Gov-
ernment-owned industrial plant, cannot be anticipated readily and for this
reason cannot realistically be Identified in budget submissions. As pointed out in
the GAO report, there is no current requirement to report this type of tentative
construction to the Congress.

OTHtEI PRODUCTION CHARGES

.'Mrs. SiiEs. Under "Other production charges," there is a request
for $38.3 million. I would like for the record a tabulation showing the
uses to be made of these funds.

Admiral CONNOLLY. The following reflects the fiscal year 1970
budget request for "Other production charges," as shown on this table:

Other production charges

Item [Dollars in thousands] Cog
Government-furnished equipment for technical training and trainers....- $3, 000
Production/modification of WST's and OFT's for weapon system not in

the current procurement plan ----------------------------------- 5, 000
Government furnished equipment reductionn support ---------------- 10, 000
Cameras:

Aerial (REWSON) ------------------------------------------ 1, 800
Other ------------------------------------------------------ 500

Special support for E-2A aircraft --------------------------------- 11, 500
Transportation ------------------------------------------------- 6, 500

Total -------------------------------------------------- 38, 300

Mr. SrKES. Admiral, tell us what is meant by the sentence in your
statement: "In addition, it provides support for undelivered aircraft
)rocured with prior year funds"? Does this refer to cost overruns? If

not, what does it mean?
Admiral CONNOLLY. New special support equipment requirements

not previously known for aircraft still being produced but not in the
current year plan are budgeted in budget activity 7. These special
support equipment costs are budgeted in activity 7 because there is no
aircraft procurement program in the current year that they can be
charged to.

Mr. SIKFs. Does this sentence refer to cost overruns?
Admiral CONNOLLY. No, sir.
Mr. SIREs. Are there questions on other production charges?
Mr. LPSCOMB. Admiral, I did not quite understand that explanation

in regard to undelivered aircraft procured in prior years-$38.3
million.

Admiral CONNOLLY. It may be that I did not answer that. Maybe I
do not know the answer to it very well. Can somebody help me wifh it?
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SPECIAL SUPPORT COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH OUT OF PRODUCTION AIRCRA.I'

Admiral GADDIS. It is my understanding, Admiral, that we are
speaking here to special support equipment in support of an operating
aircraft program in a fiscal year when that aircraft program is not
contained in the procurement request.

As you recall, sir, a part of the unit cost of aircraft includes the
special support equipment for the sites from which that aircraft
operates. If you have to open up a new site for an aircraft not in a
procurement program, the special support equipment is then budgeted
in this activity. That is the principal source of the requirement as
stated in this activity.

Admiral CONNOLLY. An example is the CH-53, which we are not
buying this year. We do not have any part of that to charge it to.

Another one is the E2A. We have $11.5 for special support for the
E2A. We are not buying any E2's in fiscal 1970.

Mr. LIPsco-mI. According to your justification book you have
$3 million for Government-furnished equipment-GFE-for trainers.
What trainers? This is on page 1-28 of the justifications.

Admiral GADDIS. This line item procures representative Government-
furnished equipment items in support of the Navy class A and B tech-
nical training schools and Government-furnished equipment to update
aircraft trainers for out-of-production aircraft such as the S-2, F-8,
A-3, SH-3 and P-2 aircraft.

Mr. LIPSCOMB. And for the modification of trainers, $5 million?
Admiral GADDIS. That would be for updating trainers for out-of-

production aircraft. This program is tied to the aircraft modification
program in that it incorporates changes to the trainers relative to the
changes that are programed for the aircraft in the mod program.

Admiral CoNNoLLY. These are trainers that are kept up to ihe
changes that take place in the airplane.

Mr. LPSCOMB. Which ones?
Admiral GADDIS. In this case we are talking to several airplanes;

F-8's, S-2's, E.-2's, and SH-3, for example.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. GFE production support, $10 million.
Admiral CoNxou.Y. Testing services, vendor publication, field and

lubrication at vendor's manufacturing plants, and visual inspection
and repair of Government equipment.

Mr. LIPscoMB. Cameras and special support equipment and trans-
portation totals $38.3 million.

Admiral CONNOLLY. I will be glad to spell that out in complete detail
on each of those items. I cannot do it here. I don't know it.

Mr. LrpScomB. Very well.
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(The information follows:)
Millions

Other production charges ------------------------------------- $38. 3

Government-furnished equipment (GFE) for technical training and
trainers--. - - -------------------------- 3. 0

Requirements for formal
schools: I

AN/APS-88------
AN/AQII-I_.
AN/AQA-I_.
R-1170/ARR-52.-_
R- 1047A/A
AN/ALD-2 --------
AN/ULA-2 --------
AN/ASR-3------

$210,
162,

12,
18,
6,

18,
21,

0,

Production/modification of trainers
procurement plan -----------

Requirements for formal
schools: I

A-3 ------------- $200,
11-46 ------------- 300,
11-3 -------------- 200,
S-2 -------------- 300,
A-4 -------------- 700,
A-6 -------------- 500,
A-5 -------------- 100,
A-7 -------------- 400,

000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000

Related to specific
equipments:

Misc Avionics/Inst
Equip_.....

T-58-GE-8B ..---J-79-GE-8/ 10-_..
T56-A-10W -----
Misc Ord/ArmEquip----
Misc Safety Surv.Equip__
AN/AQS-13.
AN/AQA-7 ------

$212, 000
268, 000
215, 000
240, 000

210, 000

83, 000
560, 000
756, 000

for. weapon systems not in the current

Related to weapon sys-
tems programs:

000 F-4----------- $500, 000
000 F-8 ------------ 200, 000
000 P-3 ------------ 400, 000
000 H-53 ----------- 300, 000
000 H-1 ------------ 100, 000
000 P-2. 200, 000
000 C-13---------- 100, 000
000 Various training

equipment
changes related
to more than 1
weapon system
program ------- 590, 000

5.0

GFE production support ------------------------------------------ 1 0.0
Preproduction and production testing: Production re-

liability surveillance; qualification testing; technical
and engineering assistance ---------------------- $2, 686, 740

Publications and printing: Allotment to Naval Air Tech-
nical Service Facility (NATSF), Philadelphia -------- 1, 250, 000

Production engineering services ----------------------- 541,000
Production training courses ------------------------- 400, 000
GFE fuels, oils, and lubricants for engine production

testing --------------------------------------- 200, 000
Royalty payments to Sperry Gyroscope Co., under auto-

pilot license NOd 9571 --------------------------- 160, 000
Repair of damaged or defective GFE ---------------- 4, 762, 260

Cameras --------------------------------------------------- 2.3
Gunsight camera kits for retrofit of F-4 and F-8 aircraft. $1, 000, 000
Strike camera kits for attack aircraft ------------------ 300, 000
Reconnaissance photography equipment for RA-5C

aircraft and photo flash units and serial from cameras
for P-3 aircraft -------------------------------- 500, 000

Other cameras: Aerial camera instrumentation at various
naval activities; procurement of 16-mm high-speed
recording cameras; airborne framing cameras; 16-mm
LoCam instrumentation cameras; special purpose
camera lens; and SSE airborne photo pads ----------- 500, 000

I Schools supported: Naval Air Technical Training Centers (NATTC's), Memphis, Glynco, Lakehurst,
Jacksonville, and Pensacola.
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Millionse

Special support for E-2A aircraft ----------------------------------- $11. 5
Outfitting USS Midway 2 to accept E-2A ------------- 6, 100, 000
Long leadtime funds for outfitting USS Nimitz for E-

2A aircraft ---------------------------------- 1, 800, 000
Nonrecurring costs for ASQ data link in E-2C aircraft

development ------------------------------------ 3, 600, 000
Transportation ---------------------------------------------- . 5

1st destination transportation charges for aircraft,
missiles, and related equipment procured under the PAMN
appropriation.

2 The USS Midway during modernization removed aviation gasoline and negated the possibility of using
E-IB aircraft. Therefore E-2A was called out to meet deployment scheduled in calendar year -.

Mr. LIPSCOMB. That is almost $9 million greater than last year.
Admiral CONNOLLY. Yes, it is. However, in 1968 it was $40 million.

PROCUREMENT OF M[ISSILES, NAVY

Mr. SIRES. I would like to have the remainder of Admiral Connolly's
statement on missiles go in the record at this point.

(The remainder of the statement follows:)

MISSILE PROGRAM

Mr. Chairman, I will now review the missile procurement request.
This program, which includes the last five of the 12 PAMN budget activities,

provides funds for the fleet ballistic missile and navigation satellite programs;
the procurement of all guided missiles and aerial targets, both air and ship
launched; and the related programs of missile modification, spare parts, and in-
dustrial facilities support.

Air-launched missiles and aerial targets used by the Marine Corps are also in-
cluded in this program.

BALLISTIC M MISSILES
Polaris/Po8eidon

To insure the continued effectiveness of the FB. system through the 1970's
and into the 1980's, development of a new missile, Poseidon (C-3), was begun in
fiscal year 1966. Poseidon is a new generation ballistic missile utilizing tech-
nology that has been developed during years of Polaris operational tests and
patrols.

The principal new feature of Poseidon Is its multiple independently targetable
reentry vehicle (MIRV) system which will assure continued effectiveness of the
FBM system in the event that the Soviets continue to deploy anti-ballistic-
missile systems, or alternatively in the event that they markedly improve the
quality and Increase the numbers of their ASW forces.

Six Poseidon test shots have been conducted to date, all from the pad at Cape
Kennedy (August-November 1968, January-April 1969). The first test flight suc-
cessfully provided data comparable to that which was available only after the
first nine of the Polaris (A-3) test shots. The second test shot was also success-
ful. The success of the first two test flights has demonstrated the MIRV system
and provides confidence in the design and configuration of Poseidon.

The third Poseidon test flight was unsuccessful -- . The fourth and fifth
shots were successful. The sixth -.

Test results to date indicate that Poseidon will be at least as reliable as Polarik
and with the significant advantage of greatly increased flexibility of employ-
ment

Poseldon will be deployed in 31 of the 41 existing FBM submarines. The first
delivery of tactical Poseidon missiles is planned for August 1970 with initial
deployment in January 1971.

Fiscal year 1970 funding of $491.5 million is requested for - Poseidon
missiles. In addition, $20.4 million is requested for continuing flexible support of
the existing Polaris systems in such areas as test equipment, surveillance com-
ponents, and operational engineering support.
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OTHER MISSILES
Air to air

Sparrow III (AIM-7E/F)
The Sparrow missile provides the F-4 aircraft with a supersonic, all-weather,

air-superiority capability. This weapon has accounted for - MIG kills. It
is also being used in our basic point defense surface missile system. In this role
it is used for - surface-to-air defense, and has a limited surface-to-surface
capability.

In past years, our efforts concentrated on improving missiles by increasing their
range and maneuverability. . A modification providing this capability has
been incorporated in the AIM-7E version and entered fleet use last summer. This

missile also improves shipboard basic point defense capability by its

The AIM-7F is the latest configuration of this missile. It will, with the same
- provide considerably increased performance and higher kill probability.

The fiscal year 1970 request for $36.1 million will fund a total of
SPARROW missiles. of the 7E missiles and - of the 7F missiles are
in this funding.
Sidewinder (AIM-9D)

The Sidewinder heat-seeking missile, first developed by the Navy In 1955, is
the other primary air-to-air weapon in use by the Navy, Marines, and Air Force
today.

Improvements over the years have provided a greatly expanded firing envelope.
The current model, the AIM-9D, is effective from altitudes - feet, with a
maximum launch range at altitude of about - nautical miles.

Sidewinder 9D enjoys a high reliability and has accounted for the destruction
of -MIG aircraft in aerial combat over North Vietnam. Continued improve-
ments and introduction of a solid state missile promise to more than - the
current AIM-gD reliability as well as produce substantial improvements in
maintainability and tracking performance.

This year's program includes $32 million for - AIM-9D missiles.
Air to surface

The air-to-surface missiles in this year's request are designed to seek out and
home on enemy surface radars.

Shrike (AGM-45A)
Shrike has been used in combat in Southeast Asia by Navy and Air Force air

units since mid-1905. Three modifications have resulted in a more sophisticated
missile and an improved cockpit display for use by pilots of A-4, A-6, and A-7
aircraft in Shrike delivery.

Tactics have been improved with experience and combat results have been en-
couraging. -. When our aircraft were operating in the high-risk areas prior
to the bombing pause, we reached a monthly Shrike usage-rate in October 1967
of - missiles.

$9.5 million is requested for - Shrike missiles.
Standard Arm (AGM-78)

The Navy has developed Standard Arm, anti-radiation standoff missile as a
supplement to Shrike. Basically the same as the surface-to-air medium-range
"Standard Missile" currently in production, it is modified for air launch and
incorporates . This missile, - has scored an estimated - hits out
of the - total fired by the Navy against enemy SAM radars. It provides a
significant increase in effectiveness and a greatly expanded firing envelope, and is
intended to complement rather than replace Shrike.

Whereas the Shrike missile is used mainly by aircraft accompanying the strike
group, - Standard Arm's - .

Although the projected SEA requirements for Standard Arm (and equally true
for Shrike) have been reduced since the bombing pause, current procurement
rates barely equal the manufacturer's sustaining rates, and are necessary for In-
ventory position regardless of hostilities, because of contingency needs.

Twenty-five million dollars is requested to fund - Standard Arm missiles.
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Surface to air
Standard Mi8sile (Medium Range (RIM-60A) and Extended RangeI (RIM-67A) 

)
Standard Missile has two versions-MR and ER. The MR, or medium-range

version, is the follow-on to the TARTAR and will be the anti-aircraft armament
aboard three guided missile cruisers and 35 destroyers. The ER, or extended-
range version, will be the follow-on to the homing TERRIER as antiaircraft
armament aboard one guided missile cruiser, three aircraft carriers and 30 fri-
gates. The ER Standard Missile is almost identical to the MR, except that
the extended-range version incorporates an - for additional missile range.

These supersonic missiles incorporate solid state electronics and will provide
improved capabilities for the fleet against maneuvering targets, multiple targets,
surface targets, and low-altitude targets. The two versions of the missile use
largely interchangeable components and are compatible with the TERRIER and
TARTAR Weapons systems, although some shipboard modifications are required
to take advantage of increased capabilities.

The at-sea technical evaluation of Standard Misslie has been partially com-
pleted and resulted in approval for load out in January 1969. The operational
evaluation, scheduled for - will test the missile with product improvements
resulting from the technical evaluation.

$25.0 million is requested to fund the fiscal year 1970 production buy of
medium-range - NM missiles. $32.1 million is requested to fund - of
the extended-range - missiles. In addition, $12.8 million is requested to fund
fleet support requirements for other surface-to-air missiles in the inventory but
no longer in production.
ASIV

SUBROC
The SUBROC missile, a submarine-launched ASW weapon with stand-off capa-

bility, is rocket propelled, inertially guided and delivers a nuclear depth charge
at extended ranges.

SUBROC represents the only submarine weapons system capable of
Additionally it is the only - ASW weapon in the submarine arsenal. Because
of its nuclear payload, SUBROC has a large kill/damage radius. It is being intro-
duced on all of our PERMIT/STURGEON class nuclear attack submarines as
they become ready for fleet operations. Continuing operational training and a
vigorous surveillance program insure our readiness to use this important weapon.

Procurement of - missiles is requested at a fiscal year 1970 cost of $25.6
million.
Aeria targets

The procurement program for aerial targets includes a variety of expendable
and recoverable targets to provide realistic simulations of possible threats. These
targets also provide for noncombat tests and exercises to develop, sustain, and
measure the combat readiness of the operating forces. Also reflected are the in-
creased target requirements to provide live firing of air-to-air missiles by all air-
crews prior to deploying to Southeast Asia.

The fiscal year 1970 request includes continued procurement of two types of
subsonic, Jet-powered recoverable target drones, and two supersonic models. In-
cluded are support funds for conversion of aircraft to drones, and for tow targets
and special equipment used in evaluation programs.

$53.8 million is requested for this year's program.

SUMMARY

This chart summarizes the missile procurement and supporting programs in
this year's request.

Budget activity 8 (ballistic missiles) provides funds for Poseidon production
and fleet support of Polaris.

Budget activity 9 (other missiles) finances all missiles, other than ballistic,
and include aerial targets and drones.

The modification of missiles is funded at $20.8 million under budget activtly
10. This program is required to assure maximum effectiveness of missiles already
in the fleet. It is designed to improve reliability and performance, and to increase
maintainability through the incorporation of improved components.
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Missile spares and repair parts are funded separately under budget activtisy
.1, and are not included in the funds previously requested for each type of mis-
.lie. The request of $36.8 million includes funding for investment and replenish-
ment spares support, both for ballistic and other missiles

$23.3 million is requested in budget activity 12 for missile support equipment
Aid facilities. These funds provide for the procurement of satellites and boosters
,u support of the Navy's astronautile program; and also finance industrial pro-
Aluction and testing machinery.

In summary, the missile program request for fiscal year 1970 is $851.3 mill!m.
The last slide presents the overall PAM-N program and financing. Total pro-

grain cost is $3,350.5 million. The recoupment objective this year reduces funding
y $75 million and, combined with $40 million in other available funding, results
n a balance of new obligational authority requested of $3,235.5 million.
Mr. Chairman, that completes my statement.

BALLISTIC MISSILES

Mr. SiKLs. Are there any further questions? If not, under "Ballistic
nissiles," your fiscal year'1970 program totals $517.9 million. This is

$133.2 million more than the fiscal year 1969 program.
Under the Polaris A-3 missile you are requesting $26.1 million for

support of the Polaris program in such areas as tesb equipment, sur-
veillance components, and operational engineering support. I would
like to have for the record a tabulation showing how this money will
be spent.

(The information follows:)
Polaris A-3 requirements for fiscal year 1970 fall into two general categorie.s.

Polari. missile procurement costs total $5.7 million for test instrumentaton com-
ponents, support of production facilities, and missile alteration hardware. Polaris
operational support costs total $20.7 million for performance evaluation, sur-
veillance, and reliability maintenance. The principal items included in the $5.7
million are $1.5 million for special-purpose instrumentation components for oper-
ational test programs, $1.2 million for capital maintenance of civil works and
equipment for Navy facilities and NIROPs, and for procurement of equipment in
support of operations at the Polaris missile facilities, $0.3 million for transporta-
tion and $1.0 million for miKsile alterations.

The $20.7 million for Polaris operational support is required to preserve the
reliability of the presently configured FBM missile system. The amount requested
reflects a decision that the previous level of support can be reduced prior to
deployment of Poseidon. Requirements for support of presently deployed Polaris
missiles are now principally in the areas associated with the maintenance of
weapon system reliability and performance levels. Functional categories are:

a. Performance evaluation, $9.2 million.-Effort in this category is for tMe
purpose of discovering problems or problem areas. It identifies design, operating
and maintenance deficiencies which are, or are potentially, capable of reducing
FBM weapon system performance, readiness, or reliability.

b. Survcillaiwe, $0.3 million.-Effort relates to determination and evaluation
of service life characteristics.
c. Rcliability maintkiancc, $11.2 million.-Effort is for the purpose of deter-

mining solutions and corrective actions to problems encountered during the opera-
tion of the weapon system and equipments aboard ship, at shore activities and
at training facilities, such as implementation of changes, system integration, and
revision and maintenance Of operational and design documentation.

Mr. SiKs. How many FBM submarines are now equipped with the
Polaris A-3?

Admiral SMxTH. As of now there are 26 of the 41 SSBN's config-
ured for the A-3.

Mr. Sixrs. How many A-3's are in the Navy inventory now ?

32-845--09-pt. 3- 31
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Admiral SMITH. Submarines or missiles? I don't have the number
handy, however, I believe that there are approximately A-3
missiles in inventory at this time.

Mr. SiKrs. How many additional submarines are going to be
equipped with the A-3?

SUBMARINE CONVERSION SCHEDULE

Admiral SMITH. Five are undergoing configuration changes from
A-2 to A-3 and two are undergoing change from A-3 to the Poseidon
C-3. Eight are configured for the Polaris A-2 weapon system. By the
end of fiscal 1977 we are scheduled to have 10 SSBN's configured for
the A-3, none for the A-2, and 31 configured for the Poseidon. I have
a table year by year.

Mr. SIRES. I would like to have that for the record or for the
confidential use of the committee, as the case may be.

(The information is classified and has been supplied to the
committee.)

POSEIDON MISSILE

.M r. SIRES. Under the Poseidon, the fiscal 1970 budget request is
$491.5 million for Poseidon missiles. Are these all production
quantities or will some be used for testing?

Admiral SMITH. Those are production quantities. They are not to
be used in the development program. There are 11 for the development
program, the fabrication of which will be completed in fiscal 1969.
These were funded in the R.D.T. & E. appropriation.

Mr. SIR&S. Is that included in the - that were bought in fiscal
1969 for $356.1 millionI

Admiral Smrrr. No. The procured are under the "Procure-
ment of Aircraft and Missiles, Navy," appropriation and are produc-
tion missiles of the same type as the - we are requesting in 1970.

Mr. 'Sn~s. You have conducted a total of six Poseidon test shots.
How many are now scheduled?

Admiral SMITH. The contract for the development of the Poseidon
missile is a 5-year cost plus incentive fee completion contract with the
incentive fee for performance and reliability based on the test results
of - preproduotion and - production missiles. The target
cost was based on a developmental flight test program of - mis-
siles, which can be reduced at the discretion of the contractor, and also
on our elaborate and extensive ground-testing program of the individ-
ual components of the missile.

In other words, there is not a fixed number of flight tests provided
for in'the plan.

Mr. SIKEs. 'You say at the discretion of the contractor. I presume
you mean with the consent of the Government?'

AdmiralSM . Yes. His performance is judged on the end product
and not on the basis of the number of flight tests reaching that end
product.

Mr. SIREs. How many test vehicles do we have and how many are
under contract ?Supply that for the record.'
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(The information follows:)
In fiscal year 1969 fabrication of - flight test missiles will be completed

and fabrication of an additional - are scheduled for completion in fiscal year
1970. These missiles are procured under the R.D.T. & E. appropriation and are
funded Incremently rather than fully funded as in the Procurement accounts.
Of this total have been expended to date.

Mr. SIXES. What is the total number of Poseidon missiles required
to support the approved SSBN Poseidon conversion program?

Admiral SMITH. A total of - Poseidon missiles are required by
October 1976 when the last shipfill is required for the 31 Poseidon
force. This will provide - missiles for ship fills, - missiles
for demonstration and shakedown operations and operational testing,
and - for operational support. Additional missile quantities
would be required in subsequent years for the follow-on operational
test program which is currently authorized at per year, and
for overhaul demonstration and shakedown operations.

rOSEIDON TEST PROGRAM

Mr. SIKES. What have been the success and failures -in your six
Poseidon test shots to date? Tell us something of your degree of confi-
dence in the Poseidon as of this date.

Admiral SMITH. As you noted there have been six flight tests to date.
The first two were successes. The third failed during . The
fourth was determined . No trouble of this nature was encoun-
tered on the next three flights. The fourth and fifth flights were also
successful

Mr. SIKES. Is the fat that yoli have found the problem does not
change the fact that the problem ha developed. Have you lost any
confidence that you originally had in the program, assuming that you
had confidence in the program initially.

Admiral Sxrr. Actually, both the nature of the faults -and the
number of faults has been very considerably less than we might reason-
ably have expected in this type of a development flight-test program.
For instance, we were further along, and got more evelopmental in-
formwtion from the first Poseidon flight test than we had gotten from
the first 8 of the Polaris A-3, which after the -ompletion of that de-
velopment program is now a highly reliable missile system.

In addition, there have been more extensive and more successful
ground-test programs on Poseidon than on the A-3, the A-i, or A-2, or
any part of this program previously.
Iased on the general conservativeness of the design, the ground-test
program, and the flight-test program, I -am convinced Chat his missile
will-be at least as reliable 'as the A-3 if the development and produc-
tion programs are carried out as now planned.,

Mr. Sis. Islitonschedule.
Admiral 'SMITH. Yes, sir.
Mr. xSis. Poseidon is a far more advanced technology missile than

Polaris, and also has a multiple-entry vehicle weapons delivery system.
Do You think that the testing 'is adequate to insur-e its operational

feasibility? ' "

Admiral SMrrii. I think the program.planned and proposed will so
assure . As a development program it is much less risky than
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the A-3 was. The guidance system that I spoke of was state of
art at the time of initiation of the program. Really, the only part of the
Ir)gram that was not state of the art at the time of iniation is the

d.. For those two reasons we chose, and the contractor essentially
said that he did not believe he could contract on any other basis, the
contract for that portion and that portion alone-on a cost-plus-fixed-
fee basis. I believe that the performance test results to date confirm
that ori inal assessment.

Mr. SIKES. Has the Poseidon contractor built any facilities on Gov-
ernment property using contractor funds?

Admiral Srm. I know of none, sir.
Mr. SiKEs, Check your record for confirmation if there have been

such facilities and tell us how much they cost.
(The information follows:)

The Poseidon contractor has built no facilities on Government property using
contractor funds,

Mr. SiKEs. Questions on Poseidon?
Mr. ANDiRmEWS. Admiral Smith, you say you have had six tests of the

Poseidon?
Admiral Sixrrii. Six flight tests.
Mr. ANDREws. You mean by that from submerged submarine?
Admiral SMITH. No, from a flight pad at Cage ennedy.
Mr. ANDREWS. How many of the six would you say were right on

the button?
Admiral SMrrH.
Mr. ANDREWS. out of the six?
Admiral SmtrrH. Yes.
Mr. ANDREWS. That is percent.
Admiral S2trrH. As I mentioned, the sole fault in the
Mr. ANDREWS. So out of the six you had perfect shots. Are

you satisfied with that record of - -percent with the first six? Of
course, you are not satisfied. Is that about what you expected?

Admiral Sitrrm. That is very much better than we expected.
-Mr. ANPREWS. What are you shooting at, percent perfection?
Admiral SITH. We are shooting at-about-- percent reliability

in the production missiles that come out of this program after we have
learned all these things with the - shots.

Mr. ANDRnWS. Do you plan to equip 31 of your Polaris submarines
with the Poseidon ?

Admiral Smr'r. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. When do you expect to have the first one equipped

with the Posoidon'o
Admiral Sm.n, The first submarine is in tkB yard for conversion

now. It will come out about -- of 1970. In - of 1970, we plan
to fire Poseidon missiles from it at Kennedy, and .to have a complete
load of missiles ready to deploy in . -

Mr, ,.A* rpisW You plan -, , st shots before equipping a
submarinee,;,,Admiral Si r .Th0 dveJopmnnt contract and our funding .re-
quests are based on a maximum of
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CONTRACTOR PRICE AND MATERIAL PERFORMANCE ON POSEIDON

Mr. LiPsco~rn. Admiral Smith, how is the contractor performing on
this contract with respect to Poseidon?

Admiral SMITH. We feel that he is performing very well. We have
evaluation criteria written into the contract on schedule and perform-
ance, and I believe all, or if not, better than - percent of those
evaluation criteria have come up completely satisfactory.

Mr. LIPSCOMB. How about the pricing-are they on target as far as
the contract?

Admiral SMITh. The total program-this is the missile and every-
thing in R. D. T. & E.-is currently being reported estimated as ending
up with a 1.6 percent over target cost.

Mr, LIPSCOMB. What wouldthis amount to in dollars?
You canput that in the record.
(The information follows:)

This would amount to approximately $68.5 million. -The percentage and result-
ant dollar estimate is calculated using the target costs negotiated under 5-year
incentive contracts with the Poseidon weapon system contractors in 1966 and
comparing those costs with the current estimated cost to complete the Poseidon
development program as reflected In Pert/Cost reports.

Mr. LPSCOMB. What would be the cause of this increase in the target
estimate? Are these change orders, as fur as the Navy is concerned ?

Admiral SMITH. In the missile the CPFF portion on the re-entry
body is over target cost on the basis that some changes did need to be
made because of - . In the navigation system there was a straight
overrun on the new, fairly large, central computer that programs all of
the navigation equipment and analyzes its output. There was a fairly
significant change, where we selected a method of procuring the elec-
tronic parts-and these are bits and pieces--that are needed to be spe-
cially controlled to have - characteristics. We chose a controlled,
so-called as the best method of assuring those characteristics. A
change was necessary to write into the contract for that purpose.

Mr. LiPscomB. Theo increase in estimated cost, then, is a combination
of both contractor and Navy changes.

Admiral SnITI1. Yes, sir.
Mr. SiKEs. Are there any further questions on Poseidon?
Mr. RHODES. Mr. Chairman, may I ask this question? Do you feel

Admiral, that the unit cost will reduce as we manufacture more o
these birds?

Admiral SMITH. Our budget experience shows, and our budgeting is
based on a 95-percent learning curve. How much that will be offset
by inflation, escalation, is more Of a guess. Our budgeting, and so far
our feeling., s that the combination of those two effects will result in
a continually lowering, cost.

Mr. RuODES. I would hope so. That seems like an awful lot of money
for one missile. It used to be you could buy a good airplane for that.
You can't anymore. I am sure it is a very sophisticated weapon. I was
not clear as to whether or not all - .

Admiral SMITI. test,
Mr. RHODES.
Admiral SMITH. Yes.
Mr. R-twims. They did?
Admiral SmITH. Y\e.'
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,N[l'. H~r(1r.. Iow manv (lid tie fouli tet lhave?Admliral SMITI'L.

mr. Hioi.:. So you ha%'e not really licked thtis vOlnept to tile poilit
of !-tatisfal;tion ?

Admirl S-Mt'U.
Mr. Riro.ns. Iowt are you going to manfacture ---- while you

still have design problems? Arent0 you going to test some more before
you make these birds, or ar wo going to have to go thrmgh a lot of re-
modifications after you find out what the problems are?

Admiral Srrimt. There are different leadtimes on different parts of
this program. The longest leadtime items have really been completely
proved 0_1t already.

Mr'. R Ds. I am talking about the-- portion. I tm not talking
about the rest of the bird. Can you make the rest of the missile without
having the - concept whipped as far as the technology ?

Admiral S IT. The production leadtime is somewhat shorter, not a
great deal shorter on that portion. However, the - that we have
had would show a reliability of better than - percent right now.

Mr. R HODES. I do not know how you figure the percentage, but when
your Inst test was - are concerned I don't know how you can be
so complacent about it.

Admiral SMITIJ. No, sir. I said it was no test as far as
Mr. RioDE.S. I misunderstood you. I thought you said this was not a

part of the test in No. 6.
Admiral SMITH. I said the missile

REMAINDER OF POSIDON TEST PROGRAM

Mr. RODES. When is your next test?
Admiral SMITH. It is currently scheduled for the 22d of May.
Mr. RioD.s. You already have - Poseidon missiles funded and

undelivered.
Admiral SMITH. Funded. The first of those is scheduled to be de-

livered just about a year from now. That. is, the component parts.
Mr. R hi os. After your testing program after May 229, how many

more tests do you plan, and at what intervals? You can supply it for
the record.

(The information is classified, and has been provided the com-
mittee.)

Mr. Roiwr.. Will the tests be completed before the first deliveries ofthe miRAle ?
Admiral S. Tlr. The production design will he completed-a flight

t.st of the production design will be completed before delivery of that
first missile. There will be other tests continuing beyond that.

Mr. Rony.Es. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr, MINSIAT.T. What other tests are you talking about? I hate to

see you in a. position of not having a bird completely tested out before
you go into production. Then you go into modification and retrofits,
and all the re*st.

Admiral SmrrH. While I cannot say it is impossible tlhat there will
be no minor changes as a result of later tests, the reason for the addi-
tional tests is to demonstrate with larger numbers. In other words, we
a re not going to be satisfied because it worked perfectly once.
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,I[r. MMnSM.\tJL. When do you think you will get to that junciture
(hat the Poseidon WillI work perfectly once?

When do you anticipate that will happen, in number of tests and
-iko the calendar year and month?
Admiral SMITH. I said that actually it performed all of the fune-

tions --
Mr. MINSIIAL. But you have not had yet. Is that adequate

for fleet use?
Admiral SMITh Yes.
Mr. MNUxsnm,t,. I am not quite sure I understand you. If the

part of the bird is not working satisfactorily, how can it be satisfactory
for fleet. use, if you have not even tested that phase of it yet?

Admiral SMITH. The point is that this test I described where
it was a quality-c)ntrol and manufacturing problem, the saie thing

%on would find on automobiles that have been in production for years.a Mr. SIRES. Admiral, we do not piy -- i i lion apiece for cars,
and they are used for an entirely different purpose. We cannot afford
not to be certain of what we are doing in this field. I think that Is
what my colleague is trying to get to.

Admiral GADIDS. I fhink the major point, if I might interject, of
what Admiral Smith is speaking to is a completely - . We expect
to prove this on future missiles.

Admiral SMITIT. In other words, there was no design fault in the
- system disclosed by that test. It is the difference between a

desire fault. and a repetit;ive imperfection of repetitive manufacture.
Mi'. MINSIIALL. I think I will get my answer when you supply Mr.

Rhodes' question that you will put into the record, your test program,
and what you learn f rom each phase of this testing program. Maybe
that will hielp clarify it to the committee, at least to me.

OTHER Mt8sTTYS

Afr. Si.s. I rudr "Other missiles " the fiscal 1970 program is $252.5
million, which is $74.4 million less than the fiscal year 1969 program.

AIR-LAUNC1ED MI SSILE.-S

In this field of air-launched missiles, there was a request of $102.6
million. This is $66.3 million less than the fiscal year 1969 program for
this category.

The (teor(itses are primarily in PHOENIX, SPARROW, and
SITRIKE programs. Is any of this overall decrease attributable to a
reduction in expenditure rates since the bombing halt?

Admiral CoN.NOIT,. Yes; partly. The reduced SIDEWINDER and
SPARROW nre a reflection of the ivduced consumption of these mis-
siles in combat.

Mr. SiREs. In other words, what is before us reflects the current
changes in combat-use rate.

Admiral CONNomdI. It reflects that, yes, sir.

AIN--7V/F SPARROW III

Mr. Sixvs. Under the SPARROW III program, the request for
$46.1 million for missiles is a significant reduction from last
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year. Are the A1M-F missiles in support of your tcst
program?

Admiral CoNxoiy. It is a reduction, but it maintains a hot pro-
duction line. It provides for the introduction of the follow-on --
advanced SPARROW AIM-7F. We held back on SPARROW this
year because we want that AIM-7F to be exactly right. Just as soon
a6 we are satisfied-this is our dogfight missile'-as soon as we are
satisfied we really have what we want, we hope to come in with a request
for a larger order next year.

Mr. STiFS. What is the status of the tests on this missile?
Admiral CONNOLLY. The development of the AIM-7F is approxi-

mately - months late. Flight scheduling was halted in
after - test missiles failed to perform satisfactorily. Problems
have been identified. Modification of test missiles is in progress and
flight testing is scheduled to resume in August.

Mr. SIKra. How much slippage has there Ien?
Admiral CoN7.oLLY,
Mr. SIRFe. How much lave we spent to develop the 7-F?
Admiral CoNNOLLY. $21.9 million is the development cost of the

AIM-7F, sir.
Mr. SiJFJ. What. do you anticipate in terms of increased performance

and higher kill probability over the 7-E?
Admiral CoiwxoiY. The AIM-F will incorporate a . A

solid state configuration will result in an increase in reliability and a
decrease in logistics. Shipboard advertising will not be required.

Mr. SiKFs. The characteristics you show on the supporting view-
graph indicate a very marked improvement.

Will you discuss the ability you hope to acquire?
Admiral CONNOLLY. SPARROW was origmally designed for

M So we adapted SPARROW to it.
Mr. SIKFs. Are there questions on SPARROW III?
Mr. ANDREWS. What success have you had with SPARROW?
Admiral COOLLY.--.
That is the reason we got going on this AIM-7F development
Mr. ANznEWS. Have you tried any of the F's?
Admiral CONNOLLY. No, sir, not yet. I have the record of the missiles

here. For example, these are all AIM-7E's. Air Force fired
'with-- hits and kills. The Navy fired with
hits and kills. - . We have with SIDEWINDER.
We fired -- SIDEWINDERS with - hits and - kills.

Mr. SIREs. Are there further questions? If not, we will turn to
SIDEWINDER.

AIM-9D SIDEWINDER IC MISSILE

You were funded - AINI-OD SIDEWINDERS air-to-air
missiles in the last 2 fiscal years. Last year you testified that not very
many air-to-air missiles have been fired in Southeast Asia,

What is the requirement for - more of these missiles in fiscal
1970 which will cost $32 million?

Admiral CON OLLY. The - SIDEWINDER missiles will meet
the Navy's requirement for the fiscal year 1970 funding period. This
quantity will permit each pilot t? spend one AIM-OD in training and
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providee for combat expciiditire of per month. The predicted
inventory of SIDEAWINDERS for fiscal 1969 is about
AI[- )D's and about. - AIM-B's. The planned 1970 expenditure
rate for noncombat consumption averages -- per month. Two-
thiirds of these expenditures will come out of the obsolescent AIM-9B's.

This really is our principal air-to-air weapon, not only for the Navy,
but also for the Marines and Air Force.

Mr. SIKES. IIas it been used in Southeast Asia?
Admiral CONNOLIJY. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIKES. In what way?
Admiral CONTNOL TY. Against Migs.
Mr. SIKEs. Will you provide some information on the success rate
Admiral C(ONNOLLY. Yes, sir.
Mr. MINSHALL. Can you give a feel for it for the committee for

now, Admiral?
Admiral CONNOLLY. air-to-air missiles have been fired by

U.S. forces in combat engagements in Southeast Asia to date.
A summary of combat performance from the commencement of hos-
tilities to September, 168, is as follows: AIM-7, SPARROW, fired

got . hits and - kills. AIM-9B, this is the older obso-
lescent SIDEWINDER, fired - got - hits and - kills.
AIM-9D, which is the one we are asking to purchase this year, fired

got I hits and-- kills. There were some others in
here. FALCON, fired with - hits and - kills.

Mr. MINSHALL. When we first went into the SIDEWINDER pro-
gram we saw movies and demonstrations of the capability of this
weapon. I do not know how you could get a hit, without getting a kill.
Why is this?

Admiral CONNOLL-Y. Some of these hits have taken place--the SIDE-
WINDER has not gone up the tailpipe, it may have flown close and
exploded and caused damage. We do, not count them as kills unless
they wrap up and come in. If they made them home, that is not a kill,
probably damage in every case, The thing that is important is that
the---. This is what we have analyzed very carefully.

Mr. MINSHALL. What are youtalking about'when you say
altitude?

Admiral CoNOLLY..
Mr. SIKES. Does the request before us reflect the reduction in the

combat activity in Vietnam?
Admiral CONNOLLY. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIRES. For the record, tell us how many of these missiles are in

Na vy inventory, how many are under contract.
(the information is classified and 'has been supplied to the

committee.)
As of 31 March 1969, Navy SIDEWINDER assets were - AIM-9D, -

AIM-9C, and - obsolescent AIM-gB. We currently have - AIM-9D's
mder' contract that have not been delivered.

Mr. Srurc. For the record tell us what has been the monthly con-
sunption of these missiles in t1e past 6 months.

(The information follows:)
The primary expenditures of SIDEWINDIR missiles during the past 6 months

have been in training, the majority of which Is conducted with the obsolescent
AIM-9B. Average monthly consumption for the past 6 months has been
for the AIM-9D, - for the AIM-9C, and - for the AIM-9B.
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Mr. SIKFS. Does this consumption rate support the fiscal 1970
request?

Admiral CONNOLLY. Yes, sir.

.IM-54A PHOENIX MISSILE

Mr. Awmnmws. Now we will discuss the AIM-54A Phoenix missile.
You have been funded a total of ' Phoenix missiles during the

past 2 fiscal years. Were these production missile or were they to sup-
port the Phoenix test program ?

Commander FEATnmoSO. These are production missiles, sir. They
will be fired subsequent to the RDT&E firings.

Mr. AwDRzws. How many Phoenix missile tests have we conducted
to date and how many additional tests are scheduled I

Commander FLPATnnr To. We, have conducted - - out of
scheduled R.D.T. & E. firings to (late.

Mr. Amuzws. You have to go?
Commander FATMRSTO. Yes.
Mr. Aiw*s. What resultS'did you have with the tested?
Commander FT1Aoru Tom . We had out of hits, sir,

of which were direct impacts with the target.
Mr. ANwnIws. - out of hits?
Commander F sTrnsozr. Yes, sir. "
Mr. AiDltnws. Did you complete all your scheduled test shots in fiscal1968 and fiscal 1969?!
CommThander FavrznsToN.' Xo, sir, these firings will extend intofiscal 1970; .
Mr. A"mws. How many. Phoenix tests have we had from the

F-111B traveling at supersonic speed against a target moving at super-
soni speed ? , I

Commander FATHEnrTOx. None, sir. We have supersonic
launches from the point of view of the launch aircraft but the target
has been subsonic to date.

Mr. ANizws. When was the Pheonix program started and when
do you hope to have the Phoenix operational I

Commander F HzAT OzsN. The Phoenix program was started by
letter contract in December 1962. in parallel with the F-111B develop-
ment. It is now called out for the F-14A aircraft and will be opera-
tional with that aircraft in April 1978.

Mr. ANDiREws. I believe you said - tests at subsonic heights.
Commander FEATIIMRSTON. No, sir, launches with the firing

aircraft supersonic, but the targets were subsonic.
Mr, ANDREws, What is the unit cost of this missile?
Commander FATHSTON. The current estimate of flyaway cost

for this missile in production for a planning quantity of is
-- each.
(The additional information, requested later, follows:)

This unit cost was derived by dividing the proposed fiscal year 1971 through
1975 program cost, less'support, of $632.7 million by the proposed fiscal year 1971
through fiscal year 1976 buy quantity of - hinllme. A comparable prograin
unit cost, Including support, would be

Mr. ANDnws.Are there any questions about the Phoenix?
Mr. Ritons. Will this missile have the same limitations as to various

altitudes. or will it work at low altitudes?
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Commander FE1ArluEs'rox. The Phoenix missile has beenl built to
counter the threat from . Within this regime there aie iinita-
tions on all air launched missile firings. These limitations are a fule-
tion of density altitude, airspeed and the size of the targets. All air
laiinched missiles have basic lhnitation.

Mr. RlHo s. What is the maximum altitude for a Phoenix?
Commander FEATIIERSTON. The optimum altitude, of course, is

against higher altitude targets.
Mr. MINSITALL. Is this a cruise missile?
Commander FEATHiERSTON. Yes, sir.

rIFOENIX TARGETING AND TESTING DATA

Mr. MINSHALL. You said you had - out of how many hits?
Commander FEATHERST'ON.
Mr. MINSHALL.
Commander FEATHERSTON. Yes, sir.
Mr. MINSHALL. What altitude were these?
Commander FEATHERSTON. There is quite a succession of altitudes.

Targets have been as high as feet and as low as feet.
Mr. MIINSIIALL. How did you do at feet ?
Commander FFATHFRSTON. That particular flight was a nonsuc-

cess because we had a problem with the,
Mr. MINSHALL. What altitudes were the other
Commander FEATHERSTON, As I recall, sir -
Mr. MINSHALL. The reason for my question is, what is the effective-

ness of this missile system at low altitudes?
Commander FEAJIMRSTON. Your point is well taken. The shots we

have had have been delayed in terms of the plan we hoped to accom-
plish this time last year'because we haven't had test assets available.
We lost one F-111B 11ring aircraft and the other-

Mr. MINSITALL. Will you supply the rest of that targeting and test
information for the record, please I

Commander FEATHERSTON. Yes.
(The information follows:)

At the time of presentation of tie fiscal year 1969 budget two F-111B air-
craft (Nos. 2 and 3) were equipped with R. & D. Phoenix equipments. It was
anticipated that these firing aircraft would complete the R.D.T. & E. firing and
flight test program during fiscal year 1969. Subsequently, one of these aircraft
was lost over the Pacific Missile Range on September 11, 1968. The other air-
craft has exhibited abnormally low availability because of maintenance and
system problems. Through May 18, 1900 a total of - R.D.T. & E. firings have
been accomplished, with even of these occurring during fiscal year 1969. With
another F-111B (No. 7) currently being equipped and scheduled for test activity,
commencing in July 1909, completion of the - remaining firings should occur
during the first half of fiscal year 1970.

Target altitudes for the -. Phoenix firings that have not been sumessful
were - . The reasons for failure of these firings were:

Admiral WAL1 ER. The tests so far have not indicated there are any
problems unique to a -. The failures that have taken place have
been identified.

Mr. M3INSHAL . You are not runtoing onto the same problem then
that you ran into with - -.

Admiral WALKER. That is correct, sir.
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Mr. M1INSHALL. Why is that?
Admiral CONNOLLY. It has more thrust. It has enough thrust to be

able to fire at - miles, at altitudes.
Mr. MINNSUALL. It will take care of the increased density.
Admiral CONNOLLY. That is right.
Now, you might tell them about the successful shots at feet,

which is not feet, but 1. The firing plane was at
as I recall it. Fired missiles simultaneously at two BQM 34
drones proceeding at about - and they were separated laterally
by - miles and these missiles were fired simultaneously and one
knocked the drone completely out of the air so there was nothing left
on the ground radars and the other was a little miss; that is, it passed
within - feet. That was shot No.

Commander FEATHFASTON. We shot a mile launch and hit
target. Our R.D.T. & E. firing program has purposely deferred low
altitude shots until the last.

Mr. MINSHAIL. Supply that information for the record and also the
ranges at which these tests were made.

(The information is classified and has been supplied the
committee.)

Mr. RHODES, How is the maneuverability of the Phoenix? Has it im-
proved or is it effective against maneuvering targets?

Commander FEATHERSTON.
Admiral CONNOLLY. We are not going to use the Phoenix for a dog

fight. At least I don't thifik so. It is too expensive and too big and we
will not use it for that purpose but there was nothing wrong with
knocking an enemy airplane off, if you knock them off at-- miles
before you get into a (tog fight; the more of these you have, the less
dog fight ts you have.

Mr. LIPSCO.MiB. Commander, for the record would you insert at the
point where you discussed the pit cost, the rationale for arriving at
the a unit?

Commander FEATHERSTON. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Are there further questions?
The committee will adjourn until 2 o'clock.

AFTERNOON SESSION

AOM-41A SHEIKE

Mr. SIKEs. The committee will come to order.
We will pro*ce4 with the Shrike missile. Last year the Navy funded

money for Slrike mmsiies, $23.8 million for AGM-45A Shrike
missiles. This year the amount is $9.5 million for - of these
weapons. Whathas permitted this drastic reduction I

Admiral CONWOLLY. The truth of it, Mr. Sikes, is that we cut back
on Shrike for two reasons. One of those reasons has to be that we had
to carve the cost out, we had to carve the Cost of our combined air-
craft missile program. We carved Shrike back for one reason and that
is that the combat use of it was backed off as a result of the cessation.
The other i that Shrike has been an . weapon; the reason being
it is very difficult - to make a hice between Shrike and Stan -
ard Arm, and in both cases We cut back our request. It is made up of
the stopping in Vietnam and trying to get all the needs together as
to what we thought the budget wouldI Il ow. - Shrike, having
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Standard Arm, which does the job, but is much more expensive-it
does a better job but is much more expensive, and the same time,
hanging on to enough in the inventory to be able to meet a sudden on-
set and also the fact that Shrike can be started up.

Mr. SiHzs. Have there been any developments of unsolved problems
in the use of Shrike under combat conditions?

Admiral CONNOLLY. . We continue to supply Shrike to our
pilots because they wanted Shrike. They wanted the protection of
Shrike.

Now, we have modified Shrike,
Mr. Snucs. What?
Admiral CoNNOLLY. - . If this works out as our tests indicate

it would, then Shrike is going to come back as a popular weapon
because it is smaller and it is less expensive and it fits on more aircraft
than Standard Arm.

Mr. SKus. In the meantime, do you think that you will rely upon
other weapons rather than ShrikeI

Admiral CONNOLLY. We will continue to use Shrike in limited numn-
bers and we will rely to a degree on Standard Arm. It is sort of a lull,
Mr. Sikes,

Mr. SIKES. Would it be realistic to withhold the order for
additional 'Shrike missiles until this problem has been resolved?

Admiral CONNOLLY. I don't believe I understood your question
correctly.

Mr. SniEs. I say would it not be realistic to withhold the order for
additional Shrike missiles until the problein has been resolved?

Admiral CONNOLLY. I don't think it would be realistic in the sense
that you undoubtedly mean. It would not be prudent because

Admiral GADDIS. There is another factor which I think is pertinent.
Shrike for Navy plus for Air Force is the absolute mini-

mum buy that can keep one producer going. We have already canceled
out one producer. That is all that keeps that last producer going dur-
ing the 1970 delivery season.

Tr. SIKEs. Give us some information about inventory.
(The information follows:)

As of March 31, 1969, Navy SHRIKE assets were - missiles. These
assets include only - of the latest versions of SHRIKE which are designed
for the types of enemy radars not countered by the first versions of the missile.
The - SHRIKE requested are for each of three new versions of this
missile.

Mr. Six~s. In Octoberyou were using-you used - missiles.
Was this a peak month ? Oc&ober 19671 You used

Admiral CONNOLLY. I don't think that is a peak month.
Mr. SmKS, Give us some information about the consumption rates

during the last 3 fiscal years and about inventory.'
(The information follows:)

During FY 1969 to date, which includes a period of restricted strike operations
together with a period no strike operations against North Vietnam, total Navy
SHRIKE consumption has averaged, missiles per month. During fiscal
year 1968, prior to the restriction of operations over North Vietnam to below 19
degrees North, monthly SHRIKE consumption averaged- miles. Coi-
sumption during fiscal year 1967, although a period of relative unrestricted
operations against North Vietnam, averaged only missiles per month be-
cause our assets of SHRIKE were limited during the major portion of that year.
The inventory has increased from - missiles at the end of fiscal year 1967
to the current figure of-.
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Mr. SIXES. Can you give us information for the record-I realize the
problem, but give us what you can for the record axut target kill
ratio per missile fired.

(Thle information is classified and has been supplied the committee.)
Mr. STKr.5. Are there questions on SHI- KE ?
Mr. Rutorws. Admiral, I am probably oversi.lpliftying the problem.

but it seems to ino if you can get a weapon lile this pointed at the
target,

x(dnliral Cox.N-OIL. Yon are al)solitely right. We do this witl
STANDARD ARM. STANDARD ARM is aU improved STIRTKE.
SIHRIKE was our first attempt at an anti-radiatiou missile. STAN])-
ARD ARM does do this.

Mr. Ruroins. Then why do vou want to fool around with this
weapon?

Admiral COX NOLtT. It is so much cheaper: way" Cheaper.
Mr. RHopDEs. We are going to get to STAND.ARD ARM but what

is the cost of it compared to the
Admiral G, DDIS. The difference in cost is -- to
Mr. RunoD's. Even so, that. is a pretty expensive radar sup-

pressant
Admiral CONNOLLY. We do - ".%fr. Rhodes.
Mr. Ritorws. I probably read some thoughts into your statement

that yon didn't intend to have there, but it Seemlled to me that it wIs
your'feeling that the -.

Admiral WAYLKER. M r. Rhodes, I would like to inject a thought here.
I came to this job from having a carrier division in the Gulf of Ton-
kin. SHRIKE was used there effectively

Mr. SIY.Es.
Mr. RIThoEs. That is a rather important statement.
Admiral WALKERa. As far as we were concerned -- .
Mr. Rihonrs. I certainly can't diminish the importance of that..
Admiral WALxKr.. This, ofcourse, points up the fact .ht SHRIKE

Mr. RHODES. When you put the
Admiral GADDIS.
Admiral WALKER. I think it is true also, sir, that without
Mr. Rion,$s. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

AGM 78A STAIWDARD ARM

Mr. SIKES. Turning to STANDARD ARM, in 1970 you are request-ing $25 million for- 'of these missiles. This is in addition to

the - funded in fiscal year 1969. Tell us something about its
utilization and'the aicrtft which can use it.

Admiral CoxxoLty. The Mod 1 STANDARD ARM is a, multi-
based weapons system which'can be _

Mr. SiREs. It sounds as though it might-b 'worth times as
much as you are paying for the SHRIKE

Admiral Cox0' o , But the main thing is that we can't carry-well,
one thing, not hbmain th4ng--br4t an important point is that the
X ahaonly -.

Mir Sr S.is'itq modification difficiult, I

7 1I
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Admiral CONNOLLY. It takes an aircraft of that
Mr. SIKES. Do you anticipate converting other aircraft in order to

replace planes that now can handle only SHRIKE?
Admiral CO.NOLLY. We have more aircraft that we are con-

verting to the STANDARD ARM. We are also giving STANDARD
ARM

COST OF CoNVERTINa A R RAFT

Mr. SIKES. What is the cost and time requirement on conversion per
unit? Conversion of an aircraft? Not the application of the
Provide that for the record.

(The information follows:)
The cost of modifying the first - A-6A aircraft to be compatible with

the STANDARD ARM missile was approximately $4.8 million each. The pro-
duction lead time for this modification program was 11 months.

Mr. SiKiF.s. Is the Standard ARM program on schedule?
Admiral Cox.NOLLY. Yes, sir.
Mr. SlnEs. Are there any major problems which have been encoun-

tered and which occur persistently?
Admiral CoNNorLY. We have Standard ARM MARK 0 in the fleet.

Now, with the Mod 1 we have brought it along in three phases. The
zero had essentially a - and we have had - formal firings
and there have btn successes and failures. . This
program has been corrected.

Finally there was an - causing a failure of the missile.
I would emphsize that out of the is a pretty good

record for a new production missile. W1e evaluate all new weapons
vigorously prior to their release for use. These test firings are struc-
tured to demonstrate performance at the outer limits of the require-
ments.

Of note is the accuracy of 'the Mod 1 misile, or AGM783 has ex-
ceed d our expectations and the designed goal. The CEP of the
mistsiles were afforded a test of terminal accuracy which were about

of thespecific value.
Mr. Si s. Is the Standard ARM in use in Vietnam now?
Admiral CoNoLLY. It is out there and was used prior to the bomb-

ing halt in North Vietnam; yes, sir.
Mr. SIKFs. In fiscal year 1968 you were funded $95.1 million for

Shrike and Standard ARM missiles. None have been funded
in the Iast 2 fiscal years. This is the AGM-45A Shrike and the AGM-
78 Standard ARM. Are there problems with this programI

Admiral GADDs. That was a trade-off program in 1968. We would
buy a total of Shrike and Standard ARMS to a total of 95 million,
sir, and the line items on either side in the P-1 are for the specific line
items. We bought - Shrike in 1969 and - Standard ARMS,
sir.

Mr. SixFEs. Are there questions on Standard ARM?

SURFACE-LAUNCHIED 31ISSILES

In fiscal 1970 you requested a total of 12.8 million dollars to fund
fleet support requirements for the Tartar, Terrier, and Tales missile
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systems. You were funded a total of $14.7 million for this purpose
last year. What are these funds being used for?

Admiral WOODS. This year the funds are going to be used for several
categories. Checkout equipment which we have to modify special
handling equipment for the Standard missile, 60 percent ot it is for
644 TJHF telemetry heads; training material; updatting of our train-
ing missiles, and inert operation missiles.

Mr. SIKES. How many ships are still configured for the 3 T's?
Admiral WooDs. We have 78 ships which now have the 3 T's. We

had six in 1968 which we converted to the Standard MR and three ii
'68 which we converted to the ER.

In 1969 we will convert four more to the medium range and eight
more to the extended range. We will continue with this program, with
the Terrier and Tartar ships through - when all the Tartar ships
will have been converted to medium-range standard. The Terrier ships
will have been converted, 30 of them, by end . The Talos ships
are not involved in Standard missiles conversion.

Mr. SIKES. Let me see if I understand you. All of the Tartar and
Terrier ships will be phased out as of

Admiral WOODS. Fiscal year - for the Tartar ships and fiscal
year - for the Terrier shi s. Neither the ships nor the missiles,
per se, will be phased out; rather the Terrier and Tartar ships will
have been adapted to use the appropriate type of Standard missile by
the years indicated.

Mr. SIKES. But not Tales?
Admiral WOODS. No, sir, the Tales ships will not be changed and

those missiles will not be phased out until those ships are phased out.
They go with the ships.

Now, we have a few Terrier ships which we are not going to con-
vert to standard missile. Some of the cruisers and three of the car-
riers. It is just too big a conversion and it isn't worth it.

INVENTORY OF TARTAR, TERRIER AND TALOS MISSILES

Mr. SIKES. For the record, tell us the 3 TeS inventory at the present
time. Give us some information and also for the record the cost of
conversion.

(The information follows:)
As of March 31 the inventory of the 8 T's was as follows:

Terrier HT .............
Terrier BT
Terrier BW -----------------------------------------------
Tartar IT
Tals -------------------------------------------

The conversion program can be divided into three basic categories. The first
is modification of Terrier ships to provide Standard ER capability. Average
weapon system compatibility costs for a single-battery Terrier ship is - mil-
lion and for a two-battery Terrier ship is - million. The second category
is modification of Tartar ships to provide compatibility with the - nautical
mile version of Standard MR (type 1A). Average weapon system compatibility
costs for each Tartar ship is - million. The third category is modification
of Tartar ships to provide compatibility with the - nautical mile version
of Standard MR (type 1). Average weapon system compatibility costs for each
Tartar ship equipped with this ability is - million. The indicated costs in-
clude procurement and installation.
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MISSILE DEFENSE AGAINST ANTISIIIP MISSILES

Mr. RHiODEs. Can the 3 T's successfully engage a live missile?
Admiral WOODS. You are referring to the Styx, Mr. Rhodes ?
Mr. RHODES. Yes.
Admiral WOODS. Let me answer the question this way: We have a

program called Samid which is an attempt on a hurry-up basis to
integrate as best as possible the various capabilities we have within
our ships for quick-reaction capability. With this kind of quick re-
action--this means ability to sense the target in a hurry, designate it
in a hurry to the fire control system, the answer to your question

rs a, smvtter of fact, our primary practice target, the BQM 34 is very
similar in cross section and performance to the Styx missiles. The
Samid program is the beginning of a long-term improvement program
to increase our capability. We have a capability now and are improving
it all the time.

Mr. RHODES. The limiting factor is the ability to get
Admiral WOODS. The missile flight performance warhead and so on

are perfectly capable of knocking the incoming missile down - .
Mr. ANDREWS. In fiscal year 1970 you requested $25 million-$25.6

million for RIM-66A Standard Medium Range (MR) missiles
and $32.1 million for RIM-67A Standard Extended Range
(ER) missiles. This is in addition to the - Standard MR and
ER missiles funded in the last 2 fiscal years. What is the program
for conversion of ships from the 3 T's to the Standard missiles?

Admiral WOODS. I addressed myself to purt of this earlier on the
numbers which we are going to convert.

All the Tartar ships--ha is the DDG's, the DEG's and CG's-
will have a capability to fire the ---- mile version of the Standard
missile by the end of - . Now, in order to fire the - mile
version of the missile, an Ordalt kit was first initiated for procure-
ment in 1969 for six ships, and this is to be installed in fiscal 1971.
Eight more of these kits are planned for fiscal 1970 and will continue
at that rate to the completion of the modification.

The current planning for the modification of the Terrier ships,
the standard extended range, ER, provides completion of the instal-
lations by the end of

The Ordalt kit has been planned for installation during regular
overhauls and restricted avail abilities. That is when it occurs, when
the ships are norlnally in the yard.

TEST AND "'EPLOYMfENT OF STANDARD MISSILE

Mr. ANDREW. Why are we continuing to buy significant quantities
of these missiles and have them deployed in 34 ships when they are
still type classified as limited production and their operational evalua-
tion is not scheduled until October 1969?

Admiral Woons. In 1966 we stopped production of the Terrier and
Tartar to go to a standard missile which eventually replaces both
those except for the rocket components. We signed a buy covering
6 years at a much reduced price to produce these missiles. It is true

32-845-69-pt. 8-32
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that. they have not been formally accepted by Comoptevfor, but they
have 'had a considerable amount of testing. As ,a ma-tter of fact, their
most, recent tets-,and I have the scores here--are far above anything
we have been able to get, with Terrier and Tartar.

The third phase of the technical evaluation which has just been
completed had a score of - percent. This is the firing of
misile with

Our need was to continue to produce the missiles to outfit the shipss:
because of the sensitive tests which we have given these missiles, we
have come up with; we believe, a not only successful, but a much
increased eliable missile over what we have now in the three T's.

Mr. A-DRBWSo What were the results of the technical evaluation of
these missiles?

Admiral WOODS. Out of fired, - for a success score of
percent.

DEVELOPMENT COST, RELIABILITY AND ACCURACY, STANDARD MISSILE

Mr. Srs. For the record tell us how much has been spent in the
development and production of the Standard MR/ER missiles through
fiscal year 1969 by appropriation.

For the record, provide a table comparing the Standard MR/ER
missiles with the Ts from a reliability and accuracy standpoint.

(The information follows:)
The total development and production cost of the Standard MR/ER missile is

$282.4 million. Development was funded in the R.D.T & E. appropriation in fiscal
year 1964 through fiscal year.1969 for a total of $78.5 million. Production was
funded In the PAMN appropriation in fiscal year 1966 through fiscal year
1969 for a quantity buy of - missiles at a total cost of $203.9 million.

Missile reliability and accuracy are determined by missile firings in terms
of the missile round success rates. A successful missile round is one that demon-
strates reliability throughout the flight including proper fuze action, and is
suiciently accurate to insure a high probability of target kill (nonwarhead
firings) or one which downs the drone target, warhead firings). Missile success
rates for Standard Missile, TERRIER, and TARTAR missiles are shown in theattached table. MISSILE ROUND SUCCESS RATE IN SURFACE-TO-AIR FIRINGS

Successes Missle failures I Pmr

Standard missile (MR) .............................................--
Tartar ........................................................... - --
Standard missile (ER) ....... .................................. - --
Terrier HT ......................................................- --

I As defined above, Pmr Is the success rate for the missile round only. Normally success rate figures are presented
which Indicate complete shipboard weapon system and missile performance. such figures would Include shipborad material
and personnel performance and would tend to obscure the relative reliability comparison between Terrier/Tartar and
standard missile ER/MR. The Navy Is currently modifying Terrier/ Tartar missiles now in Inventory to Increase both
performance and reliability.

Note.-Standard missile results based on production missile firing tests which began Oct. 24, 1968. Terrier and Tartar
results based on fleet firings during the period Mar. 1, 1968, to Mar. 1, 1969.

F-14 AIRCRAFT

Admiral CONOLLY. Mr. Lipscomb, with regard to the discussion of
the F-14, and the desire to save money for the country and do a
sensible thing, I would like to make a statement.
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Perhaps you will remember, we were planning before there was any
F-14, we were planning or it was being planned for us to buy the
F-111B to perform fleet defense. There would be a squadron of F-
111B's on every carrier and we were also planning to replace the F-4
with an air plane called VFAX.

One of the salient points of this VFAX concept, which is to take
the einines out of the F-111B and use all the fire control and missile
work done with the Aug 9 Phoenix in a new airframe was this, that
the amount of money, we could see was going to go out to buy approxi-
inately 463 of these f-l ll's would be about the same amount of money
as would be required to commence the development of the F-14. So
that this was almost a straight trade. Well, what would be eliminated
was the necessity of developing the VFAX, which in magnitude would
be exactly the same as is now contemplated for the F-14. So, in effect,
we cut out the development of one entire airplane and all that that
entails, time and moneywise. Maybe this has been lost sight of in the
months that have gone on. I know it has by a lot of people over on the
other side of the river, but it still stands that there was in the planning
a continuation with the F-111B and the sum of money that was going
to go for 400 and some odd planes, it was about $42 hundred million
aiid those figures would have been up by virtue of what has been re-
vealed since to be well over $55 hundred million.. So we still think we are on a good track to take advantage of what
has been spent and done and save developing another airplane in its
entirety. We not only believe we have saved money, we think we have
saved a lot of time 'and we will g et a highly capable airplaue which,
when it is aboard ship, will be one airplane meeting both fleet air de-
fense and the air superiority role so that the logistic support problem
of the spares and so forth will be better and we will have eliminated
another airplane altogether.

Mr. ANDREWS. There is a question in my mind about that, Admiral.
You just traded off in a way the F-111B which the Navy didn't want
and never did want and at last determined it wouldn't meet your needs
because of weight and other problems, and you have wanted this F-14
and have supported this program with enthusiasm, and you do need a
plane. The way I look at it, you just traded off what you considered a
bad plane for one that you really want and need, and when the final
bell is rung the F-14 program will cost you as much as the F-111B
would have cost you.

Admiral CoNoLzIY. Remaining to be spent.
I am just trying to balance out the record. When we are accused

of being wasteful and not using our head and so forth, I think this is
a pretty good trick and I hope it will save one big amount of money.

That'is the end of my speech. Thank you.
Mr. LrsPooB. Admiral, if my comments have led you to believe

that I don't believe in the F-14A, I think you misinterpret me. But I
do have concern about the scheduling.

Admiral CONNOLLY. I just wanted to remind the committee that
we really did try to make sense out of this thing.
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SEA-SPARROW MISSILE

Mr. Siiks. On the Sea-Sparrow, what is the status of that program t
Admiral Woos. 'rhe Sea-Sparrow h1as several plhases. The first is

tile basic ilissile system which is flow ill four sh1ip)s. We ive bouglit
some 81 systenlis and will put them in as wt, 11ud installation mim110Y.
'lho second )115so--

,Mr. Sim.s. For clarification of the record, tell us what it, does.
Admiral WOODS. It fires an air-to-air missile from a surface ship at

it range of about. --- yards for point defense of that ship itself.
Tile basic Point Defense System is an iiiexpensive system wl1%ve
radir is controlled by it nan pointing it. The llxt phase it. this p'o-
gram will be to develop an integrated system, which is being levolo d
in concert with there NATO nutioiis, and that is called NAT()
Sea-Sl)arrow.

'Mr. SlmcEs. Ias the prograin slipped ?
Admiral WooDs. The Basic Point, Defense P1rogram has not slilpitl

in development. It hIas slipped in i n4tallat.ion on sllips. We have not
installed it Oil its Iallv ships as we would like beciluso of lack of funds.

Mr. Simtys. loW lh a'e the (cst estiinaites fared ? Are tly low . Are
they high, or on target.?

'niiral Woos. 5'ley are oil target on t0h Basic Point lefeuse.
On the NATO Sea-Sparrow, we may have soic increased costs. We
lave ixot. yel, signed a contract, so we dont know for sure viwhit lie
colltraet 1;ill cost.

Mr. SiicRs. What. are your principal problems il tim developilleialprograms ?

Admiral Voons. TIhere ro 1pii l)rincipl problemUs in the Basic Point
Defense. It has been coming along satisfactorily. In the NATO Sea-
Slarrow, we anticipate no p)artienrii l)roblem1s.Wte are trying to stay
within tihe state of theo art, but we atre lso trying to make the system
siall enough to fit. on ships of foreign nations and this may be rathlir
d ifficul t to (10.

Mr. Sixi8. Are there questions on Sea-Sparrow

ANTUSUBIMARINIF WAARRARF MISSLE, SUBROO

On Subroc, for the last 2 fiscal years you wero funded a total of
$59.6 million for tie procurement of - Subroc UUM-44A mnis-
silos. In fiscal year 1970 you have budgeted $25.6 million for
additional missiles as another "increment toward the inventorv ob-
jective," Whet is your "inventory objective" for Subroc and, how
many do we now have in the Navy inventory

Admiral Woons. Our inventory objective is missiles.
Mir. SiKs. ow many do we now have?
Admiral Wooms. - as of January 1. I will provide an updaled

numnher for the record.
(The information is classified and has heen provided the committee.)
Mr. SoI8. The point has been raised that inventory of - -- plu

funded and undelivered of - would be more than your inventory
o1)jective; is that correct?

AtMIIAtL WooDS. Yes, sir; but we will expend missiles in training
during the fiscal year.

P I 1. " -
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Our inventory objective total is - Our peacetime expenditures
duringg tile fiscal 1970 bly vill be missiles. Our net assets at
the end of the 1969 buy will be...

INr. Stits. Questions?

AERIAL. TAROITS

Oni aerial targets, you are requesting a total of $53.8 million. I
would like to have for the record a tabulation of these various aerial
targets by model, speed, number and cost, as well as costs ftr coti-
version of aircraft to drones, and for tow targets, and special equip-
ment. used in evaluation programs. For the record, tell us which of
these are used to test the Phoenix,

('he information follows:)
11w fiscal year 1970 iaerial t 'get program Includ&s the following targts:

(1) ---- AQNI-:T, a git i altitude, sulKr8onhle (1aeh ..... ). fl.

ret-overabie air itunelwd target, $8.6 million;
(2) - IQM-3A, a high mubsoni. (Mach -- ) air and ground

launched, recoverable target, $14.7 million;
(3) N-MQM-74A medium Ij'rforinaice (- knots) jet pmwered

recoverable target for fleet gunnery training, $0.2 million:
(4) -BQM-34E, a siuersonle (Mach .IS) air and ground launched,

recoverable target, $17.0 million;
(5) -- TDIT-22 series of supersonie tow targets for missile firings,
-TDIT-26 subsonic gunnery tow targets and 10 tow reels, $1.2 million;
(U) QTL-:3A, converted T-38 subsonic (Matli 0.8) aircraft, $4

million;
(7) -- QM-56 moving land targets and static land targets, $0.8

million:
(8) and support for the CQM-10A converted sulvrsonle (Maeh - )

liomare target, $0.7 million.
Thru April 1MI0 all 18 Phoiulx nilssiP4 litive been fired at - targets.

Future firings will he made against QF-0's, BIQM-34A's, IIQM-34E's. AMQ-37's
and lninre targets covering the full rang, of altitudes, ranges, and SlH4lvs.

CRuTIE MATSSAL,, T)RVIErPoMINT

Mr. Siicmr. On the cruise missiles, Admiral Connolly, last year you
testified that you did not see amy great need for the Navy to embark
on a cruise missile development. programl, lut that th need was under
study. What has been the result of this stiud(yI

Admiral CONNOrTX,. You want to know what, we are doing about
a cruise missile of our own?

Mr. SiKrs. That is correct.
Admiral CONNOttX. We have a program which wVO have not yet

started, but, to which we lhve given a lot of study time called "Tar-
poon." This is a surface-to-surface missile. We have studied it, and
we know how to build it aid it. will be probably introduced in our
1971 budget.

Mr. SKtcs. This is the cruise missile?
Admiral CONNOt.T.Y. It is a missile capable of being fired from one

ship against another surface target out to right now we are thinking
atbout miles.

Mr. Sixrx. Would it have the same general characteristics as the
Russion cruise inimile ?

Admiral Coxxoi,,Y.
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Mr. SiKs. At this point, is it still a paper concept, a dirawiiig-boar.d
conceptV

Admiral CozNouY. It is, sir. We are thinking of a number of
adaptations. We have been trying to (1o this so that we could have the
same missile perform two roles. One, surface-to-surface, and one air-
to-surface against ships and submarines and coastal patrol boats. We
are not without this capability at the moment. We have two of them
with good air-to-surface capability, OSA patrol boats.

Mr. Sixis. Butt no surface-to-surface capability ?
Admiral Co1NoYT.Y. That isn't entirely true either because we have

used all of thr.* T's in a surface-to-surface mode, both Tartar, Terrier,
and Talos. I

Mr. Sixvs. And you are going to phase those out?
Admiral Woons. The same capability will exist in the medium-rnnge

and extended-range standard missiles.
The limitation on those missiles is-.
Mr. SIKES. I think this has been a gap in the Navy's weapons pro-

gram and I am glad you are planning to do something about it. The
quetion is, how fast are you going to direct what I think is a defi.
ciency? When do :you expect to have these new missiles introduced into
the fleet?

Admiral CoKxomTJ. Admiral Moorer has the pressures oi us, Mr.
Sikes, and we are going to work hard on this program.

We are going to do a good job on it and I don't think we are going
to have a capability-other than the ones we have already talkl, d
ahout,-wo are not naked and bare in this respect, Nut I don't think wo
will have the new missile under

Mr. Srms. Where is the funding at this tirre?
Admiral Cowr oux. Dr. Foster's group is ready to assist us and we

should be making our minds up between now and the first of July
on this.

Mr. SiKF.q. Do I understand there is no money specifically for this
purpose in the budget.? The fiscal 1970 budget?

Admiral CONNO LTY. No, but we have money for R. & D.
Mr. Smxis. Are there questions I

MODPICATION OF MISSILES

Mr. SK.s. On "Modification of missiles," the fiscal year 1970 pro-
gram for "Modification of missiles" is $20.8 million, a slight increase
over the fiscal year 1969 program. These funds will be applied to all
but the Bullpip. and Standard ARM missiles. Why do we propose to
spend $9.2 million for modification of the Tartar, Terrier, and Talos
missiles and how many missiles are involvedI

Admiral 'Woo s. These are primarily Imodifications
Mr. SuKEP. When will the modifications be complete?
Admiral Woons. I- would expect there would be some small aunuint

of modification that would continue as long as we have any significant
number of these missiles in service.

Mr, SnxF.. How many of each type of missiles are involved in this
modification? Provide that for the record.



(Tlie information follows:)
The fiscal year 1070 modification program continues to ilmluove the

counter-counternieasure and -- of these missiles. -- Terrier HTIt, --
Tartar IT and ITH, and -- Taios missiles are involved with these Improve.

Iflnts.
Mr. SIKFs. How do we proposed to spend $3.5i million to modify the

Standard MR/ER missiles?
Admiral WooDs. This again is a modification to improve the ECM

capability of the MR and ER. These are our Block 4 field changes.
M r. SIKEs. How rnny missiles are involved?
Admiral WOODS. There are
M r. SIKFs. What is the reason for the request of $2.1 million for

SUBROC modifications I
Admiral WooDs. The SUBROC modification is for missiles

to improve the capability. The missile, as it presently stands,
has a

Mr. Smit:s. The Navy has awarded a $49 million contract to repaek-
age a major portion of the Standard ARM electronics. Why is this
modification necessary?

Admiral WALKER. This was a fixed price subcontract with General
Dynamics, the system prime contractor, to Bendix Eleetrodynamics.
Bendix was the winner of a competition to production-engineer and
produce the guidance system seeker assembly. We gained two price re-
duction advantages here.

First, there is the element of competition.
Second, by selective packaging the seeker has been made simpler

to build by making test points more accessible and making in-process
olectrom ahnement more straightforward, thereby reducing direct
labor charges. The contract willyield one seeker for each missile in
the fiscal 1969 buy or-- units for each service. The Nav appro-
priation in fiscal 1909 PAMN funds under the Standard ARMS item.

Mr. SixES. Tell us the total cost ol the modification and tell us what
fiscal year funds will be used.

(The information follows:)
The program costs $4.9 million and is funded with fiscal year 191) Standard

ARM funds.
Mr. Siiui,. Are there questions on modification of missiles?

Mrl'ssxr. Sr,tm:s oAND REPAIR P.Awrs

Mr. S!IK.S. Missile Spares and Repair Parts, the fiscal 1970 program
for this program is $36.8 million. This represents an increase of $14.8
million over the fiscal year 1969 program. I would like to have for the
record a breakout of this request. I would like to have you tell ip, gen-
erally, the reason for the iiease in this bud t, activity this year.

Admiral Woos. In the surface-to-air misile area, we had not had
in (he past the amount, of spares that we had felt that we needed. so
each vear we keep trying to get ourselves; p to our inventory
objectives.
_fr. SuuK's. Admiral, just because we have cut your requests down-

Congress has cut the request down each year for this purpose?
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Admiral WOODS. No, sir; I think it is a case of the Navy trying to
spread their money around where they need it most. We just haven't
been able to put the money into spare parts that we would like to, not
only in local appropriations, but elsewhere.

COMPETITIVE PROCUREMENT

Mr. SIKES. How much competition do we have in the procurement
of missile spares and repair parts?

Admiral WALKER. At the present time, records are not maintained
for competitive procurement for Air Systems Command missile re-
plenishment spares and repair parts. However, the nature of missile
replenishment, spare parts, under our management does not lend itself
to substantial competitive procurement. For example, the performance
standards, the critical quality and reliability standards and the ex-
pendable, nature of the missile does not require extensive stock levels
of spares in proportion to the procurement of missiles. I have a back-
up paper of more length, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. SixEs. Provide that for the record.
(The document follows:)

Missile end item contracts require the prime contractor to furnish a complete
set of drawings, specifications, and a PPB (provisioning parts breakdown) list.
The Navy provisioning teams review the PPB, drawings and specifications to de-
termine the spares and repair parts requirements. The spares and repair parts
tire coded to identify parts that can be broken out and procured competitively or
directly from the prime missile contractor's vendors, and those parts that must
be procured from the missile contractor.

The parts that have Federal stock numbers are referred to cognizant supply
agency to procure in the normal competitive manner. The vendor items are re-
ferred to qualified products lists to determine If there are other sources of supply
and if not, the parts are procured directly from the prime contractor's vendor.

In those cases where the prime contractor, or his vendor has a patent or pro-
prietary rights for the parts required for spares and repair parts, they are the
only source of supply until the Government obtains the rights for use In adver-
tised competitive procurements. The decision to procure the contractor or vendor
rights must be weighed against the total missile procurement in the on-going
years, the estimated total parts procurements and anticipated resulting savings
from competitive procurement sources.

M,3r. SIKS. Are the spares and repair parts procured through the
prime contractor or do we break out and go direct to the vendors and
subcontractors?

Admiral WALKER. We do both of those things, sir.
Mr. Si us. Show the percentage of each.
Admiral WA.LKFR. We go to the prime contractor and break out as

soon as possible.
Mr. Sp F.s. Show the percentage of each.
(The information follows:)

Prime contractors receive approximately 18.9 percent of procurements; break-
out to the vendors constitutes approximately 81.1 percent.

SPARES AND REPAIR PARTS BY MISSILE KYSTEMr

Mr. SIKEs. For the record, how much of $36.8 million is for initial
spai"'s and repair parts and for which missile systems? For the record,
provide the total value of spares and repair parts by fiscal year since
fiscal 1965.
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(The information follows:)

The following table portrays the fiscal year 1970 initial spares and repair parts
by missile system:
Miissile: Thousnuda

Poseidon ------------------ -------------------------- $20, 000
Sparrow------------------------------------------------ 655
Sidewinder 1C SAR --------------------------------------- 440
Sidewinder 1C IR ---------------------------------------- 764
Shrike -------------------------------------------------- 50
Standard ARM ---------------------------------------------- 600
Terrier 0-------------------------------------------------8
Tals ------------ ----------------------- 300
Tartar. ------------------------------------------------- 600
Standard MR ------------------------------------------- 400
Standard ER-------------------------------------------- 400
SUBROC --------------------------------------------- 1600
BQM-34A ..--------------------------------------------- 100
BQM-34E -------------------------------------------- 2 860
AQM-37A -------------------- --------------------------- 20
MGM-74A ---------------------------------------------- 50
TOW Targets -------------------------------------------- 90
CQM-10A - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  50
QT-33A....- -------------------------------------- 400
Other targets- ----------------------------------- 30

Total -------------------------------------- ------- $30,209
The inventory of ordnance spares and repair parts consists of items related to

both conventional weapons and missiles and to both PAMN and OPN funded
items. The financial inventory reporting system does not provide a breakdown of
inventory values by weapon system or funding source. Commencing in fiscal year
1968 a Statistical Stratification of Inventory has been performed which provides
a basis for estimating the proportion of total inventory by individual weapon
system. No such basis exists for a breakdown of the inventory for the years 1965,
1966, or 1967.

Based on the statistical weapon systems stratification it is estimated that the
PAMN funded MSL spares inventory for the above missile systems at the end
of fiscal year 1968, 1969, and 1970 is as follows:

Mi-- on8Fiscal year 1968-----------------------$54. 851
Fiscal year 1969 ------------------------------------------- 47.576
Fiscal year 1970 ------------------------------------------- 49.816

Mfr. SiES. Are there questions?

MISSILE SUPPORT EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES

Mr. SIKES. On Missile Support Equipment and Facilities, the fiscal
1970 program totaled $23.3 million, an increase of $6.5 million over
fiscal year 1969. Tell us something about the Navy's astronautics pro-
gTam as mentioned in your statement.

NAVIGATION SATELLITE SYSTEM

Admiral CONNOLLY, The astronautics program consists of the pro-
curement of the navigation satellite system. This system enables ships
to obtain position fixes within one-tenth of a nautical mile to check
the accuracy of the ship's inertial navigation system. The system con-
sists of a constellation of satellites in orbit around the earth, a network
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of tracking stations supplying tracking data to a computing complex,
an injection station for insertion of information into the memory of
the satellite for transmission to user ships, and shipboard equipment
designed to receive the data from the satelite to determine the naviga-
tional position.

To meet the ONO operational objective to obtain position
fixes in all latitudes and assign.- a medium interval of
within an accuracy goal of one-tenth of a nautical mile, the navigation
satellite system requires an operating constellation of four satellites.
The number of vehicles required to maintain a four satellite constella-
tion is based on computer trade-off study of satellite requirements
versus satellite mean time between failure. With the foregoing as-
sumption, that the life in orbit will be 15 months and theprobability
of launch success will be 90 percent, the probability of satellites surviv-
ing launch would be 90 percent and that the launch turn-around time
will be - days..

The minimum orbit gap for relaunch is degrees and the in-
clination of accuracy is equal to -.

Admiral GADis. The extremely low level of funding in 1969 re-
flected a temporary attempt to make do with a - satellite system.
It was not sufficiently accurate.

Mr. Sixs. That is the reason for the increase in the program?
Admiral GADDis. Yes, sir.

MISSILE INDUSTRIAL FACILITIES

Mr. SiKxs. I would like to have for the record the amount provided
for missile industrial facilities, including separate listings for con-
struction of facilities, additions to facilities, and for industrial plant
equipment for the last 10 fiscal years.

(The information follows:)
In the past 10 years, the Naval Air Systems Command and the Naval Ordnance

Systems Command have spent a total of $60.7 million for the following categories
of missile industrial facilities:

Category : Millions
New construction --------- ----------------------------- $2, 072
Additions and alterations --------------------------------- 1, 93.5
Industrial plant equipment -------------------------------- 56, 670

Total --------------------- ------------------------- 60,677

SOVIET ANTISIVBD3ARTNE WARFIARE CAPABILITIES

Mr. LiPsco.%m. Admiral, I would like to refer back to your statement
on page 21 where you discuss the Poseidon-MIRV system. You say
that in the event that they, the Soviets markedly improve the quality
and increase the numbers of their ASW force--Could you give us
your views on what Ways the Sbviet might improved the quality of
their ASW force, as you see it ?

Admiral CON OLLY. Yes, 7sir. To the very best of my knowledge.
perhaps Admiral Smith can speak to that.

Admiral SmiTr. Mr. Lipscomb, we have made a number of Studies
to try to find the most sensible and most practical way in which the
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Russians might proceed. Looking on it that way the job that they have
to do with regard to Polaris-Poseidon is that of -.

Mr. SIKES."Have the Soviets in the past 5 years increased the quality
of their ASW capability?

Admiral SMITI. They have improved the quality of their attack
submarines. They have made some improvements" in the quality of
their sonar. They have made improvements in sonobuoys and heli-
copter ASW operations. They have been trying.

Mr. LiPsCoMB. What you are saying is, they do have the capability
of improving their ASW capability in the future that could give our
Polaris submarines some difficulty .

Admiral SMITH. They have the basic technical capability. They
have the manufacturing capability, I think more than they have been
using, and in time this is true. How rapidly is a projection for the
future. They certainly have a long way to go.

Admiral CONNOLLY. I think it is possible to say one more thing. You
have to go on the basis of what they have done so far. I am not going
to counter anything said here because I agree with it, but so far

It takes time to acquire the capabilities to do a good job against
another man's submarine. It is something you work at a long time and
you develop equipment to do so.

To think that the Polaris and Pfoseidon boats are in early prospect
of being negated to some degree, 1 don't believe that, sir. I believe the
potential to do this exists, but not in the near term.

Mr. LnscomB. Not an early prospect, but the capability and tech-
nical expertise is certainly capable of being acquired by the Soviets?

Admiral CONNOLLY. I would think, sir, that they would. I am not a
submariner, nor am I necessarily an ASW man except it is such an im-
portant problem to us that we all take a great interest in it. I would
think they would have to have a much more-- .

Admiral SMITH. I would like to comment further Mr. Lipscomb,
that we are working in one R. & D. project, and another project is to
be expanded this year, on tlhe problem of

Mr. LiPsco.B. Is there any reason to believe that the Soviets can't
gain the same capability that we have - .

Admiral SMITI. No, I don't think so. I think( they have a long way
to go, but what we have been doing that I am sure you are referring
to, depends on a very considerable .

In other words, what I am saying is, this is leading to a situation
where

Mr. MTNSIIALL. How does our ASW capability compare with that
of the Russians?

Admiral S IITI. I don't know how to put a number on it, but it is
very considerably better today.

Mr. MINSAL,. Ours is?
Admiral GADDIS. It is superior, noq question.
Mr. M NSHTIL. What makes you think the Russians aren't as smart

in this field as they are in others ?
Admiral SMITh. I don't believe I said that they are not.
Mr. MiNSHALL. I mean as advanced or put it. any way you wish.

Why is ours so much better?
Admiral S3nTIr. The principal reason is they started so very much

further behind.
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Admiral GADDIS. The developments in ASW, Mr. Minshall, which
we have been working on for a number of years, such as the ASW
patrol aircraft, the sonobuoy developments which have essentially
culminated in our DIFAR system with the P-3-ANU system, for
instance, thishas been many years in development.

Mr. MINSHALL. What concerns me, Admiral, is why do you think our
intelligence is that good? Our experience with our intelligence in
various arms of the military

Admiral GADDI. ! a?-.
Mr. 'MINSHAA. Our coun-terintelligence then -.
Admiral GADris.
Mr. MIsHkALL. You say it is not equal, but if we can do this

why can't the y?
Admiral GADDis. It is a matter of development and, as Admiral

Smith said, one of the factors in that development is time.
Mr. MIxSHALL. How much of a headstart do you figure we have

had?
Admiral GADDiS. Five yearl, I would guess. Would you care to

comment? -
Admiral SinTu. We had a much bigger headstart than that. They

have been catching up.
Mr, MrkSHALL. I can't hear you. I am sorry.
Admiral SMrr. We had a headstart of over 20 years.
Mr. MINSHALL. They had.a headstart in the space business too and

we caught no.
AdWtral St. -Yes, sir.
Admiral Co orxY. These gentlemen are talking about one thingand that is - . Is that not correct? Mainly
Admiral SITrru. As well as their
Mr. MINSHAL.. I don't wish to belabor this, but I don't think we

should'be too complacent and think the other side is that far behind.
Admiftl GAP1nS. We are extremely concerned, sr, and we haveseen evidence of large strides on fheir part. in ir their newer

submarines.
Mr. MINSHALL. Looking down the road, do you see any time in the

foreseeable future when they will be catching un with us?
Admiral GADDIS. We must fight to stay ahead.
Mr. MINSIIALL. Can you see that, even though you try, they might

catch up anyhow?
Admiral GADs. It may happen, but we must work to see that it

doesn't happen.
Admiral SMrrI. Mr. Minshall, I think I can see the time within 10

or 15 years, when neither of us will be able to --
Mr. MINSHALL. That is what I wanted to know.
Admiral Smnin. I don't see the time, if we keep reasonably along

with the efforts that we are asking for support on, when they will get
ahead and be able to do what we can do now. I do see the time when
neither of us will be able to

Admiral CoNNwoLTY. If the commlttee woiilr( like it, there is a really
good presentation that can be given to you. There is a lot of classifica-
tion involved hero and we are not sure about everybody in our audi-
ence, but We would like very much to present this to you to the degree

. A
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that you want it, just exactly what has been going on and where and
by whom.

Mr. Smis. I think that would be very useful. What would be the
time requirement?

Admiral CONNOLLY. About an hour, sir.
Mr. SIKES. I think it would be worth while.
Mr. IAPSCOMB. The reason I brought this up-and this goes to Mr.

Minshall's point-is that I was encouraged by your statement, Ad-
miral, that you recognize this problem because you say that the prin-
cipal new feature of the Poseiden is its multiple-independently-tar-
geted reentry vehicle system which will assure continued effectiveness
of the fleet ballistic missile system in the event that the Soviets con-
tinue to deploy anti-ballistic-missile systems, or, alternatively, in the
event that they markedly improve the quality and increase the num-
ber of their ASW forces.

I just read an article the other day where somebody took the position
that our Polaris-Poseidon program was forever inviolable.

Admiral GADDIS. Not without working at it.
Mr. LIpsco.m That is it. We have to work at it and this statement

indicates that you recognize this threat.
Admiral CONNOLLY. That is right, sir. What we are trying to fight

now is the conclusion because it is technically possible and they are
as smart as we know they are and they have done great work other-
wise, that you just automatically conclude that in a short period of
time they are going to wipe out this advantage, which they hadn't
done, and they have put a lot into the submarine effort. They have
built over 350 boats, they have a lot of - boats. It is going to take
them a lot of money ani a lot, of time to - those boats. They are
building - boats, we know that, but that is the beginning.

Mr. SYK.s. And they are building more than we are, and that
disturbs me.

Admiral COXNOLLY. But Admiral Smith's point is the one that I
like the best, and that is that this

Mr. SiKFs. Are there other questions?

CARRIERS FOR V/STOL AIRCRAFT

Mf r. RHODES. I have a question on another subject. The Russian
aircraft carrier Moskva is a new concept for them as far as we can
tell. All we have heard about it thus far seems to indicate that it uses
helicopters. Is it possible that it was built for a V/STOL-type aircraft
such as the Harrier? Could the Harrier operate off of that ship?

Admiral CONNOLLY. Yes, sir.
Mr. RjioDFs. Have you taken this into consideration in your

planning?
Admiral CONNOLLY. We certainly have.
You know, we have some of these ourselves. We have a number of

ships that are connected with, mainly-like the LPH and the APD,
and the other amphibious ships that can operate V/STOL or com-
pound helicopters and do operate regular helicopters.

Mr. Sirx s. Is it within reason to assume that the development of the
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Harrier, or the Htarrier-type aircraft nmy revolutionize our own
carrier program?

Admiral CoNNoTsmy. I think we are going to use V-type airplanes
on platform ships such as Mr. Minshall described. You don't get
V/TOL for nothing.

You have to pay in weight, complexity, and cost. It takes a certain
amount of capacity in the airplane away from you for fuel or weal)-
ons. We have the V/TOL and the V/STOL right in there aboard
the carrier in catpaults. We don't have to put it in each and every
airplane. We have to strengthen them for a hook and a bridle, but as
long as we can use catapults and operate 8.5 or 90 airplanes, not one
of which has to have the complexity of a V/TOL, we can land planes
aboard ship, catch them in the arresting gear, taxi them out faster
than you can bring them in if you tried to in V/TOL.

Mr. SIKES. Gentlemen, thank you very much. This concludes this
portion of the hearing. You have been very patient and you have been
very helpful. This has been a rather long, drawn-out series of ses-
sions, but something I feel is very useful to the committee.
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PROGRAM AND FINANCING uIN THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS]

Budget plan (amounts for procurement
actions programed) Obligations

1968 1969 1970 1968 1969 1970
Program by activities actual estimate estimate actual estimate estimate

Direct:
1. Fleet ballistic missile ships.... 254,435 318,300 462,600 83,112 341,200 404,400
2. Other warships ............... 643,069 480,687 1,538,300 1,082,538 1.073,000 1,381,800
3. Amphibious ships ........... 23,000 201,900 287,700 84,875 289,600 256,400
4. Mine warfare and patrol ships.. 43,270 50,380 43,735 182,691 267,200 113,700
5. Auxiliaries and craft .......... 226,276 46,583 449,315 436,208 212,800 299, 900

Total direct ................ 1,190,050 1,097,850 2,781,650 1,869,424 2,183,800 2,456,200

Reimbursable:
2. Other warships ............... 12,300 60,000 64,000 39,850 29,000 68, 000
3. Amphibious ships .......................... . 3,000 2,839 500 1,500
4. Mine warfare and patrol ships.- 8,935 13,000 15,000 33,567 43,000 25,000
5. Auxiliaries and craft .......... 1,570 4,065 1,506 13,263 15,500 10,500

Total reimbursable ......... 22,805 77,065 83,506 89,519 88,000 105,000

Total ...................... 1,212,855 1,174,915 2,865,156 1,958,943 2,271,800 2,561,200

Financing:
Receipts and reimbursements

from:
Federal funds ............... +21,875 -17,065 -23, 506 -12,232
Trust funds ................ -930 -60,000 -60, 000 1,759
3on-Federal sources I ........................................... -653
Recovery of prior year obli-

gations ..................................................... -89,567
Unobligated balance avail-

able, start of year:
For completion of prior

year budget plans ......................................... -3,311,906
Available to finance new

budget plans ......... -22,392 -260,100 -150,250 -22,392
Unobligated balance trans.

ferred from other accounts ..................................... -2,201
Reprograming from prior

year budget plans ......... -127,258 -167,300 ........................
Unobligated balance avail-

able end of year:
For completion of prior

year budget plans......................................... 2,518,649
Available to finance sub-

sequent year budget
plans ................ 260,100 150,250 ............ 260,100

Budget authority .... 1,300,500 820,700 2,631,400 1,300,500

-25,860 -21, 006
-60,000 -60,000

......................

.. ......................

-2,518,649 -1, 263,259

-260,100 -150,250

1,263,259 1,564,715

150,250 ............

820,700 2.531,400

Budget authority:
Appropriation ................... 1,297,000 820,700 2,631,400 1,297,000 820,100 2,631,400
Transferred from other accounts.. 3, 500 ........................ 3, 500 .......................

Appropriation (adjusted)...-. 1,300,500 820,700 2,698,300 1,300,500 820, 700 2,698,300

Budget plan (amounts for
procurement actions programed)

1968 1969 1970
actual estimate estimate

Obligations

1968 1969
actual estimate

Relation to obligations to outlays:
Obligations Incurred, net ....................................... 1,858, 250 2,185, 940 2, 480,194
Obligated balance, start of year ................................. 2,620,076 3,122,475 3,608,415
Obligated balance, end of year .................................. -3,122,475 -3,608,415 -4419,609

Outlays .................................................. 1,355,851 1,700,000 1,669,000

I Reimbursements from non.Federal sources are derived principally from deductions from carriers, on account of loss
of daiage to materials In transit (31 U.S.C. 489(a)) and proceeds from the sale of personal property being replaced (40U.S.C. UK1€)

1970
estimate
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OBJECT CLASSIFICATION (IN THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS)

1968 actual 1969 estimate 1970 estimate

Direct obligations, personnel compensation:
Permanent positions ........................................... 4,171 ............................
Other personnel compensation .................................. 287 ............................

Total personnel compensation ................................ 4,458 ...........................
Personnel benefits: Civilian ................................ 336...................
Transportation of things ....................................... 1,081 1,000 1,000
Other services ..................................... 520,313 563,500 611,600
Supplies and materials ......................................... 78,609 83,000 90, 000
Equipment ............... ...................... 1,264,627 1,536,300 1,753,600

Total direct obligations ...................................... 1,869,424 2,183,800 2,456,200

Reimbursable obligations:
Other services ................................................ 12,532 12,000 16, 000
Supplies and material ......................................... 2,685 2,700 3,000
Equipment ................................................. 74302 73,300 86,000

Total reimbursable obligations ................................ 89,519 88,000 105,000

Total obligations ............................................ 1,958,943 2,271,800 2,561,200

PERSONNEL SUMMARY

Total number of permanent positions ................................ 506 ............................
Average number of all employees ................................... 411 ............................
Average GS grade ................................................. 10.4 ............................
Average GS salary.. . . .................................... $10,980 ............................
Average salary of ungraded positions ................................ $7,542 ...................

OPENING REMARKS

Mr. SIRES. This afternoon the committee is ready to consider the
shipbuilding and conversion Navy budget request.

The estimate for new budget obligational authority for fiscal year
1970 is $2,631,400,000. For fiscal year 1969, the Navy was appropriated
$820.7 million for this purpose. The Navy estimates that the fiscal
year 1970 direct-procurement program will total $2,781,650,000.

Admiral Colwell, we are glad to have you here again. This is your
fourth appearance, is it not?

Admiral COLWELL. That is correct, sir.
Mr. SiEs. We understand that you anticipate leaving us after this

year's work?
Admiral COLVELL. Yes, sir; this will be my last appearance.
Mr. SIREs. I would like to say, Admiral, that you have been a very

able witness and a dedicated officer.
Admiral COLWELL. Thank you.
Mr. SiREs. You have a very fine record of service, Admiral. The

committee wishes you the very'best in the years ahead.
Mr. ANDREWS. Mr, Chairman, I would like to concur in the state-

ments you have made about the Admiral.
Admiral COLWELL. That is very kind of you. Thank you.

GENERAL STATEMENT

Mr. SIKES. Now, if you will proceed with your statement?
Admiral COLWELA. May I present my biographical sketch for the

record?
Mr. SIRs. Yes, you may.

, , 0
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BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF ADMIRAL COLWELL

An ordnance specialist, Vice Admiral Colwell has been assistant experimental
officer at the Naval Proving Ground, and has had tours of duty in the Bureau
of Ordnance (Research and Development), as Deputy Director of the Fleet Bal-
listic Missile (Polaris) project, and as Senior Naval Assistant to the Director,
Defense Research and Engineering, Office of the Secretary of Defense. He is a
graduate of the Naval Academy, 1931, and the Naval Postgraduate School (Ord-
iiance Engineering), 1939.

As a junior officer, he had duty in the battleships Maryland, California, and
New York, and In destroyers Rathburne and Aaron Ward. In November 1942,
he joined the staff of Admiral "Bull" Halsey, Commander South Pacific Force,
as assistant gunnery officer, and later served as gunnery officer, until January
1944. After a tour of duty in the Bureau of Ordnance (1951-53), he was desig-
rated aide and administrative assistant to the Deputy Secretary of Defense,
Washington, D.C. I

From May 1954 to October 1955 he commanded U.S.S. Elokomin, then served
as Deputy Director of the Fleet Ballistic Missile project, charged with develop-
ment of the Polaris missile and weapon system, for which service he was
awarded the Legion of Merit. In May 1958, he assumed command of the U.S.S.
Galveston (CLG-3), first of the guided-missile cruisers.

fie also served as a member of the General PLqnning Group, Office of the
Chief of Naval Operations, Navy Department; Senior Naval Assistant to the Di-
rector, Defense Research and Engineering, Office of the Secretary of Defense;
Director of the Long Range Objectives Group, Office of the Chief of Naval Opera-
tions, Navy Department; Commander Amphibious Forces, Pacific Fleet, where
ie was awarded a gold star in lieu of a second Legion of Merit, and in June 1965
was designated Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (Fleet Operations and Readi-
ness), Navy Department.

Vice Admiral Colwell's additional medals and decorations are the Bronze
Star Medal, with combat "V"; letter of commendation, ribbon, and combat "V";
Presidential unit citation ribbon (Destroyer Squadron 23) ; Brazilian Order of
Naval Merit; American Defense Service Medal, bronze "A"; American Cam-
paign 'Medal; Asiatic-Pacific Campaign Medal with one Silver and two bronze
stars (seven operations) ; World War II Victory Medal; Navy Occupation Serv-
Ice Medal; the National Defense Service Medal, and the Vietnam Service Ribbon
with two bronze stars.

Admiral COLWELL. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I
am Vice Admiral John B. Colwell, Deputy Chief of Naval Operations
for Fleet Operations and Readiness.-I assumed my present duty in
fay 1965. It is a pleasure to appear before this committee again.
I will present the Navy's shipbuilding and conversion program pro-

posed for fiscal year 1970. I am accompanied by Rear Admiral Fahy
Commander Naval Ships Systems Command, and Rear Admiral
Gaddis, Navy Budget Officer, who are available to answer questions
which fall more appropriately within their purview.

The program requested this year consists of 16 new construction
ships and 17 conversions of existing ships, a total of 33 ships with
a TOA of $2,782 million. This is a significant increase over the revised
fiscal year 1969 program consisting of 6 new construction ships and
16 conversions with an adjusted TOA of $1,098 million. The size of
the requested program is necessary to re lace aged ships in the fleet
and improve the capabilities of others. The current fleet is composed
of approximately 900 ships of which about 58 percent are over 20
years of age. Some of these older ships are no longer economical to
operate, repair, and modernize, primarily because oftheir age. Others
are approaching this state. Since further modernization is no longer
practicable for these older hulls, ship replacement will be required
if we are to maintain a fleet capability which is responsive to the

32-845-69--pt. 3----33
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demands of U.S. national policy. We are building more capability into
our new ships, ad therefore a one-for-one replacement will not be
required, but a large number of ship replacements will be required
in each of the next several years. The requested program is the be.
ginning of this long-range replacement program, which will require
even larger annual SCN %udget requests than the one which is being
reluested this year. With the size of this year's program, and an ex-
pressed resolve to continue a sizable long-range program,. we hope to
encourage the shipbuilding industry to continue improving their
capability in both physical plant facilities and manpower to enable
them to build future shipbuilding programs with least cost in time
and dollars

Several of the ships requested for new construction in fiscal year
1970 are repeats of prior year designs already in commission or being
built. However, we are requesting four new-design ship types. Two
of these were requested in last year's budget, the general purpose
destroyer (DD), formerly kiiowli w DX, anid the fast deployment
logistic ship (FDL). They were not approved for procurement; how-
ever advance funding was provided for DX.

The DX is now ternied 'the DD-963 class.
The third and fourth new designs being requested are a nuclear

attack submarine (SSN) of the high-speed type and a nuclear guided
missile frigate (DX )

In the proposed fiscal year 1970 program, seven of the 16 new con-
struction ships are in direct support of the ASW program. They are:
five destroyers and two nuclear attack submarines.

Total SON funds contributing to the ASW effort this year are
$806 million or 29 percent of the TOA requested.

Mr. Chairman, with your permission I will now give you a brief
description of each type of ship in the budget submission.

The format is the same as used last year, but with your permission
I will go through the details of the first one to familiarize you with
its contents. The name and letter designation of the ship type appeals
on the, top line. Immediately under the name we show the number
requested and the cost information. The next section gives the im-
portafit physical data and the design characteristics. The production
section, gives the'significant time goals for planning and, production
of the final end product. The prior program status section gives the
total number of the type authorized since World War II, the nmii-
bet to be completed by the end of fiscal year 1969, and information
6i Recent programing of this type ship.

I will now cover the ships in order of their budgetactivity.

?L E7 BALLISTIG moISta L SHPS

Over $460 million of the TOA requested this year is for conversion
of existing ships to the Poseidon ballistic missile system.

j i ear paowe'red fleet baisitic ilasile 8umnarnes (SSBN)

Thof i SSBI conversions .rUeuted. this year. are a continuationoh!e OxQgRX 6gln hi lsel r 968 to convert a totally ll of
0.ur et b]aW!ti, mns s~,~ub ies ' tO aec ommodate the Poseidon

1 0
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ballistic missile. Two of the six conversions requested in last year's
)rogram were approved by Congress on the basis that Navy shotild
proceed with caution in this conversion program until Poseidon mis-
silos had been successfully tested. Tile first six of the scheduled test
shots have been launched from Cape Kennedy. Four were successful;
a fiftl was destroyed following a nmal function in the first-stage rocket.
The sixth failed during . We will have completed a total of

test shots by July 1 of this year. The six conversions in tie
fiscal year 1970 program will cost $441 million. We expect to ward
the contract for these ships in the first quartr of fiscal year 1970 and
the first conversion should be completed in fiscal year 1971.

OTHER WVAIISIIII'S

One nuclear attack carrier (C VAN)
The ,CVAN in this year's .program is the second nuclear-powered

attack carrier of the Nhnltz class. Nbn;tz, the first of the class, in the
fiscal year 1967 program, 'began construction in the summer of 196S at
Newport News Sli building & Dry Dock Co. These two ships and a
third to be requested in fisAlI year 1971 will e procured on a multiyear
contract from 'a single shipbuilder in order to acquire them at least
cost. We hld planned to request this second slhip in last year's ,program
hut, in order to hold ithe fiscal year:1969 SCN budget to the lowest, pos-
sible level, a second increment. of id\vance funding was requested and
full funding rephased to this year. The wcond increment of advance
funding atiliorized and apl)ropriated last year will l)erlnit coml)letion
of construetion on the original schedule in the third quarter of fiscal
year 1974. This ship) will cost $510 million.
7''o nuclear attack submarinei (S8N)

The two SSN's in this year's program, the first of the new SSN ',18
class, are new-design high-speed submarines which will use a nmodified
version of the - lopulsion plant. 'Ihe cost of these two shlil)s is
$383 million.

1'ERFOTtANCE CITARACTEJSTI('S

Mr. MINS-,ALL. Will you give us some figures on the speed and so
forth? I

Admiral CoiwETTI. We expect that these submarines will achieve a
sustained submerged speed of not less than knots. The ship is
expected to have a displacement Of about tons. It will have, of
course, unlimited endurance from a nuclear plant and it will have a
length of about - feet and a beam of aboiit - feet.

Mr. INSITALL. Is this the same type submarihie Admiral Rickover
wa4 calling for several yri'ro?

Admiral CoLwEIT. lAst year this is the one he was talking about,
yes, sjr.

.8 .iPn9.I thhik he hs bee n asking for it longer thantliat.
Admiral Co1.itw*F,. He has ben -orking on this as a concept for

several years,. that is correct, sir. We have just succeeded in getting
approval . '

,Mr. MINS1LAL. Tlere was quite a flap as to whetlier you should
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settle for - knots or - or whatever it was. There was a big
spread there.

Admiral Cor.wmL.There was such a discussion, that is correct, sir.
Mr. M smINSIuAL. This knots submarine is what Rickover asked

for.
Admiral CoTA'T.. Yes, sir, and we wanted it. too.
Mr. SIKES. knots is the highest speed that it is reasonable

to build into a submarine?
Admiral CoVwErTr.
Mr. SIKES. What do you know about the speed of comparable

Russian submarines?
Admiral COLWEr+L. We know that the new Russian submarines will

do - and I believe that is as far as our intelligence people will
go at the present time.

Mr. AIINsHALL. These are operational submarines?
Admiral COLWF.T4 ,. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDRFWS. What is the highest speed of our newest operational

attack submarines in the fleet today, Admiral?
Admiral COLWEL. Our newest Sturgeon class will do at top speed

about
Mr. ANDREWS. This is the first time you have gone above that?
Admiral COTJWELr,. No, sir; we had some older submarines which

would make more than that, . T he latest ones are somewhat
slower than the ones of similar design that we built a few years ago.
This is because they have a greater displacement and a slightly differ-
ent configuration. 8ome of 'these older ones that are slightly' smaller
made just about

Mr. MNSTATL. How does the cost of this knot submarine
compare with the previous ones that go - ,

Admiral COLJWELL. The follow cost for a 688 class is estimated to be
$153 million. The bid prices for a Sturgeon class that we had last year
were about 87. That same ship today is estimated at about 103 in 1970
dollars.

Mr. MINST-TALL. Thank you.
Admiral COLWEi.T,. The increased submerged speed of these ships

will improve significantly the capability of out submarine force. In
addition to the propulsion plant, weapons fid sensors for these
ships will be improved over those of previous classes to the maximum
extent feasible within the state of the art. They will incorporate all
the modifications developed by the submarine safety program. In short,
they will be the best that we can build. The contract for these two ships
will be awarded in the third quarter of fiscal year 1970 and completion
of the first is expected in fiscal year 1974.

Mr. SIKES. Your statement that it will be the best that we can build
is a welcome comment. This committee, of course, has been concerned
about this program for some time. Are you saying that nothing is
being left out of this ship that the Navy feels will be useful for its
purpose, either from the standpoint of speed, survival, or effectiveness
in an attack?'

Admiral COLWELL. I would answer that in the affirmative.
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IssILSJ' ,RIGATE

One nuclear-gided missile frigate (DXGN)
The DXGN is the first of a new class of nuclear-powered guided

missile frigates and this ship will cost $222 million.
Speaking to the advance funding for the DXGN, you will recall

that the fiscal year 1969 budget approved by you last year contained
$52 million for two nuclear frigates. At that time it was our plan to
request full funding for two DXGN, in the fiscal year 1970 program
and two more in the fiscal year 1971 program. This year we have re-
quested full funding for only one ship. However, with the total ad-
vance funding authorized last year plus that requested this year we
will be able to meet the construction schedules previously planned for
the four ships. Half of the fiscal year 1969 advance funding is now
being applied toward the first ship in the fiscal year 1970 program;
the balance toward the nuclear components of second ship now pro-
posed for the fiscal year 1971 program.

The improved DXGN sensors and weapons systems will provide
earlier warning, reduced reaction time and improved coordination
and control over those installed in earlier nuclear frigates. For this
reason and owing to the advantages of nuclear propulsion, the DXGN's
will be well suited for employment either as escorts for nuclear attack
carriers or independent missions. The ship is being defined by modified
contract definition conducted in-house by the Navy. This is expected
to be completed in August 1969. A request for proposal (RFP) to
industry in September 1969 will lead to a production contract in the
third quarter of fiscal year 1970. Completion of this ship is expected
in early fiscal year 1975.
Fh,'e destroyers (DD)

These general purpose destroyers, the first of the DD 963 class
formerly known as DX, is the beginning of a program to replace a
substantial number of our older World War II destroyers which are
approaching end of service life. The ships in this year's program will
be the first destroyers procured in 10 years. Of approximately 198
destroyers now in the fleet, about 154 or 77 percent are over 20 years
of age. Some will be replaced by ocean escorts (DE): others by the
DD 963. The DD 963 class is optimized for ASW with shore Ibom-
bardment capability and sufficient speed to permit operations with
attack carrier strike forces. Contract definition contracts for this de-
stroyer class were let in July 1968 to three contractors (General Dy-
namics Inc., Litton Industlies., and Bath Iron Works). Proposals
from these contractors in April 1969 will lead to selection of a pre-
ferred contractor and a multiyear production contract in November
1969. These five ships will cost $342.7 million. Delivery of completed
ships in this series construction is expected to begin in fiscal year .974.
On, guided r nssile frigate (DLG)

The DLG conversion requested this year, is a continuation of the
antiair warfare modernization program begun in fiscal year 1966.
Improvements will include the improved longer range sta;dard mis-
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sile, improvements to the fire control radar and control system, the
latest three-dimensional air search radar and the Navy tactical data
system. This DLG-6 class conversion will be the last conversion of
the obsolescent beam riding Terrier missile system to the modern horn-
ing Terrier missile system and will cost $39 million. Contract award is
planned in the second quarter of fiscal year 1970. Completion of the
conversion is expected in fiscal year 1971.

TYP OF MISSILE TO BE USED

Mr. SiFp. We are oing to get into this in more detail later, but
do I understand that tie Terrier missile is going to be phased out ?

Admiral COLWELJ. Not exactly; no, sir. The Terrier missile, as you
know, has gone through several modifications and we now have in the
fleet one that, we call the improved Terrier and the current produc-
tion is what, we call the Standard missile which is in fact tie next
step down the line along the Terrier production.

Mr. SIKEs. What will this ship use, the Standard missile or the
Terrier?

Admiral COLWFELL. It will be able to fire either one. Either the im-
proved Terrier or the Standard missile.

Mr. SixEs. Otherwise, I would have some serious misgivings about
a conversion on a ship for a system that -is going to be phased out
soon.

Admiral COLWELL. We would not propose such a conversion.
Admiral GAiDS. This point came up in the PAMN hearings. Ad-

miral Woods discussed the conversion to the Standard inissile. lie did
not specifically point out, however, that all Standard missile ships
can fire either the Terrier or the Tartar, which are the parent missile
to the new Standard missile.

Mr. ANDREWS. Is the Standard missile a follow-on of the Terrier?
Admiral GADDiS. Yes, sir; an extended range follow-on.
Mr. ANDREWS. It will eventually replace all the Terriers?
Admiral COLW=LT. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDmws. But launched from separate platforms?
Admiral COLWELL. Yes.
Admiral GADDIS. No change will make obsolete any of the prior

Terrier or Tartar missiles.

AMPHIBIOUS SHIPS

Two ge eraZ-pu'pose anmphibiou, a,9sault shipq (LIA)
Admiral COLWELL. The IHA's requested this year are the second

increment of the multiyear LRA procurement begun with one ship in
the fiscal year 1969 program. The LIrA will possess the capability of
landing the major elements of a Marine battalion landing team by
air and surface assault. Last year contract definition competition be.
tween three contractors-General Dynamics Inc., Litton Industries
Inc., and Newport News Shipbuilding & Dry Dock Co.-led to the
selection in May 1968 of Litton Industries as the preferred contractor.
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Some necessary modifications to the Litton preliminary design have
been made and a production contract is now under negotiation.

You will recall that advance funding of $63 million was approved
last year to support three LHA to be requested in the fiscal year 1970
p~rogram. We now estimate that the first ship in the fiscal year 1969
program will cost $185 million, vice the $153 million appropriated.
Accordingly we propose to program $32 million of the fiscal year 1969
alvance funding toward the cost of the fiscal year 1969 ship; $17 mil-
lion of the fiscal year 1969 advance funding will be used to Support
the two ships in the fiscal year 1970 program; the remaining $14
million will be applied to reduce the fiscal year 1970 NOA require-
ment. The two LlA's in this year's program will cost $287.7 million
and start delivery in fiscal year 1973.

Tliese ships will be built at the new yard-at Pascagoula,

MINE WARFARE AND PATROL SHIrS

7en oecat minesweepers (MSO)
The 10 MSO conversions this year are a continuation -of the mod-

ernization program begun for these ships in fiscal year 1968. This con-
version improves the reliability of the propulsion plant, improves the
minesweeping capability, and adds minehunting capability in one
hull. These 10 conversions will cost $47.9 million. Contract award is
planned in the third quarter of fiscal year 1970 and completion is
ex pected in fiscal year 1971.

Mr. SixFs. Where will they be converted?
Admiral COLWFLL. They have not yet been bid so we don't know

where it will be done. We would think they will be split between the
east and the west coasts.
7'two motor gunboats (PGM)

These motor gunboats are elements of the military assistance
program. They are capable of performing counterinsurgency, pa-
trol, blockade, and reconnaissance missions. They are designed to en-
gage in antishipping and small craft actions and to support troops
in shallow, coastal, or restricted waters. These ships will cost $550,000
each for a total cost of $1.1 million. Completion is expected in the
third quarter of fiscal year 1971.

CONSTRUCTION OF SUBMARINE CHASER

The PC requested this year is an element of the military assistance
program. The ship is to be built in - - on a cost-share basis with
that government. The U.S. share is $1.9 million. The ship will have
the capability of conducting counterinsurgency infiltration patrols in
costa waters - .

MIr. ANDREWS. How much would it cost in total?
Admiral COLWELL. We are paying half. It is $3.8 million total.
Mr. MINSTIALL. Where are these going to be built I
Admiral COLWELL. This is a single ship that will be built in

We pay 50 percent.
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Mr. ANDREWS. Do they have a good capability to build these ships?
Admiral FAHY. They should be able to handle it. They will pr.ob-

ably require technical assistance of some sort, but we are going to buy
a lot of the SCN components and everything and send them into

I for assembly.
Mr. ANDWws. Do they build ships down there that you know of?
Admiral FAny. They do, small craft. _

Mr. MlN SuALL. How many shipyards do they have in
Admiral FAHY. I believe all they have is one, the
Mr. Sms. I am sure you researched this before you agreed to the

proposal because it would be folly to undertake to build a ship for
which they have no capabilities, but would you provide something for
the record to confirm this I

Admiral Fiu. Yes, sir, we will.
(The information follows:)

CAPABILITY To CONSTRUCT PATROL CBAFT

The proposed patrol craft construction for the - was first proposed by the
U.S. naval advisors on the staff of the U.S. Military Assistance Command/Joint
U.S. Military A(TvIsory Group, . The proposal was reviewed and approved
by the commander In chtef, Pacific and Jipe Secretary of Defense. In originot-ing
this proposal, our naval advisors determined that the - had the capability
for undertaking this construction effort and for sharing equally with the United
States the expenses of building this craft.

This vessel would be of the PC 1638 class, essentially the same as our World
War Ii steel hulled 173-foot submarine chaser with diesel engine propulsion.
This proposed craft would be built at the - . This dockyard has already
built two patrol vessels--a 110-ton geared turbine driven ship built during I1)5f-
1958, and the T-91 patrol craft completed early this year, and equipped with
combined diesel engines and gas turbines. The T-91 Is a 100-foot, 113-ton dis-
placement ship.

For the proposed patrol craft's construction, we would use the U.S. Navy
PC1638 class general plans and specifications, from which five craft have been
built in the United States. The construction of this ship would be supervised
by the U.S. naval advisors In (one of whom is an engineering duty only
naval officer), assisted as needed by technical experts from our naval staffs il
the Pacific area or from our naval shipyards.

INCREASED COST FOR REDUCED NUMBER OF LOGISTIC SUPPORT SHIPS

Admiral COJWVTiLr. There are in the program three fast deployment
logistic ships (FDL).

The FDL will be a new class of specialized military ships which,
with the C-5A aircraft, will comprise the key military elements of the
rapid deployment forces. These ships will provide a high speed, flex-
ible military sealift force capable of rapid overseas deployment of
Army; equipment. They are requested to meet the strategic mobility
requirement stated by the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

Last year four FDL were requested as the first increment of a 30
ship FDL program but were not approved by Congress.

Mr. SIRES. it is interesting to note your requirement goes down as
time goes by. tS your picture any more favorable than it has been in
the past in getting these ships authorized ?

Admiral 7CvOLWE . I have no real feel for the prospects for obtain-
ing these ships' however, the requirement for the FDL ships has not
been reduced. ;he JCS, in March of 1969, again validated the require-
ment for 30 FDL ships.
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Mr. SIKES. I am a supporter of the program, as I think you know,
but it certainly has had rough going for the last couple of years.

Admiral COLWELL. I have no feel for the reception that this may get
from anywhere in the Congress, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. SiE.s. I don't think you would have to prove very much.
Admiral COLWELL. The original JCS requirements for 30 FDL's

still remains; however, in view of the past opposition to the program,
a more modest 15-ship program is being submitted thisyear. The three
FDL's in the fiscal year 1970 program , at an estimated cost. of $186.7
million, are the first increment of this program. This reduced program
will permit us to review, as a possible method of meeting the remain-
ing FDL requirement, any neew design proposals, from industry, or
other sources, such as the proposed news MSTS multipurpose cargo
ship.

Mr. SIKES. What was the proposed cost last. year?
Admiral COTWEEIT,. $183.6 million is the figure I am given, sir.
Mr. SIKEs. That was for four?
Admiral COLWELL. That was for four.
Mr. AwDIIEWS. The three cost you more than the four?
Admiral Coi wmy,. Yes, sir.
(Clerk's note: Subsequent to the hearings the following information

was presented for the record.)
The increase in the first year's program costs, of fiscal year 1970 over fisal year

1969, Is the result of a revised method of computing ship costs. Individual ship
costs have increased, but not as much as indicated by a comparison of this year's
and last year's program costs.

Mr. ANDREnvS. Has the cost gone u that much in the last 12 months?
Admiral COLWELTL. Some part of that is inflation, of course. Most of

it, as I understand, is because this is a smaller program and therefore
the unit. cost, is higher.

Admiral GADDIS. There is another point, sir, that the last year's
program was budgeted on an average cost for all ships in the program.
This program is based on the learning curve value o the ships at their
position in the program. This represents an apparent increase but not
an actual increase in ship costs.

Mr. ADRnws. The figures would indicate a tremendous increase.
Admiral GAwks. Yes, sir.
(Clerk's note: The following statement was subsequently provided

by Admiral Colwell for the record.)
The c3st are not exactly comparable. A better comparison can be made by com-

paring the average ship costs for the two programs. The average ship costs of
last year's 30 ship program was $40.8 million. The average ship cost of the fiscel
year 1970 program is $54.56 million, an increase of $7.76 million per ship. As I
said previously, most of the cost increase can be attributed to the smaller 15-
ship program. For example, I understand that In Litton's original cost proposals,
the differences in average ship costs between a 14- and 30-ship program was about
$0 million. Other reasons for the cost increase are the additional year's escala-
tion and a revised, shallower, learning curve which results in an increase in aver-
age ship costs and hence greater overall program cost.

Admiral COLWELr. Contract definition has been completed and Lit-
ton Industries Inc., was selected as the contractor. Upon Congressional
approval, a multiyear production contract will be let. Construction of
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the first in this series of three ships is expected to b. completed in fiscal
year 73.

SERVICE AND LANDING CRAFT

The cost of service and landing craft in this year's program is $13.2
million for various types of service craft and $7.6 million for landing
craft.

This slide will show you the numbers and pictures of the service
craft requested. They include harbor tugs and repair, berthing and
messing barges.

Landing craft included here consist of various assault, boats whose
combined functions include guidance and control of early wave of am-
phibious assault and the landing of personnel, all classes of vehicles
and equipment. The 2 LCM MI 8 are 'elements of the military assist-
ance program for the South Vietnamese Navy.

That completes the description of the ships in the fiscal year 1970
program.

NEW ITE3MS IN BUDGET

Mr. SIKES. Are you preparing to lease any docks for this program?
Admiral COLWELL. Drydocks, sir ?
Mr. SIRES. No, operational docks such as those in Vietnam. I am

thinking of the Delong dock built under contract and in use in South
Vietnam,

Admiral COIwOL . No, sir; there are none in this program.
Four new line items are in our SCN budget request this year:

CVAN spares, outfitting spares, post delivery charges; and SCN
cost increases. I will now explain these items.

Last year Congress recognized that spare nuclear propulsion com-
ponents for the Nimitz class CVAN's would be required so that lack
of long production time spares could not prevent timely repairs if
necessary. Accordingly $30.3 million was added by Congress to the
fiscal year 1969 SON budget as the first increment of these special
GVAIq spares. The second increment requested this year will cost
$48 million. The third and final increment to be requested in fiscal
year 1971 will be $20.7 million.

Heretofore, we have included the cost of outfitting spares in the
end cost estimates of a ship in the budget request. Outfitting spares
are the initial spares provided and carried in the ship to facilitate on
board repairs as needed. Funds for these spares are not utilized until
near the end of ship construction. To avoid requesting funds before
they are needed we propow a new line item, "Outfitting spares," to
be budgeted annually for obligation at. lead time away from ship
delivery. Accordingly, the cost of outfitting spares is not included in
cost estimates of ships in the fiscal year 1970 program and $55.4 mil-
lion is requested for outfitting spares of prior year ships scheduled
to deliver in the near future. End cost estimates of prior year ships
have been adjusted downward by an appropriate amount. This fol-
lows the practice 'used in other appropriation budgets.

Post delivery charges for conduct of tests and correction of de-
ficienies are proposed to be handled similarly; $23.1 million is re-
quested this year for this purpose. These two changes in budgeting
procedure will allow a one-time recovery of prior year funds to apply
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to the fiscal year 1970 program and to fund price increases in prior
year programs. While these changes appeal to constitute a minor
revision 'to:.eud'cost concept for shipbuilding, it is proposed in re-
sponse to congressional and Navy concern over the large unex-
pended balance of funds in the SON account. Additionally, the pro-
posed budgeting procedure will provide funds for outfitting and post
delivery at a point in ship construction schedules where they can best
be definitized.

COST OVFRRU.X8

As the Secretary of Defense and the Secretary of the Navy have
discussed with other committees, we are faced with actual and poten-
tial cost overruns in the SCN account estimated to be in the range of
$600-700 million. In order to accommodate $183 million expected to
mature before June 30, 1969, we propose to cancel and reprogram
funds from 3 unawarded ships already authorized. These are a DE,
and AS and an AD, totalling $182.7 million. To provide the additional
$167 million expected to be required by the end of this calendar year,
we have introduced a line item for "Ship cost overruns" in that amount.
In addition we estimate a requirement of approximately $104 million
prior to the end of fiscal year 1970. In order to cover this addtiional
requirement we have deferred that amount of fiscal year 1969 and
prior programs to serve as a possible reprograming source should our
estimates be borne out. This amount is derived primarily from one
ship, the AOE, in the fiscal year 1968 program. In order to accom-
modate these $167 million of increased costs requested in this budget,
without increasing the fiscal year 1970 Navy budget, we have made
selective balancing reductions in several budget line items. The SCN
items 'thereby deleted from the original submission include $66 mil-
lion for two DLG conversions, which are being deferred with interim
overhauls; $7.1 million in advance procurement for MSO conversions
which can be deferred; and a reduction of $10 million in advance
procurement for DLG conversions to be requested in fiscal year 1971.

As the Secretary of Defense stated, some of these reductions, such
as the AD and the AS, are in fact deferrals, but we feel they are
required in order to bring the account into balance.

ADVANCE PROCUREME-NT REQUEST

The advance procurement requested in the fiscal year 1970 budget
to support long lead time items for ships to be included in future pro-
grams is as follows:

Miton8
To complete advance funding required for 7 SSBN conversions in fiscal

year 1971 and provide the first increment of advance funding for SSBN
conversions in fiscal year 1972 ----------------------------------- $157. 5

For 5 SSN ------------------------------------- 7-.. ..------- 119.2
For the remainder of advance funding required to maintain the produc-

tion schedule for the 4 ship DXGN program ---------------------- 67. 9
For 8 DD 963 Class ------------------------------------------ 17. 6
For 4 DLG (Cony) ----------------- ---------------------------- 39. 0
For 2 LHA -------------- -------------------------------- 17.0

Total --------------------------------------- 418.2
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SUMMf ARY

In summary we are requesting 16 new construction ships and 17
conversions of existing ships. The total cost of this program, $2777.6
million, less $414.2 million advance funding from prior fiscal years,
plus $418.2 million advance funding for future ships comprises the
requested Total Obligational Authority (TOA) of $2781.6 million.

Assets of $150.2 million are available from prior year programs,
principally as a result of instituting the new budgeting procedure, for
outfitting spares and for past delivery charges, which allows a reduc-
tion of the TOA and a new obligational authority (NOA) request of
$2631.4 million. None of the funds requested are for industrial
facilities.

Mr. Chairman, this completes my statement.

EXTENT OF COST OVERRUNS

Mr. ANDREWS. Admiral, on page 13 you say we are faced with a
cost overrun estimated to be in the area of $600 to $700 million.

Admiral COLWEL.. Mr. Andrews, this is a result of a number of
factors and the total interplay of these things is rather complex. I
would like to ask Admiral Adair of the Ship Systems Command to
explain this in detail.

Mr. ANDREWS. What I am interested in is the overrun due to
inflation.

Admiral COLWELL. It is not entirely due to inflation, but some of
it is.

Admiral ADAm. First of all, the potential deficit we face includes
an overrun, and it is not all overrun.'We recognized this as a potential
problem approximately 1 year ago when we were awarding the ships
authorized in fiscal year 1968 and some of the residual authorized and
appropriated ships from 1967.

Now, this included the attack submarines. The award of the guided
missile nuclear-powered frigate, and our preliminary indications of
the cost of the Nimitz, the CVAN-68. Before we contracted for these
Ships, sir, we came and told you of our potential problem. We cut
back program and reduced our reserves before we contracted so that
we were not faced, first of all, in an overrun situation.

Now, in addition to that, we have faced some overruns..We have
some in ships that we had already started; several conversions. One
is the Midway. The CVA-4, where we opened the ship up, we found
that further work beyond that which we had estimaftd., and which we
had sought appropriations for were needed to put this ship back on
the line to handle the aircraft of the mid-1970's. We faced an overrun
in the NR-1, the deep diving nuclear-powered-

Mr. Av'Dv-ws. Elaborate in the record on what you. are talking about.
(The information follows:)

REASON FOR COST OVERRUNS

The Navy encountered significant cost problems In the shipbuilding program
during fiscal year 1968 when, based on quotations being received, it became
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evident that funds appropriated for a number of ships in fiscal year 1967 and
1968 shipbuilding programs would be inadequate to permit the award of these
ships. Some of the significant cost growth encountered at this time was associated
with the CVAN-68 (Nimito) , the DLGN-36 and -37, and the SSN-685 (the tur-
bine-electric quiet) submarine. This cost growth was discussed ia testimony
before various congressional committees last year. The principle reason for the
significant increase in funding requirement to award the contracts for these
ships was the unexpected change i' market conditions and the inflationary trend
which has developed. This was discussed in testimony before the House Appro-
priations Committee last year on May 2 (hearings before a subcommittee of
the Committee on Appropriations, House of Representatives, 90th Cong. (1969),
pt. 0, p. 321) where it was pointed out that large increases were being experi-
enced due to higher than antlclapted labor rates, increased material costs, higher
profits and limited sources of supply.

In order to provide sufficient funds for award of the fiscal year 1907 and 1968
jhips as well as to provide fo Indicated cost growth in some ships already under
construction and conversion t was necessary to cancel the construction of cer-
tain ships previously authorhied by the Congress. This was done in lieu of re-
questing additional obligationa authority from the Congress. Reserves normally
held for technological changes h. ships under construction and for anticipated
cost growth were cut to bare minim.'ms in order to avoid additional program cuts.

Cost overruns have been encounter. 4 in some programs in addition to the prob-
lem generated by the unusual conditions described above. Some examples of
these are the cost of the nuclear deep dive research vehicle (NR-1), the modern-
ization of the U.S.S. Midway (CVA-41), and the modernization of the U.S.S.
Albany (CG-10). These costs overruns stem from a variety of reasons. In the
case of NR-1, the full impact of the developmental effort required to produce
equipment capable of operating for extended periods of time on the ocean floor
was not fully recognized. In the case of the conversions the Navy underestimated
the extensive rehabilitation of hull and machinery the two ships would require.
In addition, the cost of the Midway, in particular, was affected by the disruption
caused by the heavy influx of high priority shipwork into the shipyard resulting
from the Southeast Asia conflict and the west coast shipyard strikes.

At the time the fiscal year 1970 shipbuilding budget was prepared it appeared
that the cost problems as then known could be resolved by intensive effort which
had been undertaken by the Navy to recover unexpended funds from ship pro-
grams in prior years which were completed or nearing completion. After 6
months of intensive review by a team of auditors from the Naval Audit Service
working with personnel of the Navy's Systems Commands it is now apparent
that the recapture of unexpended funds will not be as great as anticipated and
that some other source of funds to cover the cost growth must be found.

In addition to the above fund recovery effort shortfall, problems were en-
countered during the past year which made it quite evident that the cost problem
could not be handled as anticipated at the time of budget preparation. The most
significant of these problems was the filing of a large number of claims by various
shipbuilders. This claim problem was noted by Secretary Laird in his statement
before the Senate Armed Services Committee on March 19. The claim mentioned
by Mr. Laird against 14 of the DE-1052 class ships which has just been
settled was received in several sections with the principal portions being filed
subsequent to April 1968. Other claims of significant magnitude have since been
received during the months of November and December 1968 and January 1969.
In addition, other claims are anticipated based on informal notification of intent
to file by various shipbuilders.

This problem of shipbuilder claims is a particularly thorny one. The claims
are against ship programs largely in the fiscal year 1962 through 1965 shipbuild-
ing programs. The ships during this period were awarded on a competitive fixed
price basis atid the unusual inflationaty situation has placed the sbipbuilders
In a loss position causing them to resort to the claims route tozrecoup losses.
The claims are based on a variety of reasons such as (a), specLcatioj, ambi-
guities which experience proved impossible to meet within th contract 'period,
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(b) failure of.the CGv'rnment to'provlde timely' design information for, overn-
ment furnished equipment currently under development, (c) late 'Government
plan approval, (d.) government directed tedmieal changes, and (e) more string-
*nt Government administration of inspection and quality assurance requirements
on both surface ships and submarines folloWing the Thresher tragedy. The major-
ity of these recent chims, are not yet settled. Be mise of the wide Variety of
factors on which the claims Are based, the ratio of settlement cost to claim face
value can vary widely. The settlement ratio on the recently settled claim men-
tioned by Secretary Laird is therefore 'not necessarily indicative of the ratio
which will obtain as the other claims are-negotiated.

In addition to the shipbuilder claims, cost growth has been encountered in
other programs. A most significant factor has been delay and disruption of work
on ships under construction or conversion in Naval shipyards where significant
segments of the work force had to be diverted from the new construction and
conversion effort to higher priority ship repair/overhaul work which has ex-
panded significantly since the beginning of Southeast Asia hostilities. Other
significant cost growth has been encountered, in the purchase of equipment
(radars, sonars, electronic ordance and fire control equipments), which the
Government thust-furnish to the shipbuilders.

Because of the recent cost growth problem it has been necessary to apply all
recovered funds ta cover the cost growth. This-has interfered with the capabil-
ity to meet recoupment objectives which have'been Included In the financing of
the SCN appropriation since fiscal year 1966. The fiscal year 1968 recoupment
or at least a sum of money equivalent to the recoupment objective will be pro-
vided by changes I:n budgeting procedure in fiscal year 1970 which Will allow
a one time recovery 'of prior year funds to apply toward the price increases we
have been discussing. The fiscal year 1969 recoupment objective of $100 million
is included in the $600 million to $700 million deficit currently projected.

In summary, market conditions which I ascribe to be limited supply sources.
n~navailability of skilled manpower and escalation of labor and material beyond
that which was budgeted have contributed significantly to the SON deficit. In
view of the interfacing of the above factors, itis difficult to specifically Identify
that portion of the deficit which is attributable to market conditions.'

In reply to Mr. Andrews' specific question regarding the Impact of inflation, it
is my Audgment that the market conditions are responsible for 40-60 percent of
the' total deficit.

INq~ZsE jiN 8WHir OOnB~UCflON COST

Mr. A DREW . What I am interested in, if you can tell me, is how
much increase in cost of ship construction have you noticed in the last
2 years, perceintgewise Can you answer that queStion I Just put
something in the record about it. Jus p.

Admiral 'Aiam.We will be pleased to put something in the' record.
(ThP. ioiitn'ition follows:)"
hlp construction costs over the 'past 2 years appear to have increased 15 to

25 percen t above'that which was previously being experienced..

Mr.. ANDR WS. :When I read here that the overruns are estimated
to be in the range of $600 million and $700 million, that isa lot of

Mr. STN,'e'All right4 ,'gentleien .the committee will reconveneat 10
o'clok. inthetnofh ngi, ", ':"' ' . '* Thank yo ftnquch. .. . " •" .' '
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WEDNESDAY, MAY 14, 19069.

FIscAL YtEAR 1970 FUNDING G

FUNDS DERIVED FROM BUDGET CIIANGES

Mr. SLACK. The committee will please come to order.
This morning we will continue our consideration of the appropri-

ation request for "Shipbuilding and Conversion, Navy." It is my un-
derstanding that on yesterday afternoon Admiral CoIwell, completed
his statement with regard to this request and thereafter the committee
adjourned for the day. The first item is entitled "Outfitting Spares
and Post Delivery Charges."

Admiral Colwell, your statement indicates that the cost estimates
of ships no longer include costs of outfitting spares and postdelivery
charges and that fiscal year 1969 and prior year costs have been ad-
justed downward. What is the amount of the one-time recovery of
prior year funds?

Admiral COLWELL. May I ask Admiral Gaddis to answer that
question?

Admiral GADDIS. The one-time recovery for outfitting material, sir,
is $127.2 million for all fiscal years up to and including 1969. The com-
parable number for post delivery charges is $110.2 million, a total of
$237.4 million, sir. From this total $122.4 million has been used to off-
set NOA for the fiscal 1970 program, $12.8 million was used as a
source of funding for the increased cost of the AOE-5 in reprogram-
ing action SCN 69-61 submitted to this committee, and $102.2 has been
used to offset the recoupment objective for 1968.

FISCAL YEAR 19 7 0 EXPENDITURE ESTIMATES

Mr. SLACK. Admiral Colwell, will you provide for the record a
breakdown of estimated expenditures in fiscal year 1970, by budget
activity, showing for each activity the estimated expenditures from
fiscal year 1970 appropriations and those from each of the prior year
programs?

(The information follows:)
FISCAL YEAR 1970 ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES, SHIPBUILDING AND CONVERSION, NAVY

(In thousands 9f dollars

Fiscal

Fiscal Fiscal Fiscal Fiscal Fiscal Fiscal Fiscal and
ear ye ea ~re a ro

years Total

Budget activity I-F M s h ip s ............. 4 2 , 0 00 6 7 , 0 0 0 10 2 , 0 0 0 . . . . .. . . . . . . .. 1 9 0 0 0 . . . .. 2 3 0 , 0 0 0
Bud te activity - .................

Otterwarships........ 46,000 67,000 145,000 242,000 98,000 36,000 56,000 43,000 733,000
Budget activity 3-

Amphibious ships ....... 9,000 28,000 0 63,000 54, 000 32,000 8,000 5,000 199,000
Budget activity 4-

Mine warfare and patrol
ships ........ o......... 1,000 7,000 13,000 78,000 57,000 48,000 18,000 5,000 227,006

Budget activity 5-.
Auxilaris and craft..... 13,000 6,000 55,000 82,000 61,000 55,000 , 00-0 3,000 280,000

Total .............. 111,000 175,000 315,000 465,000 270,000 171,000 106,000 56,000 1,669,000

Mr. SLACK. Last year you stated you expected to expend $1.65 billion
in fiscal year 1969. The program and financing schedule indicates it
will be $1.7 billion. Is this still your best current estimate?
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Admiral GAnDs. The current estimate for fiscal year 19)
expenditures is $1.9 billion.

Po1011 YEAR RECOUrMENTS

Mf r. SLACK. Int fiscal year 1968, you had a recoupment objective of
$115 million, and for fiscal year 1969, it was $100 million. You did not
recoup any in fiscal year 1968 because of cost overruns. How did you
doing fscal year 1969

Admiral COLwEL. May I again ask Admiral Gaddis to answer?
Admiral GADDIS. That$115 million in 1968 is in thA program pres-

ently before you. The fiscal 1969 recoupment objective of $100 mnilion
has not been achieved, sir, and has been addressed as a part of the total
overrun problem as presented by the Secretary of Defense.

Mr. SLACK. What is your recoupment objective in fiscal 1970?
Admiral GAIDIs. Zero, sir.

UNOBLIGATED BALANCES

Mr. SICwK. Please submit for the record a tabulation showing (a)
the unobli ted balances as of the last reporting date by budget ac-
tivity and by fiscal year; and (b) the estimated unoblipated balances
at the end o fiscal years 1969 and 1970 by budget activity.

(The information follows:)

SHIPBUILDING AND CONVERSION, NAVY, UNOBLIGATED BALANCE AS OF MAR. 31, 1969

lIn thousands of dollars)

Fleet Mine
ballistic warfare
missile Other Amphibious and patrol Auxiliaries

Prwr year shps warships s sh and craft Total

I6., b................... 20e,465 265,822 201,81. 55,995 106,544 838,642
196..1.. 34,6140 19860 667........... 115,407 448,774
1967 ........................ 440,579 47,257 78,802 43,450 6)0,088
1966 .......................................... 38.572 20,968 27,917 25,038 112,495
1965 ............................... 6,134 62,346 11,053 103,849 25,300 208, 691
1964 ...................................... 24,933 6,564 21, 74 3, 427 56,728
1963 ............................... 13,909 30,131 4,16 10, 313 3,540 62 054
1962 and prior y rs ............................. 57,023 .............. ..................... 57,023

Subtotal ..................... 362,648 1,117,966 292,516 298,650 322,715 2,394,495
Anticipated recoupment.... .......... .............................. -100,000
Resources for financing subsequent

year programs.. ............................................................................. -150, 250

Total umobligated ......................................................................... 2,444,745

SHIPBUILDING AND CONVERSION, NAVY, UNOBLIGATED BALANCES
[in thousands of dollars]

As of June 30, As 41June 36
Budget actIvity 1969 .. 1970

1, Fleet ballistic missile ships .................................................... 180, 396 238, 596
2, Other.wars . ..ps........................................ 417, 786 574, 312
3. Amphiblus ships ................................................ 101809 133,151
4, Min Werfart ad trobIps.... ......... 84,349 14, 298
5. Auxiliarieand cra ............ ....................... 241,188 ' 390,621

Subtotal ............ 1,263, 259 1,564,715
Unprogramed balance ava5able to finance subsequent year requirement.........

.;r, .. .. ................ .. .. .. 1. 50
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NUMBER AND TYPES Or CONTRACT AWARDED

Mr. SLACK. Based upon the DD Forms 350, for all Navy procure-
ment accounts how many contracts wiev awarded in fiscal year 1968
and what was the value of those contracts?

Admiral CoLwvmr. For the "Shipbuilding and conversion, Navy,"
appropriation, 63 contracts were awarded in fiscal year 1968 at a value
of $721,876,000.

Mr. SrAcK. How many letter contracts were awarded in fiscal year
1968 and what was the total value of these letter contracts ?

Admiral CoLwELL. For the "Shipbuilding and conversion, Navy,"
appropriation, 10 letter contracts were awarded in fiscal year 1968
at a value of $271,341,000.

Mr. SLACKs. how many fixed price contracts were awarded sole
source in fiscal year 1968 in number and value, and how does this
compare with the number and value of fixed price contracts awarded
as a result of competition ? You can provide that for the record.

(The information follows:)
For the "Shipbuilding and conversion, Navy," appropriation In fiscal year 1908,

information requested Is as follows:

Type of contract Number Value

Fixed price type sole source ...................................................... 9 $10 860.000
Fixed price type competitive ..................................... 36 409,384,000

Mr. SLcCK. How many cost-plus-fixed-fee contracts were awarded
in fiscal year 1968 in number and value?

Admiral COLWELD. For the "Shipbuilding and conversion, Navy,"
appropriation in fiscal year 1968, two cost-plus-incentive-fee contracts
were awarded at a value of $30,291,000.

Mr. SLACK. Based on procurement contracts of $10,000 or more in
value, what has been the trend in the percentage of awards on a com-
petitive basis for the past 7 fiscal years? Answer that for the record.

(The int0rmation follows:)
For the overall Naval Ship Systems Command headquarters procurement

effort which includes "%hipbuildtng and conversion, Navy," ,Other procure-
ment, Navy," "Research, development, test and evaluation, Navy," a'nd "Opera-
tions and maintenance, Navy," appropriations, the trend In percentage of awards
on a competitive basis for the last 7 fiscal years is as follows:

Percent Percent non-competitive competitive

1 . .3,8
Fiscal yer:

1964 ........................................ .............. 60. 39.3
1964 ...................................... ...................... ...... 65,.5 34.5
196 ........................................................ 55.7 44.3

196? .......................................................... 57.4 42. 6
1 .................................... .......... 45. 8 . 4.2

The downward trend In fiscal year 1008 In the competitive area Is primarily

because of the necessity to award one large warsbip op, noncompetitive basis.

Mr. SLAKXb How many contract modifications were awarded in
fiscal year 1968 and the total value of these inodifidationsl

82-845--O-pt. 8----84
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Admiral COLWELJ. For the overall Naval Ship Systems Command
Headquarters procurement effort which includes "Shipbuilding and
conversion, Navy," "Other procurement, Navy," "Research, develop.
ment, test, and evaluation, Navy" and "Operations and maintenance,
Navy," appropriations, 380 now procurement modifications were
issued in fiscal year 1968 having a value of $154,458,146.

POSEIDON/POLARIS CONVERSION PaOGRA

REPROGRAMINO ACTION FISCAL YEAR 60-03 P/A

Mr. SLxcK. Before proceeding with the fiscal year 1970 SSBN pro.
grain, I would first like to discuss a pending prior approval repro.
graming action for this budget activity. Last year, the Congress ap-
propriated $269,500,000 for the Poseidon/Polaris conversion program.
These funds provided $139 million for the conversion of two SSBN
submarines, $34.5 million for advanced procurement for six Poseidon
conversitons and overhaul in 1970, and $96 million for additional
conversion.

Of the $96 million, $30 million was for the advanced procurement
associated with the overhaul of four SSBN's, and $66 million for ad-
vanced procurement associated with the fiscal year 1970-71 overhaul
and conversion program. It is the committee's understanding that the
Navy placed the $96 million in a separate account designated ballistic
missile submarine (nuclear) conversion/shipwork, to be available for
conversion when the Congress considers that reliability of the Posei-
don has been adequately demonstrated.

The reprograming action being considered today, therefore, would
transfer $83.7 million of the $96 million from the special account to
the account for advanced procurement of SSBN conversion and over-
haul. Added to the $34.5 million appropriated for advanced procure-
ment this would make total availability of $118.2 million for conver-
sion and overhaul.

How much of the $118.2 million will be used in conversion and how
much is for advanced procurement associated with SSBN overhaul
workI

Admiral GASDDI. We propose, sir-and I Would ask Admiral Smith
to amplify anything you would desire on this-that the total $118.2
million would be used in support of the conversion program in fiscal
1970 and 1971. If this reprograming is a ppr6ved and our 1970 budget
submission is approved, the overhauls will not takq place, but the en-
tire conversion program will be conducted on a revised schedule basis.
The change is related to the fact that we now have confidence in the
Poseidon program based on the test results reported by Admiral Smith
in prior hearings yesterday.

USE OF CONVERSION FUNDS

Mr. SJ.ck. Will you provide a breakdown of the $118.2 million,
by fiscal year, showing how much is in support, of the overhaul pro-
gram and how much in support of the conversion program.

Admiral GADDIs. Yef, sir.
,Cbuld I correct the record on that point? There Will be no over-haul advance ft ndi / in the $118.2 millioit ,,
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Admiral SMITH. I can provide some of that information at this
point, if you desire, sir.

Mr. STAcK. Please proceed.
Admiral SMITH. Tile amount that Adiniral Gaddis spoke of against

the 1970 program as shown in the reprograming request is $95.3
million. Of that amount $25.8 is for ship sub-sy stern work, and is the
same work whether the ship is overhauled or is converted; $69.5 is
for Poseidon weapons system. Of that amount, $19.9 is for navigation
sub-system of the weapon system, which would be the same whether
the ship is overhauled or converted.

In other words it is a navigation system that is not peculiar to
Poseidon, although it was developed in the Poseidon program.

The remaining approximately$49 million is peculiar to the Poseidon
weapon system, but in our opinion as p resented to the conference
committee last year by the Secretary of Defense, is also necessary in
order to protect the quality of the equipment, which cannot in our
opinion be protected if we stop the production and then start up
again; $22.9 million of the $118.2 is for the 1971 program; $12.1 of
that is for the ship sub-system, and $10.8 is for the Poseidon weapon
system, including the navigation system.

Mr. SLACK. Thank you very much.
How many conversions will be made in fiscal year 1970 and also in

fiscal year 1971?
Admiral StxTrr. Our plan, as submitted to the Congress, is for

conversion of six in the fiscal year 1970 and seven in the fiscal year
1971.

Mr. SLACK. What plans do you have for the remaining $12. 3 million
in the special account?

Admiral GADDIS. Of the $12.3 million in resources available for re-
programing on the document, sir, $4.9 million is for a below threshold
reprograming to the two SSBN Poseidon conversions in fiscal 1969.
The balance of $7.4 million is reserved to offset fiscal 1970 NOA re-
quirements as a part of the total of $150.2 difference between the fiscal
1970 TOA and NOA program.

Mr. SLACK. Has this reprograming action been approved by the
Armed Services Committees of the House and Senate?

Admiral GADDIS. Only of the House.
Mr. SLACK. What is the status of the Senate action ?
Admiral GADDIS. It is my understanding, sir, that their action is

awaiting your review. It has been reviewed in staff but has not been
formally responded't6 by the committee.

Mr. SLACK. Do you know whether or not the Senate plans to conduct
a hearing on this reprograming actionI

Admiral"GAMrs. 1t8i my understanding at this time that they do
not.

RESTfLTS O MISSILE TESTS

Mr. SLACK. Admiral Smith, you have completed six Poseidon missile
tests through April 9, 1969, and the 7th is scheduled for May 16, i969.
It is our understanding that you have had some success, some partial
success, and some failures; the - test having been a failure.
Would you discuss for us at this time the six tests conducted thus far?
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Admiral SMITI. The first two tests were successful in meeting their
test objectives . The third test failed during the first stage of
propulsion - . The fourth test was satisfactory and successful ini
functioning as intended.

The fifth test met better than percent of its test objectives.
The sixth test failed during

oOM.ARISON wmI rOlARIS MISSILE

This program is very much more successful than the A-3 program
which at its completion resulted in a highly reliable and successful
missile program .in fact, it was not until after the 8th test that the
A-3 performed as well as the first of this Poseidon series.

Based on the conservativeness of the design, the extensive and highly
successful ground test program, and these six flight test programs, I
am convinced that if the program is carried out as planned and pro-
posed, that the missile will be at least as reliable as the A-4.

I would note that, because of a conflict between the scheduling of
Apollo 10 and Poseidon, we have rescheduled the seventh test to May
22.

Mr. SLACK. Is it fair to compare the Poseidon test program with
your A-3 test experience? Is not Poseidon a more complex weapon?

Admiral SMrr[. It is fair in two regards: One, the same engineer-
ing, manufacturing, and management team that successfully developed
the Polaris A-3 is iind has been working on the Poseidon. So this is a
direct comparison of their retained capabilities. If that team were as
successful as history shows it to have been on the A-3 with a much
more problem ridden early start, I think there is a basis of comparison
that is useful in arriving at a judgment as to the success on the
Poseidon.

Mr. SLAcy. Then it is your belief that the results of these six
Poseidon tests have given you full confidence to go forward with the
proposed Poseidon conversion which you have scheduled.

Admiral Stirrii. It is.
Mr. StAvK, Admiral Colwell and Admiral Fahy do you both share

the same thoughts with regard to this?
Admiral COLVELr,. I do, sir.
Admiral FAHY. I am confident we are making better progress here

than we did at comparable times in the A-3.
Mr. SnAor. Are thero questions on this rep rograming?
Mr. LTPSCOMia. No, Mr. Chairman. Not at tVis time.
Mr. Miws u6 , No, Mr. Chairman.

GQV OO OF V"= D nO ALSTIOX8U SUI MAsU NU N 19 0 o

Mr. SLACK. The flscaj ye~r.7~O programam for fleet ballistic missile
submarines is $462.6 million, v ch an increase of $144.3 million overthe fl~a, ytea ,If99 progpaia Does the, $318.8 mIllion estimate for
fiso~t y€ :194w ji)dO th0 reprogr'ai~ng action we have' just

,.Ya*iral U. it does.
frro r rvd $301. millionfor six SSBN conversions for the Poseidon missile. If approved, this
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will provide funding for a total of 10 such SSBN conversions through
fiscal year 1970. How many of these 10 SSBN's will he off station at
any one time and for how l)ng while this conversion work is going on?Admiral CoLwE.LL. We can furnish that for you Mr. Chairman. In
order to save time, you would agree to supplying tat for the record?

Mr. SLAcx. Very well, if you will provide that for the record.
(The information provide the committee is classified.)
Mr. SrAoK. To what extent has this been coordinated with the

planned Air Force conversion to Minuteman II I
Admiral COIJWEL. Admiral Smith advises that this coordination oc-

curs at the level of the Secretary of Defense and his office.
Admiral SmrrH. In the sense that both schedules are reviewed and

approved by the same group in the Office of the Secretary of Defense.
Mr. LnscomB. Don't you know now the scheduling on these Polaris

siumarines conversions, so you can tell us?
Admiral FAHY. Yes, sir. We have the start of conversion and de-

livery here.
Admiral COLWEL. I have it right here. The planned force levels of

SSBN's deployed by fiscal years, -.
Mr. LiPscooB. These are deployed.
Admiral Coi,wEL. Yes, sir. The corresponding numbers for the

SSBN's which will be in conversion or in overhaul and in shakedown
for those same years are- making the total of 41 in each case.

Mr. iPsco,-,n. In -- we will have deployed.
Admiral COLvELT,. Yes. sir.
Mr. Liescorni. How inny of those - working at the present

scheduling, would be on state ion .
Admiral ComWEu. About.. .
Mr. Lipscoim. If I have been listening correctly, that is a period of

high risk. Can we afford this degradation of our nuclear capability
for this length of time?

Admiral Coi.vFLL. These conversions and overhauls are all geared
to the recording, or refueling. This is something which has to be
conducted.

Mr. LiPscowrB. It has to be conducted, but what comes first? Can
vou afford to have your nuclear strike capability cut to this degree
i -. There must have been thought given to this.

admirall CovFLL. Yes, sir.
If the ships have to be refueled we have no choice. We have to

bring them into the yard for the refueling. We do the overhaul and
conversion at the same time.

EXPOSURE OF POLARIS SUBIMARINES TO ATrACK

Mr. Lirscoin. Do you know that last fall at Rota, Spain, there
were four nuclear Pohiris submarines tied up at one time at the
dock? Will this happen at a time of deployment of only on
stat ion ?

Admiral CorVEL,. I am not familiar with the exact circumstances
at that time, sir. Normally the patrol schedules are worked out a con-
siderable time in advance as you know. This may have been at a time
when one or more were temporarily under repair. I do not know the
circumstances of which you speali. However, these would fall into
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the category of. SSBN's that are in, refit or conducting refreshert raininig.
Mr. LiPSco:rB. I Was concerned about it, but the officers who had the

responsibilityy were not concerned. It, seemed all right to them. Theyare the 'ones thAt had, the' responsibilityy and the knowledge and the
backri'nd. 'Yh~n 'uitlfmentioned deploymenis, on sta-
tion, and then havre three'or Ifur of them exposed inl one location all
at once, this seems vwry dangerous. Would there be any evaluation
inade.of a~policy.of tl1,ii nature?

Admiai CoLwzu*4..The matter 9f simultaneous exposure of more
than one.is certaiily a latter that has received a great deal of ,:on-
sideration. The only kind of an attack that we can be talking about
which woUldcause concern has to be a Russian nuclear attack. They
have long-range capabilities. So whether your exposure is in Rota or
Charleston, S.C., is not really very meaningful.

Mr. Lipsco,in. Having three Polaris submarines tied up together,
one on one side of a dock.and two tied together on the other,'certal inly
Would provide a good target. A better target than if they were spread
at locations we have available for them.

.Admiral CoiwE!r,.. There are not very many locations which are
available to us for the refit of the Polaris submarine between patrols.

We have the Rota Base, we have Holy Loch, and we have Charles-
ton, S.C., on the-Atlantic. We just do not have available to us a large
number of dispersal sites that we can use normally.

In case of a strategic alert, which I would hope that our intelligence
would be good enough to give us, we would certainly disperse those
boats. They would go to sea.

Mr. Lipsco~m. For the record, would you give an explanation of
policy? For instance, the Mediterranean is not exactl a uiet spot at
this time and the Russian fleet is now depleting itself inth e Mediter-
ranean. With three or four Polaris tied up at Rota all at the same time,
Wonder whether this is good policy or not. Maybe you can clarify
dnd ease my- mind on this.

Admilrftl COLWELL. I can attempt to do so; yes, sir.
Mr. Losco8mB,* Do you think this has been looked at or considered?
Admiral COLWZLt. Yes, sir.
Mr. LipscoMB. Maybe you can set forth what the policy is.
Admi~ral COLWELL. I will attempt to do that; yes, sir.
Mt. LaPscomn. When they are taken off station in order to repair the

h~a miral CoLwE L,. This is essential. We cannot keep them on patrol

all the time. They must come into port. May I send you a memorandum
or a letter on this subject of just tow we do it and why we do it that
way?

Mr. LiPscoiai. l would appreciate it because when I visited Rota,
which I think is an excellent operation, it was of some concern to all
of us on that particular visit to see all of these tied up so close to-
gether. .

Admiral COLW'EtL. Yes sir.
We have the same problem existing continuously. I think we must

address, tles'lro, thepoint of view that we are not at war.
Mr', MIBSUALL. Vq Weren't.t war at the time of Pearl IIarbor,

either.
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Admiral COLWELL. May I send you a memo or letter?
Ar. LrPscoMB. Submit it for the record.
(The information provided was classified.)

ADEQUACY OF DOCKING SPACE FOR POLARIS SUBM[ARINES

Mr. LiPSCOMB. Is that- really the military's position, to have the view
that we can be a little free and a little easy in how we maintain our
security because we are not at war.

Admiral COLWELL. There certainly are operational differences.
Admiral GADDIS. There is a speci c program, particularly in this

area, to minimize at all times the number of SSBN's and other ships
in a single port. I recall a circumstance when it was necessary to di-
vert, I believe, two boats-maybe it was only one-from the Holy
Loch tender to the Rota tender for a specific purpose. It is very prob-
able that this happened during the time you were there.

Mr. LIPSCOMB. I should think we would maintain the highest se-
curity particularly for our Polaris deterrent.

Admiral COLWELL. I think we do attempt to do that. sir, consistent
with the requirements for maintaining the material condition of the
ships and maintaining the morale and proper conditioning of the men
involved.

Mr. LiPSCo3B. Maybe we need more docking space.
Admiral COLWELL. Maybe.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. Have you asked for that? We build a lot of missile

sites on land. Have you ever asked for more space?
Admiral COLWELL. I believe a few years ago we contemplated build-

ing an additional tender for the SSBN's. This is sometime ago and my
memory is not exact on it. I believe we did have programs within the
Navy for an additional tender. This one has not been built.

Mr. MINSHAIL. For practical purposes, how many submarines can
one of these tenders serve at once?

Admiral COLWELL. The new tenders that we have built and are build-
ing for the SSBN's, and they are specialized for this purpose, can serve
up to ten SSBN's and can handle four SSBN's alongside at one time
very comfortably and can expand up to. perhaps six for brief Ieriods.

Mr. MINSHALL. I think what Mr. Lipscomb's concern was, and I
never heard of this incident before, to have four of these boats tied up
together, they are subject not only to attack of various kinds, whether
it be nuclear or sabotage or just an accident. It seems you should not
have all your eggs in one basket. I thought we learned that.

Admiral COLWELL. It certainly is a matter of concern. I think we
are taking all the precautions that we know how to take. It is tnot
feasible to take every SSBN that comes in from a patrol

Mr. MINSnALL. You cannot stagger these?
Admiral COLWELL. They are staggered.
Mr. MINSHALL. IS this a common practice, to always have four

there, then
Admiral GADDIS. No, sir.
Mr. MINSIALL. What was the special instance here, an emergency

repair on these subs or more than one?
Admiral COLWELL. The average is probably about three. I am not

familiar with these particular circumstances but I would suggest that
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there probably was one ship there at one time that was under unsched.
uled repairs, making a fourth. It is not feasible to take every one
of these ships that comes off patrol and put it in a different anchorage.
This is just not feasible.

PERIOD REQUIRED TO CONVERT POLARIS SUBMARINES

Mr. MINSIHALL. I have one other question as to the conversion of
these ships. You say you are tying it in with the regular overhaul
period.

Admiral COLWELL. Yes, sir.
Mr. M NSUALL. How much times does the conversion add to the over-

haul time, if any?
Admiral COLWELL. About 1 month additional time.
Mr. fINSnALL. How long does it take for the normal overhaul?
Admiral COLWELf,. I will ask Admiral Smith to answer that.
Admiral SMITH. We have overhauled-the completed overhaul-

608 and 616 class 5 of the 608.
I exclude the 598 because of its conversion' to A-3. The actual time

in overhaul averaged over those seven or eight ships was
months out of the fleet. That is from the time it leaves the fleet, does
its overhaul, the refresher training and tests and so forth after that,
until the time it gest back to the fleet.

Mr. MINSHALL. That is months and conversion adds about 1
month to that time.

Admiral S-ini. About 1 month, yes, sir.
Admiral COLWELL. I would like to emphasize in that connection that

total time includes about - months in the shipyard, plus an addi-
tional months for shakedown, training, and preparation ac-
tually to go on patrol. In an emergency this could be shortened some.
To go back to the previous question about additional tenders, we had
programed in 1965, one additional SSBN tender. This was canceled
andithe funds were applied against the next fiscal year, 1966.

Mr. MTNIrSAIL. Wily was it canceled do you know?
Admiral CoLwIr,T,. It was canceled by the Secretary of Defense.
Mr. MINS8TALL. When ? Do vou mean McNamara or Clifford?
Admiral COLWELL. This would have been Mr.'McNaniara,. As I said,

my memory is ha.y on this. I do not recall the reason.
Mr. MINSHALTA. When these ships come into a port like Rota, how

long do they stay in there' What is the normal layup time there, to
give the crew time off, and so forth?

Admiral COLwVELL. Just about a month, 28 days, I believe, is the
planned time, so it is just about a month.

Mr. MfIN1A,. They will be there about a month and another one
comes in and takes its place?

Admiral COLwELr,r,. Yes, sir.
Mr. MINSrAir., But normally you have three nuclear subs at Rota

at one time?
Admiral COTwETL. That would be the average.
Mr. MlSIAr, . Thank yon very much.
Mr. SAI CAm. How long does it take to convert one SSBN to the Posei-

don capability?
Admiral 6OT.WErL.,This was touched on a moment ago. The ex-

pected time in the shipyard is about - months.
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The expected time actually off the line beconies about -muolths,
because to the one must add the shakedown and training time
and transit time before the ship is back on patrol.

COST OF POLARIS CONVERSIONS IN 1970

Mr. SLACK. How many SSBN's do we have in the yards at the pres-
en time going through this conversion?

Admiral SMITU. In conversion, two.
Mr. SLACK. You have $22.9 million funded in fiscal 1969 to apply to

fiscal year 1971 SSBN conversions, and you are requesting $128.6 mil-
lion in fiscal year 1970 to apply to fiscal year 1971 conversions. How
many SSBN's conversions do you propose for your fiscal 1971 pro-
gram I

Admiral COLWELL. Seven, sir.
Mr. SLACK. Why do you need $28.9 million in fiscal year 1970 for

your fiscal 1972 planned conversions?
Admiral COLWBLL. May I ask Admiral Smith to speak on this?
Mr. SLACC. Please do.
Admiral SMITH. These amounts are for engineering and procure-

ment of equipment and materials, whose leadtime is such that to have
them ready the schedule requires procurement in fiscal year 1970. Of
the $28.9 million, $22 million is for the ship system engineering and
material procurement, and the remainder for the weapon system.

I have and can make available for the record a listing by hull of
the - SSBN's currently planned for fiscal 1972.

Mr. SLACK. Please do.
(The information provided the committee was classified.)
Mr. SLACC. What type of engineering is involved?
Admiral F,%Ii-. In we go into a new class, the 640 class

of conversions, which is the same as having a. lead ship design when
we went into the 627 class. We shifted over from the 27s and started
on the 40's in the program. This is a different class so it means
you will have to have class design plans.

Mr. S,AC.N. Do you need this money this far in advance?
Admiral SMITH. Certainly all of our experience to date on the

work that has been done says that the only way we are going to get
these overhauls or conversions accomplished with the minimum time
out of the fleet, the times we cited to you; it is necessary to get this
planning, engineering and material p'ocurement started this early.
1 might observe that the engineering has to be done before you can
order the material.

fr. S LACK. Are there any questions at this point?
Mr. MINSIALL. No, thank you.

CONVERSION OF OTHER SHIPS IN SUPPORT OF POSEIDON PROGRAM

Mr. SLACC. How firm are your estimates for the conversions of the
submarine tenders, the tender resupply ship and the range instru-
mentation ship funded in fiscal year 1968 and 1969.

Admiral FA1-Y. We believe they are as good as we can make them
at this time.

If we have any wild galloping inflation, it' could affect us, or if the
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economy is stich that we have difficulty in getting materials in some
areas, it could affect us.

Mr. SLAcx. At this tine you feel they are firm estimates
Admiral FAHT. Yes sir.
Mr. SLACK. Will ail of these ships enter the yards on schedule?

You might provide the schedules for the record at this point.
Admiral FAnY. We had better do that b use"we have had some

juiggling of schedules because of the manpower siti_ tion,
S. Sr c . Please provide that information for the record'
Admiral CoLWELL. May I suggest in order to make complete' replvfor you wegive yoU the present schedule and we can compare it with

the oriinal schedule and explain an*y difference.
Mr, SLACK. However, you determine best to clarify the rec'orlo
(The information follows.)

Tho origIoal atid curmet start qcedules for the flscI4 yeAr 1968 apd fiscal year
1900 sblps to be converted In support'of the Posedon program'Rare as allowss"

Ship Original start pulrent start, Reason for difference

Final ,r:AS4 My I169J
la~ ~~~~~ I~ : fIiIMJnd3 I aoratknoI comnmitment.

, ............................. .... 3
.................... O 01969................. Ti 282 ts . 1 911S 68 o

1969 .... ......... .......... -AS33 J un K15,197 O

OTV9R WARIinp Cotrsrxtuorzoi
The fiscal year 1970 program for other warships totals $1-billion,

538.3 million, whith is an increase of about $1.1 billion over your fiscal
year 1969 program."

AIRCRAFTr CARRIER "NIMrTZ" (CVAN-68) COST OVERRUN8

The Navy has experienced cost overruns in the amount of $116.7 mil-
lion in the fiscal year 1967 CVAN-68 attack aircraft carrier Nirmftz
construction program. What- are the reasons for the cost overruns?

Admiral COLWELL. May I ask Admiral Fahy to address that, sir?Admiral FAIIY. The reasons for the cost growth in the Nirnitz from
the $427 million to $544.2 million is attributable as follows: Shipyard
costs, $73.4 million, nuclear fuel and machinery $80.0 million, air sys-
tems-aviatio i1 quirements-$2.9 million, ana other $10.4, making
a total of $116.7. FE rom this, outfitting; and post delivery must be sub-
tracted making the overall $108.7 2niflon for a new total cost of $536.2
million. There were several reasons for this. We had an uipredited
upward swing in the labor and material cost be inning xn about July,
1905, which is now beginning to show in the in(Iices. Moreover,
we called out added specification requrements which increased the
task-on the shipbuilder. We made the quality requirements in these
areas higher.

The nueJ!ear compoiiet' and juel costs went , up 1i use there is a
decreased number, of' naval nuclear components and fuel supPliers,
due to the rapidly expandigmaket for ciilian nuclear I owerp ts.
The Naval nuclear work has to compete with the civilia niclpar
Rua'ket for production capacity., Our n clear works less attractive to
them nbcause it represen te nly small portion*of their sale and re-
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quires more careful work on their part. Therefore we have to pay
more for the work they 'will accept.

Another factor is ,tat there ii only one shipyard capable of build-mw thi type ship at this 'time.
Yn addition we must now charge against this ship design certain so-

called software programs that formerly were carried in O & M;N. or
R. D. T. & E. areas.

(CLERK'S irr: The following additional informatioii was subse-
quently provided.)

In addition, shipbuilders are Insisting p-ore thian twice.The. rofit they
previously accepted. You should underoptad that we don't price ship-Pe esti-
mate what we think industry will as kjto pay in the free enterprise system. W ere
are many aspects of ship costs Ov% which we have Uttle controL.

Mr. SLACK. Would not mpetition tend to riduclsm e costs?.-
Admiral FAHY. Yes, r. You meanrIP the 'areas 6f d omx.ercial

competition? I,,_'
Mr. SLAcK. You me tioned tl lack of 'deq'uate''nTfpetitign 9
Admiral FAnY., In he case o-nucleatbod tat 'i4 Nelit is

not competition in th .sense of several su Tom o ilto, ge out
business; if that situ tion prevailed we/ ld t lo i prices.,Un-
fortunately we are i the position of co tin'Tfor pxk1iiction ctpa-
bilities for our small amount f ord i
civilian electrical uti'ities arelacing l plan,. n6r-
ther they are placing tprder's fol a long' - rififvd
ment over the years s that the knoWbat thb ca n aii'e. n the
way of actual work in iand'or i pr6speot. hy'g, t €ivilia c-
trical utilities more at ntion than we canpet-' ithou an apprved
long-range nuclear ship 1lding program.- I

FJP'FE(Y'OP SOUTEAST ASI1A ~PRENE 4 l~)O~~tCtON Co!jp'

Mr. SLACz. Why, was'the increased' in size during its don-
struction W t -... ,ncr"a-ed

Admiral FAY., We. start designin'k-thm large shbpa-il l n ad-
vance of the actual construction. During this_ 0id .a considerable
amount of experience with carrier operation, i '-wartime 'conditions
which was derived from our operations in Southeast Asia.' Clonse-
quently that' plus the additional equipment and systems needed for
countermeasures an& ithe increased{ air wing support required more
equipment and more space than originlly estimate., and 'alsothe
fact that you need more people on board ii ths various areas. The
growth referred to occurred during this preliminary design and be-
fore awardofthe construction contract ".,

Mr. SLACK. In discussing cost increases for this carrier last year,
Admiral Fahy, vOu'testified that "the change of requiremente brouii.ht
on by our experience as the war contiyfues ifnSouth Vitnam has added
toiderably to the characteristics of this ship."

Are we permitting ' that War to infiuenbe g,'eatfy a carrier toneet
rtquirements in the late 1970's 1Af 1980' .

Admiral COT*Et1 . Idon't think iwe arjie imit~tng ourselves to
lI/ 'tf p the, iasitiitls 'dsi 61'' One of te thin 0"t hat ,we have mnde
6hangeS ina ti'iatwi rO building into this nP-4 shp, tsyas1y. improy'd
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fire figlxtingi as r.uhto our unfortunate experiences in the past few
years, so our abilityt iandle fires and explosives Will be greatly ell-
hanced in this ship, This is a type of improvement we are building
and certainly that could not be considered as looking backward.

.Mr. SLACK. Then- you are not permitting that war to influhcite
greatly thq commission of carriers in late 1970 and the 1980's ?

Admiral COLWELL. Not wittingly, no.
Admiral GADDIS. -. Thishas had an effect on the assigned char-

acteristics in these areas.
Mr. SLACK. Why are we just now emphasizing the reliability, main-

tainability, quality assurance, work study requirements, stan ardiza-
tion at tWe sibcontractor level, and new levels of essentially in piping
systems in the construction of this carrier?

Admiral FAnY. We are not suddenly coming on these programs for
this carrier. We have been building up over a considerable period of
time increases in'the quality assurance requirements, in the reliability
and in the maintainability requirements of all equipments and systems
in .ll o r. silW new conrtruction particularly, because we feel if
we have a breathing spell now without a war on our hands, such as
we had during World War II when the bulk of our fleet was built, that
we can take t&0 time to build into the ships these particular types of
things that ought to be there.

Now, aIl along we have emphasized quality; we have emphasized
reliability but not to the extent and not with the special attention they
are getting now in these particular programs.

The systems are getting rather complex and in order to keep theii
on the lune a considerable amount of added engineering has to be donte
to be sure that they will keep operating without failure and to increase
the time between failures if they are going to fail.

These programs have been going on, you might say, in an evolu-
tionary process all along. As the equipment has gotten more complex,
it was necessary to spend more money and give more attention to these
particular types of things.

Mr. SLrAck. Is there any deficiency that you know of in your plan-
ning and design V

Admiral FARY. Do you mean as to why there are changes-
Admiral Axam To amplify the response to the last question, sir, we

find as times go on and as market conditions change, things that we
got without specifying them in detail in the ship specifications we no
longer get. The builders, faced with rising costs, are looking for ways
to give uspracisely what we have called out. Therefore, when we
write specifications, we have been forced to formalize our requirement
in greater detail for reliability, for quality assurance, than we have
heretofore. -- ... .

Now, as to your second question, the reason for changes, as time
goes on and as we get adciional operational experience, we want to
make sure that these ships that take a significant length of time to build
are indeed modern when they are delivered. Second, we from time to
time do call out in our ship specifications equipment that are under
development. As is always the case, developments never follow pre-
cisely a planned course. They take longer. The equipment is different
than you originally thought and you, therefore, have to modify the ship
to accommodate to these differences.
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TOTAL COST O "NIMITZ"

M r. SLACK. What will be the total estimated cost of this carrier when
it becomes operational with the fleet ?

Admiral FAHY. We estimate $586.2 million.
Admiral, ADAIR. $536.2 million plus outfitting and postdelivery,

which are funded separately in the year in which outfitting and post-
delivery -,ill occur.

Admiral FAHY. That will be about $5 million for postdelivery and
$3 million for outfitting costs.

Admiral COiW.mEU,. I think that totals to about $5415 million to give a
complete answer to your question, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. SLACK. Are there questions at this point?

COST OF NEW CARRIER IN 1970 BUDGET

How confident are vou in the $510 million cost of a second Alimitz
class carrier now in the fiscal year 1970 budget, especially iii view of
your experience with the Nbnitz ?

Admiral FAH1Y. Since the Nimiz cost of $536 million is certainly
well within the negotiable range with the contractor, as the price he
submitted in October of 1968, we feel that since this is a follow-on
and is within it close enough time span to benefit by some of the pro-
jected learning from the Afiiitz, it ought to be pretty close to being
a good figure.

(Crx-niCs xo m: Subsequent to the, hearing-s Admiral Fahy's answer
to tie previous question was changed to read as follows:)

Admiral PAHY. Sir, the CVAN-49 Is going to be a second Ximitz and will be
built by the same contractor. The major portion or the cost of those ships Is the
emotractor's price for construction. Until we have agreed with the contractor oil
ils price for Nfmftz we are not able to answer your question with a positive yes or

no. We have been analyzing the contractor's proposal for construction of Nhi itz
in depth for several months. tie is now it time process of updatig his prolxmli in
compliance with Public rLw 87-653, the Truth in Negotiations Act. We expect to
be ili negotiation with hm lit July and to reach a price agreement in Septeimber.
Tihe (eoitractor's price agreed to by us for Nimitz will bear directly on the price we
agree to for CNVAN--6). The C\'AN-69 will reflect nmrecurring ost savlng. and
savings achieved by multiple procutrenient actions. At tiat time we will be able to
tell whether or not the $510 million Is enough, Just right, or not enough for
CVAN-69. The one factor over which we have no control is the change In market
prices for lator and material as the economic environment of the United States
changes, either pushing prices up or down or holding them steady over the build-
lug period of the ship. If this change is different tban what we have been per-
mitted to allow for in the budget, the estimated end cost will change accordingly.

Mr. SLACK. The $510 million does not include postdelivery and out-
fitting casts. What are these additional costs by category?

Admiral FAiaY. They would run approximately tie same as the
Nirnitz I, about $5 million for postdelivery and, incidentally, in the
Kennedy it was about 5.3, and in the outfitting costs, about $4 million.
In the Kennedy it was 3.95.

Mr. SLACK. What will be the speed of this carrier and what weapons
will it have aboard besides aircraft I
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Admiral COLWELJ. We expect this carrier will have a trial speed of
about - knots and the self-defense weapons which it will carry
will be - r.

Mr. SLACK. Where did ou find the $2 million which was added to
the $48.5 million and the 82.4 million of advance procurement fund-
ing for fiscal year 1968 and 1969 respectively, to make up the $132.9
mi ion applied to the fiscal year 1970 program? _

Admiral FAHY. We reprogramed the funds from the 1967 DLG con.
iersion program; sir.

Mr. SLACK. How much of the $39.3 million in nuclear propulsion
spares ,funded in fiscal year 1969 will be applied to each of the three
carriers?

Admiral CoLwzL. It is my understanding, Mr. Chairman, that
these nuclear spares which we are purchasing over a period of 3 years'
funding will be applicable to any of these three Nimitz class carriers.
Not necessarily to any particular one hull number, but will be appli-
cable to any of the three.

Mr. SLACK. Then how did you arrive at a cost figure of $39.3 mil-
lion?

Admiral COLWEiLL. This was added last year by the Congress. It
was the number Which was obtained from Admiral Rickover's office.

Mr. SLACK. Has the construction schedule for this ship slipped and,
if so, why, and how far has it slipped?

Admiral FAHY. There is no slippage in it of which we are aware at
this time, sir. As you know the Nimit will incorporate the first of the
new two-reactor carrier nuclear propulsion plants. The development
and manufacture of equipment for this propulsion plant has always
been.on .a very tightshedule to support the expected delivery of the
ship.

FUNDING FOR CARRIER TO BE REQUESTED IN 1971

Mr. SLACK. Why is. there no advance funding for the third ship to
be requested in fiscal year 1971?

Adiniral COLWEL In the original Navy planning for this year's
budget, we had included some advance funding for the ship which
we hope will be authorized in 1971. This advance funding was not
allowed in the final review by the Office of the Secretary of Defense.
It was the decision in that Office that the entire ship could then be
requested in 1971 without advance funding in 1970.

Mr. SrAx. How can this be done?
Admiral CoLwEL'. it will cause a delivery later than would other-

wise be the case.
Mr. SLACK. Would it cause construction to slip back to fiscal year

1972?t
Adrhiral FA.t, The third shipf would slip if there is no advance

procurement in.f iscal year '1970.NWe asked o0r $97.2 million in fiscal
year 1970 for procurement of longlead propulsion plant component.

SMr. SLAcit.orho* long' r
Admiral FAitY. About a year. But it is a little hore complex than

that because of the problems we are having with the reactor plant
equipment suppliers.If we break the production line, we will run into
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the problem of restarting these lines, and a greater reluctance on their
part to contract for aircraft carrier nuclear propulsion plant com-
ponents. We could find that the delay was maybe longer than just
tile year delay in availability of funds.

(UJJERK's NOTE: The following additional information was subse-
quently provided for the record.)

The nuclear components for the Nimits class carriers are the largest and most
complex components ever built In the Navy's nuclear propulsion program. We
had to have industry establish special production facilities for these components
with highly competent engineering and production people. These facilities and
people, of course, are the type which are quickly realsigned to the expanding
civilian utility orders as soon as there are no Navy orders to work on.

COST OVERRUN CONVERSION OF "MIDWAY"-CVA-41

Mr. SzAcK. The Navy has experienced a total of $119.9 million in
cost overrums on the conversion of the aircraft carrier Midway (CVA-
41). Of the total cost overrun, $26.6 million is included in the overall
SCN funding deficiency account in the fiscal year 1970 budget request.
When did the Midway enter the shipyard for overhaul and conversion?

Admiral ADAm. February 1966.
M-C. SLACK. What was the original estimated cost of the work to be

dorifQ?
Admiral ADAm. $84.3 million, sir.

WORK ORIGINALLY PLANNED

Mr. SrAcK. Describe generally, if you will, the conversion or over-
haul work to have been done when the Midway first entered the ship-
yard.

Admiral ADAIR. The conversion was one to extend the flight deck to
handle modern aircraft which will be in the fleet inventory in the
1970s. It was to remove the older center line elevator and replace it and
other elevators with high capacity deck edge elevators.

It was to install the most modern arresting gear. It was to give im-
proved weapons handling and storage facilities. Additional spaces
were made available below the extended flight decks to house additional
personnel needed for maintenance of modern aircraft.

Additional laundry, distilling and other hotel facilities commen-
surate with the added personnel were to be put into the ship.

The ship was to be completely air-conditioned and the existing ma-
chinery was to be thoroughly overhauled, sir.

CHANGES IN WORK PLANNED

Mr. SLACK. Tell us what changes in the scope of the conversion have
been made since that time.

Admiral ADAIR. Incident to our experience in operations in South-
east Asia, we have made additional improvements in the firefighting
abilities of this ship. We have made further changes or increases to
the habitability, the aircraft maintenance facilities and the electronics
to be added to the ship,'

In the course of the conversion, we found that our estimates for the
rehabilitation of machinery were grossly insufficient and we. hav
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spent significantly more funds for repair of machinery than we had
contemplated. k
c pIf I may add in amplification, in the course of the planning and the

execution of the work, we have had significant disruptive effect of
other higher priority work being injected into the shipyards. This re-
quired the manpower and the materials scheduled foi this ship to be
diverted to the more urgent fleet effort, bringing the cost of this ship
upward, not only through the disruptive effect, but the fact that the
planned manpower is spent several years later than planned and,
therefore, at a significantly higher labor rate.

One of the examples was the unfortunate fire that occurred on the
Ori8kany in the summer of 1966. The ship was put into San Francisco.
taking the manpower and materials scheduled for the Midway and
setting the Midway back.

TIn west coast strike which shut down the prigVate shipyards and
forced unplanned work into the naval shipyards was another signifi-
cant factor.

NEW dARRItE AT SUBSTANTIALLY THE SAME IOST

Mr. SiACK. What is the estimated total cost of the overhaul and con-
version work as presently planned?

Admiral ADAIR. $204.2 million, sir, which includes $2.2 million for
fast delivery.

Mr. SLACK. When will the Mfidway be ready for fleet operations?
Admiral COLWELL. The M idway is presently scheduled to come out

of the yard in - , We have hopes -that we will be able to anticipate
that date somewhat. After she leaves the yard, we can expect that'she
will have approximately a 6 months' shakedown and workup period.
This is about a normal estimate. In the case of emergency; it would be
shortened.

Mr. SLAcK. What is the approximate cost of a new CVA-class
attack carrier and the cost of a new CVS-class ASW support carrier?

Admiral COLWELL. The only experience we have with a new CVA is
with the John F. Kennedy and the final price on that was how much?

Admiral ADAIR. About $280 million. That ship, of course, was
authorized in the 1963 program.

Admiral CoL wFJL. Now, if that same Ship were to be built with 1970
dollars, we could expect that it would go up. It would be difficult to
make any close estimate because the John. F. Kennedy does not have
equipments we are going to put in the Nimitz, for example. It would
be hard to estimate but it would be substantially greater than the com-
pleted price of the John F. Kennedy.

We have no estimate on what a new CVS carrier would cost because
we do not have such a ship in the program.

Mr. S.AcK. When the Navy states that 58 percent of the 900 ships
in the fleet are over 20 years of age, will the carrier Midway be in-
cluded in this category, even after this thoroughly extensive and costly
modification and modernization work has been completed?

Admiral COLWi&LL. It will be carried in that category because we
make no effort to change the birth date of a ship when we modernize
it. However, a massive modernization of this type will add a number
of years to the operating life of the ship. It won't change its birth
date, but it will change its date of death, if you wish to use that term.
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NUMBER OF CARRIERS IN FLEET

Mr. SLACK. HOW many carriers by type does the Navy plafi to have
in fiscal year 1970?

Admiral COLWELL. We plan to operate 15 attack carriers and in-
cluded in that number are eight conventionally powered-that is, the
Forrestal or later class; one nuclear-powered, the Enterp e; two of
the Coral Sea class, which are almost identical to the Midway; and
four of the Hancock class, which are World War 1I.

As the newer ships are completed and .as Midway completes,- they
will replace the Hancook class.

Mr. SLACK. How many carriers, by type, will be in the yards for
overhaul or conversion and how many carriers, by type, will be in-
activated or in mothballs during any part of fiscal year 1970?

Admiral COLWELL. During fiscal year 1970 at one time or another
there will be attack carriers in overhaul. There will be one at-
tack carried in conversion-that is Midway.

During fiscal year 1970, we are presently programing the inactiva-
tion of two CVS's. Those are ASW carriers, or support carriers. That
will result in a reduction of the CVS force level to six.

Mr. SLACK. A reduction by six.
Admiral COLWELL. To six. From seven to six, because one attack

carrier will fall out of that category into the support carrier class.
Mr. SLACK. Which one is that?
Admiral CoLwELm,. The Ticonderoga presently is an attack carrier

and will become a support carrier.
Mr. ADDABBO. Admiral, in the last several years we have had two

major fires aboard aircraft carriers. In these carrier conversions and
in the new construction of aircraft carriers, can we expect anything
new to correct what has happened in the past?

Admiral COLWELL. We are doing two things which we expect to
have a significant effect in making an improvement along this line.
One of these is a vastly improved method of handling the ordnance
within armored and protected spaces rather than out, in the open as
we frequently had to do in the past. This should be a significantly
safer operation.

The second thing is u very large effort to improve our firefighting
ability with new installations and new equipment and actually new
firefighting liquids. Those two large efforts we expect to be very
beneficial.

Mr. ADDABBO. Thank you very much. No further questions.

SSN ATTACK SUBMARINE CONSTRUCTION PROGRAM

COST OVERRUNS IN CONSTRUCTION PROGRAM

Mr. SlAcx. In connection with :your SSN attack submarine con-
struction program, youhd cost overrtns of $54.1 million in the fiscal
year 1967 program and$63.8 million in the fiscal year 1968 program.
How many submarines are involved in these cost Overruns ?:

Admiral IFAHY., 14 the 1968 program we have three submarines
and in the 967 period we have five, but I didn't .recognize the figure
that you gave, sir.

32-84.-..9--Pt. 8----85
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Mr. SLAcK. The figures I read were cost overruns of $54.1 million
in fiscal year 1957 and $63.3 million in fiscal year 1968.

Admiral FAHY. I don't recognize those figures for those 2 fiscal
years. For submarines from fiscal year 1962 to 1969, a total of 36
SSN's, the total cost increase associated with these 36 SSN's is $141.5
million.

Mr. SLAcK. I obtained it from an OSD document provided the com-
mittee. For 1967, involving five ships, there was an increase of $48.2
million (reflected in DD1415 DOD, fiscal year 1968-154) required
because of higher than anticipated bids from prospective shipbuilders
and increased costs of the primary sonar system. There is still to be
funded $5.9 million for Government-furnished material and contractor
claims.

Admiral FAHY. What you are talking about is that the bids came
back higher than the budgeted amounts we had for contracting and in
order to meet these we had to reprogram some funds. The increases in
cost are brought about in considerab e measure by, you might call it,
the state of the market; the prices for these equipments and for the
things that are put into these ships, as well as the manpower, have
gone up considerably. Last fall Admiral Rickover spoke to this before
another committee and indicated just how drastically prices were go-
ing up. He gave as an example the price of the turbines and gears
which went from $5.5 million for the Enterpre to over $10 million
for the Nimdtz. That is 100 percent in space of time. It is just the state
of the market, I guess.

(CLERK'S NaOTE: The following additional information was subse-
quently submitted for the record.)

What Mr. Slack was describing are not overruns but rather the amounts
which we found it necessary to increase our original budgeted estimates for fiscal
years 1967-09 SSN's before we contracted for these ships. The bids for construc-
tion of these ships and the prices for material and components came in higher
than anticipated-higher than the budgeted amounts. In order to award the
Contracts for these SSN's we had to reprogram funds. We have not overrun the
budgeted estimates.

The primary reason these bids were higher than we had originally budgeted
is higher labor and material costs than anticipated. Labor and material costs
throughout the country have escalated rapidly due to the Vietnam war. These
higher costs were not foreseen when we prepared the original budget estimates
for these SSN's.

Mr. SLACK. The $63.3 million was made up of $51.2 million for the
SSN 685 and $12.1 million for SSN 683 and 684.

Admiral FAIHY. The 685 was a special "one of a kind" desigo- and
only one ship could be built of that design which would cause its cost
to go much higher because of all the design and engineering work.

(CLERK'S No'rE: The following additional statement was subse-
quently submitted for the record.)

The SSN 685 should be discussed separately from the SSN 683 and SSN 684.
The S8N 685 is a new design submarine in which we expect to make sizable
gains in our capability to design and build especially quiet SSN's. The SSN 683
and SSN 684 are follow ships In the SSN 637 class. The cost of the ship includes
the design and its installed equipment and for preparation of the detailed con-
struction plans.

Mr. SLACK. Were any of these overruns attributable to the Navy for
such things as changes in scope, specifications and delays in providing
GFEI
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Admiral FAHY. Some of it is, yes, sir. For example, in the 1967 ships
about $3 million of it was caused by an increase in the changes in
Government furnished material. It is about $8 million in 1968 on three
submarines, was increased because of increases in the propulsion and
Government-furnished material causing a certain amount of change in
construction, but we didn't delay the ships. Some of the increase for the
seven fiscal year 1967 and 1968 SSN 637 class is associated with design
modification to achieve quieter operation.

Mr. SLA cK. Approximately $3 million in 1967 and $8 million in 1968?
Admiral FAHY. That is the cost of Government-furnished material.
Now, there is no claim for delay or disruption on those ships from

the shipbuilder. The GFE cost increases are the only growth cost since
the contract was let.

Mr. SLACK. This document furnished the committee states that for
fiscal year 1969, an increase of $32.2 million for the estimated cost of
basic construction and associated areas is considered necessary for
award when bids are received. How many submarines are involved in
this increase?

Admiral FAHY. Two submarines, sir.
Mr. SLACK. What was the original estimated cost of each of the

submarines we have discussed and what is the current estimated cost
to complete construction of each ship ? A total of 10.

Admiral FAiiY. For as two fiscal year 1969 SSN's 81.3 was the
original estimate and the current estimate to complete is-

ndmiral GADDIS. About $95 million.
Admiral F.\miy. Approximately 95. We can get a more accurate

figure for the record.
These, of course, have not been let yet because we haven't the money

in hand. I understand 95 is correct.
Mr. SLACK. Provide something for the record on the total of the 10.
Admiral FAHY. For the 1967,1968 and 1969?
Mr. SLACK. That is correct..
Admiral FAY. Yes, sir, we will do that.
(The information follows:)

SUMMARY OF SUBMARINE COST ESTIMATES

[Dollar amount in millions

Original Current
Fiscal year Hull No. budget cost estimate

1967 ............................................................. SSN 678 ...... $70.0 $84.8
1967 ............................................................. SSN 679 ...... 70. 0 76.6
1967 ............................................................. SSN 680 ...... 67.0 74. 5
1967 ............................................................ SSN 681 ...... 67.0 76.5
1967 ............................................................. SSN 682 ...... 67.0 76.6
1969 ............................................................. SSN 683 ...... 74.3 77.7
1968 ............................................................. SSN 684 ...... 68.9 84.0

Explanation: The increase in cost estimate for these Sturgeon class sui.
marines is due to higher than anticipated competitive proposals from prospee.
tive shipbuilders. These proposals reflect their most recent experience with simi-
lar complex ships and are influenced by rapidly rising prices being paid to their
suppliers of components and materials. A secondary reason for the increase are
design modifications based on experience with 637 class SSN's already delivered
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to achieve quieter ship operation. Increased cost of. the primary sonar system
is also, affecting the cost.
1908: Millio ns

SSN 685 --------------------------------------------- $100.8
SSN 685 -------- -------------------------------------- 148.9

Explanation: The Navy's total end cost estimate for the turbine electric drive
submarine when it Was authorized in the fall of 1966 was $100.8 million. The
Navy's current total end cost estimate is $148.9 million. ($148.9 million does not
include $2.9 million for outfitting and post delivery deficiency correction. This
reflects a Navy program-wide decision to remove outfitting and post delivery costs
from individual ship estimates and budget them on an annual multi-ship basis).

In the fall of 1967, the Navy's Initial estimate of $100.8 million was increased
to $124.5 million. There were three reasons for this increase.

(a) The ship characteristics for the turbine electric drive submarine had
changed since the initial estimate was prepared. This resulted in additional
equipment and increased the size of the ship. The ship originally had been priced
using fiscal year 1966. SSN 037 class submarine military characteristics. In July
1967 ONO decided to include all Of the military characteristics of the fiscal year
1967-68 SSN 637 class submarines In the turbine electric drive submarine.

(b) The ship grew In size as more was learned about the design and the weight
of the equipment selected for Installation.

(o) The sole source supplier of the main propulsion equipment for the turbine
electric drive submarine initially refused to bid on the design and manufacture
of this equipment. Although the supplier finally agreed to accept the order, it
become clear during the subsequent discussions with the supplier that the Navy
woud have to pay more than had been estimated for the main propulsion equip-
ment for this submarine.

In the fall of 1968, the total end cost estimate for the turbine electric drive
submarine was increased to $148.9 million. There were three reasons for this
Increase.

(a) In early 196,R NAVSHIPS received the shipbuilders' bids for construction
of the fiscal year 1967-68 SSN 637 class submarines. These bids showed sub.
stantially higher than anticipated labor and material costs for ship construction.
This reflected the marked Increase in the escalation of labor and material costs
throughout the country associated with the Vietnam war.

(b) Bids received by the shipbuilder for long lead-time components for the
turbine electric drive submarine were more than anticipated due to higher labor
and material costs and much higher profits Insisted on by component manu-
facturers. For example, one component manufacturer insisted on 12 to 13 percent
profit on a cost-plus fixed fee subcontract-for major propulsion equipment coin-
pared to the DOD average of 6.9 percent profit for this type contract. Another
component manufacturer Insisted on 20 percent profit on a fixed priced sub-
contract for the manufacture of existing design pumps for this submarine
compared to the DOD average of 11.0 percent profit for this type contract.

(c) Construction of the turbine electric drive submarine was delayed for about
6 months during the summer of 1968 by the civilian staff of the Secretary of
Defense while they conducted additional studies.

The increase In total estimated end cost for the turbine electric drive
submarine from $100.8 to 148.9 million is an increase in the budget estimate.
There has been no cost overrun.

I99: Millions
SSN 686 ------------------------------------------------ $81.3
SSN 686 ----------------------------------------------- 8
SSN 687 -------------------------------------------------- .3
SSN 687 ------------------------------------------------- 94.3

Explanation: The Increase In estimate reflects cost increases for contract
award of the fiscal year 1969 Sturgeon class submarines and Is based on market
conditions as evidenced by competitive bids recently received and ,is In consonance
with experience ot similar ships particularly the fiscal year, 1007 and fiscal year
1968 submarines awarded in June' 1068. The $82.2 million requested Increase Is
offset by,a $4.6 million below threshold decrease to the ship' end costs which has
already been applied to offset fiscal year 1970 total obligation authority requested
in the congressional budget submission.
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COST OF FISCAL YEAR 1070 PROGRAM

Mr. SLACK. Are there any lawsuits or claims pending or planned by
contractors involved in the construction of these submarines?

Admiral FATHY. No, sir; there are not.
Mr. SLACK. In view of your experience with the construction of

these submarines, how confident are you in your estimate of $383.3
million for two new SSN 688 class submarines in the fiscal year 1970
budget?

Admiral ADAm. We are quite confident in that number, sir, and let
me explain why. We had poor confidence in the 1969 two submarines
and we spoke to you just a year ago and expressed that lack of con-
fidence based on the award prices we were receiving for the 1967 and
1968 ships. That experience on the 1967 and the 1968 submarines and
the bids we have today on the 1969 submarines confirmed our estimates
for the 1970 procurement.

Mr. SLACK. The $383.3 million for these two submarines, does not
include advance procurement, post-delivery, and outfitting costs.
What are these additional costs by category? You may submit that
for the record.

(The information follows:)
The $383.3 million for two submarines, includes $31.5 million advance pro-

curement appropriated in fiscal year 1969. It does not include $1 million per ship
for outfitting and $3.4 million per ship for post delivery.

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF NEW SUBMARINES

Mr. SLACK. Will these two submarines be identical?
Admiral FAHY. Yes, sir.
Mr. SLACK. Your P-1 lists them separately and having different unit

costs, and we are wondering whether or not they will be identical?
Admiral COLWELL. They will be identical. The reason they are listed

separately is that one is a lead ship and the other is the follow ship.
Mr. SLACK. What will the submerged speed of these submarines

be, compared with our fastest SSN?
Admiral COLWELL. We expect the submerged speed of these sub-

marines to be at least - knots. By comparison, a Sturgeon class,
as we build it today, will do about Now, we have built some
nuclear submarines in the past which were somewhat faster, about

knots, but they were somewhat smaller and far less capable
than the Sturgeons. We expect these new ones to recapture the high
speed, which we consider necessary in order to combat the latest Rus-
sian types.

Mr. SLACK. What weapons and sensors will they have which will be
an improvement over those of previous classes I

Admiral COLWELL. The weapons which are presently available to
go in this new class which we call the SSN 688, are the same as those
which are available to the 637. That is the Sturgeon.

However, the systems which will be built into the 688, are a sub-
stantial improvement. The fire control will be optimized for the new
Mark 48 torpedo. It will also take care of SUBROC and it will have
enough growth potential, to take care of future weapons developments
which we are now considering.
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f These submarines will have an improved modification of
the fire control system which is known as the Mark 113.

Mr. SLACK. The $119.2 million in advance procurement for fiscal
year 1970, will support construction of five new SSN's in future years.
Will they be of the high speed SSN 688 class?

Admiral COLWEL. They will.
Mr. SLACK. Will you briefly describe our SSN program, indicating

how many we have in the operational fleet, how many under construc-
tion, how many funded and our total future program.

You may do that for the record if you will, please.
Admiral CoL.w rZ. I will supply that for the record, sir.
(The information provided the committee was classified.)

FUTURE DESIGN OF ATTACK SUBMARINES

Mr. MINSTi.r,. For the future program, do you have anything on
the drawing board for a submarine with even more capability than the

knot boat?
Admiral COrLWELL. I would not say we have anything on the draw-

ingboard but we have a group which is working - .
Mr. MNINSHALL. Something in R. & D. is what I meant.
Admiral COLWELL. Yes, sir, we have a group which is working on a

later model which we currently expect to be put into the program in
1975.

Mr. MINSAALL. What will the capabilities of that boat be? Wlat are
they designing into it?

Admiral COJWEL[j. We haven't gotten that far yet, sir. We expect
that it will have a new power plant which would be nuclear, of course,
and we expect that it will incorporate whatever new weapons we are
successful in designing by that time and probably a new sonar. We are
actually just in the very early stages of this program.

Mr. MINSHALJ. How about the speed?
Admiral COLWELL. We will have all the speed we can get out of the

power plant which is furnished to us, sir.
Mr. MiNSHALL. Have you any estimate of what that will be?
Admiral COLWELL. It certainly would not be less than knots

that we are going to get in the 688. I would hope it would be more.
Mr. MrNISUALL. How much would it entail from an engineering

standpoint to design a boat that would go -. Is that feasible?
Admiral COTwELL.

NOISE LEVEL OF NEW SUBMARINES

Admiral GADDS. We have an alternate point here, Mr. Minshall.
That is the conflict of quietness versus speed.

Mr. MINSHALL. Yes, we have been through that before.
Admiral GADDIS. Our electric drive submarine is designed to be the

ultimate in a quiet submarine. The high being high speed, speed at
the SSN 688, gives up a little in quietness. Any increase in speed has to
be measured against this same quieting effect.

Mr. MiNsmA.m. The reason I asked this question, Admiral, you
indicated yesterday, if I remember correctly, that the

Admiral COLWELL. They have knot submarines at sea now.
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Mr. MINSHALL. And I am sure that they are working on something
that will go a lot faster, too.

Admiral COLWELL. I am sure they are.
Admiral FAI1Y.
Mr. MISHALL. Where does that come in the budget, in R. & D.I
Admiral FAHY. Yes.
Mr. MINSTHELL. Perhaps you should give us more information on it.
Admiral COLWELL. Yes, sir.
(The information provided the committee is classified ?)
Mr. SLACK. How quiet will the 688 class submarines be as compared

to our more recent submarines?
Admiral COLWELL.
Mr. ADDABBO. Admiral, with the disaster of the Scorpion, is any-

thing, being contemplated
ADmiraCOLWELL.
Mr. ADDA.Bo.
Admiral COLWELL.
'Admiral FAHY.
Admiral COLWELL.

POGY SUBM ARINE

.fr. SLACK. Will you bring us up to date on the submarine Pogy
and tell us how you settled this case with the New York Shipbuildifig
Co.?

Admiral FAIXY. That is still in the field of negotiation.
Admiral ADAIR. The settlement of the New York ship claim is still

going on. As you know, we have executed a contract with the Ingalls
Shipbuilding Division to and complete construction of Pogy. In the
course of that work, we have uncovered some deficiencies ofthe work-
manship of New York Ship, and this failure on their part will be a
consideration our settlement with New York Ship.

Mr. SLACK. What is the cost to complete this submarine by Ingalls
Shipbuilding Co.? You may supply that for the record if you do not
have the figures at hand.

Admiral ADAm. I do not have it at hand but do you wish the cost
of our contract with Ingalls rather than the total cost of the ship?

Mr. SLACK. We would like to have both. We would like to have you
include the entire cost and then the cost to complete the submarine
by Ingalls.

Admiral ADAIR. We will supply both numbers for the record.
Mr. SLACK. You might also compare this cost with the cost of a new

submarine today of the Pogy class.
(The information follows:)

The estimated cost of Pogy (SN 647) is $90.2 million against an initial esti-
mate in 1961 of $58.0 million. The New York Shipbuilding cost is estimated at
- when settled. Ingalls Shipbuilding Corp. cost is estimated at - with
$27.4 million estimated for Government furnished material wnd services. The esti-
mated cost of a fscal year 1970 submarine of this class is $90.0 million.

Mr. SLAcK. If there are no further questions, we thank you gentle-
men, and* the committee will adjourn until 2 o'clock this afternoon.
We thank you very much.
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AXT5$INOQX,8B*850ON

STALrLJ OF SsXM4 IA PJIOamm

Mr. SIz8, The committee will come to order.
Admiral Colwell, I am not Sure that I have all the facts or that the

committee has all the facts that it should have on. the Navy's own
thinking about the submarine program this country needs in order to
stay modern and to-at least attempt to stay abreast of the Russian sub'
marine threat. You are funding this year two, and you have some long
leadtime money for a third one, is that correct ?

Admiral COLWLL. There is long lead money requested which will,
actually support a total of five for next year.One element of that long lead money is somewhat larger than we
would normally ask for in ordnr to maintain the impetus while buaild-
ing two this year instead of three.

Mr. Snc. It is your hope that though you are actually getting two
submarines funded this year, you will be able to program five next
year?

Admiral COLWFLL. That is correct.
Mr. Sxnes. How many did you seek to fund this year?
Admiral CoLwyU.t Our original document which we call our pro-

gram objectives, and which is our basic budgeting document for a new
year, called for five.

Mr. SIKES. When is the last time you had five submarines funded?'
Admiral GADDIS. 1967, sir.
Mr. SIKES. Do I recall that five is the number that the Navy feels-

new submarines, that is-are needed each year in order to stay modern
and to keep up with progress in other submarine fleets?

Admiral COLWFIja. Yes, sir.
Mr. SiKEs. Where do you get that figure five? What is the figtu'e

based on ? At this point will you file in the record completely, why five?
Admiral CoLwau Yes, sir, I would be happy to.
Mr. SIKS. I want a very complete answer why.you want five.
Admiral COLWET,. Yes, sir.,
(The information follows'.)

SumInaritm proo. men¢ requirement&
1. The point has already been passed where procurement of new SN's at a,

practicable rate (such as five SSN's per year), could maintain force levels In the.
face of aging diesel submarines. This problem will become more critical each year
until an adequate SSN procurement program is established and followed. Due to.
the length of time required for construction of SSN's, the situation Is irreversible
until - . Delivery of authorized or recommended SSN's in the out years is
currently projected to be:

SSN's delivered(by fltgI! year

Year of dellvary ut1horwon) Total SSN's S

......... 0 .... I ...........

I Om not Include "Triton," '"Sorplon," o '1hrsher."

2. In order to achieve required attack submarine force levels, SO's must be
retained in the Inventory, all but 12 of which were built during World War II.
A tabular display of the problem of aging submarines is shown below. The num-
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'bers are based on the currently authorized force level of 106 attack submarines
with SN procurement as shown above and inactivation of an 88 for each SSN

-delivered.
NUMBER OF SUBMARINES IN FORCE LEVL OF AGE INDICATED

Age

Fiscal year 28 years old 29 years old 30 years old 31 years old 32 years old 33 years old

1973 ............ 13 .........................................................
1974 ................ 12 8 .......................................
1975 ................... 2 12 6 .........................................
1978 ................... 1 2 t3 ............................
1977 ................. ....2 .4' 2 .............
1978 ............... 1 € 2 1 1" 5

3. There is no absol, t or precise limit to ,the service life of an'kttack sub-
marine. Any consider 9on of such a limit depends primarily upon the capability
of the submarine vls-6-vis the threat or *issioo requireni~nts. For auxilfary sub-
'marines, such con s)eration would"be largely determined by the material con-
dition of the ship. It should be ha6ted, however, that the-rongest the United states
has ever operated/a submarine was 28 yeltrs. Addittonally, in fiscal year 1969 one
AGSS and one 1iSS were inacftiyated ofter Wt years of service life. Their eon-
dition was such/that it appears reasolidrb10tojrtilize q value of 28-30 years serv-
ice life for forc6 level planning purpoeO. If this assutaptidn is boh-ne out, rede-
tion of attack submarine force levels/cF6tsiderably bel6w'authorzed force levels
will be unavoidable. /'-,, ' ",

4. In addition to the 1tureli.q1axtiAtoy .sp.ct ,fnuiibersof attack su)-
marines, it Is yen more Inpportan*t co sider ti e tja1ity and capability of the
force. Transitln of the total attack dubmarind fQrde t6 nuclear power is a basic
and vital goal, vhlch lies *ell into th future. At f1v SS M~ ,per year, a force of
100 SSN's could, not be achieved utitil 1982. The-,foU 9lng caides..onstralned 'by
the currently authorized force.level of 10O as.a- base and employing an $SN
procurement rat6 of five, show the impact quaattack submarine force levels of
retirement of S8's'hrough 28 and 80 years of serice llfe, respectively.

MAXIMUM ATTAINABLE FORCE .EVELS ,. ./

Fisca year-

'973 1974 1975 19Ak 1977 .19)8 1979 1980

Case I (retaining SS through 28 years service "7, 1
life) ............ .......... 05 -97 8 92 95 99 3
tCas1 (retaining 8 tru i3 years ivlc I
life) ......... ..... !! ................ 105, 105 105 102 95 98 102 105

In the above oases clearly show the severity of the submarine aging problem
created by past, 56N procurement decisions. A serious reduction in the force
level after fiscal year 1978 could occur if, in fact, 28-30 years does prove the
maximum age for 118 operations, and the submarines must be retired.

ATACK ISUBWARINE PROGRAM

Mr. SxxFs. Prior to fiscal 1967 when was the time that you were
funded for five submarines I

Admiral COLWxLL. We had six submarines in 1966 and then five in
1967.

Mr. Sxi.s. Do I recall that was the result of congressional action or
was that a budget request for those 2 years?

Admiral COLWELL. I would have to check that to be certain, sir.
Mr. SuKEa. Check that, please, and provide the answer for the rec-

ord. T think you will find it was congressional action.
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Admiral COLWEL. I have a vague recollection of this but I would
want to be certain.

(The information follows:)
In the fiscal year 1966 program, Navy requested six nuclear attack submarines

(SSN) ; four were included In the President's Budget; six were authorized and
funded by Congress.

RUSSIAN CAPACITY TO CONSTRUCT SUBMI'ARINES

Mr. SIKES. What information do you have about the number of
modern Russian submarines being built? The type that we would hope
to build someday.

Admiral CoLwEv.JL. The maximum estimated annual capacities-and
this is assuming that other shipbuilding programs are also continued
-on a one shift basis is about - - of the nuclear ships.

Mr. SniK:s. You are talking about capacity, what do you actually
know of what they are doing?

Admiral COLWELL. The agreed intelligence construction rates-let
us take the year 1970-71--estimates a total nuclear production of

1. That includes not only attack submarines but also their new
class of ballistic missile submarines, the Yankee class.

Mr. SImES. When you speak of two plus lead money of future sub-
marines, you are speaking of our entire program, are you not?

Admiral COLWELL. I am talking of attack submarines, because we
do not have any new ballistic missile submarines.

Mr. SrEm. You are not funding any other submarines?
Admiral COLWELL. That is correct.
Mr. SIKES. So this is your entire program at this time?
Admiral COLWLL. Y es, sir.
Mr. Snmts. The five submarines that you have listed as desirable,

would that continue to be attack submarines or would there be a mix
in future years?

Admiral COLWEL. Those are attack submarines, sir.
Mr. SixRs. Do you not feel that there is a requirement for other

submarines than attack I
Admiral COLWELL. We feel in the Navy that there will shortly be

a requirement for a replacement type of Poseidon submarine.
Mr. Six S. What do you mean by shortly?
Admiral COLWELL. I would think by -- or perhaps sooner.

This, however is not an approved program, as you know, sir.
Mr. SrxEs. ou gave the figure 1970-71 for Russian production. Can

you state with reasonable certainty the number that they are building
now? In other words, the number of keels they are laying down each
year?

Admiral COLWELL. I have here a table which records the agreed
intelligence estimates.

The projections after that are
Mr. SIx'Ks. From what we think we know of Russian submarine

constnction-I am not talking about capability-at what time period
will they surpass us in completely modern submarines, as good as or
better than our modern submarines.

Admiral COLWELL. The last modifying phrase makes it difficult for
me, sir.

I. -
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Mr. SrKis. Let us say completely modern submarines. Are they
abreast of us now?

Admiral COLWEIL. They are not abreast of us now either in num-
bers or, we think, in overall quality, although they have ships at sea
which have a higher top speed than some of ours?

If I could, Mr. Chairman, I would like to check my answer to that
question with the intelligence people and supply it for the record.

Mr. SIKES. Very well.
Admiral COLWELL. I think I can give you a. better answer that way.
(The information provided the colnmittee is classified.)

RUSSIAN SU1BARINE FORCE

Mr. SIKES. In a Richard Wilson article of the Star, May 2, entitled
"The Soviets greatly increase their military strength," it quotes Ad-
miral Rilckover as saying that the Russians have a net advantage of
about 230 submarines. He also quotes Admiral Rickover as saying that
the Soviet Union now has a new submarine force of about 3 75. This
would appear to be a considerably larger number of new submarines
than we have been giving them credit for; is that right?

Admiral COLWrErLL. That number of 375 includes all of their diesel
subinarines, which have in fact been built since World War II.

Mr. SIKES. Do you know how many nuclear submarines they have
in operation, and how many diesel submarines they have in operation?

Admiral CoLwELL. I think I can add that up for you, yes, sir. In
mid-1969 the estimated Soviet submarine strength, nuclear submarines,
is estimated to be - ships. That includes their SSBN's.

Mr. SIKES. That is more than we have, is it not?
Admiral COLWELL. When you include our SSBN's we have a larger

number.
Mr. SixEs. How many
Admiral COLWELL. According to my numbers, I have 80 here.
Mr. ANDREWS. That is 41 Polaris andi 39 SSBN's.
Admiral COLWELL. Yes, sir.
Mr. LiPscomB. Is that figure of 39 up to date? Does it delete our

losses and the retirement of the Triton?
Admiral CoLiwLL. The Triton is probably included, so it would

be 38.
Mr. ANDREWS. How many conventional types do we have in the

fleet?
Mr. SnS. In comparison with theirs?
Admiral CoLvwEL. The number I have here is 68, conventional.
Mr. SIKEs. This article says we have 61 diesels. You can correct it

for the record.
Admiral COLWELL. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

The fiscal year 1969 force level of diesel attack submarines is 62.
MAr. SIKES. Presumably they have a much larger diesel fleet than we

have to support this statement that the Russians have a net advan-
tage of about 230 submarines. Although we would seem to have a
slight edge in nuclear-powered submarines, they would have an ex-
tremely large advantage in diesel type submarines, and that advan-
tage could not be discounted, could it.?
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Admiral COLWELL. That is correct. Those diesel submarines in war
would be very useful to the Russians.

Mr. SIKEs. Is there anything more on the submarine fleet before we
move on I

U.S. VERSUS RUSSIAN FLEET

Mr. ANDREWS. They used to tell us that they had the snorkel type
that could cross the Atlantic submerged and come up and lob missiles
on our coastal cities.

Admiral COLWRLL. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. I am sure they have that capability.
Admiral COLWELL. Some of them are missiles ships; that is correct.
Mr. ANDREWS. We have a carrier force that they do not have. Over-

all, how would you say we stack up with the Russians, Navy-wise?
Admiral COLWELL. Overall I would say we are superior because of

our better balance. Our Navy is geared to a deep ocean Navy designed
to project power at great distances over the oceans.

Mr. SixEs. Isn't thlat the real difference between the two fleets ? Their
fleet is not so geared I

Admiral COrWELL. I would say that is a fundamental difference;yes, sir.
Mr. Sixs. Their fleet apparently is built and programed for opera-

tion in waters that are reasonably close to the Soviet land mass, the
Mediterranean, et cetera.

Admiral COLWELL. I think their fleet was so designed in past years.
I am not. certain they have not changed. Some of the new ships they are
building appear to be more of the transoceanic type.

Mr. SIXES. What is their capability to operate in the Indian Ocean
at this time?

Admiral ComWEr1 L. They have a substantial capability to operate
a small task force in the Indian Ocean, which would require really
a minimum of support from any of the surrounding countries. They
have in fact done so.

Mr. SiKEs. What would be their capability to operate in the far
Pacific?

Admiral COLWELL. They would be able to operate a larger force
in the far Pacific because of their own bases on the Pacific Ocean.
Vladivostok is one of their principal Pacific bases.
. Mr. A~wni ws. I have gotten the impression through the years that
they have always had a defensive Navy and we had an offensive
Navy. Is that a correct assumption?

Admiral COwELr,. I think that was true in the past. I think per-
haps they may be changing their views because of the types they are
building today.

Mr. %_-DREWS. Do they have any battleships?
Admiral COLWE1rT. No, sir.
Mr. SIKES. Don't -they have the equivalent of a small battleship

of the order the Germans were building?.
Admiral COLWEML. They have several cruisers, what we call missile

cruisers.
Mr. SiKEs. Aren't they in reality small battleships with the mod-

ernization they have built into them.
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Admiral COLWELL. Perhaps they could be so described. I would class
them as missile cruisers.

Mr. SIKES. They have one carrier type which presumably is pri-
marily for helicopters.

Admiral COLWVELL. They have two helicopter ships which are named
the Moscow and the Leningrad. These have half-length flight decks.
They are designed for use by helicopters. We have seen Moscaow in
ASW operations. I see no reason why they could not also be used in
amphibious operations.

AIVACK SUBMARINE 11ROGRAM

Mr. SiKEs. One more question on our submarine program. Has the
Navy attempted in each fiscal year since the target figure of five was
adopted to get budget approval of five submarines?

Admiral COLWELL. Yes, sir; we have in our initial attempts at gen-
erating a budget.

Mr. SIEs. Does that mean you dropped it readily or did you push
it as far as you were allowed to?

Admiral COLWELL. As I recall in some instances we made some vol-
untary reductions when we were faced with fiscal realities and in other
instances the reductions were made in OSD.

(CLERK'S NOTE: The following additional information was subse-
quently provided for the record.)

The following tabulates the Navy request, the President's budget and the con-
gressional approved program for nuclear attack submarines (SSN).

Navy President's Congress
request budget approved

Fiscal year 1969 ............................................. 3 2 2
Fiscal year 1968 ............................................. 5 3 3
Fiscal year 1967 ................................................... 5 5 5
Fiscal year 1966 ................................................... 6 4 6
Fiscal year 1965 .............................................. 9 6 6
Fiscal year 1964 .............................................. 8 6 6

While Navy requested only three SSN's In fiscal year 1969, five were included

in our program objectives and in the CNO request to Secnav.

DXGN GUIDED MissILE FRIGATE

CHANGES IN SHIP DESIGN

Mr. SIKES. For fiscal year 1970 how much are you requesting for the
guided missile frigate program?

Admiral COLWELL. The request for fiscal 1970 is for one nuclear
frigate which would cost $222 million.

Mr. Snxs. In fiscal 1968 you were funded one nuclear-powered
guided missile frigate. In fiscal 1969, $52 million was provided for
advanced procurement. It was disclosed during our discussions last
year it was smaller than the ones funded for fiscal 1968 and carry
only one surface-to-air missile instead of the two carried on the
DLGN.

Why did you turn to a smaller frigate?
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Admiral COIWELL. When we were conducting our examination of
what wc ought to havo in total numbers of destroyers in the fleet, both
general purpose and guided missile types, our studies showed that if
we had in hand the optimum number of escorts for fast carrier forces,
single-ended ships would be more effective than double-ended ships
because of the way you could position them in the formation and your
ability to take a larger number of separate targets under fire.

However, that is solely dependent on the assumption you have the
optiniuni number. I think it is now quite apparent that we are not
going to be able to build that optimum nuniber. We, therefore, have
changed our views in the past year in the process of our in-house
contract definition, and we now propose to build these ships with two
launchers which are dual-purpose launchers, so they can launch not
only surface-to-air missiles but they can also launch the ASROC
ASW weapon. By the use of the two launchers and two magazines,
we can split both types of weapons.

Mr. SimKs. Is that what you propose to build into the DXGN?
Admiral COLWELL. Yes.
Mr. SIKES. In its report on the fiscal year 1969 DOD appropriation

bill, the committee requested the Navy, the JCS, and the Secretary of
Defense to thoroughly review and analyze operational requirements
of the Navy in light of the challenge which lies ahead, with a view of
possibly going to the larger DLGN which should provide greater
operational and tactical advantage over the proposed DXGN. What
are the results of those studies?

If there are any facets of this situation that have not been brought
out, provide them for the record.

Admiral COLWELL. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

Studies as to numbers of ships required to meet the threat of the 1970's pre-
sently are going on at all levels of the Department of Defense as well as the
Administration. The results are not yet available. Ilowever, the Navy has
completed a comprehensive review specifically addressed to the question of
DXGN versus DLGN capability and has reported the results of this review
in a letter dated January 24, 1968, addressed to Chairman Mahon. It should be
noted that the present designs of the two ships have many common charac-
teristics, including size. The study concluded that looking to the threat of the
late 1970's and beyond and taking into account the development and construc-
tion time required for modern guided missile ships, it is clear that new au-
thorizations for nuclear frigates should include the latest improvements in
combat systems we can now design Into these ships. The DXGN's Improved capa-
bility to react rapidly to a cruise missile, its Inherent potential for rapid modern-
ization, and the improved reliability and casualty mode operation of its combat
system make it a superior overall ship for employment with our high value
striking forces and for independent missions.

STATUS'OF PLANNED RooRAO M

Mr, Suixta What are Ate iompnrative costs of the DLGN and the
DXON as now foreettst? .

Admiral CLw LL. :The D GN 36 and 37, which are the two newest
we ar bout to build, are projectei to'cot .200 million for the first one,
and $180 million for the second one, The DXGN, which I j -stquoted
to was $222 million for the first. The later ones of the same design will
be about $15 million less.
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Mr. SiKES. How many DLGN's do we have in operation?
Admiral COLWELL. We have two in the fleet now, U.S.S. Bainbridge

(DLGN 25) and U.S. Truwtu (DLGN 35).
Mr. SIKEs. And under construction in addition to the one funded in

fiscal 1968?
Admiral COLWELL. The DLGN 36 funded in fiscal year 1967 and

DLGN 37 funded in fiscal 1968 make two more for a total of four. In
addition we 'have the cruiser Long Beach, which we also class in the
same category.

Mr. SiKEs. What is the proposed total of the DXGN program?
Admiral COLWELL. The Navy's total program for DXGN's is

This is not an approved program. This covers several years. It is our
estimate that the building program of - would give us a total
of with the five already built or funded, and this we conceive
to be a proper number to go along with the nuclear carriers. If the
Navy's DXGN program is approved, about -- of the destroyer
type ships inthe fleet of 1980 will be nuclear powered.

Mr. SiXES. The committee has been advised that the DLGN will
hiave a greater weapon capacity and it is predicted to have a greater
antiaircraft warfare kill ratio than the DXGN. 11oth ships are now
planned to b)e the same size and their costs are comparable. This is a
repeat of the question I have just asked of the advantage of moving
to tihe DXGN designn. You might check your answer and be sure we
have all of the facts in the case for the record.

Admil1al COWELT. Yes, sir.
Mr. SiKEs. You have indicated that half of the $52 million in ad-

vance procurement funds provided last year will be applied toward
the first ship in the fiscal year 1970 program and a balance toward a
second ship in fiscal year 1971. Does this mean that your cost estimate
for this ship has increased over that proposed in fiscal year 1969?

Admiral COLwELrL. I do not have the figure.
That can be supplied, if you wish it.
(The information follows:)

The Department of Defense plan presented to the Congress last year called
for two DXGN's In fiscal year 1970 and two In fiscal year 1971. The $52 million
of advance procurement funds In fiscal year 1969 was for two ship sets of long
lead nuclear components for the two DXGN's originally planned in fiscal year
1970. There has been no increase in advance procurement funding requirements
for nuclear components for the first two DXGNs.

In preparing the fiscal year 1970 budget request, the Department of Defense
decided to stretch out the procurement of the four DXGN's from the program
of two In fiscal year 1970 and two in fiscal year 1971 upon which thp -presidential
determination of last year was based, to one ship per year in fiscal year 1970-
1973. Therefore, the fiscal year 1970 Department of Defense budget request in-
cludes only one DXGN. It also includes $9.9 million for procurement of long-
lead-time items for the fire control systems for the second and third DXGN's
and $58 million for procurement of long-lead nuclear propulsion plant com-
ponents for the third and fourth DXGN's.

USE OF ADVANCED DXGN PROCUREMENT FUNDS

Mr. SiF8. How many ships will be supported by the $67.9 mill ion
in advanced procurement funds being requested in' fiscal 1970?

Admiral CoLwEr,i. The additional ,07.9 million advanced procn,'e-
ment that we are requesting will provide sufficieiit funds to maintain
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the production schedule for the total four-ship DXGN program which,
is currently approved by OSD.

Mr. SiRES. What is the status of the contract definition of the DXG
class which is the conventionally powered version of the DXGN?

Admiral COLWELL. We are not pursuing that at this time.
Mr. Sixu. Navy Ships System Command recently awarded a

$1,117,774 contract to George Sharpe, Inc., New York, N.Y., to per-
form all functions and service necessary for the preparation of a basic
ship system design for the nuclear guided missile frigate DXGN.
What do you mean in your statement]y the term "modified contract
definition'" being conducted in-house by the Navy for the DXGN?

Admiral COI.WJL. The normal technique of contract definition, as
you know is performed by contractors in competition, and we pay
them for that effort.

In the past we have had three, for example. By modified contract
definition in-house we mean that we perform within our own re-
sources with perhaps some contract assistance; the trade-off studies
which tnder the other conditions would be performed by companies
during competitive contract definition.

We prefer to do this when we are dealing with a ship which we
feel to be rather well defined in terms of equipments and one which
is going to carry a great deal of Government-furnished equipment.
Then there is very little latitude for a contract or to exert any ingenuity.

Mr. SIKES. What service is being performed by George Sharpe in
his contract?

Admiral CoIVr.EL. Could I ask Admiral Adair to answer that'?
Admiral ADAut. He is performing the equivalent of a contract de-

sign. He is defining the ship in sufficient detail so that we can take
the results and contract with a shipbuilder for its construction. This
effort is really an extension of our in-house design capability.

Mr. SIKEs. You do not have the capability to do this work.
Admiral FAItY. We do not have the manpower to do this completely

in-house.
Mr. SIXKFs. This is an add-on to the work you can do in-house, is

that rightI
Admiral FA11Y. Yes, sir.
Mr. SuXS. What is the total estimated cost of the George Sharpe

contractI
Admiral ADAIR. May we supply that for the record?
Mr. SuK . Yes.
(The information follows:)

The total cost In the contract to date In $1,117,774. The total estimate to com-
plete is about $1,700,000.

CAPABILITY TO CONSTRUCT xON

Mr. SiKFs. Do you later plan to award contract definition contracts
to industry ?

Admiral COLWELL. For the DXGNI
Mr. SuRes. Yes.
Admiral COLMr.ML. We do not, sir.
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Mr. SilKFs. Do you anticipate any slippage in the 1)XGN program?
Admiral ADAm. No, sir.
Admiral (oi.,wrri,. Not at the present time, no, sir.
Mr. Sjcs. 1)o you believe the shipbuilding industry will be able

to support your lrposed DXGN program, or will you have to de-
velop additional shipyard capability? How do you propose to do this?Adniral COLWELL. If we were to be succesful in gaining approval

for the entire Navy long-range program, it would be necessary to
bring in one or perhaps two additional producers, is that correct

Admiral ADAIR. That is correct.
Admiral CoryvEL. Probably two.
Mr. SIKFs. I am afraid that is not a very strong likelihood, but if

it should come to pass how would you propose to develop additional
shipyard capability?

Admiral1 FAIIY. We have had these ships built in two other yards
that are presently not building DLGN's. One of the yards has gone
out of business.

Mr. Srxis. You are speaking of private yards.
Admiral FAHY. Private shipyards, yes, sir.
Mr. SIKES. You would go to private yards if additional capacity

were needed?
Admiral FAHY. We would go to private yards at first.. We have a

fall back position that we could always put Puget Sound or Mare
Island into the business.

ABILITY TO DIFELOP S7lTP COMPONENTS

Mr. SiKES. How confident are you in your ability to successfully
develop in a timely manner the computer, the MK26 combined
launcher, and the new "shortstop electronic warfare system cur-
rently planned for DXGN installation?

Admiral COLWELJL. I would say that our confidence is high insofar
as the computer is concerned and certainly insofar as the combined
launcher is concerned. The shortstop program which, as you know,
is an electronic warfare countermeasure total system is now under
development, and we have not even built the first one yet.

My personal opinion is
Yr. Siml:s. What would you fall back on if this one does not appear

to be working out?
Admiral COLWEIJ. We have what we call

Mr. SiREs. When do you propose to determine in what direction
you must go?

Admiral CoLwiLL. I would think that we would have a very good
idea on this in calendar

8TATJS OF NUCLEAR-rOWXRM AND MISSILE SHIPS PROGRAM

Mr. SINES. I would like to have the table updated which was pro-
vided during last year's hearings beginning on page 232, showing
the status of our nuclear-powered ships and other guided missile ships.

32-845--69-pt. 8-86
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(The information follows:)
MISSILE SHIPS BY FISCAL YEAR PROGRAM

Hull No. Name

Actual or
estimated
completion date

Fiscal year 1952:
CAG I ......... Boston ............. Oct. 14, 1955.
CAG 2 ......... Canberra ............ June 1, 1956.
SSG 282 t ...... Tunny ............. May 2 1953.

Fiscal year 1953. Grayback ........... Sept. 4, 1958.
SSG 574.

Fiscal year 1955:
SSG 517 2 ...... Growler ........... Dec. 15, 1958.
SSG 317- ...... Barbero ........... Oct. 28, 1955.

Fiscal year 1956:
CLG 3 ....... Galveston ........... Nov. 28, 1958.
CVA 63 ..... Kitty Hawk ....... July 14, 1961.
DDG 1......Gyatt .......... Nov 1 1956.
DLG 6....... Farragut .......... Feb: 17, 1961.
QLG 7..... .............. July 18, 1961.
DLG 8 ......... MacDonaugh ........ Jan. 20 1962.
DLG 9 ......... Coontz......... Sept. 16, 1960.
DLG 10 .... Kin......... Jan. 6, 1961.
DLG It ........ Mahan ............ Dec. 31 1960.
SSG(N) 587.... Halibut ............. Jan. 4, 1960.

Fiscal year 1957:
CG(N) 9 ....... Long Beach_.... Sept. 1, 1961.
CLG 4 ....... Little Rock ........ July 22 1960
CLG 5 ......... Oklahoma City.. N Nov. 11, 1966.
CLG 6 ......... Providence ......... Dec. 21, 1959.
CLG 7 ......... Springfield .......... Aug. 7, 1960.
CLG 8 4 ........ Topeka ............. June 10, 1960.
CVA 64 ........ Constellation-....... Jin 9 1962.
DOG 2 ......... C. F. Adams ........ Ot25, 1960.
DOG 3 ...... J. King ......... Mir. 21, 1961.
DDG 4 ...... Lawrence ........... F0. 10, 1962.
DOG 5 .. C. V. Pickett%........ Jute 18, 1962.
DOG6 ...... Barney ............. Sept. 25, 1962.
DOG 7 ...... H. B. Wilson ........ Feb, 24, 1961.
DOG 8 ......... L. McCormick ....... Aug. 21, 1961.
DOG 9 ......... Towers ............. July 20, 1961.
OLG 12 ........ Dahlgren ........... July 15, 1961.
DIG 13 ..... Wmn.V. Pratt ........ Dec. 30, 1961.
DLG 14 -------- Dewey ----------- Feb. 8, 1960.
DIG 15 . Preble ----------- June 30, 1960.

Fiscal year 1958:
CG 10 ........ Albany ----------- Jan. 18, 1963.
DOG 10 ........ Sampson -------- A Aug. 30, 1961.
DOG 11 ... Sellers ----------- .an. 18,1962.
DOG 12. Robinson ......... Jan. 29, 1162.
DOG 13 -------- Hoel ------------- July 31, 1962.
DOG 14 -------- Buchanan ........ Mar. 23, 1962.
DLG 16 ------ Leahy ------------ Nov 5 1962.
DLG 17 ------ H. E. Yarnell ........ Apr: 16, 1963.
OLG 18 ........ Worden ............ Oct. 12, 1963.

Fiscal year 1958
supplemental:

SSB)598 ..-. G. Washington ...... Dec. 31, 1959.
SS -. P. Henry Apr. 13, 1960.
SS(N) 600.... T. Roosevelt ........ Feb. 13, 1961.

Fiscal year 1959:
CG It .... . Chicago ......... L.- Sept 1, 1964.
CG 12 ... Columbus ........ Mar' 1 1963.
DOG 15 - Berkeley........ Jan. 36, 1963.
DOG 16 -------- J. Strauss..----- June 4 1963
DOG 17 -------- Conyngham ......... Aug. 2f, 1963
DOG 18-....... Semmes_ . .... Feb. 18, 1963.
DOG 19 - Tattnall ......... June 26, 1963.
DLG 19 .---- Dale ------------- Jan. 11, 1964.
DIG 20_______.R. K. Turner -... Aug. 7, 1964.
DLG 21 ...... Gridley...-.....-. Aug. 2,196 3.
DIG 22 -------- England N........... Feb. 8, 1964.
DIG 23 ......... Halsey......... L_ Nov 8 1963
D11 24 -------- Reeves. ........ _ .. Aug. 2h, 194
D10(N)2 .... ainbrkige.., ...... Sept 28,1962,
SSB(N) 601.... R. E. Lee ------ Sept. 16, 1960.
SS(N) 602 .. A. Liflooln ....... Mar. 11, 1961,
SS N 608.... E. Alle ----------- Aug. 8, 1961.
SS B(N 609.... S. Houston .......... Mar. 6, 1962.
SS B(N 610.... T. A. Edison ...... Mar. 10, 1962.
SSB(N) 611.... J. Marshall ........ May 21, 1962.

See footnotes at end of table.

Hull No. Name

Actual or
estimated
completion date

Fiscal year 1960:
DOG 20 -------- Goldsborough - Dec. 24, 1963.
DOG 21 . ...... Cochrane .......... M ay 19, 1964.
DOG 22 -------- B. Stoddert ------- Nov. 9, 1964.

Fiscal year 1961:
CVA 66 ........ America ............ Mar. 15, 1965.
DOG 23 ........ R. E. Byd .......... Apr. 21, 1964.
DOG 24 ........ Waddell ............ Oct. 12, 1964.
DLG 26 ........ Belknap ............ Feb. 5 1965.
QG ........ J. Daniels .......... Sept. 23, 1965.
DLG 28. Wainright ........... May 20, 1966.
SS (N) 616 .. Lafayette ........ Apr. 23, 1963.
SSB(N) 617 A. Hamilton ...... June 23, 1963.
SS (N) 618 . . Jefferson ........ Jan. 4, 1963.
SS(N) 619.... A. Jackson ....... July 3, 1963.
SSB(N) 620 _ J. Adams ........... May 12, 1964.
SSB(N) 622-... J. Monroe .......... Dec. 7,1963.
SSB(N) 623.... N. Hale ......... Nov. 23, 1963.
SS B(N) 624 ... W. Wilson ...... Dec. 27, 1963.
SS BN) 625.... H. Clay .......... Feb. 20, 1964.
SS BN) 626 0.. D. Webster ......... Apr. 9, 1964.

Fiscal year 1962:
SSB(rN 627-... J. Madison .......... July 28, 1964.
SSB(N) 628-... Tecumseh .......... May 29, 1964.
SSB(N) 629--.. D. Boone ........... Apr. 23, 1964.
SSB(N) 630 .... J. C. Calhoun ..... Sept. 8, 1964.

.SS (N) 631 .... U.S. Grant ....... July 17, 1964.
SSB(N) 632 ---- Von Steuben ........ Sept. 30, 1964.
SSB(N) 633...- C. Pulaski .......... Aug. 14, 1964
SSB(N) 634 .... S.Jackson .......... Aug. 26 1964.
SSB(N) 635 .... S. Rayburn ......... Dec. 2, 1964.
SSB(N) 636.... N. Green ........... Dec. 23, 1964.
DLG 29 ........ Jouett .............. Feb. 17, 1967.
OLG 30 ........ Horne .......... July 7, 1967.
DLG 31 ........ Sterett ............. June 16, 1967.
DLG 32 ........ W. H. Standley ...... Oct. 28, 1966.
DLG 33 ...... Fox ........... Sept 24, 1966.
DLG 34 . Biddle .......... Feb. 25,1967.
DLG(N) 35..-- Truxtun ......... May 26, 1967.
DEG I ....... Brooke ......... Apr. 20, 1966.
DEG 2 ......... Ramsey ............ Aug. 18, 1967.
DEG 3 ......... Schofield. . ..... April 1968.

Fiscal year 1963:
SSB(N) 642-. Kamehameha ..... Dec. 10, 1965.
SS8(N) 640.... B. Franklin.. .... Oct 19, 1965.
SSB(N) 641.... S. Bolivar....... Oct. 29, 1965.
SSB(N) 643.... G. Bancroft ........ Jan.21, 1966.
SS B(N) 644 .... Lewis & Clark ..... Dec. 22, 1965.
SSB(N) 645.... J. K. Polk ........ Apr. 16, 1966.
DEC 4 ......... Talbot ............. June 26, 1967.
DEG 5 ......... Richard L Page..... Oct. 5, 1967.
DEG 6 ........ Barney ........... Nov. 9, 1968.

Fiscal year 1964:
SS' N 654 .... G C, Marshall.. Apr. 29, 1966.
SSB N) 655 .... H. L.Stlmson. .Aug. 15 1966.
SS( N 656 .... G. W. Carver ....... June 15 1966.
SS N 657 .... F. S. Key ........... Nov. 26, 1966.
SS N 658.... M. G. Vallejo ....... Dec. 19,1966.
SSB N1 659-.... W. Rogers ......... Apr. 1, 1967.
9DG 31(Conv.). Decatur .........--- Aug. 21, 1967.
VG032 (Conv.). J, P. Jones....... Dec. 13, 1967.
DDG 33 (Conv.). Parsons ......... Feb. 16 1968.
DOG 34 (Cony. . Somers ........... May 16 1968.
DOG 35 (Conv.. Mitscher ......... January 1969.
DOG 36 (Conv.). J. S. McCain ........ Aug. 29, 1969.

Fiscal year 1966:
CGO(Conv.)-.. Albany ............. Aug. 1, 1969.
DLG 6(Conv.).. Farragut ............ Oct. 30 1969.
ILG 16 (Con.). Leahy .............. November 1968.

Fiscal year 1967:
DLG 11 (Cony.). H. E. Yarnelf ....... May 12, 1969.
DIG 18 (Co.). Worden ......... N ov. 12, 1970.
DLG 21 (Cony,). Gridley ........... Nov. 12, 1969.
DLG 22... England ............ May 12, 1971.
DLG 24 ........ Reeves ............. May 12, 1970.
DLGN 36 ....... Not available_.... May 31, 1972.
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Actual or Actual or
estimated estimated

Hull No. Name completion date Hull No. Name completion date

Fiscal year'1968: Fiscal year 1969:
SSBN 627 J. Madison .......... DLG 14 (Cony.). Dewey ............. Oct. 30, 1970.

(Conv,) SSBN 630 John Calhoun .......
SSBN 629 0. Boone ..........- . (Cony.)

(Cony.) SSBN 628 Tecumseh ..........
DLG 15(Conv.). Preble ............. Apr. 30, 1970. (Cony.)
DLGN 37 ....... Not available ....... NA,

NUCLEAR POWERED SHIPS BY FISCAL YEAR PROGRAMS

Fiscal year 1952: Nautilus ---------- Apr. 22, 1955.
SSN 571.

Fiscal year 1953: Seawolf -------- Mar. 30, 1957.
SSN 575.

Fiscal year 1955:
SSN 578 ----- Skate ------------ Dec. 31, 1967.
SSN 579 ----- Swordfish -------- Sept. 15, 1958.

Fiscal year 1956:
SSN 583 -..... Sargo _.---------- Oct. 1,1 958.
SSN 584 ----- Seadragon -------- Dec, 1 1959.
SSN 585 ----- Skipjack- -..... Apr. 1, 1959.
SSRN 586'-...- Triton -------- Nov. 10. 1959.
SSGN 587 ---- Halibut ----------- Jan. 4, 1960.

Fiscal year 1957:
SSN 588 ----- Scam p--------- June 3, 1961.
SSN 589------.Scorpion --------- Aug. 6, 1960.
SS1l 590 -... Sculpin --------- June 1, 1961.
SSN1591 ----- Shark ------------ Feb.9, 1961.
SSN1592 ----- Snook ------------ Nov. 4, 1961.
SSNf593 -.. Thresher -------- Aug. 1, 1961.
CGN 9...... Long Beach ------ Sept. 1, 1961.

Fiscal year 1958:
SSN 594 . -.. - Permit ----------- June 6, 1962.
SSN 595- - - - Plunger-- .------ Nov. 21, 1962.
SSN 596 ----- Barb -.----------- Sept. 26, 1963.
SSN 597 .-..... Tullibee- .-------. Nov. 11, 1960.
CVAN 65 ...... Enterprise_.----. Dec. 20, 1961.

Fiscal year 1958
sunrlemental:
SSBN 598 ...... G. Washington ...... Dec. 31, 1959.
SSBN 599 ...... P. Henry -------- Apr. 13, 1960.
SSBN 600 ...... T. Roosevelt .--.. Feb. 13, 1961.

Fiscal year 1959:
SSN 603 ------ Pollack ....--------- May 22, 1964.
SSN 604 ----- Haddo ---------- Dec. 11, 1964.
SSN 605 ----- Jack ----------- Apr. 21, 1967.
SSN 606 ----- Tinosa ---------- Nov. 25,1964,
SSN 607 ----- Dace ------------- Apr. 15, 1964.
SSBN 601 ...... R. E. Lee --------- Sept. 16 1960.
SSBN 602 ...... A. Lincoln -------- Mar. 11, 1961.
SSBN 608 ...... E. Allen ---------- Aug. 8,1961.
SSBN 609 ...... Sam Houston ...... Mar 6 1962
SSBN 610 ...... T. A. Edison -..--... Mar: 16, 1962.
SSBN 611 ...... J. Marshall -------- May 21 1962.
DLGN 25 ....... Balnbridge --------- Sept. 2, 1962.
SSN 575 -......-Seawolf ---------- Oct. 18, 1960.

Fiscal year 1960:
SSN 612-----Guardfish --------- Feb. 10,1967.
SSN 613 ----- Flasher ............. July 22, 1966.
SSN 614 ----- Greenling --------- Nov. 16, 196.
SSN 615 ----- Gato ------------..-. '.. 25, 1965.

Fiscal year 1961:
SSN 621 . Haddock ........... Dec. 20, 1967.
SSBN 616 . Lafayette ........... Apr. 23, 1963.
SSBN 617 ...... A. Hamilton ......... June 23, 1963.
SSBN 618 ...... T. Jefferson ......... Jan. 4,1963.
SSBN 619 ...... A. Jackson .......... July 3, 1963.
SSBN 620 ...... J. Adams ...... *... May 12, 1964.
SSBN 622 J. Monroe ... - Dec 7, 1963.
SSBN 623 ..... N. Hale ------ Nov. 23, 1963.
SSBN 624 ...... W. Wilson .......... Dec. 27, 1963.
SSBN 625 ...... H. Clay ............. Feb. 20, 1964,
SSBN 626-..... D. Webster ......... Apr. 9, 1964.

See footnotes at end of table.

Fiscal year 1962:
SSN 637 ....... Sturgeon .........-- Mar. 3, 1967.
SSN 638 ----- Whale----------May 4, 1968.
SSN 639 ....... Tautog ---------- June 1968.
SSBN 627 ...... J. Madison ....... July 28, 1964.
SSBN 628-.... Tecumseh .......... May 29, 1964.
SSBN 629 ...... D. Boone ........... Apr. 23, 1964,
SSBN 630 ...... J. C. Calhoun ....... Sept. 8, 1964.
SSBN 631 ..... U. S. Grant ------- July 17, 1964.
SSBN 632 ...... Von Steuben ........ Sept. 30, 1964.
SSBN 633 ...... C. Pulaski .......... Aug. 14, 1964.
SSBN 634-....- S. W. Jackson ... Aug. 26, 1964.
SSBN 635 ...... S. Rayburn ------- Dec. 2, 1964.
SSBN 636-....- N. Green --------- Dec. 23, 1964.
DLGN 35 ----- Truxtun ............ May 26, 1967.

Fiscal year 1963:
SSN 646 ....... Grayling ............ May 31, 1969.
SSN 647 ....... Pogy ............... December 1907.
SSN 648 ....... Aspro .............. February 1969.
SSN 649 ....... Sunfish ............. Mar. 8, 1969.
SSN 650 ....... Pargo .............. December 1967.
SSN 651 ....... Queenflsh --------- Dec. 6, 1966.
SSN 652 ....... Puffer .............. May 1969.
SSN 653 ----- Ray ................ Apr. 19, 1967.
SSBN 640 ...... B. Franklin ......... Oct. 19, 1965.
SSBN 641 ...... S. Bolivar .......... Oct. 29, 1965.
SSBN 642-..-.. Kamehameha ....... Dec. 10, 1965.
SSBN 643 ...... G. Bancroft ..... Jan. 21, 1966.
SSBN 644 ...... Lewis & Clark -... Dec. 22, 1965.
SSBN 645 ...... J. K. Polk .......... Apr. 16, 1966.

Fiscal year 1964:
SSN 660 ....... Sand Lance .... August 1969.
SSN 661 ....... Lapon ......... Dec. 14, 1967.
SSN 662 ----- Gurnard ............ Dec. 6, 1968.
SSN 663 ....... Hammerhead ....... July 8 1968
SSN 664 ....... Sea Devil ........... Jan 3b 196.
SSN 671 ....... Narwhal ............ June 14, 1969.
SSBN 654 ...... G. C. Marshall ... Apr. 29, 1966.
SSBN 655 ..... H.L. Stimson- . Aug, 15, 1966.
SSBN 656 .... G. W. Carver- .... June 15, 1966.
SSBN 657 .... F. S. Key ........... Nov. 26, 1966.
SSBN 658 ..... M. G. Vallejo ........ Dec. 19, 1966.
SSBN 659 ...... W. Rogers .......... Apr. 1, 1967.

Fiscal year 1965:
SSN 665 ....... Guitarro ............ Nov. 17, 1969.
SSN 666 ....... Hawkbill ........... Mar. 16, 1970.
SSN 667 ....... Bergall ............. May 31, 1969.
SSN 668 - Spadefish ........... July 31, 1969.
SSN 669 ....... Seahorse ........... Aug. 30 1969.
SSN 670 ....... Finback ............ Dec. 9, 1969.

Fiscal year 1966:
SSN 672 .. Pintago ............ July 20, 1970.
SSN 673-...... Flying Fish ......... May 1970.
SSN 674 ....... Trepang ............ August 1970.
SSN 675....... Bluefish ............ January 1971.
SSN 676-....... Billfish. ........... May 1971.
SSN 677..... Drum .............. April 1971.

Fiscal year 1967:
CVAN ......... Nimitz ............. June 1972.
SS14 678........-Not available ...... Sept. 15, 1971.
SSN 679 ............ do ............. Apr. 1, 1972.
SSN 680 ............ do ............. Aug. 1, 1972.
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Actual or Actual or
estimated estimated

Hull No. Name completion date Hull No. Name completion date

SSN 681.......do ............. Doc , 1972. SSN 685 ........ do ............. NA.
SSN 681 ........ do ............. Mar. 1 1973 DLGN 37 ....... do ............. NA.
DLGN 36 ........... do ............. May 31, 1972. Fiscal year 1969:

Fiscal year 1968: SSN 686.........do ............. Nov. 30, 1973.
SSBN 627 J. Madison .......... SSN 687 ............ do ............. Do.

(Cony.) SSBN 630 John Calhoun .......SSBN 629 D. Boone ........... - .(Cony.)
(CowV.) SSBN 628 Tecumseh ..........

SSN 683 ...... Not available ....... Sept. 1, 1973. (Conv.)
SSN 684 ........ do ............. Apr. 1, 1973.

1 stricken fiscal year 1969.
2 Inactivated, fiscal year 1968.
I Stricken fiscal year 1965.
4 1nactvaied, fiscal year 1969.
a Lost at sea May 10, 1968.
* Lost at sea Apr. 10, 1963.
? Conversion.

Mr. Sims. Are there question on the DXGN?
Mr. LiPscoMB. No, sir.

DX DESTROYER

ANNUAL FUNDING PRORAM

Mr. SIxEs. On the DX Destroyer, you were provided $30 million in
fiscal 1968 for contract definition of a new destroyer, the DD-9)63
class formerly designated the DX. Will the $310 iilion be enoui.i1 to
complete the contract definition phase'VL

Admiral COLWELL. My understanding is that it is.
Admiral FuiY. It has been suflicient and we think it will be ade-

quate.
(UI'erk'8 note: The following additiotl information was stbse-

quently provided for the record.7
Bath, General Dynamics and Litton submitted proposals for production of

DD-963 on time on Aprkl 8. Detailed evaluation of the proposals Is now in prog-
ress. Of the $30 million, $28.&5 million has been provided to three contractors. The
remaining $L5 million is for contractor cadre costs. To fund all three con-
tractors at the present rate until the projected November contract date, would
require an additional $900,000. This funding would be required after September 3.
1969, if It is required at all. Our present intent Is to fund this extended effort
out of current assets

Mr. SuEs. You were provided $25 million last year in advance pro-
curement funds, which is being applied to the five ship construction
program in fiscal year 1970. Will the $25 million fully support all five
sh I'?

Admiral GADDIS. Ye, sir.
Mr. S's. What is your expenditure estimate by fiscal yoar, and this

can be provided for the record, of the $342.7 million in your five sii1)
fiscal 1970 program?

I ..~ -~ S-,, , - I . ,
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Admiral COLWE'LL. We will so provide.
(The information follows:)

EXPENDITURE ESTIMATE BY FISCAL YEAR OF THE 5-SHIP FISCAL YEAR 1970 PROGRAM

[In thousands of doliarsi

Annual Cumulative
expenditure expenditure

Fiscal year:
1970 ....................................................................... 21,500 21,
1971....................................................................... 361 57,60o
1972 ..................................................................... 55,600 113,200
1973 ..................................................................... 102,600 215,800
1974 ....................................................................... 100,900 316,700
1975 ....................................................................... 26,000 342,700

These estimates are subject to revision depending upon the results of contract
definition and the negotiated price and fabrication schedules of the develop-
nit-nt mid production contract.

These figures represent our current estimate of billings from the development
and production contractor and do not reflect obligation requirements which permit
thte cntractor to order material to meet his production plan.

TOTA lI P(0)RA31

Mr. ZIKES. )o you ant icilate any slippage in this program?
Admiral Colrwuij,. Not at this time.
May I qualify that, sir?
Mr.s lr81s. Yes.
Admiral ('OIWELI,. My comp)arison with last year-I believe that we

testified last year that we hoped to go to contract in August of this year.
Our estimate now is November. I do not think that we would translate
that into a delay in delivery because we do not know enough about it.

Mr. SixKs. How many of the DD-963-class ships do you propose to
build in total?

Admiral COLWF,,L. 1o propose to build somewhere between
The currently approved prograln by OSD is for -. Our estimate
of total requirements run closer to - . It will take enough years
to build this many so this total number is not a matter of real concern
as of this year.

Mr. SiIKs. How many ships will the $17.6 million in fiscal year 1970
advance procurement funds support?

ADMIRAL COLWELT,. Eight ships.

INCREASED COST OF PROGRAM

Mr. SIREms. 1tave your cost estimates for this ship increased over
those proposed last year?

Admiral COLWFLL. Yes, sir; they -have.
Mr. SIxm. How much q Provide that for the record.
(The information follows:)
In fiscal year 196, $246 million was requested in the budget for the first five

DD-9W8; in fiscal year 1970, our estimate increased to $342.7 million. The reasons
for this increase are as follows:

Labor, overhead, and profit rates plus increased unit material costs have
ineresed by about 20 percent over the figures used in the preparation of the
fiscal year 1969 budget. These updated rates have been derived from recent
contract experience in other shipbuilding programs.
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The increasing complexity of our modern ships has been reflected in i.
creases in the estimating factors. These factors predict the amount of Ial,,r
required in the production of the ships.

Recent contract experience In dealing with large shipbuilding programs lm
also revealed that the estimated learning curves which we assumed in pre-
paring the fiscal year 1969 estimates were overoptimistic. More realistic e.sti.
mates of learning benefits have been applied in the fiscal year 1970 budg-et.

The total Increase in estimates between fiscal years 1909 and 1970 are essen.
tally accounted for by these factors. Requirements and characteristics of the
notional ships used in the preparation of these estimates have remained essen-
tially unchanged.

TYPE O PROPULSION SYSTEM

Mr. SrKES. Are there questions on the DX destroyers?
Mr. ANDREWS. Will these five destroyers be conventionally powered?
Admiral COLWELL. They will be conventionally powered. All three

of the contractors who are competing have proposed gas-turbine pro-
pulsion.

Mr. SI Es. What is your answer to the people who say the Navy
is not moving fast enough to get away from conventional power ald
to get into an all-nuclear fleet?

Admiral COLVELL. My answer to that is that I think we have not
moved fast enough in the past. I think we should have built more
nuclear-powered frigates. At the same time I would say to them
that it is not feasible to go to an all-nuclear-powered Navy because
there are some ships that actually do not require nuclear power in order
to perform their missions very effectively.

Mr. ANDREWS. I was going to ask you about that. Two or three yea r,
there was quite a bit of discussion about nuclear-powered destroyers. I
have not heard any talk about that last year or this year. Have you
given up the idea of trying to come up with a nuclear-powered de-
stroyer?

Admiral COLWELL. It is our view that we should build nuclenr-
powered frigates, which are the larger ships and carry the guided.
missile launchers.

We do not feel that this is necessary in our general purpose de.
stroyers. For one thing, I do. not think we can afford to put it in a
large number of ships. Secondly, we'expect that these ships will be
somewhat smaller than is a suitable size for nuclear power.

COt OF NUCLEAR VERSUS CONVETMONAL POWER SYSTEMS

Mr. ANDREWS. How much will the new ship cost?
Admiral COLWETL.-The 963 destroyer.
Admiral GADDis, Approximately $68 million average over the total

progrm. ,;," .. ..Mr. ANDREWS. What would a nuclear powered destroyer cost, if you

could get one? .
Admiral GOLWEL-. AboUt $128 million, or so, which would include

about 13 years of fuel.
Mr. A imuws. yToudo not think they are worth twice the cost?

,Admiral C0twELLi I think that nuclear power is worth A great dealindeed. But I thin that we have to temper oir desires with -What may
k' t w have
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Mr. AXNwDES. Does the Navy still have hopes of getting nuclear-
powered destroyers in the fleet?

Admiral COLWELL. Nuclear-powered frigates.
Mr. ANDREWS. I am talking about destroyers. I can understand the

frigate is a bigger ship and you have more room and so forth and
so on.

Admiral COLWELL. At the present time we are not programing nu-
clear-powered destroyers.

Mr. ANDREWS. At any time in the future?
Admiral COLWELL. Not at the present time; no, sir.
Admiral GADDIS. I think th.eras another point involved here. We do

not have a nuclear powerpIhnt that will fit in . ship of less than 6,000
tons and still prodBcC the shaft horsepower tlat is needed for a ma-
neuvering destroyer.

Mr. ANDREW . I understand thitt op the destroy0%9, there is not
enough roonrto have a sn1al dance. I assume on thie nv destroyers
the space is' still as scarce as, it was on the old., This brings up the
question in my mind,o'ef whether yoti wou,ldIqave space avalnble on a
destroyer'for nuclear reactors I

Admiral COLWFLL: The anwr to 04t is "N6," pot in the, tonnage
we are talking about.

Mr. 4wDEws. Then as lqhn;as the destroyei remains the present size
nuclea powerplt'nt are out 4-i th' question'

Adm ral COLW ;LT,. Por hatp hlar,cassof ship I would qay that
is correct.

Mr. ANDREws. What is th next step above the destroyer? !
Admiral COLWEL. The frigate.,, .,
Mr. Ai4DREWS. Th the frigate'you are asking for ih the budget to be

nuclear powered?
Admiral'COLWEL. Yes, s'
Mr. ANDi WS. Do yoihope in tl~e futto,, have alP the frigates

nuclear powe..d? /
Admiral CorwETJ.. We do, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. From frigates on up you are .thinking of nuclear

power. From destroyers.on down it is impractical.
Admiral COLWELL. Gen~rally.speakingtWat is true, except for sub-

marines.
Mr. ANDREWS. I hope you are not planning at any time to build addi-

tional oonventional-type submarines.
Admiral COLW2ELL.'They are not included in any of our plans; no, sir.
Mr. ANwDREWS. They are just about as obsolete as the Model T if I

understand correctly.
Admiral COLWELL. Unless somebody invents a new kind of power-

plant.
Mr. ANDREws. That is all for me, Mr. Chairman.

GUIDD MtsSnLE FRIGATE (DLG)

REASON FOR COST OVERRUNS

Mr. SiiKys. Betweeni the period fiscal year 1960 and the first half of
fs .cal year 1969, the Navy had net cost overnms totaling $48.4 million
in thg cnversion of a number of DLG guided_ missile frigates. How
many ships weteinvolved ' these cost overruns?
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Admiral FHY. There are nine ships from 1966-69.
M'. SIKES. For tie record, describe the conversion work being done

and the reasons for these cost overruns, pointing out those attributable
to the Navy.

(The information follows:)
The conversion work being done provides for a standardized AAW weapon

system (configuration which Includes AN/SPS-48 radar, NTDS/WDS-11, the
fire control system MK 76 (AN/SPG-55B radar, computer MK 119)). In addi-
tion to weapons changes, the conversion encompasses the concurrent accomplish-
ment of increased electrical generating capacity, ECM, communications, and
sonar improvements. Overhaul and refurbishment of the ship is also accom.
plished. The original estimated cost of $252.8 million versus current estimate
of $295.6 million produces a cost increase of $42.8 million. Reasons are gli-en
below:

1. $9 million was caused by changing the fiscal year 1968 ship from a DLG-9
class ship to the DLG-15, one of the four BT-HT conversions. The BT-IlT con.
versions have been consistently budgeted at $40 million (DLG-7, 14 and 15). This
decision was made by OSD during the review of the fiscal year 1968 shipbuilding
program.

2. The' increase from $37.9 million to $46 million for DLG-6 and from $22.4
million to $36.1 million for DLG-16 in the fiscal year 1960 program reflect costs
which are Incurred by ordance turnaround program. The turnaround program
concept was required to reduce offline time and to overhaul and modernize the
equipments on an assembly line basis in a controlled environment to bring all
to the same configuration and to reduce future maintenance. This was the basic
reason for the Increase in price of weapons equipment by $7.165 million on DLG-
8. by $10.474 million on DLG-16. This program of having a prior ships equipment
modified and ready for follow ship on arrival in yard was required to meet
schedule requirements.

3. Rehabilitation costs are about $1 million ship higher than planned due to
material condition of ships; some essential Improvements In sonar and increased
air conditioning to support electronics equipments were also required.

ORIGINAL VERSUS REVISED COST ESTIMATE

Mfr. SIKES. What was the original estimated cost for conversion of
each of these DLG s, and what is the current, estimated cost to com-
plete the conversion of each ship?

Admiral COLVELTI. Do you wish that now or for the record?
Mr. Sixes. If you have it you can give it now.
Admiral FAHY. The original cost for all nine was $252.8 mill ion.
Mr. Six s. What is the current estimated cost?
Admiral FmTy. The current estimate is $295.6 million.
Mr. SImS. What is the estimate for post delivery work and outfit-

ting cots I
Provide that for the record.
(The information follows:)
In the $295.0 million end cost of these ships, $3.2 million Is for outfitting and

$0.9 million Is for post delivery.
The estimate for post delivery work and outfitting costs which will be funded

from the annual line items for these ships Is $7.945 million for outfitting and
$7.55 million for post delivery work. DLG-16 is the only ship which will not
require funding from th annual line items. DLG-6, 17, 21 will receive partial
funding from the annual line items.

ADEQUACY OF ,1970 ESTIMATE

Mr. Smrvs. There is an item of $5.2 million in advanced procure-
ment funding for the fiscal 1969 conversion. I believe it was carried on
page 9 of the P-1, line item 22. What is the source of these funds?
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Admiral ADAm. The source of that $15.2, sir, was $3.8 in fiscal 1967
and $1.4 in fiscal 1968.

Air. SIKES. You are programing $39 million in fiscal 1970 for the
last conversion of the DLG-6 class frigates. H ow confident are you
concerning the estimate for this work in 1-'iew of your experience on'the
others?

Admiral ADAm. We are confident of tlat est inmate, sir. These over-
rins that we spoke of a few moments ago have occurred in the past.
We were able to cover those growths and those )articitlar cost. increases
do not contribute to our current problem.

Mr. SiKFS. For the record provide the estimate for post delivery and
outfitting for these ships.

(The information follows:)
For the BT-HT conversion ships, the last of which Is programed In fiscal year

1970 the estimate for post deliveryy is $0.85 million per s1i) id for outfitting Is
$1,1 million per ship.

Mr. SIKES. You are planning to install a modernt horning Terrier
missile system on this ship. I thought the standard extended range
(ER) missile, which is in its third-year buy, was a replacement for
the Terrier. Why don't we arm this slip with the standard ER missile?

Admiral CoL4 VELLr. It will handle the standard missile.
Mr. SIKES. It will handle both?
Admiral CorLWErLL. It will handle either.
Mr. SiKErS. You are requesting $19 million in tme fiscal year 1970

budget for advance procurement funding of other DLG conversions
in fiscal year 1971. How many such conversions do you contemplate
in fiscal year 1971?

Admiral COLWELL. We plan on four.
Mr. Six~s. How inany will the $20 million received in fiscal 1969

partially fund?
Admiral GADDIS. The $20 million in 1969 and the $19 million in

1970 together will fund the advance procurement for the four in 1971.
Mr. SIrKs. What kind of conversion will be made to this class of

DLG?
Admiral COLWELL. It will be quite similar to the one which is being

performed on the DLG-6, except these are different class frigates. The
improvements are quite similar.

Mr. SiKF. How many DLG's do we have in the fleet including those
undergoing conversion f

Admira-oLw ELL. The number is 28, sir.
Mr. Simms. Are there questions on the DLG's?

Amwtiuaxous Sirrs

STATUS OF GENERAL PURPOSE A31PIIIBIOUS ASSAULT SHIP--LIA

Mr. SIrE. Last year the Congress funded the first general purpose
amphibious assault ship-LHA-at $158 million, plus $63 million for
advance procurement to support three other LHA's to be requested in
fiscal year 1970. This is in addition to the $23 million provided the
Navy in fiscal year 1968 for contract definition, The committee notes
that the Navy has already experienced ai increase in the estimate for
this ship of $81.9 million in fiscal 1909. You testified last year that you,
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intended to restrict any changes in these ships to those which become
absolutely necessary during construction, and that you do not propose
to flood the contractor with a series of changes

Apparently something was wrong with planning or designing or
contract definition to cause this cost increase. Will you discuss it for us?

Admiral FAiiy. I would like to have Captain Fitzpatrick talk to
that.

Captain FiTzPATRICK. Last year at the time this was discussed before
the committee that contract definition was still in process. We expected
to complete the contract definition and the evaluation of the contract
definition process and award a contract, originally early this fiscal
year. That has been somewhat delayed because upon the receipt of
the proposals from the three contractors, we found it was necessary to
transfuse some of the very (rood ideas by the unsuccessful contractors
which the Navy now owned into the specifications for the final ship.
This process of transfiv.ing the better features which had been pro-
posed into a specification which has now become part of the contract
took some period of time to negotiate with the contractor. This also
gave sonic rise to a price which lad been determined on the basis of a
preliminary estimate of what the contractors might propose.

Now we actually have a negotiated price with the contractor.

CHANGES IN DESIGN FEATURES

Mr. Lipscovir. Captain, according to a reprogramnin action which
is before the committee, it is said the amended price reIects technical
infusion. That is just what you explained.

Captain FITZPATRICK. Partially; yes, sir.
Mr. LiscomB. And scope refinements incorporated since the Janu-

ary 1968 proposal. What are scope refinements?
Captain FITZrvrIMCK. Just basically that, sir.
Admiral ADAm. If I may, the proposal from the contractor was not

sufficiently definitive for us to understand what he was going to pro-
duce. So it was necessary for us to go back and get him to clarify
the proposal. In clarifying the proposal the price for the proposal
increased somewhat.

Captain FITZPATRICK. I think it is fair to say, sir, in this contract
that because the specifications on which the contract is now based are
his specifications, and they are specifications which he has agreed to
and we have agreed to, we really feel there will be a very minimum of
changes in this ship as it is constructed.

Mr. Lrnscom. Could you give us a few examples of technical
infusion?

Admiral ADAIR. Yes, sir. In our judgment the hull structure had
insufficient strength.

Mr. LPscomI. This is the original proposal ?
Admiral ADAM. Yes, sir. We required him to increase the hull struc-

tural strength, which increased the displacement of the ship. In addi-
tion, in th hhangar space immediately below the flight deck there were
some centerline stanchions-pillars, f you will--which would inter-
fere with the movement of hel icopters. We required him to modify
that structure. I camot recall the details but there was something low
down in the stern where in our judgment the structure was inadequate.
We required him to modify that.
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In addition ini our judgment there was inadequate space for shops.
We believed that there was also inadequate facilities for the crew. We
required him to modify all of these features. It increased the size of the
slhip and concomitantly, its cost.

Mr. Ln1ASCOB. You are not getting over to the emotional end?
gold plating, do they?

Admiral ADAm. No, sir.
Mr. Siirms. How about silver plating?
Admiral FAirY. They are not silver plating, either. Some of the

other things that were modified were the way in which the wounded
could be brought down to sickbay. We change the locations.

Mr. LirscoMn. You are not getting over to the emotional end?
Admiral FAJit. Not a bit. They had sickbay in the wrong place

and trying.to get a wounded man down through the winding stair-
wells, was improper. We shifted this. We put evacuation accesses on
both sides of the ship so that the people could come out and go along
there and get up in the helos, instead of just along one side. There
werc a lot of things like that.

USE OF CONTRACTORS' DESIGN M]ATURE8

Mr. LnwscoMn. After yotir presentation last year we came to the con-
clusion that the best estimate for these ships was $153 million. Do you
kiiow where that figure came from?

Admiral Fi JT. The $153 million was an estimate for the LIA
first ship cost.

Adiniral GADDIS. That was $125 million estimated for the national
shlip plus $28 million of design on the first ship of the class.

Mr. LmwscomI. That was th e program base reflecting congressional
action, $153 million.

Admiral G,\DDIS. Yes, sir.
Mr. Lnscomn. Where did that come from? You didn't have a

definite price from any contractor.
Admiral GADDIS. That is correct. That is what we call a notional

ship, a one page set of characteristics which competing contractors can
base a competitive design.

Mr. LUrscoMn. Then the contractors worked out their proposal and
sent the proposal in.

You infused a contractor's proposal with another contractor pro-
posal to get a better ship.

Admiral FAIY. On some items, yes.
Mr. LIPscoMB. Why didn't you infuse Litton's proposal into the

other ship 9 How did 'you decide who was going to get the contract?
Admiral ADAIR. Sir, if I- may distinguish between two terms, in.

fusion and transfusion. Infusion is where the Government puts some-
thing in, to fulfill our requirements. Transfusion is where you take
an idea from one man's proposal and put it in another.

There was very little transfusion. Most of it was infusion. Govern-
ment ideas put into the contractor's proposal to make them completely
satisfactory. .

Mr. LrWsC0MB. How do you decide that you take one contractor's
and put them into another! Do you give him a chance to rebid on it?
He gnves you a price on a ship. Then you do some transfusion.
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'Admiial ADAIR. We did very little transfusion; mostly infusion.
Admiral Fuiiy. If there'is transfusion, the contractors then cone

back again with a new estimate or new cost of what they think
the ship will cost.

Mr. LnPsoomB. Did you do that in this case?
Admiral FAHY. Yes, sir.
Mr. LrPscoms. You went back to all contractors?
Admiral FAHY. We went back to all of them until it turned out that

one was So far Over the others that we were going to waste money going
further into this.

DELAY IN CONTRAOr AWARD CAUSES INCREASED COST

Mr. LImScoim. Another item that increased the cost was pre-award
escalation due to delay in contract award. What do you estimate this
as and tell us how you arrived at it.

Admiral FAHY. We have estimated that about 25 percent of the
first ship price increase is attributable to the escalation. I would like
to provide for the record that information, if I may.

Mr LIPsoom. Very well.
(The information follows:)

The $158 million LHA first ship estimate was developed In August 1967, ap-
proximately 6 months prior to submission of the development and production
contract proposals The reprogramed $184.9 million was proposed in late October
1968, based on a proposal revision received from the prospective D & P con-
tractor that same month. Of the Increase in pre-award escalation of approxi-
mately $8 million, about $2.5 million is attributable to moving the base line for
escalation reserves from July 1967, to July 1968. Approximately $4 million of the
precontract escalation is for increased escalation reserves due to the proposed
contract revised price and an additional $1.5 million was allowed to cover ex-
pected Government-furnished material growth.

QUESTIONABLE VALIDITY OF CosT ESnmATES PREsEN'r TO CONGRESS

Mr. LPscoMB. Is there any way that this committee could be better
informed on ship construction costsI For instance, here is a ship for*wliciWe' have appropriate money, thinking that it would cost that
amount. Now we find the estimates were waylow. Would you still go
ahead with construction if the Congress did not give you the money
for the increased cost ? t

Admiral FAHY.' We couldn't or wouldn't go ahead.
Mr. Lirsoomm. Supposing we said $153 million is a good price but

we can't g, ahead with it at $190 million. What would happen
SAdmiral FAHY. Then we would just have to stop the program and

py off the contram .rs f.r- what they did.Mr. L Yostht~~11- Youthink that the Congress ought to wait until we
get some'mg more, de'knitive. on price before, we appropriate funds?

A1dmirl M ..I think one of our difficulties was the technique
oprocurement of ships by Contract definition. It is precisely this: In
U ert ;Prec 7dea yerls delay in the r ogram, we find ourselvestalking to the ~ngress i terms of ships Cta are not well defined, or
or Pric estates ;are not w el!efine l. I am in complete agreement
W are gP'mg o Meto dbeterix this area and we are going to have
to'n oa'r hti-at in the form of telling you hw god we think
they am" ..
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Mr. LiPscom. 'WOlth the great cost overrun we are confronted with
now and with the other problems that confront us, it is apparent that
the Navy has been less than realistic in their estimates of proposals
before the Congress.

Admiral COLWELL. I think we would have to plead guilty to that in
some instances, yes, sir.

Admiral GiibIs. Mr. Lipscomb, we might have something develop-
in that could be of interest to you in this regard.

We have a study group revising procedures for ship construction
cost control and cost esthnating, and they have recommended a proce-
dure to categorize ship cost o estimates, according to their budget
quality. The system wi 1 indicate the amount of planning that has been
done and design information that is available for the estimate.

The quality of the estimate is significant to its reliability and the
Congress and all review levels deserve it. This study is just in the proc-
ess of completing now. Unfortunately, we don't have our estimates
graded at this time, but they should be by next year.

ABILITY TO ESTIMATE ACCURATELY

Mr. Lirsco.rii. I had always gone on the assumption that we had
the finest in-house capability, comparable to any outside private indis-
try shipbuilding company in estimating costs and arriving at solutions.

Admiral FAIIY. We do, sir, and I think what hasn't been said is that
we estimate on the basis of the ship at the time we know it, as to what
we think it will consist of and what the economic factors are at the time
we make the estimate. From the time that the estimate goes in until
the time we get around to even talking of the budget here, or even try-
ing to let contracts for the ship, a lot of factors can change and these
are the things that modify the estimates.

Actually-and I think this study group bears it out-the estimates
are within 3 percent to 4 percent, in those areas where you don't have
a bio disruption due to uncertainities of what you are trying to build
or 8liat you are estimating.

If we know what we are estimating on, we can give you the best esti-
mate there is to be had.

Mr. LIPsCOmB. The Navy should know what they are going to esti-
mate on.

Admiral ADAm. In further amplification, late yesterday I started
to answer a question that Mr. Andrews asked near the closing hour
and he asked me to supply the additional information for the record.
We are doing this. I think this will give ou a feel for what has hap-
pened in the marketplace. You will recTa he kept asking me, "Well,
how much of this potential deficit is due to market conditions" and we
agreed to supply this for the record and we vall, sir.

Mr. LPScomB. I am goimg to get into that more later too.
Another thought is, why not wait until contract definition is com-

plete before asking for 6inds for new ship (onstruction I
Admiral GADDIS. This is certainly ond possib ity.. IOwever, when

you look at, tle time it takes nowto budget f6r a shit*, theie is room to
ask whether estimates eopld'.be i pi~yv 4 t spae expens0 other than
delay in budgeting. As itis now contract, definition, .hei o4,ucted
in a competitive atmosphere, takes anywhere from 1i months to 18
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months. It is of sufficient dollar magnitude that it has to be budgeted.
This means that from the time of the demonstrated need for a ship, it
is 2 to 3 years before the ship can be budgeted. And if funds for the
ship construction were not budgeted until contract definition were
complete, at least another year would elapse before a contract was
awarded.

This is a question of how fast do you proceed with a procurement
as compared to a development. The length of the budget process and
the length of the study process prior to achieving introduction of a
weapons system is long already and this wait extends it still further.

MISINFORMATION HURTS SHIPBUILDING PROORATI

Mr. Lirscoiim. Do you have any ships in the fiscal year 1970 budget
upon which you are awaiting completion of contract definition?

Admiral GADDIS. The DD-963 will be completed in June or July and
we will not be ready to let a contract until about November.

Admiral FAiiY. The evaluation will be complete in about July. Tlien
the usual infusion-transfusion process will go on for a month or so
and we will re-examine the contractor's revised proposals to select the
final one.

Admiral GADDIS. That is the only contract definition in process on
the present shipbuilding program.

M-r. LiPsco~m. Then how do we know how good the costing( is
in the fiscal year 1970 budget, or would you Ilke to take another
look at it?

Admiral GADDIS. In the case of the DD-963, I think it is good.
We had the benefit of many of the preliminary reviews in the con-
tract definition process. We don't have the benefit of the final deci-
sion. But we have a much more sound estimate than that provided last
year on the basis of notional DX characteristics.

This is different from the fiscal year 1969 LHA price of $15 i mi-
lion for the notional ship, plus $28 million for the first ship.

Mr. LiPsCOMB. I am talking not only to a ship such as the amnphi.
bious ship, the LHA, but I am talkina to the, entire request, now I)e-
fore its.

Admiral FmlY. I would grade the quality of the estimates flofll
medium to high. The medium estimates are delpendent oil things like
the SSBN conversions particularly in the repair area. This is whe.,
in conversions everywhere, we have the greatest trouble, determining
a good fixed price for this. I would estimate that as being medium
quality. I would say in our two new construction SSN's, our confidence
is high. I

Our confidence in the LHA estimate is high.
Mr. Lrscom. Take another look at it, if you have any doubts or

additional thoughts. e: would like to have them. But when you
are forced into reprogramming, you, are really taking a good hunk out
of your overall sibuilding program for the years ahead.

Admiral FAHY .. We realize that.
Mr. LnsoomB. All through this you have knocked out ships that

this committee has 'appropriated' money for.
Admiral FAny. Yes, air.,
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Mr. LIpscoMn. Your shipbuilding program today doesn't look any-
thing like the program for which this committee appropriated funds.
Why? Because of such miscalculations on the cost of the ships. Now,
we are in the position where we may have a hard time justifying even
the ships you have in the program, much less add back the ones that
you really need, and so, instead of going from bad to better in the
ship inventory problem, we are going from bad to worse in my view.

I .hink something has got to be one about costing these out and
giving the committee the facts so tht we can do the kind of a job

that is necessary.
Mr. SiKES. I think you will want to respond to that, Admiral. You

may want to take some time and try to come up with a sound and a
strong answer. The committee would like to have the benefit of your
analysis of this problem, how it came about and what is being done
to prevent a repetition.

Admiral COLWELL. Mr. Chairman, the ship systems command--and
I think Admiral Adair in particular-has conducted such an analysis.
The report consist of a number of pages. It. is detailed. It takes care-
ful reading.

Mr. SIKES. May we have it for the record?
Admiral COLWrELT. I would like to supply that entire thing for the

record.
Mr. SIKES. I would like to have it for the record.
(The detailed report referred to by the witness follows:)

REASONS FOl INADEQUATE ESTIMATINGI

A study was initiated on August 8, 1968 by the Chief of Naval Material as
a result of evidence that the "Shipbuilding and conversion, Navy" (SON) ap-
propriation would Incur a deficiency if It were to continue with Its plans to
build and convert all the ships in its then currently authorized program. As a
result of this situation, ships in the program had to be canceled and plans made
to resolve the remaining deficlbncy.

The current SCN deficit of $600 million to $700 million had many causes.
The -tudy was able to identify several contributing items which by themselves
would fully account for this deficiency. These are: (1) by fiscal year 1967,
the Navy had optimistically reprogramed $253 million of its assets which, in
retrospect, it still needed to complete Its earlier programs; (2) from fiscal year
1966 through 1969, OSD and Congress imposed recoupment objectives total-
ing $368 million (congressionaly Imposed were $15 million) against prior year
program surpluses which, In retrospect, no longer existed; and (3) from fis-
cal year 1966 through 1968, the economic forecasts Included in the Navy's SON
budget, failed ,to anticipate the subsequent Inflationary trends by approximate-
ly $205 million.

These three items, totaling $826 million, exceed the current deficiency. How-
ever, the study identified major weaknesses in the SCN management system which
were obscured by SON program surpluses of the early years, and whose exist-
ence contributed to the ineffectiveness of program control. These weaknesses in
the SCN management system at all levels require correction if future deficits
are to be avoided and SON program control is to be assured.

The major causes for the current funding deficiency In the SON program
are traceable to the following weaknesses in the SON management system,
all of which contributed in varying degrees to the total deficiency:

1. Inadequate planning for the early, firm definition of ships.
2. Funding of developmental systems and experimental ships under SON
8. Reducing budget prices of ships below those developed by professional

ship cost estimators (including recoupments).
4. InadeqAcY of: specifications, control of change orders, and early anticipa.

tion of claims.
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5. Lack of adequate management information and cost control systems for
ship acquisition project managers (Shapm).

0. Inadequate manpower priority of naval shipyard new construction and
conversion work.

7. Failure always to balance program decisions with their cost impacts.
& Shortage of manpower at Navships Headquarters and other SCN manage-

ment support activities.
9. Inability to forecast accurately for 2 to 5 years, economic conditions in the

shipbuilding industry.
10. Reprograming of apparent excess funds to offset new program require.

ments.
The study identified two major time-related groupings of events during which

important decisions affecting SCN program control were made. These were:
1. The planning and pricing period. This identifies the time frame preceding

the submssion of the SUN budget to Congress.
2. The cost control period. This identifies the time frame after the budget has

been submitted.
A design for management system improvement was developed to effectively

control actions and decisions during both these periods.
The study has submitted 83 recommendations. These when implemented would

substantially improve the ability of the Navy to maintain fiscal control of the
SCN program. In total, these recommendations fulfill the design objectives for
management system improvements.

With regard to planning and pricing, the objectives are:
1. Ships to be built or converted should have all major decisions relating to

their characteristics reached before final Navy budget estimates are made.
2. Charact, ,stlcs to be either service evaluated or of low-risk concurrency with

fallback pro asions.
& Estimates unconstrained by pressures to meet cost target budgets based on

these estimates.
4. Detailed documentation to support budget estimates.
With regard to cost control, the objectives are:
1. Configuration management instituted immediately upon submission of bud-

get estimates with the same baseline as used for budget estimates.
2. Development and use of a ship acquisition plan (including financial plan)

for each procurement in sufficient detail to insure that all major activities are
appropriately scheduled, that interfaces and critical paths are known, and that
cost targets are identified.

3. A project management system which ensures that all decisions affecting a
ship acquisition plan are coordinated by a single authority for approval and
adjustment of the plan, with finances futly controlled by the project manage-
ment organization.

4. Improved contract plans and specifications.
5. An information system that reports progress against ship acquisition plans

and continues to assess the probability that future events will take place accord-
ing to plan.

9. Ability to make tradeoffs within the plans to compensate for difficulties
encountered

7. Adequate manning to ensure that management function to be performed
can be carried out.

8. Establishment of adequate reserves or recognized budgeting procedures to
meet those contingencies which can neither be controlled nor compensated for.

The Study Is currently being staffed within Navy to review the recommenda-
tions, determine actions to be taken on them and to develop an implementation
plan for the approved items I r,

The insert for the record on page 522 provides additional information on the
analysis of the problelL

sttmvi-Y6r coST ZfM ATZ SJ"f rNMIOh~rS

Mr. S I ks. X~ yq' a i~t toiake brief moments a R tin e we will
be i gl oea&rthem. A 1,
.,Admire Coiwxu Perhaps ,you 'could sumiarize a bit, Admiral
Adair.
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Admiral ADmR. Mr. Chairman, in past, years, since the inception
of the end-cost budgeting which was initiated in 1961, we completed
ships at a significant amount of dollars below the funds that were
appropriated by the Congress. These assets were utilized to fund other
requirements. Soie of them were utilized, for instance, to fund the
Si.bsafe program. Some were utilized to partially fund the 3T im-
provement program, the surface-to-air guided n'issile improvement
program.

Certain of the assets were utilized to offset recoupment objectives
that- were imposed upon the appropriation.

As this was going on, market conditions were changing very grad-
ually at first. We find that shipbuilders were-those with fixed price
contracts taken in the 1963-64 era-finding their costs growing beyond
those for which they could expect reimbursement through our escala-
tion provisions and'therefore they were seeking means to recover their
costs when the overhead economy resulted in severe upswing of prices.

Concurrent with this, we continued to do business at the old stand,
making changes, establishing recoupment objectives, and before we
knew it we were in a fairly large deficit situation.

I believe we need to revitalize the management of the program
through all levels of defense, and I think we need to shift away from
the old firm fixed-price contract to some sort of an "incentive-ized"
contract. We are doing this later thereby we expect the shipbuilder
to seek not to find flaws in the specifications, but to turn their talents
to and find ways to reduce cost and by virture of doing this, increase his
profit position.

EFECrr OI SITPYARD 31ODERNIZATION IN COST ESTIMATES

Mr. SrKcs. What would be the effect of shipyard modernization.
Isn't that one of your rea' problems?

Admiral ADATR. Are you speaking in private or the public sector ?
Mr. STKES. Both.
Admiral ADAm. May I speak in the private sector and then I will

ask Admiral Fahy to pick up in the public sector.
We believe that through the multiyear contract where a shipbuilder

obtains a sufficient backlog of work he is encouraged to invest capital
in laborsaving equipment. A number of shipyards have used this tech-
nique. One is National Steel and Shipbuilding Co. in San Diego with
their large LST program. A second is Avondale Shipyards Inc., the
one near New Orleans. Both have invested significant amounts in labor-
saving equipment. Newport News Shipbuilding and Drydock Co. is
another case in point awd so is General Dynamics in the old Bethlehem-
Quincy Yard.

These are some encouraging signs of shipyard modernization in the
private sector based on a sufficient backlog where they can see it is to
their economic advantage to do so.

Mr. SrKEs. You say "encouraging signs." I take it it hasn't pro-
gressed very far?

Admiral ADAIR. I believe I would modify my words. "Significant
progress" has been made and I think perhaps there are signs of even
further progress.

82-845-69-pt. 8-87
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Admiral FAHY. Not only that, but the amount of capital invested in
these improvements is considerable in all of these companies that have
been enumerated. I think the only way we can encourage further im-
provements in this area is to have some recognition by the industry
that there is going to be a somewhat level, sustained program. That is
the key to this because in some areas where you have to train people
for particular skills, you have virtually a 2-year leadtime, or else you
are not competitive. To put these men on and keep them employed dur-
ing the training period is something the industry is not going to do on
its own unless there is some assurance that there is a payoff. This has
worked out where we have multiyear contracts and where the people
have had a backlog of work.

In the Government yards I feel that they can be as effective and as
efficient in new construction as any of the private yards. This was
proven when we were in the Polaris program. We turned out ships as
cheaply and quickly and turned money back. But, you see, there was
a difference. This difference between the way we operated in that
program and the way we have operated since, with our conversion and
now construction work, is that the Polaris program work had top
priority. This meant you could lay it out, you could be effective and
efficient, utilize the skills you needed, and then you left the people on
the job.

Vow we take a Midway or another conversion and we put it in the
yard, but we pull the people off because we have an Oriskany that
comes in or we stuff additional ships in the yard to take care of strikes
and things of that nature. The people were pulled off, put on the higher
priority effort and the conversion becomes a flywheel that builds U)
costs because of the inefficient way in which the people are utilized.

I feel that the modernization would be a considerable help but, more
than that, the management-and this means management from the
top--must go along with it. This means that you allow these people
who are there to operate in-the new construction and conversion field
as they should be operating. There should be a fence around the new
construction and conversion work so that you don't pull the people off
and on like some kind of a reservoir. It is very inefficient. It runs the
cost up.

Mr. ADDABBO. This seems like a playback of the record myself and
several of my colleagues from New York gave when we were trying
to save the old Brooklyn Navy Yard. We had the specialists there, we
had efficiency, but some power that saw fit destroyed that great yard
and said that, "We will use those men elsewhere." Those men did not go
elsewhere and you are looking for those professionals today. They are
not around. You cannot train men to replace those who have been in the
business 20 and 25 years, furnishing dedicated service. You cannot find
that caliber of men today. I think that is part of the reason we are
lagging and finding these overruns and everything else, because we
have destroyed the pride of workmanship that you had in the oldtiine
shipbuilders. These are the same items we gave when we closed the
Brooklyn Navy Yard, and in Philadelphia and Massachusetts and so
forth. Now you have to pay double prices to train men and produce the
efficient men we had in the Brooklyn Navy Yard.
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Admiral FAIRY. Plus the fact once they get out of the shipbuilding
business, it is difficult to get a lot of these people back, as Enghad
found out, and as we are finding out. This is true if you have an econ-
omy which can give them jobs in other industries. This is the case
today. APHIBIOUS SHIPS

SLIPPAGE, IN LIIA CONSTRUCTION PROGRAM

Mr. ADDABBO. Admiral, you propose to program $31.9 million of the
fiscal year 1969 advance funding toward the cost of the fiscal 1969
ship, which will now cost $184.9. In addition, $17 million of fiscal
year 1969 advance funding will be used to support the two ships in
the fiscal year 1970 program. The remaining $14 million will be ap-
plied to reduce fiscal year 1970 TOA requirement.

What was deleted from your 1970 program?
Admiral GADDIS. In the budget amendment, the deletions in the 1970

program were $66 million for two DLG conversions; $7 million ad-
vance procurement for MSO conversion; $10 million of advance pro-
curement for DLG; and two salvage tugs at $45.3 million.

In addition, we had the deletion of the third SSN with $105 mil-
lion removed, leaving $47 million in advance procurement toward au-
thorization of that ship in the 1971 program.

Mr. ADDABBO. How far has your construction schedule slipped for
the first LHA?

Admiral FAIM. I would estimate by virtue of the delay in awarding
a contract, about 5 months.

Mr. ADDABBO. When do you propose to start construction of the two
LHA's for which funds are being requested in fiscal year 1970?

Admiral FAiLY. May we supply that for the record, sir?
(The information follows:)

Hull No. Fiscal year Contract award Start construction

LHA 2 ..................................................... 1970 November 1969... June 1971.
LHA 3 ..................................................... 1970 ..... do ........... December 1971.

The LHA contract and method of construction does not require fabrication
of steel for the LHA-2 until January 1971. In the interim period, the shipbuilder
will complete the system design, the detalleu design and the production draw-
ings. He will also solidify his production techniques. He has to order all com-
ponents required for construction under this process in order that they be avail-
able at start of construction. The time span between the first and second ships
under this sequence meets his production capability and provides an orderly
schedule.

REDUCTION IN ADVANCED PROCUREMENT FUNDS

Mr. ADDABBO. In fiscal year 1969 you requested $63 million for ad-
vance procurement to support three ships. This is $21 million per ship.
You now propose only $17 million in fiscal year 1970 for advance pro-
curement for two ships. Were your fiscal year 1969 advance procure-
ment funds overestimated that much, or have you cut back in the
number of advance procurement items?

Captain FrrzPATmCK. When the final negotiations were completed
for awarding the contract, it turned out that many of the things which
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we expected to secure in advance, Government procurement furnished
to the shipbuilder was more advantageous for the shipbuilder to
furnish himself. The advance procurement was reduce.

The amount we now have programed for the ships in the next years
program is adequate.

r. ADDABBO. Is it cheaper and more economical for it to be done
this way?

Captain FITZPATRICK. We feel it is, yes, sir. Obviously there are cer-
tain things we will have to provide in the nature of certain electronics
equipment and ordnance, to the contractor which he could not be ex-
pected to produce. But many of the other things which we normally
do provide in a normal ship contract will not be provided here.

Mr. ADDABBO. You will supply ordnance and electronics equipment?
Captain FITZPATRICK. Yes, sir.

TOTAL COST OF 1970 LHA PROGRA-M

Mr. ADDABBO. Admiral, your statement indicates the 2 fiscal year 1970
LHA's will cost $287.7 million. What is the total estimate including
such things as post delivery and outfitting?

Admiral COLWELL. I would estimate about $2.5 million per ship but
I would like to refine that for the record

(The information follows:)
The total estimated cost of the fiscal year 1970 LHA ships is $295.2M including

$5.OM and $2.5M for outfitting and post delivery costs respectively.

FIRE CONTROL SYSTEMS FOR LAST'S

Mr. ADDABBO. You are building LST's out in California on which you
are putting gunfire controls and other controls that you have in inven-
tory. Information has been given to me that the MK-87 gun control
systems were much superior equipment to the MK-63. Why is the
MK-87 not being used?

Admiral COLWEL. When the characteristics of the LST's were estab-
lished, we didn't have a MK-87. We therefore called out the MK-63
for these ships. It was the most suitable fire control system we had at
the time, when the contracts were let and when construction started.
The MK-87 is a new system and it is in fact still under evaluation. It
has not yet been accepted for service use. We, therefore, have not pro-
cured any. We expect that it is going to be a very good system. For
these particular ships at the stage of construction, because the contract
already exists, we feel that we should go ahead and put on the MK-63's.
We don't have any 87's.

Mr. ADDABBO. Isn't it a fact that the MK-87 itself has been tested
and found worthy except that the vessel on which it has been tested has
been questioned, as far as the vessel is concerned, and not the fire con-
trol system itself ?

Admiral COLWELL. We have run part of the required test on it and
it looks very good that is true, but evaluation has not been completed.

Mr. ADABo. lithe MK-87 is proven to be a better system, will that
replace the 63's aboard the LST's q

Admiral COLWELL. It might at some future date. It would cost us
at this time--we estimate that'it would cost about $2 million per ship,
or perhaps a little bit more, to make the change, if we had the MK-87.
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Mr. ADDABBO. Isn't it a fact that the 63 utilizes 18 men to operate and
the 87 will only utilize three men to operate?

Admiral COLWELL. It doesn't take 18 men to operate the 63 system.
Mr. ADDABBO. HOW many?
Admiral COLJWLL. I will have to supply that for the record.
(The information follows :)

Manning Requirements For MK-63 and MK-87 Gunfire (Jontrol Systems

MANNING REQUIREMENTS FOR 1 MK-68 MANNING REQUIREMENTS FOR 1 MK-87
GFCS GFCS

Topside Topside
Director officer ------------------- 1 Optical sight operator ------------- 1
Director operator -----------------... 1 -
Gun control talker ---------------- 1 Total ---------------------- 1
Range setter --------------------- 1 Belowv Decks

- Main console operators ------------ 2
Total ---------------------- 4 -

Below decks Total ---------------------- 2
Radar consol operator ------------- 1
Computer operator ---------------- 1 Total manning requirement-- 3

Total ---------------------- 2
Total manning requirement. 6

Mr. ADDABBO. How soon will the 87 system be tested and found
to be worth of purchase, or not?

Admiral COLWELTJ. I believe the estimated date for completion of
the evaluation is this fall.

Mr. ADDABBO. When will the LST's that are new being constructed
be ready for delivery

Admiral COLWELL. They are starting to deliver now. The first one
from National Steel, which is the San Diego builder, was supposed to
deliver in September of this year.

Mr. ADDABBO. Which would be about the same time that the MK-87
would be tested out, is that correct?

Admiral CoLWEL. That is probably true. Even if we had the funds
to purchase the 87, it would take about 2 years to buy them and
have them delivered.

Mr. ADDABBO. What is the delivery schedule on the LST's?
Admiral ADAm. The last LST is scheduled to be delivered in

October 1971, sir.
Mr. ADDABBO. You have your first TST being delivered in Septem-

ber 1969; is that correct?
Admiral ADAin. From National Steel; yes, sir.
Mr. ADDABBO. When will the second one be delivered?
Admiral FAHY. About November.
Admiral COLWELT,. November 1969.
Mr. ADDABBO. And the third one ?
Admiral FAHY. It will be in about March 1970. Wait a minute,

there are some before that.
*September 1969, November 1969, Decem'.":r 1969, February 1970,
April 1970-there are two sources, three being built at Philadelphia.
,'Mr. ADDABBO. The MK-63 gunfire control system is of World

War II vintage; is that correct?
Admiral COLWELL. That is correct.
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Mr. ADDABBO. It is over 20 years old at the present time?
Admiral COLWFLIJu. Yes.
Mr. ADDAnBO. Won't we be wasting money in dislocation between

the differential of manpower by putting on ani MK-63 which is an-
cient, where in modern warfare we are using a gunfire control of
World War II vintage-wouldn't it 1)e better to wait until we have
the MK-87 to supply those ships coming off the line at a later time?

Admiral COLWELL. The last one will deliver in September of 197t1
on the current schedules. It would be my estimate that it would not be
possible to got delivery on even the first MK-87 by that time.

Mr. ADDABBO. Isn't it true that the reason you will not get the de-
livery of the MK-87 is because the contract has been stopped for
1 year?

Admiral COLWELI. We have no money to purchase any.
Mr. ADDABBO. You haven't put in any money request?
Admiral COTJWEL,. It is not a service-approved eq i)ment.
Mr. ADDABBO. If you found in the fall that the C[K-87 is a better

unfire control system, could you at that time ask for reprograming
or the use of the MK-87 rather than again waste money on a system

that is outmoded?
Admiral COLWELL. That is possible. It would mean either leaving

the ships without a fire control system until the 87 could be produced,
which is not a very desirable situation, or it would mean putting in
the 63 and then taking it out again, which would be an expensive
proposition. This is something we would have to examine very care-
fully and look into the economics of it.

Mr. ADDABio. If you found an 87 to be a better system and more
economical to operate-again my figures say 18 men to operate the 63
and only 3 men to operate the 8-Land, as In the past, would you not
replace an old system by a new system if you found it more economical
and having greater accuracy?

Admiral COLWEL. We would probably replace it during one of the
regular overhauls of the ships as an alteration at some future date.
This would require very careful examination for the economics of it
and the timing. I don't think anyone doubts but what the 87 will turn
out to be a very good machine.

FAST DEPLOYMENT LoGISTICS SiiwS (FrL)

XODUn~D PROOR&M FOR 1970

Mr. Sris. I am going to move over at this point to the FDL for
some questions on that program. We have the U.S. Army represented
here.

You are requesting $186.7 million in fiscal 1970 for three FDL's,
which is the first increment of a 15-ship program. This program, which
is essentially to fulfill an Army requirement stated by the JCS, failed
congressional approval last year. Would you briefly review this FDL
requirement and tell us how these ships will be deployed and used
how you were able to reduce the program from 30 ships to 15, and
why you believe this adjusted pigram will be more palatable to
Congress this year? I
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Admiral CoriwEL. The FDL is a JCS requirement. The joint stra-
tegic objectives plan (JSOP), and related studies have assessed the
strategic mobility forces necessary to meet our rapid deployment re-
quirements during the critical early days of a contingency. It has been
determined that a tailored force-a mix of airlift, sealift, and prepo-
sitioned material-which includes 30 FDL ships is required to meet
this requirement. To expedite surface movement of land force equip-
ment and supplies in combination with the airlift of personnel and
selected eui npent, the fast deployment logistic ship concept has been
developed. These fast ships, fully loaded with equipment and deployed
forward, or partially loaded and maintained in a ready status at U.S.
ports, could provide the necessary deployment of the large volume
of material required to support our rapid deployment strategy. These
ships utilize unique design concepts including large controlled hu-
midity storage holds, port and a nonassault over-the-beach unloading
capability, by embarked helicopter and waterborne lighterage.

The original JCS requirements for 30 FDL's still remains; how-
ever in view of the past opposition to the program, a more modest
1b ship program is being submitted this year. The three FDL's in
the fiscal year 1970 program, at an estimated cost of $186.7 million
are the first increment of this program. This reduced program will
permit us to review, as a possible method of meeting the remaining
FDL requirement, any new design proposals, from industry, or other
sources, such as the proposed new MSTS multipurpose cargo ship.
While the ship utilization plan for the reduced fleet of 15 FDL ships
is still undergoing study, present plans call for the ships to be fully
committed, that is ships will be fully loaded and deployed in a readiness
posture, partially loaded at U.S. ports, or engaged in training exer-
cises or helicopter transport. In addition, the reduced number of
FDL's will lessen the program's effect on the Navy's hard-pressed
SCN combat ship replacement program.

Mr. SIKES. Your statement indicates contract definition has been
completed and Litton Industries has been selected to contract for the
construction of the ship. What was the total cost of the contract
definition effort?

Admiral COLWELL. Seventeen point seven million.

CAPABILITY OF SHIPYARDS TO BUILD THE FDL

Mr. SIRES. The committee has been advised that only four private
shipyards have facilities large enough to build a ship the size en-
visioned for the FDL. Where will Litton build the FDI,?

Admiral COLWEL. It will be built at their new yard at Pascagoula,
Miss.

Mr. Lnrscomn. Is the yard in process of construction or ready to go?
Admiral COLWE.LL. It is in the process of construction right now.
Are you familiar with the Ingalls yard in Pascagoula, sir, the

existing yard?
Mr. LipscoMn. No, sir. I am very familiar with yards that are about

2,000 miles away from there.
Admiral COLWELL. It is situated on a river and across from the old

yard on an island, so the two yards will be facing each other.
Mr. LTPSCOun. When will they have the capability to start building?
Admiral GADDIS. This fall, sir.
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Admiral COLIViLL. They expect to be able to lay keels this fall, as I
understand it.

Mr. Suxrm. Will that delay your prograin?
Admiral CoI4wEL,. No, sir; it shouldnot.
Mr. Smr . Our investigative staff was advised in 1967 that, with

one exception, no single shipyard presently has the facilities required
for the construction of FDL ships in sufficient quantities to meet the
originally proposed delivery schedule of one ship eveiy 30 days. What
is the current proposed delivery schedule?

Admiral CowEM Ir Tie proposal for deliveries now is considerably
relaxed over that one every 30 days. They are talking now about a
delivery every 8 to 4 months.

ADEQUACY OF BUDGET ESTIMATES

Mr. Szays. Have you made sufficient budget allowances to cover
design changes during construction of the ships now programed? I ii
,thinking about state-of-the-art advancements which occur during
construction.

Admiral CorwvETrr. I would say the answer to that is yes, Mr.
Chairman. These are not complicated ships. They are largo but they
are not what I call comiplox.

Mr. SIKts. What would be. the deliver date on tie first ship?
Admiral CoLWTErL. Fourth quarter of fiscal year 1973.
Mr. SIKES. How confident are you about your current estimated

cost for the FDLs?
Admiral FAlY. I would think when we go out to negotiate or con-

tract for these ships that we would probably find that the contractor
,,-ould want to snake sone changes in terms of the current economic
conditions. I would say the price would cha~nge.

Mr. SiKES. How recently have the e-stimates been updated?
Admiral FAIn'. They were updated for the budget.
Mr. SimRs. What kind of a contract would this be, cost plus?
Admiral FAIY. It should be a fixed price with an incentive fee.
Mr. SI S. What does that mean ?
Admiral FAII. That means that. he has a prie target. If he betters

that, then there is a split, in the difference l)etween fhie Government
and himself. In other words, a ratio of 80-20 or 70-30, the Govern-
mnent taking the larger portion.

Admiral GADDIS. He gets a reduced fee and the Government pays
a little bit more.

Admiral A)DAm. But there is a ceiling beyond which any further
inuirred costs are all against the contractor, sir.

Mr. SIKES. Would itsavo money to convert existing ship designs
to meet the requirement for the FbL?

Admiral CoEwmr,. I don't believe that that is a feasible solution,
Mr. Chaitrman. The FDL is a specialized design which is not paralleled
in industry, primarily because of the military requirements for: con-
trolled'environmental stowage of equipment lor prolonged periods, in-
place maintenance and fueling of equipment ' facilities to support
Army, maintenance and off-loading detachments over-the.beach off-
loading capability and provisions for c-rrying and operating heli-
oopters, 

.
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POSSIBLE SUBSTITUTION OF COMM' VIAL TYPE S1IPS

Mr. SIKES. The committee has been advised of a convertible diecl-
powered cargo ship, referred to in this country as a "Pacer" class ship.

eportedly it is a container-type ship which can be easily converted
from a 14,000-ton ship to it 23,000-ton ship, and can be bui t for about
$9 million. Has any consideration been given to the possibility of using
a ship of this type to meet the FDL requirement?

Admiral COLWELT,. We have thoroughly examined various coniier-
cial designs and they do not meet the stated requirement, and here
again this is primarily because of their lack of special military features
required in tie FDL ships, particularly the absence of realistic lieu-copter capabili'ty

Mr . SIpES. Tis has been a source of considerable controversy in

prior years. The Pacer-type ship was urged as the replacelnent and I
would like for your answer to be a complete one on the problem of
utilizing a ship of this type.

(The information follows:)
The PACER (Productive All-purpose Cargo Emergency Replacement) Is a

design concept developed by the Office of Ship Construction (OSC), Maritime Ad-
ministration (MarAd) as a follow-on for the WWII VICTORY t'pe cargo ship.
Principal characteristics of the PACER are:
Length overall ----------------------------------- fet 505
BM -- ----------------------------------------------(to--...... 78
Speed (steam) ------------------------------------- knots-. 20
Dole cube ----------------------------------- M cubic feet-. .874
Containers (20 by 8 by 8) capacity -------------------------------- 806
Cargo ----------------------------------- long tons-. 10, 160
Full ship disp -------------------------------------- do.... 20, 800
Estimate cost of 1 ship (steam* ----------------------- Million. 1$17. 1
Estimate cost of 15 ships (steam) ------------------------ do .... 12.3
Estimate cost of 25 ships (steam) -------------------- do ....-- 11.7

1 Computed In fiscal year 1900 dollars.

The PACER Is a six hold conventional general purpose cargo ship with propul-
sion machinery and accommodations aft. It lacks the following specialized fea-
tures of the FDL:

Helicopter operating and off-loading capability.
Provisions to carry own helicopter and waterborne lighterage.
Maintenance facilities, such as, shops to maintain embarked equipment.
Dehumidified stowage.
Vehicle fueling and defueling capability.
Bulk POL stowage.
Roll-on/Roll-off capability.
Accommodation for Army maintenance and off-loading detachments (350

per).
On a volumetric comparison alone, it would take 41/ PACER's to equal the

carrying capacity of a single FDL. Such an equivalent would cost $55.85M
(4.5X$12.3M) as compared with the estimated fiscal year 1970 average cost of
$60.48 million for 115 FDL's. Significantly, the $55.35 million cost is without the
added features required to give the PACER the necessary characteristics for an
FDL role. Personnel at 080 (MarAd) stated that they do not consider the
PACER to be a substitute for or capable of fulfilling an FDL role. We concur.

POSSIBLE COMBINATION OF FDT, AND COMMEI.CArL TYPr ShMS

Mr. Sims. The committee has been told that seven member com-
panies of the committee of American Steamship Lines submitted to
the Navy a proposed mix of commercial ships and FDL ships which
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might result in lower overall costs. What is the result of the Navy's
evaluation of that proposal?

Admiral COLWELL. I am sorry, I am not familiar with that. I will
have to supply that for the record, sir.

Mr. SIKES. Provide it for the record.
(The information follows:)

In July of 1966 the former Committee of American Steamship Lines (CASL)
submitted u - - nsal for utilizing certain specific, new, commercial ship designs
which it wa. med had, or could have, the capability to satisfy the requirement
of the rapid ,. loyment concept. These designs were the newV: US Lines Ro/Ro
Ship; Moore IcCormack Ro/Ro Ship; Delta Line Container Ship; Lykes
Brothers Sea Barge Clipper; and the Prudential, American Pioneer and Pacific
Far East Lines "LASH" Ship. All of these designs have been thoroughly analyzed
as a possible means of offsetting the FDL requirement. Generally speaking these
ships possess the following disadvantages for meeting FDL operational require-
ments:

Not immediately responsive, ships still must be recalled, etc.
Cannot efficiently carry high volume, low density cargo of Army infantry

division force.
Cannot maintain vehicles for long periods and test (operate) them in

storage.
Do not provide adequate helo capabilities.
Cannot activate vehicles and helos In place.
Cannot efficiently satisfy other objectives and possible additional tasks

of FDL ships, such as helo transport.
Cannot off-load themselves without additional facilities and outside assist-

ance.
Do not possess an organic over-the-beach capability.

While the OASL designs do not meet the requirement for an FDL rapid deploy.
meant role, they all appear to be excellent additions to our Merchant Marine.
As such, they would make a vital contribution toward meeting the extensive
resupply sealift requirements that follow the rapid deployment phase of an
operation.

EVALUATION OF THE USE OF OThER SHIP CONCEPTS

Mr. SIKES. In 1965 the Military Sea Transportation Service
entered into a charter/build contract for the construction and opera-
tion of a vessel with roll-on/roll-off capability, making over-the-beach
loading or unloading possible. Has the Navy considered a ship of
this nature to meet the FDL requirement?

Admiral COLWELL. We have evaluated the FDL concept against
the so-called Lash ship, against the Delta container ship, against the
roll-on/roll-off ship, against the Lykes Seabee. We have evaluated
against all of those. All of the commercial designs have substantial
disadvantages by comparison with the FDL when you match them
against the stated requirements.

Mr. SiKEs. Our investigative staff has been informed that a vessel
of the size anticipated for the FDL ship could not be economically
used in commercial'operations. Should this factor not have been con-
sidered in designing the FDL so that they might be used for other
purposes in the event the present requirement changes or ditninishes?

Admiral COLWELL. I would say all the people who have worked
with the FDL design would ar that it does not lend itself to
commercial operation because o its specialized design, and the par-ticularfeatures which it incorporated in order to rapidly deploy, or
store for protracted periods, in a ready to use condition, Army ma-
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terial, such as, wheeled and tracted vehicles, lighterage, helicopters
and all classes of supplies.

Mr. SinEs. Do you anticipate there might come a time when the
present requirement for the FDL would change or diminish to the
point that these ships would be available for other purposes? Do you
think you will ever have them in that quantity?

Admiral COLWELL. I think that is unlikely.
Could I ask General Moore if he could care to comment on that?
General MOORE. Sir, it would appear that the requirements for

FDL ships would still exist so long as the military is required to be
responsive to U.S. national commitments which we have throughout
the world.

Mr. SIKEs. Are you saying also that the number of ships which are
now anticipated, would eliminate the possibility that any of them
would be available at a later time for other service than that for which
they are designed ?

General MOORE. I am afraid I didn't understand the thrust of
your question, sir.

Mr. SIKES. You are not buying many of these ships. It is not pro-
posed to buy many of these ships. My question is, will all of those
to be acquired under the present program continue to be needed for
the purpose for which they are constructed?

General MOORE. Yes, I would say so, sir.

COORDINATION WITH C-5A rROORAM

Mr. SIKES. The committee understands that the C-5A, which will
be able to carry 98 percent of the various types of Army divisional
equipment, is primarily a cargo carrier and is inefficient as a personnel
carrier. This means that troops and their weapons will be moved
separately into combat or potential combat areas followed later by
the FDL's. Where does our amphibious force fit into this type of
an operation?

Admiral COLWELL. The amphibious force, Mr. Chairman, is de-
signed, as you know, for amphibious assault. That is, the troops go
ashore with their arms and equipment against resistance, and that is
an entirely different kind of an operation from that which is envisioned
for the 0-SA and the FDL. The FDL is designed to store and deploy
in a nonassault environment, the large volume of material required
to support Army operations.

Mr. SIKES. General Moore, have you personally examined this ship
concept to the extent that you feel it is-that it does fill, or would fill
a presently unfilled Army requirement?

General MooRE. Yes, sir.

TEST OF FDL CONCEPT

Mr. SImums. Operation "Quick Release" reportedly demonstrated
that equipment can be stored at sea for long periods in good condition.
How long was this test conducted?

General Moom. Mr. Chairman, may I supply that answer for the
record I

Mr. Snmr, s. Yes, you may.
(The information follows:)
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The forward floating depot concept provided for the prepositioning of selected
equipment and 15 days supplies for a battle group task force aboard three
modified WWII Victory ships. Army material was maintained under controlled
humidity conditions by an embarked Army maintenance detachment. These ships
were loaded in May and June 1963. They became operational in June 1963. They
were tested in exercise Quick Release 8 months later, in February of 1964. The
ships were deployed from Subic Bay in the Philippines to Okinawa, where they
were off-loaded and the equipment deprocessed. Personnel from an Hawaiian.
based infantry division, were flown to Okinawa and utilized the off-loaded
equipment in a 3-day maneuver. During this period, the equipment proved to be
in excellent condition. The vehicles were driven over 200 miles, including off.
the-road operations, without a major breakdown. A total of 12 days was required
to off-load the ships and prepare and Issue the equipment to the exercise units.
While the test was a success, it pointed out the need for a ship that could
deploy materiel in a ready-to-roll condition, off-load with self-contained equip-
ment at a pier or over-the-beach, provide for the long term storage of POL,
and operate and deploy helicopters. A total of 57 days elapsed from the arrival
of the first ship to the departure of the last ship from Okinawa. Upon completion
of the exercise the equipment was serviced, modified as required, and reloaded
aboard the three FFD ships. Quick release was a slow slow release, ad de-
liberately so. It was a walk-through, and no attempt was made to compress
reaction time.

Approximately 2 years later, in February of 1966, the ships were off-loaded
in Japan and the ships put in point-to-point service in support of Vietnam opera-
tions. The off-loaded material, both equiment and supplies, were again Judged
to be in excellent condition.

REPLACEMENT OF OBSOLETE EQUIPMENT

Mr. SIKES. What consideration has been given to the probability
of equipment deployed in FDL's for extended periods becoming ob-
solete before it is used?

General Moopx. We would use this equipment in exercises periodi-
cally, testing the troops as well as using the ships. Insofar as certain
equipment becoming obsolescent is concerned, all material aboard the
ships would be inspected, serviced and modified or replaced as required
at the end of each scheduled exercise.

Mr. Su s. You can expand on that for the record if you wish.
,(The information follows:)
Present plans call for an annual exercise of the FDL ships loaded and deployed

forward with Army material. One third of the ships would be off loaded annually
during exercises, thus providing for a complete check of all material once
each 3 years. Annual maneuvers will provide training for Navy, MSTS, and
Army personnel in off loading, marry-up, and loading procedures and facilitate
the orderly repair, modification, and replacement of Army material with newly
standardized material

CONCEPT OF FDL PROGRAM

Mr. Simms. Does the Army have any forward floating depots de-
ployed at the present time?

General Moors. No, sir.
Mr. SImEs. What is the concept of the forward floating depots?
SGeneral MooRL Sir, we had three forward floating depot ships

which were in existence from June 1963 to February 1966. The Army
material on them was off-loaded and used in support of operations in
Southeast Asia. I understand the ships are now being employed by
MSTS in point to point service.

Mr. Sixm. Do you contemplate a return to thiconcept?
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General MooRE. Yes, sir, but only as an interim measure until the
FDL ships become available.

Mr. AbDABBo. Admiral, for what purposes is the FDL going to be
used?

Admiral COLWFJLL The FDL is designed to serve as an element of
our forward-deployment concept by rapidly deploying Army material.
With the FDL, Arm material and supplies can %Z
forward and/or rapidly deployed from CONUS to an objective area.

Mr. ADDABBO. Will they be used to replace the bases we lost in France
and Spain?

Admiral COLWELI. To some extent. It is a substitute for land based
prepositioning which might be lost. It is one way to put it. These ships
are designed to have a controlled environment and to be loaded with
Army equipment, with a cadre of maintenance personnel. Trucks
tanks, whatever, would be kept in operative condition for extendedp.riods. They could then be forward deployed, at our option, and when
directed, unloaded at the place where the equipment would be required.

General MooRn. These ships could be stationed, either partially
loaded or fully loaded, in U.S. ports or deployed forward.

Mr. ADDABBO. They could as easily be deployed out in the Middle
East now?

General MooiE. Yes, sir, they could if so ordered. They could be
deployed in times of crisis swiftly and be in position, ready to join
with forces which could be flown there, for example.

Mr. ADDABBO. In other words, throughout the world we could deploy
small armed camps ready to be used in any crisis, or placed where there
might be a crisis at any time.

General Mooiu. This decision would be made by appropriate na-
tional authorities.

Mr. ADDABBO. They could be stationed throughout the world and be
put into direct combat at any time at the command of the White House,
without any further legislation or any further review by the Congress
or anything else, is that correct?

General MooR. Their use would be as directed by appropriate na-
tional "authorities.

Mr. ADDABio. We would have no control over their deployment.
Congress would have no control over the deployment. Once you have
these ships in being, they can be deployed. We have control over bases,
but we have no control over these FDL's, is that correct?

Admiral Colwell. I think it is a difference between deployment and
employment, sir. The deployment would presumably be ordered by
the Joint Chiefs of Staff as directed by appropriate national author-
ities. The employment, being after the deployment, would be a matter
of national policy.I Mr. ADDABBO. The deployment would be by the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
The Congress would have no review of where these ships should be or
where we should have an armed camp.

Admiral CoLwEIJT. This is no different from the deployment of any
other kind of a ship, an aircraft carrier or whatever.

Mr. ADDAuBO. Except that here you are carrying a whole unit ready
to go into combat.

Admiral COLWELTJ. No, sir; because the personnel are not there; how-
ever, that is not the point-aircraft carriers, for example, have their
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personnel and equipment aboard in a fully ready status when deployed,
but they are not employed in hostile action without proper directive
from appropriate national authorities.

Mr. ADDABBO. You just have all the equipment and all we need do
is fly the personnel in. Couldn't we use the airlift as we have done iii
many maneuvers, with a combination of airlift and our maritime troops
to cover the same purpose?

Admiral COLWELL. There is an essential difference. The FDL's would
be singularly devoted to this purpose, and would always be available,
either empty, partially loaded or fully loaded. The maritime fleet would
have to be drawn off its regular routes, and put on berth and loaded
and would take that much more time.

In addition the FDL is specially designed to carry all types of
vehicles, lighterage and a large number of helicopters in a ready-to-
operate condition. The ship can also transport all classes of supplies
including breakable cargo, ammunitions, and POL. There is no such
shipdesign in the maritime.

Mr. ADDABBO. If you carry the helicopter, where would the per-
sonnel be?

:Admiral COLWELL. The personnel, except for the maintenance de-
tachment and possibly the off-loading detail, would be flown to the
objective area. This is on an operation.

Mr. ADDABBO. This is a crisis operation.
Admiral COLWELL. This is an operation in an area which is friend-

ly enough so you can unload without being attacked or destroyed. So
the personnel for the helicopters, trucks, and tanks and all other
equipment would be flown to the area and be married to the equip-
ment.

Mr. Sms. General Moore, do you want to add something?
General Moort. Yes, sir. In response to a previous question of yours

concerning forward floating depots, it is conceivable that we would go
back to the smaller, less effective World War II Victory ship FF
to the support of that concept as an interim measure pending the
availability of the FDL's.

Concerning one more point, sir, forward basing of FDL ships would
occur only after proper review by appropriate authorities of the Gov-
ernment. It is purely speculation as to what would occur in times
of crisis. The capability which would be provided by the FDL ship
would add a new dimension to strategy, a flexibility which does not now
exist.
. Mr. ADDxABO. In other words, you feel that the present airlift and

the present maritime or naval force could not fill tis gap
General MooRw. Sir, we look on strategic mobility as being able to

deploy and to sustain operationally ready forces anywhere in the
world in the quantity and as rapidly as the operational requirement
dictates. Of course, the requirement would be placed on the military
by the appropriate national authorities.

Mr, ADDABBao How long could one FDL maintain itself in case we
had a crisis and it developed into a shooting crisis immediately aftertheir d yment? Flow Iong could they actually operate on their own?

General MooR& These ships, which' normally operate in groups, can
stay on station for up to - days with the embarked su elis on
the ships. However, by use of underway replenishment at sea, he ships
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codd stay on station for a much more extended period of time. Tie
ships, by virtue of their controlled humidity storage facilities and the
embarked Army maintenance detachment, can maintain the stored
Army material for an extremely long period.

Mr. ADDABBO. That is about the same as we have in most of our
forward NATO stations, is that correct? About a 90-day backup.

General MooRE. Our present objective level, for logistic supplies re-
quired to support U.S. operations in Europe, varies f rom days
depending upon the class of supplies.

Mr. SIKES. Mr. Lipscomb.

CHANGES IN FDL CONCEPT

Mr. LIPSCOMB. General, the FDL has been before Congress for some
time. The concept of the need for the FDL has changed over a period.
First it was for floating depot theory, then for stationing of certain
areas, and last year it was conceived that they would stay in this coun-
try until needed and then proceed to the destination. Could you submit
for the record just what the concept of the FDL program is as of now
and why you are asking for 15 ships and where tIey will be stationed,
and so forth, so we can see a clear picture ?

General MooRE. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

The responsive high speed military sealift provided by the FDL ship is required
to deploy the large volume of Army materiel necessary to support our rapid de-
ployment/strategic mobility concept. The FDL ship will assist in the rapid de-
ploymentof Army forces by-

(1) prepositioning afloat Army materiel in a ready-to-use condition,
(2) providing high speed transit of all classes of materiel including ve-

hicles, lighterage, and helicopters, and
(3) providing rapid off load at ports or over-the-beach in non-assault

operations.
Recommendations for specific stationing plans for the 15 FDL ships have not,

as yet, been addressed by the Army. Preliminary indications are that the recom-
mendations will conclude that the majority of the 15 ship FDL fleet would be sta-
tioned

The JOS requirement remains for 30 FDL ships. However, in view of past oppo-
sition to the program, a more modest 15 ship request is being submitted In fiscal
year 1970. The three ships in .the fiscal year 1970 budget are the first increment
of the 15 ship FDL fleet. This reduced program will permit a review of alterna-
tive methods of meeting the total FDL lift requirement.

30 SHIP PROGRAm STILL DESIRED

Mr. LresoonB. Some of the answers that have been given today have
been "It could be" or "to a certain extent," and it is very unclear what
the concept is with the 15-ship program when we have been hearing
about a 30-ship progrm.

Admiral, you said it is still a 30-ship program.
Admiral COLWELL. The JCS requirement is still 30 ships, that is

correct.
Mr. LmscOMr. Last year, if you will remember. the testimony showed

that the concept from the previous year had changed completely as
to what we were going to do with the FDL.

Admiral COILWE L. That is correct. I remember the testimony 2 years
ago spoke to retention of these ships in U.S. ports pending a congres-
sional review of the forward basing of these ships.
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Mr. LPsCOMB. With the questioning of my colleague, I now have a
very unclear idea of what you want the FDL's for.

Admiral COLWFmL. Yes, sir. General Moore is going to supply this
kind of an answer for you.

Mr. Snxs. Are there further questions on the FDL?
Mr. MIxSHALL. General, how long have you been familiar with thisprogram?General MooRm. Sir, I have been familiar with the program as part

of my overall duties on the Army staff since last August.
Mr. MxNSHALL. What did you do before that?
General MooRE. Before last August?
Mr. MNSHALL. Yes.
General MOORE. I was assigned to the staff and faculty of the Army

War College for most of the summer.
Mr. MINsHALJ. Are you Military Academy?
General MooRz. Yes, sir.
Mr. MNSHALL You have been on this program since August?
General MooRE. Yes, sir.
Mr. MINSHALL. Who was your predecessor?
General MOORE. Brigadier General Desobry.
Mr. MINSHALL. Thank you very much.
Mr. Sxns. Are there further questions? If not, thank you.
The committee will resume its hearings at 2 o'clock tomorrow.

THURSDAY, MAY 15, 1969.

Mr. SriXs. The committee will come to order.

MJNE WARFARE AND PATROL SHIPS

CONTRACTOR CLAIMS ON DESTROYER ESCORT CONSTRUCTION PROGRAM

Mr. Sxxis. On mine warfare and patrol ships, the fiscal 1970 budget
program is $43.7 million. It is $6.7 million less than last year's program.

I would, tlke some discussion of contractor claims on the destroyer
escort construction program.

Recent newspaper articles, based on statements by the Secretary of
Defense, disclosed that the Navy has been faced with contractor claims
for additional reimbursement due to costs resulting from Navy design
changes and delays in providing Government-furnished equipment
(GFE) in the construction of 26DE-1052 and 20 DE-1078 class de-
stroyer escorts. These claims have been filed by Todd, Lockheed, and
Avondale Shipyards. Will you discuss the reason for these law suits
or potential law suits, the changes and deijys attributable to the Navy,
and the estimated cost of settling these claims?

Obviously you will need to prepare a complete statement on each
of these points, but at this point will you tell us briefly and generally
what is happening. a

Admiral COLWELL. May I ask Admiral Fahy and Admiral Adair to
address that question ?

Admiral FAnY. We have a full rundown available. I will have
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Admiral Adair brief it and we will supply the full report for the
record.

Mr. SIKES. Very good.
Admiral COLWELL. This complete discussion will be covered in other

parts which we have already agreed to provide for the record, but if
that is not complete, we willmake certain that it is.

Mr. Su s. Very well.
(The information follows:)

ANALYSIS 0F CONTRACTOR CLAiMs

The invitation for bids for construction of 26 DE 102 ships was opened on
June 1, 1964 and awards to four contractors where made on July 22, 1964 as
follows:

Number of
Contractor ships Award price

Todd, Seattle ............................................................... 7 $75,147,093 FFP
Todd, Los Angeles .......................................................... 7 76,029,931 FFP
Avondale ................................................................... 7 81,109, 546 FFP
Lockheed .................................................................. 5 60,285, 000 FFP

Total ................................................................ 26 292,571,570

The IFB notified the bidders that In order to expedite the construction, the
Navy had entered into a contract with Gibbs & Cox, Inc. for preparation of
working plans and other data required for the construction of the ships.

The delivery of the first ship was scheduled 36 months after award of the con-
tract. Because of the delay in the delivery of Government furnished sonars the
delivery schedule early in the program was extented to start 41 months after
award. In addition, Todd claimed that because of impossible dynamic analysis,
shock and noise specifications together with other action of the Government, t he
projected delivery of the ships is approximately 20 months later than the con-
struction period specified in the IFB.

On July 6, 1967, Todd Shipyard Corp. submitted an initial claim against the
Government in the amount of $27.2 million and on January 24, 1969, submitted
a final revised claim in the amount of $114.3 million for excess costs incurred
as a result of Government action and inaction. On June 17, 1968, NAVSHIPS
established a special negotiating team in order to investigate and settle the claim
in a manner that would be equitable to both the Government and the contractor.

Based upon the teams technical and legal analysis, it was considered that the
contractor was entitled to adjustments because of the following:

1. Dynamic analysis, shock, and noise speciflcation.-These specifications were
designed to advance the quality of surface ship design, but were drawn up in such
a manner that ambiguities existed and the specifications were considered to be
legally defective.

2. Government acts with respect to the mockups.-The Mockup was intended
to provide Gibbs & Cox, Inc., proof of their design, but due to the inability of
Todd to comply with the specifications for dynamic analysis, shock and noise,
the component design was delayed and consequently construction of the mockup
was delayed in excess of 1 year.

3. Acts of government with respect to sonar spaces.-The Government failed to
furnish design information and equipment in a timely manner in order to permit
Todd to design the sonar spaces in customary construction sequence. This failure
was due to the concurrent development of the sonar equipment.

4. Late Government-furnished information.-The Government failed to fur-
nish the contractor with timely design data for many equipments such as the air
search radar and ECM equipment, also under development.

5. Unadijudicatea change orders.-These were the result of costs incurred by
Government directed changes and the associated disruption and additional
hardware costs.

6. Defective specifications and other constructive changes.-These resulted
from several constructive changes, by the Government, such as higher standards

32-845-69-pt. 3-38
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In radiography inspection and other quality assurance measures causing disrup-
tion in the contractor's normal construction sequence.

7. Administrative failure of Government.--The Government caused delays
and disruption to the contractor by failing to administer the details of the contract
in a timely manner (i.e., construction plan approval, etc.).

8. Out-of-eequence comtrutolon.-This was caused by other acts of the Govern.
ment which caused the contractor to deviate from normal construction sequence
and techniques.

9. A detailed cost analysis resulted in the following proposed settlement:

CLAIMS NEGOTIATED

[Dollar amounts in millionsI

Face value
of claims Settlement

Unadiudicated change orders ..................................................... $16.4 $11.2
Defective specifications and other Government actions ............................... 97.9 85.3

Total .................................................................... 114.3 96.5

SUMMARY OF CONTRACTOR CLAIMS

Admiral ADAIR. Briefly, in summary, there are three or four ele-
ments of these claims. First, these were fixed price contracts awarded
in the time frame of 1964, 1965. The second point is that certain of the
specifications called out to make these ships a viable unit in combat
environment of the future pushed the state of the art to the point
where it was difficult or impossible of achievement of these specifica-
tions within the time frame of the contract.

Next in order to have a more up to date ship on delivery craft, we
called out equipments for installation that were concurrently under
development under separate Government contracts. These equipments,
as is often the case in development, changed their configurations and
there were slippages in them.There was a necessity to modify the ship
to meet the changed configuration of the equipment. Further as a
result of the unfortunate hresher tragedy we adopted a more strin-
gent addition of our inspection not only of submarines but surface
ships. The builders claimed that we in fact were changing the previ-
ously established ground rules. Because of the developmental nature
of the equipment we were tardy in providing to the ship builder the
needed information to install these equipment.

The one claim that has been settled is the claim of the lead ship-
builder, Todd, who has 7 ships under construction in Seattle and seven
in Los Angeles. This claim ultimately rose to $114.3 million. We set-
tled it for $96.5 million.

We are now evaluating the claims of Lockheed in Seattle who has
five ships under construction and the claim of Avondale who has
seven ships of this same class. Parenthetically, I should add that Avon-
dale also has 20 additional ships follow-on of the DE-1078 class
awarded from the fiscal year 1966 and 1967 authorizations.

I believe it would be premature for me to give you a precise number,
because these claims have been settled.

(CLPRx's NOTE: Additional classified information was provided to
the Committee.)
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OVER 00 PERCENT INCREASE IN CONSTRUCTION COST OF DESTRO17ERS

fr. SIKES. What was the total original contract in each instance?
What is the amount settled for or claimed in each instance?

Admiral ADAIR. Todd in fact has two contracts, seven each in the
Los Angeles and Seattle yards. The Seattle contract award price, sir,
was $75.2 million, and I am rounding to the nearest of a tenth of a
million.

Mr. SIKES. You propose to settle that one for what? Was that the
claim or the original contract ?

Admiral ADAIR. What is the original contract for seven ships in the
Seattle yard.

Mr. StKzs. What was the claim?
Admiral ADAR. May I go on, sir, and explain why I am not answer-

ing you immediately ?The contract award price for the seven ships
in the Los Angeles yard was $76.1 million for a total of approximately
$151.2 million for the 14 ships. We settled those 14 ships as a single
settlement for $96.5 million.

Mr. SIKES. Additional ?
Admiral ADAm. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIKES. That is a tremendous addition. What did it involve?
Admiral ADAIR. There was approximately 10 elements of the claim,

sir. The first was the most important, which was a requirement for
improved shock resistance of machinery, requiring the builder to use
the newly developed dynamic analysis technique rather than shock
test of equipment.

Mr. SrKxs. I find it difficult to comprehend a situation where con-
tracts would be awarded for $151 million and circumstances subsequent
to this contract award would necessitate the payment for changes
of $96,500,000. It is not very reassuring. It would appear that the
original design specifications and requirements were either far below
desirable standards, or that the additions involved new state of the
art techniques which were considered extremely important. There
is also the possibility that many of the requirements may havo been
unnecessary, in part at least.

Admiral ADAIR. I believe in this instance we were pushing ahead
too fast to include developmental equipments and new techniques
in the ships.

In large measure the high dollar value of this claim is caused by
the fact that we, because of these features not only delayed one ship,
but by the fact that he was building 14 of them in sequence we delayed
and disrupted his production schedule for more than 1 year.

Mr. SIKES. YOU have given me the facts on one contractor. What
are the facts on the other contractors?

Admiral ADAIR. The seven ship contract with Avondale is for a
fixed price of $81.1 million. The fixed-price contract with Lockheed for
five ships totals $60.3 million. As I mentioned earlier, these claims are
in preliminary form and are under negotiation now.

Mr. SIKES. How much do they claim in each instance?
Admiral ADArm. The preliminary claim from Avondale was for

-- million. We anticipate that this claim will , sir. The
preliminary claim from Lockheed for their five ships was for
million. Perhaps one thing more might be helpful to you, Mr. Chair-
man. The 14 ships under contract to Todd, we originally received
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appropriations 'from the Congress for those ships of approximately
$399 million. It is our expection with the settlement of the claim anil
all of the other costs on these ships that they will in fact cost
million. This, I might add includes all of the costs for working plans
and machinery space mock-up for the lead ship.

Many of the other ships, including claim settlements, will be at or
below the funds that were appropriated by the Congress.

ADEQUACY OF SHIP CHARACTERISTICS AND REQUIREMENTS

Mr. SIriEs. The committee notes that in the Todd case the Navy
made a number of specification changes, approximately 125 construc-
tion changes, most of which were concerned with the operation, habita-
bility, and other aspects of the ship, as well as changes in the design
of GFE. The Avondale claim is primarily based on late and defective
GFE, defective specifications, failure to furnish adequate design in-
formation, and delays in Navy inspection and approvals. Admiral
Colwell, you will recall that during last year's hearings the committee
expressed its concern as to whether the Xavy really knows what it is
doing as it moves forward in the design of new ships. You indicated
then that in your opinion the Navy procedures for the determination
of ship characteristics are, in general, adequate.

In view of the tremendous cost overruns we have been discussing,
most of which is attributable to the Navy itself, do you still hold to
that opinion I

Admiral CoLwvFJJ. Mr. Chairman, I think one cannot but admit
that our procedures have not been adequate in the past. There are two
elements of this. One is the determination of ship characteristics,
which is the requirement phase which is performed in the Office of the
Chief of Naval Operations. This has to do with inilitary character-
istics, performance and functions. The other element of it has to do
with the actual construction of the ship during which there may he
some characteristic changes, and there will certainly be some engi-
neering changes. In any structure as complex as this, I think we must
be prepared to accept the fact that the plans will not be perfect. The
characteristics changes are budgeted for. We allow a percentage for
characteristics changes.

In general, these sums are adequate. The engineering changes, I
believe, constitute the area where we have required and improved
administration. This improved administration is in fact being applied,
and there are some more parts of it which are going to be apphed.

Mr. Sixts. Will you j~rovide for the record the listing of the
corrective steps that have been taken and those which are in the process
of being implemented?

Admiral COLw=L. Yes sir, I will.
(The information follows:)

In the summer of 1968, the CNO initiated a comprehensive study to examine
our ship cout estimating and price control procedures to determine how they
could be improved. This action followed the cancellation of five ocean mine-
sweepers (MSO) and two ocean escorts (DE) through reprogramming to provide
funds to cover cost increases in the SSN and DLGN fiscal year 1967 and 1968
programs. The study was recently completed and Is now under review. While
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formal review has not been completed, some findings and recommendations of
an urgent nature have been or are being implemented. Some of these are:

We are strengthening the status of the ship acquisition project manager by
expanding his responsibility, authority and accountability and requiring im-
provement of accounting controls;

We have taken steps to minimize changes during construction through the
exercise of positive change order control;

We are shifting from detail design specifications to performance specifications
for ships, where practicable;

We are initiating the use of fixed price incentive contracts instead of fixed
price contracts which our experience shows are less applicable to the complex
ship construction process.

EFFECT OP INFLATION ON COST INCREASE

Ifr. SIKFs. Last year you used an escalation factor of 7.5 of new
construction and 5 percent on conversion of smaller ships. What con-
version factor are you using for fiscal year 1970?

Admiral FA1lY. We are using the same factors for fiscal year 1970.
Mr. ANDREws. Admiral, what is the percentage of inflation in the

shipbuilding program? Have you told us? 1 am speaking now
annually.

Admiral COLWF.rL. I am not sure that we have a very positive
answer.

Mr. ANDR,,ws. Can you give us an estimate of how much is it going
up each year?

Admiral FAITY. If we are talking inflation, I would say as a rough
guess 20 percent.

Mr. ANDREWS. Twenty percent?
Admiral FARY. Yes, sir.
Mr. MINSHIALL. Over what period?
Admiral FATTY. A year or a year and a half.
Mr. ANDREWs. I remember last year you told us in one area on a

particular type of ship the cost was 25 percent up over the year
before.

Admiral COLWELL. An example of it, sir, can be found in the actual
bid prices that we are getting for some of the ships.

Mr. ANDn1wvs. That is the best place to find it.
Admiral CoLwELL. Which are far in excess of the budgeted sum.

For example, the submarines. We had it yesterday.
Admiral AIDAm. They have gone up on the order of 15 to 20 percent

in the period of 1 year. I cannot subscribe to the fact that it is all
inflation but it is the sampling of cost I get in the marketplace. A com-
bination of inflation, bigger profitability, and other factors.

Mr. ANDREws. Admiral, that is what call inflation, where it goes up
percentagewise 1 year to the next 15 or 20 percent, and last year you
told us about a case that went up 25 percent.

I do not know of anything that has gone up more rapidly than ship
construction except lumber.

Percentagewise interest has gone up, jumping from five and a half
percent to seven and a half percent. That is roughly a 25-percent
increase.

I guess you do not see any end in sight. Next year when you testify
your projected cost will probably be 15 or 20 percent higher from what
it is today. What is your opinion?

Admiral COLWyLT,. I'm afraid that is true.
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Mr. LdPSCOMB. Admiral, what is the difference between your escala-
tion factor and factors that come about because of inflation?

Admiral FAIJY. We do not have any factors for inflation except as
we can try to estimate them in advance. The only firm figure we have,
and this is in the escalation area, is tied in to the Bureau of Labor
Statistics index. We take the average of the last 10 years, and that is
one reason we get trapped in having inadequate funds even for
escalation, or an inadequate amount, because the BLS statistics for
the last 3 years have taken a big jump up.

VALIDITY OF INFLATION ESIMATE

Mr. LiPSCOMB. What is the definition of escalation factor that you
use9

Admiral ADAM. The factor that the chairman spoke of earlier, the 7%
percent, is a reservation of funds for increases in labor and material
costs from the date of contract award through its completion.

Mr. Lnwscom. Isn't that inflation?
Admiral COLWELL. It is one element of it.
Admiral ADAzR. It is one element of it, yes.
Mr. LIPscoMB. If you say that your experience has determined a 20-

percent inflation factor, how can you adequately estimate on the basis
of an escalation factor of only 7.5 percent?. What good are your
estimates?

Admiral ADAIR. We were allowed, sir, to include a reservation of 7.,
percent for escalation during the life of the contract.

Mr. LIPscoMB. From your experience that is not valid if your 20-
percent figure is actually what you have determined.

Admiral- COLWVELL. I think perhaps I could add one point to this,
Mr. Lipscomb. In addition to this escalation factor which is an annual
thing, which we are permitted to budget for, we also attempt to fore-
cast what the bid price will be, which takes in your judgment of what
the inflation factor will be.

Admiral AmA. Yes sir.
May I amplify that
Our estimate for a ship before you today includes our estimate of

the prices which will be in existence when we make the contract
award essentially a year from now. This escalation factor is the
reservation for price growth during the life of the contract.

Since our shipbuilding contracts contain an escalation provision,
that element, the escalation factor through the life of the contract of
71/ percent which in my judgment is not adequate.

Ur. SxEs. What do you think it should be.
Admiral GADDis. We requested 10 percent in this year's budget. We

are restricted to 71/2 percent.
Mr. LIPscoMB. In your escalation factor do you include poor esti-

mates and changes in design ?
Admiral GADDIS. No, sir.
Admiral ADAm. No, sir. We have within each ship several reserva-

tions. We have a reservation for escalation during the life of the
contract. We have a reservation for changes in characteristics for
future characteristic changes. We also have a reservation for engineer-
ing changes that will be invoked during the life of the contract.
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Mr. LiPscomB. I did understand from testimony during the past
2 days that you are looking at this whole picture.

Admiral COLWELL. That is correct.
Admiral FAnY. We are trying to determine how things got so far

along in some of these areas that were unanticipated. One of our prob-
lems, of course, is that back at the time we let the contracts in 1964
for these DEs, we thought we had a good biddable package and a good
estimate. It was not until we got the people working on this that we
found that we had been over optimistic. As Admiral Adair has said,
in our estimate of when we would get the Government-furnished equip-
ment turned out to be more developmental than we had realized. This
created a considerable measure of difficulty. A lot of the specifications
that were included were difficult and strange for the surface ship-
builders, even though the submarine shipbuilders had been living with
them for some time.

(Discussion off the record.)

ABNORMAL INCREASE IN SHIPBUILDING COST

Mr. MINSITALL. What is the reason, Admiral, that, the shipbuilding
costs have gone up approximately 100 percent in the last 10 years,
when you compare it with the cost of living increase for hard goods
and food and other things in this country having gone up much less
than that?

Admiral FAHY. First of all, I would like to start out by saying that
for the ordinary typ2 of construction which is not complex-it is
rather simple and straightforword-that costs have actually gone
down. As an example, the cost of fabricating the hull, the cost per ton
of steel into the hull is less now that it was 10 years ago. This is be-
cause the people are becoming more efficient and more effective in their
utilization of machines and processes in the shipyard. But when you
look at the ship as a whole, you find that the other areas, the ma-
chinery, the components, the various systems that are put into a ship
have all grown quite considerably in cost. They are more complex.
They are more difficult to assemble and to test out.

There is a lot of additional cost now to shipbuilding that was not
there before in things such as software, which was almost an unknown
term a decade ago. These have all added considerably to the cost of
the ships.

I know before the Joint Economic Committee, Admiral Rickovertestified to the fact that the costs for these military equipment had
gone up some 30, 40, 50 percent in a year, and pointed out also, as
we know from our own experience, in buying turbines and gears
for the Nimnitz that the cost now is virtually doubled, the same type
of machinery as in the case of the Enterpri8e.

SHIPYARD MODERNIZATION PROGRAM

Mr. MINSIALL. Are our shipyards, both private and Navy, auto-
mated to the fullest extent tht they can be?

Admiral FAHY. They are not automated to the fullest extent that
they can be, but they have been automated to a very considerable
extent, and this is mainly in the steel handling areas, and that is why
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the cost of assembling a ton of steel is cheaper today that it was 10
years a go.

Mr. COKEs. Are they automated to the extent that the yards in
Scandinavia and Japan are automated?

Admiral FAty. Almost. The yards in Japan are not so much auto-
mated as they are engineered. In other words , before the construction
actually takes place in Japan, a considerable amount of engineering
goes into -the layout, how the system will be put together and so on.

Mr. SIKES. What is the situation in the Scandinavian countries?
Admiral FA1IY. In the Scandinavian yards, the two big ones that

are used as big examples, there is an automation process for in effect,
extruding ships. I would like to caution all hands not to fail into the
trap of looking at these types of ships which are basically bulk
carriers, that are nothing but boxes with pointed ends, and a propul-
sion plant and comparing them to a complex warship. In fact, the
president of Arundale himself admitted that their yard works fine for
two reasons: They are confining themselves to simple ships, and they
leave the more complex-and this is his own statement-passenger
ships and warships to other yards. The second reason is that they have
a quantity which enables them then to push them through on a multiple
basis.

Mr. SIRES. What is the most modern yard in this country today?
Admiral FATTY. I would say that perhaps the West Bank of Ingles

down at Pascagoula, when completed.
Mr. Sr'Es. It was intended to be the most modern. Wasn't that the

conception?
Admiral FATTY. It was intended to be an assembly yard and it was

laid out with that in mind, that the pieces would be put together more
or less along the same lines as the Japanese and Swedes and ourselves.
This is not a new concept. We did this in World War II. These people
borrowed from our knowledge.

We were building in World War II essentially those 5,000 cargo
ships which were basically the boxlike structures like tankers are
today.

Mr. SRKES. Will the Pascagoula Yard concept give them a pricing
advantage over other yards?

Admiral FAHY. It will definitely in commercial cargo ships and
ships of that type where you are using simple structures.

Mr. SrKzs. Are any of the new automated processes which can
contribute to a reduction in cost of ship construction to be included in
your modernization program of Government yards?

Admiral FAHTY. Yes, sir. Some have already been installed. In Phil-
adelphia we have new cranes, new steel handling facilities, and a
wheelaplew,,r for automatic sandblasting and painting of flat steel as it
goes down. into the structural shops, which is more or less a common
way of automating in any year. Newport News has done this.

Mr. SIXEs. What process has not been built in the Governmentyards?Admiral FATTY. It is not planned that all of our yards would be
new construction yards. We have not gone as far as we could in Puget
Sound, for example, which is slated t6 be a new construction yard.

,I
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SHIPYARD MODERNIZATION SCHEDULE

Mr. SIXES. Why would not this be a matter of first order of priority
if it is going to represent money saving?

Admiral FAHY. It is a part of our priority and is included in the
shipyard modernization program, which is a 10-year program that
Congress has approved.

Mr. SiKEs. Why 10 years if it is a moneysaving program ? Why not
5 years? Wodit the Government make money out of the program it is
is expedited?

Admiral FAHY. The size of the program is such that we felt it might
be a little indigestible if it got too large in a year.

Mr. MINSHALL. We would have a net gain in the long haul.
Admiral FAHY. Yes, in the long haul we have a net gain.
Mr. SrXs. If you can provide any figures for the record to show

what we are talking about in long-haul savings to be gained by expe-
ditingthis modernization, would you do so?

(The information follows:)
In answer to this question, it is necessary to provide an overview as to the

magnitude, nature and purpose of shipyard modernization. The Secretary of
Defense stressed the desirability of developing a philosophy of naval shipyard
modernization emphasizing repair work (as opposed to new construction). The
Secretary of Defense endorsed the concept that approximately 80 percent of
the conversions, alterations, and repair work in any fiscal year should be accom-
plished In naval shipyards for economic and military reason,3 and that up to 20
percent of new construction authorization In any fiscal year should continue to
be assigned to naval shipyards. These new construction assignments have been
assigned to three naval shipyards, Philadelphia, Mare Islan 1, and Puget Sound.

Based upon this guidance, the Navy developed an optimum overall shipyard
modernization plan (exhibits I through IV) which was reviewed and technically
approved by the Secretary of Defense In November 1968, but the funding plan
was extended from an 8 to a 10-year proposal. The program was structured from
a determination of our facility and equipment deficiencies to meet projected
workload. All program proposals were analyzed for optimum time sequencing of
their accomplishment allowing for minimum and acceptable interference with
continued performance of work at each naval shipyard and the optimum invest-
ment impact. Exhibit II is the full value analysis of the naval shipyard modern-
ization program emphasizing the conservative "present value of future benefits
technique" and shows the program to be clearly cost effective. Extending the
program to a 10-year span does not deny the projected benefits but does extend
the amortization period. An extension of the investment plan would hazard
Navy's ability to actually overcome plant obsolescence while at the same time
gaining and maintaining the new technical capabilities needed by our modern
fleet. Decreasing the investment period below 8 years would hazard Navy's
ability to maintain the required level of work performance due to the physical
interference of construction and equipment Installation activity.

The sO ings derived from the program show a reduction In customer cost
(operating fleet) at the fiscal year 1972 project workload volume. Fiscal year
1972 projections present the clearest Indication of the workload which must
be accommodated and upon which rational savings may be forecast.

Commencing in fiscal year 1973, savings are expected to be achieved from the
immediate Implementation of shipyard modernization. Benefits of $11.2 million
will accrue during fiscal year 1973 (attached exhibits III and IV illustrate this
point). Allowing for a 3-year delay between the start of the individual invest-
ments and the gaining of a return of those investments, paylack on the total
program occurs in fiscal year 1983. (On a simple arithmetic "yield" basis, the
program amortizes itself in 7.1 years.)
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Exitirr UI.-Navship shipyard modernization program, summary of economic
benefits MdlioneShipyard modernization program investment --------------------- $992. 0

Annual direct economic benefits, $992 million program fiscal year 1972
workload level ------------------------------------------- 103.4Annual additional value of decreased turnaround ------------------- 40.0

148.4
Present value of future benefits (aggregate economic life of new invest-

ment is 20 years):
Direct benefits ----------------------------------------- 879.9
Turnaround decrease ------------------------------------ 340.4

Total ---------------------------------------------- 1,220.3
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EXHIBIT IV.-NAVAL SHIPYARD MODERNIZATION PROGRAM

In millions of dollars In billions of dollars

investment
Investment without

Total without moderniza- Total Workload Cust. WorkloadTotal investment moderniza- tion investment Benefits cost with- Cost. cost withinvestment accumula- tion accumu- Benefits Benefits accumu- accumu- Cost above outmodern- Benefits modern-Fiscal year increase lation Increase lation increase 1 rate lation lation benefits ization rate ization

1970 ----------------------------- 114.0 114.0 66.0 66.0 ----------------------- 114.0 ------------ 114.0
1972------------ ------------- 165.0 279.0 90.4 156.4 ------------------------ 279.0 ------------ 279.01972 ----------------------------- 163.0 442.0 109.3 365.7 ----------------------- 442.0 ------------- 442.01973 ....................-- ......... 133.0 575.0 66.0 331.7 11.2 11.2 575.0 11.2 563.8197----------------------------- 132.0 707.0 44.5 376.2 13.7 24.9 707.0 36.1 670.91975 ------------------------------- 111.0 818.0 83.1 459.3 18.6 43.5 818.0 79.6 738.41976 -------------------------------- 91.0 909.0 44.6 503.9 17.3 60.8 909.0 140.4 768.6
1977,/ --------------------------------- 83. 0 992. 0 31.9 535. 8 1I 8 79. 6 992. 0 220. 0 772. 0

1979 ------------------------------------------------------------------- 9.6 89.2 992.0 309.2 682.81980 . . . . . . . . . ... ........................................................................... ,; . . 98.7 992.0 407 95 4.191.......... _.-..................................................1349...513 44.
1 9 8 ... ... ... ... ..... .. : : ' : : : ... .. .. .. ... .. .. ... .. .. .. ... .. .. ... .. .. .. 1 4 3 .4 9 9 2 . 0 6 9 4 . 7 2 9 7 .3

197 -......... . ................................ 1 992.0 88.1

198 .............................. 143.4 992.0 8.5 1.5

1984 ........................ 143.4 992.0 981.5 10.5
1985 .............. ............... 143.4...........
1 9 8 6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1 4 3 .4 ------------------------.. . . . . . . . . .

t Assume benefits schedule delayed 3 years from investment

1.020 ------------------------

1.240 -------------- 1.2401.240 0.0112 1.2288
1.240 .0249 1.2151
1.240 .0435 1.1965
1.240 .0608 1.1792
1.240 .0796 1.1604
1.240 .0892 1.1508
1.240 .0987 1.1413
1.240 .1434 1.0966
1.240 .1434 1.0966
1.240 .1434 1.0966
1.240 .1434 1.0966
1.240 .1434 1.0966
1.240 .1134 1.0966
1.240 .1434 1.0966
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CONSTRUCTION COST IN NAVY VERSUS COMERCIAL YARD

Mr. ANDREWS. Admiral, is it cheaper to build the same type ship in
a Navy yard or a commercial yard?

Admiral FAiY. I would say it is cheaper. You are talking now one
of a kind.

Mr. ANDREWS. The same ship.
Admiral FAITY. On the basis of the difference in wages it would be

cheaper to build in a commercial yard, because the wages would be
in most cases less there than in a Government yard.

Mr. ADDREWS. So the commercial yards can construct cheaper than
the Navy's own yards ?

Admiral FAiTY. They do in a lot of cases.
Mr. ANDREWS. One further question: When you say 'the costs have

gone up a hundred percent in the last 10 years, you mean that a ship
that cost $100 million 10 years ago now would cost $200 million?

Admiral ADAM. Yes, sir, that is what I meant. But I meant to say
also that ship for $200 million today would have considerable more
capability than the ship for $100 million 10 years ago.

Mr. ANDREWS. That is the progress you have made.
Admiral ADAIR. Yes, sir. It is not just the doubling of price. You

are buying more capability today than you were then.
I would like to add, if I might, in some of our smaller ships and in

our smaller shipyards, that the people there, since thesw are less com-
plex ships, seem to be able to turn out the ships in good style and time
within the contract price and perhaps a little under it. So one should
not get from this that all of our shipbuilding efforts are always over
the mark.

(Discussion off the record.)

NEED FOR ImPROVEMENT IN NAVY-EDITORIAL

Mr. MINSHALL. Mr. Chairman, the Cleveland Plain Dealer, which
carries under its masthead the largest newspaper in Ohio, recently
published an editorial entitled "Navy Improvement Needed Now." I
think it is an excellent editorial. I would like very much to have the
distinguished members of the Navy which are appearing here com-
ment on it at any length they might see fit.

Admiral FAHY. Yes, sir.
(The article follows:)

[From the Plain Dealer, Tuesday, May 6, 19691

NAVY IMPROVEMENT NEEDED NOW

Insofar as the U.S, Navy is concerned, adjustment of priorities in Federal
spending cannot wait tihe end of the Vietnam war.

The unshipshape condition of the Nation's military seapower right now de-
mands more attention than it has received.

The deteriorated, dilapidated status of the fleet was detailed recently by the
seapower subcommittee. The Armed Services Committee since then has secured
some assurance from Secretary of Defense Melvin R. Laird that the Nixon ad-
ministration will pay greater attention to the Navy's needs.

That is welcome news, as is word from Cleveland's Representative William R.
Minshall, that the defense appropriations subcommittee of the House Appro-
priations Committee intends to keep the matter alive in hearings to come.

rfere Is what Members of Congress should keep in mind in continuing cov'der.
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ation of the Navy's plight: The Navy truly is so crippled by neglect that It is
ill-prepared to meet a challenge to freedom of the seas that could be presented
by a great and growing Russian Navy.

That was established clearly in ship Inspections and in hearings conducted
by the House Armed Services Seapower Subcommittee. The subcommittee's
general comparison of fleet ages Is shocking enough: 58 percent of U.S. Navy
combatant ships 20 years old or older; only 1 percent of the Soviet Navy ships
that old. But even more shocking are some of the subcommittees specific findings.
They are:

Corrosion and wornout equipment render many vessels inadequate for modern
war.

Replacement parts too frequently are unavailable because original suppliers
have halted production or gone out of business.

Modem equipment cannot be used efficiently and safely in old hulls. Inade-
quacies of space, electrical power, cooling, and refrigeration cannot be overcome.

The poor condition of ships and the additional maintenance burden imposed
on their crews has seriously affected reenlistments. Manpower shortages in the
Pacific and Atlantic Fleets total in the thousands.

The United States cannot afford further deterioration of its Navy. Already
the adverse effects of neglect are piled too high.

Restoration of the Navy to conditions of strength and readiness adequate for
the Nation's protection cannot wait. It must begin at once.

ADMIRAL FAHY'S COMMENTS

I am in general agreement with the article and specifically, that we need
to improve our Navy and that the time to begin cannot be postponed. Improve-
ments are sorely needed. However, our ships are meeting challenges to freedom
today in all of the oceans of the world, and this primarily owing to the spirit
and hard work of the men that man them and repair them.

The current fleet Is composed of about 00 ships of which 58 percent are 20
or more years of age. While there Is no definite age at which a ship ceases to
be useful, age is a primary factor leading to Increased maintenance costs and
obsolescence. Some of our older ships are no longer economical to operate, repair
and modernize, primarily because of their age. Others are approaching this state.

Rapid technological advances in naval warfare since World War II and
comparable increases in threat have required extensive modernization of exist-
ing ships and incorporation of new design features in new construction ships.
Families of new weapon systems, electronic warfare systems, command and
control systems, propulsion systems have been developed. These systems have
grown in complexity, sophistication, and cost as compared to earlier systems.
Existing ships are modernized, as feasible and practicable through the ship-
building edoversion program and the ship alteration program. Minor changes
are made by. ship alterations during regularly scheduled overhauls of several
months duration, normally at about 8- to 4-year intervals. Extensive changes
are made through ship conversions lasting one or more years depending on
the type ship and extent of the modernization.

There Is a limit, however, to modernization which is possible under the altera-
tion or conversion programs for existing ships. Some limitations in older ships
are the lack of space or volume for further growth within the hull, lack of re-
serves for adding weight without loss of stability or righting moment, lack of
electric power to accommodate new weapons and electronic systems, or prohibi-
tive costs. Costs are prohibitive when the cost of removal of older weapons or
electronic systems plus acquisition and installation costs of the new systems are
excessive with respect to ship replacement cost or the useful life expectation of
the ship after conversion. Considering these factors, ship replacement by new
construction is often more economical than piecemeal modernization, partic-
ularly for older hulls.

Since further modernization Is no longer practicable for our older ships, ship
replacement will be required if we are to maintain a fleet capability which is
responsive to the demands of U.S. national policy. We are building more capa-
bility into our new ships, therefore a one for one replacement will not be re-
quired but a large number of ship'replacenents will'be required in each of the
next several years. The shipbuilding program requested in fiscal year 1970 is the
beginning of this long range, replacement program, With the size of the fiscal
year 1970 program and an expressed resolve to continue a sizeable long range
program, the Navy hopes to encourage he shipbuilding industry to continue
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improving their capability in both physical plant facilities and manpower to
enable them to build future shipbuilding programs at least cost in time and
dollars.

We are convinced that, with your support, we can build the ships that are
needed and that your navy can continue as a champion of freedom throughout
the world. We have the men. We need the ships.

3Mr. SLAcK. The committee will come to order. M r. Minshall.

NAvY AIRCRAFT PorriNo COMPOUND PROBLEMS

Mr. MINSHALL. Before lunch, Admiral, I asked you to submit to the
committee any problems that the Navy version of the F-4 had with
the potting compound about which there was recent publicity about
the Air Force version. I would like very much to have you supply for
the record now what you have found out.

Admiral GADDIS. I would be pleased to, sir.
Navy F-4 aircraft operating in the high temperature conditions of

SEA have experienced the same reverting problem that the Air Force
has found in its electrical connector potting compound. The Navy
has chosen to replace the compound in each connector as it shows
evidence of reverting while the AF has chosen to simultaneously re-
place the compound in all connectors in each aircraft. The Navy and
Air Force have been in close cooperation in solving the problem. Both
use the same replacement compound. Since January all new F-4s de-
livered to both services by McDonnell have the replacement compound.

PROCEDURES FOR REPLACING COMPOUND

Mr. LIPSCOMB. Why has the Navy chosen to replace the compound
only on those aircraft, where evidence shows that it is reverting to
a liquid state while, at the same time, the Air Force has chosen to
replace the compound in each F-4.

Admiral GADDIS. I cannot speak for the Air Force. I certainly feel
in my experience of watching the way we check the compound and
any evidence of reversion that this is our normal operation.

We check the aircraft periodically and before every flight.
Admiral COLWELL. Mr. Lipscomb, could we take that question for

the record and ask Admiral Connolly's people to provide the answer?
Mr. LiPscoMB. Yes.
Then for the record I would also like to know what the Navy esti-

mates the replacement cost to be.
I am really interested in vhich is the least expensive way to replace

the compound, the Navy's or the Air Force's. Of course we also have.
to look at which of the procedures is the efficient way to replace the
compound taking into consideration the safety of the aircraft.

Admiral GADDIS. We will provide a comparison for cost and safety.
(The information follows :)
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Mr. LIPSCOMB. As I remember the testimony, the Air Force take a
number of aircraft out of active inventory and put it into the repair
status and then put them back into service. The way you do it you take
them one or two at a time whenever you discover the problem. Is that
correct?

Admiral COLWELL. That is the way I understand it.
Mr. LiscoIM. I would like a good answer to my question.
(The information follows:)

COST AND PROCEDURE USED

Estimates for the simultaneous replacement of the potting compound in all
connectors in the F- aircraft average approximately $65,000 per aircraft. This
figure does not include replacement of the compound in spare equipment or
equipment not installed in an aircraft.

Actual experience in the Navy indicates a cost ranging from $2,000 to $27,000
per aircraft for partial replacement of the compound. This wide spread of costs
is due to the fact that only those connectors requiring replacement of the potting
compound are reworked. Therefore, the actual cost will vary from aircraft to
aircraft on an individual basis.

It is estimated that the two approaches will ultimately arrive at the same
point for approximately the same price. That is, the Navy aircraft will get
several partial replacements while the U.S. Air Force aircraft will get one
total replacement.

The "as needed" approach was taken by the Navy In order to avoid an
overload on our naval aircraft rework facilities, to minimize downtime and
to avoid extending the pipeline.

We have no indications of any catastrophic failure or loss of aircraft asso-
ciated with reversion of the potting compound. Our experience indicates that
the breakdown of the compound is more likely to result in a loss of various
subsystems which may somewhat impair the operational capability until repair
is effected.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR POTTING COMPOUND

Mr. MINSIIALL. I am also interested to find out with reference to
the specifications for this potting compound, whether or not this
potting compound did in fact live up to the specifications.

Admiral COLWELL. We will provide that for you.
Mr. MINSHALL. Thank you.
(The information follows:)

ri'lvo types of potting compound are used in the aircraft. In internal areas
where the temperature exceeds 200* F., a compound more resistant to tempera-
ture Is used. In internal areas where the temperature is less than 2000 F.,
a compound less resistant to temperature, and therefore less expensive, is used.
The compound in question was used in the lower temperature areas and met
the specification for that use. However, operations in the high-temperature
environment of Southeast Asia have raised the internal temperatures in all
areas of the aircraft, necessitating wider usage of the more temperature resistant
compound. MINE WARFARE PATROL SHIPS

STATUS OF DESTROYER FSCORT PROGRAM

Mr. SLACK. Reprograming action fiscal year 1969-86. Remove all
but $8 million from your fiscal year 1968 DE escort ship program.
What do you propose to do with the remaining $8 million in this ac-
count?
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. Admiral FAHiy. The $8 million is made up of several items which
have already gone too far down the line to recover the money. We will
get the equipment. These are propulsion systems-termination costs
are estimated at $2,500,000.

The Mark 68 gunfire control system, the 5-inch, 54 model, 42 model
gun mount; the 114 fire control system and 'hull machinery and elec-
trical spare part items, which comes up to approximately $8 million.

Air. 6LACK. What do you propose to do with this equipment?
Admiral FAHY. It is all usable equipment at the moment. We don't

have a hull for these particular items but we can keep them as spares
and should the need arise for it we will have the system and the gun
and so forth.

Admiral COLWFLL. All of these items are standard items.
Ir. SL4cK. What is the status of your future DE escort ship pro-

gram ?
Admiral COLWELL. We do not at the moment contemplate building

any more DE's.
Mr. ANDREWS. Why not?
Admiral COLWEVLL. We think we have enough. We propose to build

three destroyer types. The smallest type and the least capable is the
DE, which we call an ocean escort, and which we expect to assign pri-
marily to duties in ASW escort, hunter-killer groups, convoy escort
and this sort of thing.

The second size will be general purpose destroyer which is exempli-
fied by the new 963 class that we are requesting this year.

The third size will be the frigate which we hope to go nuclear and
this will carry a full suit of surface-to-air missiles.

Mr. ANDREWS. So the DE is on the way out?
Admiral COLWELL. Not on the way out, but we think we have

enough of them to serve our purpose.
ir. AN.DREws. Do you or do you not plan to have any more in the

fleet in years ahead?
Admiral COLWELL. We do not plan to build any more than are now

under construction.
MAr. ANXDREWS. Tn other words, when these have completed their

useful life, that is the end of the line?
Admiral COLWrE.LL. By that time I am sure we will have taken a

whole new look at it, sir, because many of these won't even be com-
missioned until 1973.

Mr. ANDnFWS. It has been a useful little ship through the years.
Admiral COLWELL. '!he ones we have now are useful and the ones

we are currently building are more useful. They will be good ships
for the purpose. They will be around in the 21st century.

Mr. SLACK. How many do you have under construction?
Admiral CoLwELL. 45.
Mr. SLACK. Under construction?
Admiral ADAIR. Yes, sir. The first of the 46 that Admiral Colwell

spoke of has recently been delivered.
Mr. SLACK. What will be the size of the complete fleet in numbers

when these are constructed? The DE fleet?
Admiral COLWELL. The number is in the seventies. In order not to

delay, may I supply you the exact number?
Mr. SLACK. Yes.

32-845-69-pt. 3-39
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(The information follows:)
There will be a total of 77, sir. There are now in the fleet 32 of which six are

equipped with guided missiles.

STATUS OF OCEAN MINESWEEPER CONVERSION PROGRAM

Mr. SLACK. In fiscal year 1968 you began the MSO, ocean mine-
sweeper conversion program and you have been funded a total of
19 in the last 2 fiscal years. What is the status of this conversion
program?

Admiral FAirY. We presently have nine of these ships under con-
version and we plan to contract for the other 10 this summer.

Mr. SLAcx. Last year we discussed the fact that you were to have
awarded a contract in April 1968, for nine conversions in the fiscal
year 1968 program. Was this done?

Admiral ADAm. Nine MSO conversions were placed under contract.
Admiral FAHY. I am not sure it was done in April.
Mr. SLACK. When was it done?
Admiral COLWELL. May 1968.
Mr. SLACK. When are the 10 in the fiscal year 1969 program sched-

uled for conversion?
Admiral COLWELL. August 1969 is the contract date.
Mr. SLACK. Has there been any slippage in this program?
Admiral FAHY. There was slippage in awarding the contract for the

second 10 because we found that we had some difficulties with some
of the new equipment we were putting into the hull didn't quite fit
and a rearrangement was necessa m in

Mr. SLAcK. You are requestig $0.7 million in new money for 10
more in the fiscal year 1970 conversion program. Do you anticipate
any slippage in this program?

Admial FAHY. No, sir. You know, this is a rather complex program,
because virtually every one of these little minesweepers is an individual
ship. We have run into the difficulty in contracting and layout for the
conversions because they built during the Korean war at a great many
widely separated areas so there are a lot of individuals variations.
We virtually have 56 different types.

Mr. SLACx. When do you anticipate they might go under contract?
Admiral CoLWEL They are planned for the third quarter of fiscal

year 1970.
CONSTUCToN OF OCEANGOING MINESWEEPERS

Mr. SLACx. The Navy had postponed indefinitely its plans to build
new oceangoing minesweepers. What is the status of this program
at the present time ?

Admiral CoLvWL. The Navy plans are to reinstate this building
prgram. Before we can proceed with this, we are going to have to
ga acceptance by the Office of the Secretary of Defense.

Mr. LDmsoox. Admiral could you explain further what you mean
when you say reinstate the program"? Is it included in your fiscal
year 1970 program I

Admiral CoLww. We had had, in our long-range building pro-
lm, in past years, new construction; MSO's. These were not approved

Lor construction and we are now going to go back; in fact, we are
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going to go back next year and we have tentative approval from OSD
now.

Mr. LarsComm. You will have to come before this committee before
you can go ahead.

Admiral COLWELL. Yes, sir. We have none authorized at the time.
Mr. LincrmmB. Are these conversions being done all around the

country?
Admiral FAHY. They are split between the east and west coast.

At the present time, four are being done at Bethlehem Steel in Balti-
more and five at Kapalama Shipyard in Honolulu.

Mr. Lmrscoom. Are those the only two locations ?
Admiral FAHY. That is where the first nine are presently con-

tracted. We have two other real live contenders. One of them is Harbor
Boat in Long Beach, and the other is Detyens down in Charleston
who have experience in this type of work.

Mr. LrpscoMn. How large is the MSO ocean minesweeper fleet?
Admiral COLWELL. There are 63.
Mr. Lpsmoo . How large a fleet arc you programing, or planning
Admiral COLWEL. Navy long-range programs call for- - d

This is designed to be in support of a capability to make an amphibious
assault of division wing size in each ocean. The OSD approved MSO
fourth level; I believe the approved force level is -. Our current
plans are to conduct this modernization on a substantial number of the
existing MSO's. The total number is still somewhat indefinite because
it will depend on the rate at which we are able to accomplish it,
matched off against the advancing age of the hull. We will get to the
point where modernization probably will not be economical.

CONSTRUCTION OF MOTOR GUNBOATS

Mr. SrA0ir. You are requesting $1.1 million in fiscal year 1970 for
two motor gunboats for -- Navy. This is in addition to five in
the fiscal year 1968 and 1969 programs. At this time I would like to
briefly discuss prior approval reprograming action, fiscal years 1969-
72. This programing action will provide $610,000 for the procurement
of a 100-foot motor gunboat to be provided - . How many gun-
boats have we provided - up to this point I

Admiral GADDIs. This will be the 21st gunboat provided. They have
20 already.

Mr. SrACK. Will these funds provide the armament, spare parts, and
equipment required to support this gunboat ?

Admiral GDDIS. Yes, sir.
Mr. SLAcuo. How many more of these motor gunboats do we plan to

furnish to in addition to the two in the fiscal year 1970
program?

Admiral CoLwELL. At this time I am not familiar with Plans to sup-
ply any more.

Adjiral GADxs. We have no commitment beyond the 1970 program.
Mr. SIAoa. How many gunboats does the U.S. Navy have in South

Vietnam?
Admiral CoLww Do you mean U.S.-flag I
Mr. SLAvm. Yes. You may supply that for the record.
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(The information follows:)
The U.S. Navy has three U.S.-ilag gunboats li South Vietnan.

URGENCY OF CONSTRUCTION OF MOTOR GUNBOATS

Mr. SLACK. Why was this one motor gunboat previously referred to
such an urgent requirement it could not wait to be funded in fiscal
year 1970?

Admiral GADDiS. This was a requirement that developed from a
conference with the Government. We were passed the require-
ment as a fiscal 1969 requirement. We had reprograming assets and
accepted it as such. We did not question it beyond that point.

Mr. SLAcK. Can you tell the conuittee what losses of these craft
the have experienced?

Admiral COLWELL. I would have to supply that for the record. I am
not personally familiar with any. They do have an obsolescence and
aging problem, however, just as we have.

(The information follows:)
The - Navy has not lost any motor gunboats (PGM's) to date.

DIFFERENCE IN COST TO CONSTRUCT BOATS

Mr. SLACK. Why will this craft cost $610,000 when your statement
indicates the two in the fiscal year 1970 program will cost only $550,-
000 each I

Admiral GADDIS. I am sure it is a matter of contracting arrange-
ments. We would like to provide that for the record.

Admiral FAiIY. The unit cost is $555,00.
Mr. Lirsco.%m. Where is this one gunboat being built?
Captain FITZPATRicK. They are all being being built at Peterson

Builders?
Mr. LIrscouM. They have a contract for all three?
Mr. ANDREiWS. Where is that located?
Captain FrxzPArncK. In Sturgeon Bay, Wis.
Mr. ANDorws. How will they get it out?
Captain FIVZPATRICK. Through the Mississippi River.
Admiral GADDIS. It would probably then be carried overseas on

another ship. It would not go over under its own power. It is too
small.

Mr., LtkscouB. The question with regard to the difference in cost is
valid.

Admiral GADDIS. We would like to provide it for the record. It is
my recollection that this is a matter of the contract specifications for
the outfitting of the boats. In other words, you have certain spares,
such as spare en ne arts and so forth 'beyond that which is physi-
cally carried in the ship. 1 thinkthis is the reason. .

Mr. Ls comB It should apply to all three, shouldn't it?
Admiral Atwm. Not necessarily, sir. Normally, if you need a spare

engine, you nedd a spare engine if you have one ship, two ships, or
thre ships, and it is normal to aly those charges usually to the
first ship, and that is why We hav 'is lead-follow price differential
normally.

.
0
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Mr. Lipscomin. It was just pointed out, regarding your answer, that
there are already two under construction and thls'one being repro-
gramed is the tlird one.

Admiral GADDIS. Yes, sir.
ir. L'iscomB. Then it shouldn't be a lead ship?

Admiral GADDIS. No, this is not the lead ship of the class.
Mr. LTPscoxm. All right.
Admiral COLWELL. I think that was my comment about the lead

shi It was poorly taken, sir.
('ho information follows:)

SAME COST To CONSTRUCT ALL TaREE BOATS

The estimate for this third motor gunboat in the fiscal year 1969 program, was
prepared quickly during preparation of the fiscal year 1970 budget, without op-
portunity for adequate review. It is now estimated that the three motor gunboats
in fiscal year 1969 as well as the two in fiscal year 1970 can be constructed for
$555,000 each.

COST OF PC SUBMARINE CHASER

Mr. SLACK. What is the reason for our cost-sharing $1.9 million of
the fiscal year 1970 funds, for the construction of a PC submarine
chaser in

Admiral COLWELL. This again is a requirement which was laid on
the Navy, as part of the military assistance program, and the plan
is to build this ship in -- on a 50-50 cost-sharing basis.

Mr. SLACK. How many of these ships have we shared in the cost
of construction and what is the future programI

Admiral GADDIS. There is no prior program for the cost sharing of
PCS for , sir, and . This essentially is a government-to-
government agreement on a test basis.

Mr. ANDREWS. This is the one you told us the other day would be
built in

Admiral GADDIS. In ,yes sir.
Mr. SLACK. You have identifieA two motor gunboats and two LCM

landing craft as going to the - . Is this in connection with the
modernization and improvement program for the - forces?

Admiral GADDIS. Yes, sir, phase I.
Mr. SLACK. How much do we have in the SCN budget for fiscal

year 1969, and for fiscal year 1970, in support of this program by item
and cost? You may provide that for the record if you wil

(The information follows:)

IMPROVEMENT AND MODERNIZATION PROGRAM OF - NAVY

IDollars in millions]

Item Fiscal Fiscal apr

Motor iunboat (PGM) ........................................................ (1) $O.650 ................
LCM minesweepers ................................................... ( 1.280...... .
LCMMK8 ...................................................... 1.020 (2) O 3i
Repair, berthing and messing barge (non-self.propelled) (YRBM) ................. (I 2.500

5.450 .340
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Mr. SLAox. The P-1 indicates there is a $3.5 million cost-sharing
on a patrol frigate (PF). Is this also in . This is in the 1968
pro am.

You may supply that for the record.
Admiral COLWELL. I believe it is in the United States, but I would

like to make certain, air.
(The information follows:)

The fiscal year 1968 SON budget includes $3.5 million for a patrol frigate (PF)
for the . This ship is to be built in the United States on an equal share basis
between the United States and .

DETERMINATION OF WHERE PATROL CRAFT SHOULD BE BUILT

Mr. LmPom. Admiral, did you say this was a requirement that was
laid on to the Navy by military assistanceI

Admiral COLWBLL. As a part of the military assistance program. As
you will recall, sir, these used to be funded separately but now parts
of the military assistance program are included in the Navy budget.

Mr. Lnrsoox. Isn't ll of the Southeast Asia effort funded in the
Department of Defense budget now?

Admiral COLWELL. Yes, sir; I think so.
Mr. LnPsco~m. Who makes the decision that the ship should be built

in -. Was this a Navy decision or were you just told to do this?
Admiral COLWELL. It is not a Navy decision.
Admiral GADDIS. It comes to us from the International Security

Affairs Branch of OSD.
Admiral CoLwR. It comes to us from the Office of the Secretary

of Defense, but I was trying to think of a specific answer to whose
decision it is. I don't know. I will have to find out.

(CLRmK's xoT.-The following additional information was subse-
quently provided for the record.)

The decision to build the patrol frigate (PF) which Is Included in the fiscal
year 1968 SON budget was first developed by the U.S. naval advisers In
and reviewed and approved In turn by:

(1) Commander, U.S. Military Assistance Command/Joint U.S. Military
Advisory Group, --

(2) Commander in Chief, Pacific; and
(8) The Secretary of Defense.

This patrol frigate is to be built In the United States with the United States
and the - governments sharing the ship's costs equally.

Mr. LPscoMB. Do you have regular contracting procedures? Does
an American firm get to bid on this or is it just decided it would be
built in - and turned over to somebody to do?

Admiral COLWELL. It is my understanding a decision was made to
build it in - on this 50-50, cost-sharing basis. Whose decision
that was I do not know and I will have to try to find out.

Mr. LIPSCOMB. Well, do we follow any contracting procedures or do
we just give it to a firm over there ? Does the Navy follow it ? Is it in
the channel? How is it handled?

Admiral COLWEL. Admiral Fahy was just explaining to me that
major items of equipment will be sent out irom here.

They will be U.S. equipment and, of course, have had U.S. inspec-
tion. We would also expect to send a shipbuilding inspector down from
the office in SUBIC.
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May I get a more complete answer for you, sir?
Mr. Lipsos. Surely.
(The information provided the committee was classified.)

SELECTION OF CONTRACTOR

Mr. LiPSCOMB. Who picks the contractor ?
Admiral FAHY. The - are the ones building the ship so it

will be done in the - shipyard out there so I assume they do
it as a function of their Navy Department building.

Admiral COLWELL. We are not building this ship. We are simply
paying for half of it.

Admiral FAHY. We will furnish major parts of the Government
procurement.

Mr. ANDws. You were just required by the Secretary of Defense
or some higher office to fund half of the ship ?

Admiral COLWELL. We were directed to include this in our SCN
budget for this year, that is correct, sir.

MAr. LIPscomB. And we are being asked to appropriate $1.9 million?
Admiral COLWELL. Yes.
Mr. LnpscoxB. You say it is being built by - . Do you mean

has a shipyard that is going tobuild this?
Admiral COLWELL. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. It is a government shipyard?
Admiral FAHY. Yes, sir, run by the--.
Mr. LmsoMB. Did they design the ship ?
Admiral FAHY. I think we will use plans that we have available,

subchaser plans.
Mr. Lresco~m. You don't know anything about the ship-

yard capabilities?
Admiral FAHY. No, sir, except I was talking to a senior

captain last night and he says when they start building this ship, or
if they start building this ship, it is going to mean they will not be
able to do any repairs for a good year in their big shipyard. They
have another little shipyard which will have to take all the repair
work.

Mr. LiPscoMB. And this is a necessary item for the modernization
of the - forces?

Admiral GADDIS. Of the - force.
Mr. LiPSCOMB. Do we build submarine chasers, PCs, in U.S. yards?
Admiral COI.WELL. We could. We do not have any in our program.
Mr. LipscomB. Do you have any idea how much we used to build

them for nr what it would cost now to build them?
Admiral COLWELL. It has been a long time since we have built one.

I don't believe the comparison would be very meaningful.
Mr. A-NDRws. I imagine it would be cheaper over there.
Admiral COLWELL. Yes.
Mr. LiPscoikB. Providing it works.
Admiral COLWELL. Providing it works, yes, sir.
As I said earlier, Mr. Lipscomb, I will provide for the record addi-

tional information on what the administrative processes are. I am not
familiar with them. I did not expect this line of questioning. I am
sorry.
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COST OF AUXILIARIES AND CRAFT

Mr. SLACK. Your fiscal year 1970 program for "auxiliaries and craft"
totals $449.3 million. In fiscal year 1969 it was only $46.6 million. Most
of the $402.7 million increase this year is due to the account for claims
and other cost increases and to the fast deployment logistic ship. Ve
have already discussed the FDL.

You were funded one ASR submarine rescue ship in fiscal year 1967
and one in 1968 at a total cost of $32.9 million.

As of last year, the cost of these two ships increased by a total
of $24.3 million. Have you experienced further cost increases in the
construction of these two ships?

Admiral ADAm. May I supply that for the record, sir?
Mr. SLACK. Please do.
(The information follows:)

An additional increase of $4.5 million has been experienced on these two
ships. This increase was primarily associated with the Deep Dive System
for these ships.

NE.w LINE ITEMS IN BUDGET

Mr. SLACK. Admiral, your statement indicates the Navy has es-
tablished four new line items in the SON budget this year, namely,
CVAN spares, outfitting spares, post-delivery charges and SCN claims
and other cost increases. Would you briefly discuss each new line
item and the reasons therefor I Do that for the record, if you will.

(The information follows:)

DzscpRIPTo OF NEw LINE ITEMS

Enumerated below are the reasons for the establishment of the four new line
items referred to above:

1. TVAN spare.-The Navy's propulsion plant component production plan
for the three planned Nimitz class carriers was established to provide a total of
three ship-sets of nuclear reactor plants plus spares of major reactor plant
components. The advanced technology used in the Nimitz class nuclear pro-
pulsion plant involves the largest nuclear components ever manufactured for
naval vessels. The time required to manufacture these components requires
placing orders a year ahead of the next most limiting components for the ship.
To manufacture these components, specialized production lines had to be estab-
lished. Capacity was established for specific deliveries at regular intervals In
order to--

(a) meet schedules for construction of three CVAN's;
(b) have spares available to support CVAN's at fleet delivery;
(c) provide production backup during CVAN construction;
(d) achieve maximum economies through series fabrication and level

plant loadings.
The Initial funding of nuclear propulsion plant spare components was provided

In fiscal year 1969, since this was the first time In the nuclear component pro-
duction schedule where capacity was available to start work on the spares which
are critically needed as production backup for all three Nimitu class carriers.

The Navy's recommended production plan provides for advanced procurement
of nuclear components for the OVAN-70 in fiscal year 1970 along with a second
increment of $48 million for nuclear reactor plant spares.

The Department of Defense budget decisions for fiscal year 1970 ap-
proved the $48 million for nuclear spares but eliminated the advanced pro-
curement funding for C'VAN-70 with the exception that the CVAN-70 would be
fully funded in fiscal year 1971 as has been discussed In answers to earlier
questions. If the $48 million programed in fiscal year 1970 for nuclear component
spares were not provided, this would disrupt the production lines established
specifically for major Nifrtz class carrier nuclear components, Increase the cost
and delay the schedule of CVAN-70, and jeopardize the schedule of the Nimftz
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and the CVAN-69 due to eliminating production backup for the components being
manufactured for these two ships. The production lines were specifically estab-
lished by the Navy for the sole purpose of producing these special components
which are unique to the Nimitz class carrier nuclear propulsion plants; thus
delaying order placement will disrupt these production lines. If production lines
were disrupted, they would be most difficult and costly to reestablish. The vendor's
capacity could be expected to be diverted to fill orders for the current $3 billion
backlog of civilian nuclear powerplant component orders.

When funds become available at a later date, the Navy will have almost no
leverage to get back immediate production. The Navy has no leverage to require
contractors to maintain, or reestablish In a short time, groups of qualified, ex-
perienced, technical, and production personnel. These groups have taken a long
time to assemble; but because of their skil and experience, they will be quickly
reassigned to commercial work when orders for Navy components are not
available.

The civilian work to which this capacity would be diverted will also consist
of large complex components requiring 2 to 4 years for fabrication. This means
that this capacity will not be available for reassignment to Navy work when the
funds are provided at a .later date.

Failure to provide the CVAN spares funds wiU result in increased costs. These
increases are attributable to two factors; normal inflation associated with the
schedule delay, and less efficient production resulting from the production gaps
and duplicate startup costs. Since the CVAN spares will eventually have to be
procured in order to support ,the Nimimtz class carriers, it Is desirable that they
be procured now rather than later in order to avoid significant cost increases.

2. Outfitting spares.-Outfitting material includes all Government-furnished
on-board repair parts, other secondary items, equipage, and general use consuma-
bles as defined in the ship's initial allowance.

With the establishment of a new line item for outfitting, budgeting for out-
fitting on an annual basis under a leadtlme away criterion will permit an im-
provement in estimates for outfitting requirements since budgeting will take place
at a period in time considerably closer to the actual time of requirement Under
the present system, estimating outfitting requirements has become most difficult
because of the need to project these estimates considerably in advance of the time
outfitting actually takes place.

3. Post delivery.-Post delivery includes all work, including related design,
planning, and Government furnished material required for the correction of
defects and deficiencies indicated during the acceptance or underway trials or
during the shakedown period.

The same rationale to budget on an annual basis has been applied for post
delivery funds, since such funds are not required until after the ships construc-
tion period is completed.

4. SON claims and other cost 4ncrease8.-The $167 million requested under
this line item is a request for new obligational authority which will be used to
help offset the SCN program deficit. The Navy with the concurrence of the Office
of the Secretary of Defense plans to offset this increase in new obligation
authority by reducing the SCN program and programs in other Navy appro-
priations.

BREAKDOWN OF CVAN SPARES

Mr. SLACK. Would you breakdown for the record the $48 million
for CVAN spares, the $51.7 million for outfitting materiel, the $23.1
million for post-delivery, and the $167 million or claims and other
cost increases, line items, showing the construction and conversion
programs to which they apply?

Admiral COLWELL. We have this available and we will supply it.
(The information follows:)

The following is a breakdown of the information requested:
1. OVAN spare8.-The $48 million for Nimitz class nuclear propulsion plant

component spares will be used to complete one set of core containment compo-
nents and proenre additional reactivity system and reactor coolant system
components and nuclear fuel.
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2. Outfitting material.-The $51.7 million for outfitting material will be ap-
plied to the program years indicated: Dollars

Fiscal year: in millions
1962 ------- -------------------------------------- 0.090
1963 --------------------------------------------- 1.264
1964 ---------- --- ------------------------------- 7.640
1965 ----------------- ------------------------------- 12. 475
1966 ------------ ------------------------------------ 17. 015
1967 ------------------------------------------------- 9. 167
1968 ------------------------------------ --------- 4.049

Total ----- ------------------------------------- 51.700
In addition to the separate line item established for outfitting material under

budget activity 5, a separate line item in the amount of $3.7 million has also
been established under budget activity 1.

& Post deUvery.-The $23.1 million for post delivery will be applied to the
program years indicated:

Dollars
Fiscal year: in millions

194 ------------------------------------------------- 5.407
195 ------------------------------------------------ 11.449
1968 ------------------------------------------------- 4.648
1967 ------------------------------------------------- 1.074
1968 --------------------------------------------------. 524

Total ---------------------------------------------- 28.102

4. laims and other oost inoreaseo.--The $167 million will be applied to the
program years indicated: Do flare
Fiscal year: in millions

1958 ---------------------------------------------- 0.2
161 -----------------------------------------------. 6
1962 ---------------------------------------------- 6.7
19683 -------------------------------------------------- 15.4
1964 -------------------------------------------------- 35.2
1965 ------------------- ------------------------------- 47.8
196 -------------------------------------------------- 49.0
1987------------------- ----------------------------------- 4.1
1968 --------------------------------- 8.0

Total ----------------------------------------------- 167.0

ABSORPrION OF COST OVERRUNS

Mr. SLACK. With respect to the $167 million for claims and other
increases, what is the total additional cost overruns you have ab-
sorbed ? These are mentioned on page 13 of your statement. How has
this affected your SON program ?

Admiral C0LWELL. Do you want that for the record?
Mr. SLACK. Supply that for the record too.
(The information follows:)

Cancellation of the fiscal year 1968 ocean escort (DD), fiscal year 1969 de-
stroyer tender (AD) and fiscal year 1969 submarine tender (AS) will provide
$183 million required during fiscal year 1969. Selective reductions in our fiscal
year 1970 budget request in several appropriations will allow inclusion of the
$167 million required during the first half of fiscal year 1970 without increasing
the overall Navy budget in fiscal year 1970. The SON Items were deferral of two
guided missile frigates (DLG) conversions and a reduction of advance funding
for DG and ocean minesweepers (MSO).'We have deferred awarding tLe con-
tract for the fiscal year 1968 fast combat support ship (AOE), miscellaneous

.,I
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craft and support to provide $104 million if our estimate of requirements dur-
ing the latter half of fiscal year 1970 proves true.

With the exception of the DE, the requirement for these ships still exists, ac-
cordingly they will be requested in a future year program. The effect will be
later delivery of these ships to the fleet with a concurrent stretchout in the life
of ships to be retired.

RECOVERIES FROM CHANGES IN BUDGET PROCEDURES

Mr. SLACK. Your statement indicates that the outfitting material
and postdelivery changes in the budgeting procedure will allow a
one-time recovery of prior year funds to apply to the fiscal year 1970
program and to fund price increases in prior year programs. How
much were you able to recover and how was it applied?

Admiral GADDIS. The total is $237.4 million; $127.2 million is
achieved from outfitting material and $110.2 million achieved from
reductions in postdelivery charges in fiscal year 1.969 and prior years.
The detail I would add or the record at this point, sir.

Mr. SLACK. On how it was applied?
Admiral GADDIs. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

Application of assets generated by outfitting material and post delivery funding

policy change

[Dollars In millions]

1. Offset fiscal year 1970 new obligational authority requirements ------- $122.4
2. Offset to fiscal year 1968 recoupment objective of $115 million -------- 102.2
3. Source of funds for reprograming action SON 69-61 ----------------- 12.8

Total asset -------------------------------------------- 237.4

FUNDING OF OVERRUN DEFICIT

Mr. SLACK. According to your statement., several actions were or
will be taken to accommodate the actual and potential cost overruns
estimated to be in the range of $600 to $700 million. These actions will
still leave you far short of the $600 to $700 million goal, will they not?

Admiral CoLwELT,. Yes, sir.
Mr. SLACK. What plans do you have to recover the remaining

deficit?
Admiral COLWELL. We have three proposed actions. The first is to

defer the award of a contract for a new replenishment ship, an AOE.
In other words, to put that in escrow for claims which may become
due before the end of the fiscal year 1970. There are some other addi-
tional smaller items to add to that.

The second action which we propose-
Mr. SLAcK. Excuse me. Is that out of your 1968 program?
Admiral COLWELL. Yes, sir.
The second action which we propose is to introduce into the 1971

budget request a sum for SCN cost increases which parallels the one
that we have in this year's request, and then finally, we estimate there
will be in the neighborhood of $100 million still to be accounted for if
we are required to attain the outstanding recoupment objective. If
that occurs, then we would propose to put aline item in the 1972 budget
for SCN cost increases to cover that final increment.
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ORIGINAL 1070 BUDGET ESTIMATES REVISED FOR COST INCREASES

Mr. Lipscomn. Admiral, in the original budget submission in Janu-
ary this line item of claims and other cost increases of $167 million
was not in?

Admiral COLWELL. That is correct.
Mr. LPsCOMB. It came as a result of the new administration revision,

is that correct?
Admiral GADIns. Yes, sir.
Admiral COLW.LL. Well, we were in the process of making a com-

plete review of the entire SCN account because we realized we were,
if not in serious trouble, we were certainly on the edge of it.

Mr. LIPscomB. But this $167 million showed up in the budget as
revised by the Nixon administration.

Admiral CoLwELL. In the revised budget, that is correct, sir.
Mr. Lresco~m. When did you become aware of this serious deficiency?
Admiral CoLwELL. Our awareness of serious trouble goes back at

least several months. We had been attempting to cure our own troubles
by changes in the program, as you are aware, sir, with reprogramings
and cancellations of ships in order to try and get well.

In our January ship cost audit, at that time it became apparent to
us we were not going to be able to solve our own problem, even by the
very drastic changes in program which we have detailed for you in
these hearings. We have a rather extensive analysis of this entire
matter, which is one I was referring to yesterday when I contracted
to supply it for the record. It is a matter of several pages and goes
into this in depth.

Admiral ADAM. Mr. Lipscomb, in further amplification, in response
to a question Mr. Andrews asked Tuesday afternoon, I started to
respond and I said the first indication of difficulty was found essen-
tial ly a year ago. The insert in Tuesday's testimony, I believe, will
give you amplifying information on this point.

Mr. Livsco It. The picture then is that you did not try to get a line
item in the original 1970 fiscal year budget, but you were doing work
then between January and when this revised budget came up here.

When did you submit to the Office, Secretary of Defense, the report
of what you found?

Admiral G.DDIS. That was reported to the Secretary of Defense on
March 5.
,.3r. LrPscoMB. The new Secretary of Defense was able to begin
taking some sort of action or giving some kind of direction to this
soon after he took office?

Admiral GADDIS. As you can well image, there were a number of
conferences after the disclosure as to the detail, documentation, and
alternative ways of handling the overruns.

The result of that series of conferences is incorporated in the Presi-
dent's amended budget and essentially consists of solving $183 million
of the problem in fiscal 1969 through cancellation of ships, $271,000,000
of theproblem in fiscal year 1970 by a $167 million budget line item
in the fiscal year 1970 budget and cancellation of $104 million of prior
year program. Additionally, a requirement of $115 million exists in
fiscal year 1971 and $100 million in fiscal year 1972.

. , 0
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EFFECT OF COST OVERRUNS ON SHIPBUILDING PROGRAM

Mr. LIPSCOMB. One of the unfortunate things about this is that it
is showing up in your budget now at a tim,, when we already have
serious budget difficulties and this item does not buy any additional
defense for the Nation.

Admiral IADDIS. Frankly, sir, we did everything we could, in all
candor and honesty, to try to keep it from showing up at all. We
wanted to solve our own problems in our own house. Mr. Laird said,
"If you have problems, tell me," and we told him and have made a
clean breast of the whole problem.

Mr. LiPsco&:. I would rather see it come through this way, too,
rather than have you pull your shipbuilding program to pieces by
taking it out in chunks of some other programs. It might as well lie
bare on the table.

Admiral GADDIS. This was particularly difficult, sir, because during
the Vietnan period of the past 3 years we have had a very stringent.
shipbuilding program. We are cancelling large pieces of it when we
have an obvious need for an expanded shipbuilding program to replace
the overage fleet.

Mr. LIPsCoMB. When this unsound situation from the past is cleaned
up, we can probably go ahead with vigor.

Admiral GADDIS. We will supply all the vigor that you could
ask for, sir.

RECOVERED FUNDS TO BE USED IN REDUCING COST OVERRUNS

Mr. SLACK. The committee has not seen a reprograming document
reflecting the cancellation of the AD destroyer tender. How much
would you recover with this action?

Admiral GADDiS. $72.5 million, sir, and the reprograming action
will be forthcoming before the end of this fiscal year.

Mr. SLACK. Will you provide for the record a breakdown showing
how you propose to recover all the funds discussed, including the pro-
grams affected and the amounts of each?

Admiral COLWELL. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

ASSET RECOVERIES TO BE USED IN FUNDING SCN COST OVERRUNS

[in millions of dollars]

Year In which recovery made
and amount recovered

Year Fiscal year Fiscal year
programed 1969 1970

DE escort ship ................................. ....... 1968 41.6..........
AS submarine tender ........................... ........ 1969 68.7 ..............AD destroyer tender .............................................. 1969 72.5 ..............AOE fast combat support ship .............................. 1968 .............. 84.3Craft .............................................................. 1969 .............. 10. 0V rious minor csharacteristics changes ........................................................... 10.0

Totl recovorle ........................................................... 182.8 104.3
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FUNDS FOR ADVANCED CONTRACT SHIP DESIGN

Mr. SLACK. You are not requesting funds in fiscal year 1970 for ad-
vanced contract design. Does this mean this line item is being phased
out in favor of a contract-definition concept I

Admiral COLWELL. No, sir; it does not. I am informed by Admiral
Fahy that we have no requirement in 1970 for this particular line item.

Mr. SLACK. For what purposes were these funds usedI
Admiral FAHY. They were used for various contract designs and for

studies, most of which are now funded under other prgrams such
as R. & D., since the concept formulation system was inaugurated.
This is now largely paid for by the R. & D. funds. There may be a
requirement for it again in future years.

Captain FrrzPATRICK. Last year $3 million was appropriated for
this purpose; $2.3 million of that is being used for the contract design
of the high-speed submarine in preparation for bidding this ship. The
remainder of it is not required; it is budgeted as a matter of fact as an
offset against the obligational authority requested for 1970.

Mr. SLACK. How will you finance this effort in fiscal year 1970 if it
becomes necessary to do so ?

Admiral FAHY. It would be necessary to reprogram if we didn't have
sufficient funds under the R. & D. concept formulation.

SERVICE AND LANDING CRAFT

Mr. SLACK. Would you provide a list for the record showing the
service and landing craft in the fiscal year 1970 program, including
the type, number, and the cost of each?

Admiral COLWELL. We will, sir.
(The information follows:)

TYPF8 AND COST OF SERvIcE CAFT

[DolIar amounts in millions]

Type Number Unit cost Total

Large harbor tug (YTB) ........................................ 5 025 .12
Repir, berthing and messing barge (large) (YRBM(L)) ................ 4 122 .
Medium harbor tug (YTM) . a .................... ............. 3 1. 217 (L) 3.23

TotaL- ................................... ............. ................ 1.007 (F) 13.23

Landing craft:
lioLandln craft, mechanized, Mk 6(LCM-6) ........................ 40 .0665 2.66
Landing crattm.hanized. Mk 8 (LCM-8) ............................ 2 .17 .34
Landing Mrafuti lity (I.CU) ......................................... 2 f 1.495 (1)8

Landing craft penone (Urg) LCPL ............................... 31 .0555 1.72

Tol..--------- ... ....... ............................... .... 7057

H YD)ROFOIL CRAFT .

Mr. Si.&cx. List year we discussed certain hydrofoil craft such as
the 115-ton PCH-1 and the 260-ton AGEH craft with which you
were still experiencing problems. What is the current status of this
program? Provide that for the record, if you will please.
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(The information follows:)
The AGEH-1 was delivered to the Navy on March 1 of this year. It is presently

undergoing a 2-month restricted availability (RAV) at Puget Sound Naval
Shipyard to install an extensive instrumentation package. Upon completion
of RAV she will become a part of the hydrofoil special trial unit at Bremerton
where it will undergo extensive tests and trials. Although this craft has not
completely come up to our expectations, it must be remembered that as the
world's largest hydrofoil it represents the state of the art today. Quite a few
of the acceptance trial deficiencies are items that we had to determine feasible
with this one of a kind craft before considering any production procurement
of similar craft. We expect that at the end of about 2 years of trials and tests
with this craft we will have accumulated sufficient engineering data to be
able to design a much more satisfactory craft.

A similar situation was experienced with PCH-1 which has been developed
from a very unreliable craft on delivery into a very reliable test vehicle on which
we based the specifications for the two operational 60-ton hydrofoil Flag8taff
(PGH-1) and Tucumcari (PGH-2). These two craft are currently undergoing
an operational evaluation and so far they have proven to be extremely reliable
craft under the most adverse environmental conditions.

MSTS CHARTR-BUID CONTRACTS

Mr. SLAcK. The Military Sea Transportation Service, MSTS, in
recent months has entered into charter-build contracts. Will this be
a trend in future MSTS ship requirements?

Admiral GADDIS. We hope so, yes, sir.
Admiral COLWELL. We expect at least a part of their requirements

will be met by this process. It may be deemed proper to build through
the SCVN account for them but we haven't anything in this year's
program.

Mur. SLACK. Have there been any cost studies to indicate it is more
economical to acquire MSTS ships in this manner as opposed to con-
struction by the Navy?

Admiral COLWELL. There have been cost studies. The overall out-
lay of cash is greater over say a 10-year period to operate by the
charter and build system. Some of this difference in cost is offset by
discounting because we don't have our capital invested. I have seen
some estimates that when this is taken into account that over 10 years
the costs are quite comparable. I think that one would have to run this
out and get the figures for 10 years to be absolutely certain.

Mr. SLACK. You may elaborate for the record if you will, please.
(The information follows:)

A recent military sea transportation service (MSTS) study, developed a cost
comparison between obtaining nine tankers under bareboat charter hire agree-
mebt, and construction with direct appropriations. This study indicated that the
cost to MSTS for construction of nine diesel tankers under bareboat charter hire
agreement, is estimated at $218,402,179 based on level debt service over 2 years.
This cost consists of the bareboat charter contractor's investment in the tankers,
after. reducing the ship construction costs by the equity sold to other investors,
plus interest on the funds required to finance the owner's Investment, plus a fixed
fee to the owner to cover overhead and profit. The details of these costs to MSTS
are:
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Construction coat to contractor (cetima ted): 9 topkers
Shipyard cost. $118, 143, 790
Legal fees ........... 252,210
Supervision 450, 000
Financing costs .......................... 1,250.000
Interest during construction ................... 3, 53, 000
Commitment fees, late delivery ------------------------- 1,468,000

Total construction cost ---------------------------- 125, 100,000
Less equity to be sold to other investors ------------------ 22,140,000

Bareboat charter contractor's investment ---------------- 102,960,00)
Interest at 8% percent level debt service --------------- 113,206,579
Overhead and profit -------------------------------- 2,235,600

Cost to MSTS before discounting ---------------------- 218,402, 17

Discounted costs ------------------------------------ 92, 973, 807
The costs of construction by the Navy with direct appropriations, would lie

the shipyard costs of $118,143,700. Although the costs to MSTS under charter
agreement would amount to $218,402,179, the costs should be discounted over the
period of payment, in order to arrive at a fair comparison with costs of having
the ships constructed by the Navy with direct appropriations. The cost to MSTS
discounted at 10 percent over 20 years would amount to $92,973,807, which would
be less than the costs of construction by direct appropriations. The foregoing esti-
mate contemplates a bareboat charter agreement extendig 20 years. with 8.75
percent interest during the construction period and 8.5 percent interest on the
$102,960,000 funds borrowed by ti contractor to finance his investment. The
Interest of $113,206,579 is calculated on the basis that repayment of the $102.-
960,000 would be in equal monthly installments sufficient to pay the principal
and interest in 20 years.

CO MMtENDATIONS PAWt AithHRAL COwIvELT,

Mr. SLAo. Is there any further questions?
Mr. ANDREws. Mr. Chairman, before we adjourn, Admiral Colwell,

I guess this will be your last appearance before this committee.
Admiral CoLwELL. Yes sir, it will.
Mr. Aiwumws. Does it leave you with a happy note or an indefinite

note?
Admiral COLwmLL. I will retire after about 88 years of commissioned

service. I guess it is about time to go.
Mr. AN D ws How many years have you appeared before this

committee?
Admiral COLWELL. Four years.
Mr. AN;DRws. I have sat on this conmmittee for 24 years; this com-

mittee and the predecessor committee. I can truthfully say you have
be" one of the0 ost orthright and knowledgeable witnesses we hI ve
had appwir before th ommittee. You have rought with you a dis-
tinguished service record. I read in your biography where you were
a gunner officer for one of the all-time great Admirals, Bull Halsey.
Zthts be+ a pleasure to work. withyou., I speak for all committee
nmembers in telling you how much we appreciate the help you have
given this committee. We all wish for you the best of everything
when the Navy plays "Anchors Aweigh" for you.

Admiral COLWELL. Thank you, sir, That is very kind of you.
Mr. STAck. Mr. Andrews, Iconcur in your remarks about Admiral
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Colwell. He has had a distinguished Naval career and I understand
that in the last 4 years has helped the committee immeasurably.

If there are no further questions the committee will stand adjourned.

MONDAY, MAY 19, 1969.

OTHER PROCUREMENT, NAVY

WITNESSES

VICE ADM. R. L. SHIPLEY, U.S. NAVY, DEPUTY CHIEF OF NAVAL
OPERATIONS (LOGISTICS)

REAR ADM. L. SMITH, U.S. NAVY, DIRECTOR, STRATEGIC SYSTEMS
PROJECT OFFICE

REAR ADM. B. H. BIERI, U.S. NAVY, COMMANDER, NAVAL SUPPLY
SYSTEMS COMMAND

REAR ADM. F. 3. HARLFINGER, U.S. NAVY, ASSISTANT CHIEF OF
NAVAL OPERATIONS (INTELLIGENCE)

REAR ADM. X. E. RICE, U.S. NAVY, COMMANDER, NAVAL ELECTRONIC
SYSTEMS COMMAND

REAR ADM. W. C. ABHAU, U.S. NAVY, MANAGER, ASW SYSTEMS
PROJECT OFFICE

REAR ADM. W. D. GADDIS, U.S. NAVY, DIRECTOR OF BUDGET AND
REPORTS, OFFICE OF NAVY COMPTROLLER

REAR ADM. M. W. WOODS, U.S. NAVY, VICE COMMANDER, NAVAL
ORDNANCE SYSTEMS COMMAND

REAR ADM. T. R. McCLELLAN, U.S. NAVY, DEPUTY FOR PLANS,
NAVAL AIR SYSTEMS COMMAND

REAR ADM. H. S. ETTER, MC, U.S. NAVY, ASSISTANT CHIEF FOR
PLANNING AND LOGISTICS, BUREAU OF MEDICINE AND SURGERY

CAPT. W. N. FITZPATRICK, U.S. NAVY, COMPTROLLER, NAVAL SHIPS
SYSTEM COMMAND

CAPT. W. MoHENRY, U.S. NAVY, DEPUTY COMMANDER, PROGRAM-
ING AND FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

CAPT. C. F. KRICKENBERGER, JR., U.& NAVY, COMPTROLLER, NAVAL
FACILITIES ENGINEERING COMMAND

CAPT. A. LOTTERHOS, JR., U.S. NAVY, COMPTROLLER, BUREAU OF
NAVAL PERSONNEL

CAPT. W. M NICHOLSON, U.S. NAVY, PROJECT MANAGER, DEEP SUB-
MERGENCE SYSTEMS

CAPT. P. B. CROUCH, U.S. NAVY, DIRECTOR, COMPTROLLER DIVISION,
NAVAL ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS COMMAND

CAPT. W. 0. MYERS, U.S. NAVAL RESERVE, ASSISTANT FOR Rl-
SOURCE MANAGEMENT, NAVAL INTELLIGENCE COMMAND

CAPT. Z. E. AYRES, U.S. NAVY, DIRECTOR, PROGRAM DIVISION,
OFFICE OF OCEANOGRAPHER

CAPT. L S MORGAN, JR., U.S. NAVY, OVERHAUL SCHEDULE
BRANCH, OPNAV

CAPT. D. W. A3ERCROMBIE III, U.S. NAVY, DIRECTOR, ACTIVITY
SUPPORT DIVISION, OPNAV

CAPT. 3. P. TRAVERS, U.S. NAVY, ASSISTANT TO DEPUTY CHIEF OF
NAVAL OPERATIONS (LOGISTICS) FOR PROGRAMS AND BUDGETS

82-845-9---pt. 3-40
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CAPT. 3. P. VAN SICKLE, U.S. NAVY, OFFICE OF NAVAL COMMUNI-
CATIONS

G. MARSHALL, FINANCIAL PLANNING AND PROGRAMING, NAVAL
ORDNANCE SYSTEMS COMMAND

G. C. BLOOMINGBURG, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, FINANCIAL MANAGE-
MENT, NAVAL AIR SYSTEMS COMMAND

P. X WARD, BUDGET OFFICER, NAVAL FACILITIES ENGINEERING
COMMAND

3. CUBLEY, COMPTROLLER, ASW SYSTEMS PROJECT OFFICE
A. P. KENYON, ASSISTANCE FOR EDUCATION AND TRAINING, PLANS

AND POLICY, BUREAU OF NAVAL PERSONNEL
T. X. HICKEY, COMPTROLLER, BUREAU OF MEDICINE AND

SURGERY
. H. WATKINS, BUDGET ANALYST, CNO BUDGET OFFICE

G. 7. OATES, PROGRAMS AND BUDGET ASSISTANT, NAVAL COMMU-
NICATIONS COMMAND

. G. GARANT, OTHER PROCUREMENT ANALYST, OFFICE OF NAVY
COMPTROLLER

R. Z. MALONEY, OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERA-
TIONS (FLEET OPERATIONS AND READINESS)

W. N. HAGGERTY, MANPOWER AND BUDGET BRANCH, OPNAV
D3L K. A. STRAND, SCIENTIFIC ASSISTANT TO DIRECTOR, NAVAL

OBSERVATORY
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PROGRAM AND FINANCING (IN THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS)

Budget plan (amounts for procurement
actions programed) Obligations

1968 actual 1969 estimate 1970 estimate 1968 actual 1969 estimate 1910 estimate

Proram by activities:
Direc:

1. Ships support equipment .............- ----............................................
2. Communications and electronic equipmenL ................-------------------------------
3. Aviation support equipment .............................................................
4. Ordnance support equipment. ------------------------------------------------------------
5. Civil engineering support equipment. .................-----------------------------------
6. Supply support equipment.. ------------------------------------------------------------
7. Personnel and command support equipment -----------------------------------------------

Total direcL. -----------------------------------------------------------------------

Rembuable:
1. Ships support equipment.........................................................
2. Communications and electronic equipment ----------------------------------------------------
3. Aviaon support equipment. -----------------------------------------------------------------
4. Ordnance support equipment. ---------------------------------------------------------------
5. Civil engineering support equipmenL ...... ............--------------------------------------
6. Supply support equipment. .................................................................
7. Personnel and command support equipment .-------------------------------------------------

Total reimbursable ................... ------------------------------------------------------

Total. -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

287,361 550,531 540,460 254,656 555,000 534,100
314,552 384,545 316,700 376,902 370,000 303,600
832,596 820,000 713,027 870,054 782,000 621,000
649,774 798,443 620,811 597,262 790,000 606, 000
157,286 162,727 121,301 185,352 160,000 114,400
22, 800 14,642 12,919 20,565 20,000 13,500
36,780 40,499 31,175 36,249 60,000 33,400

2,301,149 2,771,387 2, 356, 393 2,341,040 2,737,000 2,235,0OO

18,270
12,281

324,825
47,696
35,934

819
215

7,000
4,800

337,000
43,500
35,000

11
115

7,082
9,019

267,036
16,150
24, 051

346

8,800
10, 200

350,000
60,000
43,000

130
100

8,300
9,700

340,000
50,000
41,000

14
2,100

. 440,040 467,112 427,426 324,461 472,230 451,114

. 2,741,189 3,238,499 2783,819 2,665,501 3,209,230 2,686,114 C7

Ri= ": and reimbursement from:
Wr funds..---------------------------------------------------------------- -438,105 -471,262 -426,076 -434,969 -415657 -4867

Trust funds.. , -............. ..... .. .......... ....... ..... ... ....... -- 6,914 -10,120 -8,120 -4,683 - 10,120 -8,120
Non-Federl sources --...-. . . . . . . . . .--------- 3,672 -730 -3,230 -3,692 -730 -3,230

iJnblipted balance available, start of year: 915124 878263 643,927
orcompletion of prior year budget plans ------------------------------------------------------------- 5,2---- 13693 --- ------5 -12 -14,263 -643,97Available to finance new budget plans ----..---------------------------------------------- --- 154,-200 -123, 693 ------------- 154,200 -- 123, 693

Reproeramin from prior year buget plans ----------- - ..--------------------------------------- -110,698 -208,000 -200,00
- i ted balance transferred from other accounts ------------------------------------------------------------ -12,280 -------------- -3,496 -12,280 --------------

Unobilgted balance available, end of year:
For completion of prior year budget plans ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 878,263 643,927 534,232
Available to finance subsequent year budget plans -------..--------------------------------- 154,200 123,693 -------------- 154,200 123,693 ............

Budget authority (appropriation) --------------------------------------------------------- 2, 336, 000 2,505,600 2, 022, 700 2, 336, 000 2,505,600

Relation of obligations to outlays:
Obligations Incurred, net. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 2,222,156
Obligated balance, start of year ------........ - ........................................-------........ 2,129,863
Obliated balance, end of year-..................................................................................... --- ------- ----------- 2,146,013

2,782, 723
2,146,013

-2, 403, 736

Outlays ----- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 2,206,006 2, 525, 000

2,022,700

2,256,088
2,403,736

-2,161,024

2,498,800

IRembursements from non-Federal sources are derived principally from cash sales to foreign governments (10 U.S. 2210).

9,6006, 300
351, 000
63, 000

2,168
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Object classification (in thousands of dollars)

1968 actual 1969 estimate 1970 estimate

Direct obligations:
Personnel compensation:

Permanent positions .......................................
Other personnel compensation ..............................

Total personnel compensation ........................
Personnel benefits: Civilian ................................
Transportation of things .......................................
Printing and reproduction ......................................
Other services ..............................................
Supplies and materials .......................................
Equipment ...................... .................

Total direct obligations ......................................
Reimbursable obligations:

Transportation of things .......................................
Other services .............................................
Supplies and materials ......................................
Equipment ...................................................

$10,681 ............................
321 ...................

11,002
853

37,811
325

437,259
1,232, 728

621,062

............... o.... .........

.o... ........................

$31,300 $33,600
340 330

569,097 521,814
1,342,278 980,540

793,985 698,716

2,341,040 2,737,000

2,172
4,968

184,046
133,275

2,290
5,430

312,992
151,518

2,235, 00

2,230
5,360

298,147
145,377

Total reimbursable obligations ................................ 324,461 472,230 451,114

Total obligations ............................................ 2,665,501 3,209,230 2,686,114

PERSONNEL SUMMARY

Total number of permanent positions ..............................
Average number of all employees .................................
Average GS grade .................................................
Average GS salary .................................................
Average salary of ungraded positions ................................

1,094 ............................
1,019 ............................
10.3

$12,227 ............................
$8,596 ............................

Mr. MAo0N. We will resume the hearing on the Navy "Other pro-

curement" program.

SIKI-NGOF oU.S.S. "Grrruto"

This is the beginning of a new workweek. May 17 was Armed Serv-
ices Day. It was a day to focus attention upon the accomplishments
of our fighting men through the years and achievements otherwise of
the military. I have before me the front page of one of the papers
dated May 17, Armed Services Day. There is a big picture and story
entitled "$50 Million A-Sub Sinks at Her Dock."

I realize the hearing this morning is not convened for the purpose
of discussing the Navy shipbuilding program, but I thought it might
not be inappropriate to mention this matter at this time.Admiral Shirley, was this in a Navy shi )yard

Admiral SHr.y. Yes, sir. This was in the naval shipyard at Val-
ljo, Calif., the Mare Island Yard, sir.

Mr. MAHoN. Therefore, the Navy inevitably has to take the respon-
sibility for this monumental goof as I see it, is that correct?

Admiral ShimiY. Yes sir.
Mr. MAHON. How in de world could a thing of this kind happen?

What is the story#
Admiral Sinqajy. The information I have is very sketchy at this

time, Mr. Chairman, but I would be happy to give you as much in-
formation as I have. It is subject to being inaccurate to some degree,
but Ithink generally it is about correct.

Th Bhi was about 94 percent complete. She was to be completed
this t4al, She did not yet have her fissionable material in her nuclear
reactor. The possibility of nuclear contamination out there -

'' 0
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Mr. M lmoN. We arce not for the moment and for the purpose of this
discussion so worried about, nuclear contamination, although this Could
have been a matter of concern; we are worried about a shoddy opera-
tion which may have contributed to this tragedy.

Admiral SIUFLRY. Yes, sir.
A worknan was adjusting the trim of the boat and was putting

water in a ballast tank. For some reason unknown at this time the
workman put, too much water in the ballast tank and she got down
too far in the bow. This placed one of the forward hatches, which was
open, below the level of the water and the ship flooded very rapidly
and went down. She sank in about 40 feet of water.

She has now been raised and although I do not have the latest
information, I believe she is in a drydock at this time. This is going
to cause about a 9- to 12-month delay in the completion of the ship
and possibly about a $2.5 to $30 million additional cost to fix the
machinery and other things that have been damaged by the water.
These estimates as to time of delay for completion ana additional
costs for refUrbishing are extremely tenuous. The Navy is not pre-
pared to quote any concrete figures at the present time.

Mr. MA-ON. Does this new submarine have the defect which you
might describe as a list to port?

Admiral Sj i i .w . I have heard of no such defect.
Mr. MAiNox. Was there something in the news media to that effect?
I think we all recognize that this is a time for a searching reexamina-

tion of our institutions and of our leadership, and it's a time when
the capabilities of the Congress and the executive branch-and this
applies very specifically to the military-are being seriously questioned.
The Supreme Court has come into very serious question, as I see it,
and properly so.

This was a most inauspicious time for the managerial and technical
ability and the commonsense qualities of the Navy to be called into
question. We will explore this further. I would like for the repre-
sentative of the office of Secretary of Defense, Mr. Douglas Sinclair,
to give this transcript to the Secretary of the Nay with the request
that we be given a full and complete explanation of this wasteful and
indefensible occurrence.

Admiral, what was your estimate as to what this might cost us as a
result of this accident?

Admiral SiIFLEY. A very rough estimate, Mr. Chairman, is be-
tween $25 and $30 million.

Mr. MA11oN. If this information is correct, that is half the cost of
the submarine. rhe submarine cost approximately $50 million, I
assume?

Admiral Siivra-:y. I don't have the cost of that submarine.

COST O, i.5.,5. "-urnARo"

Mr. MA ToN. Will you put the estimated cost in the record at this
point?

Admiral Siirix,.Y. Yes,sir.
(The information follows:)

The current estimate for the U.S.S. Guitarro (8NN-605) Is $105.7 million which
includes $20.8 million for development of an improved submarine sonar. This
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Is a detecting ranging set Sonar and has been developed for use In fiscal year
1965 and subsequent submarine programs. It has been charged to this hull as
a lead ship charge rather than spread proportionately over a number of ships
because this submarine was the lead submarine at the point In time funding
was required. Had another hull been selected for this charge, the current estimate
for SSN-665 would have been $84.9 million.

INDIVIDUAL RSPONSMlILITY AND ACCOUNTABILIIT

Mr. MAHON. I don't know what the situation may be with respect
to this incident, but in my opinion one of the ma. or defects of the
Armed Forces-the Army, Navy, Air Force, and Marine Corps-is
that when there is a big goof, or a wasteful or indefensible action that
takes place, nobody in a responsible position seems to be held account-
able. There is just a little flurry in the press and then the conunanding
officer later in some instances gets a promotion and moves on to somo
other post.

This is very disquieting. This is one reason why many of the people
are losing confidence in our Military Establishment-and they are
losing confidence in our Military Establishment, make sure of that.-
and many people are calling into question, those who deal in legisla-
tion and in funds for the military. It is just almost unheard of that a
military officer is called into question for his failure to perform suc-
cessfully. There are some exceptions but it is just almost unheard of.
It looks like to me somebody who is responsible for this loss of at least
$25 million ought to be held accountable.

To blame it on some little workman who hasn't much at stake any-
way, from the standpoint of prestige or position loss, and to free
everybody else is, in my opinion, bad.

We were talking last week about the shortcomings of the military
services and of other ortions of our Government and someone verv
properly said "Let's don't talk just about shortcomings, let's talk of
our accomplishments."

Reference was made to the great job that Admiral Raburn did as
head of the Polaris program. He was given full credit, but if an officer
is going to be given full credit for the good, why shouldn't he take the
responsibility for the bad I That is something I don't like and I think
it is something the people don't like. In fact think they are sick and
tired of it.

We have observed, through the years, incidents of this kind. We
talked about General Schriever and his great job in heading up much
of the work on the perfection of the intercontinental ballistic missile.
But those who take credit for the good must take responsibility, as I
see it, for failure. In public life, officials are called into question at
the ballot box, but there is no way for John Q. Public to get at the
military by way of punitive action as they can with people in political
life, including administrations of our executive branch.

I think there must be a reawakening of the sense of responsibility.
Too often we start a program; the man who starts it with a great
fanfare, stays there a couple of years maybe and then out he goes,
and when the flop comes, the man who really headed up the program
is off some place else and is not held accountable.

I am directing these statements not so much to you gentlemen mq I
am to the whole Defense Establishment. I wish you would make this
portion of the record available to the Secretary of Defense as I want
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to alert him to a discussion on this subject which we need to have
with him.

Admiral GADDIS. We will do that, sir.
Mr. MAHONT. We have got to try to do something to maintain and to

restore confidence in our entire Government, including the Supreme
Court and the legislative and the executive branches.

Admiral SnFLEY. I will make sure your remarks are brought to
the attention of the Chief of Naval Operations and the Secretary
of the Navy, sir.

Mr. SIKES. Mr. Chairman, this is an extremely serious matter. We
lose the services of a submarine for from 9 to 12 months. The public
is going to have to pay another big bill, $25 million for what appears to
be gross stupidity, or lack of proper supervision.

It makes absolutely no sense that some workman could do a poor
job of flooding a ballast and let a ship get entirely away from him.

It would seem that this would be something that the entire Navy
would be extremely concerned with and that very strong action would
be in process now to find out exactly what happened and to insure
that it won't happen again.

We have heard that so many times it is beginning to have a hollow
riAis;5 committee is going to have to answer for this before this week

is out and there is no easy answer for it. We keep assuring the Members
of Congress that the military officials are responsible people, that they
are doing a job that they are entrusted with and doing it in a respon-
sible way, but the fact that this submarine sank at her dock, suddenly
it gives every indication that we are wrong in what we have been
saying. I don t know any way to defend this.

I would hope, Mr. Chairman, that we will go further into this and
we will have a complete report on what happened and what is going to
be done regarding those who are nominally in charge at the respective
levels.

Mr. MAIHON. I would like to ask the clerk to place in the record at this
point the names and titles of the chain of command here. Of course,
the Chief of Naval Operations is the top man in the military part. We
must have the name of the Secretary of the Navy, and we need the name
of the top military command at this Navy yard. Let's have their names
here. They are the people who just must bear or clearly determine the
responsibility for this goof. L-t's spread it on the record.

(The list referred to follows:)
Hon. John H. Chafee, Secretary of the Navy.
Adm. Thomas H. Moorer, Chief of Naval Operations.
Adm. I. J. Oalantln, Chlef of Naval Material.
Rear Adm. E. J. Fahy, commander, Naval Ship Systems Command.
Rear Adm. N. Frankenberger, commander, San Francisco Bay Naval Shipyard.

This committee feels that a very searching study must be made of
this entire incident which we have been discussing. It shouldn't be a
whitewash; we should have all the information that is available. We
will pursue this matter further in the committee and tlirogh our own
investigators, if necessary, but I'd like to call upon the Secret arT of
Defense, the Secretary of the Navy and others to make sure that we
have all the information which is available.
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(The Navy provided the following additional statement for the
record:)

A Court of Inquiry was convened by the Chief of Naval Material to Investi.
gate all the facts and circumstances connected with the sinking and the damage
resulting therefrom, including cost. of repairs of the submarine and Its equip-
ment, and to fix Individual responsibility for the Incident. Rear Admiral Paul
L. Lacy, Jr., was appointed President of the Court, whose Investigation com-
menced on 20 May 1969. After deliberation, the Court shall submit its findings of
fact, opinions, and recommendations and will recommend administrative or
disciplinary action, as appropriate.

OTHER PROCUREMENT, NAVY

Mr. MAIIOHN. This morning we shall consider the "Other Procure-
ment, Navy" appropriation request of $2,022,700,000 in new obliga-
tional authority for fiscal year 1970. This request will support a total
direct pr gram of $2,356,393,000.

In fiscal year 1969 $2,505,600,000 was appropriated by Congress
for this purpose. The current fiscal year 1969 direct program is
$29i 113~84,000.

Admiral Shifley, the committee is pleased to have you appear again
in support of "Other Procurement, Navy," budget request. You may
proceed with your statement.

Admiral SHPEY. I will submit my biographical sketch for the
record.

(The document follows:)

VICE ADM. RALPH L. SHIFLEY, U.S. NAVY

Ralph Louis Shifley was born in Mounds, Ill., on October 26, 1910, was grad-
uated from Carlo (Ill.) High School, attended the University of Illinois for a
year, and entered the U.S. Naval Academy from his native State on June 13,
1929. Graduated and commissioned ensign on June 2, 1933, he was designated
naval aviator on November 17, *i937, and attained the rank of vice admiral,
USN, on September 1, 1967. He completed the Naval War College course In
strategy and tactics in June 1952.

During the period July 1933 to December 1936, he served at sea in the cruisers
Memphis and Astoria, and after flight training at the Naval Air Station. Pen-
sacola, Fla., served in the aviation unit of the cruiser Savannah, and subsequently
had duty as her senior aviator. At the outbreak of World War II, he was an
instructor at the Naval Air Station, Jacksonville, and after his detachment in
May 1942, was assigned successively as executive officer of the Naval Air Gun-
ners School, Hollywood, Fla., and as air gunnery training officer on the staff
of the Chief of Naval Air Operational Training.

In June 1943 he assumed command of Bombing Squadron 8, and from May
to November 1944 was commanding officer of Air Group 8, operating with Ad-
miral Mitseher's Task Forces 38 and 58. For "extraordinary heroism as pilot
of a fighter plane and commander, Air Group 8, attached to the U.S.S. Bunker
Hill. . . in the first battle of the Philippine Sea . . ." he was awarded the
Navy Cross. He was four times awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross and
three times awarded the Air Medal, and is entitled to the ribbon for the Presi-
dential Unit Citation to the U.S.S. Bunker Hill.

During the last 8 months of the war he served as superintendent of aviation
training at the Naval Air Station, Jacksonville, and in June 1947 he again went
to sen, serving successively as air officer and executive officer of the carrier
Randolph, as operations officer of the carrier Leyte, and as operations officer
on the staff of Commander Air Force, Atlantic Fleet. After completing the
Naval War College course In June 1952,, he was assigned for 2 years to the
Offie of the Chief of Naval Operations '(aircraft programs), then served as
deputy chief of staff to the commander 6th Fleet In the Mediterranean.

In Auzust 1956 he reported as commanding officer of he USS Radoeng Strait,
and in February 1957 returned to the Office of the Chief of Naval Operations.
where he served from May of that yeav until July 1958 as executive assistant

. 0
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and senior aide to the Chief of Naval Operations. He next commanded the at-
tack aircraft carrier Franklin D. Roo8evclt and in August 1959, was assigned
as assistant director of the Aviation Plans Division, Office of the Chief of Naval
Operations.

His selection for the rank of rear admiral was approved by the President iII
July 1960 and in October of that year he became director of the Aviation Plans
Division. He was Commander, Carrier Division 7 from May 1962 until April
1963 when he was assigned to the Office of the Chief of Naval Operaton-. Two
months later, on June 1, 1963, he was assigned to duty with the Chief of Naval
Material to assist in the planning for the organization of the Naval Material
Support Establishment. Upon its activation In December 1963 he was ordered
as Vice Chief of Naval Material with additional duties as Deputy Chief of Naval
Material (programs and financial management). In September 1965 he was re-
lieved of his additional duties as Deputy Chief of Naval Material, but contin-
tied his primary assignment as vice chief until August 1967. "For exceptionally
meritorious service from June 1963 to August 1967 . . ." he was awarded the
Legion of Merit.

Promoted to the rank of vice admiral on September 1, 1967, he assumend duties
as Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (logistics.)

Decoration and medals include the Navy Cross, Legion of Merit, Distinguished
Flying Cross with three gold stars, Air Medal with two gold stars, the Presi-
dential Unit Citation, and various campaign medals and ribbons.

GENERAL STATEMENT

Admiral SHIFLEY. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I
am Vice Adm. Ralph Shifley, Deputy Chief of Naval Operations for
Logistics. I welcome this opportunity to once again appear before you
to present the fiscal year 1970 "Other procurement, Navy" budget.

I will make the only formal statement on the overall appropriation.
However, the systems commanders, bureau chiefs, and project man-
agers or their representatives, are hero with me to respond in detail to
questions in their specialty areas.

This appropriation funds all major Navy procurements except
ships, aircraft, and missiles. Procurements range from quanties of
expendable ordnance, weapons systems, electronics and communica-
tions equipment to miscellaneous items such as forklift trucks, training
devices, and spare and repair pals.

The budget activity structure in this appropriation is the same as
that presented in the 1969 submission. The appropriation contains
seven budget activities: Budget activity 1 is ships support equip-
ment; 2, communications and electronics equipment; 3, aviation sup-
port equipment; 4, ordnance support equipment; 5, civil engineering
support equipment; 6, supply support equipment; and 7, personnel
and command support equipment. -

The initial fiscal year 1970 budget request for the OPN appropria-
tion, as presented in the January President's budget, was for $2 bil-
lion 271 million in new obligati;nal authority to support a total di-
rect program of $2 billion 575 million. Mr. Chairman, as you know,
the current administration has presented to Congrress a budget amend-
ment that revises downward our fiscal year 1970 budget request by
$218.3 million and our fiscal year 1969 funding levels by $30.0 mil-
lion. As I proceed through my statement I will be utilizing these
amended amounts to present our fiscal year 1970 request.

The amended budget. request for this fiscal year, 1970. is for new
obligational authority in the amount of $2 billion 23 million to sup-
port a total direct program of $2 billion 356 million. Of this, about

557 million relates to SEASIA operations. This is a decrease of
$570 million from 1969 and reflects, in general, anticipated reductions
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in activity levels and associated resource expenditure reductions fot
SEASIA operations.

The program decrease from 1969 is $415 million, significant por-
tions being the communications and electronics equipment of $68 mil.
lion and ordnance support equipment of $178 million. It is noted that
these reductions are computed from the reduced funding levels oc.
casioned by (1) the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act of 1968,
(2) necessary fiscal year 1969 SEA pro am adjustments made during
the formulation of the fiscal year 1970 budget requests, and (3) fiscal
year 1969 program adjustments contained m the current administra-
tion's budget amendment. Throughout this statement, prior year con-
parisons are made with reference to these reduced funding levels.

Now to highlights of the seven activities in the OPN Appropriation.

BUDGET ACTMTY 1--SHIPS SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

This activity finances the procurement of major shipboard com-
ponents such as hull, mechanical and electrical equipment, spares and
repair parts, replacement nuclear cores and components, deep submer-
gence equipment, small boats, and industrial production equipment
for the naval shipyards. Included also is the ship alteration program

The total request for this activity in fiscal year 1970 is $540.5 mil-
lion, a decrease of $10 million from fiscal year 1969. This decrease is
the net effect of increases and decreases in several different programs.

The scheduled number and type of nuclear powered ship overhauls
and refueling determine the requirements for replacement nuclear
cores and components. The fiscal year 1970 request of $98.5 million is
$12.5 million lower than the fiscal year 1969 level and is based on the
overhaul and refueling schedules for fiscal year 1973 and 1974.

Of primary importance is the procurement of initial and replen-
ishment spare parts to support the major items of equipment financed
under this activity. An increase of $23 million is requested for spare
part support. This increase will provide greater depth of stock levels
and will enable the Navy to greatly improve its supply responsiveness

The deep submergence program has also fluctuated significantly dur-
ing the past year. The fiscal year 1969 program has been increased by
$14.9 million from lower priority programs to finance procurement
of a new, higher priority system. The fiscal year 1970 request is $22.7
million lower than the adjusted fiscal year 1969 level.

The increase of $12.7 million over fiscal year 1969 for other sup
port equipment represents the level of effort required to sustain and
augment our planned program of shipyard modernization. Eight
naval shipyards are to be updated in the area of machine tools, indus-
trial shop equipment and technical collateral equipment. Also included
are funds to replace and improve tools and equipment at ship repair
facilities and other activities.. The request for ship alterations is $297.9 million in fiscal year 1970
which is just slightly above the fiscal year 1969 level of $291.6 million.
The request represents the minimum funding level considered nec-
essary to meet, essential mission requirements.

I J
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BUDGET ACTIVITY 2--'COMMUNIATIONS AND ELECTRONICS EQUIPMENT

This activity finances the procurement of shipboard electronics
equipment for the active fleet. Included are naval tactical data sys-
tems, detection and tracking radars, radar repeaters and indicators,
electronic countermeasures, automatic carrier landing systems, mine
avoidance and other sonars, and shipboard communications equipment.
It finances that portion of the program for antisubmarine warfare
which extends to surface ships, submarines and special shore activities
of the active fleet. It provides equipment essential for detecting, track-
ing, localizing and classifying submarines.

Communications equipment for the naval communications system,
assigned components of the defense communications system and other
selected shore facilities of the Navy are also financed under this ac-
tivity. This activity provides the equipment necessary to meet most of
the Navy's fleet communications requirements. Included also is the
procurement of special equipment in support of major shore-based
electronic systems such as Casear.

In addition, this activity finances the procurement of cryptographic
aids and devices to meet naval communications security requirements
and cryptologic equipment necessary for specialized Naval Security
Group functions.

The total fiscal year 1970 request of $316.7 million for activity 2 is
$67.8 million lower than the fiscal year 1969 program. In part this
reduction reflects completion of short-range improvement programs.

The ship electronics equipment program has been increased in fiscal
year 1969 to incorporate the $12.3 million Ship Anti-Missile Integrated
Defense (SAMID) system. The $108.3 million requested for ship elec-
tronics equipment in fiscal year 1970 is funded $17.8 million below the
level in fiscal year 1969. This level of funding will permit the con-
tinuation of the program to equip fleet ships with effective electronic
warfare capabilities.

The decrease from fiscal year 1969 of $17.4 million in the Anti-Sub-
marine Warfare programs reflects the decision to defer or diminish
the initial scope of procurement for several ASW electronic systems
originally planned for fiscal year 1970. The $41.6 million requested in
fiscal year 1970 will provide the support necessary to oppose the cur-
rent undersea threat and provide new ASW surveillance systems for
selected operational areas.

Obligational authority of $166.8 million is requested for electronics
support and cryptographic/cryptologic equipment. This is a decrease
of $32.6 million from 1969, due primarily to deferral of the special
communications program and portions of the shipboard communica-
tions equipment program until 1971. The remaining programs are
funded at approximately the 1969 level.

BUDGET ACTIVITY 3-AVIATION SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

This activity finances the procurement of all air-delivered weapons
reuired by the Navy and Marine Air Forces, except guided missiles
which are funded under the Procurement of Aircraft and Missiles,
Navy Appropriation. It also includes general support equipment for
aircraft and other weapon systems, air-launched antisubmarine war-
fare ordnance such as sonobuoys, and air electronic control equipment.
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The funds requested in fiscal year 1970 for aviation support equip.
ment total $713 million, or a net decrease of $107 million below the
fiscal year 1969 funding level.Air-launched ordnance and support equipment requirements, in-
-luding air-launched ammunition, comprise approximately two-thirds
of the fiscal year 1970 aviation support equipment budget request. Our
ammunition procurement program will provide for Southeast Asia
consumption and pipeline requirements, provide a reserve for non-
Southeast Asia forces as well as a NATO reserve, and provide for
worldwide training requirements. Although the major portion of
funds requested in fiscal year 1970 is required for continued produc-
tion of current high-usage weapons, the estimates do include funds
to accelerate production of newer weapons. Among these are the
target identification bomb MK-121 and the zero antiaircraft potential
weapon.

The fiscal year 1970 estimate for general aircraft and other support
equipment is $163.5 million, a reduction of $8.4 million below the fiscal
year 1969 program. This reduction is a result of not procuring aircraft
matting in fiscal year 1970 due to the current (sset position. The mat-

uction is partially offset by small increases in other support
programs. Two of the more significant support programs included
herein are the versatile avionics shop test (VAST) systems and the
industrial plant equipment programs. VAST is a major effort toward
standardization of test equipment and procedures for complex avionics
systems installed in Navy and Marine aircraft. The industrial plant
equipment program is required to provide necessary tools for the
overhaul an d repair of aircraft at shorebased air activities. Other items
include various training equipments, a variety of shop and test equip-
ment, catapults and landing aids, and photographic and meteorological
equipments. Spares and replenishment items are also budgeted to sup-
port the introduction of new weapons systems and to replace worn-
out items.

Funds in the amount of $52.2 million are required for expendable
sonobuoys, explosive echo ranging charges, and related support equip-
ment. These equipments are used-'by carrier and land based ASW air-
craft for the detection, classification, and localization of submarines.
The fiscal year 1970 request represents a net increase of $17.9 million
over the fiscal year 1969 level. This increase is attributed primarily
to augmented procurement of a more sophisticated sonobuoy required
to obtain the increased effectiveness we seek in all ASW aircraft.

The -funds requested in the fiscal year 1970 air electronics control
equipment budget total $21.4 million, or a decrease of $9.4 million
from the fiscal year 1969 funding level. Primarily, the net decrease
of $9.4 million reflects the transfer of $4.8 million of ground electronic
equipment installation costs to the operation and maintenance appro-
priation. The remaining $4.6 million represents a reduction in a variety
of other electronic support equipment programs. Funds in the fiscal
year 1970 request provide $5.8 million for weapons range support
equipment, $5.2 million for telemetry conversion equipment, 3.7 million
for UHF transmitters and transceivers, $2.9 million for the all-weather
carrier landing system, and $3.8 million for all miscellaneous electronic
equipment.
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BUDGET ACTIVITY 4--ORDNANCE SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

This activity provides for the procurement of all expendable ord-
nance used by the Naval Forces except for guided missiles and air-
launched munitions. Included are ship gun replacements, small arms,
and the ammunition required for this wide range of weapons. Also
included are mines, torpedoes and other explosive devices. In addi-
tion, this activity budget for all weapon systems (including guided
missile systems) for active fleet shipboard installations. It does notbudget for the weapon systems scheduled for installation i new con-
struction ships or ships undergoing major conversions. Weapon sys-
tems and equipment required for training activities and engineering
or manufacturing tests are also included. Various production and
logistic support material such as spare parts, manufacturing facilities,
training aids, and training devices are included in this activity.

The fiscal year 1970 request for ordnance support equipment is for
$620.8 million. This is $177.6 million less than the fiscal year 1969
program of $798.4 million. This decrease is attributed principally to
the decrease in planned expenditures of ship gun ammunition in
Southeast Asia. Since the Navy inventory objectives for ship gun
ammunition programs will be attained with fiscal year 1969 funding,
this request provides primarily for replacement of worldwide consump-
tion. As a result of the reduction in the fiscal year 1970 ammunition
program, it is planned to stretch out the fiscal year 1969 approved
production program into the fiscal year 1970 production year. The
advantage of this plan will be to maintain at the lowest possible level
the hot production base developed during the SEA buildup. This will
provide the ammunition production mobilization base required to
reach, in 6 months, previous SEA production levels attained during
fiscal year 1969.

Even though it is anticipated that the wear and tear on the gun sys-
tems will be much lower in calendar year 1969 than in 1968, we are
continuing the systematic program of restoration and modernization
of ship gun systems at a cost of $17.9 million in fiscal year 1969 and
$21.9 million in fiscal year 1970. This is being done to correct deficiencies
in performance, reliability, and maintainability, brought. about by ad-
vancing age and sustained combat usage during the last 2 years of the
war. This program will continue until all ship gun systems have been
restored to acceptable performance standards.

The fiscal year 1970 request of $29.1 million for the mine program
reflects a reduction of $29.8 million from the current fiscal rear 1969
program. The major portion of this reduction was realized by termi-
nating procurement of the MK-75 destructor. This action stemmed
from a reduction in SEA requirements for that device. The fiscal year
1970 budget requests $17.9 million to continue the multiyear contract
for the MK-56 mines.

The fiscal year 1970 request for surface missile system (SMS) sup-
port is $37.3 million. This is a decrease of $17.8 million from the
fiscal year 1969 program. This request includes $23.7 million to pro-
cure alteration material for the improvement of missile systems avail-
able, reliability, performance, and maintainability. Currently, there
are 80 operating ships with installed Terrier, Tartar, and Tahloes
weapon systems.
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The decrease of $17.8 million from the fiscal year 1969 program
results from the decision to forgo budgeting for additional basic
point defense surface missile systems. The fiscal year 1969 program
of $20.8 million will add 45 systems to prior procurement for a total
of 74 systems Future procurement will shift to the improved point
defense systems.

A sum of $5.7 million is required for procurement of SMS ship-
board telemetry equipment. These equipments provide for conversion
from the present VHF radio communication band to the UHF band in
accordance with an international telecommunications agreement; $3
million is requested to provide maintenance training material, services,
and equipment required to train naval personnel in the maintenance
and operation of surface missile systems. The remaining $4.9 million
is for procurement of stabilization equipment for the ships antimissile
integrated defense system, and for the procurement of AR type sur-
face target boats to provide KOMAR configured surface targets in
support of fleet training requirements

The fiscal year 1976 ASW program request for "Budget activity
4," of $225 million reflects an increase of $100 million over the fiscal
year 1969 budget. The inclusion of the torpedo MK 48 program in
the budget for $110 million is the primary reason for this increase.

Initiation of production with funds provided in fiscal year 1968 was
deferred, and the program rephased to permit more time for success-
ful completion of a comprehensive inwater test program and dem-onstration of performance-capability requirements. These tests are
now being conducted and are scheduled for completion in 1969. Initi-
ation of production following successful completion of the tests will
permit the first large procurement of the torpedo MR 48 to be sched-
uled as an integral part of the fiscal year 1970 ASW budget.

The FBM portion of this request, including spares and repair parts,
amounts to $69.9 million in fiscal year 1970. This is a decrease of $22.4
million from fiscal year 1969. The reduction reflects the procurement
of Poseidon training equipment in fiscal year 1969.

BVUDD ACMVITY 5-1VIL ENG SUPPORT EQUIvA7NT

This account funds passenger carrying vehicles, general and special
purpose automotive equipment, construction and weight handling
equipment, and other specialized types of equipment for tL Navy gen-
eral purpose forces. The other specialized equipment includes am-
phibious vehicles, combat construction support equipment, NBC
warfare defense equipment, fleet mooring, and mobile utility support
equipment.

Ile fiscal year 1970 request of $121.8 million for civil engineering
support equipment is $41.4 million less than fiscal year 1969 due
rimrily to one-time Southeast Asia procurement, accomplished inL 1 year 1969. This onetime procurement provided for the first

combat tactical zone in Vietnam a generator pool, tanker moormgs,
matting, tactical port material and desalinization barges. Included
in the fiscal year 1970 request is $57.6 million directly related to pro-curement of support equpment for Southeast Asia The remaining
$68.7 million prides for non-SEA equipment procurement or replace-
ment requirementa.
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BUDGET ACTIVITY 6-SUPPLY SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

This activity finances the procurement of material handling equip-
ment at Navy installations and certain self-propelled equipments used
aboard ships. It also finances automated material handling systems for
rapid movement of supplies at supply distribution centers, investment
type support equipment, and clothing for protection against nuclear
contamination and chemical and biological agents.

The funds requested for fiscal year 1970 amount to $12.9 million.
This reflects a net decrease of $1.7 million from the fiscal year 1969
funding level, and in general reflects deferred procurement of auto-
mated material handling systems.

BUDGET ACTIVITY 7-PERSONNEL AND COMMAND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

A total of $31.2 million in new obligational authority is requested
for personnel and command support equipment in fiscal year 1970, a
decrease of $9.3 million.

In the personnel support segment of the activity, $9.7 million is
requested for procurement of training aids and devices and general
support equipments for the Re. ar Navy and Naval Reserve train-
ing program. It includes provisions for the antisubmarine warfare,
antiair warfare, submarine, and other training support programs.

The $21.5 million for the command segment of this activity will
procure necessary replacement material for Bureau of Medicine and
Surgery and provide equipment for the hydrographic and oceano-
graphic survey programs of the Oceanographer of the Navy. It will
also provide intelligence collection equipment and nontechnical col-
lateral equipment for the operating forces and their support activities.

CONCLUSION

Mr. Chairman, two key factors which form the basis of our 1970
program are essentially the same as they were for our 1969 program.
These factors are:

First, the levels of stocks to be maintained are influenced by the
hot production base which exists today. This permits funding princi-
pally for anticipated consumption and pipeline requirements.

Second, items for modernization or replacement of present equip-
ments have been held to a minimum or deferred.

Mr. Chairman this concludes my formal statement.
Mr. MA:HoN. Thank you very much, Admiral.
Mr. Sikes has a question.
Mr. Sr s. Thaik you, Mr. Chairman.

REASON FOR HAVING U.S.S. ccNEW JERSEY" OFF KOREA

Admiral, this is not a question which should properly be addressed
to you but possibly you can throw some light on the subject.

The press accounts of the complement of the ships making up the
task force for the protection of intelligence missions off North Korea
includes the New Jerey./ I don't know whether the New Jersey ac-
tually was dispatched ith -the ships that for a time were on duty
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in the area. or not, but as a very high ranking and very able naval
officer, why would the New Jerey be made a part of such a task force?

Admiral SinrmLY. Mr. Sikes, thie New Jeriey never joined up with
the forces in close proximity to Korea. The forces were in the Sea
of Japan and later shifted around then to the Yellow Sea. The New
Jersey, which was preparing to return to the U.S. was held to be in
the arei. to the south of Japan. I would say she was delayed there to
be available to respond to take care of any contingency that might
arise, sir.

Mr. Smrs. It seems in a case of that kind the New Jersey would
have to be taken care of. She has no antiaircraft capability. She cer-
tainly wouldn't be needed against the type of ship that seized the
Pueblo. She would be an extremelv inviting target. I still wonder
about the logic of including this inviting target on a mission to which
she could contribute nothing short of punitive action against the North
Korean mainland itself.

Admiral SHiFLEY. The Neo Jer8ey would be useful, Mr. Sikes, in
two areas. First, she is without parallel in her ability to bombard
shore targets, if such were called for. She also, of course, would provide
a very fine capability to sink other ships at sea.

Insofar as her protection is concerned, if she had joined up with
the ships in the Sea of Japan, she would not have contributed signif-
icantly, if at all, to the antiair defenses of that task group. On the
other hand, I think it would be fair to say that the mere fact that she
was with the task group would not require any additional defenses for
the task group.M Mr. SIKF.S. Where is the New Jersey now ? We have investigated a
great deal in the recominissioning of the New Jer8ey and presumably,
from the standpoint of cost, we can't say that we got very much to
show for it. She did some bombardment of the Vietnamese coast, which
could have been done a lot of other ways for much less money.

Admiral SniFLxY. She is in Long Beach at the present time, sir.
She has returned from the We.tern Pacific as she has completed her
tour in Southeast Asia-

Mr. SIKES. How long was she there, 6 months?
Admiral Situ'Ly. She was there about 6 months, yes, sir.
MNr. SIKEs. For $40 million we got 6 months' use in Vietnamese

waters.
Admiral SineEY. That was .her first tour in Southeast Asia nnd

she is scheduled for additional deployment to Southeast Asia. I might
say that she was very popular with the forces ashore, particularly
the Marines there, because of the gunfire support that she provided
to them.

Mr. SixEs. All right. That isn't the subject of this hearing.

NET EXPENDITURES BY BUDGET ACTvIY

I would like to have provided for the record, for the other procure-
ment appropriation, a breakdown of the estimated expenditures in
fiscal 19I0 by budget activity showing for each activity the estimated
expenditures from fiscal 1970 appropriations and those for each of
th6 prioryear, programs.
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(The information follows:)

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY FISCAL YEAR 1970 AMENDED NET EXPENDITURES, BY PROGRAM YEAR
AND BUDGET ACTIVITY-OTHER PROCUREMENT, NAVY

[in millions of dollars]

Program year

1968 and
Budget activity Total 1970 1969 prior years

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Ships support equipment ......................... 502.8 228.2 174.6 100.0
Communications and electronic equipment............. 360. 0 32.8 197.0 130.2
Aviation support equipment .......................... 742.2 229.4 351.9 160. 9
Ordnance support equipment ........................ 670.0 142.8 330. 5 196.7
Civil engineering support equipment ................... 161.0 34.8 103.5 22.7
Supply support equipment_ _ . . ............. 17.6 2.3 6. 8 8.5
Personnel and command support equipment ............ 45.2 9.8 19.4 16.0

Total other procurement. Navy ................. 2,498.8 680.1 1,183.7 635.0

SAVINGS RESULTING FROM, CUTBACK IN 1969 PROGRAMS

Mr. SIKFS. The justifications indicate that. the fiscal year 1970 direct
budget plan will be financed in part through $123,693,000 carried for-
ward from the fiscal year 1969 program. Where did you obtain these
funds?

Admiral GADDIS. The $123.7 million, sir, results from a number of
pls and minls adjustlents in tie account during 1969. Basically it
rep~reseuts a iet of $68.2 million reduction as a result of project 693
reductions. A reprogram ing-

.n Siis. Did tile Congress over-appropriate to tills extent or was
this the result of the required redhlctls later enacted by congresss ,or was it the result of a shift in Navy prograing'

Admiral GADDIS. This represented reductions beyond those addressed
I~y the Congress, Mr. Sikes. In order to achieve the expenditure tar-
gets under 90-364.The sum of $25.5 million become available as a result of additional
re)rogramings and review of the 1969 budget during the 1970 budget
review season and the final $30 million results from a reduction in the
current budget amendment reducing the ship gun ammunition buy
in 1969. Those three items add il ) to $123.7 million.

Mr. SIKEs. How was it determined in -what. areas these reductions
could be made? Who determined it? Was it a Navy-initiated deter-
mination or was it a directed deterimination from O D?

Admiral G\ADIs. OSD provided the Navy a target, for expenditure
reductions, Sir, from the 1969 program. It was the Navy's determina-
tion as to which specific programs and the division of those programs
between! appropriations as to how that target would be achieved. These
OPN reductions resulted from that decision. They constitute a large
immber of line items which we could provide for the record if you
so desire.

Mr. SIKEq. Are these activities in areas where additional funding
will later be. required to make up for the reduction?

32-845-69--pt. 3-41
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POsS1hLE FUTURE FUND REQUIREMENTS RESULTING FROM 1909 CUTS

Admiral GADDIS. I would expect it is probable that, in a large
number of funded programs, that some of them will require replace-
ment in later years, because the justification for some of the reductions
was that these programs were not ready for obligation in 1969, sir.
Other programs were direct reductions.

Mr. NIKES. Would you provide for the record a listing of some of
those which appear most likely to require additional funding at a
later date?

Admiral GADDIS. We will do so.
(The information follows:)

PUBLIC LAW 90-364 EXPENDITURE REDUCTION IN OTHER PROCUREMENT, NAVY WHICH WILL MOST LIKELY RE-
QUIRE ADDITIONAL FUNDING IN LATER YEARS

[Dollar amounts In millions)

Computer (lease versus purchase) ------------- -$13.7 When economically feasible computer procurements
will be made on a case-by-case basis in later years.

Deferred ship overhauls ---------------------- -3. 0 These funds are those related to planned alterations
during a later overhaul.

NR-I equipment .......------------------- --. -. Fund available due to slip In delivery of ship.
Submarine batteries ------------------------ -3.0 This Is a one time reduction related to a reduo!.,n in

the safety level carried in stock.
Catapult track covers ----------------------- -2.6 Revised CVA overhaul skid schedule allowed for this

one time reduction In procurements.
Small boats ------------------------------- -3.7 This is a one time savings resulting from reduced Inv.

levels.
Shipyard modernization ...................... -4.0 Program rephased to produce reduction.
ANPN4---------------------------- -2.8 Fiscal year 1969 program for ground all-weather carrier

landing system monitor rephased.
Industrial plan equipment--------------------3.9 NARF modernization program rephased.
Training device X14AG..-.-....-......... . -1. 1 Program deferred due to requirement for further

development

Total probably requiring additional funding in 40.7lateryers.Total Public Law 90-364 reduction ...... 246.2

Mr. SIXEs. During fiscal 1969, $12,280,000 was transferred to OPN
from other accounts. Would you give us the source of these funds?

Admiral GADDIS. Those funds originated from the 1968 emergency
Southeast Asia fund, sir. It was a riprograming from the Southeast
Asia emergency fund to this appropriation in support of the ships
anti-missile Integrated Defense program.

Mr. SIKES Would this funding require replacements or additions
at a later date I

Admiral GADDis. No, sir.

UNOBLIGATED BALANCES OF ).'UNDS

Mr. SIKES. The committee notes you are making progress each year
in reducing unobligated balances and the committee is very pleased
to see this accomplishment, However, the unobligatex balances for re-
imbursable programs remain relatively high each year. 1Whyv is that,
and what is the problem in obligating these funds in a timelymanner?

Admiral GADDIS. The principal source of reimbursable program in
this account is two. First is the military assistance program and second
is the procurement by Navy as the executive agent of a large proportion
of the principal aviation ordnance for other services in Sl)oise to
Southeast Asia.

This program is done on MIPR for Army and Air Force. It consti-
tutes a requirement on the administrator to procure, sequentially, the
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cojml)otnents for this ordnance equipment, then manage the loading of
this ammunition and finally the assembly afld delivery.

'f lie process by which this is done is time consuming and our ability
to maintain our obligation schedule depends on the availability of
money. Therefore, it is an item over which we do not have the kind
of control we would, were it our own.

Mr. SIKRES. Please submit for the record a tabulation showing (a)
the unobligated balances as of the last reporting date. by budget ac-
tivity and by fiscal year; and (b) the estimated unobligatited balances
at the end of fiscal years 1969 and 1970 by budget activity.

(The information follows:)

UNOBLIGATED BALANCES

(Dollars in thousands

Actual Estimated Estimated
Mar. 31, 1969 June 30, 1969 June 30, 1970

B.A.:
1. Ships support equipment .................................... 171.506 14,966 17,626
2. Communications and electric equipment ....----------------- 243,399 35.076 33.876
3. Aviation support equipment .................................. 436.600 166, 500 173,500
4. Ordnance support equipment ................................. 383,324 156. 544 99,555
5. Civil emergency support equipment ------------------------ - 75,549 17,038 13,939
6. Supply support equipment ---------------------------------- 13.616 1,477 896
7. Personnel and communications support equipment ------------- 44,766 6.466 4.241

Subtotal direct ----------------------------------------------- 1,368, 760 398,067 343. 363
Reimbursable ---------------------------------------------- 329. C61 245.860 190. 599

Subtotal ................................................... 1,698, 421 643,927 534,232
Carry forward --------------------------------------------- 1 23.693 123.693 --------------

Total other procurement, Navy ------------------------------- 1.822,114 767,620 534,232

COMPETITIVE PROCUREMENT

Mr. SIKES. Please insert in the record a list of items in the Other
Procurement, Navy, appropriation, by budget activity, which are to
be )rocured in fiscal year 1970 on a sole-source basis, stating the rea-
son therefor, and whether the Navy plans competitive procurement at
a later date.

(The information follows:)
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P-I
line Date competitive pro-number Nomenclature Manufacturer Reason curement anticipated

Budget activity 1, ships support
equipment:

3 SSBN improvements (spray-type ITE circuit breaker Co ------------- Mod kits must be compatible with basic equipment---------------------------- No future procurementswitchboard panel mod kits). planned.32 SINS systems ------------------- Sperry Corp ----------------------- Only supplier of MK III SINS ------------------------------------------------- Do.42 Other training (oxygen generators)- Treadwell, Corp -------------------- Training equipment should be similar to equipment installed on ships ------------ Do.63 Support ship equipment --------- Lockheed Missiles & Space Corp. and It is equipment associated with DSRV ------------------------------------------ No future procurementMIT. planned.64 Salvage equipment ------------ Westinghouse ---------------------- Equipment designed and tested by Sealab and is the only type avai!able to work Do.
with this system.

66 NR-1 -------------------------- Sperry Rand Corp ------------------ Contract must be awarded to system contractor who produced original equipment_ Do.67 Technical sensor collection ......-.. Westinghouse ---------------------- Classified program. Only 1 source has produced this type of equipment ---------- Not known.79 River patrol boat -------------- Uniffite Corp .--------------------- Urgent operational requirements dictate sole-source buy at this time ------------ Future procurements will
be considered for com-
petitive award as
military considera-
tions warrant

Budget activity 2, communications and
electronic equipment:

2 NTDS -_----------------------- Hughes Aircraft Co., Collins Radio, Training requirements which must be similar to shipboard installation ----------- Partially in fiscal yearUnivac Corp., Electronic Comm. Co. 1971.18 Telemetry receiver (ivy green) --- F. & M. Systems Co ----------------- Urgent operational requirements dictate sole-source buy at this time -------------- Fiscal year 1971.20 AN-4530iULQ-6A ------------ RCA ----------------------------------- do --------------------------------------------------------------------- Not known.25 AN/WLR-6 (SSEP) ------------- Sylvania --------------------------- Sylvania only source capable of delivering required equipment ------------------ No future procurement
planned.26 O-1331/ULQ-6A ----------------- RCA ------------------------------ Urgent operational requirements dictate sole-source buy at this time -------------- Not known.27 AN/BLA-4 ---------------------- S ylvania -------------------------------- do ---------------......--------------.--------------------------------- No future procurement

33 planned.
33 AN/SLR-13 --------------------- Sco e, Inc ------------------------------ do -------------------------------------------------- p Do.
39 Shortstop ----------------------- IT ------------------------------------- do ..........--------------------------------------------- Not known.40 Seesaw II ---------------------- Magna:,ox ----------------------------- do --------------------------------------------------------------------- No future procurement

planned.
41 Threat surveillance receiver system:

a. AN/SLR-14 ------------------- American Electronics Laboratory --------- do --------------------------------------------------------------------- Do.b. IFM receiver ----------------- Blass Antenna Electronic Corp ----------- do -------------------------------------------------------------------- Not known.
42 AN/UL(6 threat reactor system:

a. Kecognizer programer -------- American Electronics Laboratory --------- do --------------------------------------------------------------------- No future procurement
planned.b. AN/ULQ-6 antenna ---------- RCA ----------------------------------- do --------------------------------------------------------------------- Do.c. AN/ULQ-6-- ----------- RCA - ------------------------ do ------------------------------------------------- Do.46 AN/SPN digitized solid state conversion Bell Aerosystems -------------- Lack of technical data for competitive award---------------------------Do.

kits.



54 AN/SQS-26 improvements ----------- EDO Corp. and General Electric ....... The prime contractors of the basic equipment are the only technically qualified Not known.
55 AN/SQS-26 rubber acoustic window.. B. F. Goodrich-- - - _ Delivery can only be met by the development contractor -------------------------- Do.58 Expendable BT's (submarine) - SIPPICAN (Francis SIPPICAN parent corporation (Francis Associates) developed this equipment using Fiscal year 1972.its own resources and holds patent rights.64 SSBN Tophat sonar --------------- Raytheon --------------------------- Raytheon only company that has adequate technical knowledge to meet required Not known.
65 delivery schedule.67 AN/BQR-15 towed array et --------- Western Electric CI .--------------- Delivery can only be met by development contractor ---------------------------- Fiscal year 1971.673 AN/BQQ- Ret III ---------------- Raytheon ----ae..........ar:........ There Is no technical data package available for competitive procurement ---------- Not known.a. Engineering service ------ Western Electric -------------------- Specialized Caesar experience and abilities, developed at Government expense, do Do.not exist elsewhere in industry.

b. Station electronics ------------ do -------------------------- No other company has experience or special knowhow to meet the requirements-- Do.c. Submarine coax cable ---- Simplex Wire & Cable Co --------- N- o other manufacturer exists ------------------------------------ Do.d. Underwater hardware ---- Western Electric -------------------- No other manufacturer with capabilities to manufacture. Also contains proprietary Do.hardware.
e. Data processor ------------ Control Data Corp ------------------- Second increment purchase. Initial procurement was competitive ----------------- No future procurements87 SG-801 ( )URC -------------- Hewlett-Packard ------------------ Lack of technical data package for competitive award ------------------- Fiscal year 1971.100 AN,.GC-100--... ---------------T eleype Corp ---------------------- Teletype Corp. has proprietary rights ------------------------------ --------- Not known.108 Lacl l msse iane ------------- -- -------------------- do -- ----------------------------------------------- Do.F3 Low-level mod kits ..----------- RCA------ do -------- --------------------- do ------------------------------.------------------------ Do.151 AN/FLR-11 on line --------------- RCA ------------------------------- source required because of technical knowow, security consideratins_"an !o future procurementlimited time required to meet operational schedules. planned.152 AN/FLR-11 off line---------------- do--------------------------- do-------------------------------------- -------------------- Do.157 AN-'GYK-3 -------------------- Burroughs Corp ------------------------- do --------------------------------------------------------------------- Do.159 N,UYK-------------------- Bunker-Ramo --- o ------------------------------------------------------------------ Do.Budget activity 3, aviation support equipment:

18 Rockeye II:a. Dispensers and bomblets -- Honeywell, Inc --------------------- Honeywell is the only producer with the technical knowledge and production capabili- Competition will be
ties necessary to meet delivery requirements initiated when quantity

requirements justi.y
second source tooling.b. Bomblet fuzes ---------------- -------- ---------- d--------------- d_---------------------------------- zi 6Do.c. MK 399 mod 0 mechanical General Time Corp--------------- General Tfime Ifs theon'y producer with the technical knowledge necssrt Do.48 ANfSPN-42T all-weather carrier Bell Aerosystems CoBdelivery requirements.48 s all-eather careC -. . Bell is the only producer with the technical knowledge necessary to meet delivery Not planned.landing system, requirements.85 MD-3 carrier tractors---------- International Harvester Co., Frank G. International Harvester designed and developed this item and holds proprietary Development!procure.Hough Division. rights over the design. Successor model planned for developmen with 1970 R. & D. ment will be completed.

93 Versatile avionics shop and test PRD Electronics, Inc .--------------- PRD Electronics designed and developed this item and suitable technical data will not Fiscal year 1972.equipment be available for competitive award until November 1970.

-- ! rr. -- V



OTHER PROCUREMENT, NAVY-PROBABLE SOLE-SOURCE PROCUREMENTS, FISCAL YEAR 1970-Continued

P-1
line Date competitive pro-

number Nomenclature Manufacturer Reason curement anticipated

109 Photographic equipment and sup-
plies:

a. EN-6 contact printer ----- Miller-Holzwarth, Inc --------------- All EN-6 color printers now in Navy use are of M-L design and manufacture. Intro- Not planned.
duction of equipment from a different manufacturer wo:,ld create serious logistics
problems.

b. EH-73 aerial color proces- Eastman Kodak Co --- ..---------- Eastman Kodak is the only producer with the technical knowledge necessary to meet Do.
sor. delivery requirements.

c. Ground combat camera, Mitchell Camera group -------------- Mitchel Camera is the only known American source for this type of equipment_.. Do.
motion picture.

120 Rewson: IOIC changes and updates. North American Rockwell, I nc -------- North American Rockwell is the prime supplier and the only one capable of handling Do.
the changes and updates to the integrated operational intelligence centers.Budget activity 4, ordnance support equipment:

25 Surface gun system fire control Ford !nstrument -------------------- Equipment to be modified is designed by the contractor who is the best qualified and Fiscal year 1971.
equipment most reliable.

26 ORDALT material, surface gun Dynell Electronics Corp -------------- The producer is the design agent of both the basic radar signal processing equipment Do.
systems. and modification of side lobe blanking.

27 ORDALT material fire control I.T.E. Imperial Corp-...----------- The developeristhedesign agentand only producerof the equipment -------------- Do.
switchboards.

41 ORDALT material, SMS --------- Sperry Univac ---------------------- The TARTAR digital computer MK 152, Mod I is procured from Sperry Univac be. Do.,
cause they are the only producer who can meet, without ,ubstantial redesign, the
requirements of the MIL-E-16400 design logistics of the naval tactical data system
interface comparability, computations and quality of available input/output (I/0)
channels.

41 ----- do ------------------- Raytheon -------------------------- Only Raytheon, the designer and sole producer of the AN/SPG-51 series radar, and the DO.'
design agent for the MK-74 fire control system, is considered to be properly qual-
ified to be the manufacturer of the signal data converter MK-72. Mod 0.

49 Torpedo MK-48 ----------------- Westinghouse ---------------- Westinghouse Electric Corp. is the sole producer and development contractor for the Fiscal year 1972.
torpedo MK-48. Documentation suitable for competitive procurement will be avail-
able in February 1971.

53 Mobile target MK-27 ------------------ do ----- ------------------- Westinghouse is developing th;s special target concurrent with the torpe:1 MK-48 Fiscal year 1972.
development Documentation suitable for competitive procuremet will be avail-
able in February 1971.

54 Mobile target MK-30 ----------- Northrup -------------------------- Procurement of this item Is scheduled for fiscal year 1970 only and is sole source No plan.
because of inadequate documentation.

57 Torpedo MK-48 fire control and Librascope ------------------ _----- Librascope is the sole developer and manufacturer of all modification kits procured Do.
launcher. by the Navy for MK-48 application. Sole-source procurement is required because

of the complexity of the equipment, the rigid reliability requirements and the
necessity for standardization and interchangeability of parts

62 Torpedo MK-48 fire control train- - do --------------------------------- do ----------------------------------.----.------.--------------- Do.,
iag equipment.



76 Spares and repair paois, initial Lockheed Missiles & Space Corp.;replenishment Sperry Rand Corp.: Westinghouse;
General Electric Corp.; Interstate
Electronics Corp.

78 Initial training ------------------ General Electric Corp.; Sperry Rand
Corp.

79 Refresher training ------------- General Electric Corp.; Sperry Rand
Corp.; Westinghouse; LockheedMissille & Space Corp.

80 Training equipment alterations . do.......--------- do ...... . .

81 598 class overhaul ------------- Sperry Rand Corp; General Electric
Corp.; Westinghouse; Loakheed
Missiles & Space Corp.82 608 class overhaul ------------- General Electric Corp -----------.--

83 Test instrumentation equipment... Interstate Electronics Corp ------------

84 Alteration equipment ----------- Sperry Rand Corp; General Electric
Corp; Lockheed Missile & Space
Corp; Westinghouse.85 Maintenance and support equip- Lockheed Missile & Space Corp;ment. General Electric Corp; Sperry Rand
Corp, Westinghouse.86 Test and training equipment ---- Westinghouse; Lockheed Missile &
Space Corp.

These manufacturers are the designers, developers, and producers of the FBM sub-
systems. They possess unique technical capabilities to produce, assemble, and
ship spare and repair parts required to attain and maintain supply effectiveness.The cost of qualifying competitive sources is high compared to the procurementvalue.

Equipment for training is procured in the same configuration as the tactical equip-ment installed on SSBNs. To assure realistic training the equipment must beprocured from the same sources that are engaged in the design, development andmanufacture of Poseidon tactical hardware, in order to meet CNO-approved RFr(ready-for-training) dates. GE and Sperry are the only sources with technicalknowledge. Complete design disclosure packages were not procured because ofhigh cost,
Installation and checkout of tactical training equipment must be accomplished by theproducers of the hardware. No other contractors have the specialized technicalknowledge.
Alterations to training equipments must be accomplished by the hardware manu-facturers. No other firms have the specialized technical know-how.These equipment producers are the only sources with the depth of specialized tech-nical knowledge required to meet overhaul schedules within shipyard availabilitydates.
GE is the only source with specialized technical knowledge required for the advancepreparation for installation of the fire control subsystem for the 608 class SSBN.I EC is the designer, developer, and producer of the test instrumentation equipment,and is the only capable source. Complete design disclosure packages were notprocured because of high costs.
These are the designers, developers, and producers of FBM susbsystem equipments;they are the only sources with the specialized technical knowledge required todesign, produce, and install these alterations.
As designers, developers, and producers of the FBM subsystem, these manufacturersare the only sources of the specialized technical knowledge necessary to accuratelyand rapidly diagnose and repair subsystem equipment,These corporations are the designers, developers, and manufacturers of the materialexpended during tests and training. They aire tho nnl ..... ;w*, . ....

Budget activity 5, civil engineering knowledge required to produce theleqipment. . " ..... wIu, U,= Wnnasupport equipment:
71 Items under =,000 each (DeepFreeze):

a. Flammable store building..- H. H. Robertson -------------------- Only company interested in bidding, thus has developed into sole source; each year
some buildings are put on bid with same results.b. Commercial transportation _..d------------do -------------------------------- building.

C. Utilities/grounds mainte- -----.do ------------------------------- donance buildings.d. Geodesic dome ---------- Temcor Inc ------------------------ Only company with capability to produce dome to rigid specs necessary -------------e. D-8 tractor ------------ Caterpillar Co --------------- Standardization on equipment and spares necessary to simplify operation and
maintenance.f. D-4 tractor ------------- d----- o ----------------------------------- do ...............................................g. D330A generator- -. ..--------- do ---------------------------------- do .........................-_-......... - --.....................h. D333 engine ------------------ do --------------------------------- do ..........-----------------------------------------i. T ra n s m is s io n - - - - - - - - - - ------d o ---- -------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - d o -- --------j. Prime mover ------------- Kelsey Hayes -------------------------- :do ---------- ":------------------------------ _-------------

Not known.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Not known.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.2

Do.

Do.

Do.
Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.



OTHER PROCUREMENT, NAVY-PROBABLE SOLE-SOURCE PROCUREMENTS, FISCAL YEAR 1970-Continued

P-i
line Date competitive pro-

number Nomenclature Manufacturer Reason curement anticipated

123 Mobile utility support equipment: A. G. Schoonmaker, Inc ------------ Equipment to be utilized in SEA and in order to provide logistics support standard- Fiscal year 1971.
1.500-kw. diesel driven power Izatlon of types required.
plant.

124 Specialized equipment:
(a) Automatic telephone Automatic Electric Co ----------- Equipment from other suppliers is not interchangeable with existing equipment bays Not known.

switching equipment. or racks.
(b) Voice frequency amplifiers Lenhurt Electric Co --------------- do ------------------------------------------------------------------- Do.

and signal units.
3 Budget activity 6, supply support equip- Clark Equipment Co --------------. To assure standardization and interchangeability of parts on equipment used in Fiscal year 1970.

ment: Forklift trucks. research operations at advanced naval bases in Antarctica.
Budget activity 7, personnel and com-

mand support equipment:
1 Periscope system for SSN/SSBN Austin Electronics ------------------ Austin has developed the only operable periscope simulator: therefore, it is most Additional peris-ope sys-

attack center, practical that they provide this system. teams, when required,
could possibly be
awarded competitively
if other manufacturers
develop capability.

7 AN/SQS-26 sonar capability for de- Honeywell ---------------------- Since Honeywell built the basic device 14A2. they possess the documentation neces- Possible that future pro-
veloping 14A2 series trainer. sary to interace the AN/SQS-26 sonar with the 14A2. curements may be com-

petitive if other manu-
facturers develop capa-
bility.

8 Deve'oping X14A6, coordinated ASW Lockheed Electronics ---------------- The vast X14A6 complex was constructed by Lockheed and they are the only manu- (4).
tactics trainer (configuration revi- facturer who could make the configuration revision.
sion).

26 Intelligence Command support equip- Various --------------------------- (3) ------------------------------------------------------------------------- (4).
ment items less than $500,000 each.

' This is the only manufacturer with the required specialized knowledge and technical capability procurement The items to be procured are of a scientific and technical nature produced by various
since he originally produced the prime equipment. manufacturers. The reasons for sole-source procurement are one-of-a-kind systems previously

2 The construction program will continue at approximately the same level through fiscal year 1974 developed by source, research, and development cycle involving only source of manufacturer, and
and the equipment program as long as Navy has the responsibility for logistic support in Antarctia. add-on item to existing equipment made by same manufacturer to insure compatibility.

3 Approximately 50 percent of the $5,200,000 requested for this line item will be used in sole-source 4 Not available.
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Mr. SIKES. What percentage of the items, funded under this appro-
priation account and having a value of $10,000 or more, are procured
on a competitive basis?

(The matter referred to follows:)
Statistics on Navy contracts are not compiled by appropriation. However, it is

estimated that the extent of competition in the "Other procurement, Navy" appro-
priation compares favorably with overall Navy contract statistics. The percent of
total Navy contracts (dollar value) of $10,000 or more awarded competitively for
fiscal years 193-68 follows:
Fiscal year: Percent

1963 ------------------------------------------------- 33.2
1964 -------------------------------------------------- 31.1
1965 -------------------------------------------------- 3.1
1960 -------------------------------------------------- 33.3
1967 -------------------------------------------------- 30.4
1968 -------------------------------------------------- 28.0

TYPES OF CONTRACTS

Mr. SIKEs. Based on the DD form 350, how many contracts were
awarded in fiscal year 1968 for all OPN procurement, and what was
the value of these contracts?

(The information follows:)
The DD form 350 is used to report data on procurement actions of $10,000 or

more processed by Navy contracting offices. The DD form 350 report does not
identify the contract funding source by appropriation or identify contracts exe-
cuted by Navy for other DOD components. Consequently, information on contracts
classified by appropriation cannot be obtained from DD form 350 reports. There-
fore, responses to certain of the questions on "Other procurement, Navy" con-
tracts must reflect data on total contracts processed regardless of appropriation
or DOD component. The alternative 'to reporting data on all contracts processed
would be the manual compilation of the requested data from approximately
45,000 contractual documents, located at various Navy contracting offices.

In fiscal year 1968 there were 45,797 contractual actions (new contracts plus
contract amendments) of $10,000 or more totaling $12 billion processed by Navy
contracting offices.

Mr. SIKES. How many letter contracts were awarded in fiscal year
1968 and what was the total value of these letter contracts?

(The matter referred to follows:)
During fiscal year 1908 there were 371 letter contracts issued by Navy. The

total dollars obligated under letter contracts during fiscal year 196S was $3.725,-
893.000. This amount includes funds obligated during 1968 under existing letter
contracts issued prior to fiscal year 1968.

"Other procurement, Navy" fiscal year 1968 letter contract awards (91 con-
tracts) with a value of $296,900,000 are included In the above total.

Mr. Si.KEs. How many fixed price contracts were awarded sole
source in fiscal year 1968 in number and value, and how does this com-
pare with the number and value of fixed price contracts awarded as a
result of competition?

(The matter referred to follows:)
Information on total procurement actions processed by Navy contracting

offices is reported because statistics on contractual actions are not compiled by
appropriation.

In fiscal year 1968 there were 17,455 firm fixed price contractual actions (new
contracts plus contract modifications) totaling $3.738,597.000 ill which only one
source was solicited. This included 459 actions totaling $94.962.000 classified as
follow-on awards to contracts previously based on price competition. It also in-
cluded 890 actions totaling $1.102.056,000 classified as follow-on awards to con-
tracts previously based on design or technical competition.
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During fiscal year 1968 there were 17,451 contractual actions (new contracts
plus contract modifications) totaling $2,884,881,000 which were awarded as price
or design or technical competitive.

Mr. SIKES. How many cost-plus-fixed-fee contracts were awarded in
fiscal year 1968 in number and value?

(The matter referred to follows:)
Information on total procurement actions processed by Navy contracting offices

Is reported because statistics on contractual actions are not compiled by
appropriation.

In fiscal year 1968 there were 3,363 contractual actions (new contracts plus
contract modifications) awarded on the basis of cost-plus-fixed fee for a total
of $852 million.

Additionally, in fiscal year 1968 there were 135 contractual actions (new con-
tracts plus contract modifications) awarded on the basis of cost-plus-award fee
for a total of $333 million.

Mr. SIxEs. Based on procurement contracts of $10,000 or more in
value, what has been the trend in the percentage of awards oil a com-
petitive basis for the past 7 fiscal years

(The matter referred to follows:)
Information on total procurement actions processed by Navy contracting

offices is reported because statistics on contractual actions are not compiled by
appropriation.

For the past 6 fiscal years the percentage of competitive awards over $10,000
has been as follows:
Fisxal year: Percent

1963 --------------------------- 33.2
1964 --------------------------------------------------- 31.1
1965 --------------------------------------------------- 37.1
1966 --------------------------------------------------- 33.3
1967 --------------------------------------------------- 30.4
1968 --------------------------------------------------- 28.6

NoTz.-Data for fiscal year 1962 is not available.

Mr. SI ES. How many contract modifications were awarded in fiscal
year 1968 and what was the total value of these modifications?

(The matter referred to follows:)
Information on total procurement actions processed by Navy contracting

offices is reported because statistics on contractual actions are not compiled by
appropriation.

In fiscal year 1968 there were 13,340 contract modifications for a net total of
$4,932,197,000. This amount includes additional procurements of end items
accomplished by modifications to existing contracts.

RECOI!PMENTS

Mr. SI Km. The recoupment objective for 1968 was $160 million.
In fiscal year 1969 it was $200 million. Were you able to meet these
goals?

Admiral G.DDrIS. The 1968 recoupment was met, sir, but not com-
pletely out of prior year programs. Approximately $80 million was
met from prior year programs and the balance was met, by cancellation
of fiscal 1968 programs. The fiscal 1969 recoupmient, which is due by
the end of this fiscal year, has not been achieved as yet. I would note,
sir, that we have achieved some $59 million of the required amount
from prior year funds. We anticipate the possibility of another $50
million by the end of the year. This, unfortunately, leaves about $100
million to be mp~de up by program cancellation if we cannot achieve
it in any other way.
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Mr. SIKES. Do you expect to do this, to cancel prograins in order
to inake this objective?

Admiral GADDIS. We will avoid it if at. all possible, but it. requires
program cancellation if we can find no other way.

MNr. SIKES. It appears you are very far rem ove from accomplish-
ing the desired figure. You have a. little more than a, month to go.

Admiral GADDIS. Our problem, sir, is that we iave had so many
downward program adjustments in this appropriation, as a result
of changes in Southeast Asia program, and fiscal actions at all levels,
that it, is difficult to lind further financial adjustments that. will not
hurt programs.

Mr. SIK,:S. Was the $200 million objective an unrealistic one? Is
that the problem?

Admical GADDIS. It, is my perSnal opinion that it was, sir.
It possibly could have ben achieved had we not had the other

financial adjustments in the 1969 period.
ft. Sii's. What, is the recoupment objective for fiscal year 1970?

Admiral C-ADDIS. $200 million.
Mr. SIKLg. Does this mean it is also unrealistic?
Admiral GaD)IS. I feel so on the basis of the already reduced pro-

gram for fiscal year 1970, sir.
Mr. Liesco.B. How much of the total fiscal year 1970 program is

in direct. support of combat, operations in Southeast Asia?
Admiral irfiiEy. $557 million, sir.

SUPPORT OF FREE WORLD FORCES

.Mr. LIPSCOMB. How much is in support of free world forces?
Admiral GADDIS. A total in this account, sir, of $4,203,000.

MODERNIZATION OF VIETNAMESE ARMED FORCES

'Mr. Lipscorm. IIow much is in fiscal year 1970 budget to modernize
and improve the Repulic of Vietnam Armred Forces?

Admiral GADi~s. A)out, $354,000.
Mr. Lisco'M. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

SHIPS SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

Mr. SIKES. Under ships Support equipment, the fiscal year 1970
program is $540.5 million, which is $10 million less than last year's
program. The second largest category within this budget activity in
terms of funds programed is shiib)ard components. me program
totals $215.6 million. Under SSBN support equipment, how many
Polaris suibs are sledtled for overhaul (luring tlhis budget period?

I'L.RIS S'iiM.\Ri xE suPOir EQUIPMENT

('aptaill FrZP.\iRI('K. Mr. Clairinat, there is no Polaris overhaul
scheduled for fiscal vear 197).

Mr. SIv:s. Wlat. i- included in the $1.3 million for SSBN overhaul
pool ?

Cal)tain FIITztvrrIci. h'lle overhaul 1pool program is a pool program
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which is intended to reduce the length of time that the FBN subna-
rines are in overhaul, by having on hand a complete ship set, of hull,
mechanical and electrical components, which if they had to be over-
hauled and put back during the ship overhaul, would be in the critical
path of the submarine overhaul as far as time is concerned.

The program here is to have comparable items which can be plt
aboard the submarine when the like items are removed and subse-
quently overhauled and placed back in the pool for subsequent use.

Mr.'SIKEs. How does this differ from the SSBN improvements
ca tego ry ?

Captaiii Frrzi-'mitwici. The SSBN i nproveent l)rogram, sir, is to
procure equip)ments for purposess of altering or modernizing the sl)-
marines in certain specific areas.

Mr. DAVIS. Mr. Chairman, apparently from the statement that has
been made here there is a 3- to 4-year leadtime for replacement of
nuclear cores and components, is that correct?

Captain FITZPATRICK. In case of nuclear core and components; yes.

SPARES ANI) REPAIR PARTS

Mr. SIKES. IUnder .pares and repair parts, provide for the record
a tabulation of the $52.1 million for spares and repair parts, showing
the ships for which replenishment and initial spares are required.

(The information follows:)
The procurement of these spares and repair parts is for the suplrt of hull,

meelinnical, and electrical components installed on all active fleet ships.

(CLERKIS NoTrm: No further supporting detail had been provided
at time of printing.)

Mr. SIKES. The fiscal 1970 request for spares and repair parts is
a significant increase over last year. Are we going to bring ouir supply
system to acceptable levels in l year?

Captain FrrzI'Xvr'iCK. No, sir; we are not. This is a significant in-
crease for these aporopriatitn purchase spares. The attempt liere is
to get us back ilp to a more accel)talble level than we have been at,
sir. Our responliveless in these secondary spares has been very, very
low in the past year (lue to underfunding in fiscal 1969.

Admiral G.mis. Mr. Chairman, the 1970 level is approximately
the average of 1967 anid the 1968 level; 1969 was down significantly
from those levels.

roTrm, VALUE Oi St.ARES AND IEPA1R PARTS PIIOCUREMENTS

Mr. STIKES. I would like to have for the record a tabulation show-
ing the total value of spares anid repair parts by fiscal year since
fiscal 1965.

(The information follows:)

The total ralue of proctrcment. for spares and repair parts since' fiscal year
.965 is as follows

Fiscal year: In millions
1 -------------------------------------------- $10.
1966 ------------------------------------------------------- 29.0
1967 ------------------------------------------------------- ;3.4
1968 ------------------------------------------------------- 50.0
19 ------------------------------------------------------- 29.1
1970 ------------------------------------------------------- 52.1
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iUL, ,.ACIINEIRY ANID EL E'rit, A L, MAIT ''XANT ElQUIM.NT

Mr. SmiES. Viider tile title "11i ll, mancliinery, amln eletriiual uaiii-
tenance equipllent," youtr justification )ook iildi,.ates a reoiiireiieiit
of $9.7 million, an inicrease of $1.8 iill io v Oer last year. lhe 1-1 do)es
pot support the justitication, it, lists only one item totaling S100,0(01,
line item 23 oil page 12. Is the remainIin g $9.6 million iinchided in tlhe
sum of $14.4 million for items umider $"iOoU0 eacll, line item 47, page
13?

Captain FrrzPATi iK. Yes, sir. That is where the rest of it is.
Mr. SIXES. Line item 24, the air compressor, costs only about. $47,000

each. Why is this not included in the line item No. 47 grouping.+
Admiral SIIFLEY. May I take that, please? You will -notice that was

over the threshold in fiscal year 1968 so we had to have two line items
in there. It would have indicated there was no further procurenuent.
Rather than do that, we put it up there although it is under $Sf,-0,0.

SI1P ALTI, ALvION" EQUIPMENT

Mr. SIKES. Under "Alterations," you are buying $3.3 million worth
of submarine silencing equipment, 11 type 18 periscopes at a total cost
of $4.6 million, and the 1,275 ('atapult' track covers at a total ,."Ost of
$4.1 million. Is all this equipnment to be used for shi ) alteration? .

Captain Fr'ZPATIUCK. Yes, sir, it is.
Mr. Smlims. When are the slips sclleduled for altercations for wlieh

this equipment is requested ?
Cal)tain FITZPATRICK. Largely in fiscal 1971-72, sir.
Mr. Smi ns. There is a need to acquire it now ?
Captain FITZPATRICK. We must pur'lhase the equipment, now in or(ler

to have it available when the ships are available for overhaul.
Mr. Si:s. Iler the deep submergence program, the fiscal 1970

estimate totals $27.4 million. You are requestilng $6.7 million for sup-
port ship equipment. What. is this equipment and on what ships will it
be used ?

Captain NichOLsoN. This equipment falls into three categories,
spares for the range ship IX501, range support equipment for installa-
tion on the range at San Ciemente Island in support of I)SRV test-
ing, and maintenance and checkout equipment for the DSRV's 1
and 2. 1

SuB.mMIIE Rr:sCur. PROGRAM

Mr. SIKES. I would like to have a discussion of the submarine rescue
program, and I would like to know how many ships you propose
to build, and how they will operate during submarine disa Sters-such as
we exl)erienced with the Thre.J1er an( ,Seorpon.

I believe it would be best that the witness tell us generally of the
progress we are making in this field, what, changes, if any, are being
built into the submarine rescue prograin at this time, and "then a more
detailed statement for the record.

Captain NiciOLSON. Yes, sir.
At the present time the program actually underway consists of the

first two rescue vessels themselves; two submarine rescue ships, kSR's
which are under construction, and two mother submarines which are
being built with a provision for carrying the DSRV. The first, DSRV
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rescue vessel itself is within about 1 month of being ready to roll out
at Lockheed completely assembled and ready for test. It will have
about a year of test program, leading to a trial mating with the sub-
marine i.n about September 1970. It will be ready for complete fleet
test and evaluation in the fall or winter of 1971. The second vessel is
about 3 months behind the first one. The ASR's-the submarine rescue
ships which will work with these-are due to be delivered in the same
timeframe as the rescue vessel test; in other words, late 1971. So the
comp)lete system, the ASR-DSRV combination, can be fleet tested at
that time. The mother submarines are intended-and here I should
shift to the operational concept-the operational concept is that the
DSRV's, which are small craft about 50 feet long, be maintained in a
stateside rescue home port. They are air transl)ortable and they woI1I(l
be flown to a scene of need.

At that point they would be mated with either the ASR or a mother
submarine, configured specially to carry it. The intent is that there
I'ea muimber of fleet submarines so there will be a probability of one of
those submarines being deployed in any area where you might use it.
The aretis of training, like New London, where you have a lot of train-
ing operations, are the most likely areas for a disaster to occur. They
wotild have the ASR assigned on a permanent basis. It would be there
at all times. In forward areas you would rely on the mother submarine.
We are in short supply on mother submarine conversions. The total
program calls-at least our goal not currently approved-for six
DSRV's to provide three rescue unit home ports. It calls for 10 ASR's.
This is currently under discussion. That number, I believe, will be re-
duced. The current best estimate is that five is a minimum acceptable
long-range number of ASR's, to allow for overhaul cycles, deployment
cycles, and complete coverage of the three rescue unit home ports.

Regarding final programing of rescue mother submarines, our
estimates indicate that 24 is almut the minimum acceptable number.
This must be programed into normal overhauls and into new
construction.

At the present. time we do not have sufficient of these in the schedule.
This is a matter of budgetary limitations. I do not think that we will
attain that goal in the time the DSRV's will become available.

I might sum this up by saying that by the fall of 1970 we will have
an inteim marginal capability to react to an emergency, consisting
of two DSRV's, vhich will not have completed their total test program,
but which should have by that time actually performed a mate at sea
and demonstrated a capability. We will ha've one mother sub in each
ocean.

In the fall of 1971 we will fill in with one ASR submarine rescue
shi) in each ocean.

Mr. S[iES. Wlhat capability will they possess? What is it that they
will be able to accomplish in the way of submarine rescue? In neither
the case of the Thresher nor the Scorpon-let me ask the question
this way-would this new capability which you are developing have
been of any value in the instance of'either th'e Thresher or Sorpionl

Captain"XICtiLso-N. No, sir; in neither case would this system
have worked.

Mr. SIRES. These are the two most recent. What calbility will the
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suhi)iarine rescue vessels ha\,e? What can they do to be helpful during
an emergency ,

Captain Nicnoisox. They are )redicated, Mr. Sikes, on being able
to rescue personnel in any submarine that gets into trouble in water
not deeper than 2,000 feet.

Mr. SIKES. Our present capability for rescue is limited to what
depth?

Captain NiciioLsoN. 850 feet..
Mr. SIKES. You are extending the state of the art two and a half

times?
Captain XNiciioso.N. Yes, sir. The 850 feet is quite marginal. It

depends on l mooring an ASR in a fixed position in that depth of
water which requires excellent weather and good conditions.

Mr. SIKES. What do you actually mean when you say you are ex-
tending.the depth of 2',000 feet. What does that mean in terms of
waters in which submarines operate? Isn't that a rather minimal
additional capability when you consider that most of the waters in
which submarines operate would be more than 2,0(i0 feet deep?

Captain NIcHor so.N. Yes, sir; except our most likely areas for acci-
dents to occur-it is in the approaches to harbors and training areas
where the water is within this depth.

Mr. SIKE S. You feel this is a significant improvement?
Captain NicomOLSON. Yes, sir. Experience tells us there have been a

number of cases in which collisions have occurred in this kind of water
and fortunately the submarines did not go down but they could just
as well have goone. lWe were fortunate to escape.

There have been a couple of occasions where they have actually hit
the bottom and accidents have occurred which could have left that
submarine disabled in that location. We were lucky that it did not
happen.

The DSRV could respond to that type of emergency.
Mr. SIKES. The committee applauds the efforts being made to mini-

mize the danger of loss of life and ships such as we have undergone.
Now will you tell us something about the steps that have been taken
since the two disasters, the Thresher and the Scorpimn. to prevent a
recurrence of that type of a loss which obviously cannot be improved
by the construction of the rescue vessels?

Captain NICHOLSON. Mr. Sikes, I cannot answer that question. That
is in the operational area.

Mr. Si x.s. Is there anyone here who can, Admiral? I realize this is
not within your sphere of responsibility but it can be helpful to the
record if we have more information on it.

SUBMARINE SAFETY

Admiral SHIFLEY. I can talk generally. As a result of the Thresher
accident a number of things which have been done to improve the
safety of submarines. Insofar as the Sco7wion is concerned, we have
never gotten any definitive information as to what caused that and
therefore we cannot say we have done anything as a result of that, sir.
I can provide for the record more details on the submarine safety pro-
gram that came about as a result of the Thresher accident.

Mr. SIKES. If yOU will.
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(The information follows:) ,

SUBMARINE SAFETY PROGRAM

AREAS OF IMPROVEMENT

The areas of improvement, associated with the submarine safety improvement
program, fall Into the following general categories:

(i) Certification (f critical piping systems by a review of the adequacy of
design. criteria, fabrication techniques, inspection procedures, and materials used
in the sea wacer, higher pressure air hydraulic, and oxygen systems. This in-
eludes the increased use of welded joints, application of newly developed ultra-
sonic techniques to determine the adequacy of slverbrazed joints, radiograiliy
of castings, elimination of unsatisfactory types of aluminum bronze, and more
reliable flexible piping connections.

(b) Certification of the hull boundary of deep diving submarines for a1deqIpacy
In regard to design, fabrication materials, and Inspection.

(c) Improvement of the flooding control and recovery capability by providing
the ability to secure sea valves quickly and by increasing the ability to blow
main ballast tanks.

(d) Reduction of the amount of pressurized sea water piping within the ship
by provision of nonpressurized cooling, flushing, and fuel oil compensation sys-
tems. This includes the elimination of nonessential sea water piping such as sonle
continuous venting .ystems.

(e) Improvement in the ability to resist damage by protection of electrical
equipment, provision of more reliable hydraulic control systems, and other
changes.

(f) Increased crew training and a thorough assessment by the submarine
force commanders of the readiness of the crew to safely operate their subma-
rine. Upon successful completion of dock trials, fast cruise, and ewv examina-
tions the force commander certifies that the crew Is considered capable to take
the submarine to sea. This process is a requirement for every submarine follow-
ing each shipyard overhaul or extended upkeep whether or not the shil) has been
mechanically certified.

(W) Until a submarine Is certified SUB-SAFE it is limited to a reduced oper-
ating depth. After eomiletion of SUB-SAFE certification the submarine is
thorized to operate to Its test depth.

(h) The Naval Ship Systems Command has increased its audit activity of
submarine shipbuilding activities to Insure adherence to specifications for sub-
marine building, overhaul, and repair.

(1) Studies to develop submarine operating procedures which maximize re-
covery possibilities under various damage control situations have been com-
pleted and distributed to Individual submarines.

(J) The Submarine Safety Center, responsible for analysis of events and de-
velopments which pertain to submarine safety, and timely dissemination of such
information, was established. The Submarine Safety Center has recently been In-
corporated into the Navy Safety Center.

PROGRESS TO DATE

(a) 0. & 31.. N/OPN-Seven SS's. six SSBN's, and six SSN's have been cer-
tifled to date. One KSN is scheduled to he certified by the end of fiscal year 1969.
Two additional SSN's are scheduled to be certified during fiscal year 1970.
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To be certified To be certified
by end of fiscal in fiscal year

Certified to date, 0. & M., NIOPN year 1969 (OPN) 1970 (OPN)

SS 564 .................................................................... SSM 575 SSN 584
SS 567 .................................................................... SSN 590
SS 568 ....................................................................
SS 576 ....................................................................
SS 580 ....................................................................
SS 581 ....................................................................
SS 582 ....................................................................
SSBN 601 ..................................................................
SSEIN 602 ..................................................................
SSE, 608 ..................................................................
SS E N 6 10 -------------------------------------------------------------------
SSEN 61' ..................................................................
SSEN 618 ..................................................................
SSrv 578 ...................................................................S S IN 579 --------------------------- ----------------------------------------
S S N 583 -------- ---- ------ ------------------------- -- ------- -------- -------
S S N 58 7 ---- ---- ------ ---- -- -------------- ------ -- -- -- -------..------. .....
SSN 588 ...................................................................
SSN 597 .................................................................

(b) SCN-15 SSN's and 12 SSBN's have been certified to date. One AGSS, two
SSN' , and one 1,1SS are scheduled to lie certified during the remainder of fiscal
year 1969. Eight additional SSN's are scheduled to be certified during fiscal year
1970.

To be certified by end fiscal year 1969 To be certified in fiscal year 1970
Certified to date (SCN) (SCN) (SCN)

SSBN 640 AGSS 555 SSN 646
SSBN 641 SSN 667 SSN 652
SSBN 642 SSN 671 SSN 6651
SSBN 643 LPSS 574 SSN 666
SSBN 644 SSN 668
SSBN 645 SSN 669
SSBN 654 SSN 670
SSBN 655 SSN 673
SSBN 656
SSBN 657
SSBN 658
SSBN 659
SSN 613
SSN 614
SSN 615
SSN 637
SSN 638
SS;A 639
SSN 648
SSN 649
SSN 650
SSN 651
SSN 653
SSN 661
SSN 662
SSN 663
SSN 664

l It is probable that this submarine will slip to a subsequent fiscal year.

(a) OPN-During the period fiscal year 1971 through fiscal year 1979 It is
planned to certify three additional SS's, 12 additional SSN's and 14 additional
SNHN's.

(b) SCN-During the period fiscal year 1971 through fiscal year 1979 it Is
planned to certify 18 additional SSN's and iiine additional SSBN's.

82-84--69-pt. 8- 42
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To be certified during fiscal year 1971-fiscal year 1979 To be certified during fiscal year 1971-fiscal year 1979
(OPN) (SCN)

SS 563 ....................... SSBN 598 SSN 606 SSN 684
SS 565 .................... SSBN 599 SSN 647 SSN 685
SS566 ................... SSBN 600 SSN 660 SSN 686
SSN 571 ...... ......... SSBN 609 SSN 672 SSN 687
SSN 585 .................... SSBM 627 SSN 674 SSBN 616
SSN 591 ..................... SSBN 628 SSN 675 SSBN 617
SSN 592 ..................... SSBN 629 SSN 676 SSBN 619
SSN 594 ..................... SSBN 630 SSN 677 SSBN 620
SSN 595 ..................... SSBN 631 SSN 678 SSBN 622
SSN 596 .................. SSBN 632 SSN 679 SSBN 623
SSN 603 ..................... SSBN 633 SSN 680 SSBN 624
SSN 604 ..................... SSBN 634 SSN 681 SSBN 625
SSN 605 ..................... SSBN 635 SSN 682 SSBN 626
SSN 607 ..................... SSBN 636 SSN 683
SSN 612 .....................
SSN 621 .....................

0. & M.N./OPN COST OF SUBMARINE SAFETY BY FISCAL YEAR

(Estimate) (Estimate)
Ship type 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970

AGSS ................... 3 .6 .4 ................................. ..............
LPSS .............................. ............................................... .............
SS .................... 6.4 6.3 13.6 9.5 1.1 .......... .............
SSN ................... 4.7 20.2 17.0 16.2 7.2 14.2 13.9
SSBN................. 15.0 25.9 34.3 26.7 .4 2.9 ..........

Total 0. M.N.
(OPN beginning
fiscal year 1968). 26.4 53.1 65.3 52.4 8.7 17.1 13.9

5E,\R('I[ SON.All FOll St.'BIIMAINE P,, C

'Nr. SIKF's. You are buying $6.7 million worth of search sonar equip-
ment. What kind of ship is this being provided for?

Captain N cimosox. This relates to the same submarine rescue sys-
tern. We expect very muncl, as a fire. engine is not always used to put.
out a fire, tiis system is useful for many other things. It is our hope
hat it will be used primarily as a search and recovery system. For
example, had this system been available, it would have been very ef-
ficient in the search for the bomb. This equipment would enal1l the
DSRV to go down and search for small objects and do research. It is
secondary mission equipment for that system which we hope in fact
will be the primary use.

Mr. SiKES. On the deep submergence rescue vessel itself, has therebeen slippage'Captain Ncnotso-. Yes, sir; there has been a slippage since the

original program was set up.
Mr. SIKES. How long?
Captain NxcIot. oN. I think we are about-I am going back pretty

far and I would like to correct it for the reord-f think it is about
a year.

DEEP SUBMERGENCE RESCUE VEHICLE

Mr. SIKFs. The committee understands you have experienced cost
overruns amounting to about $30 million, some $17 million of which is
attril)utable to the contractor and $13 million to the Navy: is thatcorrect?Captain NicHOsorf. Let me rephrase that. I think that is correct.

We are referring primarily to the Lockheed contract which went ip in
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value from $20 to $38 million. That. is correct. T'llis is an escalation
cost, not all overrun.

Mr. SIK:s. What do you mean by that ?
Ca ptain Nwicoisox. Let me explain it this way: The cost of build-

ing tilus first, prototype vessel has beeni much liore thil ally of us
anticipated because of tile resoluti of umanticilted technicAl prob-
lemus. To illustrate that, tie secoi vehicle is coining in just alout oil
tie $23 million target o1 within to )eront.. The first vehicle which
hears all of the research an1d developielit charges did 1.1111 quite a bit,
ilinl'e.

Mr. Sius. The DSRV-1 is R.1).T. & E. funded and DSRV-2 is
funded umiler "Other procurement, Navy."

C captain NwjiOmsOx. Yes.
Mr. SIK:s. Why was the first I)SRV funded under R.D.T. & E.?
Capt i Nwleisox. Because it was a totally new de%',opment. It

was a resea rch craft.

Mr. Su :s. Does that mean that the second vessel is receiving the
benefits of the experience of tle first? Is that the reason there have
not iwcen the additional costs on the second?

Captain NICHOLSON. Yes, sir. All of tie research charges and the
resolution of materials problems, lethnical wiring problems., and
things like this were charged to the develolmient of the first design.

Mr. S lh:s. Was the award of this contract based upon contract
definition competition?

Captain Nicmoisox. No, sir. It was given 0a modified contract, defini-
tion 1rocelure. The Department of Defense aproved a modified plroc-
ess in which we had a competition between industrial firms. I think
there were. three who proposed on the original design. The winner
was selected on the basis of the technical Comlpetition and we then
entered a modified contract, definition program with Lockheed to build
tile vessel.

Mr. SIK,8. We have no request for the DSRV--2 in fiscal 1967. For
what purpose was the $22.5 million funded ill fiscal year 1968 and 1969 ?

Captain NiXc oLsoN*. This is DSRV-2 ?
Mr. SwE:s. Yes.
Captain NciiorsoN. In_ 1968 we bought essentially a bare boat. 'rhe

funds in 1969 were to purchase equipment for that boat.
Mr. SIms. W hy were these vessels not funded under "Shipbuilding

and conversion, gavy" I
Captain NTcIToLSON. I am not certain of that, but my view of that

is that they were funded in the same philosophy that we buy small
craft. Tihey' are carried on another ship. They are not commissioned.
They are lot shi)s in that sense. 'llv are equipmentt which is carried
on mianv different ships.

A(dn1ral GAMDS. We chIss them as a vehicle because they are de-
pen(lent on other ships and are carried in ships or aircraft. They
have no locomotion of their owvn of significance.

MAr. SmKEs. Captain, I believe you touched on this earlier but at. this
point, you might, tell us of your future DSRV requirements as presently
apP roved.

Captain Nmcitoiso,. We have a request in the 1971 budget for one
ship. We originally asked for four, in the planning process this num-
ber has been reduced to one. It is my hope that we can get some form
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of nultivear authorization so if we buy one, we call buy additional
Up to t1e number that is finally approved oi some sort of continuing
contract. Otherwise, we will ha'e a very ineflicieiit operations. We asked
for four in 1 year. There are two discussions going on. One is to the
total number, whether it should be two or four additionally; the other'
is as to how we buy them, whether we buy two or four at onice or spread
them out. These problems have not yet been resolved.

At the moment I believe there if one surviving in the 1971 budget
process.

SUiIMUINE I)fSASTERS SINCE 1920

Mr. SIKES. How many sul)marine disasters or emergency condition,
have we had where the DSRV could have len used su("cessfullv iin
rescuing submarine crewmen; not the ones that almost happened, " but
the ones that happenetl ?

Captain N IHOLSON. I know right off of four. The British loss of the
Thetis included.

1fr. SiiiEs. Compl ete it. for the record.
(The information follows:)

Between 1920 I11(d 1910 thr'e were eight UT.S. submarine disasters or en1er-
gentey conditions where the I)SRJV could have en used. Since 19.30 there have
been two rescuable disasters. In addition to these U.S. cisualties there have
1wen 19 rescuable foreign suhinairine disasters since 1920. The worldwide toll
siuce 1920 is thus 29 exctlisive of losses from war actions. III each iStalie the
submnarines were bottomed at less than their collapse depth.

DEEP SVITMERGENCE VEI1TCE, NR-1

Mr. SIKF. Under the Deep Submergence Researcl Ocean Engineer-
ing Vehicle (NR-1), a total of $6.4 million is requested for various
equipment. Is this ship in the fleet or still inuder cons truetion ?

Captain NIcuorsoN. She is still under construction. She is scheduled
to run sea trials at the end of next month. She is scheduled to he de-
livered in September.

Mr. SiKOR. What use will be made of this vessel?
Captain NIChOLSON. We will first use her to demonstrate the effec-

tiveness and utility of nuclear power in the deep submergvence vessel.
which was her original authorized purpose. We then have a series of
trials to demonstrate the ship's capability in navigation, recovery of
bottom equipment, location of small objects, and this type of work, as
well as a series of operations for the scientific community wherein tley
want to do such things as study the deep scattering layer over long
periods of time. These trials will probably consume, I would expect,

b~out 2 years.
There are other operations p possible after that.. IhIowever, it will take

about 2 years to complete the original purpose of tle ship 1a(d develop
her capabilities fully.

DIFFERENCES, WRf-. AND DSVR VEHICLES

Mr. SiKEs. In what ways will the mission of this ship differ from
the DSRV?

Captaiin NIciosoN. The most significant. way in which her mission
and capabilities differ is the length of time she can remain submerged,
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wlicL is '3) days. No ot her. systenl we have cal do this. The iimilation
OR alnI()st all other systems is less 1111a a day even tinder exte,(le
(',ditiolls.

Mi. SlKl*S. Wlhtit, is tile U.Oil)arative cost ?
(ap)taiU N1IOlSoN. 'lie MIR-I velliiv, cost for a direct eomplarislo

wouldc )e $76 million versais the $43 million for the )rototvpe i)SRV
and $23 million for the production I)SRV.

Mi. Si:s. ]low is tle )SRV powered ?
Captain N)iciiorusox. It is powered by silver cell water batteries.
Mr. Siia:S. 1)oes that :'coi.it for tie short submergence period
('aptain Nlic'Iiis(N,. Yes, sir.
M ri'. S** s I ould! it, J{J )i( t l ,i(.al t lt ill( i l ,4elo er sll)Iulerg(,lce

('vaplbility I' oriwould it be desirable .
Captain NI'cKOLsON. We may (1) tlat,, Mr. Sikes, in connection with

tle (lee) sear ch J)rograili whlitft is ju1 tow getting unlierway. We are
(levelo)ing for that program a, modular filel cell which will be iise(1 to
extend the i)otUnll liabilityy of tle )SRA, tile search Vel.ic'le to 310
hours. This is the order of Iagnitude which an lbe use(l il tile pres-
vit velicle.. Additional t ine could he built, in, but habitability and
ew reslljOsivelue's, is degraded in snal vehicles over longer periods.

Suc'It a fe l cell could he hackfitted for the longer submergence.
Mi. SiKIs. how (esiraale is this?
(Oljtail Nici C)Ls( .'. I would at. this time not feel it desiralle to ex-

Jiend funds for this ltrpose, because tie mission profile for- the. DSRV
l.,; VOW Clo-, ly constrained. l' addit ion of a relatively small time on
the bi)tto would not signifihantly aflet thle mission l)rotile.

.11r. SIKEs. Your an.\Svers have been very helpful.

S.%.\ i.r, BoxArs

Uder -'sumall boat'," von are requesting $5.) million for 200 small
boats. With ole exvelti(;n, none of these boats were funded last year.
Why do %-yot have a, requirement for 128 more 26-foot motor whale-
Ioatsi, wtiine s4 were fuImded in fiscal year 1943k ?
(' pta in Frzi.vT|;RnIu . 'These bo,ats are ;ill being proc ,r'ed for F£tok.

'hey are the boat.s. tlat we issue to the fleet as replacement when tle
!oats I ltat thley lta\'e are no longer e0oiiomically re)airable. In the case
o f thbe m otorn wihale!hoats, these are the standard lifeboats of a large
nunul)e'r of ships in the fleet. They deterioratee ifl service an(1 imany times
su ti'er extensive damage and 11 hav, to be 'e)lacled.

This is nuerely to intaintjdn a reaso)na)le inventory level.
lm. SK K:s. I would like to have for the record a list, of small boats

ill tie category unler $500,000 which you are proposing to procure ill
fik.1ul year 1970, showing resignationn), unit vost, quantity, and total
cost.

('1'11e information follows:)

Type of boat Quantity Total cost

14 toot punt. ..... .................. . ....... ..-------.------ ------------- - 48 $42,000
18 foot utility boat ................................................ .... .... . 60 207,000
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QUALIFIED BIDDERSt SMALL BOAT PROCUREMENT

Mr. M[INSHALL. On the small boats, are you going to use fiberglass
in ally of these?

Captain FrrATmCK. Yes, sir. Practically all of them are fiberglass
construction.

Mr. MI-slL. Are these on a bid basis and if so, to what companies?
Captain FiTZPATRICK. I do not have the list of the companies that are

presently in the business.
Mr. MIN SHI. Would you put the types and everything else in the

record and supply that also?
Captain FITZPATRICK. Yes, sir.
(Tile information follows:)

The following companies are qualified to bid on the boats being procured in
fiscal year 1970:

American Marine Industries, Inc., Santa Clara, Calif.
Aquanautics, Inc., Mountain View, Calif.
Atlantic Research Corp., Costa Mesa, Calif.
C. N. Beetle Plastics Corp., Fall River, Mass.
Bertram Yacht Division, Miami, Fla.
Braincon Corp., Marion, Mass.
Buck Smith Boats, Bakersfield, Calif.
Chesapeake Marine Industries, Inc., Newport News, Va.
Chris Craft Corp., Pompano Beach, Fla.
Commodfre Boats, Inc., New Bern, N.C.
Elizabeth City Iron Wo'ks & Supply Co., Elizabeth City, N.C.
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio
Glass Fab, Inc., New London, Wis.
Goodyear Aircraft Corp., Akron, Ohio
Gulfstream Industries, Inc., Channelview, Tex.
Harbor Boat Building Co., San Pedro, Calif.
Hatteras Yacht Co., High Point, N.C.
Kaman Aircraft Corps., Bloomfield, Conn.
Kettenburg, San Diego, Calif.
Lane Lifeboat & Davit Corp., Brooklyn, N.Y.
Lippineott Boat Works, Inc., Riverton, N.J.
Henry Lubrs Sea-Skiffs, Inc., South Amboy, N.J.
Aero-Mar Plastics Division, Miami Beach, Fla.
Midwestern Industries Corp., Harlan, Ind.
National Boat Works, Inc., Greenville, N.C.
Pacemaker Corp., Egg Harbor, N.J.
Pacific Plastic Co., Seattle, Wash.
A.enn Yan Boats, Inc., Pen Yan, N.)'.
Peterson Builders, Inc., Sturgeon Bay, Wis.
'las Trend, Ft. Worth, Tex.

Plastic Engineering & Fabricating Co., Thibodaux, La.
Rondout Marine, Inc., Connelly, N.Y.
San Diego Aircraft Engineering, Inc., San Diego, Calif.
Santa Barbara Yachts, Inc., Santa Barbara, Calif.
Sea Craft, Inc., Miami, Fla.
Teleflex Industrial Products, Inc., Jacksonville, Fla.
Tollycraft Corp., Kelso, Wash.
Trojan Boat Co., Lapaster, Pa.Uniflite, Inc., Bellingnani, Wash.
Webber's Cove Boat Yard, Inc., E. le 111il. Maine
Welderaft Manufacturing, I nc., Sarasota, Fla.
Whiner Boat, In., Dickson, Tenn.

All of the boats to be procured in this fiscal year are of fiberglas construction.
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OTE111. SUPPORT EQUI PMENT

IMr. SImES. Under "Other support equipment," you are
$-27 million, an increase of $12.7 million over last year.

requesting

S1IIPY,%l) 31O1)FIN IZ.ATtON

Of this $24.., million is for shipyard modernization. I would like
the identity of eatch shipyard to be improved and modernized together
with the type of equipment and the cost to be procured for each yard.
I would also like to have for the record a table showing how much
we have spent on shipyard modernization since fiscal 1965 in all appro-
)riation accounts. I would like to have for the record the proposed

shipyard modernization program for fiscal 1969.
(The information follows:)

The following is a list of shipyards to be improved and modernized and the
ty.\' of equipment and cost per yard for fiscal year 1970:

OTHER PROCUREMENT, NAVY, EQUIPMENT BY TYPE

[In thousands of dollars]

Industrial Nonindus- Other Other
Machine plant trial plant Test technical plant

Shipyard tools equipment equipment equipment collateral equipment Total

Boston ---------------- 389.5 132.5 227.9 450.0 0 210 1 409.9
Philadelphia ------------ 991.5 538.0 93.2 215.0 60.0 212 2,110.3
Norfolk, Va ......... . 283.3 523.0 165.0 80. 0 492.6 310 1,853. 9
Charleston ------------- 25.9 1,089.9 407.9 364.0 601.4 210 2,699.1
Long Beach-- --------- 270.9 361.9 48.0 17.1 0 215 912.9
San Francisco Bay.......3,900.0 1,057. 1 167. 1 544. 7 1,115.0 686 7,469.9
Puget .................. 716.7 1,134.9 323.0 200.0 24.0 320 2,718.6
Pearl ................ 986.4 592. 1 1. 146. 1 150.0 2,282. 1 200 5,356. 7

Total ............ 7,564.2 5,429.4 2,578.2 2,020.8 4,575.7 2,363 24,531.2

FUNDS SPENT ON SHIPYARD MODERNIZATION

Fiscal Year 1965-68

11n millions of dollars

Appropriation 1965 1966 1967 1968 Total

Military construction (MILCON) ......... 2. 8 19.2 9. 3 29. 7 61.0
Other procurement, Navy (OPN) -------- 11.2 22.5 16.6 15.4 65.7

Funds proposed for fiscal year 1969
In millions
of dollars

Military construction ---------------------------------------- 37. 8
Other Procurement. Navy -------------------------------------- 11.8

Total ------------------------------------------------ 49. 6

-.Mr. SIuFs. For the yards which are to be modernized ill fiscal 1970,
is this complete moderinization? Will these yards l)e fully mloderized
and capal)le of utilizing the most a(l-az(e(l information that we have
on l)rillgi g about economy in ship construction ll(d illroVelllenlt ?

Captain FI'l-zA[CUK. ,[r. Sikes, this Program is a progran1 which
is intended to spread over a number of years. It is being done in incre-
ments, and it is interfaced with the Milcon program, to provide collat-
eral equipment for installation in the new construction facilities as
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they are ready. Most all of these equipments which are being purchased
have been subject to an economic benefits analysis, if you wilf, to deter-
mine the time to amortize the purchase of the new equipment. It will,
in fact, improve the efficiency of the shipyards greatly.

Mr. SIKES. Are you omitting steps in modernization which are de-
sirable and which would bring about further economies in ship con-
struction or ship changes?

Admiral SHIFLEY. Mr. Sikes, the modernization we are doing is
aimed primarily at improving their capability to repair ships, not new
construction.

Mr. SIKES. The question would be the same in either event. Are you
omitting steps in modernization which should be included at this time
in order to add to the economy of their operation ?

Admiral SHIFLEY. No, sir. We have a plan that we hope we can
carry out over a 10-year period to bring them up to the optimim
situation.

NAVY VS. DEFENSE-APPROVED YARD MIODERNIZATION

Mr. SIKES. Are you proceeding with shipyard modernization at the.
rate you would desire?

Admiral SiiiFixY. No, sir; somewhat slower than we desire.
Mr. SIRES. Will you provide information for the record showing

what the Navy has requested or feels would be the optimum?
Admiral SmiFLEY. Yes, sir. I believe this applies not only to the

OPN, but also the Milcon appropriation.
(The information follows:)

The following two charts show the approved Navy long range Investment
program:

SHIPYARD MODERNIZATION-10-YEAR PROGRAM, FISCAL YEARS 1970-79

[in millions of dollars]

Fiscal year

1970, 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 Total

BY APPROPRIATION

Milcon ............. 59.4 96.4 120.5 102.6 92.1 58 8 79.6 63.7 49,4 46.9 769.4
OPN ............... 24.5 34.2 26.0 24.0 16.7 15.5 12.3 13.1 12.2 13.5 192.0
0.&M.N.......... 5.4 13.8 14.6 13.9 12.6 10.6 8.0 6.2 4.1 2.9 92.1

Total ........ 89.3 144.4 161.1 140.5 121.4 84.9 99.9 83.0 65.7 63.3 1,053.5

BY SHIPYARD

Boston ............. 9.6 28.2 37.5 15.8 24.0 23.2 16.6 26.6 11.4 5.4 198.3
Philadelphia ........ 13.5 11.8 23.0 15.8 ?O 5 5.0 7.1 4.0 10.3 6.5 1171
Norfolk Va .. .... 4.9 29.1 16.6 15.5 13:5 4.9 7.0 7.4 10.5 2.9 1,:3
Charleston......... 3.9 13.3 8.1 13.1 9.1 4.O 3.3 4.3 3.9 16.9 79.9
LonSgBeach........ 9.9 16.7 18.2 13.8 9.2 22.2 22.1 11.S 6.9 3.7 134.3
San Francisco ....... 22.4 24.4 34.2 28.1 24.0 18. 26.4 19.9 13.9 19.6 231.0
Pupt Sound ........ 10.7 11.5 12.5 14.6 9.7 3.8 10.4 5.7 5.3 3.7 87.9
Pearl Harbor ....... 14.4 9.4 11.0 23.8 11.8 3.7 7.0 3.5 3.5 4.6 92.7

Total ........ 89.3 144.4 161.1 140.5 121.4 84.9 99.9 83.0 65.7 63.3 1,053.5

The Navy 'developed an 8-year overall shipyard modernization plan which
was reviewed and techuically approved by the Office of the Secretary of De-
fense, but the funding plan was extended from an 8-year to a 10-year proposal.

Extending the program to a 10-yeat span does not deny the projected bene-

0 - .'
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fits, however, extending the investment plan beyond 10 years would hazard
Navy's ability to actually overcome plant obsolescence. Decreasing the invest-
iment period below 8 years would hazard Navy's ability to maintain the re-
quired level of work performance.

The funding levels which Navy proposed in fiscal year 1969 and currently in
fiscal year 1970 are below what was our optimum program recommendations.
These earlier figures appear below. The effect of the actual fiscal year 1969
authorization and the fiscal year 1970 proposals now before the Congress is to
defer proposed investments to later years.

EARLIER OPTIMUM PROGRAM RECOMMENDATIONS

Fiscal year 1969 Fiscal year 1970

Being pro-
posed for

Optimum Authorization Optimum authorization

MILCON ..................... ..... ............... 0 37.8 s2 0 59.1
OPN .............. . ----------------- .--.8 11.8 30.0 24.5
0. & M.N ...............- - ..................... 1.2 1.2 14.0- 1.8

Note: The above 1O-yeat investment plan reftectinq all fiscal constraints imposed to date, while not optimumh, will over-
come shipyard obsolescence and gain the new technical capabilities required to service the modern fleet.

SAVINGS RESULTING FROM 1970, EQUIPMENT Pj0CUREM%£ENT

Mr. SIKEi. I would like to havo for the record a tabulation, of lx-
amples of svings estimated to be incurred through the procurement
of the equi ment in the fiscal i970.program.

(The in formnation follows:).
Examples of savings estimated to be incurred through the procurement of the

equipment in fiscal year 1970 program.'

MACHINE TOOLS

[Dollar amounts In thousands]

Estiffsted Estimated' Amortization
Item QuanWit cost saving" years

Shear and squaring machine ......... ................. 2 $76 $41 1.6
Machine center numerical control.. ......... 1 277 , 93 2.6
Band saw machine.................. 1 6" 4 1.1
Horizontal boring machine 2 186 61 3.0
Milling machine, horizontal ........................... I ' 37 28 .8

SHOP EQUIPMENT

Vacuum pickup unit ................................. 1 $48 $100 0.4
Sand blast machine ........................ ....... 24 92 353 .3
Sand removal machine ............................... 2 50 129 .4
Swaging press ...................................... 1 23 51 .5

EQUIPMENT IMPROVEMENT, SHIP REPAIR FACILITIES

Mr. SIKES. I would like to have for the record the ship repair
facilities and other activities for which tools and equipment will be
replaced and improved and the cost.

(The'information follows:)
The following chart indicates the tools and equipment that will be replaced

and improved, and the estimated cost for ship repair facilities and other
activities:
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APPROPRIATION SUMMARY

IDollars in thousands

DeRauss-
Ing

Machine Other equip. Technical Other
Activity tools IPE Non-IPE ment collateral plant Tota

SRF Guanm........................... 216.2 162.0 0 0 0 70 448.2
SRF Sublc... ...... ...... ... . 58.0 138.0 0 0 0 50 2,;:
SRF Yokosuka ................ 9.7 108.0 0 0 0 30 147.7

283,9 408.0 0 0 0 150 841,9

INACrSHIPMAINTFAC:
Son Diego .................. ... 15.0 0 0 0 0... 15.0
Philadelphia ................. 0 0 0 0 0 25 25.0
Bremerton ............... . . 17.0 0 0 0 0 ........ 17.0
orange ....... .................. 0 0 0 0 0 0
San Francisco................. 18.0 0 0 0 0 30 48.0
Norfolk ................ 0 0 0 0 0 0

50.0 0 0 0 0 55 105.0

Degaussing stations:
Charleston .................... . 0 0 0 100.0 0 40 140.0
Norfolk .................. ... .. 0 0 0 100.0 0 40 140.0
Pearl Harbor .................... 0 0 0 100.0 0 .......... 100.0
San Francisco ................... . 0 0 0 100.0 0 100.0

0 0 0 400.0 0 80 480.0
NAVSEC Philadelphia ................ 250.0 310, 5 0 0 0 40 600. 5
Portsmouth Nava Shipyard............ 0 114 0 67.5 0 0 175 356, 5

250 424. 5 67.5 0 0 215 957.0

Total ........................ 583.9 832.5 67.5 400.0 0 500 2.383.

.[r. S Iu(:,. IIltve .Wotl C1l1,eke(d with tJi' dlefeilse ilidustrial 1 laill
f i le.,t'II center tlt([ )tr lu m )ilitary , I)art11 1lts I () id t hr1 itw%-Cther anvl Illae'lkill tools and shop q)~ -Wt~itu~ is 11vailaleh thr, llglh

otu.-, solri.(' bIeforo estal ti'lillr the v((lpireilltws1t in this lltdgetM

(Captain Ii'Z1.V'l1I'K. Yes, sir; that is don, routi iwlv. Wv also re-
hle(k before we actually stl't it Itllcase of this equipment.
Mr. Suu~s. IrlWs there been al thor'ough cheek ?
('aptain F.I'AzXrlt(CK. To 1ll .knowledge, yes, sit'.
M'. Si : t r y . Admiral. yo1 have 1110 Pel(,,st il fiscal year 1970 for

FBlMN support, equiplint : why is this?
Captain ]11i7 Aritici. May I answer that, sir? That is now carried

in budget, activity four. '

Sutui' A-'ru.I,'rEIVII oNs

Mi'. Suti:.. Ti' lligest single I)rogaul in ie ships sulpporlt etImI[)-
uIlent I)1(gt activitv is for shi i) altera'ftioils. A toti of $29)7.9 uuillion
is _'q luested f r' fi scl %a l' 11)9O, '0 .im'leas( f $O .1 il lion(oli' jUlsti fi,'atiol 1)oo!c indicates that $. .) million does int in-
clttde tie costs of the pro remll ent of equipments (n ho installed. Can
you provide the other costs involved in ship alterations for the record,
plAse ?

(The information follows:)
The procurement cost of equipment to be Installed in Ilseal year 1970 Is $93.25mlinifon,

'Mr. SIluKi. In fiscal 196S a total of 174 ships were s.lieduled to
receive alterations and in fiscal year 1969 there were 243 ships to



E'eC(i vo lilt erlnt iolts. 11om Ion , (d I I )'N shi ps actually recei ved Shipj
alitertons lSin eitch of thle 2 Iistwtl veci us?

(1 I )ptaiill MoImoAN. 'I'le fiscal 1614 All sin 1 ovei'hiil progrtlili iltlllild
19,40 Ships. Thlis wits after ti Ihe budget I-voyictIionl. '1I' number o4 sips
wlivi('l receive alt (rat ions ill t liat pl-i'g li wits 1" 11. I fiscin 1 11)70, 1~I92
Ships 111v Svewdided for oveul or111 which 17(0 will receive, alleitti

Mr'. sim.E5. Wheni will (he Shipial d ut id ntot rece(ivt alteriorn inS11
tisvia 19' a )8nd I196~9 Iw('ei e th :II rll ruI ions5 ?

Ca Pt.1iI. 1 MIAN. Theii sh 'S )s l(h 1( ot C(ii ~t 'a 01 l
wer nalivscle~ltild hi -rich i mt rteteive aetoeraul.san

Mr. S1i K s. W~hat happe1 lst to tw equipment J fli , is1 set aside for
Ihi('Se tllt('i'lltI joits?

(1 aptainl14.l N It is lfilwzed for the nvxt. shlip ill line.

EXAM11 11I M'.,~ MAJOR I l lP11 ALTiEIRAI.V'INS COSTS'

Mr. s.s" i. 11Ic lve mi tIiitiiilC(I r(e'0r415 to dleermiili hmv Ilnt iv
filit('5 Shipls ill tile fleevt receive shipl alterat ins dilring their li fe :111(1
the ('1)St totel' (' l sip ?

('tig i ii h I4 . W'e hnive iIe'((do t 1 t a it ('lit 1011 instlii le(1 ill
r11Itchip dtil t' fleet. WXe ('0111( (lLvveh)p Ow lie(St (hiils tI' Yom.

Mr'. Sim.-tS. If r M, (1011t i ll irwitle SmII 'ileixamples for t he revoi'd,
jpi(11si., pa it i i ny (Imse Ssi j I lint spell) to i-v'ei ye most of tile
alt eral itls dllrin~g thevir lire tineis.

( The i n forillatloll follow%%s:)

Tutiln eost.-----------------------------------------
Subl'oeqient. Alterniois:

1957 ---------------------------------------

11M1 --------------------------------------------
1962----------------------------- ---------------------
19)641 ----------------------------------------

14----------------------------. ----------

1111111 O-- -- - - - - - ----------- -- - - -- -- - - - - -

1970 (idonned) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

$188, 81,1000

6.,454
904.3-17

4, 110. 20R
470,8582

ro, 4094, 4 25
125.2410

10, 470O. 846
4 76,521.0

221 (077, Gill

43,062,000

33, 000
729, 44S

2,000)
1.,24, 000

20 047, 44.8
Mir. Sims.. Irow fari' ahead doC you prooure aind schedule ship

tilt eraltions'?
( ~ptau MitoN.Thev eqlliti ln is pvlreti'd fl1)l'oxi~iltei3h '

Yea irs ill advance. At, t hat t111 inie an nIrOwmiimte s('hedule of instlilla-
tion is a va illtie, The (l i led siledlille of installation is d1evelop~ed
about. IS mont ils before the lidgltet year. We alrc ill the p)iovess, of de-
V0lin g it "'-yeill Inostallini phln whichl w~illI permlit- ls, to( shledulle
the installatilolln l Iho procurement with greater ('Nii(' ness..
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'Mr. Sli Ks. I f it ship fit us to r-e'ei e Il11 its ltviraitilus sk-liediilt'd
fl. itq is t hat. eqo inpitleit. used I' 11i itol ' ship i 01 dovs it- wait 1i iii i
tite le CJI('ld isIII ) ret 11 1.iim ?

("it pita il Ai NIiAN'. III goiiet'z 1 it is I sed I' It Iiot Ie wlsiip.
Mi.stim.:s. Are her'11 1111y just aimes wh1eil Ship at s liecoitit' olittlitt'd

or' sitlpt''svdi'l by suihemmiltlt sip ;ilterilitiots ?

11re (11auiCPlled. W(~t 11, to re tgtullitt jrot'i I tivtIit'iis ill Stich it fl'sliloll thl

hap111WPS 1111d theV ('081, of tilt'('e I(I tIIIit'llt I h 1I1 is tio0 uised ? If* so, votilid
Yout1 plvidot soliil Iing 1,f Ihi' record 11 long I hose hi iis?

("atit (1iii IOWN 1Woli Ii hatve' to Pl.oy ide I hn I for. t he l'eeor I.
('1'hule iifn rutittioti follows :)
lit Mtini r'lntilvy rare' vas's tliiii1 is, ui1ijui'oXIiiiuuti'Iy I Ill 50) Ill w~hichi

equtilnuezt tilaitid for Imistiiliutlon dtiring it shill aillenitioz v'itir i4 uidt'r

i. Procur'iuout itetioit jI lifl(d It t'ioliiv Ill fet'iilt': and14/or
1). REqu1iment rcwel bilht 114) Ioliug. roeiiarv fliPll her Iliid it si ock for sup-i

port of equipments already litstoim 1 or4 aOF n gi to other prograimis as, for
A.Xllltii ph':

1. Installed lit other active fleet sluijlk not origliual3 (ltesglultt'd to miN'e
2.t &Istalledt'it new whcons'tuctioni uit sameche oliti' m1

3. Instak- lt'II it Nva Resei've. (riiIning mhipsm.
4. ( ''onsigin'd to training :it'ivith's nishore.
5. bolhe( lit Militairy Spit rTr~ims1)rtntim SIi rvIlce sbips.
0. Consigned to other Goveriniment. agt'33('es (for exonipie ('ist Chnird).
7. Consigned to military assistautev' prog~ramu shipm.

$jw'eidle ('Nnflflphs of thlim u1"'
(a) 0, gent'iloI' it $2_25.(000. Orighioilly prlo('trvA 12, of whikih 40 we't' InI-

stalled lit fleet ship. Of the 242 pla('ed in stock, four are, now h1I1'tn dIVerted,1 1t141W
t'otistruet ion 8SN.

Mb AN/SI'S4 1' 2. radar traipnert $18,00). Orlglnilhy procured :15, of N00ihi
29 Wt'i'P Installedi in fleet hilps. Six arn' carried lit stock for support of thle 21)
htalifled units.

(e) AN/19I'A 43 IN'iVAC rodnr inica('tor lut $4,0.Originally pro('ilrd 411.
of which 25o were Installed lit Ileet shilps. Of tile remniiintg 16. six wi're Instale'i
In shore-bmAse tit ining voinmtids. oneP wam hI stifflt't lit an Austrthlon smbup
miduer tit, military iissistiinie p)1ogrflui, midt um'i ore vorrieti Ini qtovk.

Admiral GA'rDuT.R. Tho pi'inaipnl time when this hnlppetIs is whenl you
hliv~e specific independent, Ship 1alts oil a specific itetti of et~tlimme(ft,
which Is incorporated inito ai miore( ('o1Umi'l'J)Qive sth!ip) 1it hevattioii -
riot 10 -eil re('iV p1 ')lal('H1'13t wic(h will titell beI ihl'l)1Iiwi Ied into it 'v-
d'sig1I of it ('omflullitcatiol 'st ittioll. Ill flhttV caisC' Y'ou ('1111 it('ot'I)()'iet
thle 1tiYifltiofl of thle equipment provided( for the( vaertt shIip alter-

I MPI'WlKNG EIS?! N41 SYSTEMS, C'0S1-411

Afr. SIREs. THw Tflheh 1i aewe pI'l)osillg to speiitl ill fur.ca1 1970 for
thle purpose of i mpl'ov'i sNysi enm, qjIbA%,(;tv'mq 11nA t(1imi ,elNt, we' il e
naiendv p~rovided1 ttil( iistitllvd tthoarid ships? Speakling of equip-
muents. npn il fromt new devlehpulelts.



MaYbe vou (11111 provide Soil)(- ill fol-111111 ion fov I liv record.
(I'la. i ;I fol , 1110 lon follows :)
Ill III I Sivvi-Ing Ill I'a 411lest I oil, t1l(I fifflo%%- I I Ig (It'll III I JOI 1 -4 11 It V(- t)j1k1I 1 11401

(a) 1111111-ol-bly ships, systclux., -11rovItIllig ShIpm with 1111provell 4-:11111111111Y lo
lit-rrorm miss1mvi or (4) county, ('11villy fill-vilts w1wro :-mme mysh-111.4 cliplildlity Ill-
ri-mly OXI-SIS 4111 (110SO SIK4,11h, ShIps: or 14) t-111111111-o lutership 111141

collijoilliblIlly to improvV overall logistic support (o -4hips ittid to Im-rinH (livin to
(1114-1-111(welliviel If ly a Ild effeeth-cly t I Igi -I it- I%

(b) NcIr (Irt-clopincIlIx.- Prim-Wing .011ps with 111v 4-111"IbIlIfy 14) lh-l-rol-111 fww
1111s"ImIN to], 11) coulter Itew (1114.11Y 1111vals rm- which 11141m. slm-cific shlps pl-v-
01111-dy had no 1-11 Jill Ill I Ily. lit tilt, lb-;vid ye-m- 11171) imagm ror ,oat, ownt6im".

1111111oll Is progi-11111i'll 1,401. iIIIIII-ovilig shilk.W sysivills. 1111d $S5 11111114111 Is 1)1-()-
gi-11111vil fill. lww developillvillm.

C1111ohlill M911MAN. 14 01- OXI 1111111P, S114-11 11 Illilig Its Slifeloy Illighl
( ojjsisl of hol 1) moditivill ion lind new

Mr. Sim's. Throllgh iolls willIC do we fre[ ill r(I lit'll ill I It(-
lial Ilre (4 '161) Illodel Ilizal loll ItIld how (14) bN-ml Inellsilre I he vitille. of
I his i live"I molA e

Otptaill Molm.N.S twillial-Y 1-4-1111111 011 M] 11 i I I vest if wil I i 11 A I i 1) a I
lerlit-lolls is invivast. , I millilln. ("ll't-c(il-viless lind pl-vvist-ly (111:111tifyinor
(11111 is S111JI'vi (4) Ow Sit Ill(% 'dillivilli les it', previsMY 411in Ill i f y i I iv
diffel-vilt-v ill eli'vetivelless boween :t Ill.%%. ship and Ille 2o-Yelil"111d
ship Sill' rephice.. It isn ill-Itler of.imignivilt..

VALVE (11F Still, A111111-:11 VillONS (101PARED WIT11 NPAV SIM'S

Mv. Silux Whim w'. Fpvak of the ap, of oul-ships flild the livvil. for

1110dvi-nizing Ole Ilvel, lins. Ow Nil%- , v flikell into collsidv1-11tioll the ad-
Y:111(It'd sitills Nve havi. spoll. cover Ille X-var" forship allerations whivh ill

Serv(-, to illodel-nizv 111v llvvt '? 11, this is not a valid "Isstlillptioll.,
thell NOIN, Ill-44 wv colifillmilly spending %-:14 Slims of limiley for ship
allevill io'lls. wholl t1lov svi-ve fittle or 114) pill-post. ill OvO. Illodc, -viliz.-Itioll?

C.-Iliblill Ship altm-11(iolls, 111-v improvellivilts whiell are n-1-1-

1 i vv] N. millor ill com pa v I Soil with the I ill provvilivill s ill vil'twtivelit's, 14)

bv derived from it liew shil). 14"111-1 11(111-111ol-J., I ljj1,I-p i,, I lillli( t() fll( eXt(Itli

to which ollo (.1111 11)(Rivi'llize it ship by tho ilIS11111116011 of new ecimp-
111mil. or Ow fill provellivill, of oh.1 oll;ipilivilt.. Tile 111111 ilself is of.fell
to sill.-Ill to, carry additional (:(1111.1111)(111L The ("k-Orival pow(Ill I'V411111-p-

S( on 'I'll1kre, isallect.4sill-v baltillve bet."wil
limillfilining 111v shi )(" whiell Nve have ill tile volliblit. readv
dlu-ing (liell, llsofill life, whic-11 is tilt" obivet, of the alteration progral;l
tuld 11111intailling tho illvelliolly lit a. Silitable avel-lige age: that. is,
rep1m;illgiships lit, the end of ilivil. ustifill life. We fleed to 410 both.

Ad nin I Nvolild lidtitodlat. I (hillk vollvall alillost alwill-S
Say that. till 111toraticill illiproves the opm-aliolillf capability of 11 slli*p.
mwiv or tiwauvrations. aredv-signed lo, IN-ith
otilvi-Ships. Asllvw ships come ollf. they Illovdifferviltol!l, ma ( i I ig v I I a r-
aeteristivs. '111vso (111111(res fill provide it. I

?" lvlltervllpabifitv if thweshil)"..
Ill thilt. st'llso tho alteration tf) permit 111v oldvi. ships.io operate with

tilt' llown. ollOs 1111proves their capabilitv. This. is lilt till provvillent ill

flivil. v!I 1 11bilitx. As Claptaill Mol-gall illdivated, the 11 It vrnt iolls, 11 re gvIl-
111111m. ill 111,4111-0 as compared to a. modernization of n ship.
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(O 13.ruNIC,-ATIONS .%-xi) ELIX7I'RONIC EQUI'1PMENT

Mr. Sii :s. Are there anty questions oi ship alterations? If not, the
fiscal 1970 request for communications and electronic equil)inenlt totals
$316.7 million or $67.8 million less than last year's program. How mucli
of this is in support of our antisubmarine warfare program?

Mr. CuBLzy. 641.6 million for ship eler tronics equipment and $66.8
million for CAESAR.

8111P ELECTRONICS EQUIPMENT NOT SERVICE APPROVED

Mr. SIKES. You are requesting $108.3 million for ship electronics
equipment. What items contained in this budget request are not yet
service approved? Could you provide that for the record?

(The information follows:)

STATUS OF CODE B ITEMS

Fiscal year Completion of Technical Operational Est. date of
1970, development evaluation evaluation service

Item amount model completion completion approved

Ship electronics:
QMCS ..................... 1.0 Complete ..... Complete ....... Complete ....... October 1969.
AN/BLA-4 ------------------. 9- o---------do.........do...... June 1969.
Seesaw 11 .................. .9 .... do ......... ....do.......... do ......... May 1969.
AM-4530/ULA.6A (fiscal

year 1969) --------------- 3.9 ..... do ............. do .............. do ......... Do.

Total, ship electronics. -- 6.7 ................................................................
Ship electronics-ASW:

Expendable ST's (sub) ...... 1.0 Complete....- Complete ....... Complete ------- June 1969.
SSBN Tophat sonar --------- 1.9 __do ------. September 1969. December 1969. January 1967.'
AN/BQR-15 . .5 -. do ......... Complete ....... June 1969 ...... July 1969.

Total, ship electronics
(ASW) ................. 3.4 ................................................................

I Waiver to procure in advance of service approval granted by CNO.

NATIONAL EMERGENCY COMAr,%ND POST AFLOAT

Mr. SIKES. I note that none of the funds requested for 1970 are to
be used for national emergency command post afloat. Does this mean
the equipment of these command ships has been completed?

Captain FITZPATRICK. No, sir. 'e are procuring nothing in fiscal
1970 in the way of equipment for later installation on these ships.
I believe in the ship alteration program there is about $200,000 for
each of the Northampton and the Wright for installation of equip-
ment already procured.Mr. SIKFS. For the record, would you provide information indicat-

ing how much we have spent in modifying and equipping these two
(ThG information follows:)

A total of $47.2 million has been spent on the Northampton and Wright In

modifying and equipping these ships with the NECPA system.

HISTORY OF USS NORTHAMPTON

Mr. MAHON. Would you prepare on a piece of paper for the com-
mittee the history of the Northampton, when it was built, where it was
huilt, the original cost and the additional costs that have been brought
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about by overhaul and installation of equipment and so forth, to the
extent that is reasonable? I don't want 'oii to make a major 1)r'oject
out of it, but I would like to have a little more information about
the Northamrnpton.

(The information follows:)
The keel of the Northampton was laiC at tji Bethlehem Steel Co., Quincy,

Mass., on August 31, 1944, as a CA-68 class cruiser. Construction was halted
in 1945. In 1948 work was resumed at Bethleiccm Steel Co. to complete
this ship as a CLC-1 (fleet flagship). On March 7, 19i3, the NorthamptWn was
comissioned. Total cost to tiis point was $104nillio-. On September 15, 1961,
she was recommissioned as a CC-1 (command ship). An additional $6.5 million
has been subsequently spent for the NECPA system.

Mr. MI SItALL. Are you using the Northampton as an example of
all these ships?

MN[r. 1MJION. No; it is a unique ship. I spent a night aboard the slip
once. It is a very interesting ship.

NAVY TACTICAL DATA SYSTEM

Mr. SIKES. We are continuing to fund the Navy tactical data sys-
tem in fiscal year 1970 at $5.5 million.

Fiscal 1969 completed the installation of this system on major
combat ships. How many ships now have this system?

Captain F 1TZPATImCic. rwenty-eight shi)s now have the installation
in one form or another.

Mr. SIKES. Could you provide for the record a list identifying ihese
ships?

(aptain FITZPTRICK. Yes, Sir.
(The information is classified and has been supl)lied the

coin niittee.)
Mr. SIKES. For what purpose will the fiscal 1970 funds be used?
Captain FITZPATRICK. There are no new NTDS systems being pru-

cured in fiscal 1970; 4 million of the $5.5 million is to be used to pir-
cure training equipment for four training centers at various places in
the c country. The remaining million and a half is to procure some modi-
fication equipment for backfitting into existing ships. This is largely
UHF communication equipment and some video simulators which
will update the capability of the ships.

Mr. SIKES. What four training centers are involved here?
Captain FIT2,PATHICX. The Tactical Advanced Combat Direction and

Electronic W1Yarfare Center, Atlantic Fleet and Pacific Fleet, the U.S.
Naval Schoohb Command Mare Island School, and the U.S. Guided
MIissile Scho, 3! at Dam Neck, Va.

INSTALLATION COSTS PER SiIP

Mr. SIKES. When you provide the list of ships having received the
NTDS, will you also provide the cost per ship for this system?

(The information provided the committee is classified.)

VALUE OF NAVY TACTICAL DATA SYSTEM

Mr. SIXES. Is this system worth the money we are spending on this
program; how do you measure this?

Captain FITZPATRICK. I think I would like to defer to one of the
people who sailed with this system to answer that.
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Admliral S111FLEY. Yes, sir; I wNohllll like to tlk to tiat. I very dedi-
nitely think it is not only W'ortil the cost, but I think witl. today's
weapms tlat we have to defend against, it, would be 'ery difficult for
a task group to )perate at sea without, it. Ill the past wlmin the aircraft
we liad to defendt against were propeller driven an~d did not have
weapons that could be launched at long range, we C(ouI(l get )y withl an
air defense system that was more or less manually operated. With
today's fast. Sophisticated weapons yoil cannot (1o tat. Our defenss
have to be Comlputer controlled. Tllat is one of tie things that we do
with the NTDS system. This is an oversimlplifiation, but is a prinilpai
problem tihat' ill list vates wily we irist, lhave an autoinated air defense
system.

Mr. Siucs. Admiral, could you provide a statement briefly for lie
record indicating just what the NTDS does and what eal)abilitv it
provides that we 'did not havel previously?

Admiral SiiirFu.. I would be lhappy to.
(Thie information follows:)
Thie NTDS system provides to the commanding officer of a ship the calpalbility

to lwrform all combat direction functions in the execution of the established
mission and tasks of the shlii) when operating independently or in tactical
organization wvith other ships, similarly equipped. Speileally, It provides for
the capability to dtrct strike and assault operations, air defense, antisubmarine
and amphlhilou- operations. individually or concurrently In any mixture ns
required by the oprational commander or tactical situation. Increased
Individual ship eapalbility is provided to assess and act semiautomatically or
automatically at hilgh speed oil tactical data which the ship itself collects.

Previously, individual shi) calbility, at high specd, or multiple ship real-time
tactical coordination was not possible.

Mr. SIKES. Wlat type of command and control system 0do the smaller
ships use?

Adulral SIIRLEY. iey have eqillmelnt that eril.ts. tlml to Ise in
effect, the ComlIputers on the larger ships. 'ley have data links witl
them that provide them with information tw() wals So tlat, they can
feed information into the computers on the larger ships and the'corn-
puters on the large ships can provide information back to them. They
are coordinated into the operation of the task group.

Mr. Siiis. Are we incorporating new equipment of this nature into
smaller shipsq now ?

Admiral SIUFLEY. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIKES. How much is in the 1970 budget. for this purpose?
Captain FITZPATRCK. There is nothing in the 1970 budget for tlis

purpose. We expect, to budget for this in 1971, however.
Mr. SIKES. I-Tow about fiscal year 1969?
Captain FITzrATmTCK. No, sir. The only small ships that. have an

NTDS system are two destroyer escorts which were a special case and
in which it was installed during the shipbuilding process.

FUNDS OF NTDS TO BE INSTALLED

,Mr. SxKuS. The justification book speaks of the introduction of new
NTDS equipment or systems in the fleet. What does this statement
mean %

Captain FrrzPATICK. This is a continuing process of installing these
NTDS systems. In addition to the 28 which I mentioned, there aw
ships, another six, that are presently in the process of receiving the
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NIT)S system. There are ,even more, I believe, (]lit are scheduled I'r
insiallat {on during fiscal year 1970.

1[r. SIKES. What fiscal year funds were involved in those ships?
Captain FrzrITRIcK. A large number of these are shipbuilding

1 nids. I will have to provide that.
Admiral G ,ll)s. They are budgeted in the almual program of tie

S(N conversion or new oistructioin amount. There are inono this year
that go in as a result of ship overhaul, is that correct.

Captain Firrzi'A.ri,(ti. 1 believe that is correct. Let me eleck that.
No, I an wrong. In the ships that are scheduled for installation in
fiscal 1970 there are two systems that were l)urchased in previous years
with OPN funds. I am not sure what years they were purchased. I will
have to provide that.

(The information follows:)
duringg fiscal year 1970, a total of seven ships are sclieduld to receive this

instlfflation. The( equipmients were procured in the following fiscal years iml
with the appropriations as indieated. --.

"SIORTSTOP-A NTI-S1IIP-IISSILY. DEFENSE

M1r. Sims. For what piirpose will the - million for Shortstop
he used? Isn't. this in the conceptual stage at the present time?

Captain FrrmPATHICK. Yes, sir, it is. It is my understanding that tie
-- million will be used for engineering services in connection with
the Shortstop installation which is being provided tinder It. & D.

Mr. SiKEs. How is this Shortstop program progressing?
Commander BnowN. The program is progressing on time. However,

it had a little delay a few months back. -
Mr. Siums. Is this the system that is to be included in the DXGN

ComImander BJiowN. This system, if it proves out as such, is a system
that is definitely under consideration for this class ship.

Mr. SixKm. Will you provide for the record a description of this sys-
tem and just what it does?

Commander BROWN. Yes, sir.
(The information was provided to the committee and is classified.)

ANTIAIR WARFARE ITMS

Mr. Snvs. Are there any questions? If not, for the record identify
the items in the P-1 which make up the $9.8 million for antiair
warfare.

(The information follows:) FIecal year
P-1# 1970

5 AN/SPS-40 improvement ---------------------------------------- 1.2
6 AN/SPS9-30 improvement---------------------------------------- 2.0
7 AN/SPS-39/39A Improvement ----------------------------.. 5
12 Detection/tracking display (CIC update) -------------------------- 3.0
AAW items under $500,00 --------------------- ------------------- 3. 2

COMMUNICAriONS A mOAT ITEMS

Mr. SiKES. Also insert in the rcord the items il the P--1 which make
up the $9.8 million for communications afloat.

32-845--69-pt. 8-43
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(The information follows:) Fiet-al I/( lip

P-t#
13 Antenna surface ships ------------------ 2.--
14 ASW integrated submarine communications antenna subsystems- 1. 1;
10 AN/URQ-13 standard system ---------------------
17 Quality monitoring control system MK I ----------------- 1.
18 Telemetry receivers/ivy green ----------------------- 1.6
Commission afloat items under $500,000 -------------------------- 2.6

Siil' A Ti-3IssiLJ INTEORAT.D DEFENSE SYSTEM

Mr. SIKES. You are requesting $44 million for countermeasures to
provide an improved intercept capability for defense of major coni-
hatant fleet ships against an enemy antiship missile attack. Is the $12.3
million for ship antimissile integrated defense system, the SAMII)a
part of this $44 million program

Clt4in FITZPATRICK. Yes, it is.
Adiiral SnIFLEY. The $12.3 is fiscal year 1969.
Mr. SIKES. What is this system and for what type ships?
Commander BRowN. The SAMID system in 1969 is called the im-

mediate package. This consists of-
Mr. SIKEs. For what purpose will the $3.2 million in fiscal year 1970

budget for SAMID systems be used?
, Commander BROWN. In 1970 there is a different part for SAMII).

SAMID in 1969 was an overall system. SAMID in the 1970 contains
only the integration and data links. The $3.2 million covers
ships. There are presently - ships which have been approved for
the SAMID portion of the antiship missile suit.

Mr. SIXES. What - ships are they?
Commander BiiowN. The - ships under consideration riglt

How are-
Mr. SIKEs. Is all this equipment developed specitically for ci'ui.o

missile intercept or is this an interim fix until something better is
developed?

Commander BRowN. This basically starts from air defense where
the greatest threat is the missile threat, It is a combination of modified
existing equipment and new equipment which is integrated throughout
the ship, the follow-on system will be a SHORTSTOP system whIih
will also integrate defensive systems throughout the ship.

Mr. SIKs. This is an interini fix situation.
Commander BRowN. Budgetwise we cannot put SHORTSTOP

aboard all ships. Therefore, we have to have a system which is com-
patible to take care of the ships which are considered of high value
but not high enough to receive a SHORTSTOP.

Mr. SiKI.s. SAMID was not developed specifically for the cruise
missile threat?

(Coinmander Bnoirv. Yes, sir, SAMID Integration And Data Links
were developed for this threat.

Admiral GADDIs. This is an interim threat, reactive systein within
the current state of the art. A large number of the components will be
incorporatable into SHORTSTOP which is considered the engineered
package for the: same operation. It will be far more responsive to the
threat. Essentially this threat reactive system that we call SAMID
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iL, within the current state of the art an attempt to get on board an
immediate threat reactive capability ?or use off bouth Vietnam.

Mr. SIKES. Is the $9.5 million for threat surveillance receiver system
and $19.6 for the threat reaction system part of this intercept system?

Commander BRowN. Yes, sir. I have a diagram which shows what
the shipboard systems have presently and what this new threat reactive
system and data links does for the system, going from a manual phone
talker system to split second information exchange system linking all
defensive systems.

Mr. SIKES. Could you provide for the record a list of items in the P-1
which apply to this SAMIID system and the cost?

Commander BROWN. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

IDollars In millions

Title Purpose Amount

Threat surveillance system ............................. Long-range detection of antiship missile $9.5launch platforms.
Threat-reactive system .......................... -- 19.6
SAMID ........................................ Integrition of shipboard weapons, EW and 3. 2

sensor systems into coordinated combat
system.

Mr. Sius. How much did we have in the fiscal year 1969 program
for this l)url)ose? You can Irovide tliat for the record.

Commander Bnowx. For the SAMI]) )ortion it was $12.3 million.
Mr. MAION. Gentlemen, we will reconvene att 2 o'clock.

.i\'EizNOON SESSiON

Mr. MAf oN. We vill restune outr hearing on the Navy budget.

S 111i EiLECTRONIw Sl'ARFs An n iAR'I5

Admiral Shifley, you are requesting $27.8 million for ship elec-
tronic spares and relair parts. You were funded a total of $83 million
for this purpose il the last 2 fiscal years. Would you l)rovido atabulation showing the total value of the stocks 'of thisoequipment for
each fiscal year since 19I65

Admiral S ,Ii nY. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
'l'lio total value of procurements for ship electronic spares and repair parts

since fiscal year 195 is as follows:

[Milliona of dollars]
Fiscal year 195---------------------------------- ------------- 7.9
Fiscal year 190 ----------------------------------------- 27. 8
Fiscal year 197 ------ ---------------------------------------- 37. 9
Fiscal year 198 ----- ------------------------------------------ 42.Flsca yetr ---------- ------- -.--.-.-.-.--------- - 40.0
Fiscal year 1970. --------- ---- --------------------. -------------- 27.8

Mr. Mi Ko; You are, requesting $1.7 million forj improvements to
the AN/BQR-2Bi and BQS-4. What is the status of this equipment?

Admiral SixFL4 Y. BQR-2B and BQS-4 improvements are field
changes i required to correct deficiencies in fleet equipments. Last year
we procured items to improve, reliability, such as newly designed
switches and transducers.
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Mr. Niiox. Is thisequipment still under test?
Admiral Arurw. I am manager of the ASW systems project. The

basic equipment, as installed in our submarines, at the present time is
equipment that we have previously procured. This program simply
replaces parts that are no longer reliable.

The higher reliability equipment includes items like new output
transformers, delay line test sets and changes to eliminate electro-
magnetic interference between the components.

RTrROrIT OF BQQ-1

Mr. MAIION. You are programing $41.6 million for ASW ship ele, -
tronic equipment. What is the AN/BQQ-1 Ret III for which you are
requesting $18.9 million in fiscal year 1970?

Admiral ABIIAu. The BQQ-1 retrofit III is a replacement of an
inboard component of the sonar in order to obtain higher reliability.
The initial equipment had a mean time between -. The new
equipment makes an improvement of a factor of That is, the
tests have demonstrated a mean time between

Mr. MAHON. How many sonars will be retrofitted?
Admiral ABHAU. - in ships and in schools.
Mr. MAHoN. What was the original cost of the AN/BQQ-I?
Admiral ABinAU. We will provide it for the record.
Mr. MnoN. All right.
(The information follows:)

The original cost of the basic BQQ sonar system was - million.

EQUIPMENT FOR DESTRUCTION OF CLASSIFIED MATERIAL

Mr. Lirsco~m. Admiral, do you have responsibility under this
"Other procurement" account for obtaining and installing new equip-
ment in regard to destructing classified material aboard ship?

Admiral SHiFLEY. Yes; that would be under the cryptologic equip-
ment.

Mr. LiPSCO3M. Are there funds proposed for any new equipment
or equipment in generalI

Admiral Surivu. Let me correct that. The answer is "No." This is
not provided for in this appropriation.

Admiral RICE. There is nothing in this budget, to my knowledge,
to procure equipment with built-in self-destruct devices, but there is
developmental work going on in methods-how to best use the methods
to destroy this material.

Mr. LiPscoMB. There is nothing of emergen -y nature of any sort
in this budget to put modern destruct devices either for destroying
classified material or destroying equipment for fiscal year 1970?

Admiral RicE. Not to my knowledge, sir. I am only familiar with
the development which will be for improved methods for use as part
o' cryptographic equipment and how to use existing methods in the
best possible way and this may lead to emergency procurement, but
to my knowledge there is nothing in this part of the budget right now
thbuy extra material. The Ordnance'Systems Commandmay be able
to Add some comments.
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PROCUREMENT OF DEVICES DEVELOPED BY ARMY

Admiral WOODS. We are procuring in this budget the demolition
charges and the items that go with the destruction of classified equip-
muent. As of now we a're putting aboard these various tyl)es of ships
destruct devices which were primarily developed by the Army. In ad-
(lition to this, we have from CO a requirement to look into all new
types of developments to see if we ein come up with better methods of
destructing cryptological equipment and paper. That is in R. & D.,

Mr. LIPSCOMB. You say you are procuring destruct devices, which
are Army developments ?

Admiral WOODS. Yes, sir.
Mr. Lirsco-mi. Is there money in this budget for these, destruct

devices?
Admiral WOODS. Yes, sir; the document-destroyer M-3 which we

are buying in fiscal year 1969 and also in fiscal year 1970.
There is the file destroyer, M-4, which we are also buying in both

fiscal year 1969 and fiscal year 1970.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. In what quantity?

QUANTITY OF DESTRUCT DEVICES

Admiral WOODS. Sufficient to equip all the ships that carry out this
type of mission.

Mr. LIPSCOMB. What does that mean?, "Sufficient to equip all the
ships?"

Admiral WOODS. We are buying of the M-4 file destroyers
in fiscal year 1969 at a unit cost of- there is an additional "
of the types in fiscal year 1970. We have additional money and
I am not sure whether it is all out of this budget, which we are now
using to put this equipment aboard all this type of ship, of which
there are some - right now. This I am sure of.

Mr. LiPSCOMB. By "all the ships," you mean all of the electronic
surveillance ships ?

Admiral WOODS. Yes, sir. In fact, we have been actively engaged
in a program of testing the devices and instructing the crews and
making certain that each ship, before it goes out now, has not only
paper-burning equipment, but cryptographic-destroying equipment
in addition.

Mr. LIPscoMw. Where does that show in the justification material
which we have before us?

Admiral WOODS. I am surprised to see here, Mr. Lipscomb, that we
are only buying - because I know we are buying a lot more than

and it must be out of some other fund and we will have to find
this for the record.

Excuse me, sir. These are in quantities of thousands, where I said
1 .I mean - document-destroyers M-3 in both fiscal year

1969 and fiscal year 1970, and file destroyers M-4 in fiscal year
1969 and fiscal year 1970.

Mr. LIPSCOMB. We have surveillance ships still operating, I
think; something like that. You use the term "all ships." If you buy

what kindof a program are we talking about?
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Admiral WOODS. What we are talking about is several sets for each
ships. In other words, each file cabinet and each set of cryptographic
gear has to have its own separate destruction equipment and esseii-
tially one of these sets of equipment will destroy a file cabinet full or
will destroy a particular set of cryptographic materials. There will be
several on any one ship.

We are procuring this equipment and putting it aboard the ships
that are in active service now. The additional equipments will be for
back-up or additional ships if they are planned, and I am not aware of
the total number, the additional numbers of ships we will require right
now.

Mr. LiscoB. Does this include ships such as the Liberty-
type I

Admiral WooDs. Yes, sir. The MSTS ships.

PROGRAM ADOPTED AFTER (4PTEBLO SEIZURE

Mr. ANDREWS. Is this the program you adopted after the Pueblo,
Admiral, or did you have it prior to that time?

Admiral VooDs. After the Pueblo, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. You are -trying to avoid a future Pueblo incident?
Admiral GADDIS. These are items of under $500,000 in P-1 item

"Miscellaneous pyrotechnics" in budget activity 4.
Mr. LiPsco~m. What are you planning as a time schedule on the

installation of these destruct devices aboard these ships? When will
it start and when will it be completed?

Admiral IVooDs. It. is already aboard several of the ships. It takes
a matter of about 3 to 4 weeks, if I recall, to rig the firing circuits,
bring the equipment aboard and train the crew. Every ship which has
sailed on a mission, since we started this program-and I have been
involved in it for the last 6 to 8 months-has had her complement of
this equipment on board. We are continually punting it aboard addi-
tional ships. I do not believe all of them have it now, but all of those,
before they go-on their missions, are so equipped.

M[r* LiPscosin. Why did it take the Pw'blo affair, or incident, to call
this to the Navy's attention?

DANGER IN OPERATION OF DESTRUCT DEVICES

Admiral WooDs. Well,, sir, I don't have a very satisfactory answer
for that one. I will say this in regard to the equipment that we now
use, it is extremely dangerous. By that T mean in destroying your
files you may well-destroy your ship. There are large quantities of
smoke that come from this equipment. ih addition, it creates very
hot, fires and if there is aluminum involved such as in tape reels, youare liabe to get minor explosions. This is the reason why we have
been'asked to look for better and more favorable methods of destroying
clarsified equipment. ....

Mr. Lipscomp. Is the program with R.D.T. & E. 'a crash program?
Does it have priority in funding?

Admiral WVooDs, 6t has the highestpriority, yes, sir.
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CAESAR SYSTEM COSTS

Mr. 3MATION. In the past two fiscal years you have been funded
a total of $115.8 million for Caesar. This year you are requesting
another $66.8 million. Will you explain the purpose of this rather
expensive system?

Admiral SIIFLEY. I would like to call on Captain Kelly to answer
the question.

Captain KELLY. I am the project officer for Caesar.
Of the $66.8 million, $1.9 million will be used to complete the
Mr. MAriON. How much have we invested in this system and what is

the estimate for the total program?
Captain KELLY. The total investment, up to and including fiscal

year 1970 is about $545 million or $550 million. The installations which
are authorized, .

OMEGA NAVIGATION SYSTEM[

Mr. MAHON. You are requesting $9.7 million for OMEGA equip-
ment to outfit four new foreign stations with construction costs borne
by foreign countries. How many worldwide stations do you propose
to have and where are, or where will they be located?

Admiral SHFLEY. I would ask Captain Polk to speik to that.
Captain POLK. Of a total of eight stations, one in the north central

portion of the United States, one in Hawaii, one in Norway, one in
Trinidad, one in the Indian Ocean, probably on the French Island
of Reunion, one in Australia, one in Japan, and one in Argentina.

The four new stations we are talking about are the Japanese, the
French, the Argentine and the Australian. It is going to be a coopera-
tive venture where they pay the construction cost with no base rights
problems. 'Ve furnish the electronics.

Mr. MAHON. What will be the total cost of this system to the United
States?

Captain POLK. About $50 million with what we have as Sink assets
and $32 million additional, including this money "we have here. $32
million is our portion of it.

,LWI'. MAHON. Will that include the total program of eight stations?
C'Iptain POLK. Yes, sir. We have about $30 million in-R. & D., but

only a little of that go into station construction. There is roughly
32 for us and 20 million for foreign participants.

RELATIONSIIIP TO LORAN-C SYSTEM'

Mr. MAHoN. Will this system replace LORAN-C stations world-
wide?

Captain POLK. No, sir, this is a different system than LORAN-C.
As far as the Navy is concerned, we replace LORAN-A. In fact, we
replaced LORAN-A on a one-for-one basis with the OMEGAS.

i4ORAN-C is a more precise system. Very precise. It can't be world-
wide because it is a different system. It is a strategic system. The
OMEGA is general purposes.

Mr. MAHON. What is the requirement for OMEGA then, if we
have LORAN-C and it is a far better systemI
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Captain POLK. LORAN-C gives coverage in specific areas aiid for
a specific )ur)ose. We don't Iave aly, system riglit now that gives,
us a worldwide continuous navigation. The advantage of OMEGA
is its coverage. Eight stations, and you can use the same system. It has
an additional advantage. It is a VLF system. You can use it on sub-
marines submerged as well as aircraft or ships.

Mr. MAHON. How accurate is the system?
Captain PoLx. It is a one-to-two nautical mile system for general

purposes; LORAIN-C is an order of magnitude more precise.
. Admiral SmFrLy. It is impractical for LORAN-C to be worldwide.

It would be impractical because it would take too many stations.
Captain POLK. There are about 30 LORAN-C stations now and it

covers a little less than 25 percent of the world. Eight OMEGA sta-
tions will cover the whole world.

Admiral GADDIS Additionally, there are magnetic anomaly condi-
tions in certain places in the world where LORAN-C is not too
accurate.

Mr. MAHON. We have read where OMEGA is accurate to the point
of one-to-two miles. How will this help any type of ship for naviga-
tion purposes I

Captain POLK. In en route navigation it, helps tremendously because
we have nothing now that can give us accuracies to 5 or 10 miles. After
you get out of the reaches of land, all we have is cellestial at the pres-
ent time. In bad weather you can go for days without getting a fix.

A ship or an airplane going from point to point, 1 to 2 nautical miles
is oh, 10 to 100 times better than what they have now by guessing.
You can cut down deployment times. Tactically we can use it for
forces together on the military side of it. It is a out one-tenth of a
nautical mile accuracy when you can have aircraft, submarine and
ships working together. They know their position geographically
within I to 2 miles and the position in relation to each other within
about a tenth of a mile.

Mr. MA wOW. How many ships will be provided with OMEGA re-
ceivers with the $1.2 million?

Captain PoLx. Ships and submarines: 84.
Mr. MAflow. How many ships will be equipped with OMEGA anid

what will the total cost be of the program?
CajAtin POL. Ships and submarines, we are planning about 800

ships and about $12.5 million total.
Mr. MAHON. This system witiibe available for use by any country

with ships equipped with OMEGA receivers?
Captain POLK. Yes, sir; and also it is unclassified so it will be avail-

able to civilian use aa well.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. What foreign countries are programed in this

budget t: , i - ,
Captain POLC 'Argentina, Japan, France primarily; Madagascar,

to back up, and Australia.
Mr. L Tsoomn. You have eight stations, or will have?
Captain POtK. Eight stations total.
Mr. LTPSC0MR. Where are the other four?
Captain Porx. North Central United States, Hawaii, Norway, and

Trinidad.
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SOVIET UNION SYSTEM

Mr. LiSCOMB. Does the Soviet Union have the capability to use this
system

Captain POLK. I am sure they will, sir. It is not hidden and it has
been in open literature for the last 20 years. In fact, they have ad-
v-ertised as of June last year a system, a local system, that is some-
what similar.

Mr. LIPSCOMB. This system that they have publicly acknowledged
can use the OMEGA operation?

Captain POLK. No, sir. The frequencies are different. The same type
of system, but different frequencies.

Mr. LiPSCOMB. What nations have the capability, other than our-
selves, to use the OMEGA system?

Captain POLK. At the present time?
Mr. LPSCOMB. Yes.
Captain POLK. Norway, England, France, Japan, the Netherlands,

the Danes, the Canadians, the Brazilians, and the Argentines at the
present time. They are all testing it. Nobody has started putting it in
operational ships. We have a few, but we need it to-we didn't get the
prograin approved until September of last year so we didn't start in-
stalling production equipment until we had the signal on the air. These
countries have ships in it and have receivers working at the present
time.

Mlr. LirscoMB. What is the advantage of the Soviet Union having a
different frequency?

Captain POLK. Really, not very much. Their advertised system is
three stations, all owned on Sovi( t soil. Since we were not exchanging
information, really, with the Soviets during the last 15 years-

Mr. LIrscomB. Wehaven't?
Captain POLK. Not on VLF. They couldn't use the same frequencies

that we used because we have the international permission to use the
frequencies. If they work in the system, they had to use frequencies
other than those we were using. Basically, this is the allocation of fre-
quencies by the International Frequency Control Board.

Mr. LIPscom. If this system is a strategically important system
such as for deployment, can it be jammed?

Captain POLK. It can be jammed. To effectively jam the system, you
have to have almost as large a station as that which we are putting up.
You can do local jamming. We have put more than one frequency in
to make the jamming a little bit more difficult. The other aspect, in
looking at it from a strategic standpoint, is that it will be owned and
operated by six different nations, but it has a certain military conno-
tation also in that someone who is mad with us also has to make five
other nations, France, Japan, Australia, Argentina, Norway, et cetera,
mad at the same time. It is a calculated risk. It looks as if 'the enemy,
or potential enemy, unless you had an all-out war, would not worry
about jamming. Then, it is not a strategic weapons delivery system,
so whether or not anyone would go to the expense of trying to jam
this one rather than work on a strategic weapons delivery system is
questionable.
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AGREEMENTS WrrH FOREIGN COUNTRIES

Mr. LIPSCOmB. Who negotiates the agreements with the countries
with which you have agreements?

Captain PoL. The State Department. We are using local embassies
in each of the countries and the State Department sets it up with the
local embassy and I have been acting as the technical backer for it.

Mr. LiPSCO1iB. How far along are you in your negotiation for the
four new stations?

Captain POLK. We expect to get into-we have gone through all the
preliminaries with Argentina. We expect to get into formal final nego-
tiations before the 30th of June. Japan is scheduled in June to finish the
last preliminary negotiation discussions. We will start formal discus-
sions with them in Auguit. With France, we were supposed to have com-
pleted negotiations with them before their present political situation
came up. Now we don't know.

Australia won't be ready until about the first of the year to start
formal negotiations. They were scheduled to be the last station to come
in. We have the State Department to negotiate with the necessary
countries for these stations.

COMMERCIAL AIRLINE USE OF SYSTEM

Mr. LxpscomB. How far along are commercial airlines in using this
system?

Captain POLK. They are really just starting. We started off building
a ship and submarine system within the DOD and the Navy and were
slow on the aircraft side. The first receivers for airlines are really not
coming off the line until next. month. It is scheduled to go into four
different commercial airlines. This is a commercial version of what we
are doing for the Navy. Since this equipment hasn't been proved and
also the new stations haven't come in, their plans, as far as I can
ascertain, are to get stations in the far reaches which we are now ne-
gotiating, for, before they start investing their money for it.

Mr. LnwscoMB. What is the status of our military aircraft using the
system?Captain POLK. There again, our receiver, we will start flying it on
the second of June. We do not hav the service approval, but we expectto start instgtllin in in airplah~s in fiscal year 1971.

'. Mr. Li sGcOMB.-)fHow large a prograra is this? In this budget, accord-
ing to the justifications, the request of$9Tmillion provides for elec-
tronics eqiment to ouitfit four new, stations. The foreign countries
A'e uppiosed t6furnish all con'strictioh costs. Is that right?

Ca' t in P6ou. Yeo, sir. This Is what, we fire trying to negotiate for.
All base rights, foreign construction, and payment for the operation
oand'mainteni ic. It Wip-not cost us anything after the station is built.

Mr. LrscoMn. YOU say "trying" This justification sheet says:
This represents the total contribution of thq United States as all construction

costs will be borne by the foreign country.,

That is not a correct statement?
Captain PoLK. This is what the goal is, but until we get the nego-

tiations signed with the foreign country. I can't make-that is not to
the way we had written it originally, no sir.
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Mr. LHIscoMB. Suppose we hold up the appropriation until you fill-
ish negotiations, would that do any harm?

Captain POLK. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIPSOOMn. Why?
Captain POLK. Because it is 18 months leadtime on these equip-

ments and one of the things the State Department is using, we had
promised from the U.S. standpoint we would furnish the electronics.
This is our side of the coin.

ANALYSIS OF OMEGA PROGRAM COSTS

Mr. LirscozB. For the record, would you insert at this point the
total cost of all kinds and of whatever nature that are associated with
the OMEGA program? -

Captain POLK. I think I can give it to you right now, sir. The sta-
tion cost, OPN, Military Construction-because we have some-and
the foreign military construction, $52 million, of which our best esti-
mate is $32 million of that, United States, and $20 million foreign.
Receivers, $12.4 million. This is the initial outfitting of our ships. $12.4
million for ships and submarines and 50.6 million for aircraft.

Mr. LIPSCOMB. If you will put an analysis in the record, it would be
appreciated.

Captain POLK. Yes, sir.
(The information follows':)

PLANNED OMEGA INVESTMENTS

(In millions of dollars]

Fiscal year-

1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 Total

Receivers:
Ship ............................. 3.5 .......... 1.2 5.5 4.7 1.01 6
Aircraft .................................................... 19.5 18. 3 12.8 6

Station electronics ............................... 3.2 9.7 6. 3........ ........... 19.0
Construction:

U.S. (Milcon) I ................................ .. 8.8 4.8 33.6.. .
Fo reign (estkuitod) I................................... 20.0.......... .. '. 3.

Total Invistment cost ........... ....... .. . ........................ ........... 119.1
Less host nation offset ................ ............................ 20.0

U.S. cost ................................................... .. ........................ .!

A U.S. milon funds to be used to convert present stations from R. & 0. configuration to final operational configuration.
'Foreian engineering estimates of station construction costs are falling below U.S. estimates end may result In a de-

crease ofup to $8,000,000 In this figure. (This will not affect total U.S. cost) Annual-operation and maintenance cost of
$300,000 per station also to be funded by foreign governments.

Mr. Lnscomm. You have to qualify that' with the fact that you
really don't know what your agreements are going to require or what
arrangements are going to be fulfilled I

Captain POLK. Well, this is the best estimate we have. This is the
uno cial word on the arrangements. This looks good. ,

Mr. LIpscoMB. Thank you.

GENERAL COM31UNIOATIONS IMPROVEMENTS

Mr. DAviS. Who can bring me up to date a little bit from knowledge
that is 34 years old relating to shipboard and shore communications
equipment? My knowledge goes back to TBS and the FOX schedule,
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but, I imagine we have long since abandoned anything that unsophisti-
cated. Where are we now in these areas?

Admiral RIC,. Going back to the TBS, you remember the TCS
probably, which was a little high frequency set. We still have a few
of those around. The TBS of today is in ultrahigh frequency and is
many times more effective as far as'volume of traffic is concerned. We
P.till have distance limits problems because of the frequency we are
in. We still have VLF broadcasts. They are much faster and no longer
i hajid key; they are a teletype, and they.are being expanded to higher
speed. As far as your high frequency is concerned, we have multi-
ch annel broadcasts and multichannel reception. You work a ship
directly todayN with high-speed schedule, secure equipment. That is
another big step forward. Today everything has to be covered (that
is encrypted), it works faster and is more effective. We are just about
to move, into satellites, a wide band, if you will. We have proven that
at sea and that is probably the next big step forward. The differences
in volume, effectiveness, speed, automatic, if you will, as compared to,
say, 30 years ago, and specific equipment, if you are interested, we can
supply you with that.

Mr. DAVIS. When you say automatic, I imagine the old ECM has long
since been discarded, has it I

Admiral Ricn. Yes, sir. It is on line now, so to speak. You go straight
through, plain language to plain language and user to user. It is auto-
matic in its incryption and decryption and printing out at high s.:eed.

Mr. DAvIs. What is the FBM command and control system ?
Admiral IRmIC. That applies to the Fleet ballistic missile, the Polaris

system, and there are special communications for that. We use the VLF
that goes down in the water and we have some special methods of
processing that -_which will again give worldwide coverage with
much more a surety of getting through and survivable under attack
and so forth. But this whole program to get communications to and
from the ballistic missile submarines is a special aspect of communica-
tions that we are working on real hard.

Mr. DAvis. How,' in this sophisticated concept of communications,
i it anything like the hours delay with reslect to the Liberty I I guess
it was more ti an an hour's delay, wasn't it?

Admiral RICE. Well, all I can say to that, sir, is, computers make
mistakes i;'o and if it goes to the wrong place and is not corrected by
Someone, t;hem delays can happen. But-unless things pile up o. us, you
should in minutes be able to get through today where it used to be
hours.
--I think if you 'will look back of that, either human or otherwise mis-
takes which-:-like the discussion this morning, we don't seem to be able
to stop it completely, but it was an aftomaly in the system and how it
happened at that time I can't answer. Maybe some operator can.

Mr. DAvis. Did you ever get that pinned down as to how something
like that could occur I

Captain VA.'o SicKr r. I would not want here to point the finger, but
it was analyzed and it waa determined-that it was human error, just
as Admiral Rice points out. The equipment was not, at fault. It was
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a buman error in the assignment of an address to the particular mes-
saga in question and, as Admiral Rice pointed out, you can't eliminate
completely the human error and that is what happened.
Ar. DAVIS. Navy communicators still make mistakes, do they?
Captain VAN SICKLE. I am a Navy communicator and I just want

to say the fact of the matter was, it was not a naval communication
error. It was not the Navy's fault.

Mir. DAvIS. Well, I am &lad to hear that.
Captain VAN SICKLE. That is why I don't want to point the finger.
Mr. ANDREWS. Several years ago the Navy spent a lot of money over

here in West Virginia. .
Admiral RICE. . Part of that today is being used for com-

munications receiving station, a very modern one just commissioned
the 10th of this month in West Virginia..

Mr. ANPnEwS. I was on the subcommittee that handled appropria-
tions for the construction at the time.

Admiral Ric&. I am not familiar with that aspect of the and
the site is being used today as the most modern communications sta-
tion in that zone. It was commissioned on the 10th of May and is
used as a receiving site for the Washington complex.
Mr. ANImnmws. Was there a number of years there where they didn't

use it?
Admiral RicE. It has been used continuously by . The area

is being used --- and for receiving communications by the Navy.
.Mr ANDEWS. )o 'ou have a sy stem in u ]low -vhere. yo
Admiral Rici. Yes, sir.
Mr. Ammmws. Where is that headquartered?
Admiral RICE. We have that in variousl)nces. This is being used

in some of -. I am not sure where they all,are now,.but we have
several ships receiving and using thatand we lavo slore statioinis--'

Mir. AxDnEWS. Whit kind of messages do they get? Are they dots
and dashes?

Admiral RICE. It is sir. It can. be used to get quite secure
information back and forth so that system is being used.'

Air. ANDREWS. Can the ship use the same system
Admiral RicE. Yes, sir. It re.quires quite a
Mr. ANr;i*ws. That system is not sfibjected to 'is that correct?
Admiral RCE. It is highly resistant,.but to say it cannot be isa

pretty broad statement, sir, most anything today can. It is a matter
of relativity, but it is .

Mr. ANDREWS. You find it a useful'system
Admiral RxCE. Yes, sir, but it is

STORE COUMUNICATIONS V.QUr'P.%rErT

Mr. MAiON. Your fiscal' jear 1970. program for shore communica-
tions equipment is $18.7 million. Whatis the purpose of the request of
$2.1 million for AUTODIN I

Admiral GADDIS. I could answer that and Admiral Rice can amplify
as necessary. The $2.1 million will procure equipment, card readers,
printers and page printers, for use with terminal equipment.
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Admiral RiCE. This is the automdti6 digital system 'run by .)CA
arOund the world, and' this i to get the N~avy's subsribe ' ancillary
equipment brought't1d so we can make use of this systeM.'

Mr.: A pws. Yo'had no'funds fpi' this purpose in fiscal year 1969.
What brought al 6it this request in 170?

'Admiial Rrc'., The digital suibscriber terminal$ have been in devel-
opment. As a matter of lact, they are being teste'd noW ,ind tie Navy
is being sure.that they are pro ely maintti ed before put them
ii thII fheld. Sotli system w6 af6"gtting int" is with data communi-
cations at thigh stage: of the gtir ahdw wll be c'nti4uiig jo make
more use of this type of communication.

'Mr. AD ,n Ws :'.Ar6 thee the s6-called high-speed terminals to inter-
piase with the AUTODIsWitch? '

Admiral RICE. Thiey are both: high and low speed. They are card
readers and printers.' You need a complete station. if you put this
system in to make proper use of it, both high speed and low speed,
cut tapes and this type of thing. Then you get into the DCA and send it
to where you are going. Each Navy station has to have complete equip-
ment of these ancillary devices.

LOCATION OF DIGITAL SUBSCRIBER TERMINALS

Mr. AN.DREWS. Could you provide a list., Admiral Rice, of the Navy
shore stations receiving this equipment from the fiscal 1970 budget'?

Admiral RICE. Yes, sir.
Naval Radio Station, Sugar Grove
Fleet Weather Facility
Commander Cruiser/Destroyer Force, Atlantic
Marine Corps Air Station, Cherry Point
Fleet Weather Central, Alameda
Commander Cruiser/Destroyer Forces, Pacific
Naval Air Station, Dallas, Tex.
Marine Corps Air Station, El Toro, Calif.
Naval Air Station, Lemoore, Calif.
Naval Air Station, Moffet Field, Calif.
Fleet Weather Central, Kodiak, Alaska
Fleet Weather Central, Yokosuka, Japan
Fleet Weather Central, Sangley Point, Philippines
Fleet Weather Central, Honolulu, Hawaii
Fleet Weather Central, Spain
Air Transportable Communication Unit
Naval Communication Station, Newport, R.I.
Commandant, 8d Naval District
Marine Corps Supply Center, Albany, N.Y.
Marine Corps Supply Center, Philadelphia, Pa,
Atlantic Undersea Test and Evaluation Center, West Palm Beach, Fla.
Anti-Submarine Classification Analysis Center, Jacksonville, Fla.
Anti-Submarine Classification Analysis Center, Patuxent, Md.
Anti-Submarine Classification Analysis Center, Brunswick, Ga.
Anti-Submarino Classification Analysis Venter, Argentia, Newfoundland
.Anti Submarine Classification Analysis Opter, Kefiavick, Iceland
Naal Post Graduate School, Monterey; COalif.
Naval Communication Unit, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil,
Naval Reserve Training Center, Onvaha, Nebr,
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CONSOLIDATION AND COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES ASHORE

Mr. ANDRWS. Where does the Navy stand in its program to con-
solidate the communications service ashore?

Mr. OATES. Office of Naval Communications. You have reference, I
believe, to the report last year which was derogatory to the military
department about consolidation. The Navy has always had consolidated
communications and message distalbution center. Ve are consolidating
in geographical complexes but not' these individu,41 communications
facilities that the Army and Air Force have run independently.

Mr. ANDREWS. I was not referring'to the consolidation of message
centers at comcenters. I had reference to consolidation of communica-
tions centers at various shore activities. For example, in the same
building in Hawaii, CINCPAC has a very large communications cen-
ter and also FM, Pacific.

Mr. OATES. Yes sir
Mr. ANDREWS. Have those been consolidated into one?
Mr. OATES. They have not been consolidated as yet. In the period

from July to December 1968, we consolidated 19 facilities in six geo-
graphical complexes. We are planning after December 1968, in the
future, with no specified date but studies are under way, to consolidate
an additional 38 facilities in 11 more geographical complexes, one of
which is in the Hawaii area.

Mr. ANDREWS. What do you mean by geographical complexes?
Mr. OATES. You mentioned the Hawaii one. In Hawaii we will be

consolidating all of the CINCPAC, the Navy, maybe even Army and
Air Force facilities.

Mr. ANDREWS. Are we buying high speed terminals now that might
be installed in a station that would be consolidated later on?

Mr. OATES. No, sir. In fact, all communication terminals will not
be high speed. We will have many different types of terminals depend-
ing on the traffic into and out of a location. Some of them will not even
get the data terminal to handle data traffic. I think we must remember
that AUTODIN is not only for data traffic, but it will handle pure
teletype and other record means of communication. We are in effect
consolidating our regular teletype, our data and other record com-
munications into the AUTODIN system. This is the purpose for the
procurement of some of these card readers, punches et cetera.

Admiral RICE. If I may amplify, he is right, teletype is really dig-
ital. You have the switching centers, your regional centers, and you
get right down to a subscriber. You may have very minimum of equip-
ment. It is built on whatever his requirements are. These items the
Navy is buying are tailored to the use. There may be in an area a com-
imunication station which may receive most of the traffic and you may
have a subscriber the way you have a teletype today in the next building
and you could give him whatever he needs and its goes through the
switch and subeenter. This is going on. It is kind of slow. In the
Washington area all high frequency communications are being con-
solidated. Even in CNM we are trying to consolidate our message
center. So the process is moving ahead. We lean on the communications
station, Washington, to take this over to the administrative people.
. Mr. ANDREWS. Is this consolidation of communications centers
moving as fast as it can?
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Mr. OA zs. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDR.ws. For example, how long would it take to consolidate

the communications centers of CINCPAC and FMF PAC?
Mr. OATHS. I cannQt answer that specifically. It is under study right

now. To my knowledge there is not a target date established.
Mr. A ;IDpws. What kind of study is being made?
Mr. OATHS. As I indicated they are looking at Army, Air Force, the

Unified Commander and the Navy.
Mr. AmriEws. Who is making the study? Let us take the one at

CINCPAC. What kind of study do we have to have to determine
whether CINCPAC and FMF PAC communications can be consoli-
dated into one center in the same building?

Mr. OAnmS. Whether the one center can accommodate all traffic,
et cetera.

Admiral RICE. Sir, may I recommend something be put in the record
because I think there is confusion when you say "center" as to wlat
you are talking about.

The naval communications system, Washington. supports the main
Navy complex and the Pentagon. We may need AUTODIN drops, if
you will, there, and bringing in communications. But you may have
to go out for administrative and other purposes, which may mean
the center you are talking about is two operations that could not be
consolidated.

Down to'some points you consolidate and then you break out from
that. I would suggest'that.they describe what is going on for the rec-
ord, because message center and consclidation'right lead to confusion.

CONBOMDATXON OF PACIL'Tri:,

Communications center and Message distribution center functions historically
have been ciimbined and performed by a single communications terminal facility
within headquarters aind activities throughout the Navy. In order to achieve
ceitralizted management of commUnications resources/programs within specific
geogrkphlcale mplexes, the Navy has been pursuing. a consolidation program
since, 1960. Under. this program, -naval communications facilities .(communioa-
lions centers, trapsm4ttingf acilities, repeiving facilities), in each complex have
bec onolldate d and incorporated intd the Organization of the command or ac-
ti'ityassi ked th6 iepouideraince oficomnultilations functions and facilities in
thLcom~piev.' '*

Some facilities can be. consolidated in a short period of time within current
resources of affected, activities. In most casea, however, consolidation requires
detailed surveys and planning, alteration of spaces, programipg/transfer of re-
sources, And procurement of equipment. Effective dates for consolidation are 'es-
tablished 'ac0rdingly.

As of tbhis time there are no plans for the consolidation of CINCPAC and FMF
Pacific communications centers In Hawaii..

SATJTh COx31UNIC#TOX8 TEPKNALS

Mr. ANPi1Ews. Yoti are requesting $5.3 million this year for
SATCOV shore terminal equipment. How many SATCOM shore
stations does the Navy have at present ?

Mr. OAr. Satelite terminals. Today We are operating three
Mk.fSJC-46 oi'nd terminAls two' at Naval Communication Station,
HIo-blulu, and' d ne' at the NiVal Comunicatitm Station, Guam. 'We
are operating four TSC-54 tetmiaIlls, one at Honolulu, t wo at Guam,
one at NavaCommunications Station, Harold E. Holt.
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Mr. ANDREWS. What is the difference between the two stations you
mentioned?

31r. OATES. The MSC-46 is a large terminal and the 54 is a smaller
terminal. The 46 has a 40-foot dish antenna and weighs 140,000 pounds.
The TSC-54 has a 20-foot dish antenna and weighs 2,600 pounds.

Mr. ANDREWS. Why do we have to have two di feren types?
Mr. OATES. The volume of the traffic transmitted between the

terminal and satellite.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do they handle different types of traffic? I ain not

quite clear on the difference between the two.
Captain VAN SICKLE. The 46 is much less mobile. It has a greater

miumber of channels. It has a greater channel capacity and although
it is movable, it is essentially an in-place fixed installation. The 54 is
a smaller, much more mobile iece of equipment. It is Army equipment
and will handle a lower levep of traffic volume. Therefore, depending
upon the size of the command that it serves, you will have either the
larger or smaller terminal. The smaller command requires a smaller
volume of traffic and therefore uses a small equipment.

Mr. ANDIIEWS. You are not moving the mobile equipments around,
are you? Aren't they set up in more or less a fixed operation?

Captain VAN SICKLE. They are at the present time. But they can
be moved. They are equipments furnished by the Army.

Mr. ANDREWS. But is not the Navy operating those mobile stations?
Captain VAN SICKLE. The Navy is operating those Mr. Oates men-tioned.
Mr. ANDREWS. Is the Navy going to move them around?
Captain VAN SICKLE. If it is called on for them to be moved, ar-

rangements will be made to move them. Whether the Navy moves
them or not will depend oni who has the best capability at the time.

Mr. ANDREWS. Are the mobile stations serving a particular com-
mand, for example, on Hawaii ?

Captain VANT SICKLE. The equipment in Hawaii-the 46s provide
voice channels to Commander in Chief, Pacific, for joint use from
Hawaii to Saigon and to Washington. The 54 provides Commander in
Chief, Pacific Fleet, voice or, teletype channels to Guam or to the
USS Arlington...

Admiral RICE. At'this stage of development of satellite terminals,
we often take a deyelopment by another service and put it in fixed
service in the Navy. These are really in fixed service. We will be
inqtaling them with different size and different capacity. The slip-
board and aircraft and jeep terminals are in development. This is
quite a large program. We do not duplicate, and if the Navy can use
them, we use another Service's development. We put it as a permanent
installation and use it as if it were so designed. If you need to move
it, you can. At this stage of development it is a family of terminals
and all services use the developments of the others where it makes
sense. The shipboard terminal, the aircraft terminal, and jeep terni-
nals are coming along. I

Mr. A".Rws. Maybe we could provide something for the record to
clarify this a little more and expand on the need for the two different
types of terminals, mobile and fixed and why the installations of the
fixed terminals did not replace the mobiles that you have or why it
couldn't.

.'32 845--49--pt. 3--44
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Admiral RcE. There are no fixed terminals per s, at this stage of
develol)ment.

Mr. ANDrFAWS. I thought the gentleman nientlonied something about
large fixed stations.

Admiral RCE. The 40-foot dish is still that.'
Captain VAW SIcu :. What. I intended to express was the differeiwe

in the mobility of the two. The 46 is a inuch larger installation and can
be moved, but it takes a good deal longer to break it down and move it,
that with the 20-foot dish it is quite mobile and can be moved in a
niatter of 3 or 4 hours, for example. '

I Mr. ANDRews. How many shore terminals will be provided for with
the equipment in the fiscal 1970 budget request ?

Mr. OATqh. There will be no shore terminals provided in the 1970
procurement.

Admiral Re.. The four terminals mentioned there are for the
AGMR and NECPA ships. Those are for commitment of four
SATCOM terminals to operate with the phase 1 and 2 satellites. They
are to be of a modified commercial design. It was asked earlier were
we doing anything to the NECPA ships, we are trying to allow them
more fredom to go to sea. Right now they are limited to where they
go and the full scale satellites would allow them much more freedom.
The four terminals we are trying to get are two for the AGMR's and
two for the Northampton and Wt'qht.

Mr. ANDREWVS. Has this equipment been tested and service-
approved?

Admiral RIcF. No, sir. We are trying to get the best available mod-
ified commercial for these ships. We can stand much more in the way
of an antenna and use the state of the art. One of our problems with
the shipboard program is when you try to get down to the very small
dish stabilized in the high RF environment aboard ship we'have a
lot of trouble keeping them on the air. With this special requirement
we are going to try to go with the best industry has, and modify them.
They can take large modified commercial gear--basically. shore
equipment.

Mr. ANmnrws. How large a dish would this be.
Admiral Ricr. We are talking about 12- to 15-foot dish, almost as

big aws the 54.
Admiral SP.FLV.Y. In addition there is one other for training.

There is a tot0 of five.
Mr, AwDREws. I was going to ask why is it listed as SATCOM

'., re terminals if four are going aboard ship
Mr. OATs. There will be some modification of shore terminals with

this $5.3 million also in order that the shore terminals we now have
will operate with phase 2, DSCS or Defense Satellite Communications
System.

Mr. Ax.ptaws. Could you provide a breakdown for the record of how
this $3 million will be utilized I

Mr. OATF.S. Yes, sir.
-(The information follows:)

$5.8 mhwor; ro SATCOM TgamRMALS

Modification of existing shore terminals to operate with phase It of the De-
fense Satellite Communications System will require $1.7 million; $3.6 million
will be applied to shipboard terminal requirements for specialized ships (NECPA
and AGMR) that can take modified shore equipment.
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Nir. ANItNEWS. I-ow imany SATCOM shore terininals in total does
the Navy plan to have and what will be the estimated cost?

Mr. OATF.S. I will have to provide that for the record, if we may, sir.
(The information follows:)

The final decisions have not been made as to the assignment of SATCOM shore
terinials of the military delmrtments for operations. However, as of this date
it is indicated that the Navy will have 10 shore terminals. It is estimated that
the total procurement cost of these terminals will be approximately $23 million.

AVIATION SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

Mr. ANDREWS. The proposed program of $713 million, in fiscal year
1970 for aviation support equipment is $107 million less than last
year's program. How much of this decrease is attributable to the re-
(liction in air munitions and to the transfer of funding for equip-
ment installation costs to the 0. & M. appropriation?

Admiral SIiiFLEY. The reduction due to air munitions is $107
million.

Ani.1n.%L GADDIS. The transfer of installation cost 0. & M. Navy is
$1.8 million. It was spoken to during the 0. & M. hearings

ITEMS BUDGETED NOT YET APPROVED FOR SERVICE USE

Mr. ANDRRFws. Would you provide a list of items in the fiscal ye'r
1970 budget request which have not been approved for service use, the
cost, and when you expect them to he approved.

Admiral SHIii;LY. Yes, sir.
(The infornmat ion follows:)

ITEMS INCLUDED IN FISCAL YEAR 1970 BUDGET REQUEST WHICH HAVE NOT BEEN APPROVED FOR
SERVICE USE

(Dollars In millions)

Amountrested
P-I line item insteal

No. Item year1970

17 - . Bomb CBU-S ......................................................... $9.6
Engineerin design was completed In April 1969. Component development, engineering

test, and degn (limited production) releases are expected In June 1969. Approval for
serivce use is expected In - .

Development contractors:
Honeywell Inc., Minnapoliso Minn. (dispensers, bomblets and bomblet fuze).
NWC, China Lake Calif. (te hnical direction weapon).
NOL. White Oak, Md. (technical direction fuze).

18 Target identification bomb MK 121.... .. ......------------------------------------ 2;3
The target identification bomb MK 121 Is a low light-level long-duration chemi-

luminescent target mirke. device which provides a night target Identification signal.
Engineering design component development and engineering test have been com-
plted. Desin release (limited) was given In May 1969 and design release (unlimited)
is expected In September 1969. Estimated date of approval for service use is October
1969.

Development contractors:
NWC China Lake Calif.
NAD Crane Ind.

21 Practice bomb BDU-24/C .---------------------------------------------- - 1.9
This Is a full-scale training weapon for the MK 43 weapon applicable for use as a

loading and handling trainer and for fleet readiness exercises as a substitute and replace-
ment for th operational suitability test (OST) weapons. Estimated completion date$ are
June 1969 for engineerinl design, August 9,1969 for component development, Novem-
Ib r 1969 for engineering est, and December 1969 for design release. Estimated date of
at proval for service use Is --.

Development contractor: NOL, Dahigren, Va.
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SERVICE USE-Continued

[Dollars In millions

Amount
requested

P-i line item In fiscal
no. Item year 1970

25 Zero Antiaircraft potential (ZAP) ...................................... . 12.8
This is a wraparound fin aircraft rocket for use against a wide range of material"

personnel targets. En Ineering design (limited production) and comp nent development
have been completed. Engineering tests are expected to be complete in August 1969.
The design has been released for pilot production and is expected to be released for
limited production in July 1969. The estimated date of approval for service use is -
A approval for service on limited production has be,, given based on a waiver.

evelopment contractors:
Naval Ordnance Laboratory White Oak, Md.-designer and program coordinator.
Thiokol Chemical Corp.,tJKn, Md.--notors.
Martin-Marietta Corp Bialtimore, Md.-warheads and launchers.
Meipar Corp., Fais ChTurch, Va.-Fuzes.

I1I AN/PRC-87 crewman radio rescue helmet set .....................................
This system is designed to provide the rescue crewmen with 2-way continuous com-

munication with the SAR (search and rescue) aircraft In the performance of a rescue
mission in the assist of a downed air crewman. Engineering design and component
development have been completed. The estimated completion date for engineering
test is May 1969. Approval for service use Is expected in July 1969.

Development contractor: Magnavox Corp., Torrance, Calif.

118 MISCELLANEOUS SURVIVAL EQUIPMENT

(a)Precision Infre-red survivor locating device ..................................... 2.4
This item is designed to replace the SAR flare device, Signal mirror, and .38 caliber

flare cartridge with Improved item. Engineering design, component development, and
engineering test have been completed. The estimated date of approval for service use is
June 1969.

Development contractor: Sanders Associates, Inc., Nashua, N.H.
(b Oxygen breathing rmask

This item is designed to replace the A-13 oxygen ma3k to provide greater visibility,
comfort, and breathing effort Improvement. Engineering design has been completed.
Component development and engineering tests are expected to be completed in May
1969 and August 1969 respectively. The estimated date of approval for service use is
October 1969.

Iwelopment contrator: Sierra Engipering Co Sierra Madre, Calif.
(c) Repairable oxygen communication hose assembly ............................... .2

This item Is designed to replace all Integrated oxygen communication assemblies
on an attrition basis to provide a system to replace parts in lieu ol the entire
assembly. The engineering design has been completed. Component development is
axpted to be complete in May 1969 end engineering test completions are
anticipated in July 1969. The estimated date of approval for service use is Sep-
tember 1969.

Development contractor: AROC Corp., Sun Valley, Calif.
(d) Fire Resistant antiblackout suit ............................................... 2

This item is designed to replace the MK-2A anti-G suit to provide a reduction in
fire hazards increased comfort to the wearer, and lower fabrication costs. Engi-
neering desIgn and component development have been completed. Engineering
tests are expected to be complete in July 1969. Th. estimated date of approval for
service use is September 1969.

Development contractor: David Clark Co., Worcester, Mass.
(e) Intermediate antiexposura suit PVC ty e, CWU-29/P ........................... .2

This item is designed to provide a lighter weight dual environmental capability
and a possible replacement for the current winter flight suit and/or the Air Force
(intermediate weight) coverall Engineering design and component development
have been completed. Engineering tests are expected to be completed In June 1969.
The estimated date of approval for service use is July 1969.

Development contractor: Empress Corp., Los Angeles, Calif.
(f Lithium copper fluorlde battery ................................................ 2

This Item Is designed to replace the Mallory battery In the PRC-90 survival radio In
order to provide longer operational and shelf life with a higher degree of reliability.
Engineering design, com ponent development and engineering tests have been com-
pleted. The estimated date for approval for service use is July 1969.

Cyelnnernl contractor: Honeywell Inc., Montgomeryville, Pa.
(a).Magnesium battery .......................................................... 3

his Item is designed to replace the AN/URT-33 survival beacon battery in order to
provide improved low-temporature performance, extended shelf life, and a higher
degree of reliability. Engineering design and component development have been com-
pleted and engineering tests are expected to be completed In May 1969. The estimated
date of approval for service use is June 1969.

Development contractor: Battery Corp. of America, Red Bank, N.J.
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AIR IAUNCIIED ORDNANCE FOR ASW

Mr. ANDREWS. This year's request for ASW Air Launched Ord-
mance and Support Equipment is $52.2 million, an increase of $17.9
inillion over the fiscal year 1969 program. 'Why has your procure-
ment program for sonobuoys increased from $31.8 million in fiscal
year 1969 to $19.7 million in fiscal year 1970?

TYPES AND QUANTITIES OF SONOBUOYS

Admiral AulAu. There are two reasons for the increase. The first is
that the number of sonolbuoys actually to be procured is
which is an increase of 24,000 over fiscal year 1969. This increase is
for - active range sonobuoys, and termograph buoys. It
is necessary to preserve the inventory readiness. The second reason for
the increase is that the mix of buoys we are procuring this year have
a higher unit cost.. Specifically, the Difar buoy, of which we will
get this year instead of - and a substantial procurement
of the SSQ-47 active buoy, that is, for that were not contained
in fiscal year 1969.

.Mr. ANDRIEWS. Admiral, could you provide a tabulation for the
record of the type and quantity of each sonobuoy and cost contained
in thlis budget request ?

(The in formation follows:)
The program as proposed provides for five different type sonobuoys. There are

AN/SSQ-41 JULIE/JEZEBEL buoys for $9.0 million which are com-
)atible with processing equipment in older fleet aircraft; AN/SSQ-53
(DIPAR) for $28.2 million which are being phased In with newer production air-
craft and provide a greatly enlianed ASW capability: - AN/t4SQ-57 son()-
litioys for $.3 million which iire specially calibrated for use in special applica-
tions; - AN/SSQ-57 active rang, sonobuoys for $4.3 million, required for
final localization of submarine targets; AN/SSQ-36 bathythernograph
sonobuoys for $2.3 million which are air-droppable buoys for determining water
temperature profiles necessary for effective ASW operations; and lastly. test
range and production support for $2.2 million completes the total request for
fise.al year 1970 amounting to $47.2 million.

Mr. ANDREWS. What is the explosive echo ranging charge and how
does this work in connection with the sonobuoy prograin?

Admiral ABIATr. The explosive echo ranging charges have several
different uses.

ANTISUBMARINE CONTAG'r EVALUATION SYSThM

Mr. ANDREWS. What is the antisubmarine contact evaluation sys-
teln for which .you tare requesting another $2.5 million in fiscal 1970,
and how does this fit iito this overall sonobuoy program?

Admiral AnHAU. The ASCES system is a center provided on
show bases for patrol aircraft and -- carriers for the purpose of
processing the contact data that are obtained by the aircraft. At the
present time, these - installations have been made up out of off-the-shelf equipment. This was satisfactory with the older-type air-
craft, but as we introduce the P-3C aircraft with the ANEW system
for automatic data processing, we find it necessary to update the shore
and shipboard terminals in the same fashion. This year's procuiement
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is simply for one installation, and the rest of our procuremeids will
be timeI to be phased with the introduction of the P-3C airerift.

Mr. AN;Dvws. What are we actually buying with these fiids.
Admiral Ann,%t. It is data. processing equipment that allows up to

Mr. ANiDmws. What system have we had in the past, Admiinl, to
perforin this function before we entered the ASCES program .

Admiral ARITAU. The installation that exists at (he present tie UlsPS

Mr. A:knrws. What is the total estimated cost for this system in
terms of meeting future requirements?

Mr. Cunry. Approximately - million for the -- slioie
stations and - CVS through 1975.

Mr. ANDhIEws. That is the total program from the beginning?
Mr. CmT4FY. Yes, sir.

AIR-LAUNCIED ORDNANCE

Mr. AN DREws. The total fiscal 1970 program for air-launuhed ord-
nance and support equipment is $475.9 million, which is $107.1 million
less than the fiscal 1969 estimate. Most of this reduction is in the pro-
curement of general and special purpose bombs. Aircraft guiiii i-
munition and miscellaneous ordnance and support requirements have
actually ineased over last year. Why is this?

Admiral Smir 1v.y. Because of different targets involved. The targets
that are available and have to be struck are different in character
from those of last year.

WALLEYE BOMIM

Mr. AN;DREws. Your program for general and special purpose bombs
totals $322.6 million.

You are requesting $28.3 million for Walleyes. We did not
procure any in fiscal 1969. For what purpose was the $4 million used
last year?

Admiral SmvLx. $4 million in 1969 funding was used to support
the IValleye program. This consisted of technical support of existing
production contracts, monitoring and testing samples from contracts
and fleet support. In other words, the $4 million was used in connec-
tion with the preceding contracts for the Walleye.

Admiral GADDIs. Orgoing engineering support.
Mr. ANiDRPwB. Did it involve cost overrun?
Admiral Smm. No. There is no cost overrun. This $4 million

was not used for that.
Admiral GADD!B. We originally had Walleye in our budget for 1969.

We programed along with the Wfalleye but' the engineering support
that went with it. When the buy was wiped out we still had to main-
rain the engineering support., a

Mr. AIwmRiws. Why has the cost of this weapon increased from a
unit rice of $16,200 shown last year to $23,583 in fiscal 1970?

Admiral MCOTETITJAN. The unit cost in the fiscal 1969 budget pre-
sented in 1968 was . It was computed on a total buy of -
nlanned at that time. The - planned buy was divided equally
between Navy and Air Force. The unit cost in the fiscal 1970 budget
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w'as based upon the procurement of only Walleye . weal)oiis
width will contain improved sections and , The unit,
cost increase is due to the lower production quantity and the improve-
imiets contained in the Walleye II weapon.

Mr.. ANm)EWS. Tell us in the record at this point what the missioni
of the Walleye is.

Admiral MCCLELLANI. Walleye is a specialized elect ro-optically
guided boml) designed to hit targets of very high value and witlh very
1iilgh accuracy. The circular error probable (CEP) is labeled as

It is air to ground.

RELIABILITY AND ACCURACY OF WALLEYE

Ir. ANDEWS. Could you provide for the record how effective is
Ile Walleye from a reliability, accuracy and kill potential stanlpoint.

(The information follows:)

WALEYE RErJABILITY

1. Reliability: Premised upon the m1nfvcture/asseibly nd shiimet of
approximately - weapons -through all echelons of the logistics cycle, Itilud-
lig combat, Walleye has experienced a reliability factor of--.

2. Accuracy: Based upon analysis of - launches of Walleye I --- of
the weapons dropped have scored a direct bit on the selected target. It Is
anticipated that the -- improvements incorporated In the Walleye II will
result in a significant increase.

3. Kill potential: Since Walleye has a - kill potential is defined as
of all weapon launches expected to hit within the accuracy (,ircle of -- feet.
Combat experience to date has yielded a - success rate.

Mr. ANDniF.WS. Did the Walleye replace any other bomb in your
inventory?

Admiral MCCLiLAN;. No, the Walleye IT being bought this year
is not replacing per se. It is used in conjunction with Wa ieye I, which
has a-- .

Mr. AwDiws. You might compare Walleye t with Walleye II in
the record.

(The information requested is classified and has been supplied the
committee.)

BNAK1TE BOMBS

Mr. ArND-Fws. You are requesting $177.5 million for the procure-
ment of-- Snakeye 500-pound bombs. This request represents
over percent of your procurement program for bombs. In
what instances do you use this bomb in preference to others, such as
the Walleyes

Admiral SiivnEr. This bomb that you are. speaking to here is an
unsophisticated bomb that is equipped With a tail to permit it being re-
leased at low altitude.

The Mark-82 is a 500-pound bomb. Is that, the one you are speaking
to?

Mr. AN DRws. Yes.
Admiral SizinH Y. That is a 500-pound bomb and is the backbone.

of the conventional, un1lsopisticated a ir-latuwh1 ordnance being
dropped in Southeast Asia. Five hundred pounds is about the opti-
mum size of bomb needed to destroy the typical target that they have
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out there. There is no point in using too large a bomb. They use the
maximum number of the smallest bomb that will do the job. That is
the reason it is so popular out there. It is used by the aircraft operat.
ing from the carriers, by the Marines, and also by the B-52's in very
large numbers. The bombs for the B-52's are'funded by the Ar
Force but they are buying them from us.

Mr. ANDnEWS. IHow does this bomb compare with the so-called
blockbuster of World War III

Admiral SHIFLEY. Much smaller. A blockbuster was a bomb of
2,000 or 3,000 pounds.

Admiral GADDIS. This series of bombs is the follow-on to the iron
bombs of World War II. It has aerodynamic and drag characteristics
that optimize its dropping from jet aircraft.

Mr. A 'Ervs. Admiral, if the 500-pound Snakeye is the optimum
bomb, why has your requirement for the 250-pound Snakeye bomb
increased this year?

Admiral GADDIS. Primarly for Marine close ground support. They
use a lot of those.

Admiral SIFLEY. We had a lot of the Mark 81's, the 250-pound
bomb, in stock, and it was not necessary to buy very many of them in
1969. We are were going up from - n fiscal year 1970. These are,
used primarily by the Marines. It has been found to be a very good
bomb for close support of troops. That is what most of the Marine
flying in South Vietnam is in support of.

ROCKEYE WEAPONS

Mr. ANDREWS. You are requesting $45.9 million for Rockeye
weapons, an increase over your fial year 1969 program. Why has
your requirement for this weapon increased?

Admiral Smrwg. That is a new bomb just coming in. It is quite a
sophisticated bomb. We are just building up production. It is a very
pomila r bomb for restricted use.

Mr. ANDREws. Tell us a little something about it.
Admiral SmnrY. It is a cluster bomb. It has a case filled with

inside and they have shaped charges. At the appropriate time after
it is dropped, it kicks all these out and gives area coverage. It is
extremely effective in destroying trucks and equipment such as that.
If one of these things hits it, the shape charge will go through it.

Mr. ANmDiEws. Is it also used for antipersonnel?
Admiral SHmr-. No, sir; it is primarly antimateriel.

TIELOTBAP WEAPON PnOORAM.

Mr. ANDRPVS. The fiscal 1969 program for the Helotrap weapon
originally was - at a total cost of $16.7 million. Your current
P-1 indicates the program was reduced for fiscal 1969 to only -
of these weapons at a total cost of $3.8 million. Why. was this done?
. Admiral MCOLELLAN. The Helotrap weapon is equipped with a re-
tardation parachute and impact fuze. The decrease in fiscal 1969 weap-
ons from - at a cost of $16.7 million, in the January 1968 con-
gressional budget to - at a cost of $3.8 million is due to slippage
of design release and approval for service use dates. The design re-
lease date was August 1967 for lirpited quality production.
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The design release date for unlimited quantity production was Jan-
uary 1969. As a result of the slippage the approval for service .use also
slipped from March 9, 1968, to January 1969.

Mr. ANDRmEws. Tell us a little something about, that bomb.
Admiral MCCLELLAN. It is designed to clear underbrush, booby-

traps, and people from selected helicopter landing areas. -
Admiral SJIIFFLEY. It does this without naking a crater. You want

to keep the terrain level for the helicopter to land.
Mr. ANDREWS. Is it used for personnel ?
Admiral MCCLELLAN. No, but it would knock out any personnel in

the way.
Admiral GADDIS. It is a very effective antipersonnel weapon, but we

are just starting out with the production.
Mr. ANDREWS. Admiral, what happened to the unused funds for the

tIelotrap?
Captain JAY. We stretched the production because of the sli))age.

We can provide you a schedule of production if you desire. The f1und.
not required for this revised program. were reprogramed to meet other
ammunition requirements for Southeast Asia.

Mfr. ANDREWS. The remaining funds will be used to buy this well)on
during fiscal 1970? .

Captain JAY. Yes, sir; the fiscal year 1969 funding is being l)Jaced
on contract now, and deliveries will extend through the fiscal year 1970
funding period.

Mr. ANDREWS. The P-1 indicates this weapon is still not approved
for service use. When will this occur?

Captain JAY. It should be February 1969.
Admiral MCCLELLAN. I am informed that it was approved in Jan-

uary 1969.
Admiral GADDIS. The P-1 was published in January. It is an error

in not bi inging this up to date, sir.

CLUSTER BOMB CBV-i.i

Mr, ANDRnEws. Why are you increasing the buy of the elister
bomb when it has not been approved for service use?

Admiral SHIFJEY. This is the CBU-55. The approval date of that is
supposed to be and that will be prior to contract award.

M1r. ANDREWS. Where do we stand in the testing?
Captain JAY. If I may, I would like to ex )an(l on this. We have a

development lot, of- a quantity we are buying from Honeywell,
which is the sole source producer. The approval for service use is
scheduled for - -. The limited production will not cominmnee until

.We feel this is an excellent weapon. As a matter of fact, this
weapon in the future will probably replace the --. If you would
like a description of the weapon, I can give it to you. . We feel
it has a great potential.

Mr. ANDRE.WS. Captain, have you already )rocured the
funded in fiscal 1969?

Captain JAY. No, sir, we have not. That is about ready to go on con-
tract. We have a contract for units with Honey6ell. Adminis-
tratively we are attempting to get it on contract with Honeywell for
the - units in 1969.
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CONTRACT DELIVERY SCHEDULED, WEAPON NOT APPROVED FO1 SERVICE USE

Mr. IPsco.%iB. What would their production schedule be?
Captain JA'. The -- units production schedule will coin,.eiice

delivery in
Mr. LiP$sUtioMI. This is not a p proved for the service yet.
Captain ,l,Y. It will be approved for service use in
,Mr. LIpso,MI1. In
Catain JAY. Yes, Sir.
Mr. Lipsconi. You are going ahead making your arrangements for

yotr contract now and delivery in -. Is that what I understand?
Captain JAY. Yes, sir. We will have this weapon released for pro.

dute ion but not approved for service use.
We are convinced from our tests at Naval Weapons Center, China

Lake, that we have a good weapon.
Mr. AN urEws. Have you tested it?
Captain JAY. The bireadboard models, yes, sir.
M r. ANDHEWS. How many did you test and what was the result.
Captain JAY. Approximately .
Mr. ANDRrws. Wl, t was the result?
Captain .TY. The results were excellent.
Mr. A NDTREWS. All - of them?
Captain JAY. I cannot answer that, sir, I would have to provide for

the record exactly how many.
(The information was provided to the committee and is classified.)
Mr. ANDnEWS. You are satisfied it will work?
Captain JAY. Yes, sir.
Mr. LeOMsmO. Does the contractor have to do any special tooling?
Captain JAY. Yes, sir.
Mr. LTps ovB. These you are testing at Clhina Lake were proto-

types?
Captain JAY. Yes. They were actually breadboard models. We are

receiving our first lrel)roduction tooling units from Honeywell inSeptember.
Kfr. LIesco in. The reason we go into some of these in such depth is

that we find with some of these items we have moved a little too rapid-
ly. Isn't this one that we can slow down a little bit if you have-not
ordered the - and you are still operating on 1969 funds?

Captain JAY. I think it would be a waste If we did. If we do we will
lose line continuity. ,
* Mr. Lxrscome. That is an old story. Why don't we slow the line down

at the outset ICaptain JAY. We can only slow it down so fa,'. If the contractor his
to work at a reduced rate, we will probably have to pay more money
for the initial - units.

Mr. Lresconi%. That is better than the money going down the drain.
Captain JAY. In my personal opinion the money is not going down

the drain.
Mr. Lrrsco-B. We are always concerned about some of these things.

LONG RANOE Pl 6CURPMENT PLAN

Mr. ANDREWS. Do you expect to have them operational
Captain JAY. Yes sir. I would expect them to be operational
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Mr. ANDRMWS. When you appear here next year, you will have had
actual experience

Captain JAY. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANn)Rws. Are you looking beyond the number you budgeted

for .
Captain JAY. We are looking for the 1970 budget, yes. We have a

long-range plan to run in future years. In 1971 we are calling for

Admiral GADD1S. I think the point here, Mr. Lipscomb, concerning
procurenient prior to completion of operational evaluation, is that this
weapon has been designed --- and we are proceeding, with all,
shall we say, cautious speed. The availability i nhe tine frame
is an important eleuient in thlis procurement.

Captain JAY. 3f I night add. Admiral, it would be an excellent
weapon -0

Mr. i-,Diws. That is what appeals to me.
Captain JAY. This is because of the
Mr. ANDntWS. In fact, you need a weapon like this
Mr. LPscomji. Is there any other weapon of this nature in any of

the other services, such as the cluster?
Captain JAY. Not to mv knowledge, sir.
Mr. LpscoMTi. Why is the Navy the only one that is interested in it,?
Captain JAY. It was developed by the Nava Weapons Center China

Lake. It looked very good to us. "the other services may well become
interested as they are in Rockeye. It appears in the next year or so the
Air Force will be. very interested in Rockeye.

Admiral Sinptiy. rheie is a good deal of cooperation between the
Navy and the Air Force in using air launched weapons. Almost all
of tfiese new exotic weapons we have in here are also used by the Air
Force. We make them and the Air Force also uses them.

Mr. LPs8coMB. If it is so good and will do such a job for - - how
far are you going to get with -- this year and - next year,
the way we drop ammunition

Captain JAY. If I mi ght say, this is jiist about the production ca-
hability of Honeywell for the .. units in 1969 'to build up the

production to the --. per month rate that we are requesting in
the 1970 budget..

Mr. Li scoMB. How long will last you ?
Captain JAY. I am afraid I cannot answer that. It would depend

entirely on the tactical and operational situation.
Mr. Aw nmws. How many can a ship carry ?
Captain JAY. This is strictly a - type weapon.
Mr. AmxDEws. How many will a - carry?
Captain JAY. It should carry - of these weapons.
Mr. ANDRmws. It won't take long to burn up that many.
Captain JAY. No, sir. However, we are looking at development of a

.This would require about 24 months leadtime.
. _XNDREWS. You are requesting $2.3 million for the initial pro-

curemcit of - target identification bombs. This weapon has not
received approval for service use. What is the status of the testing of
this weapon I
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TARGET IDENTIFICATION BOMB

Admiral McCriLuU. The target identification bomb is a marker
device. It is delivered by the forward air controller aircraft to provide
a night target identification signal visible from 3 to 5 miles and Ist
10 minutes. It will provide the signal in either open terrain or on tol)
of tree cover. Testing is complete and design is expected to be released
this month. We estimate service approval tiis month, also.

Mr. AN DREws. What weapon or weapons will this Mark-121 bomb
replace.

'dmiral McCr~r.AN. It does not replace any other weail)il. We
have no long lasting marker of this nature.

Mr. ADmUws. Are we still going to use the markers we have or is
this going to replace the ones we are using?

Adniral MCCraTj,Ax. We will continue to use the flares and smoke
rockets we use now. But this night chemical device is unique and new.

AIR JAUXCIIF. ROCI(ETS

Mr. ANDREWS. Your fiscal 1970 program for air-launclled Iro.ket.s is
$63 million, which is $21.1 million less than last year.

You are requesting $22.3 million for - -2.75 inch rocket compo-
nents. This is almost a threefold increase over last year's request. WhIlt
is the reason for this increased requirement for this weapon?

Captain JAY. We reduced the buy in 1969 because of existing in-
'eltory, particularly in the case of the rocket which is used for the

fixed-wing type aircraft. The 1970 requirement has increased due to
the extensive use in 1969.

ZFERO ANTIAIRCRAFT POT ENTIAL ROCKET

Mr. ANDRErws. This year you are requesting $12.8 million for the sec-
ond procurement of zero antiaircraft potential rocket (ZAP). Where
do we stand in the testing and service acceptance of this weapon?

Admiral MCC .LLAN. ZAP had an original planti in the budget, sub.
mission forffiscal 1069 to provide for procurement of evaluation and
fleet introduction quantities inliscal 1969. The Department of Defense
budget decision first eliminated the funding altogether and then re-
stored the procurement., Thisslipped the fleet production procurement
to fisctl 1970, creating a delky of in the fleet. The CNO review
of the situation caused a reprogramming action to be taken in fiscal
year 1969 funding to provide long leadtinp requirements and to enable
'fleet introduction to be moved in) - lost. This is the current status
of the 1969-70 OPN funding. The testing is on schedule and the pre-
)roduction units are due in --- and'the production units begin

delivery in - . It is not designed to replace any btier weapon. It
is estimated for service approval in- - .

Mr. A R ws. What does that mean, Admiral, the last statenient?
Admimral MCClELLAx. The one about the service approval?
.Mr. A Nqmsws. No, not to replace any weapon being procu|rd in

fiscal,1970. : , I ! 1 1 "
Admiral MCCLELLAN. The weapon is not designed to replace any

other weapon. The estimated date for service approval of ZA is

. a
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Are yoii faililiar with the ZAP, sir.4
Mir. ANDiEWS. Would you explain its use?Admi ral MCClELr.AN.

Admiral Grm)ts. This is the size of
Mr. AxDftlWs. We have seen some before the committee.
Admiral McC?,lv. They have been used in other devices. I doubt

if ou have seen this one.
M. Ammnrws.I How is this one deployed '
Admiral MCCL. ,LN. The rocket head has a fuze in it and it, opensniechaniically. ':..

Mr. ANDREWS. Are they dropped froin aircraft?
Admiral MCCLELLAN. It is slot in a rocket from an aircraft. The

r(cket itself has -- - as compared with other rockets that were pre-
viouslv used. It, makes it quite expensive.

Mr. ADmrEws. Has the ZAP been used in Vietnam as yet?
Admiral MCCLL AN. No, sir, it has not.
Mr. ANDRHEWS. It has not even been tested?
Admiral MCCLELLAN. Not in Vietnam. It is being tested at state-

side ranges.
AIRCRAFT GUN AMMUNITION

Mr. ANDREWS. You are requesting $12.4 million for aircraft gun
ammunition. The fiscal 1970 program is $5.2 million more than last
year's program. What is the reason for this general increase?

Admiral MCCLELLAN. The A-TE fleet introduction is June 1969,
and the other, July, 1970. These aircraft have Mark-61 guns installed
and use Army type ammunition. Other Navy aircraft such as the
A-4, F-8 have M1ark 12 guns installed or the Mark-4 gun pod and
they use Mark 100 series Navy ammunition. The Navy was directed to
use the Mark 61 gun in the two new aircraft for compatability with
the other services. We therefore have an increased ammunition buy
to support this new gun.

Mr. ANDREWS When will these two aircraft be introduced into the
fleet?

Admiral MCCLULLAN. At the end of 1970 the Navy will have--
A-7E's and AH-1J's.

Admiral SrnmEY. A7-E, June, 1969, and AH-1J,

DEFENSE COMMUNICATIONS PLANNING GROU SUPPORT

Mr. A?4rnws. Fiscal year 1970 estimate for miscellaneous ordnance
and support is $77.9 million, a net increase of $101 million above the
fiscal 1969 estimate. You are requesting $18.2 million for the defense
communications planning group program.

This is an increase of $1.2 million over last year. What is the Navy
input to this program ?

Admiral 1N1CCLEJLAN. The Navy supports the DCPG by procure.
ment, of - for use in Southeast Asia by elements of Army, Air
Force, Marines and Navy. They use -. The Naval Air Systems
Command has funded $33.3 million in fiscal year 1967, 1968, and 1969
for this procurement.

Mr. ANDREWS. HOW do you measure the results vis-a-vis the cost ex-
pended for this purpose?
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Admiral MCCLELL.AN. The results versus cost are always difficult
to measure in a combat environment. You have to go to the ier
)reference of these and they have been highly popular-- .Admiral Snm iY. Insofar as we are concerned they are usd by the
Marines . They are very good for - . By the nature of the
operations - they are becoming very popular. We expect the
requirement for these to go up quite a bit.

Mr. MAnox. Admiral, would you provide for the record a tabulation
of program cost for all Navy appropriations from the inception of
toDOP program through fiscal year 1969.

Admiral Smnrz. Yes, sir.
(Tle information follows:)

NAVY APPROPRIATIONS TO SUPPORT DCPO PROGRAMS

fin millions of doll&si

1967 1968 1969 Total

R.O.T. & [.NE... . .. ... . . 16. 0 14.7 9.7 40.4PAMN .............................. 24.7 2.4 1.0 281OPN .................................. ...... 19.1 11.9 12.0 43.0
O. & M.N ......................... ........... 5.6 11.6 1.7 18.9

Total ........................................ 65.4 40.6 24.4 130.4

MUNITION8 'LOST IN DANAN'O FIRE

Mr. MAzow. For the record, Admiral, would you provide a list
shwing the type and ,quantities of ammunition lost in the fire at
Da~n~nj which detroyed over $50 million worth of ammunition.

AdmwalSiunLz, Yevsir.
! ,ou am epekingnpw, to the -ammunition funded under the OPN
.pprip4a4on VThere was sone.,lost, there funded under the Marine

uorp a ppropriation.Mi r,.M&Ho . Let4smicludeboth . : -

(The information follows:)
MunCtioe lout In nang fre of.pr. '7.o196

U.S. Navy air munitions ------------------------------- $1), 801,000
U.S. Marine Corps ground, mu t5ot.,... . .. 0, 700,000
U.S. Air Force air munitions ----------------------- 14, 500, 000

: ' eavt, Itemiust o'O -losses ba .not et been pbtalneid fot U.S. Air Force munitions
lost in ti fire area. The eatimatte of $14,000,000 may yary as a result of recovery operations.

Aduriral ( G.DnDI You don't 'w'Wnt us to include Air Forv.,,
ammunition .,

Mr.'MAmo,4. At Donntg?
Admiral QADDI. ,Y'( q Sir.
Mr. MAio . Tnehlde'it all. I understand. it' is about $50 million of

Admiral GADDIS.It was more than that.
Mr. Mmi4o . We have been trying to find an adequate explanation

for this, and we have not been very successful.
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Admiral GADDis. The best estimate I have head. and I have hear,1
the testimony here before sir, has tended to support the hypothesis of
the spreading incinerator fire. There has been some conjecture about
the possibility of something in the incinerator that blew it up and
spread it into the grass, either accidentally or a )lanned accident. Of
course, there is an investigation which will attempt to determine the
cause.

ir. MAiON. Is it at all unwise to have ammunition of this quantity
and value closely stored so it can blow up?

Admiral GADDIs. The problem, sir, is One of judgment, how muich
you spread it out compared to how much security it takes to control
and defend a large perimeter.

The utilization of security troops is immense when you start taking
over more real estate. As you know, Danang has been an expanding
installation ever since we moved in there.

Admiral SHIIFLEY. Mr. Chairman, if you are finishing U) with the
ammunition, I would like to make a statement here before we leave
the ammunition area.

AMr. MAHON. Very well.

ADEQUACY OF AMmUNITION FuNDiNo ESTIMATES

Admiral SnIFwiy. it has to do with the adequacy of our amnmuni-
tion and the money for ammunition requested in 1970. 1 would like
to say I consider this an adequate budget to support the tempo of
operations on which it was based.The air munitions procuremient will support the current rate of
function durn 6 months of the finding period during which time
production wille reduced to the miniatn sustaiiings rate. The budget
stinates were. pre4icated. on the continuation of Southeatst Asia

activity' levels experienced duriigthe budget formulation )roCess last
fall. E xperioeice. during .september through October 1968, reflected
sizable decreases in; consumption as the' leiel of combat intensity de-
creased. The geiiral sittiatioi and' atm(i& pli~ i preailing at t hat time
indicated,.there would be a continued decrease ini the level of activity.
Experience during November and Dece'nber tended to bear this out,
ant heproabiltes of it continued decrease were such that bu(lget
adjustments were made.

.Since there is no sure way to determine the degree of combat de-
escalation that will occur, projections Were made based on judgment.
Utilizing the apparent trend in attrition and consumption, the South-
east Asia budget adjustments were made providing for continuation
of munition consumption on the levels reached in November and De-
cember: moderate reductions below the previously computed rate.
Since that time there has been an increase of combat activity in Viet-
nam raising doubt that the anticipated reductions 'Will occur. If this
trend continues and projected reductions do not materialize, there
will be a shortage of funds in fiscal 1970. The present level of funding
will not be a adequate for Southeast Asia operations terminated
prior to the midpoint of fiscal 1970 . ending. If expenditures continue
as currently forecast, a decision will be required by December 1969,
to continue munitions production at the Aecessary rates. Such action
would require additional funds. There are'two points, I think, I
wanted to emphasize here.
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iOne is that we deliberately asked for money to provide for expeldi-
ture of ammunition in Southeast Asia for the first 6 months only and
thei'after at minimum sustainingrates. Also, it would appear at this
time that we have been a little bit surprised that the tempo of opera-
thins have gone up. I want you to understand, sir, that I am not
asking for additioal funds. However, I think it is proper that this
committee understand the basis on which this budget was made th.
This was directed by the Seeretary of Defense and concurred in by
U S . ' 1 , I

I don't want you' t6 think that this budget ill carry necessarily
through the entire fiscal year 1970 funding period at the expenditure
rates we are experiencing now, sir.
I Mr. LwPscomrn. Were'there any reprograming actions within the

ammunition area daring fiscal year 1969 to dateI
Admiral GADDIS. There were some significant reductions in the

ammunition area, yes, sir, as a result of-----
Admiral SmiFLEY. In making up the 1970 budget, we looked this

area over very carefully. We did not ask for any more money than
was needed to meet our consumption in Southeast Asia and training
needs in fiscal year 1970.

In making ihis evaluation, we found we were overfunded in fiscal
'69 in that our consumption rate of gun ammunition had gone down
considerably in fiscal year 1969 and what we did, we considered 1969
and 1970 all together and adjusted our produetfon rate reducing our-
going ahead and reducing our production rates in fiscal year 1969
which permitted a stretchout of the line to provide a part of our fiscal
year 1970 needs. So we made an adjustment between 1969 and 1970 so if
you look at the dollar figures in here, it looks like it is a little out of
kilter in spots; particularly in some areas it looks as though we were
over-budgeted in fiscal year 1969 and under budgeted in 1970.

Mr. LIPscoMB. For the record, could we have an analysis of the
ammunition requests and the account for 1968 and 1969 and show
the turbulence that occurred in there with reprograming actions and
any other actions that might have taken place?

Admiral SHiFLY. I wouldn't call these reprograming, Mr. Lips-
comb. We adjusted production rates to feather 1969 into 1970.

I don't have total actions in front of me, but I feel confident I havc
seen reprograming actions come through pertaining to ammunition.

Admiral GADDIS. There were a number of reprograming actions in
fiscal 1968, Mr. Lipscomb. I know of only one major reprograming in
aviation ordnaneG so far in fiscall 1969. There have been some addi-
tional reductions incorporated in the recent budget amendment.

Mr. LIPscoMB. Admiral, the statement you just made is a little dif-
ferent from what appears in the .ustification sheets that are before us.
There-must have been a change between the time these were written
and today.

Admiral SniFLEY. Y es, sir;, tried to explii that in my statement.
The t)udget was made'up on certain assumptions in December of
1960. That is a veery fid situation in Southeast 1A1. h t vhat
S- , 'ye of here. sir, But again, I repeat,'this is not. a

request for additional funds, We ,are, perfectly satisfied with the
moneys wmre r"'1ii~t-anted you to be fully aware of the
.. -'tat'on as it exists, sir.
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Admiral GADDIS. With one exception. The reductions that were re-
lated to this amendment downward were all taken in 1970, as Admiral
Shifley noted. Where necessary, 1969 productions would be stretched
out to maintain a hotline for the 2-year period.

Mr. MAiioN. All right, gentlemen. Thank you very much. We will
look forward to resuming the hearing at 10 o'clock tor1orrow.

TUESDAY, MIAY 20, 1969.

Mr. MAHON. We will resume the hearing. I would hope that we could
finish with this portion of the Navy hearing by noon today.

AlICII.\FV E LECTUiONIC CoNro'I1 EQUIP'I'[ENT

The fiscal year 1970 request for air electronic control equipment is
$21.4 million, a decrease of $9.4 million compared with last year's
estimate.

WEAPONS RANGE SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

Admiral Shifley, your request of $5.8 million for weapons range
support equipment is $1 million more than fiscal year 1969. What kind
of equipment are wb buying with these funds, where will the equip-
ment be used, and in support of what programs?

Admiral MCCLELLAN. The equipments being procured consist of
data gathering equipment, and analysis and air target scoring sys-
tems in support of fleet training, and underwater evaluation equip-
ment. for weapons systems, accuracy trials. These equipments support
facilities locai,'d on the Atlantic Weapons Range, Naval Station,
Roosevelt, Roads, Puerto Rico. Also included are a post, operations dis-
play and analysis system and an ambient noise and acoustical data
system to support the BARSTUR underwater range located off Kauai
Island, Hawaii. This installation is primarily an antisubmarine war-
fare tactical range for fleet training in all phases of submerged, surface
and aerial activity.

Mr. MAHON. It this 'equipment all in support of the ASW program?
Admiral MCCELLAN. The equipment in the Pacific is almost entirely

for the ASW program. In the Atlantic it includes other weapons.
Mir. MA OW. Such as?
Admiral MCCClLLAN. Polaris, for example.

TELEM.3ETRY CONVERSION

Mr. MAI1ON. You have an initial request in fiscal year 1970 of $5.2
million for telemetry conversion. Why is this conversion necessary'?

Admiral MCCLmrLA. Allocation of radio frequency bands to reflect
international agreements requires that air/space ground telemetering
operations be. conducted in the 1435-1540 Mcs band rather than the
2925-260 Mcs frequency band now used. The Joint Chiefs of Staff have
directed that aircraft and guided missile telemetry operations use
the higher bands beginning in January 1970. Because of this, it is
necessary to provide higher frequency equipment to Nfavv shore
station activities. Total Naval Air Systems Command costs Tor this
conversion program are $7.6 million, $2.4 million was budgeted in

32-845--69-pt. 8-45
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1969 under the weapons ranges support line item. The $5.2 million
requested in fiscal year 1970 coml- etes the program.

ALL-WEATHER CARRIER LANDING SYSTEM

Mr. MAHON. You were funded $4 million in fiscal year 1968 for two
all-weather carrier landing systems. On what carriers were these
systems installed?

Captain FEARNOW. They were installed on the U.S.S. Saratoga and
the U.S.S. Kennedy.

Mr. MAIION. What use was made of the $6 million provided in
fiscal year 1969 ?

Mr. BLOOMINGBUR0. The money in OPN activity 3 is for some shore
station procurement.

Mr. MATION. The first question addressed the $4 million in fiscal
year 1968. There were two all-weather carrier landing systems.

Captain FEALR'OW. Shore stations, I am sorry, sir.
At Oceana, and the other at Naval Air Station Lemoore.
Mr. MAHON. Is installation in progress at the present time?
Captain FEARNOW. The installation has been completed at Oceana

and the installation was started at Lemoore in June.
Mr. MAHON. What use was made of $6 million provided in fiscal

year 1969?
Captain FEARNOW. The 1969 funds were used to provide two SPN-

42-Tis to two Naval Air Stations, Naval Air Station, Cecil Field in
Florida, and Naval Air Station, Miramar, Calif.

Mr. MAHON. Does that mean there are four all-weather carrier
landing systems installed at four Naval Training Centers?

Captain FEARNOW. We have an all-weather carrier landing system
that is being modified to the 42 at Cecil Field and at Miramar. Then we
have the 42 installation already completed at Oceana and the instal-
lation to start at Lemoore in June of this year.

Mr. MAHoN. Through fiscal year 1969 these will be used for training
purposes?

Captain FEARNOW. Yes, sir.
Mr. MAHON. Are any installed aboard carriers at the present time?
Captain FEARNOW. Yes, sir. Those are the 42's installed on the Ken-

nedy, Saratoga and Forrestal.
Mr. MAnoN. What fiscal year funds were used to procure those?
Captain FEARNOW. 1967 and 1968.
Mr. MAllow. Where were the 10 monitors installed for which you

were provided $2.3 million in fiscal year 1969?
Captain FEARNow. The 10 monitors are now being procured and they

have not been installed as yet.
Mr. MATION. Where will they be located? Where will they be

installed?
(Discussion off the record.)
Captain FEARNOW. Naval Air Station, Miramar, Naval Air Station,

Cecil Field, Naval Air Station, Lemoore, Naval Air Station, Oceana,
Naval Air Station, Patuxent River, Marine Corps Air Station, El
Toro and Marine Corps Air Station at Cherry Point.

There were three additional ones for Southeast Asia-Marine air
traffic control units.
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Mr. MUi oN.-. Where were they located?
(apt. FE.TINow. They will be located in Vietnam.
Mr. MAHION. At what locations?
Capt. FE,\_ARow. I do not have the locations.

'r. MAT-ION. When you get this transcript, maybe we can straighten
this out. I ara still not too clear on the use of the $4 million in fiscal
year 1968 and the $6 million in 1969 and procurement of 10 monitors
in fiscal year 1969.

Admiral GADDIS. We can lay it out in an orderly fashion for the
record.

(The information follows:)

AIRCRAFT ELECTRONIC CONTROL EQUIPMENT

In fiscal year 1968 $4 million was requested under line item 48. These funds
were used to buy two (2) partial (AN/SPN-42T1 systems for installation at
Naval Air Station, Oceana, Va., and Naval Air Station, Lemoore, Calif.

In fiscal year 1969 $6 million was requested under line Item 48. These funds
are being utilized as follows:

One million six hundred thousand dollars is being used to complete the two
(2) partial AN/SPN-42T1 systems procured in fiscal year 1968.

Three million nine huhdred thousand dollars is being used to procure modi-
fication kits to convert two existing AN/MPN-T1 equipments, located at Naval
Air Station, Cecil Field, Fla. and Naval Air Station, Miramar, Calif., to
AN/SPN-42T1's.

Five hundred thousand dollars is being used to procure minor components for
the AN/SPN-42T1-AN/SPN-42 system.

In fiscal year 1969 $2.3 million was requested under line item 49 to procure
ten (10) AN/SPN-41 all-weather carrier landing system monitors,. These
funds are being used to procure and install the AN/SPN-41 at the following
locations:

Naval Air Station, Patuxent River, Md.
Naval Air Station, Miramar, Calif.
Naval Air Station, Cecil Field, Fla.
Naval Air Station, Lemoore, Calif.,
Naval Air Station, Oceana, Va.
Marine Corps Air Station, El Toro, Calif.*
Marine Corps Air Station, Cherry Point, N.C.*
Marine Corps Air Traffic Control Unit *

* At these locations the AN/SPN--41 will function as the primary aircraft approach
control and Instrument landing system.

Mr. MAHON. How many more all weather carrier landing systems
will you require and where will they be installed?

Captain FEAn'ow. Are we talking now for the shore or ships?
Mr. MAyroN. Total, shore and ships.
Captain FEARNOW. We have under contract now all of the necessary

components for all of the CVAs, 41 and above.
Those are already under contract.
Mr. MAHON. What is being installed on the Midway?
Captain FEAn OW. There is one on the Midway now. We will need an

additional kit to convert the Midwa to bring it up to the 42. It is now
AN/SPN-10. It will be changed to the SPN-42.

Mr. MAHON. You can complete your answer for the record on this
last question.
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(The information follows:)

ALL WEATHER CARRIER LANDING SYSTEMS

Remaining additional requirements for all weather carrier landing systems
are:

Shore i-,4allations.-Marine Corps Air station, Cherry Point, N.C.; Marine
Corps Air Station, El Toro, Calif.; total remaining requirement, 2.

Ship istallations.-U.S.S. Midway (CVA-41)-a conversion kit is required to
convert the present AN/SPN-10 system to the AN/SPN-42 all weather carrier
landing system; total remaining requirement, 1.

Mr. D.vIs. When vou talk here as you d) on page ;-2-4 about milli-
mum interference with both severe weather or sea states, what kind of
a system are we talking about here? How doels- it operate?

Captain FEARNOW. IVe are talking about a fully automatic landing
system that operates in three modes. The No. 1 mode is fully auto-
matic. The second mode is semiautomatic, in which the pilot controls
the aircraft from a display in the cockpit and another mode, ino(le
No. 3, in which the pilot follows directions from an operator on the
ground or on the ship. We are talking about operating in zero-zero
visibility ceiling conditions. We are talking about operating in sea
states with deck motion equivalent to a pitching deck of 60 feet.

Mr. D.wis. Speaking of the third mode, then, I assume when you
have a pitching deck that you will have to have somebody there talk-
ing to him and bringing him in under those circumstances.

Captain FEARxOW. The system is designed under fully automatic con-
ditions to handle the 60 feet with nobody talking to him at all. Fully
automatic, sending commands from the ship to the aircraft, the pilot
is simply monitoring the approach on the monitor.

Mr. MINKSTALL. What is the biggest problem you have with this
landing system to date ?

Captain FEARNOW. We have no major problems with the system
today. It is being deployed this year-fully automatic landing mode.
M1. MNSHAIAr,. Under actual conditions, what is the maximum pitch

under which you have landed an aircraft?
Captain FEARNOW. We have not had the system up to that full motion

that I mentioned earlier, but we have landed under conditions in the
test situation easily 40-feet pitch.

Mr. MINS-ALL,. This is at sea?
Captain FEARNOW. Yes, sir.
Mr. MIN-SIALL. Do you have any knowledge of your Navy airfield

and/or Marine installations in this country?
Captain FEARNOW. Yes, sir.
Mr. MINSUrALL. How many are there at the present time?
Captain FEARNOW. We have in existence today four systems for train-

ing: One at Cecil Field, Fla., one at Oceana in Virginia, Naval Air
station at Miramar, and the Naval Air Station, Patuxent River. The
one at Patuxent is serving, in addition to training, some computer
programing work that we are doing.

The next station will be the one at Lemoore.
Mr. MINSHALL. These are training stations?
Captain FEAn oW. Yes, sir.
Mr. MINSHALL. What other stations does the Navy have?
Captain FEATDOW. These are the only ones we have.
Whidbey is the next one to get the equipment.
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NAVAL AND MARINE CORPS AIR STATIONS

Mr. MIINSHALL. I am not talking about training stations. Are these
the only fields the Navy has?

Captain FEARNow. No, sir.
Mr. MINSIIALL. What are the others?
Captain FEARNOW. Naval Air Station at Quonset Point and --
Mr. MINSHAT.L. It is quite a list. Will you supply that for the

record?
(The information follows:)

The following is a list of Naval Air Stations:
NAS Alameda, Calif.
NAB Albany, Ga.
NAN Atlanta, Ga.
NAN Brunswick, Maine
NAB Cecil Field, Fla.
NAN Chase Field, Tex.
NAF China Lake, Calif.
NAN Corpus Christi, Tex.
NAS Dallas, Tex.
NAN El Centro, Calif.
NAN Ellyson, Fla.
NAAS Fallon, Nev.
NAS Glenview, Ill.
NAN Glynco, Ga.
NAS Grosse Ile, Mich.
NAB Imperial Beach, Calif.
NAN Jacksonville, Fla.
NAN Johnsville, Pa.
NAN Key West, Fla.
NAS Kingsville, Tex.
NAN Lakehurst, N.J.
NAN Lemoore, Calif.
NAN Los Alamitos, Calif.
NAVSTA Mlayport, Fla.
NASN Memphis, Tenn.
NAN Meridian, Miss.

NAB Miramar, Calif.
NAS Moffett Field, Calif.
NAS New York, N.Y.
NAS New Orleans, La.
NAS Norfolk, Va.
NAS North Island, Calif.
NAS Oceana, Va.
NAN Olathe, Kans.
NAN Patuxent River, Md.
NAN Pensacola, Fla.
NAN Point Mugu, Calif.
NAN Quonset Point, R.I.
NAN Saufley Field, Fla.
NAN Seattle, Wash.
NAN South Weymouth, Mass.
NAN Twin Cities, Minn.
NAS Whidbey Island, Wash.
NAN Whiting Field, Fla.
NAN Willow Grove, Pa.
MCAS Beaufort, S.C.
MCAS Cherry Point. N.C.
MCAS El Toro, Calif.
MCAS Yuma, Ariz.
MCAS Quantico, Va.
MCAF New River, N.C.
MCAF Santa Ana, Calif.

Mr. MINSIHALL. Do you have any knowledge, if any, if these are in-
active at the present time?

Captain FEARNOW. I cannot answer that.
Admiral SIIFLEY. We will provide the complete list.
Mr. MINSIHALL. Will you, please, Admiral, and which ones are in-

active and not being used and some that are not too active but still
being used.

Admiral SHIFLEY. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

The Navy has no continental naval air stations in the inventory w1ich are in-
active and being held for future aviation missions. All such fields have either
been declared excess to Navy needs and given to GSA for disposal or converted
to nonaviation missions. For exaMqIle:

NAN Anacostia, W6ashington, D.C., is now a naval training station; NAAS
Corry Field, Pensacola, Fla., is a communications trailing school, anl so forth.

Mr. MINSITALL. This will give us some feel for the traffic into these
fields, and whether it is just a training operation or what it is.

Admiral SITIFLEY. Yes, sir.
Admiral GADDS. Just as a broad feel, sir, there are approximately

25 regular air stations and 27 reserve stations.
(Discussion off the record.)
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ATR('IIAFr SUPPORT EQUrPMENT

Mr. Si,.Aci. The total request for aircraft support equipment, is
$103.5 million, which is $31 million less than last year's program.

AIRlFIELD ARRES'rTNX GEAR

You were funded $3.2 million in the last 2 fiscal years for 59 air-
field arresting gear. This year you are requesting $1.3 million for 11
nioe. Where are these utilized and for what purpose?

Admiral MCCLELrL. ,. They will be used at Naval Air Stations for
emergency arrestment of high-speed Navy aircraft. We also procure
arresting gear for the Marine Corps.

SATS fields, short airfield for tactical support. The SATS system
is a Marine Corps combat system that provides aircraft launching
and recovery devices including aluminum landing mat to form the
surface of short runways, taxiways, and parking areas. In addition
to catapult, arresting gear, and matting, which were purchased under
the SATS line item, we have provided in the past for mobile support
equipment such as maintenance vans, air control equipment, et cetera.
Procurement of SATS system hardware is complete. The fiscal year
1970 request. includes under P-1 line items 72 and 73 $1.8 million to
update the equipment and replace worn components.

The SATS system has been designed as a major weapon of limited
war to be applied in expeditionary operations. It has the character-
istics of mobility and ready transportability by sealift and overland.
The system is capable of being established and made operational with-
in approximately 3 days after equipments are delivered to the planned
combat site. The SATS system is being used in SEA and at three
training sites in the United States.

Mr. SLACK. Why is it that Marine Corps requires arresting gear
in Vietnam? Does the Air Force have a requirement for this
equipment?

Admiral MCCLELLAN. Yes and no; not in the same sense. It is a
very short fleil which requires arresting on every landing. The Air
Force uses arresting on normal fields for emergency situations.

Mr. SLACyc. H-fow short a runway are we talking about. ?
Admiral MCCLELLAN. The exact length is 2,200 feet.
Mr. SL.-K. Could you also provide for the record the number of

Navy and Marine Corps airfields in South Vietnam and the length of
their riinways and how many of those are considered SATS airfields?

Admiral MCCLELLAN. There are seven Marine airfields in South-
east Asia that use either the complete package or components of these.
These runways vary from 3,400 feet. to 8,000 feet in length.

An eighth airfield is supported in part at Danang in the form of run-
way arresting gear.

Mr. STACK. Admiral. you were funded 59 in the last 2 years and 11
more is the request in fiscal year 1970.

How many do you require for each airfield?
Admiral MCLELLAV'. frow many of which, sir?
Mr. S!LACK. The airfield arresting gear.
Admiral MCCLELLAN. You reqmre an arresting gear in each direc-

tion. So for a given runway you require two arresting gears.
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M\r. SLACK. What is thte requirement for this equipment in tile
United States? Is it for training purposes?

Admiral MC'CLErLAN . In the United States the SATS equipment
is used for training purposes . The E-28 arresting gear budgeted in
line item 75 is used for both training and emergency arrestments.

INSTALLATION OF ARRESTING GEAR

Mr. SLACK. When will the arresting gear requested in fiscal year
1970 actually be installed?

Admiral ICCLELLAN. I will have to supply that for the record.
(The information follows:)

The 11 arresting gear requested in fiscal year 1970 will be installed in fiscal
year 1971.

Mr. SLACK. You will also advise us where these 11 pieces of equip-
ment ',ill be installed?

Admiral MCCLELLAN. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

These 11 sets will be Installed at the following Naval Air Stations: Number
of sets

Corpus Christi -------------------------------------------- 1
Roosevelt Roads ------------------------------------------- 2
New York ----------------------------------------------- 3
Patuxent River ---------------------------------------
Pensacola ------------------------------------------------ 3

Total ---------------------------------------------- 11

Mr. SLACK. For what purpose will the miscellaneous catapult and
arresting gear be used and how does this differ from the airfield
arresting g ear?

Admiral MCCLELLAN. This provides training equipment such as
models, cutaways and so forth, and it is for installation at the Navy
training facility, Lakehurst.

Mr. SLACK. Why is this listed separately from the arresting gear line
item ?

Admiral SHIFLEY. You are speaking to miscellaneous aids and light-
ing equipment or miscellaneous catapult and arresting gear?

MISCELLANEOUS CATAPULT AND ARRESTING GEAR

Mr. SLACK. My question dealt with line item 75. Now, I am asking
about line item 78, miscellaneous catapult and arresting gear and how
this differs from line item 75.

Admiral MCCLELLAN. This provides training equipment, cutaways
and components, for training aviation boatswains mates to operate and
maintain catapults and arresting equipment. The training equipment
is installed at the Naval Air Technical Training Center, Lakeurst,
N.J. The program for 1.970 provides funds for the procurement of the
balance of the C-13 training catapult system.

Mr. SLACK. I thought we discussed some of the arresting gear in
item 75 which was installed at Lakehurst.

(Discussion off the record.)
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VERTICAL TAKEOFF AND LANDING AIIRIIAFT

Mr. MIXNSALL. We have been talking about the short field arresting
gear, and so forth. I wonder if you would care to comment on the
vertical takeoff and landing aircraft. develo ped by the British known
as the Harrier. Are any of *ou knowledgeable ahot this?

Admiral MCCLELLAIN. I can commuemit iII general, Si.•
Mr. MINSUALL. Do you see any use the Navy iniglt ake of this

particular aircraft or one similar to it?
Admiral MCIxLTAN. The Navy is quite interested in ti tecllnology

and will be observing the Marine experience in great detail. We hav"e
no specific Navy use ror it at this time, however.

Mr. MINsitir. Why not?
Admiral MCCLELLN . Basically because in order to get tie vertical

takeoff and landing you sacrifice something in the weight carrying
and the general aerodynamic performance. The Navy takes care of
this by means of the carrier catapult and arresting gear. We are able
to operate at a much higher performance from the carrier than we can
obtain )y the V/STOL. arrangement.

Mr. MINSHALL. I appreciate that, but as von look down the road
do you see any possibility of having a mix of this aircraft?

Admiral McCLrErIAX. Strictly in dreaming stage I can certainly see
it. You can conceive of putting this type of plane on many ships other
than carriers. For example, the amphibious ships and in the far future
on destroyer size ships. As the technology develops, I am sure that in
the future we will have a great interest in it.

Mr. MINSITALL. There has been some conjecture that is why the Ruims-
sians have developed this sort of helicopter pattern of a miniature
aircraft carrier, or call it what you will, to be used primarly forVT/ST'OI.

Admiral MCCLELLAN. Up to now we have observed only helicopters
using that ship.

Mt. MINslLr. Did you see this demonstration put on by Hawker-
Siddeley?

Admiral MCCLELrJX. No, sir; I heard about it and I have seen
movies of the operation.

Mr. MINSlTAL,. I never saw a jet fly backwards, but I did and when
you see it come back over the field at 700 miles an hour and land ver-
ticallv, it is a very impressive demonstration.

Admiral MCOLELTAN. I think there is no question this particular
aircraft is a very advanced technology and will be very useful in the
Marine mode.

Mr. MINSIrAL. Thank you very much.
Mr. Lirscoitn. Mr. Chairman, during the hearings with the Navv

we have been discussing the Polaris submarine and I would like to
ask a question out of context at this point, because T have to go to an-
other committee meeting.

Mr. Sr..%CK. Go right lead.

I N viI.INEII,\IrIIrY oIl, "POL.\IIIS [SrI\IT xES

Mir. LTPscoM.s. Admiral, I would like to ask Admiral Smith, who
is present, a couple of questions, because of a misunderstanding that

. 0
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11ia exist, regarlding somi e (olllniets that have lbeeJl attributed to iiii,
inI recent, days about the invulnerability of the Polaris submarine.
Adniral SmIlth's renmrks have been interpreted nationally along the
lil es that Russians cannot now and will not in the future' be able to

I)IeelIt. the. li.S. miderwater nuclear deterrent. I would like to ask
A(lilral Smith if this is the intent that yom wanted to put across
ini he interview that you had. I understood from our previous testi-
mony that, you were misinterl)reted to a degree, on what you intended
to sav.

A(Imiral S-m'rir. I believe the various articles that have appeared in
lie press have misinterpreted what I said. I did give my opinion as

being quite positive that the Russians are not now trailing our FBM
submarines, are not now capable of trailing FBM submarines, that the
generation of attack submarines that the Russians are now testing and
get-ting ready to go operational in the very near future are not eapa-
ble of trailing. I see no practical way in which the Russians will be
able to carry out a coordinated, preemptive rittack on the FBM sulb-
haitiI'11les, providedd we are able to carry oul 'ill of the precautionar-
menasures that are now planned, and we are :',,questing funds for.

'F le interpretations that were placed on that statement really go
heyond the foreseeable future and include kin invulnerability for the
mnforeseeable future. It certainlyy was not my intent to cover such an
unforeseeable future. With regard further to the interview I had
no intent to present. any piture. I answered specitic. questions and tried
to be ( lte precise in tle answeringg of these specific questions. To the
best of my knowledge the precise answers that I gave are consistent
witl the o)inions of the Departmient of Defense which really have
to do with the unforeseeable futum rather than with the foreseeable.

Mr. LiPscomm. You know from present facts that. the Soviets can-
not now do some of the things, such as trailing our undersea deterrent.
But there is no way at. this point, to determine whether or not ill the
uinforeseeable future that. they might have this capability.

Admiral Simrrn. There certainly is no way that anyone could given
an assurance for such an umiforeseeable, or even unfor;eseen future.

Mr. LitscomIn. In iio way in your interview did you imply that. there
was reason wiy our Nation should not protect not onily our undersea
capability but our land and sea capability in maintaining our 111nclear
deterrent.

Admiral S. u'ru. This was an interview that the publisher of a
paper, I believe, in New Bedford, Mass., and what has appeared in
other i)iapers in an abstract of that complete article.

In that complete article is my answer to a question of that sort. I
certainly feel tint tlie best, way of protecting against. such unforesee-
able contingencies is to have two or three very different systems so
that to overcome our total strategic forces requires the coincidence
of two or three unforeseeable or unforeseen changes in the offensive
capabil ity of the other side.

Alr'. Liscomn. Mlr. Chairman, for the record, could we put in tie
full text of Admiral Smith's interview as carried in that Massachl-
setts newspaper ?

Mr. Sr.,ui. Without objection, it is so ordered.
Admiral S11TI. I can provide a copy.
Mr. LiPsco-rm. Thank you, Admiral.
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(The information follows:)
[From the Standard-Times Publisher]

POLARIS SUBS CALLED INVULNERABLE TO REDS

(BY JIM OTTAWAY, Jr.)

WASHINOTON.-The Navy admiral responsible for the 41-submarine Polaris
missile fleet is confident the Russians cannot now and will not in the foreseeable
future be able to successly attack our $13 billion underwater nuclear deterrent
force.

In a rare newspaper interview, Rear Adm. Levering Smith, director of Navy
strategic systems projects, gave the following reasons for his belief in the Invul-
nerability of the nuclear-warhead intercontinental ballistic missiles carried by
nuclear-powered Polaris submarines under the oceans of the globe:

1. "I am quite positive that Russian submarines cannot and are not following
any of our Polaris submarines under water. I am also quite positive that the
new generation of Russian submarines that are getting close to operational sta-
tus, that are now being tested, will also not be able to follow our Polaris sub-
marines."

SATELLITES CAN'T DETECT

2. The Russians have no specific new anti-submarine warfare methods we
know of which would make the Polaris fleet vulnerable to attack, despite many
reports of a superior Russian sonar system or satellite detection capability.

3. Neither the United States nor the Russians can or will likely ever be able
to use satellites to detect submarines under the water.

"We have tried to use satellites to do that. The laws of physics will have to be
changed to make it practical. The chances of a satellite going over the right spot
aren't very good. It's possible, but not practical to use satellites for submarine
detection," Admiral Smith explained.

4. Although only 50 percent, or 328, of our 656 Polaris intercontinental mis-
siles are on station at one time and ready to fire within minutes of a presiden-
tial order, we know from actual test-firings that their reliability is 8-7) to 95
percent.

5. He is "skeptical" about reports that the nuclear attack submarine SCorpion
(not a Polaris submarine), lost near the Azores May 21, 1968, and not found
untll October 29, was first found by the Russians, who supposedly gave us a
friendly tip on its whereabouts.

That report, never confirmed by the Navy, was published in the Standard-
Times Parade magazine March 30, 1969, and in the editorial page column of
James J. Kilpatrick April 4.

Kilpatrick reported the Russians have "a superior detection system" in their
submarine service, but Admiral Smith stated flatly that this is not so.

Admiral Smith's assurances on the safety of our Polaris fleet are highly
significant because of recent statements by Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird
and Deputy Secretary David Packard casting doubt on the safety and invul-
nerability of the 650 Polaris submarine missiles as an assured second-strike
deterrent ,the Nation could count on in the 1970's.

In testimony before the Senate Armed Services Committee March 20, Laird
and Packard argued the need for President Nixon's proposed Safeguard anti-
ballistic-missile system to protect our 1,054 land-based Minuteman missiles.

VULNERABLE?

Senator Stuart Symington asked:
"Is there any reason to believe that our Poseidon (Polaris) force will be vul-

nerable to pre-emptive attack during tile early 1970's? If not, need we be too
much concerned even if our Minuteman force should be vulnerable?"

Laird later replied:
"If this particular question is limited to the period through 1972. 1 would

say I believe that our force will remain very free from attack. If you go
beyond that time period, I would have to seriously question that."

Packard then added:

I J
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"I concluded that even though this is a strong and capable force now, there
are some things which the Soviets might do which would make it less reliable
within 4 or 5 years hence and when we are given the responsibility of
providing for the defense of the country, I would very much prefer to recoi-
mend a broader selection of capabilities to provide that defense rather than
to rely on one only, even though that one might be a fairly good one."

Moreover, in their May 7 syndicated column Inside Washington. Robert S.
Allen and John A. Goldsmith predict that "Some time in the mid-1970's, Russia
will have enough high-performance 'killer' submarines to assign Soviet shadows
to each of our missile-firing Polaris subs.

"This is the substance of classified intelligence estimates which are disturbing
Pentagon planners. It accounts for the statement by Secretary of Defense
Melvin R. Laird that the supposedly invulnerable Polaris deterrent may be
subject to attack after 1972."

The Allen-Goldsmith view is in direct contradiction to that of Admiral Smith.

POLARIS RELIABILITY

Admiral Smith knows the Polaris system as well as any man in America to-
day. lie was awarded a Distinguished Service Medal January 5, 1901, for his early
work on solid-propellant missiles and his direction of the research and con-
struction which led to the whole Polaris missile system.

He had the distinction of being selected by President John F. Kennedy for
appointment of the rank of rear admiral, an action "almost without pre'edent
in Navy history," according to the Navy information office.

When the Standard-Times asked Admiral Smith about the reliability of the
Polaris missile system, he gave the following details which are not gener-ally
known.

Although there are 16 Polaris A-2 or A-3 intercontinental missiles with
nuclear warheads deployed in each of 41 Polaris submarines, or a total of (156
missiles, only 50 percent, or 328 of them are actually on station under the ocean
and ready to fire within minutes of a command from the President of the
United States.

PATROLS ROTATE

This is because the 41 Polaris submarines rotate patrols of 00 days at sea
and 30 days of submarine maintenance at shore bases where they cannot be.
fired quickly. And their nuclear propulsion systems must be overhauled every
5 years.

Admiral Smith said the reliability percentage of successful and accurate
shots is about 85 to 95 percent. The larger and twice as accurate A-3 Polaris
missile has the highest percentage of success.

The Polaris A-2 missile has a range of 1,500 nautical miles while the A-3 can
fly 2,500 miles to its target, making every land target accessible and giving the
submarine much more freedom of movement and therefore safety.

There are 34 Polaris submarines in the Atlantic fleet, seven in the Pacific.
Twenty-eight carry the large A-3 missile, with only 13 still using the older and

smaller A-2 missile.
SEVERAL WARHEADS

The new Poseidon missiles can carry several warheads-the exact number
is secret-called multiple independently-targeted re-entry vehicles-MIRVs-
about 2,500 nautical miles also. Whatever the number of separate warheads may
be, the Navy claims Poseidon is "eight times more effective" than Polaris.

The Polaris submarine U.S.S. James Madison was the first to go into drydck
for extensive conversion work needed to carry the larger C-3 Poseidon missiles.
It went into the General Dynamics Electric Boat Division yard at Grotoii. C011n.,
February 3.

Only four of the 31 Polaris submarines authorized for this expensive conver-
sion job actually have had funds appropriated.

It will cost an additional $25 to $30 million just to convert a Polaris submarine
so it can carry the larger Poseidon missiles. The Job is being scheduled with
the 5-year basic overhaul each sub must have anyway at a cost of about $50
million.

The average cost of the submarines in our Polaris fleet is $100 million, with-
out the missiles. We have spent over $13 billion developing the fleet to its present
state and will spend another $8 billion converting 31 of the 41 submarines to
Poseidon missiles.
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WhIIe as-lktd by the Standard-Ti'mes if this highly reliable invulnerable nhlI
expensive Polaris missile system is not enough assured second-strike nuclear
weapon capability for the Nation by itself, Admiral Smith smiled and said,
"You tell file."

"What .iould we consider will deter the Russians? A Senator asked me the
same question. It has been national policy for some time now to depend on several
defensive systems, not one alone." the admiral said.

But the admiral and the Navy obviously want to keep the Polaris-Poseidon sub.
marine fleet invulnerable and fully capable of defending the United States, by
itself if necessary, by being able to inflict "unacceptable damage" on the Soviet
Union or China, even if the enemy attacks first.

There is some evidence that the Russians regard our Polaris submarine fleet
with special fear and respect.

On March 10, 1964, the Soviet Union called for the destruction of all U.S.
Polaris submarine missiles as the first step toward world disarmament.

Soviet delegate to the 17-nation disarmament talks in Geneva called the Polaris
missile a dangerous weapon, as difficult to control as the submarines that carry it.
"The Polaris is antihumanistie and antidisarmament and must be done away
with," said Semyon K. Tsarapkin.

The Navy, under Admiral Smith's direction, is working on two major projects
to keep our underwater deterrent force invulnerable (luring the 1970's, despite
official fears that the Russians may be able to cancel it by producing more sub-
marines. They now have more than 400 subs of all types. We have only 105 attack
submarines in addition to our 41 Polaris missile boats.

One Navy program called Project Sanguine would spend $1 billion to improve
our land-based communications with Polaris submarines.

Another major Navy proposal would spend many billions to build a whole new
generatinn of Polaris submarines now called "undersea long-range missile system"
or ULMS.

Admiral Smith calls the ULMS "a hedge against the possibility that the Rus-
sians will put a great deal of effort into antisubmarine warfare not only in quality
but in quantity."

He says the Russians do not now have a submarine which can follow our
Polaris subs, "and we are not going to wait for them to develop one."

$20 MILLION REQUESTED

The Navy has requested $20 million for development of this new and bigger
submarine with bigger missiles which could fly 4,000 to 5,000 miles, about twice
as far as the Polaris A-3, and Poseidon C-3.

Such a quieter submarine, with much longer range missiles, could hide and
fire from any spot in the whole Atlantic Ocean, the admiral pointed out. All the
shores of that ocean are controlled by the free World, which makes it difficult
for the Russians to use land and shore-based, or even seabed antisubmarine
detection systems.

Secretary of the Navy John Chafee. former Governor of Rhode Island. told the
Senate Armed Services Committee this spring that the Russians "might well
mount an extensive antisubmarine warfare effort" against the United States.

"In preparation for such Soviet efforts, we are examining a longer range sub-
marine launched missile system," Chafee testified, backing Admiral Smith's state-
ment that the Soviets do not now have a superior antisubmarine warfare
capability.

FANTASTIC PROPOSAL

Project Sanguine is a fantastic proposal to bury miles of cable 0 feet under-
ground over almost the entire northern third of Wisconsin.

It would cost $1 billion when completed to produce extremely low-frequency
radio wave transmissions which hug the earth's surface and can penetrate deeper
under water than high frequency radio waves used in satellites (8,000 mega-
cycles) and deeper than the low-frequency (15 kilocycles) land-based transmitter
stations now used to contact Polaris submarines.

Admiral Smith said the Navy is spending about $8 million in fiscal 1969 for
a single unit test system in Wisconsin to find ways to transmit at as low as 40 to
50 cycles without producing interferring hums on telephones and wire fences near
the underground cables. All testing will not be complete until early 1972.

The purpose of such a communications system would be to make the Polaris
submarine fleet even more invulnerable and keep it so in the 1970's by allowing
it to run deeper, and faster, and still maintain contact.
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Communication is now maintained with Polaris submarines all over the world
from large land-based transmitters at Cutler, Maine; North Cape, Australia; and
Oahu, Hawaii.

"We do not use satellites to communicate with Polaris submarines," Admiral
Smith said. "If you want to come up to the surface, you can communicate, as we
do with surface ships, but those high frequencies used by satellites won't go far
under water. We can't see how it's at all practical to use satellites for detection
either."

This brings the Navy to the conclusion that its Polaris becoming Poseidon sub-
marine ballistic missile system is invulnerable to anything the Russians have or
are likely to invent. It's just as hard for them as it is for us to find and destroy
a Polaris submarine, the admiral argues.

ALTr-WVATHER CARRIEIt LANDING SYSTE131

Mr. MIINSHALL. Mr. Chairman, reverting back for a minute to the
all-weather carrier landing system, I wonder if you can tell me, Ad-
iniral-or whoever else is best qualified in the room to answer the
question-ihow much money have we invested in this system and
how much are you asking for this year

Captain FF.ANOW. Yes, sir. H~ow much mmoe~y, we already invested in
the system? If we talk to the system, may I take a moment to explain
what we mean by the system?

Mir. MIIISHALL. Say anything you want.
Captain FF.ARNow. The system is composed of a landing control cen-

tral, which is equipment that is on the ground or on the ship. To work
with that equipment, we have to operate through the Navy tactical
data system and we use a portion of that, which we call Link-4. lVe
have about three pieces of equipment that are involved there. We get
to a data link transmitter, which sends the information or the com-
mands out in the air to the aircraft. In the aircraft we have a digital
data communication set which receives the data link information or
commands. This piece of equipment decodes this information or com-
mands into analog voltages. It then goes through a coupler to the
autopilot for the automatic control or to the cockpit display for the
pilot to use when he is flying manually. The data link that is in the
aircraft and is used by the all-weather carrier landing system is also
used in the tactical environment for intercept control, for bombings
control--precision bombing-with Marine Corps equipment. the
TPQ-10. It is also used to vector or control the aircraft automatically
around the ship or ashore for air traffic control. This is the data
link box in the aircraft. IWe have two of these boxes, one which
receives commands from ground to air, only, and then we have an-
other box which receives commands from the ground and also sends
back information from the aircraft to the ground, back into the naval
tactical data system. This box also works with the air tactical data
system. It works with the Marine tactical data system.

I believe I have covered the system, but with the understanding that
parts of it are used in many other ways. In my budgeting I have in-
cuded all of these uses: The installation in the aircraft of the inter-
cept capability, the vectoring capability, the bombing capability. That
is all carried under all-weather landing systems. We have spent, then,
up to date about $225 million or roughly in that area, on the total
system.
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Mr. .I tima,. Wiat .a(litional cost can you attribute to this auto-
matic landing system, vis-a-vis the veetoring system, the air traffic

control system and all the rest of it'?
(allptain 'E.,kN'ow. how much of it?
Mt. MINSIlLT,. Yes.
Captain FE,,.IItow. We are in the aircraft end? When you get ilto

the aircraft, end numbers we are talking about 3,000 to 3,-500 aircraft
and the costs mount considerably. That is where the gieat amount of
the money is concerned. I would estimate about at least $100 million
is iii the aircraft end for the other portion.

MJr. MiNsl,.IAI,. For the aircraft for 1970 in item 48 two of these
items-I mean fiscal 19-68-totaling $4 million. That. is $2 million
apiece. Does that include the entire system you are talking about?

Captain Fi.ARN-ow. No, sir. That $2 million will cover only the latd-
ing control central portion.

M1r. MhnsI[.%LL. You just finished telling me that your budget re-
quest was for the overall-

Captain FF.AIxNow. You asked me the total system. I understood youl
to mean the total aircraft, ship training, shore, monitoring the whole
system. If you are talking only about the landing control central
portion-

Mr. MNSIIALL. How much was in last year's budget. for the same
item ?

Admiral MCCLELA. May I answer that?
Mr. MIN SHALL. Yes.
Admiral MCCLELLA. You are speaking of line item 48 which is a

shore based trailer automatic system. That was for two units in fiscal
1968 at $4 million. Two in fiscal1969 for a total of $6 million. There is
one unit in 1970 for $2.9 million.

Admiral S1iiLmY. Those are the units ashore.
Mr. MINSH ,. Wh. is this cost increased?
Captain F.ARNOw.'I think what we have done is consolidated the

total pieces-say the trailer pieces. Prior to this time we bought the
pieces separately and this time we put them in the total system in the
training version in the trailer, which includes two computers, a data
link transmitter, and it includes another piece of equipment which
puts these messages in the proper format for transmission in the air.

I think we really have not had a price increase or very small pos-
sibly, but we really clarified or put the total trailer system together.

Mr. MINSIHALL. What is the future requirement for this system in
quantity and cost and where will these be installed, both ashore and
on which carriers?

Captain FF ARNwow. The contracts are all placed except for the train-
ing equipment for the Naval Air Station, Whidbey Island. The
Marine Corps has a requirement for two training systems at two of
their stations ashore.

Admiral McCTr:r.\x. Fiscal 1970 will complete Whidbey, and
Cherry Point for 1971 and El Toro for 1972. That will complete the
van installation ashore.

Mr. MI N-SITALL. I am looking at. the overall system. What is the over-
all system going to cost? N What is your total requirement going to be
in numbers and dollars?
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Captain FEARNOW. All of the shipboard systems have been purchased
except for the Midway which will need a system at a later date.

M'. MINSIALL. How much will the modification take in the case of
tile ANSPN--42 for the aircraft?

Captain FF.InXOW. That involves the data link portion. Tl'hc coluplers
and the autopilot and display are already there. That will vary by air-
craft types.

To'rAL PI:OG,. A COST OF. ALL-WHATJIEIR CARRIIIItl IERANDINo SYSTEM

M1r. I[INSIALL. Whliat do you estimate the cost will be? Have you
any estimate?

Captain I'FJic\-ow. Are we speaking now of the total ?
Mr. MINSHALL. The total.
Captain FEAINOW. Aircraft types?
M[r. I1NSUIALL. Aircraft. types and carriers, ground installations,

training centers, the whole picture. What is this whole ball of wax, if
I can call it such, going to cost?

Admiral McCTIEI.,\N. I think it might be well to supply yott a colin-
plete listing for the record.

Captain F.N.ow. Yes, sir; I think it would be clearer.
3r'. MINSIALL. Tlank you.
(The information follows:)

ALL-WEATHER CARRIER LANDING SYSTEM ToTAL PROGRAM COST

Total estimated cost for all present and future required components of the
system: $447,795.000

Total cost to date: $205,420,000 (through fiscal year 1909).
$127,862,000 of the program cost to date and $295,583,000 of the total overall

estimated cost is for the required data link equipment for more than 3,000 air-
craft. These data link components serve as part of the all-weather carrier land-
ing system only during the final 3 minutes of the aircraft mission. During all
other aircraft operations these data link components provide essential auto-
matic control and cockpit display for bombing, vectoring, intercept, and recon-
naissance. Major ship and shore installations of the all-weather carrier landing
system have been procured and installed. Remaining fund requirements are pri-
inarily for procurement and installation of data link equipment in new produc-
tion aircraft and retrofitting fleet aircraft.

Mr. SLACi. Mr. Davis.
Mr. I), vS. No questions at this point.

VERSATIrE AVIONICS SHoP AND TEST EQUIrP3IENT

Mr. SJAcic. You have been funded $59.7 million in the last 2 fiscal
years for versatile avionics shop and test equipment (VAST). For
Mhat pm-po e have those funds been used?

Admiral MCCLELrLAN. In fiscal year 1967d and 1968, VAST nations
were procured for the self-contained navigation system to be iIstalleCd
in Maritie helicopters. In fiscal 1968 and 1)(9,11 VAST stations have
been procured. 'len of these were configured for support of the Al 1,
equipments and one confirmed for sul)port of E2C equipment.

'Mr. SI,\Cl. I thought one piece was to be able to test the electronic
systems of various aircraft. Isn't this the purpose for t~lis

Admiral McCLELLAN. 1 would like to give a general answer here.
and I brought the VAST program officer for more specific ques-

"ion. Thle i\ST system has a basic system wich can be used to test
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11na1y equil)ments )roviding vou have the t'oper programs aIi im r wr
test connection . So you can talke a single VAST state ion p ropel'v p)rIo-
gramed and test virPis e(uipmenlts from a[II a irplae or from' N'a ri-
oil airlines. I think Cill)lin Gear, who is the VASil' rIojc ohtiver,
Cal answer detailed questions.

Captain Gri mi. he VASTI' system is actually composed of a liblwrv
of piogramable building blocks, a total of alout 48 ill lhe library -It
this time. The VAST test. station to be conhgured is limited to a tolal
of 42 of these building blocks in one particular test station because of
the control parametei',s involved.

The black boxes are analyzed individually to determine w ih of
time st imulus and measurement. blihling l)locks ae requirM d to test thaI
particular black box. The next requirement is for wlat we call pro-
grant design data. This includes the diiignostic flow charts for tile test
philosophy for that particular black box. It is then converted iitto
English language 1lro'a)lis and compiled 111om1ticall inito an ob ject

1)rerain tape which is the test tape used by the V-\sr mtim.'
'.ihis process t hen involves the verification and debugging of the

object, test program tape, using the unit to be tested to make sure lhait
it, works. We are implementing this system by weapons system (mil-
tractor furnished equipment first. The reason we are doing it. in this
mamer is that the initial effort must. be done with a small numlh)er of
VAST test stations available. 'Tite first such system to be sUplq)orted in
our carrier is the A7E, following on this will be the E2C, F14--A,
S-3A, so pe portions of the EA6B, and other equipments not unique
to specific weapons systems.

T should like to make it clear in this regard as long as tie required
building blocks are present in the configuration of ia station in ques-
tion for a particular black box, whether it comes from an F-14. an
E-o2C, A-7, or what, have you, the test program tape can 1)1, played on
that particular test, station and that black box can be tested omi that
test station. However, the requirements are such that. we do not ha ve the
Capability to have one VAST test station that will test, everything.
The limitations on size reeCtde this.

As we get, more VAST equipment available, we will gradually tra ni-
sition from this weapons system oriented test station to functionally
oriented test stations configuring them to take care of all the radars
in an air wing, all of the communications navigation identification
equipment in the air wing, all of the digital black boxes installed in
the air wing aircnft, et cetera.

We expect that this will take on the order of 4 or 5 years to coin-
i)lete, commencing as of now. At about 1973 to 1974 we expect to be
able to have a really truly versatile shop in that. the equipment will
be tested on a specific funct, ional test station rather thai on the Weal)-
on-oriented test stations that we are forced to implement at first.

Mr. SLACKE. Wasn't the original plan to develop and utilize one piece
of VAST equipment to test out all the avionics on several aircraft?

Captain Or.my. That is not corret, not just one test station. The
workload would preclude that because one test station can handle only
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SO inl1y eqtil)iS per day. It is for tlat reasonIl tl at eventually.we
will be required to have iIve o' six of t lise test stat ions ill ee'll 'ilvle'.

Mr. SLACK. Was tils your original concept ?
Captain (hi:E. Yes, .r; originally we estimated six test station" ])%r

sllip. We exJ)ect we will 1l('IlieV' tlis itiimber of test, stations in our
ships. One of these six will he for the radars. one for the conllIun iea-
tion navigation identification, and oe for ti digital (]uilnuelt,
module test stations, et cetera, so a black box coming from an airraft
can be assigned to whichever test, station is configured to lanldle that,
type of equipment.

f'. SLACK. In fiscal year 1970, you are requesting $42.5 million for.
VAST. How will this money be used ? Will it he for the procurement
of additional VAST test stations?

Admiral McCL,,AN. TI) planned procnrenl(nt includes 18 VA ST
test stations, four for A7E, eight for F-14 equipment, and six for
E2C equipments. Inl addition, funds are required for spares for the
test stations, self-test, interface devices and computer programing for
self-test.

LOCATIONS OF VAST SYSTEMS

Mr. SIA(K. The committee has been advised that through fiscal year
1969 the Navy has spent a total of $91.7 million on VAST. Would'vou
provide for the record a list showing where these VAST systems will
be located that have been funded thus far and what systems for which
aircraft. will they be able to test?

Admiral MCC)L iELTAN. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

VAST

In fiscal year 1967 and fiscal year 196,, seven VAST test stations were procured
for the support of equipments of the self-contained navigation system to be in-
stalled in Marine helicopters. In fiscal year 1908 and fiscal year 1969, 11 VAST
test stations have been procured: 10 configured for support (of A-7E equipments
and one configured for support of H-2C equipments.

Of the seven test stations for supporting Marine helicopters, three will he lo-
cated at continental Marine Corps air stations, two at overseas stations, one at
a depot repair activity and one at a contractor's facility to keep test programs
up to date. The 10 A-7E test stations initially will be installed at contrilctors'
facilities for the purpose of verifying computer test programs. Nine of these test
stations ultimately will be installed In aircraft carriers and supporting shore
facilities. The remaining test station will remain at the A-7H, contractor's facility
to maintain test programs up to date. The F-2C test station will be installed at
the H 2 contractor's facility for test program verification.

TOTAL PROGRAM NUMBER OP TEST STATIONS

Mr. SLACK. What is the total number of VAST systems, required
and what is the total estimated future cost of this program ?

Admiral MCCLELLAN. The latest Department of Defense 5-year plan
which goes through fiscal year 1974 shows for both procurement of sta-
tions and spares a total dollar fig tire of $373 million. It is planned to
install 254"VAST test stations. I can provide for the record a list of
the locations of these.

Mr. SLACK. Very well.

82-845-69-pt. 8-4
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(The information follows ')

LOCATION or" VAST TFST STATIONS

The total reqnirenient of 254 VAST test stations through fiscal year 19.73 will
be installed at the following places:

Number 01
teat statons

Attack aircraft carriers ------------------------------------------- 89
Antisubunritne aircraft carriers ------------------------------------- 15
Naval air rework facilities ------------------------------------------ 20
Naval air stations ------------------------------------------------ 57
Marine Corps air stations ------------------------------------------- 14
Training facilities ------------------------------------------------- 17
Test facilities and laboratories -------------------------------------- 29
Contractor's facilities --------------------------------------------- 13

Total ------------------------------------------------------ 54

M1'. SLACK. With the introduction of VAST into the fleet, how much
of a reduction can be made in the fiscal year 1971 budget for the pro-
curement of special support equipment?

Admiral MCCLELLAN. The anticipated savings in special support
equipment, known as SSE, is not easy to calculate. However, the pro-
curement of A-7E VAST test stations has reduced the requirement
for A-7E SSE in fiscal year 1970 by about $13 million. The figure in
fiscal year 1971 we estimate at about $31 million.

RELATIONSHIP WITH AIR FORCE GENERAL PURPOSE TEST SYSTEM"

Mr. SLACK. The Air Force developed a similar system called geni-
eral purpose automatic test system. Are you familiar with that?

Captain GEER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SLACK. Does that essentially perform the same function as

VAST?
Captain GEEF. It is a general purposer automatic test system that

was developed by the Air Force Logistics Command at Wright-
Patterson Air Force Base in Ohio. This equipment is depot level
equipment only. Therefore, it does not require the amount of
militarization we require in the environment we have in our aircraft
carriers. As far as the function to be performed, the performance
essentially is the same as the VAST performance. However, it is
controlled rather than by a digital computer as is VAST, by punched
paper tape system. It is a serially operated device. It operates a bit
slower than does VAST. There are some plans in the Air Force for
using a digital computer with the GPATS system. I do not know to
what extent they have progressed in this.

Mr. SLACK. Don't they plan to utilize GPATS to test out electronics
equipment in the A-7, Tor example?

Captain GEER. I believe there is a program for that. The software
for that program is being worked out in conjunction with the VAST
program at Dallas, Ling-Temco-Vought being the prime contractor
for A.-T) and A-TE. However, this is the depot level equipment. not
field level, as the Air Force calls it, or intermediate level, as the Navy
calls it. They do not, intend to employ GPATS overseas for example.
The OPATS installations are at their air material areas that cor-
respond to our naval air rework facilities.
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Mr. SLACK. Do you intend to ha'e VAST system located at your
Sallie type areas tlhat yoi just- mentioned?

Captain (hEr. It is not, planned to support the A-7E aircraft at the
del)ot level with VAST. The A-TE came in time ahead of the VAST
availability. As a result of this it was required to build special support
equipment for the A-1E for its initial deployment. The conversion
to the VAST system is at the intermediate level maintenance only. The
special support equipment, in order to utilize this equipment we have
already b~ought. will be used at the depot level in place of VAST.

Mr. SLACK. Could you provide, Captain; for the record, the cost of
the VAST system and the Air Force cost of a GPATS system ?

Captain GEER. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

VAST
The cost of a VAST test station varies according to its configuration. Tie aver-

age VAST test station will cost al)proxiTiiately $2 million in fiscal year 1970; in
fiscal year 1971, the figure shouhl be about $1.8 million. The following inforima-
tion concerning the cost of GPATS equipment has been provided by Ieadquar-
ters, U.S. Air Force:

The unit cost of any particular GPATS system is dependent upon the building
block complement of the system (both in quantities and types). The average cost
of the existing systems Is $2.8 million each. This price includes the control device.
The highest unit cost is $3.8 million, the lowest is $1.9 million.

Mr. DAvIs. Did you develop the significance of the additional $9
million here in terms of the overall program and in terms of 1970
procurement?

Mr. SLACK. No, sir.
Mr. DAvis. It appears there is an increase of $9 million in this

program.
Admiral GADDIS. In the budget amendment, yes, sir.
Mr. DAVIs. Can you tell us what the significance of that is?
Captain GER. As Admiral McClellan mentioned, there were six

E2C test stations that had been planned for procurement in fiscal
year 1971. The $9 million was added by the Office of the Secretary of
Defense to the fiscal year 1970 budget to meet the E2C schedule. The
5-year defense program that was dated 31 December has been modi-
fied by a like reduction in the fiscal 1971 OPN procurement. The over-
all program has not changed by this additional $9 million in fiscal
1970.

Mr. DAvis. It is just an acceleration?
Captain GEER. An acceleration of that particular item and a re-

duction by a like amount in fiscal 1971.
Mr. DAvs. Thank you.

INDUSTRIAL PLANTr EQUIPM.ENT

Mr. SLACK. You are requesting $19.9 million in fiscal 1970 for in-
dustrial plant equipment. This is more than was requested in each
of the last 2 fiscal years. Why has this increased $8.35 million from the
fiscal 1969 level?

Admiral MCCLELLAx. The industrial plant equipment reflects the
increased work imposed by the procurement of greater quantities of
sophisticated aircraft. Corresponding increase in crash damage and
modifications have combined to degrade the maintenance system per-
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formance of the naval rework facilities and have caused the expan-
sion of aircraft l)ipelines. Funds totaling $18.3 million will )e utilized
for the procurement of this industrial plant equipment, known as IPE,
to improve the rework capability of the seven naval rework facilities.
The effort will reduce operating costs, provide equipment needed for
the increasingly sophisticated equipments, replace IPE that cannot
perform its purposee. and improve our capability to react to limited
or general emergencies or war situations. $.6 million is required to
maintain the existing capability of the Naval Avionics Facility at
Indianapolis. The remaining $1 million will be utilized for supporting
equipment requirements at various intermediate level maintenanceactivities.

INDUSTRIAL FACILITIES FOR WIIICI EQUIPMENT PROCURED. AND SAVINGS

Mr. SLACK. Admiral, would you show for the record the specific
industrial facilities for which this equipment will be procured, in-
cluding amounts programed for each installation?

Admiral MCLELLAN. We will provide that for the record.
Mr. SLACK. Also provide for the record the type of equipment to be

procured and the resulting savings to be realize( from the l)rocurelnent
of this equipment.

Admiral MCCLELLAN. Yes, sir.

PLANNED ALLOCATION OF FISCAL YEAR 1970 IPE PROCUREMENT

[Dollars In thousands)

Tools in
Replace- support of
ment of military
overage construction

New tools equipment projects Tolal

Naval air rework facilities:
Pensacola ...................................... $748 $920 .............. $1,668
Cherry Point ................................ 555 1,175 $20 1,750
Norfolk .................................... 1,114 642 1,437 3,193
Quonset Point .................................. 536 1,036 .............. 1,572
Alameda ....................................... 845 1,065 .......... .1,910
Jacksonville .................................... 1,208 1,380 605 3,193
North Island ................................. 403 772 3,880 5,055

Aircraft maintenance departments .................. 1,000 ............................ 1,000
Naval avionics facility, Indianapolis ................... 266 334 .............. 600

Total ........................................ 6,675 7,324 5,942 19,941

ESTIMATED SAVINGS FROM FISCAL YEAR 1970 IPE INVESTMENT

(Dollars In millions

Fiscal year Annual
Type of equipment 1970 Invested savings

1. New tools for naval air rework facilities and naval avionics facilities ................ $5. 7 $2.4
2. Replacement for naval air rework facilities and naval avionics facilities .............. 7.3 1.8
3. MILCON support for naval air rework facilities ................................ 5.9 2. 5
4. General IPE or aircraft maintenance departments ............................. 1.0 .5

Total .................................................................. 9.9 $7.2
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G(:NER.\h COLL.\'EAI, EQUIPMENT

Mr. SLACK. Would you also indicate what is involved in line item
101, "General collateral equipment," for the record, please?

(Tlhe information follows:)

This item represents the procurement of investment type equipment ; that is.
lMbor saving flevices (for eximiple, calculators, power files, flexowriters) and
supply and miscellaneous equiplzlent (for example, duplicators, floor scrubbers)
to ineet reqiiremniults for activities sUtpported by tile Naval Air Systems Con-
itiand. Fuids will be utilized as follows:

Activity

Naval Air Rework Facility: Amount
Alamineda ------------------------------------------------ $214, 080
Cherry Point ---------------------------------------------- 31,000
Jacksonville ------------------------------------------------ 5, 500
Norfolk --------------------------------------------------- 18, 174
Pensacola ------------------------------------------------- 25,649
Quonset Point ------------------------------------- 134,076
North Island --------------------------------------- 81, 521

Naval Avionics Facility, Indianapolis -------------------------- 10, 000
Naval Weapons Systems Analysis Officer, Quantco ------------------ 5, 000
Naval Aviation Engineering Service Unit, Philadelphia ------------- 10, 000
Naval Air Systems Command Representative, Atlantic, Norfolk ------ 10, 000
Naval Air Systems Command Representative, Pacific, North Island-.... 10, 000
Naval Air Systems Command Representative, Central, Dayton ------- 5, 000
Naval Air Systems Command Representative, Pensacola ------------ 5, 000
Naval Air Technical Services Facility, Philadelphia--------------40, 000
Naval Weapons Quality Assurance Office, Washington -------------- 5,000
Naval Photographic Center, Washington ------------------------- 10,000

Total ---------------------------------------------- 620, 000

Mr. DAvs. There has been a fairly sharp upturn over tile past 2
years. Does that represent a trend we should anticilpate in the future
or is this some of this one absolute proposition ?

Admiral MCCiJrAAN. The Navy has, commencing approx imately 02
years ago, a plan for modernization of the rework facilities with ai
aim toward reducing im-process time and thereby saving a considerable
amount of money on aircraft. This is a planned program on an annual
basis that you can expect for pr1obab y .5 more years, this kind of
modernization.

Al'. DAVIS. On an accelerated basis?
Admiral NcCIILELIAx. Not accelerated. It will be approxiimately this

level from year to year.

OTl"u AVIT[ON Spvron'r EQUIPMENT

SURVIVAL HADIO-AN/P1C o

Mr. SLcK. The fiscal year 1970 program of $60 million for other
support, equipment is $22.6 million more than the fiscal year 1960 pro-
grani. You are requesting $4.2 million for the initial procurement of

AN/PRC90 survival radios. What have we been using for this
purpose up until now?
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Admiral MCCrELt,AX. The program is for PRC-90 survival radios.
Prior to the availability of this multichannel personal survival radio,
the PRC-63 single-channel radio was used. TIhe 63 survival radio will
continue to be used until all existing stocks are depleted. Forces (Ie-
ployed overseas are being provided the PRC-90 first. The total pro-
gram for the 90 radio is - units for service use by the end of 1971.

Mr. MtNSHAJt,. What is the advantage of the new equipment over
the one being replaced?

Admiral McCLEtIAN. Reliability.
Mr. MINSTIALT,. In layman's language, please.
Admiral MCCELtAN. It is more reliable in performance than iIQ

predecessor. It is dual channel, which gives considerably more flexi-
bility and security in the rescue situation.

Mr. MINSHALL. What will you do with the old one?
Admiral MCCLEI~rAN. We'will use them until extended mostly in

survival situations outside of the combat zone.
Mr. MT NTIAir,. Then you surplus them ?
Admiral MCCLrA,. When they are expended, if any are left, we

would surplus them, but in general" they are expended and become un-
usable and are destroyed.

Mr. MINSIAL,. They are not all used, though. They would only he
used if a man was down?

Admiral MCCLtAN. We don't anticipate iunping and bpin1i in a
survival situation with all of them, of cou'sc, but they deteriorate in
use and become uneconomical to repair.

Mr. MTsIATr,.t,. How do they deteriorate in use ?
Admiral McCrrLAN.. Things such as battery deteriorationn.
Mr. MINSHALtt,. Can't you just replace the battery?
Admiral MCLrrt,,N. Yes, but if the battery deteriorates within the

radio, it damages it, much as it, would your flashlight.
Mr. MINS HATt,. Aren't your people cautioned against thi;?
Admiral MCCOXrLtAN. Yes, sir. There is a ce;' in amount of drop-

ping, or losses. We try to keep tight control.
Mr. MT.S1rAIr,,. What is the unit, cost of one of these?
Admiral SinmFLE. 5,500 units cost $4.2 million.
Admiral ( )TAIS. About $700 apiece.
Admiral McCrYrLLA. $764.
Mr. MINSTIATL. How many manufacturers make this e(Iltilmlent
Admiral MCCLELLA . It is a competitive buy. We. will provide the

manufacturers for the record.
Mr. MtNSrALtt. How many are there just off the top of your he,1d,

please, Admiral?
Admiral MTCCr,Tr,LAN. I am afraid it would be very much off the

top of my head, sir. I would rather give you an exact figure.

UNIT COSTS AND PROcriREmiENT PROGRAM

Mr. MINIASTALL. What was the previous unit cost of these or similar
radios?

Admiral (ADDIS. Could we provide that for the record ?
Mr. tMT-NS1r.L. Yes, Nit T would like to know what they coqt.
Admiral MCCr1ET.rx,. .,. Let us give the cost history of it for the reeor(l.
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(The information follows:)
SURVIVAL I{ADIO8

The costs for the AN/PIC-63 and AN/PRC-90 radios Including required ancil-
lary items is provided as follows:

Quantity
Fiscal year Item procured Unit cost Total cost

1966 ............................................... PRC-63 5,200 $744.18 $3,869,743
1967 ............................................... PRC-63 6,800 558.16 3, 795, 495
1967-68 ............................................ PRC-90 4,790 731.86 3, 505,650

The fiscal year 1970 procurement program for the PRC-90 radio will be a com-
petitive procurement. It is estimated the average unit cost with ancillary items
such as electronic testers, battery testers, and hand books will be approximately
$764.

POTENTIAL SUPPLIERS OF PRC-90

The Sylvania Electronic Products, Inc. is the only current manufacturing
source for the PRC-90 survival radio. The fiscal year 1970 program will be ad-
vertised for procurement on a competitive basis and it Is estimated the following
manufacturers will submit quotations:

1. Sylvania Electronic Products, Inc.
2. Honeywell, Inc.
3. Magnavox Corp.
4. Bendix Corp.
5. National Cash Register Co.
6. ACR Electronics Corp.

Mr. MINSHIALL. What is your need for did you say you would
have to have of these, did I understand that correctly?

Admiral MCCLELLAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. MINSHALL. How many pilots do you have?
Admiral SHIPLEY. Not only pilots use these, but all air-crewmen are

furnished a survival radio.
Admiral MCCLELLAN. 20,000 pilots is approximately the figure.

BASIS FOR UNIT PRICE

Mr. MINSHALL. Off the top of my head, if I may, that is $700 a unit
cost and it seems extremely high. I know electronics equipment is
expensive, but $700 for a package about twice the size of a package of
cigarettes seems an awful lot to me.

Admiral MCCLELLAN. Of course, this is a ruggedized micro-minia-
ture type radio, and expenses will run considerably higher.
Mr. MINSHALL. Have you any idea how this compares with the

civilian survival equipment? Radios ?
Admiral MCCLELLAN'. There is no known unit we could compare it

with.
Mr. MINSHALL. I have seen something of the sort advertised and

if my recollection serves me correctly, they are nowhere near this high
and I am sure they have an impact waterprroof capability such as yo
would need in the Navy. I don't know how many channels they have
or anything like that.

Admiral MCCLELLAW. I would have to look it up. If it is anything
like the one my son wanted from Sears, Roebuck, it would be about
$120 for a pair.
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If 1'. MIINSIIALL. 1 am1l1 ]lot talking about this citizens band type. I am
talking about a survival unit. That is what this is, isn't it.

Admiral MCCLELLAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. MINSTALL. That is what I am talking about.
Admiral MCCLEAN. I am not aware of any civilian counterpart

of this.
Mr. MINSHALrL. That is all I have. Thank you.

REWSON BUDGET PROGRAM.1

Mr. SLACK. In the last 2 fiscal years you have been funded a total
of $14.4 million for REWSON. In fiscal year 1970 you are requesting
another $5.7 million. What is REWSON and how are these funds
to be used?

Admiral MCCLELLANs. REWSON is an acronym made up of the first
letters of reconnaissance, electronic warfare, special operations, and
naval intelligence systems. The fiscal year 1968 and 1969 programs
are related to the improvement of tactical and intelligence processing
and analysis equipment.

The lMavy now has 10 operational attack carrier integrated oper-
ational intelligence centers procured at a total investment at $120
million, including development. The 10th system is a significantly
imp roved version of the previous ones. In order to maintain a stand-
ard configuration which is required for purposes of exchanging stand-
ardized intelligence data bases and a single logistics support system,
an updated program was started in 1968 to bring the original nine
systems procured in 1961 to the configuration of the most modern sys-
tem now in attack carrier No. 67; $4 million will be used in 1970 to
procure two additional kits for installation on U.S.S. Forrestal and
Independence. This will bring the number of shipboard kits pur-
chased to six, plus part of our training command system. The remaining
two ships and the balance of the training equipment will be pro-
cured in 1971, ending the retrofit program. Other engineering changes
in hardware and software are procured with REWSON funds to sup-
port changing fleet requirements in intelligence systems, for example,
new infrared sensors, or electronic equipment to interface with the
command and control sy stems.

As a result of the early successes of the IOIC and utilizing the prin-
ciple of automation for analysis, processing, evaluation, and dissemi-
nation of tactical intelligence data, the Navy began a program to
provide mechanized intelligence centers in other combatant ships.
These include the amphibious flagships, fleet flagships and ASW car-
riers. These, in conjunction with the attack carrier IOIC, form the NIP
system, the naval intelligence processing system, and they can be
operated as an integrated fleet network capable of rapidly evaluating
and transmitting data to other Navy commands and to other services
with equivalent systems. It must be emphasized that NIPS is a tacti-
cal system to support the Navy Tactical Commander. Also in 1970 the
intefligence centers for the amphibious flagships, the fleet flagships,
will become operational.

The 1969 and 1970 funds are being used to procure equipment for
a training facility in Georgia, and a fleet flagship and some compo-
nents for CVA 10IC compatability. Three classes of ships will receive
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a newly formatted intelligence data base and begin operating with
common hardware, common software and a common data base. Fiml-
ly, with 1969 funds, portable vans were procured with equipment to
process multisensor reconnaissance information. These vans are pres-
ently operational in Southeast Asia.

Mr. SLACK. Admiral, the first nine REWSON units procired. were
they production models or prototypes?

Admiral MCCLELLAN. They are 101C. They are production models,
but I would like to emphasize again that these were procured in 1961
which is one of the great reasons for the necessity to update.

Mr. SLACK. In answering the REWSON question, you started talk-
ing about NIPS. Could you identify the items in this P-1 that are
part of this REWSON system for the record, please?

Admiral MCCLELLAN. Yes, for the record.
(The information follows :)

REWSON, Naval Intelligence Processing System and Reconnaissance and
Analysis, items 120, 121, and 122 respectively.

Mr. SLACK. What is your future requirement for this equipment,

and what will the cost be? You can supply that for the record, Ad-
miral.

(The information follows:)
REWSON

The approved planning requirements for the REWSON program in fiscal years
1971-74 are:

(In millions

1971 1972 1973 1974

REWSON ........................................... 3 6.3 $6.3
NIPS -------------------------------------- 7.4 .....................
Recon. and analysis .........................................................................................

Plans for this equipment encompass updating all CVA Integrated operational
Intelligence centers to the configuration of the CVA 07. In addition that system
will be made part of, and compatible with, the total tactical intelligence system's
being installed on fleet, amphibious and ASW command ships.

TRAINING EQUIPMENT AND TR1AININO FILMS

Mr. SLACK. Training equipment is funded under this category. Why
is training equipment procured both in this budget and in the PAMN
budget?

Admiral MCCLELLAN. The PAMN budget supports training equip-
ment associated with new production and in production weapons sys-
tems.

Mr. SLACK. The committee notes training films are funded both in
OPN and 0. & M. budgets. What is the reason for tb i Q '

Mr. BLoo.-onoiUno. In 0. & M. we fund the in-house-produced films
those that are produced at the Navy Photo Center. Those that are
carried in our OPN budget are the commercially produced training
films.

Mr. SLACK. Why is that?
Mr. BLOOMINGXBURo. 0. & M. costs are considered a part of the op-

erating cost of the photo center.
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Mr. SLACK. Would you provide the amount in the 1970 budget for
training films by appropriation and budget activity, please?

(The information follows:)

Training Film
(In thousands of dollars) Pl8cal year

Appropriatlon/activity 1970 budget

Otlir procurement, Navy ---------------------------------------- 2, 000
3. Aviation support equipment ------------------------------- 1,800
7. Personnel and comnn(l support ----------------------------- 200

Operations and maintenance, Navy -------------------------------- 1,6
2. Logistics support ------------------------------------------ 670
3. Medical support ------------------------------------------- 225
4. Training and personnel support ------------------------------- 450
6. Servlcewide operations -------------------------------------- 335

Operations and maintenance, Marine Corps --------------------------- 300

1. Training and operations ------------------------------------- 300

Total Navy Department -----------------------------3, 9

SPARES AND REPLENISHMENT SUPPORT

Mr. SLACK. The largest single request, in the "Other support equip-
ment." category is $28.'2 million for spares and replenishment support.
This is $24.5 million more than your fiscal year 1969 request. What
is the reason for this increase?

Admiral M1CCLELIAN. In1 1969 our program was $3.7 million. In
1970, $28.2 million. The fiscal year 1970 program is structured on a
different basis, to consolidate all of the replenishment items for this
budget activity into this line item.

When computing fiscal years 1968 and 1969 on a comparable basis
with the 1970 program, the amounts become: 1968, $31.2 million; 1969,
$27.5 million; and 1970, $28.2 million. Thus, the real increase in 1970
is only $700,000, which is attributable to handling, shop and test
equipment requirements.

Mr. SLACK. Of the total request $17.4 million for handling, shop and
test equipment. Is any of this test equipment to be used to test aircraft
electronics?

Admiral McCr. L, E1,AN. Approximately $5.6 million is programed for
this purpose in 1970. These funds will replenish and augment general
test equipment. used primarily at squadron intermediate maintenance
levels. This is under the Aviation Supply Office in Philadelphia. Re-
quirements are based on historical dem . .,at- Ex-lfis-

.- -- fno i 16 ii-'6 idu-d-er this item are oscilloscopes, fuel
(uantity testers, voltmeters, ammeters, and go-no-go test sets of vari-
ous kinds.

Mr. SLACK. Can you show a reduction in fiscal year 1970 for test
equipment as a result of your fiscal year 1970 buy of VAST equip-
ment? You may provide that for the record.

(The information follows:)
In the general support equipment and standard support equipment cntegorie.,

which are comprised of those truly general-purpose Items supplying or nieasur-
Ing broad parameters of physical properties such as ground, electrical, pneuntic
and hydraulic power units: towing, hoisting and fueling devices: signal.generat-
Ing devices; voltage, amperage and phasemeasurIng devices, et cetera, no reduc-
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tion in the Navy's fiscal year 1970 requirements (nn be forecast -s at result of
planned fiscal year 1970 procu regents of VAST systems.The VAST system Is heing l)rocured to effect, to the maximum extent possible,
the replacement of the variety of internedliate/depot level avionics min ltenance
special support equipment now in use, or Intended for future use, with a more
cost-effective and technically superior automatic test system.

The procurement of A-7E/VAST test stations has reduced the requirement for
A-7E SSE In fiscal year 1970 by about $13 million. The figure in fiscal year 1971
we estimate at about $31 million.

Mr. SLACK. Provide for the record the total value of the Navy in-
ventory of replenishment end items and spares for aviation support
equipment by fiscal year since 1965 fiscal year.

Admiral MIcCLLLAN. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

TOTAL VALUE OF THE NAVY INVENTORY OF REPLENISHMENT END ITEMS AND SPARES
FOR AVIATION SUPPORT EQUIPMENT, BY FISCAL YEAR

Fiscal year

1965 1966 1967 1968 1969

Aviation supply office controlled inventory .................... 854.9 880.3 916.4 940.0 972.5
NAVAIR controlled inventory In the fleet ..................... 510.0 519.4 537.5 551.3 565.3

Total .............................................. 1,364.9 1,399.7 1,453.9 1,491.3 1,537.8

This data represents estimated value of items funded in both Procurement of
aircraft and missiles, Navy (PAMN), and Other procurement, Navy, Budget
Activity 3. The present reporting system does not break out the above data by
appropriation.

ORDNANCE SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

Mr. SLACK. The fiscal year 1970 program for ordnance support
equipment is $628.8 million, which is $177.6 million less than the fiscal
year 1969 program.

ITEMS BUDGETED NOT APPROVED FOR SERVICE USE

Provide a tabulation showing the items for which funds are re-
quested in fiscal year 1970 that have not been approved for service use.

Admiral SmHFLY. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

_ - - [In millions

P-1 line Fiscal year 1970
item No. request

10 Shipboard decoy rocket ............................................................. $6 5
29 Weapons for Seabees, landing forces, auxiliary and small boats (MK 22 machinegun) ....... . 5
32 Mine M K 55 conversion ............................................................ 4.3
41 ORDALT material (SMS) (Tartar digital fire control system) ............................. 7.9
49 Torpedo MK48.. ................................................... 110.0
53 Mobile target MK 27.. . .............................................. 8.. 1

Total ....................................................................... 137.3
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SIIIP-LAUNCIIED ORDNANCE

Mr. SLACK. A total request for ship-launched ordnance and re-
lated equipment is $258.1 million. This request is S256.8 million below
the fiscal year 1969 estimate. A total of $73.1 million is requested in
fiscal year 1970 for ship gun ammunition. The request is $211.9 million
less than last year.

Your statement indicates you are to stretch out the fiscal year 1969
approved production program for ship gun ammunition into the fiscalyear 1970 production year. The total request in fiscal year 1970 is to
replace primarily worldwide consumption. Is it possil;le to maintain
a hot production base during fiscal year 1970 without the need for new
money in fiscal year 1970?

Admiral WOODS. No, sir, it is not. To maintain a hot production
base during fiscal year 1970, we would need $43,600,000. The addition-
al money between that and $73.1 million requested is required to main-
tain the production base, the hot base, in a position to accelerate, as
Admiral Shifley mentioned in his opening statement, to the South-
east Asia production levels attained during fiscal year 1968 as a result
of the 1968 TET Offensive, and to replace .Worldiwide consumption.

SURFACE GUN SYSTEMS SUPPORT

M.r. SLACK. The fiscal year 1970 request for surface gun systems
support is $32 million or $1.5 million less than last year. According to
your statement, Admiral Shifley, $17.9 million i fiscal year 1969 and
$21.9 million in fiscal year 1970 will be spent, on the continuing sys-
ternatic program of restoration and modernization of ship gun systems.

What are we doing to modernize these gun systems?
Admiral WooDs. We currently have several projects for moderniza-

tion of our ship gun systems. Wre are taking three-inch and five-inch
gun mounts, bringing them back to our ordnance station at Louisville
and installing improved components such as solid state amplifiers and
improved hydraulics both of which result in improved reliability.

In addition, in our 5-inch 54 gun mount conversion program, of
which we have some 144 mounts in the fleet, we have in progress a
major conversion program going which incorporates components of a
similar nature, which have been developed for newer gun systems. We
expect, as a result of this to gain an additional 10 years of service life
out of these equipment and also some improvement in
reliability.

GUN MOUNT MODERNIZATION PROGRAM

Mr. SLACK. How many ships of the fleet are involved in this restora-
tion and modernization program?

Admiral WOODS. Eventually there will be 416 ships involved but,
of course, we can't take care of all of these in fiscal year 1970.

Mr. SLACK. Could you provide for the record then the total cost of
this program through fiscal year 1G69 and your future requirements in
this regard?

Admiral WooDs. Yes, sir.
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(The information follows:)
Our expenditure of OLIN funds through fiscal year 1969 for gun uount restora-

ti'ni auId modernization and future requirements are shown in the following
table:

Fiscal year

1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

3 in./50 gun mount components ....................... 1.4
Gun mount improvement .....................................
5 In./54 MK 42 components ........................... 9.2 -.

5 in./54 MK 42 conversion ....................................
Ordalts (SGC) ---------------------- 1.8 13.5 5.0

.9' 1.3
4.4 .5"'..............
4.0 15.9
7.6 4.7

1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8
.5 .5 .5 .5

20.3 19.2 19.2 19.2
4.2 4.3 4.9 5.0

Total ........................ 1.8 13.5 15.6 16.9 22.4 26.8 25.8 26.4 26.5

The total of these expenditures through fiscal year 1969 is $30.9 million and
our future requirements, fiscal years 1970 through 1975, are $144.8 million.
We plan $10 million in fiscal year 1970 to complete the 5"/54 conversion pro-
grain hut the other programs have not yet been extended beyond fiscal year 1975.

Mr. SLACH. Why do you require $4 million for the 5"/54 MK 42
conversion program ?

Admiral WooDs. That is the program I just mentioned, the one for
the 144 mounts, this is the beginning of t program which will take
about 7 years to complete and cost about $108 million.

SHIP GU.N AMMUNITION 'ROGRAMS RELATED TO VIETNA31

Mr. SLACK. During the period fiscal year 1966 through the first half
of fiscal year 1969, you had cost increases totaling $64.5 miJ/lion for
5"/54 ammunition components. You have also experienced a /$30 mil-
lion cost increase on 8"/55 ammunition components during qlie same
period. Have we overprocured in these areas? What was tlje reason
for these cost increases?

Admiral WOODS. This is directly attributable to the increased ex-
penditures in Southeast Asia. Since February 1966, expen .itures of
ship gun ammunition have increased each year at a rate greater than
had been anticipated. It was necessary to reprogram fliom other
areas within available funds with the exception o7 fiscal !year 1967
when supplemental funds were provided by Congress.

Mr. SLACK. Have we overprocured in these areas as things stand
now?

Admiral WOODS. No, sir. As a matter of fact, it has been the other
way. We had a certain amount of what you might call res,,rves, which
is what carried us.

During the fiscal years 1969 and 1970 combined procurements we
expect to get up to our inventory objectives, we will not have over-
procured in the 5-inch and the 8-inch categories.

Admiral SHiFEY. I might add just a little bit on that,, sir. Three
major events resulted in increasing SEA combat expenditure rates for
ship gun anmunitin (8"/55 an 5"/54). All three events occurred

after submitting the budget to Congress:
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I. FEBRUARY 19(1

Increasing tempo of coastal operations in SVN coupled with gen-
eral acceptance of naval gunfire support. (NGFS) missions by the
RVNAF resulted in the commitment of the Canberra-heavy cruiser
with 8-inch guns-to NGFS for approximately 150 percent of the time
commencing in April 1960. Additionally, four destroyers were main-
tained on station with destroyer assignments favoring those with
5"/54 guns in order to take advantage of greater range, higher sus-
tained rate of fire and greater shock effect over 5"/38 guns.

2. 3MARCH 1967

Decision to conduct naval shore bombardment operations against
NVN between 170 N. and 200 N. One heavy cruiser with 8-inch guns
and four destroyers with 5"/54 guns were committed to this operation
(Sea Dragon).

3. LATE JANUARY 1008

TET offensive by enemy forces caused a greater demand for NGFS
missions and virtually doubled requirements for 8"/55 and 5"/54
ammunition.

Mr. SLACK. Then you will need the $37.5 million in fiscal year 1970
for 5"/54 and 8"/55 ammunition components, is that correct'?

Admiral SHIPLEY. Yes, sir.
Mr. SLACK. Could you explain why this is so, particularly in the

cruiser area ? Do you anticipate a greater use of cruisers in the South
Vietnamese environment during fiscal year 1970?

Admiral SHIrLEY. No greater than we have been usingr recently; no,
sir. I would say the cruiser activity level would tend to be less in fiscal
year 1970 than it was in fiscal year 1968 and fiscal year 1969.

Mr. SLACK. It would be less?
Admiral SHIFiLY. It would be less.
We plan a considerable reduction in the production of ship gun

ammunition from fiscal year 1969 to fiscal year 1970. We were pro-
viding gun fire support north of the DMZ in North Vietnam and now
that we are prohibited from shooting up there, or dropping bombs
in North Vietnam. We are providing support only in South Vietnam
along the coast so there has been quite a reduction in the amount of
gunfire support. But, as I mentioned yesterday in the formulation of
the fiscal year 1970 budget, we considered fiscal years 1969 and 1970
as a package, thus we are using noney that has been appropriated
and is available in fiscal year 1969 to provide a part of the fi!scttl year
1970 requirement, so when you look at our request and see the amount
of money in the fiscal year 1969 column as opposed to the fiscal year
1970 column, it does not give you a true picture of what is going to be
used in fiscal year 1969 and what will be used in fiscal year 1970. They
have to be considered as a package. A considerable reduction is antic-
ipated during this time period, fiscal year 1969 through fiscal year
1970, in the expenditure of gun ammunition in Southeast Asia.
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ORDNANCE ALTERATION PROGRA31

Mr. SLACK. You have been funded $18.5 million in the last 2 fiscal
years for ordalt material for surface gun systems. This year you are
requesting another $7.6 million for this purpose. What use is being
made of these funds?

Admiral WOODS. The ordalt material is basically for minor updat-
ing of all the existing equipments that are in the Fleet. Generally
speaking, the ordalt program is restricted at this time to things that
will provide increased safety of life, significant improvement in sys-
tems performance, major gains in reliability, or case in maintenance.

MINE PROCUREMENT

Mr. SLACK. You are requesting $29.1 million for mines. Of this
total $17.9 million is for the MK56 mine. You have been funded a
total of $2,3.3 million in the last 2 fiscal years for - of these mines.
Why do you need an additional more during fiscal year 1970?

Admiral WOODS. This is the next to the last year of our approved
procurement program and the last year of a multiyear prime contract..
The fiscal year 1970 buy will bring our inventory up to - mines,
MK 56. The approved inventory objective is . These inventory
objectives are based on the number and type of mines required

Mr. SLAcK. What is the inventory of this mine at the present time
and how and where are they used? 'rlat question may have been
answered.

Admiral WooDs. - will be the inventory at the end of the fiscal
year 1970 buy.

Mr. SLACK. What is youir inventory objective?
Admiral WOODS. Our inventory objective is This is an

air-dropped mine. It is a moored mine-in other words, it anchors to
the bottom and stretches out on a, cable and it is

Mr. SLACK. What has been the consumption rate of this mine?
Admiral WOODS. Essentially we have consumed only about - -

as a practical practice operation. There is very little constinuption of
mines. In fact, these were inerts.

COAST (W-TARD ORDNANCE SUPPORT

Mr. SLAcK. What is the reason for the $200,000 request for Coast(huird suJ)port ?Admiral Woos. It will provide for the rebuilding of three 5"/38
mounts for the new construction high-enduirance cutter.

Mr. MINSRALL. Why do you have to supply this and it doesn't come
under the Coast. Guard budget?

Admiral WooDs. We provide all ordnance equipment for the Coast
Guard shipbuilding and rehabilitation program.

Admiral GADDIS. Fixed ordnance in Coast Guard ships by agree-
ment, is provided by the Navy because it is accepted that this would
only be used in the event of war when the Coast Guard comes under
Navy's command, sir.

Mr. MiNSiAL. We are not at war now, but they have some of these
high-endurance cutters with this equipment on them, don't they?
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Admiral GADDIS. Yes, sir; as a part of the mobilization requirement
for these. ships.

Admiral WOODS. These aren't new mounts. This is a rebuilding cost.
You can't buy a new mount for that amount of money.

Mr. MINSNiALL. What is this cost per mount here? What are we
talking about?

Admiral WOODS. Essentially it is a total of $200,000 for three mounts,
or approximately $67,000 apiece.

Mr. MINSALL. Does that sound like a fair and reasonable priceto TouAdmiral WOODS. For rebuilding of a mount ?

Mr. MINSHALL. Yes.
Admiral WOODs. Yes, sir; that is a very fine price.
Admiral GADDiS. A new mount would cost you about $600,000.
Mr. MIN SALL. You say these are rebuilt. Are these off some of your

old shipsI
Admiral GADDIS. Yes, sir.
Admiral WooDs. Yes, sir; we have a large number of 5"/38 mounts

available, not only on old ships, but also in our ammunition depots.
Mr. MINSHALL. What do you mean by "a large number"?
Admiral WOODS. Several hundred. These were bought during World

War 11, Mr. Minshall.
Mr. MINSHALL. How many of these have you sold to the Coast

Guard?
Admiral WooDs. We will have to provide this for the record. I don't

know the total number. I don't believe we have sold any to them, sir.
We have provided the equipment to outfit the Coast Guard ships to
be utilizedby the Navy in the event of war. Wre have provided a total
of 47 5"/38 single gun mounts to the Coast Guard through fiscal year
1969.

Mr. MINSALL. The rebuilding is $60,000? What do you mean by
rebuilding?

Admiral WooDs. Bringing it up to date with the latest ORDALT's,
insuring that the entire mount is workable. Generally we make sure
that it is an operational mount which is able to use current ammuni-
tion. There is a continuous ORDALT program on existing equipment
in the fleet. When we make even small modifications, be they for safety
purposes or for improvements in performance then, of course, ve must
install this capability in the existing Fleet equipment and this includes
the Coast Guard also.

Mr. MINSTIALL. I am not an expert on gun mounts, but I wish you
would supply for the record a little bit more detail, so the committee
will know just how much work is entailed, where it is done and so
forth.

Admiral WOODS. Yes, sir, we will be happy to.
(The information follows:)

The following work is performed at the Naval Ordnance Station, Louisville,
Ky., during rebuilding of 5"/88 single gun mounts for the Coast Guard:

Complete disassembly of mount.
Inspection of each component.
Replacement of parts as required.
Repair of components as required.
Test of components to new equipment specifications.
Reassembly of components to subassemblies.
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Test of subassembly to new equipment specifications.
Installation of applicable ORDALTS.
Reassembly of gun mount.
Complete rewiring of gun mount.
Test of complete gun mount to new specifications.

IMr. SLACK. You are not reimbursed by the Coast Guard for this
work?

Admiral GADDIS. No, sir, we are not reimbursed.
Mr. MINSITALL. What other work like this do you do for the Coast

Guard aside from the gun mounts?
Admiral WooDs. That is all that I know of, sir, in this OPN appro-

priation, and I don't know of any in any other appropriation.
Admiral SHIFLEY. I think Admiral Gaddis gave the correct answer.

We provide the military features to Coast Guard ships, because they
would come under the Navy in time of war, and so by agreement we
provide the additional equipment that makes that equipment suitable
as naval vessels.

Admiral GADDIS. This is a matter of agreement between the Defense
and Treasury Departments, sir. We have numerous agreements in this
area. For instance, the Navy provided complete support of the Coast
Guard effort in Vietnam, supporting their operational capability over-
seas, because the overseas capability was not considered a part of their
mission under the Treasury Department.

Starting in 1967 the Coast (uard budgeted for overseas capability.
Each time a question of relative operation between Coast Guard and
Navy units arises, it is developed as a matter of agreement, so that it is
clear who will fund what portion of their mission equipment.

Mr. Mi.NSHALL. In time of war is the gun crew Coast Guard or Navy
on one of these?

Admiral GAtDDIS. Coast Guard, sir.
Admiral S FLEY. You asked for something specific. I believe all

the ASW features, for example, are paid for by the Navy, that go
into their cutters, sonars and so forth.

Mr. MINSHALL. Thank you.

SURFACE MISSILE SYSTEM SUPPORT

Mr. SLACK. For fiscal year 1970, $37.3 million is programed for
surface missile systems support,. How much of this request will be
used for the support of the 3T's which reportedly are still on about 80
operating ships I

IMPROVEMENTS AND MODIFICATIONS 'TO 3T's

Admiral WOODS. $30.9 million of the SMS support is for the 3T's.
Mr. SLACK. What type support are we providing to the 3T's

program?
Admiral WooDs. $22.6 million is for improvements, modification,

ORDALTS for the 3T weapons systems. Modification will provide for
improvement primarily. in perfromance but also in availability, re-
liability and maintainabilit, of the 78 ships in the fleei. Approximately
two-thirds of the $22.6 million is required for modification of the
missile fire control system, MK74, Tartar, by replacing the present
analog system with digital equipment to provide standard missile
capability.

32-845--69-pt. 8-A7
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This year's procurement will l)rovide increased missile range cal)a-
bility for eight ships. That, is from - ; $5.7 million of the request
is for conversion of surface missile systems shipboard telemetry equip-
ment from the VHF band to the IHF band, and $2.6 million is rv-
quired for maintenance training material, service, and equipment to
conduct the training of naval personnel in the maintenance and op-
eration of the missile systems on these 78 ships.

Mr. Si.cic. How many of these 78 ships equipped with 3T's will
be replaced with Standard missiles during fiscal year 1970?

Admiral WOODS. Could I call on the project officer, Captain Sap-
pington, to answer that question

Captain Siri,'ON. I am Captain Sappin to .
The ships will not be replaced. The Stanmdlrd mi&sile is a rci)la(.e-

ment. or follow-on weapon for the Terrier and for the Tartar. The
existing Terrier and Tartar missiles will be fired in the normal e.otii'O
of events either in combat, or in training or in exercises at. sea. The
number of ships are being converted on a routine and a methodical
basis.

For the extended-range nMissiles, at tle end of fiscal year 1970 we
will have a total of 18 ships. Fiscal 1970's program includes seven of
those.

. For the medium-range ships, the fiscal year 1970 program will iii-
clude four for a total of 14 at the end of fiscal 1970. The following
years will include the modification of the remaining ships. A total of

DLG's will be converted and a total of - DD's and
DEG's will be converted. There will also - CG's converted

to enable the Tartar system to lire the Standard mis.ilo.
Mr. SLACK. Captain, why do we continue to spend large suins of

money on the ;, P 's if we are going to phase them out in favor of thi
Standard MR and El? missiles?

Ca)tain S.APrNOTON. 'ThO terni "j)haseout," I believe, should he
explained, sir. We. intend to continue to use these Terrier and Tartar
missiles which are very good missiles. We are sj)eaking now only of
the expendables, not tlhe systems on board ship. The last. procure-
ment of the Terrior and Trtar missiles were in fiscal 1966. We have
now entered into a multiyear competitive production of tlhe Stand-
ard missile, which is a follow-on rather than a replacement of the
existing inventory. It is a better missile which gives us increased
performance capabilities in the electronics environment, against, low
altitude manner aircraft, against antishilpping miissiles, against all
low altitude and surface, targets. It enhances the capability against
maneuvering targets and targets, flying in formation. It. is a stej)
forward in total performance in antiwarefare.

Mr. SiAK. As a ship receives a Standard MR or ER missile, is
there any modification required to the launcher, or to the fire control
system ?

Captain SAPINmoToN. Yes, sir, there are modifications both to the
launcher and to the fire control systems. The fire control systems, of
course, consist of the radar, the computer, and the first control switch-
board. For each system, we have to modify these subsystems to handle
the improvements of the systefli. For example, the new missiles have
--- channels for guidance instead of . This gives us, mie
','xible in the use of these missiles. The new missiles have a warinup
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tie of less tllan - where tie other missiles had -. This im-
proves the reaction time of the system. Each of the con versions does
require changes ill the radar, Coil] tlt ers, the Switchlboard, and in tie
launchers.

SI II'S II.V I,(: :r'' SYSi'EM.-I I.SEovr ScIiEI).ld

Mr. SAcmK. You nmy have to provide this for the record, Captain,
but, how many ships ill tie fleet will always have the 3T system and
when are these ships sclh(duled to be phlsed out of tie fleet ?

Captain SAPPINGTJON. I will Provide that for the record, sir.
(Tie information follows:)

Navy currently has 78 ships configured with 3T systems, two (Topeka,
CLU-8 and Canberra, CA-70) have dropped out during this fiscal year.
as did Canberra this year. - . The vast majority of SMS ships, however, a1
uew construction hulls commissioned In 1959 and later and liave anticipated hull
life in excess of 20 years. These ships, then, will constitute the Navy's principal
AAW id antishil) inissile capability until well Into - when the ASMS
system becomes available in sufficient numbers of DXGN/DXG's. During that
line frame decisions will have to be made regarding the total number of ships
required and any resultant phaseout plans. Until they are phased out, Navy plans
to update and improve the 3T fleet (apability. This Is inherently possible within
the basle design of the 3T Wealx)n systems and Is accomplished through the
Ordalt program. These improvements are primarily in areas of target detection,
reduction in reaction tiame, and Ierformatice it electronic countermeasures eii-
vironuents.

Admiral GAr.iDs. Could I empj1 hasize for the record, sir, tlt the
inodified, or altered missile fire control system, after alteration, will
fir either the parent 3T missile or the Standard missile. In other
words, the Standard missile is as much a part of the 3'Ts as the Oritl-
iial missile.

Mr. Sl,.%Ciw. But does not the Standard MR alnd ER missile provide
greater reliability?

Admiral (.Ymes. b's, sir.
Admiral Woois. Yes, sir.
Mr. SLACK. Well, why would you w'ant, to still utilize an inferior

missile?
Admiral Woons. We have a considerable stock pile of the other mis-

siles and we would, as time goes by, eventually phase those out with
training firing and so on.

Admiral G.umnns. They are available to use in action. This preclies
118 trying to build ul) a tremendous inventory of Stanldard missiles to
Completely replace the older missile.

Mr. S jAc. Iow large is your inventory of the 3T missiles by the
category of Tartar, Terrier and Talos? You can provide that. for ti
record, Captain.

(The 'information is Classified and has been supplied to the con-
mittee.)

POINT I)EFENSE SURFACE 13ISSILd, SYSTEMS

Mr. SLAC'K. Why did you decide to forgo )uldgeting for additionll
basic point defense surface missile systems? )o we have a lroblhm
here ?

Admiral Woons. No, it is not a matter of a problem. The basic rea-
son is we expect an Iml)roved Point Defense System will be developed,
tested, and ready by the time "-e hmve installed tie last of the basic
point, defense systems.
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Mr. SLACK. What will the Improved Point )efense System provi(le
you with?

Admiral WooDs. 'Trie Iiiproved Point. I)efense System is the mIe
that we are developingg, partly in conjunction with three NATO com-
tries: Italy, 1)enmark, and Norway. It will Irovide its a integrate(l
system of a much faster reaction time. Also. all weather. The fire con-
trol radar, for instance, on the Basic Point. Defense System is a baui-
o)erated affair. This will be an improved system, a completely inte-
grated, automated digital-type system. It will also be lighter in weight.
whi(h is very important from the point of the European countries who
intend to put this on smaller ships.
Mr. SLACK. When (o you forecast the IOC for the improved missile?
Admiral WoOs. Probably about - . We are not yet in contract

on the basic elements of the improved system all the basic elements of
the improved system.

TorATL 19 70 BUDGET FOR 31' mIROGIa.M

Mr. SLACK. Admiral, would you provide for the record how mueth
is in the total Navy budget for fiscal year 1970, all appropriations re-
lated in any manner to the 3T program?

Admiral WOODS. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

$258.9 million is requested in the Navy budget to support the Terrier, Tartar
and Tales missiles and missile systems in 78 combatant ships. These ships were
built starting In the early 1950's and extending to the present. Since they will
be our principal AAW asset until well - they iuist )e mi intained as viable
weapons systems for current and projected threats.

Of this amount --- million is In the research and development budget to
support Inuprovelents and modiflecatlons to 3-T weapon systems. Primary em-
phasis is being placed on providing increased -

$44.5 nilllon Is in the SCN budget, of which $20.0 million Is for procureiueut
of the launcher and fire control systems for DXGN; $9.9 million is for advanced
procurement tor the fiscal year 1971 DXGN; and $14.6 million is for procurement
for the DLG modernization program.

$85.7 nillitor. is In the PAMN bud:et, of which $23.7 million Is for support of
existing Terrier, Tartar, and Tales missiles in the fleet and in Inventory; $62
million is for procurement of - Standard missiles.

$45.3 million is in the OIN budget, of which $22.6 million is for lnnprovenuentq
to Terrier, Tertar, and Tales weaons systems In the fleet. Training, spare parts,
and U I MP tele nietry prograin are also Included.

$53.8 million Is In the 0 and MN budget. This provides inservice engineering
support to Terrier, Tartar, Tales trnd Standard weapon systems and missiles.
This program funds the labor and material required for maintenance, overhaul,
repair and checkout of guided missiles, launchers, fire control systems, weapon
direction equipment and related equipment.

$10.1 inillon Is In the NAVStlIPS budget to provide for Installation of Ordalts
and Shipalts in 3-T weapon systems In the fleet.

'Mr. S 1.%(c. What is involved in the request of $6.9 million for the
fleet mine support ?

Admir'al Woos. This is support which is required on a contiitiig
basis to keep our mines updated. Essentially it will maintain for 11S
our stockpile of about - mines of all types. It funds the 0)era-
tions of assembly, disassembly, and operational testing of stockpile
mines by the fleet.

Mr. SLACK. Does this relate in any way to an R. & 1). development?
Admiral WOODS. No, sir. Could I ask Captain Buell to elaborate on

this ?

. P
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Captain BUELL. It is not all 11. & 1). effort. It provides for primarily
tile updating and the maintenance of the fleet stockpile of mines.

In general these mines are checked oil the test rack once every 2
years to insure they are operable ahld tle fleet mine sil)pIort plrovi'des
for t hat.

SWIMMER WEAPONS SYSTEMS

Mr. SLACK. You are requesting $3.5 million for swimmer weapons
systems. Is this at all involved with the swimmer delivery system we
discussed last year ?

Admiral W'ooms. I am not aware of what tile swimmer delivery ye-
hile was. The swimmer systenl is an all-inclusive termA we use for tile
various types of ulderwater guis, iindterwater explosive devices, and
equipment which our swimmers requir-e.
Mr. SLCK. Stich as scuba diving gear .
Admiral WooDs. No, actually the scui)a diving gear itself isn't in-

cluded. It is the armament equipment. I lave a tremendous list here.
It is underwater defense gun, (al)le cutters, distress signals, practice
limpet mines, a type of sack they carry on their back for zero buoy-
ancy, antiboobytrap devices; l)uoyant x)dy armor; underwater gre-
nades; everything t tat they use ill their work.

SWIMMER )ELIVERY 'E1I iICLES

Mr. SLAcK. Last year we discussed six swimmer delivery vehicles
in the fiscal year 19(8 program and tile negotiation of a contract
for four research -p d development prototype vehicles. Were do
we stand today on this procurement 

Admiral Woois. These are not in tills appropriation.
Admiral (L,\DDIS. I '1111 advised the swiminer delivery vehicles are in

budget activity one, which was covered earlier. Tlis Iiine item speaks
only to the ordinance-oriented equi pmeat carried by the swinimer, or
available to be carried by the swimmer.

Mr. Sl.CIC. Could you provide something for the record in answer
'o this question

Admiral GDDIS. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

The fiscal year 1968 OPN procurement of six M1K-7 (formerly Modified
TRASS) Swimmer 1)ellvery Vehiles and fiscal year 19069 OPN procurement
of 11 Vehicles were comiei into a single imullyear contractt for 17 vehicles.
This contract was awarded to Convair )vision of General )ynamics on 31 May
1068 with the second Increment being executed on 25 September 198 (13 of the
17 MK 7 vehicles have been deliveredd to (late and the renmainder are scheduled
for deliveryy by June 0. 19(9). Total cost of the 17 vehicles Is $918.000 or $54.000
per vehicle.

The contract for (velol)ment of irototyiles of the next generation swiimper
delivery vehicles was awarded to Aerojet General Corp., Azusa, Calif. on May
10, 19(8. This development contract Is incrementally funded nuder the It. & 1).
applrolrintion In fiscal years 197, 1968. 1969, 1970, and 1971 at a target price of
$4.2 million. Two of these vehicles tire scheduled to be delivered in June and
July 1970. The other two are being designed to interface with the various (n-
Ilnents of the swimmer weapons system.

Mr. SLmit. In the last two fiscal years you have been funded a total
of $39.1 million for ORDALT material for surface missile system.
For fiscal year 1970, you are requesting another $23.7 million for this
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purl)ose. How are these funds being used and what missile systems tire
beinu lteredI

Apmiral WooDs. I spoke earlier to the 23-to the essentially 23 mil-
lion, I believe. Captain Sappington, would you like to answer this
one?

Captain SAPPINGTON. Your previous answer, I believe, was correct,
Admi'al. The surface missile system ORI)ALTS is being provided to
provide modifications for the Terrier, Tartar, and Talos and basic
P6int Defense Weapons System.

It is required for the improvement in availability, reliability, and
performance and the maintainability of the systems we have in the
fleet at the present time.

UNMANNED SEABORNE TARGET BOATS

M1'. SLACK. You are requesting $4.4 million for unmanne(l
seaborne targets, a significant increase over last year. Is this request
related to the procurement of KOMAR configured surface targets?

Admiral WOODS. Exactly. We are procuring - of a medium-
sized boat which is to be configured very much like the KOMAR and
will be used not only in training firings, but in development firings.

Mr. SLACK. What is the unit cost of these boats?
Admiral WOODS. I think we get boats for $3.9 million, is I

recall. per l)oat for boats, for a total of $3,920,000. We
are also buying of the smaller, already develop ed MK33 boats
at a unit price of - thousand for a total cost of $350,000. Then
we have $150,000 in costs for the droning of these boats and
instrumentation for a total $4.4 million.

Mr. SLACK. Your P-1 indicates - boats.
Admiral WooDs. I think that is incorrect. I think - is the latest

corrected figure.
Mr. SLACK. What was the reason for this decrease from to

. Is it because the price was more ?
Admiral WOODS. I believe that is how many we figured we finally

needed.
Excuse me, sir. I understand we lost four boats in the President's

adjustment of the budget. The April amendments.

MIARK 48 TORPEDO

Mr. SLACK. The fiscal year 1970 request for ASW launched ordnance
and related equipment totaled $225 million. This is an increase of
$100 million over last, year. You were funded a total of $72.9 million
in fiscal year 1968 for the procurement of-- MK48 torpedoes.
The committee understands that the fiscal year 1968 procurement is
being deferred pending satisfactory in-water demonstration of every
aspect of the torpedo. Is this why there was no fiscal year 1969
request for this weapon?

Admiral Am[AU. That is correct.
Mr. SLACK. Admiral, how do you arrive at a cost of $72.9 millioii

for torpedoes ?
Admiral ATIAV. The $72.9 million of fiscal year 1968 funds in-

volves 6 areas of endeavor. The torpedo Warshot, $19.1 million. This
includes the - main assemblies, tiho tanks, warheads, and explodes.
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For proofing support, $5.4 million. This hicludes exercise sections,
half-range tanks, workshop test handling equipment and proofing
labor.

For fleet support, $14.7 million, which includes exercise sections,
half-range tanks, workshop test, and handling equipment and
expendables.

Operation evaluation support, $22.9 million. This includes labora-
tory and contractor services, test shop hardware and handling equip-
ment, training, data reduction, engine testing.

For production engineering support, $5.3 million. This includes
laboratory efforts by ORL-Penn State and NUWRES, the Naval Un-
derseas Weapons Research and Engineering Station, and for training
support $5.5 million, which includes 6 inert main assemblies, tanks
and workshop test handling equipment.

It is significant that, of the above, $28.2 million was obligated dur-
ing fiscal year 1968 and fiscal year 1969 for the support of an opera-
tional evaluation and product engineering. The remaining $44.7 mil-
lion is being lield pending a completion of the in-water test program.

It is intended that these funds will procure the hardware items re-
quired for the torpedo Warshot, proofing and fleet and training
support.

It should be noted that these costs are estimated from our produc-
tion cost information system and were made without benefit of a
formal quotation from the prosl)ective contractor.

Mr. SLACK. How many torpedoes do you think you will be able
to l)uy with the remaining funds? Will it be as many as - or less?

Admiral AUmAU. We are not sure and we will not be sure until we
can get a formal quotation from the contractor and negotiate it.

'We are hoping that we will have completed the tests that we con-
sider necessary to demonstrate that we are ready to go into produc-
tion by June, and if we achieve that, objective, we will enter into nego-
tiation next month.

Mr. SLACK. Why are you requesting $110 million in fiscal year
1970 for - - MK48 torpedoes when it is still under test and has
not been approved for service use?

Admiral ABIIAu. The requirement for fiscal years 1968 and 1970
funding is to support MK 48-0 and MK 48-1, produc-
tion prototype torpedoes.

I would like to address the MOD-0 first. If we achieve the first pro-
duction contract as anticipated in June, we will have deliveries over
the period from allowing for months manufacturing
leadtime at a slow startup of -- per month to which we will build
up to a month until the month of delivery. This sched-
ule will permit execution of the fiscal year 1971 l)lanned program
in --- with deliveries to follow-on starting in

We have withheld the initial procurement pending a satisfactory
completion of a very intensive in-water test program.

Since the inception of the program, we have made test runs
and we now believe that, we are on the threshold of a release to pro-
duction. It is noteworthy that of the last runs have ac-
curately completed their entire run program and we believe that we
are within - runs of completion.
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The remaining $23 million of the request is for the procurement of
MOD-1 production prototype torpedoes. These production pro-

totypes are expected to commence delivery in and will be used
for the operational evaluation.

Mr. SLACK. Admiral, if you are unable to determine how many tor-
pedoes you will be able to purchase with the remaining fiscal year, 19168
funds, how are you able to arrive at an estimate of $110 million in fis-
cal year 1970 for such torpedoes?

Admiral AniIAU. In both cases we have estimated the cost of the
torl)edoes on the basis of our production cost information system which
is a Department of Defense-authorized technique for estimaating costs.
These are l)ased on the experience that we have had with the production
prototypes that are now being delivered, but we cannot be assured
that we can negotiate a contract for any fixed amount of torpedoes for
any fixed amount of money until we have actually entered into the
negotiations.

s5'RVIvAI, RADIO %N/PR('-9o

Mr. MINSHALL. Earlier today I asked some questions about the
AN/PRC-90 survival radio. I would like to ask further, is that a
beacon-type transmitter or is it a receiver as well?

Admiral MCCLELLANv. Both, sir.
Mr. MINSH.ALL. What is the range of it, do you know?
Admiral MCCLELLAN. Line of sight for the YUHF band. A downed

aviator could communicate with an aircraft flying at 10,000 feet 100
miles away.

Mr. MINSHALL. You mentioned something earlier, Admiral, about
the batteries deteriorating and spoiling the- equipment. Would that
be the case with mercury-type batteries as well?

Admiral McCLELLAN. I can't answer that, sir. May I provide the
answer?

Mr. MINSHALL. Yes.
(The information follows:)

BATTERY SHELF LIFE

The PRC-63 and the PRC-90 survival radios currently use mercury-type bat-
teries. These batteries provide better performance than the carbon zinc batteries
used In flashlights; however, they are also susceptible to corrosion and
deterioration.

Two new batteries are currently In development (a magnesium type and a
lithium copper fluoride type) that will solve the problems of corrosion And
deterioration and provide an increase in overall performance and shelf life.

Mr. MINSMALL. Item 117. Survival equipment replenishment. No.
118. Miscellaneous survival equipment. $2.4 million in this budget.
Can you detail some of that?

Admiral MCCLELLAN. This provides miscellaneous personal and
survival equipment items with assciated data, such as ait exposure
suits, microphones, protective helmets, life rafts and so forth.

For example, in 1970, it includes production support. testing serv-
ices, survival equipment modification material, operation Deep-Freeze
equipment, infrared survivor-locating device, oxygen breathing
masks, fire resistant antiblackout suits, intermediate antiexposure
suits, a fluoride battery and so forth.
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Mr. MINSHIALL. Why has it gone up from $900,000 last year to $2.4
million this year? In 1968 it was $5 million but last year it was only
$900,000.

Admiral GADDIS. We reduced this item last year in response to
Project 693, sir.

Mr. MINSHALL. What was that project?
Admiral GADDIS. This was the response to the Expenditure and

Revenue Control Act, sir; a case of deferring that.
Mr. MINSHALL. Do you feel this item is absolutely necessary ?
Admiral GADDIS. It is for the safety of pilots.
Mr. MiNSHALL. You have back here an item of 116-as Iong as I am

looking at this page-ANURT-:3 Beacon Seat Radio-last ear
you asked for of these. Have these all been procured and if so
how are they being used?

AdImiral "MCCLELLAN. That buy completed the total outfitting re-
quirement of - beacons. This beacon is an integrated package
with battery, antenna, and so forth. It is automatically actuated when
a pilot ejects. It is installed in a seat pack. From the moment he ejects,
this puts out, a beacon tone and enables much quicker rescue.

Mr. MlIN'StIALL. Would he also have one of these AN/PRC-90 sur-
vivals with him as well?

Admiral MCCLELLAN. Yes, sir. These PRC-90 radios are for use
after you land. They provide for a beacon tone transmittal and also for
two-way voice.

Mr. MINSlIALL. But there is a necessity for both of them?
Admiral MCCLELLAN. Yes, sir. It has been highly successful in

Southeast Asia where you have jungle rescues and the pilot has to
hide and come out only at the last minute.

Mr. MINSHALL. YoU have asked this year for and your total
buy is going to be what, again?

Admiral McCLLI.TAN. You are referring to the 90?
Mr. MiNS)AL1,. Yes, item 112.
Admiral MCCLELLAN. We are going for , sir. I am sorry,

wait a minute.
Mr. MINSHALL. What is your anticipated total buy? It is in

this coinig fiscal year. W hat is your anticipated total buy, Admiral?
Admiral MCCLELLAN.,. It is approximately through 1971.
Mr. MINSHALL. Thank you.

TORPEI)O SUPPORT

Mr. SLACK. What is the $15.2 million for torpedo support?
Adminiral ABIIAu. This l)rogram is set vp to provide support for

those torpedoes and targets for which funds for production are no
longer budgeted. These funds are required for the support of fleet ex-
ercise firings, proof and test, associated support equipment, support
of 3D range at Keyport, Wash., and replacement of expended and
overage items such as batteries, exercise heads, wire coils, cables, dum-
my torpedoes and hoses.

TFhis program supports in-service torpedoes MK-14, MK-16, MK-
37, MK-44 and MK-45.
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TORPEDO ALTERATIONS

Mr. SLACK. What torpedoes will be altered with the $6 million for
torpedo Ordalts? How many and what type torpedoes were altered iii
the last 2 fiscal years?

Admiral AmiAu. This program supports modifications and altera-
tions of all fleet inventory torpedoes such as MK-14, MK-16, 31K--
37, MK-44, MK-45, and M[K-46. There has been a modest increase ii
this program area over the past few years with the growth in torpedo
population and sophistication. Princilpal alterations planned in fiscal
year 1970 include modifications to the MK-14 torpedo- .

Ordalting of torpedoes is accomplished at the component level ral-
er than the torpedo level. Ordalt kits are procured on a component
basis to support the total quantity of torpledoes in the fleet )lus colpo-
nents in the supply system. The FIR-functional item rep-)lacement-
program permits component interchangeability at the intermediate
maintenance level. Fiscal year 1968 and fiscal year 1969 funds pro-
cured various types of components for the total population of tope-
does. These are MK-14's, MK-16's, - MK-3

MK-44's, - - MK-45's, and -_ .

MK-37 TORPEDO

Mr. SLACK. Why have we spent $9.6 million converting and modify-
ing the MK-37 torpedo if they are being replaced by the MK-48
torpedo?

(Th he information is classified and has been supplied to the conmit-
tee.)

MK-46 TORPEDO

Mr. Sr,%cK. In the last 2 years, Congress has funded a total of -
MK-46 torpedoes. This year, you are requesting $64.2 million for

more. What is the inventory objective for this torpedo?
Admiral AmIAu. The inventory objective for lightweight torpe(loes

is
Mr. SLACK. How many MK-46 torpedoes will we have in inventory

through the fiscal year 11969 buy?
Admiral Amir. At. the end of the fiscal year 1969 buy we expect

to have MK-44's ,-nd MK-46s the combination being
equivalent to MK-46's or --- of the objective.

.IX-27 MOBILE TARGET

Mr. SLACK. Youl have been buying MK-27 mobile targets in quan-
tities in the last 2 fiscal years, an(T in fiscal year 1970 you are re-
questing $8.1 million for more. This target has not been ap-
proved for service use. What is the status of testing of this target?

Admiral An~rw. The MK--27 production torpedo target has passed
preliminary factory acceptance tests and was shipped to Keyport on
May 14,1969.

MK-30 MOBILE TARGET

Mr. SLACK. You are requesting $4.4 million for-- MK-30 mo-
bile targets. What is the status of testing of this target?
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Admiral ABlAtu. Two ASW mobile targets ,\IK-3to were developed
and built by Northrup-Ventura with 1.I).'r. & E.N. funds. These two
targets were. 'AlipIed to Keyl)ort ill March 19d9 for testing. One unit
iq i1 udergoing prelim iary tests ill preplrat'on for evaluation runs.
Due to the heavy workload at the range, co'npletion of the in-water
tests is now scheduled for September 1969. Upon successful eor ple-
tion of the evaluation of the 11K.-30 mobile target, release to procuc-
tion is l)lanned for in fiscal year 1970.

Mr. SLACK. When will the MK-30 be approved for service use, and
is this the initial procurement of this target !

Admiral Ali.\r. The M K-:10 mobile ti.ge.ts )hiuled for l'Uil-e-
ment in fiscal year 1970 are to be used as test vehicles on fleet ranges
mid will not re(jlire approval for service use.

Fiscal year 1970 is the initial procurement of this target.

MNK-78 A NAIAz'elz

Mr. SLACK. What is the 1K-78 anal,-z,m al how is it used ? Is this
the initial procllre'elinit of this equipment? Ias it been tested and
approved for service use?

Admiral Animu.w. The MK-78 amalvzer is a - . This is the initial
lwoculireme lit in MPN however, units are currently beig l)rovured
With SCN funds ln(ler a - mldiyeatr contract. This equipmilenit
does not require service approval since it is an improvement to exist
tig equipment (FCS MK-113).

ASW WEAION SYSTEM ORDAT MATERIAL

Al'. SL.CK. In fiscal year 1970, you are requesting $4.2 million for
ASW weapon system ORI)ALT materiall.

Provide a breakdown for the record showing the use of these funds.
(The information follows:)

The ASW weapon system ORI)ALT funds provide modifications and imirovw-
ments to fleet ASW fire control equipments on surface ships and submarl,.
which are no longer within the furding responsibility of the SCN appropriation.
Requirements are for ordnance alterations to correct deficiencies which lineome
known as a result of evaluation, test and fleet use, and introduction of new or
modified weapons to insure reliable compatibility with the weapon systems. Tlu
fiscal year 1970 funding will provide: $600.000 for surface ship fire control to
modify $1,800,000 for submarine fire control to modify . $900.000
for technical and engineering services for tire control alterations required to
Insure system effectiveness after the changes are made. $700.000 to rcvlse the
manuals and drawings to accommodate the changes; $170.000 for alteratioms
to

()riil Oi'mx.\x(, Sumoirr E",-QU .rN-r

Mr. SL.CK. The request in fiscal year 1970 for "Other support equip-
ment" is $90.8 million, an increase of $4.2 million ovec fiscal year 1969.

PRODUCTION FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT

Provide a tabulation showing the type and amount of the equip-
ment in the $11.9 million program 1or "Production facilities and
equipment," showing the facilities involved and the savings to be
realized.
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(The information follows:)
Of the $11.9 million program, $10.7 million is required for procurement of np.

proximately 800 items of equiplment and $1.2 million is for capital maintenance
of Naval industrial reserve ordnance plants. ApproxIiately 500 Items of equip.
ment will replace old and worn-out equipment with an average age of 14 years
and will provide for pay-back to the Government In less than 5 years. A listing
of activities and amount required for each Is as follows:
Production equipment-activity: Amowit

NAVORDSTA Louisville --------------------------------- $1, 5.0, 5!00
NAVORDSTA Indian Head ---------------------------------- 450, 000
NAVORDSTA Forest Park -------------------------------- 1,262, 700
NIROP Minneapolis (FMC) ------------------------------- 1,562,724
NIROP Pittsfield (General Electric) ------------------------- 280, 000
NIROP Sacramento (Aerojet) ------------------------------- 415, 000
AeroJet, Azusa -------------------------------------------- 200, 000
NAD Bangor --------------------------------------------- 214, 800
NA!) Crane ---------------------------------------------- 536, 893
NAD Earle ----------------------------------------------- 288,740
NAD Hawthorne ------------------------------------------ 535, 500
NAD McAlester ------------------------------------------- 310, 800
NAD Oahu ------------------------------------------------ 12,600
NAD St. Juliens Creek -------------------------------------- 34, 500
NAVWPNSTA Charleston ---------------------------------- 40, 000
NAVWPNSTA Concord ------------------------------------- 132.200
NAVWPNSTA Seal Beach ---------------------------------- 171, 000
NAVWPNSTA Yorktown ----------------------------------- 503, 000
NAVTORPSTA Keyport ------------------------------------ 433, 300
Air conditioning (shop) ------------------------------------ 500,000
Ground electronics ---------------------------------------- 300, 000
Package equipment ---------------------------------------- 883, 000

Total ------------------------------------------------ 10, 657,257

Capital maintenance:
NIROP 'Minneapolis --------------------------------------- 750, 000
NIROP Pittsfield ------------------------------------------ 350, 000
NIROP Rochester ----------------------------------------- 120,000
NAVFAC Fee ---------------------------------------------- 37,000

Total ------------------------------------------------ 1,257, 000

Grand total ------------------------------------------ 11,914, 257
Types of equipment and savings to be realized are as follows:

Present Ptopo ed First year
equipment ejuip.nent net oper-

operating operating eating costEquipment costs costs savings

Milling machine -------------------------------------------------- $68,855 $21,149 $47,706
Hardness testing machine -----------.--------------------------- 14,979 12,081 2,898
Turret fathe --------------------------..------------------ 96, 192 29, 705 66,487
Numerical control machining center --.--------------------------- 202,702 36,888 165,814
Boring drill, mill machine -----------.--------------------------- 125,688 38,052 87,636
Grinder . . . . . . . . . ..--------------------------------------------- 40,395 18,431 21,964

Total savings on above random samples -------------------------------------------------- 392,505

SPARES AND REPAIR PARTS

Mr. SLACK. Provide a. breakdown of the $72.7 million for spares and
repair parts, showing the weapons for which initial spares are being
requested, and those for which replenishment spares are requested.

- " "t.-Y 1;,- -," ' "4' - .' j '. I'll I .
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(The information follows:)
Initial spares: In millions

Mine Mark 50 $1.0
5 Inch/54 Mark 42 conversion program ----------------------------. 2
Gun mount improvement program --------------------------------. 3
Surface gun systems training equipment ---------------------------.
Surface gun systems fire control equipment ------------------------. 1
ORDALT material surface gun systems ---------------------------.
ORDALT material fire control switchboards -----------------------.
Weapons for Seabees, landing forces, auxiliary, and small boats ----- . 2
Strategic Systems Project Office -------------------------------- 6. 0
Surface missile system UHF telemetry equipment ------------------ . 5
Surface missile system ORDALTS -------------------------------- 1.9
Surface missile system equipment spares ------------------------ .5
ASROC ------------------------------------------------------- .1
Antisubmarine warfare ordnance equipment ------------------------. 8
Torpedo Mark 46 --------------------------------------------- 1.7
Torpedo Mark 48 -------------------------------------------- 10. 7
Torpedo support -------------------------------------------
Torpedo Mark 37 modernization/conversion -----------------------. 3
Mobile target Mark 27 ------------------------------------------ .6

Total, initial spare parts ------------------------------------ 25. 5
Replenishment spares, total ----------------------------------- 47.2

Grand total, spares and repair parts -------------------------- 72.7
The following end items are supported by replenishment spares:

5 Inches/54 guns, mounts, radars and fire control systems (all Marks and mod.
ernizations).

5 inches/38 guns, mounts, radars and fire control systems (all Marks and mod-
ernizatlons).

3 inches/50 guns, mounts, radars and fire control systems (all Marks and mod-
ernizations).

Miscellaneous major caliber guns, mounts, radars, and fire control systems (6
inches/47, 8 inches/55, 16 inches/50-all Marks and modernizations).

Small arms support. (40 mam, 20 mm).
Terrier missiles, fire control systems, radars and launchers.
Tartar missiles, fire control systems, radars and launchers.
Talos missiles, fire control systems, radars and launchers.
Anti-submarine warfare sonar and fire control systems (SUBROC, ASROC, con-

ventional-all Marks and modernizations).
Torpedoes and torpedo tubes.
Mines and depth charges.
Ancillary test, support and handling equipment (surface warfare systems, anti-

air warfare systems. undersea warfare systems).
It should be noted that many of the above weapons systems are not being used

in active warfare at the present time. However, these systems are subject to
daily/weekly operability tests to assure readiness.

Mr. SLACK. Provide a table showing the total value of spares and
repair parts for each fiscal year since fiscal year 1965.

(The information follows:)

[Dollars in millions]

Fiscal year Fiscal year Fiscal year Fiscal year Fiscal year
1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 Total

Initial spares ......................
Replenishment spares ...............
FBM spares ........................

Total ------------------------

$8.1
7.5
9.2

24.8

$14.1 $19.1 $15.4 $27.8
17.9 15.0 21.8 21.1
6.0 7.2 10.1 20.4

38.0 41.3 47.3 69.3

$84.5
83.3
52.9

220.7
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I.1I, SUPP)R'.T EQU I PI1MENT

Mfr. Sl,mli. T'he fiscal year 1970 prognlnl for FIUM snl )Irt tqullip-
ment totals $46.1) million, which is $'25 million less Ilia- last yean'.

Yol are request lg $13.3 Inillioii ill fiscal year 1970 for init lal Itrain-
ing. Is all this related to Poseidon .Admiral Si rr 1. Yes, sir.

Mr. SI..cK. Is tile requirement for initial training dependent lllim
tile iumnber of ships being converted to tile Poseidon missile ?

Admiral Smvri . No. The $1,3.3 million imluded in tile fiscal year
1)70 budget for Poseidlon initial training re(nrireien ts is nter dependhelt
1uponr tile number of ships being converted. 1Folul' and four-telths mu6i-
lion dollars is required foil installation and ceeckout of ref resher nmin-
tenance training equipment procured in fiscal year 1969, which is
essential to the training of crews of $SBNs now approved for coi-
version. Three anld seven-tenths million dollars will procure a
Navigatlonl Technical Trainer ( NANVTECI 1-6) for thIe (Guided Missile
School, I)am Neck. This equipment is colfigured il keeping with mavi-
gation sul)systein equipments to l)e installed aboard SSBNs whet hei
o'1erld oi01' overlap leId, and is therefore re-vu ired to Support na%'iga-

tional training. The remma inder of the funds, $9.6 m ill ioni, will )roc re
it 11.-(xio I Fire C2ontriol Sy~stemi Laboratory (1)/N-i), which
will support training for crews of the 640-class liifls in the fiscal year
1971 and fiscal year 1972 conversion programs. It is required to sup-
port initial training on the MKI-88 Mod 1 lire e(mit rol system inl the
period beginning .July 1971. Since this equipment supports hulls of a
different configurations from those, in the fiscal year 1970 program,
these funds will be required without regard to the number of hulls
approved for conversion.

Mr. S,.%ci. Provide for the record a tabulation showing tihe use to
be made of the $13.8 million for maintenance and support equipm),let.

(TIhe in formation follows:)

I'lRf maintenance and! suj)port equipment
Polaris --------------------------------------------------- $4, 245, 00(

fissile clheckout ------------------------------------------- 36, 00
uluine and tire control ----------------------------------- 25-1. (KX1
Nnvigation support equipment ----------------------------- 1, IlO. 000
Navigation shore equipment ------------------------------ 1, 500, 000
Weapon system support and checkout ------------------------ 265. 004)

Posemdo -------------------------------------------------- 9, 481., 00

Missile checkout ------------------------------------------- 4, 541, 04)O
Guidance a *1(1 fire (oltrol -------------------------------- 1. 314, 0041
Navigation suplort equipment----------------------------- 2, (19-, 000
1,11 ill'hllg 111141 hillidltng ------------------------------------- s, 0()0

Total ----------------------------------------------- 1. 729. 0W

Mr. SjI,('K. You are requesting funds in fiscal year 1970 for 1
Poseidon SSBN conversions. IProvide for the revord a tabulation
showing how nmuch wouhl be required ill fiscal year 1970 for FIlM
support equipment to support one Poseidon conversion, two lPoseidoii
('0!nversiols, and so fort h, through five comiversions.
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(The information follows:)
To respoild Completely ani1d fully with oollih, te conlidemat, III tile validity of

estimates of the dollar value of P1BM support equipment required to support
live allernatIvf, programs its requested would require the development of live
ilndeuent budgets for this subhead. Al alternative approach, which may not
be its at'curate has been used in order to provide information for the record.

The fiscal year 1170 request for 113M support equilpmient. totals $46.9 million.
0f this lotal $32.6 llllhnou is required ill support of the l'oseldon prograin. Less
than 10 per,'ent of this latter amount or' ipproxluately $2.5 million is it funac-
tilul of, tlte As( ii yealr 19)70 SSBN proposed t-onversion program. The reuuuihiung
$30.1 nllion for Poseidon represents the iouutlt required to sulpport the pre-
vionsly approved number of S81N's to bt, converted, inclldillg navigation sup-
port equilpmient which is required whether the fiscal year 1970 SSIIN's are over-
hauled or converted, and to establish initial related capabilities for tralininAg,
inutenanuce, test operations, and repairs.
The details of this $30.1 mill ion are its follows: $18.3 million is required for

Initial al refresher training in support of the approved SSHN conversion pro-
g'.anus; $3 million Is required for navigation support equillellt; $3.9 mil lion Is
required for surface support equipment anl portable test instruino'ntation to
support demonstration and shakedown exercises and operational testing: $2.7
million for replenishment of expendailes, replacentent of attritlon losses and
J)rocuremnent of test equipuiint for repair facilities: $2.2 million for hacklit liP-
imit'it for 8Sl',N's and tenders and alterations to delivered shore based equipment.

In atldition to tilt' $32.6 million requested for Poseidlon $14.3 million Is re-
quested for PolarIs. This latter amount Is required independent of tile nlmber
of Poselfon MSN's approved for conversion.

The( onversion schedule for the six SKBN's proposed for fiscal year 1970 is
based uipon arrivals of the SSBN's in the yard, and coincides with ,ore deple-
tion. Each of these six SSBN's would require an overhaul if not converted.
Therefore. additional funds would be required in this alpprol)riation and In the
operation and maintenance appropriation for each hull not approved for conver-
sion. The OPN amounts are shown In the tabel below. Adjustments would l)e
also required in tHie QCN and IAMN appropriations.

SUMMARY OF OPN DOLLARS REQUIRED FOR CONVERSION OF ALTERNATE NUMBERS OF SSBN's IN FISCAL YEAR 1970

(In millions of dollars

Number of conversions

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Poseidon fixed costs ................... 30. 1 30. 1 30. 1 30. 1 30. 1
Poseidon variable .. . ..------.------------.---------------------- 1......... 1.6 2. 3 2.5
Polaris costs In budget request ......... 14.3 14.3 14.3 14.3 14.3

Subtotal. . - _ -.. .. .. .. .. 44. 4 44. 4 46.0 46. 7 46.9
Additional OPN required for overhaul... 73.8 58.3 43.2 26.7 14.2

Total .......................... 118.2 102.7 99.2 7.24 61.1

Mr. S r4 .w. How much of the $-23.6 million in fiscal yiear 1969 and
the $4.6 million in fiscal year 1970 for refresher training is associated
with Poseidon?
Admiral SmurnT. In fiscal year 1969 the Poseidon portion is $23.4

million and in fiscal year 1970 it is $4.4 million.
Mr. SLACK. How can you, at, this early (late, associate refresher

training with the Poseidon prograil ?
Admiral Sm.'rl. Refresher training is provided at, fleet, training

facility ies in tle area of the squad roimi homet port. The purpose is to mnaill-
taill .loliciency of SSBN crews by o)lerationai and mtaintenallce
I raining 1)et ween pat rols. For ex:ttilpie, tile I ll0 crew ()1" a Polaris silb-
marine will receive re fresler training NA] wile t lIe (old crewv is ()I pal t()l.
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The Charleston Fleet Ballistic Missile Fleet Training Center will
maintain training of crews of SSBN's in the first operational Poseidoii
squadron. Refresher training on Poseidon equipment will begin whei
the first SSBN is deployed in - . This equipment has a leadtime
from' contract award to readiness for training of approximately

which is the reason for its procurement in fiscal year 1969. The
fiscal year 1970 funds for refresher training are required for installa-
tion and checkout of that equipment.

CORREC'rxON OF DESIGN ERRORs

Mr. SLACK. The committee understands that $274,000 of the $3.9
million for alteration equipment is to be used to correct design
problems of equipment procured in fiscal year 1967 and fiscal year
1968 and now installed and in use at the Ashore Navigation Center.
Why is the contractor not responsible for correction of these design
errors?
. Admiral SIrvrH. The contractor is responsible for meeting all of the.

characteristics of the equipment specified in the contract. He is also
responsible for latent defects in workmanship.

The cost of changes made necessary due to the failure of the Gov-
ernment to define in adequate detail the equipment which is contracted
for is a Government rather than a contractor responsibility.

The $274,000 requested is based on past experience as to the number
of such design changes found necessary during the early phases of
service testing.

Mr. SIACK. How much of the FBM support equipment budget
category is in support of Poseidon; provide a tabulation showing the
items and amount for Poseidon.

(The information follows:)

FBM support equipment
Poseidon ------------------------------------------------- $32, 584, 000

Initial training ----------------------------------------- 13, 275, 000
Refresher training --------------------------------------- 4,382,000
Training equipment alterations ------------------------------ 648, 000
Alteration equipment --------------------------------------- 274, 000
Maintenance and support equipment ------------------------- 9, 484, 000
Test Instrumentation equipment ---------------------------- 3, 186, 000
Expendable test equipment --------------------------------- 1,335, 000

Polaris ---------------------------------------- 14,273,000

Total, FBlM support equipment ------------------------- 4, 857, 000

MODERNIZATION AND IM31PROVEMENT OF VIETNAMESE FoRcEs

Provide for the record a tabulation identifying the quantity and
cost of all equipment in the "Other Procurement, Navy,' appropria-
tion to be procured for modernization and hnprovement of South
Vietnamese Armed Force. for fiscal year 1969 and fiscal year 1970.

(The information follows:)
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EQUIPMENT PROCURED IN FISCAL YEAR 1969 AND FISCAL YEAR 1970 FOR MODERNIZATION AND
IMPROVEMENT OF SOUTH VIETNAMESE ARMED FORCES

Fiscal year 1969 Fiscal year 1970

Description Quantity Amount Quantity Amount

Utility (Jeep) 4x4 3 500 gvw, M606 ........................-
Trk mb 4x4 YT Ml70 ............................ ".......-
Trk Utility 4x4 3,500 gvw M15IAI...........................--"-..
Trk Cargo 4x4 5800 gvw M715---------------...............
Trk Amb 4x4 5,00 ~gvw M615..--.-.......................- -- --
Tik Dump 6x6 19,OuO gvw M342A2 ............................Trk Cargo:S19 000 gvw M35A2..........................

6x610Y M125-..........................................
Trk Wrecker M543A2 ........................................
Trk Tank 1,000 G gen purp M610 .............................
TrIr Caro: l2 wh1 .00 Ibs PL M00 ....................................

2 whl 1,500 lbs PL M101A1 ...............................-- --
2 whl 3,000 lbs PL M105A2C ..............................-- ..

Trlr Utility T ............................................-
Trlr Tank 400 G M149 .......................................
Crane, crlr mtd, 35T ........................................ ....
Tractor, crlr mtd, 16-24M PDBP ................ ....
Generator Set:

0.5 kw., dc 28V GED ..................... w................,
2 kw., dc, 12V, GEe .....................................
3 kw., ac, 60 hz, GED ................-...................
5 kw., ac, 60 hz, GED ................................... ..
10-15 kw., ac, 60 h, GED --------------------- ------- "..---- -30 kw., ac, 60 hz, 0DED ......... / ...................... "."
60 kw., ac 60 hz, DED -.-

Welder, arc, GED, 300amp, trlr mid.... --
Crane, truck mtd, 10T ......... .------------------------ - --.-
Crane, whl trctr mtd, 5T, telescgo boom ........ I ---------------

Total ....... ........ -.............................. ,051, 000 -$404, 01

CIVIL EN(OINEERiNO StTlORT EQUWEN'r

Mr. SLACK. Ii fiscalfqr Civil enpee-ing support equipment" t tais 1 ]%Pi.llran fere"ivil 4.4il-SilI$ l ef'e f$41.4 ilion f rom last yellr, /

Of the totlroquested ii this/b, dget cat'egory,'$684 million is for
transportation aid constru~tioequipment.. .- '

\ PASSENGER MIOTORVEIICLES

For fiscal year 19,0 you are yequesting funds for the)urchase Iof
1,336 passenger mot6r vehicles iiludhng netropolttn ambulanices.
What is ,the reason for. the increased requirement, this year f(r pas-
senger motor vehicles? ' /

Captain KR1CKENBERGF.R.'A greater number of sedans'7) at an
average unit cost of $1,500 arel budgeted for in fiscal yaa<1970 In com-
)arison with fiscal year 1969 lirchase (354)-,which'accounts primarily
for the total quantitative increase in passenger-carrying vehicles. Ap-
proximately 50 percent of the funds available for passenger vehicles
in fiscal year 1969 was for bus replacements, which resulted in a lesser
quantitative total l)rocurement of passenger-carrying vehicles because
of the higher unit cost of buses.

Mr. SLACK. Page 34 of your P-1 lists a quantity of 776 light sedans,
and 302 station wagons, both of which are increases over last year. This,
together with 58 ambulances, totals only 1,126 vehicles. Where are the
other vehicles making up the total request of 1,336?

Captain KRICKENBFROE(R. There are also 209 buses and one medium
sedan which make up the total. request of 1,336 passenger-carrying ve-
hicles. Onie hundred and eighty-six of the buses are shown on line No,
I of the P-1 list and 23 other ty pe buses are included in the total of the
"Under $500,000" items, on line No. 71 of ihe P-1 list. The one medium
is also included on line No. 71.

32-845-69-pt. 3-48
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Mr. Si,.%Cl. What is your authorized allowance for passenger cars,
exclusive of buses and ambulances, and when was the authorized
allowance objective last increased and by how much?

Captain KIcIcKENBioEiiO. The authorized passenger vehicle allow-
ance, with buses and ambulances excluded, is 5,985. The last approve~l
allowance increase (211) resulted from a functional transfer of MAP
program vehicles, as authorized under the provisions of Public Law
89-374 (March 25, 1966).

LEASING oF AUTOMOBI[.ES

Mr. SL.ACK. The fiscal year 1969 report on the passenger vehicle
fleet. of the various Federal agencies indicates the Navy leased com-
mercially 378 automobiles during fiscal year 1969, which is far in ex-
cess of the 29 and 33 leased commercially by the Army and Air Force,
respectively. What is the explanation for this leasing practice?

Captain'IKllICKENIBERGER. '11V NIaIVy leass 'll))1'OX Imntel 37,5 auto-
mobiles annually from commercial sources where it has been deter-
nined to be economically advantageous to the Government. These
rented vehicles are subject to rigid allowance, assignment, and eco-
nomic controls. All rented automobiles are applied against the passen-
ger-carrying vehicle allowance ceilings authorized by the Chief of
Naval Operations. The number of leased automobiles is further lim-
ited by assignments to high mileage billets where annual mileages
range between 20,000 and 30,000 per vehicle. The decision to lease
an automobile in lieu of assigning a Navy-owned automobile to a par-
ticular billet is predicated on the economic cost comparison of the
commercial leasing cost against the annual Navy ownership cost.. Au-
tomobile leases can only be justified where the contractor's annual
leasing cost is lower than the annual Navy-owned vehicle cost (depre-
ciation, maintenance, accident damage, and insurance) in relationshiIp
to the mileage to be traveled during the year.

Mr. SLACK. The aforementioned report, indicates that in fiscal year
1970 the Navy will lease commercially 377 passenger cars and obtain
another 38 from the GSA Interagency Motor Pool. Does this mean
your authorized allowance objective for automobiles is insufficient to
meet your passenger car requirements?

Captain KRICKEMNBnEmRR. The Navy's plan to continue to lease pas-
senger cars in fiscal year 1970 from commercial sources and to rent cars
from the GSA Interagency Motor Pools is an integral part of the
Navy's total authorized allowance objective. Upon approval by the
Congress of the 42 passenger-carrying vehicles functional inventory
transfer from MAP being requested on exhibit 10A to the fiscal year
1970 OPN budget, there will be sufficient vehicles authorized to mieet
the Navy's fiscal year 1970 passenger car requirements. Motor vehicle
hires are being undertaken for economic reasons which are considere(d
to be advantageous to the Government, as explained in the answer to
the )receding question. The determination made to rent vehicles from
GSA Interagency Motor Pools is in conformance with the Govern-
mnent-wide practice of utilizing GSA Interagency Motor Poo vehicles
wherever transportation savings may be achieved.

* ~.
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NON-PA, SSEN,,'O1E,-CAlitYIN0l VE I CLES

Mr. SLACK. You are requesting $15.7 million for the procurement
of 4,166 trucks, trailers, and other automotive equipment for naval
shore activities. The justification book indicates 28 percent of the
total inventory is eligible for replacement and the fiscal year 1970
funds will provide for the replacement of 34 percent of the vehicles
eligible for replacement. Why is this?

Captain KRICKENBERGEI. The dollar limitations of the overall fiscal
year 1970 budget submission for the procurement of non-passenger-
carrying vehicles will only permit the replacement of 4,166 of the
total 12,534 vehicles eligible for replacenent.

Mlr. SLACK. You ar ' requesting $11.2 million for the procuremueit of
trucks, trailers, and special purpose automotive equipment for naval
cost auction forces.

According to your justification, just prior to the "Tet" offensive
there was a shift from MILCON-funded bse construction to a pri-
marily horizontal construction effort in direct. support of tactical
operations. Will you please explain this statement il' greater detail ?

Captain K IICKE Nit'I R. Just prior to the "Tet" offensive in Feb-
ruary 1968 there was a change in emphasis in the type of construction
work assigned to the Seabees deployed in RVN by III Marine Am-
phibious Force and Commander Naval Forces Aietnam. Generally
throi gh calendar year 1967 the greater portion of work (approximately
(;5 percent) assigned was MILCON funded work. This involved work
of which a large portion (about TO percent) was vertical construction,
described as erection of all types of structures within the confines of
major combat bases and normally in the proximity of NMCB deploy-
ment sites. The shift to direct support of combat operations required
larger horizontal efforts, basically road construction, which were gen-
erally at remote sites at greater distances from base support areas. This
has generated the requirement to move men and construction mate-
rials longer distances more frequently. This has resulted in a greater
number of replacement vehicles required in fiscal year 1970.

fr. SLACK. You have been funded over 1,300 pickup cargo trucks
in each of the last 2 fiscal years. For fiscal year 1970, you are request-
ing $1.9 million for 1,131 more. How are these trucks used and why
does the requirement remain relatively high?

Captain KRICKENBERoER. The pickup truck is the "workhorse" of
the automotive fleet. This truck has a gross vehicle weight rating of
4,800 pounds and a payload capacity of approximately 1,100 pounds.
Almost all Navy activities use l)ickllp trucks to transport small work
details, tools, materials and light cargo. The pickup truck's life expec-
ancy is 6 years or 72,00 miles. Based on a. one-sixth annual replace-
ment of the total authorized inventory of 9,558, 1,593 trucks wear out
annually. The fiscal year 1968 and fiscal year 1969 procurements of
these trucks were 1,322 and 1,346 respectively. Funding limitations in
the fiscal year 19710 budget will only permit the replacement of 1,131
of the total l replacement eligibility of 2,980 trucks. A backlog of 1 849
units eligible for replacement wilj, therefore, be carried forward intn
fiscal year 1971.
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AIRCRAFT CRASH CRANES

Mr. S C,.WK. You have a request of $1.9 million for an init ial procure-
ment of 19 aircraft. crash cranes. How will these be used and what have
you been utilizing until now for that purl)ose.

Captain KR1CKENBEROER. The aircraft. crash crane is not a new item
of equipment. The Navy is operating a total of 75 of these units at
Naval and Marine Corps Air Stations. Sixty-three of the aircraft
crash cranes now in use are overage, uneconomical to maintain, and ill
need of replacement. Overall budget limitations, however, l)reclude
requesting replacement. of more than the 19 units represented in the
fiscal year 1970 budget. These crash cranes are used to remove crashed
aircraft from runways so that flight operations will not be disrl)ted.

AUTOMOTIVE SPARES AND REPAIR PARTS

Mr. SL A C K . Your requirement for fiscal year 1970 in the area of
spares and rel)air parts totals $2.4 million, an increase over each of the
last. 2 fiscal years.

What is ti ie explanation for the increase ?
Provide for the record a tabulation of the total value of spare and

repair parts by fiscal year since fiscal year 1965.
(The information follows:)

Experience in SEA has dictated an Increase In spares and repair parts supl)port
for automotive and construction equintent in order to maintain equipment avail-
ability to meet mission requirements. All units in RVN have encountered long
leadtinies for ordering parts when not available in country. The increase of
initial outfitting of spare parts from 6 percent to approximately 8 percent of the
equipment value will provide for a significant decrease in the equipment dead-
line rate. The need for additional spare parts support is also due to a greater
(lispersing of battalion detachments at remote deployment sites, particularly in
III and IV Corps. In addition, experience has proven that to maintain the so-
lphisticated equipment to crush rock and manufacture roadbuilding materials
requires a higher percentage of spares and repair parts. Purchases by year coin-
mencing In fiscal year 1965 are as follows:

Millions
Fiscal year 1965 ---------------------------------------------------. 3
Fiscal year 1966 ------------------------------------------------- 1.0
Fiscal year 1967 ------------------------------------------------- 30
Fiscal year 1168 -------------------------------------------------- .
Fiscal year 199------------------------------------------------- 1. 1)
Fiscal year 1970 (budget) -------------------------------------- 2 4

OTIIER CIVIL ENGINEERING SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

Mr. S rACK. The fiscal year 1970 program for other support equip-
ment totals $5m.2 million, compaiwi with $,93 million last year.

COMBAT CONSTRUCTION SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

Te largest single program under the other su)l)ort equipment. cate-
gory is $30.5 million for combat, construction support equipment.

A portion of these funds will be used for construction support of
ground operations where the urgency l)recludes MI 4LCON programing
or rep)rogralming action. Will you provide for the record a. tabulation
of the l)rolects mid costs :'elated thereto for this purpose during fiscal
years 1968 and 1969?

, , ,' "' V 1". 1, 1 1.I -
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(The informant ion follows :)

Coni bat eonstriitio siipport projects. fl.w(Il li(p ' 1968
I Dollars Inl ililon~s]

Project and Ioltion : Cost
Combat base and airfield, Qutang TO - $2. 5
Helo facility (USMC), Red Beach. Danang ------------------------ 1.6
Amino storage points, Danang, Chu Lai and Phu Bat ---------------. 5
PBR base No. 11, Mekong Delta ---------------------------------- 2. 7
ROK troop eantonment, lol An ---------------------------------. 5
Amml revetment, bridges and pontoons, various such as Nam Hoa and

Red Beach -------------------------------------------------- .8
Route No. 1 upgrading, Danang to Dong Hoa 10.
Route No. 9 upgrading. Dong H-a to Ca Lu J - -.- -
Bridges (other than Annim), various on routes No. 1 and No. 2 ------- 2.9
Culvert, Routes No. 1 and No. 9 and various cantonnients and air-

fields ---------------------------------------------------
250-man cantonments, various such as Camp Evans and Camp Car-

roll ------------------------------------------------------- 1.9
Bunkers and towers, various such as Khe Sanh and DMZ outposts ---- 1.2
Aircraft revetment (other than amnil), various airfields ------------ 1.0
AM-2 matting, various airfields such as Khe Sanh ------------------ 8.2
M8-A1 matting, various airfields and storage areas ----------------- 3. 1
T-17 membrane, various airfields -------------------------------- 2.6
Other miscellaneous projects and freight, northern I corps ----------- 5.7

45. 4

FISCAL YEAR 1969

Minimum essential requirements program, various such as Phil Bal,
Dong Hai, Quang Tri and Camp Evans

Amno storage point recovery. l)alnamig_-
POL distribution system, Tan 31y to Camp Evans and Phu Bal ------
Route No. 1 upgrading, Danang to Dong H1a
Route No. 9 upgrading, Dong Ha to Ca Lu I -
Bridges, various on routes No. 1 and No. 9
Bunkers and towers, various such as Can Viet and Gin Lai.........
Airfield matting, various such as An Hoa -
T-17 membrane, various airfields
Various projects underway, other miscellaneous projects and freight,

various

5.7
2.0
2. §)

6.0

1. 1
4.7
2.2

30. 7

Total -------------------------------------------- 61.1

NUCLEAR, BIOLOGICAL. AND CIIEMIYCAL WARFARE DEFENSE EQUIPMENT

Mr. SLACK. What is included in the request of $900,000 for nuclear,
)iological, a:id c'ln ical-NB( -- wa fare defense eqluipmlnt ?

Captain KRICKENBERGER. The $922,000 request for NBC warfare de-
fense equipment. includes $665,000 for the rel)lacement of the 14-year-
old M-.9-.- protective masks with .1-17-A-1 masks and coml)onent
accessories at selected overseas activities, and $257,000 for the replace-
ment. of 15-year-old G agent chemical warfare alarms with the portable
M-8 alarms at the 57 naval activities in the Norad warning and detec-
tion network and the three disaster recovery training departments at
the naval construction battalion centers.

CONSTRUCTION COLLATERAL EQUIPMENT

Mt. w1AcK. YWlat is involved in the $3.6 million request for con-
struction collateral equipment,?
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Capta in 1.RICKENBERGER. The construction collateral equlipmenltprogram provides for the first provision of equipment and furnish-
nigs generated by- new construction or expansion of a facility result ing
from it change In function or operation or all improvement in the
physical condition of tie facility, which is implemented by tile Naval
Facilities Engineering Command in conjunction with a MCON/
MCNR line item. The purchases under the construction collateral
equipment program consist of items costing over $1,000 such as dock
equipment, shop equipment, dispensary and dental equipment, medical
equipment, and so forth. Inellu(led are individual items such as portable
air compressors, dental operating chairs; nitrogen punip assemblies;
pressure gage calibration )anels, hydraulic; woodplaners; magnaflix
machines; and so forth.

SUPPLY SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

Mr. SLACK. The fiscal year 1970 program for supply support equip-
nwnt totals $12.9 million.

MATERIALS HANDLING EQUIPMENT

Why has the fiscal year 1970 requirement for forklift trucks and
pallet trucks increased over last year's request?

Please describe the use to be made of the $900,000 for automated
materials handling systems.

(Tile information follows:)
Requirements for replacement of vehicles are determined on the basis of cer-

tain criteria with respect to usage, deterioration, obsolescence, danmge, etc. The
objective is to replace equipment when maximum economic life has been reached.
The Increased requirement in fiscal year 1970 for forklift and pallet trucks
reflects a higher number of these vehicles meeting the criteria for replaceeitent
than was the case in fiscal year 1969.

The $939,000 requested for automated materials handling systems is required
to finance procurement and Installation of automated materials handling systems
at certain major supply activities. These folnds will provide for two initfil
systems: extensions to three existing systems; and automation of a hulk fuel
handling system.

PERSONNEL AND COM MAND SUPI'ORT EQUIPMENT

Mfr. SLACK. The fiscal year 1970 program for "Personnel and com-
mand Sul)l)ort e(luilment" totals $31.2 million.

PERSONNEL SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

Prol)osed funding for personnel support equipment is $9.7 million.
primarily for the ASWV training program.

Identify for the record the equipment for which $1 million worth of
initial spare parts is requested.

Captain LoTrmnos. Yes, sir.
(Tile information follows:)

INITIAL SPARE PARTS

Major training devices, currently under procurement, will require initial parts
provisioning In fiscal year 11970. These leviess represent a total investment of alp-
proximately $17.0 million. The $1 million requested will provide a 90.day supply
of parts suplrf which coincides with the (elivery of these training (li ices: also.
an initial stock of parts peculiar will be furnished the supply system to assur,

" 1 - j t
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availability until the normal supply procedures can begin. The following is a list
of training devices requiring parts support :

Fisal year 1970 initial sparc, cost
In thousa:ds

Device SAS, coinmuniation trainer $2
Device 14A2 series, surface ship ASW attack trainers -375
Device 15.l5, ECCM shipboard trainers -.. 20
.50-caliber gun firing trainer -2
Device 1DA5F,, ships characteristics trainers -10
vicee 3K41C, serbvo1ilechtill I training aids -------------------------- 2

Device 61319, basic electronics student trainers _--
Device 111155, table top tutor trainers --------------------------------- 0
Device X14A6, ASW coordinated tactics trainer ----------------------- 104
Device 14F,'12, modifications AN/SQS-26 sonar trainers ----------------
Device 15E13, electronics warfare trainers ---------------------------- 145
)evice 15G10, carrier air traffic control trainers ------------------------ 29

Device 20A62, eniergency shilhandlling trainer ------------------------ 0
Device 20C9, weapon system slinulatioi equipment ---------------------- 68
Device 201,E13, shadowgraph operator trainer ---------------------------- 8
Device 21A37/3, casualty recovery for submarine control trainer --------- 25
Device 21A37/4, Mk-4S torpedo capability for attack center No. 3 ---------- 5
Device 21A37/4, Mk-48 torpedo capability for attack center No. 1 and No. 2- 35
Device 21A38, Mk-48 torpedo capability for attack center No. I and No. 2-- 20
Device 21A39/1, Submarine attack center trainer ------------------------ 5

Total ---------------------------------------------------- ,000

MEDICAL SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

Mr. SLACK1. Why is there an increase in medical support equipment.
for fiscal year 1970?

Admiral E'rrEm. Yes, sir; we can provide that for the record.
(The information follows:)

It has been necessary to make equipment l)ur.hase only on a breakdown/urgent
basis during this year to date. This has meant that the Navy Medical Depart-
nient has not kept pace oil a programed basis with the rapidly advancing state
of the medical art by being able to capitalize on the many advantages of recently
develolwd medical equipment, including that required for modern laboratory
techniques, X-ray diagnostic and therapeutic procedures. coronary care capabili-
ties, organ transplant advances, et cetera. Further, many young medical officers
accustomed to the advantages of the newer types of equipment used In their
civilian careers and training, have frequently cited as a major reason for their
leaving the naval service the fact that they do not have available the most mod-
ern equipment with which to practice and realize the benefits of current medical
technology.

The 5-year dental replacement program approved and first funded In fiscal
year 1967 oij an annual basis of approximately $500,000, had to be deferred in
fiscal year 1969 because of lack of funds. Even with the constraint of breakdown
replacement only, and deferment of the dental replacement program, It has been
necessary for Navy to reprogram $700,000 to the medical program in order to
meet miniminal needs for the remainder of fiscal year 1969.

If we are not provided greater funding than was exl)erlenced in fiscal year
1969, we will be unable to meet minihnum requirements for establishment of till-
to-date coronary care units In 30 of our naval ho.qpitals. These units are llanned
to meet the current stalnlar(ls required by nmidern medical practice. They cost
approximately $50,000 each for our major hospitals, and $25.X)00 each for the
smaller ones. Further, our urgently required X-ray replacement program will be
seriously curtailed. The Navy Medical Departmnent now has a validated radiology
equipmetnnt requirement alone of approximately $850.000 for new X-ray units.
These new units are necessary to replace 28 X-ray machines now over 10 years
old, the useful life of this type of equipment under average workload conditions.
However, the heavy workload in our radiology departments, greatly strained
by the requirements generated I)y the casualties from Vietnam, has resulted in
accelerated deterioration of our X-ray equipment. A major further attrilute
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of the newer machines Is the advantage to the patient that he is exposed to only
10 to 30 percent of the potentially hazardous ionizing radiation that is absorlw(d
now from the equipment over 10 years old. There are over 300 X-ray machines
in the naval hospital system that must be replaced over the next 8 to 10 years at a
cost ranging from about $12,500 to about $160,000.

This request for $31/2 million represents only 42 percent of the total of $8,014,.
000 certifiedd by our commanding officers as necessary for their equipment re-
quirements for fiscal year 1970 and represents an absolute minimum for the level
of ,are required if the practice of modern medicine Is to be maintained in our
38 naval hospitals.

COMAND SUtPPORT EQUIPMfENT

Mr. SLACK. The fiscal year 1970 program for command support
equipment totals $18.2 million.

OCEANOGRAPIIICAL SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

Most of the funds requested for oceanographic support equipment
is contained in the $7.4 million for items less than $500,000 each.

Provide a breakdown of this reqiuest for the record.
(The information follows:)

The following is a breakdown of oceanographic support equipment line itemn.q
less than $500,000 each.

[Dollar amounts in thousands]

Quan- Total
tity cost

MAPPING CHARTING, AND
GEODtSY PROGRAM

Photographic:
Film viewer, table .............. 2 $2.4
Film viewer, w/track ............ 2 4.0
Frame, vacuum 60 in. X 75 in 1 2.5
Printer, mark III Color ........ 1 16.0
Projector, camera ............... 1 15.0
Projector, Saltzman ............. 1 5.0
Sink, 45 in. X 68 In. X 8 in ... 1 - 1.3
Sink, S.S. 46 In. X 52 In. X 8 in.. 1 1.3
Stereoscope, zoom 95 ........... 1 2. 0

Total, photographic ---------- (11) (49. 5)
Printing: Dampening system, total .... (4) (4.8)

Survey:
Accelerometer horizontal ntegr . 2 60. 0
Cable, 20,000 it. drum ----------- 6 30. 0
Computer, coordinate ........... 1 20. 0
Distance measuring device ....... 12 78. 0
Echo sounder, portable .......... 3 24. 0
Echo sounder, shallow towed ..... 2 6. 0
Filter, variable low frequency .... 1 4. 0
Generator, portable ............. 5 7.5
Gravity meter, shipboard .... - 180.0
Gyro, gravity meter stable piat.-

form ........................ 8 40.0
Hydrodist, master unit ........... 3 27. 0
Hydrodist, remote unit .......... 3 18.0
Magnetic detector, head test set.. 1 5.0
Magnetic temperature var.

monitor ...................... 2 20.0
Magnetic temperature var.

telemetry system ............. 2 15.0
Magnetometer, marine .......... 1 21.0
Magnetometer, portable fluxgate.. 1 55.0
Magnetometer, recording system.. 1 16. 0
Meter, gravity underwater ...... 1 38.0
Meter, gravity underwater, 1 10.0

auxtlfary equipment.
Profiler, subbottom ............. 60.0
Receiver digital I/portable 1 24.0

sounder.
Not available.

Quan- Total
Line item description tity cost

Survey-Continued
Receiver, hi-fix- .. . ....... 3 $33.0
Receiver, omega VLF .......... 2 30.0
Recorder, Gifft .... . ......... 2 14.0
Recorder, sawtooth...-------- 4 8.0
Repeater, servo ... ............. 4 10.0
Scaler, X-Y digital depth... -.. 1 16. 0
Scaler, X-Y digital chart --------- 1 29.5
Sonar, scanner, portahle..--..... 2 40.0
Sonar, scanning, long rage ....... 1 50.0
System, autotape calibration .. 4 300.0
System, raydist positioning ----- 3 360. 0
System, drag wire ------- 2 30.0
System data reduction ---------- 2 10.8
Theodolite, T-2 --------- 7 8. 4
Tow system, magnetometer air... 2 140.0
Tow syb1em, magnetometer, 3 9.6

marine.
Tracker, digitizer- ------------ 1 50.0
Transceiver echo sounder_ ....... 3 12.9
Modification sponsor. . .. .--------- 442.0

Total, survey ................ (106) (2. 352. 7)

Othi or:
Accounting machine ------------- 1 10.0
Calculator, electronic ------------ 1 2.2
Cardwriter ---- _--------------1 2.2
Cases, map .... ............... 6 9.0
Collator, automatic ............. 12. 5
Files, storage ------------------ 4 14.8
Justowriter -_------------_-- 2 8.3

Do ---- _------.----------1 3.7
Plotter attachments, auto. data. -- 1 10.0
Plotter, calcomp------------. 1 70.0
Varitype composing machine. 1 3.5

Total, other ----------------- (20) (146.2)
Freight .. (I) 67.8
Installation of equipmerzt ........ 175.0

Total, mapping, chirtirg and
eodesy items under
500,000 .................... (141) (2,796.0)

Line item description

Othe



Quan- Total
tity cost

OCEANOGRAPHY PROGRAM

Survey:
Acoustic release mechanism..
Analyzer, nutrient ....... .....
Buoys, current array, surface-.
Buoys, subsurface ..............
Buoys, surface ...............
Cable, 4-HO, 10,000 It ..........
Cable, 4-HO, 30,000 It .........
Cable, 4-HO, 30,000 It high

strength .....................
Cable, buoy sensor ..............
Cable, coaxial, SSS ----------- _-
Cable electrical conductor

30,00 tt .....................
Calculator ---------------------
Calculator, w/memory unit ......
Camera, underwater ........

D o ----- -------- ---------- -
Computer, PDP-8 ...............
Control unit f/SVTP probe ......
Corer, Ewing w/liner 600 lb .....
Corer, mod. Ewing 2,000 lb.__
Crane, hydraulic ...............
Discriminator ................
Dredge, bottom ...............
Driver unit, pinger ..............
Fish and cable, magnetic ........
Fish, on station, VTSD ...........
Fish, wide beam, towed w/transd.
Fish, S/T/D ....................
Generator . ...............
Hydrophone, acoustic, w/cabld.. - -
Instrument, hut ......... .....
Launcher- recorder, X B7, w/probes.
Light source, U/w camera ......
Magnetometer, w/2 fish .....
Meter, current....-------
Meter, current, I0,array --- ---
Meter, water clarity ..........
Mixer, electronic ...............
Mount, F/underwater sensors....
Oscilloscope ..................
Pinger, acoustic ------------ _
Pinger, sonar....------_--
Printer, SVTD............
Probe, heat flow. . . .
Probe, SVTP ...................
Profiler, air gun ..............
Profiler, hydro streamer .........
Rack, Nansen bottle .............
Recorder, chart, XBT ..........
Recorder, fathometer .........
Recorder, PFR ................
Recorder, XYY .................
Release mechanism, acoustic

consoler and tr ---------------
Release mechanism, timed -------
Salinometer, inductive ...........
Salinometer, in situ .............
Sampler, carbon 14 ..........
Sampler, demand water .......
Sample, plankton underway ------
Seismic hydrophone, w/cable -----
Seismic profiler, w/energy source.
Seismic source, w/cable .........
Seismic sparker, w/cable ........
Sensor, depth .............
Sensor, souiid velocity .........
Sensor, temperature............
Set, cable and wiring, SVTD ......
Sound velocimeter, shallow water.
System:

Acoustic record and monitor.
Acoustic, towed .............
Camera/pinger ...........
Camera, underwater stereo. -
Current meter, shipboard ....

$33.0
11.0
35. 0
14.0
12.0
4.0

12.0

20.0
40.0
80. 0

120.0
13.5
4.0
1.8

18.0
40.0
8.4

18.0
20.0
15.0
5.3
7.2
1.4

22. 7
249. 2

21.2
13.0
4.0

45.0
15.0
30.0
1.8

88.0
87.0

130.0
18.0
1.9
2.0
2.3

28.8
10.8
2.6

30. 0
192. 0
60. 0
14.0
2.0
2.2

24. 0
30. 0
3.5

85.8
12.0
16.9
96.0
10.0
50.0
17.0
84.0

242.6
83.6
19.2
3.6
3.6

12.9
1. 1

60. 0

30.0
90.0

137.1
40.4
8.0

Line item description

Other:
Acoustic test and measuring

instrument .................
Amplifier, power generator .......
Analyzer, spectrum .............
Analyzer, wave ................
Attenuator, prec...............
Balance, analytical --------------
Bath, temperature ............
B ridge -------------------------
Bridge, impedence ............
Calculator, electronic ..........
Calibrator, frequency voltage ...
Centrifuge ....................
Compensator, impedence --------
Counter ......................
Counter, electronic ............
Counter, frequency ------------
Counter, preset ................
Display unit ....................
Flow tank ......................
Frequency changer .............
Generator, 20KW, for mobile unit.
Generator, digital delay .......
Generator, signal .............
Generator, time code ------------
I mpedence meter ---------------
I nverter ................ ......
Meter, distortion ................
Microfilmer, Recordak .......
Multimeter calibrator .......
Oscillator, F/mark ...........
Oscillograph .............
Oscilloscope, 50 MHZ plug in. --
Potentiometer ..................
Power supply ..................
Pressure tester ................
Punch, paper tape ------- _ ----
Receiver, general purpose .......
Recorder, digital .. .............
Recorder, magnetic tape .........
Reference standard .... .
Salinometer ....................
Snthesizor. .. .- _.............Thermometer, crystal ..... .

Transceiver, HF ...........
Varityper, headliner .............

6.0
1.4
7. 1
6.0

14.0
2.4
6.8
4.8
1.5

11.5
5.8
1.0
1.0
3.6

14.6
6.0
3.0
2.4

6f.0
12.0
6.0
2.5

24.4
2.4
5.0
2.0
2.6
5.0
3.9
4.2
3.0

27.1
5.1
1.1

15.4
3.0
3.2
92
4.4
6.4
3.7

15.3
7.2
2.3
2.7
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Quan- Total
Line item description illy cost

Survey-Continued
System--Continued

Dark room ------------- - 2 $16.0
Drafting room ....... 2 16.0
Navigation ............... 2 115.0
Pinger ----------- _ 2 8.0
Salinity, temperature, depth. 1 75.0
Sea surface S ../T- .... -- 1 7.0
SSTC- .---.---.......... 2 14.0
Visibility -. . . . . . . . 1 9.0
XBT wtrecorder, deck unit,

probes ...... .... . 3 38.0
Tackle, mooring------------. 1 15.0
Tensiometer.--... ........ 2 2.4
Tester, dead weight-............. 2 2.0
System, SIT D in situ ........... 20 100.0
Thermistor array --------------- 2 70.0
Transceiver, sonar ........... _ 2 20. 0
Transducer, 3 5 KC .............. 8 195.6
Transducer, pinger..----.. .. -- 2 3. 4
Transducer, sonar ------ _--_ 4 6. 8
Veloc meter, sediment, in situ.. 4 60.0
Winch:

Cable reel, wjboom --------- 1 30.0
Cable reel ------------- 1 10.0
Electric, 10,000 ft --------- 2 40.0
Electric, 30,000 it ........... 1 30.0
Portable, wire boom --------- 2 40. 0
w/Boom wire ------------- 1 40.0

Total, survey ................. (458) (3, 7.1.6)



Quan- Total
tity cost

Other- Continued
Voltmeter, differential ........... 7 $16. 1
Washer, glassware, lab .......... 1 1.8
Working standard, A.C .......... 1 7.3
Working standard, D.C .......... 12 12.2

Total, other--------------... (136) (375.4)
Freight ..... .---- -(.) 46.0

I Not applicable.

Quan. Total
Line item description tity cost

Other-Continued

Installation o1 equipment ................ $438.0

Total, oceanography ........... (604) (4, 591.0)

Grand total, items under
$500,000 ................... (745) 7,387.0

Mr. SIACK. For what purpose was the $2,800,000 for data processing
system used in fiscal year 1968 a

Captain A.Yus. The $2.8 million in fiscal year 19 8 was for the ro-
curement of six hydrographic data acquisition systems to be installed
aboard hydrogra )hic survey ships and their associated sound boats.
These systems will be used in the collection and automatic processing
of hydrographic data while ships atre underway and will reduce the
manual processing now required to make data usable for the produc-
tion of nautical charts.

iteli!/uenc Comnmi al StlPort Eqiipnicnt

Mr. Si,.wic. Provide a tabulation for the record showing how the
$5.2 million for intelligence command support equipment will be
utilized.

)escribe Project Pra'rie Schooner and Project Underdog being
funded under intelligence command supl)port equipment.

(The information follows:)
1. Technical sensor (oilectio~f ($3,956,00))

Project Underdog ------------------------------------- $2. 066, 000
Project Prairie Schomer ------------------------------- 1,890,000

Total ---------------------------------------------- 3, 956, 000

ProJect Underdog appear. In the Naval Intelligence Comimand's
()1N budget for the first time In fiscal year 1970. lroje.t Prairie
Schooner was contained In the fiscal year 1(108 and fisal year 1969
budgets, at $2,(XX),0(K) each year. The Naval Intelligence Command is
prepared to brief the counnittee In full concerning these very sensi-
tive projects.

2. 1Intelligence production ($100,000) :
Fleet Intelligence ( enter Atlantle, Norfolk, Va.

2 split-stage tables with optics .........
1 film splicer/editing nu(.hite .............
2 photo interpreter's desk/light table with optics ........
I set of stereo opties -----------------------------------
1 vertical copy easel.
I 35nan photo enlarger ....................
1 a utonatle apertnrecard printer ....- --
1 phoWi print dryer-..,__- ._---

Total -

Fleet Antelligene Center Europe, Jacksonville, Fla..
(mupporting Sixth Fleet)

1 ofOset printing press .........
1 paper folder ....... - - --.............
I paper drill .......
I o plate marker--------

Total - -------------- ---------

10,00)
9,000
6,000
2, (00

- 1,0(W
1,000

22, 00
2,000

53,000

$36, o0
8,000
1,000
2,000

$47,000

760

Line item description
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Prelininary analysis of imagery at fleet intelligence cen-
ters requires the al)dve t qulpnient for photo interpretation
and for printing. Light tables are used with stereo optics in
performing 3-dimensional measurements on target images pro-
vided by aerial photography. High-intensity light tables will
accommodate inicroscopic stereoscoles that will adapt from 8
to 60 power, some up to 120 power magnification. The higher
magnification powers provide resolution and more detailed
interpretation of photographs taken at almost any altitude,
scale, or height, vertical or oblique.

3. Naval Scientific and Technical Intelligence Center ($296,000):
2 MINCOM model 32 tape recorders- ------------------- $120, 000
1 BIIQ-2E sonar recorder .... ----. ----.......... - 50,000
1 DADS Reader (digital system-lised to record variables in'a

data collector's log) / 45,000
2 tinie code readers for pulse analysis ----------------------- 80,000
1 comb filter (a bank of-special filters used in parallel to sepa-

rate data Into frequency bands for independent anaiilyss)__ 20, 000
I PRF synthesizer (an adjustable frequehey source used to

align analysis systems)-- -16,000

3 wave analyzers' " 7,000
1 Tektronix 565 6scilloscope ------------- ------- ----------- 2, 000
3 SKI filters (t6 remove unwanted frequencies so.,that fre-

quencies of 14terest may be analyzed _ k --..-- 3.000
2 PRF/IPRI e unters (for accurate' Oasuement of fre-

quencies found on electro'iie intelligence recordings). 3,000

296.000

The Naval Scientific and Technical Intelligence Center is
charged with analyzing and assessing the naval aspect.4 of.for-
eign science and- technology. It is the Navy's sole qetivity e n,
gaged in monitoring foreign' research and development and
reporting develoIng threats to the nationaltinterest in the

scientific and technical area. Tasklig--to meet this responsi-. -

bility falls into five general functional categories: (a) Oounter-,
ing anti--4hip mis.silejthreat. (b) 'Ocean Survellance .4uppot,
(c) electronic vvarfare support. (d) unde'sef warfare support,
(e) monitoring basic foreign research and development efforts 7

and technologies applicable. to maritime and naval systems.
Products from this tasking Atpport national planners, assist '

in detennIng future force ieVils and characteristics. aad'
support fleet operating forces. The eiettronic.instruments and
test equipment listed above are required for the Naval Scien-
tific and Technical Intelligence Center to meet laboratory
standards for technical data and to thoroughly exploit raw
recorded data. Additional details on each Item in the procure-
ment list can be furnished if desired.

4. Naval Investigative Service ($352,000) :
100.000

..............- a80,000
--- 60,000

,50.000
... ....... .-- 28,000

18,000
- -------------------- --------------- 10,000

S-6, 000.

52, 000
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The Naval Investigative Service Is the Navy's counterintel-
ligence and criminal lInvestigation arm. It Is directly concerned
with potential sabotage, espionage, and subversive threats to
the Navy, and for investigating all major violations of the
Uniform Code of Military Justice, such ats def(,ction, narcotics,
fraud, theft, crimes of violence, personnel svcuritv, compro-
jilso and security leaks; It assists the Secret Service in pro-
tective service. The Naval Investigative Service also provides
security and counterintelligence support, information, and
analytical production to the I)epartinent of Defense and other
agencies. The equipment listed above is needed for the
supporting Navy commands throughout the world. Additional

5. Intelligence data handling system ($453,000)
Naval Reconnaisance and Techni(.al Suplsrt ('enter:

1 disk storage device (for on-line resident storage of cow-
puter programs an(1 data files) ---------------------- $300, )0

1 card reader (for on-line capability to read cards directly
Into computer) -------------------------------------- 1, (HI0

1 card punch (for on-line calibility to punchcards di-
rectly from computer) ------------------------------ 52, (W)0

Total ----------------------------------------- 403. ON)

The Intelligence data handling system is name applied to
the totality of the Intelligence data processing capabilities
and associated communications operated by the Department
of Defense and centrally managed by the l)efense Intelligenc'e
Agency. Navy activities in this area come under l)efense In-
telligence Agency guidance in accordance with the terms of a
Defense Intelligence Agency-Navy plan for management of
Intelligence data handling systems. Computer facilities at the
Naval Reconnaissance and Technical Support Center
(NRTSC) are Included in the Intelligence data handling sys-
tem facilities operated. by the Naval Intelligence Comnand.
NRTSC provides intelligence derived from photographic
images to support fleet operations, as well as national and
Navy )epartment decislonmakers. It provides hundreds of
thousands of microfilm images, I1M index cards, and hun-
dreds of magnetic tapes to aircraft carriers and other naval
commands in support of automated shipboard intelligence
centers. At present, these shipboard Intelligence centers use
magnetic tape storage; card readers are modified card col-
lators; and cards are punched on standard keypunch ma-
clines. Disk storage and automatic on-line card readers and
punches will provide the capability of storing a larger quan-
tity of data and retrieving data more rapidly. The equipment
listed above will be tested and evaluated by the Naval Recon-
naissance and Technical Support Center prior to procurement
and installation of such equipment by the fleet.

Communications equipment for other intelligence data handling
systern facilities:

Fleet Intelligence Center, Pacific:
2 modulator-demodulators (modems) --------------------- 14, 000
2 cryptographic control units ---------------------------- 7.000

Total -------------------------------------------- 21,000
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Couimamhr it ('hietf, Pla(flh Flht : 2 tvlQtylWl'iter termil-als . . , (I0)

Naval S.0entl fic and Technical Intelligei'e ('Cenler:
] modu lit I or-deniodultor modemm ) -7, 000
1 teltypewriter (1, 000

Total 13,000
Ti devices listed above will equip three intelligence data

handling system comlimmit 1ions termimls, supporting the
OV&a'I stirveillanice Informnation system. Th'lle teletyl Iwrit('rs
will consist of 1oth keyboard mid printer. Modems control the
flow tof the signals across thlpholne lines and allow for tie
timing pulses to lie re'ogli'/A' by the ('rivlitogralehi( devices
atid terminal equilmient. The (.rytographic control tinit is used
with the itiodelils to maintain data flow.

OPE!tATING FOI('ES SU'PPO'T EQUIPMENT

Mi. SiAC1. Provide a tabulation for tlhe reci'd showing how the
$2.4 m10illion fo operating forces SUpl)ort equipment will )e used.

(The information follows:)
The amount requested is to I)rovlde for the procurement (if items of equipment

that have an acqulisltiol cost of $1, () or more and which are rnot otherwise pro-
viled by funds from other In(Igtet i(tivities of "Other procurement, Navy." In-
dividually the items number it the hundreds. The general categories of these
items by commands are as follows:

Administra- Medical/ Shop/
tion/office dental test Other Total

Commander in chief Atlantic Fleet ...... $220,200 $192,500 $249,000 $226,300 $888 000
Commander in chief, Pacific Fleet ------ 161,700 281,600 192,000 248, 700 884,000
Chief of Naval Air Training ............. 247,000 59,900 7,700 22,400 337,000
Commander in chief, U.S. Naval Forces

Europe ............................. 17,900 32.100 .............. 2,000 52,000
Commander, Naval Reserve Training

Command ------------------------- 11,000 0 0 0 11,000
Commandant of Marine Corps .......... 66,042 53,778 87,788 38,392 246,000

Total .......................... 723,842 619,878 536,488 537,792 2,418,000

SPARES AND REPAIR PARTS STOCKS IN SOUTHEAST ASIA

Mr. SLACK. What is the total value of spares and repair parts stocks
in Southeast Asia by fiscal year since fiscal year 1965?

M
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(Tei information followss)
'me table btlow relhets the vnill, of Nnvy ilnvvntotris 4tf sljmre aid ro'rlti,

lmirt l)ositloled Iin-coutitry it South Vh1tnaiin ait 81aigon lnd l)atta og. 'rhth aniioinit s
sliowit are the Invest ient lit hltll, itheehiileal, elet rhen I, ehect rolh,, a rid ordiit ict'
jIart s. The hnereased inventory Investmunit'n dejiltted In the table ittnifests Nivy's
inereziset1d materi! reilireniient ovt-r tile to siijiliort, for eximijile,, Mlarket Tilue
mid Iliverlite Wit-fare lorecq; an exliindt ed and lien vily IuStd'( liv titory 4if int,-
ril4 handling e(lil)hht'11t; Iniric sttdil numlr's o small crnf! of till ylies : itI
(exlmn t d tletrronh- Instafl t lon Sll1)1M)II rtfllilli'Sill ''hit tll. 11tt t lits slit i\\'w
exClude the vtlli f' o i itiutiltloio, lr)vlislls inIld oilther ct'silllntlides, itid it-in-
stlrtit on sillipl'Y Iventorles.

Ilur('JitOrlj value ait end fixetil wi'fir
Fiscal year :I thoitrrnds

15----.----------------------------.-----------_---. $2. (

Mrt'. ,M'l%. 1Pr()'i(h' It list. slhowitig by Inidget. activity, a (l I tCgtry

within budget activities, the 1tl11Otl1t reqltt i'd iii fiscal year )1I7 for
procurelient, of automatic dita processing equipment, as well is lie

Ie( titenlent for Such eqllileJlt.
('rho in fornlt ion follow'ss)

[Dollar amounts in thousands

OPN budget activity and category Amount Requirement

Budget activity 2--Communications and electronics $800 2 medium-sized computers are required for linking
equipment, communications equipment associated with the

Cateory-Cryptologic. cryptological communications system. Because of
Line"Itern 157-AN/6UK(V) equipment. their special design for this purpose, they cannot

be leased.
Budget Activity 3-Aviation support equipment ....... 380 3 medium-sized computers are required to tie

Category-Other support equipment. together various communications components ot
Line item 103-Meteorological data link com- the meteorological data system suppotinf, naval

puters. aviation. Because of their special design for this
purpose, they cannot be leased.

Budget activity 7-Personnel and command support 40 4 small computer orientation trainers are required
equipment, for training Defense personnel In programing and

Category-Command support equipment. systems analysis techniques at the DOD Computer
Line"Item 16-1tems of less than $500,000 each. Institute. Because the computers are special pur-

pose equipment, they cannot be leased.

Total ...................................... 1.220

Mr. SL.ACK. If
gentlemen.

The committee
morning.

there are no further questions, we tlank you,

will stand adjourned until 10 a.m. tomorrow

j.
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WITNESSES

LT. GEN. MARVIN L. McNICKLE, DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF,
RESEARCH! AND DEVELOPMENT

MAJ. GEN. GEORGE S. BOYLAN, DIRECTOR OF AEROSPACE PRO-
GRAMS, DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF, PROGRAMS AND RESOURCES

MAS. GEN. T. S. JEFFREY, JR., DIRECTOR OF PRODUCTION AND
PROGRAMING, DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF, RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT

MAJ. GEN. L. F. TANBERG, DIRECTOR OF MAINTENANCE ENGI-
NEERING, DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF, SUPPLY AND SERVICES

BRIG. GEN. WILLIAM F. PITTS, DIRECTOR OF BUDGET, COMPTROL-
LER OF THE AIR FORCE

BRIG. GEN. A. A. RIEMONDY, DIRECTOR OF PRODUCTION AND
PROGRAMING, DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF, SYSTEMS AND LOGISTICS

COL. C. E. BUCKINGHAM, DIRECTORATE OF PRODUCTION AND
PROGRAMING, DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF, RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT

COL. RUBY E. DAVIS, JR., DIRECTORATE OF PRODUCTION AND
PROGRAMING, DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF, RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT

COL. WILLIAM 3. GROSSMILLER, DIRECTORATE OF AEROSPACE PRO-
GRAMS, DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF, PROGRAMS AND RESOURCES

D. N. P. PRITCHETT, CHIEF, AIRCRAFT AND LOGISTICS DIVISION,
DIRECTORATE OF BUDGET, U.S. AIR FORCE

R. M. COFFELT, CHIEF, AIRCRAFT PROCUREMENT BRANCH,
DIRECTORATE OF BUDGET, U.S. AIR FORCE

AIRCRAFT P1tocUItEM l:NT, Amu 1Foitci;

"For construction, procurement, and modification of aircraft, and equipment,
including armor and armament, specialized ground handling equipment, and
training devices, smre ImrtMs, and accessories thtrefor; 81k-tNiliz Wd iquiplment ; ex-
pansion of public and private lhlts, (overUhnt-ow'ei equipment. and installa-
tion thereof in such lplanls, erection of structures, and acquisition of land without
regard to section 9774 of title 10, United States Code, for the foregoing purposes,
and such land, and interests therein, may be acquired and construction prosecuted
thereon prior to the approval of title by the Attorney General as required by sec-
tion 355, R1evised Statutes, as amended; reserve plant and equipment layaway:
and other expenses necessary for the foregoing purposes, inchinllg rents and
transportation of things; [and $55,000,000 of the funds available under this head
shall be available only for the F-12 aircraft program; $3,860,000,0003, $3,775.-
200,000 and, III addition, csn00,000,00o], $825,000,000 of which [$525,000,00)],
.%.100,000,000 shall be derived by transfer from the Air Force stock fund and
E$75,000,000 $25,000,000 shall b1 derived by transfer from the Defense stock
fund, to remain available until expended. (5 US.C. 8109; 10 U.S.O. 2271-79, 2352-
54, 2386, 2668, 26t2, 8012, 8062, 9501-4)2, 9505, 9531-32, 9741-42: $1 U1.S.C. 649e,
718; 40 U.S.C. 523; 50 U.S.C. 451-62; Dopartmcnt of Defense Appropriation Act,
1969; additional authorizing legislation to bo proposed.)"

Emplanation of proposed ohang.-To delete language which Is only applicable
to Department of Defense Appropriation Act, 196, Public LIaw 90-580; and to
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11l( lhonguage whh h would permit the use of $325,O00,000 toward lliincirg the
fiscal year 1170 lprograim1 by tratisfer of $ ,X),0)0, tKX) from the Air' For'c( st oeck futl
and $25,000,000 froin the Defense fund.

Justifleatlion for rcquetctd changc.-The language In the 1908 Appropriation Act
restricted the use of $55,000,000 of the total availability only for the I-12 aIr.
craft program. Since It is considered permanent legislation and the $55,000,(0
is available only for the F-12, the lnguage has been deleted.

Th. transfer from the Air Force stock fund will be possible because, of ca-sh
acemulation resulting from caitalizntion of stock financed fro mi other appiro.
priation accounts. The transfer from the Defense stock fund will be, possible
bec cause of stock (irawdow ,n.

PROGRAM AND FINANCING (IN THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS)

Budget plan

1968 1969 1970
actual estimate estimate

Obligations

1968 1969 1970
actual estimate estimate

Program by activities:
Direct:

1. Combat aircraft .......... 1,958,800 1,897,800 1,225,000 2,223,500 1,672,500 1,265,000
2. Airlift aircraft ..-....... 510,200 550, 300 809, 700 493,700 497,000 715, 500
3. Trainer aircraft ........... 99,800 19,600 65,000 100. 500 25.700 55, 300
4. Other aircraft ..-..- . 123,048 173,100 86,600 77,800 145,200 100,200
5. Modification of inservice

aircraft ................ 650,800 654,000 550, 200 599, 200 484, 700 452, 500
6. Aircraft spares and repair

parts .................. 1,306,300 921,600 935,600 1,319,819 1,004,100 1,049,900
7. Aircraft support equip-

ment and facilities ...... 778,600 682, 100 665, 500 770,000 703,300 728, 700

Total direct .......... 5,527, 548 4.898,500 4,337,600 5,584, 519 4.532, 500 4,367, 100

Reimbursable:
1. Combat aircraft ..............
2. Airlift aircraft .............
3. Trainer aircraft ...............
4. 3ther aircraft .. .............
5. Modification of inservice air-

6. Ai

240,832
21,888

547
8,629

448,300
31,000
1.000
6,000

316, 000
40.000
3.000
7,000

264,868
14,778
1,464
5,6?9

380,600
40, 500
2,400

16,400

327, 400
37,300
2,400
6,900

craft ............. 7,987 27,000 4,000 10, 573 17,900 12,300
aircraft spares and repair parts. 46,749 35,000 20:000 86,519 51,400 24,300

Total reimbursable........ 326,632 548,300 390,000 383,831 509,200 410,600

Total ...................... 5,754,180 5,446,800 4,727,600 5,963,350 5,041,700 4,777,700

Finmncin :RFceipts and reimbursements

from:
Federalfunds ............... -224,316 -140,600 -171,000 -199,739 -181,778 -171,000
Trustfunds ............ -263,777 -457,200 -268,500 -129,292 -332,836 -268,500
Non-Federal sources ......... -453 -500 -500 -799 -500 -500

Unobligated balance available,
start of year:

For completion of prior year
budget plans ............................................. -1,988,366 -1,827,222 -1,728,236Available to finance now
budget plans........................ -55,000 -87,400 ............. -55,000 -87,400

Unoblgated balance transferred
from other accounts ...................... -600,000 -325,000 -21,876 -600,000 -325,000

Reprograming from prior year
budget plans............. 189,866 -420,900 -100, 000 .......................................

Unobligated balance available,
end of year:

For completion of prior year
budget plans ........................ ........... 1,827,222 1,728,236 1,578,136

Available to finance sub-
sequent year budget plans. 55,000 87,400 ........... 55,000 87,400 .............

Budget authority ........ 5,510.500 3,860,000 3.775,200 5,510,500 3,860,000 3,775,200
Budgelt authority:Appropriatlon ................... 5,493,400 3,860,000 3,775,200 5,493,400 3,860,000 3,775,200

Transferred from other accounts. 17,100 ...................... 17,100 ..........................

Appropriation(adjusted) ....... 5,510,500 3,860,000 3,775,200 5,510,500 3,860,000 3,775,200

Relation of obligations to outlays:
Obligations Incurred net ...... 5,638, 520 4,526 586 4,337,700Obligated balance, start of year ......... .3,402,688 3,962,672 3,189,258
Obligated balance, end of year .......... ........... ....- 3,962,672 -3. 189, 258 -2,873,958

Outlays ........................................ ............. 5,078,535 5, .RJ, 000 4,653,000

. 0
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OBJECT CLASSIFICATION (IN THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS)

1968 1969 1970
actual estimate estimate

Direct obligations:
Transportation of things ...................................... $42. 200 $36,000 $35,000
Supplies and mateidls ....................................... 659,908 486,250 474.200
Equipment ................................................... 4,882.411 4,010.250 3,857,900

Total direct obligations ...................................... 5, 584.519 4,532,500 4,367, 100

Reimbursable obligations:
Supplies and materials ......................................... 86,519 51, 400 24.300
Equipment ................................................... 297.312 457.800 3E6,300

Total reimbursable obligations ................................ 383. 831 509, 200 410,600

Total obligations ............................................ 5,968,350 5.041,700 4,777,700

SUMMARY OF REQUIREMENTS

IThousands of dollars)

Activity 1968 actual 1969 estimate 1970 estimate

Combat craft ..................................................... $1,958,800 $1,897,800 $1, 225,000
Airlift aircraft .................................................... 510,200 550, 300 809,700
Trainer aircraft ................................................... 99,800 19,600 65,000
Other aircraft ..... ............................................... 123,048 173,100 86,600
Modification of inservice aircraft .................................... 650,800 454, 000 550, 200
Aircraft spares and repair parts .................................... 1,306,300 921,600 935,600
Aircraft sup poit equipment and facilities. ...................... 778,600 682, 100 665, 500

Total direct program requirements ........................... 5,427. 548 4,898,500 4,337.600
Reimbursable program ............................................ 326,632 548,300 390,000

Total program requirements .................................. 5 754,180 5,446,800 4,727,600
Less: Portion of program to be obligated in subsequent fiscal years ----.- 45, 580 1, 199,700 1, 073, 400
Plus: Obligations incurred against prior year program funds ............ 1,059,750 794,600 1,123,500

Total obligations ............................................ 5,968,350 5,041,700 4,777,700

SOURCES OF FINANCING OF PROGRAM YEAR REQUIREMENTS

1968 1969 1970

Program requirements ............................................. $5,754, 180 $5,446,800 $4,727,600
Less:

Military assistance program common item order reimbursements .... 102,996 40,600 41,000
Other reimbursements ......................................... 385, 550 557.700 399, 000
Reprograming from prior year budget plans .................................... 333,500 187,400
Unobligated balance available to finance new budget plans ....................... 55.000 ..........
,Unobligated balance transferred from other accounts ............................ 600,000 325, 000

AAu
Unobligated balance available to finance subsequent year budget

R
plans ............................................. ................

eprograming to subsequent year budget plan .................. 189,866 ..........................

Appropriation ............................................... 5,510, 500 3,860,000 3,775,200

Mr. MAHON. We begin the hearings this morning on aircraft pro-
curement for the Air Force. The appropriation requested for fiscal
year 1970 for "Aircraft, procurement, Air Force," totals $3,775,2400,000.
In addition, authority is requested to transfer $300 million to this ap-
propriation from the Air Force stock fund and $25 million from the
Defense stock fund. Thus a total of $4.1 billion in new money is re-
quested. This compares wvith an appropriation of $3,860 million and
transfer authority from stock funds of $600 million in fiscal 19069 for
a total of $4.4 billion.

32-845--69-pt. 8-49
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MANAGEMENT CHANGE

General McNickle, we welcome you to the committee. This is the
first time the Deputy Chief of Staff for Research and Development has
been the principal witness in support of procurement programs. l)oes
this reflect a management change within the Air Force?

General MCNICKLE. Mr. Chairman, it does recognize a change in
management. I now have the acquisition function which used to be
with the Deputy Chiet of Staff, Systems and Logistics. The Air Force
decided it was more proper to tie research and development to pro-
curement than to have procurement tied to logistics. So now my func-
tion runs through research and development and acquisition.

Mr. MALION. Is this probably a good thing?
General MCNICKLE. Yes, sir. It was studied-and it was this way

at one time in the Air Force-and we are now back to it.
Mr. MATiON. Do you think this is a highly meaningful forward

step or is it of minimal value, probably?
General McNICKLE. If I can explain it this way, it used to be that

a program would be managed by one organization until the decision
was made to produce it. Then that program management was trans-
ferred to another organization. This has now been changed so that
the program stays v-.th one organization until the production is con-
pleted, and then it goes to another organization.

EFFECT OF DELAY OF LEGISLATION

Mr. MAHON. Indications are that we will not have a defense ap-
propriation bill ready for signature by the President prior to July 1.
That is the understatement of the morning. Indications are that we
won't have the necessary legislative authorizations. The authorization
bill is handled by the Armed Services Committees of the House and
Senate and their action must precede that in the Appropriations
Committee.

What impact, if any, will that have on your research and develop-
ment and procurement programs?

General McNICKLE. It would prevent us from proceeding with any
new programs. I believe, however, that programs that have previ-
ously been authorized and appropriated, we would continue at the
prior-year rate. I believe that would be the basic limitation. But the
new programs would be held in abeyance until we had authority to
go ahead.

Mr. MAnoN. What are the major new programs of highest priority
in research and development and procurement in the Air-Force, which
you are asking to be funded in this bill which is now being considered
by the Appropriations Committee.

General McNIcKLE,. AMSA or B-i, the advanced manned strategic
aircraft.

Mr. MATIN. You have been proceeding with AMSA for some time.
I would suspect it could be continued at that level.

General MCNIOKLE. Our problem for those new programs entering
engineering development such as the F-15 tactical air superiority
fighter, B-I or AMSA and the A-X could be that we would be held
to a fiscal year 1969 rate.

. 1.111 -o Vr" .11 1 1 1 '-11 "'_/ , I I ' I "I - - I
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Mr. MAHON. When you use these abbreviations and so forth the
record doesn't come out too well. For instance, what is the "AX ?"

General McNicKLr,. The AX is the new close air support airplane
with two turboprop engines. It would be relatively inexpensive and is
being designed to take the place of the old A-1 Skyraider attack air-
craft and the early models of the A-37 attack version of the T-37
twin-jet trainer.

Mr. LipSCOMB. General, what we would like you to do for the record
is to give us a detailed statement as to what the situation would be in
the Air Force if you are required to proceed under a continuing resolu-
tion such as we have been passing in recent years; what it would do
to the programs that you had anticipated accelerating?

General MCNICKLE. I will be happy to do that.
(The information follows:)

EFFECT OF CONTINUING RESOLUTION FISCAL YEAR 1970 PaOGRkM

First, I would like to cover the programs that would not be started under pro-
visions of the continuing resolution. These major new programs by appropriation
are,
8600-R.D.T. & R. appropriation

The CONUS air defense interceptor, $18.5 million; AX (close support air-
craft), $12 million; and AGM-X3 tactical air-to-ground missile, $3 million.

However, the above funding levels and program activity were not necessarily
based on having fiscal year 1970 funds available on July 1, 1969. Tile Initial date
for the fiscal year 1970 funding requirement during the year would depend on
program status In each instance.
8010 airoraft procurement:

lI1-X local base rescue helicopter, $14.5 million; and T-X navlgi ion trainer,
$28.1 million.

The delay in the H1H-X helicopter buy will cause further extension of the
period of time that inadequate helicopter fire fighting and rescue capability exists
on some bases. For the T-X navigation trainer, the delay would result In a
later start in obtaining the many advantages of a modernized navigator training
program. Under present planning a delay of up to 3 months would cause little
impact and only in areas where adjustments are possible. After this period a
monith-to-month delay in delivery schedule can be expected.
8020 missile procurement

The missile procurement program has no new starts In fiscal year 1970.
Continuing resolutions would have a greater impact on our programs in the

R.D.T. & E. appropriation which require increased level of funding in fiscal
year 1970 over fiscal year 1969. These include:
F-15 air superiority fighter

The F-15 will be completing the initial phase of contract definition in calendar
year 1969 and this will require funds at the fiscal year 1969 rate. Beginning in
January 1970, after the winning contractor has been selected, the requirement
for funds will be above the fiscal year 1909 rate.
AMSA (B-i)

The 1970 funds will incrementally fund the competitive design programs for
the systems, the avionics and the engine of the AMSA, but the rate of these
efforts should be increased in July in order to stay on a schedule which will
permit the first test aircraft by April 1973. This will require funding at the
requested fiscal year 1970 level, rather than the fiscal year 1969 level permitted
by the continuing resolution.

SOAD
The subsonic cruise armed decoy missile should enter the initial development

phase in November 1969. At that time fiscal year 1970 resources will be required
to award the contract and maintain a schedule that will achieve 10C in - .
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Short-range air-to-air missilc
The Air Force development work on a close-in hard maneuvering missile is

entering the competitive advanced development phase and will require funds
at a higher rate than fiscal year 1969. The program can be sustained through
competitive subsystem definition with the fiscal year 1969 level funds, but If we
are to proceed with the prototype system In August, we will require the higher
fiscal year 1970 funding level at that time.
Hard rock silo

This program has begun the engineering development phase of the prototype,
silo and the command and control system so that a full-scale prototype test
can be completed to provide an option for an IOC with Minuteman III. In order
to meet this objective, the program will require the fiscal year 1970 increased
funding rate at the beginning of the fiscal year.
Defense satellite communications

Increased design effort on this worldwide defense satellite communications
system will be needed to meet the fiscal year 1971 military communications
requirements. In order to meet the objectives of this program, the funding rate
must be increased at the beginning of fiscal year 1970.
Airborne warning and control aircraft

The development and acquisition contractor should be selected in the secon(l
quarter of fiscal year 1970 if this system is to meet its initial operating capa.
bility date. In order to sign this contract, funds over the fiscal year 1969 level
will be required at that time.
Minuteman. integrated command and control system (MICOS)

This program was previously a part of the Minuteman program, and was
funded at $4 million in fiscal year 1969. This program should now be accelerated
In order to meet the more sophisticated targeting requirements of the Minute-
man system.
Improved aircraft gun system,

The separate gun programs that were formely pursued in the aircraft support
areas have now been consolidated under this one program. Included in this
program are guns for the A-X and the X-15 aircraft and Improved 20-millimeter
rounds for existing guns. While each of these efforts would be slowed down by
the resolution, the major impact would be on the gun for the F-15 aircraft
which will need the major portion of its $8 million by the second quarter of
fiscal year 1970. GENERAL STATEMENT

Mr. Lisco-nm. General, you may proceed with the reading of your
formal statement. Please read only the aircraft, statement, first.

(Biographical sketch of General McNickle follows:)

BIOGRAPIIICAL SKETCH OF LT. GEN. 'MARVIN L. MCXICKLE

Lt. Gen. 'Marvin Leonard McNickle was born in Doland, S. Dak., in 1914, and
graduated from University of South Dakota in June 1936. He was commissioned
In the Army as a second lieutenant and later transferred to the Army Air Corps
flying training program, receiving his pilot wings in October 1937.

During World War II, his principal assignments included duty with fighter
units in the European theater from June 1942 to June 1944. He was then assigned
to Headquarters, Army Air Forces, Washington, D.C., as a member of the Joint
War Plans Committee.

In January 1946, General McNickle was transferred to what is now Wright-
Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, where he held various positions in the Air
Materiel Command. From August 1951 to July 1953, he was assigned to h1ead-
quarters, U.S. Air Forces, Europe. He then returned to the United States and
attended the Air War College at Maxwell Air Force Base, Ala.

General McNickle commanded the 314th Troop Carrier Wing at Stewart Air
Force Base, Tenn., from July 1954 to July 1956. He was then assigned as Deputy
for Materiel, Tactical Air Command, Langley Air Force Base, Va. From June
1901 to June 1963, he was Director of Supply at Headquarters, Air Force Logis-
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tics Command, and, in June 19063, became Director of Operations for tile Air
Force Logistics Command. In January 1964, General MeNickle became the Com-
mander of the Ninth Air Force at Shaw Air Force Base, S.C. In August 1966, be
returned to Washington to become the Deputy Director of Research and Engi-
neering for Administration, Evaluation. and Manaqveient in tihe Office of the
Secretary of Defense.

In February 1969, General McNickle became the Deputy Chief of Staff for
Research and Development, Headquarters, U.S. Air Force.

Ills decorations include tile Legion of Merit, Distinguished Flying Cross, Air
Medal, Army Commendation Ribbon, Distinguished Flying Cross (Britain) and
the Croix de Guerre with Palm (France).

GENERAL STATEMENT

General McNICKLE. Mr. Chairman and members of the conmmit-
tee, I am pleased to have this opportunity to present the proposed Air
Force aircraft and missile procurement program for fiscal year 1970.
My procedure in presenting this Air Force requests will be to indicate
briefly the general approach used in arriving a't this request, to de-
scribe each of the proposed procurement programs, and then to high-
light some of the progress we have made in managing our procure-
mients.

The development of the fiscal year 1970 budget request, and the ad-
justment of the fiscal year 1969 program, is based upon certain as-
sumptions as to the course of the Southeast Asia conflict. For procure-
mnent planning purposes, the hostilities are presumed to continue
through June 30, 1970; that is, the end of fiscal year 1970. The procure-
ment program provides for consumption at combat rates, attrition re-
placement aircraft through December 1971, and advance buys !or those
aircraft items having a leadtime in excess of 18 months. In this way
the re-order leadtime for the fiscal year 1971 procurement program is
fully protected. Further, the most recent attrition experience and ex-
penditure data has been considered in determining the requirements
for aircraft and consumption-type items. All Southeast Asia require-
ments are supported while at the same time providing for a produc-
tion base which can be adjusted to meet various eventualities.

In addition to our normal review process, the procurement pro-
grams were examined in detail by the new administration. As a result,
further adjustments have been made to the Air Force procurement
requests originally submitted to the Congress in January of this year.
The adjustments Include such things as: the elimination of the FB-111
buy in fiscal year 1970, in favor of full-scale development of the Ad-
vanced 'Manned Strategic Aircraft-the AMSA; an increase in the
F-111D buy; a new buy of C-130's; and reduced Minuteman and
SRAM proauction programs. The Air Force is now requesting $1.1002
billion of new authorization for aircraft procurement and $3.7752 bil-
lion in new obligational authority. We are requesting $1.4864 billion
for missile procurement. I will now proceed to the proposed Air Force
aircraft procurement program for fiscal year 1970.

AIRCRAFT PROCUREMEX.'T

The aircraft procurement program includes 662 aircraft, of 14 dif-
ferent types. Thes-e-together with the funds requested for modifica-
tions, spare parts, and support-are shown in table I. Each aircraft
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type in the aircraft procurement program is listed under one of the
following four categories-combat, awlift, trainer and other. ile
table indicates howv many aircraft of each type are to be procured and
the funds required.

The total cost of the proposed fiscal year 1970 aircraft procurement
program of 662 aircraft is estimated at $4.3376 billion and the reim-
bursable program is estimated at $390 million for a total procurement
of $4.7276 billion. Included in the total direct program are aircraft
and related support items for the forces of South Vietnam, Thailand,
and Laos provided through military assistance service funding. Our
request for new obligational authority required to support the fisc al
year 1970 procurement amounts to $3.3752 billion. The balance will he
obtained thrmgh transfer of $325 million from the Air Force and de-
fense stock ftnds, reimbursements from the military assistance pro-
gram, foreitrn military sales and from other customers, in the amount
of $440 million-and through recoupment action from prior years
programs of $187.4 million.

TABLE T.-Fiscal year 1970 aircraft procurement estimates

[In millions of dollars]
Combat aircraft: Ee linntn

A-7D, attack fighter --------------------------------------- 374. 7
F-4E, advance procurement .---------------------------------- 25. 7
F/RF-5A/B, fighter-reconnaissance ---------------------------- 11.2
F-111D, advanced fighter ----------------------------------- 655.8
F-111 A/E, fiscal year 1969 and prior over target ----------------- 71.4
RF-4C, reconnaissance fighter -------------------------------- 45. 1
O-2A, observation ------------------------------------------- 2. 6
A-37B, attack fighter --------------------------------------- 38. 5

Subtotal ---------------------------------------------- , 225. 0

Airlift aircraft:
C-SA, cargo-transport --------------------------------------. 5 33. 0
C-SA, fiscal year 19069 and prior over target -------------------- 225. 0
C-130E, cargo-transport ------------------------------------- 51.7

Subtotal ------------------------------------------------ 809. 7

Trainer aircraft:
T-38A, trainer --------------------------------------------- 36. 6
T-41C/D, trainer --------------------------------------- 3
T-X, navigational trainer ------------------------------------ 28. 1

Subtotal ------------------------------------------------- 65. 0

Other aircraft (helicopters):
UlH-1I/N, utility -------------------------------------------. 53. 7
1111-X, search-rescue ------------------------------------ 14. 5
CTI-53C, cargo-transport ------------------------------------- 18. 4

Subtotal -------------------------------------------- 86.6

Modiflcations -------------------------------------------------- 550. 2
Spare and repair parts -------------------------------------- 935.6
Other support:

Common ground equipment ------------------------------- 84. 15
Component improvement ------------------------------------ 42. 0
Industrial facilitie --------------------------------------- 3. 5
War consumables --------------------------------------- 27. 8
Other charges ----------------------------------------- 472. 7

Total direct program -------------------------------- 4 337. 6

__ _ , A
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Estimates
Reimbursable program ------------------------------------------ $390. 0

Total program ------------------------------------------- 4, 727. 6
Loss estimated available financing:

Reimbursable orders ----------------------------------------- 440. 0
Estimated recoupments -------------------------------------- 187. 4

New authorization required ------------------------------- 4, 100. 2
Les- proposed transfers ------------------------------------------- 325. 0

New obligational authority required ------------------------ 3, 775. 2

COMBAT AIRCRAFT
FR--IlA

Next, I will describe each of the aircraft systems and the number
we plan to procure with fiscal year 1970 funds. I will begin with the
combat aircraft.

While the FB-111 is not in the fiscal year 1970 procurement pro-
gram, I would like to bring you up to date on this program. The
FB-111A is a replacement for some of the B-52C through F strategic
bombers. It is designed to perform low altitude penetrations in
attacking strategic targets. Its smaller size, together with its higher
penetration speed and low altitude capability-using automatic ter-
rain-following radar-gives it a higher probability of survival than
that of the B-52.

The FB-111 program is transitioning from development to produc-
tion. The first production FB-111A was delivered in August 1968, and
it has been undergoing extensive Air Force testing at Edwards Air
Force Base, Calif. The second FB-111 has also been delivered and is
at the contractor's facility as an engine test vehicle. The third FB-111
is on schedule for delivery in June. The performance of the FB-111
in recent testing of bombing accuracy and low-level, high-speed navi-
gation and penetration is confirming our confidence in the advanced
capabilities of this aircraft. The FB-111A is scheduled to start enter-
ing the strategic inventory in September 1969.

The scope of the FB-111 program has been changed appreciably
by budgetary decisions of November 1968 and March 1969. These
have had a significant impact on the program. The total planned pro-
curement has been reduced from the original 263 aircraft to 76. This
cutback results in a combat force of 60 aircraft in four squadrons
instead of the previously approved 210 aircraft in 14 squadrons.
A-7D

The A-7D is an adaptation of the Navy's A-7. It is a single-place,
tactical strike fighter being procured for use during the 1970's. Its role
will be close air support and it will also have a secondary role of
interdiction. To accomplish these missions, survivability features have
been incorporated into the design to reduce vulnerability to ground
fire and the avionics system has been designed for increased accuracy
in visual weapon delivery. It uses the TF-41 engine in place of the
TF-30 engine used in the'Navy A-7A. The Air Force is also procuring
the TF-41 engine for the Navy's A-E.-

Through 1968, five aircraft were delivered and contractor flight
testing is currently in progress. Flight testing of the TF-41 engine
began in September 1968, and the engine has performed very well
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throughout the A-7's speed and altitude performance envelope. Flight
testing of the avionics system began in November 1968, and the system
gives every indication of meeting Air Force goals for accuracy and
reliability.

An integrated weapon support management committee has been
established with the Navy to determine the most economical method
of performing depot maintenance and providing repair support.

We are requesting $348.2 million to procure A-ID aircraft and $26.5
million for advance procurement to support the fiscal year 1971 buy
of aircraft. The total planned procurement for the A-TD aircraft is
required to support the approved force.
F-4E

The F-4E is the latest Air Force version of the F-4. It is a tactical
fighter which performs in the roles of close air support, interdiction,
and air superiority. Its avionics permit all-weather navigation and
provide for air-to-air and air-to-ground missile attacks and nuclear
and conventional weapon delivery. Its miniaturized radar and ex-
tended nose permit installation of an internal 20-millimeter Gatling
gun. The initial squadron of F-4E aircraft deployed to Southeast Asia
in November 1968.

Yn calendar year 1968, 256 F-4E aircraft were delivered and pro-
'd'action reached a monthly rate of 26 in November 1968. Planned pro-
duction, including Navy and foreign military sales, is about the same
through calendar year 1970.

As a result of the bombinghalt in North Vietnam, attrition loss esti-
mates through December 1971, have been reduced. Consequently, pro-
curement of attrition aircraft in fiscal year 1970 is not planned at
this time. A hedge, in the event the Vietnam conflict escalates beyond
current levels, is provided by not directing a reduction in the fiscal
year 1969 procurement deliveries at this time. If a stretch is effected,
Air Force and Navy production deliveries, combined with foreign
military sales, will result in a gradual reduction of monthly total plant
production in 1971.

We are requesting $25.7 million for advance procurement in fiscal
year 1970 to support the fiscal year 1971 procurement of F-4E air-
craft.
R/RF-5

The F-5A is a small tactical fighter being procured for the military
assistanceservice funded (MASF) program. The RF-5A is an F-5A
with four cameras installed in a reconnaissance nose section. Through
fiscal year 1969 we procured a total of 54 F/RF-5 aircraft for free
world forces. In fiscal year 1970, we are requesting $11.2 million to
procure these aircraft.

SThe F-IIID, with its effective all-weather capability, will be a
-marked improvement over the earlier A and E models. The Mark II
evmionics in the D model improve on accuracy, increase the ability to
Aetect fixed targets, add all-weather air-to-air attack capabilities'and
provide for detecting, tracking, and attacking moving vehicles through
,tle use of radar. The'latter capability is expected to be particularly
yalube in'stopping or destroying enemy supply movements around

- .4 /
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the clock. In addition, the large payload and fuel capacity of the
F-111 gives it an extended combat radius for greater armed recon-
naissance coverage and the ability to deliver many bombs on a single
target, or attack several different targets. The airplane's speed, elec-
tronic countermeasures, and terrain-following radar are expected to
increase survivability substantially, whether on a nuclear or nonnu-
clear mission.

The development effort has uncovered problems but generally these
have been of a less serious nature than those of other new fighter air-
craft. The structural failure encountered during ground testing was
cause for some concern, but that situation is now in hand. The F-111
continues to rank among all modern Air Force tactical airplanes as
one of the safest.

For fiscal year 1970, we are requesting $727.2 million to procure
F-111D aircraft. The $727.2 million includes $56 million for advance
procurement of aircraft planned for fiscal year 1971. and in addition,
$71.4 million for over-target costs applicable for fiscal year 1968,
and prior year procurements.
RF-41C

The RF-4C is a reconnaissance version of the F-4 and is used for
tactical reconnaissance in support of air and ground forces. It has both
a day and a night photographic capability as well as side-looking
radar and infrared sensors. In calender year 1968, 43 RF-4C aircraft
were delivered.

As previously mentioned, the bombing halt in North Vietnam has
reduced our attrition loss forecast. As a result, the fiscal year 1970 pro-
gram is limited to $37.1 million for the procurement of RF-4C's and
$8 million of advance procurement funds to support the fiscal year
1971 procurement of aircraft.
O-21A

The O-2A is the designation for the forward air control (FAC)
aircraft currently in use. We plan to procure FAG aircraft in fiscal
year 1970 to replace attrition losses in the present FAG inventory. We
are requesting $2.6 million for this purpose in fiscal year 1970.
A-37B

The A-37B is a lightweight air raft that provides attack capabalities
for close air support of ground forces. It also has a limited interdiction
capability. The A-37B is being procured for our Special Operations
Forces, and to modernize the Vietnamese Air Force. We are also re-
placing some F-100's with A-37B's procured through the fiscal year
1969 program.

Production deliveries began in May 1968, and 48 aircraft were de-
livered through December 1968. Authorization to procure some of these
aircraft has been requested in a fiscal year 1969 reprograming. In
fiscal year 1970 we are requesting $38.5 million to procure A-37B
aircraft.

AIIlLIIT AIRCfRA"rC-5A

The C-5A is a subsonic fan-jet transport designed to perform both
the Military Airlift Commands (MAC) normal peacetime mission
and, in conjunction with the C-141 to deploy contingency forces
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and their equipment to any glohal location. The C-5A will provide
the Air Force with the eal)fility to airlift most combat eqIiuient
of an Army division and to deliver to austere support area airlfields.

The first C-5A was rolled out in March 1968, and the first flight
took place in June 1968, both on a schedule established over 3 years
earlier. There are currently four aircraft in the flight test prograni.
)ata obtained to date indicate that, the aircraft will meet or excee(l

its performance guarantees. Flight handling characteristics have been
excellent. Delivery of the first operational aircraft to MAC is now
scheduled for December 1969. a slip of 6 months.
' In fiscal year 1970 we are requesting $533 million for procurement
of 23 aircraft, and advance buy funding. In addition, we are request-
ing $225 million to cover over target costs for prior years. The total
planned C-15A aircraft procurement is 120 (including five develop-
ment aircraft) to support a six squadron force, however, in light of
increased costs, this number will be reexamined before conimitting
to the fifth and sixth squadrons.
O/-130y,

The C-130E is a medium sized turboprop cargo/transport aircraft.
It. is in use worldwide supporting airlift and assault operations. As
many of you know, the C-130 has seen extensive service in Southeast
Asia.

In fiscal year 1970 we are requesting $51.7 million to procure C-130E
aircraft to provide replacements for attrition. This I)uy, together
with foreign military and commercial sales and prior year Air Force
buys of 18 in fiscal year 1968 and 18 in fiscal year 1969, will maintain
production continuity.

TRAINER AIRCILA\F
71-481

The T-38A is a small supersonic jet trainer used for flight instruc-
tion in the basic phase of undergraduate pilot training. It is similar to
the F-5. The Air Force has been the primary user of the T.-38, but we
expect the Navy to procure some of these aircraft in fiscal year 1970.

In fiscal year 1970 we are requesting $36.6 million to procure T-38
trainers to provide for attrition in support of pilot training through
fiscal year 1974. Through fiscal year 1969 we have procured 1,065 T-3,
trainers.
T-41D

The T-4ID is an "off-the-shelf" trainer aircraft. used in support.
of the military assistance, service funded program. In fiscal year 1970
we are requesting $300,000 to procure T-41 aircraft.
T-X

The T-X navigator trainer will be a medium-sized, twin engine
jet transport to provide simultaneous training for 12 students in the
essential skills, techniques and procedures of air navigation. The
trainer will provide an environment that more closely resembles the
operational environment of our modern strategic, tactical and trans-
p ort aircraft. These aircraft, supplemented with ground navigator
training simulators, will provide a modernized undergraduate naviga-
tor training program for the Air Force.
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In fiscal year 1970, we are requesting $28.1 million to start the
modernization of our undergradiuate navigator training prograin.
This vill procure two jet, aircraft of the 1)X-9 or 737 category y modified
(durn g j)roduct lon to integrate and install the navigation training
equipnuent at 12 stations at it total cost of $19.7 million. Of the remain-
ing $8.4 million, $1.8 million is for peculiar sli)pport and $6.6 million
is for foir ground based Silulators.
171-111

The UI1-Ill helicopter is being procured primarily in support of
the military assistance service funded (MASF) program for the
nmodernization of free world forces in Southeast Asia. This helicopter
will enhance the capability of the Vietnamese and Thai Air Forces
to cope with insurgency anl| it will also improve their overall defense
)osture through modernization and expansion.

We plan to procure UI-1 type helicopters through fiscal year
1969. This includes deliveries to V ietnam, Thailand and our Special
operations s Forces. In fiscal year 1970, we are requesting $53.7 mil-
lion to procure additional Ul-II helicopters.
JII-X

The IIII-X is the present designation for a helicopter required to
satisfy a unit equipage deficiency, in our local base rescue units. This
deficiency was caused by diversion of 1111-43 model helicopters to
Southeast Asia. We are evaluating available vehicles and will select-
on a competitive basis-the best helicopter for this mission. The selec-
tion process should he completed in time to award a contract early
in fiscal year 1970. Production of the new helicopter is planned to
beginn approximately 20 months after the contract is placed. In fiscal
year 19M0, we are requesting $14.5 million to procure II-X heli-
copters. Production is planned at a rate of 3 per month.
CII-530

The C11-153C is a cargo version of the Hl-53C rescue helicopter
for use by our Special Operations Forces in the conduct of vertical
lift missions. It combines high speed with a payload more than three
times that attainable by the currently assigned CH-3. The larger
and more capable C11-53 will be used with the smaller CH-3 and
11-I helicopters to provide a wider degree of mission capabilities.

Through fiscal year 1969 we procured a total of 12 C1-53 heli-
copters. In fiscal year 1970, we are requesting $18.4 million to procure
C1-.530 helicopters.

MODIFICATIONS

The modification program provides funds to improve operattional
capabilities and to create new capabilities in our present aircraft sys-
tems. These funds also permit us to make changes related to "safety
of flight," to improve maintainability and to extend aircraft service
life.

Modifications initiated or accomplished during fiscal year 1969,
will improve the overall operational effectiveness of our inventory
aircraft. Examples include: the stability augmentation modification
on the B-52G's and H's to extend their service life; and improved
survivability features on our F-4 fleet for Southeast Asia. In addi-

!.I J
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tion, C-130's, B-57's, C-119's and various other aircraft were modi-
fied to perform new and additional missions. In this latter category,
the new C-130 and C-119 gunship aircraft have proved to be very
effective.

In fiscal year 1970 we are planning several major modification pro-
grams. This includes starting work on modifying B-52's to carry the
short range attack missile(SRAM) ; continuation of the F-111 force
modernization program; F-4 reconnaissance and electronic counter-
measure improvements; and continuation of the adverse weather
aerial delivery system (AWADS) on the C-130 aircraft. In fiscal
Year 1970 we are requesting $550.2 million to continue to update and
improve our inventory aircraft.

AIRCRAFT SPARE AND REPAIR PARTS

This program includes initial and replenishment recoverable spare
parts and repair parts (including spare engines) to support theplanned activities of our aircraft inventor'. It includes parts support
for aerospace ground equipment, aircraft modification and pro-
grammed aircraft procurement through fiscal year 1970.

The fiscal year 1969 program was characterized by efforts to get
greater effectiveness out of the available funds. These efforts included
compressing p ipeline levels to reduce inventories, reduction of pro-
curement lead times to conserve funds, and deferring the replenish-
ment of depot stocks whenever possible. At the same time, we have
been able to support more complex weapon systems and increased
numbers of flying hours with a relatively constant inventory level
of spare parts. I should point out, however, that these inventory levels
do place some limitations on our capability to respond to surge de-
mands for spare parts.In fiscal year 1970 we are requesting $935.6 million for this pro-
gram. Of this amount, $450.6 million is for initial aircraft spare parts,
including $91.3 million for spare parts to support aircraft modifica-
tions and aerospace ground equipment. The other $485 million is for
replenishment spare parts to support the operational inventory.

COMMON AEROSPACE GROUND EQUIPMENT

This program provides common aerospace ground equipment for
new aircraft., aircraft being modified, and as replacement equipment
for inventory items. Conunon aerospace ground equipment includes
that used on the flight line for armament and electronics repair work,
and for field maintenance on more than one type of aircraft. Updating
and modernization of this equipment has been deferred except where
absolutely necessary or to support Southeast Asia activities.

Our fiscal year 1969 program of $91.7 million is providing support
for new aircraft, Southeast Asia needs, and limited replacement of
equipment which cannot be economically repaired. The fiscal year
1970 program contains $84.5 million to provide the same type of com-
mon ground equipment support.

COMPONENT IMPROVEMENT

The component improvement program provides funds to improve
Government Furnished AeronautiCal Equipment (GFAE) -primar-
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ily aircraft engines. The objective of this program is to correct prob-
lems which develop after qualification, and to improve the engine's
durability, maintainability and reliability thereby extending its service
life. As an example, we have found that the time between overhauls
(TBO) on the J-79 engine for the F-4 Navy and Air Force aircraft
could be increased from 600 to 1,200 hours. In terms of labor cost only,
this can result in a savings of $100 million during the service life of
these engines. The savings in spare parts and other related items will
add additional savings. For fiscal year 1970, we are requesting $42
mill ion to continue the component improvement program.

INDUSTRIAL FACILITIES

The industrial facilities program provides for the rehabilitation of
Air Force industrial real property and equipment the costs of ship-
ping industrial equipment to t1ie )efense Industrial Plant Equipment
Center or to other users, and the replacement of obsolete Govermnent-
owned machine tools. This program also provides for the Air Force
industrial readiness and mobilization planning program, which has
the basic objective of maintaining a modern industrial base which can
assure the delivery of systems and equipment in peacetime as well as
being able to respond to wartime needs. The manufacturing methods
program, previously funded under the Component Improvement Pro-
grai, is now funded here.

In fiscal year 1970, we are requesting a total of $38.5 million for
the industrial facilities program. This includes $17 millon for the
rehabilitation of plant facilities, $10 million for replacement of ob-
solete machine tools, and $11.5 million for mobilization planning and
the manufacturing methods program.

WAR CONSUMABLES

This program provides for the procurement of necessary war readi-
ness miateriel (IN RM) levels in aircraft auxiliary fuel tanks, pylons,
ejector racks, and gun pods, any of which can be jettisoned under
combat or emergency conditions. The 1970 program will support our
activities in Southeast Asia, and the war reserve, at approximately the
same level as in fiscal year 1969 and prior years. New procurement is
primarily related to weapons and weapon delivery systems for new
aircraft such as the F-4E, F-111, and A-7. The program also provides
for maintaining a production base for these equipments which could
be expanded wherever circumstances warrant.

In fiscal year 1970 we are requesting $27.8 million for this program.

OTHER CHARGES

The other charges program provides primarily for electronic
countermeasure (ECM) pods, classified projects and quick reaction
capability (QRC) projects. This latter category has 'enabled us to
respond to urgent or unforeseen operational requirements that have
resulted from improvements in techniques or capabilities of enemy
aircraft and equipment.

The ECM pylon mounted pods developed for tactical aircraft, spe-
cial antennas and improved avionics for B-66 and B-52 operations are
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examples of projects for which QRC funds are being used in fiscal year
1969.

In fiscal year 1970 we are requesting $472.7 million for other charges.
Included in this amount is $11.8 million for quick reaction capability
projects and $50.1 million for ECM pods.

IEIMBURSABLE rROIIAM1

The reimbursable program of $390 million is for aircraft, modifi-
cations, and associated equipment which the Air Force will procure
on a reimbursable basis to satisfy customer orders.

SUMMARY

In summary, the aircraft procurement program request for fiscal
year 1970 totals $4.7276 billion for aircraft and aircraft support. It is
planned to finance this total program from the request. for new obliga-
tional authority amounting to $3.7752 billion, $325 million to be
obtained by transfer from the Air Force and Defense stock funds,
estimated reimbursement from sales to customers amounting to $440
million, and recoupment from prior years of $187.4 million.

REPROGIAMING REQUEST

Mr. ANDREWS. Before questioning you on the General's statement,
we would like to hear from General Pitts with reference to three pend-
ing reprograming requests. I wish you would explain the requests.

General Prrrs. This first reprograming, serial No. 69-8, for the
most part, is a procedural reprograming to provide for the adjust-
ments to the 1969 column of the fiscal year 1970 budget by the Johnson
administration and following this is a reprogramling action appro-
I)riation serial No. 69-9, which is required to adjust the 1969 cohinm
of the 1970 budget to incorporate the Nixon administration changes.

I will take up serial No. 69-8 first.

F/FB-111 PROGRAM CHANGES

To begin with, there is a series of four items here that have to do
with readjustments to the F/FB-111 programs. For ease of following,
I have some fact sheets or talking papers for each member of the
committee and the staff.

(The document follows:)
REPROOBAMzIINO ACTIoN FISCAL YEAR 1968-69

P/FfB-1l
1. No additional funds In the fiscal year 1969 program for F/FB-111 programs.
2. Only a remix within the same total.

RECAP F-IIIA AND F-II1E!D

[In millions of dollars

Congressional
approval Current

FB-II IA ................................................................... $534.0 $583.7
Advance procurement ................................................................ 3. 5
F-I ..................................................... 6. 593.0
Advance procurement ............................................. 3. 5 38.3

TotaL ............................................................... 1,218.5 1,218.5
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3. Amounts shown as congressionally approved were developed under an ex-
tremely short deadline without SPO or contractor assistance.

(a) Developed from production schedule, price, and configuration base
line changed substantially because of canceled Navy/UK programs. (All
programs under a single contract.)

4. Difficult to allocate costs among systems having large decree of commonality.
General PiT'rs. Basically this shows that on these items no additional

funds are being put into these programs. It is a remix within the same
total of $1,218.5 million which is the congressionally approved amount.
The remix derives from a reallocation of the cost between the FB and
F-111 aircraft. It develops from a production schedule, pricing con-
tiguraton base line, which changes substantially because of canceled
Navy and United Kingdom programs.

Mr. ANDI:;NWs. Does that mean your F-111A is going up in price be-
cause of scratching the "B" program and the British program.

General Prrrs. Y es, sir, but in this particular programing with-
out changing the total amount of the combined program we are re-
allocating the costs between the F-111 and the FB-111 to more ac-
curately show where the costs are being incurred.

That little table shows you that the totals remain the same. We just
reprogramed $49,700,000 on to the FB-111, and added advance pro-
curement money for $3,500,000. We took $88 million off the F-111 E/D
program and increased the advance procurement by $34.8 million-it
is a procedural reprograming to reallocate costs to more accurately de-
scribe where the costs are being incurred. These planes are built in
the same factory under the same roof and it is just a reallocation of
costs, sir.

Mr. EvAxs. Is there any change in the buy?
General PiTTs. No change in totals whatsoever.

INCREASE IN UNIT COST OF F-i llI AIRCRA-FT

Mr. ANDnvws. Let me ask my question again. In view of the fact
that the Navy scratched theirs and the British cancelled their request,
doesn't that increase the unit cost for your F-111's?

General PiTTs. Yes, sir; it does, and that will show up in the next
reprograming that we will discuss.

Mr. ANDrEWs. Tell us a little something about the increased unit
cost of the planes due to those two cancellations.

General PirTs. I might call on Colonel Buckingham at this point,
sir. He is in the directorate of production and programing.

Colonel BtCKINGHAI. I don't have a detailed breakout between
each of the categories but the combination of the United Kingdom
cancellation, the Navy cancellation, and the rate changes that took
place as a result of reducing Air Force programs down to what will
now turn out to be a per month rate with the 1970 buy, it will
be over $1 million per unit.

Mr. LiOSCOMB. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. A-.DRFWS. Yes.
Mr. Lirsco . What do you estimate the unit cost to be now?
Colonel BuCIUNGHAM. Sir, the unit cost for the buy ol 76 FB-111

aircraft is $11.6 million each.
Mr. LISCOMB. That includes the $1 million additional?
Colonel BUCKiNGHAM. Yes, sir.
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Mr. LiPsCOArB. That, is the unit cost on your buy?
Colonel BUCKINGHAM. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. What is that $11.6, Colonel? Is that the F-111A ?
Colonel BUCKINOIAm. That is the FB-111A. It includes the fly-

away and the peculiar support.
Mr. ANDREWS. How about the F-111E/D?
Colonel BUCKINGHAM31. For a total planned program of 574 aircraft,

through fiscal year 1973, 24 of which are F-111C's for Australia, the
unit weapon systems cost is $8.88 million per copy.

Mr. ANDREWS. Is that including the increase?
Colonel BUCKINOIHAX. Yes, sir.
Mr. ADRuVws. So the F-111E and D will be cheaper than the

FB-111A?
Colonel BUcKINOIIAM. The FB, of course, is a different airplane. It

is larger and it is being produced in a smaller quantity.
Mr. A NDREWS. What was your original estimated cost as against

this $11.6 for the FB-111A?
Colonel BUcKINGOIA-r. The original production contract on that, sir,

was one contract for all types of aircraft, as you know. It would
include the FB's, the A's, the Es, and the D's, which have since been
shredded out. The unit weapon system original cost of the FB itself
was $7.3 million. However, that was based on a quantity of 263 FB-
111A aircraft and 1,165 other F-111 type aircraft.

Mr. ANDREWS. It was about $7.3 million per unit cost.
Mr. LiPsCOMB. What was the date of that estimate?
Colonel BUCKINOIAM. That was a year ago, sir.
Mr. LipscoiiB. Mr. Chairman, didn't you request the originally esti-

mated cost?
Mr. ANDREWS. That is what I asked for.
Colonel BUCKINOHAm. The original estimated cost included all types

of aircraft and it would be like comparing apples with oranges.
Mr. ANDRFWS. Colonel you must have a breakdown somewhere.
Colonel BUCKINOHA0M. Yes, sir. I don't have it with me. I will supply

it for the record.
(The information follows:)

F-111 OR0GNAl. ESTIMATED COST

The $11.6 million is the current estimate for the FB-111A unit gross weapon
system cost which includes flyaway and peculiar support. The comparable figure
for the 1965 originally approved estimate was $5.9 million. The 1965 estimate
was based upon a total planned procurement of 263 FB-111A, 721 F-111A, and
244 F-111B aircraft for a total of 1,228. The current estimate is based upon a
total planned procurement of 76 FB-111A, 5.50 F-111A, E, D, 24 F-111C, and 60
RF--ll's, for a total of 710. The overall reduction in quantities causes the unit
cost to be derived from a higher cost position on the learning curve. Further,
the production span has been lengthened due to a reduced production rate
causing an increased increment of fixed burden to be applied to the unit cost.
Configuration changes since the beginning of the program have increased costs.
These factors, coupled with the contractors' original underestimations of cost,
have been the primary contributors to the cost change depicted by the direct
comparison of today's program estimates with those of approximately 4 years
ago.

Mr. ANDniws. This plane has gone up in cost $4.3 million in a
year's time. What is that attributed to?

. . 0
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Colonel BUCKINGHAM. Primarily the reduced quantity from 203
production down to 76 production aircraft and the impact of other
F-111 quantity reductions.

Mr. ANDREWS. You are talking now about the "B ?"
Colonel BUCKINOHAML Yes, sir, the FB-111A. Reduced plant rates

which went from a maximum planned quantity a little over a year
ago of around, 35 per month down to what we are now heading to-
ward, per month total plant rate. That, in itself, accounts for
over $1 million in the fixed overhead that each plane incurs.

Mr. ANDREWS. When did you revise your estimated number down
from 263 to 76 ?

Colonel BUCKINOHAm. That was done in two steps as General Pitts,
I believe, mentioned. That was done first of all in the review last fall
of the fiscal year 1970 budget. It was reduced first from a 263 figure
to 126. From 14 squadrons down to a total of six squadrons. It was
subsequently reduced by the review undertaken by the Nixon ad-
ministration from the 126 down to the current approved program
of 76, or four squadrons of FB-111A's.

bMr. ANDREWS. IS that all you are thinking about or do you see more
beyond the 76?

General JEFFR{EY. That will be all that will be bought.
Mr. AND EWS. It will be the end of the line?
General JEFREY. Yes.
General Prrrs. The program has been terminated with the 1969 buy,

sir. That is, the FB-111.
Mr. ANDREWS. Let's talk about the F-111E/D. Your unit cost today,

you say, is $8.88 million.
Colonel BiUCKINOG.Ar. Yes, sir, that includes all models of the

fighter version.
Mr. ANDREWS. What was your original estimated cost per unit for

that plane?
Colonel BUCKINGOHM. The first estimate in 1963, I believe-these

were all A models. It was on the order of $4 million and I will have to
provide the exact figure for the record.

(The information follows:)

ORIGINAL UNIT COST oF F-111E/D

The $8.88 million Is the current estimate of the unit gross weapon system cost
for the fighter version of the F-111. The comparable figure estimated in 1963 at
the time of the first program change proposal after development go-ahead was
$3 million. This number was based upon a total planned procurement of 1,370
F-11iA and 995 other F-111 aircraft for a total of 2,365. The Air Force and DOD
recognized the preliminary nature of the early estimate, and it was not until
1965 that production go-ahead was given based upon more reliable estimates. At
that time, the unit gross weapon system cost was estimated to be $5.5 million
and was based upon a total planned procurement of 721 F-111A, 203 FB-111 and
244 F-111B aircraft for a total of 1,228. The current estimate is based upon a
total planned procurement of 550 F-1llA/E/D, 76 F-111, 24 F-111C and 60
RF-111 for a total of 710. The overall reduction in quantities causes the unit
cost to be derived from a higher cost position on the learning curve.

In addition, the production span has been lengthened because of a reduced
production rate causing an increased increment of fixed burden to be applied to
the unit cost. Of major significance are the many configuration changes since the
beginning of the program including the addition of other series aircraft, the
F-111E and D. Further, there was higher than anticipated inflation during the
early and mid-1960's. These factors, plus technical difficulties and the contractor's

32-845--69--pt. 8-50
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original underestimations of cost, have been primary contributors to the cost
change depicted by the direct comparison of today's program estimates with those
of over 6 years ago.

Mr. ANDREWS. That plane is up $4.88 million per unit.
Colonel BUCKINOIIAM. A year ago the average unit cost was $6.5

million.
Mr. ANDFIWS. I understood one of your witnesses to say that the

increased unit cost due to scratching the Navy version and the Great
Britain proposed buy added $10 mill ion each to the planes.

General Pirrs. That plus some other factors, sir, as Colonel Buck-
ingham has brought out.

Mr. A"RDPws. So the true picture is that your F-111-E/D cost has
more than doubled since your original estimate; $8.88 million now,
up from $4 million for an increase in cost per unit of $4.88 million.

Colonel BUCKINGHAm. Approximately, sir. I will have to check the
exact figure.

Mr. AwDrcEws. I wish you would and correct the record.
Colonel BUCKINGHAM. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREws. And the increased cost of the FB-111 is up from $7.3

million to $11.6 million in a year's time. They are the figures you
gave me.

Colonel BuCKxIO.HA31. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. DO You anticipate any additional increases in the cost

of these planes? V

Colonel BUCKI NIrA 3. Not at. this time, sir.
General Pirrs. I would qualify that by saying we don't anticipate

any further increases due to fluctuations in the FB-111A program be-
cause that program has been terminated.

Mr. Ax nRFNWs. That is the number you are going to buy?
General Pirrs. Yes, sir.
Now, if you want to talk about the cost-of-living increases, the infla-

tion in the economy, I don't think I can answer that at this point in
time, sir.

Mr. ANDRIVS. Does the contract have a cost escalation clause in it?
General PiTTs. I will have to defer to Colonel Buckingham for that,

sir.
Colonel BrcirXGmIIA.Nr. The contract does not have provisions for

escalation, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. We can't say these figures that you gave us for the

current cot then are too firm at this time?
Colonel BL-CKIEXNOIIA-M%. They are the best estimates we have at this

time and we have projected in the figures I have given you for a nor-
mal economic growth in the economy through the production-planned
period of time. If the economy escalates above that, that wou-ld obvi-
ously raise the cost.

IWit stays where we hope it will stay, it should just about even out.
Sir, if I may I have the original planned quantities here on another

sheet of paper I found that relates itself to the question we were just
addressing. These figures I have are on flyaway.

The original plan in November 1965 when the FB was first shredded
out provides for 721 F-type aircraft at an average flyaway of $5.1
million, which compares with the current average flyaway of 574
aircraft at $8 million. The difference between the $8 and the $8.9 mil-
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lion is peculiar support. In the original estimate they had peculiar
support, of $321.9 million total. It is $440,000 per aircraft.

Mr. ANDREWS. When you talk about the 721 of the original estimate
of the number to be purchased, you are talking about the F-111 E/D
and the FB-111 ?

Colonel BUCKINo rA-M. No, sir, only the F-type.
Mr. ANDREWS. When you give us this figure, of 574 that you have

planned in the program, does that include the 76 FB's?
Colonel BTTCKiGH-ojrA3. It does not.
Mr. AnDREws. You have revised your estimate of the FB's from 263

down to 76, which is a reduction of 187.
Colonel BUCKINOIMIA. That is correct.
Mr. A NDrEW.s. Why such a drastic reduction?
Colonel BUCKLxo'itmtr,. A change in the authorized unit force

equippage.
General 'CNICKLE. Part of the reduction was for budgetary rea-

sons, and approving the re.eareh and development of the AMA or
the B-1 was connected with the decision.

Mr. EVANrs. Does this represent a deAision on the part of the Air
Force to phase out beyond six squadrons of the FB series and then go
into AMSA ?

Genern. McNIcKLE. Yes, sir. Six down to four squadrons, actually.
Mr. EvAxs. Fourteen down to six, wasn't it?
General PITTS. Fourteen originally, then down to six and now down

to four, and the six-to-four adjustment was taking into consideration
the go-ahead on the development and ultimately the production of the
B-1 or the AMSA.

Mr. LIPscoMB. Mr. Chairman, perhaps at the close of this colloquy
we could request a draft of the F-111A through D, and the FB-111A,
which would show the original estimates, the change in the program,
and come up to where we are at this moment.

General PiTTs. A historical trace of the program. We will provide
that for the record.

Mr. ANDnrws. And put your reasoning in the statement that you
furnish for the record. Why you reduced your original request.

(The information follows:)

FINANCIAL INFORMATION

The early F-111 program envisioned total production of 2,411 aircraft includ-
Ing 1,370 USAF tactical fighters, 300 USAF reconnaissance fighters, 705 Navy
fighters, 18 Australian fighters and 18 R.D.T. & E. aircraft. Although the Novem-
ber 1963 cost estimate (PCP 63-159) contained cost for only the 1,370 USAF
tactical fighters, the costs were premised on a total production of 2,411 air-
craft, with a peak production rate of 51 aircraft per month, and deliveries end-
ing In early calendar year 1974.

The current F-111 program contains a total of 728 aircraft, including 574
F-111A/E/C/D's, 76 FB-111's, 00 RF-111D's and 18 R.D.T. & E. aircraft. The
total sustained produrtlon rate has been reduced to - aircraft per month. Al-
though many configuration changes have occurred since 1963, a major portion
of the increase in the unit cost of the F-111 aircraft is due to the changes In
total quantity and production rate.
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F-111A/E/D/C

The early USAF production program for the tactical aircraft consisted of
1,370 aircraft at a total cost of $4,643 million. This program was for one model
and was to be delivered over a 6-year period with a sustained production
rate of 80 aircraft per month. The current program consists of 574 aircraft at
a total cost of $5,631 million for a total increase of $988 million. This program
includes four separate models; F-111A, F-111E, F-111C (RAAF) and F-1111),
and extends over an 8-year period at a sustained rate of - aircraft per
month. The effect of this severe stretchout of the program in a period of un.
usually high economic escalation resulted in a major cost increase to the pro
gram. Figure 1 shows the cost changes that have occurred since 1963.

During the development program and the early phase of the production pro.
gram numerous changes were made to the configuration for improved effective.
nes, the result of enemy threats, the increased emphasis on conventional war-
fare and refinements of the original specifications. Many of the specification re-
finements were to correct design difficulties and were accomplished by the con-
tractor and with his sharing of the cost, for example, the SWIP (super weight
improvement program) and the air inlet engine matching problem and the wing-
box modification.

The transition from the F-111A/E program to the F-111D program required
an almost duplicate test program due to the major change in avionics and the
development of the more powerful engines. New AGE development was also
required for the improved avionics. The impact of these changes on program
costs is detailed in figure 2 using the 1963 baseline as a point of departure.

FB-11 IA

Figure 3 summarizes the changes in FB-111 funding from 1965 to the current
budget submission. The FB-111 production program was originally estimated
in December 1965 at $1,697 million for 263 aircraft. This program has been
reduced to $993 million for 76 aircraft for a net reduction of $704 million. The
effect of the quantity reduction applied against the original estimate Is $923
million plus $75 million in support costs, but this is offset by increases in other
areas amounting to $295 million. (See fig. 4.) The principal reasons for these
increases are the engine increases, due to the Improved engine and price In-
creases, the incorporation of Mark IIB avionics and the impact of the F-I11K
and Navy program cancellation which had a high commonality with the FB-111.
In addition to these items, the FB-111 has been impacted by the schedule slip
of the F-111A/D/E program and the high economic growth of the recent yea rs.
The effect of the changes required for the correction of the wing-box failure and
air inlet-engine matching problem are also applicable to the F-111.

The R.D.T. & E. program increase of $149 million from the original estimate
of $85 million is due primarily to the SRAM Incorporation, Mark II support
requirements, and the development of the P-7 engine. These new developments
required an expanded test program.

The changes made to the FB-111 program and the resulting cost impacts are
detailed in figure 4.

F-111 A/EIDIC-SUMMARY OF CHANGES

(Dollar amounts In millions)

Production November 1963 April 1969 Delta

Quantity ......................................................... 1,370 574 796

Air vehicle ....................................................... $2,846 $3,748 $902
Engines .......................................................... 962 853 (109)

Flyaway .-............ .................................... 3,808 4,601 793
Age, training, date ................................................ 274 497. 223Initial spares ..................................................... 561 533 (28)

Total rodtion -------------------------------------------- 4,643 5,631 988
Total rD.T. & E ------------------------------------- , 863 1569 706

Total program ---------------------------------------- 5,506 7,200 1,694
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F-Ill A/E!DiC-MAJOR CHANGES, TOTAL PROGRAM

[Dollar amounts in millions]

R.D.T. & E. Production Total

Quantity November 1963 ........................................... 18 1,370 1,388
Quantity April 1969 ................................................ 17 574 591
Delta quantity .................................................... 1 1 - -796 -797

November 1963 baseline ........................................... $863 $4,643 $5, 506
Quantity reduction-.............................(10) (1,916) (1,926)

F-I1ID MKII ...... .................................. 297 540 837
Harvest reaper ................................................ 9 21 30
Pen aids ..................................................... 28 217 245
Schedule change impact ....................................... (2) 256 256
Navy/U.K. quantity impact ..................................... 0 125 125
GAEC price increase ........................................... (2) 262 262
MAC price increase ........................................... () 81 81
Titanium ............................................. 0 113 113
Engine growth ................................................ 31 450 481
Facilities expansion .......................................... (1) 60 60
GD!FW price increase .......................................... 57 256 313
Systems test .......................................... 37
Expanded flight test ....................................... 66 (2) 66
A iM-7G (Sparrow) ............................................ 19 is
Data ......................................................... 18 33
Mark 11 support F-1I1D ....................................... 17 25 42
TAC deployment .............................................. 23 45 68
Test base support ............................................. 28 (2) 28
SWIP ........................................................ 28(-) 28
Depot age .................................................... (2) 80 80
Flight to mission sir .......................................... (2 38 38
Miscellaneous changes ......................................... 349 407
Spares ....................................................... (2) (29) (29)

April 1969 .................................................. 1,569 5,631 7,200

Delta program change ....................................... +706 +988 +1,694

1 Transferred to FB-I11A program.
2 Not applicable.

FB-111A-SUMMARY OF CHANGES

(Dollar amounts in millions]

Production Deceriber 1965 April 1969 Delta

Quantity ......................................................... 263 76 -187

Air vehicle .................................................. $1,123 $582 ($541)
Engines ..................................................... 232 134 (8
Flyaway................................................... 1,355 716 (39)
Age, training, data ........................................... 209 167 4
Initial spares ..................................................... 133 110

Total production .................................................. 1,697 993 (704)
Total R.O.T. & E .................................................. 85 234 149

Total program .............................................. 1,782 1,227 (555)
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FB-I1IA-MAJOR CHANGES, TOTAL PROGRAM

[Dollar amounts in millions

R.D.T. & E. Production Total

Quantity, November 1965 .......................................... 1 263 264
Quantity, April 1969 ............................................... 1 76 77
Delta quantity .................................................... -0 -187 -18?

November 1965 baseline ........................................ $85 $1,697 $1, 782
Quantity reduction ............................................ (923) (923)
force structure change ................................... () () (75)
Mark II ...................................................... 6 36
Pen aids ..................................................... 6 6
Schedule change impact ....................................... 0 13 13
Navy.United Kingdom quantity Impact ........................... 0 62 62
GAEC price Increase .......................................... , 14 14
MAC price Increase ............................................ 4 4
Engine growth ................................................ 74 102
Expanded flight test ........................................... 15 15
Mark II support ............................................... 24 47
Price Increase and miscellaneous changes ........................ 48 85 133
SRAM interface ............................................... 34 (1) 34
Spares ....................................................... () (2 ) (23)

April 1969 baseline .......................................... 234 993 1,227

Delta program change ....................................... +149 -704 -555

1 Not applicable.

OVERHEAD COSTS

Mr. LiPScOMB. As these program changes are made, what happens
to the overhead costs that are included in the program? Are they
adjusted?

Colonel BUCKINGHAMf. Yes, sir, but there are certain fixed over-
head costs, as you know, that don't change. The variable overhead is
adjusted downward, as you adjust the program downward. The di-
rect-indirect ratio I assume you referred to.

Mr. ANDREWS. Well, it is to be expected that the fewer planes you
order, the more you will payfor each individual plane.

Colonel BUCKINOHAM. That is correct, sir. The defense contract
auditors advised me that the fixed overhead at General Dynamics,
Fort Worth, runs between $5 million and $6 million per month.

Mr. LIPScoMB. What are the variable overhead charges?
Colonel BUCKINOHAM. Sir, I don't have that figure.
Mr. LzPsco03B. Could you provide that information for the record.
General Prrrs. Yes, sir; we can do that.
(The information follows:)

Based on rough estimates, the prime contractor's variable overhead projected
for fiscal year 1970 and fiscal year 1971, when major differences between earlier
and current production schedules become effective, reduces from an average of
$120 to $105 million per year. The earlier estimate of $120 million was forecast
approximately 2 years ago using substantially different economic factors than
used in the current estimate; therefore, the actual difference based on today's
projections of overhead costs would be much greater than indicated above.

Mr. ANDREWS. Proceed, General Pitts.

F-4E AIRCRAFT REPROGRA ING

General Pirrs. That portion of the reprograming we talked about
there, Mr. Chairman. took care of items 1, 2, 4, and 11. Those have to
do with a readjustment of cost.

I
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Turning to item No. 3, F-4E aircraft, no change in quantity of air-
craft but a request to add $34,800,000 to this aircraft and the reason
for this is the 1970 deletion. If you will recall General McNickle stated
that we deleted a 1970 buy of 184 F-4E aircraft due to revised attri-
tion rates. This deletion had the effect of extending deliveries an addi-
tional year and maintaining production continuity to the 1971 reorder
time, increasing again the cost per copy of the aircraft for a total of
$34.8 million, which we would like to put on this line.

Mr. ANDREws. Are there any questions about this item?
What is next?

AIRCRAFT MODIFICATIONS PiEPROGRAMING

General PiTTs. Turning to items, 5, 6, and 7, these are modifications
of inservice aircraft.

The first item, No. 5, the B/RB/WB-66--I can lump the next two
together, Nos. 5 and 6 are modifications to the aircraft, to increase
their capability for operations in Southeast Asia.

For No. 5, m the B-66 program, the increase of $5.5 million will
provide ECM (electronic countermeasure), improvements to
aircraft for a total program of-- to meet Southeast Asia and
other worldwide continguency options,

The next item is the G/HC/RC-130 aircraft.
This increase of $11,400,000 provides again electronic countermeas-

ure improvements to - aircraft, and a cost increase to the all-
weather aerial delivery system, and a start on a program for fuel cell
explosion suppressant. This is a program to put fuel cell explosion
suppressant in the fuel tanks to prevent the plane from exploding
when it takes a hit in the fuel tank.

Mr. ANDRmWS. These costs have risen due to your experience in
Southeast Asia?

General PITTS. Yes, sir, they have.

AC-19 AIRCRAFT REPROGRAMING

The next item of $8 million provides for the AC-119 gunship pro-
gram. There is a cost increase in this modification program. I think
you have had testimony in this committee on the gunship program.
These are planes that have sensors, go out at night, and tnd moving
targets such as trucks or large groups of men. They have tremendous
firepower. They can deliver that firepower on these groups of men, or
trucks, and provide a kill capability.

Mr. A"mxws. Again that is due to requests from Vietnam?
General Prrs. Yes, sir; these aircraft are destined for operation in

Southeast Asia and there is a cost increase. There are - of these
AC-119 aircraft. AC-119G's and -- AC-119K's. The K is
distinct from the G in that it has jet engine pods, two jet engine pods
mounted on it. This gives it a shorter takeoff capability and a greater
payload capability and it can carry more sensors.

Mr. LPSCOMB. What is the total cost of the modification if this is
an increase of $8 millionI

General PITrs. I would like to turn to General Tanberg, who is our
director for maintenance engineering, sir.

.. ." ' 6.'4so ' ' I
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General TANBERO. The line item total for the entire program, in.
eluding all the labor, spares, AGE, engineering and everything, is
$137 million for the aircraft. The AC-119G's have already de-
ployed. .

Mr. LiPsco=M. What was the unit cost of these gunships?
General TANBERO. The figure I gave you takes in this $8 million in.

crease. This is not additive to the $137 million program that I quoted.
The $8 million is part of that.

Mr. LPscomR. What you are calling a modification was not in the
original unit?

General TANBERG. That is right.
Mr. LiPsCOMB. What was the original unit cost?
General PiTTs. Mr. Lipscomb, if I might, these are old aircraft, the

flying boxcar, if you will remember. They were planes we had in the
Reserve program and, as we put more modern planes in the Reserve
program, these became available. We took these planes and adapted
them for this program out in Southeast Asia. It is an aircraft that has
been in the inventory for some time.

Mr. LIPSCOM1B. You are missing my point. How much did the origi-
nal aircraft cost? Then we'd like to see the modification and see where
we are.

General Pirrs. I don't have the original unit cost of those aircraft.
I could supply that for the record. Perhaps Colonel Buckingham has
it.Colonel BUCKINGHAN. The average flyaway cost of the C-119 is
$970,000 per aircraft. That includes flyaway and peculiar support.

Mr. LiPscoMB. Per unit?
General McNICKLE. They are 15 years old.
Mr. LiPSCOMtB. The total modification program for of these

then was how much?
General PITTS. $137 million for the total program.
Continuing to item No. 8-
Mr. ANDREWS. Let me ask you a question on these old airplanes.

Is this about the only use you could put them to? You had them in
storage, didn't you?

General PiTTs. Perhaps General Boylan could speak to that.
General BOYLAN. We are continuing to operate some C-119's in the

Reserve forces at the present time, a limited quantity. They are to be
phased out as the Reserves get C-130's.

The first gunship program, as you will recall, was the AC-47. Based
on the success of that program, the Air Force had only the C-119
in any quantity to provide the platform for the sensors and the guns
to convert to gunships.

We, have, I believe the number is S-130's that are being
especially modified, but there will be no more added to that prograni.

Mr. ANDREWS. Are you still flying any C-47 gunships?
General BOYLA. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. How are they holding up?
General BOYLAN, They are doing quite well, but the airplane, of

course, is older than the C-119 and it has been plagued with wing
spar problems.

Mr. ANDREWS. Do these C-119's make better gunships than the
AC-47's?
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General BOYLAN. Yes, sir. There is more capacity for sensors and
guns.

As you will recall, the first unit deployed was in December and
January. It was out of Columbus, Ohio, and it was an Air Force
Reserve unit. The crew members, the unit personnel, will be with-
drawn during June, based on the Air Force study that all of our
Reserve and Guard personnel would return to inactive status by the
first of July.

Mr. ANDREws. How about your accident rate over there, General
Boylan, in Southeast Asia, with these old planes, the C-47's and the
C-119's?

General BoYLAq. The accident rate would not be significantly above
or below the average of all other operating forces, Mr. Andrews. We
have had no particular problem with 47's from an accident standpoint.

Mr. ANDREWS. Have you had any accidents due to the age of the
plane?

General BOYLAN. I wouldn't be that categorical.
I can give you the aircraft, AC-47's, that we have lost, and whether

or not they are in combat or other operational losses. I can't derive
from these particular figures whether an accident resulted from a
failure of an aircraft component.

Mr. ANDREWS. Old age is what we are talking about. That is what
I had in mind when I asked the question.

General BOYLAN. We have lost - AC-47's in combat. Ve have
lost an additional to operational losses. I can't give you at the
moment what caused those operational accidents. The total of
losses is since we have deployed the AC-47's.

Mr. ANDmRws. You may elaborate on that for the record.
(A classified statement was submitted.)
Mr. ANDREWS. Proceed, General Pitts.

ECM1 PODS

General PirTs. On item 8, Other Production Charges, $11,900,000
is requested to buy additional ECM pods to protect combat aircraft.
We have equipped all otir aircraft in Southeast Asia and this is to
provide ECM toward equipping the rest of the tactical fighter force in
Europe, in the Continental United States and in Korea.

Mr. ANDREWS. How many pods will you get for the $11.9 million?
General PITTs. Sir, I don't have that figure with me. Could I sup-

ply that for the record?
Mr. ANDREWS. Yes.
(The information follows:)

NUMBER OF ECK PoDs To BE PROCURED

Sir, the $11.9 million the Air Force requested for reprograming will buy
QUC 335-4 ECM pods, including three sets of aerospace ground equipment and
spare parts for 1 year. The Air Force has added $3 million to this from the
same program line and has directed the procurement of a total of - QRC
335-4 ECM pods and necessary support.

The Air Force has a requirement for approximately - additional ECM
pods to completely equip our worldwide tactical fighter forces at a total cost of
$355 million. This is being programed over a 5-year period, beginning with the
fiscal year 1970 budget.
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F-111E MODIFICATIONS

General Prrrs. The ninth item of the increases is an item of
$37,800,000 for the F-111E aircraft. This is a fiscal year 198 item and
provides for the installation of a continuous-solution ballistic com-
puter in the F-111E aircraft. The reprograming is erroneously marked
D This is for the F-111E aircraft. This will assure that the E aircraft
have a capability similar to that of the D aircraft that are in the
follow-on buy. The D will be equipped with MK-II avionics which
has the ballistic computer as part of the avionics. This increases the
bombing capability of this aircraft, sir.

Mr. ANrWS. It increases the bombing capability I
General Prirs. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDrmws. In other words, you are just updating the E's to

the D's?
General PrITS. To improve their bombing accuracy, to put them in

the same configuration as the follow-on buy of F-111D's which will
have this capability as a part of the MK-II avionics.

General J?E y. In the early airplanes, this computation is done
manually. This is an automatic updating of the direction, speed, and
altitude in the airplane to improve the bombing. That capability is
incorporated in the F-111D airplane.

Mr. ANDPnws. Have you completed the R. & D. on this system,
General JeffreyI

General JFFRY. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREws. And they are being installed on the D's?
General JEFFREY. In connection with the D airplane, this will be a

part of the MK-II avionics system which is incorporated in that
airplane. The D airplane will have this capability when it first comes
off the production line.

Mr. ANIMVws. Is it correct to say you are trying to put something
on the E that you didn't know about at a time the E's came through
the line?

General JEFRY. No; we did not know about this at the time the
F-111A's came through the line. It will go into the A's in retrofit as
they become E's.

fr. ANDREWS. What is next?

PRORAM REDUCTIONS

General Prrrs. Prograin reductions to finance those increases, item
10, the first one, is a decrease of $35,900,000 on the F-4E advance buy
and this is directly attributable to the deletion of the 1970 buy
program.

Item 11, the F-111D, is a decrease of $88 million. This is part of
the reallocation of costs between the F and FI-111 aircraft we
discussed earlier.

Mr. ANDREWS. Is this where you are cutting down on the quantity?
General PirTs. No, sir; that doesn't play in this line. That is, tie

reprograming you have before you. It just reallocates the cost to
more nearly describe where the costs are being incurred in the pro-
duction of these aircraft. So it is a readjustment within the total for
the combined F/FB programs. There is no increase in total at all. It
is just reallocating costs and this is a decrease on the F-111D line to
offset a corresponding increase on the FB-111 line.

A ,
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Item 12, RF-4C, is a reduction of $6,500,000 attributable to the
decrease of procurement on this aircraft from 36 to '12 due to revised
attrition rates.

Item 13, the T-37B/aircraft decrease of $2,400,000 is attribut-
able to a decrease in the buy from 17 to six, a reduction of 11 aircraft.

The reason for the reduction of this buy is that when we got into
the operation of the T-37, we found out th at the capacity to operate
this aircraft was greater than we had anticipated. I will just use a
couple of examples. For instance, this aircraft is a simple trainer air-
craft that doesn't reuire depot maintenance. It only requires base-
level maintenance. Spare parts were not used as rapidly. We found
through experience that the aircraft has a better turnaround time in-
creasing the number of sorties available per aircraft. This, in turn,
reduced our requirement and we found we didn't need these 11
aircraft.

Mr. ANDREWS. When did you decide to reduce the quantity of this
aircraft?

General Pirrs. Last summer, sir. This is part of the 1969 project,
693 actions under the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act.

The T-38 reduction of 38 aircraft, and $26,900,000 is again part of
the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act reductions taken for
budgetary reasons.

We are requesting funds in 1970 to procure those 38 aircraft for ad-
vance attrition.

At the time, because of budgetary reasons, it was determined we
didn't need the advance attrition for this time period so we cut the buy
out in 1969 and are going to buy in 1970 for that advance attrition.

Mr. ANDREWS. The way you are cutting the quantity of these planes
causes me to think at first blush that you asked for too many origi-
nally.

General Pirrs. No, sir. Understand that I said these were for ad-
vance attrition, and it is a question of what point in time you have
to have these aircraft. We preferred to buy the aircraft on a continu-
ing production in order to get a better buy, but in a tight budget year
and because of the Revenue and Expenditures Control Act, these 38
aircraft were deleted from our fiscal year 1969 program and are being
put back in fiscal year 1970.

Mr. ANDREWS. All right.
General Prrrs. Items 15 through 22 are a series of decreases in modi-

fications of in-service aircraft. They cover the types of aircraft shown.
The modification requirements for these aircraft have been adjusted

as a consequence of a change in priorities and scheduling.
Mr. ANDREWS. What are you eliminating from the B-52 here, at

an estimated cost of $5,100,000?
General Pirs. I will call on General Tanberg to answer that.
General TANBERGO. This item on the B-52 pertains to the AIMS pro-

gram, for the new FAA Air Traffic Control System. Some of the equip-
ment was not ready on schedule. This frequently happens in our modi-
fication programs and we have to slip. Something doesn't get ready
that we anticipated to be ready to complete the modification and in
this particular case the AIMS program on that airplane slipped. We
will have to pick it up later and we have it in the following year's
program.
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Mr. A~nREWs. You are giving it up this year and asking for it to
be returned next year?

General TANBERo. Yes sir, and that is one of the things that. ha)-
pens frequently in our modification programs. Often we anticipate
something will be developed or be ready, for modification and it doesn't,
transpire so we have to slip it, into the next year.

Mr. Az;D~ws. Are these B-52's you are talking about in Southeast
Asia?

General TANIERO. No, we don't require this over in Southeast Asia.
However, all of our aircraft will have to have this modification by
the end of calendar year 1972.

Mr. ANDtrWS. General Pitts, have you given up anything in this
schedule that you will not rerequest in 1970 or 1971

General Pinrs. Yes, sir. Those T-37's. We aren't going to rerequest
them, sir.

Mr. ANDREws. You are cutting out 11?
General Pirrs. Yes, sir; 11 T-37's.
Mr. ANDREws. But you will request the AS?
General Piirs. We have those in the 1970 budget request, yes, sir.
The explanation on decreases associated with the modifications per-

tains to items 24 and 25 also. These are modifications in the 1968 pro-
gran tflat have, beeni deleted for the same reason which General
Tanberg spoke of.

Item 23. Resources available for reprogri1ning in the amount of
$3,200.000 are derived from the residual balance of the reduction to
the RF-4C advance buy in reprograming action No. 69-1, previously
approved by this committee.

The financing of that program freed tip $3,200,000 available for
reprograming.

Mr. ANDtrEVs. Proceed.
Mr. LirscoyMii. General Pitts, just for clarification, on page 4, item

15, on the 13-52 modification of 'in-service aircraft, it shows a revised
program of $107.9 million.

General Prrrs. Yes, sir.
Mr. LWrscoMn. In exhibit P-1 dated April 4, which is the proclure-

meat program for aircraft, line item 41 shows B-52 modification of in-
service aircraft for fiscal 1969 only $76.7 million. Has there heen a
further reduction in that modificat ion program ?

General Pirrs. Yes sir, that is an adjustment 1y the Nixon adminis-
tration.

Mr. Lirscosin. How much damage is being done to the modification
of in-service aircraft, 11-52? Is it being delayed, stretched out?

General PrrrR. This additional decrease is associated with the modi-
fications to the B-52 fleet for the carriage of SRAM.

As you will recall, we have not exercised the option for production
on the SRAM, so we are deferring that modification on B-52 aircraft.

F-1l TI IPRROOIAMINO

Turning to reprogyaming action appropriation serial 69-9, DOD
serial No. fiscal year 1969-94, prior approval: The F-111D item, item
1, for an increase of $11,500,000 is attributable to the termination of
the FB-111 buy in 1970.

='r ' ' " += + I+-,. . .. ... . . I
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The result of this buy-Colonel Buckingham has gone into this-
reduces the production rate of the aircraft from down to
per month.

Mr. A"nRtws. What you are telling us is that you are just paying
more per unit on these F-111's?

General Pnrrs. There are three factors at play. The production rate
going from - to ; a lower plant loading, and inflation.

Mr. LIPSCOMB. When do you get to the cost-etfectiveness breaking
point on the F-111 Have you passed it already?

General McNIcKLE. Yes, as we see it now the program will be worth
the cost.

Mr. ANDREWS. You haven't gone up too much. One has doubled and
the other has gone up $3 million.

General PirrS. Yes, sir.
Mr. MINSIIALL. You have quite a cushion yet.
Mr. LiPscoMn. I think those upward figures are minimum too.
Mr. ANDnrws. I hope it is as good a plane as you thought it was.
flow many of them have you lost?
General JEFREY. We have lost 11 sir
Mr. ANDREWS. How many do you have flying now?
General JFF mY. We have flown 167. We have accepted 131 and we

have flown 167 airplanes for a total of 20,000 hours as of this time.
Mr. M NSHIAL. Where are these 131 birds now?
General JEFFREY. They are either at the contractor's plant or at

Nellis Air Force Base in the Combat Crew Training Center.

E-1 1 1 WING CARRYTIIOU I[ BOx MODIFICATION

Mrh'. hNs1I.XTL. I thought you said you accepted them. Is this with
or without the modifications?

General JrFFrnEy. Are you referring to the modification related to
the structural problem?

Mr.M 'SILL. The wing carrythrough box problem.
General JErri'rIy. Tiesc airplanes have been accepted without that

moodifica t ion.
VJ. .s I 1At.L. W I V ?

General JTmrrv. I he airplances have a flight restriction of
MS' whih pernifts us to conduct training operations satisfactorily
a nd we, therfore, decided to accept the airplane and then put then
back through a modification program to incorporate the fix of the
win, carryt through structure.

,r. MIN.StIALL. Iow many g's will these take when you put the
modification in the wing?

General J.FFRnY. We expect them to go back to handbook limits.
Mr. Mixsu112rAL. What is that
General JFFkRE:Y. We consider this to be-well, this will be in the

neiliborhood initially of about - - 's.
Mr. MiN'S ALL. You expect them to go back to that?
General JrErE Y. Yes, sir.
Mr. MINSUALL. Are you certain that they will go back to that figure?
General JEF'zY. No, sir, I don't know for sure they will go back

to that figure. We have an active test program with a full-scale cen-
ter fuselage section with simulated wings on it where the wings are
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being pushed up and down with jacks. We hope by the 20th of July
to have run this test vehicle through 8,000 hours of testing to this
maximum load condition.

Mr. MINSBALL. Is this a test vehicle that you are actually flying
or a test vehicle on the ground?

General JEnFFRY. A test vehicle on the ground where we are jack-
ing the wings up and down to simulate flights under high load condi-
tions up to . g's which is the design load for the airplane. We
hope to get it through 8,000 hours by the 20th of July. We do not
intend to release even the modified airplane to unrestricted flight until
after we have achieved at least 8,000 hours of maximum load testing
on this particular rig.

Mr. M1INSHALL. What is going to happen if at the end of 8,000
hours that your tests show there is still a weakness in the air plane,
that the modification doesn't do all you thought it would do? What
course are you going to follow then?

General Jrnn y. We are going to have to determine what that
problem is, if it happens, an go ack in there and fix it and rerun
the tests.

Mr. MINSHALL. I am anticipating the worst and you are anticipating
the best. I wish you well.

General JFFm. I am not anticipating the best and I realize there
is a possibility that what you suggest might occur.

Mr. LnscouB. This is why I don't understand, General, why you
would go ahead and accept these birds when you have to put on all
these modifications. After you fix this, I suppose something else will
turn up.

General JnrmEY. Sir, we have weighed the alternatives and the
rincipal alternative would be-let's say one or two of them-would
e to stop production at the plant and lay off the people until we went

through this lengthy testing process. The cost of the airplanes, if we
did this--I couldn't even guess what they would go to if we followed
this procedure.

Another alternative was to continue with production but just let
the airplanes pile up on the ramp down there at the plant, and then
put them back through a modification.

So the most economical alternative that appeared to be available
to us was to go ahead and accept the airplan-es, fly them, train the
crews with the "g" limitations--

Mr. LPscomB. Who made the decision to follow the course you are
following now?

General JEFnmEY. This decision was made by the Secretary of the
Air Force.

Mr. LPscomB. When?
General JFiREY. If my memory serves me correctly, it was in

October of last year. We did stop accepting the airplanes for a period
of time when we were trying to determine what the problem was.
After d-etermining what the fix would be and how long it would take
us to do it, we decided to go ahead and accept them.

Mr. MINSHALL. Place the exact date on which the Secretary mnade
the decision in the record. Wasn't it feasible to make this decision
before last October?
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General JEFFREY. I don't think it was, sir. We hadn't much prior
to that time, determined actually how serious the problem was.

(The information follows:)

DEcIsIoNq To ACCEPT F-111 BEFoRE G TESTING WAS COMPLETED

The decision to resume acceptance of F-1liA's, which were coming off the
production line with unmodified wing boxes, was made at a meeting with the
Secretary of the Air Force on October 11, 1968. These aircraft were to be accepted
subject to their being modified at a later (late. This was established as the best
means by which training and continued wing equipage as well as minimum cost
could be obtained.

Mr. MINSHALL. When did you first know of the problem?
General JEFFREY. We first knew of the problem in September of last

year.
Mr. EVANS. The problem you are speaking about is the strength of

the wings under "g" tests?
General JEFFREY. The strength of the carrythrough wing box struc-

ture as we call it, to which the wings are attached. The center section
of the airplane.

Mr. EvANs. If I understand you correctly, you have some 130
F-111's which are now restricted to a - - something-g.

General JEFFREY. - . The airplanes are restricted to the
condition when the wings are in the forward-swept position and re-
stricted to - when the wing-this is from the forward position
back to 45 degrees-they are restricted to - g's and back beyond
45 degrees-between 45 and 72 degrees, they are restricted to
g's. This permits us to do most of the training that we need to do.

Mr. EVANS. In earlier aircraft having similar operation require-
ments, what kind of "g" restrictions have we had

General JEFFREY. You are talking about aircraft, other than the
F-111?

Mr. EVANS. Yes. Earlier.
General JEFFREY. Our normal procedure is to run a static test-
Mr. EVANS. Excuse me, General. I am not talking about the pro-

cedures; I am talking about the restrictions.
General JEFFREY. I was going to lead up to that. I will come right

to the point.
We restrict airplanes normally to what we call an percent

load factor. If the airplane is ultimately designed for gs,

which is what we normally design a fighter to, when we first release
the airplane, it is normally released at - percent of that figure.
This is pretty much an arbitrary factor.

Mr. EVANS. Is this what previous fighters have been required to-
General JimmY. That is what previous fighters have been released

to. After the testing continues, that gGc3 along concurrently with the
airplane production, at some point ifi time the airplane is released to
100 percent. This is standard procedure and this was being followed
with the F-ill.

Mr. EVANS. The g factor was a factor required, a performance
factor required of previous aircraft which the F-111 reflects?

General JEnmy. That is right.
Mr. EvANs You accepted 137 that are now restricted at a g

factor, if I understand you ?
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General JFnFy. That is right; 131.
Mr. MINSITALL. How many of these came off the line after you first

identified the problem last September?
General JEFF Y. I would request I be permitted to supply that for

the record.
Mr. Mi SH.ALL. Give us a ballpark figure.
General JEFFREY. I would say probably 50-and this is a guess. I will

supply the exact figure for the record.
(The information follows:)

F-lll's ACCEPTED ArFTER WING PROBLEM WAS IDENTIFIED

Fifty-seven F-lll aircraft have come off the production line since the wiig
carry-through problem was identified last year.

Mr. EvAns. I am still not clear as to why the decision wasn't made
sooner to go ahead with this modification. You knew what the problem
was. Why would you wait for nearly 6 months?

General JEFFREYm. Let me try to explain it, sir.
First, we had to identify the problem and we had a hard time finding

out-
Mr. EVANS. You knew that in September, didn't you?
General JFyFFR.Y. No sir; we just knew it broke, but we couldn't

figure why the thing broke. I could go into a lengthy discussion of
this. The center section is .made of a new type of steel called )-6.k
steel. It is tool steel. The whole thing weighs in the neighborhood of
2,300 pounds. It. is a fuel tank also; it, is welded together and takes six
months to build. It is tempered to a point so it rings like a bell when
you hit it, The thing is about 15 feet long, 3 feet thick and 6 feet wide.
It has a lot, of moving parts in it and the wings are attached to each
end of this thing. The landing gear is attached to it, the engines are
attached to it. the fuselage is attached to it. It is basically the center
section of the airplane.

Mr. EVANS. Isn't a g test an initial test the Air Force requires of
new model craft coming into production for buys the Air Force. is
making?

General J.FFREY. Yes; it is performed on one of the first full-scale
aircraft that is representative of production.

Now, to get back to the problem, the first )roblem was to determine
not where it broke, but why the thing broke. Once we determined
that, it. was then necessary to determine a fix for it and once the fix
was determined, it had to'he tested extensively to find out whether or
not the fix had corrected the problem, you see. This adds up to a very
time-consuming exercise because you just have to bend these things
and it takes 25. days of bending on the ground of one of these things
to gret one lifetime of 4,000 hours-

Mr. MINSIALL. Why wasn't this done before you accepted the air-
craft?

General JEREmY. Before we accepted the airplane in the first place?
Mr. MINSITALL. Yes.
General JEFnF.Y. It has been the Air Force procedure to test and

produce concurrently.
Mr. MNSHALL. How did you discover this weakness in this par-

ticular aircraft I How was this first discovered that you had this fault
in the F-ill
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General Jm7FREY. The full-scale airplane, in a test rig at San Diego,
was undergoig fatigue testing. We were bending the wings up to

g's and then getting them go, bending them up to - g's,
just like you bend a tin can. The airplane as I recall had gone through
some 1,700 cycles a, g's. On the first cycle at g's, it
broke. This gave us sufficient concern to immediately ground all the
airplanes.

Mr. MINSHALL. This was last September I
General JFTPEY. Yes.
Mr. EVANS. How many had you bought at that timeI
General JEFFREY. I believe we had probably accepted somewhere

in the neighborhood of 60 aircraft.
Mr. EVANS. Before this test was performed?
How many had you accepted?
General JrREy. As I said, I am guessing, about 60.
Mr. EVANS. Had been accepted before this test had been performed?
General JEzFFRY. While the test was being performed on the test

article.
Mr. EVANS. This test takes what, 28 days?
General JF'REY. The accelerated conditions today, it takes between

25 and 30 days to run one lifetime which we consider to be in the
neighborhood of 4,000 hours. We were going to run this on up to
four lifetimes, or 16,000 hours, so it would have been roughly 4 to
5 months if we didn't run into problems.

Mr. EVANS. This would be a nice test to present to these aircraft
before they are accepted, wouldn't you say V

General JEFFREY. Yes, sir; and we are looking into this. It would be
very desirable to do what you say.

Mr. EVANS. Do we know what the difficulty is and do we have a fix
on it

General Jmuwym. We know what the difficulty is and we have a fix
on it. The airplanes are being modified on a limited basis, but we don't
want to get too far ahead of the test program.

Mr. EVANS. What will it cost to modify the 100 and some odd air-
craft that you have purchased ? I assume they are all going to be
modified?

General JmEREY. They are all going to be modified. We estimate
right now that the cost to modify the airplanes would be about $75,000
per airplane. I would have to multiply that by the airplanes that will
have been accepted by the time that we complete this modification.

Mr. EVANs. That is total cost per unit
General Jzm-r. That is right.
Mr. MrNsHALU Who is going to foot this bill?
General J.'REy. This falls under the area of correction of defi-

ciencies and it will be the responsibility of the contractor to pay this
bill.

(NoE-The statement "and it will be the responsibility of the con-
tractor to paythie bill," was subsequently deleted.)

Mr. EVANS. In other words, this was in the original specifications,
that'tbe craft should meet certain g test, and the contractor will have
to absorb this himself I

General Jknwy. Yes, sir.
82-845-69-pt. 8-51
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STAFF NoTE.-The response was changed to read "This will be
covered in the sharing arrangement as the costs that are between target
and ceiling. Over ceiling the contractor absorbs all of the costs.")

Mr. EVANS. When was this aircraft first flown in a combat
environment?

General JEFFREY. I believe it was in the early summer of 1968. I
understand the answer is March 25, 1968.

Mr. MIN-SHALL. Why was this sent out to Vietnam without knowing
whether or not the wings would stay on?

General JEFFREY. Sir, this problem hadn't been encountered or
wasn't encountered until Septemer.

Mr. MINSHALL. You lost some aircraft in Vietnam. Can their loss be
attributed to the same failure?

General JEFFmRY. No, sir.
Mr. MINSHALL. Are you sure of this ?
General JEFFREY. Two of the airplanes that were lost out there have

never been found so I can't say I am absolutely certain of it, but I
would say we have no reason to believe that the airplanes were lost
due to structural failure.

Mr. MINSHALL Why not, if somebody exceeded the g's that you are
now restricted to. It is conceivable that you could have had a complete
structural failure.

General JEFimrEY. There would be no reason for the airplane, on the
type of mission they were flying, to go anywhere near a high load limit.
The missions they were flying would just be about within the load re-
strictions that we have subsequently placed on the airplane

Mr. MINSHALL. They could have been just without the load limits
too.

General JEF REY. They could have been just without it. We attribute
with a high degree of confidence, the loss of those airplanes to a flight
control problem which was duplicated back here in the United States.

Mr. MINSHALL. General, a few moments ago you said you thought
you had this fix in hand and you had to wait for test completion. Yet
in your statement on page 14 you say "The structural failure encount-
ered during ground testing was cause for some concern but that situa-
tion is now in hand."

General JEFFREY. By that we mean that we have determined what
the problem was, what the cause of the problem is and we have deter-
mined what the fix is. We have had some of the foremost authorities
in the technical community in the United States thoroughly evaluate
everything that we have done.

Mr. MINSHALL. Then you go on to say that the F-ill continues to
rank among all modern air force tactical airplanes as one of the safest.

It couldn't be one of the safest, except when you fly it within "g"
limitations. It is certainly not one of the safest if you can't fly it ac-
cording to contract specifications.

General JErEY. We were referring to the accident record to date
in comparison with all of the other comparable types of airplanes. It
has an excellent safety record.

Mr. MISHALL. Within limitations, as to "g s" and speed and loadlimitations.
General JPFREY. Yes, sir; but on the other hand, I wouldn't be sur-

prised but what some of the other airplanes, at that point in their lives,
might not have had the same sort of restrictions for one reason or
another.

1, 1
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Mr. MINS1ALL. Looking backward, would you follow the same pro-
cedure of taking the planes off the production line without having suf-
ficient testing to discover this fault? Would you do the same thing
again?

General JEFFREY. We are investigating, as I pointed out a moment
ago, the feasibility of trying to run these fatigue tests prior to the ac-
ceptance of any airplane.

Mr. MINSHALL. Then you are looking into the possibility of chang-
ing this practice?

General JEF'REY. We are looking into the possibility of changing
this practice. We can't promise anything on it because it could delay
the production of the aircraft extensively.

Mr. MINSHALL. What do you mean "extensively ?"
General JEFFREY. Well, some of these tests often go on for years. One

to 2 years.
We have found, so far, that it has been in our best interests to run

the tests concurrently with production and then, as problems show up
in the fatigue testing, to go back in and fix the airplane, to bring them
up to date.

Mr. MINSHALL. That is what is basically wrong, though, General,
with our whole package procurement practice today in not only air-
craft procurement, specifically F-111, but other programs and weapon
systems. You go into R. & D. and procurement practically at the same
time and it hasn't worked out. It just ends up delaying the develop-
ment of the particular weapon and costing a lot more money than it
should.

General JEFFREY. We are concerned about that, sir.
Mr. MINSHALL. We are concerned on this committee.
General JEFFREY. I understand.
General MoNIcKLE. Mr. Minshall on the other hand, there is no

test like getting it in the hands of tle operator. This test was made
in a test rig. Whether or not those tests in that rig are good simula-
tions of actual flying conditions, there is some question.

Mr.MIhsLL. This I understand, but what you are doing here is
sort of shooting craps with the taxpayers' money and hope that you
don't get snake eyes.

General JEFFTEY. Well, sir, our experience in this area, historically,
has been very good. We have followed this procedure on every air-
plane we have ever built. W e never have built an airplane and then put
it through the lengthy fatigue testing cycle prior to going on ahead
with production. Even when we build one or two prototypes, as we did
back in the early fifties. These were never put through complete fatigue
testing before going to production.

Mr. -EVA.s. I may not see all the complications and difficulties in
it, but I am sure it amounts to something more than holding it down
and wiggling the wings up and down with jacks for 28 days, but it
sounds like that. It sounds like a rather simple test.

General ' JirrwmY. It is not, I assure you.
Mr. EvANs. It looks like it would just take 28 days or 80 days to do

this.
It is difficult to understand why this wouldn't be standard operating

procedure earlier.
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General JEFFREY. Sir, I oversimplified the problem. First, we need
a production airplane to test. To replace the airplane in the test rig
that broke out in San Diego has taken us since last September, and
we haven't gotten it back into a test configuration yet. I doubt that we
will have it in before June. Something of this nature. So it has taken
us 8 months to rerig the airplane. We expect it could take up to
to get this done.

The airplane has gages and instrumentation to the point where
you can't even see it for the wires. It goes to literally hundreds of
thousands of points throughout the structure and all of these go into
recorders to indicate the stresses that all of theso various elements of
the airplane are being subjected to. And then the rig to actually subject
the airplane to these tests is exceedingly complex. It is exceedingly
expensive to do this.

Mr. EvANs. If you had 130 aircraft that have to be changed, at
$75,000 per aircraft, it is going to cost about $9,750,000. Now, this is
the contractor's baby. He contracted to deliver aircraft at certain speci-
fications and he didn't meet it here and this is his hard pill to swallow,
as I understand it. Is this correct under the contract?

General JFFRY. Yes, sir. Note the phrase: "within the sharing ar-
rangement," was added.

Mr. Minshall. Are these.planes still coming off the line?
General JEFFREY. Yes, sir.
Mr. MINSHALL. How many a month or a week?
General JEFFREY. Eleven at this time.
Mr. MINSIALL. Over what period?
General JFFREY. This month.
Mr. MiNSHALL. Per month?
General JFF.RY. Per month.
Mr. MINSHALL. How many more are scheduled to come off?
General J m'ny. We are building up to a rate of per month

in March 1970, and then it starts on down to per month by
January 1971.

Mr. MINSHALL. Are you going to incorporate the fix in production
on the additional aircraft, should you get a satisfactory fix?
General JEFFREY. We are incorporating the fix in production. The

first production fix comes off the line, I think, in July of this year.
Mr. MINSYALL. And the manufacturer is going to pick up the tab for

this?
General JEFFREY. That is right. These were incorporated in the

production line and there is a mmimum cost to doing this while the
airplanes are being built, you see.

(Note: Information subsequently furnished indicates that the manu-
factur-er will share in the cost.)

Mr. MnSinALL. But you havei't started to do this yet ?
General JFFRY. Yes, this is being done. The first airplane is

scheduled to come off the line in about July of this year. That airplane
is being built now. As a matter of fact, it is well into final assembly.

'We are'studying and have in the works at the present time a new
wing carry through structure design in case future testing indicates
that the one currently utidir.test f ails.

Mr. EVANA. Without objection, when we adjourn,*'w wit,mot
tomorrow at 2 o'clock with the Secretary of Defense.
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APPROVED STATUS OF REPROGRAKfINGS

Mr. LIPSCOMB. General Pitts, in these three reprograming actions
which are before the committee, what committees have approved them
already?

General PITTS. The House Armed Services Committee, sir.
Mr. LIPSCOM3B. All three?
General PITTS. Yes, sir.
If I might, the next three items, item 3, 4, and 5, were taken up

rather extensively in this committee as part of our 1969 supplemental
request. The A-37B, the UH-1H/N, and the OX-1. I can take those
up later.

Mr. LtPsco3.IB. M1r. Rivers' committee has approved all three?
General PITTS. Yes, sir, he has.
Mr. LipscoMNB. That is the only committee that has acted at this

time?
General Pirrs. He is the only one who has heard us on them en-

tirely, yes, sir.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. In view of the dates on some of them, what actions

have been accomplished to date? Have you taken any actions on
these? Have you gone ahead with any of them?

General PiTrs. Only the reductions, sir. Not on any of the increased
at all.

Mr. LInsco.IB. No action has been taken by the Air Force without
the committee's approval?

General PiTTs. No, sir. If I might just add, we have a couple of
time-urgent problems. For example, hi the A-37 line for one and
getting on with the quiet aircraft, the OX-1.

M.r.IVANs. The committee is adjourned.
MONDAY, MLnY 26, 1969.

QUIET AIRCRAFT PROGRAM

Mr. SIKES. The committee will come to order.
The committee, at its last session, considered certain reprogram-

ings, and part of the discussion was completed. I believe we are now
ready for the discussion of the A-37B, the UH-1H, the OX-1, is that
correct?

General PITTS. Yes, sir, Mr. Chairman.
You will recall that these were discussed previously during the 1969

supplemental hearings when General Crow appeared.
Mr. SIKES. They were withdrawn.
General Pxrrs. Yes, sir, the supplemental request was withdrawn

and we are now handling them as a reprograming action. At that time
General Crow requested the committee, as a matter of procedure, to
consider it a supplemental and reprograming hearing at the same time
because we were going to free up funds in the FB-111 program to
cover these requirements.

M.Nr. SIKES. Wie had a reasonably full explanation of the require-
ment at that time.

General P TT3. Yes sir.
Mr. SIKES. Have there been any changes or is there anything that

should be added at this time?
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General PiTrs. Yes, sir. In regard to the last item of the three, the
OX-1, so-called quiet aircraft, if you recall, as part of those hearings
the committee voiced some concern with the fact that the Air Force
was in somewhat of a sole source situation and was not competing the
aircraft. Subsequent to those hearings and prior to hearings before
the House Armed Services Committee, we have gone out on a com-
petitive basis for those aircraft. I can give you the results of what we
have done in that regard if you would like at this time, sir.

Mr. SIKES. If you will.
General ITTS. We went out and asked for contractors interest to

the following manufacturers; Piper, Fairchild Hiller, Helio, Ryan,
Beach, Lockheed, Robertson, Cessna, North American Rockwell,
Mooney, and Wren. Of those 11 we have had expressions of interest
from seven. Mooney, which has subsequently been acquired by Ameri-
can Electronics Laboratories and World Flight, Inc., have also ex-
pressed interest. Those nine are Fairchild Hiller, 1[elio, Beach, Lock-
heed, Robertson, Cessna, Wren, Mooney/AEL, and World Flight, Inc.

That is the situation we are in right now. If we obtain reprogram-
ing approval, we will go out on requests for proposals (RFPs) to
those nine and get bids and on a competitive basis select the contrac-
tor who will give up the best bid on a quiet aircraft.

Mr. SIKEs. If the reprograming is approved, you will get bids?
General Pirrs. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIKES. You have the other authority that you need?
General Prrrs. Yes, sir, we do.
Mr. SIKES. Is there anything else?
General PiTTS. Nothing over and above the financing for the repro-

graming of those. We did not get into the offsetting decreases.
Mr. SJEs. I would like to have that information.
General PirTs. The decreases come from itenis 7 and 8 as shown on

the repro graming document and pertain directly to the cancellation
of the FB'll program in fiscal year 1970-cancellation of that pro-
gram after the fiscal year 1969 buy. The cancellation of 28 aircraft
freed up $190,400,000. The $3,500,000 associated with advanced pro-
curement. for the current year provides a total of $193,900,000 avail-
able to offset the increases in the reprograming action; $57 million of
that total is not required to balance this reprograming action and will
be available to reduce fiscal year 1970 NOA requests.

T-41 AIRCRAF'I REPROGRAMING

Mr. Sxms. Does that complete your statement?
General PITTS. We have one other reprograming request, sir. Prior

approval reprograming fiscal year 69-5 appropriation serial num-
ber. This is for the procurement of 14 T-41 A/C aircraft for $200,000.
This buy is broken up into two parts, seven aircraft to be procured
for the U.S. Air Force are directly connected with the activation of
our 10th Undergraduate Pilot Training Base at Columbus Air Force
Base, Miss. The other seven are to be utilized at Keesler Air Force
Base, Miss., in the program to train the Vietnamese Air Force pilots.

The offsetting reduction comes from the fiscal year 1968 program
under other production charges; $200,000 in various line items in that
program are not required in tle 1968 program.

I A
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Loss OF C-130 IN BRITAIN

Mr. SIKES. Are there questions on the reprograming? If not, thank
you very much.

There has been recent publicity on the loss of a C-130, apparently
s a result the actions of one individual who flew it off the airbase in

Britain and presumably was lost at sea. I think this obviously raises a
special concern about security measures which would permit a plane
to be flown off a base in a foreign country by an unauthorized person.
What can you tell us about it?

General McNICKLE. Mr. Chairman, an investigation has started on
this.

As you are aware, the C-130 is a real workhorse and it is not un-
usual for maintenance to go on on those aircraft at night; in fact,
most of the maintenance is done at night. Once they finish an inspec-
tion, or repair of some kind, depending on what it is, they may
take the aircraft down to the end of the runway, or to a certain paa,
and run it up, or taxi it, if it is landing gear work or something
like that. It certainly is routine for this to be done. On another base
where we have combat airplanes guards are a lot more in evidence.
But I can rationalize how this mechanic could get this airplane
started, particularly if lie was familiar with the surroundings, and
taxi it, with the people on the base thinking that he was well within
the normal routine and the circumstances would not be unusual. This
is the first time that I can recall in many, many years that this has
happened. Where there is work going on at night, I can see how it
could happen.

He took off and flew around England, and they have verified that
one liferaft which they found in the channel, was from this airplane.
The search is still going on today with a British destroyer and some
U.S. Air Force airplanes.

Mr. Lwscom. Isn't there more you can tell the committee as of
today? What hour u! the day was it?

General McNiKrL E. Mechanics are doing this all the time. We don't
have all the facts on this particular case at this time; but certainly
we must continue to maintain our aircraft and this requires taxiing,
and engine run-ups.

Mr. LIPsco B. You say it is conceivable. They work on planes all
the time. A mechanic gets in a plane and taxis out to the end of the
runway, revs it up and takes off. Scratch one C-130. And you say they
do it all the time.

General McNCKLE. The maintenance is going on, and this often
requires taxiing and engine run-ups.

Mr. LUPsComn. But it doesn't seem reasonable. Are we not alert
enough at these bases, particularly overseas, to stop a man on tem-
porary duty from doing something like this? It causes great concern
as to the security arrangements. We just can't pass it off that easily
in the record or anywhere else.

General, if you are not ready to talk on it, we should not let the
record stand this way.

General McNcKL.. I am not prepared on the specifics of this inci-
dent. I was just giving an explanation of normal maintenance
operations.
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Mr. LiPsCOMB. We can't let the record stand like this.
General McNICKLE. I would like to submit the specific facts for the

record.
Mr. LipsCOMB. Everything you have told us is exactly what has been

in the press. People are gol-ng to be checking this record to find out
what the facts are.

General McNIcKLE. I would like to submit the facts. It will be a
few days before we can piece the record together, the conversation
over the phone, over the radio, and so on.

(The information follows:)

FAcTs SuRmoUNDNO 0-130 THErP

On 23 May, at 0008 e.d.t., a USAF crew chief performed an unauthorized
takeoff in a C-130 aircraft at Mildenhall RAF Station, United Kingdom. At
approximately 0155 e.d.t., the aircraft crashed into the English Channel and
was destroyed.

The crew chief, Sgt. Paul A. Meyer, was assigned to the 86th Tactical
Airlift Squadron, Langley AFB, Va., on Tactical Air Command rotation in the
United Kingdom since February 22, 1969, and due to return to CONUS June 15,
1969.

Prior to the incident, Meyer was apprehended by local authorities in a drunk
and disorderly condition. He was released to the base security police and, sub-
sequently, to his unit first sergeant who restricted him to quarters at
approximately 2200 e.d.t.

Sergeant Meyer departed his quarters, obtained a unit maintenance vehicle
without permission and proceeded to the area of his aircraft under the guise of
performing maintenance. On arrival at the maintenance area, Meyer appeared
sober, and since he was appropriately cleared, access was not refused. Using a
false Identity, he was able to have the aircraft provided with a full load and
immediately started the aircraft engines.

At 2400 e.d.t., a maintenance vehicle dispatcher observed the 0-180 aircraft
with engines running and wheel chocks removed. As he drove in front of the
aircraft, it rolled toward him, forcing him out of its way. Following the aircraft
up the taxiway, he noted only a crew chief at the controls and alerted the
security police by radio through the Combat Support Center.

Security patrols responded rapidly but were unable to prevent the aircraft's
takeoff, since the aircraft proceeded from the parking area to the takeoff runway
in 2 minutes or less and was airborne shortly thereafter.

T e aircraft departed in a southerly direction. A short time after becoming
airborne, Meyer established radio contact with TAO Headquarters via HP radio.
A phone patch to his wife was provided. Military authorities were unable to
draw the sergeant into a conversation. At 0144 e.d.t., he stated he had trouble
with the automatic pilot and advised his wife to wait 5 minutes.

The aircraft was observed by radar immediately after takeoff and tracked
from east of London to Seaford on the southern English coast, south to short of
LeHavre on the French coast, northwest across the channel to Weymouth, Eng-
land, and finally south to a point between Weymouth and the weStern tip of the
Oherbourg Peninsula, where It faded from radar at 0155 e.d.t.

From 0158 e.d.t through 0326, one -130 aircraft and four fighter aircraft
were launched for various contingencies; to assist in talking Sgt. Meyer through
a landing, attempt intercept, or commence search operations.

At 0815 e.d.t., search and rescue responsibility was assumed by the 40 Air
Rescue and Recovery Wing at Ramstein, Germany. The search encompassed the
entire English Channel area with the center of the search located at the aircraft's
last known position. Five USAF, one French and one German aircraft, one
British helicopter,, and two British mine sweepers plus numerous other military
and civilian surface craft participated.

At approximately 1600 e.d.t., on May 24, a 20-man life raft was recovered
by a British helicopter. It was found 5 miles northeast of the 0-180's last reported
position and positively identified as having been aboard the 0-180.

On May 25 and 27, respectively, an A-8 kit bag and a MD-1 survival kit belong-
ing to the C-180 were located in the suspected crash area. Other items, including

.- I#
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a C-130 deicer heater and tires were recovered but not identified with the missing
aircraft.

The search was suspended at 1700 e.d.t., May 27, 1909, as no indications
developed that Sgt. Meyer survived the crash.

Mr. ANDPrws. Would the gentleman yield?
Mr. Lipsco . Yes.
Mr. ANbREws. General, how was he able, according to the news-

paper report, to talk to his wife Virginia from a plane over England,
or over the ocean I

General McNICKLE. They have a high frequency single-side-band
radio and can get a phone patch or connection.

Mr. ANDREWS. Would he have to go through the base to do that?
General PxTrs. Yes, sir.
Mr. AmiEws. That is what I was thinking.
General McNicxLE. Yes, sir.
Mr. AwDRWS. It would appear that somebody at the base would

have done something.
General MCNICHLE. Once he was airborne, there was not a thing

you could do about it. But we would try to maintain radio contact any
way we could.

Mr. LIPsCOMB. What did the tower do when they saw this U.S. Air
Force plane without a flight plan?

General McNICKLE. I don't know, but they would be unable to stop
the aircraft.

Mr. LipscomBs. Wouldn't this raise a question?
General McNICKLE. Yes, sir, and I am sure it did.
General JEFFRY. If I may, Mr. Lipscomb, I will try to expand on

what General McNickle has said.
Over the years with most of the aircraft maintenance going on at

night there is a great deal of engine run-up, taxing arounil the ramp,
going between one parking place and another with airplanes that have
been having their engines repaired, the brakes repaired and that
need a taxi test to see that they have been fixed. So generally there is
a considerable commotion going on at all hours of the night, especially
on a busy air base. Generally, it is necessary to call the tower when-
ever a mechanic, and there are certain mechanics who are authorized
to taxi airplanes, to receive permission to move the airplane from one
place to another.

Generally, this is for safety reasons, as well as control of movement
on the ramp. He is trusted to do the job he is scheduled to do.

Generally, the movements on the ramp are known and scheduled
ahead of time.

Mr. ANDREWS. Was he authorized to taxi that plane?
General JE.FFnEY. I would have to check in this particular case for

the record to find out whether or not this man was. But normally this
is the case. So it is not unreasonable to find a man in an airplane with
the engines running somewhat in the vicinity of the end of the run-
way. We normally would not have a guard there with a jeep with
machineguns on it or something of this: nature. If the individual de-
cided to taxi onto the runway and open the throttles, there is very
little anybody can do about this. The airplane is guided with a nose
wheel steering device and almost anybody that could ride a tricycle
could keep the airplane heading down the runway. Once he got it up

- A
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in the air, he would be in big trouble and we would be in big trouble
because the question arises, what can you do about it. We could send
up a bunch of fighter planes and shoot him down.

Mr. SINEs. Could one man land it?
General Jmiuly. There would be no way for somebody who is not

knowledgeable and did not know how to fly an airplane to get this
down. If he got into any sort of instrument weather he would prob-
ably spin in almost immediately.

Mr. SIKES. Could the tower have given him enough information to
bring that plane down had he been trying to bring it down or wanted
to bring it down?

General JEFFRnY. It would be my opinion that they could not have.
General MONICKLE. General Tanberg has some more information.
General TAiaBERO. This is a preliminary report I saw Saturday. At

the time the aircraft was being runup, the maintenance control
individual in the jeep noticed the airplane at the parking stand and
drove up. As he drove up he noticed that the chocks were not in front
of the wheels. Whenever the aircraft are runup there are supposed
to be chocks in front of the wheels. He pulled the vehicle in front of
the aircraft and started to get out and at that time it moved out. He
jumped back into the car and he said he had to drive 30 or 40 miles an
hour to keep up as this boy was taxiing down to the end of the runway.
He chased him, at the same time calling maintenance control, and ask-
ing whether this was an authorized flight because he didn't have any-
thing on his schedule. They said no. They alerted the air police. The
air police asked for permission to shoot the tires. In the time interval
to get the authority to do this, he poured the coal to it and got off. He
was authorized as a crew chief to taxi the aircraft.

Mr. SIKES. What command channels did they have to go through
in order to get authority to shoot the tires? It would seem to me that
there would be prior planning for this sort of thing. You can't write
a letter and get an answer while the man is taxiing down the runway
and taking off.

General TA"NERO. Each one of these situations as they occur vary
slightly. In this particular case the individual felt he had to get per-
mission from his supervisor to do this. This is the part that is being
investigated, Mr. Sikes, and as General McNickle indicated, a thorough
and complete investigation will be made of this entire thing.

Mr. Sis. These investigations do not bring back a lost aircraft that
cost considerable money and apparently is in short supply. It appears
to be another case where there is a timelag between the receipt of
information and the finding of someone who is responsible and pre-
pared to take immediate action.

The investigations which follow these events are of no particular
value. They tell us something we knew, that the plane is gone and
cannot be returned, and that is about all they tell us. I sincerely urge
that this not be just another routine investigation. I would like to
know, and this committee would like to know, where the planning gap
was that did not permit an instantaneous response such as someone
saying all right, I take authority, shoot those tires. Don't let that plane
get offthe runway. It is not an authorized flight.

Can the committee have information as to why that sort of action
could not be taken?
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General McNicKLE. Yes, sir; we will provide the committee with
details as to what the investigation shows and thi action taken.

(The information follow:)

AUTHORITY TO ACT REGARDING UNAUTHORIZED USE OF AIRCRAft

The investigation has shown that Sgt. Meyer acted alone in committing this
highly irrational act and was not intentionally assisted by any other individual.
The residual effects of alcohol consumed prior to the incident plus the fact that
Meyer was under considerable emotional strain because of constant pressure
by his spouse to return home undoubtedly Influenced his actions.

His success in performing the theft was made possible through a series of
compounding personnel and supervisory errors and/or inadequacies.

Mildenhall Air Base policies did not provide for the proper disposition of
personnel apprehended for being under the influence of alcohol. When released
to his unit 1st sergeant and restricted to his barracks, Meyer was not placed under
adequate surveillance, nor was his commander informed of the incident.

Adequate control procedures for validation of fuel requests did not exist, and
the fuel truck operator who assisted In refueling Meyer's aircraft was not pro-
vided with directives and guidance that would allow detection of improper
C-130 aircraft servicing procedures.

Unit procedures allowed the maintenance flight line supervisor to be absent,
providing transportation for other maintenance personnel during what proved
later to be a crucial period.

Communications between the control tower and central security control did
not conform to Air Force standards, i.e., a required direct telephone line did
not exist. Additionally. the unit maintenance control supervisor contacted the
parent unit (Wing) maintenance control to report a possible unauthorized taxi
instead of placing a call direct to central security control. The Wing maintenance
control supervisor, in turn. contacted the security and law enforcement section
through the base telephone operator rather than calling the central security
control direct. Neither of these acts was in consonance with existing directives,
nor did they indicate good judgment. Both wasted valuable time.

In spite of the unnecessary delays, security patrols responded to the situation
rapidly aed were in position to prevent the aircraft's departure. Personnel had
the authority to use their weapons to stop a felony and had weapons trained
and ready to fire. At this point, central security control made the decision to
obtain corraboration from the control tower that the aircraft was performing
an unauthorized taxi. The control communications plotter who queried the tower
personnel understood the individual responding to say that the aircraft was
authorized to take off. when in fact the tower had no Information on the
aircraft. The patrols were informed that the takeoff was authorized, and be-
cause of this message did not take final action to fire.

In addition to the Air Force wide directive to review and insure compliance
with existing aircraft security procedures and to take action as necessary to
tighten control. the 3Mildenhall units immediate corrective procedures included :
Central control and accounting for keys permitting access to aircraft interiors;
mooring aircraft at all times except when movement is required and authorized
by competent authority, with the mooring being accomplished by chain tiedown
with lock; improved procedures for detection, reporting, checking, and blocking
any unauthorized movement of aircraft; additional security police checks on
aircraft and parking areas; procedures for checking immediately on aircraft
taxiing without control tower contact; procedures for the employment of air
base emergency crews and fire fighting equipment to assist in blocking aircraft
movement; revised refueling procedures and check lists; and. revised procedures
for restraint and more strict control of personnel under the influence of alcohol
or narcotics by the security police.

The investigative board has published for dissemination to all Air Force con-
mands and adoption, as required, the following recommendations:

That greater emphasis be placed on the problems associated with the excessive
use of alcohol in commander's call, counseling sessions and briefings. Procedures
authorizing adequate guidance to law enforcement personnel and commanders
concerning the release of personnel apprehended for being under the Influence
of alcohol must be established. Personnel released to their unit must be kept
under surveillance and control during periods of restriction. Personnel having a
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substantiated history of overindulgence in alcoholic beverages should receive
medical Interviews prior to clearance for sensitive positions. Briefings for
married couples being separated by extended TDY or isolated tours should
stress the importance of using mature judgment in relating domestic problems
to each other during the separation. Extended TDY periods for airlift units
should be limited to 90 days if operational requirements permit.

Parent unit maintenance control should be designated as the sole agency for
requesting aircraft servicing and validate all requests for fuel to insure that
only duly authorized requests are honored. All servicing personnel will receive
specific training on refuel/defuel procedures for all aircraft assigned to their
base.Units must insure compliance with current directives by developing plans to
prevent the unauthorized taxi and takeoff of aircraft and exercises these plans
to insure proficiency and speed by all agencies concerned. Central security con.
trol should react to all reported unauthorized aircraft movement. Attempts to
gain additional information must be secondary to stopping the aircraft.

Unit plans must comply with Air Force directives concerning aircraft secur-
ity, communications between the central security control and control towers,
with continued emphasis being placed on security education, personnel motiva-
tion, and reporting and alerting procedures.

Finally, the investigative board strongly recommended that commanders at
all echelons continue an extensive review of applicable directives and procedures
concerning internal security of their organizations. Areas that should receive
particular attention are the adequacy of procedures against unauthorized acts
from within their resources; the role of the control tower, because of its advan-
tageous location in detecting unauthorized aircraft movement; the requirement
for increased awareness on the part of all personnel associated with the flight
line concerning any irregular acts or behavior; and, the use of locks and secur-
ing devices coupled with stringent key control and accountability. Procedures
initiated should be practiced to facilitate fast reaction, completeness, and to
insure that they do not compromise safety or hamper the primary mission.

COST OF C-130 AIRCRAFT

Mr. SIxES. What is the cost of a C-180 aircraftI
Colonel BuCRINOHAM. $2.2 million, as an estimate, but it depends

on whether it was an A or B model.
Mr. SIKES. Our figures show $2.872.
Colonel BUCRTNOHAM. Sir, that is the unit program cost of a C-130E

in the fiscal year budget request.
Mr. LirscomB. Sometimes after one of these events is publicized,

a rash of such incidents occur. Has there been any instructions or orders
put out worldwide which would change the operational procedures
at least until you find and analyze the problem?

General McNIOKuL. I do not know.
Mr. LIPscoMB. For example, perhaps for a while two men ought to

work together. We cannot stand many of these things.
Mr. MINSHALL. How long was this man airborne after he took off

and before he crashedI
General ModIcKLH. They don't really know. They lost contact on

radar.
Mr. MInSHALL. How long did you have contact with him on radar?
General MONIKLJ. I do not have all the details.
Mr. MINaBHALL. It seems to me that it is imperative that you take

immediate stopgap measures to prevent another incident like this.
These things often go in waves, whether it be hijackin to Cuba or
hijacking a military aircraft. We better do something aoou it now.

General MoNioxii. Yes, sir.
Mr. MiNSHALL. I also wonder if it would be feasible to put some

kind of lock on the elevator control so they could not take off. It
could only be unlocked by the connander or somebody duly author-
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ized. Would that be feasible? Could you put a lock on it so it could
not become airborne but mechanics could still taxi it?

General MCNICKLE. There is a lock on the airplane.
Mr. MINSHALL. I know but in this case why couldn't there have

been something on it so the plane could have been taxied but could
not have been taken offI

General JEFFREY. It is feasible. It is certainly something that could
be done. The problem that we run into in this area is trapping our-
selves with some sort of a device for preventing one thing and then
causing us to have accidents as a result of it.

Mr. MINSHALL. This is a part of your checkout on flying any air-
craft. If it could save a $2.2 million aircraft and a life, it would be
worthwhile.

General JEFFREY. Yes, sir. I imagine, however, a check-back through
the records will probably show we have lost a greater number of
aircraft and people as a result of neglecting to take control locks off
than we have by people stealing airplanes.

Mr. MINSHALL. That is well enough, and I understand that prob-
lem. But you have mental lapses and human error in automobiles or
boats or anything else. I am looking for something to prevent this
kind of thing.

General JiFPREY. I understand.
Mr. MiNsHALL. I am not an engineer, but it seems to me that you

ought to look into the feasibility of putting something on aircraft to
lock the controls so an unauthorized person could not be in a position
to get airborne.

General JFFREY. So he just could not get it off the ground?
Mr. MINSHALL. Yes; maybe it is not worthwhile but I wish you

would look into it.
General JEFFREY. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

External and internal control locks as they are now used on USAF airplanes
are Installed for aircraft safety from wind gusts and their adaption to use as a
security device could cause more problems than it would solve. Also there is no
known device that would allow crew chiefs to runup engines and taxi airplanes
that would prevent them or any unauthorized flight crews from taking off. Prob-
lems arise because some airplanes would need the control systems unlocked for
engine runup.

The USAF feels the best solution to this problem Is tighter security on the
flight lines so the Vice Chief of Staff has sent a message to all commanders dated
May 20, 1969, which brought to their attention the incident discussed and re-
quested the commanders to do whatever was necessary to avoid slach a thing
from happening again.

Mr. SIKES. Are there further questions ? If not, gentlemen, -are we
ready for questions on aircraft procurement.

FISCAL YEAR 1970 EXPENDITURES FOR AIRCRAFT PROCUREMENT

A tabulation, which was requested by the committee earlier showing
your estimated expenditures i fiscal 1970 will be placed in the recorR
at this point.

(The information follows:)
The following table shows the estimated gross expenditures expected to

occur during fiscal year 1970 against the fiscal year 1970 program by budget
activity, and total gross expenditures expected to occur during fiscal year 1970
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against prior program years 1960 through 1969. The estimated collections are
shown as a deduction from the gross to derive the estimated net expenditures.

Fiscal year 1970 gross expenditures

(Dollars in millions)Program year 1070:
Combat aircraft --------------------------------------- $152. 9
Airlift aircraft ---------------------------------------- 639. 6
Trainer airlift ------------------------------------------- 8. 5
Other aircraft ------------------------------------------ 11.2
Modification of inservice aircraft ---------------------------- 61.0
Aircraft spares and repair parts ---------------------------- 212. 6
Aircraft support equipment and facilities --------------------- 398. 9
Reimbursable program ------------------------------------ 39.0

Total --------------------------------------------- 1, 523. 7
Program year:

1969 ----------------------------------------------- 2,369.5
1968 ------------------------------------------------- 874. 8
1967 ------------------------------------------------- 150.0
1966 ------------------------------------------------- 100.0
1965 and prior ------------------------------------------ 50. 0

Total gross expenditures ------------------------------ 5068. 0

Less estimated collections during fiscal year 1970 ------------------ 415. 0

Total net expenditures -------------------------------- 4 653. 0

Mr. SiHEs. What is the total sum availale for expenditure in fiscal
1970 estimated to be?

General Pixrs. $4,287,600,000, sir.
Mr. SiKEs. That is the total sum available expenditure?
General PiTrs. That is available for expenditures from the fiscal

year 1970 program.
Mr. SIKES. What is the total amount available for expenditure?
General Prrrs. For 1970 and prior years the total available would be

$9 105,100,000 net of reimbursable transactions.
i fr. SIXES. There is an amount unexpended at the beginning of fiscal

1970.
General Pirrs. Yes.
Mr. SIKEs. In addition, you are asking for about $4.1 billion of new

money.
General PiTrs. That is right.
Mfr. SIKES. When you add those two together, that gives you the total

availability. What does that total?
General Prrre. $9,105,100,000.
Mr. Smzs. How does this amount compare with similar amounts

of availability for expenditure in the last several fiscal years?
General PnTs. I will first give you net unexpended balances for

previous years.
Mr. SRfES. Would you provide that information for the record?
General Prrrs. Yes, sir.
Mr. SnuEs. Then give the committee the net unexpended balances as

of the end of the fiscal year for the past 5 years.
General PIrs. The net unexpended balances by fiscal year for the

last 5 years-going back to 1965, there was $3,691.2 million, in 1966,
$4,917.2 million -these a" rounded off figures-in 1967, $5,391.0 mil-
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lion-in 1968, $5 844.9 million, and for end fiscal year 1969 we estimate
net unexpended balances of $5,004.9 million. For 1970, we are estimat-
ing $4,452.1 million in end-year unexpended balances. The last two are
estimates.

Mr. SiKEs. If your estimates for 1969 and 1970 are reasonably ac-
curate, there is a trend toward reduction of unexpended balances in
this account.

General Pr'rs. That is right sir. Now the net amounts available for
expenditures are: for 1969-$10,304.9 million; 1968-$10,923.5 mil-
lion; 1967-$10,233.5 million; 1966-$8,991.0 million, and for fiscal
year 1965-$6,806.0 million.

Mr. SIKES. I would like to have for the record, updated, the tabula-
tion similar to those on age 353 of last year's hearings.

(The information follows:)

AIRCRAFT PROCUREMENT, AIR FORCE APPROPRIATION-MONTHLY STATUS REPORT AS OF
MAR. 31, 1969 (ALL PROGRAM YEARS)

[In millions)

Procure-
ment Budget

Avail- author- author- Commit- Obliga- Expendi- Unex-
Program ability ization ization months tions ture pended Percent

1969......... $5,656.9 $5,656.9 ......... $5,303.4 $4,233.0 $2,894.5 $1,326.2 $4,330.7 76.6
1968.......... 5,629.9 5,629.9 ------- 5,584.6 5,403.2 5,061.7 3,623.5 2,006.4 35.6
1967 ............ 5,854.1 5,854.1 -------- 5,844.8 5,788.5 5,642.2 5,039.9 814.2 13.9
1966 .......... 5,781.2 5,781.2 -------- 5,781.2 5,761.4 5,730.6 5,563.2 218.0 3.8
1965 ............ 4,125.8 4,125.8 ........ 4,125.8 4,115.0 4,101.0 4,069.0 56.8 1.4
1964 ............ 3,813.2 3,813.2 ........ 3,813.2 3,812.2 3,803.0 3,789.8 23.4 .6
1963-----... 3,984.4 3,984.4 ........ 3,984.4 3,980.7 3,974.9 3,965.7 18.7 .5
1962........... 3,844.5 3,844.5 ........ 3,844.5 3,842.0 3,841.7 3,839.4 4.9 .1
1961------.. 4,213.7 4,213.7 ........ 4,213.7 4,213.5 4,213.5 4,211.5 2.2
1960......... 3,984.7 3,984.7 3,984.6 3,984.5 3,984.5 3,983.6 1.1 ..........

Total ...... 46,888.3 46,888.3 .......... 46,480.1 45,133.9 43,247.8 39,412.1 7,476.2 15.9

EXPENDITURES (HISTORICAL EXPERIENCE FACTORS)

Net expendi-
tures during

1st year 2d year 3d year 4th year 5th year 6th year 1969

Program year:
1961 .........................
1962 .........................
1963 .........................
1964.......................
1965................
1966............-....------
1967 .........................
1968 .........................

24.06 77.3% 94.5% 98.6% 99. 5% 99. 8%
26.5 77.9 95.6 98.7 99.4 99.7
28.9 76.1 93.9 97.1 98.7 99.8
30.7 71.7 92.5 97.2 99.5 ..........
32.1 74.2 93.8 97.6 ....................
28.6 76.0 92.9 ........................
26.7 70.1 ...................................
27.9 ..................................................

Cumulative (percent)............. .28 75 94 98 99 .......
Annually (percent) .............. 28 1 ................19..4..

otal .................................................................................. 4,091.2

UNEXPENDED BALANCES

Mr. SiKES. Members of the committee are familiar with Air Force
management practices and understand the reason for the existence of
large unexpended balances, but this is not generally understood by

$57.4 (J)443. 2 (A)
490.4 (S)
457.1 (0)
450.9 (N)
425.3 (0)
479.0 j)
446.8 (F)
441.1 (M)
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those who are are not familiar with service procedures. This is a sub-
ject of very much interest to the Congress, and each time that this
committee takes a bill to the floor, there are questions about the un-
expended balances which the services have in the respective cate-
gories. The question which always accompanies these inquiries is, Why
don't they use the money they now have instead of appropriating
more. I want an explanation for the record in very clear terms that
will show exactly what the situation is. In other words, I want an
explanation of the existence of unexpended balances in large amounts,
so that all can understand.

General Prrrs. We can provide that, sir.
(The information follows:)
First of all, the aircraft procurement account is a "continuing" appropriation

and unlike an "annual" appropriation its availability continues until expended.
Secondly, in this account it is Air Force, DOD, and congressional policy to

provide full obligational authority for the items included in each program year,
regardless of the number of fiscal years required to obligate or expend the funds.
This policy is commonly referred to as "the full funding policy."

Thirdly, It is pertinent that Congress, historically, has controlled programs
and the creation of obligations by appropriating "new obligational authority"
as opposed to expenditure authority or controls.

A fiscal year program consists of procurement of complete weapon systems,
'other major end items, aircraft modification projects, spares, and other support
requirements. Individual weapon systems and support programs obligate and
expend at different rates depending on the nature of the procurement contracts,
the authorized rate of progress payments, or in the support programs, the num-
ber of long-lead time items Involved. Historically, the aircraft procurement pro-
grams, in total, obligate approximately 80 percent the first year, 18 percent the
second, and the balance in the third and fourth years.

Expenditures occur and unexpended balances are reduced as bills are paid.
With the exception of progress payments on production contracts, most of the
items are not "paid for" until they are received by the Air Force. None of the
weapon systems, very few major end items, and a relatively small percentage of
even the spares items are received in the first year in the life of the program.
Hence, by the end of the first year only a portion of the funds available have
been paid out. As a general rule of thumb our experience has shown that some
28 percent of the value of the program will have been paid out in the first year.
At the end of the following year many of the long-lead time items are still un-
delivered and only 75 percent of the original funds available have been paid out
by the end of the second year In the life of a program. At the end of any fiscal
year, with only 28 percent of the current year's funds and 75 percent of the prior
year's funds paid out, a substantial unexpended balance is consequential.

Our request for new obligational authority is reduced each year by the amount
we estimate will become available during the year from prior year programs
because of reduced costs or deleted items. This reduction in the case of fiscal
year 1970 budget request amounts to $187.4 million. This amount does derive
from "unexpended" balances but most of the unexpended balance of record at the
end of a given fiscal year is to pay bills related to valid obligations.

SUMMARY OF UNOBIGATED BALANCES

Mr. Sxijcs. I would like to have an analysis of unobligated balances
in the Tecord at this point. Also, a summnnary of unobligated balances as
ofyour last reporting date.

General PriTs. Yes, sir.
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(The information follows:)

ANALYSIS OF UNOBLIGATED BALANCES

SUMMARY BY CATEGORY

Ui'obligated June 30, 1968
Percent of

Dollars total
Category (thousands) unobligated

(1) (2) (3)

1. Military Interdepartmental purchase requests (MI PR's) ............................ $296,500 15.8
2. Delays in completing contractual arrangements:

a Specification difficulties ........................................... 46, 300 2. 5
(b) Definitization of contracts .............................................. 313,400 16.6
c Price redeterminations ................................................. 35,400 1.9

3. Full funding policy:
( Forward purchasing policy ............................................ 53, 900 2.9

Initial provisioning.. ....................................... 92,500 4.9
Delayed /Revised program release .............................. 984,822 52.2

( Engineering changes .................................................. .. 59,400 3.2

Total unobligated end fiscal year 1968 .................................. 1,882,222 100.0
iThousands of dollars]

Estimated end year unobligated balances ........................................... Fiscal year Fiscal year
1969 1970

Aircraft procurement, Air Force ................................................. $1,815,636 $1,578,136

EXPLANATION BY CATEGORY

Major procurement programs are budgeted on a fully funded basis and
represent the best estimate of the Service requirements at the time of preparation
for the procurement of weapon systems and their support equipment. Normally,
each year continuous review of requirements discloses necessary changes to the
originally planned procurements occasioned by changing world conditions, tech-
nological developments, or overall fiscal problems. Frequently, a planned procure-
ment is reduced, canceled, 6r delayed pending decisions on the advisability of
proceeding with the planned procv'rement or substituting a more desirable or
necessary item. When this occurs, procurement direction is delayed, creating un-
obligated funds from that fiscal year which will be obligated in the subsequent
year after reprogramming approvals are secured from the Office, Secretary of
Defense, or Congress, as the action requires.

A considerable portion of the unobligated balance is represented by funds for
properly programed and needed items on which there has been a delay
in the procurement process and the contracts have not reached the obligational
stage by the end of the fiscal year. Some of these delays are normal within the
established procurement policies and the various rules and regulations; others
a-'e occasioned by contract or production difficulties or engineering and specifica-
tion changes.

The preceding chart of the unobligated funds as of June 30, 1968 reflects an
unobligated balance only slightly higher than the 5-year average of $1,725
million in a year when a considerable number of major programs were established
by reprograming action late in the fiscal year. The categories on the chart are
illustrative of the reasons which will reflect unobligated balances at the end
of each fiscal year. The Air Force cannot specifically identify in advance items
of equipment or systems or supplies which will fail to meet scheduled dates of
completion thereby making a category distribution of the estimated unobligated
balances for fiscal year 1969 and fiscal year 1970 impractical. Explanations of the
unobligated balances of funds reserved in the various categories to be obligated
subsequent to June 80, 1968 to fulfill approved Air Force program requirements
are as follows:
1. M Ntar interdepartmental purchase request-- (MIPR) ($99600,000)

These documents are used, in the case of the Air Force, to request one of the
other military services (Army or Navy) to procure Air Force requirements
in conjunction with their own. Funds to support these requests remain un.
obligated until notification is received from the other military service. Fre-

8 2 -8 4 5---69-pt. 8- 52
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quently, contractual arrangements will have been completed and the obligation
incurred but notification from the other service is not received in time for record.
ing in Air Force records prior to closing the books at the end of a fiscal year.
2. Delays in completing contractual arrangements

(a) Specification difficulties- ($46,300,O0O) -Unobligated funds in this cate.
gory result when specifications for newly introduced items cannot be definitized
in time to permit contract negotiations prior to the end of the fiscal year.

(b) Definitization of contract- ($313,400,000) -Many of the procurements
of complex systems and large material orders are initiated under letter contracts.
The letter contract generates a partial obligation of the total program value but
the balance remains unobligated pending definitization and negotiation of the
detailed contract terms. These actions can carry over the end of a fiscal year
and result in unobligated funds in this category.

(o) Price redeterrnltations-($35,400,000)--Prices are redetermined at certain
intervals throughout the life of many contracts. Final obligation for many
contracts must await negotiations on sharing overruns or underruns based on
agreed target-ceiling formulae. In most large contracts, the rewards and
penalties of multiple incentives (cost, performance, and schedule) cannot be
determined and obligated prior to the end of the fiscal year. Funds are reserved
for these purposes when upward adjustments seem likely; however, obligation
does not occur until a formal redetermination has been agreed upon and the
contract amended. Unobligated funds at year end result.
3. Full funding policy

Stated briefly, this policy which is enunciated in DOD directive 7200.4 (May 21,
1957) provides that adequate appropriations and funds must be available in a
given fiscal year for obligation, committed, or set aside in a reserve account in
an aggregate amount sufficient to complete the procurement of a specified number
of end items and advance procurement for approved programs. Unobligated
balances at the end of a fiscal year are a consequence of this policy and accrue
in the following categories:

(a) Forward ptirchasing policy--($53,900,000) -Procurement of short lead-
time items or components is accomplished when necessary to meet requirements
or to maintain continuity of production. This practice may result in placing the
orders in a following fiscal year with resultant unobligated balances at year's
end.

(b) Initial provieioning-($92,500,O00)--This category covers the portion of
end item contracts which contain supplies, materials, spare parts and compo-
nents, AGE, training devices, technical data and the like on which contractor
proposals for initial stockage objectives and squadron equipage requirements
must be evaluated and agreement reached. These contractor proposals-and
Air Force proposals--are acted on in increments during the early phases of
production on the end item. Not all actions can be completed and obligations
recorded prior to the end of the fiscal year which accounts for unobligated
balances in this category.

(o) Delayed/Revised program releage--($984,822,000)--Programs based on
financing from supplemental appropriations, almost without exception, cannot
be directed to the Air Force procuring agencies until late in the fiscal year with
resulting unobligated balances in this category. Also, adjustments in quantities
or specifications of aircraft or other equipment to, meet changing situations or
to exploit engineering improvements generally require prior approval of repro-
graming requests which can delay program release and direction until well into
the fiscal year thus delaying the obligation of funds. The same prior approval of
reprograming and late program direction occur when decisions are made to
procure new items during the fiscal year. Also included in this category are
approved and funded programs delayed/undirected as of June 30, pending final
decisions on implementation.

(d)Bngineering change--($59,400,000)--Based on prior experience with sys-
tems of like nature and complexities, provision Is made in procurement pro-
grams, as a percentage of the estimated cost of the item, to cover engineering
improvements and design changes which will occur as a result of manufacturing
experience or Air Force requirements. Engineering changes are not definitive
requirements known in advance and they cannot be obligated until the change
is authorized and directed. These changes occur throughout the life of the pro-
duction contract and result in unobligated balances in this category.

I I
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Summary of unobligated balances (as of Mar. 31,1969) Dollar. I..
Program year: million#

1969 ------------------------------------------------ 2762.4
1968 -------------------------------------------------- 568.2
1967 -------------------------------------------------- 211. 9
1966 --------------------------------------------------- 50.6
1965 --------------------------------------------------- 24.8
1964 and prior ------------------------------------------- 22. 9

Total ---------------------------------------------- 3, 640. 8

Mr. SrwxS. The above analysis indicates that 52 percent of your un-
obligated balances in fiscal year 1968 were caused by delayed or re-
vised program releases. This would indicate that the program esti-
mates presented in the budget were not very firm. To what extent is
this true of the fiscal year 1970 budget? What programs in the fiscal
year 1970 budget for aircraft procurement are most likely to be
changed?

General Prrrs. That item that you are speaking about "delayed or
revised programs" for end fiscal 1968 was 52 percent o? the total or
$985 million. At end fiscal year 1967, 25 percent;-$505 million; end
fiscal year 1966-a total of $599 million or 25 percent of the total
amount unobligated at the end of that fiscal year. For 1965 some $119
million or about 10 percent of the total; end 1964, $412 million or
39 percent of the total, and at end of fiscal year 1963, $172 million
or some 12 percent of the total.

This category of unobligated balances reflects amounts that are
generated by reduced or canceled programs, undirected programs
pending final approval for procurement and programs directed so
late in the fiscal year that obligational action cannot be completed
by June 30-the final reporting date we are addressing. You will
notice there is no comparability from one year to the next and that is
because some years remain relatively stable while other years have
great fluctuation.

Mr. Sixs. When we go to the floor with a 52.2 percent $985 million
in delayed or revised program releases in the last year for which we
have actual figures, we may be told that since the Air Force doesn't
seem to know what they want shouldn't we wait until after further re-
views are made to approve this much money I What is the answer to
that?

General PiTTS. Again, sir, this derives from programs that have
had radical fluctuations in them. One case in point is the F/FB-111
program-the first item in the category of program reductions and
cancellations, which is for $209.9 million, was the cut made in the
1968 program during the hearings last year. The A-7 weapon system
was reduced some $111 million in the fiscal year 1968 program and the
amount applied to procurement of additional F-4E aircraft in the
fiscal year 1969 program. These amounts were unobligated at reporting
time so they show up in the $985 million total we are discussing. These
resources did in fact, reduce the amount of new obligational authority
required for fiscal year 1969.

Turning to the second category, undirected programsi as the con-
mittee is well aware, there is ome $05 million which was authorized
and appropriated in fiscal year 1967 for the procurement of the F-12
Interceptor. The appropriation language: restricts this amount to the
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extent that it cannot be used for procurement of anything other thait
F-12 aircraft. That money is still undirected-unobligated-aind
forms a part of the total in the category we are discussing; $28 million
for the SR-71 weapon system was undirected/unobligated on June
30, 1968, but $25 million of that was subsequently applied to fiscal
year 1969; $13.3 million for the HH-53 weapon system was undirected
awaiting completion of R. & D., some $78 million in the reimbursable
program was undirected-unobligated. Finally, under the cateror'
of delayed directon, and these are procurement directives issued too
late in the fiscal year to be obligated by the end of the fiscal year, there
is some $452 million. This is broken down under a series of weapon sys-
tems, modifications and other support items. The largest single item
is for modifications, some $215.1 million, where we received program
approval too late in the year to have these funds obligated during the
ffical year. They are being obligated for the previously approved
programs this year.

Mr. Szs. You have not answered my comment about delay of ap-
propriation until you know specifically what you want to do. That
question is certainly going to come up in the House if this request is
approved and goes to the floor without more explanation than we have
now. What is the answer to that question?

General Pirrs. For a more detailed explanation, I would like to turn
to Mr. Coffelt of our Procurement Division.

Mr. Corr mr. The figure we are addressing is the unobligated bal-
ance at the end of the last fiscal year'-June 30, 1968. We have a rec-
ord for that year having completed the year. The end fiscal year 1969 0,
and 1970 amounts are estimates at this point. What General Pitt.s has
said is that many of the things that contribute to that balance are
really beyond anyone's control. The $209.9 million which he men-
tioned is money which we had in the bank-it was unobligated and
Congress cut back the F/FB-111 program and reduced the fiscal year
1969 new obligational authority by that amount. The $111 million on
A-7's was in ihe bank--it was unobligated and these funds were used
to procure additional F-4E's in fiscal year 1969. These large amounts
show up as unobligated on the 30th of June 1968 and contribute to the
total in the category we are discussing. Those amounts were used to
reduce the amount of new money required for 1069 as you are sug-
gesting Mr. Sikes.

We are doing essentially the same thing at the end of 1969. General
Pitts mentioned a bit ago, we have $87.4 million available from 1969
which will be in an unobligated status at the end of the fiscal year
1969, and the 1970 NOA request was reduced by that amount. To take
the $985 million out of context and say this is a large unobligated bal-
ance sort of leaves some analysis to be done.

Mr. Srics. I am trying to get that analysis.
Mr. COmmLm. Let me try it again sir. The 1969 NOA request was,

in fact, reduced by the portions of unobligated balance. I have dis-
cussed. It is unfortunate that the way we keep books we show up with
an oversize unobligated balance at the end of the year in this category.
We can explain $209.9 million and $111 million as having reduced the
1969 NOA requirement, and that is exactly what we are talking about.
Also, $55 million is for the F-12. We cannot use it but it has to sit on
the books "unobligated."' Those itens are really a large part of it. If
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these three amounts are set aside, it brings the large number we are
looking at here, $985 million, somewhat into line With what has been
our experience of record over the past several years.

General PxTrs. Mr. Coffelt can correct me, Mr. Chairman but, in
layman terms, the specific amounts which Mr. Coffelt has discussed
plays against following year requests for NOA and the Congress
takes note of it and reduces our new money to that extent. I think that
is probably the simplest way I can explain it.

Mr. SIKFs. Is the fiscal 1970 budget reduced by this amount?
Mr. COFFELT. No, sir. The 1969 NOA request was reduced by a large

amount of this total as I explained. The rest of it is a normal prop-
osition that would be unobligated at the end of the year.

Mr. SIKES. You estimate that $1,578 million will remain unobli-
gated at the end of fiscal 1970. Will 52 percent of this amount be due
to delays and revisions in the program releases?

Mr. COFFELT. No, sir.
Mr. SIKES. What indication do you have on that?
Mr. COFFFjT. Based on experience over the past several years there

would be perhaps 25 percent of the June 30, 1969 unobligated balance
in this category. We will not have $300 plus million sitting in the 1969
program as we did at end of fiscal year 1968.

Mr. S s. At the point in time when you were presenting the 1969
budget, you did not think you would have those amounts unusedin 1968.

Mr. COFFELT. That is correct.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. SIKES. Could unobligated and unexpended balances be reduced

substantially if the appropriation in the regular bill was reduced and
if new programs were funded through supplemental appropriation
acts rather than through reprogramming

Mr. COFFELT. I think de lays in obligation caused by reprograming
contribute to the balance we are discussing. But I think the adminis-
trative workload and delay associated with supplemental appropria-
tions would far exceed that caused by current reprogramming
procedures.

RECOUPMENT OF FUNDS

Mr. SIKES. Are there further questions on obligations and expendi-
tures? If not, let us turn to the recoupment of funds. How much
money has been recouped from the balances of appropriations made
in prior years and used to finance part of the fiscal 1969 program?

General PIrrs. Some $388.5 million, sir.
Mr. SIKES. Is that the total recoupment anticipated for 1969?
General PITTS. The estimated total recoupment is $475.9 million of

which $87.4 million will be used to apply against the 1970 program
to reduce new obligational authority under the 1970 budget.

Mr. SiiES. To wlhat extent are the fiscal year 1969 recoupments from
unobligated funds and to what extent from funds obligated and later
deobligated?

Mr. COFFELT. That would be extremely difficult to determine as to
that kind of a split. I think the best way to answer your question is to
describe, in part, how we manage and review our programs with thea
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operating agencies. At least quarterly we review obligations, un-
obligated balances, and new estimates of program costs and to the
extent excesses are available, we withdraw and recoup funds. I think
it would be good for the record to show in view of our prior conver-
sation that the total amount we expect to recoup this year $475.9
million, includes the $55 million for the F-12, the $209.9 million for
the F/FB-111 reduction in 1968 and the $111 million on the A-7. All
those amounts are brought forward into fiscal year 1969 for
application.

Mr. SIKES. Thank you.
In fiscal year 1969, the unobligated balance at the beginning of the

fiscal year was $1,882,222,000. You are planning the recoupment of
$333,500,000. At the beginning of fiscal year 1970, the estimated un-
obligated balance is $1,815,636,000 and the estimated recoupment is
$187,400,000. In fiscal 1969, the recoupment was 17.7 percent of the
unobligated balance. In fiscal 1970, the recoupment is only 10.3 per-
cent. Does this indicate that the estimated fiscal 1970 recoupment
should be higher?

Mr. Cor 'Fr. No, sir.
Mr. SiRES. Why not?
Mr. COFFELT. The abnormal percentage relationship goes back to

the canceled or reduced programs in 1968.
Mr. Sizs. What was it in fiscal 1968?
Mr. COFFEriT. The recoupment number, sir?
Mr. SIKES. Yes; the percentage.
Mr. COFFELT. I cannot answer that, sir.
Mr. SIRES. Provide it for the last 5 years.
(The information follows:)

Following is a table which shows the ratio of recoupments to unobligated
balances as reflected in congressional budget requests for each of the last 5
fiscal years:

IMillions of dollars

Unobi gated Estimated Ratio
Fiscal year Budget date balance recoupments (percent)

1969 .....----------------- .... January 1968....... $1,847.9 1$475.9 25.7
1968 7 ------- 2,734.2 100.0 3.798......................................... January 196....-" 1, 0.10 0 5.3
1967 ......................................... January 1966---------1,880.7 100.0
1966 ......................................... January 1965 ...... 925.7 200.0 21.6
1965 ......................................... January 1964 ....... 1,331.0 200.0 15.0

1 The fiscal year 1969 amount Includes specific reprograming actions as well as a congressional reduction to the F/FB-1 11
fiscal year 1968 program. These items are abnormal and could not be considered in app raising the general recoupnent
apability in the aircraft procurement account. The following items make up the amount for fiscal year 1969:

.z l11lrP In millions of-ldoilarsF/FB. -111, congressional adjustment (fiscal year 1968) ............................................. $239.9
A-7/F-4, reprogramming (fiscal ear 1968 to fiscal year 1969) ........................................ 111.0
F-I?, unobligated fiscal year 1967 program brought forward as fiscal year 1969 item ................... 55.0
Estimated recoupments from routine, prior year program adjustments ............................... 100. 0

Total ........................................................... 475.9

MILITARY ASSISTANCE FUNDING

Mr. SzKzS. Are there further questions on the recoupment of funds?
If not, under military assistance funding what items and sums in the
request are for forces other than those oi the United States?
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General Pirrs. $103.8 million for support of free world forces, and
those countries are Vietnam, Laos, and Thailand.

Mr. SIKEs. Break that. down for the record.
General Pinrs. Yes, sir; $83.5 million for Vietnam, $7.7 million for

Laos, and $12.7 million for Thailand.
Mr. SIKES. Are there questions on military assistance funding?
M r. DAVis. What about South Korea, aren't they involved in this

at all?
General Prr'rs. South Korea comes under the military assistance

program. Support of these three countries in Southeast Asia are
now included in the military assistance service funded program. Two
or three years ago they were transferred out of the regular MAP
program and into the service funded programs.

Mr. ANDREWS. Are you training any South Vietnamese pilots'?
General MCK E. Yes, si'.
Mr. AXDTIEws. Where?
Colonel GROSSMmILLER. 1We have undergraduate pilot training beingconducted by the Army at Fort .olters, TeX., and Fort Rucker,

Ala. In fiscal 1970 there will be 1,486 people in helicopter training.
At Williams Air Force Base, Ariz., we will have 16 in T-347 and T-38
training. At, Keesler Air Force Base, Miss., we will have 10 training
in T-41's and T-28's. Additionally in transition training, we aire con-
ducting training in the F-5's at Williams, 10 pilots, A-37's at Ealin
Air Force Base, Fla., 23 pilots, and C-47's at Eglin, 35 pilots.

Mr. ANDREWS. Supply the rest for the record.
(The information followss)
i the plan Is to provide undergraduate training for some 3,100 pilots in

helicopters and fixed-wing aircraft. Additionally, over 1,200 crew members are
programed to complete transition/conmbat crew training by that date. Concur-
rent with crew training, some 6,200 maintenance personnel and 2,300 support
personnel of the South Vietnamese Air Force are programed to complete training

Mr. ANDREWS. Have you started graduating pilots yet?
Colonel GROSSMILLIR. Yes.
Mr. ANDREWS. How many ?
Colonel GROSSMILLE. In 1969, 177 pilots. From 1964 through 1968,

we graduated 305 in the UPT.
Mr. ANDREWS. What is UPT?
Colonel GROSSMILLER. Undergraduate pilot training. Many were

also in transition and combat crew training. We have graduated 487
pilots from 1964 through 1968. By the end of 1969, some 155 addi-
tional pilots will graduate.

Mr. ANDREWS. Are those graduated pilots thoroughly competent to
fly choppers?

Colonel GROSSMILLER. Yes, sir.
Mir. ANDREWS. As well as fixed-wing planes?
Colonel GROSSMILLFR. Yes, sir. They go through the same training

as the Air Force and Army pilots for each type aircraft.
Mr. ANDREWS. The same length of time.
Colonel GROSSMILLER. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. What aircraft can they fly upon graduation?
Colonel GROSSMILL.R. In the undergraduate pilot training we will

have them trained in the T-37, T-38, T-41, andT-28. When they go
through the combat crew training school which includes both pilots
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and other crew members, they will be able to fly the F-5, A-37, C-47,
T-28, A-i and by fiscal year 1971, the C-123.

Mr. ANDREws. Have you graduated any of that type of pilot?
Colonel GROSSMnruYn. Yes, sir; we have. Up through the end of

1969 we will have trained 41 F-5 pilots; 127 A-37 pilots, 86 C-47
pilots, 212 T-28 pilots, 135 A-1 pilots, and 35 C-119 pilots.

Mr. ANDREWS. How do you evaluate their ability as pilots?
Colonel GRosSMILL.R. We evaluate it very well. I was checking this

morning on our A-37's. We have had no attrition this year and they
presently have received some - aircraft.

Mr. ANmREws. How long will it take to graduate enough pilots in
South Vietnam for them to take over operation of their activities in
South Vietnam?

Colonel GROSSMILLER. The training program runs through
so they will be able to support their own forces.

Mr. ANDPExWS. At the end of
Colonel GROSSMILLER. Yes, sir. They will then have, squadrons

of aircraft.
Mr. A v ws. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
(Discussion off the record.)

AIRCRAT ATTRITIONS

Mr. SIRES. The cessation of bombing of North Vietnam should have
had a significant effect, on your aircraft losses in fiscal 1969. How do
aircraft attritions projected for operations in fiscal 1969 when you
appeared before the committee last year compare with actual expe-
rience to date?

(Discussion off the record.)
colonel GROS8mILLR. There has been a reduction in our projected

versus actual losses from May until October, 1968. We projected the
loss of - fighter and attack-type aircraft. We lost some
These have been taken into account in the reduction in our new buy.

Mr. Srra. That already has been made a part of your new procure-
ment figures.

Colonel GxossxmLLm. Yes, sir.
Mr. Sms. Is there later information which also has been taken into

account or has there been adjustment for the entire fiscal year which
takes into account that situation I

The figures you gave were from May until October. I am asking
did you t-ake ifito account the entire fiscal year in the reduction ?

Colonel BucmxoIAx. We Adjusted the fiscal 1970 procurement when
we reviewed it last fall with OSD and took into consideration the
attrition forecast. For example, the fiscal 1970 budget has no F-4E
aircraft in it whatsoever. Previously we had contemplated buying 184.
So ther is a specific example'of ajarge number of aircraft that were

Mr. S Hxds ow hav other than SEA actual attritions compared
with estimates projected for the fiscal year?

Provid% that for the record.

S .."._ .t*NAE _i4 t attitionwhih includes Active and Reserve Forces,
S ear IeM. Actual-attrition from July 1,RtI '771 Oj 19,9 Was 172. ltthi trend of losses continues the fiscal

" .' ,,, .. .. . -, . , ! , . I
, ,.' .! . .a , /.
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year 1969 actual attrition is expected to be approximately 207, which is 18 below
the projection. The following Is a breakout by aircraft type:

Fiscal year 1969 non-SEA
attrition

Actual
Estimated (July 1968-

Aircraft type (PA 70-1) Apr. 1969)

Fighter ........................................................................
Bomber .....................................................
Reconnaissance .................................................................
Airlift ..........................................................................
Other .........................................................................

COMPETITION IN PROCUREM1ENT OF SPARE PARTS

Mr. SnmEs. Last year, the committee report on the fiscal year 1969
DOD appropriation bill criticized the military departments on the
lack of competition in the procurement of replenishment spare parts,
particularly in the aeronautical spare parts area. What strides have
you made in this respect during fiscal 1969 for improvement?

Provide a statement for the record.
(The information follows:)

During the first nine months of fiscal year 1969 the Air Force has screened
over 30,000 items to determine the most appropriate manner to procure them;
that~is, competitively, direct from the manufacturer or from the prime systems
contractor. This increased the total amount of items screened, since initiation of
the program, to approximately 119,000 Items. Some 31 percent of the Items have
been coded for competitive procurement and 36 percent for procurement directly
from the manufacturer.

We have taken certain actions to improve the management of efforts directed
to buying more competitively or from the actual manufacturer. In this respect
spare parts breakout managers have been established at each of the air materiel
areas to manage the total breakout effort. Accomplishment goals have also been
established to motivate improvements. During fiscal year 1968 approximately
50 percent of the dollars spent for aeronautical spare parts were procured non-
competitively from the prime enotroctors. During the first nine months of fiscal
year 1969 this amount has been reduced to 45 percent.

Mr. SiKEs. What percentage of your spares, by items and by dollars,
are purchased competitively V

General Rrmoby. We will supply that for the record.
Mr. Shns. I am surprised you do not have that information at the

present time.
General RmmoND. I think I have it, sir. It is a question of finding

it in the right book.
In the area of competing of spares, we have embarked upon a pro-

gram of when we initially provision the item we require the contractor
to go through every new item that enters te inventory and to code
it, whether or not it ought to be competed or whether we ought to
buy it from the manufacturer of the weapon that is being procured
or from the original vendor of the item. We have now gone through
about 119,000 of these items and have coded them for competitive,
-direct or sole source procurement.

In this particular regard, for example, in 1909, we estimate that
about 25.8 percent of a o our spare parts buy--this is replenish-
)nent spares-will be procured competitively on a dollar basis. An
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additional 33/2 percent of those will be bought directly from the
vendor rather than going through the prime manufacturer. In terms
of numbers of items, thus far in 1969 we have procured some 98,000
different stock items of spares, and we have procured 30.9 percent of
that quantity competitively, and an additional 41.2 percent directly
from the vendor of the item.

Mr. SIKES. Will you provide for the record a statement showing
how you determine when an item is to be procured competitively and
when it is to be bought directly from the original supplier.

General Rmmowty. Yes, sir; we can do that, sir.
(The information follows:)

COMPETITIVE VERSUS DIRECT PURCHASE FROM ORIGINAL SUPPLIER

The procedures used by the Air Force in determining the optimum method of
procurement for spares and repair parts are set forth in Air Force Regulatiou
57-0 which is the joint services DSA-DOD high dollar spare parts breakout
regulation. This regulation is further implemented within the Air Force by a
Joint AFLO-AFSC supplement which set forth the detailed operational procedure
and organizational/functional assignments. The optimum methods of procure-
ment are either competitively (advertised or negotiated) or where these methods
are not feasible, directly from the actual manufacturer. In the absence of compe-
tition, procurement from the actual manufacturer is programed. This eliminates
the middleman such as a prime weapon system or equipment manufacturer in sit-
uations where they are not the fabricators of the item being procured. The decision
to purchase an item by the formal advertised method is based upon our ability
to draft for a solicitation of bids, adequate specifications, or any other ade-
quately detailed description of the required supplies. There are numerous rea-
sons why competition in spares and repair parts procurement cannot be obtained.

Some of these are (I) lack of complete data or rights thereto, that would per-
mit solicitation from sources other than the original manufacturers; (i) the
technical (criticality) aspects of the item are such that acquisition from other
than already qualified sources would place the end item on which it is used in
Jeopardy from a safety/reliability standpoint; the design stability is also a
cogent factor; and (i11) the costs associated with developing a procurement data
package, installation, transportation of special tooling for master gages and test
fixtures, qualification testing, etc., are such that it is uneconomical for the Gov-
ernment to seek additional sources. These reasons are explained in detail in the
aforementioned regulations. A further refinement of the DOD high dollar spare
parts program is the Air Force competition with confidence program. This is a
program whereby industry aids the Air Force in procurement method coding. The
prime contractor recommends how parts and components for their end items
should be coded for reprocurement purposes. These coding recommendations by
the contractors are closely scrutinized and each recommendation is validated by
Government personnel prior to acceptance. The final decision is always made by
the Government. The aforementioned procedures are directed basically toward
items that have an annual buy value in excess of $2,500. Those below this level are
accorded a lesser degree of scrutiny.

Mr. SIKF8. Are there questions on sparesI
Provide the dollar value of items bought competitively against the

dollar volume of items purchased directly from the sulplier.
(The information follows:)

DOLLAR VALUE OF COMPTITIV2LV PROCUREMENT VERsus DOLLAR VALUE PURCHASED
DIrEoTLY FROM ORIGINAL SUPPLIER

For the first three quarters of fiscal year 1969, the Air Force procured 99,132
items of replenishment spares, for all types of equipment, at a contract value
of $938.1 million. Of these totals, 80,650 items were procured competitively at a
contract value of $235.9 million. This amounts to 30.9 percent of the items and
25.8 percent of the dollars; 40,894 items were procured directly from the manu-
facturers at a contract value of $312.6 million. This represents 41.3 percent of
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the items and 33.5 percent of the dollars. The remaining items, amounting to
27.588 were procured from the prime systems contractor at a value of $384.6
million. This represents 27.8 percent of the items and 41.2 percent of the dollars.

FB-111A AIRCRAFT PROGRAM

Mr. SIKES. On the FB-111A, recent action to cutback from the
original program of 263 to 76 aircraft indicates a lack of confidence
in the program on the part of the Air Force and the Department of
Defense. If this aircraft will not considerably enhance the capabilities
of the Air Force, and since it is a very expensive aircraft, why
shouldn't we terminate the program now rather than maintain a token
force?

General JEFFREY. The FB-111 will provide us with a substantial
increase in our strategic strike force even though the numbers of air-
craft have been reduced, as you indicate, from 263 to 76 aircraft.
These 76 aircraft will equip two wings, four squadrons. Each one of
these airplanes will be able to carry - thermonuclear weapons, the
yields of each of which will be in the neighborhood of - or a
combination of free fall bombs, like those I mentioned, and the SRAM
air-to-surface missile with a nuclear warhead. By a simple method
of arithmetic, this megatomiage can be multiplied out and I believe
will provide a significant bombing capability.

With regard to its capability to penetrate, the FB-111 will provide
us a significant increase in our capability to penetrate the enemy de-
fenses. it has been estimated that our strategic bomber force capability
could enhance or could be enhanced to somewhere between 20 and 2.5
percent through the use of these 76 airplanes in case of an emergency.

Mr. Sinss. What is the reason for the reduction? Why not the
original 263?

General JEFFREY. Basically, sir, the reductions were for budgetary
considerations.

Mr. SIKES. Is that the only reason?
General JEFFREY. There was consideration in connection with the

reduction from a figure of 126 to the 76--we introduce this as a new
figure this morning since last fall the 263 figure was reduced to 126
and then after the Nixon administration came into office that figure
was reduced to 76. During the latter reduction, consideration was
given to proceeding with the B-i, which has been known as the
AISA advanced manned strategic aircraft, on an accelerated basis.

Mr. NKs. What was that, 126 you say I
General JEFFREY. Yes, sir.
Mr. Sixs. What is the basis for that number?
General JnFFmEY. This represented a reduction from 14 squadrons

which the 263 represented, to six squadrons which the 126 represents
the number required for that. The reduction from 126 to 76 reduced
the force from six squadrons to four squadrons.

Mr. Sirns. Does the Air Force have as much confidence in this air-
craft and its potential as you had a year ago, or do you feel its capabili-
ties may have been somewhat overestimated?

General JEFFRmY. Testing to date over the past year has enhanced
our confidence in this airplane.

Mr. SmEs. The Air Force has a pretty good record of getting what
it really wants. The Air Force is a great institution.
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If you really feel so strongly for this aircraft, could you not have
made reductions elsewhere mi order to get more of them, or do you
really feel that you need more than the 76?

General JEFFrEY. We believe we need more than the 76 airplanes.
Mr. SIKU. Then why didn't you make adjustments elsewhere in the

budget in order to get more I
General MoNioKia. Sir, it was a trade-off with the Deputy Secre.

tary of Defense to cut here; we leave the B-52 squadron in, we go
for AMSA on an accelerated basis and we leave the B-58's in, and
this is one that we agreed to.
Mr. MINSHALL. You said the performance of the FB-111 during the

past year enhanced your opinion of them and that you want more of
them. What has it done in the way of performance?

General Jnmppiy. Let me answer this way, if I may: During the
past year, as the testing of the FB-111 has proceeded, nothing has
happened that would destroy our confidence in the airplane during
that period. I answered the question that during this period the testing
has enhanced our confidence in the airplane, meaning that the tests
have proven satisfactory; the airplane has done what we expected it
to do during this past year.

Mr. MINSUALL. Does this particular bird have the fix on it that, limits
the other F-111 aircraft to- ?

General JP.FFREy. No, sir; not yet.
Mr. MINSHALrJ. When do you expect this bird to have the fix on it

and to be able to operate at the contract specifications?
General JYirury. The first airplane that will have the fixes incorpo-

rated and tested, as we discussed last week should be off the niodifi-
cation line some time in the latter part of 3 uly of this year. I would
have to ask when one of the FB-111's falls into this category.

It is reported that three FB-111 aircraft have been delivered to
date. The first one to come out with the fix incorporated Will be in
August of this year.

Mr. MUW1SALL. What has the FB-111 done in your testing program
that F-1lIA has not done?

General Jiirmy. What we have been testing in the FB-111 has
been ite range, its' lood-carrylng capability, its bomb navigation sys-
tem and its takeoff lengths, landing lengths and this sort of thing, and
these differ from the F-l1lA. The airplane has about 7 feet more wing.
The airplane has a different TF-80 engine which modifies its per-
formance for long-range cruise as opposed to the shorter range tacti-
cal aircraft. These are the areas in which we are testing.

The airplane has also a considerably $eater maximum gross weight
than the F-1. These are areas in which the first two airplanes lmve
been tested.

MrMNrs=ALt. The first two airplanes have been tested. What are
the limitations on it as far as the g14  limitations are concerned?

General Jzrnn . These two airplanes have the same restrictions as
the F-11A, which would be %.'s for a wing sweep, a forward
,sweep of 160 back to 450 and - g.'s from 450 back to 720; the
:sawas the F.111A, sir. [t is specified as a 8 g. airplane.

Mr. MrISHALL. In your statement, you said the range would be
variable. I understandthat, depending on the load, but the average
load with conventional weapons apd/or nuclear weapons, whit will
the range of it beI
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General JEFFREY. The unrefueled range of the FB-111 with a 10,000
pound bomb load-

Mr. MINSIIALL. Is that an optimum load I
General JEFFREY.
Mr. MINSUALL. That wasn't my question. Is that an optimum load?
General JEFFRY. That is a difficult question for me to answer, sir.

I would have to talk in terms of optimum with respect to range,
optimum with respect to the t ' get that we are trying to destroy, opti-
mum with respect to enemy opposition-

Mr. MiNsnALL. What will it vary between what and what then?
Let me ask it that wava

General JF.REY. t could vary from practically nothing up to
Mr. MINSJHALL. What do you mean practically nothing'?
General JEFFREY. NO payload at all and no aerial refueling up to-
Mr. MINSHALL. That is the ferry range?
General JEFFREY. Yes, sir.
Mr. MI1srIALL. We have that. You told us that was 4,300 nautical

miles approximately.
General JFFREY. I can't find the figure right now.
Mr. MINSHALL. Put it in the record.
General JEFryY. The airplane can carry 36 750-pound bombs so it

is up to a pretty high payload.
Mr. MINSIFALL. With the maximum payload, what would your

range be?
General JEiFFRzY. That is the figure I would have to supply.
(A classified statement was submitted.)
Mr. ANDREWS. General, do you have any F-111's in Southeast Asia

now?
General JFFRY. No, sir.
Mr. ANDwnvs. You lost three?
General JzFFEY. Yes, sir; three were lost over there.
Mr. ANDREWS. How many did you bring.back?
General JieFREY. We brought the remainder back. I think there

were five of them.
Mr. ANDREws. With bombing restrictions on North Vietnam, I would

assume you have no mission there for the F-111, is that correct?
General JnmnY. We don't believe that we have a sufficient mission

to justify the use of these airplanes over there now.
Mr. ANDnrws. As long as those restrictions remain ?
General JEFFREy. Yes, sir; as long as those restrictions remain, in

my opinion, we shouldn't have the airplanes over there
Mr. ANDREwS. If bombing restrictions Are lifted on North Vietnam,

would you send the F-11I's back over there ?
General JzERY. I am not competent to say what higher authority

would do.
Mr. ANDREWs. Would the F-l1's be good planes for military mis-

sions in North Vietnam .
General JEFREiY. The planes wot;d be good for military missions'

in North Vietnam and I am sure if the bombing in the north were
started we would probably send them back over there, In my opinion,
they should not be sent back, Qver there until the structural problem is
corrected.,

Mr. Sis. Are you talkingabout t he figher yeroa,.
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General JEFFREY. Yes, sir; we are talking about the fighter version,
which was the one that was over there before.

Mr. ANDREWS. You haven't had any FB's
General JEFmEY. No, sir; we only have two of those.
Mr. ANDREWS. That is what I had in mind in conjunction with

bombing in North Vietnam. Would you have a use for the FB-111
in North Vietnam?

General JEFFnEY. I would say no, sir; we would not. The FB-111
is configured primarily for carrying nuclear armament, though it can
carry conventional munitions, and so can the F-11A. I don't think
there would be reason to send the FB over there even if the bombing
restrictions were lifted.

MODIFICATION OF WINO CARRYTHEOUGH BOX

Mr. MINSHALL. General, when are you going to have this fix re-
solved one way or another on the carrythrough box trouble? How
do you describe it?

General JEFwREY. We describe it as a fix to the wing carrythrough
box; the fix is at the present time being incorporated in airplanes
through a modification program, both at Forth Worth and out at
McClellan Air Force Base in California. Concurrently, a test of one
of the modified or fixed-wing carrythrough structures is in process.
We expect to have completed approximately 8,000 hours of test time
on this test carrythrough box by about the 20th of this coming July.
If the tests prove successful, we would expect, with the approval of the
Chief of Staff, to release those aircraft that have been modified to
unrestricted flight. That is, to take them off of the "g"
restriction.

Mr. MINSHALL. If it is not successful by the 20th of July, what
course do we follow then ?

General JEFFnY. We would have to find out what caused the lack
of success or what caused it to break again if such be the case. We
would have to determhie what the fix would be and we would have
to install the fix in the test rig and retest it prior to release of the air-
plane. Or, if the fix turned out to be--if. the answer to the problem
turned out to be a new wing carrythrough box structure, we would
have to consider what to do about that problem at that time.

Mr. RHODES. Are the planes coming off of the production line now
coming off with the modification aboard, or are they coming off with
the defective parts as previously I

General JEPEY. The corrections are being incorporated into the
production line. I would estimate that they are now coming off with
the fixes incorporated.

I stand corrected on that.
The first deliveries from the production line with the fixes incor-

porated will be in July of this year. The answer to your question is,
the airplanes aren't coming off of the assembly line now with the fixes
incorporated.

Mr. RirODES. How many have you gotten off the production line
with the defect subsequent to the time that you discovered the defect?

General Jzznp. I believe that the other day, sir, I indicated I
would furnish this lor the record. I would guess in the neighborhood
of 80 airplanes. I
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(The information follows:)
The Air Force has taken delivery of 57 F-111's since a structural failure in

the wing carrythrough box occurred during fatigue article ground tests in

August 1968. All aircraft are received with the defect noted at acceptance.

Mr. RHODES. Why haven't you stopped the production line until
you could incorporate the improvements?

General JEFFREY. There were two or three options open to us in
this regard at the time the wing carrythrough structure broke. We
first had to determine what the cause of the break was and, as I ex-
plained to the committee during th hearings last week, the wing
carrythrough box is a significant part of this airplane. It is not just
something you can carry around in your hand. As I recall, it weighs
over a ton. It is somewhere in the neighborhood of 15 feet long and 63
feet thick and 6 feet wide. Fuel is contained in it. It takes 6 months to
build one on the production line. It is made of tool steel, and is
tempered so it rings like a bell when you hit it.

The tolerances of the wing attach points and other fittings are up
to one ten-thousandths of an inch. I make these points to emphasize
that we are not talking about an insignificant iece of the airplane.

The fixes then had to be designed and tested. The early fixes didn't
work. It was necessary to redesign them, to do them over again.

The first option was to close the production line. This essentially
would have meant shutting down the factory while we determined
what the problem was and determined how to fix it and test it. Consid-
ering the associated start-up costs. Our second alternative, and the
one we determined to be more economical, since the airplane, in a re-
stricted condition, could be used satisfactorily in our training pro-
gram, was to continue with acceptance and then concurrently deter-
mine the fixes, test them, and so forth; go back and modify the air-
planes that had been accepted, then to incorporate the fixes in the pro-
duction line as soon as we could.

I am afraid that is a rather long explanation, sir, but I hope it
covers the point.

Mr. RHODES. How much will it cost to modify each airplaneI
General JFnrmy. We estimate it will cost approximately $75,000 per

airplane to incorporate the fixes.
Mr. RHODES. Does that include the cost of transporting the aircraft

to the point of correction and the cost of the crew during the time or
is this just the amount the factory would charge for correction?

General JF7FmY. This is just the amount associated with fixing the
airplane itself. When this correction would be incorporated, there
would be other modifications as well. That cost would have to be pro-
rated over the entire modification program.

Mr. RiiODES. General, what kind of training can you do in an air-
p lane that is restricted to - g's? You can't do much more than
familiarize the student with the aircraft itself, and its straight and
level flying capabilities, and take it off and land; isn't that correct?

General JEFFMY. No, sir. We can go through the majority of the
maneuvers that would be required to train a student within those
limits. With the wings back to 45 degrees where we can go to
g limits, your eyeballs are getting pretty close to the ground at that
kind of g limitation.
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I have flown in the F-111 over the .errain-following course with
those restrictions, flying the airplane down close to the ground, and

ou can fly all of your terrain-following missions with your bombroads.
Mr. Rnoms. At what speed ?
Mr. MINSJ ALL. Terrain-following at what speeds?
General JEFrnmY. We were flying at 450 knots, indicated, sir. That

would be somewhere in the neighborhood of 550 miles per hour.
Mr. MIN0IIALL. What kind o training can you do within this limi-

tation? You described it in general terms, but what is the maximum
speed they are allowed to go find what is the maximum load they are
allowed to carry and what is the maximum turn ?

General JFYFRY. I am not sure, sir, that I am competent to explain
these things that you have asked.

Mr. MINSUALL. Mr. Rhodes asked that question, I didn't.
General Jonwy. The airplane isn't restricted in speed and it can

go to mach - and this is part of the training. The airplane can
carry its maximum bomb loads and it can perform all of its missions
with the restrictions of g's. The only thing you can't do, is to
pull it around a turn that will exceed those liritations, So it is a
maneuver restriction primarily.

Mr. MINSUAL. In your normal course of the training of these pilots,
are you flying itat . I

General Jzi. Their training program requires that they fly
at . I can't answer as to how frequently, and so forth.

(The information follows:)

TnA1i~No oz P-11's WrruIN SnxD LzurrAT os

The arplaues In the training program are flown to limit mach No. - as
a matter of course during routine functional check flights performed after
maintenance and/or inspection.

i ", : ?-111 CRASH

Mr. Mmearmu.. What Caused the crash of the P-111 last week? It
happened right after we had a rather lengthy discussion about this
bir&. The day after, as a matter of fact.

General Jkraw. I felt bad about that.'
Mr. MirSKAmL We all did., What happened to the pilots? IDid they

getoutofit?
General Jnmniy. Yes, sir; the pilots got out of tho airp lane all
4he tesults of a preliminary investigation--the Accidept Board is

in the process of meeting-indicates that the windshield oi the air-
plane shattered. I don't know whether this came about from having
been struck by something or whether the force of the air on itCausel
it to shatter

The, pilots moognized that something was hapen1nngto ewnd-
shield.' It apparently started up in the upe.r oer and pro gressively
shattered down, through the rest, of the. wLd4heWd. Thly we* going
at about 450 knots.

r. ,Ste. What was their altitude I
General Jimy. A very low altitude. One thousand'feet.
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They had an opportunity to pull their face shields down and they
leaned over t ie control cohmn before the windshield left tile airplane.
The reason they had to get out of it was because they couldn't control
the airplane mider those conditions.

In other words, they couldn't got their heads back up into the wind.
They decided that the best thing* to do was to get. out of it. Thiey did
eject and landed safely. &

As I indicated, the investigation is going on.
Mr. MINSHAhh. Have you had any o lf6 problems with windshields

prior to that time? -
General JFr11mFi. .As I r-eall, we had had some problems with thewindshields prigr to that time. I was some time agod.-[ don't recall

now exactly whfit they were.
Mr. MINs8I ALL. I tlfink it would be well 'o put it in the\record and

if you have xiiore problems w lth this bird,..you bet er have a ook at it.
Oeneral J1F.vF~Y. A.s I reca4 l, the ),r~yious pr6id ms had toddo with

distorted yision through the Wiudslieldand also delamination' khen, it
went thrpgh rain. . /

Mr. M~NSsTALrJ. What is isi n to cost What is',it going to cost,
General, f these 130 or 150 bids th at you aieu ttingi through tl'e pro-
duction 1Jne now with this fix Ov them, whi happens if the fix doesn't
work ? . .1!

Ge11rl JEFFRESaIIf the tsts we at4 cu ).tly. undergoing indicates
that tlhe fcis, unsatiractory, e are gpng9 have t0 fix them apd test
th em aga in , s r. 

0 ' t 
, 

t/ , .s

(The in nrmation follows:) /
Previous prQblems included distortion of Vsion tfirouO. the windwlIelds and

several cases of cracks developing In only on o\f the two layers of glass. Crack-
Ing of a single liyer is not uncopnmon in otheraircraft and in the 7-111 leavesa very large safety.,margin: A nvW Windshield made similarly of two layers of
glass with a middl1-ayer of Teflon-like material will soon replace the older
windshields to eliminate, distortion. The glass windshields .are being tested well
above In-flight pressures. UotIl the recent accident has been analyzed for exact
cause, a statement of further ue eessary actions1 Ijf ay, is not possible.

Mr. MINSHALL. Are they conduehfi4 any R. & D. on a completely
new wing carrythrough box other than-lust this fix?

General JpFarFly. fes, sir.
Mr. MINSHAuL. What is the status of that?
General JXFRMMY. There is a completely new wing box structure

being designed at the present time to be considered as a replacement
for this one should the tests on the fixes fail.

Mr. MINSHALL. When will that bo completed?
General J.,nnmr. I don't have that information with me. I will have

to supply that for the record.
(tle information follows:)

At this time, we are confident that fhe design improvements being introduced
Into the current wing box will prove to be capable of providing the required
4,000 hours of operational life. However, as an insurance against possible un-foreseen problems, the design of a new interchangeable wing box is proceeding
without delay. We are currently assessing other design concepts to determine
the inherent advantages and disadvantages compared to the present design. Adecision on these alternatives will be made wihin the next 60 to 90 days, and
we estimate that the time required to develop a box ready for production use fol.lowing this decision wpuld vary between 14 and 80 months depending on the

82-845--'9-pt. 8---58
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design selected. The decision to continue or to terminate this effort will be tied
to the results of the current fatigue test program.

Mr. MINSITALT. That is all I have. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SKFRs. What would be the cost of retrofitting the new box?
Gneral JEFrFrY. I wouldn't want to hazard a guess on that, Mr.

Chairman. It could be an expensive proposition. It would necessitate
sending the airplane back through the assembly line disassembling it
and putting in a new box.

Mr. SiKvrs. Would it amount to hundreds of thousands of dollars?
General JEFFn.Y. I would guess it would be well over $100,000 per

airplane.
Mr. Sites. On the problem which developed with the windshield

of the plane that crashed last week, you say there have been no previ-
ous problems of this nature ?

General JE yFRi,. We have had no instances where the windshield
came out of the airplane. I indicated that there had been previous
windshield problems with the airplane in terms of distortion of view,
in terms of delamination. This is all that I recall that we had had.

Mr. Sixzs. Nothing about the glass shattering?
General JFFnrY. Not that I recall.
Mr. Sitrs. I was under the impression that this was a special type

of material which was designed not, to shatter. That. even a bullet
could pas. through it, without causing shattering. Am T incorrect ?

General JFRFrnY. I can't answer your question, sir. I don't know.
Mr. Suitcs. Will you provide that for the record?
General JEwFFREYr. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

The F-111 windshield is neither designed nor tested for bullet impact, how.
ever, tests with both layers of glass cracked when added to design knowledge
would indicate that bullet penetration could result in loss of a section of the
windshield. The windshield is designed and tested to prevent sliattering from
cracking of one or both glass layers.

Mr. MINts11At1. This is a very uflusual oeclrrenee at that. slow speed,
isn't it, General, to lhve a windshield shatter?

General JrFr. Yes, sir; it is, since the airplanes, :ll of them, have
been flown at much higher speeds than this. At. acceptable from the
factory, they are flown to the neighborhood of roach

Mr. MiNSTtALLt. Did a bird hit it, or anything?
General JEF,'niv. I mentioned earlier that in -view of the low

altitude at which the airplane was flying this is something we will
certainly investigate carefully.

Mr. MTNsutA.t. Did the pilot seem to thinly something had hit it ?
General Jtv 'vItn. I haven't got enough of the l)relimilnary action

report to know about that, sir.

Mr. MtYsrAJLt. Will you also supply, General, at the appropriate
spot in this record, what the R. & 1). costs will be on the new wing
carrythrough box that you are developing, the completely new one?

General Jr.,T-r-. All right, sir.
(The information follows:)

R. & D. FOR NEW WINo OARRY-TiiHottaOi Box FOR F-ill

It is Important to note that, while a redesign effort is proceeding and plans for
R. & D. are being developed, we believe that the present design as modified will
prove to have the required 4,000 hours for operational life. Presently planned

M 1, . . ".
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develoluvnet activities are the same as required itn tinilizing lhe present box.
The box would be designed and engineered and specimen and full-scale compo-
Jenit tests Would lie eolI-leted to lrove a(leqlatp faltigle eni(llranlie and static
strength of the detailed features of tle desIgn. lilutre testing to allow formal
qlmifilcations would be completed in the full-scale fatigue and static test article.
In parallel with this prograin, testing of the current design is continuing. At
any point where suflhvient confildenvet has been established in the current fixes as
compared to the alternatives, the alternative redesign effort will be (liwontinued.
Currently, the redesign and ntanerial to be used have not been tnallized ; there-
fore, a valhl cost estimate cannot be provided.

EFFECT OF FI-l 1 1 REDUCTION ON N CLEAR IFTALIATOlIY CAPABILITY

Mr. S IKEs. Under earlier Alns, the FB-111 aircraft were to pro-
vide tie capability for the de ivery of apart of our nuclear retaliatory
capability. UTndor the cutback in numbers now projected, will our
intelear capability be reduced accordingly for a p1'eriod of tirae?

General J ti rvu. It, would be my opinion that it will, sir, yes.
Mr. SK.S. Will you expand on that for the record?
General J*hFrF:. Yes.
(The information follows:)

EFFECT OF FB-111 CUTBACK ON NUCLEAR RETALIATORY CAPACITY

A reduction in FB-111 procurement does reduce the bomber force capability
and continues the downward trend in the size of the bomber force. The YB-111
was to replace the older series B-52 C-F's to provide a better bomber penetra-
tion capability. This Improved penetration capability results from the FB-111's
reduced radar cross section, higher speed, Improved avionics and low altitude
capability. The present program calls for retention of sonic older series
B-52C-P's to lartially offset the YB-111 reduction. The Air Force has recom-
mended retention of 13 11-52PF squadrons until AMSA is available and SRAM
equipage of all 17 B-52G/11 squadrons. This will insure maintaining the stra-
tegic bomber force capability. Although a reduction In the FB-1ll force from
14 to four squadrons results in some reduction In the bomber force capability,
this could be partially offset by the Air Force recommendation for B-52C-F

retention and 51AM for the B-520/H force.

NONNUCLEAR CAPAII ,1TY OP P11-1 11

Mr. Sti:s. Is the FB-111 capable of being used in South Vietnam
in lieu of the 11-52's, or is it not adaptable to that type of use?

General ,m-,'imy. The FB-111 could be used for this sort of opera-
tioh, Mr. Chairman. I don't, believe it, would be economical.

Mr. Si xs. It would be a marginal use?
General ,JEFFIY.. It could do a good job. It, cannot do as good a, job

as the B1-52 can for the mission t&iat the B-52 is flying.
Mr. Sim:s. Is this because of load-carrying capability and the fact

that it is primarily intended for nuclear delivery?
General JnFFr Y. Yes, sir.

UNIT COST OP 1--11

Mr. SIRzs. Last year, when a larger buy was contemplated, the
unit cost of the aircraft was estimated to be $7,995 9000. W at, is t e
comparable unit cost for the aircraft in the fiscal year 1970 program
as originally projected, and the average unit cost for a buy of T6
aircraft?
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General JEFFREY. Mr. Chairman, there isn't a 1970 buy of the
FB-l1l. The projected unit flyaway cost for the airplane last year
was $9.076 million-

Mr. Siici s. Was that 263 aircraft?
General ,JFp,y. May I ask Colonel Buckingham to speak to tilt?
Colonel BUCKINOUHAM. If I understand your question correctly, Sir,

you want to go back to the original FB-111 cost, or last year's cost?
Mfr. SiKics. I want both. I want the original cost and last year's

cost. I want the cost projected for the 263 aircraft and the cost now
projected for the 76 and you can provide all of that for the record.

Colonel BUCKINOHAR . Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

The cost of the FB-111A as estimated at the time of congressional approval
of the program was $5.2 million (flyaway). This was for a quantity of 263
FB-11r's and a total production buy of 1.228 aircraft Last year's flyaway esti.
mate (at the time of PY 1M.) budget sllbisksion) was $6.4 million. This was
for a quantity of 263 FB-111's and a total buy of 1,356 production aircraft. Tli
cost now projected for flyaway is $9.4 million each for a quantity of 76 FB-111's
in a total production program of 710 aircraft.

Mr. STwR. . Is this number of 76 the minimum of aircraft which can
be bought and which will keep the production line open?

General .TPFR.Y. I would say that these airplanes ar part of the
overall F-Ill-part of the overall F-111 production line. We could
possibly go below this nmnber and keep the production line open.

Mr. Srx . But not much?
General .JFFFRY. Not much.
Mr. SIKEs. Are you seeking primarily to obtain some improvement

in your bomber capability and a minimum buy of the aircraft that
would provide that improvement while yon are waiting for the AMSA
to be developed Is that what you are doling

General JAEry.iu. Yes, sir.
Mr. SixEs. That would be an understandable policy. This will pro-

vide an improvement, I assume?
General JEFREY. This will provide a significant improvement in our

bombing and penetration capability. The AMSA is going to be several
years away.

Mr. Srxs. You can expand on that for the record. I think this is
fully understandable.

General Jrnriy. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

The capability of our bomber force Is a continuing concern of the Air Force.
The most effective method of maintaining the capability is through force modern-
ization and the degree of modernization required Is geared to the t1irent. The
Intelligence community estinates that the Soviets will continue to improve their
defensive capability. including deployment of highly effective advanced defensive
systems during the early and mid 1070's. The Air Force is seeking to improve
strategic bomber force 'apabllities with S1RAM. SCAD. and AMSA to maintain
bomber force effectivene.,s against these defenses: however. these Inprove nents
will not he available in the near torn. The FB-111 represents the only imu roved
stratgle bomber system ritidily available to the Air Force. If some FY-iIl's
are not obtained as an Interim modernization effort until more advanced systems
become available, the bomber force, which consists primarily of aircraft and
avionics technology of the 1050's, would be at a disadvantage against Soviet
defensive technology of the 1070's. Therefore, even a relatively small number
of FB-Ill's that possess a high speed, low altitude capability, small radar cross
section, and advanced avionics, will provide a significant improvement In our
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bombing and penetration capability. This will Improve the overall bomber force
penetration capability and will also comlIIcite the defensive problems of the
Soviets.

Mr. Anmu:ws. Ilow many beyond tie 7( to yo'l see, General ?
General mat.1Fr,:r. 'LIat, l(or tle Ip'eseuit i ime, is the cud of the F'B-

i11, sir. iere are none ant icipated.
MlIIr. ANI)Iu ws. WhN will the last olles be provided ?
General ,I' Fimv. I)ecenier 1970.
Mr. AN-muws. At what rate tire they behig delivered?-neral JI.:FIIE. They -ill reach a maximum Ilte of per

11o01t0). They reach that point in -- sir. Then they taper on down
from the .

Mr. SIKEs. What. is the estimated total cost of the FB-111 develop-
menit prograil ?

Colonel-ltTNGI,.AM. Tle development cost. is currently estimated
at $234.4 million for the F1il11 aircraft.

.':'rECT OF F11-111 CUcTBACK ON SRrM VAiooIAM

Mrt. SmIuv.s. What is the impact, of the cutback on the FBA111 pro-
grain on the SRAM[ program ?

General ,Tm,'Fmx. I don't. believe that it has any immediate effect
on the SRAM program, sir. The FB-111, those that we are currently
scheduled to get. will be equippled with 1)ro visions to carry (le SIAM[
with tho ex eeptiol of electronic gear.

Event tnily tl(e total u umber o"f SR AM's procured could be atteetod.
Mi. SmKEs. It. would seem there should be substantial lonl-term ef-

fects since the FB-111 aircraft is to carry SRAM and the program
is being cut by two-thirds. Why wouldn't. there be a corresponding
planned reduct ion in the numbers of SRAM's? SIRAM's a-re not slate(1
for AMSA.

General ,TEFEY. Yes. I think I indicated I didn't anticipate there
would be any immediate effect, but certainly there would be a long-
rango effect because this is to be the main weapon that. the FB-111
i si supposed to carry.

Mr. Sim:.s. Wont there be some immediate effects such as increased
unit cost of SRAM missiles since those missiles will not be procured
in lar go quantities?General ,Tlri.i'y. Well, sir, the principal number of SRAM's were
to he c.lrried on the B-5 nt's rather th.n the FB--l l s. so this would
depend uponit a tradeoff here. The initial SRAM contract, as I recall,
was for - missiles, which was far short of those that would have
heen required to support the overall SRAM operational requirements
for both types of airplanes. So it. would b difficult to say right now
lust what effect cutting hack on the FB-111 would have on the total
S.AV buy since we don't. know at the present time what this means in
term ; or iiceased B-t52 SR.AM requirements.

COST 01- rn-111 PROGRAM

Mr. SIr.s. For the record, T wold like to have a projected cost of
th F13-111 program. T would like to have the costs assneiated with
trainhur for the nrogram and the ground support, and equipment costs
associated with the program.
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(The information follows:)
5-YEAR PROJECTED COST FB-111 PROGRAM

The total estimated costs, including operating expense and excluding SRAM
procurement fiscal year 1967 through 1974 are: Dolar in

millions

Development ---------------------------------------------- 218.6
Investment ---------------------------------------------- 1,255. 6
Operating ---------------------------------------------- 1,674.9

Total ---------------------------------------------- 3,149. 1

Development.-All R.D.T. & E. funds for the aircraft and related equipment.
Investment.:-Procurement costs of the vehicle, aerospace ground equipment,

training items, technical data, modifications, initial spares, investment-type re-
plenishment spares and military construction.

Operating.-Military and civilian pay, POL, depot and base maintenance includ-
Ing spares procured from the stock fund.

RETENTION OF B-5 2'S

Mr. SHIES. Is it a part of the plan involved in the cutback of the
FB-111 to keep the B-52 C through F in the active inventory for a
longer period of time?

Colonel GROSS!ILLuR. We are keeping - to the end of the pro-
ram period. In fiscal year 1970 we will have squadrons of
3-52's, C through F. This is an increase as a result of the reduction

from 14 to four squadrons of FB-111's, the retention of B-52
squadrons and the extension of six B-58 squadrons

Mr. Snirs. Are there additional costs associated with this change?
General JEFFRY. Mr. Chairman, do you mean additional costs as-

sociated with the reduction-
Mr. SixEs. The B-52's. Keeping a larger number of B-52's in the

inventory.
General JmTFFEY. Yes, sir; there would be.
Mr. Snxs. Provide a breakdown for the record.
General JmmanT. Yes, sir.
(A classified statement was provided.)
Mr. SIXES. 'Will modifications of the B-52's be required as a result

of this change in schedules?
General TANBERO. Yes, Mr. Chairman. If we reach the 4,000 "E"

hours on these aircraft, we would have to modify them if they stay in
the force. As it stands now, they are programed to go out. If they
remain, IRAN would also have to be incorporated.

Mr. SmxES. Give us a breakdown for the record of the specific costs
in that operation.

General TANBERG. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

SAFE STRUCTURAL LIFE

The B-520 thru F safe structural service life has been established as 4,000
"E" hours. An "E" hour Is used as a measurement of fatigue damage to the wing
structure. Engineering change proposal (ECP) 1243 consists of minimum struc-
tural modifications generally to the lower wing surface to Increase the fatigue
life of the wing to 6,000 "E" hours. In accordance with present projected usage
no additional aircraft will require this modification prior to fiscal year 1975.
Unit cost, $187,000.

INSPECTION AND REPAIR AS NECESSARY (IRAN)

This is depot level maintenance performed each 36 months. Unit cost $330,000.
In addition to the structural service life modification (ECP-1243) and IRAN,
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there are two other categories of modifications which must be accomplished on
these aircraft.

ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURES (ECM)

Retention of B-52C, E, or F series will require ECM modifications that were
accomplished on D, G, and H series. Due to the previously planned phaseout
schedule, these modifications were not incorporated on these models. Unit cost,
$170,000.

AIMS

Air traffic control radar beacon with identifcation-friend or foe (AIMS).
These modifications are required for air traffic control purposes beginning
January 1, 1973. Unit cost, $18,250.

GROUND-SUrPORT EQUIPMENT

Mr. SIXEs. What can you tell us about the degree of commonality
between the F-111 tactical aircraft and the FB-111

General JEFFREY. There is approximately '78 percent commonality
between the FB-111 aircraft and the F-I llA/D version.

Mr. SixEs. Will the ground-support equipment utilized for the tacti-
cal F-111 aircraft also be used for the FB-111 strategic bomber?

General JEFFREY. It will be about 53 percent common, sir.
Mr. SmEs. What additional ground-support equipment will be

required I
General JEFFREY. There would have to be additional ground-support

equipment associated primarily with the avionics system which dif-
fers in the FB-111. I would have to provide for the record, sir, the
details of the pieces of equipment.

Mr. SIKES. If you will.
(The information follows:)

ADDITIONAL GROUND SUPPORT REQUIRED FOR FB-ill

The major items of additional ground-support equipment which are peculiar
to the FB-111 are as follows:

Attack radar test equipment;
Navigation and flight controls test equipment;
Servo and Indicator test station;
Indicator and sensor tests for star tracker;
Navigation aids tests;
Digital test station;
Doppler radar test station.

OVER-TARGET COSTS

Mr. SIES. The justifications indicate that $44.4 million will be
required in fiscal year 1969 for fiscal year 1968 and prior years for
over-target costs associated with the FB-111. What are the principal
reasons for these over-target costs?

General JEFFREY. The principal reasons for the over-target con-
ditions, sir, would be the cutback in the quantities, the reduced pro-
duction rate, and economic escalation in the country during this period.

Mr. SIKES. Are additional over-target costs anticipated in fiscal
year 1970?

General JEFFREY. No, sir.
Mr. SIxES. What part of the cost overruns that you have identi-

fied are borne by the contractor?
General JEFFREY. I would request that I be permitted to supply

that for the record, sir.
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(The information follows:)

PORTION OF COST OVERRUNS ON FB-111 BORNE BY CONTRACTOR

The over-target costs identified to date fall within 107 percent of the target
cost. Between 100 and 107 percent, the contractor pays 25 percent of the over-
target costs.

TEST EXPERIENCE

Mr. SIKES. What has been Air Force experience with the three
FB-111 aircraft which have been undergoing tests at Edwards?

General JEFFREY. With regard to gross weight and payload require-
ments, the airplanes have met specifications. With regard to range,
these tests are still going on and have not yet been completed. There
isn't anything that we have seen in the tests thus far that would cause
us alarm in regard to the airplane not meeting specifications.

Mr. SIRES. It has been reported that the FB-111 has eight pylons
which carry 48 750-pound bombs. It has also been reported that the
bombs on the outer four pylons must be jettisoned when the wings of
the aircraft are swept back. Is this true?

General JEFFREY. The outboard pylons were not self-streamlining
so in order to achieve maximum range with the airplane, if these py-
lons are loaded, it would be necessary to drop whic ever pylons were
loaded.

In connection with the FB strategic mission, these pylons would
not all be loaded. It is expected that two of them would be and, on
an operational mission these two would be dropped, sir.

Mr. SIKES. What operational problems would be presented by this
situation?

General JEFFREY. We do not consider that dropping those pylons
would present any operational problems, sir.

A-TD AIRCRAFT PROGRAM

Mr. SIKES. Are there further questions on the FB-11?
Turning to the A-7D, the average unit flyaway cost through fiscal

1974 for the A-7D is listed at $2,415,000. Is this'the cost upon which
your fiscal year 1970 request was based?V Colonel BUCKINGHIIAM. No, sir; that is the average cost of the entire
quantity of-- aircraft we plan to buy. In fiscal year 1970 we plan
to buy 128 at an average unit gross flyaway of $2.238 million.

Mr. SiKEs. What is the average unit flyaway cost and the average
weapon system cost for the A-TD's to be procured?

Colonel BUCKINGHAM. In fiscal year 1970, the unit gross flyaway
cost is $2,238,000 and the unit weapon system cost is $2,916,000.

TF-41 ENGINE

Mr. SIKES. What cost overruns have you experienced in the devel-
opment of the TF-41 engine?

General JEFFREY. The TF-41 is on a total package type of contract.
Allison, who is the prime contractor for this engine, has incurred

. , 0
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some costs in excess of its billing target price. The Government would
be responsible for 50 percent of the "overrun" which may be in the
area of $28 million, but we haven't gotten far enough down the road
in this contract to be aware specifically of what the overrun will be.

Mr. Sixs. How does the unit cost of the TF-41 engine compare
with the original estimate?

General JEFFREY. Very good at the present time.
Mr. SIKES. How close to target cost is the avionics system for the

A-7)?
General JEFFREY. The avionics system for the A-TD, Mr. Chairman,

is subcontracted by Ling-Temco-Vought..
Since this is their subcontract, we don't know the status.

GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

Mr. SIKFS. To what extent is the ground support equipment utilized
by the Navy for their version of the A-7 to be used by the Air Force,
with the A-ID?

General JEFFREY. There is a 95-percent degree of commonality be-
tween the A-7D, the Air Force airplane, and the A-7E, which is the
Navy version of this airplane.

Mr. SiKEs. Do you mean commonality in ground support
equipment?

General JEFFREY. Yes, sir.

CONTRACT DEFINITIZATION

Mr. SiRES. Has the contract on the A-7D been negotiated and
definitized?

General JEFFREY. We are buying this airplane through the Navy.
For 1969 and prior, it has been definitized, yes, sir.

Mr. SIKES. When was that, please?
General JEFFnEy. This was in February, 1969.
Mr. SIKEs. Are you operating under a letter contract now?
General JEFFREY. No, sir; we are operating under a definitized

contract.
Mr. SIKES. I-low long vere you under that contract?
General JEFFREY. We were under a letter contract for several years.
Mr. SIKES. Could you supply a specific time period for the record?
General JEFFREY. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

SPECIFIC TIME PERIOD OF A-TD CONTRACT

The A-7D program operated under a letter contract from October 27, 1966, to
February 20, 1969.

Mr. SIKES. In what way does the contract protect against cost
overruns?

General JEFFREY. It is a fixed-price incentive-type of contract. The
contractor loses his profit on a share ratio if he proceeds above the
target cost toward ceiling. The contract does have a target and a ceil-
ing. The share ratio is 75 to 25 so the Government is protected in this
regard.

Mr. SnKEs. Provide further details for the record.

I --( ", _- ., , 1 ._--0 -1 .. , 1,11.1 -1 1 , I.,
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(The information follows:)

TERMS OF A-7 CONTRACT REGARDING COST OVERRUNS

The protection against overruns offered by this type of contract is that for
every dollar of underrun, the contractor gets 25 cents added to his profit. Con-
versely, for every dollar of overrun, he gets 25 cents subtracted from his profit.
For exairle, If the target cost is $100 and target profit is $10 and his final cost
is $90, then the contractor's profit is Increased by $2.50 which equals 25 percent
of the $10 underrun. Conversely, if his final cost is $110, then his profit is dei-
creased by $2.50 which is equal to 25 percent of the overrun. Under the terms of
the contract, the contractor can earn a maximum fee of 13 percent of target cost
and a minimum fee of 4 percent of target cost Irrespective of the amount of
underrun or overrun. The target fee is 10.5 percent of target cost.

Mr. ANDREws. Let's say the price was $1 million.
General JEFFREY. The target cost was $1 million.
Mr. ANDREWS. And it wound up at $1.3 million. How does the con-

tract function?
General JEnFEY. If th target cost was $1 million, and let's say that

the ceiling was 130 percent of that-and this isn't an unusual percent-
age arrangement-then the ceiling would be $1.3 million. At $1
million-or target cost, he receives his maximum profit which might
be, let's say, 10 percent of the target cost. Or, in this hypothetical case,
it would be $100,000.

If he comes out on target cost, he gets that. $100,000.
As he exceeds target costs and goes from the $1 million to the $1.3

million, he loses his profit, so that when he arrives at the ceiling of
$1.3 million, he loses all of his profit. The Government pays a share of
the difference between target cost and ceiling. When he goes over
ceiling, he pays everything so he has lost all of his profit at ceiling
and then he pays for everything over ceiling.

Mr. ANDREWS. He is in a jam if he gets over the $1 million?
General JEFFrREY. He is in a jam when he gets over the $1 million.
Mr. ANDREWS. He could lose his $100,000?
General JEFwEY. He will lose his $100,000 when his cost exceeds

ceiling and he can lose more than that. He gets in a tighter and tighter
jam the further he gets over the target cost.

POSSIBLE CONTRACTOR LOSS ON C-5A

Mr. ANDREWS. Have you had occasions where this has occurred?
General JEF=Y. Yes, sir. With regard to the C-5, we estimate

Lockheed will be, at the end of the total contract, somewhere in the
neighborhood of $285 million in the hole on this same sort of an
arrangement.

Mr. AwnPiws. $285 million?
General JmnREY. Yes, sir; over ceiling. This is a cost for which they

are responsible solely.
Mr. Aw ,raws. Aid then have a loss of $285 million?
General JEFREY. Yes, sir; we estimate that.
Mr. ANDRvws. This is on the what ?
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General JF"REY. The C-5A airplane contract for 115 production
airplanes. Halfway through that, if we didn't buy the additional 57
airplanes on production run "B", we estimate that they would be in
a deficit position of $671 million. That is out-of-pocket to them.

Mr. ANDREWS. Do you see any way for Lockheed to bail themselves
out of the position they are in?

General JEFFREY. '[hey don't agree with out estimate. That they will
be in this position. We are projecting this up to 1973, when the air-
planes will have been delivered. Some spare parts will have been
bought from them, which could improve their deficit position. I don't
see any way, right now, that they can substantially improve the
situation.

Mr. A"Rnws. And what is the total amount of potential liability?
General JEmFREy. The total amount of their loss is estimated to be

$285 million.
Mr. AnREws. You mentioned a figure of $600-and-something.
General JFREY. This is an interim figure. If we only bought half

of the airplanes, which would complete delivery in June 1971.
Mr. ANDmmws. If you double your buy, they still stand to lose $285

million.
General JFFRY. That is our estimate, sir.
In answer to your other question, this situation does come up with

reasonable frequency, where the contractors find themselves in a deficit
position. Of course, not to this extent because of the size of this
contract.

RISK IN A-7 CONTRACT

Mr. SIKES. The A-7 buy operated for several years under a letter
contract. Why should the ceiling be as high as 130 percent after
definitization?

General JEFFREY. The ceiling is something that is determined by the
Government. It is based upon risk areas, unknown areas. The time
during which the airplane is to be delivered and that sort of thing.

It is arranged to protect the contractor from excessive loss due to
unknowns. A war, let's say, another war that might come about be-
tween now and the time that the airplanes are delivered and cause ab-
normal escalation of the economy. It is also designed to protect the
Government against excess profits.

Mr. SnEs. In view of the experience that you have already had,
that the contractor has already had, wouldn't you say that there is
now a little risk involved in this contract?

General JFFREY. I would say there is not a great deal of risk in-
volved in this contract.

Mr. SIKES. Thank you, gentlemen.
The committee will resume its discussions at 2 o'clock.

AFTERNOON SESSION

TITEFT OF AIRCRAFT

Mfr. SrKrS. On the record.
This morning we were discussing the incident in which a C-130

aircraft was lost when an airman flew it off a base in England. It is
of concern to the committee. The situation which permitted these in-

- ~
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cidents to happen was explored. I find that today a similar attempt
was made at Andrews Air Force Base. Fortunately, in this instance
the attempt was thwarted. Are you prepared to comment on the cur-
rent situation and any alert which may have been sent out-a general
alert-which may have been sent out, which helped to prevent this
latest attempt of the theft of the lane?

General MCNICKLE. I think tlis incident was caught without bene-
fit of an alert that was sent out. This was just normal alertness that
caught this one; however, an alert has gone out there could be addi-
tional incidents like this. If you find one, you are apt to find more. I am
sure this sergeant read about the other incident, and I understand he
was going to go home to his family in Kentucky.

Mr. LIPscoMB. Mr. Chairman, did you have a chance to check and
see if anything had gone out nationwide or worldwide?

General MCNICKLF,. Yes, sir; General Ryan told me it had. It did
not help in this incident though. This maintenance officer was on the
ball.

Mr. Snics. Are there further comments?
Mr. ANDREWS. If he had gotten in the air from Andrews, an ama-

teur with a C-47, it would have been very bad. I do not know how you
are going to stop them. It may be contagious.

General McNICKLE. That is right. That is what Mr. Lipscomb
indicated this morning.

Mr. MINSHALL. You might look into what penalties are involved
and let the people know what the penalties are. You may have to
increase them.

General MCNICKLE. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. It would not hurt if you increase your guard about

parked planes until this wave of thefts dies down.
Mr. SIKES. Will you provide for the record the type of alert that

has gone out and when the alert went out?
General McNIcmix. Yes.
(The information follows:)

INCREASED SECURITY REGARDING UNAUTHORIZED USE OF AIRCRAFT

The extreme gravity of this occurrence was made a matter of concern to all
major USAF commands worldwide. In a message dated May 26, 1969, the Vice
Chief of Staff, USAF, directed all commanders to review procedures established
to prevent such occurrences and take action as required to preclude recurrence
of similar incidents.

ENGINEERING CHANGES ON A-7

Mr. Sir~s. Returning to the A-7D aircract which we were discus-
ing this morning, at the present time tell us what engineering changes
which would result in increased costs in the A-7 have been indicated?

General JmFREY. The principal changes which have increased the
cost of the A-7 since the Air Force decided to buy-is that essentially
to what you are referring?

Mr. SrxKs. Yes.
General JFFREY. This would concern first a new navigation and

weapon delivery system, or new avionics system, which differed exten-
sively from that contained in the original A-TA aircraft which was
the airplane of the Navy was buying.
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This has amounted to approximately $224,000 per airplane. Surviv-
ability improvements which have included foam in the tanks, armor
plate for the pilot and also armor protection for certain critical com-
ponents of the airplane, has increased the cost by $113,000 each.

Other improvements to the cockpit, the lights, paint, the addition of
the M-61 Gatling gun, a starter, radio, and certain other standardiza-
tion items increased the cost by $111,000 per airplane.

These changes in total increased the cost from $1.575 million which
was the actual price after Navy procurement of A-7 A/B's to
$2.023 million. Those were the principal hardware changes to the air-
plane, sir.

Mr. SIxEs. What is the effect of change orders on the contract inso-
far as profit to the manufacturer is concerned, or insofar as the pos-
sibility of loss to the contractor?

General JEFFEY. Change orders directed by the Government would
increase the target cost of the contract. The Government therefore
would be expected to pay for these changes. In the adjusted target the
profit would also be adjusted. So with increased change orders, this
would be a favorable position for the contractor.

Mr. SIKEs. Do you visualize a situation where a contractor would be
in a position to lose money on his primary contract, but would find
himself in the profit column as a result of change orders.

General JEFFREY. Yes, sir; I can.
Mr. SiKEs. Do you recall instances where this has happened?
General JEFFREY. I cannot recall specific instances where this has

happened. Every effort is made to prevent this sort of thing through
our audit activities to determine the actual cost associated with the
changes that are approved. However, it is my opinion that the greater
the number of changes that are Government-generated after a contract
has been signed, the better are the contractor's chances of climbing out
of any sort of deficit position that he might be in.

ADVANcE rROCUREMENT

Mr. SIKES. There is a request for $26.5 million for advance procure-
ment of the A-7D for fiscal 1970. For the record, break down the re-
quirement.

(The information follows:)

BREAKDOWN OF ADVANCE PROCUREMENT OF THE A-7D

The advance procurement for the A-7D for fiscal 1970 consists of the
following:

Dollars in
millions

Engines (GFAE) -------------------------------------------- 18.5
Avionics (GFAE) -------------------------------------------- 2.5
Avionics subsystems and long leadtime materials, forgings, and castings
(CFE) --------------------------------------------------- 5.5

Total--------------------------------------- 26.5

JOINT SUPPORT AGREEMENT

Mr. Siums. Last year, General Ruegg testified that the Air Force
was evaluating a joint support agreement with the Navy on A-7. Has
an agreement been reached?
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General RIEmONDY. Yes; it will be effective July 1. Some of the
minor details are still being worked out because of the F-4 experience
we have had. Come July 1, the Air Force will start getting its support
from the Nav on the joint support list kind of items.

Mr. SIrEs.How many spare parts items for the A-7 will you stock
and how many are on the joint support list? Do you have that infor-
mation readily available?

General RnExoNDY. Yes. At the present time we have just about a
thousand on that joint support list. We anticipate it will go up to about
8,000 as we complete all the initial provisioning on that airplane.

Mr. Sncxs. Will the A-7D's replace other aircraft in the Air Force
inventory?

Colonel GnossmiLLER. Yes; F-100's and F-105's which will even-
tually go to the Air National Guard for modernization.

F-4E AIRCRAFT PROGRAM

Mr. SIRES. Are there questions on the A-7? If not, turning to the
F-4E, if a decision is made to stretch the fiscal 1969 procurement
deliveries of the F-4E, to what extent would this stretchout affect
funding of the aircraft?

Colonel BUCKINGHAM. Mr. Chairman, it is estimated at the present
time that the fiscal 1969 funds will be in excess by about $7.6 million
if we do not stretch the program.

Mr. SiKEs. How firm is the requirement for $25.7 million advance
procurement in fiscal 1970?

Colonel BUCKINOHA1. It is based on a fiscal year 1971 buy of
aircraft. If that, buy stands, the requirement for advance buy is firm.

Mr. SixEs. If the 1969 program is stretched out, would the require-
ment for the advance procurement funds be reduced?

Colonel BUCKINGHAM. No, sir; because that has no impact on the
fiscal year 1971 planned production.

POTTING COMPOUND PROBLEM WITH F-4

Mr. MINSHALL. General, we had a discussion with some of the Air
Force people and later with the Navy about the trouble with F-4's
with the potting compound. We found out that you are correcting
this problem in a different way from the Navy. Generally, you are
doing it. on a block basis and they are doing it by individual aircraft
basis when the trouble manifests itself on each individual airplane.

General McNICKLE. Yes, sir.
Mr. MINSHALL. I wonder if you have any comparison, cost com-

parison or time off the line or anything else, between your method and
the Navy method?

General TNBERO. I do not think I have any specifics to your latter
question. But with the way the Navy operates their aircraft; namely,
on the carriers, they do not run into the same problem with the mag-
nitude we have. It'is on a scale they can handle as we did the initial
ones that were attributed to be a mixture problem and you can pick
it out and replace it on an individual basis. In Vietnam, after the
initial F-4C models, had been there about 3 years, we had large num-
bers of connectors inside the cockpit revert. We had no choice. We
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could not do it on a single individual connector basis. While we had
the aircraft down doing a few of them, we decided to do the whole
number. We are approaching the problem a little differently than the
Navy. We did not really have much of a choice in it. In their opera-
tions they have not run into the high temperatures that we do with
the aircraft parked on the ramps over in SEA.

Mr. MINSHALL. Would you supply for the record the cost per indi-
vidual aircraft, and the time off the line and so forth, that it is
required by your system?

General TANBERG. Yes, sir. Basically as far as time off the line, the
majority of these we have tied in with other programs and you get a
tradeoff. In other words, as they go through the normal IRAN cycle
we do repotting. Initially when we ran into the problem we had to
divert some aircraft, and put them into a depot facility.

Mr. INSHALL. But it still takes more time and more expense re-
gardless of the tradeoff.

General TANBERG. Yes. This expense is primarily for labor.
Mr. MINSHALL. Will you supply those figures for the record so we

will have some basis of comparison?
(The information follows:)

F-4 REPOTTING COST PER INDIVIDUAL AIRCRAFT, ETC.

Based on approximately 368 F/RF-4 aircraft, which includes those com-
pleted plus those projected to require this rework, the average cost per aircraft
will be approximately $59,000. We are still studying the reversion tendencies
of the potting compound in the later series F-4 aircraft and will plan our
rework accordingly.

Mr. MINSTTALL. Supply what the specifications were for the potting
compound. Did they ever have specifications for the potting compound
originally to withstand heat. If so, what happened?

(The information follows:)

SPECIFICATIONS FOR POTTING COMPOUND

The Pro-Seal 777 potting compound was first introduced Into the Navy F-4
aircraft commencing with block 8 which began delivery in November 1961. It
was this block number that compact wire bundles were introduced and approved
for installation at locations up to 3000 F. To maintain temperature compatibility,
Pro-Seal 777 potting compound, which was used in these compact wire bundles,
was approved for 3000 F. Pro-Seal 777 conforms to MDC (McDonnell Douglas
Co.) process specification 17171 and was approved by BAR (Navy plant repre-
sentative) St. Louis in March 1958.

General TANBERO. Of course, the aircraft we got were Navy air-
craft. It was against their specifications. We had no reason to doubt
their spec and under the testing that had been done. Frequently once
you get equipment out into service you will discover a problem that
you did not run into during the test programs.

Mr. MIINSITALL. Who is paying for the cost of your making this
fix on the potting compound?

General TANBERO. We have to pick this up. Our engineers bought
off on the specifications as did the Navy, and hence the Government
has to pick this up.

F-5 AIRCRAFT PROGRAM

Mr. SIREs. *The F-5: Will the RF-5's requested complete
the authorized complement of RF-5's for the South Vietnamese?
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Colonel GROS3ULLER. Yes, sir, it will complete them. There are no
other planned buys at this time.

Mr. SIKEs. The average unit flyaway cost of the F-5 is listed in your
statement as $805,000. The weapon system cost indicated in the justi-
fications is $1,120,000. Would you provide for the record a listing of
the items which make up the difference in the figures?

(The information follows:)

F-5 ITEMS MAKING UP DIFFERENCE IN COST FIGURES

The $805,000 figure represents the average flyaway cost for the total Air Force
funded F/RF-5 program of 64 aircraft procured over the 5-year period fiscal
year 196-70. The $1,120,000 figure is average unit weapon system cost of the
10 F/RF-5 aircraft in the fiscal year 1970 program only. The average flyaway
cost is $1,020,000 and the remaining $100,000 is the support cost for each unit.
The increase in the flyaway cost in fiscal year 1970, as compared to the average
flyaway cost over a 5-year period, is due to the reduced plant loading in the
contractor's plant and escalation In the economy.

Mr. SrxES. What is the unit weapon system cost of the RF-5 as
compared with the F-5?

You can provide that for the record, too.
(The information follows:)

COMPARISON OF RF-5 UNIT WEAPON COST WITH F-5

The unit weapon system cost for the - RF-5A's in the fiscal 1970 program
is $1,150,000, as compared to the unit weapon system cost for the - F-5A's
of $1,075,000.

Mr. SIKES. What is the future requirement foreseen for F-5 air-
craft?

General JEFFRY. In addition to those that are funded in the 1970
program, Mr. Chairman, a total of 10 in this particular case. You
mentioned the for the Vietnamese Air Force, and there are
also for Thailand.

Mr. SIKES. Are there any other foreign orders, while we are on
that?

General JEFFREY. There are other anticipated orders both in the
military assistance program and foreign military sales program.

Mr. SiKEs. Do you have a listing of those?
General JEFFREY. I have a listing of those.
Mr. SixEs. Will you provide that for the record?
(The information follows:)

LIST OF FOREIGN ORDERS FOR F-5 AIRCRAFT

In addition to the 10 F/RF-5 aircraft we are requesting in fiscal year 1970,
we anticipate that potential orders may materialize for 15 aircraft for the military
assistance program (MAP) and 44 aircraft for foreign military sales (FMS) as
follows:

MAP FMS

Country Units Country Units

Total ---------------------------- 15 44

4 i .o"" "' "-I -.IA f
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ADVANCED VERSION OF F-5

Mr. SIKES. What is the general picture on the F-5? What about the
advanced version ? What is the status of that ?

General JEFFERY. The Northrop Co. has proposed an advanced ver-
sion of the F-5.

Mr. SIKEs. That is the version I am speaking of.
General JEFFREY. We refer to it as the F-5-21 and the reason for the

21 has to do with the dash number of the J-85 engine that is going
into it. The principal difference in this airplane and the present F-5 is
an increase in maximum gross weight above 19,736 pounds to 24,140
pounds. Takeoff distance has been reduced. The speed would be in-
creased from 1.4 to mach. The attack mission radius is up from
465 nautical miles to about nautical miles. One of the principal
faults with the F-5 airplane has been its very limited range.

Mr. SIKES. It would seem this would add very considerably to its
desirability. Is the new concept in the test stage rather than procure-
ment stage?

General JEFFREY. Yes, sir. This is entirely in the test stage right
now. There is a test bed airplane which is a modified F-5 with the new
engine.

Mr. SIKES. Is it purely a company version, or is it a program in
which the Air Force has participated?

General JE FFREY. Up to this point it has been a company effort. The
Air Force has participated to the tune of $2 million in an engineering
design effort.

Mr. SIKEs. Is that in the budget before us?
General JEFFREY. There is no money in this budget for this airplane,

sir.
Mr. SIKES. Explain something to me.
The Air Force has always seemed to frown on this aircraft for its

own use but to recommend it for the use of others, which would seem
a little incongruous. It is a good aircraft. It is purely the short legged
feature that the Air Force has objected to, or are there other draw-
backs?

General JEFFREY. The short legs represent a significant part of the
Air Force's objection to this airplane.

Mr. SIKES. What about its load carrying capability?
General JEFFREY. It has a limited load carrying capability.
Mr. SIKES. What is that capability?
General JEFFREY. 6,200 pounds.
Mr. SIES. Normally what weapons would it carry?
General JEFFREY. It could carry some number of the Mark 82, 500

pound bomb. Some number of the 150 pound bombs and 1,000 pound
bombs. The number it could carry would be very limited. To get back
to your question about the Air Force's apparent'lack of interest in this
airplane, our force structure when limited to 23 wings-fighter wings,
as is the case-we have to be prepared to take on our principal enemy.
We have to have the best thing that the country can afford to do this.
Right now this is the F-4E airplane. Within that. force structure in
our opinion we would be very reluctant. to trade off an airplane with
a limited capability, more limited than the F-4E.

Mr. SIKES. Are there questions on the F-5?
32-845-69-pt. 3-54
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AIIICRAF'P FOR VIETNAMESE AIR FORCE

Mr. ANDREWS. General, what planes are you planning to supply to
the South Vietnamese?

General JEFFREY. They will be supplied with the F-5. They will
also be supplied with the" C-123 transport airplane, the A-37-a light
attack airplane-the UH-1D helicopter and the AC-47 gunship.

Mr. ANDREWS. Do you have those planes in hand today that you
plan to give to the South Vietnamese, or will they be new procurement?

General JEFFREY. Most of these airplanes are in hand today. The
F-5's, as indicated here, some number are being bought in this budg-
et. The A-37's are being sent over there at the present -time. The
AC-47's and the C-123's are old airplanes.

The UH-1H's, the helicopters, by and large are yet to be bought.
Mr. AzNRiws. You told us this morning about your pilot training

program for the South Vietnamese. If I remember correctly, you said
you will complete that program by

General JEFFREY. I believe that was the figure.
Mr. ANREws. By - the South Vietnamese will have enough

pilots to take over the air operations in the warI
General JEFFREY. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. How long would it take you to supply them with

the necessary aircraft?
Colonel GROSSMILLER. Sir, the squadrons will be completely

equipped by - consistent with the training of the pilots.
Mr. ANDREWS. - is the earliest you hope the South Vietnamese

will have an adequate force of planes and pilots to take over ?
Colonel GROSSMILLFR. Yes. We will be building from fiscal 1970 up

to . In they will have squadrons.
Mr. ADREWS. By is when you expect them to be provided

with enough planes and pilots to have an adequate Air Force to take
over the activities?

General JEFFREY. Sir, I would like to qualify that, if I may, in
connection with your expression of adequate. there will be enough
pilots to take care of the airplanes that have been approved for them.
Certainly these aircraft would not provide them with a capability to
cope with, to any significant degree, in my opinion, the Soviet air-
planes that North Vietnam has. The air superiority would have to be
provided by somebody else.

Mr. ANDRnEWS. Are there enough Soviet planes in North Vietnam
today to give account of themselves?

General JEFFREY. Yes, sir; they could give a very good account of
themselves.

Mr. ANDREws. By you hope to fulfill your mission with ref-
erence to the South Vietnamese, and you still won't have them in a
position to cope with the Russian planes that are in North Vietnam
today.

General JEFFnEy. That is correct, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS The assumption is, or the expectation is that the

North Vietnamese fleet of Russian made fighters will increase also
byGneral EFFREY. We have no reason to assume otherwise.

Mr. ANi Rrws. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

j I
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Mr. SIKES. If the South Vietnamese are to be equipped with F-5's,
what is their capability in combat against the Mig-21 which the North
Vietnamese presumably would be equipped with?

General JjEFhiREY. The F-5 could give a good account of itself but
in my opinion it is not a match for the Mig-21.

M1r. SIKES. Are we providing the South Vietnamese with any air-
craft that are a match for the Mig-21?

General Jl.EFREY. Not to my knowledge.
Colonel GROSSMILLER. No, sir; the only fighter they have that could

fight air to air is the one squadron of F-5 aircraft.
Mr. ANDREWS. How many Russian planes are in North Vietnam?

Do you have any hard intelligence about it?
Colonel GnossimLLER. In the North Vietnam air order of battle there

are some f fighter aircraft and light bombers. Of these
fighters there are - Migs 15-17, Mig-21's and5?ig-19's..

Mr. ANDREWS. Is that pretty good intelligence?
Colonel GuOSSMILER. Excuse me, MIig-21.
Mr. ANDREWS. Is that pretty good intelligence, Colonel?
Colonel GROSSSILLER. We certainly believe so.
Mr. ANDRE ws. I do not recall hearing any testimony before the coin-

mittee about that many planes in North Vietnam. We have been told
there are some, but nothing like that. That is a pretty good air force;
is it not, General?

General JEFF REY. It certainly is.
MIr. ANDREWS. I assume they have good pilots. Are they Russian or

North Vietnamese?
General JEFFREY. We believe they are North Vietnamese pilots.
Mr. ANDREWS. Trained by the Russians?
General JEFFREY. Trained by the Russians and the Chinese.
Mr. ANDREWS. In North Vietnam or Russia?
General JEFFREY. We expect both there and in China.
fr. ANDREWS. What kind of air-to-air weapons do they have.?

General JEFFREY. The Mig-21 has a 30 millimeter cannon.
Colonel GROSSMILLER. Of course, North Vietnam does have the

SAM's.
Mr. ANDREWS. That is ground to air.
Incidentally, some witness told us not long ago that they lad a

mighty good antiaircraft defense in North Vietnam as of a recent
date.

General JEFFREY. They have antiaircraft defenses in North Vietnam
that are comparable to or better than those that the Germans had in
World War II.

Mr. ANDREWS. You are painting a pretty black picture this after-
noon. I had hoped that eventually, I won't say when, the South Viet-
namese would be able to take over all the fighting down there, which
would include air activity. From what you said, I gather that they
have a force in North Vietnam today that would be .just about all that
South Vietnam could take on in and the assumption is that
by they will have beefed up their Air Force considerably.

General J'^*FFREY. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Where does that leave us?
General JEYFREY. .
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(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. SiKFS. Are there further questions for the F-5?

HARRIER AIRCRAFT

Mr. MINSHAILL. General, I wonder if you would care to give us an
appraisal of the British aircraft that they demonstrated over here
for several weeks, the vertical takeoff and landing aircraft called the
Harrier? With the exception of the vertical takeoff and descending
capability it has, it has normal flight characteristics under battle
configurations that bear a resemblance to combat aircraft we have in
our inventory.

General McNicKLE. I have seen the Navy reports and the Air
Force pilot reports. The Navy reports indicate that its weight-carry-
ing capability is better than their A-4.

Mr. MINSIAL. Better than their A-4?
General MCNICKLE. Yes, sir.
Mr. MINSHALL. Have you had any reports from the Air Force?

Did you see these tests?
General McNICKLE. I saw the Navy report.
Mr. MINSHALL. You did not see the actual test at Andrews?
General MCNICKLE. I have seen the airplane fly but I was not out

at Andrews; no,.sir. In the vertical mode, where they want them to
support the marines in their landing, they do not really need long
range, where we do.

Mr. MINSHALJ. Do you see any place where this aircraft could fit
into the Air Force inventory?

General MONicKLE. Not this specific airplane. When it gets better
engines, and greater range and payload, I would think there could
be a place.

Mr. MINSHIALL. What is wrong with this aircraft as far as the Air
Force is concerned and what is good about it?

General McNICKLE. The biggest problem is the payload and the
short range in the vertical mode. It carries 3,000 pounds of bombs
just over miles. For Navy or marines, operating off a beach-
head, that is not bad. If we are operating from bases - miles
back, we just barely make it to the front lines.

Mr. MINSHALL. Put anything else in the record that you wish.
General McNICKLE. I have some information here I will submit

for the record.
(The information follows:)

BRITIsii HARRIER

The Harrier V/STOL fighter, which has been proposed by the United Kingdom
as a close-air support fighter, does not meet the U.S. Air Force requirements for
a specialized aircraft for this role. The tInrrier has limited payload-range per-
formance, especially when operating in the vertical mode. It has somewhat better
performance when using the short takeoff and landing (STOL) mode, but many
of its mission capabilities have been compromised to provide the aircraft with
vertical flight performance.

The A--X, on the other hand, represents the U.S. Air Force view of the special
ized type of aircraft needed for best performance of the close air support mis-
ion. It has the versatility and flexibility which provides it with a high order of

trade offs in range, payload and loiter time. For example, the Harrier using
external fuel can deliver - pounds of ordnance over a combat radius of

-i -- . I V - 1, Z "1 1, -- I -'. - ,
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, but the takeoff ground run is t .-. The A-X can carry the same
pounds of external ordnance for a radius of - but uses a takeoff ground
roll of - feet, or - feet shorter than the Harrier. In addition, landing
distances of the A-X under heavy load conditions are shorter than the Harrier.

In summary, the A-X is proposed to do a specific mission, close air support,
and is designed to do that mission in an optimum manner. The Harrier, on the
other hand, gives up a great portion of its mission capability to achieve vertical
flight. For these reasons, the U.S. Air Force considers the Harrier to be of
marginal utility for the Air Force mission.

Mr. MINSTIALL. I am not an expert on this type of aircraft or any
aircraft, but it was a very impressive demonstration from a laymanis
point of view. I wondered just what it would do under actual battle
conditions.

General McNICKLE. We would like to have an aircraft of this type
that would have greater range and payload. We have had some people
participating in the test program all along.

General Pirrs. General McNickle has gone on record before the
Senate and House Armed Services that the Air Force is desirous of
having a plane with a vertical takeoff and landing capability. But as
lie said, at this point in time we have not reached the state of the art
in engine development to give the range the Air Force needs to carry
a proper bomb load to do a proper job.

General McNICKLE. We would like to have a few of these airplanes
to really shake them down. We would not be willing to trade an F-4
squadron for some of these airplanes.

Mr. M INSIHALL. Thank you.

1--12 AIRCRAFT

Mr. SIK1,s. Are there other questions? If not, we will turn to the
F-12d.

In the past, Congress has appropriated funds to keep the F-12 pro-
grai alive, at least partially, so that if procurement of this aircraft
was required, minimal cost would be involved in the initiation of
production. What is the status of the F-10 )roduction facility at this
time ?

General .ITFrIE.'Y. The F-12 production facility is essentially intact.
All of the major large items of tooling and tools are there.

Mr. SimE:s. But not, in operation?
General JFF-rRy. No, sir; not in operation. A large number of tme

small tools have been put in storage. The facility is operational, how-
ever. It is being used on other programs to a significant degree.

Mr. SIKES. Have we reached the point where it would be difficult
to initiate F-12 production again?

General JEFREY. It would be expensive and it would be time con-
suming to initiate F-12 production. From the viewpoint of acquiring
the people, the startup costs, and what not. As far as the tooling and
tools are concerned, they are available, sir.

Mr. SiREs. The tools are then about all that you could say are avail-
able now. From all other standpoints, it would be almost the same
as starting over again.

General JEFFREY. Yes, sir.
All of the subcontractors for the subassemblies and components

have been allowed to expire. So the leadtime would almost be like
starting production of a new airplane all over.
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Mr. SIKES. Is there any significant or concerted effort to initiate
new activity in this field?

General McNiCKrTE. Sir, as you know, last year the Air Force was
interested in the F-12 and )OD was interested in the F-106--X.
Congress was interested in our having F-12s. So we got no place. This
year the Secretary has not made up his mind. However, he is putting
money on the technology and he says he wants an advanced inter-
ceptor. F-12 would be one of the candidates. But he has not at this
time made up his mind what it might be.

We do need an advanced interceptor.
Mr. SIKEs. Has time at least partially passed the. F-12 by? Are

there newer concepts? Has the state of the art brought about new
developments that would substantially preclude the F-12 from being a
serious contender?

General MCNiCKLE. No, sir. It was so far ahead of its time that there
still is not anything that will come up to it.

Mr. SIKES. What is the status of the $55 million which has been
held in reserve for the F-12?

General PIT'rS. It has been transferred from 1967 to 1969 progares-
sivelv. It is now shown as a line item in the 1969 column of the 1970
submission.

F-111D ATrcmR'T PROGRA-3

Mfr. SicES. Are there questions on the F-12? If not, I would like
to take up the F-111D.

There is a request, for $727.2 million for the F-111D aircraft pro-
grain for fiscal year 1970. This includes $599 million for the procure-
ment of 68 aircraft, $056 million for advance procurement, and $71.4
million for cost overruns. Before the amendment to the budget, which
reduced the buy of FB-111 aircraft, it was proposed that 52 F-tll)
aircraft be procured in fiscal 1970. No indication has been given of a
military requirement for earlier delivery of F-111D aircraft. Why
couldn't we reduce the funding requirement in fiscal 1970 by nmaim-
taining the earlier production schedule on the F-1111)?

Colonel BucINGHJAM. Sir, a reduction in the production quantity
from the requested 68 aircraft would reduce the plant load belov
-- per month rate. You are adding a lot of overhead to the re-
maining aircraft and driving the price up.

OVER TAROMT COSTS

Mr. S i nEs. There is a request for $71.4 million for over target (o.sts
applicable to fiscal year 196S and prior year procurements for the
F-111A through E aircraft. lould you detail for the committee what
these cost overruns are?

Colonel BTCriN.OITA. Yes, sir.
There are two principal reasons for the over target cost in this in-

stance. One is the correction of deficiencies clause in the contract which
has required the contractor to correct some 900 deficiencies. These are
Air Force directed correction of deficiencies measured against the
specification. The effort, required for the correction drives the cost up
above target and hence the overrun.

Another principal reason relates itself to the escalation in the econ-
omy not provided for by the contract. Those are the two largest con-
tributors.

V . "", J.
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(Additional information follows:)
The request for overtarget funding in the fiscal year 1970 budget request Is

$71.4 million. We anticipate reouesting a further amount in fiscal year 1971.
These costs arise because OSD Ihas allowed the Air Force to budget only target
price although we recognize that any underestimates, corre(tions. of deficiencies,
or abnormal escalation will increase the cost to the Govermunent. The amount
is our best estimate at this time of the Government's share of the overtarget costs
which will exist in the F-111 production contract.

Mr. SIKES. Are any more overruns anticipated?
Colonel SUCK2IA,. Yes sir. We have anticipated a total over-

run in this contract of $272 million, of which $71.4 million is being re-
quested in fiscal year 1970.

We will request $200.5 million in fiscal year 1971.
Mr. SiKEs. -low many aircraft included in the $71.4 million?
Colonel BuciuNGrAm . None, sir. That is an overrun related to the

fiscal year 1968 and prior aircraft previously directed and placed
under contract.

Mr. SIKES. How does this change the unit cost of the aircraft?
General JEFFREY. We estimate it would increase the unit cost of the

airplane by approximately $783,000 per airplane.
Mr. SIKES. Mr. Lipscomb.
Mr. LipscoMB. Colonel, you said this $71.4 million was for fiscal

year 1968 and prior. According to the justification book it is fiscal
year 1969 and prior. Do you anticipate any 1969 overrun?

Colonel BUCK1.N(l,'IrAr. Yes, sir. I believe I ,stated there would be
another $200.5 million which we would request in fiscal year 1971. So
the total overrun as we see it today would amount to around $271.9
million. That would be applied against fiscal years 19619 and prior air-
craft deliveries, broken out this way: $107.4'million applied to fiscal
1967 and prior; $84 million applied to fiscal 1968 and $80.5 applied to
fiscal 1969.

I would like to emphasize these are estimates at this time. There is
a good deal of negotiation to be done between the. Air Force and the
contractor and these may go up or they may go down. Hopefully they
will go down.

General JEFFREY. Mr. Lipscomb, that is 1969 and 1)ievious rather
than 1968 and prior.

Mr. MIIAS1 T4 . This overrun is for how many aircraft ?
Colonel BUCKIXiAmr,.%t. The overrun which I have referred to, sir,

applies to fiscal 1969 and prior, a total of 347 aircra ft.
Mr. MIN.S-IALL. What is the costly per aircraft over the original

estimate?
General JEi.rEy. We estimated, sir, it would be in the neighbor-

hood of $783,000 per airplane.
Mr. SiicEs. Do you contemplate making changes in fiscal 1970 in the

F-111 which willolead to additional procurement costs ?
General .JEFFREY. Not at the present time, sir.
Mr. SIKES. What would the effect of not appropriating the $71.4

million be?
General JEFFREY. We would effectively reduce the aircraft buy by

approximately nine airplanes.
Mr. SIr. s. What would be the effect of the reduction by seven or

eight or nine aircraft?
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General JEFfrEY. The plant production rate would drop down. If
these airplanes were not subsequently added into the program, the
total planned buy of F-111D's would be reduced by that
number.

Mr. SiKES. WNould this be serious from the standpoint of the Air
Force?

General JEFFREY. This would cut into our training and into advance
attrition and support. So we do think it would be a serious problem.

COST OVERRUNS ON FB-11 1A

Mr. SIKES. How many aircraft of the planned are in various
categories of training and support aircraft over and above those re-
quired for the operational wing force?

General JEFFREY. Approximately 25 percent of the total.
Mr. SIKES. How many F-111 aircraft would be in an operational

wing?
General JEFnrY. Seventy-two planes per operational wing.
Mr. SIKES. What over target costs have been experienced in the

FB-111 program?
General PIT'rS. $44.4 million, Mr. Chairman.
General JEFrREY. This was the figure we discussed this morning on

the FB.
Mr. SIKES. Mr. Preston.
Mr. PRESTON. In the original January budget, the cost overrun for

the FB-111A related to fiscal 1969 and prior years was $74.7. The
revised budget shows $44.4 million. Does this reduction relate entirely
to the reduction in the number of aircraft? How can this be the case
if the cost overruns were in prior years?

Colonel BUCKINc, Ar. Sir, I can answer that. When we cut back the
1969 quantity, the 1969 overtarget applicabic to the 42 aircraft remain-
ing in the 1969 program is within the dollar amount of $393.3 million
that you will see on your P.1 document for those 42 aircraft. The $44.4
million applies only to fiscal 1968 and prior. The amount for fiscal
year 1969 did go down some because we reduced the 1969 quantity. The
I44.A million applies only to fiscal 1968 and prior.

F-i l SAFETY RECORD

Mr. SIKES. The Air Force insists that the F-111 aircraft has a bet-
ter than average safety record. The general public believes the air-
craft has a. poorer record since all of'its accidents have been widely
reported and the aircraft which were sent to Vietnam encountered
great difficulty. Can you offer statistics in comparison with other
recent aircraft which would support the Air Force's contention that
the F-111 really has a good safety record?

General JEFFREY. Yes, sir.
Mfr. Chairman, if we plot numbers of aircraft accidents against the

flying hours, we find, looking hack through the safety records of the
recent and existing high performance fighter airplanes that at the
20,000 hour point-this is at the point in an airplane's life when it,
would have flown 20,000 hours-that the 'F-111 up until last week and
including the accident last week, had 12 accidents. This compares to
eight accidents at that point in the lifetime of the F-4, 10 accidents at
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that point in the lifetime of the F-106, approximately 14 for the
F-105, 18 for the F-101 22 for the F-102, about 26 for the F-104, and
28 for the F-100. So the F-111 in terms of these recent high-per-
formance airplanes is well down in its accident rate of that particular
point in the airplane's life.

Our p)rojection, based upon a comparable I)rojection for all of these
other airplanes, is that the airplane will still be in this relative posi-
tion at the end of 40,000 hours of flying t ine.

TEST EQUIPMENT FOR CARRY=TIIROUGII BOX

Mr. ANDREWS. General, it has been reported that the Air Force has
been negotiating with Arvin Systems of Dayton, Ohio, for the pro-
duction of an accoustical analysis system for the inspection of the
F-111A, wing carry-through box. The purchase of this equipment
might indicate that there is still considerable concern in this area.
If there is no concern, why are you considering this special equi-pient ?

General JEFFNEY. During the investigations that related to the F-111
structural problem, we found that we did not have a very good tech-
nique for locating cracks-minute cracks-or for determining whether
or not a bolt that is tightened up in a hole could be broken somewhere
in the hole without us knowing about it. So various development efforts
have been the result of extensive investigations to find out what sort
of improved means could we have, for etecting such cracks in hard
steel structures. This particular item is a sonic device that, in effect,
would put a certain frequency of sound into a bolt. If the bolt was
sound, a certain return signal would come back. In the case of a bad
bolt, we would get back a different frequency signal. Also, the cracks
surrounding a bolt could be detected without removing the bolt from
the hole. This does not indicate any additional concern; the fact that
this particular piece of equipment is under development does not
mean-is not an indication of additional concern on our part.

Mr. A PrtEws. It is a precautionary measure? _
General JEFFREY. That is right. It is a means of improving our

capability to look for this sort of thing. As a matter of fact, a piece
of equipment of this nature has been unler development by the labora-
tory at Wright Field for quite awhile.

Mr. ANDREWS. Has the equipment been tested?
General JErFFrmY. Only in a preliminary sort of way and it shows

considerable promise. If it works, it will mean that we can detect
cracks that we do not now have the capability to do and we can detect
broken bolts in holes prior to the time that they would show otherwise.

Mr. ANDREWS. Is this a sole source procurement?
General JEFnRY. I believe at this time, sir, this is a development

effort and we are not procuring these things in quantity. I would have
to supply that for the record.

USE OF 94P-1001 ENGINE

Mr. ANDREWS. Does the Air Force have under serious consideration
a plan to install the TF-30-P-100 engines in existing F-111 aircraft
where technically feasible?

General J mFFREY. No, sir. We do plan to install the P-100 engine in
F-111D number 90 which will provide it and the following F-111D's
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with additional thrust. It is not feasible, as we see it at this time to
go back and retrofit airplanes not so installed.

Mr. A~iumws. What s your best estimate of the cost of replacing
the engines presently installed in F-111 aircraft with P-100 engines?
What use would be made of the engines replaced by those P-100
engines?

General JEFFREY. Sir, as I mentioned, we don't intend to retrofit
any of the currently installed TF-30 engines with the P-100. We
haven't really studied the matter of the cost associated with that.

Mr. ANDREws. You have no use planned for the replaced engines?
General JFm'FFPY. No, sir. On the production airplanes that we would

put the P-100 in, we simply would not buy the engines that have
previously been used in the airplane.

Mr. AwDREws. What progress has been made in reducing the time
required in going from non-after-burning to after-burning power in
the TF-30 engine ?

General JEFFREY. Some improvement has been made in the current
versions of the TF-30 engine. The P-100 would provide a significant
improvement in going up to mach 2 from subsonic speeds due to its
increased thrust from about 18,500 pounds in the current engine to
approximately 25,000 pounds of thrust in the P-100. We estimate this
would cut in half the time required to get up to this high mach
number.

MODIFICATION OF F- 11I AIRCRAFT

M1r. ANDREWS. Under modifications of inservice aircraft, you are
requesting $37 million for the F-111. What is your requirement for
the $37 million and what modifications are involved?

General JEFFREY. These modifications cover the "A" to what we call
the "E" configuration. This is the F-111A-bringing the F-111A to
the E configuration. Penetration aids that would improve our capa-
bility to penetrate enemy territory, we estimate the cost at $529,000.

Mr. ANDREWS. Is that for the program or each?
General JEFFREY. This is per airplane.
Vulnerability improvements. This is to improve the airplane sur-

vivability features, survivability through enemy fire. We estimate
that these costs would be in the neighborhood of $66,000. There are
certain bombing improvements which would cost $261,000 per air-
plane. Maintenance and reliability features to improve the reliability
and improve the ability to maintain these airplanes, $117,000. These
features altogether will add up to approximately $1 million per
airplane.

Mr. ANDREWS. Do you consider the SAM missile the most effective
in the hands of our enemy?

General ,JEFFrY. The SAM missile, in my opinion, was not too
effective in shooting down our airplanes in North Vietnam.

Mr. ANDREWS. Do you think they were properly manned?
General ,JEFriEY. The SAM missile forced our airplane to fly at

altitudes that were other than optimum for them. It forced them to
fly at a lower altitude than we would like to have flown them. It
forced us into an altitude of severe antiaircraft defenses. So even
though the SAM missile, itself, didn't shoot down too many of our
airplanes, indirectly it impacted on our losses.

h,* ~' I
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Mr. ANDREWS. Does the enemy have anything better than the SA M?
General JEiFFEY. The SAM missile with which the North Viet-

namese forces were by and large equipped was called the SA-2 sur-
face-to-air missile. This is the designation of this particular versionof th Soviet missile. There is an SA-3 which is an improved surface-
to-air missile that has a greater capability, than the SA-2. It has a
low-altitude capability that the SA-2 did not have. I am not familiar
with how many, if any, of the missiles were within North Vietnam.

Mr. AzNDREWs. Are the modifications to.the F-111's intended to im--
prove the aircraft's defense?

General JEFFREY. Yes, sir. This is with the penetration aids. They
are internally equipped electronic gear. This is the way we would
protect ourselves against these missiles and it was through such equip-
ment that we developed our quick reaction capability during the early
phases of the North Vietnam war. It was with this that we were able
lt gei long as well as we did with the SAM missile.

Mr. ANDREWS. Does your intelligence indicate that the antiaircraft
capability of North Vietnam has increased since the bombing halt?

General JEFFREY. Yes, sir; it does. It indicates that it has increased.
Mr. ANDREWS. Considerably?
General JEFFREY. Appreciably.

FINANCING OF CAPITAL FACILITIES

Mr. ANDREWS. It has been Air Force policy that no facilities be
provided by the Air Force for the F-111 program since the contrac-
tor's original proposal stated that the program would not require ad-
ditional capital facilities. In March of this year, the GAO completed
a review of the acquisition of industrial real property at five Govern-
ment-owned contractor-operated plants. This review disclosed that
between 1965 and 1968 the Air Force acquired major new facilities
costing $23 million at Air Force plant No. 4 at Fort Worth, Tex., to
support the F-111 aircraft program. These facilities were not financed
directly by the Air Force but were financed indirectly through the
contractor. The construction w as not disclosed to the Congress in budg-
et requests. It is understood that the contractor will recoup the costs
of the facilities through overhead charges against defense contracts
over a 5-year period. Thus the Air Force will, in effect, pay for the
facilities through the overhead payments over a period of 5 years
after which title to the facilities vest in the Government upon affixa-
tion to the realty. It would appear that this method of financing the
Fort Worth facility was a circumvention of stated Air Force policy.
Would you comment on this?

General McNIcHLE. Sir, when the GAO report came out, we studied
it, and we will identify these kinds of costs during the budget cycle,
identify them to the Congress and discuss them at that time.

General JEFFREY. We have had-without intent to deceive-a sys-
tem whereby, when a new airplane was built, that from time to time
certain facilities could be provided on Government property by the
contractor, as a part of that contract, after which time, as you indi-
cated, these facilities would revert to the Government.

The matter of who pays for these things gets pretty complicated
when we try to figure it up. We recognized, after the"GAO report,
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as General McNickle points out--and I have read the GAO report-
that this isn't a good Situation, and we do intend to notify the Con-
gress whenever this situation crops up in the future.

This year, at the present time, we can't identify any such facilities.
Mr. ANDREWS. Did the GAO report point out the facilities?
General JFFREY. It pointed up the ones in the past and referred

to Fort Worth specifically. I am speaking with regard to the analysis
of our future programs and anything included in this budget. We
don't believe there is anything in there.

Mr. ANDREWS. The problem at Fort Worth came to your attention
after the GAO report?

General JEFmRY. Yes, sir. On the other hand, it was something that,
had we been looking in that particular direction, we would have identi-
fled it ourselves.

Mr. ANDREWS. Do you feel that the interests of the Government in
connection with plant No. 4 will be fully protected?

General JEFFREY. I believe so.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do you think the $23 million will be recouped?
General JEFEY. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Will the cost of the $23 million be passed on to you

as the customer?
General JEFTREY. Yes, sir. As our facility.
Mr. AN-bREWS. Is there any comment any of the witnesses would like

to make?
Colonel BUCKiNOHAM. It ties into the fixed overhead as I said the

other day, you will recall, a certain amount of the fixed overhead is
the writeoff of the facility; a good part of it.

Mr. ANDREWS. Put anything else in the record that will throw light
on the subject.

General JEFFREY. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

FINANCING OF CAPITAL FACILITIES

The construction and funding of construction at Air Force plant No. 4 as
discussed by the GAO furthers the Air Force objective of requiring maximum
contractor capital investment and of reducing contractor dependence on direct
Government financed facilities. It was not the intent of the Air Force to with-
hold disclosure of this construction from' Congress. The amortization costs of
the contractor's capital investments, to the extent that allocation to a particular
program was appropriate, were part of the total program costs submitted to
Congress each year. However, these indirect costs for facilities construction were
not specifically identified by separate line items. When future programs identify
new brick and mortar construction on Air Force-owned property, the Air Force
will inform the Congress during the annual budget hearings.

The GAO report implies that the contractors initially financed construction
was to the benefit of the Government. The GAO stated that "if the Government
had paid for the facilities at the time they were constructed, the Government
would, of course, have incurred additional interest charges on the funds
involved over the amortization period. Based on the average yield to long-
term Treasury bonds as of March 1969, and the terms of the Government's current
production contract with the contractor, it appears that the profit earned by
the contractor in regard to the faCilities will be substantially less than the
interest cost the Government would have incurred if it had initially financed
construction."

Mr., ANDRWs. What actions is the Air Force taking to assure that
tho budget submissions to Congress contain full disclosures of con-
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struction projects, including those at industrial facilities, regardless
of the manner in which they are funded? I believe you have partially
answered that question.

General JEFFREY. The Air Force is establishing procedures to re-
view our new programs, such as I have discussed, to be certain that any
facilities construction which might appear to be hidden in these con-
tracts is identified and brought to the attention of the Congress before
the fact. There was such an area that, even though we were reporting
to theCongress there were no brick and mortar programs identifiable
that we knew about, this was a loophole whereby, when a new contract
was awarded it did afford the oppolunity for a c6ntrActor to propose
an additional facility on an. Air Force installation as a part of a new
program.

ANDREWS. Was that proposal on the contractor's part after the
contract had been sig d?

General JEFFREY. t probably could have been either way.
Mr. ANDREWS. There was niodiscusion.of a new facility before the

contractor went tQ work on the contract qA
General JEFFREY. I suspect; sir, thatkt ' " was .. er.
Mr. ANDRnws If the Air Force 1 o6 ikfi wn, pior to the execution

of the contract,. that it would be neqosary to put. up $23 million for
facilities on this Governiiient site' *V uld that haVe entered into the
cost?

General JE.FRlEY. It does in fact, Whenever this happens, that is the
case.

Mr. ANDREWSADo you have occasions arise wheoe the contractor de-
termines after he-executes and starts performing the contract that he
needs some new facilities ? " \

General JEFF.EY\Yes, sir. This -does happen from timte to time.Mr. ANDREWS. On you decide.on a contract price, your primary
interest then is in the performance?
GE~rtAL JxFmRY. Yes, ihi; but this situation to which yo- referred
could certainly happen, and does. In the past I am afraid we have
not identified this to the Congress before the fact ,.- 1.1

Mr. LiPscomB. General, you mentioned-new procedures. Could you
set those out in the record for us, please?

General JEFFREY. Yes, sir. I will provide as much information as
we have at this time.

(The information follows:)
NOTIFIOATION OF CONGRESS REGARDING CONTRACTOR NEED FOR NEw FAOLTIES

The new budget procedures are presently under development. They are not,
however, ready for publication at this time. These new procedures will require
the submission of budgetary data to provide the Air Force with necessary infor-
mation to advise Congress during the annual budget hearings of any programs
that Identify new brick and mortar construction using indirect financing on Air
Force-owned property. These procedures will be published in time to obtain the
information for presentation at the fiscal year 1971 budget hearings.

Current procedures require Air Force review and approval of construction
projects on Air Force-owned land whether the work Is to be performed with
Government or contractor funds. For Government contract costing purposes,
these procedures also stipulate that where the contractor Is to accomplish the
work at his own expense and the costs involved are to be written off, such costs
will be processed by the contractor through his normal approved accounting
practices.

All current procedures will be reviewed, expanded, and revised, if necessary,
.when the new budget procedures are issued.
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4 TERMINATION COSTS FOR JUTIBs

Mr. Livscov n. General ? have the negotiations with t ie British been
concluded as concerns their cancellation costs and other financial costs
in connection with termination of their order for the F-111K?

General JEiwpnY. I believe they have or they are in the final stages
of being concluded.

We had a team over there within the past few weeks that was sup-
posed to have presented to them the cost of termination. I am notfamiliar with the immediate results. I understand that we are down
to about a $25 million charge to them for this termination.

Mr. LiscomI. Down to a $25 million cost?General J.vFRPY. We are at a $25 million cost.
Mr. Lx, scoMu. That is the estimate now?
General JEFrnEY. Yes.
Mr. Lrscoxm.. In the hearings last iay, on page 2381 the estimate

was being made then at $130 million.
General ,JwkFntm. Yes, sir; I recall that.
Mr. LscoMli. And on October 15, 1968, it was announced in the

Wall Street Journal that the Ministry of Technology told the House
of Commons it would be $60 million.

General J=,ipfFly. I am not familiar with that estimate.
Mr. Ir'scoM i. Now it is down to $25 million estimated?
General JIFrnimy. Yes, sir.
Mr. LscoMn. What causes this? 1-0 wr 1 est i-
General ,JEFm.FIY. Two tlilgs, of which T 11 aW 1 T

mate that we made initially 'was high. It was at rough estimate
of termination liability and included all of the coml)onents and
tasks for which the British could be charged assuming no recovery.
We got together one day before New Year s Day last year to p resent
it to them on Now Year's Day and we wanted to be certain that we
didn't underestimate what it was going to be for various reasons, andwe knew we were high. We knew that the termination costs were going
to come out, whenever the negotiations were concluded, considerably
below that. We knew that tlere was at that time almost an incalculable
number of items of equipment that had been built for the British air-
planes that we would be able to fit into our program. This has turned
out to be the case. This hasn't come about as a result of trying to do
the British any favors.

This has been done by the program office, going through hundreds
of thousands of individual items with the contractor to determine:
'"lul1is was somiethin g that you were providing for the British IP'o-
gram. (an we ulse this piece over somewhere in the U.S. program,"
and if the answer to that was "Yes," then we woull take that piece
and we would be charged for it and it would be scratched off their
account. So this whole thing has been gone through to this extent and
it has come therefore down to this $25 million fig-uxr. I am not familiar
with the results of the recent meeting with the British.

Mr. Liscom. Could you estimate what the expenzlitures were that
we put into the F-111K program?

General JFFrY. No, sir, I don't have that information.
Mr. LPsComis. Would it be possible to get it?
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General Jntru'j:a. Yes. I will ask our group if anyone here has any-
thing?

No, sir, we just don't have that with us.
Mr. Livscomn. Could you put that in the record?
General ,fi'rEY. It' should be close to wat the termillation costs

are.
Mr. Lirscomin. I ant talking about. the expenditures tliat the U.S.

Government, put into the F-111K, the exl)enditires we made.
General ,JEFFREm,1. 'Tio U.S. Govcrinent l)lt 1o eXl)elldit'IreS, into

the F-111K.
Mr. Lil'scomis. Then you are only negotiating with what the British

put into it?
General ,*FPi.'H1m. Yes, sir. The airplane was basically an F-Il lA,

so the major y of the (levelo)ment work tie Air Force did on this
ail)lane would be applicable to the British airplanes, whether they
bought thel 01 not. T aint not familiar witlh the provisions of the agree-
imont mlado with the Brit ish at the tini that. this deal was ('ohlsaileat(I.
I would, therefore, have to defer until we could look fuillther into hlowt
t11 development costs w'ere l)11'flted Ibetweenl tie Iw() cvontries. We
are really taking a o tie lIardwa'o thal, would have been proclred
to hCille Brilish airplane, and th1is was ilhe sIhl (111'1 w as lying
down the re at, the plal,. or on the way to tlhe plant a! tihe ti ll the
order was tvermninaited and the quest ion was: Could we Ilse his stull or
l lot.'?
Mr. IjscomNr. Who makes u ) the negot iat ing tean wit h tihte Briti..h

il)I (Il vai 1 ll 111 1tiou cost s?
General JE REY. 'llis would be 01r primary ('ontnacting officer in

tle program ollico an( his cost. analysts and negotiator's. Threy would
be the (oes to determine lie item whivh (couldl be tsvd in Air Force
l)rPI,'Jl Ms III Ilse whiti(l colill 1o1lIe used.

I'. Litswila. Who arv they 1111d where are tiley )lysically loc0atedl I
At the Pentagon?

(Genvra1,1 oilnWia:v. No, sir: Chey are not located in tie pentagon. TIese
pvol)le aire locateI ot. ttt Wright-Paterson Air Force Base i llthe F--1 II
plrOgri'l1 Ofli( ', and til other people, the Air Force people, down at
the pltant lit Forth Worth. The primary mid admnin istrat we contract -
ing officers would he the people resj)oiisible for doing this and these
are Air Force people. I don't. have the names here.

We also have involved or would be involved with the l)efense Coi-
tr ict Anlit A\genlcyv to see that. everything was ol tie 1i) and 11).

Mi'. Lit sco. it. Where are the negotiations beilig physically

General J "' Y, Otir teall, along with the people in tie program
oflice, halvo en ill Lotidoti il tile past, few weeks but thle legotiat-ions
have been going oi with the eAmitractor hero in the U.nit ed States.

Mr. Lscomin. )oes it; involve any personnel otler than Air Force
colitr'ting officers? )oes the State l)epar ment get, in ol'ed, or any
other agency ?

General vnitEF''Ei. No, unless the settlement which has been deter-
mined by the F-111 SPO would not be accepted by the United King-
don. In that case OSD would become involved. i can't. answer as to
who else might be involved.
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Mr. LlPscoMin. It seems strange that within a year the Air Force
estimate of the cancellation costs would be so different. Granting that
the $130 million was a high estimate, but now to anticipate $25 million
that is quite a difference.

General JFFREY. I agree. It is a big difference. I have explained it,
however, to the best of my ability, and we would be happy to provide
you, sir, information on exactly how this has come down.

(The information follows:)

F-111K EXPENDITURES

An estimate of the potential termination liability of the United Kingdom was
made in December 1967 In response to their -equest for a statement of maximum
termination liability. This was based upon an estimate of the cost of all assets,
both common and peculiar, including development which would have been charge-
able to the F-111K at that time. This was a maximum estimate and was made
with the knowledge that the common items would be diverted to the on-going
F/PB-111 program, where practical. Following this, AFSC was directed to
negotiate the termination of the F-111K with the contractor so that no additional
cost would accrue to the on-going U.S. programs and to insure that the cost to
the United Kingdom would be held to a minimum. The negotiations have been
completed and the assets and development effort which cannot be absorbed by
the on-going programs at no additional cost to the United States have been
priced at $26.6 million.

Mr. LIPSCOMB. Are these negotiations being carried out under terms
of a contractual arrangement of some sort, which was entered into at
the time of the F-111K order being made?

General JEFFREY. They would be carried out in terms of the provi-
sions of the contract at the time that the initial contract was awarded,
and as might have been amended at the time the termination was
directed.

AUSTRALIAN PURCHASE OF F-111 AIRCRAFT

Mr. LIPSCOMB. What about the Australian order? In what shape is
that right now?

General JFFREY.. The Australians have 24 of the F-111C's on con-
tract. This airplane is essentially the F-111A with longer wings on
it. It has the FB-111 wing and it has the heavier landing gear and
certain other less significant modifications. These airplanes, I believe,
have all been produced. They have all been produced and they are on
the ramp down at the plant at Fort Worth awaiting input into the
wing box modification program. Some of them are in it now.

Mr. ANDREWS. Have any of them been flown?
General JEFFREY. Yes, sir.
Mr. Aw-PEws. All of them?
General JEFFREY. I believe all of them have been flown, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. And there have been no incidents?
General JEFFREY. The airplanes are all right. We know of nothing

wrong with them but for safety reasons the modifications in the wing
box should be incorporated in these airplanes.

Mr. ANDrEWS. Will the Australians pay for that modification?
General JFFREY. No, sir; the contractor will have to pay for the

modification under the sharing arrangement of the contract.
Mr. AmREWS. What should it amount to?
General JEFFREY. It should amount to the same thing that the modi-

fications to the U.S. Air Force airplanes would, sir, and we estimate
that to be approximately $75,000 per airplane.
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Mr. ANDREWS. What is the total amount of the contract?
General JEFFREY. I don't have that.
Mr. ANDREWS. Supply that for the record.
(The information follows:)

Pursuant to a memorandum of understanding dated October 19, 1963, between
the U.S. Department of Defense and the Australian Ministry for Defence, the
Australian Government is procuring 24 F-ill aircraft from the United States.
The procurement was implemented under a technical arrangement dated June
18, 1964.

The United States/Australian Technical Arrangement stipulated a pricing
concept based on the average price of all F-111 aircraft programed at the
time of delivery of the 24th aircraft to the RAAF. Based on a subsequent ex-
change of letters between Secretary McNamara and former Defense Minister
Paltridge on September 27, 1965, and March 31, 1966, this pricing formula was
modified to conform with the conditions of the then prevailing British F-111
agreement; namely, average unit cost as defined but not to exceed $5.95 million
for the USAF F-IliA common configuration. The ceiling price Is to be adjusted
upward:

(1) By the value of escalation of materials and labor since April 5, 1965;
(2) By the price of F-Ill engineering changes approved by the RAAF

which provide a new or improved capability not inherent in the baseline
F-liA configuration; and

(3) By configuration changes requested by the RAAF which are not com-
mon to the F-111A.

General JEFFREY. The ceiling price on these airplanes is $5,950,000
per airplane, under the agreement as it stands today. This includes
a pro rata share of the research and development and can be adjusted
upward for escalation in labor and materiel costs. April 5, 1965, is the
base date for determining adjustments to the $5,950,000 figure due to
escalation costs.

Any Australian peculiar changes and so forth that they wanted to
incorporate into the airplane are also additive.

Now, we have advised the Australians that they would not be liable
for providing the wing box fix to their 24 airplanes, if the ceiling
price was exceeded.

Mr. ANDREWS. Is that their full buy?
General JEFFREY. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. They plan no additional buys?
General JEFFREY. Not that I know of.
Mr. ANDREWS. It will get down to where the only customers for the

F-111 will be Air Force and Australia.
General JEFFRmY. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIpsco3M. General, who picks up the difference between the

Australian F-i11 unit price and the U.S. F-1Il unit price, and how
is this financed? You are not turning yours out for $5 million-plus
iL copy.

General JEFFREY. After peculiar changes, material and labor escala-
tion, and so forth, has been added to the ceiling, then if the cost exceeds
that price, I would say inm opinion the Australian Government got a
mighty good deal on their airplanes.

Mr. LiPscoIB. Got a deal with whom?
General JFFREY. The U.S. Government.
Mr. LIPsCOMB. Do you mean the U.S. taxpayers are subsidizing the

aircraft that the Australians buy ? Is that what you imply?
General JEFFEY. Yes, sir.

82-845-69-pt. 3-55
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General PirTS. When the original government-to-government initi-
ated agreement was made with the Australian Go'ernment, it corn-
mitted us to a pricing arrangement somewhat different than the onenow in effect. In the initial agreement dated October 19, 1963 the basic
F-111A aircraft for the Australians was to be priced at the overall
average per aircraft cost for the total F-111 program to be deterimned
on the day the last of the 24 aircraft is delivered. After the govern-
ment-to-government agreement on the sale of F-111's to the United
Kingdom the agreement with the Australians was i'evised to virtually
the same terms as the U.K. sale-that is where the $5.95 million unit
cost comes in.

Mr. LIPScoMB. What is the difference between the unit cost of the
Australian version of the F-111 and the U.S. version as estimated
now?

Colonel BUCKINGHAM. I have a current estimated cost. I am not
familiar with the precise differences between the two airplanes, but
the gross flyaway cost is $6,367,000 per aircraft. A small portion of
that, of course, would be attributed to Australian peculiar items with
which I am not familiar.

General JEFFREY. That would not compare to the $8 million unit fly-
away cost for the U.S. airplane because the latter includes the Mark II
Avionics and other U.S. Air Force peculiar changes to the basic
F-111A aircraft.

Mr. ANDREWS. Eight mill ion "dollars even ?
General JEFFRFY. $8,015,000 average unit flyway cost for all our

airplanes at this time-average over the total production program.
Mr. Lipsco~m. On this particular sale therefor the American tax-

payers pay how much per aircraft for the Australian version?
Colonel BUCKINGIIAm. The C would be more like an A or E in

the fiscal 1967 buy, our unit gross flyaway for that year's quantity of
aircraft is $6.552 million. So you are comparing the $6.367 million
with the $6.552 million during that same comparable time period. I
think that would be a closer comparison. There is no assurance at this
time that the ceiling price as adjusted for escalation of labor and ma-
terial prices, and for peculiar configuration costs will be less than
$6,367,000.

Mr. LIPScoMB. I hope you are not trying to separate an A buy and
B buy and D buy. This is all one ball of wax, isn't it? You and the
contractor haven t even got your model A's flying yet, have you?

Colonel BUCKINGHAM. We have accepted a good many of the "A"
aircraft, sir.

Mr. LIPSCOMB. Where are they now?
Colonel BUCKINGHAM. General Jeffrey addressed himself to that

the other day; I believe most of them are at Nellis Air Force Base,
Nevada.

Mr. LIPSOMB. You can't cost them out yet and compare. You can't
separate the F-i11 program into buys yet?

General JFYFnEY. As I understand it, Mr. Lipscomb, you are sug-
gesting that it would be more proper to use the all-years flyaway cost
of the F-111 as the figure with which to compare this, and this was
the figure that. I gave you there initially.

Mr. Ln'sco.B When you get your total inventory, then you will
know what they cost you and you will be hard pressed to convince
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me that your A buy is cheaper than your D and E buy. It is all a
)art of the same.

General JFWFWY. If you look across the board at the F-111, you
would have to average it out across the board.

F-i1 1 OBLIGATIONS AND EXPENDITURES

Mr. Lisco1n. Will you place into the record, at this point, a chart.
similar to the one on page 238 of part 66 of fiscal year 1969 hearings,
that has to do with appropriations, obligations, expenditures, for til
F-111 program?

General JEFFREY. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIPSCO.5B. That is A, B, C and K and the FB-111.
General JFFRLEY. And E?
Mr. LlrscoMB. And E, yes; that is right.
General JEFFREY. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

FISCAL YEAR 1969 AND PRIOR YEAR PROGRAMS-OBLIGATIONS AND EXPENDITURES

[In millions of dollars

Mar. 31, 1969 June 30, 1969 June 30, 1970
Obliga- Expendi- Obliga- Expendi- Obliga- Expend i-

tions tures lions tures tions lures

F-111 A/C/DiE/K:
R.D.T. & E. (includes

RF-111-D) ........... 1,469.4 1,428.1 1,337.2 1,459.8 1,386.8 1,469.4 1,459.6
Aircraft procurement.... 2,779.9 2,446.3 1,948.1 2,566.0 2,200.0 2,730.0 2,600.0

TotaJ .............. 4,249.3 3,874.4 3,285.3 4,025.8 3,586.8 4,199.4 4,059.6

FB-I1IA:
R.D.T. & E ............. 156.9 121.6 94.2 156.0 99.8 156.9 149.1
Aircraft procurement .... 882. 5 752.3 577.8 800.0 650.0 855.0 800.0.

Total .............. 1,039.4 873.9 672.0 956.0 749.8 1,011.9 949.1

Note: The foreing amounts on the F-i 1 A IEID/K include the currently estimated cancellation costs ($25,800,000)
to the United Kingdom. I t should also be noted that the obligation and expenditure estimates In the June 30,1970, column
reflect only the activity against fiscal year 1969 and prior programs to accord with the program values (th rough fiscal year
1969) Included In the "Program" column.

Mr. LIscomB. At this point it seems if you keep negotiating another
6 months with the British we are going to owe them money the way
it is going.

COST BREAKDOWN

Mr. ANDEws. Break down the $599 million requested and indicate
the various major areas of cost such as airframe, engines, electronics,
and so forth.

Colonel BUCKINOHAm. The unit airframe is $6.357 million;
allowance for engineering change orders (ECO) amounts to $312,000
per aircraft; the engines, two engines per aircraft, a total of $1,620,000
for the two; electronic Government-furnished aeronautical equipment,
$142,000; and other Government-furnished aeronautical equipment for
$109,000, gives a unit recurring flyaway of $8,540,000 for a total re-
curring flyaway of $580.7 million.

We have $1.2 million in tooling, $8.8 million for training items, aero-
space ground equipment for $44.4 million, and technical data for $2.5
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million, which gives us a total of $637.1 gross weapon systems cost and
we subtract an advance buy that was provided to us in fiscal 1969 of
$37.3 million, to net the $599.8 million, sir.

MARK II AvIoNics SYSTEm

Mr. AN)wPws. What is the total cost and unit cost of MK-II avi-
onics systems?

General Jwmmy. Sir, the unit cost of MK-II avionics system, we
estimate at the present tme to be approximately $2 million per system.
At the present time it appears, and the contractor has estimated that
the cost will be approximately $450 million for 210 sets of MK-II
avionics. These are the 210 sets that are on contract. We agree that it
probably will cost somewhere in this neighborhood to build them.

Mr. ANDREWS. 210 sets at $2 million a set would be $420 million
total cost.

General JFymmy. I haven't included the research and development
effort and the mix of FB-111 (MK-IIB) and F-111D (MK-II) sets
in the contract.

COST HISTORY OF MARtK II

Mr. Ai rPws. What is the cost history of the MK-II avionics sys-
tem I What was the target price and target cost in the original contract
with AutoneticsI

General JFREY. For 210 sets, the target price was $145 million.
These 210 sets included 96 sets for F-111D air planes, 50 sets for
F-111K airplanes, and 64 sets for the FB-111, including the R. & D.
for them all Thus far we have been able to trace Air Worce-directed
changes to the Autonetics contract that would raise the ceiling on this
contract to $196 million. When taking into consideration the fact that
this MK-II avionics system, which is being produced by Autonetics,
is now being procured on a subcontract to General Dynamics, and the
General Dynamics cost associated with installation, the inte ration of
this system into the F-111 raises the ceiling to the U.S. Air Force from
$196 million to $245 million.

At the present time this is the extent of the Government's liability
on this program as near as we have been able to trace it to date. I
indicated that the contractor-this is Autonetics--has estimated that
the cost to produce these systems is apt to be in the neighborhood of
$450 million- even though I indicate that the extent of Air Force
liability at this time is $245 million.

I in icated' also that the Air Force agreed to this approximately
$450 million estimate.

Now, to what extent the contractor will be able to attribute any of
that cost growth between the 245 and 450 to the Government is up
to him to prove, and up to this time he has not proven that. I suspect
some of this will be traceable to the Air Force. I suspect the $450
million is a high figure.

Mr. A-m.mN s. Let me see if I understand it. The question is what
is the target price. You gave me $145 million.

General-Jm nY. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Then the question is Your estimated cost today. You

gave me $196 million.
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General JE:FFRFY. Estimated cost today, sir, I gave you $450 million.
Mr. ANDREWS. But you did give me a figure of $196 million.
General ,JEFFREY. I gave you the $196 million figure as a figure to

which we have been able to trace changes to the contract as a result of
Air Force direction.

Mr. ANDREVS. Then you gave me a figure of $245 million.
General JEFFREY. A figure of $245 million, which is the extent to

which that $196 would be raised as a result of General Dynamics' effort
in this program. The $196 figure was an Autonetics ceiling.

Mr. ANDREWS. Then you gave me $450 million?
General JEFFREY. Yes, sir.
MIr. ANDREWS. Now, let's get back to the original $145 million figure.

The question was, what was the target price and target cot of the
original contract with Autonetics. Is that figure still $145 million?

General JFYF EY. The target price was $145 million and I believe
you asked for the target cost. The target cost with Autonetics waR $132
million. I haven't given you that figure before. I didn't real'7, you
asked for it.

Mr. ANDREWS. What I am trying to do is find out how much this
program has increased. I am looking at an original figure here of
$145 million that. you gave me, and the latest, $400 million.

General JEFFREY. Estimate.
Mr. ANDREWS. Estimate of the final cost.
General JEFFREY. Of what-the cost of the Government and to

Autonetics?
Mr. ANDRFWS. What we want to know is, what did you originally

expect this system to cost?
General JEFFREY. Originally we expected this system to cost the

figure that I gave you, $145 million.
Mr. ANDREWS. What date was that?
General JE-FiREY. This was in June 1966.
Mr. A-DREws. And here in May 1969, nearly 3 years later, the esti-

mated cost of the system is what, the $245 million figure or the $450
million that you mentioned?

General JEFFREY. It is the $450 million, sir.
Mr. ANDPEws. So then the cost estimate of this system in 3 years has

gone up roughly $300 million?
General JEFFREY. Yes, sir.

REASONS FOR COST INCREASES

Mr. AqDREws. Now, let's talk about the $300 million increase. To
what is that attribuiedq

General JEFFRrY. I attribute that to several things.
Mr. AwDREws. Can you break it down?
General JEFFREY. Yes, sir.
One, a reduction in the quantity of the MK II avionics systems

which has affected the rate of delivery in the contract.Mr. ANDREWS. How many were you originally talking about?

General JEFFRY. We originally talked about 761 sets. When the
contractor bid on this thing, that is what the F-111D, the FB-111
program and the K program

Mr. ANDREWS.700 and what?
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General JEFFREY. 761 sets.
Mr. ANDREWS. How many sets are we talking about now?
General JEFFREY. We are now talking about - sets. I am just

adding up there the F-111D air planes which are currently included,
and expected to have the MK II avionics, and there are-- of
them and the 76 FB-111, which is to have the MK II-B avionics in
it so if I add those two figures together I get the a

Mr. ANDREWS. So we are talking about sets now as against
an original estimate of 761 sets?

General JEFFREY. Yes.
Mr. ANDREWS. And the reduction in the number of sets to be pur-

chased is one reason why the original cost increased $300 million in a
period of 3 years?

General JEFFREY. Yes, sir; this affected the rate of delivery at the
contract quantity.

Mr. ANDpEws. Now, what is the second reason?
General JEFFREY. The second reason I attribute to changes which

have been generated into the system by the Government and by the
contractor. I can't give you an indication at this time as to just what
the increase in cost due to those changes might be.

Mr. ANDREWS. Changes generated by the Government and the con-
tractor?

General JEFFREY. And the contractor.
Mr. ANDREws. Well now, I can understand why changes generated

by the Government would have to be paid by the Government, but
what changes generated by the contractor are being paid or will be
paid by the Government?

General JEFFREY. I think it is very important that I make this
point, and that we understand this point: That $450 million figure
that we have discussed is what the contractor estimates it is going
to cost to build the 210 sets and he is not saying here who is responsi-
ble for paying for this and I am saying it is not the responsibility
of the U.S. Government to pay that $450 million. I say this is what it
is going to cost him to build those things.

Now, it is going to be necessary for the Air Force and the contrac-
tor to negotiate who is going to pay that. We don't intend to pay
that $450 million figure.

MARK 11 CONTRACTOR POSITION

Air. ANDRmVs. There have been allegations made that Autonetics is
overrun on this program to a greater extent, over and above the Gov-
ernment's contractual liabilities, to an extent greater than their entire
worth of Autonetics, and if the Air Force holds their feet to the fire
this will wipe out Autonetics and this is really what is being negoti-
ated, whether or not you are going to wipe out Autonetics.

General JEFFEm. Idon't believe'this is the case. I believe that the
Autonetics Co. will sustain a sizable loss when the negotiations for
the contract are completed, but I don't think they would be sufficient
to wipe that company out. It is backed by North American Rockwell
and I just don't think that would be the case.

We are talking ahout a cost figure of $450 million, which they
estimate will be the cost to completion of that contract. The Goverr'-

. I
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ment, as I have said, finds itself liable right now for $245 million. We
ex pect that to go up. It won't come anywhere near $450 million. I
believe the final figure will put them in a maximum loss position, as
I see it, somewhere in the neighborhood of - . There is no effort
ol the Air Force's part, certainly, to protect them, and in my opinion
there is no chance of this thing putting them out of business.

-Mr. ANDREWS. General, your contention is that the original $145
million estimate has gone up to $245 million?

General JEFFREY. The Government liability; yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. The contractor's contention is that the original $145

million has gone up to $450 million?

General JEFFREY. He estimates that is what it is going to cost to
build it.

Ir. ANDREWS. The Air Force will be adamant in its stand about the
$245 million ceiling and it is up to the contractor to prove his entitle-
ment to the difference between $450 million and $245 million?
General JEFFREY. That is exactly what he has been working des-

perately for the past 6 or 7 months to try to do-
Mr. AN-DREWS. I get back to my question of a few minutes ago. I

can understand why the Air Force would be responsible for their own
modifications. You said the contractor had modifications which add
to the cost. You are talking now about their field of contention?

General JEFFREY. Yes, sir.
Mr. AN.,DREWS. What modifications did they make?
General JEFFREY. I can't identify them, sir, but it is my opinion

that they grossly underestimated the technical difficulties associated
with building this piece of equipment, and the changes to which I
refer are changes that they would have had to make to their original
design work, to make the system perform as they bid upon it.

Mr. A'DIEWS. If they misread the specs, thai is their fault and
their responsibility.

General JEFFREY. Exactly.
Mr. ANDREWS. IS it true to say that the modifications that they made

in this item were made because of their failure to read the specifica-
tions correctly?

General JEFFREY. A failure to understand the problem at the tine
they bid on it; yes, sir.

[r. ANDREWS. That is their problem?
General JEFFREY. That is right, sir.
Mr. A -DrEWS. That will be the area of contention between Air Force

on the $450 million and the $245 million that you contend might be
the increased cost?

General JEFFREY. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANXDREWS. But even at that, the cost of this program is up

if you accept your figures?
General JEFFR,-Y. Yes, sir; that is right.

T'NDEI1ESTIM3ATE OF MrAGNITUDE Or MARK II DEVELOPMENT

Mfr. AN.DREWS. You have given me two reasons for that increase. One
of them was a reduced number and the second was changes generated
by the Government and the contractor. Are there any other reasons?

General JEFFiEY. Yes, sir.
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I mentioned a moment ago the contractor underestimating the mag-
nitude of the job involved in developing and building this system.

Mr. ANDREWS. Again, that is his mistake?
General JEFFREY. Yes, but it is No. 3 of the reasons.
Mr. MINSHALL. You said he grossly underestimated.
General JEFFREY. Yes, sir.
Mr. MINSTALL. Did you have a breakout of what these differences

would be?
General JEFFREY. No, sir. I have to say this on the basis of judgment

in view of the number of changes that have had to be incorporated
in the system in order to get it to work and the difficulties lie has
encountered in making the system work. It indicates he didn't really
recognize the magnitude of the job at the time he bid on it.

Mr. MINSLrALL. It is difficult for me to understand a company of
this size underEoimating the magnitude of the job to this degree.

General JEFREY. It is difficult for me to understand it, too. On the
other hand, it is not unusual.

Mr. MIN SHALL. It is not unusual?
General JF'rTREY. It is not unusual. I am not referring to Autonetics

in that case. I say it is not unusual for us to run into people
Mr. i&NsHAL. In what other instances have you run into it? Why

would you select a contractor without checking him out more care-
fully first?

General JFFREY. Well, sir, in this particular case we are dealing
probably, with one of the most competent companies in this field in
the United States. The other companies who bid on the Mark II-in
the case of the other companies, their proposals, in the estimation of
the source selection activity, were not technically as competent or as
technically acceptable as this one. This was the best technical proposal
and stood the best chance of succeeding.

Mr. ANDJIEWs. It was an open, competitive contract?
General JEFFREY. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREws. And then negotiated?
General JEFFPY. Yes, sir. It had tv be negotiated with GeneralDynamics.
Mr. APxWS. You open the invitations to competition and then

negotiate with the ones you select?
General JEFFPY. We carried two or three of them through to sign-

ing the contract and then we selected one.
Mr. A -DREWS. You have given three reasons for the increase.
General JEFFREY. No.4 is an Air Force underestimate.
Mr. AwDRxws. That is your fault?
General JRFFREY. That is our fault. An underestimate of the mag-

nitude of the job.
Mr. ANDREpWS. Which included a fewer number of sets?
General JEFFry. No, sir, I am talking now about the qualitative

matter of designing and developing one of them. We underestimated
the magnitude of the job to do this.

CONTRACT DATE

Mr. MfiNSHALL. When was this contract originally entered into?
General JEFFRY. In June 1966.

'e " ' 47WJ , t. ", l , - W - - ', , ,A- , "_ . ",. , ,,,
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Mr. MIINSHALL. When was it first negotiated and/or renegotiated?
General JEFFREY. The contract was awarded in June of 1966. I

would say it was in the process of negotiation and definitization ever
since.

Mr. MINSHALL. Did you renegotiate this contract last summer? That
is my understanding.

General JEFFREY. We have been attempting to definitize this con-
tract with General Dynamics ever since. It has now been definitized.

Mr. MINSHALL. When was that done?
General JEFFREY. March of 1969 sticks in my mind on that for the

formal distribution of the contract, but I believe that the negotia-
tions on definitization were concluded in July 1968. 1 would have to
supply that specifically for the record.

Mr. ANDREWS. This year.
(The information follows:)

July 1968 Is the date Mark II avionics was definitized with General Dynamics
as part of a negotiation package Involving both the R. & D. and production
contracts. The formal distribution of the contract was made in March 1969.

General JEFFREY. What this amounts to, Mr. Minshall-and this
is an exceedingly complicated thing-the Air Force conducted the
competition for the Mark II avionics with General Dynamics' par-
ticipation. They were not a voting member of the source selection
board, but they participated in the selection process. When Auto-
netics was selected by the Air Force the contract was turned over to
General Dynamics. As the result of which, Autonetics was a subcon-
tractor to General Dynamics, the prime contractor. This contract was
turned over to them by means of a contract change notice to the F-111
contract.

At that time General Dynamics had a contract with Autonetics for
the amount of money I have talked about, a fixed price incentive type of
contract. But the Air Force's contract with General Dynamics has
been in the process of definitization over all of these years, but it in-
cluded so many different things other than this-in other words, the
lack of definitization of the Mark II really has had a great deal to
do with the definitization of the F-111 contract. So when I say that the
contract was definitized in July-and I will check on that date-I was
talking about the F-111 contract up to that time with General Dy-
namics, which would have included the cost for the Mark II.

Mr. Aiwipws. General, it sounds like General Dynamics was mak-
in a contract for the Government.

I never heard of any such dealing as that.
General JEFFREY. I am not sure, sir, that I have ever heard of any

such arrangements.
Mr. AND-REws. In other words, if that be true, General Dynamics

would have the authority to obligate the Government. I would like
to know by what authority General Dynamics could do such a thing
as that.

General JFFTREY. They are not in a position to obligate the Govern-
ment on this contract.

Mr. ANDREWS I understood you to say somebody turned it over
to General Dynamics to take it up with Autonetics.

General JEFFREY. Yes, sir. I said also that any cost growth over
the 245 figure that I have identified, is up to General Dynamics and
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to Autonetics. We have absolutely no intention of paying more than
that portion that could be attributed to changes that we have made
and the initial change order that we signed over to General Dynamics.

POSSIBLE cBUY-IN 1 ON CONTRACT

Mr. ANDREiVS. Do you have any more?
General JEFFREY. I believe, sir, that there could have been an effort.

on the part of the contractor through the means of corporate decision,
to buy into this contract; that is, he decided that he wanted this pro-
gram bad enough to make a decision to underbid everybody else. I
believe this is a consideration.

Mr. AwDREWS. In other words, he wanted the work and therefore
he bid the cheapest.

General JEFFREY. Yes, sir. It is difficult to say or speculate on the
things that go into a company's decision to do something like this,
but. Ido not think it is something that can be discounted. The com-
petition in the aerospace industry field is fierce. The numbers of sys-
tems that we are buying-not the quantities but the numbers of major
weapon systems that- we are producing are getting less and less-for
these people to stay in business they have got to get contracts.

Mr. ANDREWS. In other words, it is getting to be a cutthroat business.
General JEFFREY. Yes. I think they will go to pretty large extremes

to get business and I offer this as a consideration.
Mr. RHODES. They do not intend to have a permanent loss, do they,

General I Don't they intend to make this up in some follow-on phase
of the operation such as in the spare parts? They don't intend to
show a net loss on any program they bid.

General JEFFREY. r would say they certainly do not intend to if
there is any possible way for them to get around it. I have one other
item, Mr. Andrews, and this is economic escalation during the period
of the contract.

Mr. A"mRiws. If you had not added that, I would have.
General JFFEY. I was going to add it.

EFFECT OF ECONOMIC INFLATION

Mr. ANDREWS. What has been the rate of inflationary escalation in
the electronics field?

General JFrEY. May I defer to the budget people on this?
General Prrrs. The figure in my mind is 6 to 61/2 percent per year

during the last 4 years.
Mr. A"nEws. Six to 61/; percent?
General Prrrs. Six to six and a half percent. So about 25 to 27 per-

cent in the last 4 years.
General JFmy. They use the figure somewhere in the neighbor-

hood of 25 percent.
Mr. ANDRWS. We were told the other day that in certain areas of

ship construction the inflationary rate had been 25 percent a year.
Mr. Lnscoim. To finish this record, General Pitts, wasn't some

of that escalation cost included in the original negotiations? You do
not put the whole six and a half percent on it.

General Pxrrs. No, sir. I am thinking specifically of the C-5
contract.

j1 IN 4
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Mr. LiPscorn. I am talking about this contract.
General Prirs. Yes, sir. I do not know in this contract specifically.

I can get that and supply it.
General JFiwiEYI. I can find that out, sir, and provide it to you. I

would be reasonably sure that some percent rate of escalation would
have been included in the original contract. It probably would have
been somewhere in the neighborhood of 2 percent but 1 will have to
check that for sure. What we will be talking about here is escalation
over and above what is included in the contract.

Mr. Linscovr. You are figuring 61/2 percent over and above.
General Prrrs. No, sir; not over and above the 2 percent. In other

words, up to the 6 or 61/2 percent. A figure that we would call abnor-
mal escalation.

(The information follows:)

PERCENT INCREASE FOR INFLATION INCLUDED IN THE ORIGINAL F-111
CONTRACT' PRIcE

The contractor, in arriving at his proposal, generally includes a factor for
economic escalation. The contractor's proposal contained pricing based upon a
2.5 percent per year escalation factor for wage employees and 3.8 percent for
salaried employees. The percentage which was allowed them by the Air Force
was 2.5 percent for wage employees and 3 percent for salaried employees.

Mr. MINSHIALL. I have seen a lot of programs come before this coin-
mittee but, I have never seen one characterized with so many foulups
with the F-111A, B, C, and D and the MK-1I part of this program
Maybe we ought to scrub the whole concept and start from scratch.

General JEFFREY. It has had its problems.
Mr. M.INSHATL. It sure has.
General McNICKLE. The DOD gave the management of the pro-

gram to the Air Force in December of last year.
Mr. MrINSHALL. They gave you a hot potato.
General MONICKLE. It responded to executive management meet-

ings with the Secretary of Defense, and in December the Deputy
Secretary of Defense decided not to have any more of those. General
McConnell first attended a meeting in February.

Mr. MIENSHALL. As you know, we smelled a rat in this whole F-111
program. But the generals said no, no, it has great prospects. It seems
like we were right..

Mr. ANqDrws. General, we have some other questions on Autonetics
contract. You might want to refresh your memory on some features
of the contract.

General JEFFREY. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. The committee will adjourn until 10 o'clock tomor-

row morning. TUESDAY, MAY 27, 1969.

CONCURRENCY OF R. & D. AND PRODUCTION OF MARK Ir

Mr. MAHoN. The committee will come to order.
We will continue with the Air Force procurement hearing.
When the hearing adjourned yesterday, we were in the midst of dis-

cussing the Mark II avionics system.
Was the production go-ahead on the Mark II avionics system given

before completion of the development and testing program?
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General JEFFRFY. Yes. The production go-ahead was given about 1
year after contract was awarded.

Mr. Av.DREWS. How much fli ght testing had been accomplished at
the time the production go-aheadwas given?

General J-EFFREY. No flight testing had been accomplished at the
time the production go-ahead was given. However, individual com-
ponent ground testing had been accomplished. We believe that the
risks associated with th.i production go-ahead were reduced as a re-
sult of this ground component testing a'vod also as a result of the fact
that the problems associated with this development had been analyzed
for somewhere in the neighborhood of 2 to 21/2 years prior to the
time this contract was awarded.

Mr. ANDREWS. Tell us something about the Mark II avionics sys-
tem. Describe the system for the record?

General JEFFRPY. The Mark H1 avionics system is fundamentallv
the bombing and navigation system that is included in the F-111l)
airplane. A version of the Mark II avionics system, a simplified ver-
sion, is included in the FB-111. Addressing the Mark II first, the
Mark II avionics system provides improved bombing accuracy over
its predecessors the Mark I, which was included in the F-Ii A and
the F-111E. It provides an improved navigation capability over the
Mark I.

Mr. ANDREWS. How much money was spent in research and develop-
ment for the Mark II1 How much has been spent as of today?

General JFFREY. Approximately $150 million.
Mr. ANDREWS. Just for R. & D.?
General JFFREY. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. How much has been committed or obligated to date

on production?
General JuvEiw. As I indicated to the committee yesterday--
Mr. ANDREWS. You said yesterday $145 million.
General J'umnmY. The $145 million was the target price at the time

of source selection.
Mr. ANDREWS. NOW, it is up to roughly $250 million according to

your estimates; according to the contractor's estimates, $450 million.
General JEnmRY. Yes, sir.
The Government, for production, would be liable for the difference

between the $150 million R. & D. cost I mentioned a moment ago and
the $245 million ceiling which would represent about another $100
million.

Mr. ANDREWS. It is a pretty expensive system.
General JFRY. This is an expensive system; yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Have you received any finished systems yet?
General Jmumy. There are three Mark II systems, or variations of

Mark II systems in R. & D. test airplanes at the present time. Two
Mark II systems and one Mark Il-B system. The two Mark II sys-
tems are installed in F-111A airplanes and the one Mark II-B system
is in one FB-111 airplane.

CHANGE8 FROM ORTGINAT, SPECIFICATIONS

Mr. Sius. How do the current performance specifications of the
Mark II system compare with those in the original contract ? In other
words, has there been any modification upward or downward?
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General JEFFREY. There have been a number of small changes to the
specifications, Mr. Sikes, that were incorporated-

Mr. SIKES. Would they have the effect of lowering the performance
requirements?

General JEFFREY. Only to a minor degree, sir.
Mr. SiKEs. What do you mean by I'minor degree I"
General JEFFRuY. The antenna gain has been modified slightly, iden-

tification friend or foe (IFF) performance and the side lobe strengths
have been changed. There has been a slight increase in weight. The
range of the radar has been reduced slightly in the clear and in clutter.
I have a detailed list of those things which we can provide for the
record.

Mr. SIKEs. I would like to have that detailed for the record.
(Classified information was furnished.)
Mr. SIKEs. Does this have the effect of lessening in any way the

desirability of the system fAre you going to obtain significantly more
out of the system even with the reduced specifications than you pres-
ently have in the systems in inventory ?

General JEFmmY. Yes, sir. There is no question about that.

COST INCREASES DUE TO GOVERNMENT CHANGES

Mr. SIKES. How much of the increased cost of the Mark II avionics
system has been found to be a result of Government changes?

General JEFFTRY. We have identified approximately $20 million as
being attributable to changes that have been generated by the
Government.

Mr. Smns. Was this the finding of the Air Force cost analysis team
in 1967?

General Jinmur. This was a finding of a cost trace effort that was
conducted in the latter part of 1967 and the early part of 1968.

Mr. SriEs. It is alleged that there was a finding that the changes
were not the responsibility of the Government but of the contractor.
Has this been overturned in any way? Has there been an analysis of
this type which has not been considered valid at this point?

General Jzrm-. I know of no cost analysis since that time that has
invalidated this information.

"SiHOULD COST" SURVEY

Mr. Sis. Was a "should cost" survey made of Autonetics as
ordered by Deputy Secretary of Defense Nitze I

Genera Jwiiar. There was an exchange of correspondence between
Secretary Nitze and the Secretary of the Air Force that related to a
"should cost" survey wherein the Secretary of Defense indicated his
desire that in connection with the conduct of such a survey that we
look into certain things. It was suggested that it be conducted in a
manner similar to that conducted by Mr. Gordon Rule on the TF-30
engine at Pratt & Whitney.

In the Secretary of the Air Force's response, he indicated to Mr.
Nitze that the effort which the Air Force had underway at that time,
in his opinion would effectively accomplish the purpose and intent
of what Mr. itze had recommended, or suggested, in his memo.
This, therefore, was the course that was followed.
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We believe that even though a specific "should cost" analysis was
not made, we effectively accomplished the same purpose.

Mr. SIKES. Will you provide copies of that correspondence for the
record?

General JEFFREY. Yes, sir; we will provide those copies for the
record.

(The correspondence follows:)

MARx II-ConmESPONDENcE RELATING TO COST TRACE

MEMORANDUM FOR THE DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
NOVEMBER 21, 1967

Subject: F-111 negotiations and Mark II cost.
I agree wtih your concern in the cost of the F-111 Mark II avionics program

as stated in your memorandum of October 28, 1967. The issue of Mark II cost
Is also one of continuing concern at all levels of management within the Air
Force. We have taken action to insure that every reasonable effort is made to
protect the interest of the government in the negotiation of the General
Dynamics/Forth Worth proposal which includes the Mark II task element.
I agree completely that our efforts in this regard must be continued without
letup, and where necessary, reinforced by additional support and techniques.

The current status of our activity in preparing for negotiation with the
contractor is in the fact-finding phase with some 200 F-111 SPO, Defense Contract
Audit Agency (DOAA), and Air Force Plant Representative Office (AFPRO)
personnel involved. This activity, which will continue through December 1967,
will develop the detailed information required by the SPO team in preparing
the government's negotiation objectives(. The negotiation team which is assigned
directly under the system program director Includes some of the most capable
and experienced personnel within the Air Force In the areas of engineering.
cost analysis, pricing, and negotiation. However, I have requested an immediate
review with the system program director of the team ,composition in terms of
functional skill areas covered, the number of personnel assigned, as well as the
experience level. I intend to see that the SPO team is structured to accomplish
the task'for which the program director has been charged. In addition, action
has been taken to insure that participation from the nighest management levels
will be provided when needed to achieve a specific objective.

In particular, specific attention will be given to the Mark II portion of the
proposal to insure that Autonetics plantwide experience including Minuteman
is reflected in, the cost baseline. More importantly, the factfinding team has been
instructed, not only to review the contractor's proposal, but also to develop its
own independent estimate, such as that accomplished prior to source selection
in'the C-5A program. This estimate will' be based upon the Independent assess-
ments of our engineers, cost analysts, and procurement sp6cialists; it will reflect
the elimination of avoidable contractor inefficiencies and will be compared with
the costs of similar avionics packages previously procured by any of the services.
Finally, this Air Force estimate will be the basis for our Mark II contract price
negotiation objective.

•Thb current schedule Of activity will establish the Government's negotiation
objectives in the January-Febiuary 1068 p6riod. A formal status review of 'the
team's progress is now scheduled to be presented to my staff on December 13, 1967,as - preliminary assessment of the baseline data on which the Government's

egotlation objectives will be developed. I believe the results of the review will
provide a , sound basis to repiort'our progress to you.

OThe Present schedule for negotiation of the complete proposal package antici.
pates final definitive action by mid-1968., However, recognizing the complexities
of. thetask and specifically the issue of Mark II cost including the need for a
valid tectijiical and cost track from the June 1966 Autonetics baseline to the pres-
ent, some delay in this schedule may occur. While I am concerned that delays
in 'definitizing this contract supplement tend to reduce the contractors' financial
ri~k; the need for a thoroughly scrubbed cost position is mandatory.

STh problem of tracking the Autonetics statement of work and associated cost
in, the current General Dynamics/Fort Worth proposal to the June 1966 Auto-
netie' proposal continues to receive' specific attention. The requirement to estab-
lish a valid track in terms of technical tasks and cost is basic to the negotiation

I
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and has been, and remains, a firm team action. However, I do agree that a
separate technical team to track the technical changes independently from the
SPO team would be a major value to the factfinding and negotiating team in
developing a strong position on this vital issue. Action is underway to establish
such a technical team.

The identification of changes that may occur subsequent to the proposal which
is to be negotiated will be provided at the final review of the prenegotiation posi-
tion. It is imperative, however, that negotiations proceed on the basis of the
configuration which corresponds to the cost base included in the prenegotiation
position, since it is not considered practical to conduct factfinding and negotia-
tions on a changing technical or program baseline.

The identification of costs in the proposal as GD/FW Mark II cost is a require-
inent already placed on the team. It was agreed, however, that in some task areas,
the identification of cost would, of necessity, be accomplished by allocation rather
than a precise estimate of completely segregated cost.

The issue of a meaningful cost reporting system has had continual manage-
ment emphasis since inception of the F-111 program. We have recently com-
pleted an in-depth survey of management controls presently employed by General
Dynamics for cost planning control and reporting (O/SPCS). Preliminary find-
ings indicate numerous areas in which General Dynamics' internal system will not
meet our criteria for a cost information and control system. We have directed
General Dynamics to implement a well-defined system and to incorporate the
C/SPCS specification in the production contract. General Dynamics has not yet
accepted this requirement. As you know, the C/SPCS requirement is also an
issue with several other companies. Autonetics was given similar requirements
in the Minuteman program, but tests of their internal systems show failure to
meet the criteria established. We are continuing to emphasize the requirement
with General Dynamics and Autonetics to establish meaningful cost reporting
and performance measurement procedures.

You requested the Air Force consider an approach similar to the team ap-
proach being used in the TF-30 engine negotiations. In this regard, I find that
considerable similarity now exists between the Navy TF-30 team and the SPO
team organization and negotiating approach with the basic difference being the
level at which negotiation responsibility is placed. I believe that the project con-
cept provides an operating structure with a concentration of skills, experience,
and program knowledge collectively responsive to a single program director whose
charter is the responsibility for all program elements. This basic project structure
forms the nucleus of the SPD negotiating team. The full team is formed by in-
cluding experts trained and experienced in the critical skills of engineering, cost
analysis, prising, and negotiations. The TF-30 team approach serves much the
same purpose as the SPO structure in focusing resources and experience needed
to accomplish the prenegotiation and negotiation tasks. As you are aware, the
Air Force has provided the Navy a number of specialists to work on their tearm.
I do not believe that placing the responsibility for negotiation of this contract
supplement at the major command or higher levels is necessarily an advantage,
since the participation of higher levels is immediately available to achieve specific
objectives or if necessary, to establish the objectives. As I have stated, I intend
to insure that the SPO team has the skills in the numbers required for the pro-
gram director to accomplish his responsibility. Moreover, our approach in the
actual negotiations will be to utilize fully the data developed in our independent
estimate as well as the careful analysis of the contractors' proposal in order
to obtain a reasonable price.

I propose that responsibility for the negotiation remain with the system pro-
gram director with the factfinding augmentation outlined above, and that we
continue to the point of establishing a prenegotiation position. The December 13,
1967 review will provide a closer look at some of the preliminary results and
the final prenegotiation position will be reviewed prior to initiating negotiations
with the contractor. The adequacy of the prenegotiation efforts related to the
Mark II portion of the proposal can be established based on specific conclusions
presented by the SPO team with full data available for analysis. Where weak
areas are identified in the cost supporting data, further specific effort can be
directed in the context of the complete negotiation action. Formal negotiations
with the contractor will proceed only when the negotiation objectives have been
approved.

(Signed) HAROLD BROWN.-
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MEMORANDUM FOB THE SECRETARY OF TIIE AIR FORCE (UNDATED)

1. The issue of cost in the Mark II avionics program has been one of con-
tinuing concern at all levels of management within the Air Force and as stated
in your memorandum of October 81, 1067, requires major attention. We have
taken action through AF8O and the F-111 SPO to insure that every reasonable
effort Is made to protect the interest of the Government in the negotiation of
the contractor's proposal which includes the Mark II task element. I agree com-
pletely, that our efforts in this regard must be continued without letup, and
where necessary, intensified by additional support.

2. In reviewing the several elements of the CSD memorandum I am con-
cerned that the true scope of the current Air Force effort involved iII the fact-
finding nany not have been sufficiently emphasized by AISC when the factilading
and negotiation plan was briefed to Secretary Charles and Secretary Marks
prior to the start of proposal evaluation activities. Some 200 11-1 It SPO, AFPRO,
and DCAA personnel, including much of the best talent available within z AFSC
as well as Mr. W. George and Mr. E. Fitzgerald, are involved in the factflnding
process. This effort Is in support of the S110 negotiation team and will provide
price data which the team will further evaluate in preparing the (,over~mzent's
negotiation objective. I agree fully that responsibility for the negotiation and
including the evaluation of all pricing information must remain in the charter
of the system program office and specifically remain the responsibility of the
system program director. In this regard, I believe it imperative to the success
of the negotiation to give the program director complete support at all levels to
insure he is in a position to accomplish the task successfully. As such, I have
requested that the commander, AFSC, advise me immediately if lie should
determine that direct participation by senior Air Staff or secretarial personnel
is required to achieve specific objectives. I believe such overt support by the
highest levels will greatly assist the role of the program director and his team
in impressing the contractor that we mean for him to negotiate in earnest.

3. The 08D memorandum proposes that we consider the use of a team effort
as now being followed in negotiating the P. & W.A. contract. There is, in fact,
considerable similarity between the Navy team and the SPO team approaches
with the basic difference being the level at which negotiation responsibility has
been placed. The Air Force project concept provides a strong operating structure
responsive to the program director, which forms the nucleus for the SPO
negotiating team. The full team is formed by including experts trained and
experienced in the critical skills of pricing and negotiations. While the project
structure provides a natural focus of program skills collectively responsive to
a single director whose charter is the responsibility for all elements of the pro-
gram, the Navy functional concept of management lacks this focus of respon-
sibility and more significantly the concentration of project resources, or ex-
perience. Specifically, there is no TF-30 SPO. The TF-30 team approach serves
much the same purpose as the SPO in focusing resources and experience needed
to accomplish the prenegotiation and negatiation tasks. As to the level at which
the prenegotiation activity and the negotiation are conducted, I do not believe
that placing this responsibility at the command level or higher is necessarily
an advantage in achieving the best possible terms and conditions for the Govern-
ment It is essential, however, that we assure the assignment of the best talent
available to the program director's SPO team and that he have a clear state-
ment of policy as to his role and his responsibility in conducting the negotiation.

4. The problem of tracking the Autonetles' statement of work and associated
cost from the current GD/FW proposal to the June 1966 Autonetica' proposal
is as you noted receiving specific attention. Notwithstanding, we recognize the
complexity of the task as well as the general reluctance of Autonetics to provide
the required data. This issue has previously been discussed with the contractors
individually and collectively by DCS/S&L and at the secretarial level. The
requirement to establish a valid track in terms of technical tasks and cost is
basic to the negotiation and has been and remains a firm team action. I agree
that an independent technical assessment to track the Mark II system changes
from the June 1966 baseline to the present configuration would assist the negoti-
ating team in their ultimate determination of cost allocation even though this
technical evaluation is being accomplished by a technical group currently under
the program director. Appropriate action is being taken.

5. In addressing the item of alternatives to provide the higher management
levels with increased cost visibility into the Autonetics' plant-wide activities by

• j
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a separate team under a senior member at the cominand level, we are faced with
the problem of accepting a further delay in the negotiation of the total General
Dynamics proposal. The pricing task by the DCAA and the AFFRO at Autonetics
has been completed and the package recently forwarded 1o the SPO for evalu-
ation by the negotiation team. In response to your requese for such an approach,
the following two alternatives would provide the mechanics for achieving the
review objective. In addition, a third alternative is included which builds further
on the present SPO team approach.

(a) Alternative 1. Designate a senior member in AFSC to form a special team
to review the Mark 11 pricing data as well as Minuteman costs on an Autonetica
plantwide basis. This team would identify any specific areas where the Mark 1I
pricing analysis as submitted to the SPO required further effort. Upon com-
pletion of any further effort the AFSC team chief would report the status to
you prior to further action by the S0 negotiating team. The S0 would proceed
with negotiations following appropriate review, and approval. This special AFSC
team must rely in part on experts from the existing F-111 SPO team and Minute-
man teanis since a completely separate team of the caliber of the existing teams
cannot reasonably be established with the resources available.

(b) Alternative 2. Designate an AFSC team as in Alternative 1, and initiate
a fully independent pricing review of the Mark 1I proposal and major Minute-
man cost figures. Following the report to you the data would be provided the
SPO team.

(c) Alternative 3. Continue to hold the system program director responsible
for the faetfnding and negotiatim. Review with the system program director
the composition of the SPO team in terms of the functional skill areas, the
resources available In these areas to accomplish the task and the costing and
estimating techniques to be used in developing the price objectives. The addi-
tional skilled personnel required to insure necessary coverage in the critical areas
would be provided.

0. Each of the alternatives 1 and 2 would result In delays In both the
F-111 and Minuteman negotiation schedules since both of the SPO teams must
aiwait the results of the special team actions and the higher level reviews. While
delays in completing the prenegotiation and negotiation activity may be encoun-
tered in the normal course of dealing with the contractor, Hq AFSO and the
Air Staff strongly support the view stated by the System Progrant Director
that a delay is not warranted at this time. Since a delay is inherent to any
alternative to establish higher level or separate reviews, it would appear
reasonable and more effective to continue the present course through to
the prenegotiation podition with the added capability provided in alterna-
tIve . A complete review of the data and negotiation objective can be
conducted at appropriate levels prior to negotiation. The adequacy of the pre-
negotiation action and results related to the Mark II position can be established
based on specific conclusions presented by the SPO team with full data avail-
able for analysis. Where weak areas are identified In the cost-supporting data
further effort can be directed in the context of the complete negotiation action,
and with specific attention to the deficient element. Any delay in the final negotia-
tions at that time would be no greater and probably less thani a delay caused by
either of the alternate approaches 1 and 2. As such, I strongly recommend that
we elect the Alternate 3 approach and continue with the factfinding and pricing
activity through to the determination of the Government's negotiation objectives.

7. I have included a proposed reply to the Deputy Secretary of Defense
memorandum.

(Signed) ,. P. MOoNNELL,
General USA, Ohief of Staff.

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHIEF Or STAFF
OroBFM 31, 1967

Discussions during the past several days have revealed a growing concern
on the part of OSD over the cost growth and the lack of cost traceability to date
in the various Autonetics Mark II proposals. The attached memorandum from
Secretary Nitze requests that a number of specific actions be taken in the
cost study, now being conducted by the Air Force, as a basis for contractural
negotiations on the Mark 11 program. Because of the problems encountered to
date. Secretary Nitze has also suggested that we utilize a team approach similar
to that now being used in the Pratt & Whitney TI3-80 engine negotiations. How-
ever, he has indicated that alternative approaches may be better adapted to
achieving our overall objectives.

82-845--69--pt. 8- 56
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I do not believe that it would be prudent to change our present approach of
holding the F-111 SPO responsible for the contractual negotiations on the
Mark II program unless there is good reason for doing so. However, in the fact-
finding study, and most particularly in the case of developing a cost baseline at
Autonetics, it would seem beneficial for the Air Force to consider Autonetics
on a plantwide basis, including the Minuteman activity, for which there are
similar concerns as to Autonetle cost. From this point of view, and in order
to assure generally high-level vlstbillty and participation in this important
activity, it would be appropriate to place the overall responsibility for the cost
studies at Autonetics at AFSC level. The APSO study director should, as Secre-
tary Nitze requests, assure the use of the best available cost analysts and indus-
trial engineers.

I recognize that the SPO has directed that General Dynamics provide the
cost traceability from the basic June 1966 Autonetics proposal to the present
proposal. However, in order to provide the SPO with a solid basis for conducting
the negotiations, it will be essential that an Air Force technical group, as well
ap a cost study group, evaluate the responsibility for the changes and their at-
tendant costs. This will serve to protect the Government's position relative to
the proposal which led to the original selection of Autonetics and its recon-
ciliation with the current definition of responsibilities in the Mark II avionics
program.

Therefore, in providing the status report and plan of action requested by the
Deputy Secretary of Defense, I would like to review, as one alternative ap-
proach, an enlargement of the present cost study group, which would place this
activity under a senior AFSC full-time study director, who would insure that
all of the plant activities at Autonetics, including Minuteman, are addressed
in the cost analysis. The AFSC study director should report his findings to me
prior to the initiation of negotiations for the Mark II portion of the F-111 pro-
gram. The impact of these findings on Minuteman cost projections should also
be reported.

(Signed) HAROLD BROwN,
Secretary of the Air Force.

MEMORANDUM FOR THE 8ECMARY OF THE AIR FORCE
OCTOBER 28, 1967

Subject: Mark II Avionics.
I know that the Air Force is now preparing for negotiations with General

Dynnmics/Fort Worth and Autonetics to deflnitize the Mark II contract sup-
plement. However, I am concerned about the reports on Mark II costs and
Autonetics' attempt to reprice the program without regard to their original con-
tractual commitments.

It is my understanding that the Air Force is conducting a "should cost" study
of the proposed Mark II program. I am desirous that this approach be used to
identify areas for reduction in Mark II costs and that the results of this study
he used as the basis for contract negotiations.'Accordingly, I request. that the
following actions be taken id the Air Force "should cost" study:

(1) Insist that Autonetics, through General Dynamics, provide the Govern-
ment with cost information on individual changes supported by detailed cost
estimateJ.

(2) Establish a group of Air Force' technical people to evaluate responsibility
for these changes and their attendant costs.

(3) Identify and evaluate all known changes, at the time of initiating negotia-
tions, for incorporation into the contract.

(4) Identify separately all General Dynamics' costs clearly attributable to
Mark 11 and insure that these costs are segregated from the cost of the work
already on contract.

(5) Identify contractor inefficienclet which can be eliminated through im-
proved management control.

(6) Tse the best available cost analysts and industrial engineers in this
exercise. "

In mapping your Mark XI negotiation strategy, be sure to include the follow-
ing points:

(1) Through-the prime contract with General Dynamics, make certain that
Autonetics is held to its original proposal plus customer-responsible changes, or
failing tis that General Dynamits is held responsible.

(2) Insure that the negotiation proceeds from the "should cost" analysis and
not from projections of historical costs. t
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Concurrently, insure that meaningful cost reporting systems, which measure
actual costs against planned costs, exist at both General Dynamics and Au-
tonetics. These systems must meet the Air Force criteria for acceptable planning
and control systems.

By November 3, 1967, 1 would like from you a status report on the status of
your prenegotiation efforts to date and your plan of action for meeting the re-
quirenients set forth herein. In this regard, I suggest that you consider utilizing
a team approach similar to that being used In the Pratt & Whitney TF-30
engine negotiations.

If you consider that our overall objectives can be better met by approaches
different from those outlined above, please provide me with your recommended
alternatives.

PAUL H. NITZE.
PRICE OF 31ARK II SYSTEM

Mr. SIKES. What is the present ceiling price, in total and by unit, forthe Mark II system?

General JEFFREY. The present ceiling price for the Mark II sys-
tem, as I testified to the committee yesterday, is $245 million. This is
the ceiling price for the total system.

Now, in breaking this out by unit, we calculate that the unit-since
we are talking about basically two systems when discussing the
fark II, the Mark II in the F-111D and the Mark II-B, which is in

the FB-111, the B being a simplified system-the Mark II system unit
cost is approximately $750,000 and the Mark II-B, $250,000.

Mr. SIKES. For the record, provide information showing when and
under what circumstances the ceiling was increased. Include in this
all spares and other costs necessary to the program.

General JEFFREY. Yes, sir; we will do that.
(The information follows:)

MARK II CEILING PRICE INCREASE

During the preparation of the negotiations, which led to the July 1968 definita.
zatlon of Mark II and the F-111D in both the R. & D. and production contracts,
the Government made an intensive effort to ascertain changes to the baseline
configuration of Mark II which had been made by the Government. They were
able to trace a number of these, the total cost of which was $20 million. This
increase in target cost translated to a target price of $167 million and a ceiling
price of Autonetics of $196 million. The ceiling of $196 million was made a
target cost of General Dynamics on the basis of the technical difficulties being en-
countered by the subcontractor, the responsibility of General Dynamics in guar-
anteeing the performance of the Mark II system when installed in the aircraft
and their further responsibility to trace to the satisfaction of the Government
any cost increase of the $106 million. Therefore, the program figures for target
price and ceiling between the Air Force and General Dynamics become $213
million and $245 million, respectively. AGE, training, data, spares, and changes
subsequent to the July 1968 deflnitization are not Included in these ceilings since
they have not yet been definitized. An increase of $302 million to the Autonetics
target price is estimated to be required for these tasks. Estimates for these tasks
have been included in budget submissions and approvals beginning with fiscal
year 1967.

Mr. SIKES. What has been the effect of the cutback in the F-111
program on the cost of the Mark II?

dGeneral JEFFREY. As I indicated yesterday, the cutback in the num-
bers of F-111 have, in my opinion, resulted in an increase in cost of
the Mark II. I indicate again to the committee that the cutback will
affect the cost of the contract since the production rate and the mix of
the airframes themselves were affected.

Mr. SIKES. If you can estimate the effect in dollars, please do so for
the record. Also for the record tell us to what extent-if you can
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estimate it-the additional experience that has been gained will reduce
the cost of future procurement of the Mark II system.

General JEFFREY. All right, sir; we will provide that.
(The information follows:)

EFFECT OF F-ill CUTAOK ON MARK II COST

The cutback in quantity, rate, and mix of the Mark II/IIB systems will in-
crease the average unit cost of the systems to be procured. A specific dollar value
cannot be estimated, but the increase will probably be between 10 and 25 per-
cent. Valuable experience has been gained as a result of the technological ad-
vances attained in the Mark II system. This will contribute to reduced costs
of the follow-on F-111D procurement by the normal learning curve process and
will reduce cost of other weapon systems which use a part or all of Mark II
since the development costs will not have to be duplicated. For example, we are
involved at this time in assessing the role of Mark II in the AMSA. The extent
of the reduction of cost of follow-on F-111D procurement or in future procure-
ment for other aircraft cannot be specified.

Mr. SiKEs. How many F-111 aircraft have been constructed without
the Mark II? Are retrofits planned for those aircraft?

General Jr"vPxy. There are 235 airplanes that have been or will be
constructed without the Mark II avionics and there is no plan to
retrofit those airplanes with the Mark II.

Mr. Si Es. How many procurement aircraft now have the Mark
II installed?

General JmEy. There are no procurement airplanes in terms of
operational production airplanes that have the Mark II installed at
this time.

Mr. SIKES. Have any Mark II systems which do not meet all the
contract specifications been installed in operational aircraft?

General JFR:EY. No, sir. No systems that fail to meet operational
specifications have been installed in operational airplanes. I mentioned
Tat we do have three systems installed in test airplanes at this time.

Mr. Sicws. What modification programs related to the Mark II are
in being or are contemplatedI

General JFFRmy. There are no modifications at this time and there
are none planned for the future.

Mr. SI Rs. Are there additional questions on the Mark II?

C-SA ARCRAY

The public controversy on the costs of C-5A program is well known.
On one side are allegations that the Air Force withheld information on
cost overruns on the program from the Congress, gave the aircraft
manufacturer a contract under which his profits rose with program
costs, and that the program will cost $2 billion more than was origi-
nally estimated.

On the other hand, defenders of the program have contended that
cost overruns will be $882 million that the .ontrat is one of the best
ever made by the Government, and that cost information was not with-
held from the Congress.
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The funding request before the committee today is the sum of $758
million which includes $481 million for the procurement of 23 addi-
tional aircraft, $52 million for advance procurement, and $225 million
for cost overruns in fiscal 1969 and prior years.

I believe you are prepared now to give us a briefing on the status
of the C-5A and the cost problems that have been associated with it.

General JEFFREY. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIKES. Will you proceed?
General JEFFREY. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIRES. How do you propose to do that?
General JEFFREY. I have some Vu-graphs that I would like to pre-

sent. I will comment on them briefly as we proceed.
I plan to discuss very briefly the aircraft requirements, the status

of the development, discuss the provisions of the contract, the price ad-
justment formula that was included, and I intend to discuss the
options incljided in the contract, discuss the position of the contractor
at intervals during the contract term and discuss also our estimate
made back in 1964, vis-a-vis, our current estimate.

Finally, I will indicate briefly the current position of the contractor
with respect to his bid.

Will that be satisfactory?
Mr. SIKES. That will be satisfactory.
General JEFFREY. If the committee would permit, I would like to

stand so I will be a little closer to this.
(Vu-graphs referred to below by General Jeffrey follow:)

Several Vu-graph pictures illustrating the configuration and performance capa-
bility of the C-SA are not reproducible. In lieu thereof the attached performance
sheet is furnished.

0-5A MISSION

Provide fast reaction capability through airlift of combat and support units
of all services under war or emergency conditions.

Airlift military logistics supplies including ballistic missiles and items of
outsize equipment.

C-5A FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM

Current status
Five aircraft delivered to flight test 90 flights 260 hours.

Results to date
Flight characteristics good-stall tests completed performance good-achieved

.85 mach at 35,000' engine performance-excellent.
Problem to date

Normal development problems, no major problems.
Contract covered 8-year period (1965-73).
Necessary to provide for undue risks to contractor and the Government.
All contractors bid to and signed firm contracts-in competition.

SUMMARY OF CONTRACT PROVISIONS

Total sy -* -m responsibility.
Correction of deficiencies.
Control of changes.
Changes in law (labor).

I * . I, - I.* " , - , ,. - *- '.- O,*** 4
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Economic fluctuations.
Priced options for additional aircraft.
Incentives-cost, schedule, performance.
Price adjustment formula.

C-5A TOTAL PACKAGE CONTRACT-ALL R.D.T. & E. PRODUCTION SUPPORT COMMITTED IN COMPETITION ON
FIXED-PRICE INCENTIVE CONTRACT

Contract Program (6
options squadrons)

R.D.T. & E. and run A ....................................................... 58 58
Run B .................................................................... 57 57
Run C ..................................................................... 85 5

Total .............................................. 200 120

58 alrcraft/R. & D. and run A (Lockheed): Millions
Target cost ..................................................................................... $1,278
Target profit .................................................................................... 128
Target price ................................................................................. 1,406
Caillng ..... . . . 1,662

is itcosftm.i -- j---------- W--------------------------------------------- $1 6
176

Target €ost ..................................................................................... $1, 769
Target profit .................................................................................... 176Terget price .................................................................................... 1945
Ceiling ......................................................................................... :299

PRICE ADJUSTMENT CLAUSE

Contractor entitled to adjustment In run B costs if run A costs exceed the
run A ceiling (or downward adjustment if costs are less than 90 percent target
cost).

Designed to prevent exceedingly large losses or windfall profits due to risks
involved in pricing production before development and long-term period of
performance.

REPRISING ADJUSTMENT FORMULA

Actual cost -ceiling percentX +100 percent=target adjustment factor.
Target cost 2.0

Target FactorXtarget cost (B) =new target (B).
New target (B) X180 percent=new ceiling (B).

AIR FORCE ESTIMATE FOR LOCKHEED, 1973

Cost to Contract Estimated
produce ceiling deficit

R. & D. plus A ........................................ $2,435 $1,764 -$671
Run B ................................................ ,018 1,404 +386

Total ...................................................... 3,453 3,168 -285

COST PROXAEM CAUSES

1. Lockheed bid underestimated.
2. Technical optimism.
3. Economic inflation and increased aircraft production.

.. 0
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C-SA PROGRAM
AIRCRAFT WEIGHT

OVERWEIGHT

10G7

Coantr t Empty Vr.s 319,"O9 Tba

lot Opa Airar~fts 3Z1,006 lb&

lot Opal Aireraft Dellrv

7

1.o 8

FIGuEz 6A

COMPARISON OF ESTIMATES

[Dollar amounts in millions]

October 1964
technical de-
development

plan October 1968

R.D.T. & E ..................................................................... $980 $1,002
Production ..................................................................... 2,136 3,346

Total .................................................................... 3,116 4,348

Adjustments:
Inflation ................................................................................. 500
Larger Aircraft ............................................................................ 350
Technical difficulties ....................................................................... 382

Total .................................................................................. 1,232

COMPARISON OF ESTIMATES

(Dollars in millions]

October 1964 October 1968

3,116 $4,348
I nitial spares ................................................................... 307 482
Replacement spares ........................................................................... 189
Support (Comm age and Mods) ................................................................. 106

Subtotal ................................................................. 307 t 777
Total .................................................................................. 5,125

I Use of AFLC figure, 839; military construction, 15 ....................................... 5, 202
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Original contracts Adjusted contracts '

Target price Ceiling Target price Ceiling

Lockheed .......................................... $1, 948 $2,299 $2,658 $3,169
GE ................................................ 581 684 647 754
Additives I ......................................... 458 471 425 425

Total ........................................ 2,985 3,454 3,730 4,348

1 Repricing formula and abnormal escalaton.
IFunds for 5 run C aircraft, contract definition, ECO, GFAE, etc.

General JEFFREY. This is an actual picture of the C-5 airplane.
I wanted to show this comparison of the C-5, the C-141, the C-130,

and the C-140. They are all airplanes made by the Lockheed Co. at
Marietta, Ga. These are scale representations of the relative sizes of
these airplanes.

This is a photograph of the TF-39 engine which is used in the
G-SA airplane, built by General Electric at Evendale, Ohio. It pro-
duces a thrust of 41,000 pounds. It has a diameter of approximately
8 ft. It has a bypass ratio of 8 to 1, where the fan produces eight
times as much thrust as the jet engine.

Mr. ANDREWS. How many engines has the C-SAI
General JEFFREY. It has four engines of this size.
This is the most powerful engine that had been developed in this

country and probably the most powerful single unit that had been
developed anywhere in the world at the time it was put on the C-5.

Then, when Boeing built the 747, they took the Pratt & Whitney
competitor for the (f-5, and with some modifications installed it in
the 747, so it is an engine of comparable thrust.

THE MSSION

I mention this specifically because it has been alleged or implied
that the C-5 has been built as a competitor to commercial airliners
which are designed to carry a larger number of passengers. This is not
true. This airplane is to provide us with a quick reaction capability to
haul Army equipment in places where it might be needed.

This was designed to illustrate that concept. The airplane will carry
83 passengers, this being a typical Army load. The passengers in
question would be those people needed to drive the equipment on
and off of the airplane at point of departure and at the destination
and get it moving.

THE BASIC REQUIREMENTS

This is the inboard profile. This photograph is taken from the top
and does show the passenger locations, or accommodations.

This is looking at the airplane from the side. It shows the cargo
compartment with the aft pressure bulkhead, the front pressure bulk-
head, and the passenger accommodations above the cargo floor. The
cargo compartment, as well as the passenger compartment, is pressur-
ized. Pressurizing the C-5 is facetiously referred to as like pressuriz-
ing a barn or an aircraft hangar.

This indicates how typical Army loads might be distributed
throughout the airplane and what the special load might be with heli-
copters, tanks, trucks, et cetera.

11 - I xll - i"'. +, , , , ', 4:? , , ; , I - " " , J-' 11, A . , ,
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The airplane will carry 99 percent, or better than 99 percent, of all
of the Army's heavy equipment.

This indicates that the airplane has a capability to take off and
land in a very short distance. It has 28 wheels, so that it can land
on a grass field without sinking. The landing gear has a kneeling
feature so that the airplane can be kneeled to make the ramps, truck
bed height on rough ground. The airplane opens up in the front and
the back to provide a drive-through capability so that the cargo can
be driven on at the back and pulled off at the front.

This is a typical payload/range comparison, or profile, comparing
the C-5 payload and range with the C-133, which, until the C-5 came
along, was the biggest airplane the United States had in its inventory
and the biggest payload-carrying airplane that the United States had.

The C-141 and the 0-130. Now, to illustrate here, you can see at a
distance of 5,500 miles, this airplane would carry a payload of 100,000
pounds.

Looking up here at the normal load factor of 2.5 g.'s, which is the
normal load factor at which the airplane would be flown, at this point
of 220,000 pounds it would carry it for a little over 3,000 miles.

The airplane at a reduced load factor of 2.25 g.'s, which is a safe
condition but one under which we would not plan to operate con-
tinually, the air p lane could carry 265,000 pounds for a distance of
approximately 2,700 miles.

This is a typical mission profile for the C-5 on a 5,500-mile mission
with a 100,000-pound payload taking off with this sort of takeoff dis-
tance, 7,500 feet, and this is on a tropical day. It would be less than
that under cooler conditions. It cruises at a speed of 440 knots, can
climb to a 40,700 foot altitude, and be able to land in a distance of
3,550 feet.

These figures here have to do with fuel reserves, the military speci-
fications for fuel reserve at the time that the airplane lands. It would
allow a return of 1,000 miles without being refueled.

Five airplanes have been delivered with this number of flights, 90
and 260 hours flown to date.

The results are indicated here. The airplane stalls very nicely, falls
straight through with no detected undesirable characteristics and
these are under varying load conditions, power on and power ofh.

It has achieved or exceeded its specifications with regard to speed.
The engine performance has been very good. As a matter of fact, in
flights to date, even though most of them have been with YF engines
or the early prototype models, there have been no in-flight emergency
conditions, or no unsatisfactory engine conditions.

All of the engines performed perfectly on all of the flights.
The development problems, we believe, have been normal. We have

had problems in attempting to pressurize the airplane because it is so
big. There are a lot of holes in it and we just have to break these down,
or the contractor does, and see that they are stopped up. This is not
an unusual problem with a big airplane and it generally takes some
time to get this done.

We have encountered problems associated with the pressure doors
fore and aft being able to hold the pressure, considering their size,
and some redesign effort in this regard has been necessary but nothing
unusual.
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During the development of the airplane there were landing gear
problems. Also these have been corrected and at the present time are
under control.

Now, from a technical viewpoint, we see no significant problems
ahead of us.

In summary, regarding the airplane performance, it is meeting or
exceeding specifications in every regard. I would say this is probably
the first, time that we have developed an airplane and had it so this
could be said about it this early in the airplane's life.

CONTRACT PROVISIONS

Now to get to the contract, I would like to request that the com-
mittee bear in mind that this contract covered ,!ii 8-year period. This
was the first time that anything of this nature had been tried. It was,
therefore, necessary to attempt to provide for undue risks that might
result in excess losses to the contractor during this period and also
excess profits or losses to the Government.

Attempt has been made to incorporate provisions to cover these fea-
tures in the contract.

I would like to emphasize that nothing was changed after the con-
tract was awarded. All of the contractors bid against the same request
for proposal. The provisions included in the Lockheed contract were
included in the other bidders' contracts. It was all in competition and
all signed a contract with the same provisions prior to the time that
the award was made in October 1965.

This is a very brief summary of some of the significant provisions
of the contract. I want to emphasize that Lockheed was given total
system responsibility. In other words, the only significant piece of
Government-furnished equipment in the C-5 was the engine, which
was contracted separately by the Government to General Electric Co.

On the other hand, for the first time Lockheed was made responsible
for the performance of the airplane even though the Government pro-
vided the engine. This was insisted upon and arrangements were made
between Lockheed and General Electric whereby the responsibility
would be shared between them in case either the engine didn't perform
or in case the airplane itself didn't perform. The Government was not
in a middleman position.

With regard to correction of deficiencies, the contractor was re-
sponsible for fixing anything that occurred to an airplane within 6
months after its delivery at no change in contract rice.

As regards control of changes, it has been indicate, and I agree that
the contracts were often bid low with the hope oF getting well on
changes. One, the Government would hold its changes down and provi-
sions were made in the contract whereby, as contractor-generated
changes occurred, the more costly the changes, the less the profit he
would receive on them.

Provisions were made for changes in the law that were unforesee-
able. Options were included for additional numbers of airplanes.

Incentives were included regarding cost, schedule, and perform-
ance. With regard to cost, there was a sharing ratio such that the more
the contractor went over the target cost, the less would be his profit.

With regard to penalties related to schedule, for the first 16 opera-
tional airplanes each one that he fails to deliver on schedule would
cost him $12,000 a day up to a maximum liability on his part of $11
million.
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With regard to performance, he was to be paid for performance
that he was able to achieve that exceeded the specifications.

With regard to penalties, defaults were included as a provision and
there was also included a price adjustment formula to take care of un-
foreseen circumstances such as a war, et cetera.

This was the first total-package contract to be awarded by the Air
Force and certainly one of this size for any sort of weapon system. The
total package means that all research and development and production
was included in one contract. This was what stretched it over such a
long period of time.

This was, rather than a cost-type contract which we had used in past
years as a means of contracting for a weapon system, was a fixed-
price-incentive contract, and I think it is very significant, and it
hasn't been remembered by all of those who might have been critical
of the program. It has had to do with our relations with the con-
tractor during the building of the airplane.

The contract included options as indicated. R. & D. and production
run A, 58 airplanes. Production run B, 57. Production run C, 85, for
a total of 200 airplanes.

Now, the program calls for six squadrons of 120, five of which would
have to come from production run .

In order to be sure we are on the same frequency, I wanted to
mention that with regard to this fixed-price-incentive contract we had
a target cost, the target cost being that figure that the conractor indi-
cated that he could build this airplane for- a target profit Which
represents approximately 10 percent of this Agure. This is the profit
that he would achieve, all else being. equal, if he was able to build
the airplane at this cost. The target price would be the target cost plus
the target profit and then a ceding which represents 130 percent of
the target cost.

The ceiling is put in the contract to take care of unforeseen cir-
cumstances, as I have discussed previously.

N Now, these figures relate to production run A, plus R. & D., 58
airplanes, and they concern the Lockheed Co. only. It does not include
General Electric and certain Air Force add ons which I will discuss
later.

EFFECT OF PRODUCTION RUN B ON CONTRACTOR DEFICIT

When production run B is exercised, using the repricing formula,
the contractor then is for 115 airplanes and these are the new target
cost, profit, price, and ceiling figures. The ceiling being the maximum
extent to which the Government is liable.

I would like to reemphasize to the committee that, up until pro-
duction run B was exercised, we were talking about these figures, but
when production run B was exercised, these are the figures for the
115 airplanes and production run A goes out of the picture.

We are concerned about the price adjustment clause. This protects
the Government and the contractor against unforeseen circumstances
or unforeseen risks.

This is the repricing formula that was to be applied in case any
one of the contractors, whoever got the bid for the airplane, exceeded
the ceiling. We are prepared to ,o into this repricing formula in more
detail and will, if the committee desires, at the end of my presentation.
I just wanted to show here what it is.
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Now, this indicates a Lockheed position at the end of production
run A and at the end of the contract after the repricing formula has
been applied. We estimate the cost to produce the airplanes, $2,435
million. This is the contract ceiling and the difference is this (indi-
cating). So, we project at the end of production run A (June 1971),
Lokeed will be in a $671 million deficit position. I am referring here
to an overceiling condition.

With the exercise of production run B, the application of the re-
pricing formula, taking production run B by itself, Lockheed would
be in a plus position of $386 million and if we subtract this from
ths, we project that Lockheed will be in a net deficit position of $285
millon in 1973, at.the end of the 115-airplane contract.

Mr. MIAHo. Will you explain exactly what production run B was
on the previous chart

General JmnRY. Will you go back to the previous chart, please?
(Previous chart shown.)
Production run B included 57 C-5 airplanes. The option was to be

exercised in January 1969. It was exercised at that tine.
Mr. Sm s. Why don't you go to the chart immediately before that?

I think it would help the explanation.
General JFRY. Go to the one before that, please.
Mr. Sixes. The one that shows the production run.
(Chart shown entitled "C-SA total package contract.")
General JrrY. This shows production run B. This would be the

fiscal year 1970 through the fiscal year 1972 buy.
Mr. Srns. When was this contract option exercised ?
SGeneral JFFPY. This was exercised in January of this year.
Mr. SrKrs. What is the status now before Congress of the additional

authorization required for run B ?
General JFFREY. It is included in the 1970 budget, sir.
Mr. SixEs. Is additional authorization required for the aircraft that

are in run B?
General JEFFREY. Yes sir.
Mr. Sumis. Additional authorization is required?
General JmFFREY. Yes, sir.
Mr. SuKEs. And funding is required?
General JFyFREY. Yes, sir.
Mr. MAHtON. In the total amount of-
General PITrS. $758 million, sir.
General JiFFmY. The chairman asked about the 1970 budget.
General Prrrs. $758 million. That is broken out into two figures:

$533 million for the fiscal year 1970 program cost, and an amount of
$225 million identified in the budget submission for over-target cost
for prior years.

Mr. MAHON. Do you have the prior years on that?
General JEFFREY. We have this broken up, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MAHON. Very well, just submit it here.

- I -" 1 - - 1 . -. It , - -, " 1 . I
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(The information follows:)

0-5A over-target prior year co8t8

The prior years breakdown on the $225 million requested in fiscal year 1970
is as follows:

Fiscal year: In millions
1967 -------- ---------------------------------------- $40
1968 -------- ----------------------------------------- 80
1969 --------------------------------- 105

Total --------------------------------------------- 225
The above amounts represent the unfunded target to ceiling requirement in

the years indicated and are independent of the run B formula adjustments.

(Chart shown entitled "Cost Problem Causes.")
eneral JEFFREY. I would like to indicate what we believe to be the

causes for the cost growth in the C-5 airplane. I believe that in Lock-
heed's bid they underestimated the magnitude of the job and under-
estimated the costs associated therewith.

Mr. AzmREws. That is the same problem you had with the Mark II
system, isn't it?

General JzFFPxY. Yes, sir.

OTHER AIR FORCE SYSTEMS WHERE CONTRACTOR UNDERESTIMATED JOB

Mr. AwDREws. How many other systems have fallen into that cate-
gory, General? Would you supply them for the record?

General JEFFREY. I don't know that I could give you a figure on this.
We could study it and attempt to.

Mr. ANvRxws. I wish you would and include something in the record
about it.

(The information follows:)
We have studied the situation in an attempt to answer your question and have

concluded that we cannot identify those contractors who experienced part of
their cost growth because they underestimated their costs. However, in an effort
to close in on your question in another way, I have the tabular results of a study
which I would like to insert for the record with accompanying explanation.

CONTRACTS CLOSED, JANUARY 1959-JUNE 1968

(Dollar amounts in billions]

Percent over
Adjusted (under)Number of target Final targetcontracts cost cost cost

FPI contracts .....................-------- 507 $12.43 $12.06 30
CPIF ............................-------- 110 2.23 2.19 8:2

Total Incentive contracts ................... . 617 14.66 14.25 (2.8)
CPFF contracts ................................ 2,088 7.44 7.67 3.0

Total ali contracts ............................. 2,705 22.10 21.92 (.8)

A review of the cost-plus-fixed-fee (OPFF) contracts and incentive contracts
of all types closed during the January 1959 to June 1968 time period reveals the
following pertinent information:
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The adjusted target cost of the 2,705 contracts total was. slightly in excess of
$22 billion. The final cost (i.e., final settlement) was slightly less than $22 bil-
lion, which represents approximately eight-tenths of 1 percent under-target cost
to the Government. The 2,088 OPFF contracts amounting to approximately $7.67
billion overran the adjusted target cost by 8 percent. The 617 incentive contracts
of all types representing $14.25 billion reflected a 2.8 percent under-target final
cost.

As ued herein, adjusted target cost Is the basic target cost adjusted for
authorized changes. The difference between adjusted target cost and final cost
on CPFF contracts ts overrun or underrun; on Incentive type contracts, It is
over-target or under-target.

CAUSES OF COST INCREASES
General JEFFREY. As I mentioned yesterday in regard to the Mark

II avionics, the competition in this field, in the aerospace industry, is
fierce. The number of systems such as the C" and other big weapon
systems that we are building are less and less in number, so there is a
fierce competitive environment with considerable benefit from a con-
tractor's viewpoint, I believe, in order for the contractor to stay in
business and it might affect his judgment in this regard.

Mr. DAVIS. How many potential bidders are there on something of
this size and how many bids actually were there on this?

General JEFFREY. There were eight initially and this was narrowed
down to five, then to four, and finally to three, Douglas, Lockheed, and
Boeing.

Mr. DAvis. When you say eight, are these the eight companies in
the entire country that were potential bidders, that would have the
capacity to produce something like this?

General JFFRY. Yes, sir.
We believe that the company underestimated the technical problems

associated with doing this job. I have mentioned that before. We be-
lieve that economic escalation, the cost of living, has contributed ma-
terially to this problem. We believe that the war which came along,
the Vietnamese war, after this contract had been awarded, and an as-
sociated big increase in commercial airplane production along about
this time, ran the cost of the C-5 up. The number of commercial air-
planes being produced, the 727, the 707, DC--'s, DC-9's and this sort.
of thing were at their peak and this affected this cost figure.

Chart shown entitled "C-5A program, aircraft weight.")
indicated technical optimism on the part of Lockheed in bidding

on this program. This chart is supposed to illustrate this point. Nor-
mally, an airplane at the time development was began, an airplane
of this size should be about 20,000 pounds under the contract weight
which in this case was 319,000 pounds. The weight would increase at

a rate of about 2 percent per year to arrive at contract weight at about
the time of delivery of the first production airplanes. r t

In the case of the C-5, after the contract award, the p ected

weight of the 0-S was some 18,000 pounds overweight and Lockheed

had to work it down from there and has done an admirable job in
this connection and is now proceeding along a weight curve like this.

and we would expect they might be overweight somewhere in the

neighborhood of 1,500 pounds at the delivery of the first airplane.
But it is an illustraticn of how they'missed the technical problem.

(Chart shown entitled "Comparison of estimates.")
We finally discussed at length various cost estimates. For the com-

mittee's consideration, I would like to present our first cost estimate on

the C-5 made in October 1964, aTid our October 1968 comparison
which is at this time current. These represent the figures.
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IThe airplane, estimated at this time, should be developed and pro-
duced for $3,116 million. The airplane upon which we based our esti-
mate--and this was 1 year before the contract was awarded-this was
a 645,000 pound airplane. This was a parametric study. It looked like
at the time that an airplane could be built to do the job required for
approximately that weight.

Mr. LIPSCOMB. When you speak of "we," do you mean the Air Force?
General JEFFREY. Yes. This is an Air Force estimate and this is

an Air Force estimate (indicating).
Mr. Lirscomtn. Both of them?
General JEFFPEY. Both of them are Air Force estimates.
During the 4-year period this estimate has increased to this figure.

In subtracting these two we arrived at a difference of $1.232 billion.
In looking back to see how did we miss the estimates, to what could

we attribute this increased cost growth in our estimates, and bearing
in mind the fact, as I mentioned a moment ago, concerning underesti-
mating the technical, underestimating the cost, and economic escala-
tion, we arrived at this general breakout as to the reasons for the dif-
ference in the estimate. The larger aircraft figure reflected an airplane
that Lockheed proposed, which was at a weight of 728,000 pounds
as compared to the 645,000-pound airplane upon which our initial
estimate was made.

(Chart shown entitled "Con prison of estimates.")
Now, the press has referred to a $2 billion overrun. I would like

to indicate to you gentlemen how this figure was arrived at and what
went into making it up.

I mentioned a moment ago the $3,116 million 1964 parametric esti-
mate, or an estimate on a parametric airplane. A 645,000-pound air-
plane that we had made.

I indicated that this is our current estimate of the ceiling and the
contract so we start with these two figures.

Back at this point in time, we made an estimate of what the initial
spares for the airplane would be. This was the figure. There was no
estimate made of replenishment spares and no estimate of modifica-
tion and other support. So in the support area we had made an esti-
mate of $307 million. This was not included as part of the Lockheed
contract. But it was an estimate. Over here our spare figure had
increased to $482 million. This is our estimate of the initial spares to
support this airplane. Included in this figure is $87 million for the
directed wartime increased flying rate over that we had considered
back here.

The difference, if we subtract the $87 million from $482 million
would indicate what has happened to the spares during this period.
This would be a more clear identification of the spares that were
needed and an increase in the cost of the spares.

Replenishment spares are this figure, $189 million, common AGE
support and aircraft modification $106 million, add up to a currently
approved program of support for the airplane of $777 million.
. General R.MONDY. To clarify this a little further, this is a real
important point, these figures here below the initial spares are actu-
ally cost to operate the program from 1969 through 1974. They are a
5-year cost projection associated with spares and modifications which
we might be expected to make to the airplanes after we start flying
them.
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The initial spares here are what we would initially lay in when we
activate our bases to provide operation of those airplanes at those
particular locations for about 3 months on a given operating program
and then to provide additional spares to lay in levels to protect our
production lead time, so we would have time available to start replen-
ishing those things which would wear out, which we would then buy
in. the replenishment area. So really these kinds of costs are costs to
operate the airplanes as distinguished from cost to acquire the 120
air planes.

General JEFFREY. There is a high probability that most of these
spares would be contracted separately.

General RIroDY. This is correct.
In the $482 million there is $87 million for spares which we plan

to ut on the shelf in order to fly a wartime program of
4 hat is a wartime program in our war planning. Additionally, as

General Jeffrey indicated, if we would treat with the $482 million,
roughly 54 percent of these dollars are associated with buying the
spare engines which we will buy from GE and for the most part the
engine spares that go with them which we will also for the most part
buy from GE. Additionally then, the remaining spares that are in
here, while we will initially buy the spares from Lockheed, inasmuch
as under the total package concept they are responsible for designing
and providing all the subsystems to the airplane, we will buy those
spares, which are peculiar spares which are not in our Federal stock
cataloging system at present. As we provision these spares and iden-
tify what they are, we will undoubtedly buy them from Lockheed. We
will also buy the reprocurement data so that when we go out with the
second and third buys, we will be in a position to compete the spares.
Those spares which have high reliability factors will probably be
bought directly from the vendors from whom Lockheed is buying
them, at the present time. So a very small portion of these dollars, and
avery small portion of these dollars, (pointing to chart), could con-
ceivably go toLockheed.

COMPUTATION OF OVERRUN

General JEFFREY. The support costs were added to the 1964 aircraft
estimate in arriving at the $2 billion overrun that we have read about.
Adding, however, our actual support program to the current estimate
would give us $5.125 billion. The figure of $5,202 million has been
quoted.

In order to arrive at this figure, we found that it was necessary to
use $839 million as a support figure rather than $777 million. The
$839 million represented an internal figure which was the result of an
analysis made by the Air Force Logistics Command, which we have
not approved. 'We do not plan to approve it. Including military con-
struction of $15 million, we would arrive at $5,202 million. If we sub-
tract the initial airplane cost for the 645,000 pound airplanes of $3,116
million, we get the figure that was referred to in the press.

In summary, these are the bid prices. For Lockheed this is the
figure I used earlier, the target price of $1,946 million. General
Electric $581 million. Air Force additives which include five aircraft
in run C which were not included in the other figures for $458 million.
This includes change orders that might be anticipated over the years
to come. We end up with an initial bid price of $2.985 billion, with
the ceiling of $3.454lbillion; $4.348 billion is the same projection we had
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on the preceding chart. So if we subtract $2.985 billion from $4.348
billion, we end up with a weapon system cost growth of around $1.3
billion. If we subtract, and we believe we should, abnormal economic
escalation of $500 million that occurred or will during this period over
which we have no control, and could not have anticipated at the
time that the contract was awarded due to the war situation, we would
end up with a figure of $863 million which could be considered the cost
overrun in the C-5A program.

If we go from ceiling to ceiling, and in the $863 million figure I
have gone from initial target price of $2.985 billion to $4.348 billion-
if we go from ceiling to ceiling-that figure would be reduced to $600,
plus, million. That would be the cost overrun.

That completes my briefing, sir.

41FIXED PRICE 9 CONTRACT WITHOUT FIXED PRICE

Mr. MAiLio. General, is it true that by virtue of the various options,
labor law clauses, economic, economic contingency clauses, and so
forth, the phrase "fixed price," as used in describing this contract, is
meaningless in any usual or normal context.

General JEFFREY. I do not believe so. It certainly compromises the
fixed price contracts where we speak of fixed price contracts in their
normal context.

The more unknowns there are in a program, in my opinion, the
further we should stay away from a fixed price contract. Changes and
fixed price type of contracts are incompatible. This contract did permit
us to pin down a number of features that otherwise normally would not
have been the case in terms of a cost-type of contract. So even
though it appears, and it is a fact, that the costs have far exceeded our
anticipation and expectation, I firmly believe this is the cheapest way
that we could have bought the C-5 airplane, and with any other type
of contract the C--5 would have cost the U.S. Government more money.

Mr. MAHON. As I understand your testimony, you tend to describe
a cost-plus contract rather than an actual bona fide fixed price contract.

General JEFFREY. Sir, in a fixed price incentive contract, a point that

generally is not recognized in that the Government is liable up to
ceiling. The contractor is liable for everything above ceiling.

Between target cost and ceiling the contractors profit is shared with
the Government on a predetermined basis. So when he reaches ceiling,
he has lost all of his profit. At cost, if he is able to produce the system
at cost, he would achieve his normal profit. This type of contract is
a lot like a cost contract, in that the Government actually pays the cost
up to ceiling. Of course, in a cost-type contract the Government pays
everything.

In this type of contract we pay it up to a point and then he pays it
from there on.

PROVED C-5A FORCE

Mr. MAHON. What is now the Air Force conclusion to how many
C-5's you want as a total package for which you propose to seer
funding?

General JiFFREY. 120 airplanes.
Mr. MAHoN. Is that the complete program?

82-845--09--pt. 8-57
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General JEFFREy. This is the program as we know it now, sir.
Mr. MAHON. What was the number when you began the program?
General JEFFREY, 120 airplanes.
We provided for options for another 80 airplanes. This was in case

at some point in time all or part of these options could be exercised.
It is not intended at this time they be procured.

UNIT COST

Mr. MAHION. It is not quite clear to me what the unit cost will be
on each airplane. If you produce the 120 airplanes as now contem-
plated, what will be the unit cast of the aircraft?

Colonel BUCKINGHAM. It is contemplated the unit gross flyaway
cost for the 120 airplanes will be $26.94 million.

Mr. MAHON. Does that include the initial spares and all of the other
items that were referred to in the testimonyI

Colonel BU0KINGHAM. No, sir. Adding peculiar support to the fly-
away to get a gross weapon system cost that gets us to $29.09 million
each and initial spares of $482 million dividedby the 120 aircraft will
give us a little over $4 million per aircraft.

ORIGINAL COST ESTIMATE GIVEN COMMITTEE

Mr. Sixx.s. Mr. Chairman, before we leave the figure of total number
of aircraft there is a point that should be cleared up, if you will yield
to me for a moment?

On March 81, 1965, in hearings conducted by this subcommittee on
the fiscal year 1966 "R.D.T. & E., Air Force" budget, the question of
the total estimated development and procurement cost of the C-5A
aircraft was raised. The sum named by the witness $2.2 billion for a
total of 63 aircraft. This is on page 178 of the hearings on R.D.T. & E.
fiscal year 1966. 1 think that should be cleared up rather than leave it
appear in the record that the figure given to this committee has con-
sistently been 120.

General Jznmz. Yes, sir. I would suspect that the 63 figure repre-
sented 58 of the initial production run plus five research and develop-
ment airplanes. We will have to check that.

Mr. SiREs. But the figure was not 120. The information you gave
the chairman is that 120 has been the figure from the beginni . You
may need to do some research on that, and if so, provide the infrma-
tion for the record.

(The information follows:)
NumBn or -A AIRAi r IN POonAM

Durijg,the time of the March 31, 1965, hearings, the DOD approved program
was for 68 C-SA aircraft for three squadrons. On September 18, 1965, the DOD
approved a program of 120 aircraft for six squadrons. This was prior to contract
award in October 1965. Thus while three squadrons were originally approved,
the six squadron program has been approved by DOD since the beginning of the
conra dtional cs 88.-886.)•('For additional information see pp. 883 -880.)
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LOCKIIEED EMI'LOYEES ON C-5, PROGRAM

Mr. MAHON. With respect to the economic impact of a program of
this type, approximately how many people are employed by the con-
tractor on this project at the Marietta plant?

General JEFFREY. About 20,000 at the Lockheed plant, sir.
Mr. Mahon. What would be the figure on GE, on the engine?
General JEFFREY. I would have to supply that for the record I sus-

pect in the neighborhood of 4,000 to 5,000.
(The information follows:)

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES EMPLOYED BY GENERAL ELECTRIC ON C-5A ENGINE

The number of employees at the General Electric Co. is approximately 15,000
of which 7,000 are related to the TF-39 program.

OIINAL COST EIMATE

Mr. MAuoN. With respect to the estimated cost at, present I wish you
would contrast the original estimated cost in the record at this point.

General JEFFY. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

CONTRACT OF PRESENT ESTIM ATED COST AND ORIGINAL ESTIMATED COST OF C-5A

The original estimated cost was dated October 1964 ard'was based onea smaller
airplane with less engine thrust and as a consequbnce has less payload/range
capability than the current aircraft on contract. The October 1964 estimate (lid
not have an allowance for inflation. A comparison follows which excludes spares:

[Dollars In millions]

October 19681
current estimate

October 1964 (cost to
.estimate Government)

Airframe (Lockheed)...................................... ................. $2,240 $3,169
Engines (General Electric) .................................................... 578 754
AF adds ................................................................... 298 425

Total ................................................................ 3,116 4,348

Note: The October 1968 estimate Is a cost to the GovernmenL The cost to produce Is estimated at $4,622 million.

Mr. SIEs. General, I would like to have the charts that you have
just presented for the record.

General JimRY. They will be provided, sir.
(See pages 883-886.)

BIDS OF OTHER CONTRACTORS

Mr. SzxEs. You have not given us information on the other bids.
They are not necessarily pertinent at this time, but do you have at your
fingertips the other bids received for the C-5 contract I

_ eneral JEFFEY. No sir; I do not have this information at my
fingertips. We requested of the losing bidders, tDou as and Boeing,
whether or not they would have objection, since this bas been con-
sidered proprietary information, to the release of this information.
They. have indicated they, would not. We are in,,the process of getting
these figures together now. . i . I -•
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Mr. SiEs. I would like to have that for the committee's needs when
it is available.

(The information follows:)

C-A CONTRAoT BIDS BY DOUGLAS AND BOEING

The bid price of the three competing airframe contractors is shown below.
Contracts during competition were signed by the three with an 85/15 flexible
share ratio. After contract award and per contract clause this was changed to
70/80.

85115 flexible 70/30

Lockheed .................................................................. $1,885,700,000 $1,944,800,000
DoUXISS .................................................................... 1,972,300,000 2,031,700,000
Boeng ..................................................................... 2,215,800,000 2,320, 000, 000

Note: The figures Include R.D.T. & ., production runs A and B.

PROBLEM OF UNDERBIDDING

Mr. SIREs. I think we might discuss very briefly the problem of
underbidding. There seems to be a strong feeling that Lockheed under-
bid, whether this was deliberate-or overoptimistic, it is not possible
to say. But, having underbid they presented a better appearing pack-
a than the other bidders. The Air Force, just as in the case of other
Government agencies, if it refuses to accept the lowest bid from a
responsible bidder, is subject to criticism. Ifyou do accept the lowest
bid, and it is too low, then you have the question do you have a respon-
sibiIity to make changes which will have the effect of bailing the com-
pany out. Do you want to discuss that problem?

General JEFFREY. Sir, speaking in a it broader context---
Mr. Siixs. This does not apply to this contract only. It applies to

a lot of contracts.
General JnnFz .Y Yes sir.
I would attempt to address this situation from a broader viewpoint.

The competition in this field, as I mentioned a bit earlier, is fierce
at this time. I anticipate that this competition or competitive environ-
ment will become more intense as we go along. The systems are becom-
ing more expensive. The numbers of them that we are able to produce
are becoming less and less. The industries are looking to their future.

They would look to potential business. In other words, if we-the
contractor-get this contract, is there a possibility that we could con-
vert this into commercial buys. If we can keep all of our people work-
ing on this, and it is worth something to keep this base together,
foilow-on orders from the original buyer will contribute to a desire of
industry taking some additional risk.

In the past we have all known that contractors have been able to
come out of some very dismal situations through changes that have
been generated by the Government due to various reasons. Maybe
we-the Government-could not define the product too well, or maybe
the systems were quite sensitive. I think this is still in contractors'
minds. They think when they get one of these systems that we are
going to change it and they are going to get well at least to some
extent through this means. We have always been known to furnish
large quantities of GFA . GFAE can be the death knell of a fixed-
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price contract. If the Government fails to provide it on time, or if
the Government fails to provide it in a way that it works, the con-
tractor is then in a position to charge the Government for his delay
and his failure to perform.

There are also complicated interfaces when we are building some-
thing that he has to install in his airplane. I would like to say in re-
gard to the C-5 in anticipation of this sort of situation, there were
essentially no Government generated changes in the C-5. As a matter
of fact, I personally headed a senior configuration control board
which was aimed at seeing that the Government did not generate any
changes to the C-5 airplane.

Mr. ANDREWS. Wasn't that written into your contract?
General JEFFIREY. I am talking about Government-generated

changes now. The earlier remarks were related to the contractor-gen-
erated changes. I think our changes to date have been less than 1 per-
cent of the contract. I believe another factor that contributed to this
has been the fixed price type of contract.

We have gone during this period of reducing the number of sys-
tems from cost type contracts to a fixed-price contracts.

I believe our Government people as well as contractor people have
lived in a cost type environment for so long that they tend to think in
terms of cost. So I am n6t sure that they really know what they are
getting into when they bid into a big fixed price contract. Addition-
ally, here was a total package arrangement which covered a great
number of years. In past years we had dealt with this problem on a
year by year basis. I think this is significant because this shows up
3 or 4 years of problems all at the same time. Historically this
could not be done because we were nibbling away at it piece by piece.
I do not think the contractors recognized what they were getting into
ia this regard, or contractors in general, when they bid on things of
this nature.

I have one final comment. I think that contractors might and prob-
ably would consider seriously risking buying into a big program in
order to get the business, and in order to stay in business. They simply
make a corporate decision, after they have gone through everythin-g
and done the best they can, they cut off w number of dollars in the
hopes of getting this business.

Mr. AnJwWRS. That is about the same statement you made
yesterday.

General JErFr.EY. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Did I understand you to say that contractors delib-

erately bid low with almost certain knowledge that changes will be
made or some provision will be made to bail them out of the low bid?

General JFFnE Y. T suspect that; yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. You have said these businesses are highly competi-

tive, and I am sure they are. But when you continually bail the con-
tractors out who come in and deliberately make low ids just to ,get
the business, aren't you adding to the cut-throat competitiveness of
the industry?

General JEFFREY. It is certainly not our intention to bail these
people out.

Mr. ANDREws. But the record shows that most are bailed out. Have
you read this report, "The Economics of Military Procurement" by
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the Subcommittee on Economy in Government of the Joint Economic
Committee of the Congress?

General JFPFREY. No, sir; I have not.
Mr. ANDREwS. I would like to read you one paragraph on page 21

in line with what you have said.
Not only were the price increases made possible by the repricing formula, but

the cost overruns which are resulting in the higher prices may very well have
been encouraged by the existence of the formula and by the nature of the
formula. For the mere fact that a repricing provision existed in the contract
constituted a built-in, get-well remedy for most any kind of cost growth. Accord-
ing to this provision, the price of the second increment, run B-talking about
the C-5--could be increased on the basis of excessive actual cost on the first
increment, run A. The modification, if any, of the incentive feature of the con-
tract is thereby largely nullified, provided the contractor is confident that the
Government will exercise a higher price.

General JEFFREY. I am aware of that discussion, even though I had
not read that particular testimony. It is consistent with things that
have been said regarding this contract. Of course, as the remarks were
qualified there in the end, if the contractor was aware that the Govern-
ment intended to exercise the option, this certainly would have some
effect or could have effect on what he might do.

In this case even though the option has been exercised we have only
indicated to him that we intend to buy 23 airplanes. It has been al-
leged that there is a negative incentive through the application of this
formula in this contract. I believe that there would be a negative in-
centive to the contractor with this formula, but it wouldn't become
effective until somewhere after the 33d airplane in production, run B.
So we have only indicated to him and obligated ourselves to buy a
lesser number of airplanes than that. He has no knowledge whatso-
ever of our intention to buy more airplanes than the 23 that we now
have.

Mr. ANDREwS. He has high hopes.
General Jurmy. He has high hopes.
Mr. SImEs. General McNickle, I would like to have your comment

on this situation, one which is of major concern to this committee. We
are very definitely seeking to protect the taxpayers' interests. If in
fact there is a built-in situation which permits a manufacturer to bid
too low, get a contract, get bailed out by change orders, modifications,
and purchases of spares, or by additional contracts, we are pretty well
trapped insofar as keeping costs down is concerned. What is your
thinking on the problem? -What can be done that is not being done
to give more protection to the taxpayer I

General MCNICKLE. Mr. Sikes, each contractor was aware, in ad-
vance, that there would be a repricing formula. However, I think that
we are protected by being able to hold back on committing to a follow-
up production option, as we have done in this case. We have only said
that we are going to pick up a part of run B. We are only going to
commit ourselves--with your approval-to the fourth squadron of
run B and we are holding back on the fifth and sixth squadrons until a
later date. Under these conditions the contractor cannot afford to
become overconfident. In addition, we would hope that the contractor
would be able to cut down on some of his costs and that there would be
a smaller loss than our present estimates indicate. If he can reduce
costs and thereby reduce his loss, that Would'be fine for both of us.
The one thing we have not addressed is the reputation of the company.

, -. ,, " I I'A ".. -A,, 'V - - . X.,?
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It is my personal opinion that a successful company like Lockheed,
Boeing, or Douglas, are not going to exercise any kind of corporate
decisions which will affect their ability to compete on future buys
from the Government, or their standing in the business community,
or with their stockholders, by arbitrarily doing something that would
increase their costs and reduce their profits in the long run. The only
way then can service is by winning a contract award. Their perform-
ance on each contract is evaluted and if something like this happens,
they can find themselves in serious trouble with the Government and
their stockholders.

Mr. SIKES. Have there been any instances where the contractors
'have been put on a black list because of what appeared to be unscrup-
ulous practices to obtain business?

General M NIcKLE. Yes, sir, not many large ones.
General JEFFREY. Yes, sir, large ones.
General McNICKLE. General Jeffrey tells me we have.
Mr. SIKES. Do you have a list of those companies?
General JFFREY. We have a list of those companies.
General McNIcmrx. But, Mr. Sikes, I should point out that con-

tractors are going to continue to take risks. There is no doubt about it.
In fact, it is estimated that Boing will have to sell 200 747's in order
to break even. Any point before that and their sales will not cover their
costs. If they cannot reach break even they may say they will stop
the program. They are going to have to take risks to keep in business.

I do not think this is peculiar to the aeronautical business.
General JmrRY. Mr. Sikes, may I offer an observation in further

regard to what General McNickle has said, specifically in connection
with the contractor's incentive to keep costs down as he is building
these airplanes. I indicated that at the end of the 120-airplane pro-
gram that our projections at the present time project him to be out of
pocket $285 million. If in fact we stop this contract anywhere short
of that, his out-of-pocket position becomes greater. If we were to stop
at the end of the 58 airp lanes, we indicated it would be $670 million.
If we stopped at the end of 23 additional airplanes, about $400 to $450
million, he will be out of pocket. So he has every incentive in the world
to try to keep his costs down as long as he is unaware of our intentions.

Mr. Srxis. The committee has a number of specific questions dealing
with financing and with various aspects of the procurement program.
I think this would be an appropriate time for general questions on
the entire C-SA contract.

Mr. Chairman, do you have questions?
Mr. MAHON. Not at this time.
Mr. SixEs. On my right ?

SUBCOWNRAOTORS ON C-5A PROGRAM

Mr. SLACK. I have two or three questions, Mr. Sikes. I would like to
know the number of subcontractors on the C--SA. They can provide
that for the record.

General JmFREY. Let me ask Colonel Davis to provide a list of some
of the special subcontractors.

Mr. S s. For the record will be adequate.
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Mr. SLAcK. And the total dollars.
General JEFZFrY. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

LST Or 0-5A SUBCONTPACrORs

There are approximately 2,700 suppliers on the C-5 program supplying services,
supplies, and materials presently valued in excess of $800 million through pro-
duction run "A". A partial list of subcontractors Is furnished for the record.

H-268 AND H-339

Source Type of AwardItem contract amount

Aft cargo doors ........................... Canadair, Ltd., Montreal, Quebec, Canada .... FPI
Ailerons ........................ do ................................... FPI
All-attitude and heading reference unit ...... Lear Sleier, Inc., Grand Rapids, Mich ........ FFP
Antiskid system ........................... Hydro-AI re, Division of Crane Co., Burbank, FFP

Calif.
Auxiliary power unit ....................... The Garrett Corp., AiResearch Manufacturing FFP

Co. Divlsiot,. Phoenix, Ariz.
Assembly of wing components (outer and Avco Corp., Aerostructures Division, Nash- FPI

center) ville, Tenn.
Inertial Doppler navigation system .......... Northrop Cor ., Electronics Division, Haw- FPI

thorne, Calif.
Automatic flight control system ............. Honeywell, Inc,, Minneapolis, Minn ......... FFP
Central air date computer .................. Elllott Bros., Rochester, Kent, England ....... FFP
Center and outer wing box ................. Avco Corp., Aerostructures Division, Nash- FPI

ville, Tenn.
tantspoed rive ...................... Sundstrand Aviation, Rockford III .......... FFP

uenveyor and rollers ...................... Brooks & Perkins, Detroit, Mich ............. FPi
Electrical generating system .............. General Electric Co., Waynesboro, Va ......... FFP
Emergency hydraulic generator ........... Task Corp., Anaheim, Calif ................. FFP
Empennage .............................. General Dynamics/Convair, San Diego. Calif.. FPI
Environmental system ..................... The Geatt Corp., AIResearch Manufacturing FFP

Co. Division, Los Angeles, Calif.
Flaps ....................... Kaman Aircraft Corp Bloomfield, Conn ...... FPI
Flop actuation system ..................... StlI Products Engineering Co. Division FFP

Kelsey-Hayes Co., Spflngfield 0 io.
Flight director computer .................... Bendix Corp., Eclipse- Pioneer Division, Teter. FFP

boro, N.J.
Flight simulator ........................... Conductrn Corp., Conductron.Missourl Di- FPI

vision, . Charles, Mo.
Fuel quantity laging system ................ Honeywell, Inc, Aeronautical Division, Min. FFP

ne )is, Minn.
Ouldate sybsstem Integration ............. Northrop Coto Electronics Division, Now- FPI. :._ i W to.e Calf.
t"Mi-vibration system ................... dulto!hldustdes. FFP
Main englfe starr ....................... The Garrett Corp. AIiierch Manufacturing FFP

lndi ga...Co.-Division, Phoenix, Arz.
Milh lin ni jar.. ....................... Bendix Product*, South Snd Ind. .... FPI
naaralade gear boge (effective ship 0014 Menasco Manufacturl Co., burbank, Calif... FPI

MA|lP in g jear doors and fairings......
MLa rotation s .tem .............
ML brake a wheos ................
Multimods radar ..........................

Noellos and pylons....................
riLG actyatog ............................
Nose actuation system .....................
Nose landing gear .........................
Nose radomo .............................

Cenadair Ltd., Montreal Quebec, Canada .... FPI
Curti.-rlh Corp,, Cadwell,,J .......... FPI
1.F r CO,, Troy, Ohio........... FFP
United Aircraft Corp., Norden Division, Nor- FPI

walk, Conn.
Robr Corp, Chula Vista, Calif .......... FPI
Walter Kidde & Co., Inc., Belleville, N.J.::::: FFP
Hoover Electric Co., Los Angeles, Calif ....... FfP
Bendix Products, South Bend, Ind ........... FPI
Brunswick Corp,, Defense Products Division, FPIMarion. Va.

Inner wing box components consisting of: AvcoCorp., Nashville, Tenn ................ FPI
Front bea m.
Aft beam (including trailing edge).
Upper aft skin panel assembly.
Lower aft skin panel assembly.
Upper forward skin panel assembly.
Lower forward skin panel Assembly.

Pitch trim actuator ........................ Western Gear Corp., Lynwood, Calif .......... FFF
Primary flight control system .............. Bertea Products, Irvine, Calif ............... FFP
Radar Iltimeter........... ............ Litton System, Inc. Silver Spring, Md ....... FFP
Bestrait ;ais .......... ..... Teleflex Inc., Nortih Wales, Pa .0poiietactuition system .................. Cadillac Gae Co, Costa Mesa,
Spoilers .................................. Kaman Aircraft Corp. Bloomfield, Conn ...... FPI
Tail radon ....................... McMillan Indost 43, Ipswich, Mass .......... FPI
T st revrser ......................... Gehiral Electric Co. Ev dale, Ohio ......... FPI
Wing leading edge--ribs, slats, and moving Canadair, Ltd., Monireal, Quebec, Canada .... FPI

islands.Wing leading edge, fixed honeycomb panels.. Twin lIndustrial, Buffalo, NY ............... FPI

$5, 545,340
3,426,270
3 520,504
1,637, 775

3,561,157

(I)

29,802, 200

5,752,951
2,098, 748

59,361,407

1,032,291
2,182, 619
1,195,427
325,417

4, 874,180
6,000,158

to,419,345
4,517.330

1, 060 355

6,676,667

654, 066

1,600,000

770,634
741,8

23,172,950
11,185,611

10,410,497
6,312,117

13,047,912
18,331,021
47,0,,64
1,04,: 433

570, 981
6,704,170
2,369,375

(1)

1,786,568
3,997,514
1,035,186
3,739,665
1,940,706
3,226,770

20, 8 8548

16,157,841

8,216,261

I Included In price shown for center and outer wing box.

I

)
)
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Mr. SLACK. Then I would like to know what percent of the total
amount of the prime contract was in subcontracts.

General JEFFmFx. I understand the question, sir, and with your
permission, we Will provide that for the record.

(The information follows:)

PERCENTAGE OF C--5A PRIME CONTRACT SUJCONTRACTED

Th10 initial prine contract target cost through production run "A" contained
tie following percentages of subcontract cost.
Structural -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 20
Equipment and electronic --- ---- ---- --- -- ----- --- 14
Purchased parts and materials --------------------- 12

Mr. SLACK. For ly 0n information, ar: the profits of a suleon-

tractor part of the costs of the prime cont actor? Is that correct?
General ,FJ tni--w. That is correct, sir.
Mr. STAci. Then I would like to know for fhi record how the sub-

contracts are awarded by the prime contractor.
General eIIIEY. Yes, sir. They are b, and large fixed price con-

tracts. Some of them are fixed )rice incentive contracts similar to the
contract that we have with Lockheed.

Mr. SLACKS. I realize that it is pretty difficult to answer these ques-
tions right now.

(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. SLtcx. Does the prime contractor share in the profits of the

subcontractor, or does he specifically make a profit on the work of
the subcontractor?

General JEFFREy. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

AwABDIraG or StumoTOT

Prime contractors do not share in the profits of subcontractors. With re-
spect to the question of whether a prime contractor makes a profit on the work
of a subcontractor, the prime contractor is paid a profit for the total work cov-
ered by his contract, which includes locating subcontractor sources, preparing
subcontract purchase requests, providing subcontract speclfications and draw-
ings, inspecting and accepting the subcontracted work, and incorporating it Into
the end item. The cost of the subcontract work thus becomes a part of the cost
of the total prime contract effort on which the prime contractor is imid a profit.
Only to this extent does the prime contractor make a profit on subcontract
work.

DELIVERIES OF C5A AIRCRAFTV

Air. ADDABBO. HOW many C-5A's have been delivered to date?
General JEFFREY. There have been five C-A airplanes delivered to

date.
COMPARISON Or COSTS IN RUN A AND RUNI B

Mr. ADDABBO. In your chart, if I remember correctly, the cost of run
B will be greater than the cost of run AI

General JEFrFnY. No, sir.
Colonel DAVIs. The original amount of money that was appropri-

ated for run A, which was the fiscal years 1967, 1968, and 1969 buy,
is not sufficient now, if we apply the repricing formula which the con-
tractor is entitled to under the terms of the contract. When we apply
the repricing formula it establishes a new ceiling. The Government
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is then limited to the ceiling. We are requesting in fiscal year 1970,
$533 million for 23 aircraft.

Mr. ADDABBO. What would be the unit cost?
Colonel DAWS. I will have the figure for you in just a minute.
Colonel BUOKINGHAM. On a flyaway basis, it is $23,522,000.
Colonel DAVIS. We are also asking in fiscal year 1970 for $225

million additional to apply back against prior fiscal years. We would
propose to do the same thing in fiscal 1971 and 1972.

Mr. ADDABBO. Could youbreak it down as to what would be the unit
cost in 1970 on run A and what will be the unit cost on run BI

General Jmrnmy. In answer specifically to your question, I did
indicate that the cost to produce production run A was greater than
the cost to produce production run B, in my charts. The contract
ceiling for production run A was $1,764 million and the ceiling for
production run B was $1,404 million. So there is approximately $360
million less in the ceiling.

Mr. ADDABBO. If I remember correctly, that was the ceiling cost,
but we had some other costs on the rigt hand of the chart which
went up to $2 billion plus.

General Jwnr. I will have to thumb my charts to find out which
one you are specifically referring to. These are the Air Force estimates
of the cost to produce that were reflected in those figures.

Mr. ADDABBO. Would the same underestimating condition be prev-
alent in most major contractors' business with the Air Force or the
Government generally? In other words, would Boeing maybe under-
estimate, or Lockheed

General JwFFPEY. Yes, sir. The same provisions were made in all
of the contracts. Each one was carried through under a competitive
environment. I would like to emphasize that nothing in the funda-
mental basic provisions of the contract with Lockheed is different in
anyway than the contract that was signed with Boeing and Douglas.

Mr. A ABBO. The formula which you showed on the charts was.the same.•thGeneral im. That formula would have been applicable to who-

ever won this contract. The formula was contained in each contract.
Mr. ADDABBO. Could you supply for the record the number of retired

Air Force or Army officers that are now employed by Lockheed?
General JrFjmay. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

RrrxaED AiR FoacE Omc sS EMPLOYED BY LOCKHEED

The Lockheed Co. now employs a total of 210 military officers with the rank
of colonel or higher. Breakout by service is as follows:
U.S. Alf Force ---------------------------------------------------- 88
U.S. Navy and U.S. Marine Corps ------------------------------ 07
U.S. Army ------------------------------------------------------- 25

Total -------------- ---------------------------------------- 210

Mr. ADDABBO. I have no further questions.
Mr. Aw'mEws. I don't think, General, you have answered the ques-

tion that Mr. Addabbo first asked. If you can, I would like for you to
tell us what the unit cost of the run A planes, C-5A's would be.
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Colonel DAvIs. We have to talk about the unit cost of the run A air-
planes if we stop at the end of run A. If we do not stop at the end of
run A, we will go back and pick up some of the costs because of the
repricing formula.

Mr. ANDREws. I understand. But could you give us the unit cost of
run A if we stop at the end of A?

Colonel BUCKInGHAm. Sir, because we have exercised the option the
prices I have and have quoted here are based on the buy of 120 air-
craft. I do not have it computed if we stop at the end of run A.

Mr. SIKs. You can supply it for the record.
(The information follows:)

UNIT COST OF C- RuN A

The unit gross weapon system cost for the 53 production run A aircraft if we
had stopped at the end of run A would have been $28.5 million. This unit cost
excludes those costs associated with termination and the advance buy of $72.2
million approved In fiscal year 1969 for long leadtime items associated with
run B.

Mr. AwDPiEws. Let me ask you this one final question, General Jef-
frey. Isn't it correct to assume that the contractor's profit on a per
unit basis would be greater on the second run than the first run of the
planesI

General JFFRPEY. Yes, sir. On the first run we estimate if we stopped
it there he would go in the hole $670 million.

Mr. APim ws.-I believe you estimated with the second run he will
go into the hole $285 million.

General JEFRnY. Yes, sir.
Mr. AxDREws. He does not have a chance of making any money out

of this contract?
General JFFREY. Not in our opinion, no.

AIR FORCE ACCEPTANCE OF OBVIOUS UNDER-COST BID

Mr. Snzs. Mr. Lipscomb?
Mr. LImsCOm. General, as I understand it the Air Force made an

original estimate in October 1964.
General JEFFRY. Yes, sir.
Mr. LnpscomB. What was that figure?
General JEFFREY. $3,116,000,000.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. Is that the estimate made by the Air Force before

you put the item out for bid?
General JEFFREY. Yes, sir, that was before we went out with the

request for proposal on the airplane. As I recall we went out for pro-
posal in December of 196-1.

Mr. LITscoxB. Then the proposals went to a number of manufac-
turers?

General JEFFREY. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIPsCxMB. They turned in their proposals?
General JEFFREY. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. How close was the manufacturer's proposal to the

Air Force estimate?
General JEFFREY. In case of the Lockheed proposal, as I pointed

out, including the General Electric engines and including the Air
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Force add-ons which would have been a comparable situation, this was
$2,985 million, or $130 million less than the 3116 figure, sir.

Mr. LIPSCOmn. When there is a difference such as this between the
Air Force, which I believe has good planners and estimators, does the
Air Force question why the manufacturer's bid is so much lower than
the Air Force's own estimate?

General JEFFR rY. This is questioned internally, of course. We are
faced with the very difficult problem, let us say, of going to the low
bidder and telling him or implying to him that he is low and that
we do not believe Le can build the airplane for this price. His reaction
to this might be to raise his price, which certainly would not be in
our interest, and it also could result in him raising it up to the point
that somebody else got the bid. So this is the difficult position we
find ourselves in, in advising a contractor that we think his bid is low.

In the case of the C-5 airplane, a fact that is not generally known,
we went back to each of the three contractors, Boeing, Lockheed,
and Douglas, after we had received their proposals, and advised
them of technical deficiencies that we considered that existed in their
proposals. We gave them an opportunity to correct these deficiencies
and repropose as they saw fit. We gave them a short period of time
to do this. We recognized that this was a very dangerous sort of
thing to do because they could switch their positions in the competi-
tion here. In the case of Loldcheed they did raise their bid figure
after incorporating certain technical changes. They raised their bid
figure by somewhere in the neighborhood of $50 million, as I recall.So they had an opportunity to examine their proposal in light of
certain deficiencies that we pointed out, and reproposed. But we did
not specifically tell them that we thought their bid was too low.

fr. L rscoimn. I am not suggesting that be done. What I am sug-
gesting is that at the point where the Air Force can see from its own
figures that the contractor's bid is not within accomplishment, isn't
this the time the determination has to be made whether or not a con-
tractor is perhaps buying in as they are alleged to do?

General JFir'mmy. this would be tie time to do that, sir.
Mr. LTrsco3in. Isn't it so in many contracts of the Department of

Defense that when you get propose's in or bids in that you evaluate
the manufacturer's bid on the basi.4 of their financial competency,
their ability to produce, and a number of other things?

General JFFry. Yes, sir.
Mr. Lirscom. Isn't a large defense contractor subject to that same

type of investigation and the same type of survey before the contract
is awarded?

General ,TmnEy. Yes, sir. These things were taken into consider-
ation in connection with the Lcckheed bid. We evaluated all of the
airplanes that the company had ever built. We evaluated the success
that the company had enjoyed over the years with the 0-140 and
some 800 or 900 C-130's. The C-141 program had been highly smccess-
ful. We were aware of Lockheed's corporate image and their technical
pool of talent, as well as their financial status. It was our estimate
at the time that the company had the prerequisite qualifications to
build this airplane.

Mr. LIPsCOMB. If this islthe case, then. I am compelled to ask: How
could the Air Force be so wrong in their estimate of proposed cost?

General JEFFRFX. . It was not a very good estimate.
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Mr. Ltrsco[mn. Yours was a better estimate as time has proven. I
mean your first one was better than Lockheed's.

General Jr mFfxIY. Yes, sir; but it, was still off. We did not include in
that estimate economic escalation. We made that estimate in terms of
constant 1964 dollars.

Mr. LTPsco-m. Neither did (he manufacturer.
General JEFrnY. lie included some escalation in his, about 2

percent .
%Ii'. Llpscoiln. How could it be lower than.yours, then?
General Ji~nmiIEY. That is the reason I said, sir, that out estimate

left, something to be desired. We were estimating at the time also on a
smaller airplane than the airplane upon which lie bid.

Mr. LPSCO:%tn. The thing is that you had a higher cost estimate on
your original in October 1964, than the proposal that came in.

General ,JlvvnmY. That is true, sir.
Mr. Lipsco.tn. No matter what you left out, this is a fact.
General JF,'REY Yes, sir.
Mr. LiPSCOM.iB You both left out a lot of things. But still the Air

Force was closet' to what is actually happening now than was the man-
ufacturer, isn't that correct?

General JEFFREY. That is true, sir.
Mr. LmpscoMJri. Why was not this the time to evaluate whether or

not the manufacturer'could reducee. There must have been a question
raised whether or not lie could produce.

General ,JEFFREY. The question was raised, sir. We evaluated the
things that I outlined.

The learning curves that, he proposed were possibly achievable. le
proposed bettering his manufacturing learning curve on the C-141.
Ile proposed bettering his engineering man-hours learning curve on
the C-141. We find ourselves in the position of having to argue with
a contractor after he has bid, a giant in the industry, on whether or
not he can do what lie says he can do. T admit that is the time to do it.

General MCNICKLE. Lockheed's position has been that they are not
going to show a profit on this contract.

I do not think that the $130 million difference between our estimate
and Lockheed's-with their wealth of experience in building large
cargo airplanes-would have justified rejecting their bid on that basis.

ar. Lmsco~m. The job was not contracted for under the October
1964 figures that we are talking about now.

General JEFFkREY. No, sir.

XFINATIONARY FACTORS

Mr. Lirscorn. We are ahead of ourselves a little bit. On inflation
or economic escalation factors, did you say that in your figures you
did not include any inflationary factors in your estimates originally?

General JrFm.F y. Not in the October 1964, estimate.
Mr. ANDREWS. If 'the gentleman will yield, I read in this report

again, General, on page 20:
The Inflation argument which Is supposed to account for $500 million of the

cost growth appears questionable. The contract contains an Inflation provision "to
protect the contractor from unforeseeable price changes In the economy to go
Into effect 3 years after the Issuance of the initial contract, that is, October 1,
1968. The initial 3-year period was supposed to be considered a normal business
risk.
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General JEFFREY. That is true, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. So you can crank inflation possibilities into the con-

tract 3 years after the signing of the contract.
General JEFFyY. That is true, sir. This was not the case with regard

to the estimate that we made in 1964. We have a constant 1964 dollar.
Mr. LwscomrB. But you did crank them in on the contract itself,

finally.
General JEFREY. Yes, sir; when the contract was awarded.
Mr. Lipscoun. What was the figure that you used for inflation?
General JEFFREY. In the contract, sir?
Mr. LnscomB. Yes, sir.
General JiFrE. Two percent.
Let me ask Colonel Davis to address that.
Colonel DAvrs. Sir, we did not ask the contractor to put any in-

flation in the contract. The contractors proposed what they thought the
inflation might be. We understand Lockheed has told us informally
that they used a factor of about 2 percent for inflation in the future.
The history is from 1958 to 1964 that the GNP inflators averaged
about 11/2 percent a year, a period of relative stability in the economy
during the period shortly before the contract award. So Lockheed
indicates they used about a 2-percent factor for inflation in the contract.

Mr. LipscomB. 9p. '.n the contract is included a 2-percent factor
for inflation. How ? you estimate from the time when the contract
was signed until t --,)resent time an inflationary figure of half a bil-
lion dollarsI

General JEFFrEY. Sir, I would like to ask General Pitts to address
that.

(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. SziKs. Gentlemen, the committee will be in recess until 2

o'clock.
AFTEBNOON SESSION

Mr. Srxi r. The hearing will be in order.
At the time we recessed Mr. Lipscomb had the witness on the C-SA

program.
Mr. Lrwsco~m. Mr. Chairman, when we recessed General Pitts was

about to explain the economic inflation that was figured in to arrive at
the figure of half a billion dollars.

General Prm-. Yes, sir.
First I would like to state, sir, that that half billion dollars is

based on estimate to estimate. In other words, we used the October
1964 estimate on the technical development plan that we spoke about
and then compared that estimate with the October 1968 estimate in
arriving at the $500 million inflationary figure.

Now, you will recall we cited a figure of $8.116 billIon--General
Jeffrey did-as our original 1964 estimate. When-the large cost in-
creases were identified some 4 years later, we went back to that earlier
estimate to try to determine why it was so understated. You will re-
call also that Genera1 Jeffrey stated the 1964 estimate was made in
constant 1964 do~laras When you adjust the estimate to reflect cur-
rent dollars, our. estimate of inflation became some $500 million. The
actual computation was made Using gross national product deflaters
for the' I vears 1965 to1968, ad thes- were taken from a publication,
Econonnc Indicators, put out by th6 Department of Commerce.
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From 1969 through the life of the program, or 1975, we used a flat
rate of 4 percent. The actual computation then resulted in a total of
some $545 million and, recognizing that these are estimates only, we
rounded it off to $500 million.

Now, I can go through computations using the economic deflaters
as set forth in the economic indicators put out by the Department of
Commerce to show how we get that $500 million. Would you like that
done at this time?

Mr. LIPscoM1B. No, that is not necessary at this time.
General Pirs. All right, sir.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. You had previously said in the $3.116 billion figure

that there was no economic inflation included.
General PnTTs. No, sir; those were constant 1964 dollars.
Mr. Lipsco:mn. What is included in that October 1964 technical de-

v'elopmentpl an ? How was that broken down ?
General Prr-rs. I will ask Colonel Davis to reply, sir.
Mr. LnsCOMB. Colonel, your chart says Lockheed, General Electric

additives. I understand the $3.116 billion includes engines and every-
thing.

Colonel DAVIs. Yes, sir; that is right. That was broken out, sir, by
R. & D. and procurement. I can break it out further if you like, but
the R. & D. portion, it was estimated at that tinie-of course, we did
not know who the contractors would be-it was estimated that the
research and development funding required would be $980 million. It
was estimated procurement funding would be $2,136 billion, which is
a total of-

Mr. LIPSCOMB. What is in the procurement?
Colonel DAvis. For the airframe contractor, we estimated $904

million for run A for the airframe contractor for 53 aircraft; $704
million for run B 57 aircraft.

Mr. LIPScOMB. For what, sir?
Colonel DAVIS. For the 57 aircraft in rut B, $704 million, and $53

million for the five run C aircraft.
For the engine contractor it was estimated $209 million would be

required for the run A engine; $147 million for the run B engine, and
$13 million for the run C engine.

Then we had other Air Force costs of $106 million in the production
account.

Mr. LiPscomB. What was the figure on the run B engine?
Colonel DAvis. $147 million.
Mr. LIpscoxm. Do you know whether the contractor included eco.

nomic inflation in his estimate of bid?
Colonel DAVIS. Did the contractor include anything in his bid ? Yes,

sir. I understand Lockheed has told us they put about a 2-percent fac-
tor for inflation in their bid.

Mr. LIPSCOMB. I come back to this point: Isn't there some way that
when you have your technical survey or technical development plan
made, that when you see something that is so different between the
contractor's proposal and that which the Air Force technical peo0, I
develop, that this should raise a red flag? That perhaps that is the
time to watch the procurement ' ractices? That p n't buy in
or underestimate ? -.

I,..
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As you look at this, you say $130 million, but it is really a larger
difference than that, it should have raised a question in somebody's
mind.

Mr. ANDzEws. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. LIPsCOMB. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDPmws. I can tell you how they can sto it. If he wants to

buy in, let him buy in and if he can't live with it,let him get out, but
don't bail him out.

I think the General told me this morning that it is something of
an unwritten law, or indelible impression, that if they bid too low,
somewhere, somehow down the line, it will be taken care of.

If you let one of them bid one of these contracts and bite off more
than they can swallow, you can stop it. You talk about a cutthroat
industry that is highly competitive, you will get rid of some of the
competitors. Let them stay in there and stew in their own juice. Try
it one time and see if it is going to work.

General JFmFPy. This is exactly what we think we have done with
the Lockheed Co.

Mr. AcDP mws. Didn't somebody say this morning that Lockheed
was not going to lose money on this contract?

General JEFFiY. I haven't heard them say they are going to make
money out of it.

. General McNxcxri. I believe they carry it in their annual report as
"No profit."

Mr. ANDREWS. That will make them stop, look, and listen. They
d6n't like to do business for free.

Thank you.
Mr. LIPsCOMB. There is danger in letting the contractors buy in. In

this case you are getting-at least from, what on have told us-you
apparently are getting a good plane. It is technically good and ap-
parently meets the Air Force and the Government standards. But
there are times when if tley buy in and then can't produce and you
must'cancel a contract, you lose all that time, resources, and technical
capability and have nothing.

You git hung up on a contract when -you let them buy in. The time
totak e the decision is before the mistake is made.

GeneraI JEFMRJY. The Armed Forces procurement regulations-we
ha; e oodea 'into this--don't prohibit a contractor from buying in.
The General Accounting Office has ruled, however, that where it is
obvious that a ottractor has made an irresponsible bid$ or an erro-
neous bid, that he will be advised.

1Now, as I attempted to explain this morning, we find ourselves in
the pcpition when n a competition of possibly having to advise the
low bidder that he is low and that wa think his bid is "unresponsible,"
which 'puts us in an untenable position asfar as the competition isconVcerned. ,•11. I mb, "'understand exactly what you are saying here, but

th,''ues in. ive have 'to ask ourselves is, "What do we do in this
situaii.r't"i a situation'that if we -d. is we are, discussing, it could
r lti ia eontractor's raising his 'bid to a point where somebody
else would wi th6 cotr~t apd then tI, could come back at us and
sR4,$,'Yoh b iused Ae t' lose'th1 contract due to the fact that you told
me that I bid too low on this." We feel this is a difficult position for us
to be in, sir.
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Mr. LiPsco-i[B. I don't know all the ramifications, but I do know
through situations that have arisen from contracts that I know of
in my district, small contracts, that they have not taken the low bidder
because they have felt that it wasn't a responsible bid.

Now, if they can do it on little contracts, with the little men, they
can do it on big contracts.

General JEFFREY. Yes, sir, and it is done on big contracts.
Mr. LiPsCOMB. It is true we want the lowest, best qualified bidder to

get the job.
General JEFFREY. Responsible bidder.
Mr. LrPscomB. Responsible bidder. But if technical development

plans and other factors indicate that it just doesn't seem possible in
the technician's mind for the company to do it, there has to be a decision
made.

Mr. MINSHALL. General, the premise that you have made here is that
in this specific contract where your Air Force estimators came up with
about a, as you admit to, $130 million spread-at least that much-

Mr. LIPsCOMB. More than that.
Mr. MINSHALL. It was actually more than that and yet you were

afraid to go back to them and say, "I feel that your bid is irresponsible,
or erroneous." Where do you draw the line? Suppose it had been $50
million less than that or $100 million less than that? Who makes these
judgments? This is a substantial amount of money.

General JEFFREY. Yes, sir. These judgments are not made lightly.
Mr. MINSHALL. In this case, supposing the bid had been another

$10, $20, $30, or $100 million less, would you have taken another
look maybe?

General JEFFREY. Yes, sir, we would have taken another look.
Mr. MINSIALL. Why didn't you take a look when you had a spread

of $130 million? That is a lot of money.
General JimmFPuy. Mr. Minshall, we did as I indicated this morning,

take another look. We were concerned about the content of the con-
tractor's proposals and we did call the president of each one of the
companies and advise them to take a relook at their proposals. We
told them what we considered to be significant technical deficiencies
in their proposals. The idea was to get them to take a close look without
intentionally pointing out to one or the other that "Yours is too high,"
or "Yours is too low2' We did this. We gave them an opportunity torep ropose... .

n the case of Lockheed, we pointed out technical deficiencies with
their program. I don't recall specifically what they were at the time,
but one had to do with the size of the wing. I think we indicated to
them that they would have to have more wing on the airplane imply-ing that the airplane would have to be bigger than it was. They did
respond with a significant increase in their proposal when they came
bac.

So I think sir, that we in effect did what you suggest without
spvoifically teling them what our estimate was as compared with their
proposal.

SUBCONTRACTOR OVERRUNS

Mr. MNSURALL. You were asked this morning General, to supply
the list of subcontractors, which you will do at the appropriate place
in the record.

82-845--69-pt. 3-58
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General JummY. Yes, sir.
Mr. M1XSHAM. I would also like to have included with that list

what the original subcontracts were for, in what amounts, and also out-
line how many overruns there were for these suboontracts.

General JxFFmRY. Can we get that information I
Colonel DAvs. The subcontractors' bids to Lockheed?
Mr. MINsHAzL. Yes. We want to find out where the fly in the oint-

ment was here.
General JEmmm. I understand what you are asking for, but I doubt

that we have that information available to us.
Mr. MiNsHaLL. Get it from Lockheed then.
General Jzzmy. We will try to get it from Lockheed.
Mr. MiNSHALrL. There shouldn't be any problem.
General Jnmmy. Normally, sir, on a fixed-price type contract, that

information is not available to the buyer. That is, what sort of a deal
he made with his contractors. Most of his subcontracts were for a firm,
fixed price. I understand that his subcontractors-it is my understand-
ing that by and large they are in pretty bad shape. He's driven a hard
bargain with them. A number of them are in a substantial deficit
position, but we will attempt to get that information for you for the
record; the list of the contractors, the type of contract he had with
them, the dollars they have bid, and their overrum position at some
specific point in time.

(The following statement was provided:)

List of C-5 Contractors/Subcontractors/verruns

The attached listing Indicates the major subcontract items, the source, type
of contract and the target price of R.D.T. & E. and production run "A" require-
ments at the time of the competitive subcontract award.

Lockheed does not have definitive data as to overruns involving firm fixed-
price subcontractors. Even in the case of a fixed-price Incentive subcontractors
where Lockheed receives monthly cost reports, it is not possible to state posi-
tively how many of those subcontractors will experience cost overruns.

Type of Award
Item Source contract amount

Aft cargo doors .......................... Canadair, Ltd., Montreal, Quebec, Canad.... FPI 5, 545,340
Ailerons ...... do .......... ... FPI 3,426,270
Allaltitude and head'nreference unit..Lear Sir, Inc., Grand Rapids, Mich . FFP 3,520,504
Antiskid system ........................... Hydro-Alre, Division of Crane do., Burbank, FFP 1,637,775

Calif.
Auxiliary power uniL ...................... The Garrett Corp., AiRese.rch Manufacturing FFP 3,561,157

Co. Division, Phoenix, Ariz.,
Assembly of wing components (outer and Avco Corp., Aerostructures Division, Nash- FPI (1)Cotero villa, TonnI

Inalloppler navigation system .......... Northrop Corp,, Electronics Division, How- FPI 29,802,200~thorns, Calif.

Automatic flight control system ..... Noneyweli, nc., Minneaolis, Minn .......... FFP 5,752,951
Central air data computer .......... llott Bros., Rochester, Kant, England ....... FFP 2,098,748
Center and outer win# box ................. Avco Corp.,A erostructures Division, Nashville, FPI 59,361,407

Tenn.
Constant speed drive ...................... Sundstrand Aviation, Rockford ill . .. . FFP 1,032,291
Conveyor and rollers ...................... Perkins, Detroit, Mch..---- - FPI 2,182, 919
Electrfcl onertnt system ............... enel Electric Co., Waynesboro, Va.-.--.*. fP 1,195,42?
Emergncy hydraulic generator ........ Task Cor., Anaheim, Calif ............ FFP 325,417
Empena .e .. ................- General uynamics/Convair, Soan Diego, Calif... FPl 4,874,180
Environmental system-........... -The Garrett Corp., AiResearch Manufacturing FTP 6,000 158

Co. Division, Los Anteals, Calif.
Flaps ................................... Kaman Aircraft Corp., Bloomfield, Conn ...... FPI 10,419,345
Flap actuation system ..................... Steel Products EInIerC,.,ODivision of FFP 517,330

Kelsey-Hayes Co Sp l, Diviono P 4,130
Flight director Computer ........... r E nipe-oer Division, FFP 1,060,355

7e . . at ......... .. oB o , - ...e
eefootnote at end of table....

,,I
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Type of Award
Item Source contract amount

Flight simulator ........................... Conductron Corp., Conductron-Missouri Di. FPI $6,676,667
vision, St. Charles, Mo.

Fuel quality gaging system ................. Honeywell, Inc., Aeronautical Division, Min. FFP 654,066
neapolis, Minn.

Guidance subsystem Integration ............. Northrop Corp., Electronics Division, Haw. FPI 1,600,000thorne, Cali .
Engine vibration system .................... Guiton Industries .......................... FFP 770,634
Main engine starter ....................... The Garrett Corp., AiResearch Manufacturing FFP 747,883

Co Division, Phoenix, Ariz.
Main landing gear ......................... Bendix Products, South Bend Ind ........... FPI 23,172,950
Main landing gear bogie (effective ship 0014 Menasco Manufacturing Co., Burbank, Calif... FPI 11, 185,611

and up)
Mairi landing gear doors and fairings ........ Conadair Ltd., Montreal Quebec, Canada .... FPI 10 419,497
MLG actuation system ..................... Curtiss-Wright Corp., Caldwell, N.J ........ FPI 6,312,117
MLG brakes and wheels .................... B. F. Goodrich Co., Troy, Ohio ............... FFP 13,047,912
Multimode radar .......................... United Aircraft Corp., Norden Division, Nor- FPi 18,331,021

walk, Conn.
Nacelles and pylons ....................... Rohr Corp., Chula Vista, Calif ............... FPI 47, 031,645
NLG actuation ............................ Walter Kidde & Co., Inc., Belleville, NJ ...... FFP 1,024,433
Nose actuation system ..................... Hoover Electric Co., Los Angeles, Calif ....... FFP 570,981
Nose landing gear ......................... Bendix Products, South Bend, Ind ........... FPI 6,704,170
Nose radome ............................. Brunswick Corp., Defense Products Division, FPI 2, 369,375

Marion, Va.
Inner wing box components consisting of: Avco Corp., Nashville, Tenn ................ FPI (I)

Front beam, aft beam (including trailing
edge), upper aft skin panel assembly,
lower aft skin panel assembly, upper for.
ward skin panel assembly, lower forward
skin panel assembly.

Pitch trim actuator ........................ Western Gear Corp., Lynwood, Calif .......... FFP 1,786,568
Primary flight control system ............... Bertea Products, Irvine, Calif ............... FFP 3,907,514
Radar altimeter ........................... Litton System Inc Silver Spring, Md ....... FFP 1,035,186
Restraint rails ............................ Teleflex, lnc.,'rorth Walesa .............. FPI 3,739,665
Spoiler actuation system ................... Cadillac Gage Co., Costa Mesa, Calif ......... FFP 1,940,706
Spoilers .................................. Kaman Aircraft Corp., Bloomfield, Conn ...... FPI 3,226,770
Tall radome .............................. McMillan Industries, lpswick, Mass ......... FPI 168,630
Thrust reversers .......................... General Electric Co., Evendale Ohio ......... FPi 20,858,548
Wing leading edge: Ribs, slats, and moving Canadair, Ltd., Montreal, Quebec, Canada.... FPI 16,157,841

Islands.
Wing leading edge: Fixed honeycomb panels. Twin Industries, Buffalo, N. ............... FPI 8,216,261

I Included in price shown for center and outer wing box.

Mr. ANDREWS. General it sounds like the C-5 program is going to
break a lot of people, including the taxpayers. You say some subcon-
tractors are about to go under

General JEFREY. Yes, sir.
Mr. AN;Dpws. And Lockheed and the taxpayers?
General JEFmy. Yes, sir.
Mr. MfINSHAL. I don't believe I have any more questions now, thank

you. You have covered this point quite fully.

PzNAxxr PRovzsIoNs

Mr. DAVIS. You mentioned the penalty provisions which are included
in the contract which ran a substantial amount each day. Have any of
the penalty provisions been involved or invoked as of this time as yet?

General JiEY. No, sir. They would not be scheduled to be invoked
until thA contract would be consummated, or negotiations completed.
Up unuil this point we haven't really faced the problem of late de-
liveries of production airplanes. The first production airplane was
scheduled to have been delivered

Colonel DAVIS. In June.
Mr. DAVIS. Now it will be December.
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General JEFFREY. Now it will be December, so we begin to face the
problem when that first airplane is not delivered on that schedule. The
penalty provisions of the contract will apply in that case.

Mr. DAvIs. This was by mutual agreement that the date was put over
from June until December?

General JEFFREY. Yes, sir.
Mr. DAVIS. There is no problem of penalties applying to this at this

time then?
General JEFFREY. That is right, sir.
Now if, on the other hand, even though the schedule has been

slipped, he is able to advance the date and he might as we go further
down the line, this could cause an adjustment in the penalty area.
In other words, the closer he can come to his original date, the less his
penalty will be.

STATUS OF PRODUCTION FACILITY

Mr. DAVIS. Did I understand you correctly that approximately
20,000 people at Lockheed Marietta are working on the C-5 program
alone?

General JEFFREY. That was our estimate; yes, sir.
Mr. DAVIS. Are there assembly lines set up? Are they actually pro-

ducing this or are you still sort of waiting for your results on the
five that have been produced before they actually start to put them
on a production line to go?

General JEFFPRY. No, sir; they are actively in the production process.
In addition to the five airplanes that have been delivered, there are

17 0-51s in some stage of assembly at the present time. That would be
about what the full loading would be.

AIR FORCE OFFICIAL RESPONSIBLE FOR PROGRAM

Mr. DAVIs. Who in your organization is the man responsible?
General JEFFREY. The man in the Air Force who is, responsible is

our system program director out at Wright Field and his name is
Colonel Beckman. He is responsible for the direction of this program
and for administration of the contract.

Mr. MxNsAAwm. Is he still there?
General Jnmm". Yes, sir.
Mr. Sixs. I bet he wishes he weren't.
General JFFmEY. I imagine you are right, sir.

MANPOWER UTILIZATION

Mr. DAvig. Under the terms of our contract do we meaning the Gov-
ernment, have any interest in the utilization oi manpower? For
instance, the 20,000 people down at Lockheed Marietta, do we in
Government have any interest in the utilization of those people at all?
Theoretically, since it is a fixed-price contract, but the price being
rather fluctuating, we are not interested in their personnel utilization
at all?

General JEFFREY. To the contrary, sir, I would say we are vitally
interested in this because the majority of the cost of the program is,
in one way or another, involved in people. The more people he has on
the job, the more it costs him to perform. We are vitally interested.
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We have down at the Lockheed Georgia Co. an Air Force plant rep-
resentative with an office staffed by some 130 people. These are our own
people who are inspecting the results of the work. They are checking
manpower utilization to see that they are being effectively utilized;
checking his procedures, processes, his general effectiveness, and effi-
ciency. This information is reported to the program director at Wright
Field who in turn visits the plant with people from his office at regu-
lar intervals to check into the same sort of things.

There isn't an indication, really, that his manpower hasn't been ef-
fectively utilized. It has more to do with the amount of it he has had
to lut on the job in order to cover technical problems that he has
encountered.

Mr. DAVIS. That is all I have.

ORIGINAL COST ESTATES GIVEN CONGRESS

Mr. SLKEs. This morning there was conversation about the figures
given to the Congress on the cost of the C-5 program in the first ses-
sion of the 89th Congress. I would like at this point to have placed in
the record that information that appears on page 173 of the Air Force
R. D. T. & E. hearings, in the discussions between Congressman An-
drews, Mr. Flax, and General Crow, at which time it was stated that
the cost would be $2.2 billion and that the plans were to procure 58
operational and possibly as many as five R. & D. aircraft for a total
of 63.

(The pertinent colloquy from the hearing held on Wednesday,
March 31,1965 follows:)

Mr. ANDREWS. What is the total estimated development and procurement cost
of the C-5A program?

Dr. FLAx. I do not have an up-to-date figure here. In fact, any figure we give
you will be highly tentative, because the contractors are now at the stage where
they are about to give us their proposals. But I think General Crow may have
a figure he can provide for you.

General Cuow. The tentative figure for development Is $862 million. In the
tentative sense, you could round that off and say $850 or $900 million. Produc-
tion costs ate in the order of $1.2 or $1.3 billion. We are talking of a total
program upward of $2 billion.

Mr. A.xDREws. Upward of $2 billion?
General CROW. Yes, sir.
Mr. AN.DREWS. How many aircraft do you plan to procure?
General CRow. Fifty-eight operational, sir, and tentative planning is that there

would be possibly as many as five Research and Development aircraft, for a
total, then, of 63.

Mr. ANDREWS. And those 63 will cost that figure of approximately $2 billion?
General CROW. Upward of $2 billion, sir. The tentative total is $2.2 billion.

Mr. SlIEs. That exchange indicated that the projected cost was $2.2
billion in March of 1965. The figures which are given to the committee
this morning slow an October 1964 costprojected of $3.116 billion,
modified in October 1968 to $4.348 billion.,

The question is, How is it that your estimate in October 1964 was
$3.116 billion and yet the estimate given to the committee in 1965
was $2.2 billion, a billion dollars less?

. General JEtFREy. We seem to have been talking' about a different
nuinbor of airplanes there in the Marcl 1965 testimony, if I under-
stood the dates correctly, than our October 1964 estimate.
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As I understood you to say there, reference was made to 58 plus a
possible five which would have been 63. This was (luring the time t hat
the competition was being held, in March, 1965. As a matter of fact,
it was just after that timel as I recall, that the bids were received
from the contractor. Then it would appear that reference was made
to a portion of the total buy. I don't know how much at that time
those people who were testifying knew about a possibility of having
two production runs and that sort of thing.

ft. SIKs. The question was addressed to the total buy. I would
suggest that you review the testimony at that time and that you try
to adjust the facts accordingly and give us the complete story for the
record.

General Jrwi'F.'r . All right, sir, we will do that.
(The information follows:)

COST OF - PROGRAM TESTIMONY OF PRIOR YEAR's R.D.T. & E. TESTIMONY

The October 1904 estimate of $3,110 million Is for 120 aircraft. The figures
given to the committee In 1965 of $2.2 billion is for 63 aircraft.

(See pages 902 and 912-913 for additional information.)

REQUIREMENT FOR 0-5A AIITORAIM'

Mr. SrEms. In all fairness to the Air Force, I believe it has been
said that it was not Air Force changes that have run up the cost of
the program. A number of other factors were listed, but Air Force
changes are not a principal cause of the increased cost of the C-5
program. ..

General JEFFREY. That is correct, sir.
Mr. Sxxzs. There has always been a question in my mind as to the

necessity for the C-5. I realize that you have built what may be one
of the greatest aircraft of all times, but I think that may be beside
the point.

Now that the cost has been increased so much, I have even more
serious reservations about the wisdom of the purchase in that you have
in the C-141 probably the most reliable cargo aircraft ever built. It
is an aircraft so good that it just keeps flying and it will wear out
crews since the don't get to stop to rest for repairs lke they do on
most aircraft. It doesn t haul as much, but it hauls it steadily and
dependably, and the next war we get into very probably is not going
to be a war in which aircraft can be flown with general immunity
from attack, as cargo aircraft have been in this war.

The C-5 is a much bigger target; it is a more vulnerable target and
when you lose a C-5, you have lost a big piece of your cargo carrying
capability and a lot of cargo.

Am I the only one who has these reservations I
General MoNICKLs. No, sir. I am sure there are people who feel that

we could have done an acceptable job with more 6141's. But I think
the Army would justify this airplane vehemently because of the lack
of capability of the C-141 to haul a number of their important pieces
of equipment. In addition comparisons have shown the C-5 costs, on a
ton-mile basis will be about half those of the C-141, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. SImui. We are in the boat now and we can't back it up and
get out of it.
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General MONICKLE. There are very few who do not feel that we
have an excellent airplane in the C-5 and who back it a hundred
percent.

General JFrY. The requirement is still as firm as it was at the
time the contract was initiated sir. I feel very strongly that the re-
quirement did exist and does exist for this airplane to meet contingen-
cies anywhere we might run into them in the world.

The airplane will provide us with a capability to get things, large
pieces of equipment essential to the conduct of such an operation, to
any place in the world and this capability we don't have at the pres-
ent time.

Mr. SIKFs. Not necessarily any place in the world. Your C-141 can
get off tho ground in about 4,000 feet loaded. You are going to need
twice that much for the C-5.

General JFFrEY. Sir, my reference including hauling outsized, and
all types of cargo that the Army has and would require for such con-
tingencies and, of course, the C-141 wasn't built to do this.

APPROPRIATIONS TO DATE

Mr. SIRES. The fun ding requested before the committee today is a
sum of $758 million which includes $481 million for the procurement
of 23 additional aircraft, $52 million for advance procurement, rind
$225 million for cost overruns in fiscal year 1969 and prior years.

Wlat appropriations have been made in both R.D.T. & E. and
procurement for the C-SA through fiscal year 1969?

Provide that for the record.
(The information follows:)

]FUNDING FOR C-5

The E.D.T. & B. and weapon system procurement programs as originally
approved by Congress by fiscal year through fiscal year 1909 are as follows:

In millions of dollars

Fiscal yers-
1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 Total

RD.T. & E ......................... 7.0 157.0 258.2 305.2 128.0 855.4Aircraft procurement ........................................ 408.4 423.4 498. 7 1,330.5
Total ........................ 7.0 157.0 666.6 728.6 626.7 2,185.9

REPROGRAMING FOR C-5A

Mr. SIRES. What reprograming actions have been submitted and
approved for the programI

I think you can provide that for the record also.
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(The information follows:)

C-5A REPROGRAMING ACTIONS APPROVED THROUGH FISCAL YEAR 1969

(in millions of dollars]

Reprograming No. Date approved 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 Total

R.A.T. & E.:
FY64-47 ................. Jan.27. 1964 ...... +10.0 ........................................ +10.0
FY65-51 ................. Dec. 22, 1964 ............... +35.0 .............................. +35.0
FY67-111 ............ May 12, 1967 ................................... +22.4 .......... +22.4
FY68-89 ............. .Feb. 1, 1968 .............................................. +40.0 +40.0
Below threshold ................................................ +1.9 -2.0 -3.3 -3.4

Total R.D.T. & E .......................... +10.0 +35.0 +1.9 +20.4 +36.7 +104. 0
Aircraft procurement: ..FY6. ................. January 1968 ........................................... +16.6 +16.6

Below threshold ........................................... -20.0 .......... -20.0

Total aircraft procure.
meant ............................................................... -20.0 +16.6 -3.4

Total R. & D. and
procurement ............................ +10.0 +35.0 +1.9 +.4 +53.3 +100.6

FUNDING PROGRAM

Mr. ANDREWS. General, what is the total of the funds programed
by the Air Force for the C-5A through fiscal year 1969?

Colonel DAVIs. Through fiscal year 1969, sir, there has been $2,286.5
million programed for the C-5 acquisition costs. That is R. & D. and
procurement funds.

Mr. ANDREWS. How much has been programed by apprbpriation
and by fiscal year I You can submit that for the record.

(The information follows:) .
The current 0-SA programed funds by appropriation and fiscal year through

fiscal year 1969 availability is as follows:

(In millions of dollars]

Fiscallya Fiscal year Fiscalya Fiscalleaar Fiscalyear Fiscalyear
61967 198 1969 Total

ILD.T. & E ............. 10.0 42.0 158.9 278.6 341.9 128.0 959.4
Aircraft procurement

(wpons system) ........................................... 388.4 440. 0 49. 7 1,327.1

Weapos systemtoal system 10.0 42.0 158.9 667.0 781.9 626.7 2,286.5

Additional aircraft
p r=! ement support

nds: Initial spares ....................................... 6.4 67.7 127.2 201.3

Total ............ 10.0 42.0 158.19 673. 4 849.6 753.9 2,487.8

EXPENDITURES

Mr. SIKES. What have the expenditures been to date by appropria-
tion and by fiscal year?

Supply that for the record.
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(The information follows:)

C-5A EXPENDITURES TO DATE BY APPROPRIATION BY FISCAL YEAR

lin millions of dollars]

Aircraft
Fiscal year R.O.T. & E. procurement Total

1965 ....................................................... 33 33
1966 ....................................................... 117 ............ 117
1967 ....................................................... 216 192 408
1968 ....................................................... 397 306 703
1969 (March) ............................................... 59 562 621

Total ................................................ 822 1,060 1,882

FISCAL YEAR 1970 REQUEST FOR C-5A

Mr. Aw REws. What money is in this procurement appropriation
before us, General Pitts, for the C-5 program?

General JEFFREY. There is $758 million; $543 million for procure-
ment and $225 million on a line item for overtarget costs associated
with prior years.

Mr. ANDRtWS. A separate sum for overtarget costs?
General Prrrs. Yes, sir. You will recall we budgeted just to target

and you will recall we have spoken about cost overruns above target.
General Jeffrey spoke of that rather fully this morning.

This $225 million is the sum of those overtarget costs that we recog-
nize as of this funding period.

So $533 million is for procurement for fiscal year 1970 buy, and
$225 million associated with prior years overtarget cost.

OVERTARGET COSTS

Mr. AwDrREws. A total of $778 million?.
General Prrrs. $758 million, sir; $533 million and $225 million.
Mr. AwiIEws. That is $225 million overtarget. Was that contei-

plated at the time the contract was signed?
General JEFRY. It was recognized that it might be, yes, sir.
Mr. AwREws. I mean was it in the realm of negotiation?.
General JEFFREY. It was within the realm of negotiation?
Mr. ANDREWS. At the time the contract was signed?
General JEFFREY. That is right.
Mr. ANDREWS. Would you consider this bailout money?
General JEFFREY. No, sir. The Air Force is liable for overtarget

costs up to ceiling. We recognized from the beginning that there was
a reasonable probability that this program would go to ceiling.

Mr. ANDREWS. You have explained that ceiling price and that target
price and so forth. Now, did I understand you to say earlier that when
they go over ceiling that stops their profit?

General JEFFREY. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREws. Does the fact that you are putting in $225 million

here as overtarget money mean there can be no profit?
General JEFFREY. I wouldn't interpret it that way, sir.
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Mr. ANDREWS. Didn't you say if they went above ceiling there
wouldn't be any profit?

General JEFFREY. That is right. If they go above ceiling, there won't
be any profit and this money is to take care of an overtarget condition
and not an overceiling condition, so we do not anticipate that the con-
tractor will make a profit.

Mr. AmDREws. Is overtarget overceiling?
General JEFFREY. No, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. The target is under the ceiling?
General JEFFREY. The target is under the ceiling.
Mr. ANDREWS. Are they still under the ceiling?
General JEFFREY. No, sir. We estimate they will be over the ceiling.
Mr. ANDREWS. Which one is it where they forfeit the profit if they

go above?
General JFnREY. They begin to forfeit profit when they go above

the target cost. They lose all of their profit when they reach ceiling.
Mr. ANDREWS. Have they gone above ceiling?
General JEFFRnEY. We expect that they will be above ceiling when

they get to the end of production run A,
Mr. ANDREWS. Who makes the determination of whether or not

they are overceiling and there will be no profit?
General JEFFPEY. This would have to be as a result of a review of

the actual costs associated with research and development'and produc-
tion of the airplanes. They have to lay it on the line, and as validated
by Government audit. They arrive at the determination that they did
in fact incur such and such costs.

BREAKDOWN ON EARLY COST, ESTIMATE

Mr. ANDREWS. The original estimate of the target cost of the C-5A
program was 120 aircraft for $3.116 billion. When was this estimate
made?

General JEFFREY. This estimate i basedupon a hypothetical airplane,
was made in October'1964, sir.

Mr. ANDREWs. Break down the,$3.116 billion estimate to show: how
much was estimated for R. D. T. & E., incktding the R. & D. aircraft.
How much Was the airframe contract for each production run , how
much was for the engine contract for each production run, and how
much was estimated for Government-furnished equipment ?

General Jmmay. All right, sir.
I have with me at the present time how much-we have the breakout

with regard to R. D. T. & E. production run, at production run A and
production run B, but we do not have available with us the details
regarding the other questions that you asked. We might be able to
supply those for the record.

Mr. A"Rmzws. Allright.

. A
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(The information follows:)

BBzAKDowN OF C-5A $3.116 BILLION ESTIMATE

The breakdown of the $3.116 billion Is as follows. There was no breakout of
Government furnished equipment.
R.D.T. & E.: Bilgons

Airframe --------------------------------------------- $0. 632
Engine ------------------------------------------------. 222
Air Force adds ----------------------------------------- 126

Total .980

Production:
Run A:

Airframe -------------------------------------------. 904
Engine --------------------------------------------- 209
Air Force adds -------------------------------------- 049

Total ------------------------- 1.162

Runs B:
Airframe -------------------------------------------- 704
Engine ---------------------------------------------. 147
Air Force adds --------------------------------------- 057

Total ------ --------------------------------------. 908

Run C: 1

Airframe ------------------------------------------. 053
Engine ------------------------------ --------------- .018

Total ------------------------------ --------------- 11

1 Run C, which is not tinder contract, is considered an Air Force add-66,000,000.

Mr. ANDREWS. What use was made of the target cost? Was this the
basis for the competition

General JEFFREY. The target price would have been the basis for
the competition; yes, sir.

Mr. ANDREWS. In the contract which was signed in 1965, the total
ceilinga price was $3.454 billion. Break down this amount in the same
way tile original target cost was just broken down and discuss the
increase.

(The information follows:)

BaEAKowN OF THE C-5A Cmuo Paicz/$3,454 Mmworr

The breakdown of the original ceiling price of $8,454 million follows:

R.D.T. & E.:
Millions

Airframe ----------------- --------------------------------- $60T
Engine ----------------- ------------------------------- 286
Air Force adds I - - - - - - - - - - - - . ------ --------- 124

Total ----------------------------------------------- 1,017
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Production:
Run A: Millions

Airframe ----------------------------------- $1, 055
Engine --------------------------------------- 231
Air Force adds - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 125

Total ------------------------------------- 1,411

Run B:
Airframe ------------------------------------- 37
Engine --------------------------------------- 167
Air Force adds - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 136

Total -------------------------------------- 940

Run O (5 A/C) :
Airframe --------------------------------------------- 72
Engine -- - --------------------------------------- 14

Total ---------------------------------------------- 86

Total - ------- --------------- 3,454
2 Includes test support, engineering change orders, studies prior to contract award, first

destination transportation charges, base, and depot AGE.

SIGNING OF C-5A CONTRACT

Mr. ANDimWS. When was the contract signedI
General Jm y. The contract was signed in August or September

1965. I would have to supply the exact date for the record. The award
was made in October of 1965.

(The information follows:)

CONmA.OT SIoNx/C-5A
The three airframe contractors signed their contracts in September 1965.

Lockheed was announced as the airframe contractor on September 30, 1905. Air
Force signed In October 19W.

Mr. AzNDRws. Did Lockheed know in August of 1965 that they had
the contract?

General JrPmy. No, sir; they didn't know it until we handed it out.
Mr. ANDREwS. And yet they signed in August?
General MNICKL. All three bidders, sir, submitted signed

contracts.
General Jrmtgr'. Three bidders signed.
Mr. ANrmws. Is that the normal way to award contracts?
General J;iE''zY. There is often some time period between the time

that the contractor submits his bid and signs the contract, especially
when several are involved, prior to the time that he is notified that
heis the winner; yes, sir.

.Mr. Armmws. The signing in August was a conditional signing
then; it had to be.

.General .tfrmy. Yes, sir. The contract is not effective until the
contractor is notified.

Mr. ANwDtWs. Until it is awarded.
I never heard of a signed, sealed, and delivered contract, and then

2 months later-it wasn-t signed, sealed, and delivered?

., I
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General JEFFmy. It was signed. It was signed in August by each
contractor.

Mr. ANDRmwS. Douglas, Lockheed, and Boeing.
General JEr. Each signed the contract.
Mr. Am xmws. Separate contractsI
General JrFFPEy. Yes, sir; and we had all three of them in hand.
Mr. A-mwnws. The ball could have bounced any way between those

dates of Auguist and October.
General JFFwY. Yes, sir.
Mr. Ai-NmxWs. I still say, General, I never heard of any such contract

action as that.
General JJzrmY. I believe this happens with considerable frequency.

The contract isn't a legal document until the Government distributes it.
Mr. ANDrEWS. On the date each contractor signed that contract,

from then on any one of them could have been liable under the contract
that they signed?

General J Enriw. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDnrws. After the discussion with the Government.
General JEFFEY. It is necessary for the Government to sign the

contract too.
Mr. SiKs. Secretary Charles and others have indicated that the

presently estimated cost of the 120 aircraft of the C-5A program is
$4,348 million. I would like to have for the record a breakdown of this
sum similar to previous breakdowns so that accurate comparisons of
the estimates can be made and I would like to know when this estimate
was made.

(The information follows:)

BPAKDOWNr OF THE -SA COST OF $4,348 MILLION PEB 0-SA
The breakdown of the $4,848 million follows:

R.D.T. & E. mUijo,.
Airframe ----------------------------------------------- $607
Engine ------------------------------------------------- 286
Air Force adds - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  110

Total ----------------------------------------------- 1,003

Production
Run A:

Airframe ------------------------------------------- 1157
Engine ---------------------------------------------- 248
Air Force adds' -------------- ---------------- 104

Total ---------------------------------- ------- 1,500

Run B:
Airframe - 1,405
Engine -----.------------ 220
Air Force ads -------------------------------------- 120

Total -- ------------------- ---------------------- 1745

Run 0 (5 A/0):
Airframe ----- -------------------------------------- 74
Engine ------- -------- ------------ 17

Total ------------------------ ---------------------- 91

Total ---------------------- -------------------- 4848
includes test support, engineering change orders, studies prior to contract award, first

destination transportation charges, base, and depot AGE.
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The run B figures reflect the application of the repricing formula but do not
show the allocation of costs back to run A as has been done in the funding plan.

The cost study was made in September 1968. The results of this cost study be-
came the October 1968 estimate of $4848 million.

INCLUSION OF COST OF SPARES IN ESTIMATE

Mr. SIKES. The sum of $5.2 billion has been used as the estimate of
the current cost rather than $4.3 billion. This includes a $855 million
for spares. We have always known spares would be required so why
wasn't an estimate of the cost of the spares included in the target cost
and ceiling price estimates from the beginning?

General JEFFPfly. General Riemondy will speak to that. He is direc-
tor of supply, Air Force Headquarters.

General RIEMoNDY. As I indicated, the cost of spares is really an
operational cost associated with the aircraft. The figure that you
quoted there, Mr. Chairman, of $855 million really was an estimate
made up by the Air Force Logistics Command in trying to price out
the next 5 years' programs, the operating programs, and incidentally,
that $855 million includes about $15 mi lion for construction. So we
are only talking about $840 million which would be the estimate that
they submitted to us.

Incidentally, in that $840 million is also a figure for expected modi-
fications which would have to be made to this airplane through 1974.

Mr. Simms. I don't think you are getting to the point of it. You
knew we were going to have these costs. Why weren't they included in
the target costs and the ceiling price from the beginning?

General RIE31ONDY. Because they are not a part of the cost of the
contract to acquire the airplane. We did make an estimate back in
1964, in October of 1964, as to what the initial spares might cost, asso-
ciated with the procurement of 120 airplanes. At that time we esti-
mate that the initial spares would cost about $307 million. This figure
was arrived at by taking the flyaway.cost of the airplane that we esti-
mated at that point in time and multiplying it by a percentage factor.
This is the way we normally estimate the amount of initial spares we
would normally buy when we acquire a new aircraft.

Mr. SIKEs. But a more accurate fiscal picture would have been
presented, and there would have been less explanation required now,
if all this had been included in the original cost.'General RxE~oXNDr. Let me again address the $840 million then.
The $840 million is the projection of cost to fly this airplane from
1969, through 1974. Had we made a 5-year projection, something

parable to what we made in October 1968, had we made a 5-year
projection in October 1964, related to what it would cost to fly
airplanes for 5 years, that is, from 1964 through 1969, there wouldn't
hae been any cost because we didn't intend to fly any airplanes until
Jtne of-1969- when the first production operational airplane would
have, been delivered to the Air Force. So we are mixing apples and
oranges, Mr. Chairman. That is what I have been attemting to say.

I may say, Mr. Chairman, this is part of the confusion t at has been
appearing in- the newspapers, based upon information that has been
l6iovided by a -crtain employee of th6 U.S. Air Force. He has been
mixing apples and oranges also and included in the statement in
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the press of $2 billion cost overrun, one of the most recent estimates
he included was $967 million for "spares."

Mr. AxrNiEWs. Are you refering to Mr. Fitzgerald?
General RIBMONDY. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Has he been demoted?
General RIEMONDY. No, sir; not to my knowledge. He is still in the

same job for which he was hired, as was explained by Secretary
Nielson, who happens to be his boss, before the Armed Services Com-
mittee the other day.

Mr. ANDREWS. I have read through this most hurriedly and it seems
some effort was made to downgrade him, demote him or transfer him.

General RIENONDY. I wouldn't know of that, sir.
Mr. SIKES. In view of the fact that no estimate is included of the

cost of initial spares in the cost estimates for new aircraft presented to
Congress, in order to get a better picture of the impact of a new air-
craft program on the Treasury, the committee will then have to de-
mand estimates of the initial spares costs. If an aircraft, in its entirety,
can be estimated in cost, surely based on experience and that informa-
tion, some reasonable estimate for initial spares could be made at that
time.

General RIEMONDY. I agree wholeheartedly, Mr. Sikes, and we do
make such an estimate. Generally it is based on past experience and
we arrive at a factor, a percentage factor, and we apply this factor
then against the acquisition cost of the aircraft. And, incidentally, our
latest estimate was predicated again on such a factor and inasmuch as
the estimated flyaway cost of the airplanes went up, when we applied
that constant factor we arrived at a higher estimate for our initial
spares. I talked to the $482 million this morning, which is the figure
in our approved force and financial plan through 1974.

FIRMNESS OF PRESENT COST ESTIMATE

Mr. SIKES. How firm do you consider the estimate of $5.2 billion
for the C-SA aircraft program to be at this time, including aircraft
spares?

General JEirup.Y'. We do n6t consider it firm at this time, Mr. Chair-
man. As I attempted'to explain this morning, this figure includes, in
addition to the program costs, or the Lockheed cost and the General

Jle tric Icost it includes the initial spares; the replenishment, spares,
modifications and other support, plus somn interna lAir Force requests
that have not been approved by theBAir Force. . .

All of these things have been added together to arrive at this figure.
We don't recognize this as having any official status in this program
at all. We only mentioned it this morning to indicate to the committee
where it had come from and how it had been arrived at.

TOTAL VEXPENTDU tMRFrEtt AIRCRAFT

Mr. RuODEs. Is my aritlimetic correct that this-is about $43 million
a copy for these planes, and that isn't firm I

General JFmM'r. No, Air; I am not'familiar with where you got that
figure. I haven't heard it expressed before , -

-Mr. RHfoDmS. You said 120 airplanes for $5.2 billion, didn't you?
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General JEFFREY. The $5.2 billion figure has no validity. We don't
recognize it as a figure.

Mr. RHODES. What figure do you recognize?
General JEFFREY We recognize a figure of $4,348 million.
Mr. RiTODFs. To buy how many airplanes?
General JE1FREY. This is without spares. 120 airplanes.
Mr. SIKs. What is your estimate for spares on top of the $4,348

million?
General RIEMONDY. Spares to operate the aircraft how long, Mr.

Chairman?
Mr. SiKEs. Initial spares.
General RIEMONDY. Initial spares we are estimating at this time to

cost us $482 million. This includes about $87 million to satisfy a cer-
tain wartime condition.

Mr. SiKES. You know you are going to buy those spares.
General RIEMtoNDY. Yes, sir.
Mr. SiKEs. Then that gives you a total of $4.830 billion for 120 air-

craft. Is that correct, according to the October 1968 figure?
General JEFFREY. If you addthose together; yes, sir.
Mr. RHODES. $4.830 billion?
Mr. SIKncs. Yes.
Mr. RHODE S That is about $40 million a copy and, taking your fig-

ures of $4.3 billion it is still $35 million a copy. Is that about right?
Mr. ANDREWS. $36,230,000.
General MoNIcKLE. Including R. & D.
Mr. ANDREWS. Well, that is all part of the cost.
Mr. SiKES. Does this include ground support equipment, construc-

tion, other costs that you know must be included?
General JEFFREY. In which figure, sir?
Mr. SYKES. $4.830 billion.
General JEFFREY. The $4.830 billion does not include military

construction.
Mr. SImEs. You say that is $15 million?
General JEFmY. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIXms. What about ground support equipment?
General JFmFr.y. It does include ground support equipment. Pecu-

liar ground support equipment.
Mr. SiKzs. Then we are up to $4.845 billion as the October 1968

figure. How firm do you consider that estimate to be?
General Jmmmy. 'We consider that estimate to be firm, sir.
Mr. RHoDo. Mr. Chairman, maybe the other members of the com-

mittee knew that this plane was going to cost this much per copy,
but I certainly didn't have the slightest idea.

Mr. AiwPaws. Read that testimony
Mr. RHODE. I don't know how much longer we can get the American

taxp ayers to support things like this. This is beyond belief, a $40
million airplane. Seriously, gentlemen, how much longer do you think
the taxpayers are going to fund things like this You have a tax-
payers' revolt on your hands right now.

general MoNicmu." Sir, this airplane will haul cargo on a ton-mile
basis at half the cost of the 0-141-,.

. j
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.1r. RIHODFS. General, that is a projection.
I hope you are right. I have heard figures like this before. Some

iave proved to be about right and some have proved not to be right
at all. I do not, think that answer would satisfy a group of irate tax-
)ayers. We are going to have to find a better way than this to do
businesss in the future, as I can see. This is beyond belief.
General JEFFrEY. Certainly we recognize the cost growth in the air-

plane. As members of the Air Force and as taxpayers, we are con-
cerned about this. In mitigation, however,. we would like to request
that the committee listen to what we would plan to replace with these
airplanes and the resultant number of squadrons.

Colonel GRossMiiLm. All of our studies have indicated that we
will have a greater capability at less operating cost when we have the
C-SA squadron in the Strategic Airlift Force. For instance, in fiscal
1966 we had some 65 squadrons of strategic airlift in the Active
Force and the Reserves.

General JEFFRFY. These are all types of transport and cargo
airplanes.

Colonel Gr ossP 1,LLEn. At the present time we have 58 squadrons in-
cluding the active and reserve in the Strategic Airlift. We will phase
out all of the Reserve Strategic Airlift by 1974 and have 11 Air Force
Reserve associate units with our C-141s. We will also have three Air
National Guard associate units. At that time, in fiscal year 1974, we
will have a force of 20 strategic airlift squadrons, including the six
C-5A squadrons and the 14 C-141 squadrons. We will have phased
out of the Active Force the older C-133's and the older C- 1 24's which
are very expensive to operate and very costly in 0. & M. funds and
spare parts. We would estimate that our capability to carry cargo
will increase by three times the present capability at only a slight
increase in cost operation at that time and enable us to move the
70 percent of the air mobile divisions' heavy equipment, which is
now too large to be carried in any of the active jet aircraft.

Mr. RnoDEs. Colonel, if you had the whole pro ected fleet of C-5A's
in service today, and you had phased out all of the airplanes which
you just mentioned, what would be the difference in your operating
costs annually ? How many dollars would you save annually?

General JFFREY. Let me see if I understand your question. That is,
if we phased these 65 squadrons down to the 20 that he referred to.

Mr. RHODES. Yes.
General JEFFREY. What would be the difference in the operating

cost of the 20 squadrons as compared to the 65?
Mr. RhODES. If I understand the point you are getting to, by buying

the C-SA you are going to save rather huge sums of money in opera-
tion and maintenance and the related costs. All I am trying to do is
help you arrive at a dollar figure as to how much you are going to
save by this buy which you make.

Colonel GRdOS'INILLER. We will have to supply that for the record.
Mr. RIODES. I would imagine you would. If you would, I think it

would be very helpful.
Colonel GiiossMILLE. We will extend that out to the fiscal year 1974

time period.
32-845-69-pt. 3----59
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(The information follows:)

SAVINGS IN OPERATIONAL COSTS RESULTING FROM C-5A OPERATION

The fiscal year 1964 strategic airlift force, consisting of 35 Active and 30 Re-
serve Force squadrons, was capable of generating 494 million ton-miles (SMTM)
in a 30-day wartime period. The annual operating cost for this fiscal year 1164
force, converted to fiscal year 1969 dollars, was $568.6 million. The programed
fiscal year 1974 strategic airlift force, consisting of 20 active squadrons aug-
mented with 14 associate units, will be capable of generating 1,579 million ton-
miles on the same basis. The annual operating cost for the fiscal year 1974 force,
in fiscal year 1969 dollars, Is programed to be $576.2 million. Although the total
fleet annual operating cost has increased slightly, the capability generated has

increased by 1,085 million ton-miles. Thus, while the average cost per 30-day
wartime ton-mile (TM) in fiscal year 1964 was $1.15, it will be reduced to $0.36,
a savings of $0.79 per ton-mile, for fiscal year 1974. In addition to this cost
saving, we will have the added advantage of a more modern, flexible, all-jet fiett
with which we can provide better service.

PERCENTAGE OF SPARES TO BE PL'IC'IIASED FIIOM[ LOCKIIEI)

MrN1r. SKiES. What dollar value of initial spares will be purchased
from Lockheed?

General 1RIEMONDY. We are estimating at this time it will be on thle
order of about $200 million. About 54 percent of that $482 million will
go to GE. However, the balance of it for the most part will go to the
airframe manufacturer. It may not necessarily all go to 1,i0klied.
WVo may buy directly from the vendors as we provision on the items.

Mr. SIK=a. Can you tell us at this time what the dollar value of
initial spares will be purchased through Lockheed?

General RIEmONDY. No, I cannot, not definitely. We estimated some-
where on the order of $200 million.

Mr. SIKES. What part of the spares not made by Lolkheed will (le-
rive a profit to Twckheed thluough the subcontractors? Can you answer
that ?

General RIZMONDY. I cannot give you an answer to that because we
vave not as yet identified what the spares really are. We are still

identifying them as we go along.

FIRST 'C---5A' COST ESTIMATE GIVEN COM13U TTEE

Mr. SIKFS. The C-5A program, first referred to as the CX-IILS
for "heavy logistics support aircraft," was first funded in fiscal yea'
1964 with money from the emergency fund. The appropriations were
first requested in fiscal 1965. Can you tell us at this l)oint what cost
figures were presented to Congress for the fiscal 1965 request?

Provide that for the record.
(The information follows:)

FISCAL YEAR 1965 COST FIGURES PRESENTED TO THE CONGRESS/C-SA

"Approximately $900 million" was the estimate of the total cost of development
for the CX-IILS presented to the House Appropriations Committee during the
hearings on the fiscal 1965 request.

INCREASE IN UNIT COST OF C-5A

Mr. SINES. On April 25, 1966, in the hearings on the fiscal 196'
budget, the committee was told. that Ihe estimated unit flyaway cost
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of C-SA aircraft over the 115 production aircraft program was $17
million. The comparable estimate today is what--$40 mi-lon?

Colonel BuojuxoHiM. The comparable estimate today to that fig-
ure would be $26.9 million, sir.

Mr. Siuxs. Did the estimate reflect the best information available
at that date?

Colonel BUCKINOHAM. Yes, sir.
Mr. SnxEs. I am going to have to go back to the figure of $4,845

million for 120 aircraft which certainly figures $40 million a copy.
How do you get $26.9 million?

Colonel BUOKINGHAM. Sir, that is broken down this way. Flyaway
cost would be $26.9 million, which compares to the $17 million figure.
In addition, we have peculiar support which brings that cost up to
$29.096 million. Then we add a pro rata share of the initial spares
of. $4.197 million and a pro rata share of the development which
amounts to $8.363 million and come up with approximately $41.7
million.

COST ESTIMATES GIVEN LAST YEAR

Mr. SunEs. The R.D.T. & E. hearings last year on March 5, 1968,
the Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for Research and Develop-
ment in response to questions about costs of the C-SA program stated:
"We believe it is within the range between the target and ceiling
costs at the moment."

In the same hearing the Deputy Chief of Staff for Research and
Development stated: 'The average weapon system cost for for the
planned procurement of 115 aircraft is $19.6 million per copy.

How (1o these statements stand up under present cost estimates?
You can prepare an answer on that for the record. We have be-

labored it suficiently I think to take time on it now.
(The information fllows ;

COMPARISON OP C0STS AS STATEIY IN FISCAL YEAR 1969 R.D.T. & E. HEARINGS WITIH
CURRENT ESTIMATES/C-5A

The production cost presented in 1968 for 15 aircraft was $2,259 million (whclit
Included data, age, and training).'

A,2,256 million '"
,59 ionraft ---$19.6 million per aircraft
115 aircraft

The present estimate of production cost for 115 aircraft Is $3,346 million.

$3,346 million=29.1 million per copy
115 aircraft

Mr. SIKFs. Was there information available in the Air Force on
March 5, 1968, which would have, if presented to the committee, given
a more accurate picture of C-5A costs?

General JrEFFY. No, sir, there was not.
At that time I believe General Crow indicated to the committee

that he would not have been surprised if the costs were not short by
$250 million. He indicated a possible increase of $250 million. That
was in fact based upon information that was available to us at that
time. Additional information did not become available concerning
further increases in cost until after those leariugs.
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COST OVEIRUN COM ONSO*s0, FISCAL' YEARW .I960 VS.. FISCAL YJLR: 1970 FoR C-5A

Mr. SwiEs. On October 9,168,Y a mc~iorandum signed by tlhe Deputy
Auditor Gendral of the Air Force stated that a cost study oerf*rmedl
by the systems command indicated a potential over run of :5 o0 mflion.
Was the systems command study the first indication thaf th Air Force
had of the magnitude of the cost overruns bi the C-5A program?

General JRFFREY.,No, sir. The date slips nij mind exdct1y,.but be-
ginning in about May of last year we received our first indication that
there was going to be a signihfi'ant increase in cost, or overceiling con-
dition on .the production run A of the first 58 airplanes. That figure
was refined as the result of a further detailed cost estimate and was
upped to the figure that you mentioned, and subsequently as a result
of further analysis in October of 1968 was confirmed at a figure of
$671 million over ceiling on the part of Lockheed at the end of pro-
duction run A. So-that was aninterim figure.

Mr. SIKEs. The committee was informed of cost overruns in the. C-5A
program last year. Data placed in the record on page 188 of part II of
the hearings indicated that the estimated production cost of 115 air-
craft had risen from $1.838 billion to $2.140 billion. For the record,
tell us the presently estimated total which compares with these figures.
Tell us what they include and what they omit.

(The information follows:)

COST OVERRUN COMPARISONS, FISCAL YEAR 1969 vs. FISCAL YEAR 1970 FOR -5A

The $1.838 and $2.140 billion are the flyaway costs for 115 production aircraft.
The current estimate is $3.098 billion. These figures include the airframes and
engines but exclude training equipment, AGE (Aerospace Ground Equipment)
and technical manuals/publlcations.

Mr. SIxEs. In the procurement hearings of last year, on March 26,
the information was developed that while the Air Force was still offi-
cially carrying the $3.2 billion as the total cost of the C-5A program,
the Air Force acknowledged that for a part of the program, cost over-
runs were likely, "even though the total cost history of the program
will turn out to be excellent."

It would appear that while possible cost overruns were acknowl-
edged, an effort was made to minimize their importance. I would like
a statement for the record on that.

(The information follows:)
TENDENCY TO MINIMIZE IMPORTANCE OF COST OVERRUNS/C--SA

At the time we appeared before Congress for the fiscal year 1969 budget we
did have indication of some overrun and we identified this in several ways. We
Identified a figure of approximately $250 million that we expected the contractor
to be above target. We gave a background estimate of $3.3 billion and described
the situation as one in which we expected a 10 percent program increase. These
statements reflected undue optimism but were based upon the best information
available at that time. In retrospect we were not far enough along in the pro-
gram to have enough actual cost data as a basis on which to justify the
optimistic predictions we made at that time. We are still dealing with esti-
mate but now have additional data which we consider sufficient to serve as
the basis for projecting significant cost increases with reasonable assurance
that they are within normal estimating accuracies. At no time has there. been
an effort to minimize the importance of 'cost overrups. On the contrary, as evi-
denced by our testimony on the fiscal year 1970 budget we have provided the
Congress with our best current judgment of total program cost even though our
estimate Is higher than those presently estimated by the contractor and OSD.
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OPERATION OF REPRICING FORMULA

Mr. SIKUES. The request before the committee for $481 million is for
23 aircraft. The sum of $72.2 million was appropriated last year for
advance procurement items for these aircraft. The 23 aircraft are
a part of the "Production Run B." Under the repricing formula in the
C-5A contract, if the actual costs involved in production run A exceed
target costs by more than 30 percent, the excess percentage over 30
percent is multiplied by a factor of 1.5 and the target cost for the
optional production run B is increased by that percentage. Also, if
the actual cost exceeds the target cost by more than 40.5 percent, then
the excess percentage over 30 percent is multiplied by a factor of 2
rather than 1.5. Not only is the target cost foi production run B in-
creased by this method, 'but the increase will be added in appropriate
increments to the unit billing prices of the 115 production aircraft,
the 53 production run A and the 57 production run B.

What is the actual cost above target cost of production run A, both
in dollars and as a percentage, today? What is the currently estimated
cost above target for production run A?

You can provide that for the record.
(The information follows:)

AcTUAL VER SUS TARGET COST FOt Rui A/iux B/C-SA
Lockheed, as of May 4, 1969, based on actual run A work-in-process data, hasincurred 71 percent or $572 million of the $810 million run A target cost.
It must be noted that Lockheed will continue to spend run A money several

years In the future because the last run A aircraft is scheduled for delivery In
June 1971.

The Air Force current estimated cost above target to produce run A is $788
million.

Mr. SiEs. In view of the repricing formula which provides that the
unit cost of production run B is based on over target costs in produc-
tion run A, can we be sure of what the unit costs in production run B
will be before delivery of all aircraft under production run A has been
accomplished ?

General JFmY. I believe we can, sir.
Mr. SIKEs. You can study that and modify your answer accordingly.
(The information follows:)

ASSURANCE OF RUN B UNIT COSTS BEFORE DELIVERY OF ALL RuN A C-SA's

Through fiscal year 1969, approximately 95.6 percent of $959 million of theR. & D. program has been provided. Similarly, we are in the final program year
for the production aircraft in run A. With this kind of experience behind us,
and within the present capabilities of cost estimating techniques, we feel confi-
dent of what the costs for run A will be. However, according to the ternis of the
contract, actual unit costs for run B cannot be determined until 60 days after
delivery of the last aircraft of production run A. At that time, adjustments tothe unit costs for run B will be accomplished in accordance with the terms of
the contract.

Mr. SIKES. The run A delivery schedule ends in July 1971. Will
it be necessary that the committee and the public wait until after July
of 1971 to know the actual cost of the 23 aircraft you now are asking
this committee to fund?

General JEFFREY. Yes, sir.
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IfMr. A nrF.ws. Information given to the committee reports that, ac-
cording to Air Force estimates, the cost, of run A, computed according
to the repricing clause, will exceed the target cost of that run by 83.4
percent. This percentage exceeds the target. cost by more than 40.5
percent and the excess over 30 percent, 53.4 percent, must be multiplied

y a factor of two, which is 106.8 percent, in order to arrive at the
cost for run B. When this is computed, instead of being $489.9 million
as fixed by the contract, the cost for run B would be a new target cost.
of $1,013,100,000. It is further indicated by this increase in the ceiling
price the Government will assume a $680.3 million increase in price
and the contractor's loss due to overrunning the ceilhng price wil be re-
duced from $1,155.3 million to $475 million. Do you agree with these
computations?

General J FFREY. Sir, I would like to request permission to study
those computations. The numbers are a little too fast for me to men-
tally absorb. May we analyze those figures and supply that informa-
tion for the record I

Mr. ANDREWS. I wish you would.
If you do not agree to the computation, state the reasons therefor.
General JFFTREY. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

17LTIMATE COST DUE TO REPRICINo FORMULA

The figures you hove quoted are correct. However, your loss figures of $475
million did not consider the Air Force estimate of $190 million as the amount
Lockheed will be paid for abnormal escalation In the economy. Subtracting the
$190 million from the $475 million we arrive at the Air Force estimate of Lock-
heed's loss at the end of run B of $285 million.

Mr. AN-mnws. What values were given to the repricing formula in
arriving at your $24 million price estimate for the 23 aircraft re-
quested- Do you anticipate requesting additional money to complete
these same aircraft next yearV

General Jit~ y. No, sir; we do not.
Mr. AmREws. What about the first part of the question?
General JEFFREY. Would you repeat the question, please ?
'Mr. ANDRWS. What values were given to the repricing formula

in arriving at your $24 million price estimate for the 23 aircraftrequested
Colonel DAvis. The value that was given was the estimate of the

actual cost to produce the given aircraft.

UNIT COST OF O-5A AIRCRAr

Mr. LipscoMB. I believe that in testimony earlier today when the
unit price and flyaway price came up a different figure was given than
the V24 million figure. Could we go through those again?

Colonel BucKNoHAx. The figure of $24 million relates to the 23
aircraft in the fiscal 1970 buy.

The fire I gave this morning was $29.09 million which was an
average Y0r the total buy of 115 aircraft. That is the procurement cost
only that I am citing now.

Mr. LwscouB. The $29.09 million?
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Colonel BUCKINOHAM. Yes, sir. On a programing basis you go back
to the fiscal 1967 aircraft and come down a curve. They are starting
out, if ym prorate this tiing across the total contract for the 115 air-
craft, very 'stee ply at. the beginning. It works down to where youget out to fiscal 197. ona un1t weapon systeni, we are paying $21.45

inillion for each aircraft. Starting in fiscal 1967 for the eight aircraft
we are paying $71.7 million. I want to point out that there is about
$250 million worth of nonrecurring-type costs like tooling, which are
sunk costs. So, all the airplanes we are going to produce later are
going to be much cheaper, obviously.

Mr. Lrwscomn. Is the $29.09 million the unit cost as defined in your
procurement program on exhibit P-1 I Are we talking about the same
thing?

Colonel BucKxINo.qi. That is correct.
Mr. Liwsco in. Win. t does the $29.09 million cover?
Colonel Buciu.wiuo..i. That is the average for eacl of the 115 air-

craft in the total buv. It is only aircraft 1)rocuelieilt, cost, which is
con parable to P-1-ty )o cost information.

General ,IE'FI.IX. t does not include research and developillent.
M[r. ILi rsco.-mn. And wlat was your explanation of how you get down

to the figure of the $24.052 million unit cost oil this buy of 23?
Colonel Bu]CKINTOI. . That is the unit, gross weapon system cost,

tlhe normal P-I-type cost information we provide to the committee and
ive fo year . Ii. includes the gross flyaway and I he peculiar Support
for the aircraft. It is the fiscal 1970 prograin figure for those aircraft
coining down tile curve that I mentioned where you start out very
steep and come on down to an end position of around $21.4 million in
seal 1972.

Mr. LiPSCOMB. Usually, as more planes are produced, the unit cost
goes down.

Colonel BIucKINatNi. That. is what is ha pi)ening here.
Mr. LiIPsco-MBn. But where do you get. the $29.09 million?
Colmel Buc'Kiu.ctW.. That is the average from fiscal 1967 through

fiscal 1972.
Mr. L iuscon. If it is going down. how do you get the average to

go up to $29 million? We'have never before haad a figure this high for
this C-SA.

General J F'REY. May I read the figures for the record?
For the fiscal 1967 biy of eight airplanes, the unit weapon cost, was

$71.725 million. For fiscal 1968, 18 airplanes, $35.74 million. For 1969,
for 27 airplanes, it was down to $25.43 million. For 1970 and 1971,
$24.06 million; and for 1972, $21.45 million. When we averaged that
across the board we arrived at the $29.095 million figure.

Mr. LiPSCOMB. When did you arrive at those costs?
General Jp'imFy. I beg your pardon, sir?
Mr. ILIPSCOMB. When did you arrive at those costs? That is com-

pletely different than was indicated to the committee a year ago.
General ,TFrnimY. These were the October 1968 figures; were they

not?
Colonel Bu('KiNotm. Yes, sir.
General ,JEFFREY. These were arrived at in October 1968, sir, based

upon the overceiling l)rojections that we arrived at. at that time. The
testimony last year on the March figures did not reflect the cost, in-
creases to which we have referred here.
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Mr. LiPSCOM31B. A year ago you were figuring what in your procure-
ment program? What did you figure C-SA at, do you remember?

General Prrs. The unit weapon comparable figure?
Mr. Lipscomi. Yes, we have been talking about the procurement

unit cost.
General JEFREY. Ve estimated to the committee last year that from

information available at the time we could see a possible $250 million
cost overrun on the program. In procurement only our average unit
weapon system cost last year over the total program was $19.64
million.

Mr. Liascom. And the year before that it was $17 million.
General JEFREY. I do not have that.
General PiTTs. $18.4 million is the comparable figure estimated the

year before, sir-in the January budget..
Mr. RHODES. The figure you are giving now is the last airplane you

buy in 1972, is that correct? Is that the 120th one?
General JE FEY. This would be the average of them all, the 120.
Mr. RHODES. How could that be when we just took the figure of

$4.8 billion which was your figure and divided by 120 and got $10
million per copy? How do you get that down to 29?

General JEFFREY. Sir, as we mentioned the research and develop-
ment costs are not included.

Mr. RHoDEs. In the figure you just gave Mr. Lipscomb?
General JEFFREY. That is right. This is not a peculiar way to report

on the C-5. This is the customary way in which these weapon system
costs are reported when we are addressing them in the context of the
"Aircraft procurement" appropriation request.

Mr. RHIODES. I did not indicate that it was peculiar. I am just trying
to understand what you are doing.

General ,JEFFREY. Yes, sir.
Mr. RODES. So the R. & D. funds are completely out of the account-

ing when you arrive at the figure you just gave Mr. Lipscomb of
$29 million average?

General JEFFREY. That is right, sir.
Mr. RiODr.s. And the last uy, th'e 120th airplane costs how much?
General JEFFREY. The $29 million figure represents an average

across the total buy of 120 airplanes.
The last buy, my figures indicates to be $21 million, or $21.45 mil-

lion per airplane weapon system cost. May we indicate also other items
that are not included in the $29 million figure in addition to research
and development. Initial spares, aircraft modification replenishment
spares, administrative charges, common AGE, component improve-
inent program, and the research and development go to take that figure
up to that which you mentioned.

Mr. Riiowus. You do not have technical ord-ers in there and
publications?

General JEFFREY. They are in the initial $29 million figure.
Mr. RHODES. I am glad to hear it.
Mr. SrKEs. What is the cost of an engine for this aircraft? What

is the average cost considering the total bu-y?
General JEFFREY. The average unit cost of this engine is $924,000.
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PERCENTAGE OF DIVISION EQUIPMENT THAT CAN BE CARRIED

Mr. Si;r:s. Do I understand that this aircraft is expected to trans-
port TO percent of division equipment?

General JEFFREY. No. The C-5A will be capable of carrying about
99 percent of a combat division's equipment.

Mr. SIKFS. What percentage of division equipment will the C-141
transport?

General ,JEFFREY. May we supply that for the record?
(The information follows:)

PERCENT OF Divisio. EqurPMENT A C-141 CAN TRANSPORT

The Bell HU-1B (Huey) and Boeing Vertol CH-47 (Chinook) represent
approximately 70 percent of an airmobile division's unit heavy equipment.
With major disassembly the Huey can be transported in the C-141; the
Chinook cannot. Minor reassembly is a matter of several hours; major reas-
senibly requires several days. However, with only minor disassembly to enable
quick reassembly In the combat zone, only the C-5A can carry these helicopters.
The C-141 can airlift approximately 50 percent of an airmobile division's unit
equipment by weight. The C-5A can airlift 100 percent of an airmobile unit
equipment by type and weight.

REVIEW OF XT-UM3BER OF C-5A'S TO BE PROCURED

Mr. STKES. General McNickle, your statement indicated that in
light of increased costs, the total number of C-5A's to be procured will
be reexamined. Does that indicate that the 120 may not be a firm
figure ? There may be a reduction ?

General MCNICKLE. Sir, at the time the run B option was picked
up, the commitment was only for the 4th squadron. It was stated
that the decision to commit for the 5th and 6th squadrons would
not be made until a later date. A commitment was not made at that
time for the complete buy of run B.

A [r. SIKES. Do you anticipate, or rather, what do you anticipate
night cause a cutoff short of the 120 ?

General MCNICKLE. If the cost continues to go up, we will care-
fully review the program at that time.

Mr. SIRES. What will be the total number of aircraft at that time?
General JEFFREY. This will be when we go beyond the 81 airplanes

to which we are committed at this time.
Mr. SixEs. How high do you think that the unit cost of the aircraft

would have to climb before it becomes sufficiently expensive to require
a cutoff in procurement?

General MCNICKLE. I think that would depend on the economy at
the time. If the entire economy goes up rather than just the C-5, then
the increase would not be too meaningful. What I am saying is if it
is strictly due to inflation in the economy as a whole, that would be
different than having the C-5 escalate out of proportion to the rest
of the economy.

Mr. SIKEs. There is a distinct possibility that Congress will require
a cutoff if this continues to climb. I am sure you realize this.

General McNICiKLE. Yes, sir.
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RUN A UNIT COST IF RUN B OPTION Is NOT EXERCISED/C-5A

Mr. SIKES. If the Air Force had not exercised the option to buy the
production run B aircraft and the repricing formula, would not, have
operated, what would the unit weapon system cost of the production
run A have been?

(The information follows:)

RUN A UNIT COST IF RUN B OPTION Is NoT EXERCISE/C-5A

$28.5 million.

Mr. SIKES. How much money would the airframe contractor have
lost if the production run B option had not been exercised?

(The information follows:)

LOSS TO AIRFRAME/RuN B, C-A OPTION NOT EXERCISED

The Air Force estimate is that the airframe contractor will lose about $070
million if we do not buy the 57 run B aircraft.

ALTERNATIVES TO C-5A PROCUREMENT

Mr. SIKES. Before exercising the option, and in view of the rising
costs which were known at that time, what Air Force studies were
made of funding alternative means of airlift?

(The information follows:)

ALTERNATIVES TO C-5A PROCUREMENT

The -SA is the only aircraft in existence, or planned, that is configured for
operating in a military environment demanding rapid on load/off loading of
equipment outsize to the C-141. There is no airlift alternative to this resource.

A review of the mobility force requirements studies which led to the develop-
ment of the C-5A and the size of the C-5A force did not support a reduction in
the program. Other airlift resources, including commercial augmentation, have
been an Integral part of the evaluations made to establish C-5A force require-
ments.

Mr. SIKES. The Boeing Co. has produced a Jar e transport aircraft,
the 747. This aircraft has been developed by tle company .without
-Government money. It is close to the C-5 'insize and is said to be
available for tibout $22 million a copy. Before exercising the option to
buy another 57 C-5A aircraft under' production run B. what considera-
tion did the Air Force give to termination of the C-5 program and
procurement of 747 aircraft?

General JEFFREY. Sir, we looked at the 747 and did consider going
in that;, direction. We found, however, that, Boeing had configlred
this air plane since it' decided to build it, as a passenger-carrying air-
'plane. 1t had-incorporated escape provisions which were necessary
uider the FAA rules which would permit the passengers that miglt
be entrapped during, an accident, to escape. It had what we call in-
loaded floor to the airplane so that the floor to save weight was not
capable of handling the° heavy' equipment that we required to haul
in the airplane. Considerable redesign of the airplane would be nec-
essary in order to reconfigure it to meet our reqluiremeiits. Included
also would be the drive-t.Arough capability with fore and aft doors
which had also been eliminated from the airplane. It appeared to us
at the time that the best course of action to follow would be to continue
with our C-5 airplane.
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r'. SINES. What would have been the cost if you can provide an
estimate of the necessary modifications of the 747 to meet trai.port
requirements of the military service?

General JEFFIIEY. May I supply that for the record?
(The information follows:)

COST To MODIFY A 747 To MEET MILITARY TRANSPORT REQUIREMENTS

The modifications to the Boeing 747 necessary to satisfy the requirements of
the Air Force in ternis of a capability equal to the C-5A appear to be of a major
nature. For example, the 747 fuselage would require an aft opening to permit
drive-through operation and an airdrop capability. The structural changes, the
design and engineering of a door for in-flight operation, the consideration given
to pressurization capacity of the present 747 system in view of an additional
large fuselage opening requiring seals, the attendant static test program to
insure the strength of the structural changes, and the aerodynamic tests to con-
firm the door operation during in-flight opening are a few of the problems to be
considered. The 747 Is a low wing aircraft that has a 16-foot height from the
ground to cabin floor level. The C-5A is a high wing aircraft purposely so de-
signed to provide a cabin floor to ground height as low as possible to facilitate
cargo load/offoad. In addition the C-5A can kneel the landing gear an additional
3 feet level plus an aft or forward kneel to provide truck bed height loading.
Engineering redesign would be required to the 747 landing gear to provide an
equivalent capability. Also the 28 tires of the C--5A plus the incorporation of an
in-flight capability to reduce tire pressure give a landing foot print which allows
operation into short semiprepared airfields.

The 747 does not have this capability and design changes to the landing
gear system would be necessary. The avionics necessary to the military mission,
and not currently on the 747, includes multimode radar, station-keeping equip-
ment, long-range precision navigation equipment, and terrain following/avoid-
ance radar. Also an adaptation of an in-flight malfunction, detection. and
analysis system would be necessary to achieve the desired maintainability/
reliability responsiveness. An increase in 747 cost would be required to incorpor-
ate these operationally oriented equipment.

The 747 is not presently suited to the Air Force mission for which the C-5A
is designed. A complete cost analysis of modifications or design changes neces-
sary for the 747 to meet the Air Force requirement in terms of a capability equal
to the C-5A has not been accomplished. This would require an extensive design
and engineering effort to have any validity.

Mr. SIKES. Do you consider that the subject was fully explored and
not simply casually explored?

General JEFF'itEY. I think adequate exploration was given to this
subject, upon which to base a decision to proceed with the course of
action we did.

Mr. MTNSUIAL,. When was the decision made not to go the 747 route ?
General JEFFREY. Our decision to proceed with the additional op-

tion on the C-5 was in January of this year. So this was considered
within a. month or two prior to that time as this option date was
approaching, sir.

p gr. SIKES. I would like to have you review the steps taken in this
process of consideration for the record.

(The information follows:)

EXPLORATION OF PROCUREMENT 747's V, RS'S C-5 Opi'Iox

An examination of the Boeing 747, Including-a visit to the Boeing Co.. Seattle,
Wash., by the Assistant Secretary of the Air Force (Installations and Logisthes j,
was made in December 1968. The following factors eliminated the 747 from
further consideration at that time as a suitable substitute for additional ('-5A's

The 3-5A has a forward loading opening and an aft loading opening (both full
width), providing straight-through loading-the 74711-F has only a forward
opening.
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Thie C-5A features a kneeling landing gear plus integral ramps that enlance
quick turnaround with vehicular drive-on and drive-off capability- the 7.1713-F."
(foes not have kneeling gear or integral ramps, and the cargo floor is over l0
feet above the ground.

The C-5 A floor strength was designed to carry the heavy loads of military
vehicular equipment-the 7471-F floor will not carry these loads without
redesign.

The C-5A, with Its aft opening, can airdrop large and heavy e(uinpment-the
747B-F does not have this capability.

The C-5A has a high-flotation landing gear, with crosswind capability, that
enables It to operate from support area airfields. The 74713-F landing gear Is com-
patible with present-day paved runways and no operation in support area airfields
is possible.

The C-5A can accommodate 100 percent of the vehicular equipment of the
infantry division force. The 747B-F can accept 83 percent of this equipment by
numbers and 66 percent of the equipment by .,,eight.

The C-5A's pallet loading system, compatible with the 463L system, can ac-
commodate two pallets side by side straight-in loading at truck-bed height-the
747B-P can load only one pallet at a time and special loading equipment is re-
quired for the 16-foot height of the cargo floor.

The C-5A has the additional operational capabilities of station keeping equip-
meat for elements up to 36 aircraft to permit group operation in night and all-
weather conditions, long range precision navigation capability to free the air-
craft from dependence on ground navigation aids, and terrain avoidance radar
to limit exposure in a hostile environment-these capabilities would be addi-
tional to the 747B-F.

The C-5A maintains unit integrity by transporting the operational equipment
on, the cargo deck and the associated personnel on the upper deck-the 747B-F
does not have this capability.

The C-5A cargo compartment was designed to accommodate outsize cargo-
the 747B-P would have no outsize capability for equipment outsize to the Air
Force C-141, i.e., M-40 tank, tank recovery vehicles, cranes, tracked vehicular
and helcopters.

Payload and speed of the 747B-P over a longer range are higher, however,
other C-SA design chracterlstics based on total mission requirements in the mili-
tary environment outweigh the significance of this feature.

Although a complete cost analysis of the design changes necessary for the 747
to meet the Air Force requirement in terms of a capability similar to the C-hA
was not accomplished, the nature and magnitude of some of the obvious design
changes, as well as the time required for new development and engineering
effort, confirmed that the 747 alternative was not a suitable substitute for the

-hA.

Mr. MI SHALL. Will you give us the actual dates for that, when
the decision was madam?

General JEFFREY. That the decision was made not to go the 747
route?

Mr. MINSHALL. Yes.
(The information follows:)

DATh or DEcIsIoN NOT To CONSIDER 747 PROCUREMENT

The decision was made in December 1968.

Mr. SIKEs. The committee would like to know who actually made the
decision.

General JEFFREY. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIxvs. Or at what level.
(The information follows:)

The decision to exercise the option on the C-5A contract in January 1969
was based upon a request of the Secretary of the Air Force approved by the
Deputy Secretary of Defense.
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TERMINATION COSTS

Mr. SI]ES. If Congress were to refuse the appropriations you are
requesting for production run B aircraft, and you were forcedto ter-
minate the contract, what would the termination costs beI

General JwyRzsy.Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

TERMINATION COSTS/C-5A

Termination costs would be:
Million

Lockheed (airframe) ------------------------------------ $0. 5
General Electric (engines) ----------------------------------- 0

Above costs are based on the amount stipulated in the airframe and engine
contracts.

COST OF "RUN. A AIRCRAFT IF "RUN B" IS CANCELLED

Mr. SIXES. Are we in the position now that we must continue the
program through production run B or face an extremely high cost
for the aircraft procured?

General JF m'Ry. We are not faced with the situation where we have
to proceed with all of production run B. The costs of those airplanes
that we get up to the time of cutoff would, of course, be higher than
they would be if we proceeded throughout the program. That is true,
sir.

Mr. ANDREWS. I do not understand that. You have a contract here
for those first 58 planes. Why should that contract go higher?

You gave us a ceiling, you gave us a target, you gave us the con-
tract price.

General JEFFREY. Yes, sir.
I Mr. ANDmREws. I just cannot understand why planes procured under

run A, under the original contract, would be higher if you did not go
through with run B? You have a contract.

General JEFFREY, As far as cost to the Government is concerned, sir,
they would not. I was addressing the situation, as I understood the
chairman's question, if we stopped at 23 airplanes down the road or
at some other intermediate period, after w ich time the repricing
formula had been applied. Of course, the more airplanes that are
bought the cheaper they are.

Zf'. AND Ews. That is true of the 58 under the original contract.
General JEFFREY. At a firm ceiling.
Mr. ANDREWS. That is right. You had a lock-and-key job on them.
General JEFREV. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. You had a target and you had a ceiling.
General ,JhFFREY. Yes, sir, If we stopped at that point, we would

have known what the cost to us would have been and the cost to the
contractor would have been, as we indicated earlier, he would be out
of pocket $671 million.

Mr. ANDREWS. He would have been out of pocket, the contractor?
General JEFFREY. Yes; he would have been out of pocket.
Mr. ANDREWS. I am talking about the cost to the Government. I

cannot see how giving him an additional contract would make your
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first-run planes cheaper tothe Gobvefimenit when you had a contract
covering that first run.

'General JErkI"Y. NQ, sir; they would not.
Mr. Ai'nn~ws. I just want the record to be clear about that.
General JmEPiEY. Yes, Sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. The inference was that if you bought the second

run you made the first run cheaper.
General JEFFREY. I did not intend to do that. It is certainly not the

case.
MILITARY EFFECTS OF REDUCTION IN C-A FORCE

Mr. ANDR.ws. When the C-5A aircraft program was first presented
to the committee, a total force of 63 aircraft was proposed. Militarily,
what would be the effect of returning to this number as the total
buyI

General JEFFREY. This would represent just half of our current pro-
gram of six squadrons.

It would have been a three-squadron force.
Mr. Smis. I do not think that you have given the committee a

complete answer, and I suggest you prepare some tables which show
the comparison in men and/or equipment that could be transported
by the one versus the other, which would give us a military advantage
of 120 over 63.

General Jrmy. Yes, sir; I understand.
(The information provided the committee is classified.)
Mr. SIKES. Can you tell us what military commitments the 120-

plane force was designed to meet?
General JEFFREY. 1aNay we supply that for the record?
Mr. SIKES. Very welL.
(The information follows:)

MILITARY COMMITMENTS, C-5A

The C-A is part of our strategic mobility force which is made up of military
airlift, sealift, land- or sea-based prepositioned equipment, and the commercial
airlift and sealift which are available for use in an emergency. Studies by the
Joint Chiefs of Staff indicate that early and heavy deployments of U.s. forces
can significantly reduce the duration and cost of a war in terms of lives, equli)-
ment, and total forces committed. A less rapid deployment reduces the cost of
mobility forces but does so at the expense of the committed combat forces.

The strategic mobility force is designed to maintain the capability to meet
simultaneously -. The more probable contingencies.

PROCUREMENT SLIPPAGE

Mr. SIKXs. It has been reported that the C-5 procurement is cur-
rently 6 months behind schedule.

Is that correct?
General JEF.'REY. Yes; we anticipate the program will slip 6 months.
Mr. SIKES. So procurement aircraft deliveries will start in December

1969 instead of June 1969; is that right 9
General JEFFREY. Deliveries will aegin at that time. I was thinking

of the initial operational capability slippage of December 1969 to
June of 1970.
. :Mr. SiXEs. There is a penalty of $12,000 per day up to a maximum
of $11 million for slippage in the delivery schedule. Is this penalty
to be exercised?

.. I
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General J'FFREY. That lpenaty Will be negotiated depending upon
how much actual slippage there is on an individual airplane basis. That
is tile penalty, yes, sir.

Mr. SiEs. Why would there be nlgotiations?.
General .JEFFREY. I said that a 6-months slip has been negotiated.

On the other hand, the planes can be delivered or could be delivered
by the contractor sooner than this. So we would actually htave to deter-
mine exactly how many days each alrl)lane slil)ped and t hei apply the
penalty.

WEIGHT REDUCTION PRnOGRAm%

Mr. SiKES. We have discussed the weight of the aircraft earlier to-
day. For the record, tell us how close to specified weight the C(-5A is at
this time and what has been the cost of the weight reduction efforts?

General JEYFREY. Yes, sir.
([he information follows:)

C-5A 8,PEC1FIED WEIGHT VERSUS ACTUAL AND COST OF WEIGHT REDUCTION

The first operational aircraft (Ship No. 9) Is calculated by Lockheed to have
a weight empty of 320,203 pounds-394 pounds (0.1 percent) over the guaranteed
weight empty of 319,809 pounds. The SPO has estimated that No. 9 will weigh
321,000 pounds.. The first test aircraft (Ship No. 1) on May 29, 1969, weighed
7.663 pounds (2.4 percent) over the guaranteed weight empty. The kind of data
that would reflect the cost of weight-reduction efforts was not included In the
contractual data requirements. As such, the Air Force does not have the capa-
bility to develop the cost of the weight-reduction effort. In planning and evalu-
ating the weight-reduction effort, the contractor individually analyzed each po-
tential wveight-saving area and applied different cost per pound criteria depen-
dent iponi the material involved, the degree of difficulty, the inherent technical
problems. and the predicted results to be achieved. The final results were never
translated into total costs to the program.

Mr. SixEs. In order to reduce weight in the aircraft, several things
were done-a flap was redesigned and beryllium brakes added to the
aircraft. Were these changes ordered by the Air Force?

General JEFFREY. No, sir, they were not; these were contractor-
generated changes.

Mr. SIKES. At his expense?
General JFJx'PEY. They would cause the target to be exceeded and

they were part of the cost growth of the airplane.
Mr. SIXES. I assume they were changes that were concurred in by

the Air Force?
General JEFFREY. Not necessarily, sir; the provisions of the con-

tract did not provide that we had to approve changes that were made.
We were kept aware of changes and we reserved the right to disap-
prove, but we did not want to find ourselves in the position of having
to approve everything that occurred.

ECONOMIC INMATION

Mr. SIKES. The Air Force has indicated that economic inflation was
the cause of about $500 million of the over-target cost of the C-5A.
Is this figure borne out percentagewise by inflation on other aircraft
programs?

You can check that for the record.
General Prrrs. Yes, sir.
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(The information follows:)

EFFECT OF ECONOMIC INFLATION ON OTHER A/C PaooAuMs

Although the C-5A is unique in that the contract for the procurement of the
system Is different from that of other systems, economic inflation is not uniquely
associated with the C-5A program. Other programs during the same period and
In the same phase of development and acquisition would have experienced a
similar percentage of inflation in relation to the total program. This is not only
true of aircraft programs, but also of other goods and services that are procured
during any given period. This is borne out of the U.S. Department of Commerce
survey of current business.

Mr. SIKES. You might provide a table showing the comparison with
the cost of inflation on other aircraft.

(The following statement was supplied:)

COMPARISON OF INFLATION-C-5A VERsus OTHER AVC OVERTAROET COSTS-
REDESIGN WING, ETC/C-5A

Our estimate of inflation for the total C-5A program is based on general fac-
tors of the national economy'which change the value of a dollar. Since economic
inflation is not unique to the C-5A program other aircraft programs during the
same period and in a like phase of development and acquisition would have ex-
perienced a similar effect of Inflation on the total program. However, the C-5A
contract is unique in its treatment of projected inflation related to the value of
the contract by virtue of a contract clause on this specific item.

REDESIGN COSTS

Mr. SIKES. What is the amount of the overtaraet cost of the redesign
of the wing of the aircraft which was required, the redesign of the nose
section and redesign of the fairing which had to be carried out to
eliminate excess drag?

That can be provided for the record.
What is the total 'cost of Air Force changes in tle aircraft?
General J--r nY. It! is estimated to be $0 or $7 million at this time.

We will provide the'accurate figure for the record.
z(The information follows:)

TOTAL CosT/C-5A CUTANOES

*'The authorized but undefinitized changes to the Lockheed contract through rIun
B (115 aircraft) is estimated to be $10.8 million, as of April 30, 1968.

COST-PLUS-A-PERCENTAGE-OF-COST CONTRACTING

Mr. SIKES. Thereji a prohibition against cost-plus-a- percentage-of-
('9t contractingn. i'i1: repricing, forntda under whici the greater1' overrun 0t productions run A. the greater increase in target cost

and ceiling price on production run B cold be construed as cost-
plus-a-percentage-of-cost contracting provision. What is your com-
ment on this?

General JnjP y. I would liketo request that we be permitted to
supply that for the record.

(Theinfdrmation follows:)

Is C-5A REPRICINo FORHIULA A COST-PLUS-A-PERCENTAOE-OF-COST CONTRACTING?

It is recognized that a potential "reverse incentive" feature of the reprlling
formula may give rise to a cost-plus-a-percentage-of-'cost question. You may be
as-sured that the Air Force is aware of this consideration, and in implementing
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the option provision will do so consistent with the statutory requirement. Action
to date with respect to the option provision Is not in violation of the statutoryprohibition.

APPROP oIATION REQUEST FOR OVE TARGET COSTS

Mr. SIKES. You are requesting the appropriation of $225 million for
fiscal year 1969 and prior-year overtarget costs. Would you explain
this item in considerable detail, so that we may understand just why
we should appropriate this money? What overtarget costs are referred
to? Is $225 million the Government's part of the overtarget cost? If
so, what costs are being borne by the contractor? What would happen
if funds requested for the overtarget were not provided?

Make that available for the rec9 xd ...
(The information follows :)"

DESCRIPTION OF $251'AIHLLION OVERTARGET COSTS/JUSTIFCArIiN,
/ To APPROPRIATE, ETc( ..

The C-5A program fol fiscal years 1907,19,06, and 1969 was funded at the ta'rpt

price level. The current Air Force estimate i that both contActore will exceedt he ceiling for run A/The $225 iilhlion repr senfstat portion (from target p
to ceiling plus sinaiy amount of abnormal e clatiou)-of the cost-increase that
must be paid by tl Air Force. The overcel 1ii osts iWli result ih aoi estimated,
$441 million loss t Lockheed on run A., '$41 million addled to the $230
million loss on R. .T. & E. gives Lockh q !an . timatel $11 million loss at
the end of run A. he Air Force estimate %' that GenerPl'E:ctric will lose $12
million on run A. lie $12 ireilion added tlthe.$12 iIllion loss on RID.T. & E.
gives General Ele trie an estimated $24 million i'os; a tle iit of run A.

The contract re uires the 'Government to meetuf0lin requirements up to
ceiling plus abnoznail escaldtion. Fajl re to dbr66 wiuld require contract
renegotiation. I / .

EFC OF I'ROCUREMENT STRETT!'UT N cosrs

Mr. SikES. Wha'<would be theffect on the uiit cost of the q( 5
aircraft ifthe ~prod tion rAte ,ere slowed to one Ver-fnionth? /

Gan youtell us that? .
General JEFFREM. We'-wouId have to renegotiate the contrAt, Mr.

Chairman, if we did this."It would stretch the program '6ut to the
point that it could triple the leWf of time during '%.-1.eh'tfhe airplanes
were delivered. I would expect tliAthe- eosts of'thie airplanes would
increase substantially over those costs that have been reflected here
today. We can give you a more accurate answer if you so desire.

(The information follows:)

EFEEOT OF UNIT COST OF A ONE-PER-MIONTII PtODUCTION/'C-75A

The Air Force cannot forecast with any reasonable degree of accuracy the unit
cost impact of a one-a-month production rate. Manufacturing labor learning
curves would be flat, material purchases could not take advantage of large quan-
tity lot discounts, and reorder leadtinies and manufacturing cycles times would
Increase. Delivery time would be extended by a factor of three and would result
in higher labor rates associated with economic increases over a longer period
of time and the mix of a smaller labor force. The fixed portion of the overhead
pool would be applied to a smaller yearly labor base resulting in abnormally high
overhead rates per direct labor hour. The prime contractors would have to re-
negotiate all their contracts with vendors and suppliers to take into account
similar high cost perturbations. The overall total program base eligible for abnor-
mal fluctuations in economy would increase significantly. The subsequent in-
creased run A cost subject to the repricing formula would increase the cost to

82-845---69-pt. 8-80
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the Government astronomically. The contract as it exists today, including the
correction of deficiency clause, would have to be completely renegotiated. Not
only could the contractor drive a hard bargain to insure recoupment of potential
losses, but he could request all subsequent production buys to be incrementally
negotiated. Similarly, In dealing with his subcontractors, they could seek relief
for losses being currently incurred. For the above reasons, it is not possible to
estimate the effect on the unit cost at a one.per-month rate.

ADVANCE PROCUREMENT

Mr. SIKES. What is the requirement for $52 million for advance
procurement?

General PITrs. The $52, million is in the 1970 budget submission for
advance buy for 1971.

Mr. SIKES. Will you provide a breakdown for the record showing
what will be accomplished by that appropriation?

(The information follows:)

EXPLANATION OF ADVANCz Buy-$52 MILLXON/C-SA

The advance buy requirements in fiscal year 1970 for fiscal year 1971 are as
follows:

Dollars in
millions

Subcontract --------------------------------------------------- 45. 800
In plant material ------------------------------------------- 2. 900
Other ---------------------------------------------------- 3. 300

Total ----------------------------------------------- 52. 000

Mr. SIKs. The Johnson budget requested $28 million for advance
procurement. Does the revised request for $52 million indicate antici-
pated cost, increases, or does it result from other causes?

Colonel BuCKINGHA I. Sir, what happened to the original submis-
sion was that OSD arbitrarily reduced this in half. When we produced
evidence that indicated the $52 million was needed they provided the
$52 million.

Mr. SIKES. Provide for the record a breakdown of the Johnson bud-
get of $28 million.

(The information follows:)

EXPLANATION Op JOHNSON BUDGET $28 MILLION ADVANCE BuY/C-5A

The $28 million amount was set prior to the final negotiation of the run B
option and represents what was thought to be attainable at the time of the pro-
grain budget decision. At that time a negotiation position of this amount was
a possibility, however, experience to date and the leadtime considerations did
not support this. The $28 million was to cover the same items now covered In the
negotiated position but would necessarily have been on a lower scale. These
items Includc inplant raw material and labor and major equipment (sub-
eoiitraicts).

Mr. SIKES. When the Secretary of the Air Force informed the com-
mittee that he was exercising the run B option for additional C-5A
aircraft, he stated that the expenditures and commitments would be
limited to the 23 airplanes which would complete four squadrons, and
that the Government could decide at a later time whether or not it
wanted to go beyond the fourth squadron. Does your request for $52
million indicate that the decision has been made and the fifth or
fifth and sixth squadrons will be procured?
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General JirIExY. No, sir; it does not. It protects our option to pro-
ceed along that course if it is decided to do so.

,AV. M[INSIHALL. Who was the Secretary of the Air Force at that
time, do you remember, General?

General JEFFRiY. This would be Secretary Brown.
Mr. MINSHALL. Then, as I understand it, the decision of the Secretary

of the Air Force under the previous administration to take the run B
option saved Lockh'ied from a loss on the program which is estimated
by the Air Force to be $671 million, and this decision was made 4 days
before the present administration took office. Is that correct?

General JEFFREY:. Let me answer your question this way. The deci-
sion to request funds for the 23 aircraft for the fourth squadron was
based on tie military need and cost effectiveness of the aircraft. The
I)eputy Secretary of Defense on January 15, 19635, approved, subject
to availability of appropriatiom-s-that is congressional approval-
the Secretary of the Air Forces request to exercise the production run
B option. In the request was a statement that expenditures would be
limited to the fourth squadron, the fiscal year 1970 buy, and a separate
decision would be made for the fifth squadron and later for the sixth
squad ron.

Admittedly, Lockheed's loss will be reduced to about $285 million
should the Air Force buy the fifth and sixth squadrons, but again the
decision to buy these squadrons will be based on the military require-
ments and the0-5A's cost effectiveness.

Mr. SiKES. Mr. Preston.
Mr. PR SToN. Could you provide for the record the dates on which

the options are due on the fifth and sixth squadrons?
General JEFFREY. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

DATES ON WHICH OPTIONS ARE DuE, C-SA

The date for exercise of the option for the fifth squadron is January 1970
and for the sixth squadron is August 1970.

.Mr. SiKEs. What would be the effect of denial of the advance pro-
curement fundsI

General JpERTEY. It would affect our flexibility in exercising the
option for a follow-on squadron of airplanes if we decided to do so,
sir. This would be to purchase the long leadtime equipment that would
permit us to exercise this option and continue the production of the

I expect that it might result in a gap in production.

INITIAL SPARES

Mr. SIKEs. according to the best information today, what quantities
of initial spares will be procured from the C-SA contractor which are
not included in the contract? How will the price of the spares be
determined?

Provide that for the record.
(The information follows:)

QUANTITY AND PRICE OF INITIAL SPARES. C-5A CONTRACT

The Air Force estimate for C-5 initial spares for 120 aircraft funded in this
appropriation total $482.6 million. Of this, about $262 million will be used to

- WftM I
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procure engines and engine spares from General Electric. The majority of the
remaining $220 million will be used to buy avionics and airframe spares from
the C-5A contractor. The price of these spares will be negotiated on an in-
dividual item basis in accordance with normal initial spares procurement proce-
dures. A continual review is and will be made of these cost projections in order
to procure only the minimum numbers of spares to support the aircraft operat-
ing program.

PAYMENTS TO CONTRACTORS

'Mr. SiKES. On January 14, 1969, a new provision was added to the
C-5A contract under which the Air Force would pay the contractors
in payments which will exceed the ceiling price. This was done be-
cause the contractor has a serious cash flow problem due to the cost
overruns. It is understood that the new provision was added without
any consideration to the Government. It is also indicated that the Air
Force is in the process of raising the billing prices on the develop-
ment effort and on the production run A up to the ceiling prices In
order to provide the contractor some relief with his cash flow problem.

Why were these actions considered to be in the best interests of the
Government?

General JEFFREY. We will have to get that information from the
contracting officer.

M ay we supply it for the record ?
Mr. SIKES. Yes. But that would indicate that it was in the best

interests of the contractor. So let us have-
General JEFFREY. No; I mean the Air Force contracting officer, not

the contractor.
M r. SIKES. Very well.
(The information follows:)

COMMENT ON JUSTIFICATION OF JANUARY 14, 1969 NEW Pnovisro,-s/ C-SA

Under date (if January 14, 1969, the Government (lid not take any action to
amend the C-:A contract so as to provide tile contractor 'llyenlts which wonlld
exceed the ceiling price. The January 14, 1969, anendment to the contriict did
provide that the parties would mutually establish revised billing prices. Tile
purpose of such revisions would be to provide progress payments to within 90
percent of the selling price as authorized by general provision 43, progress pay-

i'ts, of the contract. These billing price revisions have been made only in part
to (late. Inasmuch as these actions were authorized by existing terns and condi-
tions 9f the contract, consideration to the Government for such action was not
considered appropriate.

CONTRACT AWARD

Mr. SIKES. Are we to understand that the award of this contract
was based on a combination of price and performance?

General JEFFREY. Yes; initial source selection technical evaluations
revealefl, that Boeing had the best potential design. However, the
weight and drag problems of Lockheed caused in part by limited wing
size were identified and Lockheed agreed to add sufficient wing area to
overcome this problem. As a result of negotiations with all three con-
tractors at the end of the evaluation period it was determined they
were all at approximately the same technical level with Boeing having
a slight edge. At this point Lockheed's proposed price of almost $300
million less than Boeing's for the first 58 aircraft became the major
factor in the final source selection.

Mr. SIKES. In the Lockheed design was it superior performance or
price that decided the contract award?
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General JEFFREY. Both. As stated previously, Lockheed's proposed
price, which was low by almost $300 million, became the controlling
factor in final selection-but not until negotiations during the evalua-
tion phase brought the Lockheed technical design to an acceptable
level and almost equal to Boeing's proposed design.

Mr. Sitius. To what extent did in-flight operating costs-that is,
criuise efficiency-figure in the award ?

General JEPFFREY. The objective of the cost effectiveness evaluation
w%,as to assess the relationship between operational productivity and
cost, to include both acquisition and 10-year operating costs. While
the prime mission of the (1-5A will be the emergency ra id deploy-
ment of general purpose forces, the cost e fectiveness o peacetime
operations is important andN was also studied.

For the purpose of determining the relative cost effectiveness of
the three contractors' designs in the contingency role, a representative
set of contingency missions was estal)lished.

These forces were loaded on a computerized model which made
optinmm use of the available cargo area. The optimum route structure
was selected for each design by optimizing the range/payload/block
speed relationship for hlie runway lengths existing at the various

-e en oi -,II ilto latee into shortenroute bases. Credit was given for an ailit o Ope
fields as this would mean, on the average, a shorter distance to the
forward edge of the battle area (FEBA) because of the greater choice
of airfields.

In the contingency role. the Boeing l)ropos.al exhibited the greatest
)ro(lictivity. : However, since the Lckheed costs are approxi-
iately 10 percent below those of Boeing, the cost effectiveness for

such a iissin, is about equal, or, on the basis of forces of equal costs,
the closing times would be about the same.

For design purposes, the request for proposall (RFP) enumerated a
variety of peacetilne missions, based upon the normal Military Airlift
Command (MAC) requirements. Against this peacetime iltllization,
cost effectiveness has been computed in terms of cost-per-ton mile
where costs are derived from total program costs over a 10-year period
and ton miles are derived froni channel traffic and special assignment
airlift capability at ranges of 2,500, 3,200 and 4,000 nautical miles.
MAC suggests that the 3,200 nautical miles range is the. most rep-
resentative distance. The others are shown in order to test the sensitiv-
ity of the results to the other operating ranges. These calculations
assume a 4.25 hour per day effective utilization with the payloads
optimized for the ranges considered. Operating costs are based on Air
Force estimates and do not differ significantly between designs. The
most probable acquisition price was assumed for these calculations.
The results are as follows:

Centa per
At 2,500 nautical mile range: ton miFe

Boeing ----------------------------------------------------- 7.60
Douglas ---------------------------------------------------- 7.80
Lockheed ---------------------------------------------------. 82

At 3,200 nautical mile range:
Boeing ----------------------------------------------------- 9.14
Douglas ---------------------------------------------------- 9.22
Lockheed --------------------------------------------------- 7.18

At 4,000 nautical mile range:
Boeing ---------------------------------------------------- 10. 10
Douglas --------------------------------------------------- 11.42
Lockheed --------------------------------------------------- 8. 58
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From the results shown above, it can be seen that the Lockheed deb-
sign displays a productivity and cost effectiveness advantage which
is greatest at the. 3,200 nautical mile range and narrows at the shorter
and longer ranges.

Mi. SIKES. Could you comment on the technical evaluation? We
understand that competing designs were shown by government wind
tunnel tests to be somewhat better.

General JFFFREY. In the final stages of our deliberations, it was pos-
sible to limit our consideration to Boeing and Lockheed since the Doug-
les design fell significantly short of meeting the request for proposal
(RFP) requirements and since it was assessed that the design changes
required to meet these requirements were so substantial as to impose
a considerable amount of schedule risk.

It was the finding of the evaluation group and the Source SelectionBoard that Boeing had a generally superior air vehicle configuration.
'his resulted in part from the use of a blow flap high-lift device on
the wing which permitted an aircraft of smaller wing area and smaller
gross weight to meet the minimum SOR requirements in all respects
and to better them in the case of short field landing distances. On the
other hand, Boeing's design offered a fuselage with the minimum
request for proposal width of 1T.5 ft. and several features identified
by MATS, relating to the ramp and loading flexibility which limited
the utility of the aircraft in operation ?rom primitive or poorly
equipped bases. In addition, the proposed target price of Boeing was
initially $437 million greater than Lockheed and, after the Septem-
ber 4, 1965 resubmittals, this was reduced to $330 million, based upon
the 85/15 basic flexible incentive proposal for both contractors.

Boeing offered a design speed of 470 knots (mach 0.82) which is
30 knots greater than the RFP minimum of 440knots. This, however,
could not be used in the RFP overload mission, since to make the 2,500-
mile range, the aircraft would have to be operated at 440 knots to
minimize fuel consumption. Lockheed's design speed was 440 knots and
was able to exceed the required range on the overload mission at this
speed.

Lockheed originally submitted a design which was evaluated by the
Air Force as capable of meeting range and payload requirements of
the RFP but not within the maxinum takeoff and landing distances
specified by the RFP. When these deficiencies were discussed with the
contractor, he proposed an increase in wing area and flap span and
some improvements in engine inlet design for the takeoff condition
which brought his design to within RFP performance requirements
in all respects, except for one required mission for which his evaluated
landing distance was 4,190 feet and the RFP requirement was 4,000
feet. On the other hand, Lockheed provided a 19-foot fuselage width
for the entire length of the fuselage, including both ramps. This
straight-through configuration, in conjunction with a complete kneel-
ing capability and variable ramp angles, gave the Lockheed design ex-
cellent qualities of loadability under primitive conditions, particularly
in bad weather, as well as a high degree of flexibility for optimum
loading under a variety of field conditions. The cargo volume in Lock-
heed's design is 37,837 cubic feet in comparison with 39,106 cubic
feet for Boeing. Because Boeing designed a retractable rather than a
fixed troop dec'k, when mixed loads of troops and cargo are carried,
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Boeing's cargo volume is reduced to 36,218 cubic feet. Because Lock-
heed has a greater payload capability than Boeing at ranges around
3.200 nautical miles (the range for operation non-stop in the Atlantic
and one-stop in the Pacific) indicated by MATS to be about repre-
sentative of preferred peacetime operations, Lockheed's design showeda substantial advantage in peacetime operating cost per pound of
available cargo capacity in spite of the Boeing design's higher cruise
speed.

Mr. SIKEs. In preparing your price you, of course, predicated it on
cost of material and the fabrication cost of the chosen material. How
did your overall cost per pound compare with industry average?

General JEFFREY. In preparing the Air Force estimate, a current bill
of material for each element was utilized. Fabrication costs were, of
course, estimated separately. However, there is no industry average for
cost per pound based on the cost of material and the fabrication cost
of the chosen material; for example, titanium and titanium fasteners.

MATERIAL CHANGES

Mr. SIKm. How many changes of material were made after award of
contract ?

General JEFFREY. The request for proposal and the contractual
documents did not specify materials to be used. Rather, prohibitions
and limitations for materials were specified allowing detailed material
selections to be the prerogative of the contractor. Since there was no
production design at the time of contract award, there was no precise
bill of materials to compare with that which exists today. In develop-
ing today's production design, there have been a number of material
changes, but it is impossible to accurately determine the number of
such changes.

ChIANGE IN ENGINE ('OTS

Mr. SIKES. To what degree have the engine costs changed sinve the
contract award?

General JEFFREY. Based on the October 196S estimate, the. change in
engine costs since contract award is the difference between the original
target price of $633 million and the most probable cost to the Govern-
ment of $830 million-a difference of $197 million. This also includesspare engines.

VENDOR COSTS

Mr. SIrKEs. In estimating your price, did you use 1J(ckheed estimates
of costs of vendor tens, or did you use firmn vendor quotes?

General JEFFT.,EY. The Air Force estimates of October 196S for
vendor items were based on the amounts, where available, of awarded
contracts, and on firm vendor quotes for items not yet on contract.

MATERIAL CONTENT OF AIRCRAFT

Mr. SIKES. Going back to an earlier question. we. would like to have
YOu breakdown the material content of the airframe as it was pro-
)osed in your bid and as it now is.

General .EFI iEY. I lhve that here, Mr. Sikes. in tabular forn.
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(The following is a comparison of the materials proposed for evalua-
tion and current configuration:)

Item Proposed Current

Fuselage skin panels, frames and longerons ........ Aluminum .................... Aluminum.
Fuselage fail-safe straps- ... .................... Titanium ..................... Titanium.
Wing and empennage surface panels ------------ Aluminum .................... Aluminum.
Landing gear struts and bogies ................... Steel ......................... Steel.
Main landing gear trunnion (yoke) ................ Titanium ..................... Aluminum.
Brake heat sinks ................................ Beryllium .................... Beryllium.
Cargo floor plates and stiffening .................. Titanium ------------------ Aluminum.
Nacelles and pylons ............................. Titanium and aluminum ........ Titanium and aluminum.

The breakout of airframe materials taken from the weight state-
ment of the first operational aircraft-ship No. 9-is as follows:

Percent
Aluminum --------------------------------------------- 64. 8
Titanium --------- ------------------------------------- 2. 5
Steel ------------------------------------------------- 11.4
Fiberglas ---------------------------------------------- 1.7
Miscellaneous and equipment material -------------------------- 19. 6

Mr. STIES. Where changes of material were made, can you state the
reasons?

General .TEFFREY. As previously indicated, there were a number of
detailed material chanp-es as theproduction design developed. These
changes considered trade-offs involving air vehicle performance, struc-
tural integrity, cost, weight, ease of fabrication, and maintenance re-
quirements. As for the two major changes previoulsy indicated:

Item Reason
Main landing gear trunion (yoke) Cost and limited technical data. Proper-

ties of large titanium forgings
Cargo floor plates and stiffening Copt, ease of fabrication, and mainte-

nance requirements

Mr. SKFS. In relation to change orders either requested by the corn-
pane as ordered by the Government, was the performance or operat-
ing efficiency improved over the original specification, or were any of
these changes made necessary to attain the specification performance
or operating costs?

General JEFFnr Y. There have been no substantive changes to the
'ontractually specified performance levels or to parameters which re-
late to operating efficiency, such as reliability and maintainability.
There have been editorial changes for purposes of clarification and to
orient certain secondary design criteria to real-world conditions, which

iould not be anticipated prior to determination of finite design ap-
proaches and characteristics. Since these did involve changes to the
words of contractual documents, they were implemented by formal

• channre order procedures at no change in contract price. They resulted
in better definition of contract requirements without changing the real
value of any specified performance parameter affecting operating effi-
ciency, productivity, or utilization of the airplane.

DESIGN FLIGHT LOADS

Mr. SAiES. How do the wind tunnel loads investigations compare
with the actual design loads used for the construction of tie aircraft
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wing, tail, wing control surfaces, fuselage, etc.? Were there differences
between wind tunnel and design loads to require structural modifica-
tions ? What were the extents of tie modifications ?

General JEFFR Y. Aircraft design flight loads were derived from
the results of the wind tunnel investigations. Each C-5A tunnel test
program cont ributed some information as a basis for tile delermninla-
tion of loads. The two major test, programs sp ecifically Oliellte(l toward
establishing design flight loads (listributions were the low speed pres-
sure test, in North American Aviat ion's tunnel and the high speed pres-
sure tests in the Air Force Arnold Engineeril g Development Ceit,,r
tunnel. The wind tunnel loads Prograin ran coiiurrently with airframe
design and development. The detail design of the airplane, as aftected
Iv airloads. was thus updated as necessary. The ina accuracy of the
design loads and structural modifications necessary (lie to load1 errors.

if any, will be determined during the ship 0003 fli ght and ground load
testing which started last month and will require approximately 18
11ioniths.

STRUCTURAL TESTING

MNr. SIKES. How far has the laboratory structural testing progressed
in the areas of static testing, fatigue testing and functional testing?
Have there been any indications or results Which indicate structural
modifications or reinforcements are required? Any desirable? What
are the extends of the modifications?

General McNICKLrE. Full-scale static testing has been in process for a
yeal. Numerous smaller tests, as well as stiff iess tests of the major air-
frame elements, have been completed. A few tests of the main anl
nose landing gears have been completed and pressurization testing of
the fuselage has been underway. Most of the major tests of basic
structure remain to be done.

Full-scale fatigue and functional testing is just commencing with
some test specimens in place in their testing fixtures.

The static tests to date have shown that localized modifications to
the structure will be required. This is normal for evolution of the final
design. All static tests are required to be carried to design ultimate
load and it is normal procedure for the contractor to make modifica-
tions until that strength capability is achieved. The )ressurization
tests of the fuselage have shown the upper aft pressure bulkhead and
the forward pressure bulkhead, were under strength and required
redesign of some of their members. Three failures of landing gear
components have required redesign of a pin in one case, redesign of
a nut in another, and a recent failure of the bogie beam is being studied
at this time. The modifications resulting from test experience to date
have been released to production.

Mr. SiKEs. Has the airplane been operated to its full design Ionad ?
Have tests to date indicated any serious structural deflections, de-
forni tions, or undesirable handling characteristics during ground
or flight operations?

General MeCNWr.E. No, the aircraft has not yet been ol)erate(l to all
the limits of the design envelope.
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The flight test program to date has achieved the following:
Maximum takeoff weight (design maximum takeoff weight

728,000 pounds) : 728,000.
Maximum sustained speed (design maximum speed .875 roach):

.88 mach.
Maximum altitude: 39,000 feet.

Preliminary stall testing has been completed. No undesirable han-
dling characteristics in any flight regime have yet been encountered.
Ground handling characteristics are outstanding.

Currently, ship No. 1 has virtually completed the flight flutter test
prograufn and ship No. 3 is just commencing the flight and ground
loads program. No serious structural deflections or deformations have
been noted to date.

Mr. SIKES. Does the aircraft fly throughout its design envelope
without limitation or restriction below specification requirements?

General BOYLAN. It is Air Force policy, for flight safety reasons,
S that, 11 aircraft of a new design be restricted to an operational en-
velope tliat will restrict loads to 80 percent of design until such time
as all structural testing is completed and the design loads and
strengths verified. Only designated test aircraft (ship No. 1 and
ship No. 3) are permitted to exceed these restrictions for the purpose
of demonstrating that the aircraft can be safely maneuvered to its
design limits. However, release of the aircraft to 100 percent design
load- and envelope will be contingent upon satisfactory completion
of the flight test and static test programs. This release is currently.
estimated for ,June 1971.

CAG 110 HANDLING SYSTEM

Mr. SiKr.s. The cargo handling system is reported to be an important
part of the C-5 concept. W1"hat is the status of this system? What part,
of the cost of the C-5 program does it represent? Is there a commercial
version of the C-5 under consideration and, if so, will this system be
applicable to it?

General MCNICKrLr. When we speak of the cargo handling system it
is important to recognize that materials liandlin equipment and
terminal operations must be responsive to total airlift and not peculiar
to a single aircraft. The C-5 is generating a substantially increased
airlift capability that will require expansion of the 463L materials
handling system to efficiently load and unload the C-5 and prevent
excessive' ground time for the aircraft. We possess the capability today
to load the C-5 but it would not provide a 1 hour turnaround on a
regular btsis. There is a quantum jump from 10 463L pallets on the
C-141 to 36 pallets on the C-5. This volume of cargo per aircraft.
multiplied by the probability of handling three or four such loads at
a time in a large terminal, does present a problem unique to the C-5
era: thus, a sizable expansion and immediate upgrading of the 463L
system is imperative.

As an integral part of the airframe structure the C-5 has two
parallel sets of restaining rails and rollers that provide a means of
rapid insertion and lockiiig of pallets. This system is completely
compatibe with all of the gromd handling ecnipm(-nt. In addition,
tl, rails are retractable al the rollers r'e'ersilble to provide a clean
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load-bearing floor for vehicles. There is a third single set of rails in
the center of the fuselage that is used for aerial delivery loads. The
materials handling equipment in the C-5 was procured as part of the
airframe contract, and not priced separately.

Lockheed is developing the L-500, a commercial version of the C-5.
Commercial cargo aircraft differ from the military in the basic require-
ments in that they do not require:

(t) Paratroop egress;
(b) Aerial delivery: and
(e) Capability to jettison cargo.

Although the system of restraining cargo on the L-500 will differ
from the C-5 system it. vill be completely compatible with our 463L
system. The same gromnd handling equipment can be used and our
pallets can move freely between military and commercial cargo
aircraft.

As indicated in the previous statement. pointing out that the total
materials handling system is required to respond to the total airlift
capability including "intratheater, contingency requirements and com-
inercial augmentation of channel airlift, 1it is not meaningful to relate
the cost of any )a't. of this system to the C-5 alone. The additional
ton mile airlift capability of the C-5 fleet can be computed. However,
it is not feasible to apply a direct ratio for determining the additional
materials handling equipment requirements. These requirements are
influenced to a considerable 'extent bv other factors such as the world-
wide route structure and the local Conditions at the various enroute
and terminating stations.

APPLICATION OF C-5A TECHNOLOGY TO AIRBUS

Mr. SIKES. Is any of the technology developed during the C-5 pro-
gram applicable to the Airbus which Lockheed is developing for the
airlines? Are the company's books kept separately to insure that engi-
lieering costs for the two programs do not become intertwined and
the Government find itself helping in the development of a commer-
cial transport?

General McNIcME. The C-5 has been designed to perform to a
highly specialized military mission, whereas the Lockheed 1011 Airbus
is being designed to fulfill solely commercial requirements. Within
broad limits, however, it can be said that engineering experience
gained on all prior models will provide a more informed background
a gal inst which future technical decisions can be based.

The Lockhe'ed books are kept separately to insure that engineering
costs for the two programs do not become intertwined.

SPARES CONTRACTS

Mr. SIKES. Have all spares, maintenance procedui'es, facilities.
management )rocedures, etc., that are required to maintain the pre-
(licted operational utility been established, contracted and its assuring
tested with the available, results of the testing to date? If not, when
will it be implemented? Are funds committed or will new approl)ria-
tions be required? What will be the impact on the operational date
of the airplane?
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General JFYFREY. Sufficient funds are in the force and financial
plan to complete the initial spares provisioning effort in support of
the current approved MAC peacetime operational program. The
majority of required spares for those aircraft approved through fiscal
year 1969 are identified and are in the initial provisioning procesS
utilizing estimated costs. Except for design changes, most all initial
tspares provisioning actions for run A aircraft are expected to be conl-
pleted during fiscal year 1970. Replenishment requirements will coln-
tinue to be (evelope(l to support the aircraft as the , enter the MAC
operational inventory. Spares selected are identica to items which
have been tested and installed in the C--5A System.

Maintenance procedures are published in technical orders, manuals.
and publications, which will be proofed and delivered prior to the
delivery of the operational aircraft.

AFLJ/MAC facility requirements are identified, programed, and in-
cluded in the appropriate military construction program (MCP)
budget document by fiscal years. Fiscal year 1970 and beyond have
been programed and will require approval and appropriation actions.

Management procedures published in standard Air Force regula-
tions and directives applicable to support of the weapon systems are
being used.

Funds committed through fiscal year 1969 utilizing estimated costs
and programed requirements projected through fiscal year 1970 will
support the activation of the training squadron, major overhaul ac-
tivities, and the first three operational squadrons. Programed re-
quirements for fiscal year 1970 through fiscal year 1975 have been
projected utilizing estimated costs for follow-on support funds and
funds to activate squadrons 4, 5, and 6. Funds will require approval
and appropriation actions.

Efforts to date in the above areas, if programed requirements and
fund projections are approved, will provide adequate support at the
initial operational date and will sustain aircraft in operational status
with minimum interruptions.

PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS

Mr. SIrKES. Does the airplane meet specification requirements dur-
ing takeoff, climb, cruise, power response characteristics, and similar
factors?

General MCNICKLE. Based on wind tunnel and preliminary flight
data, it appears that the airplane will meet its specified performance
requirements; i.e., takeoff, climb, cruise, and landing. The No. 2 air-
plane is undergoing the performance verification flight test program
at Edwards Air Force Base, Calif. It will be completed in early 1970.
The aircraft responds well to changes in engine power. The engine
acceleration and deceleration characteristics all meet or exceed specifi-
cation requirements as determined by development tests at General
Electric, altitude qualification tests at Arnold Engineering Develop-
ment Center, and inflight tests on a B-52 test bed aircraft at Edwards
Air Force Base. Cruise performance of the engine has been investi-
gated in an altitude test cell by the Air Force's Arnold Engineering

* Development Center, which reports that thrust and fuel con-
sumption at the critical flight conditions meet or exceed specification
requirements.
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DELIVERY DATES

Mr. SIKES. Would you outline the scheduled and actual delivery
dates of the airplanes in the C-5 fleet? Was the first flight made on
time? Will the other airplanes on order be delivered to theAir Force
on time?

General JEFFREY. This is rather lengthy, Mr. Sikes, but I will be
pleased to submit it for the record.

The first schedule below shows the delivery. requirements, of the
present contrac'- The second schedule represents the noncontractual
revised schedule currently used for planning purposes. The first five
aircraft are contractor test vehicles and will not be accepted by the Air
Force until the completion of category I testing after which they will
be updated and prepared for delivery to the Air Force. The next three
aircraft, originally scheduled for delivery in March, May, and June
1969, are to be conditionally accepted for Air Force testing and will
also be updated and prepared for delivery to the operational units. The
update and delivery of these eight test aircraft (5 contractor and 3
Air Force) are scheduled for late 1970 and early 1971 on the present
contract schedule and for late 1971 and early 1972 on the revised
schedule. The first flight of aircraft No. 1 was on schedule in June
1968. In the opinion of the SPO the revised schedule, which has not yet
been contractually negotiated, is a tight but attainable delivery
schedule.

(The following chart was submitted:)

Present Contract

68 1969 19io 29 1 .92 191

VFMAJ A 5ONTD J *FMANJ J A ON-D']Z3I 3 L z 'r4 2 4 1
fnt Test A/Ca

Orig. 8ehed. 1 1' 1 11 1 11 1 31

AcUal 1 1 11 1

Run A 12)333 9998

RunB h99 998

Reviaed

The firat $ test aircraft ae eli*aated from this schedule Ace they ae shon an actual on the
schoede above.

lit Tet A/Cs

.Ru A

=U B

1968 196 9! 1970 1971 1 3972 1 1973

331 1
2 6998 9 7

999 99 9 1

ESTIMATES OF COSTS OF VARIOUS CATEGORIES OF WORK

Mr. SIKES. The C-5A contract as amended, between the Govern-
ment and Lockheed Aircraft Corp. specifies various statements of
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work. The statement of work can be subdivided into seven categories
as follows:

(1) Item A, system integration and assembly for design, develop-
ment, and item B, system integration and assembly for production
separated between:

(2 a) Production run A.
(3 b) AGE, publications, et cetera.
(4 (c) Spares.
(5 Production run B.
(6 AGE, publications, et cetera, associated with production, run B.
(7 Spares associated with production run B.Wh at was the Air Force original estimate of the costs for each

category I
General Jxnmwy. The airframe portion of the $3,116 million Octo-

ber 1964 estimate is as follows:
Millions

1 Item A-Total R.D.T. & E .-------------------------------------- $632
Item B-Total run A plus B --------------------------- ------ 1, 608

2(a) Production run A -------------------------------------- ---- 904
3 (b) AGE, publications, etc., run A plux B --------------------------- 62
4(c) Spares (initial operating) ----------------------------------- 307
5 Production run B ----------------------------------------------- 704
6 AGE, publications, etc ------------------------------------------- (1)
7 Spares associated with prodnetion run B ---------------------------- (2)

$62,000.000 not broken down between A and B and is Included In the $1,608,000,000.
S$307,000,000 not broken down between A and B and covers all Initial spares.

Mr. SiKww. How much money has been funded under the contract
to date for each category?

General JEFFREY. The following money has been funded under the
contract to date for each category:

Millions
Item 1 A---Total R.D.T. & E ------------------------------------- $607.0

1 B-Total ruu A.and B ------------------ 941.3
Item 2 (a) Produbtion un Aarvehcle ------------------------ 826.4

(b) Peculiar support -------------------------------------- 66.1
4 Initial spares --.---- ------ --------- 110.5
5 (a) Production run B air vehicle (advance buy) -------------- 48. 8

(b) Peculiar support -------------------------------- --------- 0
(o) Initial sp-e .-...------------------ 0

Mr. Siims. What is the Air Force estimate as to the aggregote final
obligation of the Government with respect to each individual category?

General JEFFREY. The Air Force estimates as to the aggregate final
obligation of the Governiment with, respect to each individual categorv
is as follows; . " ... .. " . ili.

Item 1 A-Total R.D.T. & -------------------------- -------. $ 607.0
1 B-Total run A plug B ---------------------------------- 2,562.0

Item 2 (a) Produeti06 rn A air vehicle -------------------------- 1,4.
(b) Peculiar support ------- --------------------------- 75.5

4 (o) Initial spares ------------------ ---------------------- 130.0
5 (a) Production run B air vehicle ------------------------- 994.2
(b) Peculiar support --------------------------------------- 23.8
(o) Initial spares. -- -_-- - 90.0

fr. Sma. What is the Air Force estimate 'as to Lockheed's costs, - , €" -,, 1 ' , 1 .- :

for eachcategdry t'tcompletionit 1 1.1 , ,j , . - I ,,
General' J -' i' ha-v, that iv ttbtilhu fornir.I Sikes-I will

put it in the record at this point.
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(The following table was provided:)
Million#

Item 1 A-Total R.D.T. & E ---------------------- --------------- $838.7
1 B-Total run A plus B ---------------------------------- 2, 15.4

Item 2 (a) Production run A air vehicle ------------------------ 1,516. 0
(b) Peculiar support ----------------------------------- 81.2

4 (o) Initial spares ------------------------------------- 118.2
5 (a) Production run B air vehicle -------------------------- 994.5

(b) Peculiar support ----------------------------------- 23. 7
(c) Initial spares -------------------------------------- 81. 8

FUTURE FUNDING

Mr. Sm~s. Whiat is the Air Force's current estimate as to the
amount of funding which wilIre added to The contract during each
subsequent fiscal year intil completion ?

General JBnmy. .The Air Force's current estimate asto the amount
of funding which Will be added to the/Lockheed contract 4uring each
subsequent fiscal year until completioA is as follows:

// " " MillionsFiscal year ... ::- .. _ .. /'_ .. .A $609
F~scl yer 1flO-----------------.~-~.- ------ 7-------~- $

Fiscal year ........---- ..---- ---- .... .. ,. ..... 626
Fiscal year 1972 --- ---- 3-- -- - - ---- - ------------ 398

COST LIVERY L1T

Mr. Si Es. What is the bqst' tiirate. of tho Air Force as to the
increase i C-5A program 6ts Whic will result f rbo the 6-mpnth
delay in th4 delivery chedule,- /

General iEFFREY. The AiFbrce conride t'thefollowing rationale
relative to tie cost as ects of th ,deliPverys cedule slip. In his unsuc-
cessful efforN to meet the con tract s64hedule, he contractor wa§ being
forced'to use\xorbitant amountsof oyertiml; to ltiad his labor base
with large nu bers of inesxperienced ew ptople'which ceirated a.
higher than pre iously required.man-hour effort"- and conduct out-of-
statiodi assembly asociated with part shortages and rew k. In addi-
tion; the Air, Force considered the' high cost of retroii since the test
program results will pr Abbbly necessitate some chQ s to the aircraft
[already :manufactured. Fiii ,i- ; onsideratjon- as given to the im-
pact of these costs, as they. woul d1iap1ed to the run A repricing

formula. Based on this rationale iti was determined that the net cost
increase to the program would not be significant. The Air Force has
riot, however conducted the' exercises necessary to definitize an esti.
mate of the program costs associated with the 6-month slip in the
delivery schedule. k

Mr. Srxi. Of 'the estimated increase in C-5A program costs result-
ingfrom the slippage in delivery schedule, what proportion will be
ultimately borne by Lockheed ana what proportion will be ultimately
borne by the Government?

General MCNICKLE. Thereare two conditions involved in answering
your question. If production is terminated with the run A buy any
I1h reakd co§t due t' to6heslippage would 1'only add to the amount
'Ilr6ady estiiated to be over tlhetmn A contract ceiling, and the Gov-
&rnment would bear'n.part of the cost. if 'the run B airaft are pro-
curedthe provisions of the repricing formula result in a revised
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ceiling.which would include an increment due to the increased cost of
producing run A as a result of the slippage. The actual I)ol)ortions
would be determined through negotiation.

Mr. SIKES. I-as the Air Force analyzed the internal cost to the
Government of not having the C-5A aircraft operational as originally
scheduled? If so, what are the results of such study?

General BOYLAN. We studied the impact of the C--5A slip in produc-
tion and recently received approval from OSD to make adjustments
in our force structure. Most of the internal cost of retaining units
previously scheduled to please ot t, is offset by the costs l)reviously
planned for the C-5iA. hIowever, the retention of units (toes not rel)act,
the capability loss resulting from the (2-5A slip and additional com-
m(ercial airlift procurement will probably be required.

APPLICATION OF INCENTIVE PRICE REVISION CLAUSE

Mr. SIKES. Clause 42 of the general provisions of the Lockheed/Air
Force contract provides for incentive price revisions. It provides that
costs of R.l).T. &, E. aid )ro(dction im A are to be coniined for itial
Pricing purposes. Is it proposed to combine the costs incurred by Lock-
heed in producing spares for production run A with the costs of
R.l).T. & E. and the costs of production run A for purposes of calcu-
lating the incentives price revision provided by clause 42 or it is pro-
posed to apply the incentive price provision" clause to the costs of
spares ini a separate calculation distinct from the costs of R.D.T. & E.
and production run A?

General JEFFrrnY. It is not proposed or conteml)lated that the cost
of spares will be handled as a separate calculation distinct froma the
cost of R.D.T. & E. and production run A. General provision No. 42,
incentive price revision firm target, paragraph a., states that the sup-
plies or services identified in the schedule as items A and B of part I
are subject to price revision in accordance with the provision of this
clause. Part B covers spares, in addition to other items on the contract;
and, therefore, the cost of said spares and the final price revision of
spares will be handled in conjunction with all other items subject to
the price revision clause.

Mr. Sies. Is it proposed to combine the cost of production run B
and the spries applicable thereto with the costs of R.D.T. & E. and
production run A for purposes of calculating the incentive price re-
vision provided by clause 42 or is it proposed to apply the incentive
price provision clause to the costs of production run B and applicable
spares in a separate calculation distinct from the costs of R.1).T. & E.
and production run A?

General JEF.YFREY. General Provision No. 42, incentive price revision
firm target, contemplate that the price revision clause will cover
R.D.T. & E., production run A, production run B, and all applicable
spares.

REVISED BILLING PRICES

Mr. SiXEs. Subparagraph (e) of clause 42 apparently provides that
Lockheed and the Air Force may agree to revised billing prices which
will be reflected in a modification to the contract. To what extent
has this provision been invoked to date ? What is the Air Force's best
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estimate as to when, and in what amounts it will be invoked in the
future?

G(eiiel'l ,Jl:J.'ltI:Y. 'This provision ]a1s l)eent iIl()ked oily once to date
to l)r(Vid a11 a(lditioita amount of $84,5019,('S5 for tie R.D.T. & E.
l)orti on oiflm', an( thme e()tract has beell uo1di'lie(l to reflet. Illis adjust-
nment by SA No. 3I0) to contract AF-33 (657)-1;053. It is anticil)ated
that th contractor will request anl adjustment of the billing price up
to the ceiling l)rice of ]tJ).T. & E. and production rni k (Iuring tile
first, ()r second (jalttel of fiscal year 1970. Throughout tle program,
a(l(itional. sinlar r',lues s which revise thell gticil)ated as, im'enmental revisions for rasinhl runB 1lietsca yfear bues to

ceiling, abnormal fluctlation il economy adjustments, and impacts
(if tl rel)ri'itlg flrilmtla. All aj)llicttiol Sof tlls nlature are coitiigeiit
on a combiti i0n of contractor's initiation of thlese requests tnd nGov-
ernliient a l)l)roval, negotiations, a1( subsequent procuremnnt actions.
Pro(uctiont run B, if exercised in its entirety, will be adjusted to ceiling
hy tie second quarter of fiscal year 1)72. The Air Force's best estimate
mis t(o wen amid to what animoints will be invoked are as follows:

Millions

I st. and 2d tinartvr, ftscal year 1970 ---------------------------------- $s0
1st, td 2(1 (iartve', Iise il year 1971 ---------------------------------- 451
1st m id 2d quarter, fiscal year 1972 -------------------------- 325

SUBCONTRACTOR 1AYMENTS

Mr". 811Us. What is the Air Force estimate as to how much each
najor subcontractor will be paid, brvken down as between R.D.T. & E.,

production run "A" and production run "B"?
General JtaFF'U:Ejy. I do not hte that information, but I will provide

it for the record.
(The following table provides the Air Force estimate as to how

much each major C-SA structural sul)contracttor will be paid by
Lockheed :)

PRICE TO LOCKHEED

IDollars in millions]

R.D.T. & E. "A' 441101 Total

AVCO .............................................. 15.0 78.9 45.7 139.6
Bendix ............................................. 10.9 39. 2 33.4 83. 5
Canadair ........................................... 17.1 72.4 41.5 131.0
Convair ........................................ . 14.3 38.9 23.1 76.3
Kaman ........................................... 5.2 23.5 11.9 40.6
Rohr ............................................... 15.6 60.6 39.1 115.3
Others ............................................. 8.2 47.4 42.7 98.3

Total ....................................... 86. 3 360.9 237.4 684. 6

Mr. S=xYs. What is the estimate as to the actual costs of each major
subcontractor?

General JEFRFRY. I will be happy to provide that for the record.
(The information follows:)

The following information is an estimate of costs at completion for the
R.D.T. & E. and run A program as reported by the subcontractors to Lockheed.
It should be noted that in many cases there are significant subcontract change
quotations outstanding and yet to be negotiated. The subcontractors' estimate at
completion would include these quotations at full value, and the estimate should
be considered in that light.

.32-$45- 1-6 ...pt'. :..... I
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Subcontractor and estirnate of costs
Millions

AVCO - $88.3
Bendix 54.8
Convair ----------------------------------------------- 49.2
Rohr ------------------------------------------------- 76. 1

These four subcontractors plus Canadair are the major subs In terms of dollars.
At the time Canadair was preparing a major cost proposal for changes and did
not provide an estimate to completion.

Mr. SiRES. To what extent has Lockheed passed down to its major
subcontractors the benefits of (a) the cost escalation provisions, (b)
the redetermination provisions, and (c) the option formulae for pricing
production run "B" contained in their prime contract and supplemental
agreements with the Air Force?

General JFnmF y. Lockheed included an abnormal fluctuation in the
economy clause in five of its subcontracts. They placed 17 fixed price
incentive subcontracts with a total original value of over $300 million,
and they did not include an option adjustment formula for the price
of run "B" in any of its subcontracts.

SUBCONTRACTOR CHANGE CLAUSES

Mr. SIKEs. Are the change clauses in Lockheed's contracts with its
major subcontractors the same as those in Lockheed's basic contract
with the Air Force? If not., what is the difference, and why?

General JEF FFREY. Lockheed's subcontracts change clauses are not the
same as the prime contract. Many of them contain provisions which
limit the amount of price adjustment the subcontractor will be en-
titled to for Lockheed directed changes. A slightly different approach
was utilized to minimize the cost of changes on subcontracts.

COSTS NOT ELIGIBLE FOR ABNORMAL FLUCTUATION ADJUSTMENTS

Mr. SIKES. The supplemental agreement of April 6. 1966, provides
that. target cost and ceiling price shall be subject, to revision each year
commencing with calendar year 1968, to reflect abnormal fluctuations
in price levels for any of Lockheed's elements of cost in that year. How
much of the total costs under the contract were incurred or committed

rior to January 1, 1968? It is presumed that such costs will be borne
y Lockheed subject only to the cost-sharing provisions of the con-

tract. Is this correct?
General JEFFREY. The Air Force estimate of the total cost incurred

or committed under the contract by Lockheed prior to January 1, 1968,
not eligible for abnormal fluctuation adjustments, was $538 million. It
is correct that these costs will be borne by Lockheed subject only to the
cost sharing provisions of the contract.

Mr. SixEs. What is the Air Force's estimate as to the amount of
costs that will be incurred or committed as defined in the supplemental
agreement dated April 6, 1966, which will be applicable to each cal-
endar year subsequent to December 31, 1967? Separate this estimate
between R..D.T. & E. and production runs A and B.

General JEFFREY. I will bepleased to put that in the record.

I
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The following costs by R.D.T. & E., run A and run B will be ill-
curred or committed subsequent to December 31, 1067:

[In millions of dollars]

Calendar Calendar Calendar Calendar Calendar
year 1968 year 1969 year 1970 year 1971 year 1972 Total

R.D.T. & E.: Total base .............. 333 75 39 7 3 457
Run A: Total base ................... 522 652 265 2 0 1, 441
Run B: Total base ................... 0 2 409 569 38 1,018

Mr. SIKES. The Air Force should supply calculations as to the
amounts of money which it is estimated will result from the applica-
tion of the formulae specified in the April 6, 1966, supplemental agree-
mient to the estimated costs applicable to each calendar year subsequent
to December 31, 1967.

(General JEFFREY. The formula for the calculation of abnormal esca-
lation is the same for all years. Simply stated, if the actual index
number is above the applicable "Over" index value, the labor costs,
materials cost, equipment costs, or subcontract and other costs, shall
be multiplied by the amount the actual Index number exceeds the in-
dicated "Over" index value and the product shall be divided by the
actual index number. The quotient shall be added to the target cost
and ceiling price. The amounts of abnormal escalation applicable to
each calendar year for iockheed are:

Calendar year : Millions
1968 -------------------------------------------- $35
1969 -------------------------------------------- 44
1970 -------------------------------------------- 56
1971 --------------------------------------------- 54
1972 ---------------------------------------------------------- 1

Total ------------------------------------------ 190

Mr. S 1iis. When does the Air Force propose to fund the contract
for the amounts estimated to be ultimately due Lockheed as a result
of the application of tho April 6, 1966, supplemental amendment and
when is it estimated payments of such sums will be made to
Lockheed?

General JEFFREY. The Air Force proposes to fund the contract in
the fourth quarter of a calendar year following the calendar year in
question. This will allow the final Bureau of Labor Statistics data to
be published, the contractor to make his request auditing by the
Government, and negotiations to be completed. Payments Iil be
made concurrently with the funding.

COST OVERRUN ON ENGINE PROGRAM

Mr. SIKES. Give us the anticipated cost overrun in the C-5A engine
program.

General JFFRY. The difference between the original contract target
price and the presently estimated cost to the Government for the en-
gine program is $197 million. This includes the spares engine buy
for run A and run B.
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Mr. SIKEs. How would the cost overrun in the engine contract be
shared between the Government and the contractor?

Colonel Dwis. Sir, the engine contractor has what we call a flexible
sharing arrangement. He started out with an 85-15 share and then
went to 60-30 and back to 85-15. So the net result is that he is on al)-
proximately an 80-20 share line on overruns with the Government.

Mr. SIKS. F Who pays the 80 and who pays the 20?
Colonel DAVIS. The Government pays the 80 and the contractor pays

the 20.
Mr. SnKrs. Is this a fair division?
Colonel DAvis. It is pretty much the standard sharing arrangement

and was thought to be appropriate for the risk involved in this
particular contract.

Mr. SimEs. Are there any questions on my right?
Mr. ANDREWS. No.
Mr. SIRES. Questions on my lef t?
Mr. LTMco3ij. No, Mr. Chairman.

GcRUN B" OPTION

Mr. MIxSIrxLL. Mr. Chairman, may I ask this question?
General, the Air Force exercised the option for run B on the morn-

ing of January 16, only 4 days before the new administration took
over. If that option had not been exercised, we would have no further
liability on this contract; is that correct?

General JEFFREY. We would have had the liability contained in
production run A on the contract, sir.

In other words, if the option had not been exercised on production
run B. this would not have relieved the Air Force of its obligations
under production run A.

Mr. MINSHALL. Did you obligate the Government to spend at least
$5.1 billion when you exercised this option?

General JEFFREY. No, Sir.
Mr. MINSHALL. $4.8 billion?
General JEFrmrY. No, sir, 23 airplanes-23 additional airplanes

only.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. RHODES. If the gentleman will yield, did the 23 in production

run B take the total of planes up to 120?
General JEFFRY. No, sir, it took it up to 81.
Mr. RHODES. How did we get the 120?
General JEFFRm. 120 was the initial program of airplanes. We had

an initial program of airplanes that consisted of 120. They were
broken into three parts, first 58 and then 57 and five out of production
run C, which made the total of 120.

Mr. RHoDF.S. Your arithmetic does not add up here. You have 57 in
production run A. You said 23 in production run B.

General JFrREY. We obligated ourselves only to 23 of the 57 air-
planes in production run B. So the Government is only obligated right
now to those additional airplanes.Mr. RHODES. So you are not contractually obligated for more than
81 airplanes at this time?
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General JEFFIREY. AS a" Iiatter of fact si'r, we are not caiitact ially)
obligated for those. The contract provides that we are only obligated
to the limit of ti funds on the contract, and this would just iliclude
tile advance buy money for the '23. We are niot, obligated to tie 23
either. We exercised the option but, we did not obligate ourselves ,ast
the money we put on the contract whicl was only the advance b ny
inoniey for the 23 airplanes.

Mr'. RiuoiwS. '1hen you are saying you ave only obligated for 57 a ir-
pllnies plus the advance buy on 23 others.

(General ,JEFFREY. It is 5,8 plus the advance buy money.
Mr. RIioiws. That is tie iimit of your contractual 'iabilitv?
General JEFF MY. Yes.
Mr. RHODES. If yo canceled (lel ou1 oi he 23, would any penalties

be involved?
Colonel D.%vIs. Tliere would only be Ilhe liability to the extent of

the $72 millioii that has been exI)ended that we co1(1 not recover on
tile advance Iuy, )hls some $30 million that is reserved for termnina-
tion liability. That is tle extent of our liability.

Mr. RHoDEs. Your termination cost would be $30 million only.
Colonel DAVIs. That is the maximum.
Mr. RHoDEs. On the 23 for production run B ?
General J-rFiwY. That is the maximum.
Mr. SirES. Tiank vou very much, gentlenmen.
The committee will resume its hearings at 10 o'clock tomorrow.

WEDINESDAY, MAY 28, 1969.
Mr. MAHoN. The committee will come to order.
I have been absent from some of the hearings this week on account

of the fact that we have had two important appropriations bills on
the House floor. So with a twinkle in my eye let me say we will con-
tinue our harassment of the Air Force.

A TME FOR REMVALUATION

This is a time of skepticism a time of reevaluation of our problems
in our society. This is certainly not all bad. Congress has had its ups
and downs from the standpoint of public favor. The military have
had their ups and downs. The Supreme Court has had its ups and
downs. They have been mostly down in recent years. In the third chap-
ter' of Ec-lesiastes. it, is said that there is a time for e'er'tlling 1n11(k)r
the sun, a time to love a time to hate, a time to plant, a time to reap,
and so forth. I think there comes a time for a reevaluation of the pro-
cedures and programs of the military. Now is the time.

This Committee on Appropiriations is highly motivated toward the
security of the country. We have worked closely in this field and we
do not want to take any chance of jeopardizing the security of this
country. It may be in times past in our effort to serve the best interests
of the country we have been a little too lenient on the military and
have been too tolerant of some of the mistakes which have been
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It seems obvious that the military departments have made a lot of
mistakes. We have known that all along, and I think as long as we
have a military program there will be a lot of mistakes made, just as
there are mistakes made in a housewife's kitchen, or in Congress, or in
business. But we want to keep those mistakes to a minimum. Defense
contracts have reached such importance in the economy of our country,
and there is so much involved taxwise and otherwise, we just have to
insist on getting the best we can for our money. We are well aware of
the underestimates which almost invariably industry makes and which
almost invariably the Army, Navy, Air Force and Marines make in
telling us what the cost willbe before we begin a program.

I understand it was Mr. McNainara, who is not popular in all quar-
ters, and who I agree made mistakes as Secretary of Defense, who in-
sisted upon making a long-range projection of the ultimate cost of
weapon systems. Is that somewhat correct, General ?

General Pirrs. Yes, sir.
Mr. MAHoN. This was a step in the right direction, and the Com-

mittee on Appropriations is insisting that there should be a cost evalu-
ation of all programs, civilian and military, a 5-year cost projection
that would give us a better picture of what the ultimate impact of a
new program might be. This is certainly a good thing. I think some
of your difficulties now spring from the fact that this cost analysis
procedure has made it easier to surface the facts and more difficult
to sweep the facts under the rug. That has highlighted the gross mis-
calculations of industry and the Air Force in regard to the C-5A and
other programs. I realize that there is no way in the world to estimate
precisely what the cost of any majo-, weapon system might be. There
are so many imponderables in a thing like that.

c-5A AIRCRAFT CONTRACT

Would you like to nake any comment, General McNickle?
General McNicc1Kr. Sir, I can only make this comment on what you

said. One problem we have had is that we started a procedure in con-
tracting that obligates the Government and the contractor many years-
in advance. For instance, the C-5 contract covers a period of over 8
years and the unknowns and uncertainties over that period have really
caught both the Government and the contractor. Prior to this. we
had contracts on a year or 2 or 3-year basis. Many programs-whetheror not it is a bridge or a building or whatever-have had larger per-
centaRe overruns than the C-5. But to forecast for an 8-year period,
which we are halfway through now, just creates difficulties that we
cannot escape.

Mr. MAITON. Something was mentioned in the testimony yesterday
that was significant. We had gone along for about 7 or 8 years with
an inflation rate of about 11/2 or 2 percent per year. Then suddenly as
a result of all this "guns and butter" program, this high level of
Government spending and other reasons, the rate leaped from about
2 to about 4 or more than 4, and this had its impact all the way around.
I do not see how we can blame the industry or the military for that
particular extra escalation of cost brought about by inflation. But
it is so very important for us to know in advance what these pro-
grams probably will cost.

. A
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When you look at the C-5A and say 120 planes may cost us $5
billion, plus, let us consider that if we had really known that fact
in advance and properly evaluated it, we might not have gone for-
ward with the program. We might have decided to buy off the shelf
this big plane that Boeing is manufacturing, the 747. Of course, it
would not be as good as the C-5A, but it might be so much cheaper
that it would be an acceptable substitute with modifications under
the circumstances.

General MCNICKLE. It is a completely different airplane, Mr. Chair-
man, in that it is a personnel carrier, where the C-5A is an equipment
carrier. It was also a fallout of the original C-5 competition.

Mr. MAioN. That is right, I think the Boeing 747 could be recon-
figured somewhat. If you did reconfigure the Boeing 747 that might
cost millions more. I understand that possibility. But we do need
to look at these matters objectively.

General JFFREY. Mr. Chairman, may I make an observation in
connection with your remarks?

M r. MAHONX. Yes.

CHANGE IN WEAPON SYSTEM PROCUREMENT

General JEFEY. In the early fifties, our approach to procurement
of a major weapon system had been to complete the research and de-
velopment on the initial article or articles, test them, and then in a
sequential step buy in quantity the follow-on numbers that were
required. We found that we were always in a sole source position
once the winner of this R. & D. award had been made. It was almost
impossible to segregate the research and development cost from the
follow-on. Of course, this was done on a year-to-year basis. So even
though, in my opinion, the C-5 total package approach certainly
has some faults, it was an effort to try to procure the R. & D. and
follow-on quantities in a competitive environment in order to get
on top of this problem and the problems associated with the earlier
approach.

As General McNickle indicates this covers a wide period of time
and immediately lays on the table for everybody to see the vast
amounts of money that are involved in a program of this nature.

As I indicated yesterday, it is my firm belief that this program
would have cost more money had it been contracted for by the previ-
ous technique. We just would not have known about it in a lump
sum. We could not have identified it. It would have been identified
in pieces. I think at the end of the contract we would have found that
the airplane would have cost us more money.

Mr. MAHON. I would suspect it would have cost more money under
the old technique.

General JEFmiFY. The point I wanted to make is that we recognize
what you have said and, of course, agree with it completely. On the
other hand, we want to indicate that we are conscious of this problem.
Even though the results do not seem to justify the means, we have
taken steps to attempt to identify this complicated problem and do
something about it.

Really, we have a long way to go.
Mr. MAHO-. Thank you very much, General.
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VALIDITY OF ORIGINAL COST ESTIMATES

Would you think it a good idea in the future when big systems come
before us maybe for Congress to take the testimony of the Pentagon
witnesses and add about 30 percent to the estimated cost as our best
evaluation of what the real cost might eventually be. I do not think
we would be too far wrong.

General McNicKLE. Sir, I think the Deputy Secretary of Defense
is endeavoring to improve the situation by setting out milestones and
requiring that these milestones be met on a technical basis before
going to another one. He is making an effort to get better costs. The
trouble with adding factors is somebody will add a factor and some-
body else will add another one, and we may lean too far the other way.
I think the Secretary and the Deputy Secretary of Defense are mak-
ing a real effort to come to grips with this right now.

I would hope that nobody would have to add 30 percent to it.
Mr. MAHON. On second thought, I was a little afraid my figure of

30 percent was too low. I believe past experience would indicate it was
too low.

General MCNICKLE. I agree, sir.
Mr. MINSHAJL. I can think of some programs where 100 percent

would be a more accurate figure in the past.
General JEF'F1'r.. It has been said jokingly, Mr. Chairman, if you

multiply the figures by pi-
General McNic]KLE. I think the problem with that would be that

von would give us money based on an arbitrarily high point rather
than a lower point. I would think that to put more money on a pro-
gram at the start. than is indicated by the contractor and the service
might lead to difficulty.

Mr. MAHON. We would not put more money on the line, but in mak-
ing our decision as to whether or not to fund a new program we
could take into consideration the fact some developments had escalated
100 percent or more. This is what I really had in mind.

Mr. ANDREWs. I will bet you 2 to I that if the contractor knew there
was more money there he would bid more money.

Mr. MAJION. Yes; it was far from my mind that we would give 30
or 50 percent more money than requested. But in evaluating the pro-
gram and deciding whether or not to proceed with it, we might take
into consideration the inevitable escalation, or almost inevitable escala-
tion.

ACCOUNTABILITY OF TIE MILITARY OFFICER

You gentlemen are before us today to talk about certain programs,
but when these programs succeed or when they flop you will be in dif-
ferent position!. As is true in the past, the miltary people are not hold
strictly accountable. This is one of the difficulties. If a man started the

program and had to stay with it until it was completed, he would
really be on the spot and he would have many restless and sleepless
nights if he saw himself moving toward catastrophe. But as it is now.

he is off someplace else when the difficulties become apparent, and his
successor says, I was not here whei the keel was laid or the baby w s
born. I am not responsible for those troubles. The military officers have
a very adequate screen to protect themselves. I do not know just how
best this matter can be handled but, there is a better way.
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You cannot keel) a military officer in the same business for his entire
career, but the way it is now you have a lack of continuity and account-
ability. One of the greatest difficulties, and I have been watching these
defense appropriations since 1940, is that there is not this feeling of
accountability which is so important in achieving an objective once a
program is begun. Do you have any remedy to that?

General MCNICKLE. Sir, I would agree that we inherit p rograins as
we come into a job and some of them come with problems born several
years before.

Mr. MAHON. You inherit them, but you disclaim responsibility for
them. You are just doing the best you can with what has been handed
to you.

Mir. ANDREWS. That is the point.
Mr. MAION. I do not know just how to handle that.
General BOYLAN. Mr. Chairman, in all fairness, the circumstances

which surround these programs vary as decisions taken in the broad-
est context influence a particular program. The point I am making
is that even the so-called program manager is not master of his total
destiny. He is subject to sche tules, performance reviews, the budget,
technical problems, shift in national policy, all of these that arebe-
yond his personal control, or I might go further, beyond his ability to
influence greatly.

I think the F-111 program could be a very good example of the
point I am trying to make. Certainly the program director for titat
program had very little to do with the initial decision to proceed with
the program, the withdrawal of the British, the withdrawal of the
Navy, the varying quantities approved by the Department of Defense.
That is my point. I am not raising it in just blanket defense of the
uniform. I am just trying to describe the real world that we have to
live in.

Mr. MINSHALL. General, you brought up one weapon system, the
F-111. But I know personally and I know this committee can remem-
ber other programs, where all the factors you outlined were not
cranked into it. It was just a question of the particular service or the
program director very frankly not being on the ball or not informing
the Congress of what was going on with the program before it %i4s

too late.
General BOYLA:'. Sir. Y was referring to those conditions-
Mr. MINSHALL. The F-111 program is a sort of special one. I could

not agree with you more. That was McNamara's baby and it was
forced down your throat and the Navy's throat. The only thing that
McNamara proposed that has not gone wrong is everybody wearing
black shoes.

ROLE OF CONGRESS IN ENCOURAGING MOBILITY THROUGH AIRLIFT

General BOYLAN. As you know better than I, the Congress itself led
the Nation toward paying some attention to mobility through airlift.

Mr. MNAHO.. This committee was very active in pounding the table
over the years and demanding more attention to airlift, and the Air
Force and the other services tended to back away from it because there
were other things that the services were more interested in.
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Of course, the Army was interested in airlift, but the Air Force had
many priorities greater than providing the Army with airlift.

That is one of the elements in this picture.
General BOYLAN. Yes, sir. Without being facetious, sir, the Army

could express that interest because the responsibility for airlift lay in
the Air Force program. But in the C-5, the Congress did take th,.
lead.

Mr. LipscoMi. Excuse me. Did you say in the C-5 the Congress took
the lead?

General BOYLAN. I am sorry, the national airlift capability.
Mr. LIPsCOMB. There is a difference.
General Bo'"LAN. As you recall, Congress authorized and appro-

priated funds for the modernization of the military airlift command,
C-130's and C-135's. It encouraged the Department to lay down a
specific unco.promised aircraft for cargo, the C-141.

The Department of Defense then was part of a shifting national
strategy which moved away from the sole reliance on nuclear weapons.
This came in 1961. Following that the requirement for the C-5 to con-
tribute more through airlift to mobility was laid down. As was brought
out here yesterday, the initial estimates on how many C-5's were re-
quired ranged from 200, eight squadrons: six squadrons was the
program figure adopted. This involved a cutback in the C-141 which
previously had been considered a stable program at some 20 squiad-
rons. The C-141 program was changed. The C-5 was brought into the
picture. Yes, the Air Force then found itself in the position of advo-
cate for the C-5 because it was an Air Force program.

SELECTION OF C-A CONTRACTOR

I am sure General Jeffrey covered the selection and procurement
process yesterday and in that must. be considered the competence of
Lockheed in producing this aircraft. I am sure General Jeffrey must
have touched on that.

Lockheed had built the C-130 and C-141. From,:. program manager
point of view. I would think that the Air Force cold well have been
justified in accepting Lockheed's proposition to build the airplane on
the basis of competence.

Apparently Lockheed had initial difficulties in translating its pro-
posal into good engineering work. But all of these factors then have
influenced the C-5 program as well.

Again, sir, I think the responsibility certainly must be borne by key
responsible individuals in uniform, and the key responsible individuals
who are civilians in the Department of Defense. But again, they alone
do not control all of the factors.

LACK OF COMPLETE CANDOR' OF MILITARY WITNESSES

Mr. MAHON. I had intended to ask you this further question. You
people have been heavily involved in the C-5A and other aircraft,
procurement. One, of the problems we have in Congress is this: The
civilian and military officials in the Pentagon, after a period of days
or weeks, or months, or years, come to a conclusion with I"ospect to a
certain program or policy. Before the party line, so to speak, of the
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Department of Defense is established, many of the pros and cons are
weighed. This is a healthy exercise, a necessary exercise. But one of
the weaknesses of our procedures in Congress is that when you come
before congressional committees the party line has been established
and we only hear, to some extent, one side of the picture. W e have to
dig and dig in order to discover what the alternatives may have been
and what the pro-and-con arguments are. Do you understand what I
mean, General McNickle?

General MCNICKLE. Yes, sir.
Mr. MAHOx. Do you as an Air Force officer feel free to express to

a congressional committee the pros and cons of a decision which has
been reached, or do you feel you must support the decision and also

withhold from the Congress, unless you are smoked out on the issue,
so to speak, the other side of the coin or the other side of the picture
or the alternatives involved?

General McNICKLE. I think the way I would sa i is that I am first
to express the program, and if you desire the alternatives, I will give
them to you.

Mr. MAHON. Do we get, in your opinion, a forthright statement from
civilian and military witnesses with respect to the other side of the
argument, so to speak? I have my own thoughts on the matter. I just
wanted to get your view.

General McNICKLE. Sir, I would say that you probably get a freer
exchange now than you did previously.

Mr. MAHON. That is not saying a great deal, of course.
Mr. MINSHALL. What is "now" and what is "previously"?
Mr. ANDREWS. You mean about a year or 2 years ago?
General MCNicKrE. A little over a year ago is "previously." I would

say right now, aP a witness, I am free to answer any questions, in any
way, that you ask.

Mr. MAION. Yes, but you would sort of lose face in Air Force Head-
quarters if you did not stand up stoutly for your program and look
with condescending and jaundiced eye upon any alternative, I would
think.

General MCNICKLE. Yes, sir, I would say that, on the basis that when
a decision is made, all the pros and cons and alternatives are consid-
ered. To me, to express a personal opinion is no problem. But I must
at that time say that better heads than mine, and more of them, have
come up with this decision and this is it.

fr. MAHO'N. I would like to have General Jeffrey's comment on this.
You have been in this business for some time.

General JEFFRIY. Sir, these things are thrashed out in great detail.
The pros and cons are discussed from the lowest level in the Air
Force all the way up the line. The alternatives almost without end are
)resented for review. We attempt to select that one that. seems to best

meet our requirements and is in the best interests of the Air Force and
the country.

Mr. M.iioN. That is all correct, and we understand that: General.
If you could meet head on the specific issue here-

General JEFFREY. Once the decision has been made, that this is
the approach that we should follow, we believe it appropriate that
the team should support this approach.
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Mr. MAi1o-. I do not think we would quarrel with the necessity
for supporting it, but how willing are you to give the committees of
Congress the same information the Pentagon had before a decision
was made so we can make up our minds whether or not we thought
you were wise in the decision which you made? That is the real point
I was discussing here. Maybe I did not make myself clear.

General JEFFREY. Yes, sir. It is a difficult question to answer, sir.
We have presented the President's budget, and we find ourselves in
the position of having to support that budget.

Mr. MAHON. But could you in some way say "we are here support-
ing the President's budget. We are firmly convinced that this is the
best thing to do under the circumstances. Now, with respect to the
C -5A, or with respect to some other program, the various alternatives
are thus and so. Here is the plus side, here is the minus side, this is
on the plus side, this is on the minus side. We evaluated all of these
things. We want you gentlemen of Congress to understand all of
thi.. After much soul searching we decided to go forward with the
C-5A."

This is what I am talking about. This is the kind of testimony that
we do not get to the extent we need it. Do you get my point?

General Jr.FFmrY. I understand your point.
Mr. MAHox. I would like some way to do this without calling for

disloyalty on the part of the witnesses. I was searching for some
contribution from you.

Can you make any?
General .TEFFREY. I think this would be a desirable exchange. It is

mv presonal view that this would be a desirable exchange.
Mr. MAetoN. General Boylan. do you have any comment.?
General BoTtw. Mr. Chairman, I think one of the problems that

goes directly to your concern is that the total defense budget is com-
prised of ianv separate parts. If you start with the overriding
consideration that there is only so much money, and we all firmly
understand that, then relative i)riorities of programs, the timing of
programs, to start development or procurement, et cetera, all become
involved. I think, personally, that the Department and the Congress
have to devise sonre way to make more clear the overall circumstances
that, in the final analysis drive thedecisions on every program.

The real problem is going to be how much can we explain, not how
much do we want to explain, of all of these separate things that in-
fluence one program.

For example, the decision on the FB-111 to not go beyond 76 pro-
duction articles is driven in part by a proposal to support th'e B-1 in
this budget. It is driven in part certainly by the total dollars. It is
driven by the other production considerations around the FB-111.

All of'these factors get involved. So, again, I agree with you, but if
you carried it to the extreme, you would have to consider all of the
detail that the Department considers in putting together. its budget,
and you would have to literally consider and weigh all of the alterna-
tives and separate decisions that the Department must consider.

I think in previous years on occasions there has been a sort of back-
drop provided to Congress for its subsequent considerations of the de-
tailed appropriation and authorization acts. I would describe this as
perhaps a several day working session of what is the Air Force pro-

d
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grain in terns of people, facilities ,where it is, and why it is there. Why
are the prograins arranged as they are? What are the relative priori-
ties viewe(1 by the Air Force? Then, given this as a backdrop, perhaps
your detailed review of the budget programs could be more meaning-
ful to both of us.

Mr. MAHON. Is there any further comment from anyone ?

NEW GUIDANCE POLICY FOR MILITARY WITNESSES BEFORE CONGRESS

General McNicKr.E. Sir, I think we must come before you to present
the Air Force portion of the defense budget. If we do not, there could
be a rebirth of interservice rivalry and the presentation of parochial
views. We must present the decisions of the Secretary of Defense. I
agree we should be prepared to discuss the alternatives on the contro-
versial programs, and I think we are.
General-TTrs. I might amplify that, sir, by saying it is policy in

the Department of Defense that, whereas you are supporting to the
Congress the President's budget-decisions have been ma-e-that
upon proper questioning a witness is free to express, upon request
of proper authorities in the Congress, his personal opinion on a given
program. That is a matter of policy.

Mr. wipscoxB. General, you were just mentioning a policy. There
was a directive that was in force during the McNamara ad~inistra-
tion. Since the administration of Secretary Laird there has been an
expression of policy which liberalizes to an extent McNamara's policy.
This new guidance gives you much more flexibility in testifying before
congressional committees. In fact, I believe in general it permits mili-
tary witnesses to give any information that is desired.

General Pirrs. That is the policy I was speaking to; yes, sir.
Mr. Ln'scom. Mr. Chairman, for the record, could we have the

new policy guidance from Secretary of Defense Laird placed in the
record at this point?

Mr. MAHOz4. Very well.
(The information appears on pp. 972 and 973.)

EXPRESSING PERISONAL OPIN b;S BEFORE CONGRESSIONAL COXIMMITEES

Mr. AN DREWS. General, let us take a program in which Air Force
was extremely interested; it was denied by OSD, you reclamaed it, and
OSD still denied the program. You subsequently come before this com-
mittee to justify the Air Force portion of the DOD budget as sub-
mitted by the Bureau of the Budget and signed by the President, which
is the approved DOD budget. If-I understand you correctly, you can-
not bring up the subject of that deleted Air Force program, but if
a member ofthe committee asks questions about it, you would be free
to tell all you knew about it, to express your opinion and your desire
tor that program?

General Pr-rs. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. IS that the size of it?
General Pirns. Yes, sir. Properly qualified that it is a personal

opinion or an Air Force position versus the DOD or Presidential
decision.
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Mr. A.NDREWS. You could still tell the committee that you as a general
would like to get the program or new system; you requested it, you
reclamaed it, you were still refused, but as of the'time you were before
the committee, you still wanted it.

General Pirrs. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Even though it was not in the budget?
General Pirrs. Understanding that I would be responding to a re-

quest for my professional opinion for the Air Force position and that
the decision had been taken by proper authorities to overrule that
personal opinion or Air Force position.

Mr. ADDABBO. That is not very helpful, really. You cannot expect
an officer to lash out against his superiors in this kind of way.

Mr. ANDREWS. He would not be lashing out against his superiors.
Mr. MAITON. It would be so interpreted.
Mr. MINSTAL. Mr. Chairman, along the line of Mr. Lipscomb's

request, I think it would be helpful to put not only Secretary Lairds
policy guidance, but right with it, Secretary McNamara's policy
memorandum, so that they may be compared.

Mr. MAHON. Without objection, this documentation will be placed
in the record.

(The information follows:)
(NOT.-Secretary Laird has not issued formal letter instructions

to congressional witnesses. His policies and intentions in this matter,
however, were clearly expressed during his confirmation hearings
before the Senate Armed Services Committee on January 14, 1969.
Pertinent excerpts from those hearings follow: I

"Senator STENNIS. Now, on another question, I am sure you realize better
than most people that if Congress is to legislate effectively in the field of
national affairs, we must have the full and uninhibited views of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, and the senior military officers. Now, can you assure this
committee that all these officers or anyone from your Department of Defense
or the services will not be discouraged from giving the committee their real
views, will not be penalized for giving their honest opinion, even though that
opinion might be in conflict with your views or even in conflict with the views of
the President?

"Representative LAn. I can assure you, Senator, that I expect them to give
their views to this committee. I expect them to carry out the decisions that have
been made by me as Secretary of Defense, but as far as giving their views to this
committee, I would expect them to make a full disclosure of their views.

"Senator STENmis. That is a very wholesome attitude and it will be very
helpful to the committee and I think to you, too.

"I think we all fully subscribe, of course, to the principle of civilian control
over military matters, which is deeply rooted in our constitutional processes and
I hope always will be. This concept, however, does not carry with it any Implica-
tion that the views of the military leaders will be ignored in reaching your
decisions. That is the way we see it. Can you assure the committee regarding
your intentions to fully consult with the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and weigh and
consider their opinions? You notice I didn't say follow.

"Representative LAla. I certainly can assure the committee of that procedure.
It will be followed by me as Secretary of Defense, and I can assure you it will
be followed by the Deputy Secretary of Defense.

"Yesterday I had my first meeting with the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and meetings
will be held on a regular basis, and there will be an open door for them to the
Secretary of Defense's office."

IHearings before Committee on Armed Services, U.S. Senate, 91st Cong., first sess., Jan.
14 and 15,1969.
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THE DEPUTY, SECRETARY OF DEFENSE,
Washington, D.C., January 11, 1965.

Memorandum for: The Secretaries of the military departments; the Director
of Defense Research and Engineering; the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff;
the Assistant Secretaries of Defense; the General Counsel; the assistants
to the Secretary of Defense; and the Directors, defense agencies.

Subject: Congressional appearances by Department of Defense witnesses.
I have been asked by prospective witnesses to provide guidance for the benefit

of personnel of the Department who, in the course of congressional hearings,
are required to give their personal opinions on matters concerning which a De-
partment of Defense position has been established by the Secretary of Defense
with the approval of the President. If pressed for his personal opinion, the
witness should make clear-

1. That his personal views were expressed (if such be the fact) to appro-
priate authorities within the Defense Department before the departmental
position was established;

2. Where his views are not in accord with the departmental decision that,
notwithstanding his personal views, he has accepted and will abide by the
departmental position; and

3. The considerations or factors which support the decision; in other
words, the pros and cons on the issue involved.

CYRUS VANCE.

Mr. MINSHALL. I wouldn't say it necessarily applies to the Air
Force, General, but we on this committee have gone into a lot of
these programs with extreme care. It is just too bad that time does
not permit us to go into more detail. But when we had witnesses up
here as in previous years, they said one thing before us in their official
testimony that is finally printed, but when we met them outside in
the hall or maybe at a little dinner party someplace, they provided
a different story when they were able to talk more freely. I hope with
this new look that we will receive the full story, and you will be
able to tell us the same thing here at this witness table that you do
privately when we meet you later.

I am talking right now about the F-111 program.
As this committee well knows, various admirals and captains told

us that plane was not going to work. This was 3 or 4 years ago. Yet
they came before our subcommittee and told a different story, ap-
parently afraid of not getting an additional star or maybe losing
all they had.

General MCNICiKLE. Or becoming an ambassador.
Mr. MINSHALL. Something like that.

OTHER A.IRCRFT PROCUREMENT

RF-4C AIRCRAFT

Mr. MAHo. Thank you, General. Are the 12 RF-4C aircraft
requested for fiscal 1970 attrition aircraft?

General BOYLAN. Yes, sir; they are.
Mr. MAHON. Since we have procured a total of 481 of these aircraft

and since the bombing halt in North Vietnam has reduced our loss
forecast of this aircraft to the extent that no new procurement fund-
ing is sought in fiscal 1970, why must we fund these 12?

General BOYLAN. If I understand your question correctly, we are
buying no F-4's, the fighter bomber version,- because the recomputed
attrition resulting from the total cessation, of bombing to the north
indicated that the 1969 and prior, procurements would carry the force
structure through this time period.

_.I -V -10 4 - z - &--W1 '.6"'y' . , 1 A 1114
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The RF-4C continues to perform reconnaissance in both Nortl and
South Vietnam. The OSD attrition factors and Air Force attrition
factors agree that some 12 aircraft are required.

Mr. M.iro N.You are not buying additional F-4 aircraft. Why buy
the reconnaissance version if you do not need the other version?

General BOYLAx. The RF--4 is the model designation of the recon-
naissance airplane. The current fighter-bomber production model is
the F-4E.

Mr. MAIfON. I understand that, but why are you buying this air-
craft since it is related in a way to the mission of fighter-bomber
versionI

General JErFEY. Sir, we are continuing to fly the RF-4C over
North Vietnam. We anticipated that its attrition rates could be
greater under those conditions.

Mr. MAITor. What is your present attrition experience? You have
later information now. Does this confirm your estimate of need or not?

General PrTTS. Since the November 1, 1968, bombing halt, sir, the
overall RF-4C attrition rate in Southeast Asia has been losses
per 1,000 sorties. The last 12 months experience, May 1968 to April
1969 was losses per thousand sorties. So the attrition rate
stayed about the same.

Mr. MAHoN. Even since the bombing halt?
General Pire. Yes, sir.
We are still conducting reconnaissance sorties over North Vietnam,

whereas the bombing halt has stopped the fighter bomber aircraft
going into that territory-losses still continue on the reconnaissance
airpane. .

eneral JF ', This number of aircraft will maintain our force
until th6 fiscal 1971 reorder'point. Another problem here concerns
the reconnaissance sensors that are used on the RF-4. If we had not
procured any airplanes in this particular budget, the production of
those sensors would have dropped off to the point that considerable
effort would have been required, 'in order to reinstitute that
production..

Mr. MAHoN. Are you buying these planes to keep the line open?,
General JEFFEEY. We are buying principally for attrition but as a

secondary reason to keep the line open.
Mr. MAHION. You are requesting $8 million for advance procure-

ment for a buy of RF-40 aircraft in fiscal 1971. If the bomb-
ing halt continues, will there be a requirement for more
aircraft next year?

General JEFFnmY. These are advance attrition airplanes, sir, and
the re uirement would be based upon the same basis as this year.

Mr. ITON. What if the war ends?
General JEFFrEY. If the war ends, I thought you said if the bombing

halt ends.
Mr. MATrON. If the war ends, this might be reevaluated?
General ,Jml-.TrY. Yes, sir.

O-2A AIRCRAFT

Mr. MAHOx. Are there any questions? If not, with respect to the
O-2A, the request for $2.6 million for procurement of 34 of these for-
ward air control aircraft, is based on replacement losses. What was
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tle actal attrition of tis aircraft ili the last 3 months? What is the
current total inventory of this O-2A aircraft.

General BOYLAIN. For about a 6-month period, November through
April-we lost aircraft. Our average unit equipment (UE)
level in Southeast Asia is about

Mr. INAioN. Give us the attrition rate of the O-2A ComIlxutd witl
thlat of the 0-1, for the record.

(The information provided the committee is classified.)
Mr. MINSHALL. You say you lost of these O-2's. Is tlt be-

cause of antiaircraft fire, or what was the reason for the loss?
General BuY1Ix.-. There are a variety of reasons, sir.
Mr. MAUoN. Does anyone in the group have the figure?
Mr. MINSHALL. We can put it in the record, MI. Chairman, if you

want to go ahead.
General BOYLAN. I am advised that about to combat

and to operational losses.
Mr. MINSHALL. You found out generally it is a pretty good aircraft.
General BOYLAN. The aircraft, is doing the job, sir. Tie general

al)praisal of the aircraft is that it, is maintainable, it has liad some
prol)lems because of the gear and the rough terrain. There has been
a little foreign object damage, but its incoinnission rate is at Air
Force standards. I't is doing the job. It is not an optimum forward
air controller (FAC) aircraft. It is not what the Air Force would
prefer to live with over the next 10 years.

Mr. MINSHALL. What (10 you want?
General BoYiAN. hIlls year's budget is asking for only the attrition

requirement for the 0-2. The Air Force does have under study a
Specific Operational Requirement (SOR) for an optimized forward
aIr controller aircraft of the variety that the 0-2 is-a light, easily
maintained, inexpensive aircraft.

Mr. MINSHATIL. What is the reason you do not like this one par-
ticularly? You say it is satisfactory, but you would rather design one
of your own?

General Boyy,.I . No, sir. I am saying that the aircraft is perform-
ing satisfactorily. It does have some aspects that the Air Force judges
should be recognized, and if possible eliminated.

Mr. M'NSHALT,. What are they?
General BoYLAN. I touched on a couple. The experience with the

gear, the foreign object damage, these kinds of things. But the air-
craft is doing an acceptable job:

Mr. MINSTIALL. That seems like a pretty credible performance.
General BOYLAN. We think it is very credible.
Mr. MINSAL,. Why would you want to go ahead and ask for money

to design a new one?
If this is doing the job, I don't follow you.
General MCNIcKLE'. Yes, sir. We are going to use the 0-2 and we

are only asking for these replacements.
The problem with the present FAC aircraft is that they take a lot

of runway.
Mr. MINsIALL. It doesn't take too much runway?
General McNcIKLE. Yes, sir.
Mr. MINSTALL. Wlhat do you mean by too much runway? Wliat.are

you talking about I

32-845-69-pt. 3-62
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General McNIcF. Approximately 2,000 feet.
Mr. MINSHA TJT. That is not very much.
General McNiCicLE. We think it is for an optimum FAC aircraft.

We would like to be able to use 1,000-foot strips.
M1r. MINSA,.H, You ca 1 get a V/STrOL.
General MCNICKLE. No, sir. Actually a newer 0-1 with shorter take-

off is what the people would like to have. But the 0-2 is satisfactory
for the mission.

Mr. MINSHALL. How many runways do you have in Vietnam that
are shorter than 2,000 feet?

General McNxcKr.E. There could be many shorter strips down with
the brigade and company level where we would like these planes to
operate, i f they had the shorter takeoff capability.

A-37B AIRCRAr

Mr. MAHON. With respect to the A-37B, how many of the 96 A-27B
aircraft, for which you are requesting $38.5 million, are for the South
Vietnamese Air Force? Is it the intention of the Air Force to main-
tain squadrons of A-37 aircraft in the U.S. Air Force after Vietnam?

General BOYJJAN. The A-37's that are being procured in this request.
sit', will not go to the Vietnamese. In an additional air-
craft will be- transferred to the Vietnamese from total A-37's avail-
able to the Air Force. The Air Force basically will not retain A-37's
in its force structure as an end position, with the exception of the
special operating forces.

For example, based on our current programing by end fiscal 1972-
let me put that in another time frame--June of 1973, we will have
some aircraft in our special operations forces, in the
Air National Guard, and in our training establishment.

.Mr. MAHON. What is the total approved procurement of A-37
aircraft tinder present planning? How many of the total are for Viet-
namese Air Force and how many for the regular U.S. Air Force,
and how many for the Air National Guard?

Supply that for the record, please.
(The information follows:)

Total planned procurement of A-37B aircraft Is . aircraft are
being procured for VNAF, - for the ANG, and the balance of - are
being procured for the regular USAF. After allowing for attrition and command
support, aircraft are to be diverted to both VNAI' and the ANG.

Mr. MATTON. In the hearing on the fiscal 1969 supplemental appro-
printion bill, it was stated that the Air Force plans to replace F-100
aircraft in Vietnam with A-37's on a two A-37's for one F-100 basis.

Is this ratio still firm?
General BOYLAN. It is, sir.
Mr. MAHON. How large are the special operation forces which use

the A-37B aircraft in traning Vietnamese pilots? Will the aircraft
they use be turned over to the Vietnamese?

dreneral BOYLAN. As of the moment, sir, the Vietnamese have three
squadrons. They will be receiving . The special operating force
unit currently in the Air Force will remain in the Air Force.

Mr. MmtO,. You can answer this question for the record. The prior
approval reprograming number fiscal year 1969-94, which requests
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ap)lroval of tle reprogratiiiig of $28.2 million for l)rocurelnenit of
63 A-37 aircraft in fiscal I )9, -picks up a request which was originally
presented in the fiscal . 68 supplemental and later withdrawn.

Since we are now il the last two months of fiscal 19069, it would ap-
pear that the reprogranied funds would probably not be obligated in
fiscal 1969 but rather ini 1970. 1tave the delays in financial approval
caused any stretchout of the A-37 l)roductio lilies? Could we stretch
out the fiscal 1970 procurement as a, consequence?

General JEFFREY. Sir, the delay in program apl)roval has been cov-
ered thus far b) the use of fiscal 1968 advance buy money. We believe
that schedule slips coull occur beginning about thie first of May, since
the airframe contract canorot be awarded.

Mr. LAJiN. You can amplify that for the record.
('The information follows :)

REPROGRA'MING OF A-37 AIRCRAFT

Initially, it appeared that our delivery schedule would slip if the 63 aircraft
in the reprograming request were not directed by May 1. However, the $2.1
million additional fiscal year 1968 advance buy money which we have directed has
continued to protect the schedule to this point. Since our definitive contract has
been negotiated based upon the total fiscal year 1969 quantity, we can still obli-
gate the money and not slip the schedule if we receive program release by June
20, 1969.

OV-10 AIRCRAFT

Mr. MAuOX. With respect to the OV-10, has that aircraft been adisappointment ?General JEFFe . No, sir: it has not been a disappointment. To the
contrary, the airplane used' in the forward air control role over in
Southeast Asia has performed exceedingly well.

Mr. MAHoN. Why are you not asking for more of them?
General JEFFREY. It is an expensive airplane.
Mr. MAHoN. You can amplify that for the record.
(The information follows:)

The average flyaway cost of the OV-10 over our total production run of 15T
aircraft was $506,000. Based on our current experience with O-i's, 0-2's, and
OV-10's in the forward air control (FAC) and strike control and reconnaissance
(SCAR) roles. we are convinced that the next generation FAC/SCAR aircraft
will perform more effectively and will be acquired at a lower cost than the OV-10.

Mr. MAHON. Has a final resolution been made of the high speed flut-
ter problem which caused failure of the horizontal stabilizer?

General JEFIFREY. No, sir.
Mr. MAHON. Elaborate in the record.
(The information follows:)

OV-10 FLUTM13 PRoBLEM

The flight envelope has been restricted to - knots. Our normal operations
do not require higher speeds so there has been no adverse effect on mission capa-
bility. The flight test program has been expanded by adding multiple acceler.
ometers on the booms and stabilizers to identify the source and type of vibrationq
which led to the failure. Preliminary flight test results are expected In August
In addition, computer simulations will be continued using estimated data until'
the actual flight test data becomes available.

Mr. MAHON. Has the final Air Force OV-10 been delivered?
General JEFFPRY. It was delivered in April, this year.
Mr. MiNSHALL. How many do you have?

.4e Q4 t4 j I '.
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General JEFFREY. 157.
Mr. MINSIIALL. How many do you have in Vietnam ?
General JEFFREY. We have a total of five stjuadrons. We have tlie

squadrons in Vietnam; 74 airplanes.
Mr. MINSHALL. What, has been their performance in Vietnam?
General JEFFRFY. It has been excellent.
Mr. MINSHAL,. In what role?
General JFFREY. In a forward air control role.
Mr. MINSHALL. How much runway do these birds need?
General JEFFREY. They need 2,000 feet.
Mr. MINSHALL. About the same as an 0-2.
General JEFFREY. About the same; yes, sir.
Mr. MINSHAITJ. What can this bird do that the 0-2 can't?
General JEFFREY. This airplane has a much higher speed capability.

It has the capability to carry ordnance; it has the capability to carry
a half dozen passengers, as well as cargo. It can do more than the for-
ward air controller role.

Mr. MINSHALL. You say this is a cargo plane or a passenger plane
or forward air control?

General JEFFREY. We are using it as a forward air controller. It has
other capabilities.

Mr. MINSHALL. What can this plane do as a forward air controller
that the 0-2 can't?

General JFFREY. Very little.
Mr. MINSITALL. What'is the difference in price?
General JEFFRmY. This airplane costs about $500,000 a copy, and I

think the 0-2 is somewhere in the neighborhood of less than $100,000
a copy. We are not advocating this airplane as a replacement for the
0-2. These airplanes have a considerable capability in the special op-
erational forces. Really, this was the sort of thing that the airplane
was designed for, an operation where we might have to carry a few
people in the back and you might have to put machineguns on it and
you could use it as a light attack airplane under some conditions.

Mr. MINSATA,,. How-many of these have you lost in Vietnam?
General JPFrnEY. We have lost in the last 6 months.
Mr. MINSHAL,. Enemy activity or other causes?
General Prrrs. to operational losses, - to combat, sir.

QUESTIONABLE USE OF OV-1 0 AIRCRAFT IN FAC ROLE

Mr. MINSHATJJ. General, in reply to the question of the chairman
about your opinion of the 01-10, in view of our philosophic dis-
cussion this morning about testimony before this committee, I would
like to verify your answer as to the fact that you feel it is a satis-
factory airplane. Is that your honest opinion?

General 5nmy. Yes, sir. I will have to qualify that, of course-
Mr. MINSHALL. NOW, you can put the butss" in it.
General Jr~mr. With regard to the role of the airplane.
Mr. MmnmsALL. It was primarily designed as a counterinsurgency

aircraft.
General JFFREY. That is the primary design; yes.
Mr. MJNsrAu,. Here you have a bird that won't go as fast as it

should without getting tail flutter and at the present time you are not
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using it ini a counterinsurgency role; you are using it as an FAC
aircraft over in Vietnam. Row can you say it is a satisfactory air-
craft when it doesn't meet the contract .specifications? When we dis-
cussed the airplane during development, it came up with as long a list
of deficiencies as any aircraft we have ever had, and it still has some.
I just don't see how you can say it is 100 percent satisfactory.

General JEFFmREY. Mly comments related to the role in which it is
being used. The -'knot restriction due to tail flutter isn't causing
any operational problems because the airplanes in the FAC role are
not. flown up to that sort of speed.

Mr. MINSIATATL. This aircraft wasn't designed for that FAC role in
the first instance; was it?

General JEFFREY. No, sir, that is what we are using it for now. The
flutter tests are being conducted. We anticipate having the results of
those tests by August of this year and something will be done to
correct them.

r. MINSHALL. I am just concerned that you would be using a
$500,000 aircraft in a FAC role, when in fact you can use another type
aircraft such as the 0-2 or the 0--i that costs less than $100,000. You
have already lost of them over there for one reason or another
to the tune of . These other aircraft wouldn't be anywhere near
that amount if you lose them.

General JEFFrEY. That is correct, sir. On the other hand, we have
been, from an overall viewpoint, short in FAC airplanes and this pro-
vides us a wonderful opportunity to test. this airplane under combat
conditions, even though not specifically in the role for which the
airplane was designed.

Mi'. MINSITALL. But you said this aircraft couldn't .do anything in a
FAC role that the 0-2 can. This is my point. Why you are testing
a half million dollar aircraft over there in combat, whereas the 0-2
would only cost, say $75,000 or $80,000, the Air Force version, and it
can (10 exactly the same job.

General JEFFrmY. It can do the same job, but it is to our advantage
whenever we have the opportunity, to test out an airplane under actual
combat conditions, to find out where its otherwise unknown deficien-
cies might be.

Mr. HINS] TALL. You do know what these deficiencies are now to your
satisfaction. Why do you continue to use such an expensive aircraft
in this role ?

General JEFFREY. We need FAC airplanes over in Southeast Asia.
Mr. MINSITALL. Why don't you order more of the cheaper variety

then?
General JEFFREY. We are ordering them.
Mr. MINSHALL. They are off-the-shelf items for all intents and pur-

poses and you can get them quite readily?
General JEFFnRY. Yes.
Mr. MINsHiNALL. I am just trying to save the taxpayers a little money.
General JEFFREY. I understand, sir. We recognize that this airplane

is too expensive an airplane for continu-d procurement in the FAC
role and they are no longer being procured.

On the other hand, we have the airplanes, we need FAC ai planes;
this is a good FAC airplane and it is desirable that we take ttis air-

*1*-.~. ~
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plane out under combat conditions and that is the reason it is over
there.

Mr. MINSUIALL. Will this request for FAC aircraft that you have in
the budget satisfy all of your needs for FAC aircraft?

General JEFFREY. I would defer to General Boylan on that.
General BOYLAN. The number is 34 0-2's proposed in this budget

to replace our estimated attrition.
Mr. MINSHALL. How long will it take to get delivery on 34 0-2's

with all the electronic gear and ready to be operational?
Colonel BUcOINGHAM. The first aircraft is scheduled for delivery in
- and the last in .

Mr. MINSHALL. Why does this take so long?
Colonel BUCKINGIiAx . That is about months from the start

of fiscal year 1970. The avionics is the long leadtime item. The air-
plane itself, as you know, is an airplane that is in commercial produc-
tion. It is the peculiar equipment we put in it that in it that takes the
additional time.

Mr. MINSHALL. Has this equipment been ordered?
Colonel BUCKINGHAM. Yes, sir. We had an advance buy of $1 mil-

lion that was approved last year by the committee and that has been
used to order the avionics equipment.

Mr. MINSHALL. Who is the manufacturer of this particular avionics
equipment?

Colonel BUCKING Im. I do not have that information.
Mr. MiN'SHAL1. Supply it for the record.

0-2 AIRCRAFT AVIONICS MANUFACTURERS

The 0-2 avionics and the current manufacturer of each item follows:
Item and manufacturer:

ARO-51 BX (UHF/AM radio), Admiral, Chicago, Ill.
FM-622 (VHF/FM radio), Magnavox, Fort Wayne, Ind.
Wilcox 807 (VHF/FM radio), Wilcox, Kansas City, Mo.
ARN-83 (LF/ADF homer), Collins, Cedar Rapids, S.D.
KY48 (Speech scramble/encoder), Magnavox, Fort Wayne, Ind.
APX-64 (IFF identification), Hazeltine, Little Neck, N.Y.
AC--18 (interphone), Andria, Long Island, N.Y.
ARN-52 (TACAN), Republic, Huntington, N.Y.
SST-181X (Responder beacon), Motorola, Chicago, Ill.

Mr. MNSHALL. There is no way you can speed up delivery?
Colonel BUCKINGHAM. I do not believe so, sir, because the con-

tractual action that has been taken on the advance buy was related
to this schedule. They are matched together and the only way we
would be able to do that would be to pay premium overtime to get the
equipment and we don't believe that is necessary.

Mr 1iNSHAJL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

C-130E AIRCRAFT

Mr. MAON. The' 0-130E, what is the total authorized inventory
of tle Air Force of the C-130 aircraft ?

General BOYLAN. Approximately a month or so ago the Air Force
had some 591 C-130's of all types. They were organized into 28squadrons. We hadan additional 20 in training.

General JFFREY. It is planned to procure C-130E's.
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Mr. MAHoN. We read in the paper a few days ago about an Air
Force sergeant flying a C-130 off the base in England and disappear-
ing. What kind of a -130 was that I

General JEFFREY. I believe it was a C-130B, sir. I am corrected sir.
It was a C-130E.

Mr. MAHON. Is the fiscal 1970 procurement based primarily on
keeping the production line open so that the C-130 can be produced
in large quantities if they are required, or do you have a military
requirement for 18 C-130's?

General BOYLAN. Mr. Chairman, the 18 C-130's will satisfy a mili-
tary requirement in our Tactical Airlift Force. We are not only see-
ing that the Tactical Airlift Force is gradually reduced by attrition,
but we are gradually transferring to the Vietnamese - squad-
rons of C-123's for that country's airlift requirement. This transfer
plus attrition on the C-130 and the C-7 aircraft account for the mili-
tary requirement. It is a combination of attrition in the C-130 force,
the C-7 and the transfer of C-128's.

Mr. MAHON. In making this decision, was there any problem at
all? Did some people Want none and some people want 18 and some
people want 40? How did you come to this figure?

General BOYLAN. Mr. Chairman, the facts that principally came
to bear on this decision, No. 1, attrition of C-130's. No. 2, the overall
reduction in airlift capability that stems from attrition, on C-130's
and C-7's and, No. 3, the transfer of C-123"s to the Vietnamese.

The alternatives that were available were, No. 1, obviously do
nothing. Because of the overall status of the force this was considered
completely unacceptable.

Secondly, the Air Force could have procured C-7's, or perhaps
0-8's, a little larger and more costly equivalent of the C-7. We
couldn't procure 0-123's. The decision then was made that the over-
all capability of the Tactical Airlift Force is best served by procuring
the C-130E's.

Mr. MAxrON. This is all very interesting, but I don't think you
came completely to grips with my question. What was said in your
discussions? Did somebody just pick this out and everybody agreed?
What is the basis of argument and discussion? How long did it take?
Did you do this on a Friday afternoon? How did this come about?

General McNxcKL. The Air Force took a request to Secretary
Packard for some C-7's and some C-130's. He made a decision to buy
the C-130's.

Mr. MaoN. How many did you ask Mr. Packard for of each?
General McNicmL. I don't remember the figures now.
Mr. MAHoN. Can you remember, General Boylan ?
General BoYLAN. The first for C--7's would have been on the order

of 58 airplanes. We were attempting to replace, in these alternatives,
the transfer of 48 airplanes three squadrons, and the attrition that is
being su Iained on the C-71s. The C-7 alternative would have added
70 airplanes. The C-130 alternative was computed to be one squadron
of 18. The arithmetic, when you compute capability, sorties, ton-miles
and so forth the one squadron of C-130's will roughly equate, as I re-
call, to the three squadrons of C-7's. That is on mass of lift that you
can produce with those airplanes.
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Mr. MAHOx. I don't understand this. You asked Mr. Packard for
how many of what and what, did you get? IHow many of each and
what did you get?

General BOYLAN. May I correct the record?
Mr. MAHON. Oh, yes.
General BOYLAN. I think there are two alternatives that the Air

Force considered.
Mr. MAHON. We are not interested in the alternatives. What did

you ask for and what did you aWee on I
General BOYLAN. The Air Force originally requested 70 C-7's. In

follow-on discussions the Air Force charged its request to 11 C-7's
and 18 C-180's.

Mr. MAHON. I know, but originally you :-ked him for how many?
Did you ask him orignally for 18?

General BOYLAN. NO, sir.
Mr. MAH"o-. And then the C-7s?
General BOYLAN. The C-7 alternative, as discussed by the Air Force

with Mr. Packard-was 11 C-7's and 18 0-130's.
Mr. MAHON. The Air Force originally didn't request what you are

now requesting. There were decisions made within the Air Force dif-
ferent from what you are presenting here toda

General MCNICKLE. The Air Force asked r both types in discus-
sions with Mr. Packard.

Mr. MAHON. He approved fully the 18 C-130's but he didn't approve
the others?

General MCNICKLE. That is right, but during the discussions with
Mr. Packard the Air Force agreed to accept the 18 C-130's.

Mr. MAHON. The Air Force decision was overruled with respect to
this matter.

General MCNICKLE. Yes, sir; the Air Force request for other than
C-180's was not approved.

Mlfr. MAIAHON. Was this on the basis of funds or basis of a faulty pres-
entation by the Air Force to the DOD?

General MCNICKLE. I believe the basis for it was an austere budget.
If we needed more C-130s, Secretary Packard said we would examine
that at a later date.

C-130 AIRCRAFT COSTS

Mr. MAIe.oN. The cost of these C-130's was $43 million in fiscal year
1968; some $48 million in 1969, and you are asking for approximately
$51 million in 1970. Each buy involved 18 aircraft.-Is the price increase
of the C-130 due to any factor other than inflation?

General JEFFREY. In addition to inflation, sir, we would add the costs
of a reduced production rate-the airplane would be down to three per
month-and also to certain improvements that will be included in
those airplanes as a result of operational experience over Southeast
Asia.

Mr. MAixoN. It would seem that an aircraft that has be'nin produc-
tion as long as the C-130 would have had the benefit of learning curve
experience, and that this would result in a significant reduction in cost.-
It looks like either Lockheed or the Air Force is not on the ball here.
Why should this escalation take place?
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General JEFFREY. It is principally inflation and the numbers of air-
planes that are being produced down there.

This production is down, Mr. Chairman, to practically nothing. With
that kind of a production rate, the cost. is bound to go up.

Mr. MAToN. In my question I mentioned that each buy involved was
18 aircraft.

General JEFFREY. Yes, sir. But there have been certain foreign sales
involved which have kept the production rate up a bit higher than this.

General Pirrs. Plant loading in the C-130 line at Locklieed was up
to a higher number per month. General Jeflrey said the production is
down to three per month now. Foreign sales had that line up at a
higher production rate in earlier years and, as a result of the reduction
of the numbers of aircraft going down that production line each
month, each aircraft bears a proportionately higher slare of the over-
head.

Mr. MAHON. Iasii't Lockheed a big order for modification work on
the C-130 that would have kept the load up in the plant?

General TANBERG. They have an order on the center wing section of
the C-130 but I believe this would have no bearing on the production
linre. I would like to ask General Jeffrey if I am correct on that.

General JFFREY. You are right. As a matter of fact, modification
work is done in a different facility down there.

Mr. MAHON. Will you provide for the record the detail involved
in the cost increases per C-130 aircraft?

General JEFFREY. Yes sir.
(The information follows:)

DETAIL OF COST INCREASE ON C-130

By utilizing 50 inventory engines that were Ao longer required to support other
programs, the cost of the fiscal year 1968 program was held to approximately
$43.2 million. If it had been necessary to procure all new engines, the cost of
the fiscal year 1968 program would have been approximately $47.7 million.

Aircraft modifications that have resulted from our experience in SEA include
armor plating, fire suppressant foam in the fuel tanks, camouflage paint, and
a strengthened center wing section. Nonrecurring and recurring costs for these
improvements cost approximately $120,000 per airplane In the fiscal year 1968
buy. Recurring costs in fiscal year 1969 for these improvements cost approxi-
mately $91,000 per airplane.

The fiscal year 1970 budget request Is an estimate of the program costs which
Includes recognition of such factors as economic escalation which Is taking
place, engine improvements which should result in a longer service life, and
the possibility of a further reduction in the production rate.

T-38A AIRCRAFT

Mr. MAHON. With respect to the T-38A aircraft, what has been
your attrition of this plane in each of the last 3 years? You may
provide that for the record.
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(The information follows:)

T-38A ATTRITION FOR THE LAST 3 CALENDAR YEARS

Flying Aircraft Destroyed
hours destroyed aircraft rate

Calendar year:
1966 ......................................................... 358,001 12 3.4
1967 ....................................................... 447, 443 13 2.9
1968 ....................................................... 512,138 9 1.8

Total ....................................................... 1,317,582 34 2.58

PLANNED T-38A FLYING PROGRAM, 1969-73

Programed
aircraft

Flying hours attrition

Calendar year:
1969 ................................................................... 574,153 14.4
1970 .................................................................. 625, 065 15.6
1971 .................................................................... 640,753 16.0

1 Advance attrition aircraft are procured en the 2.5 aircraft per 100,000-hour average rate. This Is the average rate over
the lifetime of the T-38. To date we have riot reached that rate.

T-X NXAVIGATIOWAL TRANER AIRCR.%FM

Mr. MA1IoN-. With respect to the T-X navigational trainer, when
will the selection of an aircraft to fill the T-X role be made? How will
this decision be made? Do you have requests for proposals out on this
aircraft? Since the aircraft has not yet been selected, how was your
cost estimate of $14,050,000 per aircraft arrived at? Is this an under-
estimate of 30 or 40 or 100 percent? What would you estimate?

General JFFRE.Y. This estimate, sir, was based upon the cost, first,
of the type airplane that we believe would be necessary to fulfill this
requirement, this being an airplane such as the Douglas DC-9 or the
Boeing 737.

Tn order to train the most economical number of navigators, the air-
plane is planned to be equipped with 12 individual navigator stations.

le airplanes have to be modified extensively to incorporate the elec-
tronics equipment necessary to provide this training. Also, the ground
flight simulators were included in this cost, so there was a breakout of
these various pieces that went into making up this estimate.

Mr. MAHoN.-. You can expand that for the record.
(The information follows:)

We Intend to conduct a competitive source selection for the T-X aircraft and
the ground simulators. The requests for proposals are being prepared but have
net yet been released to ,industry. We hope to be able to complete the source selec-
tion process and select contractors for both the aircraft and simulators by the end
of calendar year 1909.

The first year's cost of $28.1 million for the undergraduate navigator training
system Includes two airplanes modified to provide training positions for 12 navi-
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gators at a cost of approximately $6.04 million each; nonrecurring engineering,
equipment integration, and testing costs of $7.6 million; four navigator ground
training simulator units at a total cost of $6.6 million; and AGE, technical data,
etc., $1.8 million.

Our studies have shown that an airplane of the size of a DC-9 or 737 would
be the most effective from both a cost and training standpoint. We know the
approximate cost of an airframe of this size and have included our best esti-
mate of costs of modifying and equipping the airplane for the navigator train-
lng mission. We intend to procure this system by fixed-price contracts, and since
there Is no It. & D. or equipment development involved we have a high degree of
conldence in our ability to acquire the system within the funds we have
requested.

Mr. MALIGN. What navigational trainers in the present inventory
will the T-X replace?

General JFFFREY. The proposed navigator training system consist-
ing of 16 aircraft and 46 ground simulator units will replace 75 T-29's
in the undergraduate navigator training program.

Mr. MAHON. Why can't we continue utilization of the present navi-
gational trainers for another year?

General JFFRY. We are asking, for approval for this program to
enable us to improve the quality of training being provided our stu-
dent navigators and at the same time reduce the cost of this training.
The T-29_ presently being used have been with us since the mid-1950s
and neither the aircraft nor their equipment are representative of cur-
rent operational aircraft. The new system will produce better qualified.
navigators in a shorter period of time at a lower cost. It will also en-
able the operational commands to reduce the time they spend qualify.
ing navigators in operational aircraft. Delaying start of this program
for another year will delay for another year, the point at which we can
expect to start achieving the economies inherent in this program.

Mr. MAI-ON. How much of the $7,394,000 average unit flyaway cost
of T-X is for the aircraft and how much is for the navigation train-
ing equipment to be installed?

General Pirrs. The average unit flyaway cost of $7.4 million includes
$1.4 million for the navigator training equipment to be installed. The
basic aircraft is estimated at approximately $4.6 million. The remain-
ing costs are recurring and nonrecurring engineering/integration
costs associated with installation of the equipment in the airplane.

Mr. MAHON. What is the total anticipated T-X program? How
many aircraft do you propose to buy over what time period? How
many ground-based simulators?

General JEFIMEY. We propose to buy a total of 16 T-X aircraft and
46 ground simulator units over a 3 year period beginning in fiscal year
1970.

Mr. MAHON. Is the navigation training equipment proposed for the
T-X existing navigation equipment or do you plan to develop and
procure new equipment for this aircraft ?

General JFTREY. The navigational training equipment to be used
in the T-X aircraft is the same equipment used other Air Force air-
craft,. No new avionics equipment is-being developed for this program.

Mr. MAHON. What is the total Air Force inventory of navigational
training aircraft at the present time?
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General Bo-iJN. At the present time we have 79 T-29 aircraft con-
figured for undergraduate navigator training An additional 16 T-29's
tire utilized in support of navigator-bombarnrier training.

Mr. MAIXON€. WIat is the status of the development of the ground-
based simulators proposed for the T-X program?

General McNicKra. The ground simulators will, in general, dupli-
cate the navigator station aboard the aircraft. Design and fabrication
of such simulators will be done by the application of existing simula-
tor technology to this requirement. Requests for proposals have not
yet been released to industry.

VALIDITY OF COST 1iSTIMATE FOR 1%-X PROGRAM

Mr. MAHox. There seems to me to be some doubt that this require-
ment is wholly valid at this time.

General JE:FtrEY. I am prepared to address this subject, Mr. Chair-
man.

Mr. MkAuor;. It does seem on a program like this you could imake a
pretty accurate, reasonably acceptable and accurate estimate of the
cost. It will be interesting to read this record if the plane is eventually
constructed to see how accurate it is.

G eeral Jx'nEY. We intend to compete this procuremeiit in the im-
mediate future and we plan to make this award some time late during
this calendar year.

It will be a very short period of time before we will know how ac-
curate our estimates actually were. We hope within 6 months from
this time.

Mr. MAHON. Are there any questions on the navigational training?
M'r. LipScoAui'. Yes, M'. Chairman. On the unit cost of whiclh you

are estimating over $14 million, does that include everything that goes
with these trainers, such as spares?

This is the total request for these two a ircra ft?
General TjzFl.f:Y I have a listing of everything that is included

here. It includes the aircraft,, the training equipment installed, the
integration engineering, both recurring and onrecurrin r, antivi-
pated engineering changes, peculiar AGE, training items and texclinical
(1data. It includes the gi-unld simulators and simumlator techlic4l (aita.
Not. included here are aircraft spares for $3.4 million.

'Mr. Liscoimi. Then that raises the unit cost $1.7 million more per
aircraft.

Colonel I3UCKINGOIrAM. This really relates to a total buy of some
16 airl)lanes and some 46 simulators. Here again we are up high on
the learning curve, however, there is a lot of modification work related
to existing airplanes and using existing equipment. Therefore, we
think we can reasonably accurately estimate it, on that basis.

Mr. Lirscorii. Does this estimate include economic inflation?
General. Jriy." Yes, sir.
Mr. Lrioloxn. How, much?
Genera Ji-wFnPY. A total of t' percent, sir.
Ar. "Jir'scoMB. Have you the total program cosfed out?
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generall ,TEIFrItI.w. Yes, sir; we have tie total program costed out
through 1972 at a figure of million. This is for 16 airplanes
and 46 flight simulator units. Plus--I will have to ask my Support if
spares are included in that figure, sir. Are they?

In addition to that, there would be-- million for spares. This
makes it - million. This is our estimate.

Now, I believe it might be applro)riate to inention at this time, sir,
that. these airplanes, these 16 airplanes and trainers are to be used
to replace 75 P'-29's that are now used in (he navigator training )ro-

graM. These are the Convair recilrocating engine trainers that are
in lie neighborhood of 20 years old. We are replacing 75 with 16. The
cost to train a navigator under the present conditions is about $40,000.
We expect to be able to train our navigators at a cost of approxi-
mately $27,000 each using this new equipment. 1We expect to a motize

the cost of this equipment over a 71/ 2-year period.
Mr. Li[,sco.-l. this is a relatively small program I when compared

witl others. From previous experience witi contracts, is there any
realsoll to figure in any changes ll the size of the aircraft, or technical
diflivulties mn your estimate of- cost. that you might encounter?

General ,J .Eruim. We don't anticipate aly ('ha u1lged req iienenlnt per-
tainling to tie size of tile 11i')lie. lVe are 'oi i'u to hlUy all aiirplatie
off the shelf. hopefully, to do this job. Thern undoubtedly will he
engineering elhnge orders associated with the insulllation of the
navigatHon equipment and changes concerning the sinlllators that
wou l 1)to involved, )u not the aircraft.

Mr. TjLis(o.M. Is there iny research and development necessary for
the equipment ?

(Cenera-l ,JEvyiuK. No, Sir: there is no research and development
involved.

lI'. l, , s .m. Is all equipment thit you are going to put into this
plane available?

General .J1'FriuEy. Yes, sir. It will have to be integrated into the
airplane and it. will have to be engineered to fit it but, we don't intend
to develop new eleetroMic gear.

Mr. Im-scoml. What 1 would like to see is the total program on
this aircraft. and have it in the record-what the Air Force is pro-
posing to spend on this program, including everything that you can
think of-so that we can follow the program s development, if we
begin it.

I eneral ,hm'mEY. Yes, sir. We will provide those figures. The fig-
ures we have given are the figures as we know them now.

Mir. Lt'svo:%im. This would be a good exercise for both the Air Force
and this committee.

General JEFFny. It would; yees, sir. Following through and see
what happened to it because it is not a long-range program.
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(The information follows:)

COST OF OVERALL T-X PROGRAM

The Air Force estimate for this program, including 16 T-X aircraft and 46
ground simulator stations, by fiscal year, Is as follows (in millions of dollars):

Fiscal year-

1970 1971 1972 1973 Total

Procurement (above the line) ..................... $28.1 - --
Procurement (Initial spares) ...................... 3.4 - - -

Total by fiscal year ........................ 31.5

In addition, some money will be required in fiscal year 1971 for a simulator
facility at Mather AFB. However, mtil a simulator contractor Is selected, we will
not know the size of the building that will be needed.

UH-1H HELICOPTER

Mr. MAHON. With respect to the UH-1H helicopter, which you
are procuring for the South Vietnamese, I would point out that the
Army is the managing service for this aircraft and will contract
for these aircraft. Why is the Air Force in this picture?

General JEFFREY. Sir, Congress approved an arrangement in 1966
whereby programs that had been funded under military assistance
previously for Vietnam, Laos, and Thailand would be funded through
the Department of Defense budget by a decision of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff and approved by the Secretary of Defense. The specific service
was designated to support its counterpart over in Southeast Asia
and so, therefore, the Air Force was designated to support the Viet-
namese Air Force. That is the reason that these funds show up in
the Air Force budget. The Army is actually buying these vehicles.
We are ordering them through the Army on a military inter-
denartmental purchase request.

Mr. MATrON. In what way does the Vietnamese Air Force utilize
these helicopters to "cope with insurgency

General JEFFREY. The Vietnamese Air Force uses the UHt-1H
helicopter to rapidly transport Vietnamese Army troops to and
from conflict areas. The Vietnamese tactics with the UH-1H closely
parallel those employed by the U.S. Army in South Vietnam.

Mr. MATrON. What armament is included on the UT-I-i helicopters
for the Vietnamese Air Force?

General JEFTREY. Initially all VNAF UI--1H's will be armed with
door mounted 7.62 millimeter machineguns. Eventually - of these
UH-1H's will be equipped with M-21 armament systems which consists
of a 7.62 millimeter machinegum eind a 7-tube rocket pod mounted on
each side of the aircraft.

Mr. M, HON. Does the Vietnamese Air Force utilize these aircraft in
combat or are they in supporting roles?

General JEFFREY. Four of the UH-1H's will be assigned to a VNAF
special air mission unit. The remainder will be assigned to combat units
of the VNAF. Follow-on training and related activities will be accom-
plished with the helicopters assigned to the combat units.
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Mr. MAIoN. Will the 79 UH-1H helicopters which were procured
for the Air Force's special operations forces eventually be turned over
to the Vietnamese Air Force? What would be the effect of the denial
of the procurement of the 175 helicopters? Why wouldn't the
procured through fiscal year 1969 be enough?

General JF"REY. The 79 UH-I's procured for the Air Force's special
operations forces in fiscal year 1968 and 1969 are UH-1N, twin-engine
helicopters. These aircraft will not be given to the Vietnamese.

A quantity of -- UH-1H's is required through fiscal year 1970,
toward a total of UH-1H's planned for full helicopter equip-
age of the VNAF squadrons. The - UH-1H's procured through
fiscal year 1969 only partially fill the quantity required to allow the Vi-
etnamese to attain self-sufficiency in this force. Disapproval of the ad-
ditional 175 UH-1H's requested this year would limit VNAF support
of their combat operations.

HH-X HELICOPTER

Mr. MAHON. With respect to the HH-X helicopter, you are request-
ing $14.5 million for 30 of these aircraft. The helicopter has not yet
been selected. Will the helicopter be an existing off-the-shelf buy or
will it be otherwise?

General JEFFREY. This is going to be a competitive procurement,
Mr. Chairman. It could be an off-the-shelf helicopter. However, any-
body will be permitted to bid so, therefore, it is not impossible that
someone could propose an airplane that is yet to be built.

Mr. MAHON. What is the status of the competition for the HH-X?
When do you plan to award the contract?

GeneralJEFFREY. We are currently defining our requirements for a
long range program of replacing the aging, less capable Hti-43's with
the HH-X. Assuming program approval, the Air Force plaits to issue
the request for proposal (HFD) for this initial quantity of 30 HH-X's
by September 1969 with contract award in December 196-9.Mr. MAHON. What has been the situation in local base rescue units
since some HH-43 helicopters were diverted to Southeast Asia? Can
you point to any loss of life due to the absence of the HH-43's?

General JEFFREY. I will have to do some research and provide that
for the record.

Mr. MAHON. Very well.
(The information follows:)

EFFECT OF DIVERTING HH-43's TO SOUTHEAST ASIA

Deployment of the HH-43 to SEA has necessitated the elimination of local
base rescue (LBR) coverage at 13 bases and reduced coverage at fire others.

We presently have coverage at 67 bases, with requirements for coverage at 50
more. Since August 1968. 43 lives have been lost as a result of aircraft crashes at
nine active USAF bases where coverage is authorized but not available. Twelve
lives were lost in four crashes at Air Force Reserve and National Guard bases.
We cannot state whether or not adequate LBR coverage could have prevented
the loss of any of these lives. However, by comparison during 1967 and 1968
local base rescue helicopters responded to 113 crashes involving 245 aircrewmen.
Of this number, 142 men were saved and assisted from the wreckage, 63 died in
the crashes and 40 men required no assistance.
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Mr. M,\HoN-. To what extent are local base rescue helicopters utilized
for administrative, training, and missions other than rescue missions?

General BOYLAN. Local base rescue helicopters are used only in res-
cue missions and the daily training associated with maintainiIng pilot
and firefighter proficiency. The training requirements for the crews
are quite demanding due to the high degree of proficiency required.

Mr. MAliox. How can you present a firm price for the HH-X heli-
copter to the committee if you have not even selected which helicopter
you want and have not had the competition to establish the price?

General Prrrs. This estimate is based on an appraisal of the current
flyaway prices of present or soon to be available twin engine utility
helicopters and includes a factor for the firefighting equipment.

Mr. MAITON. How many helicopters are in the Aii Force inventory
assigned to missions such as those to which the HH-X would be as-
signed? You may supply that for the record.

(The information follows:)

HH-X MIssoN' RELATED TO IIELICOPTERS ix ATm FoiCE INVENTORY

The Air Force currently has 143 HH-43 helicopters assigned to local base
rescue missions and 10 assigned to the Air Training Command. The authorized
strength is 176, which includes 26 for crew training, command support and
attrition.

Mr. MIAoN. What is-the total Air Force inventory requirement for
the HH-X?

General BOYLAN. The Air Force has an approved requirement for 30
HH-X helicopters. The Air Force has in preparation a request to
OSD for permission to acquire - total H H-X's. This quantity
would, over a multiyear procurement, provide LBR helicopters for
bases currently without coverage and maintain the authorized inven-
tory as the less capable HH-43's attrit from the inventory.

CII-53C TIELICOPTER

Mr. MAHO'N. With respect to CH-53C, does the fiscal year 1970
request for eight of these helicopters complete your procurement of
this aircraft ?

General JEFFRFY. I am told, sir, there are requirements for CH-53's
and HH-53C's in 1971 that are currently being looked at but we are
not sure what those requirements are at this time.

Mr. MAiyox. The justification indicates that the eight, CH-53C heli-
copters requested in 1970 are being procured for attrition purposes.
Have any CII-53 helicopters been delivered? How can you establish
meaningful attrition rates in this program at this point in time?

AIRCRAFT MODIFICATION

B-5 2 AIRCRA]Pr

Mr. MAHo.N. We now come to a consideration of aircraft modifica-
tion. We still have with us the B-52. Prior to the war in Vietnam
there were those who were about to write this aircraft off but it has
played a very important role in this war.

Htow muchi of the $80 million you are requesting for modification
of the B-52's is related to the short-range attack missile, the SRAM,
as mentioned in your statement?'

IIIWA

.. S
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General Pie'rs. $40 million, sir.
Mr. MA, Io. How much money has been spent per aircraft on modi-

fications of the various series of B-52's which are now in the' inven.
tory subsequent to delivery of the aircraft?

General TANBERO. Through fiscal 1969, we spent $2.5 billion on
the modification and modernization of the entire B-52 fleet.

Mr. MAHoN.: That is total V
General TANBERO. That would be on the total buy of B-52's which

my figure shows as 744 aircraft.
Mr. MAHOi;.. How does the modification figure compare to the orig-

inal cost of all these aircraft?
General TANiERO. I would have to give you this by series aircraft,

Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MAroN. Supply it for the record, but discuss it generally now.
General TANBERO. The last aircraft we bought, which was the H

model, cost us $9.2 million per copy. Midpoint for example the D
model, which is the aircraft that has been modified and is now flying
in Southeast Asia, cost us $6.5 million per copy at the time we
boucylit it.

Who. MA. HoN. Supply for the record, then, how the cost of modifica-
tion of the B-52's compared with the cost of acquisition of the B-52's.

(The information follows:).

B-52 MODIFICATION COST COMPARED TO ORIGINAL COST

The original cost for a B-52 by series Is as follows: MUfons
B-52B --------------------------------------------------- $14.4
B-52C ------------------------------------------- ------ 7.2
B-52D ------------------------------------------------ ------ 6.5
B-52E ----------------------------------------------------- 5. 9
1-52F ----------------------------------------------------- 6.4
B-52G -------------------------------------- --------------- 7.6
B-52H ------------------- ------ 9.2

Based on the total B-52 buy program of 744 aircraft, the cost of modification
and modernization of each B-52 is approximately $3.4 million. This will vary
somewhat by series of aircraft.

EFFECT OF SRA31 ON B-5 2 MO0DIFICATIONS

Mr. MAHONt. The original fiscal year 1970 budget proposed $162
million for modification of the B-52's. To what extent is the reduction
related to the cutback in the SRAM prog-ram V -
, General TANBERO. The total reduction of $81.5 million for B-52
modifications is all related to the cutback in the SRAM program.
.Mr, Waoxt. Why wouldn't it be prudent to delay these modifica-
tions until the SRAM testing program has been completed?

Genertd TA"LR;, The, current Air Force proposal is to initiate
SRAM production ,o _ - . This will include the go- ahead to be-
gin the necepsary a~tions. to begin modification of the B,-52 force in
order to have to~ aircraft equipped and ready to accept the SRAMW
operatignaDy, Mase p ,th6 curre n tleat estimates the bomber force
requires SRAM production to be initiated concurrent ith the coin-
pletionrofthed yelopment tstmg rngran. , , ,

'Mr. 4,QN, 4$ what extent wjfl the 13_2 striking force be reduced
by this modification? How many aircraft will be modified at a time?

32-845-69-pt. 8-63
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How long will the aircraft to be modified be out of service? How much
wereyou funded through fiscal year 1969 to modify B-52's to carrySRA I

General TANmERo. In January 1969, $46.4 million had been pro-
gramed to modify B-52's for SRAM. When the SRAM program
slipped, all but $950,000, which was used for production engineering,,
became valuable to finance other priority programs. The flow time
for the installation of the SRAM modification is . The planned
input rate is not finalized at this time, however, we intend to ac-
complish the majority during IRAN or other modifications, thus re-
ducing to a minimum the number out of service specifically for the
SRAM modification.

Mr. MAHON. Will the slippage in the SRAM program negate any
part of the SRAM modification requirements for scal year 1970?

General TANBERO. Yes, sir, the B-52 modification program has been
slipped with the SRAM program. The Air Force requested $142.6
million for this modification in fiscal year 1970. This request has been
reduced to $40 million to reflect the slipped program.

AGE OF B-52 FORCE

Mr. MAHON. How long are we going to have the B-52 with us?
General MCNImKLE. Probably until it is replaced by the B-i-the

AMSA.
Mr. MAHON. In other words, you expect to have the B-52's for some

time?
General McNicKLz. Yes, sir.
General JmwpnEy. 1980.
Mr. ANDREWS. General Tanberg, your newest B-52 dates back to

October 1962?
General BoYLAN. The last ones were delivered in fiscal year 1963.
Mr. ANDREws. We have been told that the expected life of a B-52

was about 10 years.
General TANiBER . The age of our B-52 fleet as of today averages

10.3 years.
Mr. ANDREWS. With these modifications, will that add to the 10-

year life expectancy ? 1
I General TANBERG. Yes; we'have various structural mods to the vari-

ous series of aircraft. As we accrue hours to the safe service life limita-
tions on the older aircraft, as I mentioned the other day, we will have
to make the modifications to keep them flying. These are basically
structural mods. Some of the modifications in this program such as the
stability augmentation modification for the G andIH models, will help
to increase their life expectancy. k

Mr. AxDmnws. You can't hoe to have them much longer than 1975
or 1976, can you ? That would be about 13 or 14 years.

General TAmNBEo. Without some additional mods on the older series
aircraft yes, sir, or unless we run into some unknown that we don't
know of at the moment, such as a serious corrosin problem or some-
thing like that.

Mr. AwmDmws. What about corrosion and other problems incident
to tropical weather in Southeast Asia where you have had the B-52's 26
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General TANBERG. We have had an increased problem with respect
to corrosion in Southeast Asia. However, we do have a very active
program of corrosion treatment on those aircraft. Conversely, we are
flying that aircraft in Southeast Asia at the highest utilization rate
that the B-52 has ever flown. At this point in time it is flying about 3
to 4 times the hours that we are flying the same aircraft back here in
the zone of the interior.

Mr. AwDRxws. This is the only war in which you have ever used
the B-52

General TABaRG. Yes, sir. It is doing very well.

B-66 AIRCRAFT

Mr. MAHON. With respect to the B-66 modification, it is noted you
are requesting $38.8 million. Give us a statement as to the modifica-
tions, please, for the record.

(The information follows:)
The $38.8 million on the B-66 line was for four programs. First, to provide

for attrition, - more RB configured aircraft will be modified to the EB
electronics warfare configuration. There was another program to install
There was also a program to provide the EB-66 with additional ECM trans
mitters, oscillators, and antennas for alternate configurations for worldwide
contingency operations. Twenty-five million dollars was budgeted to start a
program of modernization of the EB-60 Tactical Warfare System. It was to
have included the replacement of the J-71 engine with the TF-41 engine and in-
stallation of the most advanced electronic warfare systems.

F-4 AIRCRAFT

Mr. MHHoN. With respect to the F-4 modifications, will you give
us an explanation of this proposal and tell us what would be the effect
of postpoining the F-4 modifications? You may provide that for the
record.

(The information follows:)
The financing on the F-4 line provides for 14 modifications. The major

modifications can be categorized into five general areas: Survivability, bombing
improvements, AIMS, ECM, and reconnaissance.

The survivability program provides for adding fire suppressants and extin-
guishing systems, backup flight controls and the selective installation of armor
plate.

The bombing and navigation improvements involve several modifications. In-
cluded is the installation of an improved cockpit TV display to enhance the ac-
quisition, lock-on and launch of the Walleye weapon. The F-4's are being pro-
vided the capability to carry the AIM-9 missile. -.

The AIMS program includes the modification of the aircraft to be compatible
with the new FAA Air Traffic Control System. - .

The EOM program includes several modifications. One program will provide
for universal pod carriage to permit greater and more flexible .
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Lastly, the reconnaissance portion includes two modifications. The RF-4C
Is being provided high resolution cameras to provide imagery from which tacti.
cal size targets can be identified. Also, the RF-4s are being provided

All but approximately $5.0 million of the $64.4 million requested for F-4s
relate to modifications generated by urgent Southeast Asia requirements. Of
these Southeast Asia related modifications, approximately $45 million provides
for the continuation or completion of programs begun in prior years. As indi-
cated by the above listing of modifications, the postponement of these programs
would have a significant effect on our survivability program and on our badly
needed increased capability in bombing, electronic countermeasures, and recon-
naissance. A significant portion of the program, not related to SEA, is planned
for the AIMS program. The postponement of the financing of the AIMS program
would affect our ability to complete the modification on the F-4 by - the
presently established FAA completion date.

AIRCRAFr SPARE PARTS

Mr. MAHoN. Now we come to the discussion of spare parts.
Will you tell the committee what aircraft the $450 million for initial

spares are for?
General R IFowi-. I can provide for the record a detailed breakout

of all the $450 million, but I might say here that 87.5 percent of the
spare parts dollars are for three aircraft, namely, the C-5, the A-7
and the F/FB-111', with the biggest number of dollars tied to the C-5
itself. We have'$209.8 million in the 1970 budget to complete the pro-
visioning pf the C-5 airplanes which'we have bought to date and to
start the provisioning for the airplanes which we have in the 1970
budget. The 23 aircraft that we are talking about. Also included in he
$450 million is some $83.3 million to support the modification program
that General Tanberg was talking about. This constitutes the bulk of1 hese items.Mr. MhOe.e General, we have a rather tidy little sum here of $450
million for initial spares. Was that sum in the so-called "Johnson
budget" and was it translated and approved by the so-called "Nixon
budget" ? Has there been any change in that figure?

General RnrmoiNDY. There have been changes to the figure included
in the Johnson budget but these changes were tied specifically to the
aircraft changes. As the aircraft programs were adjusted from the
Johnson to the Nixon budgets, we also adjusted the spares.Mr. MAHoit. What was the original decision of the Air Force with
respect to this $450 million requirement UDid you ask for a larger, or
smaller sum originally, or did you arrive at a larger or smaller figure
originally ? Just tell us something about how this decision was arrived
at. You are asking us to provide $450 million. How did you decide it?

General RizMowrY. Generally speaking, the amount for initial spares
that we asked for were comnputed on a percentage factor basis. We
take the a cquisition cost of the aircraft, the flyaway cost; and we gen-
erally apply a factor against that cost. This then is how we arrive at
our budget estimate for initial spares.

Mr. MA oN. We have been talking about initial spares. Now, all
spares would require, according to the estimate before us, approxi-
mately $935 million.

What is the general explanation of this larger figure?
General RiE-MoDY. We have discussed the $450 million initial spares

requirement. ne residual $485 million is required to replenish and
maintain our spares inventory at the level required to support the
flying hour program. Knowing how much it cost to support this
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year's program we are able to compute next year's requirement. We
can genera ly break this out by weapon system. The total is quite ac-
curate. In buying, each individual item is reviewed on its own merit
prior to placing the order.

Mr. M 0N. If the Congress should reduce by a, few hunderd mil-
lion dollars the spare parts area would the impact be too significant?
I am saying, if we did it for the fiscal year 1970, perhaps it would
have an impact in fiscal year 1971, but would there be much damage
if we made reductions in this field?

General RiEMONDY. Yes, I think it would be rather false economy
at this point in time. The simple reason is that the spares levels we
have within the Air Force at the present time to support some 14,000-
odd airplanes, and about 9.5 million flying hours, will only support
issues for about 2.5 months. We have about 75 days worth of issues
on our shelves.

C-5A AIRCRAFT INITIAL SPARES

Mr. MAo N. You are requesting $209.8 million for initial spares for
the C-SA. How many initial spares will this buy f '

General REmmONDY. The $209.8 million completes the initial spares
provisioning for all of the aircraft in the fiscal year 1970 and prior year
procurement program except for the short leadtime items that will not
need to be bought until fiscal year 1971. Initial spares are bought as
layin support for the aircraft until such time as precise usage experi-
ence can be accumulated and the rebuy in the replenishment spares
area can take over the continuing support requirement.

Mr. MAION. In fiscal 1969, when 27 0-5A aircraft were funded,
$127.2 million was requested for spaces. For fiscal 1970, when 23 air-
craft are requested, you want $209.8 million for spares. Is the dif-
ference due to price increases? How is the price of initial spares for
the C-5A arrived at ?

General RixmoNDw. The funds requested for initial spares contain
that amount needed to be committed during the fiscal year. In fiscal
year 1969 we did not ask for all initial spares funds required to sup-
port the 27 aircraft procured in that year because we did not need
to commit and obligate some of the funds until fiscal year 1970. To
have asked for these funds in fiscal year 1969 would have accumulated
idle dollars. Budget requirements are derived from factors based
on prior experience. During the procurement process, the price of
each individual item is determined through negotiation.

VALUE OF AIRCRAFT SPARES AND REPAIR PARTS INVENTORY

Mr. MAHON. What was the value of the aircraft spares and repair
parts inventory of the Air Force, at the end of fiscal 1968 or at the
latest date for which you have this informationI

General RIEMONDY. The value of the aircraft spares and repair parts
at the end of fiscal year 1968 was $5.40 billion, excluding spare engines
and auxiliary power units and items worn out but not yet disposed of.

Mr. MAHON. How does the inventory compare with the 3 years pre-
vious? You may provide that for the record.
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(The information follows:)

COMPARISON OF AIRCRAFT SPARES AND REPAIR PARTS

Inventory comparison for 8 previous years excluding spare engines of auxil-
iary lp)wer units (APU's) and items worn out but not yet disposed of:

Fiscal year: bmon
168 - -------------------------------------------------- 5.40
1967 -------------------------------------------------- 585
116 -------------------------------------------------- 5.81
1965 ------------- ------------------------------------ 5.47

SPARES RELATIONSHIP TO AIRCRAFT INVESTMENT AND FLYING HOURS

Mr. MAHON. In the hearings last year, on page 398 you provided a
tabulation which indicated that the spares level as a percentage of
aircraft investment, had been reducing at the same time flying fours
were increasing. Would you submit a similar statement for the record
this year?

General RIXONDY. Yes, sir; I will.
(The information follows:)

The ending fiscal year 1968 aircraft spares and repair parts inventory totals
$7.5 billion, a slight increase to fiscal year 1967 levels. This consists of worldwide
levels of recoverable items, and Logistics Command stocks of spare engines,
spare auxiliary power units, and expendable items. In analyzing inventory assets
fluctuations and trends, segregation of these segments allows comparison of true
spares requirements to aircraft supported.

The trend of the pure spares and repair parts inventory, (excluding engines.
items worn out but not yet disposed of, and auxiliary power units is portrayed
and compared to the aircraft investment and flying hours supported on the
following chart.

Fiscal year

1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970
actual actual actual actual actual projected projected

Aircraft (in billions of dollars) .................... 27.03 27.88 28. 73 30.10 30.57 (1)
S re$ (in billions of dollars) ..................... 5.94 5. 47 5.31 5.35 5.40 (,)

ynl hours (in millions) ........................ 6.66 6.67 6.82 7.53 8.07 52 8.96

"Not yet computed.
2In fiscal year 1969/70 repair parts procured in another appropriation. Projected Inventories not Identifiable to aircraft

missile, and other programs.
Note: As Indicated, our fiscal year 1965 spares level equating to 19.61 percent of aircraft Investment has been reduced

to 17.66 percent In fiscal year 198. Ourlng the same period we have supported a 21 percent Increase in flying-hour pro.
gram, which Is scheduled to further Increase In fiscal years 1969 and 1970.

TOTAL SPAM AND REPAIR PARTS IN AIR FORCE BUDGE'

Mr. MAHON. Last year, on page 396 of the hearings, you provided a
tabulation indicating the total aircraft spares and repair parts in the
Air Force budget request, not only in the aircraft procurement appro-
pation but in other appropriations. Would you provide similar tabu-
lation, showing the relationship of fiscal 1970 to the previous yearsI
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(The information follows:)

SPARES AND REPAIR PARTS

Iln thousands of dollars]

Fiscal rear Fiscal rear Flmca Iear1968 19690

Initial weapon system spares ....................................... 285,100 386,100 359,300
Initial modifKaton spares .......................................... 93,200 90,000 83300
Initial common AGE spares ......................................... 5,000 6,500 8,000

Total, Initial spares .......................................... 383,300 464,600 450,600
Replenishment spares ............................................ 923,000 457,000 485,000

Total, spares and repair parts ................................ 1,306,300 921,600 935,600

Note: Consumable spares and repair parts provided for in other appropriations in fiscal years 1969 and 1970 are not
specifically computed separately against aircraft, missile and other programs, therefore accurate data to compare 1969
and 1970 total to 1968 and prior are not availble.

SPARES FOR F-111 AND B-5 2 MODIFICATIONS

Mr. MAiLON. How much of the $83.3 million for spare parts in sup-
port of the modification program is in support of modification of the
F-111's? How much is in support of modification of the B-52's?

General RIEmONDY. The fiscal year 1970 spares requirements to
support F-111 and B-52 modifications equate to $12.1 and $5.5 million
respectively.

UNOBLIGATED BALANCES FOR AIRCRAFT SPARES

Mr. ADDABBO. General, getting back to your statement that you
have about 75 days' worth of issues on your shelves. The $935 million
worth of spares will be put on stock shelves-

General RIxoNDY. We are buying constantly as the wearout
prpgresses.

Mr. ADDAB O. Have you had any carryover from the last fiscal year?
General RImONDY. A rather small amount of unexpended dollars.
Mr. ADDABBO. HOW much is a small amount?
General RrmoNDy. The question was, how many dollars did we

carry forward from 1968 into 1969? From an obligation standpoint,
sir, contractually obligated, we were close to 100 percent obligated
in the replenishment spares area. I would say we were in the area of
90 percent obligated in the initial spares area. For the most part, all
these dollars are working.

Mr. ADDABBO. There was some carryover?
General RImovNDY. I can provide for the record the exact amount of

unobligated dollars from 1968 that we carried forward into 1969.
Mr. ADDABBO. You say you had obligated dollars. Are they contracts

that can be canceled?
General REIaboNDY. We can always terminate a contract. lWe actually

have contracts in being.
Mr. AD\DABBO. What contracts do you have in being?
General RIEMONDY. The list of them? I could provide that, but it

would be a rather voluminous thing because we iave thousands and
thousands of contracts behind these spares.
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Mr. ADDABBO. Are these contracts constantly reviewed?
General RIEMONDY. The spares program is constantly under review,

both by my office and the Chief of Staff for Supply at the Air Force
Logistics Command who is responsible for having these contracts
effected. The contracts are under constant review.

I personally conduct a review quarterly. So, every time we go to
make another buy, the requirements are reviewed in considerable
detail.

Mr. ADDABBO. Are they also reviewed with the other services for
interchangeable spare parts ?

General-RMMO1,;DY. Yes. This is generally accomplished through the
DSA organization, specifically the Defense Logistics Services Center
(DLSC). They have a record of all long supplies of the 4 million-odd
stock items we have in the total defense inventory.

Mt. ADDABBO. No further questions.
Mr. MAION. Place in the record, please, the unobligated balances at

the end of the last 5 fiscal years for spares.
(The information follows:)

SPARES, UNOBLIGATED CARRYOVER, HISTORICAL END YEAR DATA

|Dollars In millions]

Commitment Obligated Unobligated

Program Percent Percent Percent

Fiscal year 1968 as of June 30, 1968:
Initial spares ..................... $407.3 $406.6 99.8 $364.2 87.0 $53.1 13.0
Replenishment spares ............. 923.0 923.0 100.0 884. 2 95.8 38. 8 4.2

Fiscal year 1967 as of June30,1967:
Initial spares ..................... 384.8 382.6 99.4 335.6 87.2 49.2 12.8
Replenishment spares ............. 919.6 919.5 100.0 88.2.9 96.0 36.7 4.0Fiscal year 1966 as of Jude 30, 1966:Initialspares ..................... 270.3 262.9 97.3 201.4 74.5 68.9 25.5

Replenishment spares ............. 894.7 894.7 100.0 822.1 91.9 72.6 8.1
Fiscal year 1965 as of June 30, 1965:

nitisl spares ..................... 194.8 166.5 85.5 127.9 65.7 66.9 34.3
Replenishment spares ............. 464.8 464.8 100.0 444.3 95.6 20.5 4.4

Fiscal year as of June 30, 1964:
IfnitiIspares ................. 209.6 143.8 68.6 124.3 59.3 85.3 40.7
Replenishment spares........... 400. 0 398. 9 99.7 359.7 89.9 40.3 10.1

Note: The unobligated funds in both initial and replenishment equate to the paperwork processing time required be-
twqen commitment and obligation, since both programs were better than 99.4 percentcommitted by yearend. It Is doubtful
If the obligation rates now being experienced can be Incrqased, since the uroblizated funds percentages equate to 33
working days processing time on initial and only 10.2 working days in the replenishment program. In Initial spares, this
time is required for the processin agency to validate/negotiate contractor propsel price daa. replenishment the time
relates to contractor acceptancein either case the current obligation rats clearly indicate that maximum utlization is
being made of every available dollar and that there are no nonutilized funds remaining at yearend.

AIRCRAFT SUPPORT EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES

COMMON GROUND EQUIPMENT

Mr. MAuoN. With respect to aircraft support equipment and facili-
ties, we come to a discussion of the common ground equipment. You
are requesting $84.5 million for common ground equipment. This is
only slightly less than last year's request but is considerably more than
the level in previous years. Do you think we have reached a new
plateau of around $92 million in common ground equipment, and to
what extent is the equipment purchased through open competition?

General RIEMONDY. I think we will have a requirement for fewer
dollars in this area in future years, Mr. Chairman. There are several

k - ~
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items included this year which are rather expensive items individually
and for which I don't think there will be a recurring demand.

Mr. MAHON. Do you have in this area of requirement, and are you
proposing financing here within this fund we are talking about, the
C-5A loader?

General RIEMONDY. No, that would be financed out of the 3080
appropriation, "Other procurement," and I understand we will be
reviewing that next week.

Mr. M.AUoN. That would be in the category of "Other procure-
ment?"

General RIE.31ONDY. Yes, sir; and we will be discussing that next
week.

In response to the second half of your question, most of the common
ground handling equipment is procured competitively.

Mr. MAIO•N. We were told last year that the large increase was basedfrom the fact that you were short in the previous year. Have we over-
come that shortage?

General R1EMN 3N DY. Yes, sir; to a substantial degree it has been over-
coie.

Mr. MAXON. To what extent is the $84.5 million for common ground
equipment for the procurement of equipment needed for new weapon
systems, and to what extent is it for the replacement of existing equip-
mnent in kind?

General RIEMONDY. About $79.8 million is required to provide initial
equipage for newer type weapon systems entering the inventory. The
remaining ,-4.7 million is to replace items which are worn out.

Mr. MAHON. Do you replace this equipment primarily because it is
worn out or because newer and more efficient equipment becomes
available?

General RIEr.o-DY. Common ground equipment is replaced because
it is worn out. We do not retire useable items merely because newer or
improved items come on the market. However, as more sophisticated
weapon systems (aircraft) enter the inventory, new, different items
of ground equipment are required since similar items in use are not
capable of supporting the new system.

Mr. MAHOX. What would be the effect of deferring the replacement
of present common ground equipment this year?

General RlromNDY. The equipment is worn out and it must be
replaced or repaired. It will cost more to repair than it, is worth.

GENERAL PURPOSE AUTOMATIC TEST SYSTEM,

Mr. MAHON. How much are you requesting in fiscal year 1970 for
the general purpose automatic test system I

General Pirrs. $20.6 million is in the fiscal year 1970 budget for the
general purpose automatic test system.

COMPONENT IMPROVEMENT

Mr. MAHON. Now with respect to component improvements, what
major benefits have been achieved through the component improve-
ment program in the past year?
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General JEFFREY. During the past year certain problem areas
occurred during SEA operations which required immediate correc-
tion. As an example, on the T56 engine (used in C-130 aircraft) exces-
sive wear on parts in the reduction gear box was a primary cause for
premature removals. The component improvement program (CIP)
worked in this area to correct this difficulty. Another example, the
J79-10/17-19 (used in F-4 aircraft) being put into operational
use have resulted in the normal identification of weaknesses
that occur when introducing new systems into the inventory. A specific
problem was a stall flame out condition in certain areas of the operat-
ing envelope; a correction was developed and is being incorporated.

ork will continue on the J79 engine toward developing a full 1200
hour time between overhaul (TBO) capability goal for this engine.

The CIP program is a continuous effort and the results cannot be
identified with or limited to a specific year of CIP effort. For example,
records indicate that we have increased the TBO on the T56 engine
from the original 150 hours to 3200 hours on the current production
engine over the past 5 years.

It is, therefore, understandably difficult to point out during any
specific year what might be an accomplishment during that period.

Mr. MAoiqr. What are the major items included in the $42 million
for which you are requesting for component improvement in 1970?
Provide that for the record.

(The information follows:)

MAJOR ITEMS IN COMPONENT IMPROVEMENT BUDGET

[In millions of dollars] F' sca yearItem ,somenco~ture 1970

T-56 turboprop engine (C/HC-130) ----------------------------------- $1.8
TF-41 turbofan engine (A-7) ----------------------------------- 3. T
T-76 turboprop engine (OV-10A) -------------------------------- 1. 5
J-69 turbojet engine (T-87, BQM-4) ------------------------------. 5
X-49 turbojet engine (F-4) ------------------------------------- 1. 5
J-85 turbojet engine (T-8, F-5, A-37, 0-123, C-119) ----------------- 1.5
T-58 turboshaft engine (UH-1V, CH-30) -------------------------- 1.
T-84 turboshaft engine (HH-53) -------------------------------- 1.8
TF-30 turbofan engine (F/FB-111) ----------------------------- 23.4
T-400 engine (UH-1N) --------------------------------------- 1.0
T-3 turbosbaft engine (UH-1) .---------------------------------1
Other equipment ------------- ------------------- ----- 4.2

Total ---------------------------------------- 42.0
Mr. MAHON. How far do you go under component improvement,

in modifying aircraft engines? At what point does an engine modi-
fication change the engine to the extent that it is essentially a new
enge and should be funded under R.D.T. & E. I

General JzrmY. The component improvement pro am is used to
correct service revealed problems on a priority basis with the highest
priority given to the correction of safety of flight and mission essen-
tial items. After an engine has been qualified with R.D.T. & E. funds
(150-hour qualification test), CIP funds are used to correct the prob-
lems that occur when this aircraft engie is introduced into the inven-
tory. Engines are qualified on a test stand under the best possible simu-
lated flight conditions; we have never been able to completely
simulate all the actual problem areas that will occur during the early

. i
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operational flights of the aircraft. The Air Force has been using its
component improvement program funds in ,accordance with DOD in-
structions which do not permit the updating of engines under the
component improvement program. There is no distinguishable point at
which engine modification changes make the engine essentially a new
engine. The continued correction of problems revealed during service
use will normally over an extended period of time always result in
some increased engine performance.

MAJOR INDUSTRIAL FACILITIES

Mr. MAHON. Will you discuss industrial facilities and tell us
whether or not. there are any brick and mortar constructions in the
$38.5 million you are requesting for industrial facilities? Is there any
funded under weapon systems?*

General JErFREY. Sir, there are none identified in the first part of
your question. There are some involved in weapon systems. We had
discussed this previously with the committee. We have indicated that,
upon occasion certain facilities have been built as a part of our weap-
on system program, without prior knowledge of the committee.

I have testified that the Air Force has made a determination that
this sort of thing will no longer be done and that we are preparing
procedures to see to it that the committee--that the Congress is ad-
vised ahead of time in connection with this kind of thing and we were
asked previously to provide copies of those procedures for the record,
which we are doing, sir.

Mr. M,%HOx. At what installations of what contractors are you pro-
posing major industrial facilities funded anywhere in the aircraft
procurement account? Provide a list for the record.

(The information follows:)

MAJOR INDUSTRIAL FACILITIES FUNDED BY AIRCRAFT PROCUREMENT

Major industrial facilities projects, those over $500,000, requested iII the air-
craft procurement account include (1) nonrecurring, capital-type maintenance
to Government-owned industrial real property and production equipment at the
following locations:

Air Force Plant No. 4, General Dynamics, Ft. Worth, Tex.
Air Force Plant No. 3, McDonnell Douglas, Tulsa, Okla.
Air Force Plant No. 6, Lockheed, Marietta, Ga.
Air Force Plant No. 14, Lockheed, Burbank, Calif.
Air Force Plant No. 29, General Electric, West Lynn, Mass.
Air Force Plant No. 86, General Electric, Evendale, Ohio.
Air Force Plant No. 59, General Electric, Johnson City, N.Y.
Air Force Plant No. 43, AVCO, Lycoming Division, Stratford, Conn.
Air Force Plant No. 42, various contractors at the Air Force flight test facility,

Palmdale, Calif.
(2) Replacement/modernization actions for Government-owned machine tools

are planned at the following contractor locations: Bendix Corp., Teterboro, N.J.;
Cleveland Pneumatic Co., Cleveland Ohio; General Dynamics Corp., Ft. Worth,
Tex.; General Electric Co., Evendale, Ohio; and Convair Division, General Dy-
namics Corp., San Dieg,, Calif.

INDUSTRIAL PLAXT EQUIPMENT

Mr. MAHON. In its report on the fiscal year 1969 DOD appropria-
tion bill, the committee discussed at length the industrial plant equip-
ment inventory of DOD. It was stressed at that time that the military
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departments could effect significant savings in this are by encouraging
private contractors to invest their funds in plant equipment modern-
ization. What studies have you made in approaching the overall prob-
lem discussed in the committee report last year concerning industrial
plant equipment?

General JTFFREY. Air Force Regulation No. 78-24 was issued on
August 28, 1968, and it established the criteria for the industrial equip-
ment modernization and replacement program. The program is de-
signed to assure a modern industrial base which is necessary to meet
current and future Air Force production, research, development, and
mobilization requirements.

This regulation contains the following requirements:
(a) Contractors will be encouraged to replace old, inefficient Gov-

ernment-owned equipment with privately owned modern equipment.
Air Force-financed replacement/modernization projects will be con-
sidered only after the contractor has stated in writing that he is unable
or unwilling to replace the Government-owned equipment and con-
tinued Government-ownership of the machine tools is in the best in-
terest of the Government.

,(b) Only those contractors participating in the Air Force Indus-
trial Mobilization Production Planning Program and listed, or in the

rocess of being listed, in the Register of Planned Emergency Pro-
ucers will be considered under the program.

OTHER PRODUCTION CHTAROES

Mr. MAHON. You are requesting $101.3 million for "Other produc-
tion charges." What are the major quick reaction capability projects
included in this amount?

General JEFFREY. Sir, within the $101.3 million requested for other
production charges $11.8 million has been requested for quick reaction
capability projects. These funds are programed against providing
limited quantities of x band kits for our in-service ECM pods- -
and an iitial production quantity of a control box for our later
generation ECM pods.

Mr. MAHON. What part of the $101.3 million is for classified
pro ectsI

General Prrrs. Sir, $1.2 million of the $101.3 million is for "classified
projects."

Mr. MAHON. How many ECM pods for what aircraft will you pro-
cure with the $50.1 million budgeted for this purpose in other produc-
tion charges? •

General MoNICxr . Sir, we will procure 275 ECM pods with the
$50.4 million requested in "Other production charges" for this pur-
pose. These pods will be utilized primarily on F/RF-4 and F-405Aircraft. ,,

aircraft. PR AIRCRAFT ENGINES

Mr. MAnoN. How many spare aircraft engines tire in the Air Force
inventory and what is the a p proximate value of the inventory?

General JFFRay. As of December 31, 1968, there are 27,728 spare
engies with a value of $1.898 billion.

Mr MASON. How many aircraft engines will be purchased with1970 funds? - . . .., . . , "' -.
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General Prrrs. 346 propulsion engines and auxiliary power units
costing $110.2 million will be purchased with fiscal year 1970 funds.

Mr. MAHON. A February 1969 draft report by the General Account-
ing Office on spare aircraft engine requirements, indicates that the
fiscal year 19069 planned procurement of new aircraft engines, could
have been reduced by about $35.5 million, $13.4 million in the Navy
and $22.2 million in the Air Force if, in computing reqturements,
duplicate quantities for similar or identical contingencies had not
been included. Has the Air Force made anyrecent studies, to determine
the necessity or the validity of the depot stocks, and safety level factors
used in the computation of aircraft engilme requirelijents?

General JE'F'REY. Air Force engine requirement computation
procedures do not contain provisions for duplicative quantities. In
responding to this GAO report, the Air Force pointed out the need
for and the rationale behind the requirements computations iiethods
used. The procedural techniques involved are currently under study
by the Worldwide Engine Logistics Planning Board, however, it is
expected that no quantitative reductions can be made. The Air Force
intends to continue its policy of limiting engine procurement to the
minimum essential necessary to support mission requirements.

Mr. MA1ON. Of the total spare engine requirement, how many are
to meet a safety level factor and how many are to fulfill a depot stock
factor?

General RIEMONDY. Of the 346 engines/auxiliary power units
programed to be procured in fiscal year 1970, alpproximately 55 are
for the depot stock level and 74 are for the base safety level. Since
engine failure rates are based on averages, many periods are en-
countered when failures or removals exceed the average. If these
engines are not procured, it is highly probable that otherwise service-
able aircraft will be awaiting base or depot buildup and availability of
serviceable engines during these cycles of higher demand.

Mr. MAHION. What is the cost for those engines to be purchased to
satisfy the safety level factor and to satisfy the depot stock factor?

General Pirrs. Approximately $17.5 million for depot stock and
$23.5 million for base safety level.

INDUSTRIAL PlIANT EQUIPMENT

Mr. ADDABBO. In your industrial facilities you are replacing obsolete
Government-owned machine tools. Are these tools in the possession of
the Air Force or in the possession of different manufacturers?

General JFFRmy. These tools are principally in the possession of in-
dustrial concerns at this time, sir.

Mr. ADDABBO. As a member of the Select Committee on Small Busi-
ness, we have had small business machine tool manufacturers come
before us and testify, that they have many of the tools which the Gov-
ernment is buying and providing to large manufacturers. They claim
that small business is hurting because the Government is not looking
to see if these same tools are available in private industry through
small businesses.

Also it has been pointed out that the tools which the Government is
providing to these large manufacturers are being used for purposes
other than for work under the Government contract. Have you looked
into this?
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General JFmmY. Yes, sir. We look into this continually. Our prin-
cipal effort in the machine tool area is that of replacing old, obsolete,
or wornout equipment with items of new equipment.

This is only done on the basis of the amortization of this equipment
over a 3-year period from the time from which it is procured. There
is a very minimum program for adding any new equipment to any of
these Government-owned facilities.

It is a program we watch very carefully.
Mr. ADDABBO. Isn't it a fact that if the equipment is being used

for other than Government purposes it is being wornout at a greater
rate than if it is only being used for the Government work?

General JEgr-RY. Sir, we recognize that this equipment is used
for other purposes. We wouldn't want it to set idle in the various
contractor plants and under the circumstances where this condition
occurs, the contractor in question pays the Government rent for this.

I have the rental rates here for the different types of equipment.
It goes for equipment at zero to 2 years old. Say, for instance, at 3
percent, and equipment that is from 2 to 3 years old at 2 percent and
this sort of thing.

Incidentally, these rates have recently been increased since last year.
Mr. ADDABB0. Is it a fact that there is no control kept on this

equipment as far as maintenance is concerned? If the equipment is
destroyed or lost by the company, there is no penalty attached to it?

General JFnmRY. Control is kept on this equipment, sir. We watch
very closely the condition of the equipment, the care that is exercised
by the company on this equipment, through facilities contracts that
the Air Force has with these people.

Mr. ADDABBO. Is the company responsible if the Government equip-
ment is damaged or lost in any way I

General J rEY. If this is through his own fault, yes sir.
Mr. ADDABBO.'YOU speak of $17 million for rehabilitation of plant

facilities. Is this Government facilities or private facilities?
General JoErRY. These are Government facilities, sir.
Mr. ADDAnno. Thank you, no further questions.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. MAHON. Mr. Minshall.

MIssION SPORT AincrAFr

Mr. MINSiTALL. General, the Air Force ordered 11 Handley Page
twin turboprop aircraft known as the Jetstream. The total cost of these
aircraft is said to be $5.9 million. The Jetstream is a British-built air-
craft. Funds for this procurement were appropriated for fiscal year
1967. At the time of the testimony before the committee, the discus-
sion of just which aircraft might be procured for the mission support
role gave no indkatioln that any consideration was being given to for-
eign aircraft. The aircraft was at that time referred to as the "CX"
and the Beech Xing Air Was the example gven of the type of aircraft
requested.' A statement was made that the Iing Ai', at Mooney aircraft,
and the Aero-Turbo Commander were the aircraft being i;onsidemitl.Descriibe thq'prdbiirmemnt cornpet*ti nd tell th9 conmitee wh 't'the
bids 'were of the other 6m6M tiftors and tell the oonmirittee w-hat the bid

as o tb h 1ndley Page Co
Also at the outset, would you tell fis the date of the order ?
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--10A AIRCRAFT

General JEFFRnEY. Mr. Minshall, this was a competitive procurement
for this small utility airplane. Beech was one of the competitors. I
have forgotten the other competitors. The RFP was put out to any-
body who had the capability to provide, the airplane. Handley Page
was one of these competitors. The British Government had been ad-
vised prior to this procurement that in the event such a procurement
was undertaken, that they Would be permitted to bid, this having to do
with reciprocal purchase arrangements between the two countries, as
I understand it.

Mr. MTNSHALL. Namely the F-111.
General JEFFREY. This was one of the items; yes, sir.
Mr. MINSTIALL. Was this part of the package, the reason that you

purchased the Handley Page aircraft, because the British were goimg
to buy F-111's?

General JEmREY. The arrangement was that they would be per-
mitted to bid in the competition for this utility type of airplane,
and this related to the fact that the British had bought a number
of F-4 's and they were at that time scheduled to buy a number of
F-1i1's. There was not any agreement that we would buy any Handley
Page airplanes as a reciprocal arrangement for what the British were
buying from this country.

Mr. MINsSHALL. Are you sure of that?
General JEFFRmY. Yes, sir; I am positive of this.
Mr. MINSHAJL. You do not think that Mr. McNamara or others

might have made other arrangements?
(eneral JEFFRaY. No, sir. If I might be permitted to proceed.
Mr. MINSHALL. Yes, sir.
General JEFFREY. In the competition which finally narrowed down

to Beech and Handley Page, the proposal of Handley Page presented
an airplane that was technically superior to that of Beech and at a
lower price.

Hanaley Page was awarded this contract solely on the basis of
what they proposed. There were no other considerations involved.

Mr. MINSHALL. Will you supply the bids for the record?
(The information follows:)

PROCUREMENT COMPETITION, FOR MISSION SUPPORT AIRCRAFT

On July 10, 1967, requests for proposals (RFP's) were sent by the Air Force
to nine companies (Aero Commander, Beech, Cessna, Fairchild Hiller, Handley
Page, Hello, Mooney, Piper and Swearingen). North American and de Havilland
also asked for copies of the RFP, which were furnished to them. Responses to
the RFP's were received from only two contractors (Beech and Handley Page).
After thorough evaluation and separate negotiation with each contractor, the
contract award to Handley, Page was announced on December 22, 1967. The
negotiated prices for 11 aircraft, and associated training and data were: Handley
Page--$4,692,834; Beech-45,930,464.

Mr. M n~su&L.v.. AlSO proVede, fpi the record a statement, as to the
performance specification of the ie petive aircraft.

General JEFrY. The respective airplanes and with respect to the
requirements tht were estalished., ,
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(The information follows:)

PERMMAN sPCIUICATIONS 10 MISSION SUPPORT AIRCRAFT

The request for proposal stipulated that the aircraft to be acquired must
have a Federal Aviation Authority type certificate prior to delivery of the first
aircraft. Other requirements and desires were Identified as goals so as to minimize
changes to the basic aircraft. Both of the proposed aircraft met the minimum
requirements of the RFP. The Beech airplane was to be certified at 12,500 pounds,
the upper limit of FAR 28. The Handley Page aircraft was to be certified at
14,500 pounds under the provisions of FAR 25. FAR 25 certification requirements
are more stringent in such areas as structural integrity, systems safety and reli-
ability. In addition to the price advantage and a significantly larger passenger/
cargo area, the Handley Page aircraft possessed some potential for increasing
its maximum gross weight without recertification.

Mr. Mrtswz. What are your plans for acquiring additional air-
craft of this modelI

General JFlmay. We have no firm plans to acquire additional quan-
tities of the Handley Page C-10A at this time. We feel there is a need
for approximately 68 additional aircraft of this type over the next
severil-years to replace C-47's and 0-54's in the military assistance ad-
visory groups (MAAG's), military groups (MILGP's) in Latin Amer-
ica, and the Attach6 system. These aircraft were last produced in
1945, and we feel that their replacement is becoming a matter of some
urgency. If further airplanes of this type are procured, we intend tocomplete themn...Mr. MilzSiau. - 'nat is the delivery schedule for these 11 aircraft?

General Jzrm-- -. These airplanes are currently scheduled to be de-
livered-the schedule is in the process of negotiation at the present
time--which indicates that the first one of these airplanes will prob-
ably be delivered in October of this year, with deliveries completed in
March 1970.

Mr. MirsHALL. Why has it taken from December 1967, when the
contract was signed, until October 1969 to receive your first delivery
of this aircraftU

General JEFFReY. I don't recall the details, Mr. Minshall, but I will
provide the answer for the record.

(The information follows:)
The slippage was caused by a combination of problema!.--produlition difficulties,

overweight condition, undesirable stall characteristics, and delays in obtaining
Air Worthiness Registration Board/Federal Aviation Administration certification.

Mr. MniTsuALL, You described them as a utility aircraft and/or a
mission-support aircra ft..

General Jwvimx. Yes, sir.
Mr, MiNS*ALL. What is the specific role of a utility aircraft of this

type and/or mission support ? How will -you use it in the Air Force
General JzFmY. This was to be a 12-passenger airplane, an air-

0i1ahibtiat could car ky passengers or a limited citrgo on 9- interchange-
able basis. Hopefully, it would be used 6 'replace such things as the
b1d C47's and iiiscellaunedus airplaneS of that so6rt atid operate on a
much more economical basis, wit about a I,0O0"mile range with 12
passeng a ' ' f '' " ,

Mr. ,IALL. Will you supply f6r the record what your situation
is as of today on mission support aircraft of this type in your
inventory?
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(The information follows:)
We have approximately .53 0-47's, U-3's and C-54's in various support activi-

ties (exclusive of military assistance advisory groups. military groups, and at-
tach6 aircraft) for which a C-10 type aircraft would be suitable replacement.

Mr. MAnloz. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
The committee will recess until 2 p.m.

AFTERNOON SESSION

MISSILE PROCUREMENT, AIR FORCE

WITNESSES

LT. GEN. MARVIN L. McNICKLE, DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF, RE-
SEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

MAJ. GEN. T. S. JEFFREY, JR., DIRECTOR OF PRODUCTION AND
PROGRAMING, DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF, RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT

MAJ. GEN. L. F. TANBERG, DIRECTOR OF MAINTENANCE ENGINEER-
ING, DEPUTY CHIEP OF STAFF, SUPPLY AND SERVICES

BRIG. GEN. WILLIAM F. PITTS, DIRECTOR OF BUDGET, HEAD-
QUARTERS, U.S. AIR FORCE

BRIG. GEN. A. A. RIEMONDY, DIRECTOR OF SUPPLY AND SERVICES,
DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF, SUPPLY AND SERVICES

COL. WILLIAM 3. GROSSNILLER, DIRECTORATE OF AEROSPACE
PROGRAMS, DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF, PROGRAMS AND RE-
SOURCES

COL. T. H. ISLEY, DIRECTORATE OF PRODUCTION AND PROGRAMING,
DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

COL. DAN D. OXLEY, DIRECTORATE OF PRODUCTION AND PROGRAM-
ING, DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

LT. COL WAYNE S. SCHMIDT, DIRECTORATE OF DEVELOPMENT,
DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

MISSILE PROCUREMENT, AiR FORCE

"For construction, procurement, and modification of missiles, rockets, and
related equipment, including spare parts and accessories therefor, ground han
dling equipment, and training devices; expansion of public and private plants,
Government-owned equipment and installation thereof in such plants, erection
of structures, and acquisition of land without regard to section 9774 of title 10,
United States Code, for the foregoing purposes, and such land, and interests
therein, Way be acquired and construction prosecuted thereon prior to the ap-
proval of title by the Attorney General as required by section 355, Revised
Statutes, as amended; reserve plant and equipment layaway; and other expenses
necessary for the fore oing PUrposeb, including rents and transportation of
things; [$1,720,200,000.3 $1,486,400,000 to remain available until expended. (5
U.S.O. 3109; 10 U.S.C. #271-79, 2353, 2886, 2668, 2672, 8012, 8062, 9501-02, 9505,
9531-42, 9741-42; 31 U.S.0. 649o, 718; 40 U.S.C. 562; 50 U.S.C. 451-62; Depart-
ment of Defense Appropriation Act, 1969; additional authorizing legislation to
be proposed.) "

82.445-SO-vt. 8-44
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MISSILE PROCUREMENT, AIR FORCE

PROGRAM AND FINANCING (IN THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS)

Budget plan Obligations

1968 1969 1970 1968 1969 1970
actual estimate estimate actual estimate estimate

Program by activities:
Direct:

1. Ballistic missiles ........... 253,800 442,900 447, 000 183,610 418, 800 460, 600
2. Other missiles ......... . 128,903 128,500 115,900 109,100 111,200 119,300
3. Modification of in-service

missiles .................. 237,400 177,100 176,600 211,607 195,300 174,300
4. Spares and repair parts ...... 113,300 108,400 87,100 102,802 109, 600 88,000
5. Other support .............. 690,797 782,900 790, 200 680,011 792,700 784, 500

Total, direct .............. 1,424,200 1,639,800 1,616,800 1,287,130 1,627,600 1,626,700

Reimbursable:
1. Ballistic missiles ........... 6,500-------------------, 5,171.........
2. Other missiles. ........... 5,800 857 1 428 4,606 1,000 1,400
3. Other support. ............ 38,426 1,940 2,135 30,623 3,100 2,100

Total, reimbursable ........ 50,726 2,797 3,563 40,400 4,100 3,500

Total ..................... 1,474,926 1,642,597 1,620,363 1,327,530 1,631,700 1,630,200inancln g:
Receipts and reimbursements from:

Federal funds(-) ............. -47,351 -1,797 -2i563 -49,563 -1,297 -2,313
Trust fund accounts(-) ........ -- 3,298 -1,000 -1,000 -2,968 -1,000 -1,000
Non-Federal sources (-)-....... -- 76 ------------------- 187...............

Unobllgated balance available start of
year (-):

For completion of prior year
budt elans ................................-- 226,109 -350,50 -335,957

Availale o finance new budget
plans ............................................. -105,400 ........................ -105,400

Reprogramming from prior year
budget plans .................... - 25,000 -25,000 -25,00 ....................................

Unob ligated balance transferred from
other accounts (-) ................................................ -63 .........................

Unobligated balance available, end of
year:

For completion of priot year
dget plans.; ...............................- 350,560 335,957 300,870

AvaIable to finance subsequent
budget plans ........................... 105,400 ...................... 105,400 ............

Budgetauthority ........... 1,399,200 1,720,200 1,486,400 1,399,200 1,720,200 1,486,400

Budget authority:
Appropriation ............ .1,340,000 1,720,200 1,486,400 1,340,000 1,720,200 1,486,400
Transferred from other accounts - 59,200 .................59,200 .

Appropriation(adjusted) .......... 1,399,200 1,720,200 1,486,400 1,399,200 1,720,200 1,486,400

Relation of obligations to outlays:
Obligations incurred, iet .............................................. 1,274,812 1,629,403 1,626,887
Obligated balance, start of year ....................................... 987,703 874,675 1,034,078
Obligated balance, end of year ........................................ -814,675 -1,034,078 -1,125,965

Outlays .......................................................... 1,387,840 1,470,000 1,535,000

OBJCT CLASSIFICATION (IN THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS)

1968 1969 1970
actual estimate estimate

Direct obligations:
Transportation of things ...................................... 2 840 3, 00 3,900
Equipment ........................................... 1,284,290 1,623,700 1,622,800

Total, direct obligations ...................................... 1,287,130 1,627,600 1,626,700

Reimbursable obligations:
Transportation of things .................................... 3,700 590 504
Equipment ................................................ 36,700 3,510 2,996

Total, reimbursable obligations ...----................ ... 40,400 4,100 3, 500

Total, obligations .......... 1,327,530 1,631,700 1,630,200
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SUMMARY OF REQUIREMENTS

[In thousands of dollars

Fiscal year Fiscal year Fiscal fear1968 1969 970
Activity actual estimates estimates

Ballistic missiles_ _ . . . ..---------------------------- $253,800 $442,900 $447,000
Other missiles --------------------------------------------------- 128, 903 128,500 115,900
Modification of in-service missiles ---------------------------------- 237,400 177, 100 176, 600
Spares and repair parts ............................................ 113,300 108,400 87,100
Other support .................----------- ---------------- 690,797 782,900 790,200

Total, direct program requirements ............................ 1,424,200 1,639,800 1,616,800

SOURCES OF FINANCING OF PROGRAM YEAR REQUIREMENTS

[In thousands cf dollars]

1968 1969 1970

Program requirements ......... ................................... 1,424,200 1,639,800 1,616,800
Reprograming to or from (-) prior year budget plans ................. -25, 00 -25,000 -25,000
Unobligated balance available to finance new budget plans ............. 0 105,400 -105,400
Transfer from "Other accounts- ................................... - -59,200 0 0

Appropriation ............................................... 1,340,000 1,720,200 1,486,400
Transfer from "Other accounts ................................... +59, 200 0 0

Appropriation adjusted ...................................... 1,399, 200 1,720,200 1,486,400

Mr. MA ON. Will you proceed, General?

STATEMENT OF LT. GEN. MARVIN L. McNiciuT

General McNIcKLE. Mr. Chairman, I will now present the Air Force
missile procurement program for fiscal year 1970. This program is
summarized in table II, and contains strategic missiles, air-to-surface
missiles and air-to-air missiles. It also includes funds for target drones.

TABiL 11.-Fiscal year 1970 m88tle proourement estimates
[In miflons of dollars]

TUpe BaEstiates

Minuteman i/nII, strategic ICBM ---------------------------- $447. 0
SHRIKE, antiradar ----------------------------------------- 9.5
$RAM, air-to-ground ---------------------------------------- 20.4
Standard arm, antiradar ------ ------------------------------- 28.5
Sparrow, air-to-air ------------------------------------------ 43. 8
Target drones, drone ----- ----------------------------------- 18. 7
Modifications ------------------------------------------ 176.6
Spare and repair parts ------------------------------------- 87. 1
Other support equipment and facilities -------------------------- 790.2
Reimbursable program --------------- ------------------------ .6

Total program ----------------------------- 1,620.4
Less estimated available financing ----------------------- 130. 4

Reimbursements --------- -------------------------- 8.6

New authorization required-_..-------- - . ------ 1,486. 4
The required funding for this missile procurement program is $1.6168 billion

which also includes the required aerospace ground equipment and services to sup-
port these programs. We anticipate a reimbursable program in fiscal year 1970
in the amount of $3.0 million Whlch brings the total program to $1.6204 billion.
To support this fiscal year 1970 procurement 'pbogramf for missiles, equip-
ments, and services, new authority of $1.4864 billion is required. The balance of
the financing will draw on the $8.6 million reimbursement program, a planned
recoupment of $25 million from prior year funds, and $105.4 million available
from the unobligated balance in fiscal year 1969.
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Minuteman II/III

s~~~~~r" ,5t ul ~r19r re

)P.nutendn . Minuteman XI Minuteman IIz

Our fiscal year 1970 ballistic missile procurement program is pri-
marily the Minuteman III missile system. In fiscal year 1969, we made
our initial procurement of Minuteman III missiles for the operational
force. These improved strategic missiles will be deployed in the Min-
uteman wings.

The initial operational capability ,,f the Minuteman III is sched-
uled for the near future, but the initial buildup of these missiles will
be slower than was contemplated in the earlier fiscal year 1970 budgets.
The basis for this revised deployment schedule is to reduce the concur-
rency of development and production in the Minuteman III program.
In so doing, we will be able to develop greater confidence in the system
before returning to increased production schedules.

As the Minuteman III program proceeds, we are continuing to mod-
ernize the current Minuteman force by replacing Minuteman I missiles
with the more advanced Minuteman II. The Minuteman II provides
us with substantial improvements in range, payload, accuracy, and
flexibility of targeting. By July 1, 1969, our Minuteman force of 1,000
missiles will consist of Minuteman I and Minuteman II missiles. The
Minuteman force modernization will continue with the introduction
of the new Minuteman III until the schedule is completed. At that
time we will have only Minuteman II and Minuteman III missiles in
the force.

The fiscal year 1970 budget includes funds for Minuteman III mis-
siles and related equipment at a cost of $447 million.

SUC TCESSES OF THE CIVILIAN SPACE PROGRAM

Mr. MA AOi. Before you proceed, further, let me ask you a quick
question. Do you think the spectacular success of NASA in the space
program in which man on two occasions has orbited the moon, tends
to lend credence to the liability estimated for the Minuteman and the
various nisiles of the Army, Navy, and the Air Force?

General McNicia.o Yes, sir. I think you, are aware, Mr. Chairman,
that the contractors in volved in the NASA space effort are the same
contractors which are buildIng the Navy, Army, and Air Force mis-

- i

*1
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siles. I think the difference is that the Minuteman missile has a toucher
requirement when you push the button the Minuteman must go, where
with the NASA launches they have a weeklong countdown and if some-
thing shows up they can fix it and get back on the countdown again.

Mr. MAiioN. It is a bit comfortin to me, however, that the space
program efforts have succeeded so well.

General MCNICKLE. Fabulously.
Mr. MAHO N. It indicates that our technology in the field of space

and rocketry has to be very good.
General McNicKLE. Yes, sir.
Mr. MATION. You may proceed.

OTHER MISSILES

General MCNICKLE. The fiscal year 1970 procurement program for
air-to-air missiles, air-to-ground missiles, and target drones is-based on
projected training requirements, currently reduced Southeast Asia
consumption, and the maintenance of minimum sustaining production
rates. The funds requested for this procurement total $115.9 million,
and provide for continuing procurement of Shrike, SRAM, standard
ARM, and Sparrow missiles, as well as target drones for aircrew
training.

SHRIKE (AGM-45A)

The Shrike is a Navy-developed antiradiation missile designed to
detect and destroy enemy ground radars by homing on their source of
rldiation. It is currently carried on our F-105 and F-4 aircraft. This
missile has been operational in Southeast Asia since April 1966 and
has been used extensively. The versatility of this missile has been imi-
proved. We are also obtaining improved warheads and rocket motors
which increase the operational effectiveness of these missiles. We are
requesting $9.5 million in fiscal year 1970 to procure Shrike missiles.

SRAM (AOM-69A)

The short-range attack missile (SRAM) is an air-to-surface missile
with a nuclear warhead. It is being developed to increase aircraft sur-
vivability by providing a standoff missile for suppressing enemy de-
fenses. The m missile will be compatible with modified B-52's, FB-111's,
and the advanced manned strategic aircraft (AMSA).

The fiscal year 1970 SRAM procurement request is $20.4 million for
long-lead-time items. This amount will protect our option to enter into
production at a later time when we will have greater assurance that
the entire system is meeting all of it s requirements. In deferring the
SRAM production, we have had to increase the SRAM development
funds in fiscal year 1970 to cover the increased costs of development in
the absence of the previously contemplated production program. I
will describe what we are doing in the SRAM development program
in my fiscal year 1970 R.D.T. & E. budget statement.

STANDARD ARM (AO M-78A)

The standard antiradiation missile (ARM) is an improved missile
developed for joint service use in the detection and destruction of

16", n # I,, -. o_-* ;' , - - *__ ", -S.i - ; " i", V ' -' -, ' ; ' " '. j"11 , :' k"'." - ' 'or, , : '_ " . .' , _ " "',et
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enemy ground radar installations. This missile was deployed to South-
east Asia. The standard ARM is carried by the F-105F. We are re-
questing $23.5 million in fiscal year 1970 to procure standard ARM
missiles.

SPARROW (AIM-7E/F/G)

The Sparrow is a Navy-developed air-to-air guided missile which,
we are using on the F-4 aircraft. Two models of the missile are in i Le
current inventory: the AIM-7D, which is used for crew qualification
training; and the AIM-7E, which is in use in Southeast Asia.

Production go-ahead of the AIM-7F missile is scheduled for the
future. This missile has improved reliability and performance and it
will be carried on the F-4E aircraft. We also plan to initiate procure-
ment this year of the ground equipment to support the AIM-7G on
the F-111 aircraft.

The fiscal year 1970 program is for a quantity of Sparrow missiles
at a cost of $43.8 million. This includes the ground-support equipment
for the AIM-7G.

TARGET DRONES

Target drones are airborne vehicles which can be used to simulate
subsonic and supersonic enemy aircraft. They are used by the Air
Force to develop air-to-air missile tactics, to train aircrews in air-to-
air missile intercepts, and to test and evaluate our aircraft and missile
weapon systems. The fiscal year 1970 budget includes $18.7 million
for target drones.

MODIFICATIONS

Funds requested for modification of inservice missiles and updating
of inproduction missile systems total $176.6 million for fiscal year
1970. These funds will permit us to continue the Minuteman force
modernization program which includes the ground electronic sys-
tem (operating ground equipment), depot maintenance ground equip-
ment, and training equipment. In addition, we are updating the Min-
uteman I and II weapon systems to improve their capabilities, reli-
ability and safety. Of the total request, $166.6 million is planned for
the Minuteman weapon system. The remaining $10 million will be
used to improve the performance, reliability, and safety of other nis-
siles in the inventory.

SPARE AND REPAIR PARTS

The fiscal year 1970 program for missile spare parts and repair
parts is $87.1 million. This amount provides support for all guided
missiles in the Air Force inventory. Initial spare and repair parts
account for $54.3 million. The total amount for initial spare parts is
allocated as follows:

Iff li on
Minuteman (72 percent) ------------------------------- $50. 4
Titan ---------------------------------------------- .4
Others --------------------------------------------- 3.5

Total-------------------------------------------------------- 54.3
The other missiles include air-to-air and air-to-surface missiles

described earlier as well as missiles which are in the inventory but no
longer in production. Replenishment requirements total $32.8 million.
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OTHER SUPPORT EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES

The last missile category is "Other support equipment and facili-
ties" for which we are requesting $790.2 million. This category in-
cludes industrial facilities funds to replace obsolete Government-
owned production equipment and to provide for capital-type main-
tenance for Air Force industrial property and equipment. It also
includes funds for the manufacturing methods program, operational
space activity support, and other charges.

SUMMARY

In summary, the Air Force missile procurement program request
for fiscal year 1970 totals $1.6204 billion for those missiles and that
missile support essential for maintaining our military posture. Of that
amount, $130.4 million will be obtained from recoupments and the
available fiscal year 1969 unobligated balance. In addition, $3.6 mil-
lion in reimbursements will be applied to finance the program. The
remaining $1.4864 billion requires new authority for fiscal year 1970.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes the missile procurement program re-
quest. I would now like to highlight the progress the Air Force has
been able to make in our management procedures.

HIGHLIGHTS OF PROGRESS IN A-NAGEMENT

In fiscal year 1968, the Air Force supported a flying hour prograit
27 percent greater than in 1961, and with 11 percent fewer aircraft.
During the same period, the spares inventory has been reduced 14
percent, and 400,000 fewer line items are stocked in the support sys-
tem. The long supply inventory has been reduced by nearly 30 percent
and there are 4 percent fewer personnel in our major systems and
logistics activities. This improvement in output over input has been ac-
complished with an aircraft fleet that is growing progressively older
and, more significantly, under .wartime conditions in which repair and
modification programs have significantly increased. The fact that we
have been able to achieve this higher level of efficiency is a tribute to
the hard work and dedication of our people in the field who have
provided outstanding support under very difficult conditions. The Air
Force is, of course, continuing its efforts to improve its logistics man-
agement systems.

The integrated weapon support management of multiservice air-
craft programs is an example of the type of progress we are making.
Through the use of joint support, lists (-a list of items having applica-
tion to specific multiservice weapons systems) integrated managers
are accounting for 7,000 F-4 items 8,000 A-7 items, close to 1,000
OV-10 items, and 5,000 for the Uii-i helicopters. Further, the A-7
joint planning and scheduling group is continuing to examine the A-7
airframes, components, and accessories to determine the best way to
assign depot support responsibilities.

Another example of improved logistics management is the Air
Force recoverable assembly management system which came into full
operation during the past year. This system provides up-to-date in-
formation on the condition and location of approximately 77,000 types
of recoverable assemblies which are cycled for repair through our
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depot level maintenance facilities. These assemblies are valued at $5
billion. The Air Force has also continued to improve and expand upon
its standard base level system. We have also applied stringent controls
to commodity and funds management. Semiannual reviews of supply
requirements and buy programs are conducted by Headquarters,
I TSAF, and Air Force Logistics Command teams to assure the best
use of available resources. Even so, funds for aircraft spare parts are
critically short and procurement of additional stocks have been de-
ferred to remain within available funding. Any additional deferrals
or drawdown of stocks can be expected to have an adverse effect on
operational capabilities.

The Air Force has also been able to do an outstanding job in keep-
ing the older aircraft in its inventory flying. The age of our active
aircraft inventory is increasing and where 34 percent of the fleet was
at least 9 years old in 1964, 56 percent of our aircraft have passedthat age today. The problems of aging aircraft have become even more
acute as we deferred modernization programs and concentrated our
resources on urgent Southeast Asia requirements. To cope with this
situation, we have developed improved diagnostic techniques to find
potential structural problems at the earliest possible time. We credit
these techniques with saving lives and facilitating aircraft mainte-
nance activities. We are now in the process of repairing structural
cracks in the wings of F-100, C-130 and A-1 aircraft-key aircraft
in our Southeast Asia operations.

Southeast Asia requirements have also necessitated extensive niodi-
fications to many of our aircraft to extend their service lives or to
adapt them to new roles. The T-37, C-47, C-119, C-130, and C-121 are
examples of aircraft that have been modified and used in new roles. In
some cases we have reclaimed aircraft from storage. All of this, of
course, has placed heavy demands on our aircraft modification funds.
Since 1966, the modification program solely in support of Southeast
tion of the total modification funds available.

In still another example of progressive management, the .1ir Force,
along with the other services, has initiated a life cycle costing program
which takes into consideration maintenance and supply management
costs. One aspect of life cycle costing is consideration of "service life"
in the procurement of nonreparable equipment. We have already pro-
cured a large quantity of tires for the F-100, F-102 and F-106 air-
craft on a "cost per landing" basis. In this case, we paid about 12
percent more in price and we expect to get about 62 percent more
endings. This one procurement of 15,000 tires will reduce future tire

requirements by more than 9,000 and save the Air Force some $600,000.
We have made improvements in several other areas. Significant

improvements have been made in small purchase procedures wherein
increased surveillance and emphasis by management personnel have
minimized the possibility of overpricing of small purchases. We have
also concentrated on improving our policies and procedures for pro-
curing and pricing technical data. And, the Air Force has also placed
increased emphasis on its industrial readiness and mobilization pro-
duction- planning program with the objective of assuring the delivery
of equipment in peacetime and the capability to respond to the in-
creaised needs of wartime.
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In summary, the Air Force is making progress in managing its
resources so as to yield maximum utility. We are doing this through
intensive management efforts to cope with the effect of rising costs
and through the application of new management technology for more
rapid responses and reduced inventory levels.

And now Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I will be
most pleased to respond to your questions.

APPROPRIATION FUNDING

STOCK FUND TRANSFERS

Mr. MAHON. The fiscal year 1970 appropriation request for "Missile
procurement, Air Force" is $1,486,400,000. A total of $1,720,200,000
was appropriated last year. No transfers from the stock funds into
this account are proposed. Considerable sums are transferred from
the stock funds into the "Aircraft procurement" account. Why aren't
some funds transferred to "Missile procurement"?I

General PITrs. Basically, because most of the assets which were
capitalized into the stock fund, from which these transfers were made
available, were taken from the spares program previously funded
from the "Aircraft procurement" account.

The number of items capitalized from this account-"Missile pro-
curement"-was minimal. Therefore, the cash transfers were reflected
in the "Aircraft procurement" account.

PROGRAM CHANGES

Mr. MAHON. The justifications, on page 3, indicate that the $105,-
400,000 will remain unobligated at the end of the fiscal year and will
be available to finance a part of the fiscal 1970 program. What pro-
gram changes occurred to make tie $105,400,000 available I

General Pirrs. Two, basically: The decision to defer initial produc-
tion of SRAM and the reduction in the Shrike and Standard Arm.
I have the amounts involved for those.

Mr. MAHON. Supply that for the record.
(The information follows :)

MISSILE PROOtUMEMENT PROGRAM C1kiAOES

(In millions of dollarsI Amount
SRAX ------M_ $58. 2Titan ------------ ------------------- -------- 8.2
Thike------------------------------------------------------.2Shrike-----------------------5. 2
Standard arm --------------------------------------- 34. 8
Spares (BRAM) -------------------------------------- 4.1
Other -------------------------------- .------------- 2.9

Total ---------------------------------------- 105.4
Mr. MAHON. In view of these program changes which resulted in a

lessening requirement for funds in fiscal 1969, if everyone had had
100:percent foresight, could C6ngress have redueed this appropriation
last year by an additional $105,400,000 without adverse effect on your
current program I

General PrIrS. I don't believe so, sir, because we would have had to
reduce our procurement quantities. It was the reduced buy quantities
that caused these fund reductions. With hindsight, we might have at
that time, but we did not anticipate it.
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Mr. MAXuoN. They were not anticipated?
General Pirrs. 14o, sir.
Mr. MArHON. If everyone had had the information that they now

have, with hindsight, would it have affected your program to have
made those reductions I

General Prrrs. -No. I see what you are getting at. These reduced
quantities of the Shrike and Standard Arm missiles are the conse-
quence of the reduction of activity in Southeast Asia. The deferment
of SRAM prouction was due to the rocket motor problem which was
not known at that time. The answer to the question is "No."

Mr. MAior. Last year, witnesses who appeared before the committee
insisted that the entire $1.7 billion requested was needed in order to
fund the Air Force missile procurements necessary to support our
national defense objectives. Since $105 million was not needed during
the fiscal year, that was not entirely the case. It was as we knew it
at the time, but it did not turn out to be.

General Prrs. That is true, but it is because things happened since
that decision was taken. It is reduced activity in Southeast Asia, and
the motor problem with the SRAf missile which caused us to deter
production on that missile.

FIRMNESS OF ESTIMATES

Mr. MAHON. With this kind of change in mind, how certain can we
l)e of the firmness of the $1,500 million request for fiscal 1970?

Tsn't it likely that similar program changes will occur which will
indicate a lesser funding requirement in 1970 also

General Prrrs. No sir; at this point in time we do not foresee any
changes in the program.

As you know, we go through quite a scrub down procedure between
the Air Force and DOD prior to coming to the Congress with the
President's budget. As we feel right now, this account has been
thoroughly scrubbed down.

TANSPOJrATION OOS

Mr. MATION. What is the basis for your estimate of $3.9 million for
"Transportation of things"? This is the same sum proposed for the
current fiscal year in which a larger procurement program was carried
out. With a smaller program, shouldn't this amount be reduced?

(reneal Pins. No. This amount of dollars connected with trans.
ortntion of things is a factored amount and is based on historicaldata.
The factored amount we used in 1969 and 1970 was a factor of

something like 2.48 percent. The reason the amounts remain the same
for 1969 and 1970 is the total direct obligations are nearly equal.

BUDET REVISION

Mr. MATroW. Review at this time the items deleted from the original
flsal 1970 budget of $1,704 million. This is a reduction of $307,-
600.000. What items were deleted from the program of the Tanuarrybudget?
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General PrTrs. The major portion of this reduction is associated
with the Minuteman and SRAM program. There is some $135
million connected with the reduction in the Minuteman III buy from

missiles, and the deferment of the production on the SRAM,
some $153 million. The two other small items are a reduction in the
Sparrow quantity, totaling some $9.6 million, and a reduction of a
classified program of $10 million. This totals to $307.6 million.

Mr. MAHON. Do you consider the reductions to be acceptable?
General Pn'rs. Yes, sir.

UNOBLIGAT BALANCE

Mr. MAHON. Place a tabulation in the record at this point showing
the original estimate of the unobligated balance in this appropriation'
and the actual unobligated balance for fiscal years 1963 through 1968.

(The information follows:)

MISSILE PROCUREMENT APPROPRIATION-UNOBLIGATED BALANCES

lin millions of dollars]

Fiscal years

1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968

Original estimate .................... 152.1 343.7 328.8 186.1 320.4 266.8
Aclual ............................. 363.8 333.4 714.9 315.3 226.1 350.6

EXPENDITURES

Mr. ImboN. You estimate that expenditures from this account will
total $1,535 million in fiscal 1970. Will you break down this amount to
show the part of the expenditures from appropriations made in vari-
otis fiscal years? Also include comparable information for fiscal years
1968 and 1969.

General Prrrs. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

EXPENDITURES/MISSILE PROCUREMENT APPROPRIATION
(In millions of dollars)

Expenditures

1968 1969 1970

Program year:
1966 and prior .......................................... 197.1 33.3 10.4
1967 ................................................... 681.6 178. 16.4
1968 ................................................. 509.1 659.2 226.2
1969 ................................................. 0 59.2
1970 .................................................. 0 0 4

Total .............................................. 1,387.8 1,470.0 1,535.0

UNEXPENDED BALANCES

Mr. MAHON. What are the unexpended balances in this account es-
timated for fiscal years 1969 and 1970 stnd what were the actual un-
expended balances in fiscal years 1963-68?

Place that in the record.
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(The information follows.) -

,Ue~pol 4d btance mialle procfrement appropriafion
.- . ," million. of dollars]

,U'?EZPK' .. BALAN~Amount

-- -- - -- -- ----Fisc- -year- :-1969: .. , . - . 1, 475. 4
Fiscal year 190.-,.. -------------------- 1,426. 8

Actual:
Fiscal year 1963 ----------------------- ------------------- 1, 362. 5
Fiscal year 1964 ------------------------------------------ 1,333. 8
Fiscal year 1965----- ------: ....----- - 1, 730. 8
Fiscal year 1966 -------------------------------- 1,257. 4
-Fiscal year 1967--- -- ------------------------ ---------- 1,213. 9
Fiscal year 1968-----------. .. . -.- ----------- ---------- 1, 225.2

Mr. MA*0I&T"w accurate have been your estimates of unobligated
balances over the past 5 years for which actual figures are available?

General Pirn. Except for years when we had some radical changes
in programs, we believe we have been fairly accurate. Years that come
to mind are 1963 and 1965. In 1963 we liad a difference of some $211
million connected with the cancellation of the Skybolt program. In
1965, some $386 million difference and that was in connection with
the Minuteman I force modernization slip of 6 months. Other than
that, the estimates have been fairly good.

SKYBOLT AND HOUND DOG PROGRAM EXPRNDITURES

Mr. AwDREWS. General, how much was spent on the Skybolt pro-
gramf

General Prrrs. I will supply that for the record.
Mr, Asomws. The missile that preceded Skybolt, the Hound Dog,

also supply these costs for the record.
General Prrrs. Yes sir
(The information follows:)

Slcybolt expenitiusro/HoundDog expenditure
D&WELO)PMENT AND PROCUREMENT COST

(In million* of dollars]Program: +Amount

Skybolt .-- ---------------------------------- $414.8
Hound Dog. ------------------------------------- 7.0

HOUND DOG PROGRAM

Mr. AND~RWS. Has Hound Dog been phased out?
, General Pnrs. No, air; the Hound Dog is active in the force today
on the B-52.aircraft.

Mr. ANDREWS. What success have you had with the Hound Dog?
General Prm. Fairly good success. That is a fairly reliable system.
SAC places a lot of credence in it.
Mr. ANDREws. I was under the impression the Skybolt was to follow

Hound Do imrsso t Ss
Ge nra.o It was, We hid high hopes for the Skybolt program

Sut~*Syp know, it was canceled.We edo have the technology.
(Discussion off therecord.)
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COST OVERRUNS

Mr. MAHON. According to the best information available in the Air
Force today, do you anticipate cost overruns in the missile programs
presented in the 1970 budget which would invalidate the estimates
which you are presenting to Congress for fiscal year 1970?

General Pirrs. I do not think so at this time, sir. We feel our
estimates are fairly good. We are reviewing our program and will
probably have a better handle on our estimates after apportionment.
As of right now we do not anticipate any problems.

Mr. fAHOoN. Are there any general questions in regard to the Air
Force missile program before we go into more specific programs?

M",IN UTEMAN PROGRAM.

MINUTEMAN llI PROGRAM REDUCTIONS

Mr. LIPSCOMB. Yes, Mr. Chairman. General McNickle, I believe I
heard you say, when you were reading from your statement about
the Minuteman, that the program was reduced for budgetary reasons.
Did I hear you correctly?

General MoNICKLE. Yes, sir.
Mr. LrPsco B. When did you come to that conclusion? As I read

your statement earlier, it said that the basis for this revised deploy-
inent schedule is "to reduce the concurrency of development and pro-
duction in the Minuteman III program."

General McNICKLE. That was the result of the reduction.
Mr. LIPSCOmB. I1 so doing we will be able to develop greater con-

fidence in the system before returning it to increased production
schedules?

General McNICKL. That is right.
Mr. Lnscoin3. Are you saying if you could get all the money you

wanted, you would go ahead with it without developing the greater
confidence ? Is that what you mean I

General MoNIcKrz. No. What happened is that we were looking for
money. This program was identified at the same time the SRAMwas
for reduction. We did not argue or rebut this. We agreed in a meeting
with Mr. Packard that this could be done and we would be able to get
more test shots off at the time. I think the number of missiles fired
since then have shown that we could have gone ahead at that rate.
However, at that time we did not have enough shots off to argue that
we should have the full production rate.

Mr. LuscoMn. Do you have any problems with the development of
the Minuteman III now ?

General MoNxIox. No, sir.
Mr. Li'scxnm. No problem.
General MoNIak We have had six firings . I am sure as

time goes on we will have some random. p roems; but the way the
tests are going now we could have gone ahead. However, we agreed
with the decision and did not rebut because w recognized the need to
take some, money out of our overall pro m.

Mr. Lipsco~fii. I wsnot reading and listeing at tlie same time. At
what place in our statement did you insert this budgetary problem?

General MoNICkZ, . I took out the words "schedule is to, and put
in the words, "was budgetary but will reduce."
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Mr. Lscomm. I got the impression somehow or other, but evidently
it is not so, that it was more than a budgetary problem with the Min-
uteman I1I.

General JFFRY. No, sir. As a matter of fact, Minuteman III has
been a very successful program. As General McNickle indicated, out
of 6 firings that have occurred, . As a matter of fact, yesterday
a Minuteman III was fired at the Eastern Test Range . We
would be happy to supply all of these for the record.

(A classified statement was submitted.)
Mr. Lirscom. So you can say now that you have no problem either

in the development or your production schedule.
General Ji~prmy. I would say we have no significant problems. I

would like to qualify that. I am sur, there are the usual problems that
go along with this sort of thing.Mr. LiPSCOMB. And the reduction in the program was strictly and
entirely budgetary.

General JEFFmEY. Yes, sir.
General MVNIOKLE. Except at the time of the decision we had only

fired two missiles. Such a small sample was not sufficient to justify
going for full-rate production. That is why we accepted it, but we
thought we ought to have more firings for confidence.

Mr. LIPsComB. The budgetary problem that you say you have here
will permit you to develop greater confidence in the system.

General McNIciuE. The slowdown in the production rate will give
us more test shots relative to the number of fielded missiles during
that eriod of time and hence more confidence in the system as the

missiles come off the line. It will also reduce the impact of the retrofit
requirements that might surface early in the program.

General JEFFREY. That is the sort of comment you could make with
regard to most any system at that point in its life.

Mr. LiPscouB. In light of some of the testimony that is not a bad'
approach to take these days.

General JEFFPrY. Ared, sir.
Mr. LIrsco. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MAnHo. Are there any further general questions in regard to

the missile program I

MINUTZ MAN PROGRAM'

If not, with reference to Minuteman, the Minuteman procurement
program has been reduced from a total of $552.4 million in the January
budget to $447 million, The quantity Of Minuteman missiles to be pro-
cured has been reduced from . Your statement indicates that the
basis for this revised deployment schedule is to reduce the concurrency
of development and production in the Minuteman III program. What
is the new deployment schedule as compared with the old deployment
schedtile? Uow ,was the delivery schedule changed?

'General JFFRE'Y. Th6 old deployment schedule called for a rate of
per year. The new schedule reduces that rate to - missiles

per year -for the first wing, . The itiitial opek'ational capability
of one flight of 10 missiles 'at that wing was scheduled to be ".
This reduced production 'rate will still Permit the operational capabil-
ityto be met. H-owever, it will slip the end date for a period of
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this being from - until assuming we go back up to the
higher rate.

Mr. MAHON. Will this slip in the deployment schedule alter our
strategic nuclear capability to a significant extent?

General JFFREY. It will probably result in some - missiles that
could otherwise be on a target, we estimate. To answer another way, to
the extent of possibly - missiles.

Mr. MAHON. In your statement, General McNickle, you indicated
that the Air Force is continuing to replace Minuteman I with Minute-
man II missiles. Are you requesting any funds for the procurement of
Minuteman II missiles with fiscal 1970 funds?

General JEFFREY. No; there are no funds for the procurement of
Minuteman II missiles in the 1970 budget.

MODIFICATION OF MINUTMAN II MISSILES

Mr. MAHON. Under "Modification of inservice missiles" you are pro-
posing to obligate $80.2 million for the modification of Minuteman II
missiles. What is proposed in this modification program? How many
missiles are involved, what sites are involved? Will you put that in the
record please?

What kinds of contracts do you have for these modifications? Will
you add that also to the material placed in the record?

General JEFFREY. Yes, sir.
Mr. MAriON. Also indicate to what extent there is competition in the

Minuteman modification program.
(The information follows:)

MODIFICATION OF MINUTEMAN II/NUMBERs INVOLVED, SITES, CONTRACTS, COM-
PETITION

Funds requested in the fiscal year 1970 request are not for the modification of
missiles per se; but are for the modification of other items associated with the

Minuteman force such as reentry vehicles, penetration aids, ground power system,
equipment in the launch control facility, and launch facility (silo). Site activity
is planned for wing V (Warren AFB, Wyo.) for updating the power system, at
wing VI (Grand Forks, N. Dak.) for incorporating an ultra-high-frequency radio
launch system for use with the airborne command post, and at Hill Air Force
Base, Utah, to modify the missile assembly and checkout equipment associated
with the Minuteman III.

Usually fixed-price-incentive-fee-type contracts are used for this effort.
Since the cost of developing the technical knowledge rAnd the procurement of

tooling would be prohibitive, most modifications are accomplished by the original
manufacturer.

MINUTEMAN HI MlODIFICATION PROGRAM

Mr. MAHoNt. A total of $84 million was programed in fiscal 1969
and $85.4 is proposed in fiscal 1970 for the modification of Minuteman
III. What modifications are required? To what extent is this modifi-
cation program concerned with the missile itself, and to what extent
with the citing of the missiles? How man Minuteman III systems
will be modified for the $85.4 million? How many Minuteman III
missiles have been delivered to date and what deliveries are anticipated
during fiscal 1970? . I

General Jm~gmy. Our Minuteman modification program for fiscal
1970 falls into two principal categories: One, that of updating which,
in the normal sense of the word as we use it in connection with air-
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plane modifications, is the term that would apply here. We refer to
this as updating of missiles. In the 1970 budget the number of dollars
associated with the updating program is $59.7 million. This money
is to convert - MK-I, to MK-IA penetration aids, to convert

I MK-11B's to MK-11C, RV's, for use on Minuteman II, cor-
rect specific deficiencies in the launch control centers and launch con-
trol facilities, and to update training equipment, tools and test equip-
ment to the Minuteman III configuration. I have a breakout of each
of these. The second principal part of the Minuteman modification
program would be what we refer to as "force modernization."

The money involved here amounts to $104.6 million in 1970, which
would procure - hardware -. These funds procure the hard-
ware necessary to convert that wing from the Minuteman I to the Min-
uteman IT/III configuration and also provides for site activation
costs of . on the reduced deployment schedule that we referred
to a bit earlier; that is, -_ to the - missile per year deployment
schedule. It also provides for Minuteman III trainers and certain mis-
cellaneous equipment such as data, periscopes, et cetera, including
Class IV modification of $2.3 million. This amounts to a total modifica-
tion figure for fiscal 1970 of $166.6 million.

Mr. LrpscomB. General, when you go into one of these programs,
from I to i, or from II to III, or work on the modification or changing
the configuration, how long is a silo nonoperational?

General J F FEY. We generally figure that the sequence would keep
about of them down at a time.

(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. Lnsco~m. Does this mean you will have probably - out
General Jxirmwy. At one time. . Throughout the entire wing

there would be approximately -- down at any one time.
Mr. LWcoMB. That would be out of your total force which consists,

by July. 1, 1969, of ' Minuteman I'and - Minuteman II.
General JarmY. Sir, this would. be out of the

Minuteman I force.
Mr. LrPscQ B. By July 1, 1969, how many Of that 'force would be

fully 'operational ?
General Jmma-r. By July 1, 1969, sir?
Mr. Lrscomm. Yes.
General Jm r. We expect to have a full 1,000 force operational

by that time'
Mr. Ln'scoxB. They would be fully operational and capable.
General JFmmY. They are running somewhere in the neighborhood

of - percent operational, excluding this force modernization
period. There are a number of missiles that are down foit maintenance,
having the guidance and control sections changed, or something of
this nature. I cannot say that all 1,000 are in commission at one time.

Mr. Lnsco%,r. How do you keep'track 0fthose so youknow how
many ai r eady to g 6 ? , oyo ... . how

General J ivn These 1are; Iti~n every minute at the Stratec

Air. Command Headquarters. Eaeh one of the wi Io rejxrtson
enntinuous basis into SAC Headquarters. at Omaa'u ab ,1the dtAtus
of the fbrce. very Vtime one goes Offa16At. that'A ''. iMmeWOtl -or tedto SA0,Headquarters.: ,hee are somstha'k01o 6 "4i for scheduled
maintenancea on a periodic b 1Ps.,Thl (tuvl rdietict O lfrs', tlis
is very important.
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This information is also reported directly in here because when
anyone of them goes off a target, something else has to be put on to
cover it.

Mr. MAHON. Did you say that when a missile or a number of missiles
are under repair or iiot operational, the targets which the missiles are
designed to handle are retargeted to other missiles?

General JEFFREY. I said when any significant number of them are
taken down, that this is done. I cannot answer your question specifically
with regard to one missile. I have been told it is on every missile.

Mr. LiPscoi3B. You do not mean the priority of the target is
changed every time a missile goes down.

General JEFFREY. Sir?
Mr. LIPsco-mB. Every time you have a missile off alert, you would

not target another missile.
General JEJTR rRY. I am told we target something else to it. It might

be an airplane.
Mr. MAmON. Let the colonel talk on this.
Colonel GROSSMILmnER. We have primary and alternate target capa-

bility. There are prime targets, maybe - different missiles, set to
go against that target. When the primary missile goes off alert, an
alternate missile will pick up from another target, which may be
the - missile on that particular target. This is for the Minuteman
I, which has a - capability.

Minuteman II has capability, which gives more flexibility to
make these changes.

General JEFFREY. These can be retargeted from one to another right
there. It is a selected targetable arrangement.

Colonel GROSSHMILLER. The changes are immediately reported to the
SAC Command Post and here in Washingon.

Mr. MAHON. Will any part of the $85 million you are requesting for
modification of Minuteman III missiles be used to modify missiles
procured with fiscal 1969 funds?

General JEFFREY. No, sir.
Mr. MAHON. Are you modifying Minuteman II missiles scheduled

to be replaced with Minuteman III missiles?
General JEFFREY. No, sir; Minuteman III missiles are not pro-

graied to replace Minuteman II missiles.

USE OF PROCUREMENT FUNDS FOR MISSILE DEVELOPMENT

Mr. MAHON. To what extent are you performing R.D.T. & E.
efforts oil the Minuteman III missile with modification funds in the
procurement account?

General JTFJFREY. I am told that there are no procurement funds
being used for R. & D.

Mr. M.HoN. A report of the GAO dated May 7,'1969, states'that
during the period 1964 to 1967, the Air Force awarded. supplemental
agreements for a product improvement program totaling $22.5 mil-
lion to the three Minuteman missile notor contractorss. Althotlgh
these agreements were financed from missile procurement, funds,
most of the work performed involved R. & D. effort rather than
product improvement. It was found that the disclosure and approval

32-s45-69--pt. 3---5
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procedures of Air Force Procurement Instruction 59-500 had not been
followed.

This R.- & D. was performed without the usual and appropriate
reviews to determine whether or not the work was of a higher pri-
ority than unfunded R. & D. projects.

What action has been taken to discourage further funding of R. &
D. work with procurement funds?

General JEFFREY. May I ask Colonel Oxley to address this question?
Colonel OxLEY. Sir, appropriate action has been taken to preclude

this from happening again.
Mr. MAHog. Would you place in the record just specifically what

those actions areI
(The information follows:)

Air Force Regulation 170-3, dated March 28, 1968, was published which
clearly delineates the circumstances for the use of R.D.T. & E. and production
funds for "product improvement" purposes.

Air Force Systems Command and Air Force Logistics Command were re-
quested to review their existing programs for propriety of funding and report
those instances where fund applications were not appropriate. (None were"
reported.)

Since the fiscal year 1968 budget submittal specific details covering each
"product improvement" proposal have been submitted to Headquarters USAF.

Mr. MAHON. Was any disciplinary action taken with regard to the
utilization of funds?

Colonel OXLEY. No, sir; there was not.

NEED FOR CONCURRENCY IN PROCUREMENT AND R. & D.

Mr. ",,%Auo. There is still considerable concurrency in the develop-
ment and procurement efforts on Minuteman. In 'Minuteman III,
where most of the money will now be spent, the budget proposes
$324.3 million for R.D.T. & E. and $417.7 million for procurement.
Large sums have been spent and are proposed to be spent for modi-
fications to the Minuteman missiles. Could we safely slow the procure-
ment of the missiles further and thus greatly reduce our requirement
to modify the missiles after they are procured?

General JEFFREY. Your question is; Would we be safe in slowing
what, sir?

Mr. MAHOw. Slowing down procurement of Minuteman III missiles
in order that we might avoid modification of those missiles since the
R. & D. effort is still active.

General JEFFREY. Sir, as I previously stated, we are not requesting
funds to modify missiles. Of the $166.6 million requested for Minute-
man modifications, the major portion is for force modernization to
provide the new hardware and effort required to change launch com-
plexes 'from Minuteman I to Minuteman II/III configurations. Now,
in res onse to your question, I do not believe so. The production pro-
gram' has been slowed 'down to what might be considered to be a mini-
mum rate or minimum acceptable production rate. We believe that itis compatible with the research and development and testing effort..

We believe this is a desirable rate to proceed when considering the
cptakbility that 'we will achieve through the Minuteman III program.
Therefore, we would take care of such minor deficiencies as would show
upthrou'gh the use of our missile update program.
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Mr. DAVIS. To what extent are we talking about actual deteriora-
tion of any of these missiles or their systems, or are we talking here
about advances in technology that require updating of the various
missiles and their related systems?

General JEFFREY. We are talking principally about advances ill
technology, changes in the threats that develop as we go along, that
would require some additional hardening. Changes that would permit
penetration into a hostile environment, or improve penetration capa-
bility into a hostile environment, and things of this nature, rather
than replacement of pieces due to deterioration, or the fact they are
worn out, although I hesitate to use the word worn out because we do
not exercise them.

Mr. DAwIs. How old must a missile be before it is reworked or
modified?

General JEFFREY. We have some Milntemen I missiles which have
been in the program since 1961 and they are still in the holes.

Colonel (JXAE.Y. The guidance systems have been changed as they
go out of commission, and other components are replaced as necessary.
Basically we have not experienced any deterioration due to aging.

SECURITY OF MISSILE SITES

Mr. ANDnEWS. Have you had any actual sabotage or theft around
your missile installations, General ?

General JEFIREYS. Not that I have heard of. I would suspect that
we have not.

Mr. ANDREWs. Have you got them pretty well secured?
General JEFFREY. Yes, sir. They are probably more secure than any-

thing else in the Military Establishment.
Mr. AwDRuws. Are any of the sites open to the public ?
General JEFFREY. No, sir. You can drive by and see them from the

road but they are not open to the public.
Mr. ANDREws. Are they enclosed by wirefences?
General JEFFREY. They are enclosed by wire fences. There is elec-

tronic surveillance of the site so that if anything enters the fenced
in area a signal goes back to the launch control center indicating
that something is out of order. As a matter of fact, these systems
are so sensitive they have given us trouble in having a cow bum l) up
against a fence, or in some cases a bird flying into t he facility will
trip the alarm indicating that something is wrong out there. From
the time such a signal is received until someone gets out there to
take a look at what might have tripped it, is very short.

Mr. ANDREWS. How many silos do you have?
General JEFFREY. At any given complex, such as Minot, N. Dak.,

there are 150 silos, except at Great Falls, Mont. there are 200, .and
Cheyenne, Wyo. there are 200. All other wings have 150. There are
1,000 in all.

Mr. MAHON. Mr. Rhodes?

DOD GUIDANCE TO AEC ON FUTURE WEAPONS

Mr. RHoDEs. In questioning the AEC on their request for appro-
priations for R.D. & E. I asked them some few days ago how they
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decided what to work on, and they indicated they got long-range
guidance from the )OD as to what you might have in mind in the
future. I assume this is extremely highly classified. If under the
limits of classification you can tell us, can you give us some idea of
what present guidance they are working un(ler and what the think-
ing of the DOD is as to the preparation of future weapons that have
a nuclear warhead.

(General McNiCKLIE. Off the record.
(I)iscussion off the record.)
General McNIcKLE. Yes.
Mr. RioDES. This is they are working on at the present time.
General McNcKLE. Thset are the latest

CO1PUTVrION OF FISCAL YEAR 1970 REQUEST

Mr. MA.ON,. Both the statement and the P-1 indicate that the
flyaway cost for the Minuteman III missile is $2,284,000. You are
requesting - of these missiles in the fiscal 190 program. This
would indicate a need for about for flyaway cost.

Information furnished separately to the committee indicates that
the total funds for Minuteman III, $37 1.2 million is for flyaway costs.
Why is the flyaway cost in excess of

General JEFFREY. The unit flyaway costs of $2.284 million indicated
in the P-1 includes only the airborne hardware, whereas the total fly-
away costs also include tooling, advance buy, and other nonrecurring
costs. I will supply for the record a detailed cost breakout.

(A classified statement was furnished.)

COST INCREASES

Mr. MAO.N. What cost increases have occurred in tie Minuteman I
and III programs since you last appeared before the committee last
year?

General ,JEv'Iwmy. We estimate that to be a)proximately 30 percent,
Sir.

Mr. M.lmio.x. Thirty percent in the weapons system cost? Just what
area, are the increased costs in ?

General JEFFREY. It would be principal ' in the areas of the sub-
systems. By subsystems here I am re fearing to the principal comi-
ponents of the Minuteman system, such as the stage I, stage II, stage
III, the guidance section, the reentry vehicle, and so forth.

Mr. MAuox0. What has happened to lead to a 30-percent cost increase
in a year's time ?

General JEFFRE.Y. These increases are not due to overruns, but in-
stead they are due to certain design and process control changes which
have been put into effect to protect, the missiles, and the missile sys-
tems, the airborne systems, from nuclear radiation, the radiations to
which they might be subjected from enemy action. This is the reason
for this increase.

Mr. MAHON. You already had some protection and this gives you
more protection?

General JFFRFY. This would give us additional protection.
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There is a breakout which would indicate what the particular in-
creases are by subsysten. The reduced quantity has also affected this
to some degree.

Mr. MAHON. Does this 30-percent cost increase make the missile 30
percent more reliable? Is there any ratio between cost increase and re-
lability here?

General JEFT91' Y. I would doubt there is a ratio between the cost
increase and reliability. I would say that the 30-percent increase here
wouldn't make the missile 30 percent more reliable.

Mr. MAHON. Do you have any indication of how much more relia-
ble it would be? Is it 2 percent?

General JEFFREY. I would like to request we be perlnitted to supl)ly
that for the record. I couldn't calculate it here.

Mi'. MAIoN. There are other major components in which these
costs took place. Show those and indicate the increases for the record.

General JEFFRIEY. All right.
(The information follows :)

MINUTEMAN II AND3 INUTEMAN IlI COST INCREASES/RELIABILITY RELATIONSHIPS

Since the cost increases are related to nuclear effects and quantity production,
the changes in reliability would be negligible.

Fiscal year 1969 column in fiscal year Fiscal year 1969 column in fiscal year
1969 budget 1970 budget

Quantity Unit cost Total Quantity Unit cost Total

Interstages ......................... 0.120 0. 150 -
Stage I ............................. 289 .346 --
Stage ............................ ---- .190 .221
Stage Ill -............................ 147 -- .203
NS2 G. & C ........................ .654 - .952
Postboost ..........-------------- . .
Prop system ........................ .366 .407-
Oownsta units ................. .202 - .256
MK-12 Chaff .......................-- .113 -- .174

CO,3[PETITION IN GUIDANCE SYS'17EM

Mr. MAnON'. Last year, General Jeffrey, you testified a major effort
was being made to undertake competition in some part of the guidance
system for Minuteman III. This systein had previously been awarded
to Autonetics without any competition. What progress has been made
in this effort?

General JErpnFY. The "request for proposal" was sent to industry
on the first of March of this year. Those proposals have been received
and are in the process of being evaluated. Of 10 contractors solicited,
four have responded with proposals. These contractors are Litton,
IBM, AC Electronics, and Minneapolis-Honeywell.

We expect the contract to be awarded, or the winner of this com-
petition should be announced by the first of July of this year. We have
been a long time getting started on this. This was due primarily to
delay in obtaining approval of the Office of the Secretary of Defense.
This was obtained in December of last year so we believe that since
that time we have made good progress in this direction. I indicated last
year that we thought that this would be a very desirable thing to do,

* ~k- -,
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to institute competition into this field, and we think that it is going to
be a very beneficial thing to us. We have had contracts up with Auto-
netics, who has done a good job in this field for a long time, but we
-have been in a sole-source position with them for, in our opinion, too
many years. That is the reason for this effort. We look forward with
considerable anticipation to the outcome of this.

Mr. ANDREws. This is the same company you had trouble with on
the Mark II?

General JEFFREY. This is the same company that is building Mark
II, yes, sir.

GROUND EQUIPMENT COMPETMON

Mr. MAizo.,. What part of the aerospace ground equipment for Min-
uteman III is being procured competitively?

General JF.PFREY. I would like to preface my answer with the re-
mark that the aerospace ground equipment is based to a great extent
upon the development of the piece of equipment that the aerospace
ground equipment is to support.

We, as a general rule, cannot develop the aerospace ground equip-
ment (AGE) prior to the time we develop the system upon which
it is supposed to be used. Therefore, it is often necessary to a consider-
able extent, to buy AGE, sole-source from the prime manufacturer.

As I say, this represents the majority of the facts, or the majority of
the cases. Even though the figure I am going to give you might not be
too good since it pertains only to 1969, we would estimate some 30 per-
cent of the aerospace ground equipment is procured competitively.

FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM

Mr. MAHONv. Would you outline for the committee in the record the
accomplishments in the Minuteman III flight testing program since
you were before the committee last year, and in particular detail the
performance of the Mark-12 reentry vehicle?

General JEFFREY. All right, sir. This would be in addition to the
remarks made a few moments ago in connection with that.

Yes, sir, we will do that.
(The information furnished the committee is classified.)

OTHER MISSILES

MINUTEMAN INVESTMENT COSTS

M'. NAjiON. Do you have the figures with you as to tile latest esti-
mate of the total inveqtment costs of Minuteman II and III?

General JEFFREY. Yes, sir, we have that with us.
The total investment cost for the Minuteman II and III is $9.45

billion. This will go through 1974 fiscal year. This includes research
and development, construction, other procurement-all program costs
associated with this.

SHRIKE MISSILE PROGRAM

f'. MAHON. Under "Other missiles" with reference to the Shrike
missile, how successful has the Shrike missile been in Southeast Asia?
Do you have any measure of how many Shrikes have been fired at
enemy radar. installations and how many installations have been
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knocked out by the Shrike missile? Has the missile gained in effec-
tiveness, in use, month by month, or has the effectiveness of the mis-
sile been degraded by the exposure to the enemy which it has seen?

General JEFFREY. Shrike has been in operation in Southeast Asia
since April 1966. Of those fired, we estimate, or intelligence indicates
that some - percent have resulted in suppression of antiaircraft
radars at which these missiles were aimed.

Our intelligence also indicates that percent of the firings re-
suilted in damage to the missile radar installations. -

Mr. MATION. Are you inclined to have more or less confidence now
in the Shrike than you had last year?

General JEF FREY. I would say we have comparable confidence in it.
Mr. MAiroN. What is entailed in the requirement of $1 million for

modification of the Shrike in 1970?
General TANBERG. That is for class IV modifications, Mr. Chairman.

Class IV roods are those which involve safety of fight, maintain-
ability, and reliability problems. These funds are estimates based on
past experience of similar modifications that have gone into that
missile.

STRIKE COST INCREASES

Mr. M.1AION. Information indicates the average unit cost of the
missile has risen from $17,000 in fiscal year 1967 to $32,000 in fiscal
year 1970. It is further indicated that the average price in 1969 was
$22,000. how do you explain this rather precipitous cost increase?

General JEFFREY. This is due, Mr. Chairman, to two principal
reasons: One has to do with a significantly reduced quantity of mis-
siles, whereas in 1968-between 1968 and 1970 the numbers were re-
duced from some as a first point and the second point is that
the 1970 budget includes a quantity of missiles to provide an
capability which has increased the cost to a figure of something like

I each.
When we average this out, it indicates a significant increase in cost

froln the one figure to the other figure that you mentioned.
Mr. MAION. Now, the Shrike missile homes on an active radar site,

is that right?
General JEFFREY. That is right.
Mr. MhrIO.
General JEFFREY. That is right.
Mr. MAHON. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
M[r. MAiroN. Does the standard ARM-
General JEFFREY. Antiradiation missile?
Mr. MAHON. Yes; antiradiation missile. Does it operate like Shrike

General JEFFREY. The standard ARM missile represents a signifi-
cant improvement capability over the Shrike. , It is a much
more capable missile, but it is also much more expensive.

Mr. MAIION. The Shrike is in the area of thousand. The
ARM is in what area?

General JEFFREY. In the area of . We, therefore, think that
these missiles complement each other. The standard ARM is a very
effective missile, much more effective, but they are just too expensive
to buy too many of then.
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MNr. SIKES. Is it - as effective?
General JEFFIREY. I think it probably is. I would say as

effective.Colonel ISLEY.

SRAMr PROGRAVT

Mr. MKHON. With respect to the SRAM will you discuss the diffi-
culty that caused you to delay procurement of the missile until 1971 ?

Colonel SCumwri. Sir, the development program encountered tech-
nical difficulties, particularly in the area of the SRAM motor in the
1968 time period. A reexamination was made at that time and also a
corresponding delay in the initiation of the production contract op-
tion was also made in late June of last year. The motor redesign has
been undergoing severe environmental testing. It demonstrates the re-
design is satisfactory and that the motor is capable of carriage and
launch from the bomber force as planned, primarily the B-52-G
and H.

Mr. MAHON. You may elaborate for the record.
(The information follows:)

The flight test program of SRAM has been delayed In parallel with the above
motor redesign. Based on these development delays It was determined In late
March 1969, that It was not prudent to Initiate production until there was addi-
tional assurance that the SRAM weapon system was performing satisfactorily
in the development program. Based on the current development planning sched-
ules, the Air Force Is proposing a production program-- with the initial
production funding currently in the fiscal year 1970 budget.

Mr. MAHON. What Air Force officer or official has primary respon-
sibility for the SRAM program? Are you the man?

General JEFFREY. This would be the program director at Wright
Patterson AFB, Col. David Falk.

Mr. MAuox. Is this delay fully justified, do you think, General?
General McNicum . Yes, sir.
Mr. MATroN. How far has SRAM slipped under the old schedule?
Colonel ScH3Wmr. We are about - behind the original schedule.
Mr. MAHoN. Do you think you will slip further?
Colonel SCHMIDT. We might slip another month. We have two more

motor firings to go before our first powered launch.
Mr. MAHON." Detail the request for $20.4 million for SRAM in fiscal

1970.
Colonel ISLF.Y. The $20.4 breaks down to $16.2 for tooling and $4.2

for advanced procurement of material.
SRAH COST INCREASE

Mr. MAHION. how does the Present estimated cost of SRAM% com-
pare with the original estimate?

Colonel Scumon'r. Sir, we are working up estimated costs of a pro-
posed production program for the Air Force. It appears that going
outside of our fixed price contract that we had, production costs of
the SRAM missile may be two to two and a half times what was orig-
in ally Anianned.

'%r. MAYHin. Is this par for the course. as we say?
Colonel SCTIMIMT. It could be considered so, sir.

A
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General McNzCKr. When we were not ready to pick up the produc-
tion option due to the motor problem, we had to break the fixed price
production contract. Boeing-got off the hook from that fixed price con-
tract and we are now in a negotiating position.

Mr. AmNi)mws. They weren't hooketi, were they?
General McNicKLE. Yes, sir.
Mr. Awrbpws. Why'
Colonel SCHkmT. Under the fixed price total package contract that

we had, they were responsible for producing production missiles that
were of the configuration that we actually will have tested on the de-
velopment program. So had we picked up those production options,
they were responsible under a fixed price total package contract for
any changes that would have come out of the development program.
So today, when we go out to buy production SRAM missiles under a
new environment, we will have to pay for any changes incorporated
in the production missiles resulting from the R. & D. test program.
Previously they were a part of the fixed price production options
which were the responsibility of Boeing.

Mr. MA'Hoi. What is the total estimated cost of the SRAI program
in R.D.T. & E and procurement funds?

Colonel Scinuryr. Sir, an estimate for R.D.T. & E. is $413.4 million.
Mr. MAIRON. And the original estimated cost was?
Colonel SCHImT. $161.6 million, sir, excluding contract definition.
Mr. MAXION. What is the total cost-you can expand on that for the

record if you will.
Colonel SCHIMIDT. It. should be $167.6 million.
(The information follows:)

The original approved program for development contained in Secretary of
Defense decision F-5-072 dated September 3, 1965, was $167.6 million, of Which
$6 million was originally planned for usage in contract 'definition. The remain-
ig $161.6 million included an approved program to cover the target price of

$143.2 million of the original contract, and other effort and anticipated en-
gineering changes of about $18.4 million. The total estimate is not available at
this time. The estimated production cost for SRAM is currently being prepared
by the Air Force for submission to OSD in late June 1969 for program approval.

Mr. MAON. What is the total approved production. program?
Colonel SCHEMIDT. Today we have no approved program for pro-

duetion. The estimate we intend to submit'to OSD for approval at the
end of June, will request modification of the entire B-52-G and H
fleet, which is 283 aircraft.

We also intend to ask for modification of the existing 76 FB-111
aircraft program. IVe will also ask for - SRAM to equip those
aircraft. This would be comparable to the approved program we had
before it was delayed on the first of April, sir.

Mr. MAION. Let us assume, for the purposes of this discussion, that
the FB-111 is canceled. What would be your SRAMI requirement?

Colonel SCHM31IDT. If the FB-111 were canceled, we would still plan
to go head and eluip the 283 B-52-G and I{ aircraft with SRAM. We
are only planning the hang - unit equipment SRAM on the
FB-111. The would come down to about when the
operational launches associated with the four squadrons of FB-111
aircraft are removed.
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Mr. MAIION. Is it anticipated that the proposed AMSA follow-oii
bomber would carry the SRAM?

Colonel SCHMIDT. Yes, sir. It is proposed to carry, up to a quantity
of SRAM's. It is being sized for that.

SRAM EXPENDITURES

Mr. MAHON. At this point in the record, state the amount of money
which has been spent on SRAM to date and also advise to what extent
have the B-52's been modified in anticipation of SR AM?

Colonel SCHMIDT. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

MONEY SPENT ON SRAM TO DATE/EXTENT OF MODIFICATION OF B-52's

Through June 3, 1969, $293.713 million has been released for the SRAM pro-
gram. No B-52 aircraft have been modified to carry operational SRAM.

BRAM CONTRACT DID NOT PROTECT GOVERNMENT

Mr. MAHON. General McNickle, I believe you said Boeing was let
off the hook, so to speak, as a result of the failure of the SRAI motor.
Who was responsible for the failure of the SRAM. motor? Who pro-
vided the motor?

General MCNICKLE. What I said was, when we did not pick up the
option for production it broke our fixed price contract with Boeing.

Mr. MAHOt. And you didn't pick up the option-
General MCNICKLF. The option to produce at that time.
Mr. MAHON. Because of-
General McNICKLE. Because we did not feel at that time that we

should give them a go-ahead because of the motor problem.
Mr. MArto. Who is responsible for the motor problem?
General MCNICKLE. Well, actually it was a Lockheed motor on a

sub-contract in this total package contract with Boeing.
Mr. MAllOW. Under the contract, with Boeing as the prime con-

tractor, was the motor Government-furnished equipment or was it
part of that contract?

Colonel ScHrDTr. It was part of that original contract, sir. It was
Boeing's responsibility. Lockheed is a sub to Boeing for the motor.

Mr. MAiloN. Was Boeing in default on the contract when they didn't
deliver the motor on time according to spec?

Colonel ScIImTDT. Not really, sir, with regard to development. You
see, under our development contract with Boeing, the Government,
in the total package, does not accept any of the development missiles
which will fly in the development program. Under the total package
concept Boeing is responsible for demonstrating so many flight ob-
jectives as written into the contract. We accept final completion of
the development contract insofar as the testing complies with the total
development program requirements.

So you can't really accuse Boeing today, since they still have time
to go on their contract, that they have not complied with the develop-
ment end of the contract. They are obviously behind their original
plan. Their original plan was not a milestone, per se, upon which you
can penalize them because the Government was not involved.
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Mr. MAIION. Under the contract at the time the option was to be
taken, the Government had to take the option whether or not the
contractor had performed adequately at that point in time?

Colonel SCIHM1IDT. Yees, sir. Mr. Mahon, you will recall I indicated
that in June of 1968 the Air Force decided not to pick up the produc-
tion option on the first of July in 1968. The contract had written into
it a 9-month slide provision which we exercised. In other words, we
could pay a small penalty. As I recall, it was about $225,000 per month
and we could slide it up to 9-months maximum. That was the maxi-
mum that the contract allowed the Government to slide it, and when
that ran out, that was it. We have lost all production that we had in
our original total package contract.

Mr. MAHON. So the Government was not protected under this con-
tract from faulty performance of the contractor in the development
program.

Colonel SCI.MIDT. That is right, sir.

STANDARD ARM

Mr. MAHON. Now, with respect to Standard ARM, what modifica-
tions must be made to the F--4D aircraft in order to carry Standard
ARM ? What is the cost per aircraft of these modifications?

General TANBERO. On the F-4D for Standard ARM,.we have in the
fiscal year 1970 budget, $7.5 million and this will provide us with en-
gineering a prototype and aircraft which will be capable of
carrying the Standard ARM.

Mr. MALON. We have talked here during the afternoon about the
effectiveness of Standard ARM, vis-a-vis, Shrike in Vietnam. These
weapons have been tried out in Vietnam, as I understand it?

General JEFFREY. To a very limited degree, Mr. Chairman. We got
these missiles in operation over there in March 1968, and it was just
at that time that the bombing halt stopped. We had dropped
of those missiles during the month of March 1968.

Mr. MAHON. of Standard ARM?
General JEFFREY. Standard ARM's in the Air Force with

- probable kills of SAM radars in the Hanoi area, and damage
for of the others. We don't have specific results, however, with
regard to the remainder.

SPARROW mISSILE

Mr. MAHON. With respect to the Sparrow, the average unit cost of
the Sparrow missile has increased from - in fiscal year 1967 to
- in fiscal year 1970. Is that just another case of everything go-
ing up rather sharply or is there some further explanation ?

General JEFFREY. Air, the unit flyaway cost of the "E" version of
which we are planning to procure increased from due
to reduced quantity procurement. The reason for the overall average
unit cost increase, is due to the initial procurement of only - of
the more complex "F" version.

Mr. MAHON. Your statement shows the unit flyaway cost of
for the AIM-7-E Sparrow and - for the AIM-7-F and G. What
is the reason for this large price increase in new models?
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General JzFYim y. Well, Mr. Mahon, the AIM-7-F is a much im-
proved missile over the AIM-7-E.

Mr. MAHON. Fivetimes increase I
General JmmFPY. Let me, if I may, indicate the extent of the im-

provement in certain special areas.
We think it will produce a significantly improved capability over

the AIM-7-E.
I can't answer your question as to whether it is five times the value

in operational capability.
Mr. Mro . Most of the instances you cited were increases.
General JE 'rY. They fall jinto that category. The increased cost

results from a relatively small initial quantity buy of - missiles
and the improved capability.

Mr. MAHON-. How many of each model are included in the proposed
fiscal year 1970 buy? Will you provided this for the record, please?

(The information follows':)

NUMBER OF EACH MODEL OF SPARROW Iri FISCAL YEAR 1970 Buy

Our proposed fiscal year 1970 buy is for - AIM-7E and - AIM-7F
missiles.

Mr. MANoN-. How many Sparrow missiles have been fired in com-
bat in Vietnam and how many enemy aircraft have been destroyed
by them? T[s this an effective missile in Southeast Asia?

General JEFFEY. We think this is the most effective missile we have
in the inventory. It is carried on all of our principal fighter aircraft,
the F-4 types of aircraft. We have fired -- AIM-7-E missiles.
These have accounted for - enemy airplanes.

Mr. MAHoN. How is the actual consumption of Sparrow missiles in
fiscal 1969 compared with the estimates of this consumption made
last year?

Colonel IsL'r. Our planned consumption through fiscal year 1969
is missiles. The reason for this low expenditure rate was because
of no SEA combat expenditures, and we stopped training.
As a result our consumption rate was very low this year.

Mr. MAION. What was the estimate as compared to that rate?
Colonel ISLEY. I do not have the estimate.
General JEFFiEY. This was only used for training purposes, I

believe.
Colonel ISLEY. We formulated our requirement based on 40 per

month for SEA consumption.
General JEtEF.Y. How many have we been shooting?
We will have to supply that for the record, Mr. Mahon.
(The information follows:)

CONIPARTSON OF CONSUMPTrON DATE FISCAL YEARS 1968-1969 SPARROW

During last years formulation of the fiscal year 1969 budget and prior to
the bombing halt in SEA, our fiscal year 1969 Sparrow expenditures were pro-
Jected as a total of -- missiles - expenditures to support a hot war
in Southeast Asia and for weapon system evaluation and for pilot
qualification prior to rotation to the SEA area. During formulation of the fiscal
year 1070 budget, this projection was reduced to a total of missiles. This
reduction recognized the full in SEA and essentially no expenditures In combat

. 0
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as well as other factors which significantly reduced projected expenditures.
. Second, technical problems developed In the missile which caused the

missile to be temporarily grounded and a further reduction intraining expendi-
tures. Finally, there was a delay In production receipts duirlng fiscal year 1969.
After full consideration of these factors, our projected expenditures fiscal year
1969 were reduced to - missiles. During the first three quarters of fiscal
year 1969, we have expended a total of - missiles against this new pro-
jection. Training has now been fully resumed and we are projecting expenditures
at a rate of - per month for the rest of fiscal year 1969.

Mr. M,%IioN. Has the AIM-7F been flight tested?
General JEPFEY. Yes; the AIM-7F is currently being flight tested.
Mr. MAHON. Can you provide for the record a statement on the

results of the flight tests of this new missile?
General JEFFREY. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

RxSULTS OF 1TEST FLIGHT OF AIM-7F

Tite Navy, which has been designated the responsible agency to design and
develop the AIM-7F missile for both services, is currently conducting the flight
tests on this missile, of these missiles have been launched, tested and
evaluated to date. - of these launches were successful and met the full test
specification requirements. In summary, problems have been found it - and
in - . These problems are presently being corrected through redesign effort.
Consequently, we deferred our original planned procurement in fiscal year 1969
and will hold our planned fiscal year 1970 procurement in abeyance pending
completion of the flight tests. The Navy has programed an additional quantity
of - AIM-7F preproduction missiles to be used for extensive testing on an
expanded operational evaluation test program. Final release of production funds
will be based on test data which insures that the missile fully zieets our re-
quirements.

AOM3 79/80 MIISSILE

Mr. MAiToN. Last year you requested funds for the AGM 79/80
but no funds were requested this year. Was this money spent on tlis
program? What is the status of this program?

General JEFFREY. There is a slip in the research and development
of this program. The fiscal year 1969 funds were reprogranied to
cover increased costs of the Minuteman, the modification of AIM---)
Falcon missile and increased cost of certain classified progranis.

This money was reprogramed on reprogramming action fiscal years
1969-72 dated January 18, 1969.

Mr. ,AHoN. Have you given up on this missile or do you still expect
results from this program?

General JEFFREY. We haven't given up on the program. It just looks:
like more testing is required prior to going into production. We want
to look into this further prior to the time that we go ino quantitative
production of these missiles.

TARGET DRONES

Mr. MfAiox. Relative to the request for target drones, would you
supply for the record a listing of the target drones to be procured at
the $18.7 million requested? This should include the quantities of
each drone to be procured and the unit price of the individual drone.

General JEFFREY. Yes, sir.

k yy
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(The information follows:)

TARsor DRoNs TO BE PROCURED AND UNrr PS IcE

Our fiscal year 1970 request for target drones proposes procurement of a total
of - drones for tile $18.7 million. We plan to procure - HQM-34A sub-
sonic drones for $11.1 million at unit cost of - and BQM-34E/F
supersonic drones for $7.0 million at a unit cost of -- each. The unit cost for
the IIQM--341/F drone is based on cost data provided by the UT.S. Navy, the de-
veloping aind procuring agency for this supersonic drone. The vast difference in
unit cost between the BQM-34A and the BQM-34E/F is due to this beln only
the second Near procurement of a very small quantity of the BQM-34E/F drones
which include initial tooling and other nonrecurring costs. Future procurenments
should see these unit costs decrease. The Navy an1(1 the Air Force are presently
reviewing the IRyan Aircraft Co. contract proposal for our fiscal year 1909 initial
procurement of the BIQM-34E/'F supersonic drone. The results of this review
could possibly cause some minor adjustments as to the currently planned uix of
these drones during fiscal year 1970 procurement.

Mf r. MAlNo,. 1'o what extent are the target drones in your programll
also to be procured ), the Army and the Navy .

Colonel ISLx. fl.hy are essentially the same drone, sir. The
BQM-34A is procured by the Air Force for all three services. The
Navy procures the BQM-34E/F for the Navy and the Air Force.

M'r. M,11Alo. Is the Air Force negotiating with the Ryan Co. for tie
development of an Air Force version of the Navy's B kM-34E target
drone'?

Colonel IsIFy. No, sir, we are not negotiating with the Ryan Co.
directly. We are working through the Navy for development of the
BQM-34-E.

Mr. M Hox. Why does the Air Force need modification of this Navy
drone'? Why couldn't you use the Navy version?

Colonel fIEY. I would have to supply that for the record, sir.
(See material supplied hereafter:)
Mr. lJAscoM. That is a good question and very applicable. Isnt

there someone here now who can answer that?
General ,JEFFImIy. I am afraid not, Mr. Lipscomb.
Mr. li,sco-M1i. Here we are dealing with the same type of drone.

The Air Force is putting more money into a new version while the
Navy already has a version that is reasonably successful.

General J'FRE'". Since it doesn't seem that we have anyone here
who can answer the question, I would like to look into this and provide
this information for the record, and also provide it to you personally.

Mr. Irscoxm. All right.
(The information follows:)

REASON FO AIR FORCE MODIFICATION TO NAVY BQM-34E DRONE

The Navy supersonic drone (BQM-34E) and the Air Force supersonic drone
(BQM-34F) are essentially the same. The airframe, the engine and the auto-
pilot/remote control equipment are identical and are produced on the same
production lines. There are minor differences in the type of electronic equip.
meat that must be accommqdated internally for each service. The scoring equip-
ment is different to provide compatibility with existing Air Force Ground Scoring
Systems. A different radar augmentation equipment is also used to provide for
a more realistic radar reflection to simulate the supersonic performance of the
known enemy aircraft threats. Additionally, due to shipboard operation and
overwater range operations, the Navy requires a water recovery system. The
Air Force, since our ranges are mostly over land, will utilize a Mid-Air Retrieval
System (MARS) using helicopters to recover the drones for refurbishment and
reuse.
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INCREASED REQUEST FOR TARG r DRONES

Mr. MAIJoN. There is an increase in the request for funds for target
drones. The fiscal 1968 program was $9 million. This year you are
requesting $18.7 million. What is the reason for this increase? Is it
increased price of drones, increase in the training program, or what?

General JEFFREY. This can be attributed primarily to three things:
Increased drone requirements; a minimum procurement of the BQM-
34-A in fiscal year 1968, while awaiting the BQM-34--E in 1969, and
finally, the BQM-34-E supersonic drone is more expensive due to its
increased capability and due to smaller quantities.

MISSILE "MODIFICATIONS

TITAN 11 MISSILE

Mr. M.\ImoN. Under modifications you are requesting $2.1 million
for- the modification of Titan II inissiles. What modifications are pro-
posed for the Titan II and what benefits will be realized as a result of
these modifications?

General TANBERO. These again, Mr. Chairman, fall in the category
of the Class IV, safety, maintainability and reliability mods. Again.
we are just anticipating what we would spend these funds for based
on past experience. They would fall into categories, such as modifica-
tions to the launch system to assure a more positive control, mods to
improve the reliability of the propellant tank pressures and that type
of thing.

BOMARC MISSILE

Mr. M.\oN. You are requesting $400,000 for the modification of
BOMARC missiles. What are the modifications here?

General TANBERG. Again, this is class IV and we have no specific
mods. It is anticipated on the basis of past experience that we will
need this for the safety and reliability-type modifications.

Mr. M,\ioN. Are these missiles being converted to target drones
use?

General TtBERG. No, however, we have another line item for that
particular purpose where we are converting some of the other missiles
to target drones.

Mr. M.miox. What was done with the $800,000 programed for
modification of BOMARC in fiscal year 1969?

General TANBERO. I would have to supply that for the record. I
haven't that answer.

(The information follows:)

FISCAL YEAR 1969 MISSILE MODIFICATION

These funds were also used for class IV modifications. Two of the more
significant modifications were: (1) Conversion of telemetering frequency to "s"
band (FCC requirement) and (2) Modification of the air conditioning system
to prevent missile electronic system contamination.

TARGET DRONE MODiFICATIONS

Mfr. MtoN.. Also supply for the record a listing of the target, drones
to be modified with the $2.3 million request. Is this also a historical-.--
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General TANBEFRG. I have that. That is on three missiles, the "Mace,
the Firebee and the Sandpiper. These will be converted for drone use
as scoring devices.

MISSILE SPARE PARTS

TITAN MISSILE SPARES

Mr. MAHON. Under spare parts, you request $4.2 million for spare
parts, for the Titan missiles. This is a substantial increase over the
$1.7 million for spare parts for T'itan prfgramed last year. What is
the requirement for this increased sum?

General RIEMONDY. This is specifically to replace certain time change
items on the 54 missiles that we still have in the inventory. These are
in fact time-change items. After so many months go by, we have to
replace them. A number of these time-change items are coming due
during this budget period. a

BOM3ARC MISSILE SPARES

1r. MAJIox. You are requesting $2.6, million for spare parts for
BOMARC missiles. The same amount is programed in the current
fiscal yetr. What is tie basis for tlis request?

General RirmonY. What we are doing here, we talked a little bit
earlier on the aging of these missiles and what you do with some of
the components. In the case of the. BOMARC, the items we are
replacing on it is principally the rocket motors. We have bought a
number of cases and we are in the process of filling those cases with
new propellant. About fifty of them. This constitutes the great
majority of these particular dollars. Through our surveillance pro-
gram we have found, after so manyyears, we have to replace these
things in order to keep, up the reliability of the missile.

.MINU'TEXAN IISSII,E SPARES

Mr. MaHoxr. Will you provide for the record some data on the
$63.1 million request for spares for Minuteman II and III, including
information as to how much of this is for initial spares, how much is
in support of modification and modernization programs, the cost of
spares for each unit missile and facility, an indication of just what
makes up the $63.1 million request.

(The information follows:)

SPARES FOR MINUTEMAN II AND Ill MISSILES

[in millions of dollars

Replenish-
Initial ment Tota I

Minuteman 11 .................................................... 2.5 8.8 11.3

Minutemanill .................................................... 47.9 3.9 51.8

Total ...................................................... 50.4 12.7 63.1

Within the $2.5 million total for Mlnuteman-lI
million is included for modification spares.

initial spares, the sum of $0.1
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For Minuteman-IlI there Is nothing included for modification spares.
Minuteman spares dollars Include support only for the operational program.

There Is no Inclusion for the modernization program.

TARGET DRONE SPARES

Mr. MAHON. Also supply for the record a listing of-the target drones
for which you are requesting a total of $2.7 nilion and show what
target drones are involved,

(The information follows:)
The target drones for which we are requesting $2.7 million are the BQM-34A

and X (Firebee).
FALCON MISSILE SPARES

Mr. MAHOW. There is a large increase requested for spares for
Falcon missiles. Last year $1.8 million was progrnaed and $6.9 million
is requested for 1970. What is the basis for this large increase?

General RIEMONDY. Primarily for time-change items. The aging of
the fleet itself, and these come due on calendar dates. Again we are
projecting our requirements for replacing these time-change items
during the 1970 budget period.

EXTENT OF BREAKOUT OF MISSILE SPARES

Mr. MAHON. Place some information in the record pertaining to the
extent missile spares are procured through sole source contracts mid
to what extent you break out and compete the missile spares, or buy
directly from the vendors involved rather than through prime con-
tractors.

General RIEINONDY. In this particular case, we don't enjoy the same
degree of competition because of the need to protect the high reli-
ability of the missiles. W e generally go back to the prine nanufac-
turer; or directly back to the vendor'of the particular item. We cannot
afford to degrade the reliability of these missiles by going out and
strictly competing for the particular component.

Mr. MAHON. Can't you save money by. going directly to the vendor?
To what extent is that done?

General RIEMONDY. In every case where we can do this, we go di-
rectly to the vendor rather than going through the prime manufac-
turer of the missile itself. A good example of this, of course, is the
guidance system that constitutes the largest amount of our dollar
investment in spare. We generally buy these guidance systems from
the manufacturer of the guidance system rather than from Boeing, in
the case of the Minuteman.

Mr. MAIgN. Give us the overall statistics on this point for the
record.

General RIExoNDY. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

During the first 9 months of fiscal year 1969, replenishment spares were
procured at a contract value of $10,628,000. Of this amount, $5,425,000 (51 per-
cent) was procured through sole Source contracts: $2.659.000 (25 percent) was
procured on a competitive basis, and $2,544,000 (24 percent) was procured di-
rectly from the manufacturer.

During the same time period Indicated above, initial spares were procured at
a value of $47,323,902. All of this amount was procured through sole source
contracts.

32-8456-9-pt. f-66
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INVENTORY OF MISSILE SHARES

Mr. M:\ToN . Wlat is the value of the Air Force's inventory of spare
parts for mi-ssiles and what has been the value of this inventory over
the last 5 years? Is this inventory increasing or decreasing generally?

General RIE3!ONDY. During the past 5 years the value of the spares
in relationship to the total value of the missiles has been going down
and is now fairly constant. At the present time we estimate the value
of the inventory of the missiles to be in the order of about $3 billion
and our spares are in the order of about $485 million, or roughly about
16 percent of the total value of the missiles that are being supported.

This is going down. The amount of spares in proportion to the in-
vestment in the missiles is going down somewhat. I can provide 5
years of history on this.

(The information follows:)

Mi18SIES SPARE PARTS INVENTORY

The value of spares expressed in relationship to the value of the missile
inventory supported has declined from 38.3 percent in fical year 196. to 16.8
percent in fiscal year 1968. The ending fiscal year 1969 level is estimated to be
16.5 percent. A table portraying this data is as follows:

{Dollars in billions

Fiscal years

1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1

Missile inventory ..................... . $1.2 51.1 $3.1 $2.9 $2.9
Spares inventory ...................... $0. 46 $0. 39 $0.44 $0.49 $0. 48
Percentage ........................ 38.3 35.4 14.1 16.8 16.5

, Current estimate.

Mr. MAHON". In general, are spares inventories for missiles low as
compared with spares inventories for aircraft? The missile only flies
one time and you would think you wouldn't need the backup of spares
which we require for aircraft which put in many flight hours.

General RrEoNDY. Actually it is a little bit higher. This is princi-
pally due to the fact that while the number of line items that make up
the spares inventory is rather low, the cost of the individual item is
rather high. It is the mix of the spares.

In the case of the aircraft, we have an investment spares inventory-
if we exclude the engines and items worn out-of about $4.4 billion
against an inventory of about $30 billion and that is in the area of 14
percent. In the case of the missiles, it is about 16 percent. It is pre-
dominantly due to the high cost of the inertial guidance systems which
run from $440,000 to about $814,000 a copy. That is the principal hot
item. When I say "hpt," I mean it is the item that iz kept running in
the missile. It is the item then that wears out.

MACE MISSILE SPARES

Mr. MAIO.v. For the record, can you provide information as to what
the inventory of spares for the MACE missile is? The MACE is no
longer an operational missile. MACE's are being used up as drones, I
believe. Do we have significant inventory remaining of spare parts?

I
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General RIExoNDY. We don't have a significant inventory but let's
correct the record a bit here. We do have an operational MACE in
Okinawa. We have one operational squadron. The amount of spares
would be relatively small.

Mr. MAHON. That squadron has been there a long time, hasn't it?
General RIE-MONDY. Yes.
Mr. MAHON. Do you suppose it ought to be scrapped?
General RIEMONDY. I don't know when the program calls for it going

out. We may have the date here. The MACE missiles will phase out
during -.

Mr. MAHON. Provide something for the record on the value of the
spares for the MACE.

(The information follows:)

INVENTORY VALUE OF MACE SPARES

The value of spares for the MACE program is $37,676,000 which amounts to
68 percent of the missile and aerospace ground equipment acquisition cost. Of
this total, $36,702,000 is in a "hold" status pending evaluation of the capability
of this system to be used as a drone. The value of the spares for the remaining
MACE B operational program is $974,000.

INDUSTRIAL FACILITIES

IAIr. MAHO.N. Under "Industrial facilities," i- there any brick-and-
mortar construction included in the missile procurement appropriation
either under industrial facilities or under the individual weapons
systems, or elsewhere?

General PITTS. No, sir; there is none.
INDUSTRIAL FACILITIES IN SUPPORT OF MINUTE3EN

Mr. AHON. What facilities in support of the Minuteman program
are you planning for the $300,000 requested? Will you put something
in the record on that?

General PITTs Yes sir.
(The information follows:)

A sum of $300,000 identified in the industrial facilities budget for Minuteman
includes: $100,000 at General Electric, Valley Forge, Pa., to provide spin-table
and shock vibration Instrumentation In support of the Mark 12 reentry ve-
hilee production. There is no commercial work at this facility, and this instru-
mentation has no ready commercial application; $60,000 at Air Force plant No.
75 (Boeing, Seattle) for nonrecurring maintenance to this Air Force-owned
plant. Work includes rehabilitation of pilings under portions of the plant. The
plant Is used for Minuteman production; and $140,000 for nonrecurring main-
tenance (capital-type rehabilitation) to Government-owned Industrial produc-
tion equipment located at various plants In support of Minuteman' production.
The contractors include AVCO Corp., Wilmington, Mass., and Thiokol Corp.,
(AF plant No. 78), Brigham City, Utah.

INDUSTRIAL PREPAREDNESS

Mr. 3AIo1N. DiSCuss the request for $7.9 million under "Industrial
preparednesss." At a time like this, when defense spending is high and
when a war is being supported, why must we spend additional funds
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for industrial preparedness? What is the area where you are illpr -
pared andineed.to spend this iuoney?
Provide a statement oin that for t he record.
(The information follows:)

The 9, million renquceteql for hidnstrila preparedness is to maintain, prepare
for shipment, ald modernize exist Ing Governmnt facilities. None of $17.9 milllhio
provides additional production capacity. It includes such items as $0.600 million
for the packing, crating, and handling of Gveirnment-owned production eiluip-
mnent as it is prepared for shipment to the Defense Industrial Plant Equilmnemnt
Center or to other priority users. The amount reqluested for the nonrecurring,
cal)itl-type maintenance to Government-owned prolmirty at four Air Force plants
and four contractor locations is $2 mIilIlon. Finds planned! for the replaceneni-
modernization of Government-owned Industrial production eqimiument at approxi-
mately eight contractor locations is $2.2 million. Such projects are undertaken
only where there Is sound justification for conthnued Air Force ownership based
upon essential current and mobilization production requirements: $3 million is
planned for the manufacturing methods program. Individual )roJtxts III this pro-
gram bridge the gap between research and developiment and production by the
applihation of practical new production processes or techniques. It results iII
greater product reliability, shorter leadtlnes. and lower production costs.

DEFENSE S.VrMIJTE COMMUNICATIONS SYSmM (I)SCS)

Mr. *Mmiox. Under the "Defense c4mnununicat ions satellite," is all of
the $49.6 million requested for the defense satellite communications
system for phase 11 of this l)rogram?

Colonel IsiLv. The answer is "Yes," Mr. Mahon.
M'. Mr-mIoN. Would you provide -,I statement for time record (escril)-

ing palse I of the program, including the total cost of phase 1, the
numb er of satellites produced, the iunber launceld, and tle effecl i\Ve-
ness of the program. Also the similar information on phase I1, mntch
of which will have to be estimated.

(The information follows:)
The space segment of the DSC8 phase I consists of 24 spim stabilized solar

powered satellites in a slowly drifting equatorial orbit. These satellites weigh
approximately 100 pounds and operate in the 7000-,ROM) MHIZ frequency band.
A total of 34 flight model satellites were produ'ed and launched by Titan III--C
boosters In June and August 1960. January and July 1067. and June 196S. All hut
the August 1966 launch were successful. Tile August 1966 launch resulted In loss
of eight satellites. Of the 26 satellites whieh were successfully deployed, as of
June 1, 19069,. 23 are being scheduled routinely by DCA for operational use. The
phase I satellites have exceeded their original design lifetime goal by several
years. They are operating to specification and are providing a very signifiant
capability to long-range military communications. The total contract cost of the
space segment for the phase I of the DSCS was approximately $57.5 million. Time
phase II DSCS space segment will consist of four geostationary 00-pound i1gh-
powered satellites with each satellite having two narrow beams and an earth cov-
erage antenna. Two of these advanced satellites will be launched on each Titan
111-C booster, The current program includes procurement of six flight satellites
and three boosters. The total cost of the phase II space segment Is now estimated
to be approximately $134 million.

TOTAL COST OF DSCS rirASE II

Mr. MAiON. When will phase IT be completed and at what total
cost?

Could you provide that for the record and a bleakdown showiNig
how much of the cost, is for satellites, how much for boosters and
other equipment?
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(The information follows :)
The DSCS phase II spa'e st-gniint consists of four satellites. Two satellites

will be launched oni each PTitan II[-C booster. The two launches are ]tow
scheduled for the first lhlf of 1971 : therefore, the earliest (late the phase IT
slave segment Cali be COniph'ted is nild-1971. The other two satellites being
procured will be available as bckui linch if required or for replenishment.

The following Is r. breakdown of program costs.
Dollars tnmillion

S1atiites ------------------------------------------------------- 71.4
boosters ------------------------------------------------------------- 57. 0
(11h"er (U 1 ,/.l I) and itnij1e equipment) ------------------------- 5. 5

Total ---------------------------------------------------- 133. 9

Mr. MITON. Are the boosters bought from this appropriations ?
generall lP'rrs. Yes, sir. Ili fiscal year 1970, $31.8 million of the

,49., million programed is for the six satellites and $15.3 million is
foi' til Titan II-C booster. 'liw other $'2.5 million is 1 suppol't costs.

All'. M,\tON. IS the tire lizise 1I program to be funded in Air
Force budget, or are funds also budgeted by the )efense (onmmuni-
Ctati)Is Ageney or bv other military services in support of this
p~rogrant ?

General Pin'rs. We have tile ai rborle portion, sit'. The Army Is
tite giouiid portion of tlh systvemi : Navy, the shil)borne.

PIOCIIEMENT AND I.I).T. & E. COSTS OF DSCS 1'I.ASE 11

Mr'. MAlloN. Ii the 1LI).T. & E. budget, there is a request for $20.8
million for this prograil. Would Ioil supply some information for
the record at this point as to whai part of this program is paid for
with R. & 1). money amid what par-t with procilrellneIt, mnoiey?

generall PIrrs. Yes, sir: we will.
(1,The information follows:)
The estimated costs of the DSCS phase I space segment is divided between

R.D.T. & E. and investment funds as follows:
Dollars in
nilions

JI.D.T. & E. total ------------------------------------------------ 33. 8
Ilivestizient total ----------------------------------------------- 100. 1

Program total -------------------------------------------- 133. 9
Tite .I).'r. & U. funds will be msed for design. development, and fabrication

of engineerIng, and quallfication models of tile satellite. The investment funds
will he used to procure the flight hardware, boosters, and services required to
launch the satellites.

Ar'. M.ALlom . How much concurrencv between R. & D. and procure-
mnent is there in this program ? How nuch risk are we taking by fund-
ingr procurement heavily at this early stage of the phase II program .

General Prns. I wold(I like to correct it for the record, sir, but I
dont feel we are taking too great a risk in view of our success with
phase I. I believe that the program is not one of a high risk by virtue
of concurrency.

T.ROB'T MLESTONE's AND) COST FOR DSCS PrTASF, I

Mr. M .io. Would you also place in the record the target mile-
stonies and target costs ill phlse IL of tle defense satellite coili1ii1inica -
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tions program, aiiid an indication of ]tow firm you think these costs
and milestones are at this point in time?

General Pi-rs. Yes sir.
(Tile information follows:)

The following significant milestones have been established for the space seg-
ment of the DSCS phase I. This schedule reflects a realistic schedule and we
do not foresee ntyF significant changes at this time.
Event mid date:

Preliminary Design Review, June 1969.
First article comipliance Inspection. 3d quarter fiscal year 1970.
First satellite delivery, 3d qua rter fiscal yea r 1971.
First launch, 3d quarter fiscal year 1971.
Second launch, 1st. quarter fiscal year 1972.

Our estimate for the design and R. & 1). test of the phase 11 satellite Is $31.6
million. The production costs for the six satellites Is $39.8 million, of which $8
million was funded in fiscal year 1969 for long-lead procurement items. The
schedules and costs look firm at this time.

ADEQUTACY OF OUR 1C.M[ FoizcE

Mr. 'MmIoN. General MeNickle, there is an argument. going on ill
the country as to the adequacy of our missile program in relation to
that of the Soviet Utnion. There are those who say we ought to in-
crease our ICBM force. They advocate more missiles in launch silos
and greater advances in the sophistication of tle missile force.

Are the witnesses here this afternoon fairly well satisfied with tlie
magnitude of our ICBM program? We will'discuss these matters in
detail with the Secretary of Defense, the Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs, the Chiefs of Statr of the Army and Air Force, the Chief of
Naval Operations, but. what do peol)le on your leel-vou oenuI)y' a
rather high level-feel about the adequacy of the ICBM[ force?

General MctNcicrm. I think we feel that the numl)er is adequate. 1
think the iml)rovements we are making, as far as MIRV, chair and
Pen-Aids, the hardening to get. away from the nuclear effect, putting
them in hardened silos and other measures, the Safeguard, I think
those are the areas we need to pursue. I haven't heard any discussion
by anybody who thinks we need more missiles. I think the discussion
has been tait we need to protect our missiles more and we need to
have a mix-make sure we keep a viable mix of aircraft and missiles
in ease we have problems with the missiles, which we have had. We
might also have a problem with silos and we would have something
to fall back on.

Mr. MAlloN. I am surprised there are not, here at this table, people
who would argue and urge a more ambitious ICBM program 1191:hat
do you think about this, General Jeffrey?

General JEFFREY. I generally agree with what General McNickle
says in this regard. I think from the viewpoint of niunbers, that the
numbers of ICBM's that. we have is probably adequate. I think
that our missiles need improvement from the viewpoint of hard-
ne0ssR. -,,

Mr. M.ioN. If money were no consideration, you would like to
proceed more rapidly with the hardening?

General ,JEFFREY. 'Yes, sir. . Minuteman Ill is going to pro-
vide us with a mu,.h increased capalbility. I believe tlat we need to
pursue this progri m aggressively. The Minuteman II, we project
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to be a great. improveiueit to o1r1 capability. We believe Ihat we need
to get oil with 0ou0r hard 1o0k silo prog'alnl which will improve lie
survivability of these miissiles in the ground. Tile hard silos would bte
for tie Minuteman 111, or an advance type of JCBM. 1 (lon't believe
we should stop in our development, of our ICBM proTralm, however,
I do believe, as I indicated, that the numbers that we'lmve are proW-

ably adequate at this time.

HARD ROCK SIlO PROOll:M

Mr. )LImxoN. We have talked about the hard rock silo program. I
know when you were thinking about locatinir missile sites at various
bases years ago you wanted a certain type orsoil anid so finh. Now,
have you changed your views as to the type of soil you want to place
the silo in

General J, pniRE. Using hindsight, at the time we built t these and
considering the urgency tor building them and considering the state
of the art at the time, the type of soil thev were pult ill was adequate
for the purpose. Our launchers are hardened to - - pounds per
square inch over pressure and our launch control centers to
pomids pler square inch. We believe with the projeite1 larger
yields and improved accuracy of the Soviet warheads that or force
should be hardened to a greater extent than it is. This is something
that requires a greater degree of sophistieation and a greater elfort
in locating suitable terrain in whir i to place these missiles and, of
course, this is it more difficult, problem or job than digging tl iloles
and testing them, but we firmly believe this is something we should
go to.

Mr. MLmoN. In the beginning you didn't want luird rovik to l)lave
the missiles in. You shied away fi'om that, is that correct?

General Jr'rEY. Yes. Weo shied away from it on account of the
difficulty related to digging the holes aind generally the location of
this type of material.

Mr. MmioN. Would granite or rock of the hardest type be the most
desirable in your opinion for future silos?

General JFFRr. I believe so; yes.
Mr. M\AoN. Are there adequate places where you can locate this

kind of silo?
General hr.rimREy. Yes, sir; there are places in the country. Wash-

ington State, the Northwest.
Mr. MAIoTN. In the area where we now have the missile sites?
General kfcNICKLr. Yes, in the Northwest.

STUDY TO LOCATE h.RD ROCK sIMS

Mr. Lwsco~m. You do not know that yet, do you? It, is my under-
standing that we have a big study costing several lhndred thousand
dollars to determine this.

General MCNWCKLE. There is a team out now looking at the rock-
beds.

Mr. Tu-scomtn. Tf we know we have ale(plate hard roek sites avail-
ablel why are we spendlinr all this mnIley looking them u)?

General kcNicKr. We will have to bore into them.
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Mr. LThscou. They are not'now doing that kind of technical work,
are they?

Gonet'al 'Prrrs. Yes; they ttre taking core samples. That "was brought
out in theO. & M. hearings.

We'have-these site sturveys going on at various locations.
I think Ufr. Andrews 'sp6ke of locations in tie Georgia-Alabama

area.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. I knew they were looking for hard rock areas, but

I. didn't know they had made determinations and now were looking
at the feasibility of specific sites and locations.

General Pirrs. Core sampling; yes, sir.

CONTINUE ADVANCED MISSILE TECHNOLOGY

Mr. MAIHON. Do you have anything to add to-this conversation,
General Boylan?

General BOYLA q. Mr.. Chairman, I certainly Share the remarks
made about the size of the missile force and underscore what General
Jeffrey said about technology. As will be discusses later, there re funds
being applied to missile a danced development and reentry propul-
sion. I think the critical two factors to judge the site of this force
are to what extent the Russian continues his growth in ICBM's and
second, the extent to whih U.S. programsthat are currently.prooected
are brought to fruition. I think this-question will become much clearer
in the next 2 to 3 years. I think for that reason it is important that
our technology keep pace with the problem.

Mr. RHors. General, I was intrigued at your statement that you
would like to have

What shape would this take?
Would you acquire this capability by a vehicle that could ?
General eTEPFREY. Both, sir.
Mr. RHODES. YOU will have to get some work done on a different

type of warhead, won't you?
General JEFFREY. Yes, sir; work has been going on in this area.

As I pointed out, it has been sort of in and out of the program. It
has been an off and on again proposition.

Mr. RHODES. Where are they doing this experimentation for this
different type warhead?

General JEFFREY. T cannot answer that, sir. I don't know.
Mr. RroDmR. Are you thinking in terms
General JEFFREY. I am thinking in terms of
Mr. RHODES. Would this require a completely new missile to propel

this reentry vehicle?
General JF 'REY. No, sir. This could be propelled on the same

missiles we ha, now.
Mr. MA ro1. Ate there any further questions?
Gentlemen, we will have you before us on other procurement.
General JF FFJ1Y, Yes, sir.
Mr, MAHON. Will you be able to tell us when you come back on

Monday Where these --
General JEFFRvY. Yes, sir; that was the question.
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Mr. MAITON. Give us a report on that.
(The information provided the committee is classified.)
Mr. 1MAxUoz. Thank you very :nueh, gentlemen.
The committee will reconvene Monday at 10 o'clock.

MON AY,.JUNE 2, 1969.

OTHER PROCUJREMENT, AIR FORCE "

WITESSES (
GEN. ROBERT G. R4UGG, DEPUV.t CI;IEF OF STAFF, SYSTEMS AND

LOGISTICS
MAJT. GEN. GORDO*T. GOULDJRE., DIRZCTOR OYCOXM4N CONTROL

AND COMMON NATIONS, DEPUTY/A' t O?\STAFF, PROGRAMS
AND RESOURCES / /

MAJ. GEN. GEO*GE S. BOYLAN, ICTOR OF ROPACE PRO-

GRAMS, DCS/PROGRAX AND RESO RE ...
XA . GMT. L. r'. b33G\IRG 91iF AiNTZ #NCE ENGINEER-

ING, DCS/SYSTPMS AND\ LOGISTZ:S
BRIG GE. WILIA-SW PITTS, DXRECTOfl OF BUDGET, HEAD-

QUARTERS, U.S., AR FOri~CE
BRIG. GEN. A. A. RIEMONDY, DIRECTOR OF SUPPLY AND SERVICES,

DCS/SYSTEMS AND LOGISTICS
BRIG. G=F. LEE X. PASC .ALL, DEPUTY DIRECTOR oF CO MAco

CONTROL AND COM UNICATIONS, DCS/PROGRAMS A D RESOU0ES
COL. 0. W. RUSSELL, DIRECTORATE OF SUPPLY AND SERVES,

DCS/SUPPLY AND SERVICES
COL. VITO VELLA, DIRECTORATE OF DATA AUTOXATI()N, CON-

TROLLER OF THE AIR FORCE
D. N. P. PRITCHETT, CHIEF, AIRCRAFT AND L0oISTICS DIVISION,

DIRECTORATE OF BUDGET, U.S. AIR FORCE

OTHER PROCUREMENT, AIR FORCE

For procurement and modification of equipment (including ground guidance
and electronic control equipment, and ground electronic and communication
equipment), and supplies, materials, and spare parts therefor, not otherwise
provided for; the purchase of not to exceed one thousand five hundred and
twenty passenger motor vehicles [(including eleven medium sedans at not to
exceed $3,000 each)] for replacement only; and expansion of public and private
plants, Government-owned equipment and installation thereof in such plants,
erection of structures, and acquisition of land without regard to section 9774 of
title 10, United States Code, for the foregoing purposes, and such land, and
interests therein, may be acquired and construction prosecuted thereon prior to
the approval of title by the Attorney General as required by section 355, Revised
Statutes, as amended; [$2,718,000,000]. $1,938,300,000 to remain available until
expended. (5 U.S.C. 3109; 10 U.S.C. 2110, 2353, 2386, 8012, 9505, 9531-32; 31
U.S.C. 688a, 688o, 649c, 718; 50 U.S.C. 491-94; Department of Dcfensc Appropri-
ation Act, 1.969.)

Explanation of language change.-The change In language provides for dele-
tion of the authorization to purchase medium sedans within the total quantity
of passenger motor vehicles authorized to be purchased for replacement only.
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PROGRAM AND FINANCING (IN THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS)

Budget plan Obligations

1968 1969 1970 1968 1969 1970
actual estimate estimate actual estimate estimate

Program by activities:
Direct:

1. Munitions and associated
equipment ............. 1,555.758 1,833,279 1,294,261 1,537,505 1,128,000 1,282,000

2. Vehicular equipment ...... 94,247 71,153 74,112 97,516 81,000 79,000
3. Electronics and telecom-

munications equipment.. 346,160 378,626 488,460 414,873 388,000 459, 000
4. Other base maintenance

and support equipment.. 499,935 418,989 453,420 524,092 420,000 460,000

Total direct .......... 2,496,100 2,702,047 2,310,253 2,573,986 2,617,000 2,280,000

Reimbursable:
1. Munitions and associated

equipment ............. 17,536 9,320 9,300 16,192 12,000 11,000
2. Vehicular equipment ...... 1,070 820 800 915 1,000 1,000
3. Electronics and telecom-

munications equipment.. 6,879 6,320 6,300 15,602 7,000 7,000
4. Other base maintenance

and support equipment.. 11,023 3,540 3,600 9,271 7,000 4,000

Total reimbursable.. 36,508 20,000 20,000 41,980 27,000 23,000

Total ................ 2,532,608 2,722,047 2,330,253 2,615,966 2,644,000 2,303,000
Financing:

Receipts and reimbursements
rom:

Federal funds ............... -40,996 -15,430 -11,000 -37,162 -12,430 -7,500
Trust fund accounts ......... -24,770 -. 17,845 -12,750 -33,651 -17,845 -12,750
Non-Federal sources I ....... -221 -1,725 -1,250 -512 -1,725 -1,250

Unobligated balance available,
start of year:

For completion of prior year
budget plans ................................................. -773,447 -679, 533 -490,580

Available to finance new
budget plans ..................................... -266,953 ........................ -266,953

Unobligated balance transferred
from other accounts ............................................. -4,727 ........................

Reprograming from prior year
budget plans ............... -- 10,621 -264,000 -100,000 ....................................

Unobligated balance available, endof year:For completion of prior

year budget plans ............................................. 679, 533 490, 580 414,333
Available to finance sub-

sequent year budget plans ............. 266,953 ........................ 266,953 ...........

Budget authority ........ 2,446,000 2,690,000 1,938,300 2,446,000 2,690,000 1,938,300

1 Reimbursements from non-Federal sources are derived principally from sales to foreign governments, International
organizations, Individuals, and commercial enterprises (10 U.S.C. 2210).

PROGRAM AND FINANCING (IN THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS)

Budget plan Obligations

1938 1969 1970 1968 1969 1970
actual estimate estimate actual estimate estimate

Budget authority:
Appropriation .................. 2,429,800 2,718,000 1,938,300 2,429,800 2,718,000 1,938,300
Transfer to emergency fund,

Defense .................................. -28,000 ........................ -28,000 ............
Transfer from emergency fund,

Defense ....................... 16,200 ...................... 16,200 ....... ; .................

Appropriation (adjusted) ...... 2,446, 000 2,690,000 1,938,300 2,446,000 2,690,000 1,938,300

Relation of obligations to outlays:
O b ligations incu rred , net. .. . . . . . .. . . .. 2 ,544,6 4 1 2,6 12,000 2,28 1,500
Obligated balance, start of year. 2,322,617 1,925,943 1,812,943
Obligated balance, end of year-----------------------.. -- 1,925,943 -1,812,943 -1,818,843

Outlays ........................................................ 2,941,315 2,725,000 2,275,600

MV. - '."AO _- . 11 - I .
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OBJECT CLASSIFICATION (IN THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS)

1968 actual 1969 estimate 1970 estimate

Direct obligations:
Transportation of things .......................................
Supplies and materials .........................................
Equipment ...................................................

99, 100 115, 000 103,500
1,572,337 1,637,000 1,215, 000

902,549 865, 000 961,500

Total direct obligations ...................................... 2,573,986 2,617,000 2,280,000

Reimbursable obligations:
Supplies and materials ........................................
Equipment ...................................................

Total reimbursable obligations ................................

15,952
26,028

9,000
18,000

41,980 27,000

Total obligations ........................................... 2,615,966 2,644,000

SUMMARY OF REQUIREMENTS (IN THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS)

1968 1969 1970
actual estimate estimate

Direct program requirements:
1. Munitions and associated equipment .......................... $1,555,758 $1,833,279 $1,294,261
2. Vehicular equipment ................................ 94,247 71,153 74, 112
3. Electronics and telecommunications...................... 346,160 378,626 488,460
4. Other base maintenance and support equipment ................ 499,935 418,989 453,420

Total direct program requirements ................ 2, 496, 100 2,702,047 2,310,253
Reimbursable program ................................. 36,508 20,000 20,000

Total requirements .......................................... 2,532,608 2,722,047 2,330,253
Less portion of program to be obligated in subsequent fiscal years.. 314, 948 357, 727 324, 266
Plus obligations incurred against prior-year program funds ......... 398,306 279,680 297, 013

Tolal obligations ............................................ 2,615,966 2,644,000 2,303,000

SOURCE OF FINANCING OF PROGRAM YEAR REQUIREMENTS

[In thousands of dollars

1968 1969 1970

Program requirements ......... 2,532,608 2,722,047 2,330,253
Federa funds ........... -40.996 -15,430 -11 ,000
Trustfunds ............................................ -34,770 -17,845 -12,750
Non.Federal sources .................................... -221 -1,725 -1, 250
Reprolraming of prior-year funds ......................... -10,621 -264,000 -1000,
Unobligated balance available to finance ...................................................................

(a) Subsequent year budget plans (no year accounts) .................... 266,953 ................
(b) New budget plans (no year accounts) .............................................. -266,953

New obligational authority ................................... 2,446,000 2,690,000 1,938,300

Appropriation ........................................... .. 2,429,800 2,718,000 1,938,300
Transferred to other accounts .......................................... -28, 000 ................
Transferred from other accounts ........................... 16,200......................

Appropriation (adjusted) ..................................... 2,446,000 2,690,000 1,938, 300

Mr. MoAo1N. We will resume our hearing with the Air Force.
We begin the hearing on the title "Other procurement, Air Force."
"'he committee welcomes General Ruegg before us. He is the Deputy

Chief of Staff for Systems and Logistics.
IThe original budget which was submitted to Congress in ,anuary

requested $2,320 million. The revised budget submitted in April re-
duced this by $382 million. The request before the committee is for
$1.)38,3000070. These are rather large figures.

8,000
15,000

23,000

2,303, 000
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General, who have been your last three predecessors in this office
of Deputy Chief of Staff for Systems and Logistics?

General RuEoG. General Gerrity was the one I succeeded.
Mr. MAHON. Before him?
General RuFIo. Gen. Mark E. Bradley. Prior to that, General

Irvine
Mr. MAHoN. What sort of presentation do you propose this morn-

ing, General?
GENERALT STA\TEMENTr

General Ruw. Mr. Chairman, I have a prepared statement that
I would like to p resent for the record.

Mr. MAUON.You may proceed, General.
General RUEGO. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, it is

again my pleasure to appear before this committee in support of thme
Air Force procurement program. I will present for your consideration
the Air Force "Other procurement" appropriation program request
totaling $2 330 3 million in fiscal year 1970 for munitions, vehicles, elec-
tronics and telecommunications and organizational equipment.

New obligating authority of $1,938.3 million is requested to support
this program. The balance of $392 million required will be made up
from unobligated balance of prior-year funds, estimated recoupments
of funds from prior-year programs, and anticipated reimbursements.

The following table (table I) shows the fiscal year 1970 program
requirement for each major category of equipment:

TALE 1.-Department of the Air Force other procaurement program,
fiscal year 1970

[In millions of dollars]
Fiscal year

1970 program
estirnatc

Munitions and asscciated equipment ---------------------- $1, 294. 3
Vehicular equipment ------------------------------------- 74.1
Electronics and telecommunications equipment ------------------ 488. 5
Otber base maintenance and support equipment ------------------ 453.4

Total direct program ------------------------------ 2, 310. 3
Reimbursable program ----------------------------------- 20.0

Gross program ----------------------------------- 2,330.3
Less:

Reimbursements ------------------------------------- 25.0
Unobligated balance of prior-year funds available to finance 1970

program ----------------------------------------- 267.0
Recoupments --------------------------------------- 100.0

New obligating authority required ---------------------- 1,938. 3

That portion of the fiscal year 1970 program which provides sup-
port of Air Force activities to Southeast Asqia is estimated at $1,383.1
million. The balance of the program-$947.2 million-will provide for
the continued acquisition of electronics. ,algal.telecommunications sys-
tems and support. of weapon systems deployed throughout the other
areas of the world.
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Major objectives of fiscal year 1970 for which these funds are re-
quired include:

(a) Continued support of Southeast Asia requirements, includ-
ing the free world forces allied with the United States through
June 1970 at current level of activities. Beyond that point, pro-
vision has been made to reduce munition production to the mini-
mum sustaining rate.

(b) Replacement of equipment due to attrition or because it is
no longer economical to operate.

TABLE II.-Department of the Air Force nunitions and associated equipment

[In miillious of dollars]
Fiacal year

1970 program
estimate

Rockets and launchers ------------------------------------------ $96. 1
Cartridges -------------------------------------------- 76. 7
Bombs ---------------------------------------------- 780. 6
Atomic ordnance ----------------------------------------- 6. 6
Targets ----------------------------------------------- 8.9
Other Items ------------------------------------------- 226. 3
Spare and repair parts ------------------------------------ 4 1
Modifications ------------------------------------------- 1.0
First destination transportation ------------------------------ 8S. 0

Total ----------------------------------------- 1,294.3

The fiscal year 1970 munitions program (table II) for $1,294.3 mil-
lion is based on the following criteria:

(a.) Continued support of consumption requirements for the
Southeast. Asia approved deployments of the United States and
free world forces through .June 1970. This includes monthly SAC
(B-52) sorties, support of fighter-attack aircraft, and our pipe-
line-stock level.

(b) Provide only for minimum sustaining production rates for
the period July 1 through December 31, 1970.

(e) Contiiued support of essential training programs required
to insure the highest state of proficiency and readiness of our
combat forces.

In the rocket and launcher category we are requesting $96.1 million.
The major item is the 2.75" rocket motor and warheads totaling $80
million. Other requirements are training items, launchers, and meteor-
ological rockets.

Cartridges of various types require $76.7 million. Of this amount,
$55.6 million is for '20 millimeter ammuntion. The balance is required
to provide for aircraft engine starter cartridges, bomb ejection car-
tridges, and small arms munitions.

In the bomb category, we are requesting $786.6 million. Of this
amount, $775.9 million is in direct support. of the Southeast Asia effort.
The conventional "Iron bombs" account for $466.3 million of the total
bomb procurement. The balance is required to provide for dispenser
mmitions, fire bombs, and aerial mines.

The atomic ordnance category supports our atomic weaPons pro-
grains. We are requesting $6.6 million to provide training items and
test projects.
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In our target category we require $8.9 million to continue support
of combat crew training.

For other munitions items we are requesting $226.3 million. In-
cluded are fuzes, flares, and other items. or eight different types of
fuzes, $156.8 million is requested. For night illumination flares, $33.1
million is requested.

For spare and repair parts, modifications, and first destination
transportation, $93.1 million is required.

TABLE III.-Department of the Air Force rehicular cquipmcnt

[In millions of dollars]
Fiscal year

1970 program
estim atc

Passenger carrying vehicles --------------------------------------- $5.4
Cargo and utility vehicles ------------------------------------- 13. 4
Special purpose vehicles -------------------------------------- 10.3
Firefighting equipment ---------------------------------------- 8. o
Materials handling equipment ---------------------------------- 14. 0
Base maintenance equipment ---------------------------------- 11. 1
Spare and repair parts ---------------------------------------- 7.5
Modifications ------------------------------------------------ 1.3
First destination transportation --------------------------------- 2.5

Total ----------------------------------------- ------- 74. 1

For the total vehicle program for fiscal year 1970 (table 111),
$74.1 million is required. This includes $23.2 million for replacement
of vehicles in Southeast Asia which are no longer economically re-
pairable.

We are continuing to extend the age and mileage criteria for a mini-
mum of 1 additional year or untli excessive repairs are required.
Application of these guidelines resulted in a savings of approximately
$22.8 million since we instituted them in fiscal year 1968.

Applying this criteria, replacement of passenger vehicles requires
$5.4 million and $13.4 million will provide for replacement of cargo
and utility vehicles.

Replacement of special purpose vehicles will require $10.3 million,
and provides no equipment modernization.

To procure firefighting equipment, $8.6 million is required. Three
types of crash trucks are peculiar to the Air Force-the P-2 2,500
grallon water and foam truck; the 0-6 carbon dioxide truck; and
P-4 1,500 gallon water and foam truck. The P-2 and 0-6 are. designed
for the larger, greater capacity and transport aircraft such as the
C-SA. The P-4 is used for all other aircraft. Fire trLcks, such as the
class, 750 and P-8 pumpers, are Department of Defense standard and
will be procured from the Defense Supply Agency utilizing standard
military specifications.

The $14.0 million for materials handling equipment consists of $6.8
million for the mechanized air cargo handling system; $2.9 million
for mechanization of supply, transportation, base maintenance, and
depot, activities; and $4.3 million for normal replacement of standard
forklifts and warehouse equipment.

For base maintenance, $11.1 million is required to replace cranes,
tractors, and other equipment.

16w . ,' ,
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To support the current vehicle fleet, $7.5 million is required for
spare and repair parts; $1.3 million for modifications; and $2.5 mil-
lion for first destination transportation.

I will now discuss tho electronics and telecommunications equip-
ment program as shown on table IV. The fiscal year 1970 requirement
for this program is $488.5 million. This includes $154.3 million in
support of Southeast Asia.

Most of the systems in this program have been presented previously
to this committee in considerable detail. My discussion of these sys-
tems, therefore, will be brief.

TABLE IV.-Department of the Air Force Eleotronic8 and
Teleoommunicat ions Equp pmen t

[In millions of dollars]
Fi8cal year

1970 program
estimate

Cryptographic equipment ------------------------------------- $2. 7
404-L Traffic control and landing system ------------------------- 14. 8
407-L Tactical air control system -------------------------------- 71.9
416-L Continental U.S. aircraft control and warning system (backup

interceptor control system) 4----------------------------------- .4
433-L Weather observation and forecasting system ------------------- 1. 2
440-L Over-the-horizon radar system ----------------------------- 6.2
492-L USSTRICOMM ----------------------------------------- 2.3
494-L Emergency rocket communication system --------------------- 1.9
496-L Spacetrack system -------------------------------------- . 5
Integrated tactical air control system ----------------------------- 4. 2
Range and space communications support ------------------------- 62. 5
Special communications-electronics projects ------------------------ 18. 2
Defense communications planning group -------------------------- 71.4
Intelligence data handling system -------------------------------- 1.6
Tactical security support equipment ----------------------------- 13. 0
Air Force communications ------------------------------------- 16. 3
Defense communications system communications -------------------- 27. 9
Defense special security communications system --------------------- 6. 7
National military command system ------------------------------- 2.5
Organization and base equipment -------------------------------- 28.3
Spare and repair parts -------- ------------------------------- 56. 1
First destination transportation --------------------------------- 3. 0
Modifications ----------------------------------------------- 37. 2
Industrial facilities ------------------------------------------ 3 7

Total program ----------------------------------------- 4 5

CRYPTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT

The first item in the electronics and telecolnl1 innications equipment
program is cryptographic equipment for which $22.7 million is re-
quired. This includes $17.3 million to support worldwide Air Force
requirements for encryption/decryption of defense communications
system and other teletype data and voice circuitry for communications
security purposes. Included are-the space-ground link subsystem
which provides security for the satellite control facility operation in-
"luding telemetry and command and control functions: the KG-30
family series which provides for encryption of point-to-point data,
secure voice communications, and air-to-ground secure voice and data:
and the KW-7 electronic tactical teletypewriter equipment which will
provide teletype security for communication systems, mobile communi-
cation groups and tactical air control groups.
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In our target category we require $8.9 million to continue support
of combat crew training.

.For othei munitions items we are requesting $226.3 million. In-
cluded are fuzes, flares, and other items. For eight different types of
fuzes, $156.8 million is requested. For night illumination flares, $33.1
million is requested.

For spare and repair parts, modifications,, and first destination
transportation, $93.1 million is required.

TABLE III.-Dcpartment of the Air Force vehicular equipment

(In millions of dollars] Fiaca! year
1970 prograin

estimate
Passenger carrying vehicles ------------------------------------ $5. 4'
Cargo and utility vehicles ------------------------------------- 13. 4
Special purpose -vehicles -------------------------------------- 10. 3
Firefighting equipment ---------------------------------------- 8.6
Materials handling equipment ---------------------------------- 14.0
Base maintenance equipment ---------------------------------- 11. 1
Spare and repair parts ---------------------------------------- 7 5
Modifications ------------------------------------------------ 1.3
First destination transportation ---------------------------------- 2.5

Total ------------------------------------------------ 74. 1

For the total vehicle program for fiscal year 1970 (table III),
$74.1 million is required. This includes $23.2 million for replacement
of vehicles in Southeast Asia which are no longer economically re-
pairable.

We are continuing to extend the age and mileage criteria for a mini-
mum of 1 additional year or until excessive repairs are required.
Application of these guidelines resulted in a savings of approximately
$22.8 million since we instituted them in fiscal year 1968.

Applying this criteria, replacement of passenger vehicles requires
$5.4 rilion and $13.4 million will provide for replacement of cargo
and utility vehicles. '

Replacement of special purpose vehicles will require $10.3 million,
and provides no equipment modernization.

To procure firefighting equipment, $8.6 million is required. Three
types of crash trucks are peculiar to the Air Force-the P-2 2,500
gallon water and foam truck; the 0-6 carbon dioxide truck; and
P-4 1,500 gallon water and foam truck. The P-2 and 0-6 are designed
for the larger, greater capacity and transport aircraft such as the
C-5A. The P-4 i's used for all other aircraft. Fire trucks, such as 'the
elas.q 750 and P-8 pumpers, are Department of Defen e standard and
will be procured from the Defense Supply Agency utilizing standard
military specification.

The $14.0 million for materials handling .euipment'consists of $6.8
million for the mechanized air cargo' handing system; $2.9 million

for mechanization of supplV,trans drtation, bat maintenance, 4nd
depot Activities; and $4.3 million for normal replacement of standard
forklifts and warehouse equipment.,'

For base maintenance, $111., million is required to replace cranes,
tr4dtor, and Othei' &julpmfit..
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To support the current vehicle fleet, $7.5 million is required for
spare and repair parts; $1.3 million for modifications; and $2.5 mil-
lion for first destination transportation.

I will now discuss the electronics and telecommunications equip-
ment program as shown on table IV. The fiscal year 1970 requirement
for this program is $488.5 million. This includes $154.3 million in
support of Southeast Asia.

Most of the systems in this program have-beenpresented previously
to this committee in considerable detail. My discussbn (f these sys-
tems, therefore, will be brief. M,,-fh s

TABLE IV.-Deparinent of the Air Forge.Bleotronic8 an.4
Teloommunioation Equinnent,

1 [In millions of dgllars] Fiscal

1970 progan&.
estiate

Cryptographic equipme nt_ ---------------------- -- --------- ------ $2. 7
404-L Traffic control.!and landlnk. system- . . 14.8
407-L Tactical air control system ----------------------------- 71.9
416-L Continental T.S. aircraft control qnd, warning syste (backup

Interceptor control system) -------------- --- -- -- 6. 4
433-L Weather obse vation and forecasting s1.2
440-L Over-the-horl on radar byst In 6.. " 6. 2
492-L USSTRICOM ---------- 2.3
494-L Emergency ro ket comm cation k,stem ---; 1.9
496-L Spacetrack s tem ----- A ------ -, -- ... _-- 8.5
Integrated tactical ai control sylten - --- - ------ --------------- 4.2
Range and space com ~unications support -----... --- 62.5

I Special communtatoi eletronleb-piroJect5 -. .--:. 18. 2/
Defense communication ' planning group -------- -- . . 71.4
Intelligence data handlinj system .-. .--------- ------- --------- 1
Tactical security support qulpmet __A. - - - - ----
Air Force communications ------------- -  - - - - 3
Defense communications systi communications-_-,-- 27.9
Defense special security commubfr1ations system----------------- 6.7
National military command systeni -- - - - ---- 2. 5
Organization and base equipment --------------------- ------- 28.3S p a r e a n d re p ai r p a rts.. . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ...- _- = _= ' 1 ' . .. . . 6
Spare and repair parts------------------- --------------- 56. 1
First destination transportation --------------------------------- 3. 0

- Modifications ----------------------------------------------- 37. 2
Industrial facilities ------------------------------------------- 3. 7

Total program ---------------------------------------- 488.5

CRYPTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT

The first item in the electronics and telecommunications equipment
program is cryptographic equipment for which $22.7 million is re-
quired. This includes $17.3 million to support worldwide Air Force
requirements for encryption/decryption of defense communications
system and other teletype data and voice circuitry for communications
security purposes. Included are-the space-ground link subsystem
which provides security for the satellite control facility operation in-
eluding telemetry and command and control functions; the KG-30
family series which provides 'for encryption of point-to-point data,
secure voice communications, and iir-to-gronnd secure voice and data:
and the KW-7 electronic tactical teletypewriter equipment which will
provide teletype security for communication systems, mobile communi-
cation groups and tactical air control groups.
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The $5.4 million is for coulnuinications intelligence and electronics
intelligence equipment, which is used by the Air Force Security Serv-
ice world-wide.

404-L TRAFFIC CONTROL AND LANDING SYSTEM

The 404-L tratie control and landing system provides the essential
equipment for controlling air traffic such as control towers, instrument
lhiding systems, approach control radars, air/ground cominiinications
aiid other navigational aids. Where joint operations with Federal
Aviation Agency exist, we design our requirements on a "common user"
basis and procure only those equipments not provided by the FAA.
The $14.8 million requested will provide for the procurement of long
leadtime components for a new generation of ground controlled ap-
proach radars at the cost of $2.5 million. The remaining funds will
continue our efforts to improve our existing programs.

4o7-1, T.ACTrC.AL ATR CON'T11OL, SySTEm.r

The 407-L tactical air control system provides the mobile communi-
cations, electronic equ ipment and operating facilities required for the
command and control of deployed tactical air forces. It. will also pro-
vide supporting communications and air traffic control facilities needed
for the operation of contingency air bases. All equipment is designed
to he modular and transportable, providing flexibility in the choice of
equipment required for any level of contingency. The program con-
sists of three. phases. We have virtually completed phase I, which
was begun in fiscal year 1965. Phase II is providing an upgraded
tactical air control system through "state-of-the-art" improvements in
all equipment. and ;ill continue through fiscal year 1970. Phase II,
scheduled for the 1971-1975 period, will continue to push current
technology in an evolutionary manner.

Although not specifically procured to meet the Southeast Asia re-
quirements, much of the direction air support, equipment procured in
Phase I is now in Vietnam.

We are requesting $71.9 million in fiscal year 1970 to support, this
program.

416-L COXUS AIRCRAFT CONTROL AND WARNING SYSTEM

The 416-IL Conus aircraft control and warning system is designed to
provide a reliable air defense interceptor control network in the post-
strike situation. This is accomplished by widely dispersed backup in-
terceptor control (BUIC) sites capable of operation independent of
the semiautomatic ground environment (SAGE) direction centers.
Funds in this request for $6.4 million complete the procurement and
installation of the BUIC III equipment at the 15 approved sites and
completes the procurement of common digitizer equipment to enable
the FAA to make use of Air Force surveillance radar facilities in air
traffic control operations.
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.133-L WEATHER OBSERVATION AND FORECAST

The 433-L weather observation and forecasting system provides up-
to-date equipment and tecliques for use by the Air Weather Service
in providin)g specialized military weather support to the Air Force
and Army.

In fiscal year 1970 $1.2 million is needed for tactical operations
control center weather element and manual meteorological set
equipments.

440-L OVER-TIIE-HOIlZON RADAR

Tie 440-L over-the-lorizon radar is ta forward scatter radar detec-
tion system. The system complements the ballistic missile early warn-
ig system (BMIW4fS) and also supplements the BMEWS by being

able to detect low angle missiles.
The $6.2 million in fiscal year 1970 will provide new equipment,

improved connunications and permit installation and test.

492-L U.S. STRIKE COMMAND SYSTEM

The 492-L U.S. strike command system supports Cincstrike in
planning for joint operations and exercising centralize( command
irection of highly dispersed assigned forces, and which will interface

with other command control systems of the worldwide military com-
mnatid control system. In fiscal year 1970 we are requesting $2.3 million
for (1) data display equiplneit for the new Strike Command Center,
(2) an automated tactical message exclhnge system in support of
field forces, and (3) system engineering/design integration and test
requirements preparatory to future acquisition of a third generation
automatic data processing system.

49.1-L EMERGENCY ROCKET COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

The 494-L emergency rocket communications system is operational
but will require $1.5 million to procure operational training launch
communications l)ayloads. For aerospace grond equipinent, technical
(lata, and system engineering for communication payloads in the sys-
ten, $0.4 million is required.

496-1h SPACIETRAC(H SYSTEM

The 496-L spacetrack system provides for detecting, tracking,
identifying and cataloging all manmade objects in space. This system
also provides data for space defense control and supports research
and development efforts for future systems. The system consists of
a worldwide sensor network, a communications network, and an opera-
tional control center with a central data processing facility. The Space
Defense Center, the focal point of the spacetrack system, is located in
the Norad Cheyenne Mountain Complex. In fiscal year 1970, we
are requesting $8.5 million for improved data processing equipment
and computer programing.

32-845-09-pt. 3-07
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INTEORATED TACTICAL AIR CONTROL SYSTEM

The integrated tactical air control system is a, combination of severIal
interrelate( efforts required to prevent, inadvertent air violations. It
provides the 7th Air Force Command Center at Tan Son Nini
with information j)ert.inent to the air situation over North Vietnam
amd cntiguous areas of operation. Employment of BUIC 11-typl
equipment will permit the Air Force, as ,Joint Chiefs of Stalr execu-
tive agent, to integrate elements of the Navy and Marine tacticall datii
system, and the Air Force Security Service in Southeast Asia. Thie
fiscal year 1970 program of $4.2 million is to complete this effort, il
Southeast, Asia.

RANW01 AND SPA('E COMMUN.ICATIONS SUiPPORT

We are requesting $58.7 million to continue the procurement of
dedicated ground rtdlout stations to work in conii ietioli with tlesatellite early warning system. The fiscal year 1970 funding will comn -
plete the acquisition of the readout st ations.

Additionally, we are requesting $3.8 million to improve the satellite
Control facility capability by expanding communications between
the remote tracking stations and the satellite test. center.

8I'1CIA 1 COMMUPNCATIONs EIrONI(s I'ROJECi'S

We are requesting $18.2 million for the procurement of electronic
and communication equipment for six special projects. It- provides
ground communication equipment for the free world forces--Vietnam,
Laos, and Thailand. We are providing the engineering management
and computer prog racing to interface the Navy and Marine tactical
data systems wit I the semianutomated Japan air defense systems
(Badge). We plan to initiate procurement for console equipment to
be used in the control centers operated jointly by FAA and DOD. It
has become necessary to replace the obsolete 9iSQ-31 computers in the
SAC automated command and control system. Our minimum essential
emergency communications network must be changed to enable it to
be fully compatible with Navy equipment. The Creek Rib ,project pro-
vides various equipments for the USAFE operations plan 145-64.

I)EFENSE COMMUNICATIONS PLANNING (IOU'P

In fiscal year 1970, $71.4 million (excluding $3.6 million for spares)
is required for electronics and telecommunications support of this
Southeast Asia project. This funding is divided between two major
urres--the command and control element, and the data collection
element.

In the command and control element we require $20 million to
provide relay and terminal stations to communicate relay, analyze,
and interpret the information provided by the data colection element.

For the data collection element, we require $51.4 million. The ele-
ment consists of a mix of sophisticated sensing devices. We use vari-
ous methods of deploying these sensors.
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I N'1'KIMIClE DA'TA IIANl II N, . SYSTEM

Ile initelligenice data landing system lpovides l i|tOlllltted dl11-1
l1reessitg assistance to Air Foree intelligence activities. It is an ill-
tegisill 1p)art of the defense intelligence system whih supports Ilhe
national defense el'ort.

in fiscal yer t 1 w)7O, we fre requesting $1.6 million for lrocil1ellieClt.
of display consoles, video facsimile document delivery equipelt and
plolttei's in sulport of intelligence act iv it ies.

TACTICAL, SE( JITIII'Y suizrr'r EtquI I'M:ENT'
'fletaclstecillritv sup)olft equipment t p)rogialn will signilivait'ly

improve our aility to lt'tect, 0111- more e'l'itl'al 11il-'l)ses ill Vietnam.

While llot replla('ing ilue Ilse of series il(] logs ill base se'tl rity, it
will provide lr, secutrity, police with tihe Imlost modern surveillance and
letect ion equip ntlles. 'Illwse equipments are of suillcient, sensit ivits1 to
elabfle lhe alI-weat lier moiiitorin&g of all movements on or arond" t w
tiret adjacent to tile base. T'ile $13 million r'eqluested will ('Omitimle tile
pi)o(iiiueent of equipment to atugrent our security forces in Sotittist,Asia.

AIt I0IIC' CO MM UNICATIONS

The Air Force eonimmications pi)ogram ('01msiss of Ile worldwide
ground-to-air-ground communications systems, tihe terminal aind Coil -
trol facilities required for A ir Force access to and use of the worldwide
defense communication system ()CS), facilities required and utilized
for operation of the military affiliate radio system (MARS). Excluded
are other Air Force communications systems integral to weaIl)os Sys-
tem control such as the Strategic A t Command's commandd and cont ol
system, special purpose communications system, emergency rocket. com-munications system, and tile tactical air control system. To support
this progi'lm in fiscal year 1970, $16.3 million is required to upgtrale
and expand Air Force ground-to-a ir-ground communication fac'llities
and terminals in the worldwide DS and MARS.

DEFENSE (U MUNICATIONS SYSTEM COMM UNICATIONS

The defense communications system (DCS) is programed, ac-
quired, installed, and operated by the military departments under the
management of the Defense Communications Agency. The Air Force
operates and supports assigned 1)CS transmission systems, major I)CS
switching centers and other miscellaneous 1)CS facilities. To support
DCS programs in fiscal year 1970, $27.9 million is required to continue
the 490-I. switch (Autovon) program, the technical control im-
provement program, the phase II ground segment of the defense coni-
munications satellite program, l)reconfiguration of DCS entry sta-
tions, tile audodin subscriber terminal equipment program and tile pro-
gia m for elimination of compromising elinanat ions.

DEFENSE SPECIAL SECURITY COMM[UNICATIONS SYSTEM

The defense special security communications system (DSSCS),
a part of the defense communications system, is designed to provide a
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fully automated, integrated intelligence communications system to Sill)-
l)o't the DOD intelligence community. The DSSCS will include the
CritiCOMM network, and its various subsidiary networks and the
Air Force portion of the special intelligence communications
(SpintCOMM) network. Pending the completion of DSSCS auto-
matic message handling system, selected communication improvements
will be required. To support this program in fiscal year 1970, $5.6 mil-
lion is required for CritiCOMM, and $1.1 million is required for
SpintCOMM.

NATIONAL MILITARY COMAND SYSTEM

The national military command system (NMCS) is the principal
subsystem of the worldwide military command and control s.stem
which directly supports the national command authorities (NCA) in
directing the national military effort involving U.S. forces or forces
under U.S. control. It provides the NCA with an integrated, sur-
vivable and jointly manned system which contains communications
required for such direction. Communications in support of the NCA
have been and are continually being developed and improved. To sup-
port this program in fiscal year 1970, $2.5 million is required to im-
prove the emergency message automatic transmission system and to
integrate warning and attack assessment information from operational
sensor systems. The two items are part of the overall concept for
continued development of the NMCS based on user experience, new
techniques and capabilities.

ORGANIZATION AND BASE EQUIPMENT

In fiscal year 1970, we require $28.3 million in the organization and
base category. Equipment is of the type issued to bases and units and
consists of individual radios, teletype and telephone equipment, train-
ing equipment, meteorological and other electronics equipment not
provided elsewhere in this estimate. In addition to regular Air Force
units, support is furnished to the Air National Guard, the Air Force
Reserve, and Strike Command.

SPARE AND REPAIR PARTS

For spare and repair parts, $56.1 million is required to procure
initial and replenishment spare parts in support of the Air Force
ground communications-electronics maintenance system. Of this total,
$27.9 million is required to continue the support of the Southeast Asia
operation.

FIRST DESTINATION TRANSPORTATION

For first destination transportation of electronics and telecommuni-
cations equipment delivered by manufacturers in fiscal year 1970, $3.0
million is required.

MODIFICATIONS

The ground communications-electronics modification program re-
quires_$37.2 million. We will continue the programs started in prior
years for the ground portion of the Mark XLI which provides positive
identification capability and improved air traffic control radar beacons.
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The space detection and tracking system will be improved by the up-
grading of comnmunications and the detection environment. The 6outh-
east Asia requirements will also be supported.

INDUSTRIAL FACILITIES

The industrial facilities budget request for fiscal year 1970 is $3.7
million. Of this request, $1.1 million will provide additional produc-
tion facilities in support of air munitions production programs. For
the manufacturing methods program in the munitions and electronics
area, $1.0 million is required, and the remaining $1.6 million is budg-
eted for nonrecurring, capital-type maintenance and preparation for
shipment of industrial equipment.

fable V.-Department of the Air Force-Othcr base maintenance and
support equipment

[In millions of dollars]
Fiscal year

1970 program
e8t i= atTest equipment ------------------------------------------------- $17.3

Foreign Technology Division ----------------------------------------. 2
Air Force Technical Application Center ------------------------------ 3. 6Personal safety and rescue equipment ------------------------------ 16. 5
Organization and base ------------------------------------------- 394.2
Spare and repair parts ------------------------------------------- 8. 6
Modifications ---------------------------------------------------- 1.
First destination transportation ------------------------------------ 10. 0

Total program ------------------------------------------- 453. 4
For the other base maintenance and support equipment program

summarized in table V, $453.4 million is requested. This activity pro-
vides for a variety of support equipment essential to the operation
of our global Air Force.

We require $17.3 million within this activity for common test and
calibration equipment to support our modern weapon and communi-
cation systems.

To support the Foreign Technology Division, we require $2. 2 mil-
lion. These funds will provide for tile procurement of various items
including data conversion, stereo optical mechanism, and RADINT
data processing and analysis equipments.

In the next category, Air Force Technical Application Center, $3.6
million is required. These funds will provide for the procurement of
new complex and sophisticated mission equipment for deployment to
new stations or for supplementing or replacing existing equipment.

In the personal safety and rescue equipment categor' we are
requesting $16.5 million. This activity includes safety of life and
survival items such as life rafts, life preservers, flying helmets, anti-
exposure garments, and pallets and nets to support the air cargo
mechanized handling system.

Next is $394.2 million for organization and base support. Included
in this category is $296 million for the classified program. The
remaining funds will provide for the many and varied items of photo-
graphic equipment, shop machinery, electrical generators, base pro-
cured equipment, automatic data processing equipment, and other
miscellaneous items.
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For spare and repair parts, modifications, and first destination
transportation, we require $19.6 million. These funds will obtain the
spare parts required to maintain the wide range of items included in
this activity, and provide for the delivery of equipments from con-
tractor to its first destination during fiscal year 1970.

SUMMARY

In summary, the other procurement appropriation program for
fiscal year 1970 totals $2,330.3 million including $20 million for reim-
bursable program. New obligational authority in the amount of
$1,938.3 million is requested to support this program.

That completes my prepared statement Mr. Chairman. I will be
pleased to respond to any questions you or members of the committee
may have.

Mr. SIKES. Thank you, General Ruegg.

COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS

I have been observing one of the tables which you presented, table
No. 4, "Electronics and telecommunications equipment,"' total $488.5
million, which contains a score or so of communications and communi-
cations-related activities. It seems a very complex and difficult to
follow type of thing. Do you in the Air Force get as confused with
all of these different communications programs as we on this side of
the table do?

General Ruxoo. I am sorry, I did not catch the last.
Mr. SIKEs. Do you in the Air Force get as confused over all of these

different types of communications activities as we on this side of the
table doI

General RUEOO. No, sir; I think all of these individual items are
identified and there is a Arm requirement for them. They have all
been examined rigorously. We need each one of them. In the con-
glomerate they are odds and ends of different systems, and I can
see where it would be confusing to look at the whole package. I have
some experts here who can answer questions on those, but they are
examined quite rigorously.

OVER-THE-HORIZON D-%TPFO CAPABILITY

Mr. S-E.. Under 440-L you say we have had a limited over-the-
horizon detection capability since - and we expect to have an
additional operational capability in . Is that the facility at the
Eglin Air Force Base?

General Ruioo. No, sir.
General Gouwz. - .This system has been in the R. & D. stage and

still is.
Mr. SirES. What use is now being made of the facility at Eglin?
General Gouw. That is the FPS-85 which is not an over-the-

horizon type.
Mr. Sr, F. I thought it had that capability.
General GOULD. It will be part of the worldwide detection and track-

ing system for space objects. It is not in the same classification as the
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over-the-horizon radar which is the one I described a minute ago. It
is a different type of radar system.

Mr. SIKES. Is it performing according to expectations?
General GOULD. Yes, sir; generally speaking it is what is called a

phased array radar, which means instead of moving your beam by
rotating an antenna in the normal way, you actually track electron-
ically by changing the phasing of the antenna. It is a well-worked-out
technique and it is working satisfactorily.

NATIONAL GUARD PROBLEM

Mr. SIK s. I talked with a young guardsman over the weekend and
he discussed with me a problem which his company-size unit is en-
countering. I doubt that this would apply to the Air Force but I want
to check it to be certain.

The Army National Guard has been reorganized several times in
recent years, and this has created considerable difficulty on the part of
the personnel in getting the schooling they need for proficiency and
for advancement. It also has resulted in confusion on the part of
the personnel of the unit. About as soon as they have learned one
type of activity they find themselves with another. In addition to that
there has been a very great problem in obtaining the necessary equip-
ment. The Guard Reserve units have been bled in order to obtain
equipmentt for Vietnam and other parts of the world. Much of this
equipment has not been replaced. When a unit has changed its desig-
nation it is sometimes left without any of the equipment which would
accompany the new designation. Have you had any of that type of
problem in the Air Force National Guard?

I know this is not your field, but I wonder if there is anybody here
who can comment on it.

General RUFAGG. By and large our outfits are kept pretty well
equipped. As you know, we have called them up and they performed
very satisfactorily. We have at times had to draw down some of the
critical equipment but we managed to put it back together in pretty
good shape. I think General Boylan can probably speak to that more
accurately than I can.

Mr. SIKES. If you do not have the problem there is no reason to
spend much time on it, but you might review this and add anything
you wish for the record, General Boylan.

General BoYLAN. Mr. Sikes, just one small comment. For the last 2
years because of the floor on reserve forces, and personnel strengths,
we have been transitioning certain units that were scheduled to de-
activate to other types of missions. However, in each case the equip-
ment and the training requirements for such transition has been avail-
able. We project no particular problem whatsoever as you have
described.

Mr. SIKES. That is good.

APPROPRIATION FUNDIXG

UNOBLIGATED FUNDS

Mr. SIKES. General, back to your statement. You are requesting new
obligating authority of $1.9 billion in support of a $2.3 billion pro-
gram. In addition to the new obligational authority requested, you
plan to fund the $2.3 billion program with $267 million of unobligated
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balances which are available to finance new budget plans, and with
$100 million which will be reprogramed during the fiscal 1970 from
prior year budget plans. What program changes have occurred or are
expected which will free up $367 million in this account?

General Ruiroo. I will let, General Pitts speak to that.
General Prr's. Mr. Sikes, the. $267 million you spoke of as being inl

hand, derives froma reduction of munitions prorain support of B-52
sorties in Southeast Asia for $108.2 million. A reduction of muni-
tions program support of Southeast Asia operations in general, based
on consumption and changes in requirements of $108.6 million, and
recoupments of $50.2 million realized from prior year appropriations
during fiscal year 1968 and 1969, which are not required to finance the
current fiscal year 1969 program, of $2,722.1 million. This totals the
$267 million ln hand and we anticipate additional $100 million in
recoul)ments during the forthcoming fiscal year.

M.r. SIKFS. Information provided to the committee last year esti-
mated that at the end of fiscal year 1969., $504.4 million would be uin-
obligated in "Other procurement, Air Force," but that none of this
amount would be available to finance subsequent year budget plans.
The justifications for the fiscal year 1970 budget, show that you esti-
mate a total unobligated balance at the end of fiscal 1969, of more than
$750 million of which $267 million will be available to finance the 1970
program. What unforeseen program changes account for this
discrepancy?

General Pnrrs. Those are the programs I just mentioned, sir. The
B-52 sortie reduction, the support reduction in Southeast Asia and the
$50.2 million that pertain to recoupments realized from prior years,
during fiscal years 1968 and 1969 which are not required to finance
the current fiscal year 1969 program.

Mr. SIKEs. I would like to have for the record, information indicat-
ing your accuracy over the past 5 years, in estimating unobligated
balances remaining at the end of the various fiscal years.

Show the original estimate of the unobligated balance for a fiscal
year, when first presented to this committee, and what the actual
amount proved to be.

(The information follows:)

ESTIMATED AND ACTUAL UNOBLIGATED BALANCES

[In millions of dollars]

End of each respective fiscal year

1964 1965 1966 1967 1968

Estimated unobligated balance .................... 336.0 243.2 468.5 360.1 435.6
Actual unobligated balance ....................... 410.9 421.7 611.3 773.4 679.5

Underestimated amount ................. +74.9 +178.5 +142.8 +413.3 +243. 9
Changes in net availability between the ist and 3d

year of each program .... .................. -73.2 +73.3 +1,428.7 +536.0 -31.0

Explanation of net availability adjustment:
Congressional adjustments to Air Force NOA

requests ............................... . 73.2 -22.9 -5.4 ............ . -47.2
Air Force supplemental .................................. +1.016. 4 +536,0 ..........
Air Force portion of OSD supplementals ................... + 1 6.2 ±360.6 ............ +16.2
Transfers:

To emergency funds: Defense ....................... . - 20.0 ....................................
From military assistance: Executive ............................... + 57.1 ........................

Total ................................ :43,.2 +73.3 +1,428.7 +536.0 -31.0
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M'. Siiui-s. If the Congress had reduced your aprol)priation last year
bv an additional $267 million, and if the $267 million had been in-
(.1u(led in the fiscal year 1970 request now before the committee, would
this have had any detrimental effect on your fiscal 1969 programs?

General Rt TEO. I would say "Yes," it would not have given us the
cal)abilty of handling the program as we handled it.

Mr. SIKES. I saw some headshaking in another echelon in back of
you. I would like to have the other side of the story.

General Pitts?
General Plrrs. In hindsight, yes; but, at the time we put that budget

together we could not foresee the reduction in the munitions program
support. out, there for the 52's and for Southeast Asia in general.

Now looking back on it from hindsight we could have done it; yes
sir.

Mr. SixEs. In other words, if this committee can tell you what is
going to happen at the Paris peace talks we might make some other
changes.

General Pi'rrs. Yes, sir; that is a very good statement.
(Discussion off the record.)

EFFECT OF UNOBItGATED FUNDS ON NEW OBLIGATIONAL AUTHORITY

Ir. SI1Es. When the Air Force presented the request for "Other
procuremelnt" for fiscal year 1968, you estimated thatt at the end of
fiscal year 1968, $435,603,000 would be unobligated. Tihe justifications
p resented in support of the fiscal 1970 budget show that th- actual
1968 unobligated balance at the end of the year was $679,533,000. If
we had known 2 years ago that this larger sum would have remained
unobligated at the end of the fiscal year, could we have reduced the
new obligating authority by about $250 million without detriment to
your program?

General PiTTs. No, sir. Again this is hhidsight, Mr. Sikes, and what
is playing here is the rapid escalation of activity in Southeast Asia
that built up these large unobligated balances. So again without hind
sight, no, sir; we could not have. I might draw the point right theie,
sir, that the difference in estimated versus actual from 1967 to 1968
has started dropping down as we are catching up now with that im-
pact of the increased activity.

Mr. SiKF.s. Was a significant part of the money which remained un-
obligated at the end of fiscal 1968 conumitted ?

General Pirrs. I would like to correct it, for the record, but basicallv
it derives from large supplementals that were taken in fiscal years 1966
and 1967 and have carried forward. We got those supplementals late
in the year.

Mr. SIKES. When the question is raised as to the unobligated balance
the usual response is that the funds which are not, obligated are never-
theless committed. This committee has that problem every time we go
to the floor.

Would you define what the Air Force refers to as a commitment?
General PITTs. Yes, sir. A commitment is an administrative reser-

vation of funds which permits a contracting officer, to obligate a
specified amount of. money without further reference to the account-
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tig control. In other words, that is a reservation of funds pending a
future obligation by a contracting officer.

Mr. SIKES. Is there any binding obligation on the part of the Gov-
ernment in a commitment?

General Pirrs. No, sir. The contracting officer has not signed a con-
tract yet. This just reserves those funds for the point in time when he
signs the contract which obligates funds. At that time we incur what
we call an obligation when he actually signs the contract.

DEFINITIONS: COMMITMENT, OBLIGATION, AND EXPENDITURE

Mr. SIKEs. This is a matter which very frequently is discussed pub-
licly and not all'of those discussing it fully understand the various
implications. I would like for you to define for the record in very
careful and precise terms the differences between commitment,
obligation, and expenditures as they pertain to Air Force finan-
cial management.

General PxRiS. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

A commitment is an administrative reservation of funds which permits the
contracting officer to enter into a contractual arrangement without further ref-
erence to the accounting control.

An obligation is an order placed, contract awarded or similar transaction
requiring the future payment of money.

An expenditure is a disbursement or payment from the U.S. Treasury by
cash or check to liquidate a valid obligation.

The background behind commitment accounting stems from section 3679 of
the Revised Statutes, as amended (1951) (31 U.S.C. 685), which reads in part
as follows:

"Sx. 8679. (a) No officer or employee of the United States shall make or
authorize an expenditure from or create or authorize an obligation under any
appropriation or fund in excess of the amount available therein; nor shall any
such officer or employee involve the Government in any contract or other obli-
gation, for the payment of money for any purpose, in advance of appropriation
made for such purpose, unless such contract or obligation is authorized by law."

(g) Any appropriation which is apportioned or reapportioned pursuant to
this section may be divided and subdivided administratively within the limits
of such apportionments or reapportionments. The officer having administrative
control of any such appropriation available to the legislative branch, the Judi-
ciary, or the District of Columbia, and the head of each agency, subject to the
approval of the Director of the Bureau of the Budget, shall prescribe, by regula-
tion, a system of administrative control (not inconsistent with any accounting
procedures prescribed by or pursuant to law) which shall be designed to (A)
restrict obligations or expenditures against each appropriation to the amount
of apportionments or reapportionments made for each such appropriation, and
(B) enable such officer or agency head to fix responsibility for the creation of
any obligation or the making of any expenditure in excess of an apportionment
or reapportionment. In order to have a simplified system for the administrative
subdivision of appropriation or funds, each agency shall work toward the ob-
Jective of financing eaeh operating unit, at the highest practical level, from not
more than one administrative subdivision for each appropriation or fund affect-
ing such unit."
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The regulations required by paragraph (g) above were established by DOD
Directive 7200.1, dated August 18, 1955, which reads in part as follows:

"IX OBLIGATIONS AND EXPENDITURES

"No officer or employee of the Department of Defense shall authorize or
create any obligation or make any expenditure, except as provided by Section
3679 of the Revised Statutes as amended, (a) in excess of -n apportionment or
reapportionment, or (b) in excess of the amount divided or subdivided
administratively in accordance with the provisions of this directive. It shall be
the responsibility of the head of each installation or other organizational unit
of the Department of Defense who receives allotments or suballotments, or who
authorizes open allotments to assure that obligations or expenditures will not be
in excess of amounts specified in each such allotment, sub-allotment or open
allotment."

Commitments are formally posted to the accounting records in order to assure
that obligations and expenditures will not exceed the funds available to the
Air Force.

Mr. SIKES. When funds are committed, what action by what level
of authority is required for them to be decommitted ?

General RUEC.G. Let me answer that. Out in the field commands, all
they do to decommit funds is that the Comptroller sends a note to
the buying agency, saying we are withdrawing the funds and they
are decommitted.

General Pr's. You just withdraw the obligation authority--I
thought you said deobligate; decommit, I am sorry, I misunderstood
you.

Mr. SIKES. Decommit. I am going to get to deobligate.
General Pirrs. You withdraw the commitment authority which is

the reservation of funds and those funds are freed up again. They are
no longer reserved.

Mr. SIKFS. Check your answer when this comes to you to be doubly
sure it is crystal clear.

General Prrs. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIKES. When funds are obligated what action at what level is

required for them to be deobligated?
General Prrrs. That, as I said before, is where you have to cancel

the contract, to deobligate the funds.
Mr. SIKEs. What level of authority is involved in cancellation of

a contract on a deobligation?
General PirrTs. The contracting authority.
Whatever level the contracting authority is, that is the level of

deobligation.
Mr. SIKES. How accurate have been your estimates of expenditures

through the years? For instance, for the past 5 years for which we have
actual figures, it would be helpful if you would provide for the
record the original expenditure estimate for each fiscal year and the
actual expenditures made during that, year. Then provide a statement
giving your summation of the accuracy of your estimates.

General PiTTs. Yes, sir.
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(The information follows:)

EXPENDITURE3-ESTIMATED VERSUS ACTUAL

(In millions of dollars]

Fiscal year

1964 1965 1966 1967 1968

Estimated net expenditures ....................... 977.0 965.0 885.0 1,256.0 2,130.0
Actual net expenditures .......................... 964.8 665.5 1,027.0 1,975.9 2,941,3

Overestimated amounL .................... -12.2 -299.5 ....................................
Underestimated amount .................................................. + 142.0 +719.9 +811.3
Changes in net availability between the Ist and 3d

year of each program .......................... -73.2 +73.3 +1,428.7 +536.0 -31.0

Explanation of net availability adjustments:
Congressional adjustments to Air Force NOA

requests ................................. - -73.2 -22.9 -5.4 ............ - 47.2
Air Force supplementals ........... ................................. +1,016.4 +536.0 ........
Air Force portion of OSO supplementals ................... +116.2 +360.6 ............ +16.2
Transfers:

To emergency funds, defense ......................... -20.0 ....................................
From military assistance, executive ................................ + 57.1 ........................

Total ................................ -73.2 +73.3 +1,428.7 +536.0 -31.0

In fiscal year 1965, prior to the Southeast Asia conflict, we felt that we
were at a level off In expenditures and projected on that basis. This proved
to be an erroneous assumption.

In fiscal years 1966, 1967, and 1908 receipt of supplementals after the pro-
jections caused us to be on the low side. We feel that we are now back on
track and the estimate for fiscal year 1969 will be close.

LIIM[ITATION ON EXPENDITURE AVAILABILITY

31r. SIKES. What would be the effect of a limitation on "Other
procurement, Air Force," making funds appropriated to this account
available for expenditure for not to exceed a period of 5 years
instead of until expended?

General Pirrs. Basically it would limit our flexibility to reuse those
prior program year funds, sir. I do not think we would object to it.
It would just take some flexibility away from us.

r. SIKES. Would a limitation for 4 years tighten your procedures
a little more and make them a little more difficult to live with?

General PITTS. Yes, sir.
H r. SIKES. Would it be a serious matter?
General PTTs. Yes, sir.
Mr. PRITCIy-rr. Some of our production programs take 3 years to

complete and by the time you get the money expended we would be
running into problems.
.Mr. SiKES. For the record, what percentage of dollars under this
appropriation are expended in 3 years?

General PIrrs. About 93 percent.

1970 EXPENDITURES BY FISCAL YEAR OF FUND SOURCE

Mr. SIKES. Place a tabulation in the record at this point showing
the source of your estimated expenditure of $2,275,600,000 in fiscal
year 1970 by fiscal years and by your four budget activities.
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(The information follows:)

Limitation on availability of funds

Millions

Munitions and associated equipment -------------------------- $1,405.2
Vehicular equipment ----------------------------------------- 75. 9
Electronics and telecommunications equipment --------------------- 372. 1
Other base maintenance and support equipment ------------------- 422.4

Total ---------------------------------------------- 2,275.6

Program year:
1961 ---------------------------------------------------- .2
1962 -----------------------------------------------
1963 ---------------------------------------------------- 1.5
1964 --------------------------------------------------- 10.0
1965 --------------------------------------------------- 35.0
1966 --------------------------------------------------- 60.0
1967 --------------------------------------------------- 85.0
1968 -------------------------------------------------- 175.0
1969 ------------------------------------------------ 1,204.0
1970 -------------------------------------------------- 754.4

Gross expenditure -------------------------------------- 2,325. 6
Less collections ----------------------------------------- 50. 0

Net expenditures --------------------------------------- 2, 275.6

STATUS OF PROGRAM

Mr. SIKES. Also, for the record, update the "Status of program"
tabulation found on page 451 of last year's hearing.

(The information follows:)

A.-STATUS AS OF APR. 30, 1969

ln millions of dollars)

Percent ol
Budget unexpended

Avail- author- Commit. Obl- Expend. balance to
Program year Program ablMy Izetion mets getions items availabity

................... 2,7 1 2,722.1 2,694., 2,334.2 1,944 6 76.0
2.....9.2.. 2, :3 2: 508.3 2,461.4 2, 286 .2~ 5 1.

.. .. ...... ....... 2, 579. 2 2, 179. 2 2,579.2 2,549.1 2, 23. 1 2 3 1 9.5
M96---------------...2,-300.7 2,3O 7 2,300.7 2,295.3 2, M'i2 2,1IN1 5.3

10 ......... 8. 8. 981: S 987 4g: 5. gi.s 7.1
1963-----------------.. 963.0 9694 0 968i 0 961. 8 962.7 9%1 .1962 ........... 1,224.1 1,224.1 1,224.1 1,223.5. 1,22. 2 1, 1241 .21961 ........... 1,015.5 1,015.5 1,015.5 1,015.4 1,015. 1,014.81
1960 ....... ... 1,056.6 1,066.6 1,056.6 1,056.6 1, 056. 6 1,056.5 . .....

Total......:16,21.1 1,281. 1,25.2580.615,309.0 ,1,29.5 18.3

Total ............ 16, 281.1 16, 281.1 16, 253. 2 15, 805. 6 15, 309. 0 13, 297. 5 18.3
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B. EXPENDITURESIHISTORICAL EXPERIENCE FACTORS

ICumulative percentages as of the end of each year In the active life of each annual program

Program 1st year 2d year 3d year 4th year 5th year 6th year 7th year 8th year 9th year

1960 .............
1961 .............
1962 .............
1963 .............
1964 .............
1965 .............
1966 .............
1967 .............
1968 .............
Cumulative .......
Annual ..........

14.8
13.9
14.4
25.8
27.6
15.3
18.6
21.9
25.0
20.0
20.0

64.3 90.2 97.3 99.0 99.7 99.8 99.9 99.9
68.7 90.9 97.2 99.0 99.5 99.8 99.9 ..........
76.1 93.3 98.0 99.1 99.8 99.8 ....................
74.8 94.1 97.7 98.9 992 ..............................
67.5 86.4 93.7 96.8 ........................................
58.3 81.4 89.1 ..................................................
67.8 90.4........................................
81.1 ......................................................................
70. 0 89.0 95.0 99.0 100.0 ..............................
50.0 19.0 6.0 4.0 1.0 ..............................

C. NET MONTHLY EXPENDITURES DURING FISCAL YEAR 1969

Miluons
July 1968 ------------------- $231.3
August 1968 ----------------- 173.5
September 1968 --------------- 144.0
October 1968 ---------------- 195. 1
November 1968 ---------------- 230. 1

Millions

December 1968 --------------- $157.5
January 1969 ---------------- 192.8
February 1969 ---------------- 343.8
March 1969 ------------------ 256.4
April 1969 ------------------- 230.0

TOTAL AVAILABLE FOR EXPENDITURE, 1970

Mr. SIXES. What will be the total amount available for expenditure
in this appropriation at tle end of fiscal year 1969. Do you have that
immediately available?

General PiTTS. Yes, sir. At the end of fiscal 1969 $2,570.5 million, sir.
Mr. Sxs. This amount, added to the budget request, ,would give

you what total amount available for expenditure in fiscal year 1970,
assuming the sum requested is to be appropriated.

General RUGo. We will provide it for the record.
General PiTrs. Roughly about $4.5 billion, sir.
(The information follows:)

Assuming the new obligational authority request of $1,938,300,000 Is approved,
the total available for expenditure In, fiscal year 1970 will be $4,508,776,000.

Mr'. Sx FS. loW accurate have you been in estimating unexpended
balances though the years? For stance for 'the past 5 years give
the original estimate presented i the budget for a given fiscal year
and then the actual figures, that- would be fiscal year 1963 through
1-968, and then a summation of your accuracy.

GenerglPrs. Ye, sir..
. "., +~~~~ ~~~. .: . : ,, / .. .
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(The information follows:)

ACCURACY OF UNEXPENDED BALANCE ESTIMATES (END OF EACH RESPECTIVE FISCAL YEAR)

[in millions of dollars

1964 1965 1966 1967 1968

Estimated unexpended balance ................. 1,361.9 741.7 916.8 2,156.3 3, 107.9
Actual unexpended balance ...................... 960.2 1,170.0 2,413.3 3,096.1 2,605.5

Overestimated amount ...................--- - +428.3 +1,496.5 +939.8 ............
Underestimated amount .................... -- 401. ..................................... -502.4

Changes in net availability between the first and
third year of each program ..................... -73.2 +73.3 +1,428. 7 +536.0 -31.0

Explanation of net availability adjustments:
Congressional adjustments to Air Force NOA

requests ................................. -73.2 -22.9 -5.4 ............ -47.2
Air Force supplementals ........................................ +1,016.4 +536.0 ...........
Air Force portion of OSD supplementals .................... +16.2 +360.6 ............ +16.2
Transfers:

To Emergency funds, Defense ......................... -20.0 ....................................
From Military assistance, Executive ................................ +57.1 ........................

Total ................................ -73.2 +73.3 +1,428.7 +536.0 -31.0

Expenditures prior to fiscal year 1964 had been occurring at a very slow pace
and we projected accordingly. At the time of the preparation of the fiscal year
1965 estimate, it was noted that fiscal year 1964 expenditures during the first 6
months were surging and we projected fiscal year 1965 expenditures on the basis
that the trend has definitely turned upward. It turned out to be a poor assump-
tion as it was only a 1-year increase; that is, 1964.

In fiscal years 1966 and 1967 receipt of supplementals after the projections was
the primary reason for us to underestimate our unexpended balance.

In fiscal year 1968 the delivery and payment of the increased munitions pro-
grams occurred sooner than we had estimated and we therefore overestimated
our unexpended balance. We feel that we are now back on track and the estimate
for fiscal year 1969 will be close.

REQUESTED ITEMS DELETED IN BUDGET FORMIULATION

Mr. SIKES. What was the amount requested by the Air Force from
the Department of Defense for fiscal year 1970 for this appropriation?

General Pirrs. The Air Force requested some $3,730 million.
Mr. SIKES. Provide for the record a listing of the major items which

were deleted.
General Ru-EG. We will provide that for the record.

41, .. ... e
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(The information follows:)

MAJOR ITEMS DELETED BY DOD

(in millions of dollars]

Secretary of Revised
OSD Defense fiscal yea r

AF request reduction allowance Adjustment 1970 budget

Munitions and associated equipment ..............

Rockets ....................................
Cartridges ..................................
Bombs .....................................
Atomic ordnance ............................
Targets.........................
Other items ..............................
Spaares and repair parts ......................

stdifination ................................Ist destination transportation .................

2,370.9 -760.5 1,610.4 -316.1

144. 1
150.4

1,540.0
6.8

11.6
401.5

4.5
2.0

110.0

-40.0
-40.6

-517.7
-. 2

-2.7
-135.9

-. 4
-1.0

-22.0

104.1 -8.0
109.8 -33.1

1,022.3 -235.7
6.6 ............
8.9 ............

265.6 -39.3
4.1 ............
1.0 ............

88.0 ............

Vehicular equipment ............................ 92.1 -13.0 79.1 -5.0

Passenger-carry ing vehicles ...............
Cargo and utility vehicles ....................
Special-purpose vehicles .....................
Firef litingz equipment .......................Materi- aSndling equipment ................
Base maintenance equipment .................
Spares and repair parts ......................
Modifications ...............................I st destination transportation .................

Electronics and telecommunications ............... 750.9 284.4 466.5 +22.0

Cryptoeq~pment ..................
404PL traffic control and land ng........... .
407-L thctical air control .....................
416-L CONUS A.C. & W ......................
433-L weather observation and forecast ........
440-L Over-the-horizon radar .................
441-C Sentinel Mam .........................
487-M Special-jurpose communications......
492-L USSTRICOMM ........................
494-L Emergn cy rocket communications ......496-L Spk4-r f ............................

Integrated tWtical kir control system .......
Range and space communications .........
Special commumuntions, electronics program...
Defense Communications Planning Group ...
Intelligence data-handling system .............
Tactical security support equipment ...........
Air Force communications ....................
Defense Communications System communica-

tiOnt ....................................
Derease secal srity communication system.
National Military Conisnm d system ............
Orginization and blse .......................
SpUrS and repair parts-...........Firstdestn tr rtato

Industrial facilities ..........................
Modifications .............

Other base maintenance and support equipment ....

Test equipment .............................
Foreign Technology Division ..................
Air Force Technicl Application Center ........
Personal safety and rescue equipment .........
Organiuton and base support ................
Spares and repair parts ......................
Modifications ...............................
1st destination transportation .................

Total direct program .......................

41.5 -18.8 22.7 ............ 22.7
45.0 -20.2 24.8 -10.0 14.8
93.9 -22.0 71.9 ............ 71.9

8.1 -1.7 6.4 ............ 6.4
3.5 -2.3 1.2 ............ 1.2
9.2 -3.0 6.2 ............ 6.2

46.0 -46.0 ....................................
7.2 -7.2 ....................................
5.7 -3.4 2.3 ............ 2.3
4.1 -2.2 1.9 ............ 1.9
8.5 ............ 8.5 ............ 8.5

12.4 -. 2 4.2 ............ 4.2
31.0 -. 5 30.5 +32.0 62.5
36.1 -17.9 18.2 ............ 18.2
71.4 ............ 71.4 ............ 71.4

2.. 6 1:6............ 1.6
13 . 8.... 13........... .. o1.24. 7 -8. 4 16. 3 ............ 16. 3

57.1 -29.2 27.9
5. +6.7

-3.8 2.5
55.1 -268 28.3
75.2 -19.1 56.1
3.0 ............ 3.0
3.7 ............ 3.7

81.4 -44.2 37.2

516.0 -8. 6 427.4

17.3
2.7
4.2

23.6
449.2

7.9
1.0

10.0

... °.........

-,5
-. 7

-7.1
-81.0

+.7
0............

.0.......

............

............

............

.......... .

.... 4 .......

............

+26.0

............

............

............

..........-.

= m

17.3
2.2
3.6

16.5
368.2

8.6
1.0

10.0

27.9
6.7
2.5

28.3
56.1
3.0
3.7

37.2
453.4

17.3
2.2
3.6

16.5
394.2

8.6
1.0

10.0

3,729.9 -1,140.5 2,583.4 -273.1 2,310.3

1,294.3

96. 1
76.7

786.6
6.6
8.9

226. 3
4.1
1.0

88.0

-. 7
-1.7
-4.6
-. 9

-2.8
-2.3

.... ....... .

6.1
15.1
14.9
9.5

20.4
13.4
7.5
2.2
3.0

74. 1

5.4
13.4
10.3
8.6

17.6
11.1
7.5
2.2
3.0

-3. 6
... +........
.. ........ ..+.9

.5

5.4
13.4
10.3
8.6

14.0
11.1
7.5
1.3
2.5

488.5

3, 729. 9 -1, 146. 5 2, 53.4 -273.1t 2, 310. 3
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Mr. SIKES. What major items were deleted in the April budget
amendment and what major increases were made? Do you have that
at your fingertips?

General RutEoo. In the April budget amendment we reduced the
munitions program in support of Southeast Asia based on consump.
tion through June of 1970 and then we provided only for a minimum
production sustaining rate from then on through the last 6 months.
That was the main change.

Mr. SIxS. If there are other changes, furnish them for the record.
General PiTs. There are some pluses and *minuses that net out to

$273.1 million.
(The information follows:)

Major item added/deleted in budget amendment

Reduction of munitions program support of Southeast Asia opera-
tions based on consumption and to provide only for mlitlmum pro-
duction sustaining rates from July 1, 1970, through December 31,
1970. This action reduced the fiscal year 1970 munitions program
by

In the vehicular program there was a miscellaneous adjustment of
$3,600,000 In the materials handling equipment area. $900,000
in the modification area and $500,000 In first destination trans-
portation for a total change of .....

In the electronics and telecommunications equipment area there was
an Increase of $32,000,000 In program 949 which was partially off-
set by a $10,000,000 decrease for the procurement of TPN-19
radars, which resulted in a total change of

In the other base maintenance and support equipment area the clas-
sified project was increased by

Overall net change to the fiscal year 1970 direct Air Force January
budget

Millions

-$316. 1

-5.0

422.0

+26.0

-273. 1

ACCURACY OF 1969 ESTIMATES

Mr. SrKvEs. There is only 1 month remaining in fiscal 1969. How
valid, according to your latest estimates, are the expenditure and
obligation estimates or fiscal 1969 and the estimated balances as pre-
sented in tho revised budget I

General PrTTs. Mr. Pritchett informs me we are running right on
target at this time, sir.

Mr. SIums. You have anticipated the recoupment of $131.7 million
from sources other than new obligational authority in fiscal 1969. How
accurate is this estimate proving to be ?

General PirS. We are currently estmating those recoupments to
b6 $329.2 million. The increase of $197.5 million or anticipated in-
crease of $197.5 million is expected to materialize from a variety of
management actions; $34 million which pertains to adjustments in
the fiscal 1968 program to keep expenditures during fiscal 1969 within
the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act of 1968. Some $168.5 mil-
lion anticipated increased recoupments from prior year obligational
authorities resulting from lower unit costs, deferral of items encoun-
tering developments and production problems, decreases in previously
stated requirements, and so forth.

32-4,--89-pt. 3 -68

- * hqv-> W'
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ITEMS FOR FREE WORLD FORCES IN VIETNAM

Mr. SIKES. General Ruegg your statement indicates that of the
fiscal year 1970 program $1.3 billion is in support of Air Force activi.
ties in Southeast Asia. What part of the $1.3 billion is for munitions
and equipment to be given to Vietnamese and other free world forces
and what part is for utilization by the U.S. Air Force in Southeast
Asia?

General Ruixm. In the 1970 budget the support of Southeast Asia,
$92.9 million is for the Republic of Vietnam and $21.5 million is for
the other free world forces. This leaves a balance of $1,268,700,000 for
the support of U.S. forces.

Mr. SiKEs. I would like to have a list of the items made available to
other free world forces.

General Rumo. We will furnish that for the record.
(The information follows:)

ITEMS FURNISHED FREE WORLD FORCES

(Dollar amounts In millions

Other free world
forces

P-I line
No. Item Quantity Cost

Rockets and launchers ........................................................-- ($31 )
1 2.75 in. rocket motor, MK-4 ............................................... 9
2 2.75 In. rocket motor, MK-40 ............................................. .9
4 2.75 in. rocket head, WP .................................................. .6
5 2.75 In. rocket head, frag ................................................... 5
it Launcher LAU-3A ........................
12 Launcher LAU-59A .....................--------------------

Cartridges (thousands-of rounds)....- . ..........- ........ ......... . ... (.2)
22 20 mm. training ................ .......................
23 20 mm. combat ....................................... .
31 Items less than $500,000 each .................. ............. .1

Bombs ................................................................. ... (12.9)
32 Dispenser and bomb CBU-25....-............. ............... .------- 34
42 Anti-Pam 750 lb. BLU-1/27 . ................ ... .............. .
4e3 Anti-Pam BLU-23/32 ................................................... 6
4 Bomb, demolition, 750 lb. M117 ............................................ .3
47t Bomb, 500 lb. MK--.................................................... - ---- 56
48 Bomb, 250 lb. MK-81- ...................................... .............. 2.2
49 Cluster frog., MI A4 .............................. . ............--
67 . Items less than 0, 000 each....,................. .......-.... .. .... .

Atomic ordnance ........ . ----.. . . . . .. . . .

72 Items less than $500, 000 each... ................................... (3
83' FlareparaMK-45 ............. ............................ '18,000 '1.2
85 Revolver, caliber .38 4....................... ..............
89 Fuze, nose M904 ................ .......................... 45,607 .7
90 Fuze, tail M905 ................................... ....... 45607 " .8

F uze, e tri8 FMU-7/B (;st) ................................ ....... 40% 110 ": Air ing wir w/c ~re.- .......... ...... ... ..... .. .. ........ ..... .... ...... .l

101 Delay element M-9 (all types) ............. ............. ....... 133,701 , ,
121 Items less than $500,000 Eac. ........................ ............ .2

Total, munitions and associated equipment.......... ...... ....... '19 4
. .Cargo and utility ., .......... --....... ,

146 Items less% t 00each. ........................
:Total, vehicuhr equIpment ......... ............. .......

Special communlkatlons electron .s .............. (1 4)
245 Frt....oce ........... .............. 14""245 Fro world forins..r, .. .....,. .......... 6. ....... .* ... .... . ... . . . . . . ., l 14

Sparesand repIr parts . ..... (.2)
2 ', Speresand rephirpart ....... .. ;. ... ................... % .............. .2

Total, commini tons electronIs....------------------... . ...... . 1.6
Ar nizatlon qnd base suopOrt ...... ". "....". ........................................

.. a~fltfl.................hA
el M in nlne n e $O;. .... .,......... .. .. ...... P .... : ....

347 Items less than ..... ......... .. .. . . - - - - - - - - - - (.1)
Electrical equipment-------- .... ......................... (.3)

371 Items less than $500,000 each-............................"...............3
Total, O/bas maintenance and support equipment .......................".... ..: " .4
Total, other procurement ............................................................ 21.5

I Under $51.000.
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IMPROVEMENT AND MODERNIZATION" OF VIETNAMESE FORCES

Mfr. SIKES. At this point, review the major items programed to be
given to the Vietnamese and other forces from funds requested for fis-
cal year 1970 and indicate if the items are included in phase I or phase
II of the improvement and modernization plans.

General RUEGG. We will furnish that, sir.
(The information follows:)

PHASE I AND II IMPROVEMENT AND MODERNIZATION PLAN

[In tenths of millions of dollars)

Budget activity and
exhibit P-1 line No.

Munitions and associated equipment:
1 ..................----- "
2 ---------------------
4... ..-.........----....
5 ---------- _----------
11 .... - - --..................
12 ---------------------
23 .......................
31 ----------------------
32 ..........................
42 ..................----
43 -_---------------------
46 ----------------------
47 -------------------- --
48 -_---------------------
49 .........................
83 -------------------------
85 -------------------------
89 ................ ---- ..---
90 ---------------------- ..
91 ..........................
100 ...................
101 ------------------------
121 ........................

Amount Included
for support of

free world forces

Total Phase I

3.1
1.3
.8

1.7
.3
.3

14.3
,I .

8.8
2.0
5.7
4.7

23.1
11.6
1.4
8.2

4.1
1.1
.3
.5
.4

2.2
.4
.2

1.2
.2
.2

14.2

5.4
1.9
5.1
4.4

17.5
9.4
.7

7.0
(1)
2.7
3.3
1.0
.2
.4
.2

Subtotal .................. 97.2 77.8

Vehicular equipment:
129.........................131 -------------------------
134 ...................... .2 .2
135 ---------------------- .2 .2
136 .............. ; .......... .22

140 ......................... .1 .1
146 ......................... . .3 .2

Budget activity andexhibit P-1 line No.

Amount includedfor support of
free world forces

Total Phase I

Vehicular equipment-Continued
149 .........................
170 ...................... 1 .1

171 .........................
174 .........................
184 .........................
176 .........................
1S o .........................
187 .........................
188-----------------...
192..................1.Subtotal ................... 1.4 1. 3

Electronics and telecommunications
equipment:

245--- ---.................... 7.1 5.7
298 --------------------- .2..........

Subtotal ................... 7.3 5.7

Other base maintenance and sup-
port equipment:

323 ...................... 6 1.6
336 ............... ---------- .9 .9
346 .......................... 5 .5
347 ......................... .6 .5
349 ......................... .7 .7
371 ......................... 4.0 3. 7
390 .......................... 2 .2

Subtotal.................... 8.5 8.1

Total .................. 114.4 92.9

t Under $50,000.

Note: Funds for phase II improvement and modernization plan are not Included in this request.

MUNITIONS PRODUCTION RATES BUDGETED FOR

Mr. Suizs. On page 3 of your statement you indicate that munitions
production would be reduced to a.minimum sustaining rate, - at
the end of June of 1970 under the request for. fiscal year 1970. If it
is indicated that the war in Southeast Asia, and our participation
therein, Will continue after July 1, 1970 what additional undsdo you
estimate will be required and at what point in -time Wil they be

required I
General RUEG. If the activity stays at the .. urrent ]evel, we ar

going to have to commit funds in December of this year or very shortly
thereafter. The amount, General Riemondy.

'*4~ r~ ~
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General RIEMONDY. $370 million.
General Ruxoo. $370 million will have to be committed to hold up

that rate.
Mr. SIKES. The timing you indicate would mean that there would

not be a sufficient opportunity at the next session of Congress for a
Southeast Asia supplemental similar to those we have had in the past
several years to be enacted prior to the time you would need these
funds; is that correct?

General RuEO. Yes, sir.
General Prrrs. You are absolutely right. This would be prior to the

time there would be an opportunity to present a supplement request.
Mr. SiKRs. Do you expect to handle this through reprogaming?

Would you have ample flexibility in the reprograming?
General RUEGO. We are going to have to reprogram until we get

the request to Congress. We will have to come back over here for
funds,in my opinion. We cannot handle that through reprograming.

General PIrrs. Mr. Pritchett confirms that. He is the budget author-
ity in this area and he says we do not have that kind of money.

Mr. PRITCHErr. We would borrow from other programs and then
come in for a supplemental request.

VALUE OF BOMBING RAIDS BY B-52 AIRCR.A'Ir

Mr. SIXES. A great quantity of munitions is utilized in the B-52
raids over South Vietnam. Air Force officials, both civilian and mili-
tary, have always assured the committee that these were extremely
valuable efforts. At this point in the record, discuss the cost of the
B-52 raids over South Vietnam, including operation and maintenance,
as well as munitions costs, and I would like your statement to show
how effective they have been in numbers of the enemy killed, enemy
installations and equipments destroyed, and the effectiveness of the
spoiling operation, et cetera. Then I would like to know how accurate
you believe your information is.

Obviously I would like a detailed statement for the record but
would you like to comment briefly at this point?

General RuEGm. I think the best authority that we can go to is Gen-
eral Abrains, who said that to him the B-52's were worth several
mobile divisions. I do not think there is any detailed expansion needed.
The commander who is responsible for the SEA operations thinks
they are worth several divisions.

Mr. S.KES. You can expand for the record.
(The inforzfttOf follows:)

b'Wt AftS EF I8CIrVfrt OP B-12 42 RAMs

The JQ gment ad recommendations of the field commanders responsible for
acomhpllh1bg ot 0t1Jectivee In Sothea3t Asia, Whb have worked closely with
the U.4% 0par ib the fl l d and atie assesed vaultss acl . vd, continue to
be the prite soilrce, for determlng the effeetfieness of B-2 rald. This is 4ue
to the type Iand location, of the B-42 trgets which have made accurate assess-
ments of bomb damage extremely difficult. Itowever, the following partial re-
sults from 56 targets struck during a 6-day period in May present sole indica-
ti~ft df the 06dueidtifdU Of the :B42'bj#et't1W&s
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Field commanders in South Vietnam unanimously agree that B-52's make a
major contribution to the achievement of U.S. objectives ini Southeast Asia sand
are an important factor in preventing the enemy from pressing his offensive
plans. The employment of B-52's in mass have demonstrated effective striking
power in driving the enemy from attack positions and blunting his thrusts to-
ward key cities, military installations, and population centers. Prisoner of war
reports have revealed that the B-52 is the most feared weapon on the battlefield
and that B-52 raids Dave significantly disrupted enemy operations throughout
South Vietnam. B-52's accomplish these tasks with no enemy caused losses to
the M--52 forces. Achieving these results by any other means would cost many
lives of U.S., SVN, and free world forces.

A breakout of operating, maintenance, and munitions costs for B-52's oper-
ating in SEA is as follows:

[in millions of dollars

Appropriation Fiscal Year Fiscal year

Operation and maintenance ................................................... 166.0 325.7
Other procurement, munitions ................................................ 330.2 486.0
Aircraft procurement, spares used ............................................. 51.9 121.8
Military personnel ........................................................... 33.3 59.9

Total ................................................................ 581.4 893.4

I Effective In fiscal year 1969 aircraft spares with a unit cost of $1,000 or less were transferred from "Aircraft procure-
ment" to the "Operation and maintenance" appropriation.

Mr. SiKES. Again briefly at this point and in more detail for the
record, if we stopped the bombing of South Vietnam with the B-52's,
is there any substantiating evidence of significance that this would
have a real impact on the course of the war?

General RUEGG. Can I furnish that for the record? I would like to
get a statement in the record.

(The information follows:)
The evidence that the cessation of the B-52 bombing missions would have a real

impact on the course of the war is contained bi the evaluations of tha B-52
missions made by the field commanders in Vietnam who have stated that these
missions provide the equivalent firepower of several ground divisions. These
missions have minimized the ability of the enemy to mass forces for major of-
fensives, have impeded the enemy's movement of men and supplies, and have
attacked areas inaccessible to ground troops In all weather conditions. Intelli-
gence reports and prisoner-of-war interrogations indicate that the B-52 sorties
have disrupted enemy communications, destroyed caches of supplies, caused
enemy desertion, disrupted attack plans, and killed significant numbers of the
enemy. In addition to these accomplishments any evaluation of B-52 missions
must consider the number of lives which would be expended if ground forces were
used to accomplish this mission. As recently as June 22, 1969, both Comusmacv
and Cinepac have reiterated their conviction that the B-52 missions make a
significant contribution to the conduct of the SEA war. A cessation of these
missions would, therefore, have a significant Impact on the casualty rate and the
course of the war.

General BOYLAN. Mr. Sikes, all measures of value in that environ-
ment are at best less than precise. The nature of the terrain; the ability
of the forces to disperse before, during, or after a strike; et cetera.A
good example of the net worth of the total airstrike, with a big
majority being B-52's, occurred at Khe Sanh. The data that has been
made available to us includes such things as 5,000 secondary ex-
plosions, 1,900 fires resulting from B-52 strikes. Some 1,200 structures
which range from identifiable pillboxes to gun emplacements, 100
bunkers, 350 gun positions, almost 300 trucks. These were specifically
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reported as a result of B-52 actions. In total, surrounding Khe Sanh,
our information, again a best estimate, is something like 10,000 North
Vietnamese and Vietcong were killed from airstrikes.

Mr. SIxES. You realize that this is important that this answer be
complete with illustrations, and that the best possible authority be
cited in support of your statement, because this is a controversial area.

REIMBURSEMENT PROGRAM

Will you tell us something about the reimbursement program for
which you anticipate obligations totaling $20 million for fiscal year
1970.

Mr. PRITCHErr. Mr. Sikes, that is an estimate of the orders we will
get from the foreign sales and MAP.

Mr. SiKF, S. Extend that for the record.
(The information follows:)

The anticipated reimbursement program of $20 million Is an estimate of the
total customers orders to be received during fiscal year 1970 which will require
new procurement in lieu of being filled from our inventory.

EMERGENCY FUND TRANSFERS

Mr. SIKES. Now, under "Emergency fund transfers," the justifica-
tions indicate that in fiscal 1969, $28 million was transferred from this
appropriation into the emergency fund. A reprograming document,
No. 69-83, which was dated February 24 of this year transferred
$50 million from this appropriation to the emergency fund. Is this in
addition to the $28 million?

General PITTs. Yes, sir.
Mr. Sinu. The $28 and $50 million items are included in your re-

coupment program.
General Piirrs. The $28 million figure was not included, in the re-

coupment program., sir. The $50 million was.
Mr. SIKES. Are these amounts in excess to your needs in this

appropriation?
. Mr. PnrTrcnE. Sir, the $28 million that was transferred was for a

specific item--for the TPN-19. It was determined that the two proto-
type models properly items of development and the money was there-
fore transferred to the R.D.T. & E. account to develop them. The $50
million was excess to our requirements.

WAR RESERVE STOCKS

Mr. Si s. How much of the money requested. forc fiscal 1970 is for
the purpose of building up war reserve stocks?

General RuGmo. A very small amount.
Mr. SIRS. What is the status of the war reserve stocks as compared

with the stated requirementsI
.General RuEmo.I will let General Riemondy speak to that.
General RipmwpOy. It calls for about . At the present time

our total worldwide inventory. of all our munitions is in the order of
about tons, We are deliberately withholding building up this
WRM in anticipation of utilizing much of the inventory which is in
transit to build up this WRM.
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General Ruegg indicated there is a small amount, in the 1070 budget.
The re-do of the 1970 budget eliminated all of the WRI so there is
none in the current April version of our budget.

Mr. SIKES. Before I begin the line items in the program "Other
procurement," are there questions on the general statement ?

Mr. LPsco.rn. I have no questions.
Mr. MINSTIALL. I have no questions at this time, Mr. Chairman.

MIUJNITIoNS AND ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENTT

Mr. SIKES. Under "Munitions and associated equipment," the esti-
mated obligations of $1.3 billion for fiscal 1970 as compared with $1.7
billion in fiscal 1969, and $1.5 billion in fiscal year 196S-what does
this decrease reflect? In other words, is this based on decreased activ-
ity of the Air Force in war or is it a decision to go to minimum sus-
taining rate in munitions in July 1970 or both.

General RuEGo. A substantial amount of it was due to the fact that
we would only keep our production, our current production, up
through June ,f 1970. We could only sustain that combat rate to
June 1970 and would go to a minimum sustainhig rate in the last 6
months of 1970.

2.75-INCII ROCKET

Mr. SiHms. Under "Rockets and launchers," line items 1 through 6
in the P-1 exhibit are concerned with the 2.75 rocket. Three items of
the rocket motors and three for rocket heads. Why is the Air Force
procuring both Mark 4 and Mark 40 rocket motors?

General RuEOG. The Mark 40 is for slow-speed aircraft. The Mark
4 is for a high-speed Century series aircraft and it requires a slightly
different motor.

Mr. SIKES. For the record, tell us the difference between these motors
in performance and cost..

General RuEG. We will furnish that for the record, sir.
(The information follows:)

The difference between the MK-4 and MK-40 motor is the design of the pro-
pulsion nozzle. The MK-40 nozzles are required for slow-speed aircraft and are
cut at an angle to provide a spin to the rocket for stabilized flight immediately
after launch when the forward velocity would otherwise be insufficient to achieve
effective fin stabilization. This problem is not encountered on the faster aircraft.
In this latter case spin is undesirable because it sometimes causes fins to break
off which then are ingested into the Jet engine causing severe damage, even loss
of the aircraft. Therefore both type rocket motors are required. The cost of the
MK-40 is $29.05 and the MK-4 $29.20.

Mr. SIKES. The 2.75 rocket is an item which has been heavily ex-
pended in Southeast Asia. How does the consumption rate in 'fiscal
1969 compare with the estimate of the consumption rate made last
year?

General RUEGO. I think our consumption was slightly under the pro-
duction and therefore we have cut back in 1970 by - a month.
We are currently consuming about 175,000 a month in both training
and Southeast Asia and we are cutting back slightly.

Mr. SIKES. What is the relationship between the consumption of
these rockets with the production of them in fiscal 1969?
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General RuEGo. We consumed about $1.7 million and we received
from production about million, so this is why we have cut back
in 1970 in our requests.

Mr. DAVIS. Could we get a reconciliation of the figure of $1.7 billion
and the figure of $1.833 billion that appears on the front sheet, of our
shopping list.

General RuFAo. I am sorry, sir, I didn't hear the question.
Mr. DAvIs. May we have a reconciliation of the figure which the

chairman gave us of $1.7 billion and the $1.833 billion which appears
on the front page of the shopping list that we have before us.

General RUEIGO. General Riemondy, could you respond to that?
General RMO1NDY. Is that the P-1?
Mr. Dvis. Yes.
Gener4 R IEl.oNDY. I think we better do it for the record.
General R uFG. Can we furnish that for the record? AVe can't iden-

tify the $1.7 billion even though we probably furnished that to you.
Mr. DAvis. I believe that was the figure the chairman used as being

your 1969 obligations under the total program of munitions and asso-
ciated equipment.

MVr. PR1TCHEWir. One is an obligation figure and the other is a pro-
gram figure. The $1.7 billion is the obligations for 1969; $1.833 billion
is the programed amount.

Mr. DAVIS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SnirEs. The P-i document does not include any unit cost infor-

mation for 2.7 5 rocket motors and heads. What are the estimated fiscal
year 1970 costs of this item and how do they compare with costs in
previous buys?

Provide that for the record.
(The information follows:)

COST OF 2.75 INcH ROCKET MOTOR HEADS

Unit costs and their comparison with prior years are as follows:

Unit cost Unit cost Unit cost
P-1 fiscal year fiscal yer fiscal vear

Number Item 1970 rea9 19

1 2.75-inch rocket motor MK-4 .................................... 29.20 (a
2 2.75-inch rocket motor MK-40 ................................... 29.05
3 2.75-inch rocket motor..--------------------------------. 36. 27.4 2.75-Inch rocket head WP ;..'."....":............................ 19. gl 19.0 18.14-----------------------------------1982 19.00 18.16
5 2.75-inch rocket head fragment ................................. 16.50 15.70 17.94
6 2.75-inch inert head ........................................... 2.13 2.08 2.09

t In fiscal year 1968-69, P-I the MK-4 and MK-40 motors were combinel on 1 line as opposed to the fiscal year 1970
P-i, where they are each broken out as a separate line Item.

Mr. SIKES. From how many sources are we buying 2.75 rockets?
Mr. PmTciaTT. We will provide that for the record, sir. There are

three sources.
Mr. SIKEs. They are competitive buys?
Mr. PmTcnxTr. Yes, sir; they are.
(The information follows:)

PRODUOTIOl SouRaOzs OF 2.75 RoCxETs

The Air Force procures Its 2.75 inch rockets by MIPR from the Army. The
Army has three metal parts producers: Marquardt, Ogden, Utah; Muncle Gear,
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Muncie, Ind., and Farmers Tool Supply, Denver, Colo. The rockets are loaded
and packed (LAP) at two plants: Baldwin Electronics, Camden, Ark. (coin-
niercial plant) and the Naval Facility, McAllister, Okla. (Government plant).

Mr. SIKES. You are requesting funds to procure a great many more
rocket motors in fiscal year 1970 than rocket heads. Does this indicate
a retrofit of the motors?

General RUEGO. No, sir; it is just a balance, heads with rockets and
motors with rockets.

3Mr. SnrEs. How did the inventories of the two get out of balance?
General RuEGcO. To meet the requirements-and I would like to

correct this for the record, but we had orders for various types of
heads over in Southeast Asia for different missions and different
types of motors and we bought extra heads so we would have flexi-
bility of putting on different heads for different missions and now we
are trying to balance them up.

NUMBER OF ROCKETS FOR TRAINING

Mr. SIKES. You are requesting $600,000 for 281,280 inert heads for
2.75 rockets. Why would you need this large number of inert heads?

General RuEG. These are for our practice-training requirements.
Mfr. SIKES. Isn't 281,000 a very large number for training?
General RIEMONDY. Actually, Mr. chairman, last year we expended

308,000, so we are reducing the training requirement a little bit.
Mr. LIPsCOMrB. Still, why do you use so many?
General RuEGG. It takes practice to hit a target with these rockets.

They are in close support of ground troops and we put great stress
on all of the crews being trained to the highest degree b,3fore they go
over there so that they will have the required accuracy.

Mr. LirscoMD. How many rockets does a crew expend in their train-
ing?

General BOYLAN. Mr. Lipscomb, may we submit the syllabus for
combat crew training for the record to show the number of sorties
and the number of rockets per sortie required for combat qualifica-
tion ? May we submit that for the record, please?

Mr. SIKES. What we would like to know is why this large number
of rockets must be expended in the training process. The committee
is not quarreling with that fact. The committee recoonizes the essen-
tiality of accuracy in delivery of these rockets and the committee
wants you to have all of these items that you need. We are puzzled
by the large number.

General BO LAN. I understand, Mr. Sikes. You also appreciate that
in a relatively short period of time there are many things that our
fighter pilots have to be qualified for. The very nature of the training
load and the length of time available tends to force us to compress
all of these aspects of training and rockets that have been reviewed
over the years. We will submit for the record the precise number.

(The information follows:)

2.75 ROK CREW TRAINING

The 2.75 rocket event is one of the most difficult In which to qualify for
weapon delivery certification for aircrew combat readiness. The small warhead
on the rocket dictates a lower circular error average than for many other
munitions-90 feet or less for all 2.75 rockets fired on one sortie. Accuracy
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with these rockets is paramount because of their frequent use in Southeast Asia
in close air support and ground attack missions with proximity to friendly
forces. It is difficult to achieve qualification accuracy with these rockets because
of the restrictive flight parameters necessary for safe rocket release and the
possibilities of rocket malfunction. Consequently, crews require as many as 12
missions in some training courses before qualification in the rocket event is
achieved.

The number of rockets that crews expend during training depends upon the
type of instruction required and the aircraft which the crews will be flying
following graduation. The number of rockets range from 16 per crew in an
F-104 instructor's upgrading course to 246 rockets per crew in an F-4 opera-
tional course. The high number of rockets are required in the case of the F-4
because of this aircraft's close air support and ground attack role in Southeast
Asia.

VIPER-DART ROCKET

Mr. SIKES. You are requesting $800,000 for 250 Viper-Dart Robin
rockets at a unit cost of $3,000 each. This appears to be a new item in
the inventory. Would you describe it and tell us what the require-
ment is?

General RUTEGO. The Viper-Dart rocket is designed to collect weather
data at high altitudes. It is a new item which will allow us to get
up to 300,000 feet as opposed to the present capability of the rockets
we are using to 200,000 feet, and the payload is a MYLAR balloon one
meter in diameter, which is tracked by precision radar to provide
wind and density information between the altitudes of 200,000 and
300,000 feet.

Mr. SIKES. What is the requirement for weather data at 200,000
to 300,000 feet?

General RuEGO. We would like to submit that for the record. Maybe
General McNickle in the R. & D. program can furnish that for you.

General BOYLAN. A generalized answer: The Air Force, through its
air weather service, supports weather requirements ranging from our
space program, NASA, our own ballistic missiles program, test pro-
grains on both the east and west coast, as well as more commonly re-
garded weather phenomena at lower altitude. These high altituIe rock-
ets are in direct-

NEED FO WEATHER DATA ABOVE 200,000 FEET

Mr. SIKES. There isn't much use of the atmosphere above 200,000
feet. Who is interested in the requirement?
. General BOYLAN. We are in our missile and space program. NASA
is in its missile and space program. The degree to which winds and
other phenomena at that altitude directly influence commonly re-
garded surface phenomena, I will have to submit for the record, but
here is a direct relationship.

Mr. SIKES. Tell me what kind of climatic conditions do you have at
250,000 to 300,000 feet? Do you have winds?

General BOTLAN. Yes, sir. It is pretty sparse, Mr. Sikes, but it is
there.

General RVEGo. The answer is we don't have a great deal of infor-
mation and we need it, but I would like to submit for the record our
total requirement in this area.

I. , j I
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(The information follows:)

REQUIREMENT FOR WEATHER DATA AT 200,000 TO 300,000 FEET

The Air Force has an ever expanding need for knowledge of the environmental
conditions above 200,000 feet. These needs are for three primary functions: to
determine design criteria for new systems which operate in or through these
altitudes, to assist the decision to launch planned operations through this regime,
and to provide all information base for analysis of events that occur In these
altitudes.

The first group primarily involves average and "worst case" information on
temperature, wind, wind shear, density and pressure. The information is trans-
lated into design criteria for systems which must function, during some part of
their life, above 200,000 feet. Systems having used such data Include Titan, MOL,
Minuteman, and many reentry vehicles. Examples of areas of concern include
wind gust loading on missiles, density effects on the heating rate applied to re-
entry vehiclts, and density and wind effects on reentry vehicle accuracies.

The second group requires rocketsonde launches to determine if existing con-
ditions permit planned operations. Requirements have been identified for support
at the National Ranges by the Air Force, Army, Navy, ARPA and NASA for
wind, temperature, pressure and density information to over 300,000 feet. Pro-
grams needing support include Apollo/Saturn, Atlas/Centaur launches and
others. Areas of concern include existing wind shear and gust loading on boosters,
heating on nose fairings and exposed surfaces, guidance and propulsion per-
formance during boost, and density and wind effects on manned lifting reentry
operations. An example of the criticality of this information is that NASA pro-
grams Saturn engine burn time on the observations made by Air Force rocket-
sondes. Apollo reentry parameters are adjusted based upon other rocketsonde
flights.

The last functional area is the analysis of events in this altitude regime. Post
flight analysis of reentry systems performance, nuclear effects and sampling anal-
yses, and studies of the dispersion of residue from high energy fuel and propul-
sion sources are areas of interest. Programs requiring support include the ad-
vanced ballistic reentry systems (ABRES) program, Minuteman, Polaris, and
Poseidon for necessary analysis of heat shield effectiveness, plasma and aero-
dynamic effects, and booster performance; range safety studies and future
booster programs using high energy fuels requiring environmental contamination
analyses.

Mr. SIKEs. Will you describe the requirement for LAU-59A launch-
ers I You are asking for -- . What are these?

General RUtGo. This is the launcher that holds the 2.75-inch rocket
on low speed aircraft. The seven-tube reusable launcher we buy on the
basis that it can be used five times before it is damaged beyond repair in
Southeast Asia, and 20 times in the CONUS because the requirement
is less stringent. This requirement of is related to our planned
expenditures based on the previous history of use.

CARTRIDGES

Mr. SiKEs. Under "Cartridges," one of the items deleted from the
January budget in the April revision was 180 million rounds of 7.62
M-13 Link cartridges for which $23.4 million has been proposed. What
effect will this deletion of this item have?

General RUEOG. This won't have any adverse effect because our ex-
penditures during 1968 were considerably below what we projected.
What we have in inventory, plus what we have due in, wil1carry us
through 1970.

Mr. SIKRs. The total amount requested for cartridges for fiscal
1970 is $76.7 million as compared with $110.1 million in 1969 and
$136.1 million in fiscal year 1968. Is'this decrease based entirely on
reduced production rates after .Tuly 1970?

K
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General Rti,:x; . What line item was that, Mr. Sikes?
Mr. SIKES. That is the total.
General RiEmoNDY. Only part of the decrease is due to reduced

production rates starting in July 1970. The other major factor in the
decrease is the deletion of the 7.62 millimeter M-13 link cartridge
from the fiscal year 1970 budget.

Mr. SiKEs. Why does the Air Force need $1.9 million for .38 caliber
ammunition

General RuJ.co. That is our standard sidearm for all of our air-
crewmen and it is to meet that requirement. It is for training and
operational requirements.

Mr. SIKES. You no longer use the .45 ammo?
General RUEG. No, sir, the .38 is the standard sidearm.
Mr. SuKA. When did that become effective?
General RUtE. Several years ago, but may I furnish that for the

record; sir q
Mr. Spms. All right.
(The information follows:)

The .38 caliber revolver was adopted as the standard Air Force sidearm in 1964.

20 MILUMETER AMMUNITION

Mr. SIXES. Why did the unit cost of 20 millimeter ammunition in-
crease from $1.40 to $1.60?

General RMGoG. Primarily on the basis of reduced buy. When the
volume is less, the price inevitably goes up.

Mr. Skmp. That seems to be a rather sharp jump just because of a
difference in volume to be bought.

General RrtMomnm. The buy --
Mr. Sirma. As a matter of fact, the buy is up in this ammunition.
General Rrmzowmy. The buy is up from fiscal year 1969. The de-

crease is between the January and April fiscal year 1970 budget
request. Most of the fiscal year 1970 buy will be bought in the first
6 months of the year and then when we run into this sustaining rate
for the last 6 months we expect a markup in price because of consider-
ably reduced quantities. That amounts to about a 15-percent markup
for the last 6 months. I

Mr. SrnxFs. The justification shows 20.5 million rounds in fiscal
1969 against 29.5 million in fiscal 1.970 and yet the cost goes up. The
unit cost goes up.

You better research that and see what you come up with.
(The information follows:)

A true unit cost for a complete round of 20 millimeter combat ammunition
Is $2,11 as reflected In our fiscal year 1968 and fiscal year 1969 program costs.

The Sanudry fiscal year 1970 budget request recommended a procurement of
40.2 million rounds at $55.5 million which equated to a unit cost of $1.88 per
round, The difference in the $2.11 and $1.38 cost is due to application of a
metal parts "float" which was procured from a prior budget year.

'1he April fiscal year 1970 budget request recommends procurement of 29.5
million rounds at $45.8 million which equates to a unit cost of $1.55 per round.
The unit cost increase from the two budget; requests (January versus Ap l) Is
due to restrietln, of the quantity of the metal parts "float" which can be applied
while still maintaining a minimum sustaining production base of 2 million
rounds per month during the last 6 months.

-s - - -
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If the cost of the metal parts "float" were applied to the fiscal year 1970
budget, a complete round cost would be $2.11, the same as in fiscal year 1968
and fiscal year 1969.

The variance in the unit costs (less "float") as discussed above and as re-
flected in the exhibit P-i, that is, the difference of 2 cents in the January pric-
ing and 5 cents in the April repricing is explained as follows: Unit costs of all
line items listed in the exhibit P-1 are expressed in thousands of dollars. Con-
sequently, the unit cost of $1.38 per round was rounded in the January P-1
at the rate of $1.40 per round (or $14,000 per thousand rounds). i the April
repricing the unit cost of $1.55 per round was rounded in the April P-1 to $1.60
per round (or $16,000 per thousand rounds). In both cases (January and
April) the total cost of the buy reflected in each P-1 is computed on the actual
unit cost as opposed to the rounded unit cost shown in the P-1.

Mr. SIKES. Why is there an increase in this ammunition when most
other types of ammunition are decreasing?

General RUEGG. Again, the 20 millimeter?
Mr. SIREs. Yes.
General REM ONDY. It is principally the change in the mission of

using more 20 millimeter in Southeast Asia rather than going up North.
We are concentrating more of our attack down there and, as a conse-
quence, using up more of this ammunition, especially in the gunship.

BOMM

Mr. SIKES. With regard to bombs, your request has been sharply
reduced from $1,152 million in 1969 to $786 million in 1970. To what
extent is this decrease due to the continued restriction on bombing of
North Vietnam?

General RIEMONDY. Actually, the decrease is not due to the bombing
restriction up in North Vietnam. Actually the decrease, again, is going
to our minimum sustaining rate for the last 6 months.

Mr. SIKES. The January budget for bombs for fiscal year 1970 was
$1,022.3 million. The April revision is $235.7 less or $786.6 million.
What are the major items reduced and what is the effect of these re-
ductions of your combat capabilities?

CBU-52
Are there any new items included under "bombs" for the first, time

in fiscal 1970?
General REGG. There is in the CBU-52.
Mr. SIKES. What is that?
General REOG. A SUU 30 Dispenser with antimateriel bomblets.

Some 220 antimateriel bomblets are carried in the dispenser.
Mr. SIKES. What are its characteristics?
General RIEMNONDY. Actually, it is a dispenser that is filled with

little spherical balls about 3.3 inches in diameter.
Mr. SIKES. Something about the size of a baseball or tennis ball?
General RIEmiONDY. Just a little bit bigger than a tennis ball.
Mr. SIKES. Explodes on contact?
General Rm oN)-r. Yes. About 2.2,pounds worth of-
r. SIKS. YOU dro0p how any of them in a container?

General RimoEDY. 220 of them in one container.
Mr. SIKES. That isn't new, is it?
General RJm&oMDY. This particular one is, yes. We have had some

in the past about the size of a-
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Mr. SixKs. Are they antipersonnel I
General RtimONDY. These are princi)ally antimateriel.
Mr. SiKs. What is the position of our war reserve stocks of bombs

as compared with our objectives?
General RVEGO. As of March 31 our worldwide inventory was

tons. Of that amount, some - ton were either on hand
or en route to Southeast Asia. The balance of the tons is ap-
plied to our WRM objective of some - ton.

CBU-88

Mr. SIKES. One of the few bombs of which you are requesting more
in fiscal 1970 than in 1969 is the CIIU-38 dispenser'and bornb. You
are requesting $1.9 million in fiscal 1969 as against $9.1 million for
fiscal 1970. Why is this item increasing?

General Rupwo. This item was production limited in 1969 and tie
production is now geared up to produce this many more and they are
required over there. The CBU-38 consists of a SUU-13 dispen'ser
loaded with 40 each of the BLI-49 ringtail bomblets which have the
capability of penetrating heavy jugle canopy and there was a require-
inent for iore than we could produce last year.

Mr. SxIEs. Has the unit cost of bombs increased in the last year?
General Rvr.oo. In general the unit cost of bombs has decreased. Tile

iron bombs, approximately a 10-percent decrease, and our CBU's, 20
percent. We attribute this to competitive procurement wherever w',v
have a developed ordnance.

BOMB GUIDANCE XITs

Mr. SiRs. For the record please describe items 54, 55, and 56 in the
P-1 which are all bomb guidance kits.

(The information follows:)
1-1 line No. 54. The Item is a laser guidance kit which can be used to modify

the MK--82 (500 pounds), M-117 (750 pounds), MK-84 (2,000 pounds) and M-1Is
(3,000 pounds) bombs into guided glide bombs. The bombs homne on laser illu-
ininated targets such as ships, bridges, tunnels, etc.

P-I line No. 55 is an Infrared guidance kit (KMU-359/B)
P-1 line No. 56 Is an electro-optical guidance kit (KMU-3M3/B)
Mr. Smu:s. What procurement procedures are involved in purchas-

ing bomb guidance kits ? In other words, are they competitive?
General RuFxa. Not to date.
Mr. Sms. How do you procure them?
General RtEoo. We procure them sole source through the company

that developed them.
Mr. SI ES. How lon will this continue?
General RUEOO. Until we get a standard developed item with the

bugs worked out of it and the requirements firmed up in the specifica-
ton.

Mr. SIxEs. What is the development status ? We note that you are
procuring'them for utilization. Is this premature I

General Rn'xowXY. We are'at tie point of actually evaluating them
in combat, Mr. Chairman, and the results to date have be most en-
couraging. We also have a-procurement ackage and soon in all prob-
ability some of the 1970 procurement will be done competitive. We are
getting very, very good results.
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Mr. SIKES. You are not buying any Walleye glide bombs in 1970 nor
did you in fiscal 1969. Why is this?

General RUEGO. Primarily because we have an inventory built up
and the bombing restriction in the north eliminates most of the lucra-
tive targets that we use those on.

BOMD PROCUREMENT RELATED TO B-52 SoRriEs

Mr. SIKES. What part of your bomb procurement program is asso-
ciated with B-52 sorties in Southeast Asia V

General RUEGo. Could we furnish that for the record? It is a very
substantial amount.

Mr. SIKES. All right.
(The information follows:)

B-52 sorties January through June 1970 at a rate of 1,000 per month will
cost approximately $210 million or 27 percent of the total bomb program of
$780.0 million.

CBU-14

Mr. Lisco w. General, there is an amendment on your P-i exhibit
which is CI3U-14. It shows fiscal year 1969 at 16,000, at $1.4 million
and an estimated fiscal 1970 of - and it appears to be $21 million.
It is right after line 67.

General RIEmONDY. Procurement of - at a cost of $21 million.
General RuEGo. This is 16,000 the year before at $1.4 million. That

is your question.
Mr. Lipscome. Yes. It seems like a significant jump.
General REMoNDY. Let me research that and I wil provide it for

the record.
General Prrrs. I think they have missed the decimal point there.
General RIEMONDY. I believe it could be a misplaced decimal point.
General Prrrs. If we take the unit cost, which is that is

indicated.
Mr. LPsco~m. It would be better to check it out and provide the

information for the record.
General RuEGo. We had some assets carried over that were in the

1969 production. We will have to furnish that for the record, Mr.
Lipscomb, to give you an accurate story on it.

Mr. LiPscoMrn. Also check the addition in the total column.
General RiEMONDY. Actually, it is 21 million, but I will have to find

out what happened there.
Mr. Lirscorm. Perhaps we can recommend a savings there.
General RuFo. We will look into it and if we haven't added it

right, we will certainly do that.
VMr. SrKs. Can you report back to us this afternoon on that?
General RUEG4m. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

During fiscal year 1909 the only cost in obtaining the CBU-14 was the load and
packing which cost $1.4 million. This was accomplished by using BLU-3 bomblets
from previous CBU-2 and ADU-253 programs and dispensers previously desig-
nated for CBU-22's and CIU-25's. Fiscal year 1970 procurement will require
new dispensers, bomblets as well as the load and pack cost, at a cost of $21
million.
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1 ATOMIC O(A NANOE---ERVICE STAR

Mr. Sij;s. Under atomic ordnance, wil you describe tile item
"Service Star" ?. This is item 68,projected to cost $1.7 million.

General RuyciG. Service Star is the test program we use to test the
reliability of the ICBM re-entry system. It is a laboratory type of test-
ing, accomplished on random samples taken from re-entry vehicles
which have been exposed to operational environments and the funds
requested under this project are for the pipeline spares, the destructive
test. spares, and the follow-on operational test packages.

TARGETS

TDU-9/D

XMr'. SIKES. Under targets, your TDU-9/B target was proranied for
fiscal year 1969 and funds were appropriated for this item in 1969. In
the budget review in April, the program in 1969 was canceled and the
1970 request remained. Describe this item and tell us how essential it
is in view of the fact that it was expendable in 1969.

General RUBOG. We had some problems.
Mr. SiyEs. What is this item?
General RTEGG. It is a target for air-to-air gunnery at low altitudes

and we had some problems getting the readout system and the target
to be compatible.

Mr. Sims. Why should it be such a costly item?
General RuEGo. It is quite sophisticated. It is supposed to show how

close the ordnance fired at the target comes to it to give us a scoring
rate and there was a technical problem in making the whole system
compatible. It is compatible now, so we want to go ahead with the
1970 buy.

. Mr. S xEs. Are you sure that you are ready to go ahead with it?
Will it have to be postponed in 1970 as well as in 1969?

General RuFao. We think it is ready to go ahead. We have a new
scoring system sensor which has been proven successul, and we haye
had first-article acceptance tests and we think we are ready to go.

Mr. Lxncomi. This brings up a question I have been concerned with
all through these hearings. What. does your identification code mean
on your Exhibit P-1, column .3, where it says "A"? What does that
mean for the Air Force?

Mr. PRITCHrr. "A" means in production approved for service
use, or, in other words, out of the development;phase, "B" means in
development..

General Prrrs. That is a production article.,
Mr. LipscogB, Do -you have .a different definition than the other

services
Mr. PiTcHrr. No, sir, I don't think so.
Mr. LPscow. What does "Identification W' means to the Air

Mr. Pu r "B" would mean in development. This is a standard
OSD code. ....

Mr. LNsCOMB.' Does an "A" item to the Air Force mean that it is
in production and approved for serviceI

Mr. ParrMrr. Ye6 sir.

. , 0
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Mr. LiPsCOMB. Well, how does an item like TDU-9/B get an "A"
identification if you have had trouble with it and you don't even know
whether it is ready?

General RIEMONDY. With all good intentions, we thought the R. & D.
bugs were worked out or would be worked out during 1969. All indi-
cations at that point in time indicated it was ready to go. And, as we
went along we found we had problems, compatibility problems in the
various components in the target. As a consequence then, we knocked
it out. We have all the confidence in the world that in 1970 this one
will be ready for production.

Mr. SIKEs. You cannot actually say that. You are hoping that is
going to be the case and this could be misleading, this terminology.

General RIEMONDY. It is just a point of time, Mr. Chairman. We are
saying that during the 1970 buy period this particular item can be
produced and should be procured out of the munitions program.

Mr. LiPsCOMB. But your identification code is not meaningful to
us when the identification A or B does not tell us if it is ready or
approved. You seem to have an entirely different interpretation than
the other services.

General RIEMOrNDY. If our interpretation is wrong, we will change
it, but I think our interpretation is right. I don't know just what the
Army is doing in this case.

Mr. LIPSCOMB. Can you tell me of any item on the Air Force list
that isn't "A"?

General RuEGo. It wouldn't be in this appropriation. These items
are our war consumables. Anything we have in here is developed and
ready for production. _

General RmEmoi>Y. Otherwise it would appear in the R. & D. area.
This is a procurement program after development.

Mr. LIPscomxB. We went along with this item last year, I believe.
As you indicate now, you found it was not ready for procurement
but was still in development wihh problems that had to be worked on.

General Rtmoo. It did have. It is a needed article. We have to use
our best judgment in deciding at the time we put our program to-
gether that the technical bugs are ironed out. An evaluation was
made and it was determined due to our first-article inspection that it
did work and the decision was made to buy it for the inventory.

Mr. LIPSCOMB. Where is this item now? Have contracts been let?
Have you had bids?

General RIEMONDY. The test is being completed on it at the present
time. The R. & D. phase is approximately completed at the present
time.

Mr. LIPScoMB. Is there still R. & D. money being put into it?
General RIE31ONDY. I belief. the windup of the R. & D. program

takes place this year.
Mr. LiscOMB. Then does it go out on bid?
General RIEMONDY. Yes, sir.
Mr. LiPscomrB. Competitive bid?
General RIEMONDY. I will have to supply that for the record. I am

of the opinion it will probably be procured from the folks who are
developing it. At least the first ones.

82-845-69-pt. 3- 69
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(The information requested follows:)
The initial buy of 80 targets was a sole source procurement from the developer,

Sperry Rand Corp. That contract called for procurement data to be furnished
by the contractor at the option of the Air Force for a price of $37,530.56. If the
current tests continue to be successful, this option will be exercised and the
fiscal year 1970 buy will be by competitive bid.

XEED FOR COMM0O TERMINOLOGY IN iTUSTIFICATION DETAIL

Mr. LiscoMi. In the operation of our committee work here it would
be well if the Air Force and the Army and Navy got together on their
identification codes; otherwise it makes it hard to work with. We are
interested in knowing where an item is in its development.

I have been looking at your procurement program and it appears
that you have nothing that isn't ready to go; approved for service.

General Ru Go. That is right, in this "all other procurement" area.
General BoYLAN. That should be the basic criterion.
Mr. Lipscomrn. Take a look at the Navy program and see how they

identify them. It makes it much easier to work on the items and to get
an idea of what is going on.

General RuFGO. Is this the Navy "Other procurement" appro-
priationsI

Mr. LrPsco.B. I am talking about their procurement program, the
same as yours which we are discussing.

General RiwAroxDY. Well, Mr. Lipscomb, by definition of the Fiscal
Code, the only things that ought to be in the "Other procurement"
appropriations are those things which are ready to be procured. None
of these dollars should be spent on R. & D.; none of them. So if the
item isn't ready to go during the budget year that we want to buy it, it
shouldn't appear in this account at all. By basic definition these'ought
to all be "A."

General RumEO. Mr. Lipscomb, I appreciate your suggestion of
seeing how the Navy does it. If they have a bett;r way, we will use
it. IVe will examine it, and if appropriate, use it.

Mr. LrpscoxB. We would rfer to item "B" in the Navy and they
would tell us this is scheduled for approval for introduction into the
service during the fiscal year, say in July or September, and it would
give us some clue as to where they stood on the program. This seems
helpful to us.

General RUEGG. I think when you go over the R. & D. program
with General McNickle you will get the information on the R. & D.
items as to when they will be ready for production. They will present
the development items.

General Pirs. Perhaps a subcode in this P-1 document that indi-
cates that it has been developed, or has been in development and is
going to go into production in the forthcoming fiscal year might be
what you are driving at, Mr. Lipscomb.

Mr. Liscornt. Something to give us t good clue of how it is going.
General Pt-rs. We will check with the Navy and if they have a bet-

ter way we will adopt it.
Mr. SIIXES. The Navy has apparently followed a practice that is

111010 precise than that which the Air Force has followed.
General Rri: o. What they are doing, may be, is to combine their

development and their productionbudget, I p esuine.

Vi.
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Mr. SIKES. I think possibly the difference is that in documents like
this from both the Army and the Navy, at the point in time at which
the document is prepared, if the item has not completed R.D.T. & E.
and has not been type-classified, it is inserted as a B item.

You are seemingly operating on the basis if you hope to get an
article through R. & D. some time during the year you put it in,
whether it is finished R. & D. at this point in time or not.

General Pii-rs. Do they indicate in their treatment of the subject
that they expect to go into production with a subprogram?

Mr. SIKES. When questions are asked-on the individual items they
are in the B list.

General RuEoo. Everything I an talking about here should be ready
for production in the 1970 time period.

Mr. LIPscomui. We don't always come to the same conclusions.
General RUEGG. There are some judgment areas in here as to how

far along an item is. It depends on our need for it and how urgent it
is as to how far we would try to expedite the production.

Mr. L1rscoMB. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
General RuEGO. We will take a look at it.
(Additional information follows:)

Procurement Identification codes are applied to each individual lint, iteim of
equipment listed In the exhibit P-I "Procurement program" according to instruc-
tions1 of the Department of IDefense. These instructions prescribe that each
such line item will le appropriately coded (either "A" or "B") according to the
status of the item,- at the tiie the exhibit (P-1) is prepar(l as follows:

Code "A" will be applied to ]lie items of material which have been approved
for service use. For the Air For(e the term "approved for service use" nu10c'1nns
that the item has been classified as standard or alternate standard.

Code "B" will be applied to line items of material that have not been approved
for service use as defined under code "A."

The exhibit P-1 supporting the "Other Procurement," Air Force appropriation
budget estimate for fiscal year 1970 was prepared in January 1969 and amended
in April 1969. At that time all items were classified either as standard or alter-
nate standard equipment and for those that had not been produced prior to fiscal
year 1970 it was determined that they would be ready for production In the fiscal
year 1970 time period. Accordingly, identification code "A" is reflected in column
(3) of the exhibit P-1 for each of these items.

FLARE PARACHUTES

Mr. SuiEs. Under other items you are requesting $33.1 million for
501,600 flare parachutes in item 83. What is your inventory of this
item? What has been the consumption rate in fiscal year 1969? What
has been the production in fiscal 196)? Wlat is the estimated con-
sumption in fiscal 1970 and the estimated production in fiscal 1970?
Has the unit cost of the item increased or decreased?

(The information follows:)
The inventory of parachute flares as of April 30, was 332,100. Fiscal year 19069

consumption through April has averaged almost 5 ,000 per month, of which about
11,000 was for training and the remainder for combat, Production during the
same period averaged 22,200 per month. Consumption in fiscal year 1970 is pro-
Jected to Increase by approximately per month. Production for January
through June of 1970 is projected at per month and - per mouth
(MSR) July through December 1970.
The unit cost of the fl-re has Increased as the more reliable M1K-.5 flare was

developed. The current price of MK-45 flare Is $45. A much more efficient flare.
-- the rIU-2, is in development and should be ready for limited production
in _. It will cost about

1DOD manual 7110-1-31 "Manual for Preparation of Budget Estimates," Budget eecu-,
tion programs and apportionment requests, and related support material (p. Iv---o).
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31-16 ]RIFLES

Mr. SIKES. Under item 84 you are requesting $7.5 million for 65,000
I-16 rifles. Are these rifles for U.S. forces or for South Vietnamese

or other free world forces?
General RUEGO. These are for the Air Force. We adopted this as a

standard Air Force weapon back in 1962 for our security police and
base defense and these axe for Air Force use.

Mr. SIXES. What is the Air Force requirement and what is the Air
Force inventory? Provide that for the record.

(The information follows:)
Total Air Force requirement for M-16 rifles is 467,407. The Air Force M-16

rifle inventory consists of 126,927 on hand. Additionally we have 100,914 due in
from prior year procurements and 20,712 on loan to the Army.

Mr. Siuas. 65,000 of these rifles were funded in fiscal 1968. Have
thev been "delivered?

General RURGO. Over the past 2 years the allocation has been made
by the Joint Chiefs as to where they are most needed. We have not yet
received the 1968 buy.

General RIEMoNDY. The fiscal year 1968 buy is scheduled to be de-
livered from December 1969 through April 1970.

Mr. SIKES. The price in 1968 for 65,000 M-16 rifles was $6.2 million.
Your 1970 request for the same number is $7.5 million. That is a very
substantial increase

General RUEGo. The price did go up from some $96 to $115 a rifle.
Mr. SIKES. Is this from a different manufacturer?
General RUFG. Colt was our main supplier. The increased cost was

duA to some engineering changes that were made and the production
acceleration cost; we did have to have a higher rate of production be-
cause the Army and ARVN and a lot of other forces including the
Korean forces wanted them; we did increase production. We increased
quality control. We raised our specification standards and we also con-
verted to a level A, overseas package which was included in the cost
and that is the reason for the increase in cost.

Mr. SIKES. Are these rifles being procured through the Army or
directly by the Air Force?

General R1MIONDY. Through the Army, sir.

CALIBER .38 REVOLVERS

Mr. SrKEs. Item 85 is for 1,021, .38-caliber revolvers. Considerable
numbers of these have been procured over the last 2 fiscal years; 25,000-
plus in 1969 and 20,000-plus in 1968. What is the total Air Force
requirement for .38 caliber revolvers?

General RIMMONDY. I will have to supply that.
Mr. SIXEs. Why is this small buy being purchased of something over

a thousand?
General RImroxDY. These are principally replacements for the ones

that are authorized in the field.
General RUEGo. We will furnish that for the record if we may, sir.
(The information follows:)

The Air Force requirement for .38 caliber revolvers Is 107,272. The fiscal year
1970 buy Is for anticipated replacements.
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Mr. SIKES. Who is the supplier?
General IIEMONDY. Principally Smith & Wesson.
Mr. SiRs. Is this a competition between Smith & Wesson and Colt

and possibly other manufacturers
General RIE o y. Yes, it is competitive.
Mr. SxIES. What is the anticipated cost of this weapon per unit.
General RUEGO. $50.30.
Mr. SIRES. I would like for the record information on previous pro-

curements, who the suppliers have been and whether the buys have
been competitive.

(The information follows:)
Previous procurements have been made from both Colt Industries and Smith &

Wesson, Inc., on a competitive basis. Procurements for the last 3 fiscal years
were as follows:

Fiscal year Unit cost Quantity Producer

1967 .......................................... $49.57 11,000 Smith &Wesson.
1968 ................................... ...... 48.02 20, 827 Do.
1969 ............................................. 50.30 25,850 Do.

Mr. SIKES. For a small buy of this type, do you check with the other
services to see if they have surplus items which would be available?

General RUEGO. We always do.
General RIEMONDY. We check with the Army on this to try to match

up our procurements and try to get the best buy.

PROXIMITY FUSE PMU-56

Mr. SIXES. On what bombs is item 86, the FINU-56 proximity fuse
utilized ?

General RUEGO. It is a high altitude proximity fuse used with a 750-
pound cluster bomb, the 'BU-24's, and CBU-49's. The fuse pro-
vides a burst height from 250 feet up to 3,000 feet.

Mr. SIRES. You are requesting a large buy of this item. Most of the
bomb requests have been substantially lowered. Is the request for the
fuse tied to a production of a certain number of bombs or is there a
deficiency in fuses?

General RIEMONDY. They are tied to our bomb production.
Mr. SIKES. Why is the request up when the number of bombs is

down?
Provide the answer for the record.
(The information follows:)

BOMB FUZES
The desired procurement is one FMU-56 proximity fuze for each CBU-24,

CBU-49 or CBU-52 cluster bomb. The requested procurement of this fuze is
approximately 5,200 less than the total production of these CBU's. The less
desirable FMU-26A/ time delay fuze will be used with these additional 5,200
OBU's.

FUSES RELATED TO BOMBS

Mr. SIRES. Item 87 requests $16.2 million for FMU-72 long
delay fuses. This is an item which was substantially increased in the
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April budget revisions. This item had originally been scheduled at $7.2
million for - fuses. Why is there a large increase in this fuse?

General RxoNDY. This is a newer fuse to replace some of the
others that we have. It replaces principally the FMU-35. This is the
reason for this increase in this one.

Mr. Sixys. I would like a listing prepared showing on which bombs
the various fuses in items 86 through 93 will be utilized.

(The information follows:)

UsE OF BoMi Fus:s

P-1 line No. 80. FMU-56 proximity: Used in CBU-24, CBU-49, CBU-52.
P-1 line No. 87. FMU-72 long delay: Used in MK 82, MK 84, M117 general

purpose bombs.
P-1 line No. 88. FMU-72 retarded: Used in MK 82 and M117 retarded versions.
P-1 line No. 89. M904 nose: Used in M64, M65, B144, M117, M118, M121, MK

81, MK 82, MK 84 general purpose bombs.
P-1 line No. 90. M905, tail: Used in M117, M118, M121, MK 81, MK 82, MK

84 general purpose bombs.
P-1 line No. 91. FMU-7 (set): Used in BLU-10, BLU-23, BLU-32, BLU-1,

BLU-27 fire bombs.
P-1 line No. 92. FMU-26 multipurpose: Used in MK 81, MK 82, MK 84, M117,

M118 general purpose bombs and the CBU-24 and CBU-49.
P-1 line No. 93.

TACTICAL SECURITY SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

Mr. SiEs. What major items are included in item 94, tactical secu-
rity support equipment, for which you are requesting $1.9 million?

General RYO. Those items are for base defense personnel to de-
fend our bases over there. They. include grenade launchers, battlefield
illumination systems, popup mines. All equipment to insure base se-
curity.

Mr. SIKES. Item 108 target marking flare, L.UU-1B, the quantity for
procurement in fiscal 1969 was changed but the cost, $1.7 million, was
not changed. What has happened to the price of this item?

General RUxoo. We had a reduction in unit cost which did make it
possible to buy the additional quantity and our current consumption
for this item did indicate the necessity of increasing the quantity
rather than reducing the buy. Our requirement did go up.

SPARES AND REPAIR PARTS FOR MUNITIONS

Mr. SIrs. You are requesting about the same amount, $1.1 million
for spares and repair parts for munitions and associated equipment
that you secured in recent years. Is this estimate based on stated re-
qu~irements for fiscal year 1970 or do you know historically that you
will need approximatly $4 million for this purpose for items wtiich
have not yet been identified?

General Ruxm. Generally it is based on our past experience. Out of
that $4.1, $2.7 million is programed for replenishment spares for the
reusable rocket launchers, items such as the intorvalometers, icket
tubes, end caps. $1.1 million is for nuclear ordnance training device
spares and the balance is for spares, for miscellaneous items such
as rifles, hand guns flare dispensers, and other equipment.

Mr. SIriS. Provide a listing of the major items included in the $4.1
million.
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(The information follows:)

lUNITLONS SPARES

Major items included in the $4.1 million are: replenishment spares for the
reusable rocket launchers (LAU-32 and LAU-59) i.e., intervalometers, rocket
tubes and end caps; nuclear ordnance training device spares i.e., batteries, cables
cylinders, dispenser ejectors, modules, programers and decoys; miscellaneous
items I.e., repair parts for M-16 rifle, .38 caliber revolvers and SUU-25/A flare
dispensers.

FIRST DESTINATION TRANSPORTATION

Mr. SIKES. Under first destination transportation, the program for
munitions and associated equipment was reduced from $1.6 million in
the January budget to $1.3 million in the April budget. The estimate
for first destination transportation remains unchanged at $88 million.
What is the basis of the request for $88 million under these circum-
stances?

In other words, shouldn't this item be reduced proportionately with
the reduction in procurement, dollars?

Mr. PiPTCIJETr. Mr. Sikes, the first destination transportation in
this budget is to pay for deliveries in the budget year. The deliveries
are not going to taper off until after June of 1970. .

Mr. SiKES. Should there not be a reduction in this item proportion-
ate to the reduction in procurement dollars?

Mr. PRITCHEiTT. No, sir; because this item supports deliveries of
earlier programs as well as a 6 months' delivery from the 1970
program.

SKr. SIKES. Before we begin questions on vehicular equipment, are
there questions on munitions a nd associated equipment?

The committee will recess until 2 o'clock.

AFTERNOON SESSION

Mr. SIKES. The committee will come to order.

CBU-14 BOMB

General, you were going to assemble some additional information
on one of the questions asked this morning. Are you prepared for
that?

General RUEGG. Yes, sir. The fiscal year 1969 dollars program for
the CBU-14 covered only the load and pack o eration. We used com-
ponents from bombs, namely, CBU-2 and CBUT-46 which we had on
hand. The 1970 program is the first time we have bought all the hard-
ware and the load and pack services with it. So the number is right,
$21 million, to get that number of the CBU-14.

Mr. SIRES. Are there questions?
Mr. LIPSCOMB. Yes. I don't quite understand. What did you do with

the - at $1.4 million.
General RUEGo. That covered only the roughly $80 apiece to load

and pack the hardware, which we had from previous programs. We
used the components of the CIUT-3's, and CBU-2's which are not
satisfactory because of fuzing difficulties. We use the bomblets from
those CBU-2's and we used the CBU-14 container for the CB-46.
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they were very, very satisfactory and we need more. Fiscal year 1970
is the first time we fully programed for the CBU-14.

Mr. LIPS0O-MB. What is the unit cost, then?
General RuEGG. About per bomb in the 1970 buy.
Nearly
General R IE3ODY. We had the components from other bombs and

other CBU's and the price in fiscal year 1969 was just the cost of
packaging the CBU, whereas in fiscal year 1970 we have to buy the
metal parts, the bomblets, the dispensers and then package the whole
thing together. So fiscal year 1969 was just a partial cost of the total
operation.

Mr. LIPSCOM1B. What do you estimate your procurement will be
for fiscal 1971? Do you have any projection?

General RIEMONIDY. Not at the moment. This all depends on what,
we are going to do after June 30 of next year. . Depending
upon what happens, I really don't know what that requirement is
right at the moment.

-Mr. LiPsCOMB. Are the - in your inventory right now?
General RIEMONDY. They are in the process of being packaged right

at the moment.
Mr. FLOOD.
General RiEMoNY. For budgetary purposes in this budget as far

as the munitions are concerned we are providing only sufficient dollars
to carry our operations through June 30 of next year.

Mr. FLOOD.
General RIEMONDY. June 30 of next year.
Mr. FooD.-- .
General RIEmONDY. This is a budgetary decision, going from the

Johnson to the Nixon budget.

PASSENGER 3OTOR VEHICLES

iMr. SIKFS. The language which you are requesting in the bill before
us authorizes the purchase of not to exceed 1,520 passenger motor
vehicles. According to the P-i, this includes 531 light sedans, 394
9-passenger station wagons, 418 12-36 passenger buses, 54 37-45
passenger buses, 72 truck ambulances, and 51 other items not listed
at a total cost of $5.4 million. I would like to have for the record
updated inventory schedules similar to those on page 471 of last year's
hearing.

General RuEGG. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

INVENTORY OF PASSENGER CARRYING MOTOR VEHICLES INDICATING NUMBER TO BE REPLACED (BY TYPE)

Estimated InventoryInventory,
June 30, 1968 June 30, 1969 June 30, 1970

11 110
1717 27

Sedan, light ........................................... 6,730 6,279 6,232
Station wagon .............................................. 3, 267 3,294 3,309
Buses ..................................................... 3,510 4,010 3,919
Ambulance, 2.litter ............................................... 733 796 693
Ambulance, 4.itter 4 b 4 .................................. ,004 1,087 946
Bus-ambulance convertible 0................................... 6 121 127

Total Inventory ................................... ......... 15,378 15,615 15,253
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VEHICLE REPLACEMENT SCHEDULE

To be replacedReplaced,
June 30, 1968 June 30, 1969 June 30, 1970

Sedan, heavy ..................................................... 0 0 0
Sedan, medium ................................................... 6 11 0
Sedan, light ...................................................... 885 635 531
Station, wagon .................................................... 418 361 394
Buses ........................................................... 638 430 472
Ambulance, 2-litter ................................................ 82 71 49
Ambulance, 4-litter 4 by 4 .......... ......................... . 127 6 72
Bus-ambulance convertible .................................... 4 6 2

Total replacements .......................................... 2,160 1,520 1,520

Mr. SIKES. Will you tell the committee what is included in line
item 130, items less than $500,000 each?

General RIEMONDY. Yes, sir.
There are two items in that particular item. One is a quantity of

49 each ambulances, capable of carrying two litters, for a total cost
of $276,000, plus a bus ambulance, a convertible kind of arrangement,
two of those at a cost of $45,000.

Mr. SIKES. You programed the same number last year as this year,
1,520 passenger-carrying vehicles for fiscal 1969, according to the P-1.
The mix of different kinds of vehicles was different. Is it simply coin-
cidental that the number, 1,520, is the same, or is this the number
which you have arrived at as the proper amual replacement?

General RIIE3.ONDY. I think in this case it is just coincident.

AGE AND MILEAGE CRITERIA FOR REPLACEMENT

Mr. SIKES. Would you tell us about the extension of the age and
mileage criteria which was instituted in fiscal year 1968 for the re-
placement of passenger motor vehicles.

General RrMONDY. We are continuing to apply the same criteria
that we used in 1968. The current OSD guidance on this is that you
can replace vehicles after they have become a certain age, or after
you have accumulated a certain number of miles, or after the repair
costs exceed a certain dollar sum. What we have been doing for the
last 3 years, instead of applying a single criteria, we are not replacing
our vehicles until they have reached both age and mileage limits.

Mr. SIKES. What are the age and mileage criteria?
General RIEnONDY. Generally speaking-they vary with the differ-

ent kinds of vehicles-it is 6 years or 72,000 miles on sedans.
Mr. SIKES. Does this apply to all passenger vehicles or just the

sedans?
General RIE51IONDY. Just the sedans. It is different for buses.
Mr. SIKES. You mean there are different age and mileage criteria

for different types of vehicles.
General RIEMONDY. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIKES. Will you give us the breakdown showing what those are?
General RIEMONDY. I will provide those for the record, if I may.
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(The information requested follows:)

COMMERCIAL VEHICLE REPLACEMENT CRITERIA I

Type of vehicle Age limit Mileagelimit

Ambulances .................................................................... 8 60,000
Sedans ........................................................................ 6 72, 000
Station wagons ................................................................. 6 72,000
Bus, school type, 12 to 36 passengers .............................................. 8 84,000
Bus, school type, 36 to 45 passengers .............................................. 10 150,000
Bus, Integral ................................................................... 12 300,000
Truck, pickup, '+ton 4 x 2 ....................................................... 6 72,000
Truck, multistop -............................................... . 7 84,000
Truck, cargo, 2 -ton-------- ..................-.....................- 8 84,000
Truck, dump, 5-ton .............................................................. 10 150, 000

1 Extracted from Air Force technical order 36A-1-70, May 24,1967

MOTOR VEHICLES

PURCHASE OF BUSES

Mr. SIKES. What is the total requirement for the 12-36 passenger
buses? How many are in inventory and what is the replacement
criteria?

(The information follows:)

PASSENGER BUSES

The 3,303 12-36 passenger buses are required to equip Air Force units anti 968
are required to replace those worn-out between June 30, 1968, and June 30, 1970.
This is a gross requirement of 4,271. The June 30, 1968, Inventory was 2,916, with
937 due in from procurement. Gross assets, then. are 3,853. Subtracting gross
assets from gross requirements leaves a net requirement of 418 to be funded in
fiscal ye, r 1970.

This type of bus is eligible for replacement when It is 8 years old or has been
driven 84,000 miles or when approximately $4,000 has been spent on repairs. Due
to funding limitations In fiscal year 1968, fiscal year 1969, and fiscal year 1970,
replacements were programed only for those vehicles reaching two of the three
criteria, rather than one.

Mrll. SIKES. What has been the cost picture on the purchase of pas-
senger motor vehicles? How much per year are they going up?

General RIEMONDY. As far as seans and station wagons are con-
cerned there is not an appreciable increase. They have stayed about the
same, between $1,500 and $1,900. In the case of buses we have ex-
perienced about an 18-percent increase over the last 3 years.

Mr. FLOOD. Do you still carry that sign on the right hand side of the
dashboard, this is a Government vehicle, and so on and so on?

General RIEMONDY. It is still being carried.
Mr. SIKES. You are requesting the same total number of passenger

vehicles this year as last year, but you are requesting more of the more
expensive types. Is that the reason the request is up $400,000?

General RIEMOIONDY. Yes, sir it is the mix.
Mr. SIKEs. To what extent is economic inflation the cause of the cost

increase?
General RImoNyDY. It is not appreciable at all as far as the sedans

are concerned. The competitive price keeps them pretty well about
the same level as far as the Government is paying for these.

-- h
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RECALL FOR MANUFACTURER DEFECTS

Mr. FLOOD. How many of your trucks or any other vehicles under
your jurisdiction were recalled by the manufacturer for the following
seven reasons. Don't tell me you escaped.

General RIEMONDY. It has not come to our attention yet.
Mr. FLOOD. This was a big story. 7,000 1-ton trucks 14,000 of this

vehicle, all recalled by the manufacturers for any one of a half a dozen
different defects. You have none recalled.

General RuEG.. Let me look into that. I do not believe we have. I
think probably the reason is that it was easier to examine them than
to send them back. We were using them and we had the capability on
the base motor pool to examine them to see if they were defective.
Let me look that up and furnish it for the record.

Mr. FLOOD. You mean you did it on the base?
General RUEGG. If we needed them on the base, we didn't send them

back unless there was a serious change.
(Additional information follows:)

VEHICLE RECALL

In the past 4 years the Air Force has participated in five manufacturer's defect
recall programs involving approximately 3,800 vehicles. In each instance the
manufacturer provided necessary parts for remedying the defect. Labor was per-
formed either by the Air Force or by local dealers, whichever method was de-
termined to be most economical for the Air Force. The Air Force will recom-
mend to the Army anti General Services Administration contracting agencies who
procure all commercial vehicles that future contracts contain provision. for labor
cost reimbursement when manufacturer defects are corrected by service main-
tenance activities.

VEHICLES FOR FREE WORLD FORCES IN VIETNAM1

Mr. SIKES. For the record, show how many passenger carrying ve-
hicles in this program are for the South Vietnamese and other free
world forces in Souithea:-t Asia. Provide a breakdown including a com-
plete listing of the total items and vehicular equipment which you plan
to procure for the South Vietnamese and other free world forces.

(The information follows:)

FREE WORLD FORCE VEHICLES

The following is a listing of all vehicular equipment programed In fiscal year
1970 for support of Republic of Vietnam Air Force (RVNAF) and other free
world forces:
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FISCAL YEAR 1970 PROGRAM

jDollars in millionsl

For other free
Ex. For RVNAF world forces Total

P-1
line Quan- Quan- Quan.

Type of vehicle No. tity Cost tity Cost tity Cost

Passenger-carrying vehicles................................. (I....... ........................ (1
Truck, ambulance M725 ....................... 129 5 ..

Cargo and utility vehicles .......................................... 0. .1 . .

Truck, P/U, ,4X2 ........................ .. 131 44 .1 ................ 44 .1Truck, cargo, 1T, 4X4, M715 .......... .. 134 8 .1 ................ 8 .1
Truck, cargo, 2 'T, 6x6, M35 .................... 135 25 .2 ................ 25 .2
Truck, Jeep, 3T 4X4 M151 ................. 136 61 .2 ................ 61 .2
Truck, tractor 5, 6X4 M52 .................. 140 7 .1 ................ 7 .1
items less thin $OO,0 each 146........ .2 ........ .1 ...... .. I .3

Special.purpose vehicles ............................................... 3 .................... . .3

Truck, tank, fuel 5,000 ,alons, R-5 ............... 149 1 -- . . . .. I (1Items less 3hn$0,00W each .................... 159 ........ ..... ..............

Materials-handling equipment ......................................... ..................... . .1

Truck, F/L, 4,000, CEO-PT ...................... 170 9 .1 ................ 9 .1
Truck, F/L, 6,0000. GED-PT ...................... 171 5 5
Rruck, FL 15,0000 GEO-PT ..................... 174 2 2
Tractor, Wise., 4,OdD, BP ...................... 176 16 ......... 16

Base- maintenance equipment ...................... 4......... ......................
Crane, truck.mounted, 20T ....................... 184 1 Q)................ I
Distributor, water 1,500 gallons ................... 187 1 )................ I
Grader, motorized, size 3 ......................... 188 1 1 1
Items less than $500,000 each .................... 192 ........ ............

Totl, vehicular equipment .................................... 1.3 ......... .1 ........ 1.4

I Dollars under $50,000.

INVENTORY OF SEDANS

Mr. SiKEs. What is the total Air Force inventory of light sedans
and the total authorized number of light sedans?

(The information follows:)

Sedans

Total gross inventory as of June 30, 1968, was ----------------- 6, 730
Less wear-outs that will be disposed of by June 30, 1970 -------- 1,706
Plus the due in from fiscal year 1969 procurement ------------- +635

Net inventory -------------------------------------- 5,659
Authorizations to Air Force units planned through June 80, 1970 ------ 6,190

Planned fiscal year 1970 procurement to meet authorizations ---------- 531

Mr. SiKu. Have you made any serious attempts to find ways of
reducing this fleet of vehicles without adverse effect on your military
capabilities I

General RUEGO. All vehicles, Mr. Chairman?
Mr. SIRS. Yes.
General Ri@1MoNDY. I can answer that. We have a real active pro-

gram. Our vehicle manager along with personnel from our headquar-
ters go out to our principal operators in the field and make on-the-
spot grassroots reviews of the authorizations we have laid down for
these units and the actual utilization of the vehicles. Where we fiid
that the authorization is out of line, or the utilization does not come
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up to what our previous standards indicate, we have reduced these
authorizations on a base-by-base and command-by-command basis.
This is a real grassroot analysis.

Mr. SIKES. Have there been any appreciable reductions in the total
number in the service 1

General RIEMO.NDY. Yes, there has been, sir, and I will provide the
exact figure for the record.

(The information follows:)

REDUCTION OF VEHICLES

The Air Force vehicle inventory was reduced from 146,396 In 1958 to 123,056
by 1904. The massive Southeast Asia buildup resulted In an inventory of only
137,767 as of June 30, 1068, 8,629 less than in 1958.

CARGO AND UTILITY VEIIICLES

Mr. SIKES. On cargo and utility vehicles, you are requesting $2.6
million for 1,779 halt-ton pickup trucks. Can the total requirements
for this type of vehicle be reduced or have you made effort to re-
duce it?

General RIEMONDY. We made similar efforts in this particular area,
and again we have carefully examined the replacement criteria to
try to keep the ones we have in being longer with the same kind of
grassroot analysis.

Mr. Snms. Are all of the pickups which are requested for your own
use?

General RIEMONDY. No, there are some that are for the free world
forces.

Mr. Suts. Break that down.
(The information follows:)

FWF PICKUP TRUCKS

Of the 1,799 pickup trucks in the fiscal year 1970 program, 44 are intended for
the South Vietnames Air Force modernization program.

Mr. SiKEs. I would like a listing of items under cargo and utility
vehicles which are to be procured for other than U.S. use.

(The information follows:)

VEHICLES FOR FREE WORLD FORCES

A small number of cargo and utility vehicles are being procured for the South
Vietnamese Air Force modernization program. They are listed below:

P. 1, line Total cost
n.- Item Quantity (millions)

131 Truck, pickup , tons ................................................ 44 $0.1
134 Truck, cargo, 1i ton, M715 .................. 2 .1
135 Truck, cargo, 2A ton, M35 ..................................... 25 .2
136 Truck, Jeep, 4 ton, M15 ...................................... 61 .2
140 Truck, tractor, 5 ton, M52 ............................................ 7 .1

ONE AND ONE-hALF TON TRUCKS

Mr. SixEs. You are requesting $1.1 million for 442 11/2-ton stake and
platform trucks. Information which has been supplied indicates that
you have gross assets of 7,528 of these trucks and gross requirements

- -~ -,
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of 7,970, hence your request for 442 trucks. What would be the effect
of denying this request? It would appear that when only 442 trucks
are involved that it would be possible for you to operate with the lower
number.

General RIEMONDY. Sir, in this particular area, during this program
period we expect that we will wear out about 1,289. Readily this is a net
figure against our total assets and against our total authorization. In
essence, we would be short some 442 vehicles under some real time and
tried criteria which we think are pretty tight..

Mr. SiKES. I would like you to show for the record how the Air
Force computes the requirement of 7,970 for this vehicle.

(The information follows:)

11/-TON TRUCKS

Air Force units as of June 30, 1970, will be authorized 6,681 1 -ton stake and
platforln trucks. Our individual vehicle maintenance records indicate that be-
tween June 30, 1968, and June 30, 1970, 1,289 of our current assets will wear out
and require replacement. These two figures make up the gross requirement of
7,970. From this gross requirement is subtracted the on-hand inventory and the
trucks not yet delivered from earlier procurement. The resulting not requirement
figure is covered in this fiscal year 1970 budget.

Mr. SIKEs. What vehicles are included in line item 146, items less
than $500,000 each, for which you are requesting $3.9 million in fiscal
1970?

General RIEMONDY. I can provide a detailed listing for the record.
(The information follows:)

The following is a list of vehicles that are included in line item 146:

Cost
Item Quantity (millions)

Truck pickup, 34 ton, 4x4 ........................................................ 72 $0.176
Truck, carryall, ton, 4x2 ....................................................... 229 .420
Truck, cargo, 2%ton, 4x2 ....................................................... 33 .129
Truck, tractor, 5 ton, 4x2 ......................................................... 73 .340
Truck ,Jeep, commercial ......................................................... 58 .116
Truck, dump, M-51 ............................................................. 4 .051
Truck dump 2% ton, 4x2 ...................................................... 74 .363
Trailer, tilt, 5 ton ............................................................... 39 .076
Truck chassis, 29 500 GVW ....................................................... 19 .135
Truck, wrecker, 9 ton, commercal ................................................ 30 .476
Truck, wrecker, 5 ton 6xM .. .. .... .. ........ .... .... .. .. .... .. .1 .022
Truck, shop van, M-109 -----------------------------------------... 56 .488
Semitrailer, van, cargo, 12 ton .................................................... 28 .064
Semilailer, 20 ton, ....................................................... 87 .385
Semitrailer, low bed, 60 ton ...................................................... 33 .350
Semitrailer, low bed, 25 ton ...................................................... 86 .363

Total .................................................................................. 3.954

Mr. SriEs. This is the largest sum of any of the line items under
"Cargo and utility vehicles." Are all of them for replacement or is
there an increase in inventory on some?

General RnMoNDY, It is all replacement.

SPECIAL PURPOSE VEHICLES

Mr. SIK tE. Under special purpose vehicles, you are requesting $10.3
million for the procurement of special purpose vehicles, an increase of
approximately $8 million over the sum provided for fiscal 1969. Do
you have any new requirementstin fiscal 1970 which cause an increase I
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TANK TRUCKS

General RIEMONDY. There are no newly developed items of equip-
ment involved, but there is a significant requirement for R-5 aircraft
refueling trucks in fiscal year 1970. This item was not procured in
fiscal year 1969.

Mr. WHITTEN. We are noting that you are requesting an augmenta-
tion of the inventory of the 5,000 gallon tank truck, the R-5. You now
show a gross requirement of 3,827 trucks2 including an augmentation
of 50 trucks. What is the basis for this augmentation?

General RIEM ONDY. The 50 additional R-5's that we intend to order
in 1970 are intended to go into a combat replacement pool. At present
we carry no spare R.-5's. We feel that in order to be in a position to
satisfy contingencies and combat losses we have to establish a small
pool of war reserve vehicles.

Mr. FLOOD. I just drove down from Wilkesbarre, Pa., and about 30
miles south of Indiantown Gap I saw a convoy going north. I do not
know whether they were Guard or Reserve, probably Guard. They had
a silhouette on two tank trucks that I never saw. Do we have a new sil-
houette for the tanks?

General RUEGG. Was it Army?
Mr. FLOOD. Yes, Army.
General RUEGG. I don't know, sir.

AIRCRAFT TOW TRACTORS

Mr. WHITTEN. Are the aircraft tow tractors listed in line items 151
and 152 all for replacement only?

General RIEMONDY. Yes, it is principally for wearout.
Mr. WHITTEN. You are requesting 20 of the MB-2 aircraft tow trac-

tors at a unit cost of $33,000 apiece. None of these items were procured
in fiscal years 1968 or 1969.

Describe this item. What aircraft is it used with? Is it a new item?
General RIEMONDY. The MB-2 is not a new item. It has been in use

for quite a few years for towing our aircraft which weigh in excess
of 250,000 pounds. It is a specially designed tractor to move these
heavy aircraft. All of the 70 requirement is for replacement. We did
not buy any in 1969 because no replacements were required. But we
did buy a bunch in 1968.

FIREFIGHTING EQUIPMENT

Mr. WHI-rEN. Turning now to firefighting equipment, your re-
quest has increased from $3 million in 1968 to $6.4 million in 1969,
and now you are requesting $8.6 million for 1970. Why this upward
t rend in the cost of procurement of firefighting equipment?General RIEmNDY. This is principally tied to buying greater ca-
pacity firefighting trucks, pretty much in conjunction with the in-
troduction of the 0-5 aircraft.

Mr. W m 'rNN. To what extent is your requirement for 26 P-2
crash trucks tied to the C-5A program?

General RIEM3ONDY. All of it is tied to it, sir.
Mr. WHITTEN. You mentioned the C-5 in your statement in dis-

cussing the P-2 firetruck.

A V411 -k. I
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With the advent of the 747 and other large passenger carrying air-
craft, will the civilian airports be required to purchase new, larger
firefighting vehicles similar in capacity to your P-2 truck? If so,
are there other vehicles on the market which could fill the role of the
P-2, so that you might have some competition and hopefully reduced
costs in this area?

General RIEMONDY. Yes, sir, there are other similar kinds of trucks
on the market today. For example, we know of one manufactured by
the Yankee Walters people in New York, and folks in the Los Angeles
Airport bought some in 1967. They are not exactly identical to ours,
but they are almost the same capacity. At that time they paid about
$6,000 more than we were paying for the P-2. So there is competition
in this particular area and we intend to compete wherever we can to
satisfy our requirements.

Mr. WHI-irrEN. We investigated a similar matter some years ago,
and we found a particular item where a variation existed, and where
on the face you might have competition, but as a matter of fact, you
tied it down by your specification. Will this be explored in this
instance?

General RIE]fIONDY. Yes, we will.
Mr. FLooD. I showed up on Okinawa one day and went out to

the parking area, and all the trucks were Japanese. Is that still
going on? All of them. Did you ever hear of that?

General Rro. Dy. We have not bought any Japanese trucks since
the Korean war. They are probably Army, but the Air Force has
not procured any.

Mr. FLOOD. These were Army.
General Pirrs. Mr. Flood, I returned from Taiwan about a year

and a half ago and at our large base there, all of the firefighting
equipment used by the U.S. Air Force was American made.

Mr. FLooD. They were not squawking about the quality of the
truck. It was a rugged truck but they were all Japanese trucks.

Mr. WiirrrEN. What is your criteria for the replacement of
rirefighting equipment? I would not think such equipment ever
receives high mileage. Civilian firefighting companies often keep
major pieces of equipment for decades.

General RIEXONDY. The Air Force criteria on this is the cost to
repair related to the age of the vehicle. For example, if a firetruck
costs $100,000 and it is only 1 year old, we will permit repairs up to a
little better than $50,000. However, in the 12th year of its life the
amount of one-timer repair we would probably allow on the vehicle
is on the order of $10,000 to $12,000.

PURCHASE OF FOREIGN MADE TRUCKS

Mr. FLOOD. Let me ask you this: Does the Air Force or the Depart-
ment of Defense prohibit the purchase by any outfit, of any trucks or
hardware that is foreign made, at any overseas bases? You are in
Spain; if the Spaniards make any trucks, can you buy Spanish trucks
for your bases in SpainI

General RIEmONDY. Generally we would not because of gold-flow
problems. We try to buy back home.

Mr. FLooD. You try to?
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General RIEMONDY. Yes.
Mr. FLOOD. Can you if you want to?
General RIEXONDY. I do not think we can without special permission

from DOD.
Mr. FLOOD. I think the record ought to show that. Somebody should

check that to see whether you can or cannot.
General RuEGG. Let us furnish that for the record.
Mr. FLOOD. If it is DOD, put it in, will you?
General RIEMOONDY. Yes.
(The information follows:)

PERMISSION TO BUY FIREFIGIITINo TRUCKS IN SPAIN

DOD's gold flow program instituted several years ago prohibits most significant
procurement expenditures overseas except under emergency conditions. The
Secretary of the Air Force can approve such emergency procurement. Firetrucks,
however, are centrally procured in the United States and are of standard design.
No overseas commander to our knowledge has requested permission to buy foreign
firetrucks and the Air Force would not be inclined to approve any such request.

Mr. SIKES. You have a request for 139 replacements for the P-4,
1,500 gallon capacity foam and water firetruck. Under what criteria
must the 139 trucks be so that they can be replaced?

General RIEMONDY. In this case'it is again under the same criteria
I just mentioned. It is a combination of the amount of one time repair
costs in relationship to how old the vehicle is. We have a regular scale
worked out, as I indicated. If the vehicle cost $100,000, the one-time
repair at the end of one year would be on the order of $50 000.

In the 12th year it would be on the order of $10,000 to J12,000 on a
$100,000 acquisition cost.

Mr. SIKES. How many firetrucks are replacement items in the
139 buy?

General RIE ONDY. All except the P-2's we are procuring to satisfy
the C-5 requirement.

ELECTRONICS AND TELECOM3MUNICATIO.NS EQUIPMENT

FREE WORLD FORCES SUPPORT

Mr. SIKEs. Under "Electronics and telecommunications equip-
ment," how much of the $488.5 million you are requesting for elec-
tronics and telecommunications equipment is for support of South
Vietnamese and other free world forces?

General RuEGm. $7.3 million.
Mr. SIKES. Provide a breakdown.
(The information follows:)

BREAKDOWN OF ELECTRONICS AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT FOR SUPPORT OF SOUTH VIETNAM

[In millions of dollars)

Other free
P-1 line No. RVNAF world forces Total

245 ........................................................ 5.7 1.4 7.1

298 ............................................................................. 2 .2
Total ...................................................... 5.7 1.6 7.3

32-845--69-pt. 3-70
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Mr. SlIES. Also give us the figures on the total program and on
support for other forces for the past 2 fiscal years.

(The information follows:)

ELECTRONICS AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS IN SUPPORT OF OTHER FORCES

(Dollars In millions

1968 1969

Total-Electronics and telecommunications ......................................... 346.2 378.6

P-1 line number:
245 ......................................................................... 7 2.2
298 .................................................................................... 2..2

Total-Free world forces .................................................... 7 2.4
Republic of Vietnam Air Force ................................................................ . -. 1

Other free world forces ........................................................... 7 2.3

TRAFFIC CONTROL AND LANDING EQUIPMENT

Mr. Sxxs. There is shown a very large increase in this item. What
are the major reasons for an increase of about $50 million?

General GOULD. Sir, there are several items here which represent
that item. For example under traffic control and landing equipment
there is an increase of $11.8 million. This is related to procurements
of FPN-47's. This is approach control and landing equipment. We
found, for example, that while we try to use FAA types of equip-
ments in our inventory, there are still many places in the world where
we have to supply Air Force equipment to actually perform traffic
control and landing.

There are increases there, some of which are related to Southeast
Asia.

Mr. FLOOD. Is that equipment mobile?
General GouLD. Yes, sir; most of it is, although there is some which

is not. The FPN-47, for example, is a fixed type radar approach
control equipment which is replacing in most instances mobile type
equipment at larger size bases. It happens to be a fixed type of
equipment.

Mr. FLOOD. Can it be knocked down and reset up across the river?
General GouLD. The FPN-47 is fairly fixed. It can be knocked down

but it is an elaborate process to do that.

MATERIALS HANDLING EQUIPMENT

Mr. SIEE. You are requesting $14 million for materials handling
equipment, an increase above the $11.7 million requested last year.
What is the reason for the increase?

FIFrY-FIYE THOUSAND-POUND AIRCRAFT LOADER

General RIEMONDY. Actually the great majority of the increase is
tied to the 55,000-pound loader.

Mr. Suns. Have the prices of these equipments increased signifi-
cantly?

General RI2oNDY. No; they have been remaining about the same
level.
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Mr. SIKES. You are requesting $3 million for the procurement of
30, 55,000-pound aircraft loaders. Is this the loader which is to be
used with the C-5A?

Will it have any other purpose?
General REM ONDY. It can be used to load and unload cargo airlift

such as the C-141 which will be carrying sizable loads, too. This
loader is also used to satisfy an Army requirement to load into air-
craft in one package loads up to 50,000 pounds for air drop.

Mr. SIKES. When the C-5 program was presented to the commit-
tee last week, and the same has been true down through the years,
we have been told of the remarkable features of the aircraft in which
the landing gear system can "kneel" to allow vehicles to be loaded and
unloaded on ramps. This easy loadability was a sales feature for the
C-5. If that is the case, why do you need these loaders at $100,000
each?

General RUEGG. This kneeling capability was also built into the C-5
to enable us to offload on truckbed heights any time we have to land
and offload something where special vehicles were not available. For
palletized cargo at abase where we have the 55-K loader, we can off-
load in about 30 minutes. If we have to use forklifts, normal trucks,
flatbeds, it takes much longer.

Mr. SInEs. How much longer does it take to load without the use
of the special equipment?

General RUEGo. Without the use of the 55-K loaders, if we had to
unload the plane pallet by pallet, it would probably take 2 or 3 hours.

31r. FIA)OD. Are the pallets themselves expendable when dropped?
General RUE G. No. The cargo pallets are not expendable. We try

to recover them but we do not get them all.
Mr. SIKES. P-1 does not indicate any procurement of this loader in

the past 2 fiscal years. Is this a new item being funded for the first
time?

MODIFICATION IN LIEU OF' NEW DEVELOPMENT

General RIE.rOrNDY. Last year we had some dollars in the program
to buy the 55-K loader. 1W7hat we have done is taken the 40-K loader
and have modified it up to this greater capacity. We ran into some
problems as far as getting an acceptable product, so we did not buy
them in 1969. The first buy of a production quantity will be in 1970.
We modified five 40-K loaders which have been undergoing extensive
tests since March of this year. We ran into a few problems on the
hydraulic system. We think we have that corrected.

We ought to be in a position in 1970 to buy the 55-K loader.
Mr. SiKEs. Are the five being bought with R.D.T. & E. money?
General RIEMONDY. No. The last five 40-K loaders on an earlier con-

tract were modified to 55-K loaders, using the procurement funds
already available.

Mr. SIKES. Is this going to count against your total requirement?
General REmiODly. No, this is not the total requirement. If we

buy the entire C-5 program we will be needing up to the about 102
of these.

Mr. SiKEs. What is the cost of the development of the loader?
General RmwoNDY. I will have to provide that, sir. I don't have

that.

q~ ~i
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(The information follows:)
DEVELOPMENT COST OF 55-K LOADERS

The 55-K loader was not developed from scratch but was a modification of
the 40-K loader already in production. The cost of modifying five test units and
compiling the necessary technical and engineering data was $034,742. With the
new technical data now available, future procurement of 55-K loaders can lov
competitive In nature.

Mr. SIKEs. Was there competition on this contract?
General RIEMONDY. There will be competition on the production

quantity. I think we went sole source oil the development on this for
the modification of the five of them.

Mr. SIXES. There has been some slippage in the C-5 production
schedule. Would it not be possible to slip procurement of the loaders
until next year?

General RIEo.NDY. We have reduced our total requirement in 1970
in accordance with the delivery schedule of the aircraft.

Mr. FLOOD. Do you buy vehicles off the shelf or do you put specs in
for anything

General RrIEMONDY. All passenger-carrying sedan-type vehicles are
bought by the Defense Supply Agency or General Services Admini-
tration for us and they are generally commercial types.

Mr. FLOOD. Buses?
General RIEMONDY. Buses also.

WADING METHODS FOR C-5 ArTCRAFT

Mr. SirEs. The committee has been shown examples of Army trucks
loaded with equipment, driving onto the C-5A for transportation. At
the conclusion of the flight in some other part. of the world, the same
truck is shown as driving away from the aircraft still with its load
of weapons or equipment. It would certainly appear to the commit-
tee that is faster than loading and unloading with the C-SA loader.

General REMoNDvY. This is correct.
General RuE.G. When we are moving roll-on roll-off equipment, it.

is certainly quicker to roll it on and have the drivers go upstairs to
the troop compartment and then get in their vehicles as they are taxi-
ing up to the ramp at their destination and drive off to unload it. In the
normal operational use of the C-5, however, most loads will not con-
sist of 4-by-4 trucks or self-propelled vehicles. We could certainly
unload the C-5 in a hurry under those conditions.

Mr. SziKEs. Are you saying that most of the materials being carried
will have to be package-loaded rather than loaded on trucks?

General RuFa. I would say the majority of the loads on the C-5
would be loaded on pallets.

Mr. SrKrs. Will you have to locate these loaders all around the
world to unload the &-5 aircraft ?

General RuEGo. We will have them at all of the main bases wherever
we propose to use the C-5 to any extensive degree.

General RMXONDY. That is correct.
We have the route structure so we will be laying in these 55-K

loaders at the various points where we will offload and onload this
particular aircraft.

. 0
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NUMBER AND LOCATIONS FOR 55,000-POUND LOADER

Mr. SIKES. I am not sure I understand the total reLuirement.
Did you say it was 112 or what was the number?
General RIEMONDY. 102, sir, if we go to 120 in the aircraft in the

C-5. We also use them to support the C-141.
31r. SIKEs. What would be the number required if you buy 60 or

80 or 100 of the C-5's rather than 120?
General IEMONDY. Let ine provide that for the record, sir.
(The information follows:)

NU,_BEn OF 55-K LOADERS REQUIRED IF LESS THAN 120 0-5's ARE PURCHASED

55-K loader
required

C-5 aircraft purchased:
120 --------------------------------------------------------- 102
100 ---------------------------------------------------------- 85
SO ----------------------------------------------------- 068
00------------------------------------------------------------ 51

If no C-5 aircraft at all were procured. the Air Force still would have a sub-
stantial requirement for this 55-K aircraft-loading truck to handle the Army's
50,(K-pound drop load as well as to load and unload palletized cargo for C-141
and other large cargo aircraft In a more expeditious and economical manner.

Mr. Sims. Are there other items included in the $14 million for
"Materials handling equipment" for support of the C-5 aircraft?

General RIE31ONDY. No, Sir.
MI . SIKES. Whaft is thle, basis for the total requirement of 102 of thle.

55 ,000-pound loaders? Have you designated the airbase at which num-
bers of these would go?

General RiEMO.NDro.s )Y. Yes, we have, sir, and I can provide that list.
(The information follows:)

BASIS FOR TOTAL REQUIREMENT OF 102 55,000-POUIND LOADERS

Requirements for the 5.5-K loader were developed on the basis of projected
cargo-handling workloads at Air Force bases to be supported by C-141 and C-5
aircraft. The planned distribution Is listed below:
Tan Son Nhut, JIVN ------------------------------------------------- 1
Cam Rahin Bay, RVN ------------------------------------------------ 3
Da Nang, RYN ----------------------------------------------------- 3
Then Hoa, RYN ----------------------------------------------------- 3
Don Muang, Thailand------------------------------------------------2
Travis APB, Calif --------------------------------------------------- 4
Norton APB, Calif----------------------------------------------- 3
Dover APB, Md------------------------------------------------ 5
Charleston APB, S.C --------------------------------------------- 3
McGuire APB, N.Y----------------------------------------------- 3
Rhein Main, Germany ----------------------------------------------- 5
Athens, Greece ------------------------------------------------------ 1I
Yokota, Japan--------------------------------------------------- 0
Kadena, Okinawa------------------------------------------------ 5
Incirlik, Turkey -------------------------------------------------- 2
Clark Air Base, Philippines---------------------------------------- 5
,McChord AFB, Wash --------------------------------------------- 1I
Hill AFRI Utah-------------------------------------------------- 5
Kelly APB, Tex-------------------------------------------------- 7
Tinker APB, Okla-------------------------------- ---------------- 7
Wright-Patterson AF B, Ohio---------------------- ----------------- 6
Hickam AFB, Hawaii ------------------------------------------
Kimpo, Korea------------------------------------------------ 3
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llow nird Fi'e ld. C Z . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. . ... . . ... .
ElIme dor' A1011, Alisku __ .. - ...-- -- --

(loose Air Buse, Labrador -
Thu Ie, (Ireenlad ---- 1Wheelum, ilIbya 1
TorreJon, Spain -.... 2-IIldenhail, England .......- " 1.... .lages, Azores .... 1
Mr. Sit cs. Over what period of time (1o you expect, to acquire 102of these?
General 1hwmr )-. Through fiscal year 1972 with deliveries com-pleted in 1973.

3tCI V ANIZED S rMS IN" I,OClSTI CS COM MA NI)

Mr. SIiRES. , xplain the Air Force Logistics Coaend ineelianizedsystems, for which you are requesting $1,4004000. This is item, 178.Gen,-ral Ri. roNry. T belie,'vyou will recall that w,, ,',',' closed outall our Air Force I.ogist.ics Coimmalnd depots except, five. The dollars woare asking for in this particular budget, are to nitgnent ou iln atcrilisllanfiliug eqluilmnt within our warehouses, and also soin of our lifteqli)ment in. our slops: imodernizing conveyor sfnis and thinp., ofthis nature within our total depot, complex. 't oMr. SIKE:s. Is this a one-time cost ?
0General R n y. Actually, this is a sorlt, of recurring cost yearin and year out, to update and replace tho existing eTuIpnent.

Mr. Foon. What (1id tith Air Force do with the bridging? Do youhave an engineering corps that T never saw? An Air Force wit'h al)ridging un it?
General RJ1yrorn-. This buidging mit is actually a link bef welnthe materials handling equipment, in our terminals and the a ireraft,itself, to bridge that gap so it. provides a rolling surface to loll( inlo

the aircraft.
Mr. Fr.ooD. I was wondering when tile Army caine up with ,tupiter,you fellows caine ri) with Thor. I was wondering if we were going to

get an engineering corps.
AMr. SiKER. Tie next line item, 179, "base mechanized systems."

What is included in this item ?General Rukroxqny. These are the conveyor systems for handling ourmaterials t roughout tire bases all over the world. This is an aimualexpenditure whore we update and replace conveyor systems.Mr. SiIs. In item. 180, "Air terminal nevhanizdl systems," VoU
arrequting_ $1.1 million. What items are included hegeneral RwAroNny. This is to provide mechanized loading equip-ment. baggage conveyors, and conveyor roller systems at our t threeprincipal major terminals that we huave within tie Air Force.

ErMINATIoN OF REQUEST FORl 224) POL, TRAILERS

Mr. SrKc.s. I do not mind your dolly trailer. But here you srntel 22)dolly craft,. Who changed hIs mid on 220? What happened?
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00eneral ]?i EMON IY. 'WO 1eV i.Sd 011i, requllrontrfl ertR U fr taking It rd
look again in ori grass roots aitalysis of what, people need to do tie

riiot.. That is ' out of low m1nny ?
General RlIMOfNIY. Tlit iS the total bly ill this plrtieulair ease for

te fisvil year.
Mr. FLoD. You decided you needed a, dolly ti'illler, UI', anid '1OU

wanted 2120. So you didn't take it very hiud look. Not, only do y'Ol
s'ratel if, hlt yOU sc'atl1 tile whole lf'tollreillillt. IHow (1 you ex-
lfla in ilthat

Gollorei Ilt'lrowrv. Aga in through our grass roots analysis.
Mr. Fto . 'l'llis is the kind of thing that some of tihee people get

up on the tloo' nnd lllgh t usa about. We 111e mebers of t he A)ppro-
prillion . Vo il onlittee. Somlebody is going to say, will tie gentleman
floml1 Florida yield, l(l lie will say yes, and thel soni gll gUy is going to
say, ]low do you explain thai, Ms'.'Sakes? ht. is he going to say,
y l claniged 3our 111111li ?

General Rwmnomnv. Very simple in this parliular case. As you
recall wo went from the ,Jollnsoll budget to the Nixon budget and we
hlad to reduce the overall budget. During that budgettu'y exorcise we
established priril ies As to whlat do yoil leep on buying and what do
vout eii iminate. rhis, unfortunately, foil by tihe wa'sie.

SM'. FroonD. So thi, wats done byy the budget people ?
Gelrill llR1i,.1oN.It waR don Us iiit' Ie SUlt Of a budget exercise

partieinted in by ny own people.
Mr. Flooln. '1'le Nixon l)idget director doesn't like dollies?
M'. AlnD.UWS. 'I'le Air Force gave dolly it very low priority.
(hioei'al RIEMl;:- oNlu. Yes.
'Mr. Siicvs. Back to item 180, what is the requirement for these

items ?
General Rivnow'nr. T hnvo a detailed list of all of the items that

mak ilul item 180, and I will put. it in the record.
(Th1e information follows:)

LIST OF ITEMS COMPRISING AIR TERMINAL MrCHANIZED SYSTEMS

Actlvily and location Project description

Passenger terminals.
Rhein Main, Germany .................... Bagage ;onveyor system...... .......... $50.000
Yokota, Japan ........................ . o. . . . . . . 150.000
McChord AF8, Wash .................... do.............................. . 130.000

Freitht terminals:
Travis AFB, Calif ............................ Hi-line dock and leveler ..................... 140, 000
Danang, Republic of Vietnam ............... do .................................. 140, 000
McChord AFB, Wash .................... do ...................................... 60, 000
Kadena, Oklnawa................... HIline docks....................... ..... 90,000
Hickam AFO, Hawaii ....... ...................... do ................................. 10,000
TanSonNhut, Republic of Vietnam...... do ....................................... 20, 000
Cam Ranh Say, Republic of Vietnam ........... do .................................... 35, 000
Don Muang, Thailand ........................ Hi-lin, docks and conveyors ................... 110 000
Andersen AFB Guam ........................ Hi-line docks.................... 10,000
Charleston AF, S.0 .................... do... ................................ 55, 000
Kelly AFB, Tex............................ Dock levelers............................. 20,000
Nah$, Okinawa ............................. Conveyor systems ............................ 80,000

Total ............................................................... ................. 1,100,000

Cost

t 0 11
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Mr. SIxEs. Are they going to replace existing equipment or is this
new equipment?

General RuEo. Item 180?V
Mr. SIKEs. Yes.
General RIEMAONDY. This is new equipment.
Mr. FLOOD. They rewrote the title to that show, instead of "Hello,

Dolly," it was "Goodbye, Dolly." They changed their minds on the
title.

Mr. SixEs. Are there questions?

INVENTORY VALUE, EQUIPMENT, AND SPARES FUNDED FROM1 OTHER PRO-
CUREMENT, AIR FORCE APPROPRIATIONS

Mr. FLOOD. Several years ago this committee made a frontal attack
and discovered a shocking set of figures and circumstances having to
do with the inventory and the dollar value of such inventory across
the board of defense generally. Today, we are talking to you about
procurement program, other procurement, Air Force, vehicular equip-
ment. Do you have such a round fat figure of spare and repair parts
and dollars total someplace ? Your inventory in dollars of this pro-
curement item?

General RIEMONDY. I can provide the total inventory of all our
vehicular equipment by type, and very frankly, by location. We know
where every piece of our equipment is.

Mr. Simms. You have here "Procurement program, fiscal year 1970
budget estimates," "Other procurement appropriation, Air Force,"
dollars in millions.

I would like you to supply for the record your total inventory value
in dollars for this procurement program, not just the vehicles alone,
but break it down into munitions and associated equipment, you have
vehicles of various types and kinds and then vehicular equipment. You
have four or five items. Suppose you give us a round fat figure for the
total dollar value of your inventory as of June 30, the end of the fiscal
year by those three or four sections?

General RUEGo. We will do that, sir.
(The information follows:)

OTHER PROCUREMENT, AIR FORCE

(Value of Inventory as of June 30,1968, In thousands of dollars]

Budgetactivity Equipment Spares Total

Munitions and associated equipment ............................................................ 1,411,383
Munitions .............................................................. ............... (1,174,400)
Other ..................................................... 149,428 87, 555 (238, 983)

Vehicular equipment ......................................... ".. 1,034,936 27,986 1,062,922
Electronics and telecommu nications equipment ................... 2,073,321 250,720 2,324,041
Other base maintenance an support equipment ...................... 750 99 72,092 823,088

Total .................................................................................. 5,621,434
Munitions ......................................................................... (1,174,400)
Equipment and spares ................................... 4,008,681 43,353 (4, 447,034)

55,O0O-POUND AIRORArr LOADER

Mr. Lrscom. General, what did you say the Army requirement
was for this 55,000-pound capacity loader ?
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ARMY REQUIREMENT

General RIEMONDY. The Army has placed a requirement on the Air
Force to drop a 50,000-pound load. They will package certain material
in a 50,000-pound load. In order to handle that 50,000-pound load, we
need a 55,000-pound loader. It will do the job.

Mr. LIPsCOXB. What is the maximum Army requirement now for a
drop ?General RIEXONDY. That is their latest requirement.

Mr. Lipscom. What are you capable of dropping for the Army
now?

General RmoNDY. We can drop 50,000 from our C-141's, and we
had a package of 34,000 which we were dropping from our C-130's.
They now upped this requirement to a 50,000-pound drop which both
the C-141 and C-5 will e able to handle. We will be using the 55-K
loader to also load the C-141's.

Mr. Smns. What is the maximum drop of the C-141?
General RIEmONDY. It will be this 50,000 pounds.
Mr. LiPsCOMB. Have you any idea what they include in a 50,000-pound dropoGeneral RIMONDY. Not offhand.

Mr. LIpscomB. Is there presently a capability that will permit a
55,000-pound drop with a parachute?

General Rmmro'ry. Yes.
Mr. LIPsco~m. When did they test this out ?
General Ri io"nY. I can provide you the details of the test program.

There is one that has been accomplished. There is another one in being
to satisfy this requirement.

Mr. _FLOOD. If the gentleman will yield, do I understand you to say
in reply to Mr. Sikes the maximum potential for a drop is 50000 and
you are going to go to maximum on every hint you drop, with no lee-
way or margin for error?

General RIENONDY. The drop we are trying to handle with the
55,000-pound loader is a 50,000-pound requirement that the Army has
imposed upon us.

Mr. FLOOD. I know, but what is your margin for error? What
would be your absolute mathematical potential to drop; 50,000 you
are not going to do, are you?

General RUxOo. We have asked the Army what is the heaviest load
they have a requirement to drop, one unit, and they have identified it
as 50,000 pounds. We have that capability in the C-5. We have the
capability, With the 55-K loader, to handle it and put it on either the
C--5 or the C-141.

Mr. FLOOD. But that is not the absolute maximum of that crate?
General RuEO. No. If we went much higher we would need some-

thing larger than the 55,000-pound loader because 50,000 pounds is
all it would handle safely, with a reasonable margin for error. We
see no requirement to go above that. When you have a 55-K loader,
you can move anything you want to move on the C-5.

Mr. ANDREWS. What does this loader cost ?
General RBMONDY. We are estimating $100,000. The 40-K loader

cost about $80,000.
Mr. ANPRuws. I saw a picture here and it does not look like a $100,-

000 loader to me. What makes it expensiveI
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General RuEGO. We do not have the price yet because we are still
testing. We estimate it will be $100,000.

MAXIMUM TONNAGE SUCCESSFULLY DROPPED TO DATE

Mr. SIKES. What is the maximum tonnage which has been success-
fully dropped thus far ?

Mr. LiPSCOMB. Efficiently.
General RUEGG. May I furnish that for the record? I do not know.
Mr. SixKs. Can you give us a ballpark figure? We have not come

close to 50,000 yet, have we?
General RUGO. I think we have. As I recall it was over 40,000.
General RreMoNY. We are currently testing the drop of 50,000

pounds. At the present time we are handling this load with a big old
crane that we have. We are dropping them out of C-141's.

Mr. LIPSCOMB. At what altitude?
General RIEMONDY. I will have to give you all the test data. I do not

have it all at my fingertips.
General BOYLAN. It would be on the order of 2,000 or 2,500 feet.
Mr. LiPscoM. With the C-5A at 2,000 feet altitude for a 50,000

pound drop, is that what we are talking about?
General-BOYLAN. Yes, sir.
General RuEGo. We have that capability.
General BOYLAN. As one package.
Mr. FLOOD. You show me a picture of a truck, cargo slant loading-

unloading, something that looks like it was done by Rube Goldberg.
What is 40-K?

CGeneral RIEMONDY. 40,000 pounds.
Mr. WmrrE. Mr. Chairman, I always wondered when you are deal-

ing with this kind of thing, when you put a round figure of putting
$100,000 cost, if you are smart to put the cost that high. I was wonder-
ing before you have a target to shoot at, whether you should give them
an estimate to which they could build up the cost.

In some of your surveys that come up with a quarter of a million
dollars, you can be sure they will come up to that.

General RIEMONDY. We scaled up the 40,000 pound loader which
cost us $80,000 a copy. We think the $100,000 is a good estimate.

NEED FOR LOADERS OTHER THAN FOR AIr.-DRoP LOADS

Mr. LiPSCOMB. If the Army had not placed a requirement on the Air
Force for a 50,000-pound drop, would you still need the loaders?

General REGO. The answer is yes, because to efficiently and more
rapidly load the C-5 we need something a little larger than 40-K load-
ers. We would go ahead and spend the money for the 55-K loader at
any rate. We do have that requirement that the Army says they need
and so we are furnishing it..

Mr. LIPscoMB. Can you give the number of pallets the 55-K will
handle over the 40-K?

General RIpmONDY. Yes. The 40-K loaders handle five pallets and
the 55-K will handle 6.

Mr. A;DRFws. How much does the 40 cost?
General RIEMONDY. $81,000.
Mr. SrKEs. Do you have any ot those?
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General R .-MN" D Y. Yes, sir.
M1. SIKES. How many?
General R1 .IoINDY. We currently have 90 as of June 1968, and we

have 30 more due in, so that will be 120, plus 17 that we will buy in
fiscal year 1969. We will have 137 of these.Mr. SIKEs. Do you require both the 137 of th'e smaller vehicle and
102 of the 55,000 capacity loader?

General RWIMIONDY. By 1974 we will, Mr. Chairman.

TOTAL oF EQUIPMiENT BFIN.G DEVELOPED AND/OR PROCURED BECAUSE

OF C-5 AIRCRArT PROGRAM

Mr. LiPscoMrin. In answer to a previous question pertaining to special
purpose vehicles you said that program included some C-5A material
handling equipment. What were you referring to there-special pur-
pose vehicle?

General RE30DsY DY. I think really that was a misstatement. We
have a P-2 firetruck in the firefighting equipment, and the only other
piece of equipment in this total program is the 55-K loader.

Mr. LIPsCO3IB. I think you did answer the question, though, it was
for the C-5A.

General RIEM3'NDY. Yes.
There is nothing in the material handling equipment per se. Some

people refer to a loader as a piece of materials handling equipment
and sometimes that is correct.

Mr. LiPscoMB. Would you place in the record at one point all of
the additional equipment necessary to support the C-5A, such as these
loaders?

General RIE3fOND Y. In the "Aircraft procurement" appropriation
we identified all that was being procured in that area. If you recall,
during that testimony I said there were some items in the "Other pro-
curement" area. There are two items in the "Other procurement" area;
namely, the P-2 firetruck and the 55-K loader and that is all.Mr. LIrscoMB. I am speaking of the total program. What are we
looking at, the total program for the C-5A?

General RT(Eo. You want all the special handling equipment for
the C-5?

Mr. Lipscomin. Yes. What we are going into here, over and above
the aircraft itself.

Are there Iny other funds, to your knowledge, being expended in
R.D.T. & E. for the C-5A program for new equipment, other than
the loader?

General RIEBMONDY. Not that would be procured out of the "Other
procurement" appropriation. There is some going into peculiar
equipment which we would buy out of the "Aircraft procurement"
appropriation.

Mr. LPSCO.m. I am speaking of the total program as contemplated
on completion, not, just that in fiscal year 1970.

General RIE ONDY. I think the total R.D.T. & E. package was
presented during our discussion of the C-5.

General PiTS. To get it absolutely clear, you would like to have
those items listed that are not involved in the aircraft by itself.

Mr. LrsCO3M. That is right.
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General Prrrs. Because the "Aircraft procurement" account carries
some equipment that would be bought with the aircraft.

Mr. LipsooMB. I would like to see what the C-5A program entails,
not only for the aircraft, but for the ground-handling equipment and
any other costs that are included.

General RUEGo. Even though we are buying the 55-K for the C-5
requirement, it will also be used for the C-141 and any other cargo air-
plane that comes along.

What you want are the equipment specifically for the C-5-
Mr. Lipscom. General, you have the 40,000-pound loader for the

C-141's, haven't you?
General RuEixe. Yes.
Mr. LTrsCOMB. Aren't you buying 55,000-pound loaders for the C-5?
General RmEONDY. Not only because the 55,000-pound loader is re-

quired to handle that 50,000-pound Army requirement which can be
dropped from the C-141. Even if we did not buy any C-5's, as long as
the requirement remains to drop a 50,000-pound load for the Army, we
will then require a 55-K loader. The C-141 can drop that 50,000-pound
load.

Mr. Lscoirn. If the Army by any chance should revise its require-
ment and stick by a 40,000-pound drop, could you do without the 55.-
000-pound loader?

General Ruwoo. We could do without it. We probably would want a
certain number, though, for rapid turn-around of the C -5.

Mr. Lipsco~m. So it is for the C-5A program.
General RuEGO. Essentially, I think; yes.
Mr. LiPscomB. It would appear you are trying to put the burden on

just the Army requirement. Anyway, see what you can do in the way
of showing us the whole cost.

General RuOG. We will list that equipment that is related to the
C-5. It won't be used on the C-5 only, but it will be bought because of
the 0-5 program.

(The information follows:)
HANDLING EQVIPMENT NECESsAnY To SUPPORT THE C-A

Most items of equipment in the "Other procurement" appropriation are either
for common use or compatible with several weapon systems. The following two
items are being requested for use In general support of cargo aircraft. They
were designed to handle greater loads for larger aircraft, but not specifically
for the C-SA. However, a large quantity will be used in connection with the
O-A program:

In rmllionR

Truck, fire/rescue, P-2--total requirement of 36 at $115,000 estimated
cost per unit -------------------------------------------- 4.1

Truck, aircraft loading, 55K-total requirement of 102 at $100,000 esti-
mated cost per unit --------------------------------------- 10. 2

Total ----------------------------------------------- 14.3
Our presently estimated total cost of development and investment required

for the 120 aircraft C-SA program through fiscal year 1974 is as follows:
In mfllion

Development ------------------------------------------- $1,003.2
Investment: I

Weapon system procurement ----------------------------- , 346.0
Aircraft support --------------------------------------- 792. 7
Support vehicles and other ground equipment ------------------- 16.9
Construction -------------------------------------------- 23.4

Total, development and investment ----------------------- 5, 182. 2
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In addition, it is estimated that operating costs of $596.9 million through fiscal
year 1974 will be incurred for military and civilian pay, POL, depot and base
maintenance including spares procured from the stock fund.

Development: Includes all R.D.T. & E. funds for the aircraft and its related
equipment.

Investment: Includes procurement cost of the aircraft, peculiar support equip-
ment, training Items, technical data, modifications, common ground-support
equipment, component improvement, initial spares, replenishment spares, sup-
port vehicles, and military construction.

C-5 AIRCRAEI1 LOADING TECHNIQUES

Mr. LWSCoM3B. Did I hear testimony here in the past week or so
about the kneeling of this aircraft, and didn't I see a picture of trucks
driving in one side and driving out the other side, which was to show
you can do the loading and unloading, simultaneously, in 30 minutes?

General RUEGO. Yes, sir.
Mr. MAHON. Can't you see those trucks whizzing through right now?
Mr. LiPscoin. Yes.
General BOYLAN. Those are two different things. The aircraft has

a cap ability to kneel to receive vehicles driven on it from the ground.
It also has the capability to adjust its cargo floor to truckbed height
to handle palletized loaas. In that case you would not be driving the
vehicle off. You would be rolling a pallet off the cargo floor directly
onto a loader, truck, or flatbed.

That is where the kneeling comes in.
Mr. FLOOD. Do you have red and green and yellow traffic lights and

air police stop signs?
General BOYLAN. It will be a mighty busy operation.
Mr. FLOOD. It sure is.
Mr. SIKEs. How long does it take this big bird to squatI
General RUFGo. We will have to furnish that for the record. I don't

believe we know that.
Mr. Lipscom. General, will you explain the kneeling you just

told about I
General BoyAN. To receive wheeled vehicles there are ramps that

are integral to the airplane so the vehicle can drive up an incline,
which I-believe is about 3 percent or on that order, directly from the
ground up the ramp, which is part of the aircraft equipment, onto
the floor of the 0-5. The airplane kneels to lower the cargo floor
height from 105 inches to 73 inches.

General BOYLAN. If you have loaded the C-5 with pallets, using
the 55-K loader, for example, and you don't have comparable equip-
ment at the off-load-you have flatbeds; Army flatbeds---then the air-
craft can be positioned by kneeling or squatting, so that the pallet can
be rolled off of the aircraft manually onto the flatbed, and carried
at truckbed height. So the kneeling also comes into play with palletsand roller-conveyor-type of movement. The vehicles drive on, drive off.

Mr. FLOOD. You would have a squadron with c number of trucks
assigned to each plane and each squadron to do a job?

General Ruxoo. This provides a capability to go into any base with
normal flatbed trucks or flatbeds and unload if -we have to.

M fr. SIKEs. We turn to cryptographic equipment.
fr. FLOOD. May I have just one more question ?
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When we knock off an island in the South Pacific-this is before
the Air Force was born-the first thing we would do would be to put
in an emergency strip. We would go to these fellows with bulldozers
to lay out a strip. There was a lot of strafing. We took lot of casual-
ties.'These guys were out there in 110-degree heat with no prote,.tionk
or anything.

We are liable to get in that spot again. Is anybody interested in
armor for these fellows at all? Any kind of protection except air
cover? How would you like to be sitting out there on a bulldozer all
by yourself putting'in an airstrip and have nothing there but a piece
of what ? Canvas ?

General Rw.toa. I think, Mr. Flood, you will have to ask the Army
for that because they.are building the armored vehicles to off-loadl
the troops who are going to have to clean out the strip, and the area
around the strip, until we can start operating. We don't have that
information here.

Mr. Fr~oon. You don't do that work anyhow, do you ?
General RuFao. We armorplate our -fighter aircraft.
Mr. FooD. The Air Force does not do strip layouts?
General RTEco. We have some Red Horse squadrons who do main-

tain the strips.
Mr. Foo. We took a lot of casualties on that.
General Ruoo. We have a limited capability.

CRYPTOGRAPHIIC EQUIPMENT

Mr. SnKFs. Under "Cryptographic equipment," there is a request for
$14.8 million for procurement. Is this competitively bought?

General GOULD. Yes, sir. Large portions of the program are com-
petitive, Mr. Sikes. As a matter of fact, the National Security Agency
consolidates the requirements for all the services to maximize the buy".
They actually do procure large amounts of this on competitive bid."

Mr. SIKES: For the record. I would like general discussion of the
procurement program on cryptographic equipment: what is involved
and what the requirements are.

(The information follows:)

(XNERAL DIsoussioN OF PROGRAm FOR PROCUREMENT OF CRYPTOGRAPHIO EQUIPMENT

The method of programing crypto equipment is specified by Department of
Defense Directive.' Nominally, there is a 4 year leadtlme from the statement of
a requirement for off-the-shelf crypto equipment to the delivery of equipment
for installation. This includes a 2 year program/planning cycle and a 2 year
funding/procurement cycle.

During the program/planning cycle, the requirements are closely reviewed At
major air command level, Headquarters USAF, and DOD as to the requirement
for security.

Requirements for security protection are based on the vulnerability to un-
friendly intercept and analysis. This initial evaluation is supplemented during
the budget review cycle by a more detailed analysis by the Air Force, NSA, and
the DOD intelligence/communications security community as to the validity of
the security threat and the adequacy of the programed crypto equipment to pro-
vide the required security.

SDepartment of Defense Dirpectve 4630.1, Anne% D.
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Once the requirement is approved the funding/procurement cycle begins. Equip-
ment authorized for procurement will be ordered by Military Interdepartmental
Purchase Requests (MIPR) from the National Security Agency who procures
COIMSEC equipment for all national needs. The NSA then must engage in a
procurement process involving consolidation of all military department/govern-
ment agency requests for a maximized buy. Specifications and work stm't, nemkts
are prepared, bids advertised and evaluated, and contracts are negotiated. The
manufacturer then requires time to fabricate, assemble, test, and deliver the
equipment. Consequently, equipment requirements authorized in the fiscal year
1970 buy program will not be delivered for a period of 18 months to 2 years from
the preparation of the MIPR's. Accordingly, early definition of requirements for
crypto equipment is a subject of emphasis so as to assure timely receipt and har-
monization with the USAF systems program process.

Mr. SiiEs. Are you purchasing this equipment for replacement or
to build squadron inventory objectives or both ?

General GoriD. Some of the equipment is for replacement, sir. For
example, the KG-30 series of cryptographic equipment replaces an
older variety of equipment, the KG-13. Other types of equipment are
more in the'initial category. Some of the crypto equipment that are
being put into the space program are being added in some cases where
cryptographic-secure capabilities have notbeenpresent before.

Mr. SUEs. For the record give us a listing of the life expectancy of
some of the major items of cryptographic equipment for which you
are requesting funds.

(The information follows:)

LIFE EXPECTANCY OF MAJOR ITEMS OF CRYPTOORAPHIC EQUIPMENT

Based on our discussions with the National Security Agency, the anticipnted
and planned longevity of the crypto equipment requested by the Air Force is 15
years. This longevity is based generally on two basic factors:

a. Anticipated effectiveness of the cryptographic arts employed versus the
known and estimated future capability of unfriendly agencies towards cryp-
analytic attack.

b. Anticipated longevity of the electronic and mechanical components of the
equipment as separate entities and also as part of the anticipated system tech-
nology and sophistication required.

TRAFIO CONTROL AND LANDING SYSTEM 404-L

Mr. SiKES. Under Traffic Control and Landing Systems, there is
a request of $14.8 million for 404-L Traffic Control and Landing Sys-
ten. This is a reduction of $10 million from the amount in the January
budget. What is the basis for this reduction? How was the reduction
arrived at?

General GOULD. This primarily was due to the fact that the develop-
ment of the TPN-19 around control approach radar has slipped so
that the monies, provided in fiscal year 1970, instead of supporting a
quantitatve buy, are actually only suppoling long lead-time items.

Mr. SIKCrS. Last year you only received $3 million for this purpose.
Why is it necessary to go to $14.8 million at this time?

General GOULD. That is associated with these long leadtime items
for the TPN-19. It is also associated with a number of requirements
for Southeast Asia. It includes replacement equipment for a number
of our radar approach control systems where mol)ile equipment is
being replaced and in somile cases worn out, and we are going through
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a conversion program in the UHF and VHF portion of the frequency
spectrum for the purpose of frequency conservation.

Mr. SIKES. What major new items of equipment in this category
are being introduced in the Air Force?

General GouD. I am sorry, sir, I missed that.
Mr. Siuus. What major new items of equipment are being intro-

duced under this category in the Air Force?
General GoULD. The major new item here is the TPN-19 ground

control approach radar.

TACTICAL AIR CONTROL SYSTEM

Mr. SIKES. Under the Tactical Air Control System $71.9 million is
requested for procurement of equipment. This is contrasted with $36
million in fiscal 1968 and $56 million in fiscal 1969. For the record
provide a listing of the major items of equipment in the $71.9 million.

(The information follows:)

Li8ting of major item8 of equipment under tactical air control system

Fiscal year 1970: In million
Operations centers --------------------------------------- $46.4
Comm complex (message centers/tape relay center/tech control

facility) ----------------------------------------------- 3.7
Switchboard end instruments -------------------------------- 2.0
Single side band radio ------------------------------------- 2.0
Microwave radio equipment --------------------------------- 3.0
Power generators ----------------------------------- 4.5

Mr. SIXES. Why is this a substantial increase over the previous 2
years?

General Gouw. That is primarily associated with the fact that the
items that are coming up at this particular time are high-cost items.
The operational centers are the highest cost items in the system.

Mr. SIKEs. What advantages does the new equipment have over that
currently being used I

General GouLD. Much of the equipment that is now being used, sir,
is of Korean war vintage and what we are getting is much more mod-
ernized equipment, both in the communications field and in the control
field.

Mr. SIRES. What is the total estimated cost of the system?
General Gouw. The total estimated cost is around $500 million, sir.
Mr. SIxEs. Provide it for the record.
(The information follows:)

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST OF TAOTIOAL Are CONTROL SYSTEM

As this is a continuing program designed to push current command and control
technology in an evolutionary manner, there is no "total estimated cost" per se.
The currently identified Investment cost of this open-ended program Is $519 mil-
lion.

Mr. Fwo. Wouldn't that sophisticated hardware be obsolete now?
The present generation of stuff to do that job makes your Korean war
stuff obsolete?

General Gouw. We are still using quantities of that equipment.
Mr. FwLon. That doesn't make it right. The stuff being produced

today makes that stuff look llce a 16-ifich gun. It is obsolete.
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General GouLD. In some cases, sir, this is right, and there has been
a replacement program going on now for a number of years. As a
matter of fact, this program we are discussing has been in three phases
and there has been a constant replacement over a number of years of
upgrading this equipment and that which is the most urgent has been
replaced irst. But there are still some portions of the equipment, such
as teletypewriter machines and things of this sort which are still in use.

Mr. FLOOD. Strike out my remark about a 16-inch gun. I just remem-
ber ed they are not obsolete. They are working again.

General RuEGrO. The total 407-L program through fiscal year 1974
currently identified is about $519 million.

Mr. SIKiEs. This is a great deal of money for a system to replace
equipment that has been in use since the Korean war. The question
is, is it essential that it be replaced? If we had been using the same
equipment with some updating since the Korean war, possibly it is
still good enough to get a little more wear out of it, another year or two.

General GOULD. Mr. SikeS, for exam ple, the types of equipment that
we are replacing includes radars. As time goes on, we are, able to get
radars that not only have a higher reliability, but the," have higher
altitude performance and better capabilities all the way around.

Mr. SiKEs. How soon will the equipment, have to be replaced again?
Ten years?

General GOULD. This type of equipment will give you about a 15-
ye life.

Mr. FLOOD. Well now, a very important matter. Miniaturization.
There has been extraordinary development in miniaturization of this
stuff.

General GOULD. That is correct.
Mr. FLOOD. Well, where are we?
General GOULD. Well, actually, modern equipment is much smaller.
Mr. FLOOD. I know that. That i's why I ask.
General RUEGe. All of this 407-L equipment is designed to be mobile

so we can load on an airplane and move it wherever we are fighting and
this is a major change from the equipment that is being obsoleted by
the 407-L equipment.

OPERATIONS CENTERS

Mr. SIXES. For the record tell us the unit price of the operations
centers which are an important part of the system, for the record how
many operation centers do you require? How many do you have now?
How many are on order? How many are included in fiscal year 1970?

(The information follows:)

DATA ON OPERATIONS CENTEIS-407-L EQUIPMENT

There is a current Air Force requirement for 37 operations centers, now on
order (six tactical air control centers (TACC) ; six control reporting centers
(CRC) ; 12 control reporting posts (CRP) ; and 13 direct air support centers
(DASC). will be procured in fiscal year 1970. Approximate individual
production cost is: TACC, $1 million; CRC/CRP, $3 million; and, DASC, $500,-
000. There are no mobile tactical operations centers now in the inventory meet-
ing the performance requIrements.

32-845--69-pt. 3-71
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PORTIONS FOR COMPETITIVE PROCUREMENT

Mr. SIKES. What part of the $71.9 million in this year's buy is
planned to be obligated under fixed price competitive procurement?

General RUTEGO. We will have to furnish that for the record.
General GoULD. All of the hardware is fixed price competitive, sir.
Mr. SIKES. But not all the 71.9.
General GouD. I would have to break that out, sir.
(The information follows:)

BREAKOUT OF DOLLARS PLANNED TO BE OBLIGATED IN FISCAL YEAR 1970 Buy
UNDER FIXED PRICE COMPETITIVE PROCUREMENT

The $71.9 million for fiscal year 1970 includes two contracts for engineering,
Integration and test support (MITRE, $2.8 million and Thompson Rauo-Wool-
ridge (TRW), $3.1 million) as part of the $71.9 million. All other contracts are
for hardware and are fixed price, competitive contracts.

BUIC III EQUIPMENT

Mr. SumS. Under "Continental U.S. aircraft control and warning
system," the statement indicates that the funds in this request are
$6.4 million to complete the procurement of BUIC III equipment for
the 15 approved sites. Is this all the equipment for this program?

General GouLD. Yes, sir.

WEATHER OBSERVING AND FORECASTING EQUIPMENT

Mr. SIRms. What is the justification for your request for $1.2 mil-
lion for weather observation and forecasting equipment?

General GouL. Four sets of equipment are for mobile transportable
weather facilities that go along with tactical forces. It is similar to
the type we were discussing under 407-L except in this case it is
tailored specifically for weather purposes. Four of those run $800,000.
The balance of the equipment is for hand-held observing-type kits
that are used by weather personnel in a mobile situation.

Mr. Sxism. Is it a replacement of existing equipment?
General GouLD. Yes, sir; it is.
Mr. SIKES. Does that include equipment to supply new bases?
General GouLD. Primarily, sir, this is mobile contingency-type

equipment.
Mr. SIRES. For the record, tell us what major items of equipment

are involved and to what extent these increases are due to price in-
creases and to what extent to differing requirements.

(The information follows:)

WEATHER OBSERVING AND FORECASTING EQUIPMENT--ITEMS INVOLVED--PRICE
IcmAsze in RELATION To DIFFEnxo REQUMMENTS

The equipments to be procured in fiscal year 1970 are:
a. Four (4) mobile radio weather intercept elements consisting of weather

data receiving and transmitting equipment: Teletypewriters, radio sets, facsimile
equipment (weather maps) and weather satellite receivers housed in trans-
portable shelters.

b. One hundred thirty (180) air-droppable weather observing kits with in-
struments to measure wind speed and direction, temperature, barometric pres-
sure, and dew/frost point temperatures.

Both of the above equipments are being procured for the first time to meet
increased/improved performance requirements.
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STRIITK C3 MAND CE.N'rER

1r. Siiits. Under "U.S. strike command system" the statement
indicates that as a part of the $2.3 million you are requesting you are
asking for new data display equipment for the new strike command
center. Why is this necessary ?

General GOULD. This is in order to get a more integrated type of dis-pl1ay capability.

M r. SIRS. What are you using now?
General (OULD. They use strictly nianual methods, sir, and this

would enable themi to get a, more automated ty)e of capability.
Mr. SiliEs. Wat part of the $2.3 million is involved in the equip-

invit for the new strike command center?
General (GOulin. $86000 is associated with the disl)lav and the other

I)ortion is associated with the procurement of new eleetronie data
Inrocessing equipment.

ir. SIKES. We have a great deal of communications equipment now.
Is it certain there is a requirement for an additional auttomated tactical
message exchange system in support of field forces ? I am talking about
iten 2 in this statement.

General (10ULD. Yes, sir. This item is essential in order to have
mobile transportable equipment that is compatible with our strategic
communications system, the AUTOI)IN system, the modernized high-
speed capability.

Mr. SIKES. Iow much of the $2.3 million is for engineering and
design preparatory to a fiseAl 1971 request for a third generation auto-
matic data processing system?

Provide it for the record.
(The information follows:)
Two hundred thousand dollars will provide for system design and configuration

determination of the fiscal year 1971 third generation automatic data processlug
system.

THIRD GENERATION DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM

Mr. SIKES. To what extent do you want to acquire a third genera-
tion system? a

General GouA. Mr. Chairman, the present equipment that is being
used is an IBM 1410 computer. This is a second generation computer
which means that for all practical purposes it does not have the speed
and capabilities of modern-day equipment.

Mr. SIKES. You are building up to a third generation then?
General GOULD. Yes, sir, and secondly, this equipment is saturated

in the ability to do a job based on a JCS survey.
Mr. FLOOD. And miniaturized ?
General Gorrm. The third generation is a smaller-sized computer.
Mr. FLOD. The high schools and other academic institutions around

this country have their basements full of obsolete hardware, audio-
visual, IBMS that were bought under Government appropriations.
Some slick salesman sold them this stuff on Monday, and they filled
tle basement with it, and on Tuesday morning there is a new genera-
tion. Millions and millions and millions of dollars are spent by this
country on obsolete hardware which can be used in the basements of
these schools. Now, where are we?

32-845-9-pt. 3-72
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General GouL. A great amount of this equipment, Mr. Flood, was
not purchased. It was actually on lease and when it became obsolete,
it belonged to the manufacturer, not the Government.

Mr. FLOOD. But you are switching from lease to sale.
General Gouw. In some instances we are and in other instances

not.
Mr. FLOOD. I know, but the policy is to switch from lease to sale.

Are you aware of these general conditions that exist in the academic
world I You have heard about themI

General GoULD. I know the second generation equipment is obsolete
and relatively eas to come by.

Mr. SIX&s. What would be the total cost of the third generation
automatic data processing system I

General GOULD. About $5.7 million over a 2-yearperiod. .
Mr. Wmrnq . On the subject you just mentioned, the question has

been raised in this subcommittee many times with regard to computer
equipment, that the Government paid out in rentals all it was worth
and then suddenly they tried to sell it and it appeared the purpose
was to sell it just before it became obsolete. I think studies in the
Government shqow a lot of equipment was bought soon before it was
phased out.

FMFROENCY ROCKE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

Mr. Siu.s. Turning now to the Emergency Rocket Communication
System, your statement indicates that you require - operational
training launch communication payloads for the Emergency Rocket
Communication System at a cost of $1.5 million. How many payload&
are you talking about? What is involved in one of these payloads and
w1at is your requirement for themI

General Gouw. There are- of these communications payloads
that go on" the Minuteman missiles.

of these are expended each year for training purposes and
the - oldest packages in each case are expended and they are
replaced by new packages in the inventory.

Mr. SiKuis. Do you use those on the Liberty and on the Pueblo
General Gomp,. No, sir, - . .
Mr. Snixs.'How successful has this communications system been

according to, yur tests? I
General GOULD. It has been shown to be quite successful.

SPACETRACK EQUIPMENT

Mr. Snxis. You are requesting $8.5 million for Spacetrack equip-
ment, No funds were requested or provided for this program in fiscal
years 1968 and 1969. Your statement indicates that the fumds are for
"improved data ocq sing equipment and computer programing."
How high a prior item is this request ?

General GOtLD. is quite high, sir, in I view of the fact that the
space population i continually increasing.anl the function of the

Spacetrak system is to keep tr"*k of all 6bjeete in space. There is a
definite peed to update the computer capabilities in prder to maintain
capabilities in this area, -1 ... ,
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Mr. Wimi-rEN. Is that just for safety of our own operations in space,
or is it just information we would like to have that will have very
little value?

General GOULD. No, sir; this is for ballistic missile defense purposes.
It would support the Safeguard system and it would also support any
satellite defense requirements.

Mr. WH=nvN. Can you give the committee an estimate of how
much we have spent thus far on data processing equipment and coin-
puter programing for the Spacetrack program I

General Gouw. I would have to supply that for the record, sir.
(The information follows;)-- .... o h rcrsr

SPACETRAOIC PROGRAM-&r 'OUNT TO DATE oN DATA PRO "081 Q EQUIPMENT AND7 i COMPUTrE PROGRAMING

The estimated co)t of data processing eup tletmtis $10 million hir the com-
puter programing pat is $15 mIfiP10 the Spacetrack~program. 16

The space ponitlation which totaled 48 1A 1900 has.grown to 1,721 d of June
5, 1969. /

The first day processlngfacillity fo - Spacetraqk-was estabfished at L Hans-
corn Field, M&,s., In 1959. ,The Space acki1l.td(n was asslgnid to the Aer space
Defense Coand and a data pro o J centdk using' the Oame type hilco
Computer as .. Hanscom Field W .tiblohed atnt/Air Force Base, Col radio
Springs, Col . July 1, 1961. When moved ititq Cheyen4'e Mountalni the
data process ing center, ioav called the Integrated Spce. Defense Center (I C)
was also mo',ed into themot toln. heorlAal-Phlcoleqi lpmentinstalled at L. G.
Hanscon' Fl Id was rnoyed, inst*a4d, aWid Is sifl bpi'n used In the data processing
facility in C2eyenne M6untain. Itprovides boe-iall the computational capacity
available forSpacetrack function. 'The dat itroe CI ter at Ent Air ForceBase Is now the alternate comlydtatlqnal an dtat lbfciyr heen

Mountain com lex. "
PROOR U 9I~. i~o~ n~nlc

Mr. WiTTrri. You are requesting $5.in onju-
tion with progl'm 949..Thi is tn item vhicl has increased substan-
tially from the $K.7 million reqiitc d i the January budget. What
is the reason for thipicrease? 7

General GouiDn. Tli-pyime reason, sir, is the a ration of this
program. -....

Mr. WVrrrEN. After you cha 'c'ddmiiirations, did you do what
you call reclaman? Didvyou go back on your own initiative and qsk
them to speed this up or what? Was this done at a higher level?General Gouran, Ibelieve, sir, that this was part and parcel of the
whole review in terms of our defense posture.

Mr. WjirrrE,. Did your group initiate it or did it come from else-
where I

General Gotrm. Instructions to accelerate this program came from
the Department of Defense.

Mr. 1Vrirrrx. What is the development status of program 949?

General Goutwa.
Mr. WiiTTEX. What is the total cost of
General GoUrn. I will have to supply that for the record, sir.
(T6e information was.provided to the committee and is classified.)
Mr. WiIITTEn . How have your estimates on Cost been? Have they

been on target - or have they been exceeded considerably?
General Goviz. I would have to supply that for the record.
(The information was provided to the committee and is classified.)
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RADIOS FOR FREE WOHILI) FORCES

Mr. WHITT'N. What kind of ground communications equuipmnt
would you provide the free world forces with the $7.1 million re-
quested?General GOULD. These are radio sets and navigational-aid-type
equipments.

Mr. WIiirrx. This item received only $2.2 million in fiscal year
1969 and $700,000 in fiscal year 1968. Why is such a large sum required
in fiscal year 1970?

General GouLD. I believe this is primarily associated with the fact
that we are trying to get those forces to assume more and more of the
functions in this area.

Mr. WiirmtN. You refer to "those forces." How does that fit into
the increased amount of money that you are asking for?

General GouLaD. I was referring to Vietnam, Thllailand, and Laos.
Mr. WyVrnrr. . You are asking for more money for your own opera-

tion. Is that matching money?
General GouwD. No, sir.
Mr. WHi rN. In other words, when you are asking them to increase

their forces, you are asking them to do it at your cost,
General GOrLD. Yes.

WESTPAC-NORTH SYSTEM

Mr. W irrE,. Is the Westpac-North item for which you are re-
questing $300,000 the item referred to in your statement as an attempt
to interface the Navy and Marine tactical data systems with the seni-
automated Japan air defense systems? Why is this effort required at
this time?

General GouLD. In order to provide an integrated air defense capa-
bility in that area, sir, this ties together in one center for control pur-
poses the manual capability in Okinawa, the manual capability in
Korea as well as the Marine and Navy and the Japanese defense
system on the island of Japan.

REPLACEMENT OF OBSOI-TE' COMPUITRS

Mr. WHiTTEN. In your statement you mention that "it has become
necessary to replace the obsolete FSQ--31 computers in the SAC Auto-
mated Command and Control System." What is the total cost of replac-
ing the FSQ-31 computers. With what computers do you plan to
really replace them? Are the new computers presently developed?
What advantages will you gain through the replacement?

General Gouw. This is a Department of Defense program standard-
izing a family of computers in the worldwide military command and
control system of which this is a part. This program is now in early
stages. We are just expecting an implementation directive shortly.
This procurement hope fully then would be in conformance with the
standardization program to be prescribed by the Department of De-
fense. I cannot provide any cost figure at this time, but I will try to
get one for the record.
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(The information follows:)

REPLACEMENT OF FSQ-31 COMPUTERS

The SACCS computer upgrading program will replace two AN/FSQ-31 and
one IBM 7090 computers at IiQ SAC, and one FSQ-31 computer at HQ 15AF.
The two replacement computers, both of which will be installed at HQ SAC, will
be selected competitively from commercially available off-the-shelf equipment.
The computers will be leased in fiscal year 1970 and purchased In fiscal year
1971. The total estimated cost of this program is $10.020 million over a 3-year
period. Included in that figure is $2.476 million to lease a representative segment
of the finial system configuration (computers and essential periphals) for long
leadtlme program development. The lease will extend for 1 year. Also included
in the total cost is $1.744 million for the construction of a new facility to house
the replacement computers. The new computers will be capable of performing
lmultilprogralning and multiprocessing (time-sharing) factions resulting in a

processing throughput of almost five times the capability of the existing FSQ-31
computers. This improvement in speed and capacity is essential to cope with
the exponential growth of the processing requirements associated with the devel-
opmient and validation of the single integrated operations plan (SIOP) and to
satisfy future projected interfaces with other advanced surveillance, warning,
,mmd command control systems. Further, the FSQ-31 computers were developed
Ni the late fifties and are rapidly approaching the end of their design life.

The total cost is summarized below.

[in millions of dollars]

Fiscal year 1970 Fiscal year 1971 Fiscal year 1972

R,D.T. & E ------------------------------------------------ 0. 500 ................................
MCP ----------------------------------------------------- 1.744 ............................
PROC ...................................................... 2.000 7.400 1. 66
O. & M ---------------------------------------------------. 546 1.530 :400

Total ................................................ 4.790 8.930 2.300

-sINsI. ESSENTIAL EMEIIGENCY C(O)I3MUXICrATIOXS NE' OIz

Mr. WIVnrrrEN. Will you explain to the committee why this coI-
patibility was not foreseen and why you need $1 million to bring it
into the Minimum Eissential Emergency Communicatioois Network?

General GOULD. These programs that are involved here include
DLF in the Navy, which is a primary means of communication with
the submarine fleet. The Air Force system is the low-frequency system
which grew up for an entirely different purpose of emergency comn-
munication and it grew up as a SAC requirement with the -missile
sites and with the forward area 1UIhF sites, which have as their pur-
pose to communicate with the B-52 bombers. They were entirely differ-
ent requirements. Bec use the Secretary of Defense desired to have an
integrated emergency capability wherein the SAC capability might
be used in connection with tie emergency requirements of the Na'y,
he directed that these programs be made compatible.

CREEK RIB, SEEK DATA, AND QRC

Mr. D.wis. General, there are three other )rojects under "Elec-tronics special conimnunications" here. Would you identify them for

me? Creek Rib, for which there is $1.6 million requested, and then
Seek Data, and QIIC, for which there are no additional funds re-
quested. What are those?

General GOULD. Creek Rib is an intelligence-type project.
Generally speaking, that is the Creek Rib-type of equ'ilment.

.A- A. "
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The QRC stands for quick reaction, capability. This was in the
electromagnetic warfare area and was a program wherein there was
funding to take care of quick changes to react to the tactical situation.
As you say, there was no money requested for that one.

Mr. DAVIS. This is because the program has been fully implemented?
General GoULD. Primarily, sir. I think we have caught up to some

degree in that particular area.
Seek Data is a project for providing an automation capability at

Headquarters 7th Air Force to increase our efficiency in the manage.
ment of airlift and strike forces.

Mr. DAVIS. The fact that there are no funds in either of these latter
two programs would indicate that the equipment and the spare parts
necessary are already available to you from prior year funding?

General GouLD. I believe they are carried under spares in another
place, sir. There is another section here that covers spares for all these

EQUIPMENT FOR DEFENSE COMMiUNICATIONS PLANNING

Mr. W HrrrFN. Under "Defense communications planning" you are
requesting $71.4 million compared with $43.3 million in 1969 and $5.8
million in 1968. Will you list for the committee the major items of
equipment to be procured with this money and indicate the develop-
ment status of each of the pieces of equipment which you plan to pro-
cure? Give us the highlights and extend it in the record.

General RuEGa. Of the dollars requested in 1970, some $53 million
is required for the procurement of a variety of types of sensors - ;
$15 million is associated with the procurement of deployable
transmitted from the sensors and get it back to a control center. The
remaining $3.3 million is required for the various system improve-
ments in this area.

(Additional information follows:)
All development of the component parts of the sensors has been and is being

accomplished by Sandia Corp., the Navy, and the Army. Preproduction models are
scheduled to be delivered to the appropriate production agencies

ESTIMATED TRUCK KILLS

Mr. LiPsCOM.N. Are you able to say what the Air Force estimates
its truck kill is either per week or per month?

General RuEo. No, I can't. I would like to supply what I can for the
record of this. We do have substantial truck kills out of it but it's a
little hard to pin down because our bomb damage assessment is never
accurate.

(The information on truck kills was provided to the committee and
is classified.)

Mr. LiPscoi[B. During the hearings with the Army through an inad-
vertence they had inserted in their original statement that there were

truck kills per week. In questioning, they said this was an error
in their statement; that it would be an Air'Force operation and there-
fore the Air Force could testify better to it. They did estimate
trucks per week.

General RUEGo. Some weeks we get a lot of them but let me furnish
that for the record if I may.
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FIIIPMENT OF TRUCKS T) NORTH VIETNAM

I"r. LiPSCO.1B. Would you also insert in the record at this point the
data you have oil the number of trucks being shipped to North Viet-
nam from Eastern European countries, including the Soviet Union,
and the type and quantities?

General Prrs. That would be an intelligence estimate, sir. We will
Iave to do some research in both these areas. I understand what you
are getting at. The truck kills derive from a variety of different
sources.

lVe have reconnaissance flights that go out and find trucks and kill
them there is a substantial number and I think we have some
data that we would have to collect and it would have to be a guestimate,
as the general pointed out, because of inaccuracy in bomb damage
assessment. That is, when you go out and drop ordnance, assess what
you have done with that ordnance. So, if we could, we will research this
and rovide it for the record.

(The information on truck imports was provided to the committee
and is classified.)

General RuEG. I have some statistics here on recent Air Force
results. In the week of 7 to 13 May, which is the last record we have,
we had some - movements reported -. We had some, about

trucks reported visually in that same week and out of that
we have generated some sorties. This consisted of some
percent of these sorties against traffic control points or - percent
against truck storage or parks and storage areas, and percent
a against individual trucks sighted or some type of action where we
identified trucks in groups.

The sorties. We-had * trucks destroyed in the daytime and
at night, which would be a total of about-- trucks de-

stroyed that week. That is 7 to 13 May.
Another - trucks damaged. About - secondary fires that

were observed after the attack and just under - secondary ex-
plosions that were reported. This is 1 week's operations. So generally,
that is about - trucks destroyed. The secondary explosions and
secondary fires are a very good indication that you have hit an am-
munition truck or trucks that had something on them worthwhile.
We do keep a running account of all this.

That com pares with the previous week's operations and it is about
the same as the average through the month of April.

Mr. LipscomB. Do you know any reason why, if through the Intel-
ligence Office you obtained the quantity and kinds of trucks and the
place of origin, that that should be classified information?

General Ruo. We will have to look into that. I don't know
whether it is or not.

General PiTrs. I don't know.
General Ruxi. We will put whatever classification that is necessary

on it.
Mr. Lescor3e. For the benefit of the person reading the record I

would like to ask the person who does the classification for security
to use good judgment.
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General Ru-ro. I understand. The only thing would be the informa-
tion coming from sensitive sources.

Mr. LiPsco~m. He doesn't even have to classify my remarks off the
record.

General Pirrs. Your point is well taken, Mr. Li pscomb.
Mr. X NDREWS. General, I didn't put the figures down, but is that

destruction rate about half of what you spotted?
General RuEOG. No, generally it is much less than what we have

spotted.
For instance, out of reports there day and night during tle

week of 7 to 13, and about the same number of visual sightings, we
generated about sorties. Now, a lot of these - reports and
the visual sightings were probably duplicate reports, but generally
a good deal of discretion and judgment is used 0

71y and large, no, we don't attack every report, but we do try to
concentrate on the most lucrative ones.

Mr. ANDREWS. lhat type of attack do you use?
General Rt-EGo. Twenty-millimeter, fire bombs, any type of ortlnavce

most suitable for the particular situation.
General PiTrs. Those we spoke of this morning, 1 are

good truck killers.

AIR FORCE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

Mir. WiiiTN. You are requesting another increase in the field of
Air Force communications. The 1970 request was $16.3 million. You
received $12.3 million last year and $9.7 million the year before for
support of the Air Force Communications System.

What would the effect of denial of this $16.3 million have on the
communications system now in-being?

General GOULD. Sir, that $16.3 million includes four major items;
$4.5 million relates to unl)rogramed changes in the system. We
operate a worldwide system with many, many terminals ond loca-
tions, and changes take place in the system, the type of service re-
quired, small elanges in the configuration of stations and many
unprogramed types of items come up. It would greatly reduce the
whole flexibility of the Air Force aid its operation if these funds
weren't available.

DESIRE FOR NEW EQUIPMENT

Mr. WjIT'rEr. I think you folks have made rather good witnesses
on the problems you. are trained to deal with.

I go back a long way. In World War I; the military was afraid
we were going broke and as I recall, they said every war was fought
with obsolete equipment or at best obsolescent equipment; that the
latest was always on the drawing board.

We are here with a war on. Much of what you read doesn't read
like we Can handle what we have. Messages going astray, the human
equation, and we want everything new before we learn how to use
theold.•

XNow, this whole list of things here, you want the latest model be-
fore you can operate the present models.

That is rather plain talk, but I am trying to lay a predicate. It is
always true here. You want the last thing and the latest thing.
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It looks like you have a lot of stuff here for somebody who might
have any interest in this type of stuff. What is your reply to that

Mr. FLOOD. Plus the additional phrase, Mr. Whitten, that if it works,
it is obsolete.

Mr. WHITTEN. It will take 3 years for them to learn to operate this
new stuff if you could snap your fingers and get it.

The biggest trouble we have now is teaching the Vietnamese to
use the old stuff we have got.General GOULD. This item. we were lust dis'ussing-for example, if
you had a station lost (lue to enemy action or severe damage-

Mr. W1irTEN. Like the Pueblo. Bring that in. How would that
fit in?

General GOUr.LD. With regard to ships at sea, this item wouldn't
particularly fit them.

Mr. WIwrrEx. What if somebody put them on land?
General GOULD. Then if they were damaged, for example, by enemy

action, we would have to put them back into service. That would be
an unprogramed kind of activity, or an act of nature could cause an
unprogramed thing.

USE OF OBSOLETE EQUIPMENT

Mfr. WIfITTEx. IS it a part of the military program to trade in the
old model, before you start operating it r-eal good, for a new one
and then spend all your time trying to learn to use it, and when you
get into a war use the old equipment anyway because that is the one
you have the bugs out of? 

a

General GOULD. I don't think that defines our communications pos-
hiret at all. As a matter of fact, we are trying to change, in our air-
craft fleet, for example, UHF equipment, so we can get more conserva-
tive use of the frequency spectrum and it will take between 10 and
15 A-ears to make that conversion, which is not a very rapid change.

1r. FLOOD. Did you ever hear of BOMARC?
General GOuLD. Yes, sir.
Mr. FLOOD. Quite a story.

REPLACEMENT OF PROVEN EQUIPMENT

Mr. W iVrrE-.. It has been suggested most of the problems are not
in the equipment, but in the operation of the equipment.

Isn't that something we can forego at a time when we are having
meetings in Paris and when it is generally understood this Govern-
ment, better do something to get out of this war? Isn't this something
we better wait on for a little bit?

General GOULD. For example, sir, another one of these items relates
to the worldwide air-ground communications system. These are aero-
nautical stations that communicate with our aircraft, wherever they
nove around the world.

Now, this equipment within these stations is probably 15 years old.
Mr. WiirTTEN. The question is, does it work? Do your peol)le under-

stanl it? If the Vietnamese can't understand something they have
had 15 years to learn, how do you think they can learn this?"

General GOULD. It doesn't work as well as it should to work with
niodern aircraft and weapons sylqtems.

-, _ -4?k . 11 t I.) I,1;, - -
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General RUEGo. I think in answer to your question, Mr. Whitten,
the equipment we are buying we will keep in our own service. We will
make our older equipment available for the South VietnamAse to oper-
ate for themselves.

Mr. WHrrENr. If you are going to fight a war, what you have is all
right, but if you are going to live and grow and be up to date, you
say we have to buy this."Now, hadn't we better think about fighting a war right now? You
have said what we have would be all right for the Vietnamese when
we turn the war over to them. If we are going to fight a war, hadn't
we better keep what is all right to fight a war?

General BOYTAN. Mr. Wfhitten, you are making a general point. Let
me turn that point into specifics as it bears on the total Air Force.

We went into the Vietnamese affairs with an Air National Guard
fighter force which today is no more modernized than it was in 1964.
The large measure of our modernization effort has been largely put
aside because of the war. It is true that our active fighter force has
received a number of F-4's, but we are still fighting with the F-100
in Vietnam. We are still fighting with the F-105, an cthe Air National
Guard is still using or still flying F-84's. That is a specific example of
the point you are raising. We are deferring modernization of the total
Air Force plant in a general sense.

There are one or two items in here that are required just to maintain
the status quo and that is what General Gould has been attempting to
say to you.

'Mr. WHrrr N. Well, I am asking the questions to get the answers.
If I don't ask the questions, you won't answer them. This is on the
minds of a lot of people who see the budget growing and growing.

You have measured yourself first and I have a second right to meas-
ure. I draw a conclusion that there is some talk of bringing the war
to a close so if you are going to get this stuff you better get it before
the war closes down. You better get it this year because next year if we
have some form of peace you won't be able to get it. You have that
angle to consider.

General BOYLAN. Mr. Whitten, we are acutely aware of the attitude
in the Nation about the expense of military preparedness. We are also
critically concerned about the modernization of our total force.

ELIMINATION OF COMPRO3ISING EMANATIONS

Mr. WHITrEN. I started off by saying for the problem we have had
you have all made mighty good'witnesses and I repeat that.

You are requesting $1 'million for the elimination of compromising
emanations, the same amount as was provided last year. Give the com-
mittee a description of this program and tell us what progress hasbeen made in the elimination of compromising emanations.

General PASCHALL. Any electrical equipment, as it. operates, ima-
nates certain radiations. These can be intercepted and information de-
rived from them. Over the years we have made steady progress at
about the same level of funding you see here before you today,
in eliminating emanations through what is known as low-level
modifications.
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DEFENSE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM COMMUNICATIONS

Mr. WHiiTEN. Under the Defense Communications System Com-
munications you are asking for three new items, line items 266, 268, and
269. Would you describe these items to the committee?

EQUIPMENT FOR PHASE II SATELLITE PROGRAM

General PASCHALL. Tech control expansion, which is item 267, makes
modification to existing facilities. The technical control facility is the
heart of any communications system. This makes modification and ex-
pands these to primarily introduce the new phase I satellite program
of the defense communications system.

Item 268, the satellite communications terminal equipment, modifies
the existing initial defense communications satellite earth stations so
as to make them operate with the new phase II satellite program of the
defense communications system.

Item 269, which is DCS entry stations, adds equipment at selected
defense communications stations operated by the Air Force, again
primarily for the purpose of meeting contingency requirements, and
in one case for the defense communications satellite.

AUTOVON AND AUTODIN

M1. WHI'r1ENZ. Items 264 and 265 indicate that, further procurement
of autovon and autodin equipment. Hasn't this equipment for the most
part been procured?

General PASCHALL. There are two overseas autovon switches yet to
be installed. The Air Force, of course, is responsible for all overseas
autovon installations for the Defense Communications Agency. These
two switches are funded under this item.

There are additionally funds associated with updating the sub-
scriber listing and changing the switch program accordingly, continu-
ing engineering for the -integration as we go through the various cilt-
overs designed to make this autovon work overseas. It also provides
certain traffic analysis units that are required to assess the system as it
operates so as to enable DCA to manage the system itself.

The autodin buys out additional equipment, part of a continuing
thing, part of which will be mobile equipment capable of o )erating
with other defense communications systems. There are some logist cs
support items, some miscellaneous installation material, and some vari-
ous support and ancillary-type equipment that will provide the logis-
tic support associated with the subscriber terminal equipment pri-
marily.

Mr. WmTTEN.. YoU might detail that for the record.
(The information follows:)

PROCUREMENT OF AUTOVON AND AUTODIN

Sinee most major on-line devices were procured during the period of fiscal years
1965-09. the fiscal year 1970 funds primarily support the logistical provisioning
and installation of digital subscriber terminal equipment (DSTE) presently be-
ing delivered. Changing requirements have necessitated small additional pur-
chases of ancillary devices such as modems and crypto ancillary units (CAU's).
The DSTE requires certain off-line equipments for the preparation of punch-
cards and punched tapes, page copy duplication, and counting and printing on
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punched data cards. This is accomplished presently by means of outuwded (hav-
ernment-owned teletypewriters and leased data equipments. None of these equip.
ments utilize the American Standard Code for Information Interehange (ASCII)
approved by the President as a U.S. standard codo after July 1, 1961. The
l)STIH previously procured does use the ASCII code. In addition to the above
Items, the Air Force requires transportable autodin terminals for contingency
mnd restoral purposes. The DSTE i to be momntetd in semitrailer vains miid
equipped with off-line support equipment, environmental control, and power
units for this purpose.

Dollar* inItem milliions

Logistic support-litial spare parts ------------------------------- $2. 4
Logistic support-special tools, test equipment -------------------------- 5
Contract changes ------------------------------------------------- 1.3
H quIpnent Configuratlon management ---------------------------------. I
N1 isceilaneous istallation material -----------------------.---------. 0
Ancilary devices (modems, et cetera) ---------------------------------- 0
Off-line support equipment ----------------------------------------- 1.0
Van mounting I)STE's --------------------------------------------- 1. 2

Total-fiscal year 1970 -------------------------------------- 8. 1

Mr. Wu'VEN. If there are no ftirther questions. we will adjourn
until 10 o'clock in the morning.

'rUESi.)A,, ,.fUNE 1, 19i9.

POUNDS FOR SPE(VIALr SECURITY (OMMUNICA'IONS SYSTEMS

Mr. MAITox. General Ruegg, what is your requirement for funds in
1970 for Crit icom a'(l for Spint con ?

General Rumco. I will ask General Gould to speak to this, he is the
expert in this area.

General Gomrre. First, if I could explain what these two networks
are. They both serve intelligence purposes.

The driticom network is -- under the general operational con-
trol of the National Security Agency. It is an outdated type of net-
work and the funds that are in this program are for purp)ses of giv-
ing this some modernization until we can provide a much more m-od-
em'n system.

The sister system that goes witli this is tie intelligence net work
that is used for at'tuall V di1ssemintating intelligence i mfornmtioil andthis comes tinder the J)IX olperat ind c'ont rol.

The 1)epartnent, of Defense has a plan for tlie future whiich will
integrate these two networks into one. into a very modern electroIic
network. However, the funds that are requested'at this ie are Io,
provide minimum modification to these two networks 11uitil a moderln
data network consolidating them can be hrouglit into being.

Mr. M.uroz. Will the operation of the J)IA be iml)roved? Improve-
ments are in order.

General Gourn. Yes, sir. This will provide a much more modern
type of communication capability. They are largely using the old slow-
speed manual teletype capabilities in blth the collection and dissenti-
nation of intelligence data today.

Mr. MAJIoN. Have funds been previously provided for major im-
provements to these intelligence communications systems?
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General' Govrmn. There have been funds provided in the past that
relate to the development of electronic switches which will be used in
a more modern network. However, there are only three of these
switches under procurement at the present time and considerably more
will be required to make the total network.

Mr. Ml[miox. You already have the systems. Why do you need to
make further investment?

General GouwD. The two systems we have, sir, are both antiquated-
type systems in terms of nodern communications technology. '_ ere is
a new type system under developmentt but we will not havethis imnple-
mented for quite a number of years.

Mr. MAHoN. Ti new type system under development will make ob-
solete the system you propose to buy now?

General Gourn. Yes, sir; it will eventually replace them.
Mr. MAHON. Is the 1970 funding for upgrading and modernization

of the system or for replacement of existing equipment with like equip-
ment or for an expansion of tie system!? Just what is it?

General GOULI). It is primarily for replacing obsolete or obsolescent
equipment with newer types of equipment to provide an improvedcapability.

Mr. DAtvs. Mr. Chairman, I am still not clear as to the difference
plhysically and by mission of these two systems, Criticoni and
Spintcom.

General Gotrin. One system, Criticom, is associated with a network
that serves the purposes of intelligence collection. We have facilities
at. vario's )laces around the worl(I wiielli monitor communications,
as well as various ty es of electronic emission.

Tle other netwvrk, Sl)inteom, is a special intelligence network that
is used primarily by DIA for purposes of dissemninating to the various
military users intelligence that has been already processed.

Mr. )ms. Thank you.
Mr. M.Lmiox. Are you duplicating NSA in this effort?
General GOULD. No, sir; NSA exercises operational control over the

Criticom networks.

REPLACEMENT OF TE[,ETYPE SYSTEM

Ir. 2fAIION. You are requesting $2.5 million for Support of the
national military command system. $400,000 was provided in 1969
and $100,000 in 1968. Why do you have such a large request for 1970?

General GOULD. There are two things involved here, sir. One in-
volved, the re placement of the EMAT teletype system. This is emer-
gency message automatic transmission system.

Mr. MAio,. Amplify it. forthe record.
(The information follows:)

First. to replace the existing JCS emergency message automatic transmission
system (EMATS) with an Improved system for expediting the processing, trans-
mission, and receipt of secure emergency action messages and to increase the
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survivability, reliability, and flexibility of the improved system, the estimated
Initial cost is $2.250 million for the following items:

(in thousands of dollars]

Item Each Total

17 keyboard/visual display/memory ............................................... 30 510
17 printers ........................................................ 15 255
17 ey generators ..................................................... 6 102
10 airborne terminals ............................................................ 15 150
Eugkieering ................................................................ 175
3dsay ..................................................... ... ............. id" 30
Aulovon Industrial fund (for connecting system to OCS Autovon) .................................... 718
Overseas conference bridge .................................................................... 300
Conus conference bridge ....................................................................... 10

Total .................................................................................. 2,250

An additional item is programed at $275,000 for an integrated warning dis.
play system to be installed in the command centers of the NMCS. It will con-
slat of the following items:

Dollars in
thousands

Decoder equipment ---------------------------------- 125
Power supply --------------------------------------------- 75
Display panels -------------------------------------------- 60
Interconnecting hardware ----------------------------------- 15

Total ------------------------------------------------- 275
Total for both requirements ----------------------------- 2. 525

These requirements are submitted in accordance with guidance from DCA
which requested the U.S. Air Force to program the above funds for fiscal year
1970 in program element 32010F (NMCS-wide support, Air Force). Detailed
system plans are being developed by DCA.

Mr. tAUo1N. How does the "Emergency Message Automatic Trans-
mission System" for which you are requesting $2.5 million differ from
other existing emergency communications systems? Amplify for the
record.

(The information provided the committee is classified.)
FUTURE YFAR COST TO IMPROVE TELETYPE SYSTEM

Mr. Mto. Is the $2.5 million the total sum required for improve-
ment of the emergency message automatic transmission system or willadditional funds be required in future years?

General Gouim. Additional funds will be required.
Mr. MAllox. Give an estimate of that for the record, will you?
General GOULD. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

Estimate of funds to be required in fu ture years

The $2.5 million already programed is based on an estimate by DCA of funds
needed for initial procurement of basic equipment. This does not include follow.
on 0. & M. support for the new system, additional R. & D. funds and additional
procurement of redundant or backup equipment. These would have to be pro-
vided in succeeding fiscal years' programs. An exact estimate would depend
upon which system alternative is finally selected as the EMATS replacement.

We understand one of the alternatives would require an additional $45,000
for R. & D. and $6,034,000 for procurement plus approximately $3,500,000 each
year for 0. & M. support. The 0. & M. cost each year would be primarily for
payment of DCS charges for Autovog/Autodin circuits.
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COST OF ORGANIZATION AND BASE EQUIPMENT

Mr. MAHON. With respect to organization and base equipment, the
request for organization and base equipment is another area where we
find increases. The appropriation last year was $16.6 million and this
year $28.3 million is bing requested. Explain the increase in item 285,
training equipment, in which $800,000 was programed in fiscal year
1969 and $6.2 million is requested for fiscal year 1970. Does this make
sense ? Who can speak in this field?

General GOULD. Mr. Chairman, a great deal of this training equip-
ment is associated with the electronic warfare field wherein we simulate
various types of enemy radar and other electromagnetic radiating
equipment and these training devices are used to train pilots and other
crew members in the field of electronic warfare. These kinds of sim-
ulators are quite expensive.

Mr. MAHON. Will you amplify that for the record?
General GOULD. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

Another form of training equipment that is included here is an equipment that
simulates the enemy air offensive operation and is required to maintain the ef-
fectiveness of the air defense system. Neither of these systems had progressed
far enough to be procured in fiscal year 1969.

CLOSED CIRCUIT TULVISION

Mr. MAHON. In item 286 you are requesting $1.2 million for closed
circuit television, the same amount as was programed in the current
fiscal year. For what functions are these closed circuit television sys-
tems requested?

General GouLD. They are associated with weather dissemination, op-
erational support in command centers, surveillance purposes where youneed, for example, to supplement police-type action, and they are like-
wise used in training. In each case they are employed where they enable
us to do the job more efficiently, usually with less people.

Mr. MAHON. Is this really necessary at a time when people are com-
plaining about tax dollars and expense of the military? Is this some-
what like frosting on the cake?

General GOULD. This type of item could be except for one thing, Mr.
Chairman. We apply strict cost effectiveness to these types of systems.
We don't normally put in a TV system unless it is pretty clear that
we can save people and actually operate more efficiently by so doing.

Mr. MAHON. What is your requirement for utilization of closed-
circuit television for weather briefing to Air Force bases?

(The information follows:)

UTILIZATION OF CLOSED-CIRCUIT TELEVISION FOR WEATHER BRIEFING

Planning and execution of operational flying missions requires commanders,
planners, operational officers, and aircrews to be advised of expected en route
weather conditions by a certified weather forecaster. Closed-circuit television
between the base weather office, command posts, flight operations officers, and
alert stations, et cetera, Is required to allow one forecaster to present the weather
sequence briefing at all necessary locations simultaneously. It reduces the
number of forecasters required, particularly on bases with composite missions;
that is, SAC, ADO, MAC, Air-Sea Rescue, et ceteria.
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PROCUREMENT OF SURVIVAL RADIOS

Mr. MATIoN. Discuss item 291, "Aircrew sur-ival radio equipment."
What kind of radios are involved here? What is the unit cost? What
is "our total requirement for these radios and how many are in the
inventory or under order? Supply that for the record.

(The information follows:)

NUMBER ON ORDER AND IN INVENTORY

There are 3,148 radio beacons at an estimated unit cost of $81 for a total of
$255,000. These are small, lightweight, battery-operated radio beacon transmitters
which continually emit a signal so that rescue aircraft can locate downed aircraft
and crews. The total requirement for this item at present is 17,465. We have 6,046
in use; ,99 on order; and require a balance of 7,020, of which we are requesting
3,148 in this budget. This leaves a shortage of 3,872 which will be programed in
subsequent years together with attrition quantities.

There are 3,505 aircrew survival radio sets at an estimated cost of $612 for a
total of $2,145,000. These are small lightweight, battery-operated radio transmit-
ter and receivers. Cost estimate Is based on four-clannel equipment capability
required in SEA due to the number of rescues that inay be attempted simultane-
ously, congestion on normal rescue channel frequencies and jamming or inter.ep-
tion efforts by the enemy. The total requirement for this particular radio at
present is 25,150 to fill existing shortages; 6,425 are on hand; 14,125 are on order:
3,505 are requested in this budget, leaving a shortage of 1,095 plus.attrition to be
programed in subsequent years. In addition, we have 11,078 obsolete radios that
must be replaced. The replacement Item type has not been decided.

NONCOMPETITIVE PROCUREMENT OF RADIOS

Mr. M ,ti-x. Are these items procured competitively?
General RuEG. Yes, sir; we plan on doing that this year.
MNr. MAHON. Is the AN/URC-64 rad' io bought under competition or

will it be?
Colonel RUSSELL. At the present time it is being bought from Mkag-

navox. After it is developeds, we hope to go competitive on this item.
Mr. MAION. When will that be?
Colonel RUSSELL. I can't give you that information.
General RUEGO. We hope to have it competitive this year. We are

reviewing our requirements now to see if the model we have and the
Navy model can meet requirements so we can compete it.

Mfr. MAHoo. How long have you been proceeding with this without
competition?

General RUEGa. From the time we started developing this to meet
that requirement for Southeast Asia. We have never haya completely
satisfactory survival radio. We have always had problems with it.

M r. MA HON. How many months have been involved in this? Will
you supply that for the record?

General RUEGO. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

COMPETITIVE PROCUREMENT OF AN/UR,-64 RADIO

After full competition, the development contract was placed May 10, 19066. We
have placed two follow-on production orders with the development contractor
on a negotiated basis. We have been involved in development and production of
the AN/URC-64 for 36 months.
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COST DIFFERENCE BETWEEN SERVICES

Mr. DAVIS. We talked about radio survival kits for the Navy last
week. The unit cost was about $764 apiece, while these apparently will
run about $350 apiece.

General Pirr. I believe the unit price on these has been around $600
apiece. It depends on the quantity of buy on the price. There has been
a price increase on the URC-64. The Navy article is called PRC-90
and previously it was around a $600 item article.

As General Ruegg said, we are going to, during the forthcoming
year, compete these articles to get the best buy for the Government.

fr. DAVIS. I don't understand this modern day mathematics but if
my arithmetic is correct, you divide 6,650 into $2.4 million and it
comes out. to something in the neighborhood of about $350 a unit.

2r. PRITCIEYr. Included in the line item are 3,148 radio beacons at
a cost of $81 each and 3,505 radio sets at a cost of $612 each. When you
average those two, it comes out that way, but the radios are $612.

Mr. DAvIs. Are these comparable to what we talked about last
week?

General PmTs. The radios are. There are two items being discussed.
One is a beacon which is a small coJnl)act piece of gear which emits
a beacon and lets a rescue l)lane home in on it to find the location. At
the point in time when the aircraft arrives over the beacon site, the
two-way radio allows the ground crewman to talk to the rescue l)lane
and effect his rescue. The radios vou are talking about, I think Mr.
Pritchett said are at a cost of aboutt $612 apiece.

Mr. DAVIS. Why would the Navy have to pay $764' They are for
the same purpose, apparently, aren't they ?

General RUEGG. There is a difference. We have required four
channels because of the fact that we have had at one time several
rescue operations going on at once and we have been channel limited.
So our people have insisted they need four channels. The Navy hasn't
run into that. problem . They say two channels will do tleiri job.

Generally speaking, we would 'like to get together with the require-
ments so we could buy the same one or compete between the Navy
source and the Air Force source to get the best price if it will indeed1
meet, our requirements and this is being again looked at very critically
by the Air Staff with the Pacific Air Forces.

Mr. DVIs. That makes you look pretty good if you can get four
channels for $600 and the Navy is paying $764 for only two channels.

General RuEc.G. I can't give you the reason why we are paying less,
but it will depend again here on how many we buy this year and what
our final requirement comes out to.

Mr. DAVIS. Are any of the four channels of the Air Force radio
identical with either of the two channels of the Navy radio set?

General RUEGO. Yes. The Navv AN/PRC-90 radio operates on
243.0 and 282.8 Mega H1ertz. The USAF AN/URC-61 radio operates
on 243.0, 282.8, 247.3, and 248.2 Mega Ifertz. Two channels are identi-
cal, and it should be noted that the USAF radio may be operated on
243 Mega Hertz and any three other frequencies in t'he band between
225 and 285 Mega Hertz.

32-S45-69--it. 3-73
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S1c1rFwATIOnX, IrIQItF.RI(KNrmI. .nm Cosr

NMlr. MA,ioN. ihat is the outside nteasurlelnt of tliis radio?
General RllJE%(. We have an example here. This is the model, 1Mr.

Mr. OAO N 01. )o Mou 1ea 1 t1ht we h%'e to pay $('00( for tlit ga(ltl .?
Geneioral 11 i'il. the reliaill itv ad capab.lmli l)11l1 into tits radio

and the fact, that we wailt it, to woik all the in ' inder ,verv Con-
ditiol--we lulve not. vet. lees 11le to .rt; inidustry to build on)e 'for
le.s.s. We aro looking 'for ways to do tihat but this is a very relialhh'
piece of equipment that has to Ol rate whether drop! ed in the ocean
or on land and often after being rocked very hard. It has to operate
under various and very severe enviromneuial conditions.

Mr. MA tON. Can't Aimeriean industry do a better job for less money?
General Rtr ma. Sir, we atre constantly probing American indust ry

to e if they can produce a more reliable model.
Mr. MNAboN. I assume "sole source" is causiig this.
General Rurmo. Sole source, coupled with the severe technical re-

quirements for this piece of gear.
Mr. MAioN. Who is tie manufacturer?
General Pi-is. Magnavox for the URC--4 and Sylvania for the

PR.C-90, the Navy model.
General Rum~i. We agree that we would like to lower the price,

Mr. Chairman, and thiet is why w&o waint to comipete it if it. is ot, all
possible. We don't waint to compete it if it is going to lessen the resiem
cVaailities.
Mr. MA oN. We want it to le good; we want it to he effective. We

wlant it to be the best type of equipment for our service people that
11e0110V cian Iy, but I (lonut believe you could convince a group of
grammar scho l students or a group o? Pl. ).'s or a group of militants
or nouniitants that you ought to have to pay $600 for this item.

General Prrs. I ha-ive some statistics that say from December 1964
through May of 1969 some 1281 U.S. Air Force air crewmembers as-
sociated with aircraft losses have been saved by the use of a survival
radio.

Mr. MAIION. Thxis is very good. We weren't talking about th nees-
sity for saving theme men. We have already said we want tl best.
tgadget that l1ol1c0 ('all buy. The issue here is, should you have to pay,
through the nose in order to get this item in1 Oir free-Society? That is
my point.

General Rtre-m. The only answer I can give right nov, Mr. Chair-
man, for the r eord, is that With previous survival rescue radios we
had numerous failures under operational conditions where they
couldn't establish radio contact. mid a muner of our aircrews didn't
get iack. We got a few of then back because they were visually rescel
whlen tile rado failed. We have crmusked in v'ery rigid operational
requirements. We want, the most in reliability that industry can pro-
vide. We pay for it and we think it is worth it:

Mr. MiiON. I still say that little gadget ought, to he ought. frmn
Competent people for less mono,. 1. insist oil that, aIld I prlict for twi,
reord that wi emi this record 'is read 1111(1 you eolli)ete it, you will
reduce the price.
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Gen ril ihir.&u. Sir, thi is whatt we want to do s11d that is why we
are looking at boti the Navy source and our source, to see if we call
cOll)peto then.

(ienoral BoY'.N. Mr. Chairman, imay I mko a comment Pllease?
(enera Esles is co(imandetr of the airliftt. command and is respon-

stille for the resviue service. In the fall of 11)65, based on his perstial
survey of our recovery of airmen, the experience in South Vielnalm,
he totitid that oiur recovery rate was something like 20 to 28 percent,
,lpewiding on 1he cirenilustances. He found thlt basically there were
four fawtors that had to 6% solved to in're'ase thatl recovery rtte. ()Il
wa.'v to gret the m 1a out of the airplane if ie was hit.. Scold, to get,
himin down 4)11 tle ground. The third is to find and the fourth is to
W'((ovel.
The incident rate ill North Vietniami and South Viet lnai was such

that there was high urgency toward improvinlg the list two factors
for which (,eneral Estes, is responsible a1d that is to hid and recover.
lie went to the Chief of Statf and personally insist4od that if the
.Air Forc was to improve its rate of ' e( ery of air crewmen, it.
had to have e lp Inow. lmt, radio is one of the problems and it. rep-
resents tie IIrgellty. The price represents in part" ile urgency of that
requiremnnt.
You are right. hie radio, based om today's techlnology and U.S.

matifacturing klnow-how, shouldn't cost that much. But the Air
Force l)asi(ally had no alternative if it was going to recover nore
airmen than to go to industry and, to somne degree, be at, their mercy.
I hate to use I hose words, but that. is the fact.

Al'. MAlIlN. '1'1t is Ian interQ9ing comnet--I think the American
People would be willing to pay $1 million a radio if that is necessary,
nit that. is not the issue.

General BoYr.,v. W1it the base price would be I am not competent
to say, but a radio of that reliability and weight will probably cost
more than most of its in this room would estimate it would cost.

Mr. MAHTON. I agree but it wouldn't cost $600 or $700.
General BOYLAN. Perhaps not, sir.
Mr. MAroN. I would think probably much of this cost is cranked

into researclt and development, going to high-powered people who
produce the radio. This is the cost that is going into it probably. Not
the cost, of the material and not the cost of the workmen, but the cost
of the develop ment.

General llhoIAN. And to l)roduco it in a hurry.
General Rr.mo. To be responsive to each new failure that. shows

up out there and to get. it back and to crank the fix into the production
model in a hurry. It. is t high-cost operation until we get this thing
stanlalrdized.

General Bhvi.,\x. You mnderstandl, Mr. Cliirnan, this is a two-way
radio.

INViEN VOlIV PO'IT'OAN Ol' RAI)OS

Mr. MArtON. Are these rel)laemennt items for equil)1nent ill the in-
vetory, or are they 1n: iteills to he added to the ilnyvntory in are:s
where yot have 110 p(lil)nIInt nt i e lesenet filip? lease answer
( hat for t ihe r1.'0,1'.
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(The. information follows:)
These are new radios to meet operatjloal requiremenlts in Southeast Asia.

however, they will replace single channel radios now inll use which will be re-
turned to fill shortages in non-SEA units.

Mr. MAITON. For the record will you tell us the cost of developing the
single channel radio now in use in Vietnam, will you also provide
the number of procurements, the quantity and unit cost of each pro-
urement., the total inventory of these radios, and whether or not there

is a new or proposed buy of this single-channel radio pending? Iden-
tify also the development contractor and whether or not any of the
buys had been completed.

(The information follows:)
Air .Force crews In Vietnam are currently using the single-channel R- 10

survival radio. This Is a modification of our IURC-10 radio. Our technicians pre-
pared a performance specification for the URC-10 and our Initial procurement
was in 1061 when we bought 7,500 from Philharmonic Radios for a unit cost of
$171. There was no separate development for this radio. Follow-on prourein elts
of URC-10 radio are:

Manufacturer Quantity Cost

Philharmonic Radio .............................................................. 7,500 $171
Bendix ....................................... ................................. 17,000 182

Do ........................................................................ 1,430 182
Do........ .25,888 188
Do--------------------------------------------------------------2,700 238
Do --------.--------------------------.---------------------------------- 2,770 247

ACR Electronics ................................................................. 4,541 199

The IC'-10 has the battery pack separate from the radio and is attached by
an electrical cable of soie 20 Inches. For convenience of our SE. forces, this
design was modified to attach the battery directly to the radio. rilllR was done
by ACIL Electronics and the modified radio designated 1'T-10. We have a total
of 41,407 single channel radios with 13,243 in PACAF. Of our gross quantity.
sime 10,()0 are of an earlier design 4UIIC-4 an1(1 U'C-11). We have recently
awarded a contract to ACR Electronics for 2,854 single-channel URC-10 radios
for the U.S. Army. As previously indicated, there was no development eontroet
for the UlRC-10 radio and all procurements have been completed except the
recently aNwlirded to ACR Electronics.

Mr. MAHoN. What is the unit price of the AN/ITRC-64 radio set
and what is the set which it will replace and the unit cost for that set?

(The information follows:)

IINIT PRICE OF" AN/URC-64 RADIO SET-COST OF UNIT TO BE INEPLACEt)

The unit price of the AN/URC-64 used In this budget request Is $612. This was
based on the original production contract price. Recent quotation from the con-
tractor indicates a price of from $806 to $685 depending upon the size of the order.
We believe that ('Olmpetition or threat of competition, plu1s har(-nwosed negotiation
will result in a price of

The AN/URIC-04 replaces the single channel RT-10 In PACA.'. The latest
contract price for the RT-10 was $1W.

GUAIM %ND EISEIUE EQUIPMENT

Mr'. M.lIN. What is involved il the $.8 mllillion requested for Air
National Guard and Air Force Reserve equipment in item 283 ?
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(Tile information follows:)
The request Includes fixed and portable radio sets, communication niodulator/

demodulator equipment totaling $1.1 million for the Air National Guard; and
vehicular mounted radio equipment In the amount of $0.7 million for Air Force
Reserve Tactical Air Support Groups.

ELECTRONIC AND CO.I31UNICATION SPARES & SPARE PARTS

Mr. MAmoN. With respect to spares and spare parts, you are request-
img $56.1 million for spares and repair parts for electronics and tele-
coiiiiiiuniications equipment. This is an increase above the $42.5 million
l)rogramed in fiscal 1969. Would you explain this increase?

(General RUEOG. Yes sir* Colonel R{ussell, will you speak to this?
Colonel RUSSELL. About $8.6 of the increase is for SEA require-

inents and the remaining approximately $5 million is for support of
int roduction of equipment such as the 407-L and the 949 program.

Mr. MAljioN. To what, extent are spares and repair parts for elec-
tronics and telecommunications equipment purchased from vendors
wiho make the parts and to what, extent from prime contractors?

Colonel RUSSELL. Generally initial spares are procured from tile
prime manufacturer and replenishment spares are procured from the
Vendor.

Mr. Miiox. What is your estimate of the inventory in the Air
Force for spare parts for electronic and telecommunications equip-
mvnt at the present time?

Colonel RUSSELL. Approximately $198.9 million.

MODIPfCATION To EXISTING FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT

.%r. MAHTON. Under Class V modifications, what modifications are
proposedd for the $6.8 million related to item 301, the traffic and con-
trol landing system?

General TANBERO. This line item involves three primary modifica-
tions. First, $5 million will go to incorporating the ALMS capability
in 20 GCA radars. Second, is-$1 million, which will modify our mobile
Radar Approach Control facilities by providing a supervisor's scope
at the console. Third, $800,000 is to modify the antennae of this equip-
nent which will provide improvement to the radar beacon return
signal on the controller's scope.

Mr. MAHox. What modifications are proposed under 310 for pro-
gram 496-L spacetrack?

(The inforunition providedd the committee is classified.)
Mr. MAHON. What, are the major modifications proposed in item 312

for which you are requesting $7 million for organization and base?
General TAINBERGO. This involves two major modifications. We are

spending a little over $5 million modifying two of our radars, which
are precision ground-based bomb directing controls like those now
in use in SEA. This will result in improved capability and provide a
system which then can be carried by helicopter and moved into remote
areas in Southeast Asia.

The other major mod for $1.2 million involves a modification to our
air-ground radios that will permit simultaneous transmission on three
or more channels.

Mr. MAHON. Submit to the committee a listing of the industrial facil-
ities proposed in the $3.7 million requested for 1970.
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(The information follows:)

LMODIFICATION TO INDUSTRIAL FACILITIES

Of the $3.7 million requested for industrial facilities, $1.1 million is for ex-
pansions to provide primarily metalworking equipment in support of production
requirements for production of air munitions. Past experience indicates that the
types of metalworking machinery required includes presses, die casting machines,
potting facilities, and automatic mixing equipment, as well as metal removing
equipment. There is no brick and mortar in this requirement. $1.4 million is
budgeted for the nonrecurring, capital-type maintenance of Air Force-owned
industrial real property and equipment. Additionally, $200,000 is budgeted for
preparation for shipment of Government-owned equipment from approximately
22 contractor locations to the defense industrial plant equipment center or to
other priority production programs. $1.0 million is requested for the manufactur-
ing methods program in the air munitions and electronics area. The objective
of the program is to bridge the gap between research and development and pro-
duction by the application of practical new production processes or techniques.
It results in greater product reliability, shorter leadtimes and lower produc-
tion costs.

BIDDING FOR ELECTRONICS AND COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT

Mr. MAHON. For the record will you tell us the dollar percentage
of your procurement of electronic and telecommunications equipment
done competitively? Also tell us whether you have in recent years in-
creased the dollar amount of competitive l)rocurement in this area?

(The information follows:)
The competitive procurement projection for the fiscal year 1969 electronics

and telecommunications area is 70 percent or $237.4 million of the $339.2 million
programed. This represents a decrease in our fiscal year 1968 projection which
was 74 percent. This projection does not include cryptographic equipment and
industrial facilities portion of electronics and telecommunications area.

The primary reason for the projected decline in fiscal year 1969 is that the
program for the defense communications planning group's direct support for
SEA has Increased from $2.8 million in fiscal year 1968 to $43.3 million in fiscal
year 1969. Almost all of the procurements for this group are sole source due
to the classification of the requirements. Excluding this group, our fiscal year
1969 percentage would approximate 80 percent.

OTHER BASE MAINTENANCE AND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

INCREASED FUNDING FOR TEST EQUIPMENT

Mr. MATON. You are requesting an increase of $5.2 million for test
equipment; $12.1 million was provided last year and $17.3 million is
requested for fiscal year 1970. What new items are requested in the
1970 program? What are the functions of these new items? This is
"te\st equipment" under "Other base maintenance and support
equipment."

Colonel RrSSELL. Basically there are two new items, sir. One is an
intermittent fault detector for approximately 1600,000 and the in-
strumentation for a radio frequency interference calibration system
for about $1.5 million. The detector is a lightweight portable tool
designed specifically to detect and isolate intermittent faults and po-
tential failures in circuit connections in electronic systems.

The instrumentation for the radio frequency interference calibra-
tion system will measure density and pattern of various communica-
tions electronics systems. It is used to measure wave lengths, strengths,
distance, frequency of various radio and radar sets.
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Mr. MAHON. Who negotiates with industry to see to it that we get
a rock bottom price on these procurements?

Colonel RUSSELL. The procurement and production people.
General RUEGG. This is our procurement people out in our air ma-

teriel areas, our procurement people in our various divisions in the
Air Force systems command. They are subject to periodic reviews by
procurement specialists in my office to insure that we do compete
everything that is "competable" and that we don't go back to the
vendor once we have got the item standardized and we are able to
compete. We place a lot of emphasis on insuring that we get maximum
competition in this area.

Mr. MAHON. For the record, tell us the development status of these
new items and whether they will be ready for procurement in fiscal
year 1970.

(The information follows:)
Service testing of the intermittent fault detector has been completed and

procurement data is available. Specifications for the radiofrequency interfer-
ence calibration system are under final engineering development and procure-
ment data is scheduled to be available during the third quarter of fiscal year
1,970.

INCREASE IN FUNDING FOR THE NEWARK AIR FORCE STATION

Mr. MAHON. For the record will you tell us the reason for the much
higher request for the Newark Air Force station calibration package?
You programed $500,000 in fiscal year 1968, $700,000 in fiscal year
1969, and are requesting $2.4 million, a fourfold increase, in fiscal year
1970. We want you to give us a good answer.

(The information follows:)
NEWAUK AFS CALIBRATION PACKAGE

Of the increase of $1.7 million in fiscal year 1970 over fiscal year 1969, $1.5
million is related to the requirement for Instrumentation for a radiofrequency
interference calibration system. The system is comprised of two basic groups of
equipment, that is antenna pattern measurement equipment and antenna intensity
calibration equipment. This is a new requirement. The equipment was not previ-
ously available and is considered essential to calibrate the base precision ineas-
urenent equipment laboratory standards which in turn will calibrate or tes't
user systems antenna for electromagnetic and radiation hazards. This is a new
measurment area resulting from the entry Into Air Force inventory of high-
power, high-frequency communication and electronic systems.

PERSONAL SAFETY AND RESCUE EQUIPMENT

Mr. MAHON. With respect to personal safety and rescue equipment,
you are requesting $600,000 for 4,759 one-man life rafts. Data which
has been submitted indicates that a total of 22,668 of these life rafts
will be dropped from the inventory in fiscal year 1970. The life ex-
pectancy of the rafts is 5 years. Are most of the 22,668 losses due to
the fact that the rafts have been on hand for 5 years?

General RumeG. Yes, sir.
Mr. MAHON. Are the 5-year-old rafts which are dropped from in-

ventory declared surplus and sold?
General RUE.OG. No, sir. We used to do that. Now we salvage and re-

pair the reusable equipment and destroy the rest.
Mr. MAION. Are they procured from a single source, noncompeti-

tive?
Colonel RUSSELL. They were initially procured from the developer

of the item. We will go competitive this year.

4
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AIR CARGO PALLETS

Mr. MAHON. Why are air cargo pallets, item 327, procured under
the heading "Personal Safety and Rescue Equipient"?

General RUEGG. Mr. Chairman, that was a decision by somebody on
the administrative side. They won't be there next year but they are
there this year.

Mr. MATON. Why do you anticipate consumption losses of 63,089
of these pallets through the fiscal 1970 funded leadtime? How many
times can one of these pallets be used?

General RuEcG. They can be used over and over again. Our present
experience in Southeast Asia indicates we use them about 15 times
before they are damaged or worn out to the point where they have
to be replaced. Actually we have two years' buy in this particular pro-
gram to make up for previous shortages, and to meet our requirements
based on our losses in SEA. We are trying to tighten our controls so
that we will have fewer of these lost but it is a really tough item to
account for when you land in some obscure landing strip over in South-
east Asia where there is a danger of being shot. at. They off-load them
and intend to pick them up w'hen they come back. I have seen these
pallets used as bomb shelters where they hurriedly construct fortifica-
tions. We know we don't get them all back. We are tightening our
procedures to get the maximum number back.

Mr. MiAHON. You are requesting $2.2 million for the procurement
of net cargo tiedown assemblies to be used with the pallets just dis-
cussed. The tiedowns cost $237 each. What is involved in this iteni
other than some rope? Why is the cost so high? What is the life ex-
pectancy of this item? Is this a case where we are. taken for a ride?

General RUEGG. No, sir. These are very stringent.l- controlled items.
They are made of heavy nylon belts because-they do lve to hold

these loads down sometimes Under extreme conditions and it isn't a
case where we can just go out and buy some rope. We have to have
a very strong net that is quickly adjustable to the load and will hold
the load under all flight and di'op conditions, or ground conditions.

Mir. MAHON. You are paying $037. That is )ought competitively?
Colonel RussELL. Yes. sir; it is bought competitively. You have

three nets in a set, two side nets and a top net.. This covers a pallet
108 inches by 88 inches, which is a considerable amount of net. There
is also a large amount of hardware, buckles and clamps that are part
of these nets.

Mr. MHo.. What would one of these tiedowns weigh probably?
Colonel RUSSELL. The net set weighs approximately 65 pounds.
General Pirmrs. Ihey are engineered to provide a forward restraint

of a 10,000-pound load at 8 G's. Those tire the qualifications General
Ruegg was talking about.

Mr. M.TioNv. It seems to me if we were to make a strenuous effort to
fet equally good or better quality for less money, we might do better.
Does anyl;ody agree with me on tlat side of the table?

General Rr Uic,,. If we did what, Mr. Chairman?
Mr. M.ION. If we made a more strenuous effort, to get equal or.

better realityy for less money, we might dlo I)etter on procluring t1li.
item. I am sure it would be hard to convince the average citizen tihit
on of these little nets should co~t $237. I Understand the average
citizen might be wrong.
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General RuEco. Sir, we (levote a lot of effort to this aNl we have olu-
people out iii the field who are giveli all types ()f incentives to colme

up with ways of saving Itmey and re(esig;n6 illg this equil)meIlt S) we
cani have simpler equilli1mmt. These are irV dellial idig spevi lcatnlls
and we have people with skill iill prec nielit antd with teelitil ,kills
looking at tiese titinrs all I he tiMe and our svs'em is working tow-it(I
that end. 1 agree with von we ought to do; better in somle (f tlj,.,
areas and we are striving'r to dto better ai.ross the Iboard.

(CLFmI's NrOTE.-Tie following addiioal ilnfornati(,ln was sili!se-
queiftly submitted by General Ruegg for the record.)

In arriving at the unit (ost of $237. the side nels wvert .rroneomsly co-..ted at
$80 each or $172 for the side net plus $65 for the top net. The .orree't init cost
is $151 per coi pllete net assetlibly all is t.iniliri.-ed (if $8G for two side nets
and $65 for the hip net. At the tinie the bIulget estinmte was prepared a unit c.st
(if $151 for the complete set (2 side and lme top net) ,as usedl. This .,jilt c,,.t
ws based on our experience in prior years. (Oir In test uIegrotiated 1i1it i. ist
(March 1969, several months after the fiscal year 1970 budget was finalizedI i,,
$124.CO excluding transportation. This is the lowest cost we have ohtained si:'i.(,
the beginning of fiscal year 1967. It is possible that \ve may be able to Iieg'ttiahlt'
our fiscal year 197 procurement at a cost of less than $151. however. with the
general t rend of inflation this cannot he accurately forecast.

ENVIRONMENTAL CLOTHING

Mr. M.W oX. What is the life expectancy of the anti-G coverall )f
which you are requesting 21,300 units for fiscal year 1970?

General RUEGG. The life expectancy is lnormally I year. However, in
the environment of Southeast Asia, we have had to cut it down to V

months.
Mr. MAHON. With resl)ect to item , 332, there is an antiexposure suit

to be quickly donned by passengers in Air Force aircraft in the event
of an over-water accident. You have 22,733 suits. Are these replace-
mnents? Is the replacement based on 5-year life expectancy ?

General Rummco. That is their coml)uted life and thevy are don ed
only in emergency. This is basically the shelf life because they are
only donned in emergencies and 5 years is all they will last.

Mr. M,\irox. Would it be wise to try to use thenli beyond that period ?
General RumEGO. We have people observing their shelf life and if it

looks like they will last longer, we will extend it.

PROCUREMENT OF PIXOTOVIEWEllS

Mr. Mmox. While my questions may appear to be a little sharp, I
don't want to leave the inference that we dount want the very best jol)
done. However, a well-run shop, I think, with careful cost evaluations,
will come nearer getting you the quality equipment you want with the
price that might be desiable. This is just my feeling about it.

With respect to p)hotographic equipment, how urgent is the request
for 19 photoviewers at a unit cost of $,36,800 and a total of $700,000?

General RUJZEG,. These 19 viewers arc initial-issue requirements for
Air Force reconnaissamce and tactical orgaiiizations and they are initial
equipment. We need them.

Mr. MANM'N. I-low do you use them ? Wio knows? It is a $36,00)
item.

: , , . ;. - - ,;r -A
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General TANBERO. These are for our photointerpreters. The equip-
ment that is used in reviewing the filn that our reconnaissance aircraft
come back with.

Mr. MAti N. It is used on the ground for interpretation?
General TANnnG. Yes, sir. It is light magnified and some of them

even have a three-dimensional capability.
Mr. MAHON. $36,000. Is one of those about the size of a large brief-

case or would it be bigger I
General TANBERo. They are a sizable piece of equipment that goes

in the Tactical Reconnaissance Photographic facilities.
Mr. MAiTON. Give us the dimensions of that for the record.
(The information follows:)

DiIzNsxoNs Ow PKOTOOAPHIO EQUIPMENT

The dimensions are approximately 90 inches long, 51 Inches wide and 68
Inches high.

Mr. MATlON. You do not indicate any losses or consumption of this
item. The 19 viewers are for augmentation. What is the requirement
for the 19 additional viewers?

General RumXo. We have six of them going to PACAF, two of which
are for Southeast Asia, eight for SAC, four for the Air Training
Command, and one for TAC.

Mr. MAHoN. You are using something else now rather than this
type thing?

General RUET.O. No, we have been using these viewers for some
time, but we have a lot of our facilities tied up in Southeast Asia
and this is to augment our capabilities so we can meet other contingen-
cies and other requirements.

Mr. MATrO. I am not so sure that is too clear.

LAIGE OROWTI[ IN COST INFORMATION PROCESSING AND

INTERPRETATION SYSTEM

You are requesting $20 million for the "Tactical Reconnaissance In-
formation Processing and Interpretation System." This system in-
volves mobile shelterized equipments for the handling of tactical in-
telligence information. The committee discussed this item last year
when $8.4 million was requested.

In the discussion last year, we were told that the cost to complete
the program was $243.8 million. Information provided this year indi-
cates the total cost is now estimated to be $334 million, an increase of
nearly $100 million. Is this typical estimating?

General _RPr.a. Mr. Chairman, the total Air Force costs that we
now estimate for this-program are $317 million. This increased cost
results primarily from two factors: The first was an upward re-
evaluation of the number of shelters needed to fulfill the display and
control storage and retrieval segment requirements, while the second
results from a final definition of our image interpretation.

Mr. MAtOr. General will you meet this business of the additional
cost head-on and give us a good explanation of it. Also tell us why
we were not told last year what it would cost, please, General ? You can
do that, for the record.

-..tl '_1,_ I -I, I-I"
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(The information follows:)

TACTICAL RECONNAISSANCE lNFOIMATION PROCESSING AND INTEHaNETATION
SYSTEM

Since we last reported to you on this program, two factors have combined to
increase total program costs. First, current data indicates the total cost of the
70 image interpretation segments proposed for procurement will be $54 million
higher than we predicted last year. This increase corrects deficiencies found
during the previous year's development, covers increasing prices and provides
some improvement in capability. Second, additional study and testing during
the past year confirmed a requirement for an additional 44 digital and physical
storage shelters to handle and store data for the display and control storage
and retrieval (DO/SR) segments. These additional shelters will cost $19 mil-
lion. A critical requirements review, conducted subsequent to the submission of
the $334 million total program cost figure, resulted in a downward revision in
the scope of the total program and a corresponding decrease in total costs from
$334 to $317 million.

(CLERK's NOTE: In the committee's opinion this response still does
not adequately answer the. basic questions of (1) why proranIm costs
have increased and (2) why the committee was not advised last, year
of anticipated increases in cost. Information subsequently provided
by the Air Force appears in the appendix, at. page 1162.)

DEVELOP ENT STArus OF RECONNAISSANCEI EQUIPMENT

Mr. MAIAMN. To what extent has the equipment included in this
system completed development? Has all of the equipment in the fiscal
year 1970 buy completed development? Answer that for the record
will you please.

('Ti information follows:)
Three items of equipment are planned for procurement in fiscal year 1970-

the image interpretation (11) segment, the image processing and interpretation
(IPI) subsystem, and a production prototype of the display and control/storage
and retrieval (DC/SRt) segment. The II segment has completed development
and Initial production prototyping quantities are scheduled for procurement in
early fiscal year 1970. The 11PI subsystem equipment are off the shelf and will
not require development. The DC/8lR segment will complete development 111id
production prototypes procured during fiscal year 1970.

CONTIlACTS F )R REON NAISSANVE EQUIPMENT

Mr. MAHON. To date, what procurement contracts for components
of the system have been let? To what extent were the procurement
contracts let conipetitively? Provide that for the record.

(The information follows:)
No production contracts have been let to date. In the R. & D. phase, all coun-

ponents have bei competitively designed except the display and control/storage
and retrieval (DC/SR) segment and production quantities of this segment will
be competitively procured.

COST TO COMPLETE SYSTEM-BY YEARS

Mr. MAION. 11liat is your schedule for the completion of this infor-
nation processing and Inter)retation system? How much money will

be requimd by fiscal year? What is your answer to that, General?
General RUEGO. For 1970 we will require $04 million. . Those

are rounded off figures. That totals up to when you add the
$19 million prior development cost.
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Mr. MAI,,ON. Our procuremelnt program sheet, supplied by the Air
Force, indicates for fiscal year 197 $2() million. 1 believe yon said $24.

General Ru.i;. I am sorry. I had $J5 million of R.]).V. & E. money
in there and there is a small amount of R.I).T. & ,. money for eaci
vear in those figures that I gave you.

.Mr. Im . How much inl)rovement will the new system provide
over present systems and how much greater are the maintenance
problems connected with the new system as compared with the preSeilt
systems? Provide that for the record.

(The information follows:)

SUPERIORITY OF NEW 1 IVONNAISSANCE E,QUIPMENTr

Two of the four workig segments of the new system are, not (ontaine(l In the
l)resent system. These are the display mid control storage and retrieval

)C/SR segment and the tacticll electronic reconnaissance processing and
exploltion (TERPES) segment. The DC/SR provides both manmal and amt o-
matic display, correlation, and exploitation of intelligence data. The TERIPI.S
segment provides equiipnent for processing electromnignetic radiation infornm-
tion, With respet to our current capability, we expect a 40-percent improve-
meant In the imagery interpretation (I1) segment. Presently, an interpreter musl
spend 70 percent of his time in nonproductive research and 30 percent extracting
new Information. fit the new systeni these figmes are reversed. We are hohl-
Ing fairly close to present equipment in the Image processing segment. There nre
major technological improvements on the horizon in the processing area hut
they are not sufficiently proven to be Included at this time. The key to the
whole effort Is responsiveness. The new system will provide more timely, comi-
plete, and accurate data to the tactical commander than he now p O:sesscs.

COST OF RUNWAY BARRIERS

Mr. MAHoN°. With respect to aircraft handling and launching, you
are requesting $2.5 million for 37 runway barriers at a unit, cost of
$27,000. Computation indicates that you could buy 37 items at a unit
cost of $67,000 for $2.5 million. Is your funding request overstate(l?
Provide that for the record.

(The information follows:)
The flcal year 1970 program requirement of $2.5 million includes $1.5 million

for the installation of 20 barriers procured in fiscal year 1909 for Southeast Asia
and $1.0 for the procurement of 37 barriers for other bases.

Mr. MKAHON. For the record tell us if the installation costs of the 37
items requested in fiscal year 1970 are included in the funds requested .

(The information follows:)
The installation costs for the 3T barriers are not included In this request. These

installation costs will be Included in the fiscal year fi which they are installed.

Mfr, MAIION. Would not this appear to be all example of partial
funding on your part in fiscal year 1969? In fiscal year 1969 you plur-
chased 26 barriers with funding of only $700,000. Is this the cas e?
Answer that for the record.

(This information follows:)

FUNDING OF AIRCAlT' BARRIERS

The cost of installation as progrnmed in the fiscal year installation is to he
accomplished. The cost of installatim of the 24 barriers procured in fiscal ycar
1969 Is included In the fiscal year 1070 request.

Mr. MAIoTN. Tell us for the record is the installation of these bar-
riers performed by the mamiufactir-er of the barriers?
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(This information follows:)
Norally, tile hIstallation of newly Iirovured arrestlng barriers Is accomplished

by the nianufacturer. As was ljrevlously-stated, the .cost (of the histallatlon Is
inclled in the fiscal year 1970 program.

.Mr. M,\iiox. ( ive us for the record also a comparison of the unit
costs of the BAK-12, and 13 barriers compared with the unit cost of
the BAK-9 of which we have 18(6 in the ilnventor.

(This information follows :)

COST CoMPARIsoN BAK-12 ANID 13 WITI BAK-9

The BAK-9 with a cost of $24,000 whidh has not been bought since 1962. has
a comprable cost to the BIAK-13 with a current cost of al)lroxhately $27,000.
The BAK-12 barrier with a cost of $34,M00 Includes B-52 brake assem'hlies not
procured with other barriers.

PURCHASE OF ELECTRICAL GENERATORS

Mr. MAHIOX. With respect to electrical equipment, you are request-
ing $13.5 million for approximately 100 electrical generators. What
)art of this request is for South Vietnamese and other free world
forces in Southeast Asia ?

General RUEGG. Included in the $13.5 is $4.1 million for the free
world forces. This $4.1 million is included in item 371 under items
less than $500,000 each.

Mr. MAIHoN. To what extent are these generators commercial units
available off the shelf and to what extent are they special equipment?

General RUEGO. None of them are available off the shelf.
Mr. MAHON. To what extent are your generators purchased under

fixed-price contracts awarded through competition?
General RUEGo. We award all of our contracts in this area follow-

ing competitive procurement and we do get fixed prices.
Mr. MAHON. Some of the large electrical generators purchased by

the Army Corps of Engineers in recent years have been foreign-made
items. Do you buy foreign-made items?

General RU-EGo. None of the generators being procured will be for-
eign-made items. The Air Force policy is to buy CONUS-manufac-
tured generators.

Mr. MAJioN. How long has the total Air Force requirement for the
MB-15 generator been 921 ?

General RtF"o. That requirement of 921 units was developed in
August of 1968 when we had a complete review of this area.

Mr. MAHON. For the record tell 1us what was it before that?
(The information follows:)

The previous requirement for MB-15 generators developed In August 1967
was 983 units.

Mr. M.\1oN. You purchased 52 of these generators in fiscal year
1968 and 65 in fiscal year 1969. Why must you procure 193 in fiscal
year 1970? Answer that for the record.

(Tphe information follows:)

Fms'Az, YEARI 1970 IREQVIRIEM .:NT FOR MB-15 GENERATOIIS

Of the 193 units, 140 are repla(.olent of old tic unsuitable Caterpillar and
Grimco models lirocured in the early 1050's and 53 for initinl issue.
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Mr. MAHON. You are also requesting a much larger buy of MB-17
generators. You bought 70 in fiscal year 1968, 101 in fiscal year 1969,
and -are requesting 247 at a cost of $2 million in fiscal year 1970. What
is the basis for this increased procurement? You can, answer that for
the record.

(The information follows:)

BASIS FOB PROCUREMENT OF MB-17 GENERATORS

Of the 247 quantity, 225 are for replacement of old, unsuitable International
Ferinont and Consolidated Diesel models obtained by the Air Force in the early
1950's, with 22 units for Initial issue.

OTHER BASE MAINTENANCE AND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

dOMPUTATION OF REQUIREMENTS FOR BASE PROCURED EQUIPMENT

Mr. MAHON. You are requesting $23.8 million for base procured
equipment as compared with $21 million for the current fiscal year.
Is the increase generally spread throughout the items or are there
a few items which account for the major part of the increase?

General RUEGG. The increase of $2.8 million is generally spread
throughout all of the items of equipment. These requirements are
classified as investment. items with a unit cost of $1,000 or more and
these migrated from our 0. & M. appropriation to the "Other pro-
curement" appropriation beginning with fiscal year 1969 under the
ground rules of "Project Prime."

Mr. MAHON. To what extent does the Air Force and probably other
services say, "Well, we got a little inflation; we don't know for sure
what we are going to want, and we will probably need about what
we had last year, so let's just up it from 21 to 2.3." Is that more or
less the way you do this, or do you really compute this on an item-by-
item basis? Is this more or less meaningless?

General Ruxo. In those areas where we don't have it tied to spe-
cific operations or specific requirements, we use our years in the past,
all the experience we have had in the past; we try to crank into it any
change in requirements that, as our operations change, might insure
to arrive at a really sound figure.

C0ERK's NOrE: Subsequent to the hearings G'eneral Ruegg changed
his answer to read: "The requirement estimates in this area are ini-
tially developed at base level, reviewed and approved at command
headquarters and then submitted to Headquarters, U.S. Air Force for
final review and approval."

Mr. MAHON'. It is sort of an educated guess and is always an increase,
isn't that right tI

General Prrs. The field estimate for this item came in for $32 mil-
lion and we scrubbed it down to $23.8.Mr, MAHON. The year before it came in for about $2 million less
and you scrubbed it down. That is about the way it works isn't it?

General Prrrs. In other words, there is a review process iere that
scrubs the field estimates down to what we feel isa reasonable price for
the article.
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COMPARISON OF ESTIMATES FOR OFFICE M ACHINES

Mr. MAHON. How does the $2 million requested for office machines
compare with the amount for the current fiscal year? Tell us that for
the record.

(The information follows:)
The amount for office machine fiscal year-1069 Is $1.8 million.

PURCHASE4 O'F AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT

Mr. MAHON.Aith respect to a tomatic data processing equipment,
the request for automatic data processing efluipment, itelp 374, totals$17.6 milli0. Only $7O',00 was\ roraned for this line item last

year. Whae would be the effeq t of t e deferment of this item?
ColoneVVEiLA. Sir, this $1 '.6 illon is for the purchase of 30 com-

puters, pfirt of which are lea~, in, 1969 part of which will bo leased
in 1970. 1Now, if we don't s -) dt* $17.Y million and we defei'it, the
end result will be an increW n our 0. & M funding. The result will
be an itrease in Atle overa l stof' this eq ipment./

Mr. ATION. B~cau e o ifl io.fi -
Colonel VELLA.'NO, sir'As you kfidw,'th4 life span of a computer is

roughlylabout 5 years. Aster you hftve p d'rekt for about 5 years.
basicallyyou have paid for that madhie_: Sf you are going to use the
machine in excess of 5, ears-4n, this case about sigx you ae better
off buyingit. Additlohially, in this particular casp,'approxivately 45
percent of fhe first year's rent" is non ecoverabli.: After thg first year
no portion ofthe rent is r overable a d all*fthe rent plid becomes
sunk costs; s&the eirliei'the-buy-is/made, the greaser will be thesavin s 'K--svn COMPUTER LEASE PROGRAM,

Mr. MAHON. How dos this procurenlent'tie in with the computer
lease prograin funded in 0. & Mi'Ajie you leasing computers which
you plan or hope to buy later? Answer that for the record.

(The information follows:)
The Burroughs 3500 computers which we lire planning to buy with the $17.0

million were scheduled for lease with 0. & Al. funds in fiscal year 1969 prior to
p-.,echase in fiscal year 70. No 0. & M. lease fmids are contained in the fiscal year
16 0. & M. budget for the B3500 computers planned for purchase with this $17.6
million. We are leasing other computers, iome of which we also plan to purchase
in the future. Leased computers are constantly subjected to economic analyses to
identify those which result in significantly leqs total costs of operation if pur-
chased. They are considered for actual purchase, subject to the availability of
procurement funds. There are two general conditions under which we purchase
computers, the first Is when the computer has been specially built and is not nivll-
able by other means than purchase; the second Is when the purchase of the
computer will result in lower total operating costs. We do not buy computers
unless we-are assured they will be continued In the inventory well past their
break-even point and the investment will prove to be a profitable one.,

Mr. M.4uoN. Also for the record tell us whether any of the funds
being requested are for the purchase of equipment now leased?

(The information follows:)
The Burroughs 8,W computers to be purchased were originally scheduled for

lease in fiscal year 1969, however, some minor slippages in the schedule will
result in the actual installation of some of these computers very early In fiscal
year 19T01 These computers are still planned for purchase because of the asso-
elated savings of $7.6 million.
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(CLERK'S NOTEr: For a full discussion of the management of Air
Force automatic data processing systems, including the lease and pur-
chasing of equipment, see pp. 769-789, operation and maintenance
hearing, pt. 2 of the Department of Defense appropriation for 1970.)

LAUNDRY AN) DRYCLEANING EQUIPIENTT

[r. MATOX. Now to clean up this mess, we come to laundry and
drycleaning.

What is involved in your request for $1 million for the purchase of
laundry and drycleaning equipment?

General RUEGo. Included are 196 items of modern labor-saving laun-
dry and drycleaning equipment required to replace obsolete or un-
Cconomically repairable like items used at 11 overseas base's and 13 of
our CONUS8 bases. The average ago of the equipment being replaced
is 15 years, which substantially exceeds the established useful life
expectancy, which is considered 7 to 10 years for such equipment. The
use of new high production units will assure the maximum output per
employee and enable us to save maintenance and repairs on old equip-
ment and to do a better job as far as cleaning is concerned and with
less manpower.

Some of the representative items are 51 washers; three flat iron
ironers; 12 marking machines; 52 presses; 16 tumblers; and 42 dry-
cleaning equipments.

Mr. MA1ON. Section 524 of the appropriations bill relates to the
procurement of drycleaning equipment and it says that any such
equipment procured must either be for an overseas base or certified
by the Secretary of Defense. Is this equipment for overseas use or
CONUS?

General RuEc.O. Eleven for overseas and 13 for CONUS. The
CONUS bases did pass that rigorous test.

Mr. MAION. Have they been certified in writing by the Secretary
of Defense?

General RuEoG. They have all been certified, yes, sir.

REVIEW oF O'rIiER PROCUREMENT R.QUIREMENTS

Mr. MAHoN. General, we have been discussing for a couple of days
here "Other Procurement, Air Force," which is quite a conglomeration
of items. You and your people have wrestled with how to handle these
requirements for a long time. If you were a dictator, how would you
change this system ? How would you improve it?

General RUFca. Sir, I think our system is pretty good. I think we
get our money's worth by and large in this area.

The people we have out in the field doing the buying, doing the
engineering and the maintaining do this to the best of iheir ability.
I think our system is, overall, efficient. When we do find ways of doing
it better, we certainly are open to any suggestion from any department
of the Government, and we get a lot of help.

Mr. MAIOW. Do you think if this installation was carefully in-
vestigated and all these operations exposed to the bright light of day,
that they would stand up fairly well?

General RuEGa. In comparison to any other organization of this
size, military or private, I say, "Yes, it wouldd"
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3r. MAIION. Well, you ought to be a competellt witness and I was
just interested in having your view of this matter.

You understand, of course, that Con gress cannot adnuinister pro-
grams. We can provide or deny funds, tut we can't get out and run
the program, and this Government-and I am speaking specifically of
the miltary-must depend on people like you and the various services
and others who work with you to do the job.

I would think that some of these procurements could be made to
look a little bad, certainly if the whole truth were not fully brought
out on the table and only a portion of the information made available,
but it is very important that the top people know not only about the
policy, but about what actually goes on. How do you know what is
going on?

General RuFO. Sir, I have a staff in my Procurement Policy Divi-
sion of about 38 experts who spend all of their time visiting the
various Air Force buying organizations at all levels in the field. I
visit each one of our major buying organizations, each one of our
divisions. I visit the base procurement activities on a year-round basis
with members of my staff, where we get down and look at what they
are buying and how they are buying it, to see if we can do any more
in the way of competitive procurement, if we can simplify some of
these gadgets that look complex and are expensive when we look at
them individually. It is a constant cycle of trying to get the most out
of the resources we have.

We have training programs to teach our people the latest methods
of procurement, the latest technical innovations of how to write a
specification that will allow us to procure these things competitively.
We know there is room for improvement. We are trying to take every
opportunity to make improvements.

Mr. MAHON. Are these visits to some extent routine? Are they more
or less expected and does anything come out of them?

General Ruoo. Yes, sir. We frequently find very fine examples of
where one individual had a procurement to make and he used some
ingenuity. We bring it back and we immediately publish it and send
it out to all of the procuring agencies to use this same technique. We
constantly have a crossfeed of information, of new and ingenious
ideas as to how we can get more for our money in the way of quality
or delivery, or performance. It is a very active program.

OTHER BASE MAINTENANCE AND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

AIR CARGO PALLETS

Mr. LiPscomn. General, I would like to go back to the net for use
with pallets. Did I understand they were $237 per net

General RuiEoo. I think that is right.
Colonel RusSELL. That would be approximately correct.
(Clerk's Note: The following additional information was subse-

quently submitted by General Ruegg for the record.)
In arriving at the unit cost of $287, the side nets were erroneously costed at

$86 each or $172 for the side set plus $05 for the top net. The correct unit cost,
Na $151 per complete net assembly and Is comprised of $80 for two side nets ano
$65 for the top net-

At the time the budget estimate was prepared a unit cost of $151 for thp
complete set (two sides and one top net) was used. This unit cost was based on
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our 'xlierleince lit Prior yeairs. our Iiitest Ilegotiattedi 11iit cost~ (Ma P411 11 1.I
several montlis after the fiscal. year 1970 budget wais finizl'ed) 1,, $12-1.60 elilug~ transportation. This Is the lowest cot we haive obttfll(I Aliie thev hegviili
of 11seal year11)(937. It Is 1)osIbd1), that we maify be able to negotilite out 1110C.11
yearl 11,70 iprocurelin'flt fit a C'ost of Iloss than $151. However, with tilt getiero
tr1'(Iitl (Iiifluit bi this vimiot be ilceurately foreenst.

( (lvrl's Notoe St' H I hi for I le aide disI'.smli ofI, this
SulljP('t.)

'Mr. Lin 1s(ommi1 11w Io'. tiC-lIv;t' (, compol )1 ill i 1zvO ')t 1t nil slacificat loll

fro -- f nirers, by file A nnv fill ovodi'ld ioveliet'i, 11v tll h 11 v
fo ea ii 'Ii 1 1 iiwii I * 1 by~ t1 Call P i()li?('i you 9 h1swe1. tliit 0or do, You

Nvon! t4) 1111(1 I hat out. fir 0he recolrd1?
Colonel l ElI . a till nol( . I l iiiIc-"I'md th( 1,1111il (lul-4l1011, si r
NO w T till Idvol-~i (. if is,- how (1o AVO (O~lMP14e Ml's' \\'lit flii' 41114.1i

act(i vit ies?
(On sif~c - type I ia pola lionl, one lhig dliffi-reice is Ili 111 G-11a a lii

factor. Tli0e 110ts nvo dei i) o rwl viii 10.0001 poils for' .mi -(C
i mpit. ro ke 1 )iv h i 1i~ aro in iiio 111m >w ~Ii ) Io 0 V he cok nt,
-ilid I'll iliilg fIleai'hie I d o l 1mv'e I lie iifmlion ic

fli. :1 'iei".T siispeet Ihivir re i'4' iment s IlUIy he less lwealv.ve 11w i'v 1ie
I 11 ie':lll i h pe of fie]1'. amnd eirelim1s$0 tilles Ne are.

I.. 11 )11 f4 ) 11 t f . I :I o q

leno:ul 1Pirq. .\S T imiersbiiitl. \-()I wold likv to( look ,fl collmloar-
cil 4irl 0'1I rliers., ":Vei I alijoula on ) i id i'a 11loiSit ion, -x.
oppoqvd to thle 'iwi ,- thul Nv 11-e il iiiIlie Air Volvo' fill. 111 .s ope'r.at ion.

(7I'li0 iii Col111:11tioll follows:)

COST ov Nvi-tS ComtI'A1(ED Wiiiy Oo'iiit Nn*vocr

The Ai r F~orce net it-vil I)vto PU Iii atm oll111t o ptia' A 18 88 i as w ida' byv 10S
invtes. ]ln" by 9(1 Ilrl aiha iu,4,h 2111d ort'~ 8 1't rca iiev 1w W ,I) 'dab null eta' filop.
VTho only vomlv r balo itief Is iv~vf by tilt -ilr freight carriers. TIheu Armiy. Navy.
railroads., mid coimimerelid lilies do niot Ilse hi0- type or inlet to4 r'st:aiii var i'i( ill
transit. The wall of the carrier (I.e., ships' holds,8 trucek hodi'. ('011*1 itiis) p mr-
form thle restrain ut fiittiot hilt fill ha' vtte'hgo of all iii relti ft val iot 11v I),vd for
thkis prpose. AIrcra ft fusellage NN-is fict vas pre.S1uri'ia t foil ilivelopos, ('011 aiil
hiydraul( and ntol 11)fti~4 ivus (,ta,.

Comiimeroi fill f i'reight en i'rer-4 emp1loy "8 11101105, w~ide by 1(1s, Iichem ioilf liv
fIin ese h11,0 and 8.9 inchles \vide by 125 Inites long bW 001 itelit'5 high iiots to
(it Ihv- t\\o Xi'v' of pellet s they lUsv. Olne of thet leadiuig iiaatIIIIfact1 rvs (if netS
for hothI coniuire.Inl mlid miiiitry use Iadvises that both sizes ulswd bly th irlin1es1C,
are madet~l to either 3 g. 0r1.) g . rest ralit spwe'flatlouis. Ti'lt inn uu11fmtetut'ei."s ia
to the coiitiera'iah wwei for tile 3 v. iip(44 rahiga from $325 to $400 per set 4111(
the 9 gz. miets range fromTl $,iOO to $12M. Onlee (iir('ia iline Ivis itadientoal mi
average mit ost of $260 for the ne~ts that line uc;s. Tirue 3 g. nets are genera-lly
used to restrain couitainers to the pallet and added cargo restraint is provided1 by
tile container structure. The price range i., created biy a variation lit thle num11ber
of fastening points on the pallet and thle resultant difference fin the number of
crisross weobbing straps.

NVPl FO'R 81110N(IES1 PALLET

Mr. Thrscomi. Why do you have to hatve a net that withstands a
forward force of 8 .sf

General Rumoo. Because we found through experience we f requenth'
rm into this, that when we runi into a rough runway or we have lind-

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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iings wlli'o NW I IILve a geair ftil ire10, if i, h l(lt I 101i tilt, S g.'s, tIIe
111lg1,e() tVrorward and we lose ('rews biwallse of i"Idate(llitte, resi rall.
I'iv lt, nIsllst hold tile cairgo iII Ilace 1i1) to the strengthI of I he airplane.
Mr. I.iPsc~ ' , m ) Does the requirelttilt of 8 g.'s )r'inig about, whit ap-

iears to b)e a high cost ?
(Veiet'a1 Ruiooa. It, is a large factor in tl1e cm-st. It is a tough require-

ment. ''luo net, tile pallets, tlit tieINiiS ill thet ahiplante, along with
he s1 triletUre of tiw aircraft, itself mlust hei as strong as is necessary

to ussIiire that, the cargo dos not, give way alud crash forward.
Mr. I.Pscomi. It, sees like not only it light requireenwtt, lbut a high

,t)st. It is not, a great item, but it seet-As like it high cost.
General Ruim-m. 'These are produced coniret it ively mid ame proilred

competitively. Our reqo iremenit, was developed to overcome failures
we had experienced in the past. We think it is probably a well-justi-
l re ireile;lt to build something this reliable.

Mrl, jI Psomm. Wouldn't it Col Im'iCial airline have tl8e same require-
iment?

General Rul.'Mo. Not. necessarily, because t iey build their equipmeiit
to land on 10,000-foot-surface ruways tiat till 6lmels. Tlhere is it big
dittere9lce inl how weo use these same things. Tely r re used to constrain
the cargo in a C-130 landing on a strip of :3,000 feet of dirt in South-
east. Asia, as well as for landing back at, a main base in Japan or even
the ZI. We iave a. much wider range of operational requirements t"l1t)
the commercial operators run into.

'Mr. LtmscoMI. Will you check out the differences?
(The information follows:)

RQUtIR1MENTS Pou Nx r Am F oltne VEiRUS comIERCIA,

For commercial carriers the FAA establishes a forward restraint factor of
9g.'s for a duration of 3 seconds. The Air Force requirement Is 8g.'s for one-tenth
second. The reason for those high re.tralnts Is the protection of personnel seated
ahead of the cargo. In the event of a crash this protects the crew from possible
crushing by cargo that has become miissile. The airlines achieve the 9 g. restraint
by means of a et hohlIng the cargo to the pallet and a spiderweb barrier net,
fastened to approximately 42 strong piolnts radially around the fuselage, be ween
the crew und the cargo.

E TI.i0TONI AND 'I'E,4)M LU NLVON EQtJI I'MINT

DEFENSE, IEVIRW OF, COM UNIC.ATION EQ17tMEl'T REQUIREMENTS

Mr'. )AvIs. (e-neral, is there someone at the (flce of the Secretary of
Defense level who has a prime responsibility for communications

*equipment ?
-tneral Gouon. IUnder the As-istant, Seeretar, of l)Defense for Il-

stallations and Logistics there is an office called director of Telecom-
* munications Policy. T'is is a major focal joint for major changes
in Colnlttuhication's including policies as we I as the procurement of
malor items of equipitienlt.

Mr. DAvIs. Is this the 'place where the requirements of tle three
branches of the services are funneled in an attempt, to coordinate po-
tential ('o0 ,,1liol) use items?

General Goui.. Actually, If you look at the total communications
picture you can divide it into two broad areas. 01 is the strategic
Comn1mications. This is described as the defense conununications sys-

32-845--O9--pt. 8-74
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ten. It operates mnder the management of the Defense Coimmunica-
tions Agency. The Defense Communications Agency for those por.
tions of our total communication requirements makes a very deter-
mined and definite effort to coordinate all procurements of equipl-
ments and insures proper standardization. In the tactical area there is
a similar type of activity that operates under the JCS which attempts
to achieve a maximum degree of standardization for tactical type of
communications equipment.

Mr. DAVIS. Where would survival radio equipment fit? Is that
tactical I

General GouLD. Yes, sir; that would be included. It is certainly not
strategic. So in broad terminology you would have to put it under
tactical.

Mr. DAvis. But not under defense communications.
General Govw. No, sir; it would not be under the defense comn-

munications.
Mr. DAvIS. Is the office of the Director of Telecommunications Policy

the place where someone would direct, let's say, when the Navy
came in with a request for a particular type of equipment, "the Air
Force has something like this, use the same thing as the Air Foce is
using."

General Gouip. Are you still referring to the survival radio?
Mr. DAVIS. That is a good example; yes.
General Rupnoo. That is personal equipment. Each individual serv-

ice takes that as its own personal responsibility because we all have
unique conditions under which our troops are going to fight and be
exposed. We do coordinate with the Army. and Navy in this area.
When we find equipment that they have that we can use, we use it
whenever we can. 'But that is service-coordination for personal sir-
vival ar that is done on a service-to-service basis more so than
OSD. Iami sure they look over our shoulder and if they see du plica-
tion they call it to our attention. In this area we work very closely
with the other services.

Mr. DAVIS. It seems to me if a man is down and needs this kind of
equipment, it does not make much difference whether he is an Air
Force crewman or a Navy crewman or a Marine crewman, does it?

General Rumeo. And they are all compatible. We rescue Navy peo-
ple and they rescue ours. The Army rescues our people and we rescue
the Army people.

General Prms. There is an additional review of requirements bv
the various services at budget formulation time, and the OSD analyst
that analyzes the budget submissions delves into this area very deeply,
why can't you use a piece of gear like the Navy has ? They are quite
searching in requiring complete justification for our requirements.

General RtruEno. In addition, in the R. & D. area we also have cool-
dinating committees so that we do not spend money in development if
another service is developing something that will meet that
requirement.

fn General McNickle's area of R.D.T. & E. he can expand on how
we coordinate with the other services in the development of these

Mr. M iox. Getlemen, thank you.
General R-m. Thank you, Mr. chairman .

.
0



APPENDIX

AIRIiCAvr PROIDU(rION BASE SUPPOWr

There are a total of six projects included in the requirement for aircraft
production base support.

Proj et 17(K0)48 is for replacement of wornout Government-owned Industrial
prodnctiin equipment at the Bell Helicopter Co. at 1ort Worth, Tex. The cost
of this l' oJejft is $1,800,000. This project will replace equipment worn beyond
economical repair with modern, high-productive equipment. This project is
intended to reduce machine downtime, and sustaining production capability with
a reduced number of equipment items. This project will Support the production
of the following aircraft: UI1-1, AH-IG, OH-13, and 01-SA. in addition, it
will support repair and overhaul of the U11-1 and All-1G helicopters. Anticipated
savings are approximately $500,000 lpr year.

Project 1707049 is for disposal/redistribution of excess equipment. The purpose
of this project is to cover the cost of preservation, ickaging, crating, handling,
and transportation of Governnent-owned items of productioti equipment which
have beome excess to current or mobilization requirements during the fiscal
year and must be redistributed and/or disposed of. 'lPhe cost of the project is
$100,000, and It will be monitored by the U.S. Army Aviation Command at
St. Louis, Mo.

ProJect 1707001 Is for the development of a process for mass production of
ceramic armor. The cost of this project is $150.000. The primary agency of
respnsibllity is the Army Materials and Mechanics Research Center at Water-
town. Mass. The project will lead to the availability of higher quality, lighter
weight, ceramic armor for aircraft seats, flight hellmets, and personal armor
and will have an immediate application In SHA. Benefit' cannot be measured in
terns of dollars saved but will remlt in reduced vulner.'bility of aircraft and
air crews in SEA.

Project 1706MI9 pertains to the determination of optimum manufacturing
procestses for producing large-size transparent ceramic armor. The cost of this
project Is $150,000. The Agency of responsibility is the Army -Materials and
Mechanics Research Center at Watertown, Mass. Government and/or privately
owned installations or firms will be used to accomplish this effort. These ceramic
armor sheets will provide crew protection as helicopter transparent armor
windows and will permit weight reduction of 60 to 70 percent without loss ot
ballistic protection.

Project 1706078 Is for determining production processm4 and techniques needed
to produce high-tenacity organic fibers for aircraft armor. The cost of the proj.
ect is $200,000. The project will be supervised and coordinatd by the Army Ma-
terials and Mechanics Research Center (AMMRC) at Watertown, Mass. The
private contractors for this project have not been selected. These special fibers
will be incorporated into flexible ballistic protection material (such as used in
flack curtains) for all aircraft. )The benefits cannot be directly measured in
terms of dollars saved but will result in reduced vulnerability of aircraft and
air crews in Southeast Asia.

Project 1706073 pertains to determining optimum manufacturing processes
for new plastic armor material. The cost of this project is $820,000. It will be
performed at Plcatinny Arsenal in Dover, N.J., under the direction of the Army
Materials and Mechanics Research Center of Watertown, Mass. The program
objective is to develop manufacturing methods and techniques for the produc-
tion of material which will be used tto increase the survivability of eircraft on
the ground, as in a shelter or barricade (for protection against rocket and mortar
fire), and in the air against secondary fragments. The direct benefits will be a
reduction of SEA aircraft and crew vulnerability as well as an Increase in hell-
copter lift capability as a result of reduced weight

• ". :,(:1157)
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PRODUCTION BASE SUPPORT, OTHER MISSILES

There are a total of '24 projects included in the requirements for missile lrodii.-
tio bs&' tip)port.

Ilroject 3702146 Im for mna'lile tool repla(enient at tile Michigan Army Missile
Plant at Warren, Mich., in preparation for production of the 14111ce missile sys.
tent. The cost of this project is $1,64,500. It provides for replateenwit of worn
and obsolete lovertiniimt-owned metal working machinery. Savings for tills proj-
ect i re difficult to determine, but could reach $400,000 per year.

Project 3702154 is for the repair and rehabilitation of plant facilities att the,
Michigan Army Missile Plant, Warren, Mich. Tile cost of this project. is $2,461.000.
'This project provides for major repairs and rehabilitation of plant facilities.
The lptirpose is to prevent further deterioration to the facilities and to assure
that minimum safety ald security standards itre Insured. The dollar savings
involved in this are Intangible, and benefits can only be estimated on the basis
that tile vllue of the total facility exceeds $W0 million.

Project 3702281 Is associated with the Hawk missile system. The cost of this
project Is $881,500, and it covers the replacement of certain worn ant obsolete
Government-owned industrial plant equipment located at the Raytheon Co. at
Andover, Mass. The purpose is to reduce machine setup time, decrease downtime,
increase accuracy, and productivity. Savings will be indirect and could approxi-
mate $400,000.

Project 370'2138 is for the Twin Cities Army Ammunition Plant, Honeywell,
Inc., New Brighton, Minn., for the Lance warhead section. The cost of this proj-
ect is $1,440,000. This project will permit acquisition of the items of equipment
needed to produce the Lance warhead. The purpose of the project Is to establish
a production capability which will insure the timely and steady delivery of tids
critical component.

Project 3702137 is for the development of facilities for the loading, assembling,
and packaging of the Lance warhead section. The cost of this project Is $2,158,000
and will be monitored by the Picatinny Arsenal at New Dover, N.J. This project
covers the conversion and the modification of existing facilities and the procure-
ment of equipment for mass loading, assembling, and packaging of the Lance
warhead. Cost savings are not specifically involved In this project.

Project 8702909 Is for the advance production engineering of the Lance missile
system. The cost of this project is $6,500,000 and will be monitored by the Mlchli-
gan Army Missile Plant at Warren, Mich. This project will complete all engi-
neering effort necessary to insure that the industrial base established will be
able to support the mass production and procurement objectives prior to the
awarding of the production contract. This project will permit the Government
to procure components and assemblies of the Lance system on a competitive basis.

Project 3702149 is for the purchase of test equipment for the Procurement and
Production Directorate of Redstone Arsenal, Ala. The cost of the project Is
$241,815 and will be monitored by the guided missile systems control facility of
Redstone Arsenal, Ala. The purpose of this project Is to purchase test equipment
for Redstone Arsenal. This will provide equipment to support the missile quality
assurance program. Testing of missiles will result in an intangible saving to the
Government in that inferior products will not be procured for distribution to
the field.

,Project 3702152 Is for the maintenance and repair of facilities at the Lawn-
dale Army Missile Plant. The cost of this project is $283,000 and will be moni-
tored by the Lawndale Army Missile Plant at Hawthorne, Calif. The purpose of
this project is to perform repair and maintenance on those facilities currently
being used in the production of the Shillelagh. The purpose of this project is to
maintain capability. Savings are incidental.

Project 3706006 is for friction welding of missile system hardware. This project
costs $150,000 and will be supervised by the Missile Command at Redstone Arsenal,
Ala. Its purpose is to determine the feasibility of developing manufacturing
methods that will utilize the techniques of friction welding. If successful this
technique will be employed In subsequent production and will assist in cost re-
duction and in reduced production leadtime. At this time, cst savings cannot
specifically be identified.

Project 3708007 Is for the application of rolled and welded-, large nissile
motor cases, The cost of this project is $100,000 and will be monitored by the
Missile Command at Redstone Arsenal, Ala. This project Is for the development
of an improved production technique, whereby rolled and welded preforms
will be used in the production of large motor cases. If successful, this technique
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will be Incorporated into subsequent production and will permit higher production
rates. This project will permit a reduction in the cost of motor cases; however,
th, exaCt amonlit Is unknown.

Project 3703009 is for the manufacturing of electronic modules. The cost of
tills project is $300,000 and will be monitored by the Missile Command, Redstone
Arsenal, Ait. This project will combine (ie results of past studies and establish
a fast reaction, fast turn around production capability for the electronic modules
used it the missile systems. This project will develop information which will
result in suibstantial reduction in cost, however, the amount is unknown at this
time.

L'roject 3703012 is f(,r the production of plastic molded quadrant missile air-
frames. Ti (4,st of this pri)ject is $180,000 aniid will be monitored by thI Missile
Comllnand, Redstone Arsenal, Ala. This project will determine the feasibility of
developing a new process in the production of missile airframes. The purpose
of this project is to lower production cost and increase the rate of production.
Savings to be achieved by this project will be In the area of reduced costs and
increased production rates, however, no exact amount can be given.

Project 3703014 is for tile development of molding techniques for plastic
container-s, The cost of this project is $140,000 and will be under the supervision
of tile Missile (Iommniamd, Redstone Arsenal, Ala. This project will develop data
for new and improved minatfaturiug processes that wilt expand the use of
plastic materials in missile containers. The purpose of this project is to reduce
the (.oSt and weight of mnilhie containeis as compnircd to those currently made
of wvood or metal. Cost savings at this time cannot be specifically Identified.

Project 3703010 covers a study of Jnethols for high-volume production inspec-
tion of tubing. This project is $260.)00 amd will be controlled by the Missile
Counand, Iedslone Arsenal, Ala. This project will investigate the methods
for condlucting high-volumie production inspection oni tubing associated with
missile components. This project will influence future competitive bidding,
reduce costs, and develop higher production rates. This project will establish it
savings to the Government by providing a more exact and rapid methodl of
checking tubing ; however, an exact l)rice cannot lie determined.

Project 370'2578 is for the packaging, crating, handling and transportation
of ex(ss Government equipment. This project Is for $50,000 and will be con-
trolled by the Missile Command, l1edstone Arsenal, Ala. This project covers the
redistribution and/or disposal of production equipment excess to the Missile
Command.

Project 3702150 is for the acquisition of equipment for missile motor grain
manufacture. This project is for $272,000 and will be monitored by the Radford
Army Ammunition Plant at Radford, Va. The purpose of this project Is to adopt
present facilities to manufacture TOW missile propellant gnins. The project
will provide for procurement and installation of additional production equipment
required to meet scheduled production. It will augment existing facilities in
support of materiel plan objectives.

Project 3702579 Is for plant clearance of UNIVAC (sergeant) equipment. The
cost of this $100,000, and will be monitored by the Missile Command Redstone
Arsenal, Ala. This project will remove nnd prepare for shipment of Government-
owned equipment now located in Salt Lake City, Utah. Equipment will be sent
to various storage locations throughout the United States.

Project 3702988 is for determining the parameters of fluid production of
missile control systems. The project cost, $200,000, and will be monitored by tile
Missile Command, Redstone Arsenal, Ala. This project vill develop guidance
necessary for the use of various fluidic devices in production of missile fire con-
trol systems. There are no direct savings identified; however, the project' viii
provide information that will be used In reducing production leadtime.

Project 3702993 is for determining methods of manufacturing thick-film hybrid
micromodules. This project will cost $197,000 and will be monitored by the Mis-
sile Command, Redstone. Arsenal, Ala. The project will establish manufacturing
processes that will offer greater flexibility in the commercial production of thick-
flhu hybrid micromodules used in the manufacture of electronic components for
thissiles. There are no direct savings identified; however, the process will provide
in the future reduced costs and leadtime.

Project 8103005 is for development of production and inspection techniques
for infrared components. The cost of this project is $300,000 and will be moni-
tored by the Missile Command, Redstone Arsenal, Ala. This project will refine
techniques used in the manufacture of infrared component. These components
will be used in the guidance systems of various Army missiles currently in In-
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ventory. Specific cost savings cannot be immediately identified; however, the
project will assist in increasing production rates and assist future competitive
procurements.

Project 3703008 is for infrared inspection of electronic missile circuits. The cost
of this project is $140,000 and will be monitored by the Missile Command, Red.
stone Arsenal, Ala. This project will improve current methods of testing elec-
tronic missile circuits. When adopted, the current testing methods will be
speeded up, resulting in a higher rate of production at a lower overall cost. In
addition, production leadtime will be reduced over methods currently in use.

Project 3703013 is for the development of new production techniques for mis-
sile propellant binder polymers. The cost of this project is $175,000 and will be
monitored by the Missile Command, Redstone Arsenal, Ala. The current methods
require I or 2 weeks before the missile propellants and its binder are sufficiently
aged to permit additional assembly. This project will reduce the time required
for this aging process thereby permitting a higher production rate. Specific
savIngs cannot be identified.

Project 3703011 is to determine commercial techniques for better preventing
the deterioration of missile containers. The cost of this project is $90,000 and
will be monitored by the Missile Command and by the Watervliet Arsenal, N.Y.
This project will develop commercial techniques whereby the corrosion of missile
containers can be reduced below the level now experienced. Specific savings
cannot be identified although increased serviceability and storage of missiles Is
to be expected.

Project 3703015 is to develop refined alinement techniques of missile compo-
nents. The cost of this project is $280,000 and will be monitored by the Missile
Command, Redstone Arsenal, Ala. This project will study and improve pro-
duction methods in the rapid and precision alinement of various missile coni-
ponents. The project will develop the manner in which missile components, con-
sisting of many and varied surfaces, can be interfaced. There is no specific cost
savings related to this project; however, reduction of alinement time at the
plant and reduction of maintenance in the fieli can be expected.

ACTIvITY 6--WEAPONS AND OTHER COMBAT VEHICLES

The $15.7 million for replenishment spares are projected in the following
categories: Milions

Field artillery digital automatic computer system ------------------- $2.5
Maintenance and support equipment ----------------------------- 4.1
Weapons and fire control -------------------------------------- 2.2
Tools and industrial equipment --------------------------------- 3.8
Others ---------------------------------------------------- 3.1

Total ------------------------------------------------ 15.7
The above projections of fiscal year 1970 expenditures are estimates as de-

tailed data by line item are notreadily available.

CONSTRUCTION OF FACILITIES

The fiscal year 1970 production base support program for $345.5 million con-
sists of $300 million for provision of industrial facilities, $1 million for layaway
of industrial facilitee, and $44.5 million for production engineering measures.

The $800 million provides for sustaining our current production capability,
certain required facility expansion, and the initiation of our plan to replace
and modernize our production facilities. In terms of commodity area, this $300
million will provide $2119.3 million for ammunition plants; $13 million for facili-
ties for weapons and other combat vehicles, and $7.7 million for facilities for
other commodities.

The $279.3 million for ammunition includes $81.1 million for projects to sustain
the Aimy's current production capability at 27 manufacturing installations,
$14,1million to establish new production capability ($13.1 million for an improved

-8-inch selected ammunition round and $1 million for chemical facilities), and
$184.1 million to replace production facilities which are obsolete, worn, avd

;ineffikent, with new and more efficient facilities.
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With regard to the $184.1 million, I would like to emphasize the Army's need
to replace and modernize the Army-owned production base. This production base
consists largely of ammunition plants which are primarily of World War II
vintage. These plants have been intensively operated in support of three wars.
Over the years the processes have become grossly inefficient and in some Instances
unsafe. A program to rehabilitate and modernize this base has been developed
to insure the capability to provide ammunition support for emergencies.

The $184.1 million includes $101.5 for upgrading the manufacturing of pro-
pellants anid explosives, $29.4 million for upgrading load, assembly and pack
operations, $27.2 million for upgrading the manufacture of metal parts, $22.5
million for upgrading small arms production and $3.5 million is proposed for
updating existing facilities used to perform production engineering, preproduc-
tion evaluation and quality control operations. The following is a discussion of
the budget request for each of the production processes:

(a) In fiscal year 1970 we are proposing that six TNT lines be replaced with
a modern process at a cost of $50.5 million. An automated line for manufactur-
ing propellants in the amount of $22.3 million is also planned. This project will
replace the current costly and hazardous process. Other projects in this category
include a nitroglycerin transfer line, two nitrocellulose manufacturing units
(an essential ingredient to propellant manufacturing), an oleum facility and an
automated mortar propellant line.

(b) The facilities for load, assembly, and pack operations include $7.4 million
to upgrade the production of primers, $5.6 million for automating the bag load-
ing for artillery propellants and $5.2 million to upgrade the mixing and pressing
of illuminant materials used in artillery shells, signals, and flares. Other projects
in this category incude fuze, mortar, artillery, and rocket assembly lines.

(o) Of the $27.2 million for facilities for the manufacture of metal parts,
$5.4 million is for the 105-millimeter projectile, $5.6 million is for 81-millimeter
mortar, $8.6 million is for 155-millimeter projectile, $6.5 million is for 175-
millimeter projectile and $1.1 million is for the 105-millimeter cartridge case.

(d) The small arms projects proposed for fiscal year 1970 total $22.5 ,'llilon
and will bring about a complete change of production operations and techniques.
The current process which requires a large number of individual machines per-
forming single operations will be replaced by a continuous flow process with
module-type production units. For ammunition le,s than .50 caliber this unit
can operate at a rate of 1,200 rounds per minute rather than the present rate of
100 rounds per minute.

The $13.0 million for weapons and other combat vehicles includes $4.3 million
and $5.6 million to sustain current operations at Watervliet Arsenal and Rock
Island Arsenal respectively; $3.0 million to upgrade the mobilization base; and
$0.1 million for for rehabilitation of Government-owned Industrial plant equip-
ment.

The $7.7 million for other commodities includes $6.8 for engineering design
funds to support projects involving construction, $0.7 million for improving and
augmenting test capabilities at three proving grounds; and $0.2 million for re-
habilita ion of Government-owned industrial plant equipment.

The $1 million for layaway of industrial facilities provides funds for the neces-
sary rehabilitation ar:d layaway, redistribution or disposition of industrial
facilities when no longer required to support current production. A major por-
tion of this amount ($600,000) is for the layaway, redistribution, or disposal of
excess Government-owned production equipment related to weapons and combat
vehicles. The remaining projects totaling $400,000 Involve production equipment
for ammunition and communication and electronics items.

The $44.5 million requested for production engineering measures consists of
$18 million for ammunition, $17.3 million for communications--electronics, $3.2
million for weapons and combat vehicles, $2.4 million for tactical vehicles and
other support equipment, and $3.6 million for no specified single commodity.

Of the $18 million for ammunition production engineering measures, $6 million
is to maintain production capability for biological munitions. Another $0.5 million
is for five projects consistng of process and equipment improvement in the
production of small arms ammunition, automating the manufacture of particular
boosters and fuze components, and evaluation of continuous freeze drying of
biologicals. The remaining $5.5 million will be used to support 30 projects under
$500,000 which include such production engineering measures as substituting
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steel for brass for 20-millimeter cartridge cases, use of welded iron overlay
rotating bands, an automatic fuze assembly machine for chemical munitions, and
the application of radaT to ballistic testing of ammunition.

Of the $17.3 million for comnnmications-electronles, $7.8 million is for the
production engineering of night vision equipment components and another $0.7
million for the far infrared indicator program. The advanced production en.
gineering for the automatic atmiospheric sounding set for $1.2 million will pro-
vide the major component for the AN/UMQ-7 meteorological data sounding
system. A manufacturing methods and technology project for $0.5 million will
provide a computer software package for the design of integrated electronic.
circuitry. The remaining $7.1 million will be used to support 31 projects under
$500,000 each-such as the study of the method of manufacture of hydrocarbons
fuel cells (to reduce battery weight), ceramic polymer film for more reliable
capacitors, and an atmospheric meteorologica-'probe for use with artillery and
target acquisition systems.

Of the $3.2 million for production engineering mea.%ures for weapons and other
combat vehicles, $0.5 million is for the implementation of the modern manu-
facturing technique of machine tool numerical control systems. The remaining
$2.7 million supports 31 projects tinder $500,000-for studies in areas such as
new methods for boring gun barrels, development of electron beam welding tech.
niques and evaluation of manufacturing processes for high temperature, thin
wall tubes.

Of the $2.4 million for tactical vehicles and other support equipment, there
are three projects totaling $2 million for qualification and proof testing of new
or redesigned commercial items used in military end items in order to expand
the qualified products list and the competitive procurement base. The remaining
$400,000 is for five other projects of a similar nature.

The $3.6 million for production engineering measures for no specified com-
modity is to provide for development and documentation of test methods and
procedures for quality assurance testing and preparation of technical data for
procurement of calibration equipment for the U.S. Army Test and Evaluation
Command and the U.S. Army Missile Command.

ACTIVITY 9-OTHER SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

The $15.1 million for replenishment spares for activity 9 is for the support
of the following systems:

Millions
Tractors -------------------------------------------------- $3.0
Graders/Loaders --------------------------------------------- 1.5
Military standard engines ------------------------------------- 1.2
Material handling equipment ------------------------------------ 1.0
Generators ------------------------------------------------- 2.3
Cranes -----------------------------------------------------. 9
POI. equipment ----------------------------------------------. 6
Environmental equipment --------------------------------------- 6
Miscellaneous ----------------------------------------------- 4.0

Totl ------------------------------------------------ 15.1
The above is an estimation based on summarization of the stock position of

ground forces support equipment. Detailed requirements by line item are not
readily available.

TAorIcAL RECONNAISSANCE INFORMATION PROCESSING AND INTERPRETATION
SYSTEM

Since we last reported to you on this program, two factors have combined to
increase total program costs. First, current data indicates the total cost of the
image intepretation (II) and the -diplay and control/storage and retrieval
(DC/SR) segments proposed for procurement will be $54 million higher than
we predicted last year. During development of the II segment and the DO/SR
segments In the past year to the final acceptable configuration for production,
changes were Wade to the equipment. 11%e development of the segments to an ac-
ceptable configuration required production cost increases. These price increases
also include to a small degree increases as a result of inflation. Previous cost
was submitted before the development effort was completed. Therefore, these
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price increases are a result of unforeseen changes in the equipment. Secondly, a
requirement for an additional 44 digital and physical storage shelters to han-
dle and store data for the DO/SR segments exists. These additional shelters will
cost $19 million. A critical requirements review, conducted subsequent to the sub-
mission of the $334 million total program cost figure, resulted in a downward revi-
sion in the scope of the total program and a corresponding decrease in total costs
from $334 to $317 million. The $243.8 million was our estimated cost of
completion at the time of the formulation of the fiscal year 1969 budget re-
quest. With the program in the early stages ; development, the Air Force did
not have a better estimate at the time of our discussions with you last year. The
increase in cost became evident subsequent to last year's discussions.
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